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Awarding 'Credit For Extrainstitutional Learning'
,3

Guidelines

The Wowing statement blithe ACE Conumsszon on Educational Credit and Credentials has been approved by the ACE
Board of Directors and endorsed ht. the Council rm Postsec.
Ontlarr Accreditation.
The American Council on EduCatrim recommends that postsecondary education institutions deselpp policies and procedures for Measuring and awarding credit for !cal-fling attained
outside their sponsorship.!
American society abounds in resources for learning at the'
prisate. anti pro'priFtary cdoc:aticon
postsecondary level Pub
anstiiiition; Exercise the central but 01 exclosise responsitiiliti.
fox' iriStructah and learning ,Association's,.busingics. goseinana.ulfimiskponsor formatinsi ruement. inausay.lhe
indepenteptegtudy and Yeading, worCex pen-

I. Reliable and valid evaluation of student achievement is the

sine qua non in awarding credit. Experience, whether
acquired at work. in'social settings. in the library, at home.
or in the formal classroom. lkin itself an inadequate basis for
awarding credit. Increased agent ion in choosingpaluation
procedurys%d techniques and more th-orOugh evaluation,,

. -

are necessary when lemming has heen.attamed (without par-%

2 ,ln tretermtnirig whither it is appropriatep accept a student's

learninggor credit. the goserning consideratiom should be its applicability. tii' t hestudlenes"pro-,
grad_ uatcon requireniciitssandthe
gram of

-

the mass nifdia, and social Interactioi colttribute to
,IcirrningStndtompctency.

. relationship of the ledrning tit the otitution's mission.

-

t

curricula and standOds for student aciiii:sen'sent. earning
should be articulaniti. documented and measured in thev

I-ulland effective use of all educational resources is a worths;
educatw.naland-socu l goal Achies ing'this g,oal will depend Po a

:

terms.

la rgc ext ent, on pros id ing equitable recognitnn for txtrainstitutional learning.
Educational credentials hale a significant 'bearinkt,on the economic. professional. and4ocial status of the Intl) idual
Thus, social equity requites that etruKii lent learning, regardless of where and how it tkael(iescd. lie incorporated into.the
system of records for learning and coropeteney. and
Recognition encourageslearning and contributes to pedagogical effecti% (mess Teaching students what they already
know is bosh stultifying to them and wasteful of educational
and personal resources.
.
,
Postsecondary, education institutions legally authorised and
accredited to award degrees and other educational credentials
have asp etial responsibility to assess extrainstitutional learning

3.

ltitrtutions should evluate extrainstitutional learning only
in subject-matter fields in which they hive or can arrange fot
faculty expertise or where they eiih rely on nationally sali,dated examinations or other procedures for establishing
credit equisalincies. Institutions should award credit in
these arearonly if the quality, of learning ifieets their starshould esaluate learning and award credit only in subject
fields in which they offer courses or curricula Howeser.
Ae acquisition of college level leaning outcomes has been
amonstrated in an area not taught by the institution, but
related to the student's program of study. an exception may
. and ought to be made.

.

In the development (g' institutional policies and procedures.'
the Airrerican Council on Eduption recomrpends the following
guidelines.

4.

Instirlitiiins awarding,credit for extrainstitutional learning

sho'uld develop clearly stated policies regardingadministra ,
live responsibility, student eligibility. means of 0,sessment.
-recording of.results on transcripts, storage of .documenta-

.

Mtn. student fees, and maximum number of credits allow:
ale. Information op these and related institutional policies
and procedures should be disseminated to, students and
faculty foilfgaximum awarenesss and utilisation.
5.2Institutionalliolicy should include provisicin tharThe hAtitupolicies,Scdproceduresfor awarding credit for extra-

i"Extrainsritutional learning" is defined as learning that is
attained Outside) the sponsorshipoif legally authorised and

accreditf :;,postsecondary eduoationat institutions. The term
applies o , e'arning acquirectrom work and life`'expericnces.
independent reading and study. the mass media, and participation in formal courses sponsored by associgtions.. business.

institutional Igarping should.,be subject to periodic
reevaluation

government. industry. the military. and unids` ,

*
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dards for student achiesemeni Normally. institutions

paitof their credentialihg function.

,
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ticipatioo in a program of study pilocrihed by an educational institlitiiirtaild offered by it.5 factilty.
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Foreword
For more than thirty:five years., the Guide to the Evaluation of Educational'

has been the standard reference work for
recognizing learning acquired in military life. ACE has workedyooperatively

Experiences in the Armed Services

with the Department of Defense and the armed services in assisting hundreds of
thousands of servicemen and women to achieve recognition for their learning. The
long-term success of the Guide evaluation system for military training has resulted in it serving as a model for the evaluation of programs offered by other
noncollegiate organizations, including business, industry, government agencies,
voluntary and, professional associations, and labor unions. Collectively, these efforts re resulting in students combining extra-institutional learning opportunities
With study at postsecondary institutions -to achieve degree-related educational
objectives. Not only is this sound educational practice, it is also an efficieqt use
of educational resources and an incentive for the persons affected to undertake
further study.
Special recogniticin must be paid to hundreds of individuals who have
served as evaluators and the many educational institutions, firofessional and
disciplinary associations, and the apprenticeship training community for their
wholehearted cooperation in this endeavor. Without their support and assistance,

the iGuide would not have been possible. We are greatly indebted to them..
Once again, we are pleased to commend this work to you-in your eontinning work with servicemen and women and veterans. 0
J. W. PELTASON
President

American Council on..Education

O
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How to Find and Use Course Exhibits
(Military Personnel Records), 9700 Page Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri 63132.
3. Course Completion Certificatesmay be used to
complement other records or when service
courses are not recorded on official records.

This volume contains recommendations for formal

courses offered by the Coast Guard, the Marine
Corps, the. Navy, and the Department of Defense.
The instructions that follow. provide a step -by -step
proCedure for finding and using the exhibits and rec-

ommendations. Readers unfamiliar with the ACE.
evaluation procedures sliOnldread Appendix A. Addi-

*

(See questions 1, 3; 10, and 27 in Questions and Answers.)

tional information in using the Guide and awarding
credit is provided in the Questions and Answers section.

The following steps refer to a "course exhibit." See
sample course exhibit, page ix.

#,

Step 1
Have the applicant complete a "Request for
Course Recommendation" form.

.

A "Request for Course Recommendation" form ap-

pears at the back of this volume. It may be reproduced and should always be filled out by the..appli'cant, using the information provided on official and
personal records, as well as the applicant's own
knowledge of the service course. Applicants should
never refer to the Guide while completing the form.

(See questions 4 through 8 in Questions and Answers.)

Step 2
of the school official to

the responsibilit

The following military rec-

ords are normally used t verify successful completion of course requirements:

1. DD Form 295, ;'Application for the Evaluation
of Educational Experience ,During INMilitary

-

A. Course Number Index. All 'available military
course numbers are disted in the Course Number
Index in alphanumeric sequence. If the applicant's
military course number cannot be located in the
Course Number Index, search for the course title in

tions Equipment Technician," are Cadio,'Communications, and Ground. Find one or all of those keywords in

records.
verify course completio

....

keywords in the title, "Ground Radio Communica-

Verify course completion from military

It is

Find the course exhibit by identifying the
OECC .ID Number in the Cour'se Number
Index or the Keyword Index.

the Keyword Index.
B. Keywor4 Nolndex. Identify all possible keywords
within a formal course title.. For example, the

r

)

Step 3

Service"available to active-duty service per-

sonnel from military education officers. (Form
must be certified by an authorized commissioned

officer or his designee in order.to be official.)
2. DD Form 214, "Armed Forces of the. United
States Report of Transfer or Discharge"availa,
ble to vetjrans, together with other\ in-service
training re Ords, froth the General Ser\'ices Administration, National Personnel Records Center

the Keyword Inda and search the listing under the
keyword for the course title. If the title' cannot be
found under one keywori, search all other possible
keywords.

.

C. Identify OECC ID Number. When the title or
military course number has been located, note the
corresponding OECC ID Number. This -number
refers to the course exhibit's location in the Guide.
The two-letter prefix refers to the section of the
Course
Exhibits chapter, i.e., CG=Coast Guard sec.
of Defense section;,
tion; .DD=Department
MC=Marine Corps section; and NV=Navy section.
Within each sectio , OECC ID Numbers are presented in numeric sequence.
.
(See question 2 in Questions and Answers.)
..-

,-,

vii.-
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HOW TO FIND AND USE COURSE EXHIBITS

Step 4

student Mann the,requirements and programs at your
school.

Match the course identifying information..
with the corresponding data in the course

,

(See question 9 in Questions and Answers.)

A-

exhibit:

'4

v

Course identifying ipiprmation includ.e.sithe official
military title, military course number, length. of
course, dates of attendance, lqcation, etc., and is pro-

Award credit, as appropriate.

vided by the applicant on the "Request for Course
Recommendation" form. When .the course, exhibit

Users are free to modify the credit recommendations in accordance with institutional policy and the

Step 6

educational goals of each individual applicant.

consists of multiple versions, determine which version
c.-Sp'plies to the applicant's course by-considering exhibidates and course lengtlT. It is important to match all

(See questions 11 and 19.-25 in Questions and Answers.)

items.

(See questions 6. 7, 8, and 12 in Questions and An-

Step' I

swers.)

Step 5.

.

required, contact the
Office- on Educational Credit and

,When assistance
Credentials.

4

Read the course objectives and description.

Whenever problems arise in Steps 1 through
assistance is desired, contact the OECC InformatiOn

Consideration should be given' not only to the
amount of credit and to the subject area but also to
the course objectives and description which are part
of the course exhibit. These portions of the exhibit .
outline the course content and scope and also pr vide
essential information about the nature of the cburse.
This information is essential to you in determining the
appropriate placemern of credit for .each individual

\

Service at:

Office on. educational Credit and Credentials
American Council on -Education
One Dupont Circle
Washington, DC 20036

ATTN: Military Evaluations
(202.)833-4685

r

to

.

.

\
.

I:

I

c

7
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SamPle Course Exhibit
NV-0701-0006

JD Number. A number assigned by
OECC to identify each course
4

_______._______Z............Course

i tH.NTAL TICHNICIAN, BASIC, CI ASS A
21 CLASS-4"A GENERAL DFNTA I TECHNI

b

CLAN SCHOOL

A
MiVlory Course Number. The number

assigned to the course by the milltai-y Listed by version

Length The length of the course in=
weeks' with contact halts in 'pa. .
rentheses. by yersion 4

l

Exhibit Doles. The start and end
dates, by month and year, by version Wheq.course was hilt evalu
ated and when, if applicable. it was
eliminated "Present" denotes pub-

licanon cutoff for this '.)edition of
the Guide (3/80)
1).

Instruction Description of instruc
tion, including teaching methods,
facilities, equipment, mnior subject

areas covered Normally applies to
all course versions, occasionally' ao

I note May be' added regarding a
specific version Listed by version

In some instances will apply to all
versions

,

Version Numbers ond Tiles.

is the most recent If
course has only one version, version number is omitted throughout

Version

1

exhibit

DLNER,Al .
TICHNICIA!`4,
(DENTAL
CLASS A)
Course.Number: Version 1 B-330-10. Version 2 None
qr Location: VeriItn 1. Dental Technician's
School, San Diego, CA Version 2: National

.
Allernole Titles In parentheses
undel\the more recent title

.

locotion By version The service
school, military instdllation, state

Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, MD
(Length: Version 1. 12 weeks (480 hours)
Version 2. 16 weeks (557-600 hours):
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 12/67- Present
Version 2. 3/61-11/67
7

abiecti0e. The purpose for which
the course was desigged, applies to
all versions '

Objectives: To train enlisted personnej to
assist dental officers and to qualify for the
dental 'technician rating

.

.

Initruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic sciencts,.preventive dentistry.
casualty care, dental administration, radiog
raphy, and cluntsianss(sting
.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

i

Credit Recommendolion By version
kiven.in four categorres vocational
certificcite, lower-division baccalaureate/associate. degree, upper-division baccalaureate, and graduate

vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in dental assisting on the basis of institutional examination (2/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureatetassocratc degree category? 3. semester hours in dental assisting
on the basis of institutional examination (2/
74). Version 2 In the vocational certificate
category, 5 semester hours in dental assist-

degree

Expressed

in

semester

hours (See Appendix A for detailed
explanation of credit categories )

ing 'on the basis of institutional examination
(2/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in dental assisting on ,the basis of institutional examination (2/74)

Evoluolion Dote. Date when the

credit recommendation was estab-

lished, month and `par, in paren..

'

.

,

theses following each recommendation

.
...

.

C
Importon0

The

oppropriole course

version con be found by using the
course title ond number, ils length,
exhibit doles, ond loco lion.
...
+Xs

a

L
,

t
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How to Find and USe
Navy General" Rate and Rating Exhibits

.

4;84.-

This volume contains exhibits for Navy general
rates and ratings evaluated through January 1, 100.
The following instructions provide a step-by-step
procedure for finding and using general rates and
rating exhibits and recommendations. If you are unfamiliar with Navy general rates and ratingsliow they

are structured and how occupational proficiency is
demonstratedyou should read Appendix A. Additional information on general rates and ratings is pro-

Step 1.

180, which maN, be obtained fforn a state's v'e/erans
. ; affairs office, the Veterans Administration, or ;the Na-.

Have the ajplicant submit official Navy

tional PersOnitel Records Center.

.
4.

For enlisted personnel, occupational history is.. re-

* corded At item 8 of NAVPERS 1070/604, "Navy,
Occupation/Training and Awards 'Histdry."- (This
form is sometimes referred to as Page 4.0 the service
record by Navy men and.women) Item 8 cqntains
the following relevant information%the general-rate or

rating from which advanced or changed, the new
r-.4..i2te or rating," and the effective' daV of the
advancement or change.
As .an alternative, Navy enlisled .persons may .
submit DD. Form 295, "Apiilicatien for the Evaluation of Ethicational Experiences 15urifig. Military
Ssrvice,'; when it includestimnecessary occupational
information: Although the present edition of the form
was not designed to document general rate and rating
proficiency! it is acceptable when the section, "MajoiService Jobs and Billets," includes the folloycitig information: ( 1) the general rate or rating designation,
(2) the general rate offiating title, and (3) the date of

idvanCement. (A nevi edition of the form is being
prepared which will provide space for military occuIeRational information.) A person still in active or rerve service may request that DP Form 295 be completed by the education services officer and certified
by the personnel officer at the unit to which assigned..
DD Form 214, "Armed Forces of the Uhited States
Report of Transfer or Discharge," is also acceptable
for documentation. However, it..does not Contain the
occupational history, which you may need.
Navy records must be requested by the individual.
Records may be obtained as folldws:
r

may be obtained from General Serves Administraticin, National Personnel Records Center (Military

ords by submitting U:S. G9vment Standard Form

/

documentation to-you.

.

Personnel Records), 9700 Page Boulevard, St. Louis,
Missouri .6'3132. The-veteran may request service rec-

vided-in the Questions and Answers section.

.

Navy Reseryist (Non-,drilling) or' retired personnel.
The Naval Reserve Personnel Center (Code 41), 4400
Dauphine Street, New Orleans, Louis Ina 70149.
Navy. veteran. The original of the "Navy Occupation/Training and Awards History" form and the DD,
Form 214 is given to the veteran at.time of discharge
If the' veteran does nor have them, duplicate copies

Active-duty Navy men dnd womfin. The Navy' unit to
;
which assigned.

,Step 2
eferrin,g to, military records, verify each

,general rate and raring the person has
;successfully held.
Eligibility for the recommendation is easily de-/ermined, Advattement i cans that:the person is
.2N.,.,automatically eligible, for. the general rate or
rating recommendation; that. is, to be advanced,
the person had to demonstrate occupational proficiency by meetiniall the requirements for ad.' vancementt . including- passing written and performance tests. (See questions°13-15 in Questions
and Answers.)

B. Fine the information necessary for locating the
correct exhibit(s). the general rate and rating
designations and the, date of advancement to
each. (See question 16 in Questions and An.-

savers.)

Step 3

is

Find the appropriate genetal:rate or rating
exhibit in the Guide. .
The exhibit for'a given general rate or, rating Can
easily be found when the designation is known. Each
general rate and rating exhibit is assigned an OECC
ID number that has three components. Tfie first component, NER, identifies, the exhibit as one that pertains to Navy enlisted general rates and ratings. The

second component consists of the general rate or

*

a

12
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HOW TO FINDAND USE NAVY GENERAL RATE AND RATING 'EXHIBITS
rating designation, e.g., SN, QM, or AitiE. The third
three- digit, sequentially assigned
number, e.g.,: 001, uniquely identifies the 'exhibit..

component,

a

Navy exhibit. ID numbers have either eight or nine
characters, depending on the rating des' anti, e.g.;
NER-QM-001 and NER-AME-001.

When the title of the general rate or rating

is

known, the exhibit ID number can be fOund by referring to the Navy Occupational Title Index.
There may be more 'tit apne exhibit for some ratw recommendation for a
ings. Each time there is
rating oraiii?ther.eyalnat on--is pending, there is a new

The recommendations may be modified!

When an applieatt has applied foi credit for more
than one military learning experience you 'may find

that you will Shave to reduce the total amount of
credit recommended to avoid granting duplicate

exhibit. For example, two exhibits appear for the

credit. (See questions 11, 19, and 20 inkuestions and
Anwers.).
You may also wish to increase the recommended
.
credit to account for the learning that the applicant
may have acqUired in' other' military or nonmilitary

rating AS. The OECC ID numbers fir the two exhibits are NER -AS -001 and NE1i-AS-001.-The oldest

settings. (See, question§ 21 and 23-25 in Questions and
Answers.)

exhibit for a rating, the first to be evaluated, is assigned -001 as the last three Characters. The last exhibit for a rating, the exhibit ending in the highest
number, is the most recent: (See questions 17 and 18
in Questions and Answers.)

Step 4
exhibit.
In order to apply a given recommendation to the

student's program of study at your institution, you
must first -read the entire exhibit. Each item in the
exhibit has been prepared to help you identify' or°
interpret the recommendations. (See the 'sample exhibit.) Two items, career pattern and description, will be
particularly helpful to you. 'The descriptions, whic are siminfr to learning out-

come statements of pos secondary courses and programs of study, will provide-you with essential information about thelearninglequired for proficiency in
the general rate and rating! Comparing the general
rate or rating, "Description" with a description of the

course or program of study that the student will
pursue will helpyou:
determine how- much

of the

recommended

credit applies ea the course or program of stu
at your institution,
identify additional areas of possible credit,
problems, when
resolve
duplication
°

Step 6
When assistance is required, contact the
.Office)on Educational Credit and
Credfntials

s

OECC operates an information service to assist

Read the entire general rate or rating'

the

applicant haS' applied for credit for more than
one military learning experience,

place *the student at the appropriate point in the
course sequence or program of study.

Step 5
Award credit, as appropriate.

/

ogniiing the learning of Navy men and women and
veterang and in placing them in postsecondary programs' of study, apprenticeship programs, and jobs.

The general rate and rating recommendations are
advisory. They are intended to assist in formally rec.

education officials, apprenticeship and training officials, and employers in evaluating the learning expert- .
ences of military personnel. Publication of the Guide
is part of that service. However, there are instances
when additional assistance is needed.

When tequesting an exhibit for a general, rate or
rating, complFte a copy of/the "Request for Navy
Geireral. Rate/Rating Exhibit" form that appears at
the back of this volume. Use the form only to request
recommendations for general rates and ratings that are
listed as 'Deriding evaluation. (See question 18 in
Questions and Answers.)
When assistance in interpretation' is needed and it
appears that official military records will help OECC
staff members in responding to an inquiry, copies
should be attached to the letter of inquiry. Do not

'

send original records.

When a general 'rate or rating exhibit or assistance
needed' urgently, you may telein interptetation
phone the Office on Educational Credit and Credentials at (202) 833-4685. (Sorry, no collect calls.)
Whether inquiring by letter or telephone, however,
you should always obtain information concerning general rate and rating exhibits*directly from the Office
on Educational Credit and..Credentials, not the applicant. (See question 8'in Questions and Answers.)
Inquiries concerning general rate and rating exhibits
should be addressed to:
Office on EdLational Credit and Credentials
American Council on Education
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
ATTN: NER Evaluation Program

,

.4%

Sample Navy Rating Exhibit
ID Number A code number as

NER-SK-001'

signed by OECC to identify eoch
hibit

S fOREKUIPLR

Exhibit Dotes. Start and end dates
by month and year The earliest
start date is 6/71, the .effective
date of the Navy manual regulating
the general rates and ratings that
have been evaluated- (start dates
may be later than 6/71) The term
"Present" indicates that the exhibit
is current as of 1/80 "Pending
evaluation" means that the general
rate or noting is scheduled to be
evaluated

Coreer Pattern. Path of advancement Shows prerequisite general
rate and subsequent progression in
a rating, the designation is provided

for each rate, followed by the title
and poygrade (in parentheses)

Title The official Navy title of the
general rate or rating dultng the

period of the exhibit dates
Generol Rote/Roiing" Designotion.

SK3
SK2
SKI

SKC
SKCS
SKCM

1

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 16 (Logistics)
Career Pattern
SN Seaman (E-3) SK3. Storekeeper
Third Class (E-4r SK2: Storekeeper o.
Second Class (E-5) SKI. Storekeeper First
Class (E-6) SKC: chief Storekeeper (E-7)
SKCS. Senior Chief Storekeeper (E-8)

The official Navy system of identifying occupations and their levels,
listed in ascending order according
to rate. (See Question 13 in the
Question and Answer section for
definitions of the Navy identifiers )
field.
Two-digit
title designating a
group of reloted ratings
Occupotionol
number

and

SKCM. Master Chief Storekeeper (E-9).
Description

Summary

Orders. receives, %inspects,
stores, preserves, packages, ships, and issues
materials and cargo, prepares aid maintains
forms, records, correspondence. reports,

.Description. Summary applying to
all rates and a separate description
of the skills, competencies, and
knowledge required4or proficiency
in each rate

and files. SK3: Knows the basic organization and functions of supplAtepartments, is

familiar with the Purpose and use of major
components of automated data processing
(ADP) equipment and knows common

terms used in ADP; operates office machines; types (at 20 words per minute),

routes, and files forms and messages; main-

tains files, the requisition log, and budget

I

records; prepares supply-related documents;
identifies, receives, stows, and issues materials and stock items, prepares items for shipment, prepares shipment documents, inventories stocked material and installed equipment, operates material- handling equipment

SK2: Able to perform the duties required
for SK3; establishes and maintains files,
knows types; uses, and purposes of appropriations and funds; reconciles financial listings:, prepares budget rep8rts, requisitions

repair parts, supplies, forms, and publications; supervises working parties handling
stores; and instructions SKCM. Able .

sit

Recommendotion By rate Only the
recommendation for the highest
rates held should be used, the recommendations should not be added
Educational credit is expressed in
semester hours ond recommended-in
four possible categories: vocational
certificate; lower-division boccoloure-,
otetass4ciate degree; upper-division
ond
groduote
/boccalaureate;

Recommendation, SK3

In the vocational certificate category,2
semester hours in office machigs, I in main general dermal
terial handling, and
procedures, for a total of 4 semester hours.
1

In the lower- division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
office machines and I in general clerical
procedures (12/76)

degree.

Advanced stonding in on oppren
tice training progrom, when recomhours
mended, is expressed in
of experience and contoct hours of
reloted instruction. For exomple, the
opprenticeship

recommendotion

in

the exhibit NER-CM-001 for CM3
is: "In on automotive, diesel, or truck
mechanics opprentice troining pro-

grom, 1,500 clock hours of expen
ence and 144 contoct hours of reloted instructicuk(1 /77).

Dole of eeo/uonon: By month and
year Appears in parentheses following the recommendation for
each rate
Importonh Reod entire exhibit before

Recommendation, SKCM

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
SKI In the lower-division baccalaureate/

associate degree category, the recommenda

Lion is the same as that for SKCS In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in supply management and 3

in management problems, and additional
credit for a practicum in management and
in human relations on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/76)

xii

°wording educotionol credit or odvonced stonding in on opprentice
troinut pogrom.

Questions and Answets
This section is designed to answer questions that may
arise afloat using, the Guide an4 awarding credit.

,

1

An applicant at my institution has submitted a DD
Form 214 that lists abbreviated course titles which I
cannot decipher. The farm does not contain enough
information for me to find the courses in the Guii(e.
What should I do? Military records often provide insufficient information for education officials to properly identify courses. For that rea n, 0 CC has designed the "Request for Course ecommendation"
form, which can be used to supplement records. The

applicant for credit should be responsible forinterpreting the information on his pr her records and
presenting the data in readable form. You may also
use course completion certificates and other training
records to verify entries on the DD Forms 21'4 and
295. It is recommended that you automatically require
students to complete the Request for Course ecommendation Form. Then, if you need hel fr OECC,

simply authorize the form and submit it to OECC.

2
When tut applicant brings information on a number of
courses completed, I can usually find exhibits for only
a small percentage of the courses in the Guide. Am I
doing something wrong? The course evaluations done
by the Office on Educational Credit and Credentials

probably represent, about. 30 percent of the total
number of courses offered by the armed services. The

remaining 70 percent cannot be evaluated for , one
reason or another. In general, courses evaluated' and
published in the Guide are offered on a full-time basis

(a minimum of thirty contact hours of instruction a

.

week) for not less than two weeks' duration; or, if less
than two weeks in length, the courses must include a

minimum total of sixty contact hours of academic
instruction. (Prior to' 1973 the minimum length requirement was three. weeks or 90 contact hours.)
,Very few correspondence courses are list in the
Guide because such programs were not valuated
until the mid-1970s. However, recently we have
begun to evaluate selected correspondence courses.
These courses will be listed in the Keyword Index

r

under l'Correspondence" for easy identification. One
criterion for reviewing correspondence courses is the

establishment of an ongoing proctored -end-of-course
examination program. Another reqifirement for evalu-

ation is that a course be formal as defined by the
services, i.e, offered to meet servicewide training requirements and published ih the formal schools catalog for the service, This requirement generally excludes locally organized, and commald-level training
programs, as well as courses offereP on a one-time

basis. You will find no courses conducted prior to
1954 listed in this guide. You must always submit a
Request for Course Recommendation form to this
office for assistance with courses taken from 1940,
through 1954. When in doubt about the availability of

any evaluation for any service course, contact the OECC Information Service by telephone or by submitting a Request for Course Recommendation form.

3
I anderstand many military records were destroyed-in a

fire at the General Services Administration several
years ago. What do I do if the applicant's military
records were ampng those destroyed? Many records
were reclaimed or reconstructed and are now available. In addition, the applicant's copies of ,certificates
may be used jn lieu of records destroyed in the GSA
fire.

4
May I st6mit a Request. for Course Recommendation
form that the student has filled out with information
from the Guide? A form filled out by a student who
copies information from the Guide cannot be used by
the OECC Information Service staff for identification
purposes because, that information only duplicates

data already published. One of the purposes of the
Request for Course RecoMmendation form is to
secure information about a course from the student,
ideally through official records, but also from his or
her personal knowledge or memory of the course.
With this first-hand information, you may find the
correct course exhibit in the Guide. If you cannot find

it, you may send the request form to the OECC
Information Service.

y-

The OECC staff can then use this additional information to search its extensive files for matching information. When a student attempts to identify a course

taken Years ago by extracting current titles and/or

A
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course numbers from the Guide, he or she may in fact,
be identifying a similar course but not the one he or
she" may have taken. This can be misleading and it

research. EN/try effort gµ ill be made to respond as
quickly as possible. If you wish, you may call in
requests, but if research is involved, OECC will ask

seriously handicaps the OECC research staff. Only
accurate and Nerded information is to be submitted.

you to send a written request. If you are calling in
with 4 request, be sure to have all pertinent information (See Question 6) available to give to the OECC
staff person.

5
Who should send in the, Request for Course Recommen-

9

dation form? The form should be completed bx the
applicant and authorized by you, the institution official. Citdit recommendations will be forwarded to
your institution, only when you authorize us to do so.
While we do provide credit recommendations to applicants upon receipt of their requests, we encourage
them to apply through their schools. We do not normally send a credit recommendation to a college at

How can I get additional information about the courses
in the Guide? SometimeS the descriptive material in the
exhibit is not detailed enough for me to make a deci-

sion' about granting credit. What do I do then? With
the exception of a few computer Taught or classified
courses, OECC has on file the programs of instruction
for all courses listed in the Guide. When necessary,
OECC can provide the topic outline from the 4filitary
syllabus, and in those instances where an entire program of instruction is needed, arrangements can 'be
made to photocopy the entire syllabus

the request of,a student applicant.

6.
Why is so mdch information needed on the Requegt for

Course Recommendation form? You cannot be sure'

that you have identified the correct exhibit in the

10

Guide unless all the information on 'the form matches

form should be identical to the information in the

What are USAFI and DANTES? Can I grant credit for
the courses and tests listed on an applicant's USAFI or
DANTES military test *reports? USAFI was the
United States Armed Forces Institute, which offered
an extensive educational program to active-duty per-

exhibit. In addition, the dates of attendance should fall

sonnel. USAFI correspondence, seminar, and self-

w in the exhibit dates. OECC credit rec.ommenda-

study courses, end-of-course tests, and Subject Standardized Tests (SSTs) were made available to service

the corresponding items in the course exhibit. The
course title, course number, name and location of the
service school, and length of the course shown on the

tions are for specific courses; therefore, all items must
be identical if a positive identification is to be made.

personnel worldwide until 1975, when USAFI was

'A complete and accurate form will also help the

disestablished. Subsequently, the Defense Activity fOr
Non-Traditional Education Support (DANTES) was
established in 1974, and that agency continued the
development and administration of Subject Standard-

OECC Information Service research the course.

7
What do I do when the information on the Request for
Course Recommendation form doesn't exactly match
the information in the course exhibit? Send an authorized form to the OECC Information Service. Send the

form in yourself, do not give it to the student to
submit. Send copies of military records if you think
they'll pro ide additional information. If OECC
cannot identify the course and supply a credit recom-.
mendatiOn, you may still grant credit to the applicant
by conducting your own assessment of the applicant's
learning. (See question 24 for informatioh aboul assessment techniques.)

1.

ized Tests and other educational services: atcc con;
tinues to recommend.credit for USAFI offerings and
DANTES SSTs.
In verifying completion of USAFI or DANTES
courses or tests, the military test report should not be
considered official. That report is given to all service
personnel who have taken a course or test. To obtain
official USAFI or DANTES transcripts, refer to the
addresses provided in Appendix A under "Other Recommendations."

11
What is the significance of the date which appears after

8
How long d s it take to receive a response if I submit
a properly co
ed request form? About thiee weeks
for most requests, longer for those requiring extensive

each credkrecommendation? That date is called the
"evaluation date" and represents the month and year
the credit recommendation was established. Each time
a course or general rate or rating is evaluated, a date/

is provided so that you know when the course or

16

.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

.

i..
geneial rate or rating Was last considered in terms of
a credit equivalency. The date tells you how recently
a recommendation was established so that you can
judge the currency -of the 'credit recommended. This
information is particularly useful in subject areas
where "state of the art" is important in determining
the applicability of credit. You can alo use the evaluation date when your institution has -established a.

xv

posed of a number of related jobs. A rate is an identifying term or title associated with a given paygrade,
for example, the rate petty officer third class for pay-

grade E-4. A rate may also be associated with a
specific rating; for example,.a petty officer third- class
(paygrade E-4) whose rating is Air Con trolman will

usually refer to his or her rate as "Air Control an
Third Class." Navy men and women usually r er to
themselves by their rate. Refer to Appendix A for a

"statute of limitations" fonacceptance of transfer

description of the Navy Enlisted Rating structure.

credit. The date is provided. purely for your informa-

tion; do not confuse the date with exhibit dates or
effective dates.

/

14
Do all'rafings provide paths of advancement and career
development for paygrades E-4 through E-9? Although
most ratings begins at paygrade E-4 and terminate at
paygrade E-9, there are some exceptions. For exam-

1Z
An applicant compleied a.course in 1973, but the Guide
exhibit dates are 5/74 to present. Should I grant credit

a

ple, the Legalman rating consists of paygrades E-5
through E-9. In this case, a person progresses to

based on the Guide? The exhibit dates shown in the
Guide ndicate the time period for which OECC has
P
inform ion
on the course. The course may have been
offered r several years prior to the exhibit "start"

paygrade E-5 from paygrade E-4 of the Yeoman

scription), that his or her course was the same or

rating; At the other end of the spectrum, some ratings
are structured so that a person holding a rating which
consists only of paygrado.--8=1- (e.g., Master Chief
Constructionman), may have progressed from any one
of several related ratings that terminate at paygrade
are assigned to ratE-8. This allows personnel
ings that are low in density and
and in which occupational

similar to the course listed in the Guide, then you may
want, to grant.cre it based on th$ Guide recommendation. If the applican ' course was a number of weeks

scopes of authority and responsibility. Paths of progression are provided in each exhibit in the "Career

date, but since the service bran...a did not submit
information on the course during that time period,

OECC..is not able .to backdate the exhibit to cover it.
If you can be xeasonably sure, from other information,
provided by' the applicant (length, course content de-

v

....

content is similar to progress to higher levels and
Pattern" section.

longer or shorter than the one covered in the Guide
exhibit, you may be able to grant credit based on a
comparison of the applicant's information with the
descriptive inforniation in th''%clibuide. The Office on
Educational Credit and Credentials encourages you to
...conduct your own assessment of courses for which no
credit recommendation is available (See question 24
for information about assessment techniques; for information on Navy rating exhibit dates, see questions 17

15
How do I determine whether an applicant is eligible to
10
receive the credit you recommend in your general rate
and rating exhibits? Item 8 of NAVPERS 1070/604,

"Navy Occupation/Training and Awards History,"
provides the list of general rate(s) and rating(s) to
which a person has advanced. Advancements, are

and 18.) OECC staff can- often provide you with

made and recorded in Item 8 only after all criteria for
advancement, including passing performance and
written tests, have been met and openings occur.

militUry formal school catalog descriptions of a course

outside the time period in the exhibit. This should
help you determine whether you might apply the
credit listed in the guide exhibit based on your own

Therefore, if .the general rate or rating is listed in
Item 8, the person has demonstrated his or her proficiency in it and is eligible to receive the credit that is
recommended. DD Forms 214 and 295 also contain
some information regarding general rates and ratings;
however, they usually do not contain a person's entire

comparison.
,

13
k

How can I distinguish among the terms paygrade, gen-

occupational history.

eral rate, rating, and rate? A paygrade is \a position

to 9 on the Navy's pay scale for enlisted
personnel; in referring to a paygrade, the letter E
from

.1,

1

(enlisted) precedes the number (E-1, E-2, E-3, E-4,

E-5, E-6, E-7, E-8, and E-9). A general rate is an
apprenticeship that indicates, eligibility for entrance
into various ratipgs: A- rating is an occupation com,

r

.

16
If the letters PNA (passed-but-not-advanced) appear in

item 8 of NAVPERS 1070/604, Navy Occupation/
Training and Awards History, or on DD,Form 295,

,
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
a

"Application for the Evaluation of Educational Experi-

general rate or rating was substantively different.

ences During Military Sehice," should I grant the

If it was not, the credit recommendation in the
exhibit may 'be, used. If specific differences are
identified, then the recommended credits may
need to be modified accordingly. One approach
ro modifying the credit recommendation is to
have faculty members in appropriate subject
'areas assess the personls learning. in assessing
the learning for educational credit, they should
'identify the discrete learning outcomes achieved
by the perSon and relate them to the educational
objecjives or their courses and prOgrains of
study. EquivalJnt credit should 6e granted when
the person has demonstrated the achievement of
the same learning outcomes for which the faculty members grant credit to their students. (See
question 24 for information about assessment

credit recommended for the rating the person holds or
et the rating the person would have held if he or she
had been advanced? The latter. Passed-but-not-advanced means that the person has passed the required
written and performance examinations and is qualified

for advancerent. However, time in service, time in
rate, and awS-rds received also contribute to a person's

total advancement score, which is the basis used in
determining who is selected to fill existing openings in

a given rate. In other words, the PNA person has
demonstrated his or her occupational proficiency but
was not advanced because he or she had an insufficient number of points from sources other than eminations to compete successfully for the openings in a
given rate.

techniques.)

17
.

If the date of a person's advancement to a given general

rate or rating

is

earlier than the start date of the

exhibit, can I still use the recommendation? Probably
not. You need to do some additional investigating to

help you decide whether to accept or modify the
recommendation. The start date established by OECC

is based on how far back we can verify that the
°general rate or rating was the same as it was when
our evaluation team evaluated it. The verification is
based on official documentation given to us by the
Navy. The documentation supports a start date of
June 1971 for most general rates and ratings. However, several are later than June 1971. We do not have
the means to confirm that a general rate or rating was
the same before }mite 1971, but you might. There are

two steps you will need to fbllow in making your
° decisionk

1. Ask the person to provide a copy of the Navy
Regulation pertaining to occupational qualifica-

18
When a general rate o;;"i'lating exhibit includes the
statement, "Pending evaluation," how will I know when
the ACE recommendations will be, available? The,."ab-

breviated" exhibit format was developed,to inform
you of the evaluation status of general rites and ratings. Such exhibits include only the OECC ID
number, the title of the general rate or' rating, the
general rate or rating designation(s), and the exhibit
dates with the statement, "Pending evaluation." When
you encounter this statement, two thii*s are certain:
(1) the general rate pr rating is one that was in use as
of the publication cut-off date of January 1980 and (2)
that ACE plans to evaluate the general rate or rating.

As recommendations for efieral rates and ratings
become available, they will be announced in the
OECC Newsletter. Inquiries about the evaluation
status of a general rate or rating should be directed to
the OECC Information Service (see p. xi).

tions or standards that were in effect when he or
she held the general rate or rating. Use the quali-

fications orstandards to identify the 'learning
outcomes orepresentrd by the general rate or
rating. -

2. Determine how much credit may be granted to
the person. (Remember that advancement cognotes occupational proficiency.) A careful comparison' of the description in the general rate or
rating exhibit and the qualifications or standards
(Attained

in step one may reveal whether the

19
Why is the number of credits recommended for the,
rating I just looked up greater than the number recommended for the course that leads to it? Discrepancies
between the credit recommendations for eelited ratings and courses are not uncommon. Indeed, it is rare
for the subject matter covered in a course to perfectly
ebincide with the learning represented by occupational. proficiency. In most cases,.there is quite a differ-

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

ence in scope. difference in the subject matter mastered by the learner and, when the subject matter is
the same, a difference in the depth, breadth, and

Lion. To determine how much credit may be awarded
without duplication to an individual, use the follow-

extent of the /earning.
Usually the scope of a coarse is narrower than that

1. Identify the appropriate ratings held and/or
formal courses completed by the individual from

of the job. Most Navy courses are designed to prepare Navy men and women to function on-the-job or
to take on additional tasks. As such, the coursesnormally provide entry-level occupational skills and competencies. Occupational proficiency is predicated on

the additional factor(s) of work experience and/or
extensive self-instruction.
In awarding credit for related ratings and courses. you
need to be aware of the likelihood of overlapping credit
recommendations. The term "overlapping" means that

at least part of the learning represented by demonstrated occupational proficiency in the rating is the
same as that for the course; therefore, some of the
credits recommended may duplicate each other A
suggested procedure for resolving duplication is given
in the answer to qUestion 20.

20

the official military records the individual provides..

2. Locate all pertinent and available rating exhibits
and/or course exhibits in the Guide.
3. Locate the correct rate within each rating exhibit; for courses, locate the correct version within
each course exhibit.
4. Read and compare all the descriptions.
5. Identify the appropriate recommendations in

each exhibit, on the basis of the person's program of study.

6. Read and compare all the pertinent recommendations. It niay be helpful to list the amount of
credit and the subject areas-or programs of study
of each recommendation.
7. If necessary, obtain additional information from
the individual through interview or further assessment.

8. When the nature and extent of the individual's

ratings for one person. Several of the credit recommendations within a given credit category are in the same

learning has been identified, refer to all pertinent
recommendations and, make decisions on how

subject areas. How can I avoid granting too much or
duplicate credit to this person? In this instance, you
have an example of overlapping credit recommendations. Awarding a simple total of the recommended
credits ,could result in the award of more credit than

much credit may be awarded without duplication. Credit should be awrded as appropriate to
the educational goals of the individual and the

Credit recommendations may overlap between (1)

related courses, (2) related ratings, and (3) related

6

ing steps:

I have looked up the exhibits for several courses and

the learning merits.

-4
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courses and ratings.
Course recommendations will overlap when the in-vidual
has participated in several military courses in
-it

the same subject area and at the same level. Recommendaticps (both credit and apprenticeship) for ratings will overlap when the individual has advanced to
two or more ratings that require related qualifications

and the performance of related or similar duties.
Course recommendations and rating recommendations
will overlap when the individual has acquired his or
her occupational proficiency, or a significant portion
of it, through completion of one or more formal service sichool courses.

In all the instances cited, When the learning outcomes and courses or programs of study in which
recommendations are made are the same or very,similar, there is overlap, and you should mbdify the credit
recommendations to avoid gr nting uplicate credit.
To reconcile the overlap in t e recommendations,
compare the descriptions and recommendations and
interview the applicant to obtain additional informa-

policies of the institution,

.,t..r .

If you cannot determine whether duplication exists,
write the Office on Educational redit and Credentials Information Service.

21
When credit is recommended in more than one category, what should I do? Credit has frequently been recommended in more than one category. One reason for
multiple-category recommendations is that the scope
of a given' rating or course reflects learning in several

subject fields at different levels of complexity: The
learning outcomes acquired in a course or rating in.
one subject field may apply to courses normally inlower-division baccalaureate/associate
in
degree programs while those in another subject field

cluded

may apply to courses normally 'included in ipper,division baccalaureate programs. Another reason for
multiple- category recommendations is that faculty
members who serve as evaluators decide that learning
in a given subject field can be applied to courses and
programs of study encompassed by more than one of
the categories; that is, learning in electronics, for example, may apply to the vocational certificate catego.

-
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:

ry and to the upper-division baccalaureate category.
A thorough `reading of the exhibit will help You to
determine which category or categories. is the best for
you to apply. You will need to read the exhibit and
compare learning outcomes achieved and course obJectiws and content with those of your own institution.

;

In the firs( instancelearning in several subject
fieldsthe recommended credits May be added as
long as all the subjects are applicable to the Student's
programs of study at your institution.
Example A:
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in communication skills and in
principles of management. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in personnel management
(6/75)
1

in Example A, up to 5 semester hours may be
awarded if they apply to the student's program: in
communication skills, sl in principles of management,
1

and 3 in personnel management.

Iii the second instance learning in a given subject

field that is applied to two or more categoriesthe
recommended credits probably should not be added.

22
I

have a course recommendation in which credit in

more than one categorybut in the same subject
areais recommended. It looks like a combination of
the previous' examplts. What do I do in that case?
Credit categories could be combined, if, for example,
the recommendation is:
In the lower-division baccalaureate, associate degree category, 3 semester hours in typing and 3 in office management In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in office management and 2 for field experience in management (11/75),

The 3 semester hours in office managemc t. recommended in the lower- division baccalaureate/associate .
degree category and the 3 in office management trec'ommended in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-

ry should not be combined, for a 'total of 6. Eight
semester hours might be grantekt if they apply to the
student's program: 3 in typing, 3 in office management, and 2 for field experience in management. The

evaluators have described the course content, and
using 'that description from the course exhibit, you
must determine the appropriate application of the
credit recommendation.

.

You will have to determine how they apply to the
student's program of study at your institution.
Example B:
Iri the vocational certificate category, 15 semester htlurs
in electricity or electronics In the lower-division bacca7
laureate/associav degree category.:10 semester hours in
electricity or electronics. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in electricity or electron,.

IcS

In Example B, ,to determine how many credits to
award, compare the information in the exhibit description with the desired outcomes of electricity or
electrowcs or related courses and programs of study
at your institution. Award credit based on comparison
of these outcomes.

As a general rule, you should read the exhibit descriptions and then award credit as it best applies to
the student's program of study, as determined through
academic counseling.

Credit may be applied to a student's program in
various ways: 1) applied to rhie major to replace a
required course; (2) applied as an option course
within the major; (3) applied as.a general electiye; (4)
applied to meet basic degree requirements; or (5) applied

to waive a prerequisite. Credit grahted by a

postsecondary institution will depend on institutional
policies and degree requirements.

23
Do I have to grant credit exactly as it appears in the
recommendationr'No. You are under no obligation to
grant credit, although most colleges do recognize

learning that occurs in a military setting. The use of
ACE recommendations is the prerogdtive of education officials and employers. The recommendations
are provided to assist you in assessing the applicability

of a person's military learning experiences to his or
her educational program or occupation. You may
modify the recommendations in accordance with your
institution's policies and practices.

You should keep in mind, then, that the recommendations are advisory and are designed as a tool for use

in giving due recognition to an individual for his or
her learning experiences in the armed' services. You
should also kep in mind that the learning of some
service personnel may exceed the skills, competencies,

and knowledge evaluated for a specific course or
rating. In these cases, youlmay wish to conduct fur-°
ther. assessynt. ($ee question 24 for information
about assessment techniques.)

24
May I conduct my own Osessment of ,an applicant's

Y.es_ In a sense, you are always conducting
your own assessment, even when you use the recomlearning?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

mendations- in this book. The Guide is one of many

26

tools you can use to assess what an applicant has
learned and how that learning can be applied to a

I found the correct exhibit. in my 1980Guide but under
Credit Recommendation it says "Pending Evaluation."
My student can't wait for the 1982 Guide to find out
what credit she might receive. What should I do in such

specific program,of study Qt your institution. When
you cannot, find a recomulendation in the Guide or
obtain one from OECC Informat?on Service, we encourage you to use other means to assess what the

a case? Staff members 9f the Office on Educational
Credit and Credentials regularly schedule site evaluations. We publish the titles of coupes, A'rmy MOS's,
and Navy ratings in he OECC Newsletter so that you
may be aware of the availability of recommendations.
When a course' or occupation is listed as "Pending
Evaluation," you may call the office to find out if a

. person has learned.

There are a wide variety of assessment techniques
that you can use, e.g., written examinations, oral examinations, faculty committee assessment, evaluation
of materials supplied by the applicant, personal interviews, performance tests and standardized examinations sucli as CLEP. A combination of several techniqiies will usunily result-in a reliable assessment of

credit recommendation is available,

or you may

simply send in your authorized "Request for Course
Recommendation" or' "Request' for Army Enlisted
and Warrant Officer MOS Exhibits" .form: The Guide
'system is constantly/growing as coprges and occupanons are added to the'clata base.

the person's learning.

You may lean(' more about assessment techniques
through the publications of the "Council ,for the Advancement of Expe4ential Learning (CAEL), formerly the Cooperative Assessment of Experiential ,Learn-

ing. Two CAEL reports give particularly helpful,
overviews of the topic. A Cbmpendium of Assessment
Techniques,

<xix

by Joan Knapp and -Amid T. Sharon
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One of my students .completed a formal military course

but does not have a DD Form 295 or DD Form 214

(CAEL-11; 34.50), and Principles of Good Practices in
Assessing Experiential Learning,' by Warren W. Wil-

because he was not on active-duty service. Can I grant

linghdm (CAEL-27; $4.00 for' a single copy, $3.00
each, for ten or more). The publications may be purchased from CAEL, American City Building, Suite

course was actually completed? We recommend-.
enever
school officials use the DD 295 or DD 214
available in verifying successful completion of a serv,
ice course. This sugggitn is not intended to _exlude

credit f4 the' course and how can I verify that,

212, polumbia, Maryland 21044.

You should also watch for new additions to the

those individuals who, do'Ffi"Ot have access to We forms

ACE Guide Series, which now comprises the Guide
and a companion volume, The National Guide to Educational Credit for Training Programs, which lists recommetilations for courses offered by busipess and
industry, government agencies, professional and voluntary associations, and labor unions. The 1980 edition of The National Guide may be purchased from
the ACE Publications Department ($22.00 a copy,
prepaid). The ;:ffice plans to add a guide to credit -byexamination proglams to the series. Availability of the

because they were 1') on reserve status, 2) in the
National Guard, or 3) civilians attending military
courses. In such cases; we .suggest that alternative
fonts of certification, such a course completion certiof training, be used
ficates or other acceptable reco
to verifyeligibility for credit. The 'following summary
seeking alterna-'
of records sources might be used
,
five- records:
National Personnel Records Cegnter, ( Military Personnel
Records), 9700 Page Boulevard, St. Loujs, MO 63132

the primary source for in-service training redords4;for

new guide will be announced in the OECC Newsletter..

discharged or retired perscinnel.

25
I am an'employer. How will the Gaide be useful to me?,

You may find the exhibits helpful in identifying the
skills and knowledge of veterans and placing them in
jobs. The recommendations and descriptions enable
you to comphre a veteran's training and experience
with the qualifications and requirements for jobs. The

Air Reserve Pers'onnel Center, 3800 York Street, Denver,

CO 80205for reserve personnel, retired reservists in
non-pay status, and members of the NLional Guard released from active duty and transferred to reserve.
Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard, Washington, bc
20590for Coast Guard active, reserve, and officers sepE.
rated before 1-1-29.

recommendations relate learning to postsecondary

courses and curricula and, in some cases, to appren:
tice training programs.

USAF, Military Personnelfenter, Military Personnel
Records Division, Randolph AFB; TX 78148for active
AF members including National GUard:on active duty in
the Air Force and general officers retired with pay.

.

Commandant of the Marine COspsilleadqtiariers,
Marine Corys, Washington, DC 20350for.Marine Corps

.

°
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Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experiences in

aLtive members. reserve officers, atifl Crass II enlisted.

;

reserve

-,,,,,

.

the'Afmed Services.

'
21;
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Marine Corps Reserve Forces Class III, 1500 E. Bannister

Road. Kansas City, MO 64431 for Marine Corps Class
111 reservists (inactive):

#1
-t4.%

.

National Archives and Records Service, National Archives Building, Washington, DC 20408for Army officers separated before 7-1-17 and enlisted separated before
11-1-12.

WelIifye. received from re military service school a

transcr* fisting semester credits and carrying the
statement that the school is accredited by one of the.sii
regional '"accrediting- associations. Tioli do We handle
this? At this time we know o "no'military schools that

Commanding Officer, U S Army Adrninistration Center,
TAGO, 9700 Page Boulevard. St Louis, MO 63132for
Army Reserve, current National Guard members. records
of active duty in U.S Army, and living retired members
other than geperal officers.

are accredited above the certificate level other than

The Adjutant General, ATTN: AGPF, Department of
the Army, Washington, DC 20310for active Army officers induding National Guard on active duty in the U S.

M.A. degree, Armed korCes. Institute) of Technology
at Wright Patterson Air Forc'e Base, which is accredited through the doctoral level and the serk,ice acade-

Army, and retired general officers

mies.

Commanding Officer, U S. Army Enlisted Personnel Sup -

Center, -Ft Benjamin Harrison, IN 46249for active
enlisted personnel, including National Guard, on active
Nrmy,
duty in the
pJc

Chief" of Naval Personnel, Department A- the Navy,
Washington, DC 20370for Navy aotive members, reserve officers; and enlisted reserve in drill status
Nattonl Guard 'Bureau, Washington, DC 2b310-1-fori cur-

rent National Guaril officers not on active duty in the
Army or'Air Force
The Adjutant General of the Appropriate State,, District
of Columbia, or Puerto Ricofor current National Guard
enlisted personnel not en active duty in the Army or Air
Force.

28
As registrar of a four-year college,

I

use only the

the following: COmMUnity College of the-ArF %Force,

which is accredited at the two-year community College level, Army Command and Staff College at Fort
Leavenworth, oKansas,'Iich is accredited to grant an

you handle the certificate level

We recommend t

credit listings in accordance with your institutional
policy regarding certifiCate level credit.
;.

5

30
I understand that b is training was recently evaluated.
ECC's former statement on basic
What happened
and recruj tr n4 g, and where do I find the new credit
reconuttendatioWWe'did.condUct on-site evaluations
of the basic training offered forboth men and women

by the Army, Coast Guard, Marine Corps, and the
Navy. We beloeved that the differences in the missions
of the services had not been sufficiently addressed by
our earlier palic4es, and believed 'that the differences in
training for. males and females also were not reflected.
Consequently, you will And bur ,credit recommendations in the Coutse- Exhibits section of each volume of

upper-division baccalyureate category in granting credit

the Guide; look ',mar:basic" or "'recruit" in each

formilitary cour§of listed in your Guide. That is the
correct approach, isn't it? Not necessarily. Depending
on the recommendation, the programs of study available at the institution, and the objectives of the student,
four-year colleges and universities can use any or all
of the four categories used in the Guide, namely the
vocational certificate catergory, the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree, category, the upperdivision baccalaureate category, and the graduate

Keyword Index to find the4course exhibit number.

degree category. Please read questions 19-25 and "Cat-

egories of Credit," p. A-6, of the 1980 edition of the

.

Additional questianS-and answers about usi g the Guide

Eee Newsand the recommendations appear in'th
letter. If you are not already receiving the newsletter,.
write to the Editor,.0ECC NesVsletter, Office on Edu-,
cational Credit and CredentialsAmerica n Council on
Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, .DC 20036.

7\
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Transfer and Award of Credit

This statement was developed by the three national associations whose member institutions are directly ,involved in

definitive policies gild procedures for acceptance of
transfer credit. Sikh policies and procedures should

the transfer and award of academic creditthe American

provide maximum consideration for the individual student who has changed institutions or objectives. It is
the receiving institution's respOnsibility to provide reasonable and definitive policies and procedures for de-

Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, the American Council on Education, and the Coun-

cil on Postsecondary Accreditation. The need for such a
statement came from an awareness of the growing complexitp of transfer policies and practices, which have been

lermining, a student's knowledge in required subject
areas All institutions have a resiSonsibility to furnish
transcripts and other documents 'necessary for a receiving institution to judge the quality and quantity of the
work. Institutions also have a respon.:bility to advise

brought about, in part, by the changing coniours: of
postsecondary Atucation, With increasing frequency, students are pursuing their education in a variety of inst4tutional and extra-institutional settings. Social equity and,.

the students that the work reflected oryhe transcript
may or may not be accepted by a receiving institution

the intelligent use of resources requires that validated
learning be recogniied wherever it takes-place.
The statement is intended to serve as a guide to institutions

INTERINSTITUTIONAL TRANSFER OF CREDIT

in the development or review of policies dealing with

Transfer of credit from one institution to another

transfer and award qf credit. It is under periodic review by
the three associations and reactions would, of course, be

involves at least three considerations.

welcome. Comments may be directed to Henry Spine,
DirectOrbf the Office on Educational Credit and.Creden-

(1) the educational quality of the instituton from
which the student transfers;

tials, ACE.

(2) the comparability of the nature, content, and level,
of credit earntiti to that offered by the receiving

J. W. Peltason. President

institution; and

This statement is directed to institutions of postsecond-

ary education and others concerned with the transfer
of academic credit among institutions and award of

(3) the appropriateness and applicability of the, credit
earned to the *programs offered. by the receiving
institution, in light of the student's educational

academic credit for extra-institutional learning. Basic to

this statement is the principle that each institution is
responsible for determining its own policies and practices witl`regard to the transfer and award of_credit.
Ip itutions are encouraged to review their policies and
practices periodically to assure that they accomplish
the4,institution's objectives and that they function in a
manner that is fair and equitable to -students. Any
statements, this one or others referred to, should be
used as guides, not as substitutes, for institutional poll,

goals

Accredited Institutions

Accreditation speaks primarily to the first of these
considerations, serving as the basic indicator that an
institution meets certain niinimum standards. Users of
accre itation are urged tgive careful attentioh to the
accre itation conferred by accrediting bodies recognize by the Council on Pdarerendary Accreditation
(COPA). COPA has a formal process of recognition

cies and practices.

Transfer of credit is a concept that now involves

which requires that any accrediting body so recognized
. mast meet the same standards Under these standards,
COPA has recognized a number of accrediting bodies,
including:

transfer between dissimilar institutions and curricula
and recognition of extra-institutional learning, as well,
as transfer between institutions and curricula of similar
characteristics. As their personal circumstances and
educational objectives change, students seek. to have
their learning, wherever and however attained, recog-

(1) regional accrediting commissions (which historically accredited th'e more traditional colleges and
universities but which now accredit proprietary,
vocational-technical,- and single:purpose institu-

nized by institutions where they enroll for further
study. It 15 important for reasons of social equity and
educational effectiiteness, as well as the wise use of
resources, for all institutions to develop reasonable and

v

tions as well);
xxi
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(2) national accrediting bodies that accredit various
kinds of specialized institutions,,and
4

(3) certain professional organizations that accredit
.
free-standing prpfessional schools, in addition. to
programs within multi-purpose institutions. (COPA
annually publishes a list -of. recognized accrediting

sure, with the belt interests of the student in mind.
Institutions also should make every reasonable effort to
reduce the gap between credits Accepted and credits
',applied' toward an educational credential

Unaccredited Institutions

bodies, as well-as a directory of institutions accred ited by these organizafons.)

Institutions of postsecondary education that are not
accredited by COPA-recognized accrediting bodies

Although accrediting agenclrs vat:), in the ways they
are organized and in their statements of scope and

may lack that status for reasons unrelated to questions
of quality. Such institutions, however, canngt 'provide a
reliabt, third-party assurance (hat they meet or exceed

inission, all accrediting bodies that meet COPA's standards for recognition function to assure that the institu-

.tions or programs' they accredit have met generally
accepted minimum standards for accreditation.

Accreditation affords reason for confidence in an institution's or a program's purposes, in the appropriateness
of, its resources and plans for carrying out these purposes, and in its effectiveness in accomplishing its goals,

insofar as these things Can be judged. Accreditation
speaks to the probability, but does not guarantee, that
students have met Acceptable standards of educational
accomplishment_

Comparability and Applicability

Comparability of the nature, content, and level of
transfer credit and the appropriateness and applicability
of the credit earned to programs offered by the receiv-

ing institution are as important in the evaluation process as the accreditation status of the institution at which

the transfer credit was awarded. Since accreditation
does not address these questions, this informition, must

be obtained from catalogues and other materials and
from direct contact between knowlegeable and/experienced

faculty and staff at both the receiving and

sending institutions When such considerations as com-

parability and appropnateness of credit are satisfied,
however, the receiving institution should have reasonable confidence that students from accredited institutions are qualified to undertake the receiving
institution's educational program_

I

decide to enroll This should be a matter of full disclo -'

minimum standards. That being the

case,

students

transferring from such institutions may encounter special' problems in gaining acceptance-and transferring
credits to accredited institutions. Institutions admitting
students fr6m unaccredited institutions should take special steps to validate credits previously earned.
Foreign Institutions

In.olost cases, foreign institutions are chartered and

*authorized by their national governments, usually
through a ministry of education. Although this provideS for a standardization within a country, it does not

produce useful information about comparability from
one country to another. No other nation has a system
comparable to voluntary accreditation. The Division of
Higher Education of the United Nations Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) is
engaged in a project to develop international compacts

for the acceptance of educational credentials. Ai the
operational level, four organizationsthe Council on
International Educational Exchange (CIEE), the National Council on the Evaluation of Foreign Student
Credentials (CEC), the National Association for Foreign Student Admissions (NAFA), and the National
Liaison Committee on Foreign Student Admissions
(NLC)often can assist institutions by distributing
general guidelines on admission and placement of foreign students. Equivalency or placement recommendations are to be evaluated in terms of the programs and
policies of the individual receiving institution.

Admissions and Degree Purposes

VALIDATION OF EXTRA-INSTITUTIONAL AND

At some institutions there, may be differences between
the acceptance of credit for admission purposek,and the
applicability of credit for degree purposes. A receiving

PURPOSES

institution may accept previous work, place a credit
value on it, and enter it on the transcript. However,
that previous work, because of its nature and not its
inherent quality, may be deterniined to have no applicability to a specific degree to be pursued by the

JXPERIENTIAL LEARNING FOR TRANSFER
Transfer-of-credit policies should encompass educational accomplishment attained in extra-institutional
settings as well as at accredited postsecondary institutions In. deciding on the award of credit for extra-

institutional learning, institutions will find the services

student..

of the American Council on Education's Office of
Educational Credit helpful. One of thOffice's func-

Institutions have a responsibility to make this distinction, and its implications, clear tZi\r,idents before they

tions is to operate and foster programs to determine
credit equivalencies for various modes of extra-institutional learning. The Office maintains el4aluation pro-

24
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the American Council on Education/Commission on
Educational Credit, and the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation

grams fur formally structured courses offered by the
military, and Liilian noncollegiate sponsors such al,
business, corporations, government agencies, and labor
unions. Evaluation services are also available for examination programs, for occupations with %alidated jpb
proficiency e%aluation systems, and for correspondence
courses offered by schools accredited by the-National

Institutions, are encouraged to use this statement as a
basis for discussions in de% eloping or re%iewing institu-

tional policies with regard to transfer. If the statement
reflects an institution's policies, that institution might
want to use this publication to inform faculty, staff and

Home Study Council. The, results are published in a
Guide series. Another resource is the general Education Development (GED) Testkng Progratn, which.
provides a means for assessing high school equivalency.

xxiii

students
4

For learning that has not been % alidated th.rough the
-ACE formal credit recommendations proCess or
through credit-by-examination programs, institutions
are urged to explore the Council for Advancement of
Experiential Learning (CAEL) procedures and processes. Pertinent CAEL publications designed for this
purpose are also listed

It is recommended that.accrediting bodies reflect the)
essential precepts of this statement in their critena.
Approved by the COPA Board
October 10, 1978

Approved by the American ColIncil on Education/
Commission on Educational Credit
December 5, 1978.®

USES OF THIS STATEMENT

This statement has been endorsed by the three national
associations most concerned with practices in the area
of transfer and award of crecht=the American 'Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers,

Approved by the Executive Committee, American As
soLiation of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
Novembe? 21, 1978
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Course Exhibits
from cardiac ,prOtilems, dyspnea, acute ab7'

CG,0703.0001

CG

dominar problem's,'

poisoning,
strokes,
stings,' bites, diabetic emergencies-and seizure disorders,geat cramps, tag exhausjion,

BASIC HOSPITAL CORPSMAN, CLASS A

(HM A School)
Course Number: GI009

.

Location: Coast Guard Academy, New
London, CT, Reserve Training Center,
Yorktown, VA.

sick and injured with the main einphasig on
Independent duty
Instruction: Instruction includes general '
anat' y and physiology, medical and surgiCal co itions4 preventive medicine: pnrrciples an
hniques of patient care, medical
administ on, medical* mathematics and
pharmaco
y, laboratdry techniques, instructional
-leadership techniZues, first
aid, military
administrative regulations

'

Objectives: To prepare officers for assignoffice.
ment to duty in a matine,insnocti
inInstruction: _Introduction to ma
nd
spection; merchant manne investigatio
revocation proceedings; licensing and certi-

fying of merchant marine personnel; naval '
architecture and ship onstru
n, re ulaand supervi
clinical experiences ,
s for passenger, . rgof, tank,
d unind vessels; dan
s cargo, lo d line, 41 CredirRecommenOtion: In the _lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in anatomy and

ectn 1 engineering regulawns; quipment s cifications; welding,
hull and boiler vessel inspeation, dry-dock
and m

epair.

physiology, 2 in pharmacology, 2 in health
2 in
and hygiene or preventive

...

emergency medical techniaktes, 3 in nursing

Credit R ontmendation: In the lower-division ba iaureate/assoc to degree category, 5 semester hours in t nsportation op-

techniques,

and 4 in Micaf faacticum

(11/77).

erations (12/68).

C0-9;40:0061

4,410.

DENT
DENTA L I ECHNICIAN A SCHOOL
Course Number: 'lane.

ea

Vern 2: i

' weeks (387-433

jAjectives: To provide basic techniques

a'ffd skills required for dental assisting
:
I
on: .411 Versioks:k Lectures and

-

prac cal experience in chlirside assisting,
basic

.iology techniques, prophylaxis, op-

crating m assisting, dental anatomy, first
aid, preventive dentistry, and dental office

Sct poi,

treatment,

expose, process and mount periapical, biand occlusal films employing
pro r proriedures and precautions for use
of
ogilPhic equipment, explain the
'struct e anti function of the human body,
particularly the head, neck and oral struc4.eWng,

tures as a reqtisite to the treating of sick
aging emergency injury situations,
rform routine administrative duties.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
dental assisting, 4 in dental clinical expenence ((8/79). Version 2: Credtt is nbt recommended because of the limited specialized
nature of the course (2/74).

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
'
Exhibit Dates: 11/78-Present.

"Objectives: To provide training

the

area oflioating safety activities (patrols, law '

. enforceme* inspection, public education)
to persons whose duties require a knowledge of the Mita. Student will read and

Instructions Topics covered include junsdiction, laws,-numbering, registration, documentation and licensing, legal pequiroments

and rules of the road, negligent operation,*

CC002-0 02
i.
,

Length: 2c-3 weeks (104 hours).
,

MARINE SAFETY BASIC
INDOCTRINATION
MERCHANT MARINE SAFETY

Course NUmber: None.

EMERGENCY MDICAL.TecitNielAt:.
Course Number: None.
L ocatiorkTraming.Center, Petaluma, CA

and polish teeth.. apply cariostatic agerits,P
casualty

, '111.6

Course Number: 417-4.

2.

instruct in proper daily oral health, scale

anXanan

.

CG;(1209-0002

strumentg and materials. Students learn to
emergency

BOATING SAUTY BY CORRESPONDENCE(
.

amination.

gory, 4
ter hours in hygiene, sanitanon and first aid. and 1 VI anatomy and
ph siolo y (12/6p.

Version 1; Students learn to prepare patients
for dental treat
t, and can identify,
sharpen, care for an
t-up instrutnents f
all phaaas of dentistry. They can stenlize

render

CG-0802.0001

.
Length: 24 weeks (800 hours).
correction of haiardous conditibns, motor
Exhibit,Dates: 1 60-12/67.
boat examination techniques, C.G; 410Q and
Objectives:
tral
ersonnel nyhe fut$
warnings, arrest, stateboating safety prodamental p. ciples of
hh end nursing.
) gram and USCG auxiliary, boating acciInstruc n: Nursing, a atomy and physi-dents, marine eVents and regattas, and
ology; list aid; preVenti e medicine; mawater pollution.
tena edica and therapeu ics; medical adCredit 1tecommetidatitn: In theoloWer-diminis anon, medicine, p rmacy, Chemisviiion baccalaureate/asciate degree catetry, I boratory; dental, x-r ', clinical expegory, 2 semester hours in elements of
--nenc
marine law and safety regulations (5/79).
Cr
Racommen
: In the 'tower-division b ccalaureate/associate, degree cate-

weeks (423 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Ve on. I. 1/74-Present.
Version 2: 2/73-12 73.

..,

gory, 3 semester hours in first aid or emergency technology (8179)

nod both in course book and text and pass
comprehensive pPbcto.red end-of-come ex-

Groton, CT.

Location: Coast Guard Training Center
hours).

daging techniques. splinting techniques, and
measuring vital Signs.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower' -division baccalaureate/associate de(gree cate-

.

study textual materials, answer lesson ques-

11,*"..\

PITAL CORPSMAN (HM)
Course Number: None
Location: Hospital -,Corpsman

CG-0704001

Cape Ma , NJ.
ersion
Length;

Total proficiency will be -required td pass
examinations in C.p.R., dressing and ban-

sary to provide direct patient care to the

Length: 12 weeks (340 hours).

" Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68

propei-treatmentond response to the above.

L ength: 16 weeks (640 hoi1rs).

Exhibit Bates: 4/74-Present.
Objectives: Tp train enlistedipersonnel in
the basic principles and techniques neces-

Course Number: None.

and vesse

alcohol and drib; abuse, emotional distur-,
bances, rape,. and burns; student will learn

4.ondon, CT.

MERCHANT MARINE SAFETY
INDOCTRINATION SCHOOL

,

.

Locatioin Coast Guard Acadeniy,. New

CO-6419-0001

Exhibit Dates: 2/79-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel, especially
those engaged in search and rescue activities, b provide basic life stniport and ethergency medical care.
Instruction: Course provides jeti,tures and
laboraiones cbvenng legatospects of emer-

gency care, anatomy and physiol4y of the
respiratory and cardiopulmonary systems,
use of oropharyngeal airways, suction
equipment, oxygen delivery systems, Ind
assisted ventilation devices, the signs and
symptoms of patients suffering from yanous
injuries to the face, chest, abdomen, geritta' lia, head and spine, and of patients suffering

36,

Location: Reserve Training School, York-

town, VA.
Length: 11-12 weeks (243-418 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/78-Present
Version 2; P1/65 -2/78.
Objectives: To train merchant marine per-

sonnel in the laws, regulations and policies
governing marine safety.
Instruction: AN Kprsions. Lectures and
practical exercises in ship-construction, engineering materials, welding, non-destructive testing, hull repair, boilers and pressure
vehicles, piping- systems, lifesaving equipment, deck and electrical .Inspection, fire

protection, crigineenng idpection, licensing, casualty, investigation, and safety. Version 1: Th6;tcourse is divided

into two

phases PhaIe I is 8 weekS'In length and
covers commercial vessel safety funcuons
as cited above. Phase II is fOur weeks in

.

1 -2

COURSE EXHIBITS

length and covers port safety law enforce.
ment and environmental protection functions

CG-0802.0006
HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS TRAINING

Credit Recommendation: Verston 1 In the
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in marine
safety, for phase I, 2 semester hours in
marine environmental safety, and 1 m port
terminal management for phase II, for a

Course Number: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/78-Present

and 1 in port terminal management (12/79).

safety in the hazards^af transporting and

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

tor and the requirements for occupational
safety as pertains to chemicals and petro-

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in oceanography (12/73), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in oceanogiaphy (12/68).

lower-division

total of 6 semester hours in manne safety
Version 2: In the vocational certificate cate

gory. 4 semester hours in manne safety
(6/75).

CG-0802.0003

Objectives: To Instruct Coast Guard personnel with extensive experience in marine
handling chemicals and petroleum products,
inspection techniques required for hazardous cargo, the duties of on-scene coordina-

(Search and Rescue)
Course Number: None.
Location: Search and Rescue School,
Governors Island, NY.
Length: 4 weeks (124-134 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/77-Present
Version 2: 9/66-10/77

Objectives: To train personnel in search

and rescue procedures
Instruction: Version 1 Covers organization, documentation, public information and
legal aspects of the process Version 2: Lec-

Instruction: Lectures and/practical exercises on hazardous chemical regulations,

physical, chemical and toxicological properties of hazardous chemicals, hazardous

cargo vessel and terminal arrangements,
duties of on-scene coordinator, study of
previous hazardous cargo accidents and inspection requirements for vessels, terminals
and transfer equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in manne/industnal safety (12179)

tures and practical exercises in search and

CG-1304-0001

rescue facilities, searct( planning, conduct of
the search, rescue equipment and techniques, and precautionary and special mis-

i

sions.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1- In the
baccalaureate/aSsociate
-lower-division

degree category, 3 semester hours of elective credit in search and rescue,(8/78). Version 2: Credit is not recommended because
of the limited specialized nature of the
course (6/75).

CLASS AsMAIGNE SCIENCE
TECHNICIAN
MARINE SCIENCE TECHNICIAN

2.

Course Number: None
Location: Version 1 Reserve Training

Center, Yorktown, VA. Verston 2: Coast
Guard Training Center, Governors Island,
NY.

Length: Version 1: 13-14 weeks (475-510.

hours). Version 2:. 16-19 weeks (385-593
hours).

Exhibit Dates:
NATIONAL BOATING SAFETY

' Course Number. None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA
Length: 6 weeks (2i0 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel in boating
sakty.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to include boging safety; federal laws;
definitions and terminology, equipment for
vanous crafts; boating communication and
lighting; first aid, boarding procedures and
techniques; and rules of the road
Credit ReCornmendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
federal and state boating safety inspection
(7/74).

CG-0802-0005
RESCUE COORDINATION CENTER FOR
c
RESERVISTS

(RCC Reservists)
Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center,
Island, NY
Length: 2 weeks (75 hours).
Exhibit Direst 3/78-Present.

Version 1:

6/78-Present.

Version 2: 6/69-5/78

CG-0802.0004

-`

oceanography (12/73), in the lower-diviikon

leum products

SEARCH AND RESCUE CLASS C

4

Length: 8-9 weeks (323-359 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-.12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the fundamentals of oceanography
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the fundamentals of biological,
chemical, and physical oceanography essential to the operation of Instruments for gath*
ering data at sea.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Governors -

Objectives: To provide training

Objectives: Version 1: To train qualified
nonrated Coast Guard personnel in basic
meteorological and oceanographic theory
and skills, necessary to operate equipment
and perform basic observations and analyses.

Instruction:

.

Version

1 Lectures, pro-

grammed instructions in basic physical science, practical experience making and processing meteorological surface observations,
oceanographic salinity,-temperature-depth
profiles, techniques offttn-situ sampling of
ocean water, determinations of salinity and
oxygen content of water samples and techniques of bathymetric operations. Version 2.
Lectures and practical experience in meteorology, pnnciples of physical and chemical
oceanography and the air-sea interface, and
problems in iltarine science technology
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in marine instrumentation (12/79); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in marine
science and 3 in meteorological operations'
(12/79) Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in marine
instrumentation (12,73); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associNte degree catego-

ry, 4 semester hours in marine sciences

in the

duties of a search and rescue mission coordinator and rescue coordination center controller.
Int/ruction: Course includes lectures and
laboratory exercises In search and rescue'
planning and facilities.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (8/78).

(12/73); in the upper-division, baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in oceanography
(12/73).

CG-1304-0003
MARINE SCIENCE TECHNICIAN BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 234 -I.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present
Objectives: To familiarize the student
with marine science equipment and instrumentation needed in observing, recording,
encoding and decoding, oceanographic anti
meteorological data.
Instruction: The course includes a review
of appropriate mathematics and basic physics; the hyjiosphere and atmosphere are dehe instruments used to measure
scribed

relevant attributes of the hydrosphere and
atmosphere are descnbed and their reading
and codes are discfissed. How this data is

entered into the computer and processed (
for certain analysis is dentonstrated. There
is a proctored end-of-courge examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree caters in meteorology, 2 in
gory, 3 etties a
79).
technical mathematic
CG-1304-0004
CELESTIAL NAVIGATIOkjain
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 463-4

Location: Coast Guard, Oklahoma City,
OK, Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City,
OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/77-Present
Objectives: To provide training in celestial navigation.
Instruction: This nonresident course consists of ten lessons includnik coordinate syst
tems, time, .description of manne sextant,
use of the nautical almanac and H.O. Tables

229, the celestial fix and running fix, the
Rude starfinder, and how to determine gyro

error at sea. There is a proctored end-ofcourse exammation.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 'semester hours in celestial navigation (5/79).
CG-1304-0005
OCEANOGRAPHY BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 407-2

Location: Coast GuardArgItute, Oklaho-

rria City, OK.

CG-1304-0002

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma

OCEANOGRAPHIC TECHNICIAN ,

City, OK hats)

4Course Number: Mine.
Location: Oceanographic School, Grpton,
CT.

Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To introduce students to basic
oceanographic studies.

27

1-3

Coast Guard"
Instruction: This nonresident course requires a textbook, 'oceanographic manual,
course book with eight lessons, and a comprehensive proctored end-of-course examination. The course includes geological, biological and physical oceanography, and
provides descriptions of basic sampling pro-

cedures and processing of oceanographic

gory,
(5/79).

3

semester hours in meteorology

1

(12/79).

1

CG-1304-0009
Location: 809LK .
Length: 213LK hours%
Exhibit Dates: 11 LK.

CG-1304-0012
MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

data.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in basic nonlaboratory oceanography (5/79).
CG-1304-0006
ICE OBSERvER BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number 476-1.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklaho-

In.

ma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeks kdahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/78-Present.
Objectives: To train Coast Guard personnel to observe and and sea ice concentrations and topographical conditions and to
report these observations to superiors.
Instruction: A brief nonresident course to
cover responsibilities in ice breaking, to describe basic ice breaking andIce reconnaissance procedures. Course teaches stages of
water freezing and thawing and provides
analysis of ice charts.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (5/79).

CG-1304-0009
WEATHER BRIEFER

Course Number: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (90-105-hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/78-Present.

Objectives: To train Coast Guard rated
marine science technicians (MST) to provide weather briefing services for surface
and aviation units.
Instruction: Lectures and programmed inst uctio'n Concerning properties of air

structure of frontal systems, and
ation of severe Weather. Instniction

fo

and practical experience in methods of me-

teorological data acquisition, coding and

decoding data, techniques of weather briefing and basic analysis of weather charts.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in meteorological
observations,
(12/79).

in

3

basic

meteorology

QUARTERMASTER FIRST CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE'

Course Number 137-4.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma,
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide training for prospective quartermasters in communication,
navigationi(coastal'and celestial), meteorology and relatedIopics.
Instruction: This nonresident course
covers ship conning, naval communications,
rules of the road, compasses and degaussing, piloting and navigation (including celestial), and meteorology. There is a proctored end-of-course examination,
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semtster hours in coastwise navigation and piloting' 2 in applied meteorology,
in celestial navigation (5/79).

CG-1304-0010

environmental protection and port'safety
law enforcement. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin

basic

law

enforcement,

industry/Coast Guard relations, management of pollution removal, supervision of
investigative procedures and reports, and
public

education concerning the Coast

Guard's role in

anne environntental pro-

tection.
Credit Recomme
vision baccalaureat

tion: In the lower-diassociate degree category, 2 semester urs in marine pollution
terminal management
control,
in po
1

(12/79).
CG-1304-0011

CG-1304-0008

MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND SYSTEMS
PETTY OFFICER (CLASS C)

METEOROLOGY BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: None
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 5 weeks(180-200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/772Present.

Courte. Number: 475-5.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Okfahoma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahcima
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/75- Present.

Objectives: To expose personnel to the
various aspects of weather and to enable

Objectives: To prepare petty officers to
undertake the duties and responsibilities
placed upon the Coast Guard in marine environmental protection and port safety law

them to perform basiclorecasting,

enforcement.

Instruction: This nonresident course in-

cludes

weather warnings and displays,

storms,

fog, icing problems, waves, and

worldwide wind patterns, clouds, weather,
instruments, air masses, frontal systems,
forecasting methods. Course has proctored
end-a-course examination.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

4

ences in the law, regulations and standards
of the Coast Guard's marine environmental
program; oil and chemical spills investigations and response are included.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cote,

gory, 2 semester hours in oil and chemical
spill control (12/79).
CG-1404-0001
RADIOMAN

(Radioman Class A)
Course Number: None.

Location: Version 1: Radioman School,
Petaluma, CA Version 2: Training Center,

Governors Island, NY; Training Center,
Version 2: 24 weeks (903 hours).

Course Number None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 4-6 weeks (146-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives:. To prepare officers to undertake the duties and responsibilities in marine

cises

Course Number: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (77 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/78-Present.
Objectives: To prepare officers and petty
officers for response and enforcement duties
in marine environmental protection.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experi-

Groton, CT.
Length: Version 1: 21 weeks (705 hours).

MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND SYSTEMS
OFFICER, CLASS C

CG-1304-0007

gory, 3 semester hours in marine pollution
in port terminal management
control,

Exhibit Dates: Version

1:

1/72-Present.

Version 2: 11/58-12/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be radiomen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in typing, voice procedures, communi-

cations technology, Morse code, electronics, teletype operations, publications, security, leadership, and first aid.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate 'category, .2* semester hours in
typewriting (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in typewriting (6/74).
CG-1404-0002
RADIOMAN SECOND CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 241-6.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide information on security; administration; communications sys-

tems, equipment, and procedures; and antennas.

Instruction: The technical portibn of this
correspondence course provides a brief
coverage -of the basic operating characteristics of communication receivers and trans-

mitters used in CW, voice, and telephone
modes, and of antenna and wave propogalion.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
content of the course (1/79).

Instoction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic law enforcement, understanding of pollution removal, gathering of evidence for investigative procedures and reports, and public education concerning the
Coast Guard's role in marine environmental
protection.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

ca=1405 -0001
AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (AT)
COMMUNICATIONS, CLASS A

Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center, Groton, CT.
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-12/68

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-4

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
receive, copy, and send, international Morse
code

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the use of Morse code and tele
graph equipment Course includes learning

Morse code alphanumeric symbols, basic
message procedures and formats, and dew!
opment of copy and sending skills at the
rate of eight words a minute.
Credit Recommendation; Credit is not rec
ommended because of the limited4pecialized nature of the course (6/74).

CG-1406-0001
Course Number: None.

Location: Coast Guard Training Center,
Groton. CT
Length: 4 weeks (83 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-12/68.

personnel of the Coast Guard for assignment to instructor duties at major training
centers,, ship training detachments, district
training teams, and military missions and
her instructional duties
Instruction: This course includes teaching
methodology, teaching aids, lesson plans,
and practice teaching
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in instructional aids (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/astociate degree category, 2
semester hours in Instruct' Alai aids (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-

ry, 2 semester hours in instructional aids
(7/74)

refrigeration, air conditioning and

pressure-temperature relationship, the refrigeration. cycle, refrigerants, safety leak

detectors and temperatures as they pertain
to refrigeration, air conditioning and heat
pumps.

typewriters.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in air conditioning
and refrigeration (12/79).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in typing, filing, correspondence, personnel records, office procedures and eti-

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 3 in office practices (3/74); in the

CG-1704-0001
AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE CLASS A

baccalaureate/associate
semester hours in

3

category,
baccalaureate
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).
upper-division

CG-1409-0002
STOREKEEPER, CLASS A

Courie Number: None
Location: Training Center, Petaluma, CA,
Training Center, Groton, CT
Length: 12 weeks (436-464 hour)
Exhibit Dates: 6/66,Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be storekeepers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in procurement, typing, use of office
machines, correspondence, inventory con-

And allowances
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

certificate category,
Governors

Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present

Objectives: To prepare staff in effective
methods of instruction, media, and trai
Course covers leadersh

speaking, methods of instructio
pnnciplei of learning, methods of testin
and other aspects in the teaching-learning
public

process.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in teaching methods
(9/78).
.o.
C.;40

CG-1408-0001
SMALL ARMS INSTRUCTOR

741
Course Number. None.
Location: Reserve. Training Centel Yorktown, VA
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/79-Present

Objectives: To train Coast Guard petty
.officers in the basic skills and advanced
knowledge to act as range officers or

coaches and to establish small arms ranges
and small arms training programs.
Instruction: Training in safety and marksfnanship on a .45 pistol, .38 revolver, M-16

rifle and l2 ga. shotgun. Students will be
demonstrate proficiency

in

range safety, and approved methods of,insmall arms.
struction in the care and use
'Credit Recommendation: In the lower -di:
vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in small arms range
management (12/79).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on gas laws, the properties of heat,

Objectives: To provide yeomen with
training in office and clerical procedures,
including operation and maintenance of

trol, requisitions, publications, disbursing,

Course Number *None.
Location: Training Center,
Island, NY.
Length: 2 weeks (85 hours).

ters, boats alfd stations

Location: Coast Guard Training Center,
Groton, CT.
Length: 12 weeks (436 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68

lower-division
degree category,

(6/74);

typing

in

1

heat

pump equipTent used on Coast Guard cut-

Course Number: None.

--transportation, property, travel, and pay

CG- 1406.0002

required to

A

'typing, 3 in office practices (3/74); in the

Objectives: To prepare qualified enlisted

Instruction:

YEOMAN SCHOOL, CLASS

quette
Credit Recommendation: Inothe vocational

INSTRUCTOR TRAINING, CLASS C

aids

Objectives: To train engineering petty pfficers in the operation and maintenance of

IG1409.0001

semester hour

the

in

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in typing (6/74); in the
category,
baccalaureate
upper-division
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).

CG-1601-0001
CLASS C FIELD OIL IDENTIFICATION

'

(Aviation Machinist's Mate)
Course Number: None
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply
Center, Elizabeth City, NC.
Length:

Version 1:

18 weeks (636-787

hours). Version 2. 21 weeks (567 hours).
Version 3: 24 weeks (630 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 6/76-Present. .
Version 2: 7/72-5/76. Version 3: 2/65-6/72.
Objectives: To provide fundamental principles background in mathematics, physics
and aerodynamics for fuAer study on specific A/C syste1116 and to provide training
at entry-level in aircraft maintenance on
several specific aircraft
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in physics, mechanics, theory of flight,
power plants, instruments, electrical systems, and propeller inspection and maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, I semester
hour in basic shop praCtice, 4 in basic aircraft maintenance (9/77). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in flight theory, 2 in instruments and
electrical/hydraulic systems, 2 in propeller
and helicopter familiarization, in inspection and maintenance procedures, 1 in helicopter power plants, and 5, in power plant.
theory, inspection, and maintenance (2/74);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester tiours in flight theory, 1 in propeller and helicopter familiarization, in heli1

LABORATORY

Course Number: None
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (75 hours)
Exhibit Dates: $/78-Present.

,

Objectives: To tram Coat Guard petty

officers to be field oil identification laboratory technicians.
Instruction: Theory and extensive laboratory practice on fluorescence spectroscopy
and thin layer chromatography Theory of
basic petroleum chemistry laboratory procedures for constituent identification of oil
samples.

Credit Reco endatioin In the lower-division baccala reate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in fluorescence spec-

troscopy, thin film chromatography, and
laboratory practices (12/79).

CG-1701-0001

copter power plants, 2 in power plant
theory, inspection, and maintenance, and,
on the basis of institutional examination,
credit

in

instruments

and

electrical/hydraulic systems (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in flight theory (2/74). Version

3: In the voca onal certificate category, 2
flight t eory, 2 in instrusemester hours
ments and elect a y ulic systems, 2 in
amiliarization, 1 in
propeller and helicop
e procedures, and
inspection and main

5 in power plant theory, inspection, and
maintenance (2/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate 'degree category, 2
semester hours in flight theory, 1 in propeller and helicopter familiarization, 2 in
_power planttheory, inspection, and mainte-

nance, aqd, on the basis of institutional

credit in . instruments and
ejectrical/hydraulic systems' (2/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 seevaluation,

mester bours in flight theory (2/74).

REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING
(OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: MK-22.

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (175-210 hotirs).
Exhibit Dates: 6/77-Present.
-11
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CG-1704-0002
43D50 PROPELLER MAINTENANCE CLASS C

Course Number. None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply
Center, Elizabeth City, NC.

-

'

1-5

Coast Guard
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours) ,
Exhibit Dates: 2/76, Present.
Objectives: To develop skills in the maintenance and repair of a Hamilton Standard
propeller.
Instruction: Instruction in disassembling,
cleaning, inspecting, repairing, assembling,
and testing Hamilton Standard propellers.
Cry& Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aviationosnaintenance (9/77)

The course includes a proctored end-of-

HC-131A AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE CLASS
C
Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply

vision baccalaureateLassociate degree catein propeller maintegory, 1 semester h
nance (1/79).

Length: 6 weeks (210 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/76-Present.
Objectives: provides training in the repair,
troubleshooting, and general maintenance of

craft and ground handling equipment, in-

HU-16E AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE CLASS C

Course Number. None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply

Center, Elizabeth City, NC.

struction in the operation and maintenance
of major engine subsystems, Including fuel
instrumentation and propellers, and in other
aircraft subsystems, including electncal,

safety, hydraulic, landing gear, air conditioning, presiunzation, fire detection, and

Length: 5 weeks (215 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 5/76-Present.

automatic pilot.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semesterchours in aircraft maintenance (9/77).

Objectives: To provide advanted technical training in the troubleshooting, repair,
and maintenance of the HU-I6E aircraft.
Instruction: Provides general instruction ....
on the HU-I6E aircraft and in the various
CG- 1704-0007
major subsystems, including engine, fuel,
aircraft electrical, fire control, and oxygen
AVIATION MeSACHINIST'S MATE, SECOND
CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

subsystems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in av
anon maintenitnce (9/77); in the lower-di
Sion baccalaureate/associate degree cate -

ry, 4 semester 'hours in aviation maintenance technology (9/77).

,

T58 -GE-813 ENGINE MAINTENANCE CLASS
C

Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply
Center, Elizabeth-City, NC.
28 hours).
Length: 3-4 weeks (1

Exhibit Dates: 2/76-P
nt.
Objectives: To train students in the maintenance and adjustment of T58-GE-8B Turk
shaft engines.

Instruction` Students remove engines; 'disinspect, assemble, and install
power plants in airframes; run engines; and
assemble,

make adjustments. Corrosion control and
preservation techniques are Included.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in avi-

ation mechanics (9/77); in the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree catego-

2 semester hours' toward an aviation

ry,

(Aviation Machinist Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence)
Course Number: 205-7.

Location: Coast Guard /Institute, Oklahoma City, OK..
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK houis).
Exhibit Dates: 10/77-Present.

CG-1704-0004

technology degree (9/77).

Objectives: To provide the second class
machinist's mate with those basic aircraft
subjects needed for the mission.

Instruction: This corespondence course
outlines aviation safety precautions, states
the purpose alid scope of the Coast Guard
_aircraft maintenance management system
lists the kinds of aviation directives and
publications, explains technical
orders

(T.O.), and identifies and explains the purpose of the Coast Guard aviation forms and
ieports Aircraft hardware selection and
identification is presented along with various safety methods Basic corrosion control
and preventive measures, are discussed Jet
propulsion engines, turbojet engines, and
their ssystems are presented A proctored
end-of-course examination is required.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in power plant maintenance (1/79)

,Credit Recommendation: In tit lower-di-

CG-1704-0009
HC -i30 FLIGHT ENGINEER BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Csourse Number: 445-1

itute, OklahoLocation: Coast Guard
ma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 5/ weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours),
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide standardized spe-

cial training and Introductory Information
to prospective flight engineer candidates.
Instruction: This correspondence course

includes descriptions of the mechanical,
communications, and -navigational systems

of the HC-130 aircraft. It also includes descriptions of preflight, inflight and postflight duties of the flight engineer on the
HC-130 aircraft. The course includes
ground handling, Arming, and safety precautions. Course includes proctored end-ofcourse examination.

Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/79)

CG-1704-0010
FLIGHT MECHANIC HH-52A BY
CORRESPONDEXCE

0

Course Number: 441-2.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide standardized specialty training on the HH-52A helicopter
Instruction: this correspondence course
contains helicopter aerodynamics and control definitions. Also included are the mechanical,; communications, and navigational
systems along with preflight, inflight, and
postflight duties
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/79).

XG-17040011
HH-3F FLIGHT MECHANIC BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number 443-1.

CG-17040008
CG-1704-0005

AVIATION MA'CHINIST'S MATE, FIRST

HH-52A AIRFRAME AND POWERTRAIN,

CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

(Aviation Machinist Mate, First Class, by

CLASS C

Course Number. None.
Location: Aircraft Repair

course examination.

Center, Elizabeth City, NC

HC-131A aircraft.
Instruction: Introduction to HC-131A air-

CG-1704-0003
41

CG- 1704 -0006

and Supply

Center, Elizabeth City, NC
Length: 5 weeks (215-hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present

Objectives: To train students to maintain

and adjust HH-52A airframe and powertrain systems.

Instruction: Maintenance instruction is in
the area of gear boxes, dnve shafts, main

and tail rotor loads, and fuel, hydraulics,
and oil systems. Students also learn how to

Correspondence)
Course Number 105-6..

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4176-Present

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK. I
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide the studentrwith
aircraft maintenance management riming
including records and forms and to present
general propeller principles.
Instruction: This correspondence course

replace and adjust components.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate cafegory, 4 semester hours

presents the subsections of an air station engineering section while describing the

toward aviation airframe mechanics (9/77);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours toward an aviation technology degree (9/77).

order (T.O.) system and related records and
maintenance publications tare discussed. The
operating principles of the 43D50 and

duties of each subsection. The technical

54H60 propellers are covered including
their components and electrical systems

1)

3U

Objectives: To introduce the HH-3F helicopter to prospective flight mechanic candidates

Instruction: This correspondence course

includes basic helicopter theory of flight
characteristics, aircraft and power-train systems, equipment and furnishings, and rescue
equipment and procedures
Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (I/79).

CG-1704-0012
C-131A PROPELLER MAINTENANCE, CLASS
C

Course Number: None.
Location: Aviation Technical

Center, Elizabeth City, NC.

Training

,

.

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-6

Length: 3 wetks (89.101 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present
Objectives: to provide technologic'sl
training necessary t perform preventive
maintenance and re r on the Hamilton
Standard,43E60-533 propeller.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises covering introdubtion to thZ"propeller,
introduction to prop removal, disassembly,
reassembly, test and installation, troubleshooting, adjustments,

line

maintenance,

and run -up.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft propellers (8/78), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
seme%er hour in aircraft propellers (8/78).

CG-1704-0013
AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC,
SECOND CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number 207-6.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/77- Present
Objectives: To provide an understanding
of aviation maintenance administration,
with specific information on hardware and
advanced corrosion control.
Instruction: This correspondence course

preparts student to perform general aviation safety in ground equipment, fuel and
oxygen systems; student will be able to de-

scnbe the Coast Guard a/c maintenance
management system; student will use and
explain records, directions, publications,
and the TO. system and use technical man-

uals and directives Proper use and identification of aircraft hardware IS presented; the

theory of basic and advanced corrosion
control is covered including painting for
corrosion protection. There is a proctored
end-of-course examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, I semester hour in basic aircraft maintenance (1/79)

CG704-0015

CG-1704-0018

AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC, FIRST

AVIATION SURVIVALMAN, SECOND CLASS,

CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 107-5.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maxinium 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hqurs).
Exhibit Dates: 7/77-Present.

Objectives: To introduce the student to
aviation maintenance administration and
sheet metal layout and forming.
Instruction: This correspondence course

explains the COast Guard aircraft maintenance management systems, standard aircraft, maintenance procedures, records, and

required inspections. A description of the
technical order system and procedures for
requisitioning aviation material are included The proper layout procedures used to
fabricate and assemble aircraft sheet metal
structural components are discussed; also

included is a review of mathematics and
blueprint reading. Emphasis is on Coast
Guard procedures and application. There is
no practical laboratory.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended due to the limited nature of the
course (1/79)

CG-1704-0016

P

AVIATION CORROSION CONTROL BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 439-1

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/78-Present
Objectives: _To familiarize the student
with aircraft corrosion and control
Instruction: This correspondence course
contains the theory of corrosion, the different forms of corrosion, preventive measures

chute lofts. Identification of basic survival
equipment, protective clothing, small arms
and ammunition, the function of the oxygen

system and use of related hand tools are
covered as well as the inspection and repair
of parachutes.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended due to the military-specific
nature of the training involved (2/79).
CG- 1704-0019
AVIATION SRVIVALMAN, FIRST CLASS, BY
COR ESPONDENCE

umber: 108-3.

Course
ma

ion: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoity, OK.
ngth: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma

City 0

hours)

Dates: I0/77-Present.,
Obi tives: To provide the student with
the basic knowledge in aviation administration, ordnance, and fabric repair
Instruction: This correspondence course
describes the Coast Guard aircraft maintenance management system, and maintenance inspections and cites the mainteE

lb

nance-level structure and the prime unit

concept. It further includes -records, technical order systems, supply system, and the
establishment of an ordnance library. In addition, it presentg parachute lofts and .parachute maintenance. It also covers pyrotechnics and jato systems.

ommended due to the limited scope of the

CG-1704-0020

course (1/79).

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma Say, OK.
Lbigth: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/79-Present.

Objectives: To provide a general over-

struction about the elements of a total hydraulic system using the Sperry Vickers approach to hydraulic mechanisms. The student is introduced to hydraulics and the
principles of hydraulics power. Each element of a typical hydraulic systems is studied, starting with hydraulic fluids, piping
and sealing, reservoirs and fluid conditions,
actuators, directional control units, servo,
valves, pressure controls, volume controls,
pump's, instruments, and accessories. The

proper definition of technical terms and
pnncipies is stressed as well as their standand geographical symbolic representation.
There,is a proctored end-of-course examination.

f

Instruction: This correspondent course

contains a review of physics and electricity
and describes jato, pyrotechnics and para-

INDUSTRIAL HYDAAULICS BY

industrial hydraulic systems.
Instruction: Course stresses indepth in-

.,

Objectives: To provide the student with

the fundamentals of survival equipment.

CG-1704-0014

view of the operations and maintenance of

,

Length: Maxffnum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended due to its military-specific application (1/79).

Course Number: 413-1

L

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklaho-

4a City, OK.

and the preservatiOn of the aircraft surfaces.
Course has a proctored end -of- course examination.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

CORRESPONDENCE

'

BY CORRESOONIONCE

Course Number: 208-2

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in basic industrial
hydraulics (5/79), .

CG-1704-0017
HC-I30 DROPMASTER (AC-isoD-I ) BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number. 446-1.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OKe

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/78-Present.
Objectives: To provide standardized specialty training- on the HC-130 aircraft and
to teach'proper pfocedures and safety precautions for rescue equipment airdrop.
Instruction: The student will become fa-

miliar with the HC-130 aircraft including
general arrangement, dimensions, emergency exits, powertrains, engine, and communication systems; student will understand

gsoundhandling and servicing procedures
and safety precautions, and be familiar with
procedures for cargo restraint, procedures
for rescue equipment airdrop, and the safety
precautions involved.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (5/79).

Course Number: MK-6.
Location;. Reserve Training Center, York-

town, VA.
(68 hours).

Length:

Exhibit D es; 5/78-Present.
Objectiv . To train qualified enlisted per. sonnel .(machinery technicians) to operate
and maintain hydraulic components and
systems.,

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in fundamentals of hydraulics and associated subjects including operations- and
repair of hydraulics systems and Compo-

nents, hydraulit circuit construction and
operation, troubleshooting and adjustment
techniques and maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate catenry, 2 semester hours in hydraulics and pneumatics (12/79); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in hydraulics and pneumatics laboratory (12/79).
CG-1708-0001
BOATSWAIN'S MATE, CLASS A

(Boatswain's Mate School)
Course Number: None.

1-7

Coalt Guard
Location: Reserve Training Center, York-

town, VA

Length: 8-12 weeks (222-424 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 3/79-Present
Version 2. 6/66-2/79

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
4 perform as boatswain's mates
Instruction: All Versions- Lectures and
practical exercises in seamanship and associated subjects, including information, nomen-

clature, and exercises in marlinspike, boat
haling, gunnery, cargo handling, piloting,
nuc ar, biological, and chemical defenses,
radiotelephone operation and semaphore
communications, and fire-fighting procedures Version I Includes electronic navigation and visual communications
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in marine technology (12/79),/in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/ai.sociate
degree category. 6 semester hours in marine
technology (12/79) Version 2. In the vocational certificate category,, 4 semester hours

in marine techndlogy (6/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/assoCiate degree cat
egory, 2 semester hours in marine technology (6/74).
.

,

organization, identify the functions of various small weapons and kneow safety precautions when small weapons are used or
stowed. Student will also be able to explain
deck duties using block and tackle, wire
roping, anchoring and block tackle, and
will identify equipment and mater,ials used
in towing, know safqty precautions for handling and stowing bargo, maintain cargo
handling equipment, and identify the signals
for underway replenishment at sea
Credit Recommendation: In-the lOwer-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in Seamanship II
(5/79).

CORRESPONDENCE

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/76-Present
Objectives: This is a nonresident course to
train Boatswain's Mates at the seaman level

Instruction: The student is required to
read and study seven pamphlets covering
six topics Each lesson has reading assignments followed a series of questions and a
end-of-course

test

The

areas of instruction covered by this course
are surface preparation and painting, small
boat
ration, search and rescue, firefighting,
tches, duties and record keepigg, in-

ion to basic minor aids to navigar
After

non, and Marlinspike seamanship

successful completion of the course the student will understand the organization
manual, watch quarter and station bills, will
be able to stand watch, and be able to keep

records and logs The student will also be
able to use naviation equipment and maneuver a boat, to know paint systems, safety as-

pects in painting and stowage, recognize
anchor chain markings and parts, and know
aids to navigation, their functions, and how
to troubleshoot minor aids to navigation.
Credit Recommendation: IR the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in introductory basal.
seamanship (5/79)

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/78-Present.
Objectives: To provide training to boatswain's mates at the second class level
through reading and studying textual material, performing sample problems, answering lesson questions, and passing the proctored end-of-course examination
Instruction: The areas of instruction cow-

ered include small craft piloting, boat and
deck maintenance, rigging and replenishment, the gun captain, damage control"
repair party, and introduction
aids to
navigation The student will lear to use
navigation equipment in piloting s
1 craft,
Will know and understand the rul
of the
road, will properly maintain dec spares,
repair small craft, rig booms acid
ognize
safety

hazard§

Student

will

le

n

the

proper equipment to use in damage control
and will recognize basic functions() aids to
navigation corliponents, basic theory of
weight handling equipment, and the effects
of ship stability.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in advanced seamanship (5/79)

BOATSWAIN'S MATE SECOND CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number:. 209-7

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
ExhibitDates: 1/71-Present.
Objectives: This a nonresident c0 se to
train boatswain's mates at the lecon class
level.

Instruction: The student is equir
read and study text material,
Ive

to
roblems, answer questions, and pass
mprehensive end-of-course examination
The

NAVIGATION RULES BY CORRESPONDENCE

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, K.
Len
Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
hours).
City,
Exhibit Dates: 4/78-Present.
Objectives: To provide training concerned

with the International Regulations for preventing collisions at sea dated 1972 (72
COLREGS) and the United States Inland
Rules of the Road.
Instruction: A nonresident training course
including steering and and sailing rules,
belts and shapes, sound and light signals,
inland rules and pilot rules. There is a proctored end-of-course examination,
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

._\

r.
J

(5/79)

CG-1708-0006
PILOTING BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 416-3.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2 /79- Present.'

Objectifies: The course presents coastal
navigation principles.

Instruction: The student will be able to
define.a_ line of position and plot lines of
position using aids to navigation, shore objects, and radio sources, student will be able

to solve advanced piloting problems using
running fixes, position circles and running
fixes with changes in courses and speed.
The course includes discussion on charts,
aids to navigation, magnetic compass, dead
reckoning, piloting, current sailing and

review of how all these fit together in a
navigational system of piloting in a boat.

CG-1710-0001
DAMAGE CONTROL MAN

Course Number: None
Location: Training Station,

Governors

Island, NY, Training Station, Groton, CT
Length: Version I. 15 weeks (434 hours).
Version 2. 16 weeks (587 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 5/74-Present.
Version 2: 1/64-4/74

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair boats,

Instruction: Lectures an practical exercises to boat damage repair, including finish
and rough carpentry, concrete mixing,
pouring, and forming, plumbing fittings and
piping, sheet metal, structural steel welding,
fire fighting, and first aid
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the
vocational certificate category, 5 semester
hours in welding, 2 in pipesetting, 2 in
maintenance and repair (8/78) Version 2. In
the vocational certificate category, 12 semester hours in repair and maintenance
ashore and afloat (5/74), in the lower-divi-

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, 8 semester hours in repair and maintenance ashore and afloat (5/74)

CG-1710-0002
DAMAGE CONTROL WELDING, CLASS C

CG-1708-0005
Course Number: 469.1.

CG-1708-0003

gory, 3 semester hours in nasigation rules

There is a proctored end-of-course-examination.
Credit RecOmmendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in coastal navigation
(5/79)

CG-1708-004

Course Number: 109-5

Cot,rse Number: 309-9

trodu

ments and electronic equipment for navigause tide and current
tables, take weather readings and describe
the causes of weather, describe fire control

tion and piloting,

CORRESPONDENCE

BOATSWAIN'S MATE THIRD CLASS BY

ar""

with communications, use various instru-

BOATSWAIN'S MATE FIRST CL ASS BY

CG-1708-0002

comprehensive

areas of instruction covered are navigation
and weather, fire control and gunnery, deck
maintenance, small boat handling; cargo
handling; stowage, underway replenishment, and seamanship. Upon completion of
thi§ course, the student will be able to deal

(Damage Controlman Welding, Class C)
(Damage Controlman Class C)
Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center, Governors
Island, NY
Length: 7 weeks (226-310 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide advanced skills to
welding (gas and arc) pf ferrous and nonferrous materials
Instruction: Course includes welding funmetal arc welding, and 'gas shielded arc welding. Students will learn
fundamentals ,of flat, horizontal, vertical,
and overhead position welding, ogas tungsten arc welding to include familiarization
damentals,

with parts, settings, safety precautions, and
practical application of the process on steel
and aluminunt gas metal arc welding to in-

cldclq familiarization with torch, settings,

a

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-8

safety precautions, practical application of
-the process, and basic theory of aluminum
welding.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in welding (9/78)
CG-1710-0003

facilities used by Coast Guard shore sta-

sion systems.

and construction, termites and wood decay,
interior wiring, shore structure carpentry,
heavy construction methods and materials,
cast estimating for facilities, concrete and
masonry construction, plumbing and pipelit-

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

chine and power tools, site developnient

ling.

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

Course Number: 1154.
Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklaho,
ma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
Objectives: The purpose of this course is

to provide a basic understanding in performing shore structure carpentry, piping
layout and maintenance, and sheet metal
fabrication.

Instruction: This correspondence course
covers basic wood carpentry for building,
piping layout and maintenance, sheet metal
and sheet plate fabrication and the principles of various types of welding joints, both
in ferrous and nonferrous metals, especially
aluminum welding All these 'activities are
tied together in material on coast estimating
for buildings. There .1s a proctored end-ofCourse examination

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in basic wood building carpentry, in sheet metal fabrication,
in ferrous and nonferrous welding (5/79).
1

1

CG-1710-0004

wooden building maintenance, 2 in concrete
and masonry construction (5/79).

Course Number: 215-5

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.
Objectives: A nonresident course designed
to provide basic skills in and understanding
of damage control.
Instruction: The areas of Instruction cov-

ered by the course are nuclear, biological
and chemical (NBC) warfare defense, welding principles, shielding metal arc welding,
gasshielded arc welding, oxyacetylane cutting and welding, installing suspended ceilings, acoustical tile, installing roofing, laminated and finishing woods, plumbing, blue-

print and diagram reading, and inspection
and maintenance of firefighting equipment
There is a proctored endof-course examination.

Course Number: MK-4.

Location: Reserve Training Center, York town, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Wtibit Dates: 5/78-Present

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

liners and head assemblies, fuel pump assemblies, 'accessory drive voltage control

FF4A marine gas turbine engine including
kds turbine engine operation, control, con-

components, brushes, sliprings, bearings and
generator 'drive alignment
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

cises pertinent to the Pratt and Whitney

struction, lubrication, inspection, maintenance-and malfunction analysis
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in gas turbine laboratory (12/79)

GENERAL ELECTRIC LMioo AND SOLAR T1000 EMERGENCY GAS TURBINE
OLAR MAIN PROPULSION
PERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Course Number: MK-3
410

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/78-8/79.
Objectives: To train machinery technician

petty officers in the operation of the solar

T-10005 emergency gas turbine
Instruction: Classes and practical exercises

the theory of gas turbines, nomenclature
and system characteristics of the solar T10005 turbine. Practical experience in maintenance and system requirements.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificaV category, 1 semester hour in gas
turbine laboratory (12/79).
ca.=

, CG-171 i -D001

Respr e Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Le
h: 14-16 weeks (310.581 hours).

ion: Training Center, Groton, CT,

'Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/78-Present.
Objectives; To provide an overview' of

from

woodworking machinery, site development

and construction too termites and wood
decay.

Instruction: This course covers the major

aspects of maintenance of buildings and

and inspection of diesel engine camshaft

bearings,. connecting rods, pistons, cylinder

gory, 2 semester hours in diesel generator
sets (12/79).

CG-1714-0001
ELECTRICIAN'S MATE CLASS A

CG-1710-0005

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.

Instruction: Students learn the operation

and its associated components

ENGINE AN, CLASS A
Cou e Number: None

Course Number: 479-3.

Course Number: MK-24.
Locatiop: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (103 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/79-Present.
Objectives: To train qualified enlisted personnel (machinery technicians) in diesel operation and maintenance

and maintenance of 200-300 KW Caterpiller
diesel generatoi sets including disassembly

basic carpentry, 2 in basic plumbing (5/79).

SHORE STRUCTURE MAIHTENANCE BY
CORRESPONDENCE a

DIESEL ENGINE AND ELECTRICAL
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
(CATERPILLAR MODELS D-397-399,

gitctives: To train advanced machinery
technicians and engineering officers in the
operation and maintenance of the 1E1000
HP Pratt and Whitney FT-4 gas turbine

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
basic welding, 2 in blueprint reading, 2 in

CG-1712-0002

D-333, D343, D-353, D-379)

PRATT AND WHITNEY FT4A GAS TURBINE
ENGINE OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

CG4710-0007

k

facility maintenance

diesel engines and auxiliaries (6/75); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 4 semester hours in automotive technology, 4 as an elective in mechanical techhology (6/75).

CG-1710-0006

DAMAGE CONTROLMAN SECOND CLASS BY

building and

Credit Recommendation: Jr' the vocational

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

DAMAGE CONVROLMANYIRST CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

CORRESPONDENCE

turbines, refrigeration, and power transmis-

tions Materials include woodworking ma-

Ex ibit Dates; 8/66-Present.
0 'ectives:.To train personnel to perform
as e gineman strikers and enginemen.
I :traction: Lectures and practical exerin the functions of enginemen strikers
ci
and enginemen, third class, including tools
an measuring instruments, gas welding and
cut mg, hydraulics, basic engines, engine
fue systems, general motors unit injector,
en me controls, GM -71 auxiliary pumps,
en ine overhaul, diesel engine troubleshootin

,

lubricating oil testing, jacket water

tr afment and testing, centrifugal purifiers,

el cincity, outboard motors, boilers, gas

33

(Electrician's Mate School)
Course Number: None.
Location: Training Station, Grot
Training Center, Governors Island,
Length: Version 1. 17 weeks (587 hours)
Version 1: 16 weeks (580 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version- 1: 1/78-Present.
Version 2: 8/61-12/77.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect, maintain, and operate electrical
equipment on small boats.

Instruction: Version I: Instruction is oriented toward teaching the fundamentals of
generation, control and distribution of electricity with specific emphasis on equipment
used by the Coast Guard. Version 2:e Lectures and practical exercises in mathematics
review, DC and AC circuits, transformers,,
DC motors and generators, alternators, synchronous

and

asynchronous

three-phase

motors, simple-phase motors, and controllers
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electrical maintenance (8/78). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 9 semester hours in electricity (6/75); in

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 6 semester hours in electricity on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/75); in the-upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in electricity on the basis of institutional evathation
(6/75).

CG-1714-0002
1.

GUNNER'S MATE, CLASS A

(GM "A")
2.

BASIC GUNNER'S glATE, CLASS A

Course Number: None.
Location: Version 1: Training Center,

Governors Island, NY. Version 2: Training
Center,'Groton, CT.

.1 -9

Coast Guard
- Length: 16-18 weeks (502-630 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 I/72-Present

Version 2: 6/66-1Na Lro...
Objectives: To tr
listed personnel to
perform as gunner's mates.

hutruction: Version 1. Lectures and practical exercises to include mathematics and
physical science principles applied to ordnance supplies and equipment, use of hand
and cutting tools, measuring instruments,
and application of electrical circuitry and
hydraulics to pumps, valves and transmissions and other ordnance systems Version 2.

Lectures and practical exercises in basic
mathematics, hand tools and basic machines, electncity, ammunition, basic hydraulics, power drive and projectile hoists,
and small arms.
Credit RecomAtendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
in mechanical, electrical or fluid
power
technology
and
related
Mathematics/science, 1 in Inspection/bench
work
(6/75);
in
the
lower-division

hours

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in mechanical, electrical or
fluid
power technology and related.
mathematics/science, in inspection/bench
work (6/75). Version 2. In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity, 3 in basic mathematics, 3 in hydraulics, 3 in machine shop (5/74)
1

CG-1714-0003
AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, SECOND
CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

(Aviation Electrician Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence)
Course Number: 201-3.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/77- Present.

Objectives: To provide an overview 6f
line safety and maintenance management
while providing specific knowledge on the
aircraft electrical systems and instruments.

Instruction: This correspondence course
contains line safety measures, maintenance
management systems, aircraft hardware,'
corrosion and its control. In addition it
covers alternating current* (a/c) electrical
maintenance techniques, use of meters, electrical symbols, types of instruments and test
equipment It also covers aircraft storage,
batteries, generators, power systems and

system, its logbobiss, and associated records
The theory of basic types of electronics cir-

CORRESPONDENCE

((lectncian's Mate Third Class by Correspondence)
Course Nhmber: 319-7.

Location: `toast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)...
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present
Objectives: To present basic electricity

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeks ,(Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present.
Objectives: To acquaint the student with
Coast Guard administrative procedures and
also provide knowledge of alternating current (a/c) and basic electronic circuitry
theory.

Instructloit: This correspondence course
contains a description of the organization of
the Coast Guard aircraft management

CG-1714-0010
ELECTRICIAN'S MATE SECOND CLASS BY

through semi-conductor devices and the

CORRESPONDENCE

theory of operation and maintenance on AC
and DC motors and generators
Instruction: This correspondence course
offers basic AC and DC electricity including series and parallel circuits, inductance,

(Electrician Mate Second Class by Cortispondence)
Course Number: 219-8

capacitance, and impedance Theory and
maintenance of AC and DC motors and
generators, transformers, and batteries are

covered. There is a brief introduction to the
theory and testing procedures on transistor

and semiconductor devices. Course provides no laboratory experience. There is a
proctored end-of-course examination
Credit Recommendation: None , In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
semester hour in
degree category,
eltetricity/electromechamcal
technology
(1/79)
1

CG-1714-0006
GUNNER'S MATE, CLASS C

Course Number: None
Location: Training Center, Governors
Island, NY.
Length: 10 weeks (316 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/74-Present
Objectives: To provide advanced training

tems and the operation, adjustment, and
maintenance of weapons and associated

"

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/77-Present
Objectives: Course requires student to
study basic electrical and electronic principles and circuit theory as applied to
synchro systems, AC and DC motdrs and

generators as well as selected control and
protection devices.
Instruction: This

is

a correspondence

course with no formal laboratory experience required. Basic principles of AC and
DC circuits as applied to electrical machines and their control and protective devices are included. Motor starters, protective relay equipment, magnetic amplifiers,
synchros and transformers are covered in
limited detail Solid-state electronic amplifiers, regulated power supplies, and selected

control and wave-shaping devices and circuits are presented Course Includes proctored end-of-course examination
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category,
3
semester
hours
in
electrical/electronic theory (1/79).

CG-1714-0011
ELECTRICIAN'S MATE FIRST CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

nature of the courk (9/78).

(Electrician Mate First Class by Correspondence)

CG-1714-0007

Course Number: L19-4

GG-1714-0004 .

Course Number: 101-3.

Objectives: To provide training to the

gunner's mate third class to assist in the attainment of second class rating
Instruction: The nonresident course includes basic electricity, hydraulic system
components, the fuse setting, projectile
hoist, the 5'/38 rammer machine gun, surface vessel torpedo tube Mk.32 There as a
proctored end-of-course examination
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in basic hydraulics,
2 in basic electricity (5/79).

ELECTRICIAN'S MATE THIRD CLASS BY

equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific

by Correspondence)

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit - Dates: 5/70-Present

CG-1714-0005

end-of-course examination
,Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2 semester hours in basic electricity, I
in aircraft nstruments (1/79)

CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 229-3.

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics (1/79).

their control devices. Course has required

(Aviation Electrician Mate, First Class,

GUNNER'S MATE SECOND CLASS BY

tion is required.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

in the use of antisubmarine warfare equipment, fire control, end 5' gun use
Instruction: Course teaches administration
and management of various ordnance sys-

AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, FIRST

CG-1714-0009

cuits, electron amplifiers, and oscillators is'
presented. Basic theory of alternating current, inductive and capacitive reactance,
power systems and electronic components
is explained. Course has no laboratory com,pement, proctored end-of-course examina-

'GUNNER'S MATE-ADVANCED

(Gunner's Mate Advanced ADT)
Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center; Governors,
Island, NY.
Length: 2 weeks (75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present
Objectives: To improve the knowledge of
reservists serving as first class gunner's
mates.

Instruction: Course includes training in

service, maintenance, and operation of ar-

ious gunnery systems used by the

oast

Guard.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommonded- because of the military-specific
nature of the course (9/78)

',

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/77/-Present.
Objectives: To preset the procedures for
maintenance and renal of motors and generators, and an introdu tion to digital computer concepts, terminol gsy, and circuits
Instructidn: This corr spondence course
presents the procedures for the maintenance
and repair of motors and generators including cleaning, removipg and replacing bearings, commutators and slip rings, and testing. Also covered is an introduction to volt-

age and frequency regulators, power protective devices, and types of controllers, as
well as an introduction to digital computer
c

er
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principles including number systems, Boolean algebra, logic gates, flip-flops, counters,

1.

registers, decoders and adders The course'

,

2

requires a proctored end-of-c-oungaraminanon.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

3.

Version.3: 21

GUNNER'S MATE FIRST CLASS BY

11/7,2.

Course Number: 129-4.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma

City, OK houli).
Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present

Objectives: T9 provide training for the
second class gunner's mate to progress to
first-class status
Instruction: This

nonresident course
covers administration, planned maintenance
systems, ammunition, explosives, electrical
power system components, the' General
Electric drive, dual purpose gun, alignment,

theory of

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electricity, 2 in
fundamentals of synchros, I in hydraulics
(5/79)

and Supply Center, Elizabeth City, NC;

°

Version 2: 12/65-1/70

Objectives: To provide selected enlisted
personnel with the understanding and
knowledge necessary to fulfill the requirements for Aviation Electronics Technician,
Third Class.
Instruction:

Electronics fundamentals,
theory of operation of airborne electronics

systems; troubleshooting and testing air-

borne electronics systems, operating associ-

ated test equipment. Lecture and testing
(699 hours) and laboratory (281 hours) with
approximately 70% of time devoted to general electronics topics, remainder is devoted
to military specific subjects.
Credit Recommendation: All Versions: In

the vocational certificate categor415 semester hours toward a certificatelii elec-

tronics technology (9/77). in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours as an elective in electronics (9/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 21 semester hours for
technical courses and 3 in mathematics
lower-division
(3/74);
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12
semester hours in electricity and electronics
(3/74)6 tn the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in electricity and
electronics (3/74).

CG-1715-0005
AN/FPN-ai TIMER
Course Number: None,.

Location: Loran-C,School, Groton, CT,
Length: 4 weeks (173 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain A N/FPN-4I timers.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
timing and signal htidlmg, basic servo
loops, including envelope and phase timing,
troubleshooting procedures, and detailed
Maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the coarse (4/74)

lephony, and radio teletype

ctures and practical exercises
in telephone rep it and maintenance procedures, including ackground instruction in
mathematics, elec is circuits, electronics
(vacuum tubes), and telephony.
Credit Recommendli ion: Version 1: In the
vocational' certificate ategory, 9 semester
hours in selpcommunica 'on systems (8/78)
Version.fin the vocational certificate cate-

tored end-of-course examination
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

Traimng Center, Groton, CT.
Length: Version I. 28 weeks (1000-1015
hours). Version 2: 16-31 weeks (513-994
hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/70-Present.

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (4/74).

Version 3.

and fire control systems There is a proc-

Location: Aviation Repair and Supply

action, and alignment procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

Objectives To train enlisted personnel to
, perform as t lephone technicians.
Instructio Version I: A qualitative study
of telephony with descriptions of telephone
fed equipment including:
sets and ass
switchboards, pub is address and intercom
systems; teletypewriter and radio teletype
to include their installation, maintenance
and repair Version- 1: Lectures and practical
exercises in model 28/KSR/ASR teletypes,
telephone line construction; cable splicing,
switchboards intercommunication systems;

CORRESPONDENCE

Center, Elizabeth City, NC, Aircraft Repair

cises in the operation and maintenan e. of
the AN/FPN-38 Loran system, inclu mg
zcomponents, circiptry, timing and di er

Exhibit Da es: Version 1: I2/75-Present.
Version 3: 12/64-

Version 2: I /72-11/75

Course Number: None

Center,

eeks (777 hours).

CG-1714-0012,

AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,
CLASS A

enng Station; Wildwood, NJ
Length: 6 weeks (165 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain a specific Loran system
Instruction: Lectbres and practical xer-

Governors Island, NY Version 2. Training
Center, Governors Island, NY Version 3..
on, CT.
Training Center
4 weeks (497-540,
Length: Vers n I.
hours). Versio 2: 14 weeks (420 hours).

electrical power theory (1/79); in the
' baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, I semester hour in digital
electronics theory (1/79).

CG-1715-0001

Gr

TELEPHONE TECHNICIAN A SCHOOL
TELEPHONE TECHNICIAN SCHOOL
TELEPHONE TECHNICIAN, CLASS A

Course Number: None.
Location: Version I.. Training

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

CG-1715-00045
AN/SPN-29 RECEIvER
Course Number: None

gory,9 semester hours in telecommunica-

v

Location: Loran-C School, Groton, CT
Length: 5 weeksc(203 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/66--12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

tion systems (6/75). Version 3: In the vocational cer ificate category, 20 semester
hours in e ectncity or electronics (3/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and additional credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)
CG-1715-0003

I..' Loran-C School,
: Version
n, CT. Version 2 Electronics Engi-

Lota

.

CG11715-0002

operate, maintain, and align AN/SPN-29
receivers

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
fundamentals of Loran-C and AN/SPN-29
receivers, and operation and maintenance
p5cedures.
Credit Recommendatidn: No -Credit because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (4/74).

F

TELEPHONE TECHNICIAN, CI ASS B

CG-1715-0007

Course Number: None.

LocatidxTryning Center,-Groton, CT
Length:, 255'weeks (925 hours).

e

LORAN A ENLISTED, CLASS C

.

Course Number; None
.
Location: Training Center, Groton, CT
Length: 4 weeks (141 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8166-12/68.

Exhibit"Dates: 6/65-12/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted$ersonnel to
operate and maintain specific telephone systems.

Objectives: To train technicians to perform maintenance on Loran transmitting

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of specific telephone systems, including DC and AC circuits, vacuum tubes and transistors, elec-

stations

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Loran system maintenance, including Loran antennas and timer introduction;

tronic circuits, telephone and telegraph sys-

tems (baseband and carrier), microwave
radio, and operation of specific telephone etri block diagram, voltage regulator, power
supplies, oscillator, synchronizer control
-r
systems,
unit, frequency divider, time delay unit,
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
radio receiver, electrical synchronizer and
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
synchronizer indicator, oscilloscope, switchelectricity and electronics, and credit in
gear, transmitter and amplifier, and transelectrical laboratory on the basis of institumitting antenna coupler maintenance;
tional evaluation (4/74); in the lower-diviwatihstanding techniques; and Loran publision baccalaureate/associate degree categocations, reports, and forms
ry, 3 semester hours inelectrictty and elecCredit Recontmendation: Credit is not rectronics, and credit in electrical laboratory
ommended because of the limited specialon the basis of institutional valuation
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate , ized nature of the course (4/74).
category, 2 semester hours in electricity
(12/68).
CG-1715-0008
AN/SPN:so RECEIvER
Course Number: Mine.
Location: Training Center, Groton, CT.
Length: 8 weeks (110 hours).

CG-1715.0004
AN/FPN-38 TIMER SYNCHRONIZER

Course Number: None.

35
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- Coast Guard
Exhibit Dates: 5/66-12/68
Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to
operate and mainfansthe Loran C and
AN/SPN-30 receiver
Iastriftion:- Lectures and laboratories
roLoran C and AN SPN-30 receiver
duction, power supplies, servo I
, and
%-- ;"automatic gain control oup, sign handling
, pulse rate
section, alarm indication
and code group generators, and Loran indicator operation and maintenatox
niques.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (4/74)-

Credit Recommendation: In ttie vocational

hours in electronic circuit theory (6/75), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 6 semester hour4 In electronic technology. 2 in electronic technology laboratory (6/75) Version 2 'In the v ocational certificate category, 15 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3,74), in ,
the lower-div ision

certificate category. 24 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74), in the
Idwer-division
degree category,

tricity or electronics, and additional credit
in electron laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3;74), in the upper-divi-

baccalaur6te, associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electromcA (12, 68), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and

sion

AN/FPN-4-6 MONITOR/TIMER

(AN/FPN-46 Timer)

itt

Course Number. None

Location; Loran-C School, Groton, CT
Length: 4-5 weeks (170 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/62-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and align the AN/FPN46 timer

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AN/FPN-46 timer (Loran C system) operation, maintenance, and alignment, includ-

ing Loran C system review, timing and
srgnal handling, basic servo loops, master
control unit, envelope control unit, and
phase control unit chassis, frequency divider unit, multipulse unit, switched attenuator,
detector unit, and oscilloscope control unit
familiarization; and alignment, testing, and
troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (8/78).
CG-1715-0010

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version 3:

3

Course Number: None.

semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours' in electricity or
electronics, and credit in electncal laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation

Length: 8 weeks (429 hours).

Exhibit,Dates: 6/66-12/68

Objectives: To upgrade knowledge and
practical skills of fire control`technicians
and gunner'

(3/74).

3.

Length: Version 1: 17 weeks (512 hours)
Version 2: 17 weeks (578 hours) Version 3.
24 weeks (888 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/72-Present

Version 2- 4/68-2/72. Version 3. 6/65-3/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair electronics
equipment.

warfare systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation and maintenance of five-

CG-1715-0011
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
9
COMMUNICATIONS, CLASS A

inch gun power drive, gun radar system,
fire control systems, projectile hoists, loading systems, mounting systems, battery
alignment, explosive demolition, 50 caliber
machine gun, antisubmarine warfare de-

(Basic Electronics, Class A)
Course Number: None

Location: 'naming Center, Governor's
Island, NY, Training Center, Groton, CT
Ungth: 24 weeks (888-922 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-Present,Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, repair, and maintain electronic

viees_ and 81mm mortar, and review of

elecincity and hydraulics.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
basic _electricity. 2 in Lyme hydraulics
(6/75).

communications equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in 'electronic communications equipment circuit and`systems analysis, including
AC and DC circuits, transformers, power
vacuum

tubes,

transistors,

CC1715-0014
AN/AYN-2, AN/ASN-so FLIGHT

test

Electronics, Class A course includes basic
mathematics and physics, more electronic
circuit theory, and less study of equipment
Credit Recommendation In the vocational
certificate category, 20 semester hotrs, rn
electricity or electronics (3/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), rn the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Instruction: Version 1 Lectures and prac-

tical exercises to include AC and DC circuit' theory, vacuum tube and transistor
electronics and communication principles
.and systems. Version 2: Lectures and practi-

cal exercises in electronic equipment circuit
analysis, AC and DC circuits, transformers,

power supplies, vacuumobes, transistors,
AM/FM/SSB transmitters and receivers,
VHF/UHF systems, servo systems, radar,
Loran, sonar, fathometers, and test equipment operation, maintenance, and repair
rsion 3. Lectures and ptactical exercises
electronic equipment circuit analysis, AC
a d DC circuits, transformers, power suptransistors,
vacuum
tubes,
pl s,
A /FM/SSB transmitters, VHF/UHF systems, servo systems, radar, Loran, sonar,
fathometers, and test equipment operation,
maintenance and repair with basic mathematics and physics and a more thorough
coverage of electronic circuits
Xredit Recommendation: Version 1. In the
vocational certificate category, i2 .einester

mates in specific Coast Guard

ordnance, fire control, and antisubmarine

.

oDIRECTOR AND GYROCOMP4SS
SYSTEMS CLASS

Center, Elizabeth City, NC,

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Objectives: To train students to recognize,

isolate, and correct malfunctions in AYN-2
Fight Director/ASN-50 Attitude Refervice Systems, and to calibrate and perform
pteventive maintenance on the equipment.

Instruction: Course builds on previous
electronics fundamentals training Lectures
And testing and laboratory work 3n the systeril"and specific test equipment, including

bnefieview of transistor and gyro fundamentals Study, beyond leCture/laboratory
(73/29 hQurs) recommended but not requires!.

CG-1715-0012
AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,
CLASS A

Course Number'None.
Location: Version P Training Centel,
Groton, CT. Version 2: Aircraft Repair and
Supply Center, Elizabeth City,.NC
Length: 16-31 weeks (513-994 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/65-12/68

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, repair, and maintain aviation electronic equipment.

ea,

a

Course Number: None
Location: Aircraft Repair and, Supply

servo systems, digital circuits, teletype,
radio beacon,, antennas and transmission
lines, and Computer mathematics. Basic

Course Number: None.
Location: Version I. Training Center,
Governors Island, NY Version 2. Training

Center, Governors Island, NY Version
Training Center. Groton, CT

Location: Training Center, GrotoACT.

and receivers, VHF and UHF -systems,

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN. CLASS A
BASIC ELECTRONICS, CLASS A

semester

ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT, CLASS C

lower-division
the
(3/74),
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

supplies,

(Electronics Technician, A School)
2

category, 4

'CG-1715-0013

In the vocational certificate category, 20 se-

_equipment, electronics circuits, transmitters

rr

ELECTRONICS TECHLCIAN, CLASS A

baccalaureate

hours in electricity or electronics, and additional credit in electrical laboratory on the
kasis of institutidnal evaluation (3/74)

mester hours in electricity or electronics
CG-1715-0009

baccalaureate/associate
semester hours in elec-

-

.

Cr M Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
' avionics maintenance (9/77).
.s

CG171510015
AIDS TO NAVIGATION MECHANICIAN

Course Number: None

-Location: Training Center, Groton, CT.
Length:6 weeks-(212 hours)
Exhibit Dates;, 7/65-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation electronic equipment cir,
cult analysis, basic mathematics, AC and

the installation, maintenance, repair,

physics, magnetism,
transformers, power supplies, vacuum tubes,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.
uses in base concepts and theory o electricdy'including AC and DC fundarikntals,
AC and DC motors and generators, batteries, minor aid lenses and lanterns, lamp

DC circuits,

basic

transistors, electronic circuits, test equipment operation, AM/FM/SSB transmitters
and receivers, synchros, sonar, Loran,
radar, and mailtenance and repair procedures

and

shop overhaul of aids -to- navigation equipment.

chargers, radio beacons, timers, and fog signals.
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Credit Recommendation: In the-vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

basic electncity, 3 in mantime trades (navigational aids repair) (6/75); in the lower -diyision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semest r hours in basic electncity, 3
in mantim ades (navigational aids repair)

tors, digital data receivers, and specialized
equipment related tó the military system
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
basic communications laboratory (6/75)
CG-1715-0019
t. AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

(6/75).

CG-171

CLASS C AN/ARC-94

(AN/ARC-94 Class C and 490 T High
Frequency (HF) Communications
System and Antenna Coupler)

FIRE CONTROLFT) TECHNICIAN CLASS C

(Gun Fire Control Systems MK-52 and

fi

MK-56)
Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center Governors
Island, NY.
Length: Version I: 13 weeks (355-469
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: Version

1:

I/77-Present.

Version 2: 9/73-12/76.

Objectives: To train personnel to operate
.and maintain a gun fire control system.
instruction: Version 1: Course covers fixed

and mixed tngger circuits, gate circuits,
pulse and tngger circuits, receiver and
AFC circuits, range error and sense circuits, and tracking and angle error circuits
Also includes radar operation and troubleshooting, train amplifiers, amplidyne generators, filter, coast and switch smoothing circuits Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and
. repair of a military gun fire control system,
including information on the radar transmitter and receiver system, power systems, and
a brief overview of fire control .computers.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in communications electronics (8/78) Version .2: In
the vocational certificate category, 1 semester hour in basic communications laboratory

2

AVIONICS EQUIPMLNT, CLASS C,

AN/ARC-94
1
Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair, and Supply
School, Elizabeth City, NC.
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (98 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/76-1/76. Version 1: 1/73- Present.

Objectives: To train personnel in the operation, maintenance, and repairprocedures
of a high-frequency \communication transceiver.

Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises In the specific circuitry
and modules associated with specific military communication equipment. Version 1.
Includes 490 T HF communications systems
and antenna coupler. \
Credit Recommendatio : Version 1: In the
vocational certificate ca gory, 2 semester
hours in basic commun cation laboratory
(9/77). Version 2: In the ocational certifi -,
cate category, I semester hour in basic
communication laboratory (6/75)
CG-1715.0020

(6/75)

AVIONICS EQUIPMENT, CLASS C,

CG-1715-0017

AN/ARN-79
Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply
School, Elizabeth city, NC.

RADARMAN, CLASS A,
Course Number: None.

Location: Radarman, Class A School,
Governors Island, NY
Length: 18 weeks (450-540 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the op-

eration of a radar system aboard a Coast
Guard Cutter.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the use of radar in plotting and
echo interpretation, radar operation and

equipment, and specific techniques relating

to shipboard operation of radar systems.

e sections of course dealing with Naval
arAerations and communications are classified.

Credit RecommendationOn the vocational

certificate category,'

I

semester hour in

basic radar use and operation (6/75).

CG-1715.0018
CLARINET PILGRIM

Course Number: None.
Location: Training School,
Island, NY.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.

Governors

Objectives4Jo train personnel m the op:
eration and Maintenance of specialized military communication equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical- exercises in the theory, operation, maintenance,
and troubleshooting of special military communication systems including JK flip flop,

shift registers, ring counters, .signal selec-

Length: 2a4veeks (65 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/73- Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate,
maintain, and repair a military elect tonic altimeter.
nd practica exerInstruction: Lectur
cises in the specific mod les used in milttary'altimeter along with pecific test quipment used in maintenance and repair
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited spe ialized nature of ttie course (6/75).

CG1715.0021
AVIONICS EQUIPMENT, CLASS C:

AN/ARN-52( V
Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Suppl
School, Elizabeth City, NC.
Length:3 weeks (98 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.

Objectives: To provide personnel )vit
background needed to operate, maidtain
and repair a specific navigation system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
cises in the subsystems associated with
specific navigation system including block
diagram analysis, IF amplifiers, RF amplifi
ers, and testing of components with specia
test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocationa
certificate category, I semester hour tri
basic communication laboratory (6/75).
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CG1715.0022
AVIONICS EQUIPMENT, CLASS C,

AN /ARC -51A
Course Number: Nene.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply
School, Elizabeth City, NC.
Lengthe2 weeks (65 hours).
Exhibit bates: 1773- Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate,

manna', and repair an ultra high'frequency
communicaUon'transceiver

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the basic modules used in a military
communication transceiver Using s
military test equipment.
cCredit Recommendation: Credit is no
ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (6/75),

CG-17154023
LORAN OFFICERS INDOCTRINATION
Course Number: None.

Location: Training Center, Groton, CT.
Length: 3 weeks (106 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68.

Objectives: To qualify personnel to perform supervisory duties and to operate and
maintain Loran communication stations
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of Loran transmitters
and receivers
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
basic communication laboratory (6/75).
CG-1715.0024
CLASS Ci AWAY N9

w

MAINTENANCE

(AN/AYN-1-41.2' odigation Computer Systems Class C)
Course Nurither: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply

Center, Elizabeth City, NC
Length: 6-7 weeks (210-231 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Pres'ent.
Objectives: To provide specialized train-

ing in the theory and maintenance of the
AN/AYN-1 navigational computer so that
the graduate will be able to operate, troubleshoot, test and maintain the equipitient.
Instruction: Students will obtain basic instruction in digital computer systems, including introduction to number systems,

binary anthmetjc, Boolean algebra, logic
and machine laftuage programming, and to
train them to interpret outputs and trouble-

sho4t the AYN-1 navigational computer
system. Lectures and testing (170 hours)
and laboratory (40 hours), with about 80
perCent of the lecture and 25 percent of the
laboratory work on general, real-time computing systems Concentration is on 'blockdiagram, signal-processing approach, including ^ basic electronics circuits. Study
beyond lecture/laboratory work suggested

t but not required.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in digital computer
fundamentals, I in avionics maintenance
(9/77),

CG-1715-0025
AN/APN-195 WEATHER RADO SYSTEMS
CLASS C

Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply

Center, Elizabeth City, NC.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Pfesent.

Objectives: Course is designed to teach
7- Jt,on, and maintenance of spe-

thenr

4

Coast Guard
Length: 3 weeks (93-125 hours)
ExhibitsDates:.12/76-Present

cial radar equipment used by this service
agency
Instruction: Instruction is on weather
radar systems, with emphasis on basic

Objectives: To train students to troubleshoot, adjust, and maintain AN/ARC-I60
VHF-FM radio receiver sets

theory, power distribution, and transmitting
and receiving systems. instruction includes
introduction to solid-state theory.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in specialized pro-

Instruction: Course builds on previous

electronic training Lecture and testing (76
hours) and laboratory (28 hours) provides
review of- the theory of logic circuits,
number systems, and binary arithmetic, and
presents current applications of conventional (CRO, VOR, signal generation and frequency countermeasures) and specialized
test equipment for aygpment and adjustment. Study beyond lectOe/laboratory sug-

grams in meteorology and/or tower operation (9/77)

CG-1715 26
AN/APN-1 RADAR ALTIMETER SYSTEM

gested but not required.
Credit Recommendatidn: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
avionics maintenance (9/77)

CLASS

Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft R air and Supply
Center, Elizabeth Ci
Length: 2 weeks f10 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present

CG-1715-0030
AN/SPS-66 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR,

Objectives: To teach the fundamentals
and-theory of radar altimeters in *order to

CLASS. A

Cdurse Number: NAV12
Location: Training Center, Governors
Island, NY
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/78-Present

Improve maintenance and repair techniques.
Instrudion: Course provides hands-on In-

struction to .accomplish the above objectives

Credit Recommendation: In the vofiational
certificate category, I semester hoGre.in a

Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply
Center, Elizabeth City, NC.,
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present.
Objectives: To train students to service
AN/APN-175 Doppler radars.
Instruction: Course will give students an

,

CG-1715-0028
ArFN-180 LORAN A NAVIGATION
SYSTEM CLASS C

C..ouise Nuniber: None
Location: Aircraft Repair

and Supply

Center, Elizabeth City, NC.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/76-Present
Objectives:

Course provides an under-

standing of the theory and operation.of the
AN/APN-180 Loran navigational system.

Instruction: Course covers the study of

circuits, operational amplifiers and
waveforms, and the analysis of timing and
logic diagrams of the specific Loran navigational system. A review of transistors and
integrator circuits is included.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2 semester hours as an elective in engineering technology (9/77).
logic

and their circuits, and the operation and

construction of solid-state power supplies
Course further details aircraft management
systems and offers a mathematics rev iew
There is a proctored end-of-course examina-

tion. This course does not have any prerequisues, however, student must have a background in basic a/c and d/c electricity, algebra, and trigonometry. Course has proctored end-of-course examination.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in fundamentals of
electricity Recommendation is for theory
knowledge only (1/79)
CG-1715-0033
SONAR TECHNICIAN SECOND CLASS BY
CORRESP,ONDENCE

Course Number: 243-1.

Location: Corst Guard Institute, Oklaho-

Objectives: Course presents responsibilities of a military technician in the oper-

CG-1715-0031

resolvers A proctored end -of- course examination is reqdited
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureati:/assuciate degree category, I semester hour in electronics theory
(1/79).

AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,
SECOND CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 203-4.

Location: Coast thiard Institute, Oklaho-

.

ma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).

Exhibit Dates: 0/77-Present

Objectives: To provide an overview of

safety, administration, corrosion, hnd hardware in addition to basic electronics theory
Instruction: This correspondence course
contains the general safety precautions to

be taken when working with mechanical
and electrical equipment including bas
first aid. Technical information present

includes aircraft corrosiolliand control, al
craft hardware, and basic electronics theory
of amplifiers, oscillators, solid-state components and special circuits This course presumes knowledge in mathematics, basic a/c
and clic electricity for successful completion. Course has proctored end-of-course
examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in fundaments of
electronics (1/79).

CG-1715-0029

CG-1715-0032

ARC -160 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,
FIRST CLASS, BY CORRESPONDENCE

(AN/ARC-160 Communications System)
(Class C Aviation Electronics Technician
AN/ARC-160) 4111011.,
Course Number: None.
Location: Aircraft Repair and Supply
Center, Elizabeth City, NC.

-

Instruction: This correspondence course
contains the basic theoryVnd characteristics
of synchros and their sistems, transistors

'and fault indications, system block diagram
and functional description of the set andits
subassemblies, alignment procedures, Isola
Lion of malfunctions to faulty chassis components, wiring problems, or a faulty nonfield repairable subassembly More than 50
percent Of time is spent in laboratory exercises on the system
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited, specialized nature of the course (9/78)

understanding of the Doppler principle in
navigation and provide them with practical
experience in the operation and troubleshooting of this navigation equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (9/77).

ation electronics technician, first class

ma City, OK.

control tower operation (9/77).

NAVIGATION
Course Number: None.

Objectives: To provide training in basic
electronics and administration for the avi-

Objectives: To train entry-level technicians to perform the maintenance of the
AN/SPS66 radar set
Instruction: Topics include set operation

specialized program in navigation and /or,
CG1715-0027
AN/APN-ris DOPPLER RADAR,

1-13

Exhibit Dates: 6/77-Present

Course Number: 103-3.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)

3S

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8E75-Present.

ation and maintenance procedures of specific military equipment
Instruction: This correspondence , course
outkines the responsibilities of a sonar technician and studies operations for various
tactical situations. Briefly reviews electronics, mathematics, transistors, amplifiers,
logic circuits, and maintenance procedures

in specific military equipment There is a
brief introductioc to synthros, servos and

CG-1715-0034
SONAR TECHNICIAN FIRST CLASS BY
CORRESPONbENCE

Course Number: 143-1.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahofna City, OK

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide information on the
responsibilities and supervision of the operating procedures for specific military equipment and to introduce the basic characteristics of semiconductor devices and circuits

Instruction: T s correspondence course

covers operating rucedures and' definitions
of terms for sp ific military equipment.
semiconductor devices
The introduction

includese zener diode, SCR, and junction
transis
Methods of biasing, circuit configurations, and the operation of amplifiers
are covered. Characteristics of the unijunction and field-effect transistor along with
circuits operations applications are presented Introduction to pulse and switching circuits, IC's, methods of handling and testing

FET's and IC's, and printed circuits are

covered. This course includes a proctored

end-of-course examination
Credit Recommendation: In the Vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics theory (1/79).

a
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CG1715-0035

FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN SECOND
CLASS BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number. 227-6.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, bklipoma City, OK..
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/74-Present.

Objectives: To provide an introduction to
, ordnance administration and a familiarity
with fire control problems and procedures
Instruction: Course provides an explanation of ordnance administration, electrical
distribution symbolic.4fire control problems,
procedures for mechanical alignment, and
`maintenance of specialized military equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of military-specific
nature of the course (1/79).

CC1715-0036
FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN FIRST CLASS

Ant' CORRESPONDENCE

4

CArse Number. 127-5.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City; OK hours).
Exhibit, Dates: 8/75-Present.
Objectives: To present solid-state devices.
and testing brocedures,'servo systems, gyro
devices, antenna principles, and microwave

components as they pertain to fire control
radar and basic analog and digital computers.

Instruction: This

is a

correspondence

course that does not require a formal labo-

ratory. Course covers theory and testing

eluded as is a limited coverage of synchros
and servomechanisms. No formal laboratory experience is required. There is a proctored end-of-course examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics theory
(1/79)

HC -130 AVIONICSMAN BY

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN FIRST CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

(Electronic Technician
Correspondence)
Course Number: 121-5.

'

First Class."' by

Location: Coast Guard Instate, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks, (Oklahoma
City,'OK hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/77-Present.
Objectives: To.present the theory of operation of vacuum tube, solid-state audio, and
RF amplifiers, oscillators, wave- shaping,
circuits, test equipment, power supplies, .
basic communications systems, and an introduction to troubles"6sooting receivers and
transmitters.

Instruction: This correspondence course
teaches the theory of operation of vacuum
tubes and transistors and their applications
in audio and RF amplifiers, oscillators and

wave shaping circuits. A study of these

methods of coupling aild of frequency compensation for amplifiers, DC amplifiers,
phase inverters, wtooth generators, blockg dirtkits, multivibraing oscillato
ircuits. Differentiating and
tors, clampin
integrating circuits and delay lines and covered. itri introduction to the terms and
sour ces'. tif electromagnetic interference ;
methods and circuits for suppressing inter-

ference in radio and radar equipment are
given. The theory of operation and use of

tal systems Operating characteristics of
analog and digital computers including electrical, electronic, mechanical, and electromechanical computing devices are covered
Open and cl qr 100p servosystems, gyros,
antenna princijo les, and microwave components are also studied. Course includes a

various electronict test equipment including

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/iSsociate degree category,. 2 semester hours in electronics
theory, I in electrorhechanical theory
(1/79)
CG-1715-0037
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN SECOND CLASS
BY CORRESPONDENCE .

(Electronic Technician Second Class by
Correspondence)
Course Number. 221-5.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklaho:
ma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Mites: 10/77-Present.
Objectives: To teach basic electrical and
electronics circuit theory as required to understand the operation of solid-state power
supplies, synchros, servomechanisms, and
electronic test equipment.

Instruction: This correspondence course
includes AC and DC circuit analysis using

Ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's Laws. Bipjar,
field effect, and unijunction transistors, Ind
silicon-controlled rectifiers are studied as
are integrated circuits. Solidstate power

the mechanical, communication, and navigational systems, and describe the electronics flight aids.
Credit Recommendation: No credit is rec
ommended due to the limited nature of the
training (1/79).
CG-1715-0040

CG-1715-0038

procedures on solid-state components, generating and shaping circuits and basic dii4i-

proctored end-of-course examination.

rescue procedures, explain thee operation of

VTVM's transistorized voltmeters, digital
voltmeters, differential voltmeters, phase-

angle meters, Midge measurement instruments frequency meters, curve tracers, os.
cilloscopes, and probes are covered Course
contains a study of solid-state power supplies including DC-to-DC convertors, series
and shunt voltage regulators, constant-current, and current-limited regulators. Also
presented are theories of operation of AM,
SSB, and FM communications systems; a
study of modulation techniques; an intro duction. to trouble shooting charts to repair
transmitters and receivers and to permit the
student to gam familiarity with procedures

for the alignment of FM receivers. No

formal laboratory experience is required.
There is a proctored end-of-course examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in electronics theory
(1/79).
,

.CG41:715-0039

HH-3F AVI0t4ICSMAN BY
CORRESPONDENCE

CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number 444-4

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present. 4
Objectives: To provide a standard special
introduction of the avionics systems to an
avionicsman training candidate.

Instruction: This correspondence course
includes descriptions of the mechanical,

communications, navigational, and electronic flight aids systems that pertain to HC-130
aircraft.
Credit, Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of ,,the military-specific
nature of the course (1/79)

CG-1715-0041
AUTOMATED AIDS-TO-NAVIGATION
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE

Course Number. ANC-6
Location: Training Center,

Governors

island, NY,
Length: 5 weeks (130-153 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.

Objectives: To provide practical training
in the maintnenace of the lighthouse automation

and

modernization

program

(LAMP) monitor and control equipment.
Instraction: The course prepares technicians to operate, maintain, troubleshoot, and
repair various subsystems of the automated
lighthouse system. Topics include electron-

ics logic, controls, radio links, and power
generation.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours-in automated electrical systems (8/78).

°CG-1715-0042
BASIC MINOR AIDS To NAVIGATION

Course Number ANC; 3.
Location: Training Center, Governors
Island, NY.
Length: 2 weeks (57-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.

Objectives: To provide practical training
in the maintenance of 12-volt 1DC minor-aid
systems.

.

Instruction: Students are instructed in the
use of DC electrical meters and familiarized
with various lamps which they; assemble,
adjust, and troubleshoot.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited nature of
the course (8/78). ,

Course Number: 442-1. dr

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklaho-ma City,
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma

City, OK hours).,
Exhibit Dates: 4/76- Present.

supplies, including voltage and current regvlators are discussed. The construction and

Objectives: To provide standardized speciality training on the HH-3F helicopter.
Instruction: This correspondence course is
designed to enable the student to explain

use of volt meters, ammeters, electronic
multimeters, and basic oscilloscopes is in-

duties, describe standardized search and

flight preparation, inflight, and postflight

CG-1715-0043
ELECTRONICS FUNDAMENTALS

(Basic Electronics)
Course Number. None.
Location: Training Center,

Governors

Island, NY.
Length: 14 Weeks (476 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present.

Objectives: To teach the basics of electronics maintenance, troubleshooting, and

,

o
0

'V

m
G..

Coast Guard
repair fundamentals to personnel with no
prior background, in preparation for more
specialized cousies

basic electricity, 2 in maritime trades (navigation) (8/78)

courses stressing language component iden-

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, CLASS 'C'

clude power supplies, amplifiers, generators,

Island, NY.

logic circuits' and single sideband and FM
principles.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 10 semester hours in
electronic maintenance (8/78), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat.'

Course Number: COMO6.
Location: Training Center,

Center,

Objectives; To train electronics technicians in the maintenance and repair of a
shipboard ,identification-frrendor-foe (IFF)
system in accordance with its technical

Governors

manuals.

Instruction: Topics covered include IFF
principles, a functional description of the

Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).

Eibibit Dates: 3/77-Present.
Objectives: To- train electronics techni-

system and its sulxIssemblies, and the use of
radar test sets and the oscilloscope in aligning and troubleshooting the system

cians to operate, maintain, and repair a
radio teletype communications system

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in communications
electronics (9/78)

Instruction: Course content includes lec-

egory, 3 semester hours in survey of electronics (8/78).

tures and laboratory exercises (approximately 50 percent) on the operation and maintenance of the teletype, patch panels, teletype

CG-1715-0044

control, teletype converter, radk and .:MF
transmitter. Failure diagnosis Ind repair

RADAR FUNDAMENTALS

procedures are also included.

CG-1715-0051

Credit RecommendationsIn the lower-division baccalaureate/associkte degree cate-

AN/SPS-64(V ) -1,2,3,4 RADAR

Course Number: NAV 1 I.
Location: Training Center, Governors

Island, NY
Length: 2 weeks (50 hou.
Objectives: To train technicians
radar theory in preparation for

Maher

training on specific radar systems.

Instruction: Pnmanly a course on radar

pnnciples, devices and test equipment;
course includes power and frequency

timing and synchronization, and
block diagrams. Some laboratory experichecks,

ence is included

Credit RecommeidatiOn: In the lower.phvision bccalaureate/associate degree Megory, 2 semester hours in radar fundamentals (9/78).
CC-1715-0045
AN/SRC-21 RADIO SET
Course Number: COMO5.
Location: Training Center,

Governors

Island, NY.
Length: 3 weeks (81 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.

ObjeCtives: To train electronics techni
cians to perform preventive maintenance
and repair oil the AN/SRC-2I radio set inn
accordance with its technical manual.
Instruction: Topics covered include
system capabilities and description; func-

tional descriptign, of system subassemblies,
maintenance and alignment procedures;

troubleshooting procedures Over 50 percent of the time is spentln laboratory exercises on the system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of the limited, specialized nature of the course (8/78).

CG-1715-0046
ADVANCED MINOR AIDS TO NAVIGATION,
CLASS C

Course Number: ANC-2.
Location: Training Center,

CourseNumber: NA V09.,,
Lochtioni Training Center,
Island, NY.

gory, 2 semester hours in radio teletype
communications or electromechamcal technology (8/78).

Exhibit Dates: 4/78LPresent.

Governors

Island, NY.
Length: 5 weeks (142 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance of minor navigational aid
systems, piloting, and minor-aid construction.

Instruction: instrdttion is given in oper-

search navigational radar system.
Instruction: ,Topics covered include

Center_ Governors

Length: 3 weeks (115-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present

trols, and a functional descnption of the
antenna,
modulator-receiver-transmitter
and azimuth range indicator subsystems,
Data converters, interface units, and the antenna servomechanisms are also covered.
Testing and troubleshooting of the system is
stressed. Over 50 percent of allocated tiMe

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to perform preventive and corrective
maintenance on the CDFO-5000 Loran
O system in accordance with a designtted set
of manuals.

serted faults according to manuals.
Credit ReCommendation: Credit is not repommended because of the limited, specialized nature of the course (9/78)

SG-1715-0049
AN/SPS-29 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR,
CLASS C
Course Number: NAV05.
Location: Training Center, Governors
,,
Island, NY.
Length: 3 weeks.° I I hours).
Exhibit Datel: 7/78-Present.
Objectives: To train electronics techni.

cians in the maintenance and repair of a
specific air-search radar system in accordance with its technical manuals
Instruction: Course topics include review
of radar fundamentals, functional description of the overall system, the pulse genesator, modulator, exciter, driver, power amplifier, duplexet, receiver, ranging, monitoring, power supplies, liquid cooler, and.compressor dehydrator function. The antenna
system is also covered. Testing and troubleshooting procedures using the- oscilloscope

are emphasized. Over SO percent of the
time is devoted to laboratory work on the

a

review of basic radar principles and digital
logic, system configuration, operatorcon-

Island, NY.

is spent in laboratory exercises.
1

Credit pecommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in electronic communications systemt (9/78.)

CG-,1715-0052
AN/URC77 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Course Number: COMOI.
Location: Training Center, Goverhors
Island, NY.
a.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present.

Objectives: To train technicians to perform preventive and operational maintenance on a, representative transceiver in ac.
cordanceiwith its manual.

Instruction: When taken in conjunction,
with AN/SRC-42(V) Radio Set, this course
presents a qualitative coverage of radiotelephone proCedures, SSB/AM theory, receiver and transmitter specifications, block dia-

and circuits Signal tracing; testing
tuning, and troubleshooting of both the receiver and transmitter of a representative ".
AM/SSB radio set are included,
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree cate-

gory, When, taken in conjunction with

AN /SRe.42 (V) Radio set, 2 semester hours
in communications equipment servicing
(9/78).

system.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree tate-

anon, troubleshooting, and maintenance of
%nor aids, beacons, buoys, and sound sig-'
bouy tender operations encompassing

sory, 3 semester hours in trader systems

bouy deck procedures, bouy positioning

CG.1715.0050

techniques, piloting and safety; and minoraid construction.
Credit Recommendation: In the Ar tional
rs in
certificate category, 2: semester

Objectives: To train electronics technito maintain and repair a surface-

cians

CDFO-soon, CLASS C
Course Number: LOR-la.

Instruction: Training will consist of lectures on the equipment ' components and
functions, practical exercises in operation,
alignnient and adjustment of the system.
The student will troubleshoot instructonn-

Governors

Length: 4 weeks (135 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present.

CG-1715.0048

Location: Training

Governors

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present

CG-1715-0047

tification, functional description of equipment, and minor troubleshooting procedures of components Topics covered in-

Training
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Island,.NY
.

'

Instruction: AP qualitative series of sub-

Lbcation:

-

(9/78).

CLASS C MARK 10 /IFF MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR

Course Number: NAV06.

40

CG-1715-0053
AN/SRC-42( V) RADIO SET
Course Number: COMOI.
Location: Training Center,. Gdvernors
Island; NY.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/78- Present.

Objectives: To train technicians to perform pieventive maintenance and repair on

COURSE EXHIBITS
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a representative AM/SS131, radio set according to its manual.

Instruction: When taken in conjunction
with AN/URC-77 Maintenance and Repair,
this course presents a qualitative coverage
of radiotelephone procedures, SSB/AM
theory, receiver and transmitter specifications, block diagrams, and circuits Signal
tracing, testing, tuning and troubleshooting

of both the receiver and transmitter of a
representative AM/SSB radio set are °In,
-.eluded.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, When taken in conjunction with
AN/URC-77 Maintenance and Repair, 2 semester hours in communications equipment
servicing (9/78).
0

AN/SPS-57 MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR,
CLASS A

Objectives: To. train electronics technibased on the technical manual

Instruction: Topics include functional descnptionof the system and its subunits including its capabilities and spe,cifications,
alignment procedures, fault isolation (on a
faulty_ nonfield repairable subassembly)
using a multimeter bscilloscope and the
manual More than 50 percent of the time Is
spent on laboratory exercises on the system.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited, special-

ized nature of the course (9/78). o

cer-1715-0055
AN/URN-23 LORAN A RECEIVER, CLASS

A
CourseNumber: NAV03.
Location: Training Center,
Island, NY

Governors

CG-1715-0057
CCI-611 AND MOTOROLA TRITON VHF-FM
TRANSCEIVERS

Course Number: COMO2
Location: Training Center,
Island,-NY.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present.

Governors

Objectives: To train electronics technioperate

and

troubleshoot

the

AN/UPN-23 Loran-A receiver in accordance.with its technical manual.
Instruction: Topics covered Include basic

, Loran-A theory, functional description of
the A N/UPN-23; operation, alignment, and
for
the
troubleshooting
procedures
AN/UPN-23 More than 50 percent of time
is spent in laboratory exercises on the

form preventive maintenance and repair on
the CCI-6I 1 and Motorola Triton VHF-FM

coverage of the basic FM transceiver, its
block diagram, and a functional description
of Its subassemblies. Practical troubleshooting methods, component repair, alignment
and preventive maintenance procedures are
stressed

e

FATHOMETERS

Course Number: NAV04.
Location: Training Center.
Island, NY. .
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present.

Governors

Objectives: To train entry-level electronic
technicians to perform the preventive mainof fathometeis
tenance
and
repair
A N/SQN- 13,
A N/UQN-I H,
and
AN/UQN-4 in na-ccordance with their tech-

Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center,

Governors

Length: 8 weeks (276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/7§-Present.

Objectives: To instruct technicians in the
principles of operation of Loran-A systems
and to train them 14 the preventive and corrective maintenance of Loran-A timing,

instruction: Coiirse is a combination of
Coast Guard courses numbered LOR01
LORO2, LORO3, and LORO4 entitled
Loran-A systems, FPN-30 Timer, Transmitters, Amplifiers and Switching Equipment,
and ,Loran-A
Replacement Equipment

(LARE). Course offers principles of operation operation of each unit and their integration Into the Loran-A system. Students
are taugHt to troubleshoot system malfunctions and to repair or replace defective dr.'

cult boards or components as well as to
perform preventive maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in communications
equipment servicing (8/78)

CG-1715-0058

CG- 1715 -0061

1

AN/URT-23 AND AN/URA-38
(AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitting Set and
Coupler
Antenna
AN/URA-38
Group)
Course Number: COMOI.
Location: Training,. Center,
Island, NY.
Length: 3 weeks (75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present

Governors

Objectives: To train electronics technicians in the maintenariCeand repair of the
A N/URT-23
AN/URA-38
*eland
transmitter/antenna system based on the

Instruction: Topics covered Include. nomenclature and functional description of all
components of the transmitter and antenna
servo system; system operation, block diagram and signal flow; testing alignment
procedures; troubleshooting and repair pro-

cedures. Approximately 50, percent of instructional time is spent in laboratory work
on the system.

Credit Recommendation: No credit because of the limited specialized nature of
the course (8/78).

CG-1715-0059

FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRONICS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number. 472 -I

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52' weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/78-Present.
Objectives: To provide a basic coverage
of mathematics and electrical circuit theory
from which the student is able to progress
into a limited study of semiconductor devices and fundamental electronic circuits
Instruction: This correspondence course
presents basic mathematics from addition
and subtraction to algebra and elementary
trigonometry AC and DC circuits are covered to a limited degree from Ohm's Law
to polyphase circuits and transformers.
Basic electrpnic Circuits such as rectifiers,
transistor amplifiers, oscillators, and wave
shapers are presented to a 'limited degree.

No formal laboratory experience

is required. Course 'has a proctored end-ofcourse examination
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics theory (1/79).

LORAN-C JOURNEYMAN

Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center,

CG-1715-0056

LORAN-A APPRENTICE, CLASS A

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catesemester hour in communications
gory,
equipment servicing (9/78)

system.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited, specialized,nature of the course (9/78).

CG-1715-0060

transmitting, and replacement equipment

manuals for this system.

Length: 2 weeks (56 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/78- Present.

Credit Recommendation: credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (8/78)

Island, NY.

Instruction: Course provides a qualitative
Governors

cians to perform preventive and operational
maintenance on the AN/SPS-57 radar set

to

Credit Recohimendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited, specialized nature of the course (9/78).

transceiver.

,bourse Number: NAVO2
rocation: Training Center,
Island, NY.
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present

cians

the system.

Objectives: To train technicians to per-

CG-1715-0054
o

the cited fathometers, alignment of a fathometer; Isolation of equipment malfunctions
using appropriate. test equipment and the
technical manual. More t n 50 percent of
the time is spent in Ia
tory exercises on

Governors
Island, NY.
Length: 4-5 weeks (160 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 1/76-Present.
Objectives: To prepare electronic technicians in the principles of operation of Loran
equipment with specific emphasis on maintenance, repair, and operation of the
AN/FPN 39,42, and 44.
Instruction: Course is a combination

course consisting of LORO 5, 6, and 7

Loran-C system, Loran replacement equip-

nical manuals.

ment, and apprentice FPN-39 or FPN
44/45 transmitter. Instruction emphasizes

Instruction: Topics covered include basic
principles of sonar, specifications, capabilities. and functional description of each of

operation and maintenance, trouble identification, and preventive maintenance of specialized equipment.

'CG-1715-0062
JUNIOR OFFICER ELECTRONIC
INLOCTRINATION BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 405-3.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City,.0K.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Fxhibit Dates: 12/73- Present.
Objectives: To train the junior Officer in
the duties of an electronic material officer.
Instruction:. This correspondence course
provides a°13-rief Introduction to wave prop-

agation, electronic aids to navigation, and
an introduction, to electronic administration
for a shipboard electronic department.

Coast Guard
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Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended due to the military-specific

rites, echo biases, directional couplers and
the measurement of power and standing-

studies, role playing, simulation and discus-

nature of the course (1/79).

wave ratios. There is a proctored end-of-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

course examination.

CG-1715-0063
TELEPHONE TECHNICIAN SECOND CLASS

sion.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/asswiate degree cate-,
gory, 3 semester hours in electronics (1/79).

gory, 3 semester hours in introduction to
management or leadership devellmein and

CG-1715-0066

CG-1717-0003

ADVANCED ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT (FOR
JUNIOR AND SENIOR PETTY
OFFICERS, AND RESERVE PETTY
OFFICERS AND CHIEFS)

human relations (12/77).

BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 245-4

'4!

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK,
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/78-Present.
Objectives: To teach the theory and operating principles of telephone systems including station installation and maintenance,
central office equipment, outside equipment,
carrier equipment, intercom systems, and
teletypewriters.
Instruction: Thin correspondence course
offers an introduction to the basic principles

of step-by-step, cross bar, and electronic
switching systems Student will become familiar with procechires for the installation
and repair of telephone cables, inside and
carrier equipment,
public address and intercom systems,' and
teletypewnters Course includes a proctored end-of-course examination
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3- semester hours in telephony theory (1/79).
outside

equipment,

Course Number: EM-17.

Location: Reserve Training ,Center, York-

town, VA

Length: 12 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/78-Present.

Objectives: To train qualified enlisted
electrician's mates in the theory, analysis,
and repair of solid state electrical /electronic
shipboard control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in integrated circuit operational amplifiers, magnetic amplifiers and uses of
modern electronic test instruments. Review
of mathematics, beginning algebra, and
theory of AC and DC electrical circuits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category,
semester hour in
basic mathematics (12/79); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semesferhours in solid state amplifi1

er and control circuits, 3 in logic devices
and control modules, 2 in introduction to

CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 408=1.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/76-Present.
Objectives: To teach the operation, main-

tenance and repair of closed circuit television units including monitor/receivers, cameras, and video recorders.

Instruction: This correspondence course

presents an introduction to the theory of
operation and maintenance of television
equipment. Course ir,..yludes basic fundamen-

'

tals of the television camera and video recorder, a study of television standards, the
composite video signal, and the transmitter,
and receiver circuits. Student will observe
malfunctions using picture tube indications
and analyze problems to specific components by use of a telewsio4;qchematic.
Course has a proctored enthof-course exam-

ination; no formal laboratory experiences
are required.

Credit R ommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester holirs in

radiate'

ision. theory (1/79).

CG-1715-0065
RADAR THEORY AND MAINTENANCE BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 473-1.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklaho.
ma City, OK.

Length: Maximum 52 weeirs'(Oklahoma
City, OK hou
Exhibit Dates: 4/77-Present.

Objectives: To provide introduction to

ment)
Course Number: None.

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA; Trlining Center, Petaluma, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/76-Present.

Objectives: The student will have a theoretical understanding and practical working

knowledge of principles of management,
leadership, and human resources development.

Instruction: Topics include group dynamics, motivation theory, interpersonal relations through Transactional Analysis, organizational communications, situational lead-

ership and work planning techniques. Instruttional methods include lectures, case
studies, role playing, simulation and discus-

AC and DC electricity (12/79).

sion.

CG-1717:-0001

gory, 3 semester hours in introduction to

CG- 1715.0064
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION SYSTEMS BY

(Junior Officer Leadership and Manage-

SENIOR PETTY OFFICER LEADERSHIP AND
4
MANAGEMENT

Course Number. None.

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA; Training Center, Petaluma, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (107 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/76-Present.
Objectives: Student will have a basic
theoretical understanding and practical

working knowledge of basic principles of
leadership, 'and human re.source development.
Instruction: Topics include group dynamics, motivation theory, .interpersonal relations through Transactional Analysis, orgamanagement,

nizational commu*ations, situational leadership and work fanning techniques. Instructional methods include lectures, case
studies, role playing, simulation and discussions.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 3semester hours in introduction to
management or. leadership development and
human relations (12/77)

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catemanagement or leadership development and
human relations (12/77).

CG-1717-0004
RESERVE OFFICER, CHIEF LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA; Training Center, Alameda, CA;
Training Center, Petaluma, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/76-Present.
Objectives: The student will have a basic
theoretical understanding and practical

working knowledge of the basic principles
of management, leadership, and human resource development.

Credit Recommendation: In" the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in introduction to
management or leadership development and
human relations (12/77).

CG-1722-0001
+FIREMAN BY CORRESPONDENCE

CC-1717.0002
RESERVE PETTY OFFICER LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA; Training Center, Alameda, CA;
Training Center, Petaluma, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/76-Present.
- Objectives: Student will have a theoretical
understanding and
practical
working

knowledge of principles of managvent,

the principles of microwave techniques.

leadership and human, resources develop-

Instruction: This correspondence course
presents the principles of microwave propagation and antennas, waveguides. cmIty
resonators, velocity-modulated tubes, magnetrons and traveling wave tubes. Course
also includes an introduction to radar circuits, duplexers, TR and ATR tubes, fer-

ment

Instruction: Topics include group dynarn:

ics, motivation theory, interpersonal relations through Transactional, Analysis, organizational communications, situational lead-

ership and work planning techniques. Instructional methods include lectures, case

Course Number: 450-7.
Location:
ityKCoast Guard Institute, Oklaho-

Maximum 52 weeks ,( Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide basic nonresident
training for fireman apprentices in the area
of main propulsion machinery, damage control, auxiliary machinery and hand tools.
Instruction: The course presents names
and functiops of the various types of main
prOpulsion,,,machinery. the-student learns
how to use hand tools Auxiliary machinery

used by the Coast Guard in the performance of Its duties is identified and its functions explained. Course includes proctored
end-of-course examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in marine auxiliary

f
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COURSE EXHIBITS

equipment, I in introduction to marine engines (5/79).

CG-1722.0002
QUARTERMASTER SECOND CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 237-5.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklaho-'
ma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide trai 'ng for prospective qua
quartermasters second

ass in navi-

gation and related topics nee ed to attain
that rate.

Instruction: This nonresident course in-

Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/78-Presenta
Objectives: To provide nonresident training in the areas of engine efficiency,
clutches and reduction gears; fuel systems,
lathe operation, and bench work.
Instruction: Upon completion of the
course the student will be able to describe
lathe operation and associated bench work.
The trainee should understand how

clutches and reduction gear are used in
marine engine work and will explain the
Detroit diesel fuel systems used by the
Coast Guard. Description of lathe operations and bench work associated with lathe

operations are prpvided and trainee will
practice these descriptive operations at duty

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in coastwise navigation and piloting, I in applied meteorology
(5/79)

station. Course also explains the diesel fuel
system pump and injectors; describes
clutches and reduction gears and their relation to marine engine efficiency. There is a
proctored end-of-course examination.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate. category, 2 semester hours in
basic machine shop, 2 in diesel fuel systems
(5/79).

CG-1722-0003

CG-1723-0002

eludes communications, degaussing, steering, charts, rules of the road, basic weather,

honors and ceremonies. Course includes
proctored end-of-course examination.

QUARTERMASTER THIRD CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

MACHINERY TECHNICIAN SECOND CLASS
BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 232-;

Course Number: 337-7

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/73- Present.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeki (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present.

Objectives: To provide training for pros
pective quartermasters, third class, in basic
navigation and related topics needed to

area of hydraulic systems, maintenance of
internal combustion engines, gas turbine engines, refrigeration, and air conditioning.
Instruction: This course consists of seventeen lessons and proctored end-of-course
examination. Each lesson has one or more
reading assignments followed by a series of
self-scoring questions. Student will be able
to describe, troubleshoot, and repair most
hydraulic systems components, explain the
performance of proper maintenance repairs
on internal combustion engines, describe
turbine engines, clutching, and free turbine
operation procedures, and explain proper

attain that rate.

Instruction: This is a nonresident course
ation, the magnetic
covering basic n
compass, flmiliar&tion with navigation
bridge-1 communications, nautical
charts and publications, aids to navigation,
rules,

and tides and currents. Course includes
proctored end-of-course examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in coastwise navigation (5/79).

Objectives: To provide 'training in the

hot section inspection and lockwining of
components.

CG-1722-0004

.

AIDS TO 1VAVIGATION CONSTRUCTION....

Course Number: None.
Location: Training Center,
Island, NY.

length:

Governors

2 Weeks (72 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present.
Objectives: To teach Coast Guard person-

nel to fabricate and construct aids to navigation structures.
Instruction: Course is designed to develop

knowledge and skills in crane operation as

:follows: leading, unloading, pile driving,
servicing of crane equipment. Also includes
soil analysis, pneumatic equipment and in-

formation on wire and synthetic lines.
Course concludes with proctored e
tion.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in the
construction field (8/78).

CG-1723-0001
MACHINERY TECHNICIAN FIRST CLASS hY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 132-2.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in basic hydraulics,
2 in basic diesel, 2 in basic gas turbine, and
2 in basic refrigeration and air conditioning
(5/79)

ing plants and their boilers is well as the
general operation of firerooms aboard ship
are reviewed. There is a proctored end-ofcourse examination.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree .category, 2 semester hours in gas turbine funda-

mentals, 2 in marine auxiliary equipment, 2
in shipboard electricity (5/79)

CG-1723-0004
ICIAN

CLASS A MACHINERY TEC

Course Number: None
Location: Reserve Tr fining

nter, York-

town. VA.
Length: 16 weeks (555 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 5/79-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as junior petty officers at the entry
lovel in the machinery technical rating on
Coast Guard cutters and stations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the use of precision hand and machine tdots, theory and, practice in basic hydraulics, the internal combustion engine,
diesel engine, clutches/shifting mechanisms,
basic refrigeration and welding.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category,*4 semester hours in machine shop practices, 3 in basic refrigeration
(12/79);
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in internal combustion engines (12/79).

CG728-0001
PORT SECURITY /LAW ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER

Course Number: None.

-

Location: Reserve Training Center, York-

town, VA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (146 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/73.

Objectives: To train officers in the fundamentals and techniques of criminal justice,
police administra ton, and port security.
Instruction: General law; police administration; source of law; law enforcement; jurisdiction, evidence, arrest; investigations
and reports; port security laws; public relations; communications; riot control; arson,
sabotage,' and countersabotage; weapons
training; first aid; firefighting; pier construc-

tion; waterfront' security; water pollution;
port security; fingerprinting; cargo control;
dangerous cargo.
Credit Recommendation: In the Vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

criminal justice (11/73).

CG-1723-0003
MACHINERY TECHNICIAN THIRD CLASS BY
CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 332-1.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
,

Exhibit Dates: 11476-Present.

Objectives: To enable student to identify
and explain ps turbine fundamentals and
characteristicsincluding lubricating oil systems, cooling systems, starting systems, and
fuel systems.

CG-1728-0002
PORT SECURITY /LAW ENFORCEMENT
ENLISTED

Course Number: None.

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (154 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/73.

Objectives: To train students in criminal
justice techniques and port security operations.

Instruction: General law; source of law;

Instruction: The student will stuly gas
turbine fundamentals, beginning and ad-

law enforcement; jurisdiction, evidence,
arrest; investigations and reports; port secu-

vanced 'engine systems. Course also includes"

rity, operations, laws; public relations; communications; riot control; arson, sabotage;
weapons; first aid; firefighting; pier con

review of basic principles of electricity and
how it is used aboard ship. Student learns
basic 'principles of refrigeration and air
compressor systems as they exist in a shipboard environment. The operation of
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struction; waterfront s&urity; water pollution; port security; fingerprinting; cargo
control; dangerous cargo.

Coast Guard
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train subsistence specialists
to operate and manage general messes, officer messes, and private messes:
Instruction: Training covers all subject

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
criminal j us ti ce ,(11/73)

CG-1728-0003

matter found in introductory food production and volume food service management

MARITIME LAW ENFORCEMENT

Course Number: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, York:
town, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (150-200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/77-Present.

courses.
gat

Credit Recolmendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
hotel, restaurant, and institutional management

(12/73);

in

the

lower-division

enforcement officials.

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and institutional management (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and insti-

as an agent of the federal government in

tutional management (12/73).

Objectives: To train commissioned and
non-commissioned officerl as federal law
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer'lli cues
in the duties and skills necessary to acr
legal and court situations. Topics include a
brief 'history of the U.S. government, constitutional, international and criminal law,
military law, court procedures, prosecution,.
laws of evidence; search and seizure, surveillance, weapons training, authority and
interrogation procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/a,ssociate degree category, 3 semester hours in law enforcement,
1 in political science (12/79).

CG-1728-0004,

CG-1731-0001
OUTBOARD ENGINES OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE.
OUTBOARD MOTORS, MOTOR
2.
MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL,
CLASS C
Course Number: Version 1: MK-23. Ver-

I.

sion 2: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (60-70 hours).
Version 2: 7/65-9/79.

Course Number: None; None.
Location: Reserve Training CeVer, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (204 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/79-Present.

Objectives: To train students in criminal
justice techniques and port security operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in general law, law enforcement, jurisdiction, evidence, arrest, investigation and
reports, port security operation, public relations and communications, riot control,
assort, water pollution, cargo control, dangerous cargo and firefighting.
Credit, Wommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associam degree category, 1 semester hour in law enforcement, 2
in firefighting (12/79).

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, overhaul, and perform
malfunction analysis of outboard and
inboardYoutboard engines.
Instruction: Version 1: -Lectures and prac-

tical exercises in the disassembly, reassem-

bly, and performance testing of two and
four cylinder Rutboard marine engines and
inboard/outboard stern drive units. Version

2: Lectures and practical exercises in the
disassembly, reassembly, and testing of the

two- and four-cylinder inboard/outboard

Course Number: None.

,,

Location: Coast Guard Training Center,
Groton, CT.
Length: 16 weeks (686 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-10/72.

Objectives: To train cooks and bakers for
mess operations.

Instruction: Principles and techniques of
,with some instruction
cooking and b
u planning.
in urchasing and,
t Recommeh tion: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
hotel, restaurant, and institutional curricula
(12/73);
0

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours hi hotel, restaurant, and institutional curricula (12/73); in the upper-di%von baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in hotel, restaurant, and institutional
curricula (12/73).

CG-1729-0002
SUBSISTENCE SPECIALIST

Course Number: None.

Location: Coast Guard Training Center,
Petaluma, CA.
Length: 18 weeks (909 hours).

Course Number: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 15 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 /79- Present.
Objectives: To provide officer candidates

with the training prerequisite to active duty
as a commissioned officer in the U.S. Coast
Guard.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises covering Coast Guard orientation,

career information, administrative proceseamanship electronic
navigation, physical education, small arms,
' military law and safety.
. Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalpreate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in naval science, 3 in
human relations/management (12/79).

CG-2202-0002
DIRECT COMMISSION CLASS

Course Number:. None.

Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 8/79-Present.
Objectives: To provide candidates with a
basic orientation to active duty or commissioned office in the Coast Guard.
Instruction: Topics include history of the

-'Coast Guard, mission and scope of Ahe

Coast Guard law enforcement program, jurisdiction, service etiquette, officer career
. information, leadership and administrative
procedure.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended due to the limited,,specialized,
nature of the course (112/79).

vocational certificate category, 1/ semester
hour in small engine maintenance and repair
lower-division
in
(10/79);
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in small engine laboratory
(10/79). Version 2: In the vocational certifisemester hour in small
cate category,
engine repair (6/75); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in small engine laboratory

CG-2205-0001
AUTOMATED AIDS TO NAVIGATION
MAINTENANCE

(Major Aids to Navigation)
Course Nuinber: ANC-1.
Location: Version 1: Training Center,
Governors Island, NY. Version 2: Trailung

(6/75).

Center, Governors Island, NY. Version 3:
Training Center, Groton, CT.
Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (196 hours).

CG-1731-0002

Version 2: 6 weeks (165 hours). Veision 3: 6
weeks (221 hours).

1

COMMISSARYMAN, CLASS A

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL
(SEAMANSHIP, ORIENTATION)
OPERATIONS 8 MILITARY
INDOCTRINATION)

marine engines;
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

1

CG-1729-0001

CG- 2202 -0001

dures, leadership,

Exhibit Dates: Version I:* 10/79-Present.

PORT SECURITY SCHOOL
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GAS TURBINE BY CORRESPONDENCE

Course Number: 453-1.

Location: Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, OK.
Length: Maximum 52 weeks (Oklahoma
City, OK hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/78-Present.
Objectives: This nonresident course pro-

vides basic understanding of gas turbine
fundamentalr

Instruction: The course consists of five

lessons and a proctored end-of-course examination. Each lessoh has once or more madSing assignment followed by a series of ques-

tions. After completing the course the stu-

dent will be able to explain gas turbine
components and their functions; explain
safety requirements for gas turbine; and perform some preventive and corrective maintenance on gas Turbine' engines.
Crtdit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate deree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in gas turbine engine
familiarization and fundamentals (5/79).
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Exhibit Dates: Version 1; 1/77-Present.
Version 2: 2/69-12/76. Version 3: 7/65-1/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate major light stations\ fog signal stations, and lightships.
Instruction: Version 1: Covers minor and
major navigational aids. Version 2: Lectures

and practical exercises in basic electricity,
minor aid power, major aids,- visual signaling, sound signals, minor lights, and introduction to outboard' motors. Version 3: Lectures and practical exercises in aids to navigation, including function, operation, pre, testing, and troublevotive mainte
shooting of matvigational aids equipment, test equipment, problems and hazards
training, first aid,*and in,stallation, operation
arid maintenance of major aid apparatus and
special testing equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certificatO category, 2 semester

hours in basic electricity, 4 in maritime
trades (light station operator)(8/78). Version

' 2: In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity, 2 in

-

COURSE EXHIBITS
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mantime trades

(light. station operator)
lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in. mantime trades (light sta(6/75);

in

tion operator) and on the basis of institu-

tional evaluation, 2 in basic eleatncity
(6/75). Version 3: In the vocational certifi.

cate category, 5 semester hours, in marine
technology or oceanography, 2 as an elective in automotive technology, 2 as an elective in electncal technology (5/74); in the

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (6/75).

CG-2205-0004
OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL

Course Number: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown; VA. .
Length: 17 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68.

Objectives: To provide candidates with
the training prerequisite to active duty as
commissioned officers in the Coast Guard

baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in marine
technology or oceanography, 2 as an elective in automotive technology, 1 as an elective in electrical technology (5/74).

Instruction: Combat , information center;
Cdast Guard orientation; communications;

CG-220541002

vision baccalaureate category, 6 semester

5 lower-division

damage controlatomic, biological, and

chemical warfare; gunnery, navigation; seamanship; training vessel; drill; physical education; military law; safety and first aid.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-dihours in advanced maval science (12/68).

Course Number: None
Location: Version 1.

Training Center,
Governors Island, NY. Version 2. Training
Center, Groton, CT
Length: Version 1. 6 week (163 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (221 hour
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 1/69- Present
Verston"2: 7/65- I 2/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel for

duty aboard tenders and at light attendant
stations.

Instruction: Lectures in piloting and buoy

GENERAL SERVICE INDOCTRINATION

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in signals arrangements, system evalu-

ation, administration, and legal aspects of

'CG-2205-0009

Location: Coast Guard Academy, New
London, CT, Reserve Training Center,
Yorktown, VA.
Length: 12 weeks (340 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/61-12/68
Objectives: To train officers commis-

sioned from the U S Merchant Marine in

and fog equipment, and buoys, minor structures, burning equipment, and power tools
operation.
Credit Recommendation: Vek21 1. In the
semester
vocational certificate category,
hours in maritime trade (minor aids to navigation maintenance) (6/75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

cluding atomic, Oological, and 'chemical

gory, 2 semester hours in mantime trade
navigation maintenance)

(6/75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours as an elective in electrical technology, 2, as an elective in automotive _technology, and 5 in
- marine technology or oceanography (5/74),
the
lower-division
in
baccalaureate /associate degree category,
1

semester hour as an elective in electrical

technology, 1 -as an elective in automotive
technology, and 34in marine technology or
oceanography (5/74).

of duty as commissioned officers in the
Coast Guard.
Instruction: Coast Guard orientation;
communications; rules of the road; naviga-

tion; combat information center; gunnery;

antisubmarine w.`,1Zare, damage control, in-

warfare; Coast Guard engineering
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in advanced naval science (12/68)

CG-2205-0006
RADloBEACON OPERATION

Course Number: None.
Location: Aids to Navigation School,
Governors island, NY.
Length: 2 weeks (58 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/65-12/68.

Objectives: To train personnel in the operation, watchstanding, reporting, mainte-

nance and minor repair of radiobeacon
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, monitoring, maintenance, and minor repair of an unspecified
radiobeacon
Credlt.Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

CG-2205-0003
AIDS TO NAvIGAtION SCHOOL (SHORT
COURSE1rOR OFFICERS)

Course Number. None.
Location: Training Station, Groton, CT.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.

Objectives: To train officers to operate

in

OFFICERS BASIC AIDS TO NAVIGATION

(Officers Basic Aids to Navigation, Class

0)

(Aids to Navigation Officer Basic)
Course Number: ANC-4
Location: Aids to ,Navigation School,
Governors island, NY; Coast Guard Training Center, Groton, CT

Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (86 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks (120-137 hours)
Exhibit Dates: -Version 1: 5/75-Present.
Version 2: 4/66-4/75.
Objectives: Training in the administration,

evaluation, maintenance, and operation of
the federal system of Aids to Navigation.
Instruction: Version 1: Students are familarized with battenes, various lamps, bouys,
reflections, and minor navigational aid
structures. Students learn to use the devices
as aids to navigation. Version 2: Lectures
and practical exercises in minor aids, minor
wer,
aid power, major aids, major aid
' sound and visual signaling, m r structures, the day mark, the buoy ten r, safety,
and administration.
Credit Recommendation: Version : No
credit is recommended due to the diversity
of the training (8/78). Version 2: In the
semester
cational certificate category,
1

hour in maritime trades (navigation aid)

in
lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in maritime trades (naviga(6/75);

1

tion aids) (6/75).

CG-2205-0011

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (6/75).

BASIC MILITARY TRAINING

CG-2205-0007

NJ; Training Center, Milne& CA.

(Recruit Training)
Course Number: None,
Location: Training Center, Cape May,
Length: 8 weeks (240-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/79-Present.

SMALL ARMS INSTRUCTOR

standard aids to navigation.
Instruction: Lectures in aids to navigation
significance, battery-operated lights, acetylene-operated lights, light station - management, radiobeacon operation, diesel generators operation and maintenance, emergency safety measures, fog signals, buoy bandying, repair shop management, field inspection, and light attendant duties.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
navigational aids (5/74).

administration.

SCHOOL

Course Number: None

the fundamentals necessary for performance

certificate category, 2 semester -hours

NAVIGATION

(Aids to Navigation Officer Advanced)
Course Number: None.
Location: Aids to Navigation School,
Governors Island, NY.
Length: 2 weeks (60-64 hours).
Exhibit Dates:-4/66-Present.
Objectives: To provide personnel with advanced training in signals engineering and

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (8/78).

CG-2205-0005

positioning; charts; basic electricity, AC
and DC theory and equipment, engine operation and maintenance, including theory,
fuels, cooling systems, electrical and mechanical systems, piping and exhaust systems, and engineenng safety, minor light

(minor aids to

OFFICERS ADVANCED AIDS TO

aids-to-navigation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

MINOR AIDS TO NAVIGATION

,

CG-2205-0008

Course Number: None.
Location: Reserve Training Center, Yorktown, VA,
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours). I
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Objectives: To provide training for personnel with no previous military experi-

teach pistol and nfle marksmanship and to
prepare them to be rang; officers and
coaches, with emphasis on the caliber .45

growth, teaches basic seamanship skills; motivates the individual to regard unit goals as

automatic pistol and M-16 rifle.

Instruction: Lectures and pradtical exercises in teaching hand gun and rifle marks-

manship and the management of
ranges.

45

firing

ence.
Instruction:

Course

acquaints

students

with missions and operations Of the Coast
Guard and opportunities for professional

her/his own and to develop a sense of
pride, self-discipline, self-confidence and a
sense of the need for teamwork to accomplish a mission. This is achieved by formal
classroom training as well as by creating a
living and working environment with &roue,
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living, standing watches, work detail assign-

ments, discipline standards, and such routine activities as personnel and barracks inspections and marching. Course includes
drug awareness, first aid, safety and survival. Also included is counseling and classification, civil nghts, hygiene, physical fitness,

career information, boat seamanship and

contracting, export controls and govern-

management. The
method of instruction includes lecture, reallife case studies, simulator exercises and interaction with practitioners in the field.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper -doment

procuremeont

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in international business (11/78)

deck seamanship.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in beginning swimin personal fitness/conditioning, 2
ming,
in first aid and safety (11/79)
1

DD-0504-0001
INFORMATION SPECIALIST (JOURNALIST)

(Basic Military Journalist)
Course Number: ABA79130-1(USAF);
570-71Q20; A-570-0011(USN); 28-R-701.1

Location: Defense Information School, Ft.

Benjamin Harrison, IN; Defense Information School, Ft Slocum, NY
Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (396 hours).

DD

Version 2: 9-10 weeks (344-358 hours). Version 3: 10 weeks (396-440 hours)

11,

DD-0326-0001
ARMED FORCES STAFF COLLEGE

Course Number: None.

Location: Armed Forces Staff College,

Norfolk, VA
Length: Version 1. 21 weeks (634 hours)'
Version 2. 21 weeks (548-642 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 6/73-Present
,
Version 2: 7/54-5/73
Objectives: To train officers in joint and
combined military organization, planning,
and operations, and in related aspects of naojnal and international security

(Instruction: Lectures, readings, and student research and discussions in joint and
combined military organization, planning,

and operations, and in related aspects of national and international secunty.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In te
upper-division baccalaureate category, --6 semester hours in pnnciples and problems of
management, 3 in international relations
(Current Problems in World Politics), 3 in
contemporary U S military history and national security policy, 3 in communicative
arts (8/74), in the graduate degree category,
3 semester hours in management and systems analysis (8/74) NOTE. Credit recommendation is based on an on-site evaluation.
Recommendations of credit are maximum

figure? The amount actually accepted for

transfer depends upon the Applicant's future

academic goals and regulations of the ad-

mitting institution on transfe4.credit. Version
2. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in business adminis-

tration, 6 in political scienceincluding international relations-3 in recent military
history (8/74).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/79-Present
Version 2. 4/72-7/79. Version 3: 12/64-3/72
. Objectives: To teach selected enlisted personnel the pnnciples, techniques, and skills
required in public mformation, service Information, and community relations
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical expenences in print journalism, including interviewing techniques, news and
feature wnting, editing, newspaper layout
and makeup; photojournalism, including the
taking, processing, and printing of photographs; radio and televisio4 writing; speech,
international relations and government,
public affairs. Pnnt media, broadcast media,
and photography are emphasized. Version 1.
Print media, public affairs photojournalism
and broadcast journalism are emphasized
Version 2. Print media skills, public affairs
and photojournalisth emphasized. Version 3.
Pnnt media, broadcast media and photography are emphasized.
Credit Recommepdation: Version 1: In the
accalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 5 semester hours in news
wnting and reporting (print), 2 in news

wnting and reporting (electronics),

2

in

photojournalism and 2 in layout and design
(2/80): Version 2. In the lbwer-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in mass communications and
3 in introduction to print and photojournalism (2/78). Version 3. In the vocational cer- e
tificate category, 3 semester hours in mass
media (12/73), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
Semester hours in mass media (12/73), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in journalism, and credit in
social sciences and oral communication on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

DD-0327-0001
DEFENSE SECURITY ASSISTANCE
MANAGEMENT OVERSEAS

(Core/Overseas)
Course Number: SAM-0.
Location: Defense Institute of Secunty
Assistance, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 4-5 weeks (114 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/78-Present.

Objectives: To provide Departruent of

Defense overseas representatives with the
policies and procedures governing their
conduct of operation overseas. Security assistance management is discussed from the
national policy level through implementa.
tion by responsible agencies.

.

Instruction: This course covers the management of military sales to foreign countries as it relates to planning programming
budget systems (PPBS), foreign policy,
legal status overseas, physical security,
cross cultural communications, government

DD-0504-0002
ADVANCED INFORMATION

SPEctAtjsri

Course Number: Version 1: 570 -F `Version
2: 5AAA79170 (USAF); A- 570-0012 (USN),

570-Fl; 570-Fl; A- 570.0012; 5AAA79170.
Version 3: 28-R-F1

Location: Version 1: Defense Information
School, Ft. Benjaminf.Harrison, IN. Version

2: Defense Information School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN. Version 3: Defense Information-School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, IN,
Defense Information School, Ft. Slocum,
NY.

Length: Version 1. 3 weeks (106 hours)
Version 2: 3 weeks (98-106 hours). Version
3: 8 weeks (352 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I 10/79-Present.
Version 2: 9/72-9/79. Version 3. 3/55-8/72
Objectives: To provide advanced training
in the planning, supervision, and coordina-

tion of information activities for selected

46

noncommissioned and petty officers who
will perform duties as assistants to the officer-in-charge

of

an

information

office/section or a radio and television facility
Instruction: All Versions- including news,
headline, editorial, and feature writing; page
layout and makeup, radio and television, in-

cluding news and feature writing, announcing, studio operations, television camera
techniques, control room operation, newscast preparation and production, blocking
scripts, and television feature production
Vermin 1: 'Emphasis is placed on applied
management and supervisory skills.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hour -in media management (2/80).
Version 2: In the upper-division baccalaure-

ate category, 3 semester hours in media

management (journalism) (8/78) Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in mass media (12/73); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in mass
media (12/73), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in journalism, and credit in social sciences on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)
Related Occupation Codes: 71Q; 71Q

DD-0504-0003
NEWSPAPER EDITOR

Course Number:
5AZA79150.

570-F2,

A-570-0013,

Location: Defense Information School, Ft
Benjamin Harrison, IN
Length: 3 weeks (118-132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.

Objectives: To provide additional print

journalism instruction to personnel assigned
as editors of military newspapers and maga-zines.

Instruction: Beginning in 1976, course be-

comes a highly individualized, self-paced
program consisting of pretest, group-paced,
self-paced, final performance test and newspaper improvement project Subject areas

include photojournalism, pnnt journalism
and public affairs. Lectures and practical
expenence cover all phases of newspaper
production, culminating with a 4-page service newspaper or, beginning in 1976, a tabloid size page of, a hypothetical military

newspaper Workshop includes communications law, Department of Defense policy on
release of information, newsgathering, writ-'
ing, editing, style, deadlines, photo selection
and editing, and layout and page makeup
Credit Recomrendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in newspaper prolluction-(journalsim)
(2/78)
D15-0504-0004
INFORMATION ENLISTED

(Information Specialist)
Course Number: 28-E-1; 28-R-701 1;.28-R703.1; 28-R-703.2,

9

-

Location: Defenseirmation Syhool, Ft

Defense InformaBenjamin Harrison, I
tion School, Ft. Slocum, NY
Length: 8-10 weeks,(278-345 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-12/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge in the selection,

evaluation, preparation, and dissemination
of Army information through available
media acommunications.
Instruction: Policy and plans, including
Public relations philosophy and practice,
and information aspects of unusual incidents, stressing the case-study approach, ap-

.

t

COURSE EXHIBITS
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plied journalism, with performance skills in
all tasks required to publish a service newspaper; research communications, stressing
preparation of the information specialist for
public speaking, speech writing, briefings,
and group discussions; radio and television,
including training in wnting, announcing,
and production staff functions, internal relations and government, stressing the U.S. international position in terms of world patterns.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3- semester hours in mass media
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in social studies,
in oral coitiniunications, and credit in
journalism on the basis of institutional eval1

uation (12/68).

in journal-

DD-0504-0007

INFORMATION OFFICER
INFORMATION OFFICER
3.
INFORMATION OFFICER BASIC
Course Number: 411 Versions: 70-5505.
Version 1: 50BA7921.1; A-7G-0010, 7G-

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER

46A. Version 2: 50BA7921-1 (USAF); A-

I

70-0010. Version 3. 28-G-5505.

.Course Number: 28-0-5

School,
Location:
Information
Slocum, NY.
Length: 8 weeks (360 hours).y

Ft.

Exhibit Dates: 5/54-12/68

Objectives: To train ofticers to perform
and/or supervise the pritiaration of news
stories,

special articles,

.TROOP INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
ENLISTED

Course Number: 28-E-I
Location: Defense Information School, Ft.
Slocum, NY
Length: 8 weeks (352 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assist in the organization, operation, and su-

yervision of troop information and education programs.

Instruction: Policies and operational procedures; speech preparation and presentation; discussion-leading techniques, Organization of group study activities; testing procedures; advisement principles; practical exercises in newsgathering and newswnting,
troop information radio 'broadcasting; com-

prehensive study of citizenship, history,

photo-

posters,

graphs, radio and television programs, and
other informational material for release to
information media; to establish speakers bu-

government, and international affairs; fun-

with information media representatives and
civilian communities
Instruction: Policies and procedures;
'speech preparation and presentation, public
speaking exercises; use of visual-mechanical
aids, basic photographic techniques, inctudIns camera operation, film processing,
photo printing, picture selection, film types

and exposures, and picture story

assign-

ments, civilian press operation, organiza-

tion, and philosophy, newswriting, prepara-

tion of material for radio and television
broadcasts, citizenship, history, government,
and international affairs.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
social studies, I in mass media (12/73), In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in social

in .mass media (12/73), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

studies,

1

mester hours in social studies,

I

2.

reaus; and to promote friendly relations

DD-0504-0005

I

Location: Defense Information School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN
Length: Version I. 8 weeks (306 hours).
Version 2e 8 weeks (270-278 hours). Version
3 8 weeks (284-285 hours).
Exhibit Des Version 1: 6/79-Present.

Version 2: 1-5/79. Version 3.1/65-12/71
Objectives: To train commissioned officers as information specialists with competency in journalistic writing, editing, basic
photography, radio and television writing
and announcing, and public speaking

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of an Information specialist. Course includes journalistic writing' and
editing, basic photography, radio and terevimon writing and announcing, public speaking, public information techniques and com-

munity relations, and stue of international
press and government attitudes.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Pending evaluation. Version 2: Iriethe upper-division baccalaureate. category, '6 semester
hours in public relations (journalism)(2/78).
Version 3. In the vocational artificate category, 6 semester hours in journalism (7/74),
the
lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in journalism (7/79, is the
upper-division baccalaureate cateedry, 2 semester hours in-social studies,
semester
hour in oral communication, and additional
credit in Tournalism on the basis of institu1

2tynai evaluation (12/68)

in oral

communications (12/68)

DD-0504-0010

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
social studies, I in mass communications

DD-0504-0008

(12/73);

SHIPBOARD INFORMATION, TRAINING AND
ENTERTAINMENT (SITE) -.SYSTEM
OPERATORS (TELEVISION AFLOAT)

PUBLIC INFORMATION ENLISTED

damentals of typewriting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
in

the

lower-division

baccalaureateassociate degree category, 2
semester hours in social studies, in mass
communications (12/73), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in social studies, in oral communi1

1

cations (12/68).

DD-0504-0006
TROOP INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
OFFICER

Course Number: 28-0-6.
Location: Defense Information School, Ft.
Slocum, NY.
,
Length: 8 weeks (352-360 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 5/54,12/68.

Objectives: To tram,offieers to supervise
instruction periods and other- activities-of
the Army's troop information and education
programs.
Instruction: Policies and procedures,
speech preparation and presentation; discussion-leading techniques, organization of
group study activities, instructor selection,
testing procedures; advisement principles;
practical exercises in newsgathering and
newswriting; troop information radio broadcasting, comprehensive study of citizenship,

history, government, and international af-

s

mester hours in social studies,
ism (12/68).

Course Number: 28-E-2
School,
Location:
Information
Slocum, NY.
Length: 8 weeks (360 hours)

Ft

Exhibit'Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
collect, prepare, and disseminate information to newspapers, magazines, radio, television, and other informational media, and to
assist in promotion of other public relations
activities.
Instruction: Policies and procedures,
speech preparation and presentation; public
speaking exercises, use of visual-mechanical
aids; basic photographic techniques,'including camera operation, film processing,
photo printin1,-picture selection, film types
and exposUres, and picture story assign-

Course Number: A-570-0010(S) (USN).
Location: Defense Information School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 2 weeks (81 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/76-Present.

Objectives: To train selected junior naval
personnel as shipboard information, traintng,

and

entertainment

ships.

Instruction: Through practical exercises,
demonstration, and individual critique, the
student learns the basics of video produC-

DD-asoa-goil

tion, and philosophy, newswriting and related activities; preparation of material for
radio and television broadcasts, citizenship,

INFORMATION OFFICER (RF.SERVE
COMPONENT)

fairs; typing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
social studies,
in mass media (12/73), in
1

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

fairs.

degree category, 2 semester hours in social

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
social,studies, I in journalism (12/73); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/Associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in social
studies, I in journalism (1t/33); in the
upper-division baccalaureate ciregqry; 2 se-

studies,,

I

in mass media (12/73), in the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

mester hours in social studies,
communications (12/68).

DD-0504-000

I

in oral

-

ton, equipment- utilization and maintenance,
and external news relations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in introduction to video production (2/78).

ments; civilian press operation, organiza-

government, history, and international af-

system

operators/administrators aboard designated

.

.Course Number: 7G-F3 (RC)
Location: Defense Information School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN,
Length: 2 weeks (69 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.

Objectives: To train reserve officers in

funstions of information specialists with em-

phasis or public relations, writing fqr print

and broadcast media, photo editing land

composition, internal information and:community relations,
Instruction: Lectures and exercises in the
duties of an information specialist including
public relations principles, writing and edit-

ing for print and broadcast ntedia, tech-.

1-23

Department of Defense'
Exhibit Dates:

niques for use of broadcast equipment and
exercisevn public information problems.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-disemester
vision baccalaureate category,

-Version 2..

Objectives: To train selected commissioned officers, warrant officers, and civilians in the the basics of radio and television
production. Additional management skills

hour in public relations (journalism)(2/78).

DD-0505-0001

are introduced to provide the basic skills
needed for: management of an American

INFORMATION SPECIALIST
(BROADCASTER)
INFORMATION SPECIALIST
(BROADCASTER)
BROADCAST SPECIALIST
BROADCAST SPECIALIST

2.
3.

4.

F.orces

Version 2:

skills.

570 -

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

Benjamin Harnson, IN, Defense Information School, Ft. Slocum, NY.

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (348-397
hours). Version 2: 10 weeks (348-397 hours)
Version 3. 8 weeks (287-298 hours). Version
4: 3 weeks (1.10 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/79-Present.
Version 2: 11/69-9/79. Version 3: 5/6610/69. Version 4: 7/64-4/66.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted per
sonnel to perform as broadcasters for military radio or television outlets.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in applied journalism,
including newsgathering, motion picture
operation and editing; speech and research
training; intensive indoctrination in radio

ly, 3 oserpester hours in basic writing for
electronic media or continuity writing, 3 in
introduction to radio 'and television techniques (2/78). Version 3:eln the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
broadcast journalism (12/73); in the lower-

division baccatadreate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in broadcast journalism (12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in radio
and television programming (12/68). Version
4: In the vocational certificate category, .2
semester hours in broadcast journalism
lower-division
the
in
` (12/73);
baccalaureate/associate degtee category,
,semester Hour in broadcast journalism
(12/73); in the upper-division Baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in radio and television programming (12/68).
1

DD-0505-0002

o

BROADCAST OFFICER

Course Number: All Versions: 7G-5522
(USA). Version J: 7G-0011 (USN). Version
2: 7G-5522. Version 3: 28-A5522.

Location: Defense Information School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN.
,
Length; Version 1: 6-7 weeks (229-257
hours). Version 2: eweeks (148 hours). Version 3: 3 weeks (110 hours).

spoken While these courses are listed as
Basic, it should be understboci that this
the terminology used by the armed forces
to indicate that the courses are their 'regular' programs in the various languages.
They are not limited to what most civilian
institutions would term beginning or basic

RIN for the 46-week course; 18 in CZECH
for the 46-week course; 15 in DANISH for
the 23-week course, 15 in FRENCH for the

and information features for television, uttbamg electronic news gathering equipment
and techniques.
Instruction: Training and practical experience in videotape editing techniques, portapak operations, and news gathering.
Credit Recommendation: 'In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronic news
gathering and editing techniques (2/80).
'DD-0602-0001
o

country and basic military, geographic, economic, historical, and political information
about the country in which the language is

DD-0505-0003

Objectives: Jo provide training in the
planning, production, and editing of news

ulations and study of internation relations.
Credit. Recommendation: Version 1: Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the lower-divisioti baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

- oral drills on the language of a foreign

courses in a language.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, extending into the upper-division bac-

Course Number. 570-F3.
Location: Defense Information School, Ft
Benjamin Harrison, IN.
Length: 2 weeks (75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/79-Present.

programiping,

Objectives: To train officers and =listed
persognelip the interpretation or translation
of a rei n language, and to provide basic
eographic, economic, historical, .
milita
and pol t1 al information about the country
Or area i which the language is spokeq.
(These a a studies are taught in the foreign
language
Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and

degree category, 3 semester hours in introducton to radio and television production
(2/78). Version 2: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in radio and television programming (7/74) Version 3.. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hours in radio and television programming (7/74)

ELECTRONIC JOURNALISM

wnting, operation, logs, control room, TV
'production, broadcast regulations, and appropriate examinations; and study of international relations. Version 1: 'Does not in. elude motion picture operation and editing,
*TV production, broadoaSt regulations and
study of international relations. Versiod 2:
Does not include motion picture operation
and editing, TV production, broadcast reg-

-4

Service

Instruction: Course includes lectures and
practical experiences in radio and television
programming and production; additional individual attention to basic management

Location: Defense Information School, Ft.

including

Television

broadcast facilities.

703;1 28-R-703.2.

television,

and

operations in a public affairs office, and
management of stateside closed-circuit

71Q20; A-570-0010; 5ALA79131. Version 3:
570-71R20 Version 4: AZA72151.1; 28-R-

and

Radio

(AFRTS) outlet, management of broadcast

(Radio and Television Production
Specialist)
Course Number: Version 1: 570-71R10
(USA); A-570-0010 (USN); 5ALA-79131

(USAF); 570 (USMC).

1: 3/72-Present.
3.. 7/64-

11/67.

1

1.

Version

12/67-2/72. Version

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE BASIC
COURSES (1914-1956)

(Albanian)
(Arabic)
(Bulgarian)

(ChineseCantonese)
(ChineseMandarin)

(Czech)
(Danish) ,
(French)
(German)
(Greek)
(Hungarian)
(Italian)
.(Japanese)
(Korean)
'(Norwegian)
(Persian)
(Polish)
(Portuguese)
(Romanian)
(Russian)
(Serbo-Croatian)
(Spanish)
(Swedish)
(Turkish)
Course Number. None.
Locatiog,: Army Language School, Presidio of Meffiterey, CA
. Length: 23-46 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: S/54-12/56.

i8

calaureate category, 18 semester hours in
ALBANIAN for the 46-week course; 18 in
ARABIC fors the 46-week course; 18 in
BULGARIAN for the 46-week course; 26

in CHINESECANTONESE for the 46week course; 26 in CHINESEMANDA-

23-week course, 15 in GERMAN for the
23-week course; 18 in GREEK for the 46week coarse; 18 in HUNGARIAN for the
46-week course; 15 in; ITALIAN for the 23week course; 26 in JAPANESE for the 46-

week course; 18 in KOREAN for the 46week course, 15 in NORWEGIAN for the
23-week course; 18 in P4RSrAN for the
46-week course; 18 id POLISH for the 46week course; 15 in PORTUGUESE for the
23-week course; 18 in ROMANIAN for the

36-week course; 18 in RUSSIAN for the
46-week

course,

r8

in

SERBO-CRO-

ATIAN for the 46-week course;

15 in

SPANISH for the 23-week course; 15 in
SWEDISH for the 23-week course, 18 in
TURKISH for the 46-week course (8/74).
NOTE: The credit recommended for these
programs is based not only upon the type
of course given, but also upon the relative
difficulty of the language studied, The various languages given by the Defense Language Institute are listed in accordance
with their level of difficulty a7's follows: (1)
The least difficult languages for the Englisji
speaking learner (Danish, French, German,
Italian, Norwegian, Portugueie, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, old Swahili); (2) languages of greater difficulty, but with alphabetical writing systems which may lie
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in ,..1earning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Burmese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian,

Lithuanian, Persian, 0 Polish,

Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and

(3) the more difficult liguages where the
reading problem is coinlicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).
DD- 0602 -0002
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE BASIC
COURSES (AFTER 1956)

(Albanian)
(Arabtc)(Bulgarian)

D
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course; 21 in HUNGARIAN for the 47-

(Burmese)

(ChineseCantonese)
(ChineseFukienese)
(ChineseToishan)
(ChineseMandarin)

21

week course; 18 in ITALIANSICILIAN
for the 37-week course; 27 in JAPANESE

24-week course; 15 in HUNGARIAN for
the 37-week course, 15 in INDONESIAN
for the 37-week course; 15 in JAPANESE

for the 47-week course; 27 in KOREAN f6r
the 47-week course; 21 in LITHUANIAN
for the 47-week course; t& in MALAY for
the 36-week course; 15 in NORWEGIAN

for the 37-week course; 12 in KOREAN for

the 37-week course; 15 in PERSIAN for
the 37-week course; 15 in POLISH for the
37-week course 12 in PORTUGUESE for

for the 24-week course; 21 in PERSIAN
for the 47-week course; 21 in POLISH for

the 24-week course; 15 in ROMANIAN for

the 37-week course; 15 in RUSSIAN for
the 23- or the 24-week course, 18 for the

the 47-week course; 15 in PORTUGUESE
for, the 24-week course; 18 in ROMANIAN
for the 37-week course; 21 in RUSSIAN
for the 47-week course; 21 in SERBOCROATIAN for the 47-week course; 21 in
SLOVENIAN for the 47-week course; 15
in SPANISH for the 24-week course; 18 in

(Italian)

(ItalianSicilian)
(Japanese)
(Korean)
(Lithuanian)
(Malay)
(Norwegian)
(Persian)
(Polish)
(Portuguese)
(Rdmanian)

37-week RUSSIAN course or the 50-week
RUSSIAN STENOTYPE course; 15 in
SERBO-CROATIAN for the 37-week

course; 12 in SPANISH for the 24-week

course; 12 in THAI for the 37-week course;
15 in TURKISH for the 37-week course; 15

SWAHILI for the 37-week course; 15 in
SWEDISH for the 24-week Fourse; 21 in

THAI for the -47-week course;

18

in VIETNAMESEHANOI DIALECT
for the 37-week course, 18 for the 47-week

in

course (8/74). NOTE: Since the Aural

TURKISH for the 41-week 'coarse, 21 for
the 47-week course; 21 in UKRAINIAN
for the 47-week course; 21 in VIETNAMESEHANOI DIALECT for the 47-week

(RUssian)

(Serbo-Croatian)
(Slovenian)
(Spanish)
. (Swahili)
(Swedish)
(Thai)
(Turkish)
(Ukrainian)

Comprehension Courses do not place equal
stress on the four language skills, they are
recommended for less credit than the Basic
Cburses. It will be noted that the maximum
credit recommended for a -37-week Aural
Comprehension Course vanes from 12 to 18
,semester hours. This credit variation is

course; 21 in VIETNAMESESAIGON
DIALECT for the 47-week course (8/74).
DD0602-0003

based primarily upon the higher reading

. DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE AURAL

.

Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of
Monterey, CA.
Length: 24-47 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: I/57-Present.
Objectives: To train military personnel in
the interpretation and translatiorr of the des-

ignated language and to provide basic military, geographic, economic, historical, and
political information about the country,

and/or area, in which the language is
spoken. (These area studies are taught in
discussions,

and writing content in those courses recommended for 15 and 18 semester hours. The
50-week Russian Stenotype Course includes
the regular 37-week Russian Aural Comprehension Course and 13 weeks of stenotype
training. Also. The credit recommended for

CoMPREHENSiON COURSES

(VietnameseSaigon Dialect)
(VietnameseHanoi Dialect)

and

(Albanian)
(Arabic)
(Bulgarian)
(Burmese)

(ChineseMandarin)

the program is based not only upon. the

(Czech)

type of course given, but also upon the relative difficulty of the language studied. The

(French)
(German)
(Hungarian)
(Indonesian)
(Japanese)
(Korean)
(Persian)
Polish)
(Portuguese)
(Romanian)

various languages given by the Defense

Language Institute are listed in accordance
with their level of difficulty as follows: (1)
the least difficult languages for the Englishspeaking learner (Danish, French, German,
Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) languages of greater difficulty, but with alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably

oral drills in the interpretation and translation of the designated language, and addi-/
tional training in the basic military, geographic, economic, historical, and political
information abour the country in which the

(Russian)
(Russian Stenotype)
(Serbo-Croatian)
(Spanish)
(Thai)
(Turkish)

courses are listed as Basic, it should be -un-

(VietnameseHanoi Dialect)

language is spoken. NOTE: While these

affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Burmese Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,

derstood that this is the terminology used
by the Armed Forces to indicate that the
courses are their 'regular' programs in the
various languages. They are not limited to
what most civilian institutions would term

Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of
Monterey, CA.
-

beginning or basic courses in a language.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

Objectives: To train students to comprehend the designated language as spoken by
a foreign national.

yision baccalaureate/associate degree category, extending into the upper-division baccalaureate category, 21 semester hours in
ALBANIAN for the 47-week course; 27 in
ARABIC for the 47-week ccRirse,(21 semes-

Course Number: None.

144.,

Length: 23-50 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.

Instruction: The Aural Comprehension
Courses were established at the West Coast

.Branch on July

1,

1964 (except for the

course; 21 in BURMESE for the 47-week

courses in Russian, which were offered previously). Although somMeading and writing is included in these courses, they are designed ,primarily to teach students to com-

FUKIENESE for the 47-week course; 27 in

ppehend the language as spoken by a foreign national. The spoken language is emphasized as a necessary corollary for devel-

ter hours if the course was taken prior to

.1970); 21 in BULGARIAN for the 47-week
'

in INDONESIANMALAY for the

47-week course; 15,in ITALIAN for the 24-

(IndonesianMalay)

the foreign language.)
Instruction: Lectures,

week course, 15 for the 37-week course, 18
for the 47-week course, and 12 for the 32week SPECIAL course; 15 in CZECH for
the 37-week course; 12 in FRENCH for the
24-week course; 12 in GERMAN for the

week course; 18 in INDONESIAN for the
36-week course, 21 for the 47week course;

.(Czech)
(Danish)
(Finnish)
(French)
(German)
(Greek)
(Hunganan)
(Indonesian)

Course Number: None.

ew

course; 27 in CHINESECANTONESE
for the 47-week course; 27 in CHINESE
CHINESE-7TOISHAN for the 47-week

course; 27 in CHINESEMANDARIN

for the 47-week course; 21 in CZECH for
the 47-week course; 15 in DANISH for the
24-week course; 21 in FINNISH for the 47week course; 15 in FRENCH for the 24Week course; 15 in GERMAN for the 24week course, 17 for the 32-week course (15
semester hours if the course was taken prior
to 1970); 21 in GREEK for the 47-week

oping comprehension skill.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, extending into-the upper-division bac-

calaureate category, 15 semester hours in
ALBANIAN for the 37-week course; 15 in

ARABIC for the 47-week course; 15 in
BULGARIAN for the 37-week course; 12
in BURMESE for the 37-week course; 12

in CHINESEMANDARIN for the 33-

49

Rifssian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).
DD-0 602-0004
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE SHORT
BASIC COURSES

(Arabic)
(French)
(German).
(Greek)
(Indonesian)
(Italian)
(Japanese)
(Korean)
(Persian)
(Portuguese)
(Romanian)
(Spanish)
(Thai)
(Turkish)

(Vietnamese S igon Dialect)
Course Numb*: None.
Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of
Monterey, CA.
Length: 6-24 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.
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Department of Defense'
Objectives: To train officer and enlisted
personnel from each branch of the armed
services, and certain civilian personnel,. in
the comprehension, speaking:- reading, and
writing of the target language at a limited
fluency level, with primary emphasis 'on
comprehension and speaking; and to provide basic military, geographic, cultural,.
and political information about the country

Basic

,41.5

or

the 74- to 7hweek coarse; 6 in KOREAN
for the 74- to 75-week course; 6 in4115-

for the 16-week course, 15 for the 32-week

course (8/74) NOTE: The credit recommended for these programs is based not
only upon the type of course given, but also
upon the relative difficulty of the language
studied. The various languages given by the
Defense Language Institute are listed in ac-

cordance with the level of difficul* as follows: (1) the least difficult languages for the
English-speaking learner (Danish, Freitch,
German, Italian, Norwegian.

Portuguese,

Romanian, Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili);

(2) languages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-

mese, Cze.b, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian,

ithuanian,

Persian,

Polish,

Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,

mended for the prOgrams is based not only

upon the type of course given, but also
upon the relative diftulty ofthe language
studied. The various4anguages given by the
Defense Language Institute are listed in ac-

cordance with their level of difficulty as

Instruction of the Basic Courses and to pro-

follows. (1) the least difficult languages for

vide, in the language, a somewhat wider
knowledge of military, geographic, economic, historic, and political information of
the country and/or area in Which the lan-

the

guage is spoken.

Instruction:
.

BASIC-INTERMEDIATE

cas
lea

t"

of the

characters

Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russian. SerbO-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean). the 37Indonesian,

to be

week course, 18 in RUSSIAN for the 37.

el of the syntax Howevizeet Is most civilian educasr
ern
institutions
institutions wo d be relsctant to
tio
gran the full amount o credit rebommended,for the,74- to 7 we courses inasmuch
as tins would const ute majorin the Ianguage. It is further recognized that most
. colleges and universities 4111 require-4'

completed a Basic or Aural Comprehension

course. The primary objective of this addon training is to improve language compe-

tency. Whereas in the Basic course the
equal emaudio-lingual skills were stre
phasis is put. on all four Fansge skills in
the Extended Course. Pronunciation is expected to undergo considerable refinement,

(Danish,

mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Flungarian,

are required to read and, in some

'because
the

learner

spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-

Lions. Tfi Commission's consultants recommuch as 40 semester hours for
mend
rse because of the material that, the

f rude

English-speaking

French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Porwedish, and
tuguese, Romanian, Spani
r difficulty,
Swahili); (2) languages.of
stems which
but with alphabetical won
may be learned concurrently Without appreciably affecting the progress in learning the

COURSES. The designation -basic-intermediate" given by the military to the
courses s ould not be confused with this
term as u d by civilian educational institu-

CHforOhe
12-week' course;.8 in GERMAN f6fahel2;
week course, 10 torlhe 16-week courie;:e
in GREEK for the 12-week coucse; 1/ iw ,
INDONESIAN for the 12-week course,t,8 "some residefit work in entaj6k.Neverthe;it was the'consensus bf the consultants
in ITALIAN for the 12-wee,lc courser 8 in
these"programs,correspond to college
JAPANESE for the 12-week course 8 in
Ices 'directed, to masfetsy of th'e ' IanKOREAN for the 16-week course, 15 for
ge.7 In other word ,tlig courses ar,e the
the 24-week course; 8 in PERSIAN for the
equivalent .of,belimungi-Mtftme,diate, and
12-week course, 15 for the 24-week course;
advanced courses err it' the language-. plus
8 in PORTUGUESE for the 11- or 127
composittin:. advanced kcomPOSItion (i.e., ,
week courseit in ROMANIAN for the 12learning lo Tvrite ditzebt Y,i6onversatIon,
week course; 8 in SPANISH for the 11- or
a civilization of
and a semester's courseNn
12-week course; 8 in THAI for the 12-week
s
Id ,
the appropriate country or #ea.
course, 10 for the 16-week course, and 15
be noted that no 6reati e wrtting or 11
for the 24-week course; 8 in TURKISH for
rograms.
given in th
ture
the 12-week course; 3 in ,VIETNAMESE
TENDED COURSES. ThesP"*ISurses,
SAIGON DIALECT for the 6-week
which range from 24-37 weep in length,'
course, 8 for the 8- or 12-week course, 10
are attended by stu*nal who have already
the 24-week course;. 8 in F

SIAN for the 74- to 75eek coursEgir in
VIETNAMESE for the 74- 'to, 75-week
course (8/74). NOTE: The credit recom-

guage than is.provided forin the scope of

than for the Basic Courses. However, it

in

74- to 75-week course; 6 in JAPANESE for

(Russian)
(Vietnamese)
Course Number: None.

Objectives: To train military personnel to
a highelevel of proficiency in the interpretation aiid translation of the designated lan-

abbreviated versions of the Basic Courses,
using the same instructional materials. Less
credit is recommended for these programs

ou

howl in CHINESEMANDARIN for the

(Korean)

Length: 24-75 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.

Basic Courses at the West Coast Branch are

calaureate category, 8 smest
ARABIC for the 42-week co

(8/74) In the graduate category, 6 semester

(Japanese)

Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of
Monterey, CA.

spoken NOTE: The Short

Courses, although not as long as the Aural
Comprehension Courses in the same languages, carry the,same or larger credit recommendations. The difference in these recommendations can be attributed to the fact
that the Short Basic Courses 4 more ace.demrcally suitable' than the Aural Comprehension Courses (i.e , they have a higher
reading and writing content).
Credit Recollsmendation: In the lower.
vision baccalaureate/associate degree ,`e=
gory, extending into the upper-divisicin ac,

in VIETNAMESE for the 74-week course

(German)

oral drills in the comprehension, speaking,
reading, and writing of the target language,
and additional training in the basic military,
geographic, cultural, and political information about the country or area in which the

-will be noted that certain Short

course, 40 for the 74- to 75-week course; 40

COURSES

(ChineseMandarin)

or area in which the language is spoken.
Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and

language . is

74- to 75-week course; 40 in KOREAN for
the 74-75 week course; 18 in KOREAN for

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
EXTENDED OR BASIC-INTERMEDIATE

week

lb%

DD-0602-0006

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
INTERMEDIATE COURSES

(Arabic)
(Bulgarian)
(ChineseMandarin)
,(Czech)
(French)
4

L(German)
(Korean)
(Polish)

..

(Romanian)
(Russian)
'( Serbo- Croatian)
(Spanish)
-,
SP.
(Vietnamese)
Course Number: None
Location: West Coast t3 ranch, Presidio of

Monterey, CA.
Length: 16-37 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.

Objectives: The Intermediate Courses at
the West Coast Branch are a continuation
,of the Basic Courses with the objective of
reading a higher level of general language
ability in all four language skills.
Instruction: Whereas in the Basic Course
the audio-lingual skills were stressed, equal
emphasis is put on all four language AP in

as is the size of the student's vocabulary.
the Intermediate Course. Pronoundfatihn
Fluency in reading is developed to the
will undergo refinement through constant
point of direct comprehension of tilt printed page. Proficiency in writing includes .. practice. All important structures' are presul lied to have been learned in the Basic
mastery of forms, such as official, business,
Course;. :however, an extensive review is
and social correspondence. Equal in imporprogrammed, and new structures are taught
tance talanguage competency is the matter
functionally, as needed in dealing with the
of area knowledge. The Extended 'Course
course content. Vocabulary count, customtreats in considerable depth all facets of the
ary indicator of the scope of a course, will
country's contemporary civilization, togethincrease rapidly and extensively. Active voer with a study of the historical development of the area.

Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, extending into the upper-divaion baccalaureate category, 40 semester hours in

DD-0602-0005

75-week course; 15 in GERMAN for the
24-week course; 40 In JAPANESE for the

CHINESEMANDARIN for the 74- to

cabulary is expected to double, and passive.
vocabulary to expand considerably. Fluen-

cy in reading is developed to the point of
direct comprehension of the printed page
Proficiency in writing includes. mastery' of
forms, such as official business, and 'Social
correspondence. Equal in imports:16e to
language competency is the matter of area

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-26

knowledge. The Intermediate Course purports to treat in considerable depth all
facets of the country's contemporary civilization, together with a study of the histoncal development of the area.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, extending into the upper-division baccalaureate category,' 18 semester hours in

ARABIC for the 37-week course; 18 in
BULGARIAN for the 37-week course; 18

in CHINESEMANDARIN for the 37week course; 18 in CZECH for the 36-

week course, 10 in FRENCH for the 16week course, 9 in GERMAN for the 24week course, 18 in KOREAN for the 24week course, 18 in POLISH for the 36week course, 15 in ROMANIAN for the

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, extending into the upper-division bac-,
calaureate category, 18 semester hours in

CHINESEMANDARIN for the 371Sveek
course; I8.in RUSSIAN for, the 37-week
course (13/74) NOTE. The credit recommended for the programs,is based not only

upon the type of course given, but also
upon the relative difficulty of the language
studied. The venous languages given by the
Defense Language Institute are listed in ac-

cordance with their level of difficulty as
follows (I) the least difficult languages for
the

learner

English-speaking

(Danish,

French, German, ItallaiCNorwegtan, Por-

Location: East Coast Branch, Washington,.
DC
Length: 8-60 weekC
Exhibit Dates: I/54-Present.
Objectives: The Intensive Courses are designed to make military personnel thoroughly at ease in the speaking, understand-

ing, reading, and writing of a foreign language; the shorter courses are designed to
give students a limited command of the language.

Instruction:

Lectures,

discussions,

and

oral drills in the speaking, understanding,
reading, and writing of a foreign language,
with additional training in area studies, including the geography, history, politics,
economics, government,

social structure,

tuguese, Romanian, Spanish, Swedish, and
Swahili); (2) languages of greater difficulty,
but with alphabetical writing systems which
may be learned concurrently without appreciably affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur-

and military situations pertaining to the

semester hours in CHINESEMANDA-

mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,

RIN for the 37-week course; 6 in
KOREAN for the 37-week course (8/74)
NOTE: The credit recommended for the
programs is based not only upon the type
of course given, bus also upon the relative
difficulty of the language studied. The various languages given by the Defense Language Institute are listed in accordance
with their levet, of difficulty as follows. (I)
the least difficult languages for the English-

Indonesian,

ARABIC for the 40-week course, 27 for

24-week course, 18 in RUSSIAN for the
37-week

course,

18

in

SERBO-CRO-

<.1 ATIAN for the 37-week course, 15 in
SPANISH for the 24-week course, 18 in
VIETNAMESE for the 37-week course
(8/74) In the graduate degree category, 6

speaking learner (Danish, French, German,
Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,

Spanish, Swedish, and Swahili); (2) languages of greater difficulty, but with alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Bur`

groups, languages, attitudes, customs and
mores of the people, etc.'

mese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hunganan,
Lithuanian, Persian,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Indonesian,

Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese), and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean)

Lithuanian,

Persian,

Polish,

kussian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the more difficult languages where the
reading problem is complicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean).

DD-0602-0008
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE SPECIAL
COURSES

(Scientific Russian)
(Russian Refresher)
Course Number: None.

Location:-West Coast Branch, Preao of
Monterey, CA
Length: 6-12 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: I/54-Present.
Objectives: The objective of the Scientific
Course is to train military personnel to read
and translate Russian technical and scientific publications and to speak and'understand
conversational Russian to a limited extent,
the Refresher Course is designed to enable
personnel to regain a basic competence in
comprehension of the standard literary language.

DD-0602-0007
DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
ADvANCED COURSES
(Chinese Mandarin)
(Russian)

Course Number: None.

Location: West Coast Branch, Presidio of
Monterey, CA.
Length: 37 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: I/69-Present.
Objectives: To train selected Department
of Defense personnel in foreign languages

Instruction: The Scientific COurse in-'
cludes instruction in Russian phonology and

wnting systems; oral exercises in elementary speech patterns; Russian structural patterns; reading practice; problems in lexicology; identification of Russian words and
cognates; and scientific terminology. The
Refresher Course provides an accelerated,
systematic review of grammar and vocabulary.

-Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

at a more advanced level of proficiency

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, or in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in scientific Russian or

than is provided in Defense Language Institute Extended or Intermediate Courses; and

Russian (refresher) on the basis of institulional evaluation (8/74).

to provide a wide knowledge of cultural,
geographical, economic, histoncal, and political information on the area in which the

DDr0602-0009

language is spoken.

DEFENSk LANGUAGE INSTITUTE.
COURSESEAST COAST BRANCH

Instruction: The advanced course places
equal emphasis upon the development of all
four language skills. There is no specialized
or technical terminology in the course. It
includes a total vocabulary of approximately 4,000 terms, over and above that covered
in previous courses, that cover all general,
nontechnical communication situations that
one would normally encounter in'the coun-

try of the target language. The cultural
complex within which the language is

spoken is covered extensively: history, economics, geography, politics, military, ethnic

(Arabic) '
(ChineseMandarin)
(French)
(German)
(Italian)
(Portuguese)
(Russian)
(Spanish)

area.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, extending into the upper-division baccalaureate category, 18 semester hours in

the 47-week course (21 semester hours if
the courie was taken pnor to 1970); 27 in

CHINESEMANDARIN for the 47-week
course, 30 for the 60-week course, 18 for
the special 9-month course, 4 in FRENCH
for the 8-week course, 8 for the 12-week
course, 12 for the I9-week course, 15 for
the 24-week course; 4 in GERMAN for the
8-week course, 8 for the I2-week course, 17
for the 32-week course (15 semester hours if
the course was taken prior to 1970), 18 for

the 36 -week course; 4 in ITALIAN for the
8-week course, 8 for the I2-week course, 15

for the 24-week course, 4 in PORTUGUESE for the 8-week course, 8 for the
12-week course, 12 for4he 21 -week course,
15 for the 24-week course, 18 in RUSSIAN

for the 36-week course, 21 for 47-week
course, 15 for the special 6-month course, 4

in SPANISH for the 8-week course, 8 for
the I2-week course, 12 for the I9-week
course, 15 for the 24-week course; 18 in
TURKISH for the 36-week course, 21 for
the 47-week course; 48 in VIETNAM-

ESEHANOI DIALECT for the 36-week
-course;

18 in VIETNAMESESAIGON'

DIALECT for the 36-week course, 21 fpr
the 47-week course (8/74) In the graduate
degree category, 3 semester hiburs in CHI-

NESEMANDARIN for

the

60-week

course (8/74). NOTE: The credit recommended for the progranis is-based not only,.

upon the type of course given, but also
upon the relative difficulty of the language
studied. The various languages given by the
Derense'Language Institute are listed in accordance with the level of difficulty as follows (I) the least difficult, anguages for the
English- speaking learner (Danish, French,
German, Italian, Norwegian, Ilortrignese,
Romanian,Sparush, Swedish, and Swahili);
(2) languages of greater difficulty, but with
alphabetical writing systems which may be
learned concurrently without appreciably
affecting the progress in learning the
spoken language (Albanian, Bulgarian, Burmese, Czech, Finnish, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Lithuanian, Persian, Polish,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Thai,
Turkish, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese); and
(3) the mote difficult languages where the
reading problem i s
m plicated (Arabic,
Chinese, Japanese, a

Korean).

(Turkish)

(VietnameseHanoi Dialect)
(VietnameseSaigon Dialect)

DD-0602-0010

Course Number:None.

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE SUPPORT
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Department of Defense
for the 30-week basic course (8/74).

ations; planning and design, and an introsis
duction to operations research and analysis
and quantitative techniques The student is

DD-1402-0001

with a remote, time-sharing computer test
mina! using the BASIC programming lan-

COMMAND AND CONTROL

guage.

course; 3 in RUSSIAN for the

MMAND COURSES

(Basic `Vietnamese Saigon Dialect)
(Aural Comprehension,,,, Vietnamese
Hanoi Dialect)
(Short Basic VietnameseSaigon Dialect)
Course Number: None
Location: Biggs Field, El Paso. TX
Length: 12-47 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present
Objectives: ,,The Basic Course provides
p&sonnel with training in the interpretation
and translation of the designated language,
as well as basic military, geographic, economic, historical, and political information

about the area in which the language is

spoken; the Aural Comprehension Course is
designed primarily to teach students to

comprehend the language as spoken by a
foreign national, the Short Basic Course is
an accelerated version of the Basic Course.
Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
oral drills in the designated language. Basic

Course. The term, 'Basic' as used by the

12 -week

basic (refresher) course, 15 in Vietnamese

Course Number: None

Location: Department of Defense Com
puterinstitute, Washington, DC.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours). ,
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: TO provide personnel with an

introduction to ',automatic data processing
and computer technology
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in automatie data processing and computer technology, including survey of computers and peripheral equipment, computer
fundamentals, source data collection, data
communications systems analysis, main
memo) rr and data representation, codes,
concepts,
machine
fixed-word-length

higher-level languages, and ADP system
military, indicates a 'regular' course in the
management.
language; i.e., the Basic Course is not limitCredit Recommendation: In the vocational
ed to what most civilian institutions would
term beginning or basic courses in the lan- --CEitificate category, 3 semester hours in
principles of data processing (7/74); in the
guage Aural Comprehension Course. Albaccalaureate/associate
lower-division
though some reading and writing is nclud-

ed, the spoken language

is emphasized

Since the Aural Comprehension Courses do
not place equal stress on the four language
skills, they are recommended for less credit
than the Basic Courses. Short Basic Course
Intensive training in the same material covered in the Basic Course
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, extending into the upper-division bac-

calaureate category, 21 semester hours in
DIALECT
VIETNAMESESAIGON
for the 47-week BASIC: course, 8 for, the

ples (12/68).

,

DD-1402 -0002
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
TEC#HOLOGY

Course Number: None.
Location: Department of Defense Com-

DD-0602-0011

data processing principles.

18

in

VIETNAMESEHANOI DIALECT for

NATIONAL CRYPTOLOGIC SCHOOL
RESIDENT LANGUAGE COURSES

(Basic ChineseRefresher)
(Basic Russian Refresher)
(Basic Vietnamese)
Course Number; None.
Location: National Cryptologie School,
Ft. Meade, MD.
Length: 21-30 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.
Objegives: The 12-week Refresher

,

hours in introduction to computer princi-

the 47-week/AURAL COMPREHENSION
course (8/74)

32-week SHORT4BASIC course;
1

degree Category, 3 semester hours ih princi2'
pies of data prodessing (7/74), in the tipper
division baccalaureate category, 2 semester

puter Institute/ Washington, DC:
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present
Objectives: Course is designed to provide
an educational background for middle-management personnel who are general-purpose

12 -week SHORT BASIC course, 15 for the

courses are designed to enable personnel to
regain a basic competence in comprehension of the standard literary language by an
*accelerated, systematic review of grammar
and vocabulary (A basic codrse in the language is assumed as a prerequisite); the 30week Basic Vietnamese course is designed

to teach personnel the grain:bar and vo-

cabulary necessary for a 'basic comprehension of the standard literary language with
emphasis on a thorough understanding of
structure.
Instruction: Refresher Courses: Phonology; 'Writing system; basic vocabulary of
economic, political, and military 'terms.
Bask Vietnamese: In addition to the preceding instruction, this course includes
grammar (morphology, derivation, and
syntax).

Credit Recommendation: In 4he lowir-division baccalaureate/associate degree. category, extending into the upper-division baccalaureate category 6 semester hours in
CHINESE for the 12-week basic (refresher)
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digital computer systems user' and have
had little or no previous introduction to

Instruction: Course covers computer capabilities, limitations and applications; the
basics of computer hardware and software;
systems development management consider,' awns, planning andl-design; and an introduction to operations research 'and analysis
and quantitative techniques. The student is
provided hands-on programming experience
with a remote, time-sharing computer terminal using the BASIQ programming language.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-diTien baccalaureate/associate degree cite=
gory, 2 semester hours in data piocessing
principles (5/77).

provided hands-on programming experience

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in data processing
principles (5/77).

DD-1408-0001
DEFENSE SEGURITYSSISTANCE
MANAGEMENT CORE

Course Number: SAM-C-11 -

Location: Defense Institute of Security

Assistance, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Length: 2 weeks (112 hours).
Exhibit Diktes: 10/77-Present
Objectives: To provide an understanding
of ,security- assistance management from -a
national, policy level through implementation by responsible agencies with emphasis
on attendant planning and programming of
the Process.
Instruction: Instruction includes United
tates involverlient in security assistance, its
se, nature, basis, authority and current
p
programs as they relate to government contracting and procurement management. The
methods of instruction include lecture, case
studies, simulator exercises and interaction
with practitioners in the field
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (11/78)
DD-1408-0002
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None

Location: Defense Systems Management
College, Ft. Belvoir, VA
Length: 20 weeks (393 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.

Objectives: To offer managers from the
government, the military and industry skills ,
and knowledge to successfully manage defense systems acquisition programs.
Instruction: Lectures, discussions and

cases cover the following areas: defense

program and project management including
program cost management, contract management, procurement policy and logistics;
production and, operations management including quantitive methods; general management and organizational behavior; and
managerial finance and accounting.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in production and operations management, 2 'in managerial finance, and 1 in general management '(4/80) in the graduatl

degree category, 9 semester hours in de-

DD-1402-0003
COMPUTER ORIENTATION FOR
.I,NTERMEDIATE EXECUTIVES

Course Number: None.

Location: Department of Defense Computer Institute, Washington, DC
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours).t.,
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.-.Objectives: Course is designed.to provide
sun educational background for high-level

management personnel who are generalpurpose digital computer systems users and*
have had little or no previous introduction
to data processing principles.
Instruction: Course covers computer capabilities, limitations, and applications, the
basics of computer hardware and software,
systems development management consider-
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fense program and project management (If
the student has already completed the
course, Program Management for Functional Managers (Program 'Management for
Contract Administration), only 6 hours ad(buena! credit is recommended) (4/80).
DD-1408-0003
INDUSTRY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.

4

Location: Defense Systems Management
College, Ft. Belvoir, VA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present.
Objectives: The course provides the participant with an introduction to basic financial analysis

.

I

r

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-28

Instruction; The course provides an overview of finance and managerial k-Lounting,
emphasizing the case approach Topics covered include financial statement analysis,
cost accounting, capital budgeting and Lontract pncing
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate Lategory,
semester
hour' in finance and managerial aLLaunting
1

(4/80).

DD-1408-0004

(Prdgram Management for Contract Ad.

DD-1511-0002

ministration) ,
Course Number: None

NAT19pAL WAR Cot.LEGE

Location: Defense Systems Management
College, Ft Belvoir, V4.
Length: 4 weeks (120-hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/78- Present

Objectives: To introduce contract admin
istrators to program management systerns.Instruction: Lectures, discussion and,cases

Allin defense program and protect management, systems aLquisitionoded functional
management

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree Lategory, 3 semester hours in defense

Recommendations of credit are maximum
figures The amount actually accepted for
transfer depends upon the applicant's future
academic goals and the regulations of the
admitting institution on transfer credit Version 2, In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 30 semester hoursto be appor-

egory, 3 semester hours for completion of
, the entire program WITH 1164STINCTIONor based upon the admitting institution's evalysation of the applicant's work
(8,74) NOTE Credit recommendation is
based on an on-site evaluation Recommendations of credit are maximum figures The
amount actually accepted for transfer depends upon the applicant's future goals and
the regulations of the admitting institution

tioned by the receiving institutionin the

areas of history, political science, international relations, and management '(8/74), in
the graduate degree category, 3 semester
hours in theory and practice of international
relations, 3 in U.S. national security policy,

on transfer credit

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT FOWUNCTIO)4AL
MANAGERS

program sand project management

(4/80).

should be contingent upon the graduate
school's evaluation of the research paper

3 in management (Defense Policy and Management) (8/74), in the graduate degree cat-

4

-

DD-1511-0001
NATIONAL SECURITY MANAGEMENT
(CoRRESEONDENCL COURSE OF DIE
INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE 01 THL
ARMED FORCES)

Course Number: None
Location: Industrial College of the Armed
Forces, Ft Leslie J McNair, 'Washington,
DC
Length: 52-104 weeks
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present

3 in international relations/area studies (spe-

cific area to be determined by the geo-

Security Problems and the Decision-Making
Process, (4) Military Strategy and Strategic
Posture, and (5) Reassessment' of National
Security Problems Area studies include (I)
Canada, Europe, and the U S:S R , (2) East

Asia and the Western Pacific, (3) South
Asia, the Middle East, and Africa, and (4)
Latin America

Area

electives

Include

courses on Europe, the Far East, Africa,

geographic factors for an analysis of Critical
Issues affecting U.S. national security poli-

policies for national strength, emergency
economic stabilization, U.S. foreign economic policies, defense Organization and
management, requilements for national defense, and military systems analysis (4) Includes defense military manpower, the IIItional assets of science and technology, pro-

duction for defense, procurement, supply
management, and national aerospace programs.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, for students

who complete the program WITH -DISTINCTIONor based upon the admitting
institution's evaluation of the applicant's
work-3 semester hours in political science
(The U.S. in Contemporary World Affairs),

3 in social science (The Social`snd Eco-

nomic Bases of the U.S. National Security),
0

recommendation is based on an on-site eval-

uation Credit granted for theses should be
contingent upon the graduate school's evaluation of the research paper. Recommendations of credit are maximum figures. The
transfer deamount actually accepted
pends upon the.applicanes future academic
goals and the regulations of the admitting
institution on transfer credit Version 3: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
15 semester hours in political science (including international relations), 9 in went
and contemporary history, 3 in businessdministration (8/74) Version 4 In the upper-

ment and National Security, (3) National

and world affairs.
Instruction: Individual! ,ed readings and
student research in eco mic and industrial
aspects of national s
ity and the manage-

sector, transportation as the nation's lifeline,
and the public utilities (gas, electricity, and
telecommunications). (3) Includes economic

International Law (8/74) NOTE Credit

provides professional education intended to
improve the kno%ledge and expertise of a
practitioner in the field of U S Foreign Affairs and National Security Affairs
Instruction: Lectures, seminars, readings,
and student research in military and national security affairs and international relations. The Core Curriculum is divided into
five blocks as follows (I) The Foundations
of National Security, (2) Domestic Environ-

,Objectives: To train officers in economic
and industrial aspects of national security
and the management of resources under all
conditions and in the context of national

ral and energy resources, the industrial

in research and thesis, 3 upon completion of
any two of the following elective courses:
Current
Reinterpretations of Marxist
Thought, History of Strategic Thought, or

Objectives: The National War College

the Mid-East The
course titled National Security Analyses In-

ment of resources under all conditions and
in the context of national and world affairs,
divided into four course blocks as follows:
(I) Includes the national security structure,
the environment of national security, the
world in ferment, national urban problems,
and concepts and practice of management
(2) Includes elements of defense economics,
human resources for national strength, natu-

graphical region of the student's trip), 0-6

Cowie Number: None.
Location: National War College, Ft.
Leslie.J. MCNair, Washington, DC.
Length: 43 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: Version 1./8/73-Present.
Version s?*1/70-7/73. Version 3. 8/56-7/70
Version 4 8/54-7/56.

Latin America, or

cludes an intensive study of politico-military economic; social, psychdlogical, and

cies and objectives in Europe, the Middle
East and South Asia, Africa, the Far East,
and Latin America, an overseas trip to one
of these areas for observation is part of the
course.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 30

semester hoursto be apportioned by the
receiving InstitutionIn the areas of histo-

ry, political science, international relations,
and management (8/74), in the graduate
degree category, for the core curriculum, 6
semester hours in foreign policy and security affairs, 3 in political science, for one of
the area courses plus one ,related elective,
the overseas trip, and the synthesis course,
6 semester hours for students specializing in
foreign policy and ,,security affairs OR 3-6

hours for students in a more general program of comparative government or area
studies based on the receiving institution's

review of the student's records, for research
and thesis, 0-6 semester hours, for any two
of the following electives, 3 semester hourl
if relevant to the-student's program spehalization National Security and Problems of
International Law, Strategy of Arms Control, Prpblems of Developing Countries and
U.S. °Security, Current Issues in Defense
Policy, U.S. Society and National Seculity,
Current Economic Problems, Vietnam, A
Beginning Reassessment, the Energy Issue.
Problems and Prospects, of Futuristics

(8/74) NOTE Credit granted for theses
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,

division baccalaureate category, 15 semester
hours in political science (including international relations), 9 in recent and contemporary history, 3 in business organization and,
management; 3 in speech (12/68)
DD-1511-0003
INDUSTRIAL CoLLEGI. OF THE ARMED
FORCES (RESIDENT PROGRAM)

Course Number-None
Location: Industrial College of the Armed

Forces, ft Leslie J. McNair, Washington,
DC.
Length: 43 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 8/69-Present
Version 2. 8/66-7/69. Version 3. 8/65-7/66
Version 4. 8/64-7/65 Version 5. 8/63--7/64,,
Version 6: 8/54-7/63

Objectives: To train officers in the political, military, sod ii, economic, and industrial aspects of national security, in resource

management, and in the command, staff,

and polio-making functions of the national
and interational security structure.
Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises,
seminars, readings, field studies, and student
research in the political, military,, social,
economic, and Industrial aspects of national

security, in resources management, and in
national and world affairs.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in political science, 3 in inter-

national relations,-3 in social science, 3 in
national economic problems and policies, 3
in principles of economic analysis, 3 in
quantitative analysis, 6 in management, 3 in
public administration, 0-3 in research and
thesis (exact amount to be determined by
institutional review) (8/74), in the graduate
degree Category, 2 semester hours in national security, 2 in aspects of national strength,

2 in international relations, 2 in managedent of industrial resources, 2 in governmenjAl management, 2 in national economic
prOblems and policies, 0-6 in research and

thesis (8/74). NO'M'E. Credit granted for

Department of Defense.
theses should be contingent upon the graduate school's evaldation of the research
piper Recommendations of credit are

maximum figures. The amount actually accepted for transfer depends upon the applicant's future academic goals and the regulations of the admitting institution on transfer
credit 'Version 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 12 semester hours in
political science (including international relations), 12 in business:administration, 3 in
recent history, 6 in economics, 3 in geography, 3 in general physics, 3 in mathematics
(8/74). Version 3. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 12 semester hours in
political science, 9 in business administration, 3 in recent history, 3'in economics, 3
in geography, 3 in general physics, 3 in
matheMatics (12-08) Version 4.' In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 12

semester hours in .political science (including international relations), 6 in business ad-

nurtration, 3 in recent history, 3 in economics, 3 in geography (12/68) Version 5.'
In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 12' semester hours in political science
(including international relations), 6 semes-

ter hours in business administration, 3 in
speech, 6 in recent history, 3 in economics
(12/68) Version 6: In---the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 15 semester hours

in political science (including international
relations), 3 in business organization and
management, 3 in speech, 9 in recent and
contemporary history (12/68)

DD-1511-0004
i.

POSTGRADUATE INTELLIGENCE COURSE

(Defense Intelligence Course)
2.

DEFENSE INTELLIGENcE COURSE

-Course Number: None
Location: Defense Intelligence School,
Naval Station (Anacostia Annex), Washing-

ton, DC
Length: Version 1: 33 weeks (1325 hours)
Version 2: 38 weeks (1425-1504 4odiZti,
Exhibit Dates: Version 1- -3772-Present.
Version 2' 1/63-2/t
Objectives: To train officers in intelligence operations and techniques, and man-

agement concepts and techniques as they
apply to intelligence resources, processes,
and information systems, OR in intelligence
procedures, operations, and structures as
they relate to international action.
Instruction: Lectures, practical exercises,
readings, and individualized study in intelligence operations and techniques and in
management concepts and techniques as
they apply to intelligence resources processes and information systems at various,
levels,
Credit ReCoMmendation: Version

/: In the

upper-division baccalaureate category,"6 se-

mester hours in modern' history, 6 in political science, credit in geography on thk basis
of institutional examination (upon completion of phases one and two), 3 in pnnciples
of management (upon completion of phase
three) (8/74); in the graduate degree category, 6 semester hours in international relations or political science, OR,.if the'applicant's field of study in graduate school is in
the area of economics or political geography, 4 semester hours in international relations or political- science (8/74). Version 2:
In the upper-diinsion baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in modern history, 6 in
political science, 3 in geogophy (12/68), in
the graduate degree calCIOry, 6 semester
hours in international relations or political
science, OR, if the applicant's field of study
in graduate school is in the area of economics or political geography,,4 semester hours

to

in international relations or political sconce

.(8/74).

Objectives: To provide students with a,
foundation of knowledge on intergroup relations, cultural specificity, and an awareness of those processes that form social
opinion, The program is also designed to
provide participants with as instructors in

DD-1511-0005
INTERAMERICAN DEFENSE COLLEGE

Course Number: None
Location: inter- American Defense College, Ft. Leslie J. McNair, Washington,
D.C.
Length: 52 weeks
Exhibit Dates: 7/65-Present

Objectives: To function as a military institution for advanced studies, with ,the purpose of preparing military personnel and civilian officials of the -American States
through, the study of the inter- American
al, economic
System and the political,
and military factors that consti to essential
elements for the defense of the nnsphere.
Instruction: The curriculum incliW"es a

review of basic theoretical topics in the
classical areas of power and genera) studies

of the current world situation, thus providing an adequate framework for an extensive
analysis 'of the,henusphere's situation in the

light of political, social, economic and military factors. The students learn and practice, in group discussions, the methodology
of international cooperation iffikasic aspects
of continental security planning at higher
levels of general and military strategy The
modes of,mstruction include numerous lectures by Outside experts, seminars,and symposia for discussion of the materials presentstudy committees and the preparation of
individual research papers

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 6 semester hours in inter-

national relations for students rated "very
good" or "outstandeir (11/76).
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Exhibit Dates: Version / 6/78-Present
Version 2: 8/74-5/78. Version 3: 10/72-7/74.

race relations and to provide them 'with
planning and applications
skills needed in maintaining effective institutional human relations programs.
Instruction: Version I: Lectures, seminars,
simulation/Interactional techniques, case
management,

study, role play) and games in the theory
and practice of human relations and the ap-

'

plication and management of human telations programs Program takes, multidisciplinary approach to minority and behavioral stuche and instructional methodology
Program is designed to nepare the participants as structors and consultants in race
relations equal opportunity and ,women's
issues, an

organizational effectiveness as it

as it relates to discrimipatory policies procedures and practices Versiori 2.. Lectures,
techsimulation /interactional
seminars,
niques, case study. and field laboratory

(inner city visitation) in the theory and
practice of human relations and the applica-

tion and management of human relations
programs The program takes a multi-disci;
plenary approach to minority and behavioral studies and instructional methodology.
Parneipaigs are prepakred as Instructors in
race relations Version, 3: Lectures, seminar',
readings, and discussions in intergroup relations, social processes, behavioral sciences,
minority studies, -and instructional tech-

niques, divided into five course blocks as
follows. (1) The individual in Social Interaction, including psychological theories` of
the self, and defense mechanisms; social sig-

DD-1511-0006
RESERVE COMPONENTS NATICAL...
SECURITY SEMINAR

Course Number: None
Location: National Defense University.
Vandenver AFB, CA, National Defense

al Air Station, Pensacola,
University,
n e University, Ft
FL; National
Bragg, NC, N n Defense University,
( Ft Lesley McNair, Washington, DC
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/76-Present.
Objectives: To present and analyze issues
of national security and foreign policy

Instruction: This seminar includes global
Intelligence assessment (U S policy per-

spective); U S security policy (East Asia,
Western Europe, and the Soviet Union, the
Middle East and the developing countries);
arms trade and arms acquisitions, defense
analysis including a case study, DoD Managment ocean policy, economic Issues,
human and industrial resources, energy
problems, and simulation exercise
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended for the course (1/79)

DD-1512-0001

2!
3

o
DEFENSE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
DEFENSE RACE RELATIONS INSTIruTE
DEFENSE RACE RELATIONS INSTITUTE

Course Number: None.
Location: Defense Equal

Opportunity
Management Institute, Patrick AFB, FL,

Defense Race Relations Institute, Patrick
AFB, FL.
Length: Version /. 16 weeks (585 hours)
Version 2. 7-LI weeks (184-425 hours) Version 3: 7 weeks (295 hours).

nificance of attitudes and behavior; stereotypes, the psychology of rumor, and race
and individual differences (2) Racism and
Ways to Combat , It, including military
racial disofders, the Kerner Commission
report, racism in ru.S. history and contem-

porary life, the nature of prejudice; signs
and symbols in communication and their
role in racial conflict, institutional racism,
racial issues (law enforcement, housing, em-

ployment, and education), racial polarization 4id separation, new white consciousness, contemporary white American culture, end strategies for combatting racism
(3) Group Dynamics, including introduction
to group processes, group formation, techniques or facilitating 'group performance,
the individual' and the group, group goals
and norms, group problems (members and
feelings, recognition - of.- hidden agendas
within a group, methods of approach), leadership functions in groups, recognition of
goal types, conditions affecting cohesiveness and conformity, and intergroup relations, examined through discussion on problems of communicationMhinonty participa-

tion in polity and programs, changing the
practice of desegregation, and establishing
the values of integration. (4) Educational
Techniques, including guided discussion as
a teaching method, information processing
nations, use of selective exposure, interpr lion (attention), and retextion in rein's and opinions, use of socioforcm
drama as a teaching technique; lesson planning and educational presentations, stude.nt
teaching exercises, instructional aids, and
creative teaching (5) Minority Studies, including Afro-American history, migrant
group, Appalachian cultures, Indian culture
and contemporary thought, and AsianAmerican history and contemporary situa-

0

--

00
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Lion, history of blacks in the military, contemporary black thought, and inner-city
problems. Participants are prepared as instructors in race relations.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1:. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in sociology of women, 3 in
culture and society, 3 in interracial relations
and interethnic relations, 3 in organizational
effectiveness (9/79), in the graduate degree
category, 3 semester hours in interpersonal
communication, 3 in instructional methodology (9/79) Version 2. In the upper-divi'mon baccalaureate category, 18 semester
hours in social and behavioral science, to be
assigned among the following subject areas.
applied psychology, group dynamics, intergroup relations, communications theory,
history of minonties and ethnic groups, and
instructional Methodology (5/76), in the
graduate degree category, 9 semester hours
in social and behavioral science, to be assigned among the following subject areas
applied psychology, group dynamics, intergroup relations, communications theory,
history of minorities and ethnic groups, and
instructional methodology (5/76). Version 3:
e oIn the wiper-division baccalaureate

ry, 4 semester hours in behavioral rice
laboratory, and 6 in social and behavioral

Aka

science, to be assigned in any of the followmg disciplines applied psychology, group
dynamics, intergroup relationS, or history of
minorities and ethnic groups (8/74); in the
graduate degree category, 4 semester hours
in behavioral science laboratory (8/74).
NOTE; Recommendations of credit are
maximum figures. The amount of credit ac-

tually accepted for transfer depends upon
the applicant's future academic goals and
the regulations of the admitting institution
on transfer credit.

Exhibit Dates: 12/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
geodetic surveying.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in geodetic surveying, includtng the

of ground survey control
through differential leveling, gravity surveys, traverse, triangulation, and astronomic
observation, Mapping and charting in the
support of weapons systems and other operations; military construction surveys; establishment of control, expedient -road and
landing-site planning, and construction-site
layout surveys for theater-of-operations
construction support.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 10 semester hours in
plane and geodetic surveying (5/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower - division
degree category, 8 semester hours in plane
and geodetic surveying (5/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in plane. and geodetic% surveying
(5/74)
establishibent

Related Occupation Codes: 82D

DD-1601-0003

1

ADVANCED GEODETIC SURVEYING

Course Number: 4M-710

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft

Belvoir, VA
Length: 20 weeks (707- hours)
Exhibit Dates: I2 /73- Present

Objectives: To provide geodetic surveyin advanced geodetic

ors with training
survey techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in advanced geodetic survey techniques, including astronomic observations
for longitude, latitude, and azimuth; computing and adjusting geodetic .figures, directions, lengths, positions, and differences in
elevation; precise instrumentation related to

DD-1601-0001
BASIC PHOTOGRAMMETRIAC k.AFITOGRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 411-204

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (293 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 5/72-Present

high-order surveys; orientation on analytical point positioning using photogrammetry, vertical control surveys; geodesy

and gravity surveys; and map compilation
and digital computers
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
compile and revise planunetric, topographic
maps and photomaps, using drafting Instruments and plotting devices

gory, 15 semester hours in advanced geo-

cises in the compilation and reviSion of

DD-1601-0004

detic surveying (5/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 10 semester hours
in advanced geodetic surveying (5/74)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

planimetric, topographic maps, and photomaps, including compilation base and radial
triangulation, map compilation and map revision, aerial photo mosaic,color separation, maintenance of cartographic equip-

ment and facilities, DMA topo rapine
`concenter tour security, construct)
trolled' photomosaic, transfer 61 evasion
data to compilation base, and delineation of

:aenal photography.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
map and mosaic making (5/74); in the
lower-div.tsion

baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 5 semester hours in map
and mosaic making (5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in map,and mosaic making (5/74)
DD -1601 -0002
GEODETIC SURVEYING

Course NuMber: 412-82D20; 5ABD22230;
412-101.

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.

Belvoir, VA.
Length( 10 weeks (376 hours)

TERRAIN ANALYSIS

Course Number: 491-81Q20, 491-101.

Location: Defense Mapping- School, Ft
'Belvoir, VA.
Length: lb weeks (314 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Preient.
Objectives: To provide soils analysts, map
compilers, and image interpreters with
training in geographic analysis.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in terraih analysis, including principles
and techniques of terrain analysts, map
reading and ,land navigation, basic photographic interpretation and cartographic
techniques for describing terrain,
geologic and hydrologic concepts, amphibious operations planning considerations,
-evaluation of terrain elements, base development and LOC planning considerations,
engineer reconnaissance, engineer applica-

category, 4 semester hours in terrain analysis (5/74).1
Related Occupation Codes: 81Q.

DD1601.0005
ADVANCED PHOTOG,RAMMETRIC
CARTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Course Number: 411-205

Locution: Defense Mapping School, Ft
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (281 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5 /73-Present
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to perform as photogrammetnc-cartographic technicians
, Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in earth and physical sciences as related to the photogrammetnc-cartographic
career area, including reguSnal wphysiography, goedette datums, horizontal and
vertical control, positional evaluation, pho-

tographic metrics, projections, grids, photo
tilt, photo restitution, structural heights, industrial analysis, photogrammetric equipment, aenal reconnaissance systems, and
support functions of photographic and lithographic areas
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in photogrammetnc
interpretations (5/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate - category, 6 semester hours in
photogrammetric interpretations (5/74).
DD-1601-0006 '
GEODETIC COMPUTING

Course Number: 41242E20; 5ABD22231;
412.102

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft

Belvoir, VA.
Length: 11 weeks (378 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-Present.
Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel in
geodetic computing

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in geodetic computing, including comprehensive mathematics review, use of elec-

tronic calculators; map reading; computations in gnd and declination gnd conversions and transformations; grid traverses
and electronic ,distance measurements; gnd
triangulation, leveling, traverse, and tnlateration; astronomic azimuth and position; and
adjustment of geometric figures, directions,
lirtelength, and elevation difference from
surveyor notes.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12 semester hours in geodetic computations (5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 8 semester hours in geodetic computations (5/74).
Related Occupation Codes: 82E.

41) D-1601-0007

a

MAPPING, CHARTING, AND GEODESY
OFFICER

Number:
Course
50ZD5724; 4M -701.

4M-7915;

4Mt-F2;

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir,VA.
Length.12 weeks (372 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/74-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in mapping,
charting, and geodesy.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

analysis

cises in mapping, charting, and geodesy
processes, including theory of errors; and

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in terrain analysis
(5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate

MC and G survey, photogrammetric, cartographic, and reproduction operations
Credit ReCommendation; In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

tions of photography`, and applied terrain

56

bepartment ofbefense
gory, 9 semester ho trq in mapping, charting, and geodesy (5/74); in the upper -division baccalaureate

category,

6

semester

hours in mapping, charting, and geodesy
(5/74).

,_

Course Number: 412.82B20; 412.110

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft
Belvoir, VA.
Length: II weeks (362 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
plane surveying fundamentals.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in plane surveying fundamentals, including equipment maintenance, recording'
procedures, map readg, route selection,
one-minute theodoliff, engineer transit,
horizontal taping, traverse layout, plane traverse computation, engineer dumpy level,
differential leveling, tngonometric elevations, planetable surveying, transit-stadia,
contour stnp map, honzontal curves, road
layout, profile and cross-section Beveling,
profile and grade line plotting, vertical
curves, end area, volumes, boundary alignment, slope and grade stakes, site plans and

construction drawings, and building utilities
and airfield layout
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 10 semester hours in
construction surveying (5/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in construction sur-

veying (5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in construction surveying (S/74).
Related Occupation Codes: 82B

DD-1601-0009
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC COMPILATION

Course Number: 411-203; 41 l- 81C30.

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.

Objectives: To train map compilers in the
pnnciples and techniques of photogrammetnc map compilation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the principles and techniques of
photogrammetric map compilation', including multiplex stereoplotting equipment,
multiplex stereoplotter orientation, reduction printing, stereocompilation, high-precision stereoplotter, stereotnangulation; and
special operational subjects.

Credit Recommendation: In the, lower-division loaccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in photogrammetnc
compilation (7/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
photogrammEtnc compilation (7/74).
Related Occupation Codes: 81C.

DD-1601-0010
TOPOGRAPHY AND PRINTING STAFF
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)

Course Number: 41-751.

Location: befense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvottr, VA.
'
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/79-Present.
Objectives: To provide the skills to permit
effective performance of supervisory functions in an Army topographic unit.
Instruction: Topics include production
scheduling and quality control.
Credit Recommendation:" Pending evalua-

ti

tion

3

BASIC CARTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 411-200.

LocatiOn: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 16-17 weeks (498 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/79-Present.

DD-1601-0008
CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING

DD-1601-0011

Objectives: To provide required knowledge to ,perform basic cartographic and
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.

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.

Objectives: To train multilith operators to
troubleshoot, and perform preventive maintenance on, 1250 multiliths.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the preventive maintenance and
repair of the 1250 multilith, including mechanical adjustments necessary to maintain
the operational capability of the 1250 multi-

photogrammetric tasks with general super-

littrnorinal operator adjustments, system

vision.

alignments and adjustments, maintenance,

Instruction: Includes cartographic compilation, map revision and color separation

case problems, and preventive maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

techniques.
Credit Recommendation: Pending evalua-

multilith 1250 repair (6/74).

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

Lion.

DD-1706-0002
DD-1601-0012

REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT REPAIR

BASIC-TOPOGRAPHIC OFFICERS

Course Number: 4M-703.

Location: Defense Mapping School,
Ft.
'%
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (296 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present.

Objectives: To teach the student to funcnon in a unit engaged in topographic or geographic intelligence operations.
Instruction: Subjects include survey operations, exploitation of source materials, map
base revision and graphic arts operations.
Credit Recommendation: Pending evaluation.

DD-1601-0013
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES

Course Number: 740-306

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 14 weeks (460 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/76-Present.
Objectives: To teach skills to develop

basic technical to complete the photolithographic process.

Instruction: Includes teaching the student

to prepare single and multicolor camera
ready copy utilizing cold type equipment
and metric measurement; course is devoted
primarily to camera .operations
ping and platemaking operations
Credit Recommendation: Pending evaluation.

Course Number: 690-41K20, 690-620.

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 15 weeks (512 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.

Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to
operate and repair reproduction equipment,

including copy cameras, power paper cutters, paper folder-stitchers, and offset duplicating machines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
reproduction equipment. Course Includes
the 24 X 30 copy camera, introduction to
,photolithography, repair parts supply, operational adjustments, aligning adjustments,
repair procedures, maintenance of layout
and platemaking equipment, repair of electrical components, repair and maintenance
of power paper cutter, repair, maintenance,

and timing of the offset duplicating ma-

chine, and the maintenance and repair of
the bindery equipment and the paper folder
and stitcher.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
business machine repair (5/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in business machine repair (5/74).
Related Occupation Codes: 41K.

DD- 1709.0001
INTERMEDIATE PHOTOJOURNALISM

Course Number: 570-ASIJ8.

DD-1606-0001
NATIONAL SENIOR INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: None.

Location: Defense Intelligence School,
Washington, DC
Length: 14 weeks (560 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide officers and civilian personnel with the knowledge necessary
to hold management positions in the field of
national and international intelligence.
Instruction: Lectures in the processing

andgnanagement of intelligence information development and implementation of
U.Skforeign policy, the national intelligence
structure, and government agencies involved in foreign policy.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 wester

hours in international relations, public administration, or- political science (1/74).

DD-1706-0001
MULTILITH 1250 REPAIR
Course Number: 690-621.

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.

Location: Defense Information School, Ft.
Benjamin Harrison, IN
Length: Self-paced
hours).

.

5u

weeks

(276-280

Exhibit Dates: Yirston I: 10/78-Present.
Version 2: 10/77-9/78.

Objectives: To provide photojournalism
training for journalists and photographers.
Instruction: Students are given instruction
in basic camera techniques, basic and ad-

vanced black and white darkroom procedures, Ektachrome slide processing, photo
layout and design, and multi -media slide
presentations. A 'Course option includes
news, feature, and cutline writing. Part of
course is self-paced.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Pending evaluation. Version 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester se-

mester hours in photojournalism (2/78)
DD -1713 -0001
MAP COMPILATION
Course Number: 413-81B20; 411-202.

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA
Length: 9 weeks (325 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present.
.

r
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the compilation and revision of planimetnc
maps, topographic maps, and photomaps,
using drafting instruments and plotting devices

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises

in

the compilation and revision of

plammetrit., topographlL,4 and photomaps,
including compilatton base and radial trian-

gulation, map compilation and revision,

aenal photography planning and mosaics,
extraction of cartographic detail from aerial
photographs, color separation, situation
overlays and special, studies, maintenance of

cartographic equipment and facilities, and
editing of color separation scribe sheets.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/a ociate degree category, 7 semester hours in map compilation
(5/74); in the upper-division bAccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in map compilation (5/74)
DD-1713-0002
CARTOGRAPHIC DRAFTING

Course Number: 411-201

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft
Belvoir, VA
Length: 9 weeks (293 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as cartographic draftsihen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises

in cartographic drafting Topics In-

clude compilation base and radial triangula-

tion, basic compilation and 'map revision,
aerial photomosaics, color separation, and
situation overlays and special studies
C. elit-R-eeeertntentlatiore-hv-the-veofitional

OFFSET PRINTING
Course Number: 740-83F20; 740.303

DD-1721-0001

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (276 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present

.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
oper te offset presses in the reproduction of
map ,-charts, and other printed line work.
Ins (ruction: Lectures and practical exercises in offset printing. Topics Include photolithography materials, methods of producing military maps, operat n of power paper
cutter, maintenance of o set press, controls,
feeder and delivery as mbhes, cytindertassembly, dampening assembly, linking assem-

bly, printing practice, identification of print-

ing problems, printing a three-color and
five-color map, and modern methods of
lithographic offset press operations
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

OPTICAL SURVEY INSTRUMENT REPAIR
Course Number: 670-41B20, 670-601

- Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 12 weeks (382 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair optical surveying and
mapping instruments.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in surveying and mapping instrument
maintenance, adjustment, and repair, includ-

ing abney hand level, dumpy level, telescopic alidade, transit, military level, oneminute ancj one-second
survey tapes.

theodolites,

and

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in optical survey instrument repair-(5/74)._

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
graphic arts (5/74); in the lower - division

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in cartographic

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in graphic arts (5/74). o
r

DD-1728-0001

drafting (5/74), in the upper-divisiot baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in cartographic drafting (5/74)

DD-1719-0003

Location: Defense Industrial Security Institute, Richmond, VA

cartographic drafting (5/74); in the lower-

,

LITHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Course Number: 740-83D20 A-740-0020,

DD-1713.0003

740-301

CONSTRUCTION DRAFTING
Course Number: 413-81B20, 413-210.

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
Length: 11 weeks (362-405 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as construction draftsmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the preparation of working drawings, charts, and graphs for the construction
of roads, airfields, bridges, buildings, ports,
harbors, and other military construction, including construction drafting, preparation
of mechanical, construction, utilities, structural, and technical drawings; engineer
drawings, mechanical lettering, and charts
and graphs.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 10 semester hours in

architectural drafting (7/74), in the lower-

0

Objectives: To train enlisttod personnel in
Exhibit Datit: 4/72-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to --` the operation and basic-maintenance of the
offset duplicator, camera processor, and
prepare and produce offset plates to be used
platemaker equipment
In the lithographic printing process
Instruction: Course includes introduction
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerto photolithography, training in the opercises in the preparation and production of
ation of the 3M MR-412 Camera Processor
offset plates to be used in the lithographic
and the A B Dick 675,' Copier with Plateprinting process, including layout, stripping,
maker Converter, and training in the operand platemaking procedures.,,
ation and maintenance of other duplicating
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
equipment, including the A&M,,1 250 Multicertificate category, 3 semester hours in
lith Duplicator, the A B Dick 350 Duplicagraphtcs or printing (5/74), in the lower-ditor, the ATF Davidson 500 Duplicator, and
vision baccalaureate/associate degree catethe ATF Davidson Perfector Duplicator '
gory, 2 semester hours in graphics or printCredit Recommendation: In the vocational
ing (5/74).
certificate category, 5 semester hours in
offset duplicating equipment operation
DD-1719-0002
(6/74).

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in architectural
drafting (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in architectural drafting (7/74)

Length: 8 weeks (276 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate copy, cameras and related equipment

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in fundamentals of copy photography,
camera operation, film processing, exposure, filters, line and continuous-tone copying, halftone magenta screens, contact printing, diapositive glass plates, pictomaps,

electronic contact printer, and preventive
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
basic lithography on the basis of institution-

al evaluation (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in basic lithography on the
basis of institutional evaluation (7/14), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in basic lithography on the
basis of institutional evaluation (7/74)

DD-1719.0004
DD-1719-0001
LITHOGRAPHIC STRIPPING AND
PLATEMAKING
Course Number 7415-83D20, 740-302.

Location Defense Mapping School, Ft.
Belvoir, VA.
Length. 7 weeks (227 hours).

OFFSET DUPLICATING EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
Course Number: 740-304.

Location: Defense Mapping School, Ft
: 5 weeks (145 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Preserg

7

INDUSTRIAL. SECURITY SPECIALIST

Course Number 5220.2.
Length: Version 1 5 weeks (i82- I 83
hours). Version 2. 3 weeks (113 hours).
Exhibit Dates; Version 1: 7/76-Present

Version 2: 9/72-6/76.

Objectives: To provide industrial security
specialists with training in defense industrial
security.
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and

practical exercises in the history, management, application, and functions Of. the ddfense industrial security program, organization for security cognizance, laws and regulations, security hazards, applicable .Secunty
resources, responsibilities of contracting officers, personnel clearance programs, inspections, security education program, security arrangements, tnternatiottal aspects, and
espionage. Version 1: This Version empha-

sizes the security threat against the U.S.
government and industry, facility protection
programs; classified document control; electronic and physical security measures, communications security, vulnerabilities of and
protective measures for automatic dataprocessing
systems,
emergency/disaster
planning and procedures. Audio-visual presentations.

Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in crimi-

nal justice or security administration and.
management (1/77). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours
in criminology (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in criminology (5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in criminology (5/74).

0

,3
DD-1728-0002
INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Course Number: 5220.7.

Location: Defense Industrial Security lqstitute, Richmond, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present
Objectives: To provide instruction on elements of the Defense Department Information Security Program, with particular emphasis on proper security classification and
the safeguarding of classified information.
-0

Note: This course consists of two 1-week
components, referred to separately as (1)
Classification Management and (2) Safeguarding Classified Information. Recommended credit is for combined courses
only

Instruction: The security manager; organization for security, policies, objectives and
management implementation, classification'
principles and problems; declassification
and downgrading, markings and control of
classified documents; communications security; automatic data-processing security;
emergency planning; and processing ,secunty violations and compromises
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in criminal justice or security administration and management (1/77)

Marine, Corps

for interaction in civic action programs and

management, 6 in truck driver training
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in transportation

liaison.

Credit Recommetfiktion: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester

management (4/74).

hours in Vietnamese (12/68)

MC-0419-0003

MC-0801-0001

MOTOR TRANSPORT OFFICER

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
(NBC) WARFARE DEFENSE

Course Number: None.

Lbcation: Service Support School, Cp.

Course Number: None.

Lejeune, NC; Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,

Location: Recruit Depot, Parris Island,

NC

SC.

Length: 12-17 weeks (414-590 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Length: 3 weeks (105 hour*,
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel for NBC
defense responsibilities and instructional

Inspect and supervise the servicing, repair,
and maintenance of automotive vehicles.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in' combustion principles, electrical
principles, hydraulic principles, lubrication
the manuand transmission of power, a
for
facture, maintenance, and reps

duties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on NBC defense, including monitor
and survey teams, decontamination squads,
nuclear warfare defense, biological warfare
defense, chemical warfare defense, radiac
instruments, protection, training and operations, types of nuclear bursts and effects,

vehicles.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours in

shielding of gamma radiation, blister an

automotive maintenance (7/74)

nerve agents, smokes and incendiaries, ne
developments in NBC eqtltpment, and
chemical decontamination
Credit Recommendation: Credit is.not recommended because of the limited special-Ized nature of the course (12/68).

MC-0419-0004
MOTOR TRANSPORT OFFICER LEADERSHIP

(Motor Transport Officer Orientation)
Course Number: None

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.
Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (198 hours)

MC

MC-0802-0001

Version 2:-10763--6/74

PHYSICAL TRAINING INSTRUCTOR

Location:ducation

Command, Quantico, VA.
Length: Vervon 1: 11 weeks (427 hours)
Version 2. 13 weeks (528 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 5/70-12/73. Version 2: 2/68-4/70.
Objectives: To tram enlisted -personnel as

Instruction: Version 1: Includes supervision of vehicle maintenance. operations with

Course Number: None

Location: Service Support School, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67- Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
all aspects of freight operation.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the fundamentals of shipping and
receiving, the capabilities pf the transportation system, rules and regulations governing
transportation, freight classification, regulation and storage, use of materials- handling
equipment, including the forklift, use of the
manual typewriter
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
freight handling (1/74).

MC-0419-0002
MOTOR TRANSPORT MAINTENANCE
MANAG EMENT

Course Number: None
Location: Supply Center, Albany, GA.
Length: 12 weeks {363-447 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/68-12/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted' personnel to

supervise, manage, and operate a motor
transport maintenance facility.

instruction: lActures and practical exercises .in managtment principles; maintenance functions, basic shop sets; fuel and
electric shops sets; recovery of vehicles,
tinkers, chassis, and power plants, and onthe-job repairs.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational,
certificate category, 3 semester hours in in-

troduction to automotive shop practices

respect tb scheduling cleaning, lubrication.
and inspection Familiarization with compression ignition and spark ignition engines.
Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises
in the operation and management of motor
transport facilities Course includes engine
fundamentals, electrical systems, power
trains, fuel systems, and maintenance man-

Instructors for close-combat and physical
training.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the skills necessary to be an instructor in combat and physical training. Course
provides comprehensive classroom instruc-

agement.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in automotive or heavy equipment maintenance management (4/76) Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in introduction to automotive or transportation technology (7/74),
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in introduction to automotive or transportation technology (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in introduction to automotive or transportation technology (7/74).
MC0602-0601
HIGH INTENSITY LANGUAGE TRAINING
(VIETNAMESE)

Course Number: None.

Location: Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, '(//k.
Length: 6 weeks (222 ,hours)
. Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/70.

Objectives: To prepare selected Marine
Corps Educational Center graduates for
duty in an area where the primary or secondary language is Vietnamese.
Instruction: Language patterns, lexical

lower-division

unitsand fluency necessary to -communi-

tbaccalaureate/associate degree category, )
semester hours in introduction to automotive shop practices. 6 in transportation

cate effectively with a native speaker; background infotmation on culture, history, and

the

2.

Course Number: None.

Objectives: To train officers to manage

BASIC FREIGHT OPERATION

in

PHYSICAL TRAINING INSTRUCTOR

(MEN)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 7 /74'Present.

(4/74);

I.

Version 2: 4-6 weeks (140-189 hours).

MC-0419-0001
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geography; deielopment of a vocabulary

C

5P

tion, in structural and functional kinesiology, and the principles of physical training.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the

vocational certificate category, 4 semester

hours in anatomy and physiology,

,

2

in

physical education, 2 in physical education
methods (7/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 4
semester hours in anatomy and .physiology,
2 in physical education, 2 in physical education methods (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in principles
of physical training on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68). Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in anatomy and physiology, 2 in
physical education, 2 in itysieal education
methods (7/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in anatomy and physiology,
2 in physical education, 2 in physical education methods (7/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
anatomy and physiology, 2 in principles of
physical training (12/68).
4

MC:0802-0002
SURVIVAL, EVASION, RESISTANCE TO
INItRROGATION AND ESCAPE

(SERE>

(Evasion, Escaprand Survival Training)
Course Number: None.

0

1-34

COURSE EXHIBITS

Location; Mountain. Warfare Training
Center, Bridgeport, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (169-172 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the prac-

Credit ReCommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cater
semester hour as an elective in
gory,
chemical technology (5/74).

tical techniques of survival, escape, resis-

.MC-0802-0006

tance to interrogation, and evasion.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to include land navigation, physical
prepatation, Communist indoctrination and
interrogation techniques, resistance to Communist Interrogation techniques, and prisoner organization and resistance.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 Semester

hours in woodcraft and survival training
(5/74).

MC-0802-0003
AMMUNITION HANDLERS

Course Number: None
Ordnance School,

Location:
VA

Quantico,

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.

Objectives: To train personnel to safely
handle, store, transport, and dispose of ammunition

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerciser in small arms dmmunition, hand and
rifle grenades, artillery and mortar ammunition, pyrotechnics, demolitions, ground
rockets and guided missiles, aircraft munitions, mines and firing devices, flamethrowers, fuels; ammunition disposal, ammu-anion- storage and inspection, and renovation and malfunctions.
....
'Lie POI TeC.
Cr
ommended because of the military nature of
the course (5/74)

/

MC-0802-0004
AMMUNITION TECHNICIAN

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,
VA.

Length: 10 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers in ammunition techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in fundamentals of ammunition, small
arms ammunition, artillery and mortar ammunition, demolitions, aircraft munitions,
land mines and firing devices, ammunition
ashore, ammunition supply administration,
and field storage of ammunition.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

1

with survival and combat training in deep

(Ammunition Technician)
Course Number: None.
Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,
VA.
Length: 5-9 weeks (192-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/57-Present.

snow and cold environments.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in shelters and bivouacs, use of water
and rations, over-snow movements, skiing,
and pick-up operations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (12/68).

of ammunition handling.

MC-0803-0084

AMMUNITION TECHNICIAN (BASIC)

Objectives: To train personnel in phases

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to Include identification, reception, inspection, storage, transportation, and issuance of ammunition components, military
explosives, and toxic chemical agents; disposal of unserviceable ammunition; ammunition identification and terminology; technical reference materials; supply

proce-

dures; computation of allowances, and decontamination procedures and equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester 'hour as an elective in
chemical technology (5/74).
MC-0803-0001
Course Number: None
Location: Physical Fitness Academy,
Quantico, VA
Length: 3 weeks (110 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-12/73.
Objectives: 1 o train Marine Corpilierson-

nel in close-combat tactics and techniques
Instruction: Practical study in kinesiology
and military combat techniques, martial
sports, instructor training, individual conditioning, and armed and unarmed combat.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree categqry, 1 semester hour in physical education
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in physical education (2/74).

Academy,
Education Center, Quantico, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (100 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-12/73.
Objectives: To qualify personnel as

cises in safety procedures and problem
areas, water survival skills, and teaching

vise and manage an-ammunition storage and
'handling facility.

Ctedit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
swimming, 1 in physical education (5/74),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in swimming, 1 in physical
education; in the upper-division baccalaure-

cises in sources of technical information;

education (5/74).

Length: 5-8 weeks (192-327 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/60-12/68.

Objectives: To train personnel to super-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ammunition principles; ammunition materiel; ammunition supply procedures and
allowances; detection, protection, and decontamination;
inspection, surveillance,
storage, transportation and disposal of ammunition, military explosives, and toxic
chemical gents; and planning, establishing,
and Opera ng an ammunition unit

MC-0803-0005
MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS (ROCK CLIMBING)
e_

Courser: N

ountain Warfare Training
Locate- on:
Center, Bridgeport, CA ,
Length: 7 weeks (283 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train Infantry units and reconnaissance personnel to operate in mountainous terrain
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in mountain operations, man packs,
rocks and glacier characteristics, camp and
bivouac selection, and mountain walking
and route selection.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di(12/68)

Course Number: 562.
Location: Physical Fitness

techniques.

VA.

Objectives: To train infantry units and reconnaissance personnel to operate in mountainous terrain.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in physical training and conditioning,
skiing, and equipment maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in camping and survival training

WATER SAFETY/SURVIVAL INSTRUCTOR

structors
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

School, Quantico,

Training

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in camping and survival training

MC-0802-0005
Location: Ordnance

Course Number: None.
Location: Mountain Warfare
Center, Bridgeport, CA
Length: 5 weeks (213 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/65-12/68.

MC-0803-0002

Marine Corps water survival instructors
and American Red Cross water safety in-

Course Number: None

MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS (MILITARY
SKIING)

(12/68).

CLOSE COMBAT INSTRUCTOR

armorer/demolitions (7/74).

AMMUNITION TECHNICIAN (ADVANCED(

Locations Cold Weather Training Center,
Bridgeport, CA
Length: 3 weeks (130 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

ate category,

1

semester hour in physical

MC-0803-0003

MC-0804-0001
MARINE CORPS SPECIAL SERVICES

TRAINING

Course Number: None.
Location: Development and
Command, Quantico, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (52 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.

Objectives: To train selected enlisted personnel to supervise recreational activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the administration of recreational
activities and funds Course includes acqui-,
sition and control of recreational facilities,
property and funds; administration of, insur-

ance, and sports, entertainment, and other
recreational programs.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in rec-

reation administration (8/74); in the lowerdivision baccalSireate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in recreation administration (8/74).

COLD WEATHER FIELD INDOCTRINATION

(Cold

Weather

Field

Indoctrination

Training for FMF Cadets and Re-

servists)
Course Number: ,None.

59

Education

MC-1205-0001
FIELD MUSIC

Course Number: None.

1-35'

Marine Corps
control procedures, Marine Corps directives,' supply systems management, and

Location; Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
Parris Island, SC; Marine .Corps Recruit

service support leadership.

Depot, San Diego, CA.
Length: t2-16 weeks (480-626 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68.
Objectives: To train music students in
drum and busk corps parade and ceremonial functions.
Instruction: Lectures on care of bugle and
drum instruments; musical rudiments; bugle

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in introduction to
data processing, 3 in supply management
(7/77).
MC-1402-0001

calls and techniques; music writing, drum
techniques; history and duties of field
music; bugle ensemble music; and practical
exercises in bugle corps formations and

FUNDMAENTALS OF DIGITAL LOGIC
Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training

ceremonies.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational`
certificate category, credit in applied music
on the basis of institutional evaluation
lower-division
the
(2/74);
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in applied music (2/74)

MC-1205-0002

-

Center, Tweritynine Palms, CA; Communication-Electronics Scflool, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version I. 1-3 weeks (35-117
hours). Version 2: 3 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/68-10/75.
Version 2: 1/66-9/68
Objectives: To train personnel in the fundamental concepts of digital logic preparatory to further training in the maintenance

Course Number: None.

Location: Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
Parris Island, SC.
Length: 12 weeks (426 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.

Objectives: To train students as musician
in a drum and bugle corps.

Instruction: Lectures and practical applications in music theory, instrumental techniques, and drill procedures; maintenance of
instruments; and writing of musical nota-

systems analysis and designd

Instruction: Lectures and supervised
study in system planning and design, methods and procedures of determining system
capabilities,
input/output
requirements;
available operating systems, and file design`
of IBM 360, system design; implementation,
re-evaluation and follow-up procedures for
new systems; documentation standards and
techniques; and case study projects.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hods in
systems analysis (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 4 semester hours in business systems analysis (2/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 4 semester

business

hours in business systems analysis (2/74)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the use of digital machines and devices in military applications; numbering
systems; computer programming; fundamentals of logic design, including Boolean alge-

bra, truth- tables, and-block-symbolic diagrams, logic circuitry, characteristics of
hardware and operations of magnetic drum,
tape, disc, magnetic core, and other storage
devices; analog-to-digital conversion.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester

tions, scales, key signatures, and triads.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

hours in digital computer design (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

-- certificate categorycrettir-ttrapplied music
on the basis of institutional evaluation
lower-division
in
tha
(2/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4

degree category, 2 semester hours in digital

semester hours in applied music (2/74).

MC-1401-0001

computer design (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in digital computer design (2/74).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in digital computer
the lower-division
(2/74);
in
design
baccalaureate/associate degree category; 3

SUBSISTENCE SUPPLY MAN

Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support Schools, Cp.

semester hours in digital computer design
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2' semester hours in digital logic

Lejeune, NC.
Length: 5 weeks (161 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present

(12/68).

training in food service accounting and con'trot procedures.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on subsistence supply accounting and

SYSTEM ENGINEERING

Objectives: To provide personnel with

general mess accounting, including office
keyboard, Marine
practices, ,learning t
Corps directives sys

Objectives: To provide experienced programmers with a detailed understanding of

of special devices.

DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

ence

Length: 7-8 weeks (182-203 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present

, calculator, subsist-

accounting pr edures, introduction to

subsistence supply, establishment of financial status of mess and stock records, determination of requirements and requisitions
subsistence operational analysis, generil
mess accounting and control procedures,
and computation of rations and credits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
clencal procedures, 3 in food cost control
(7/77).

MC-1401-0002
GROUND SUPPLY OFFICER LEAESERSHIP

Course Number: None.

Location: Service, Support School, Cp.
Lejeune, NC

MC-1402-0002

Objectives: To provide personnel with
knowledge required to operate as supervisors of-unit level supply functions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in supply accounting, data processing,

(Disk Operating System PrograMming)
-Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences School,

Quantico, VA.
Length: 2-12 weeks (126433 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To' train personnel having no
prior data processing experience to operate
and program disk computer systems.

Instruction: -Praeticalexercisesand-1
tures on fundamentals of programming and
computing systems; introduction to System
360; DOS concepts and facilities; assembler
language coding; DOS
I/O coding;
COBOL language; programming workshop;

and electrical accounting machine operations.

Credit Recommendation: Iii the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in
computer programming, 4 int computer operations, 2 indata processing (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 8 semester'hours in com-

puter programming, 4 in computer operations, 2 in data processing (2/74), in the

Course Number: None.
Location: Computer . Sciences

upper - division baccalaureate category, 5 seSchool,

Quantico, VA.

mester hours in computer programming
(12/68).

Length: 12 weeks (384 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.

Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers in the programming and operation of
an IBM System 360 ,
InstrUction: Practical exercises and lectures on operation of System 360 family of
computers, access methods, service and util-

ity programs; assembler language coding;
COBOL programming; job control lan-

guage; FORTRAN IV, OS operations
training, and data communications and management systems analysis and design
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 8 semester hours in computerprogramming (2/74); in the upper -division baccalaureate category, 8 semester
hours in computer programming (2/74),

Length: 13 weeks (430 hOurs).

Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Preserit.

MC-1402-0004
OPERATING SYSTEM PROGRAMMING

MC-1402-0003
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

Ciourse Number: None.

Location: Computer
Quantico, VA

Sciences

School,

si

MC-1402-0005
SYSTEM 36?) OPERATING SYSTEMCORE
PHASE

Course Number: None
Location: Computer Sciences

School,

Quantico, VA
Length: 102 hours

Exhibit Dates: 9/71-7/73
Objectives: To .provide enlisted personnel

with introductory training in data processing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerpunched card accounting, data

cises in

processing fundamentals, System/360 oper-

ating systems, job control language, and
utility programs.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
data processing principles (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (2/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in data processing principles (2/,74)

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-36
MC-1402-0006

SYSTEM 360 OPERATING SYSTEM
OPERATIONS PHASE

Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences ..School,

Quantico, VA.
Length: 99 hours

Exhibit Dates: 9/71-7/73
Objectives: To train enlisted Personnel-as
System/360 operating system computer op.
erators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in utility programs, input/output storage devices, operator commands and statements, and machine room procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate. category 2' semester hours in

8

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
program IBM 1401 computers, using assembler languages.

and the Ltindy Farrington Optical Character reader, central processing unit operation, console typewriter, tape drives, scanner vim operating techniques, and 'Optical
Program for Users System (OPUS) oper-

autocoder programming languages, and
standardized documentation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 Semester hours in com-

ation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in symbolic programming languages,

School,

Course Nfmber: None.
Location: Computer Sciences

Length: Version 1: Self-paced 8 weeks
(287 hours). Version 2: 8 weeks (228-280
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 6/75-Present.
1/6sion 2: 8/73-5/75.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

School,

Length: 4 weeks (109-117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.

COBOL application programmers on the

Objectives: To train officers in the meth-

IBM System/360.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises on American National
Standard COBOL including the sort verb,
computer programming introduction, IBM
S/360 computer concepts, programming

odology of systems analysis and design.

Instruction: Lectures in systems theory,
system model usage, systems approach in
systems development, computer systems
components, number systems, data commu-

techniques, COBOL coding, documentation

nications concepts, flow charting, systems
documentation and security, and manage-

Quantico, VA
Length: 123 hours

Exhibit Dates: 9/71-7/73
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
wnte and debug COBOL programs
Instruction: Lectures and Practical exercises in file organization. common business
oriented language instructions, and standardized documentation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 3 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74). in the
baccalaureate/associate
lover-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in computer programming (2/74). in the upper-dibaccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in computer programming (2/74)
vision

conventions, IBM Operating System (OS)
programming, job control language, and

ment science techniques

testing and debugging techniques Version I.
Version is self-paced and uses structural approach to COBOL programming. Also

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in systems analysis (6/75)

covers ISAM file organization and OS

system utilities.
Credit RecomTendation: Version I. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 se-

MC-1402-0011
IBM Svs-rEst /sou i DOS) COBOL

mester hours in computer programming, 1
in data processing (12/77). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in computer programming, 1

PROGRAMMING

-

Course Number: NoneLocation: Computer Sciences

Scilol,

Quantico, VA.

in data processing fundamentals (6/75)

Length: 9 weeks (258-310 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

MC-1402-0014

COBOL application programmers on the

MC-1402-0008
SYSTEM 360 OPERATING SYSTEM
ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING PHASE

Course Number: None
Location: Computer Sciences

School,

Quantico, VA.

IBM disk operating system.
Instruction: Lectures on computer fundamentals. including a detailed examination of
IBM operating systems and job control lan-

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)
ORIENTATION
Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences School,

guage. COBOL programming with American National Standard (ANS) for IBM

Quantico, VA.

system (Mark IV). Coding convention differences between DOS COBOL and OS
COBOL and operating systems are covered. Major programs are written, de-

mers

bugged, and documented

ruction: Lectures and practical exern data management facilities, file oranon, access methods, service progra s, assembler language coding instruc-

I

cises
ga

no
C

and debugging methods.
it Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in computer programming (2/74); in the upper -division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming (2/74).

School,

ExhibikDates: 9/71-7/73

4

Instruction: Lectures in computer system
fundamentals, information system development, interactive terminal facility usage,
BASIC language and programming, remote
teletype terminals usage, effective commu-

nication, ADP organization and systems,

formation system development.

OPTICAL. CHARACTER RECOGNITION

(OCR) OPERATIONS
*Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catesemester hour in data processing
gory,
f ndSmentals $/75).
1

Scholl,

Quantico, VA.

MC-1402-0015

Instruction: Lectures and practical xer
cises in data processing introduction, Ho
lerith punch card code. flow c h, rtin
number .systems, features an21 func ons
the 3030 page reader, the 6200 co put

Length: 152 hours

systems management

management tools and techniques, and in-

MC-1402-0012

1.tems

Quantico, VA.

analysis, automatic data processing equipment operation, and automated information

hardware components, logical prdblemsolving methods and classical scientific

erating systems (6/75).

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate optical character 'recognition Ys-

SYSTEM 360 OPERATING SYSTEM-1401
PROGRAMMING

Course Number: None
Location: Computer Sciences

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-dg
vision btccalaureate category, 4 setnestef
hours in computer programming, 1 M data
processing fundamentals, 1 in computer op-

Length: 2 weeks (45-60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present

MC-1402-0009

Length: 2 weeks (53-631hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To train officers- in systems

System/360 including the sort verb and disk
operating systems; and data management

Exhibit Dates: 9/71-7/73
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
System/360 assembler language program-

Length: 123 hours

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING

Course, Number: None.

Locativ: Computer
Quantic ,-yA.

61

Sciences

School,

: 7,weeks (141 hours)
Len
E 'bit Dates: 9/70-Present.

9fijectivei: To train experienced assemble'rs, or COBOL programmers who have a

................
01,

Schtkol,

Quantico, VA

Quantico, VA.

PROGRAMMING PHASE

PROGRAMMING

MC-1402-0010

laureate category, 2 semester hours in computer opei'ations (2174).

Course Number: None
Location: Computer Sciences

IBM SYSTEM 360 (OS) COBOL
Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
(FUNCTIONAL)

SYSTEM 360 OPERATING SYSTEMCOBOL

MC-1402-0013

puter prbgramming (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in"computer programming (2/74).

computer operation (2/74). in the lower-division baccalaureate associate degree category, 2 semester h rs in computer operations (2/74), in the upper-division bacca-

MC-1402-0007

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in unit record data
processing (6/75)
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firm understanding of operating systems to
be IBM S/360 Operating System (OS) and
HASP system programmers.
Instruction: Lectures and hands -ors` appli-

cations in computer operations (OS), utilities, job/task/data management, writing
system routines, generating an IBM S/360
operanhg system, systenuroutine programming, computer system performance measurement,

reference

manual

maintenance,

and IBM S/360 computer, system briefings
and instructions Students generate both

MFT and MVT environments and write
routines to maintain system supervisor and
overall system performance
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
,hours in operating systems (6/75).

MC-1402.0018
IBM SYSTEM 360 DISK OPERATING SYSTEM
(DOS). OPERATIONS

Course Number: None
Location: Computer , Sciences

School,

Quantico, VA

tr.
techniques.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: in the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

mester hours in data processing management (12/77). Version 2. In the upper-chvi- ,

Length: 6 weeks (167-168 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present

baccalaureate categgry, 2 semester
in data processing management
(6/75) Version 3 in the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in data
processing management (7/,74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
sion

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate computers.

rity, standards and installation planning, administrative procedures (including reporting
.requirements), and management control

\

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in data processing fundamentals, central processing unit operation, and IBM/360

penpheral equipment operation, with emphasis on operator ,commands associated
with the S/360 operating system Imdeg

hours

vision. baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

degree category, 3 semester hours in data
processing management (7/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in data processing management (7/74)
vex+.

MC-1404:0016

gory, 3 semester hours in computer operin data processing fundamentals
ations,

MC-1402-0021

PROGRAMMING FOR OPTICAL CHARACTER

(6/75).

ADVANCED DATA SYSTEMS OFFICER

HASP and disk operating system.

Credit Rectimmendation:n the lower-di1

RECOGNITION (OCR) SYSTEM

Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences

Course Number: None
Location: Computer

MC-1402-0019
School,

ELECTRICAL ACCOUNTING MACHINES

Quantico, VA

(EAM)

Length: 5 weeks (136 hours)
Exbibit Dates: 6/74-Present

Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences

School,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
for
the
programmers
application

Quantico, VA

Lundy/Farrington 03030 optical character

Exhibit Dates: 8/73-12/74
Objectives: To train enlisted perionnel to
operate unit record equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in data processing introduction, Hollerith card code, 029 card punch, 059 card
verifier, 083/084 sorters, 557 interpreter operation and wiring, 517 reproducer and 088
collator operation procedures, and data
processing installation orientation and man-

recognition system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in optical character recognition system
development, foims design, form specifica-

tion, and system overview, L/F'3030 OCR
system operating principles and peripheral
devices, OCR instruction coding, octal
numbering system, program maintenance,
and 3030 reader control program standard.
sequences and modification methods for the
programmers application
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-

puter programming (4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming (4/74).

agement responsibilities
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categ ry, 2 semester hours in

I

3

in data processing

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in IBM S/360 hardware, S/.360 oper
ating system organization and functions, operating system job control language coding;

programming with COBOL, FORTRAN,
and BASIC languages, performance evalua-

- tion and job-scheduling .techniques, and
analysis, design, and operation of a data
communications oriented computer system
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming, 1 in teleprocessing
lower-division
the
in
(4/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
,semester hours in computer programming, 1
in teleprocessMg (4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming, 1 in tel-processing (4/74).

Length: 12 weeks (296 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present,

Objectives: To train experienced systems
analysts to manage data processing installa-

,Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in digital computer systems hardware
and software requirements, real -time computer systems characteristics, and inemanon systems development, Mk IV la guage,
and IBM/360 system operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
data processing management (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 4 semester hours in data
processing management (4/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in data processing management (4/74)

MC-1402-0022
ADVANCED OPERATIONS TECHNIQUES

DATA SYSTEMS (ENLISTED)

Objectives: To provide operators and programmers with advanced technical training

baccalaureate/associate

(IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced Oper-

MC-1402-0020

2

School,

ocessing (4/74), in the

semester hours in unit
degree category
record-data processing (4/74)

MC:1402-0017
Course Number: None
Location! Computer Sciences
Quiantico, VA
Length: 7 weeks (192 hours)
Exhibit DateS: 9/70-Present

School,

tions,

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)

unit record data
lower-division

Sciences

Quantico, VA.

DATA PROCESSING INSTAI I ATION
MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
DATA PROCESSING INSTAI LATION
MANAGERS SEMINAR
DATA PROCESSING INSTALLATION
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences

School,

QuanticQ, VA.
Length: Version 1: Self-paced 4 weeks
(95-126 hours) Version 2. 4 weeks (95-126
hours). Version 3.4 weeks (95-126 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 1/77-Present
Version 2. 7/74-12/76 Version 3: 9/70-6/74.
Objectives: To educatz data processing
personnel in the supervisory and management concepts and skills required to
manage a data processing installation
Instruction: Version 1 Lectures and prac-

tical exercises in a broad spectrum of fiscal,
administrative, personnel and logistical
management techniques as applied to data
processing installation management. Zerobased budgeting is included. Version 2. Lectures and practical exercises in data processing equipment management, production
management, installation security, standards
and. installation planning, administrative
procedures (including reporting requirements) and management control techniques.
Version 3: Lectures and practical exercises
in data proceSsing equipment management,
production management, installation secu-

2

at ions Techniques)
Course Number: None
Location: Computer Sciences

School,

Quantico, VA
Length: 6 weeks (196-201 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/74-Present.

Objectives: To train computer operators
to control and operate an IBM S/360 multiprogramming environment running under
the OS-operating system and to provide an
understanding of COBOL
problems and techniques.

programming

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in S/360 operating system with HASP

and standard utility programs, system job
control language detailed study, multisystems operation techniques and production
scheduling, data processing resources man-

agement, and COBOL programming intro-

duction, with emphasis on reading core
dumps of abnormally terminated jobs
Credit Recommendation:. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in computer oper-'
awns (6/75), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours'in computer programming (6/75)

MC-1402-0023
II3M SYSTEM 360 OPERATING SYSTEM (OS
OPERATIONS

Course Number: None.

a
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.

Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA
Length: 4-5 weeks (132-141 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate the IBM system 360 computer running under the Operating System (OS)
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

or

cises in Hollerith punch card code, flow,
charting, number systems, IBM System 3W
OS job control language (JCL), computer
/ organization channel concepts, control

units, IBM Sykem 360/2040 central processing unit, IBM 1040 console typewriter,
IBM 1403 printer, IBM 2540 card
reader/punch, Calcomp CD12 disk drives,
IBM 2420 tape drives, IBM System 360 OS
initial program load (IPL) procedures, operator commands, and statements for the
Operating System (OS) and HASP
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in computer operin data processing fundamentals
ations,
1

(12/77)

Version 2. Lectures and practical exercises
in data processing fundamentals, Basic As-

sembler,Language (BAL), COBOL, FOR-

TRAN, MARK IV, job control language
(JCL),, file management, and sequential, indexed sequential, and direct-access storage
methods.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 se-

mester hours in computer programming, 3
in systems analysis and design (12/77). Version 2: In the upper-division bdccalaureate

category, 8 semester hours in computer
programming (6/75)

IBM SYSTEM 360 (OS) ADVANCED
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES)

(Advanced Programming Techniques)
Course Number: None
Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA.
Length: 8 weeks (219-229 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 1/76- Present
Version 2. 6/74-12/75
Objectives: To train experienced COBOL
programmers to write programs in IBM,
S/360 (OS) assembler language
Instruction: Version 1 Lectures and practical exercises in advanced systems of
National
Standard (ANSI)
American

COBOL, debugging utilizing system dumps,

IBM 360 ope,rating system (OS), utilities,
job control la age (JCL), structured approach to progrfmming, and introduction
to systems analysis and design. Version 2:
Lectures and practical exercises in IBM
S/360 Operating System (OS) assembler
language, IBM S/360 Operating System
(OS) and job control language, COBOL
language and MARK IV file management
system techniques, and data management
facilities usage
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours in advanced computer programming. 2 in systems analysis and design
(12/77) Version 2: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester'hours in
computer programming (6/75).

.MC-1402-0025
DATA SYSTEMS OFFICERS

(Data Systems Officer)
Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA
Length: 'Version k 13 weeks (461 hours).
Version 2: 13 weeks (366-368 hours).

Exhibit Dater: Version I.
Version 2. 9/70-12/76.

1/77-Present.

Objectives: To provide officers with technical data processing training primarily in
the area of computer programming.
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and practical exercises in data processing fundamen-

tals. COBOL, Mark IV, job control lan-

,

guage (JCL), file management and sequential, indoxed sequential, and direct-access
storage methods CourSe includes systems
analysis and design and core dump reading

m'conjunction with COBOL programming,

procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degve category, I semester hour in electronic data
processing (6/75).

MC-1402-0029
IBM SYSTEM 360 OS COBOL LANGUAGE
,
(ENTRY-LEVEL)
Course Number: 50ZX5141-1
Location: Computer Sciences School,'

Quantico, VA
Length: Self-paced 8 weeks (287 hours).0
Exhibit Dates: 4/75-Present.

MC-1402-0026
FISCAL ACCOUNTING CLERK

Course Number: Mine.

Location: Service Support School, Cp
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 9 weeks (255 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present

Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel in accounting skills and the appli-

cation of these skills to a mechanized acMC-1402-0024

ship and management, and Marine Corps

Objectives: To provide technical education to entry-level personnel in the basis
concepts of data processing and the
COBOL language.

Instruction: Self-paced course using the
structural approach to COBOL programming. Course covers ISAM file- organiza:
don and OS system utilities
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

counting system
Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations, and

vision baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in computer programming, 1 in data

,illustrative problems in basic accounting
procedures required to provide the student
with a working knowledge of formal
mechanized accounting techniques and their
application to a computer system
Credit Recommendation: Imthe vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

processing fundamentals (12/77).

bookkeeping (7/77), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in introduction to data processing (7/77).

MC-1402-0027
ADVANCED MARK IV FILE MANAGEMENT

MC-1402-0030
IBM SYSTEM 360 OS PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 50ZX5144-2
Location: COmputer Sciences

School,

Quantico, VA.
Length: Self-paced 10 weeks (385 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present
Objectives: To provide technical education for personnel to prepare them for
duties as an IBM System 360 OS ALC programmer and entry-level systems programmer.

SYSTEM

(Advanced Mark IV)
Course Number: None
Location: Computer

Science

School,

Quantico, VA
Length: Self-paced 2 weeks (60-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.

Objectives: To train Mark IV programmers to utilize the adVanced features of the

Mark IV information retrieval and reporting language

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises involving table look-up techniques, file
indexing, access methods, file management,
and data retrieval and reporting Self-paced
stetly teaches ihe special features of Mark

IV which include extended segment processing, extended reporting, file processing,
coordinated files, text processing, transaction processing and hierarchical. record
structure processing.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-disemester
vision baccaladreate category,

Instruction: Course consists of IBM
Coding
360
(OS) Advanced
System
(50ZX5 144-14) (gee exhibit MC- 1402. 0037),

IBM System 360 OS Assembler Language
(50ZX5 144-3) (see exhibit MC-1402-0031),
IBM System 360 OS System Control
(50ZX5144-5) (see exhibit MC-1402-0033)
and IBM System 360 (OS) Data Management (50ZX5144-16) (see exhibit MC -1402-

,039)
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in computer programming, 2 in advanced compute? programming, 1 in operating systems (1//77)

MC-1402-0031
IBM SYSTEM 360.04ASSEMBLER
LANGUAGE

Course Number: 50ZX5144-3, S0ZX5144-

1

houpin computer progrimming (12/77)

MC-1402-0028
MARINE CORPS INTEGRATED
MAINTENANCR MANAGEMENT
(OFFICER)

Course Number: None.

Location: Supply Center, Albany, GA
Length: &weeks (238 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present
Objectives: To train selected officers for
the administration and management of
,maintenance management billets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance management information systems, maintenance records, production and resources, supply support, leader-

63

8.

Location: Computer
Quantico, VA.

Sciences

School,

Length: Self-paced 4 weeks (162 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present

to

Objective& To train experienced students
code in Basic Assembler Language

(BAL).
Instruction: The self-paced course includes practical exercises encompassing all

.phases of BAL coding, including fixed and
floating point instructions Subprogram
linkage and macros are also discussed A
variety of problem applications are written,
coded, and debugged.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccdlaureate category, 4 semester
hours in computer programming (12/77)
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Instruction: A self-paced course requiring
practical exercises involving arithmetic ex-

MC-1402-0032
IBM SYSTEM 360 OS SYSTEMS

Course Number: 50ZX5144-4.
Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA'.
Length: Self-paced 6 weeks (223 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.

Objectives: To provide technical education to personnel trained in System 360 Assembler Language to prepare them for
duties as an entry-level systems programmer.

Instruction:

Course consists
Advanced
(OS)

of

IBM

Coding
(50ZX5144-14) (see exhibit MC-I402-0037),
IBM System 360 OS System Control
(50ZX5144-5) (see exhibit MC -1402 -0033)
System

360

and IBM System 360 (OS) Data Management (50ZX514416) (see exhibit MC-14020039).
.

operations,

Objectives: To provide technical educa-

arrays and DO loops, fixed-point expressions, structures; built-in functions, stream
and record oriented I /O, and indexed se-

tion to experienced programmers in the spe-

pressions,

PROGRAMMING

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester
in computer
hour in operating systems,
programming, 2 in advanced computer programming (12/77).
1

-MC-1402-0033
IBM SYSTEM 360 OS SYSTEM CONTROL
Course Number: 50ZX5144-5
Location: Computer Sciences School,

Quantico, VA.
Length: Self-paced 2 weeks (81 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.
Objectives: To train programmers in the
use of Job Control Language and selected
utility programs for an IBM System 360 operating system (OS).

Instruction: A self-paced course requiring

practical exercises in the use of IBM
System 360 Job Control Language and util-

ity programs. Course includes load modules, creation, retrieval and concatenation
of cataloged data sets, use of linkage editor,
and overlay features.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in advanced computer programming
(12/77).

constants,

logical

quenjial file handliqg.
Credit RecommenUtion: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming (12/77).
414

PROGRAMMING

Course Number: 50ZX 5144-6.
Location: Computer

weeks (90 h

Exhibit Dates: 9/7

Present

Length: Self-piced 2 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dales: 9/74-Present.
Objectives: To train stuisients with a programming background °to program in
COBOL.

Instruction: Self-paced course requiring
practical exercises involving coding, debug-

ging, and executing COBOL programs.
Course includes sequential as well as indexed sequential file access methods, subprogram linkage, sequential file updating
and edited report output.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in computer programming (12/77)

MC-1402-0037

Length: Self-paced 2 weeks (72 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 9/74--Prent.
. Objectives: To train students to handle
IBM System 360 operating system data

system generation concepts and procedures.

School,

Length: Self-paced 4 weeks (151 hours)
,'"Exhibit-Dates: 9/74-Present.

ObjeCtives: To provide technical education in IBM System 360 OS system control
and data management.
Instruction: Course
System
360
OS

of "IBM

consists
System

Control
(50ZX5144.5) (see exhibit MC-I402-0033)
and IBM System 360 (OS) Data Manage-,
ment (50ZX5144-16) (see exhibit MC -1402-

Olktectives: To train students to program
in PL/1.as a second language.

Length: Self-paced 8 weeks (313 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.

Objectives: To provide technical education to experienced programmers in assembler language.
Instruction: Course consists of IBM
System 360 OS Assempler Language

(50ZX5144-3) (see exhibit MC-I402-0031),

IBM System 360 OS System Control
(50ZX5144-5) (see exhibit MC-I402-0033),
and IBM System 360 (OS) Data Manage0039).

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hours in computer programming, 2 in advaved computer programrtung (12/77)

MC-1402-0041,
PROGRAMMER

Course Number: 50Z X5144.19.
Location: Computer Sciences

Schoo1,

Length: 9 weeks (130 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Present
Objectives: To train experienced program-

mers in the system programming, functions
required to generate and maintain an IBM
System 360 operating system with HASP.
InstRiction: Lecture, practical exercises,
and hands-on applications in computer operations (OS), system generation, system

programming, computer system performance evaluation and tuning, catalog and library management, and teleprocessing application.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in operating systems (12/77)

MC-1402-0042
.IBM SYSTEM 360 (OS) DATA CONTROL:
TECHNIQUES

Course Number: None
Location: Computer

Sciences tSchool,

Quantico, VA.

0039)

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-disemester
vision baccalaureate category,
1

ING
IBM SYSTEM 360 OS PL/i PROGR
Course Number: 50ZX5144-7,
Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA. _
Length: Self-paced 3 weeks (135 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.

School,

Quantico, VA.

Quantico, VA.

AND DATA MANAGEMENT

MC-1402-0035

PROGRAMMING

Course NuMber: 50ZX5144-17.
Location: Computer Sciences

load modules,. channel programming, task
management, concurrent processing and

Course Number 59ZX514415.
Location: Computer Scientes
Quantico, VA.

Credit Recommendation: In the'upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hour in computer programming (12/77)

MARINE ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE

IBM SYSTEM 360 (OS) SYSTEMS

rs).

ing of sequential and direct-access data sets.

MC-1402-0040

management, task management, and system
generation.
Instruction: A self-paced course requiring
practical exercises involving the handling of

IBM SYSTEM 360 OS SYSTEM CONTROL

`executing application programs using the
FORTRAN programming language. Course
includes tilt' use of arrays, input-output operations, subprogram linkage, and process-

assembler

are

ment (50ZX5 144-16) (see exhibit. MC -1402-

IBM SYSTEM 360 (OS) ADVANCED CODING
Course Number 50ZX514414.
Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA.

School,

`
FORTRAN programming languages.
Instruction: A self-paced course requinni,
practical exercises in coding, debugging and

Included

program exercises using -QSAM, BSAM,

School,

Quantico, VA.

MC-1402-0038

Objectives: To tr in students with a lirogrimming,, background in the uses of the

access methods.

1

Course Number: 50ZX5144-8.
Location: Computer Sciences

Quantico, VA. .,
Length: Self-paced

Instruction: A self-paced course of instruction tp train programmers in the specific use of IBM file organization and

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-disemester
vision baccalaureate category,
hour in computer programming (12/77).

PROGRAMMING

1

IBM SYSTEM 360 OS'FOATRAN

methods using assembler language

access methods.

IBM SrsrEm. 360 OS COBOL
.

cialized area of .data management access

BPAM, BISAM, QISAM, and BDAM

MC-1402-0036

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-disemester
vision baccalaureate category,
hour in operating systems (12/77).

.MC-1402-0034

Length: Self-paced 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.

hour in computer programming, 2 in advanced computer programming (12/77).

Lengthi,6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit:Dates: 8/75-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
data control techniques to prepare them as

data controllers for the IBM System 360

MC-1402-0039r

computer system utilizing HASP.

IBM SYSTEM 360 (05) DATA

cises deSigns0 to provide operations personnel with working knowledge of IBM

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

MANAGEMENT
Course Number: 50ZX5144-16.
Location: Computer Sciences

Quantico, VA.

64

System 360 Job Control Language (JCL),
School,

utilities, and HASP capabilities. Included
are cataloging in-stream procedures, updat-

,r

4

;

COURSE EXHIBITS
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system catalog, restart procedures, optimization of buffering and blocking of core
storage and disk, disk space calculations,
and core dump readings.
Credit Recommfindation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in computer programming (12/77).
in

MC-1402-0043
IBM SYSTEM 360 OS FORTRAN IV
LANGUAGE GENTRY- LEVEL)

Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA.
Length: Self-paced 8 weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 4/75-Present.
Objectives: To train entry-level data processing students as FORTRAN programmers
on the IBM System 360.
Instruction: A self-paced course requiring
practical exercises in coding, debugging,

and executing application programs using
the FORTRAN programming language.
Course ificludes an introduction to data
processing concepts and" hardware, flowcharting and problem solution, compiler
principles and FORTRAN coding conventions. Use of arrays, input-output operations, subprograms linkage, and processing
of direct-accesS data sets are covered.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in introduction to
data processing (12/77); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in computer programming (12/77)

ry, 3 semester hours in computer software,
3 in computer systems at the engineering or
engineering technology level (3/79).

MC1403-0001
UNIT DIARY CLERK,

Course Nurpber: None.
Location: Version 1: Schools Battalion,
Cp. Peddleton, CA. Version 2: Recruit
Depot, Parris Island, SC.
Length: 4-5 weeks (142-182 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
a
prepare unit diaties.

Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exer-

cises in assembling source material; drafting;
typing; auditing quality control systems;
and certifying and distributing the unit
diary.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is,hot recommended because of the military nature
the course (3/74)

Objectives: To familiarize students with
pnnciples, methods, and techniques of data
processing and to reinforce these principles
through problem-solving Programming assignments.

Instruction: Lectures and problem-solving
exercises involving BASIC and MARK IV
programming languages to introduce principles, methods, and techniques of data processing.

4

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in principles of data

Course Number: None.
Administration
Personnel
Location:
School, Cp. Pendleton, CA, Schools Battalion, Parris Island, SC.
Length: 3 weeks (112-119 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To train selected personnel in

the fundamentals of personnel -administra-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in binary operations and basic digital
computer theory. Applications to the
CP808 computer, the 0J-65 I/O console,
the ANJUYK-7 computer, the AN/UYK20 and the RD-358.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, -9 semester hours in

computevsystems (3/79); In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

NC.
Length: 5 weeks (147 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To provide supply specialists
with intermediate level training in aviation
supply administration.
Instruction: Lectures on supply manage-

ment, office machines, office procedures,

MC-1405-0002

PERSONAL FINANCIAL RECORDS CLERK

WAREHOUSING NONCOMMISSIONED

(basic Disbursing Clerk)
Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.
Lejeune, NC,
Length: 6-8 weeks (177-249 hours),"
nt.
Exhibit Dates: 9/65 -P

ted personnel in
Objectives: To traihi
the basic concepts, rear' amentals, and principles of payroll disbursing including typing
and necessary clerical procedures.

Instruction: Practical experience in disbursing, military pay records, correspond-

(7/77):

Center, Twentynine Palms, CA.
Length: 26 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/79-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, inspect, test, and repair tactical general purpose computers, and assorted peripheral equipment.

MC-1405-0001/

MC-1403-0003

MC-1402-0045

Location: Air Ground 'Combat Training

tional evaluatioic(3/74),

procedures (8/77).

Afton.

ence, and office machines.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Course NumbereNone.

teletype operation on the basis of institu-

.procurement, storage operations, and
supply in marine aviation.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in supply manage
ment (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in supply
management (2/74).

processing (12/77).

TACTICAL GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER
TECHNICIAN

and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certific=ate category, credit in typing and

Location: Supply Schools, Cp. Lejeune,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in typing and office

Course Number: None.
Location: Computer Sciences School,
Quantico, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (51-57 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and .practical exercises in teletypewriter operation, including
touch-typing, teletype procedures and operations, teletype associated equipment operation, and communication center operations

Course Number: None

ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK

Instruction: Practical exercises in typing,

AUTO&ATIC DATA PROCESSING (ADP)
ORIENTATION (1E)

C

Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58 12/68.
Objectives: To train sergeants and enlisted
personnel to operate teletypewriter sets and
associated equipment.

AVIATION SUPPLY ENLISTED COURSE

MG1403-0002 -

filing, and correspondence.

MC-1402-0044

MC-1404-0001
TELETYPE OPERATOR 401

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
personal typing, 2 in clerical' procedures
MC-1403-0005
BASIC TRAVEL CLERK

Course Number: None.

OFFICER (NCO) LEADERSHIP

(Warehousing NCO Leadership)
Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.

Lejeune, NC.
Length: 5 weeks (144 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.

Objectives: To provide the formal training required for corporals and gunnery sergeants to effectively perform the duties of a
warehouse chief within a garrison or field
warehousing operation.
Instruction: Lectures, performances, and'
demonstrations to provide formal training
in all aspects of warehousing operations.
Fundamentals of shipping, packing, space
utilization, materials handling, transportation, and inventory control are covered.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in supply management (7/77).

sLocation: Service Support School, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 5-7 weeks (122-193 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Preseht.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with instruction in basic travel procedures
and to provide the clerical experiences necessary to insure conformance to travel regulations.

Instruction: Practical exercises and experi-

ences in preparing travel vouchers and related data, including basic mathematical
computations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/77),

MC-1405-0003
PERSONNEL CLERK

Course Number. None.

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendle-

ton, CA, Headquarters Battalion, Parris
Island, SC.
Length: 4-5 weeks (136-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain personnel records.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in prepanng and updating personnel
records, gathering source documents, and
preparing and typing individual pay forms.
4
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the course (3/74).

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (6/74).

MC-1405-0004

MC-1405-0007

BASIC SUPPLY FUNDAMENTALS (MANUAL)

COMMUNICATION OFFICER

Oedit Recomme

tion: Credit is not rec-

ommended becaus of the military nature of

supply procedures on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
MC- 1405 -0009

Course Number: None. '
Loot II:. Version 1: Communication Officers, Sc dol, Quanticp, VA. 171rsion 2: Developm t and Education Command, Quan-

(Basic Supply Administration)
Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.

Lejeune, NC.
Length: 4-6 weeks (105-195 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/65-Present.

tico, VA. Version 3r Marine Corps School,
Quantico, VA. Version 4: Marine Corps
School, Quantico, VA.
Length: Version 1: 29-32 weeks (685-694
hours). Version 2: 28-29 weeks (670-707
hours). Version 3: 28-30 weeks (729-755
hours). Version 4: 25-30 weeks (672-757

Objectives: To train supply clerks in the
basic and technical procedures of filling organic supply billets.

Instruction: Practica*experigice in oper-

auon and maintene of office machines

hors).

and in accounting procedures; lectures in

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/72-Present.
2/69-12/71 Version 3: 2/63-1/69.
Version 4: 7/55-1/63.
Objectives: To train officers to be com-.

naval correspondence.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (3/74).

BASIC SUPPLY ADMINISTRATION
(MECHANIZED)
SUPPLY ADMINISTRATION

2.

(Advanced Supply Administration)
Course Number: None.

Locatida: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.

Length: Version 1: 5-6 weeks (137-202
hours). Version 2: 12-16 weeks (341-550
hours).

Version 3:

Instruction

tions; theory of electricity; and visual,
sound, and miscellaneous communications.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Credit

is not recommended because of the limited
specialized nature of the course (6/74). Version 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in communications center organization and management
(12/68). Version 3: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
communications center organization and
management, 3 in French or Spanish

reate category, 6 semester hours in supply

(12/68).

Version

4:

In the upper-division

baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in
communication center organization and
management (12/68).

MC-1405-0006
SUPPLY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER

(NCO) LEADERSHIP

Course Number: None.

Lejeine, NC.
Length: 9 weeks (294 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.
Objectives: To train supply noncommisstoned officers to perform as supply administration chiefs in manual and fleet stock accounts as they relate to Marine Corps applications.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties , of supply administration
chiefs, including NCO service support leadership, publications and allowances, review
of manual supply technical behaviors,
manual supply NCO leadership and technical behaviors, supply leadership and technibehaviors incident to professional
1
wth and development, mechanized
s ply technical behaviori within the FSA,,_
d SASSY operging procedures.

BASIC SUPPLY ADMINISTRATION
(MECHANIZED)

Course Number: None.

.

infantry

weapons,

ammunition,

optical

MC-1405-0010'
SPECIAL SUPPLY ORIENTATION

Course Number: None

Location: Supply School, Cp Lejeune,

NC.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train newly

selected

supply officers to manage supply functions
and operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the management of supply operations. Course includes a review of the
principle elements of the supply system: acquisition and distribution, cataloguing, planning and programming, budgeting and disbursement, inventory management, and
direct 'support of military operations,
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
supply management '(7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catesemester hour in supply managegory,
ment (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in supply
management (12/68).
1
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MC-1405-0011
SUPPLY CHIEF LEADERSHIP

Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.

Lejeune, NC.
Length: 10 weeks (362 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.

Objectives: To provide senior staff non:

MC-1405-0008

Location: Service Support Schools, cp.

ficers in the supervision, management, and
administration of ordnance operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical° exercises in the supervision, management and
administration of ordnance operations, including ordnance management, machine
shops, tracked vehicles, artillery weapons,

munications officers.

includes general communications, ground
and aviation unit communication, effective
language, communications center organization and operation, radio theory, and communication procedures and equipment Version 4: Instruction includes general communications; ground and aviation unit communciation; message preparation, processing, i and handling; cryptography; radio,
radio relay, wire, and teletype communcia-

management (12/68).

Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/67-12/74.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned of-

management of a garrisdi.
Credit. Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
-hours in management principles of supply
and maintenance (12/68).

dures and equipment.

supply administration.
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and practical exercises in correspondence and
typing, publications; allowances, requisitioning procedures, and mechanized accounting
procedures. Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises in accounting principles, procurement, transportation, warehousing,
property control, and supply operations.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: No
credit .because of the military nature of the
course (6/74). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in materials management (6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree sate' gory, 3 semester hours in materials management (6/74); in the upper-division baccalau-

VA. .

equipment, ordnance staff functions, and

tions center organization and operation,
radio theory, and communication proce-

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/70-Present.
Version 2: 12/59-6/70.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

Course Number: None.
Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,

Version 2:

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in communications operations, including organization, tactics, and
amphibious operations. Version 1: Instruction includes electronics, management,
mathematics, computer science, telecommunications, and operational communications.
Version 2: Instruction includes general communications, ground and aviation unit communication,-effective language, communica-

MC-1405-0005
i.

ORDNANCE CHIEF

Location: Supply Schools, Cp. Lejeune4,
NC.
Length: 9 weeks (288 hours).
- Exhibit Dates: 4/67-12/68.
Objectives: To,provide enlisted personnel
with the basic skills required for duty as administrative supply clerks.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in .the operation of typewriters and
calculators, preparation of naval corre-

commissioned officers with a broad- base ofunderstanding in all elements of supply,'
with emphasis on supply operations and the
senior NCO in executing his leadership, supervisory, and management responsibilities.
Instruction: Lectures, discussions, and
practical exercises with emphasis on leader-

ship and supervisory practices; supply accounting procedures; data systems, including records design, flowcharting, input and
output devices and media; programming
techniques and coding in a symbolic language, introduction to and practice in the
Activities Supply a System
Supported

spondence, use of supply publications, com-

(SASSY).

control procedures, and mechanized supply
operations.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit' in

ing (7/77),

putation of allowances, orginic property

6-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in principles of supervision, 3 in introduction to data process-

COURSE EXHIBITS
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MC-1405-0012

BASIC SUPPLY STOCK CONTROL

Course Number. None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 7 weeks (218 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.

Objectives: To train entry-level Marines

supply

as
to
perform
administrator /operations clerks`.

Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations, and
practical performances in the basic skills of
supply accounting required in the dally.op-

erauon of a supply account. Includes instruction in typing and filing necessary to
maintain supply records.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in personal typing, 2 in records management
(7/77).

Objectives: To train commi ss. ed officers to manage supply acCou
Instruction: Lectures'an practical exercisesin'the management supply accounts
Course includes supp y procedures and operations, fiscal accounting, storage and materials handling, and transportation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

supply management (7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester Wurs in supply management (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in supply
management (12/68).

MC-1405-0016
OFFICERS WAREHOUSING

Course Nti'mber: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in. the fundamentals of supply management, office procedures, financial manage-

ment, purchasing, inventory control, and
systems analysis.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category,' 3 semester
hours in supply management.(7/74); in the
'lower-61/1mA
.,baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in supply
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category,.3 semester hours in
supply management (7/74). Version 2: In the
.vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in supply management (7/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in supply
management (7/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 5 semester hqurs in
supply management (12/68)

Lejeune, NC; Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,

MC-1405-0013
WAREHOUSING STAFF NONCOMMISSIONED

OFFICER (NCO) LEADERSHIP

(Advanced Warehousing)*
Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp
Lejuene, NC, Supply School, Cp. Lejuene,
NC
Length: 5-6 weeks (165-193 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/64-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned of-

ficers to handle warehouse operations and

perform the duties of a warehouse chief

within a garrison or field warehousing op-

eration.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the duties of a warehouse chief.

Course includes fundamentals of warehous-

NC.
Length: 4-5 weeks (139-165 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/74.

Objectives: To train commissioned offifers to perform as warehousing officers.
Instruction: Lectdres and practical exercises in the duties of a warehouse officer
Course includes technical publications, storage facility planning and management; materials-handling equipment; inventory procedures; receiving, issuing, and shipping
procedures; storage methods, and packing,
packaging, and preservation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
supply management (7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in supply management (7/74); in the upper-division baccalau-

tg, shipping, packing, space layout, and

reate category, 3 semester hours in supply

materialthandling equipment,
and transportatioh
Credit Recommtiniationt In tire lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in supply- management (7/74).

management (12/68).

MC-1405-0017

MC-1405-0014

NC.
Length: 7-12 weeks (244-382 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/59-Present.

utilization,

UNIT SUPPLY OFFICER

Course Number: None.

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,

SENIOR ENLISTED SUPPLY

Objectives: To train officers as supply of-

Course Number: None

Location: 'Service Support School, Cp.
Lejuene, NC, Stpply School, Cp Lejuene,
NC.
Length: 7 -weeks (201-256

urs).

Exhibit Dates: 8/63-Prese .
Objectives: To train non mmissioned officers to opefate supply syst ms.
Instruction: Lectures an practical exercises In the operation of s pply systems, including supply manageme t, office management, rope,rty_control, maintenance and
disposal of/equipment, small-purchase procedures, transportation, and financial management.
Credit ecommendationOn the vocational

certificat

category, 2 semester hours in

supply anagement (7/74); in the lower-di-i''-r. vision acealaureate/associate degree catesemester hours in supply managegory,

men (7/74), in the upper-division baccalaurest category, 2 semester hours m supply

17

m agement (7/74)
.

,

/C-1405-0015
AccoUNINLE OFFICER
Course Number: None.

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeun a .
NC.
..
Length: 12 weeks (420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 2/55-12/68.

ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in supply procedures, including supply
management, office management, property
control, financial management, accounting,
systems analysis, procurement, transportation, distribution, storage operations, and

computerized supply operations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

vreertificate category, 3 semester hours in

MC-1405-0019
i.

BASIC COMMUNICATION OFFICER

(BCOC)
(Basic Communications Officer)

t.

-

BASIC COMMUNICATION OFFICER

(Communication Officers Orientation)
Course Number: None

Location: Version 1: Development and
Education Command, Quantico, VA. Ver. mon 2: Development and Education Command, Quantico, VA; Marine Corps School :
Quantico, VA.
Length: Version 1. 9-11 weeks (277-347

hours).
hours)

Version

2:

5-9

vreeks (135-276

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 9/69-Present.
Versionl: 5/56-8/69.
Objectives: To train basic school graduates to be communications officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practiaq exer" cises in communication center organization
and operation, basic radio theory, communication equipment and procedures, amphibious operations; and command and staff organization.
CredirIrecommendationi Version 1: Credit

is not recommended because of the limited

specialized nature of the course 112/77).

Version 2: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semestergliours in communications center management (12/68).

MC-1406-0001
ENLISTED INSTRUCTOR ORIENTATION

Course Number: None.

Location: Development and Education

.

supply management (7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in supply management (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in supply
management (12/68).

Command, Quantico, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68- Present.
Objectives: To train instructors in the
basic procedures and techniques of instruction, with emphasis on communication

MC-1405-0018

ence in the professional foundations of

AVIATION SUPPLY OFFICER

learning and teaching, communication skills,

skills.

Instruction: Lectures and practical experi-

Course Number. None
Location: Version 1:

Service Support
School, Cp. Lejeune, NC. Version 2: Supply
School, Cp. Lejeune, NC.
Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (359 'hours).
Version 2: 8-10 weeks (277-326 hours).

Exhibit Dates:

Version

Version 2: 10/63-6/68.

1: 7/68-Present.

Objectives: To train Marine Corps officers in the fundamentals and functions Of
the Navy supply system,

C7

procedures and techniques of instruction,
objective examination techniques, and a
series of practice presentations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in instructional methods (1/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate Degree category, 1 semester hour in instructional methods (1/74); in the upper-division bacoplauresemester hour in instrucate category,
tional methods (1/74).
1
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MC-1406-0002
WOMEN PHYSICAL TRAINING INSTRUCTOR

(Physical Training Instructor (Women))
Course Number. None.

Location: Development and Education
Command, Quantico, VA.
Length: 11 weeks (427-482 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-Present.
Objectives: To train military personnel as
instructors of physical training.
Instruction: Structural and functional ki-

nesiology; applied principles of physical
training; personal grooming; sports skills;

division baccalaureate category, 3 mester
hours in personnel administration (12/68).

personnel, administration (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

degree category, 2 semester hours in personnel administration (2/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in personnel records and classification
administration (12/68).

MC-1406-0006
WARRANT OFFICER PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION

physical education (1/74); in the lower-divi- .
sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in phySical education
(1/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 8 semester hours in physical education (1/74).

Course Number: None.
Administration
Personnel
Location4
School, Parris Island, SC.
Length: 5 weeks (143-146 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/63-12/72.
Objectives: To train warrant officers in .
the duties of administfative' officers.

MC-1406-0003
o INSTRUCTOR ORIENTATION

Course Number. None.
Location: Marine Corps School, Quantico,
VA.
Length: 3 weeks (68-105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/56-4/65.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a knowledge of the principles and

techniques of instruction.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in teaching methodology, &Ideational
psychology, and effective writing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in instructional methods (1/74); in the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in instructional
methods (1/74); in the upper-division baccalaur e category, 2 semester hours in inst tional methods (12/68).

.

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

naval

conditioning.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

i`

.

personnel administration (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

correspondence,
combat and casualty reporting, and personnel actions and related reports.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
benefits,

aquatics; physical fitness training .methodology; techniques of instruction; individual

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
.

justice,

nel classification and accounting, pay and

MC1406-0004
SERGEANTS MAJOR PERSONNEL

ADMINISTRATION

Course Number. None.
Administration
Personnel
Location:
School, Parris Island, SC.
Length: 6 weeks (260 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.

Objectives: To train sergeants major in

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in regulatory publications, service records, personnel accounting, classification,
naval justice, correspondence, personnel
records, personnel management, and custodial duties.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

personnel administration (2/74); in the
lower-division 01baccalaureate/essociate

degree category, '2 semester hours in personnel administration (2/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in personnel administration (12/68).

Course Number. None.
Personnel
Location:

Administration

School, Parrs Island, SC
Length: 5 weeks (166 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the fundamentals of personnel administration

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in typing, utilization of regulatory

publications, maintenance and disposition of
files, Marine Corps directives system, correspondence practices, personnel accounting,
military justice, maintenance of personnel
records, 'and completion of allotment forms.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

records and classification systems; separations and pay procedures; office managementt English and speech; correspondence

MC-1406-0008

houri in personnel records and classification
administration (12/68).

MC- 1406,-0005
FIRST SERGEANTS PERSONNEL

ADMINISTRATION

Course Number. None.
Administration
Personnel
Location:
School, Parris Island, SC
Length: 6 weeks (197-241 hours).
Exhibit Date a: 4/63-Present.

Objectives: To train first sergeants in the
procedures involved in military personnel
administration.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in enlisted and officer records, person-

I.
2.

MARINE CORPS Ii.ECRUITER
RECRUITER
Course Num 11 No

Location: ,R run Repot, Parris Island,
S Diego, CA.
SC; Recruit De
hours). it,
Length: 6 weeks
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/72,-7/78. Version 2: 3/58-4/72.

Objectives: To train selected noncomn-,

sioned officers in personnel recruiting duff"
and responsibilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in recruitment of personnel. Course ineludes screening and processing procedures,
mg, 6peration
salesmanship and public s
of recruiting substations officer selection,
advertising and commu ity relation leadership training, and typing.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
semester
vocational certificate category,
hour in typing, 1 in salesmanship (7/74); in
the lower-division, baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in typing,
in salesmanship (7/74). Versions 2: In the
vocational, certificate category, semester
hour in typing, 1.in salesmanship (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureateAassociate
degree category, 1 semester hour in typing,
in salesmanship (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
1

1

1

<It
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tional evaluation (12/68).

BASIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester

MC-1406-0009

typing and speech on the basis of institu-

MC-1406-0007

basic personnel management procedures.
Instruction: Lectures in personnel admin..'
istrative procedures, including personnel

and publications; and naval justice.
Credit Recommendation:0ln the upper-di-

degree category, 3 semester hours in personnel administration (2/74); in t4 upper.

office administration (2/74).

ADMINISTRATIVE CHIEF'S PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION

(Personnel Chief's Personnel Administration)
Course Number: None.

Location: Manne Corps Recruit Depot,
Parris Island, SC; Personnel Administration
School, Parris Island, SC.
Length: 8-10 weeks (213-440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers for supervisory duties in military personnel administration. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in manpower management, enlisted

records, pay and allowances, correspondence, naval justice, personnel classification
and personnel actions, and office management,
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

C

MC-1406-0010
OFFICER INSTRUCTOR ORIENTATION

Course Number. None.
Location: Instructor Training
Quantico, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (105 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 10/69-Present.

School,

Objectives: To train commissioned officers and instructors in foundations, method-

ologies, academic procedures, and techniques of instruction,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in instructional methods. Course includes ,scientific fundamentals, methodologies, academic procedures, and techniques
of military instruction.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1. semester hour in edu: cational technology (7/74); in the,loWer-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in educational technology (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in educe-tional technology (7/74).

MC-1406-0011
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR-BASIC

Course Number. None.

LOcaddn: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine
Palms, CA.
E ength: 2 weeks (67 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7 5 - 11/78.

Objectives: To develop attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary to instill mastery
learning through systematic instruction.
Instruction: Lectures and-student presentation to include and incorparye academic
arning objecguidelines, con

a
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lives", test item construction, meta& of instruction. and communjcation skills.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in instructional methods (8/77).

MC-1406-0012
FORMA SCHOOL INSTRUCTOR lIAC>

Course

umber. None.

Locatio : Service Support School, Cp Lejeune
;
Development and Education
Command, Quantico, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (131-143 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/75-Present.
Objectives: To train selected personnel to
perform as instructors at formal schools.
ction: Instruction includes 'lecture,
onstration, discussion and programmed
unication-skil
tioiuil plInging, preparation, strategies, presentation, evaluation, and revision.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in instructional methods (10/77).

MC-1407.0001
LEGAL CLERK/COURT REPORTER

(Basic. Legal Clerk and Reporter)
Course Number: None.

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp Pendle-

ton, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (126 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-5/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as legal clerks or court reporters

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of a legal clerk or court
reporter. Course includes use of recording
equipmfnt, dictation and transcription. and
court reporting techniques and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
dictation and legal printing (7/74).

MC-1408-0001
DISBURSING CLERK COURSE

Course Number: None

Location: Supply Schools. Cp. Lejeune,
NC.

Length: 6 weeks (210 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/59-12/68.

Objectives: To provide disbursing clerks
with advanced training in the administration of pay records and travel expenses.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in disbursement management, includadministration of pay records,
ing
allowances, personnel travel expenses, and
-44\

personnel separations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (2/74).

cedures, military pay and allowances, appropnation accounting, public funds, financial returns, and personnel supervision. Version 2: Includes a nine-day practicum.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in office administration (2/74); in the
baccalaureate /associate
_lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in office
administration (2/74). Version 2: In the vocational gertificate category, 3 semester
houss in office administration (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in office
administration- (2/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
disbursing procedures (12/68).

MC-1408-0003
(Ordnance Officer)
Course Number. None.

Location: Ordnance School, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD; Ordnance School,
Quantico, VA.
Length: 10-26 weeks (302-720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/68-12/72 Version 2: 1/58-3/68.
Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel in

the procedures of ordnance maintenance
management.

Instruction: Lectures in the principles,
concepts, and techniques of management;
integrated resource control and allocation;
and technical aspects of maintenance equipment and facilities.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, credit in
pnnciples of management on the basis of in-

stitutional evaluation (2/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 -semester hours in principles of
management (2/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
maintenance management (2/74). Veivion 2:
In the vocational certificate category, credit
in principles of management on the basis of
institutional evaluation (2/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 3 semester hours in principles of,

management (2/74); in the upper-division .
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
maintenance management for the 10- to 16week course, 3 for the 22- to 26-week
course (12/68).'
Aft

MC-1408-0004
COMMUNICATION CENTER CHIEF

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; Communication-Electronics School, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1: 9-10 weeks (344-365
hours). Version 2: 10-15 weeks (336-506
hours).

Exhibit Dates:

MC-1408-0002
ADVANCED DISBURSING CLERK

Course Number. None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp
Lejeune, NC, Supply Schools, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.

Length: Version 1. 5 weeks (179 hours)
Version 2. 8-9 weeks (265 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: Version 1: 4/69-Present.

Vern 2: 2/64-3/69.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the advanced techniques and procedures of
disbursing office organization and management.

Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical expenence in correspondence pro-

Version

1:, 5/76-Present.

Version 2: 1/68-4/76.

Objectives: Pro train senior noncommissioned officers to supervise military' communication centers.
Instruction: Lectures in effective reading,
management principles and procedures, fundamentals of communications, and security,
equipment, supply and maintenance proce-

dures'

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in basic communication skills, 3 in
office administration (3/79). Version 2. In
the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in office adriiinistration (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

-.

C9

degree category, 3 semester hours in office
administration (2/74).

MC-1408-0005
WOMAN MARINE OFFICER'S PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION
Course Number: Node.

,

Administration
Personnel
Location:
School, Parris Island, SC.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (162 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (201 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8 /68- Present.
Version 2: 10/65-7/68.

Objectives: To provide enlisted women
with the knowledge and skill required_to
perform in and supervise personnel administration.

Iristruction: Lectures and practical exercises in correspondence, personnel accountand allowances, clasing, naval justice
si 'canon testing an. interviews, casu ty
reporting, and personal affairs.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semesters
hours in personnel administration (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in per-

sonnel administration (2/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in personnel administration (2/74);
1.
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in peisonnel administration
(2/74); in the upper- division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in personnel administration (12/68).

MC-1408-0006
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION

Course Number: None.
Personnel
Administration
Location:
School, Parris Island, SC*"
Length: 4 weeks (173 howl":
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant officers urperglinel administration.

Instruction: Lectures on personnel records, correspondence, manpower management systems, pay and allowances, and the
uniform code of military justice.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours

office management (2/74); in the lower4ii=
vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours ill office management (2/74).

MC-1408-0007
ADvANCED DISBURSING MAN

(Advanced Disbursing Min Leadership)
Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 11 weeks (346 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.

\Objectives: To train corporals and staff
sergeants_\rs__as disbursing office workers and
supervisors..

I struction: Lectures and practical exer-

cise

in, the duti*of a disbursing office

won er, and supervisor, including_adding_
machine operation, military pay and accounts, military travel, accounting for
public funds, office management, and general disbUrsement procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
clerical procedures (7/77); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3 semester hours in principles of supervLic

':/77).

C.
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Marine Corps
MC-1408-0008

2

3

MARINE CORPS GOMMAND AND STAFF
COLLEGE
MARINE CORPS COMMAND AND STAFF
COLLEGE
MARINE CORPS COMMAND AND STAFF
COLLEGE
SENIOR COURSE
SENIOR COURSE
SENIOR COURSE

4.
5

6

public affairs; 6 in management administration, 3 in independent research thesis, 3 m

French, Spanish, or Vietnamese, awl. on
the basis ofinstitutional evaluation, credit in
oral and written communications (12/68).
Version 3: In the upper-division baccalauieate category, 3 semester hours in public affairs, 6 in management administration, 3 in
independent research thesis, 3 in French or

Spanish, and, on the basis of institutional
evaluation, credit in oral and, written communications (12/68). Version 4 In the

(Senior School)

upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-

Course Number:. None.

Location: Educational Ceptsr, Quantico,

VA.

- Length: Version 1: 42-43 weeks (10441197 hours). Version 2: 40, weeks (1288
hours). Version 3: 40 weeks (1358 hours).
Version 4: 40 weeks (1.301-1379 hours). Ver-

sion 5: 40 weeks (1239 hours) Version 6: 40

mester hours in business organization and
management, 2 in political science, 3 in
French or Spanish, and, on the basis of institutional evaluation, credit in oral and
written communications (12/68). Version 5:
In the upper-division baccalaureate,category, 6 semester hours in business organize-

fundamentals of combat and basic tactical
doctrine; weapons; staff functioning, procodures, and techniques,, employment of

Marme forces; concepts for future operations, Manne Corps policies, and amphibious command post exercise.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
business
(7/74);

organization and management
lower-division
in
the

business

organization

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in business organization and
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in

cers and officers from other services and
foreign countries for command and staff
duty at high levels '
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and

practical exercises on command and staff
duty at high levels Version 1: Topics include leadership; professional skills and fundamentals, staff functioning; management;
adjunct faculty seminars; amphibious operations; operations ashore; counterinsurgency, national policy, organization, func-

tioning, and d-411(bn" making within the
DoD; Army, Navy, Air Force concepts,
strategic surveys; military strategy, domestic forces and factors affecting the military,
and American military policy. Version 2:
Topics includeair-ground task force oper-

ations; amphibious operations; management
techniques and procedures; organization'

the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in business organization and
management (12/68).

management

MC-1408-0012
WOMEN OFFICERS INDOCTRINATION

weeks-4-1.446-1.4.55-hours).

Exhibit Dates:" Version 1: 8/71-Present.
Version 2: 8/66-7/71. Version 3: 8/65-7/66.
Version 4: 8/62-7/65. Version 5: 8/61-7/62.
Version 6:9/58-4/61.
Objectives: To prepare Marine Corps offi-

and

(12/68)'

s'

one.

Location: Women Marines Training De- tachment, Quantico, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (213-229 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/55-6/60.

Objectives: To train female officers as

NC-1408-0009
BASIC COURSE, POSTGRADUATE

Course Number: None.
Location: Basic School, Quantico, VA
Length: 3 weeks (136 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.

Objectives: To train commissioned officers in Marine Corps adfmnistrative policies
and procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Marine Corps administrative policies and procedures. Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in business organization and management (12/68)

company and staff officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of company and staff officers, including leadership problems and
counseling, principles of instruction, personnel administration, and general military subjects, such as food services, disbursing, administration, and, map reading
Credit Recommendation: In the -upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in business organization and management, and credit in instructional metkods on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

MC-1408-0013
'DISBURSING OFFICER LEADERSHIP

MC-1408-0010

(Disbursing Officer)
Course Number: None.
Location: Version I. Service Support
School, Cp. Lejeune, NC Version 2: Supply

and functtoding for national security; foreign language instrument; geopolitics and
current world situagbns; and executive

JUNIOR COURSE
Course Number: None.

leadership. Version 3: Topics include geopolitical and current world situation; air ground task force operations; executive
leadership; language qualification; organiza-

VA.

tion and functioning for national security,
amphibious operations; and management

solve tactical and administrative problems.

cers as disbursement.officers through errr~`

and procedures. Version 4:
Topics include organization and concepts of
employment; command and staff principles
and procedures; air/ground warfare tactics,
amphibious operations; current world situation; counterinsurgency and operations
against guerilla forces; political-military relationships and the military services; and research and development Version 5: Topics
incluki
amphibious operations; offensive
ns ashore; aviation; communicaoper
lectronics;, administration and logistics, defensive operations and defense of advanced naval bases; intelligence; and political-military theory and organization for national security. Version 64 Topics include
amphibious operations; offensive operations
ashore; supporting arms; aviation; defensive

cises in tactics and administration, Including

phasis on supervisory principles and clerical
procedures in the disbursing process.

operations and defense of advanced naval
bases; command and staff pnncipl and

MC-1408-0011

procedures -admmistration and logistic

SEN

techniques

ill-

telligenoe; communicationelectronics; nd
politicalmilitary theory and organizat
for national security.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in public affairs, 6_in management,-3 as an elective in foreign language, 3

in independent research project as an elective (7/74). ,Version 2. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in

Location: Edikational Center, Quantico,
Length: 38-39 weeks (1130-1151 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/54-6/56.

Objectives: To train junior officers to
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

atomic, biological, and chemical warfare,

amphibious operations; artillery, aviation,
communications; engineering, intelligence
operations; instructor training; lo
medical services; gunfire; personnel d administration; and tactics.
Credit Recommendation: In the voc onal
certificate category, 3 semester ho s in
business organization and management
lower-division
in
the
(7/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in business organization and
management (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
business organization and management
(12/68).

School, Cp. Lejeye, NC.
Length: 8-11 weeks (280-385 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I: .8/75-Present.
Version 2: 7/58-7/75.

Objectives: To train commissioned offi-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of a disburserrient.officer
Course includes adding-machine operation,

military pay and accounts, military travel,
accounting for public funds, office management, and general disbursement procedures.
Credit- Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester

hours in clerical procedures (7/77); in the

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
,degree category, 3 semester hours In principles of supervision (7/77). Version 2: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in finance and disbursement
(12/68).

MC-1408-0014

Course Number: None.

Location: Edutational Center. Quantico,
VA.

Length: 39-42 weeks (110 -1253 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/55-6/56'
ObJectives:_To provide advanced profes-

sional education to senior commissioned Of

,vSTAEFNONICOMMISSIONED 011.K.hrtS
(NCO) RESIDENT COURSE

Course Number: Ncoe.
Location: Officer Candidate School,
Quantico, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (188 hours)
,Exhibit Dates: 6 /73- Present-Objectives: To educate staff sergeants and

ficers.

selected personnel in professional knowledge and standards, leadership, and esprit-

cises in command and staff duties, including

de-corps.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

-I
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Instruction: Lectures and. practical exercises in effective communication, leadership, customs, courtesies, drill and inspections, and physical training.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in interpersonal relations and 3 in wntten and oral communications (6/75).

MC-1409.0001
TYPING AND GENERAL OFFICE
PROCEDURES (WOMEN)

Course Number: hone.

Location: graining Center, Parris Island,
SC.
Length: 4 weeks (155 hours).

To instruct enlisted rsonnel
In typewnting and office procedures
Instruction: Practical exercises in business
English, spelling, correspondence, typing,
filing, and office procedures.
Ciredit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 3 in office practices (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 31n office prictices (3/74).
MC-1409-0002
FIELD RADIO OPERATOR

Course Number None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Trailing
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, Communication-Electronics School, San Diegce-CA
Length: Version I.- 7 weeks (279 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (278-280 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/76-Present.
Version 2: 8/0-2/76
Objectives: To train inexpenenced enlist-

ed personnel to operate a variety of radio
communications sets
Instruction: Lectuwf...and-opractical exercises in radio proceaures and equipment operation, Including a brief introduction to
electncal fundamentals.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Credit
is not recommended due to the military-specific nature of the course (3/79). Version 2:
In the upper-division baccalaureate catego-

ry, credit in typing on the basis of institutional;valuation (12/68).
MC-1409.0003
CRYPTOGRAPHER

Course Number. None.
Communication- Electronics
Location:

School, San Diego, CA; Batic Electronics
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate communications systems and cryptographic aids, and to typewrite.

Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of communications
systems. and cryptographic aids, and in
Instruction :

typewriting, including communications
system organization, message reparation,
opera ion an ms a
equipmejn, radio telegraph procedures,
cryptographic techniques, classified mes-

sages handling, administrative procedures,
code systems, security communications, and
typing applications.
___Credit_Recommendation: In_the_vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
(6/74);

in

the

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground*Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; Communications-Electronics School, Sub Unit 2, San
Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (333 hours).

Objectives: To train personnel as combat

engineer officers.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in engineenng subjects,
Including engineering job management, construction, bridges, roads, and demolition.
Version 1: Topics include routes of communication, engineer equipment, landmine
warfare, and field fortification and camouflage. Version 2: Topics Include engineer
equipment, field construction, routes of
communication, landmine warfare, and job
planning. Version 3 Topics include organt-

Version 2: 8-9 weeks (309-333 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/76-Present;
9/76-8/76.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate field communications equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerdiscs in the operation of field communications equipment. Course Includes training in
publica-

tions, and general operations of. field com-

;011

typing

Version 2: 6 weeks (242 hours). Version 3: 4
weeks (132 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Verston,.1; 7/71-Present.
Version 2. 6/67-6/71. Version. 3: 6/62-5/67.

COMMUNICATION CENTER MAN

typing, preventive maintenance,

Exhibit Dates: 7/59-12/68.

f

Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (235 hours).

MC-1409-0004

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in typing (6/74).

zation

_

of Fleet Manne Force, engineer

equipment, mine warfare, camouflage, field

munication equipment.

,.,...... inir-Verston-h-ln-thefortifreatteriOnsilding-eonstruenen,-ri

vocational Certificate category, 2 semester
h'ours in typing on the basis of emonstrat-

soils, engineer reconnaissance, and planning
projects.

ed skills (3/79). Version _2:_
(in the basis of institutional evaluation
(2/76).

lower-division

MC-1601-0001

degree category, 2 semester hours in: civil

RecommendatiamLY_as

baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in civil

engineering technology (7/74). Version 2: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

Course Number: None.

engineering technology (7/74); in the
category,
upper-division
baccalaureate

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

reate category, credit in engineenng con-

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OFFICERS

credit in engineering construction on the
Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68) VerNC
sion
3.
In
the
lower-division
Length: 7-8 weeks (272-280 hours)
oti. baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68.
Ec
semester hours in civil engineering technolObjectives: To train officers in engineer
ogy (7/74), in the upper-division baccalauequipment operations and maintenance
struction on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

technology, earth
moving estimating, construction, equipment
maintenance shops management, construction equipment linutations,,and capabilities,
road design, and operator-training
Credit Recommendatibm Ih the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5 semester hours in maintenance management, 5 in civil technology (4/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 secises

in

basic

ivil

MC-1601-0005
ARTILLERY WEAPONS REPAIRMAN

Course Number None
Location:
VA.

Ordnance School, Quantico,

Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-6/72.

mester hours in maintenance management

Objectives: To train artillery weapons re-

(12/68).

pairmen to maintain and repair field and
antiaircraft artillery,

MC-1601-0002 '

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises

ENGINEER OFFICER'S ORIENTATION

Course Number None.
Location: Engineer School Battalion, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length:4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in basic engi/neenng.

iics, disassembly, and assembly, and inspecweapons.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in me. chanical or industrial technology (8/74); in
the lower-div,ision baccalaureate/associate

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

fare.

fundamentals; rigging;

tion and maintenance- of various artillery

degree category, 2 semester hours in me-

cises iri basic engineering, Including organi, zation. of engineer units, military construe; tion, engineer equipment, routes of.communication, utilities, field electricity and
plumbing, FMF refrigeration, maintenance,

motor transport, embarkation of engineer
equipment, and demolition and mine war-

in artillery

major components operation, charactens-

chanical or industnal technology (8/74).

MC-1601-0006
INFANTRY WEAPONS ARMORER
4

Course Number: None.
Location: Ordnance

School, Quantico

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate./associate degree category, 4 semester hours in civil engineering

Length: 10 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-6/72.

category, credit in engineering construction
on -the -basis of institutional -evaluation-

weapons at the advanced level.

(12/68).

Objectives: To train infantry weapons ar11 dill

.

Instruction: Lectures and practicarexercises in small arms fundamentals; operatioh
and characteristics of infantry weapons; and
disassembly, assembly, inspection, mainte-

MC-1601-0004
COMBAT ENGINEER OFFICER

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.

71

nance, and repair of weapons, including

rifles, machine guns, pistols, and mortars.
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in industnal or mechanical tcchnol-

Marine Corps
ogy

(8/74);

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
,semester hours.as an elective-4n industrial or
mechanical technology (8/74).

basic refrigeration (6/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours Wi basic refrigeration
(6/74).

AIR OBSERVATION

1.

2.

Course Number: None.

Location: Educational Center, Quantico,
VA.

Length: 13 weeks (445 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as aerial observers.
Instruction: Lectures and field and flight
exercises in basic air observation methods
and techniques, communications, and tactical and gunnery aerial observation.
II II
I*
:
ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (12/68)

MC-1606-0002
AERIAL NAVIGATION

(Air Navigation)
Course Number: None.

Location Air Station, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 14 weeks (535-557 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12Y68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be qualified aerial navigators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic aerial navigation, meteorology, and radar principles and operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in meteorology, 8 in
navigation (2/74); in the upper-division bac-

calaureate category, 6 semester hours in
navigation (12/68).

MC-1606-0 003
8TH CLASS AIR OBSERVATION SCHOOL

TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRMAN, TANK
TANK,
TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRM
BASIC

(Tank Vehicle Repairm
Course Number: Wine.
Locatioh: Headquarte , Schools Battalion, Cp. Ptndleton, CA.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (174 hours).
Version 2: 10 !Reeks (356 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/72-12/74. Version 2: 10/66-1/72.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

.

tems.

Instruction: Lectures and eractica xercises in tank systems inspection, roubleshooting, and repair, including tr ked-vedunes;
hide introduction; maintenance p
electrical systems; engines; power tram;
hull, track, and suspension systems; care
and use of tools and equipment; and engine
tune-up and preventive maintenance checks
and services.
Credit Recommendations Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester

hours in automobile mechanics or heavy

equipment repair (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego0, 3 semester hours in automobile mechanics or heavy equipment repair (4/74) Verthe vocational certificate categosion 2:
sion
estei hour in introduction to interry, 1.
nal-combustion engines, 5 in automobile me-

chanics or heavy equipment repair (4/74);:
lower-division

the

in

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in introduction to internalcombustion engines, 4 in automobile mechanics or heavy equipment repair (4/74).

ADVANCED MOTOR TRANSPORT

Length: 16 weeks (490 (tours).

Exhibit Dates: 9/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
aerial observers.
practical exerInstruction: Lectures
cises in aerial observation. Topics include

/

tactical aerial observation, gunnery aerial
observations, communications, and staff
principles and techniques.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended, because of the limited specialthe course (12/68).
ized nature

MC-1701-0001'
UTILMES OFFICER

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.

Length: 13 weeks (486 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

Course Number: None.

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.

Length: 16 weeks (511 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned of-

fleets to supervise, operate, -anti maintain
motor transport equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in motor transport equipment operation and maintenance, Including internalcombustion engines, carburetion and ignition, power train, hydraumatic transmission,

and brakes; preventive maintenance and

body repair; and supervisory procedures.
Credit Recommendatiqn: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
atitomonve mechanics (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in automotive mechanics (4/74).

utilities inspectors.
I

cises

cdon: Lectures and practical exeriri the inspection o 'uti ay systems.

I

ti

LI I

MOTOR TRANSPORT CHIEF

wiring, electric distribution, water parification procedures, water supply equipment,
plumbing procedures, refrigeration= theory
and systems, refrigeration equipment, air
conditioning, and technical inspections.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NC.

certificate category, 5 semester hours in

Course Number: None.

s

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,
Length: 10-13 weeks (358-454 hours)
-Exhibit-Dates:-9/4-12/68. =-*
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to superyise personnel in the servic-

testing, maintenance, and repair of
I. de
automobiles.
ing,

MC-1703-0004
ONTOS (M50)( FOURTH AND FIFTH
ECHELON) MAINTENANCE
.1

Location: Tracked Vehicle Repairman
School, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 3 weeks-(426 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.

Objectives: To train tracked vehicle repairmen as specialists in combat tracked vehicle repair.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in tracked vehicle hull, track, and suspension systeins repair; removal, disassembly, repair, reassembly, and, testing of -en-

gines and power trains, basic electricity;
and troubleshooting and Inspection procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

automobile mechanics or heavy equipment
repair (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hiiurs in automobile inbchanics or
heavy equipmbnt repair (4/744).

MC-1703-0005
TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRMO(ONTOS),
BASIC

(ONTOS Vehicle Repairman)
Course Number None.
Location: Schools Battalion; Cp. Pendleton,
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
Inspect, troubleshoot, and repair tracked vehicles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the functions of tracked vehicle repairmen, including basic driving; inspection,
troubleshooting, and repair of electrical systems, engines and power trains, and hull,
track, and suspension systems; and recovery
procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

automobile mechanics (4/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in automobile mechanics (4/74).

MC-1703-0006
I

TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRMAN SELF-

2.

TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRMAN (SELFPROPELLED ARTILLERY), BASIC

Pr PELLED

_Courseincludes blueprint reading, introduction to engines, applied electricRi fundamen-

tals, AC motors and controls, generators,

body, radiator, and fuel tank servicing, testing, maintenance, and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
automotive mechanics or automotive technology (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in automobile mechanics or
automotive technology (4/74).

I

4

Course Number: None.
Location: Marine Corps School, Quantico, ----MC-1703-0002
VA.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in administrancin, maintenance management, and supply systems; automobile
tools, power plant, electrical and fuel sys-

tems; tune-up; and power train, chassis,

MC-1703-0001

MC-1606-0001
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RTILLERY

Self- Propelled Vehicle Repairman)
.,.--etturse Number: None.

Location: Headquarters, Schools Battal-

ion, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (153 hours).
Version 2: 10 weeks (356 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/72-12/74. Version 2: 9/67-1/72.

COURSE EXHIBITS
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair self - propelled,, tracked
artillery vehicles.

the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours in automotive or heavy equipment
repair (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in automotive or heavy
equipment repair (5/74).

sion systems, electri I systems, engines and

MC-1703-0009

procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

i.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of selfpropelled,tracjced.
mg operation and r air of hull and suspen-

power trains, basic

'ving, and recovery

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in auto mechanics or heayy equipment repair (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semesterhours in auto mechanics or heavy
equipment repair (4/74). Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in auto mechanics or heavy equip-

ductioni to
(47'74);

internal-combustion engines
in
the
lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree .category, 3
semester hours in automobile mechanics or
heavy equipment repair, I in auto electncity, I in introduction to internal-combustion
engines (4/74).

MC-1703-0007
AUTOMOTIvE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Course Number. None

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC
Length: 6 weeks (203 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform preventive maintenance on automotive equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in preventive maintenance on automotive equipment, including nomenclature,
construction, function and troubleshooting
of fuel and electrical systems, power train,
brake, steennl and suspension systems,
drfyer tranimg; and lubncation andlnspections.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

e

2.
3.
4

1.

BASIC AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC

Course Number. None.

Location: Supply School, Cp Lejeune,

i

(Amphibian Vehicle Repairman)
Course Number: None.

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendleton, CA.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 7/72-Present.
Version 2: 7/67-6/72. Version 3: 8/63-6/67

Objectives: To -train enlisted personnel as
amphibious vehicle repairmen.

I

Version 4: 7/58-7/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, service, and repair motor transport
equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in motor transport equipment inspection, maintenance, °and repair,
including basic pnnciples of electricity,

automotive equipment components operation and repair, maintenance management,
care and use of tools, and preventive maintenance.

Version

1:

Instruction includes

dnver training. Version 1. Instruction emphasizes power plants, power transmission
systems, chassis, brakes, and suspension systems.

Credit RecommendatispeVersion 1: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in a genmotor ' transport
auto motive
eral
prograni/heavy equipment, 2 in automotive
electrical systems, I in power transmission,
I in brakes, chassis, and suspension, and 1 in
driver education motor transport/heavy
equipment (4/76). Version 1. In the vocational certificate category, 12 semester

automotive mechanics (5/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in automotive mechanics (5/74).

(5/74);

MC-1703-V013

hours in automotive or heavy equipment

AUTOMOTIvt ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in automotive or heavy
equipment (5/74). Version 4. In theeOricational certificate categoty, 12 semester
hours in automotive or heavy equipment

degree category, 2semester hours in automotive maintenance (7/74). Version 2: In

2.

TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRMAN
AMPHIBIAN TRACTOR
TRACKED VEH LE REPAIRMAN
VEHICLE)( BASIC)
i(AMPF

NC.
Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (399 hours).
Version 1: 13 weeks (450-455 hours) Version
3. 10 weeks (317-344 hours). Version 4. 14

hours in automotive or heavy equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the inspection, service, and repair of
tactical automotive vehicles, including shop
procedures, power plants, and fuel and elecUe ana e ec Ica] sys ems
trouble diagnosis and tune-up, power trains,
-brakts, aria-suspension systemi,
diesel and multifuel engines; motor vehicle
operation; and preventive maintenance
techniques.
Credit_Recommendation:Yersion /Lin the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in automotive maintenance (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (6/74).
MC-1703-0011

certificate category, .6 semester hours in

( Automotive Organizational Mechanics)
Course Number. None.
Location: Version 1. Service Support
School, Cp. Lejeune, NC. Version 1: Headquarters, Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendleton,
CA
Length: 7 weeks (280-298 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/70-Present.
Version 2: 6/66-8/70
. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as automotive mechanics.

cults, engines, and troubleshooting techniques.

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 10
semester hours in automotive or heavy
equipment (5/74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate category, 10 semester
(5/74);

(5/74);

in

in

the

the

lower-division

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in automotive or heavy
equipment

74).

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (197 hours).

Version 1. 10 weeks (356 hours)
2172_p_n-ceiit
Exhibit Dates: Version
ersion 2: 8/67-1/72.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in amphibious vehicle in-

spection, troubleshooting, and repair, including introduction to maintenance, basic
driving, engines, power train, electncal
system, suspension, hydraulics, and recovery procedures Version b Instruction emphasizes practical applications.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in basic electricity, I in introduction
to automobile mechanics, I.in general shop,
laboratory (7/74) Version 1: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours
in basic electncity, 3 in introduction to
automobile mechanics, 3 in general shop
laboratory (7/74)
MC-1703-0012
ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE
MECHANIC/MAINTENANCE
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
LEADERSHIP

Course Number. None

Location: Service Support School, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 16 weeks (503 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74--Present
Objectives: To train personnel to diagnose
and repair defects in light-duty and
medium-duty trucks and to demonstrate
proficiency in those repairs. In addition, the

student will have a working knowledge of
maintenance management techniques relative to truck operations.
Instruction: Major areas' of instruction include gasoline, diesel, and multi-fuel power
plants, electncal and fuel systems, transmis-

sions and drive trains; and brake systems
Management

areas

include

maintenance

management, allied trades, and specialized
maintenance operations:
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

MC- 170'&0010
TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRMAN

Course
tuber. None.
Locati
Tracked Vehicle Repairman
School, p. Pendleton, CA. .
:
15
weeks
(600 hours).
Len
txhinifThIfelfr7751C-TZ7B.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform and supervise scheduled mainte-

automotive mechanics, 2 in automotive
maintenance nianagement (7/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electn-

cal systems, 3 in diesel power plants, 3 in
gasoline ow
ants,_2--in heavy-duty
Th.ake systems, 2 in heavy-duty power trains
(4/76), in the- upper-division-baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in truck mainte-

nance on tracked vehicles.

nance management (4/76).

operation principles, publications and equip-

TRACKED VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

Instruction: Lectures and practical exereises in the maintenance, supervision, and
repair_of tracked vehicles-Topics- include
ment use, nomenclature and construction,
fundamentals of electricity, tracked vehicle
ignition systems and generators, starters,
generator control systems, hull wiring cir-

73

MC-1703.0013
OFFICER

Course Number: None.

Location: Packed Vehicle Repairman

School,kCprYend ton, CA.

Marine Corps
Length: 12-13 weeks (480-520 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise,
maintain, and repair tracked vehicles

instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in the supervision, maintenance, and
repair of tracked vehicles, including hull,
track, and suspension construction; electric-

fundamentals, engine systems, generators; starters; wiring circuits; power train;
tracked vehicle turrets, vehicle transmission; hydraulic operation of specific equipment; and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in introductory auto mechanics, 2 in automobile
electrical systems (7/74): in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree categoity

I

a.

81 :8.

I

MC-1704-0001

MC-1704-0005

AIR CONTROL ELECTRONICS OPERATOR,
AUTOMATED SYSTEM

AERIAL OBSERVER

Course Numbir: None
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, Twentynine Palms, CA.
Length: 4-5 weeks (140-176 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72- Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

with some knowledge of air control and
anti-air warfare fundamentals to perform as
aid control electronics operators.
Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations
in air control electronics fundamentals, including tactical air operations introduction,
electronic warfare, and air traffic controller, weapons controller, and missile direcI8

mechanics, 2 in automobile electrical systems (7/74)

I

1

11

I

I

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not secommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/76)

MC-1703-0014
MC- 1704-0002

AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Course Number: None.

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,

NC.

Length: 12-14 weeks (395-490 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/64-Present.

Objectives: To train warrant officers to

organize, administer, and 'manage motor
transport equipment maintenarice and repair
facilities

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the management of motor transport
equipment maintenance and repair facilities
Course includes tools, power plant (spark
and compression ignition), electrical and
fuel systems, power train, maintenance management, preventive maintenance, unit removal and replacement, body radiator and
fuel tank repair, and supply systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

automotive technology, 2 in shop foremanship

(7/74),

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester houri in automotive technology, 2

(Air Control/Antiaircraft Warfare Electronics Operator)
Course Number: None
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 5-7 weeks (175-245 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-Present.
Objectives: To .train enlisted personnel in

tactical air control, air support, and antiaircraft missile systems electronics operations.
Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations

in air co trol and air support electronics,

including radar indicator operation and adjustment;' dio direction finding equipment;
radio/telephone procedures; aircraft control
information status and plotting, and interpreting aircraft speed, course, altitude, and
identification from radar indications.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the coarse (3/74).

AIR DEFENSE CONTROL OFFICER,
AUTOMATED SYSTEM (ADCOC)

Course Number: None
Location: Air Command and Control
School, Twentynine Palms, CA
Length: 9 weeks (335 hours)
Exbibit Dates: 7/73-Present.

Objectives: To provide personnel with

training necessary to operate specific air defense control equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the Marine air command and control system, surveillance operations, basic
threat
procedure,
evaluation/weapon assignment, pattern incontrol

tercepts, and system utilization
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in air
traffic management and control (6/75)

ASSAULT AMPHIBIAN VEHICLE CREWMAN

MOTOR TRANSPORT STAFF
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (NCO)
LEADERSHIP .

Course Number: None
Location: Aviation Detachment, Jackson.
ville, FL.

Length: Vernon 1: 7 weeks- (280 hours)

Version 2: 8 weeks (320 hours).

repair, and replacement of all automotive
wheeled vehicle components. Student will
also be able to supervise the operation of 4

MC-1704-0006

MC-1708-0001
MARINE MECHANICALFUNDAMENTALS

12.

beaches, railroads, and urban areas.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended, because of the military nature oS
e.

ELECTRONICS OPERATOR

MC-1703-0016

Location: Service Support Schools, Cp.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aerial observation, including communications, gunfire support, airborne map
reading and navigation, visual -reconnaissance techniques, target acquisition, aerial
photography fundamentals, liaison and util.
mrs
ft
.
mi
i
terrain and weather conditions, and tactical
reconnaissance of roads, bridges, rivers,

the cou-rsd, (12/68)

MC-1724-0003

Lejeune, NC.
Length: 13 weeks (467 hours).
Eichibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: Upon successful completion of
this course the student will be able to supervise
personnel performing inspection,

(Air Observer)
(Tactical Aerial Observer)
Course Number: None
Location: Aerial Observation School,
Jacksonville, NC
Length: 8-10 weeks (299-553 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train officers to perform as
. .
aerial observers

AIR COPRROL/ANTIAIR WARFARE

in shop foremanship (7/74).

(Automotive Technicians)
Course Number: None

.1-49

Exhibit Date's: Version.l 3/64-42/68 Ver1/60-2/64.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in,
mechanical fundamentals.

sion

'Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
in the fundamentals of electricity,
mathematics, physics, aviation familianzacises

Lion, aviation mechanics,fiand tools, aircraft

instruments and structifres, aviation ordnance, and technical publications
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
%

(Amphibian Vehicle Crewman)
Course Number: None.

Location: Tracked Vehicle School, Cp
Pendleton, CA:
Length: 4-5 weeks (113-168 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-12/73.
Objectives: To provide the student...with
the skills necessary Co serve as an amphibian
tractor crewman.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in vehicle description, safety procedures, basic radio communications, vehicre
recovery, before and after operational
checks, basic land and water driving proce-

dures,- operation and preventive' maintenance of the weapons station and M85 machine gun, and vehicle preventive mainte-

motor pool and motor vehicle use
nance
vocational certificate category, 4 semester
Instruction: Lecture-demonstrations and
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
hours in general aeronautics (2/74); in the
prgctical applications in the following areas:
certificate category, 2 semester hours in ambaccalaureate/assoCiate
lower-division
fuEl and electrical systems, diesel engines,
ree_cattgormester_h,wm_in_ge,_,_ph ibious vehicleoperation17/741_
spark_igniuon-engines,--chassis-and-braiong,---deg
al aeronautics (2/74); in the upper-division
body and fender repair, spark ignition
baccalaureate category, 2 semester- hours in
engine tune-up, and motor transport supply,
MC-1710-0001
general aeronautics (12/68) Version 2: In
operation, and administration.
I
BASIC ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
the
vocational
certificate
category,
5
semesCredit Recommendation: In the vocational
MECHANIC "
ter hours in general maintenance fUndamencertificate category, 2 semester hours in
(Engineer EquipmenNhanic)
the
lower-division
in
(2/74);
tals
automotive electrical systems, 5 in diesel
ECHANIeS
2
ENGINEER EOUIPME
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
engine diagnosis and repair, 2- in automotive
3
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT MECHANIC
semester hours in general aviation maintesuspension and braking, I in spark ignition
( BASIC)
nance fundamentals (2/74); in the upper-ditune-up (4/76); in the lower-division
vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
Course Number: None.
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
hours in general aviation maintenance funsemester hours in motor vehicle service and
NC.
damentals (12/68).
maintenance management (4/76).
J

COURSE EXHIBITS
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Length: Version 1 10-15 weeks (398-538
hours) Version 2 14 weeks (490 hours).
Version 3. 18 weeks (540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 5/67-Present.
Version 2. 5/62-4/67 Version 3. 7/58-4/62.
Objectifies: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain heavy construction
.

Insttuction: Lectures and practical exert-nes in engine repair and troubleshooting,
(including ancillary systems), tractors, graders, cranes, mixers, rollers, ditchers, compressors, diesel engines and gasoline engines
maintenance, road machinery operation,

fabncated-building erection, building construction methods, estimating, culverts,
bridging,- demolition, and mine warfare.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 10 semester hours
construction technology (7/74), in the
lower - division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in construction technology (7/74), in the upper-chviston baccalaureate category, credit in construction technology on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

MC-1710-0004

operation and maintenance
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
If
vocational certificate cateiz
nour in eavy equipment mechanics (7/74),
in
lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in heavy equipment mechanics (7/74) Version 2. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in automobile engines, 6 in heavy equipment main-

ARMORED AMPHIBIAN CREWMAN

equipment operation (4/74); In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree' cate-

gory. 3 semester hours In. automobile engines, 4 in heavy equipment maintenance or
civil technology, 3 in heavy equipment operation (4/74) Version.3 In the vocational

certificate category, 3 sergester hours in

automobile engines, 6 in hlavy equipment
maintenance or civil technology, 4 in heavy
equipment operation (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate /as
ate dbgree category. 2 semester hours in automobile engines, 4 In heavy equipment maintenance or
civil technology, 3 in heavy equipment operation (4/74).

MC-1710-0002
BASK ENGINEER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

(Engineer Equipment Operators)
Course Number: None. ,
Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC
Length: 8-11 weeks (301-385 hours)
Exhibit Da
/62-12/74

Objectiv . To am enlisted personnel to
operate and ma tam tractors, graders,
cranes, and statio ry engineer equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
tractors, graders, cranes, and stationary engineer equipment, Including' identification
and nomenclature of engineer equipment,
principles of internal-combustion engines
and electrical and lubncation systems, and
preventive maintenance procedures for specific equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate / associate degree , category, 4 semester hours in heavy equipment
operation (4/74)

MC-1710-0003
CONSTRUCTION FOREMAN

Course Number: None

-Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC.
Length: 19 weeks (540 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise the repair and camouflaging of
military structures and facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the supervision of construction op.
erations. including camouflaging, repair,
nggIng, lumbering, painting, woodworking,

shop planning and management, construc
lion equipment, construction drawl

School, Cp. Pendleton, CA
Length: 8-12 weeks (276-424 hours)
Exhibit Dates:. 7/58-12/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain tracked combat vehicles

Instruction: Leclutes and practical exercises in the maintenance of tracked combat
vehicles, including maintenance management, operation and inspection of engine,
hull, turret, suspension, and power train;
practical applica-

electrical components;

tionand troubleshooting and repair of

and power shovel and special equipment

tenance or civil technology, 4 In heavy

Location: Headquarters, Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendleton, CA, Tracked Vehicle

RAINING, LVTAs, LVTP5
Course Number: None

Credit Recommendatio c'In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours as an
elective at mechanical technology (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

Location: Tracked Vehicle Training Bat4 , ' degree category-, 2 semester hours as an
elective in mechanical technology (4/74). e
Length: 6 weeks (296 hours)
, Exhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68.
MC-1710-0008
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as armored amphibian crewmen.
TURRET REPAIRMAN
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerCourse Number: None.
cises in the functions of an armored amLocation: Tracked Vehicle Repairman
phibian crewman, including operations and
School, Cp Pendleton, CA
driving procedures, gunnery, communicaLength: 12 weeks (480 hours)
tions protedures and equipment, preventive
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/74.
maintenance and systems analysis, tactics,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
map reading, a elementary hydrography
repair and maintain -the turret§ and armaCredit Reco endation: Insufficient data
ment systems of tanks, armored amphibian
for evaluation ( /74)
tractors, and other combat vehicles
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the repair and maintenance of the
M6-1710-0005
turrets and armament of tanks, armored-amAMPHIBIAN TRACTOR CREWMAN TRAINING
phibian tractors, and other combat vehicles,
LVT3C, LVTPs
including Installation of gun and mount
mechanisms, basic hydraulics, fundamentals
Course Number: None
of electncal theory, fire control systems,
Location: Tracked Vehicle Training Bat-,
flame throwers and self-propelled guns, and
tab:in, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
analysis of vanous guns and mounts.
Length: 6 weeks (283 hours)
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-diExhibit Dates: 12/54-12/68
visibn baccalaureate/assoilate degree cateObjectives: To train enlisted personnel to
gory, Wemester hour as an elective in me,perform as amphibian tractor crewmen.
chanical or ine real technology (4/74)
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the functions of an amphibian tractor crewman, including operation and drivMC-1710.0009
ing procedures, gunnery, communications
TANK UNIT LEAL RS (ENLISTED)
procedures and equipment, preventive
Course Number: None
maintenance and systems analysis, tactics,
Location: Tracked Vehicle Operations
map reading, and elementary hydrography
School, Cp Pendleton, CA.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
Length: 12 weeks (488 hours).
for evaluation (4/74).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/74.
bjectives: To train noncommissioned OfMC-1710-0006
ficers to perfoi-m as members of tank crews.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerBASIC TANK CREWMAN
cises in leadership, tactics, and techniques
Course Number: None
of tank operations, including tank communiLocation: Headquarters, Schools Battalcations equipment, troubleshooting, operion, Cp Pendleton, CA.
ation and maintenance of specific equipment
Length: 4 weeks (154 hours)
electncal systems, engines, and transmisExhibit Dates: 7/65-12/73
sions, flame tank familiarization; turret elecObjectives: To train enlisted personnel to
tncal, hydraulic, and manual controls;
perform as tank crewmen.
turret-associated equipment, driving,' map
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.reading; and logistics and leadership traincises in the functions of tank crewmen, Ining.
cluding employment of organic communicaCredit Recommends ion: Credit is not rections equipment, protective and decontamiommended because of the military nature of
nation procedures, driving, sighting and fire
the course (4/74).
control instruments, conduct of fire, subcaliber firing, service finng, 'and preventive
MC-1710-0010
maintenance procedures..
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec:
ASSAULT AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE UNIT
ommended because of the military nature of
LEADER
the course (4/74).
(Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leader)
(Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leaders (Enlisted))
MC-1710.0007
Course Number: None.
TRACKED VEHICLE REPAIRMAN
Location: Schools Battalion, Cp. PendleADVANCED
ton, CA;- Tracked Vehicle Operations
ac ed Vehicle Repairman)
School, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Course Number: None
Length: 5-12 weeks (197-528 hours).
talion, Cp Pendleton, CA

'

75

40

Marine 'corps
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-Present
Objectives: To train selected personnel to
supervise amphibious vehicle crews

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in amphibious vehicle operations, Including operation, Inspection, and maintenance of power train, engines, and turrets.
hull, track, and suspension systems, electrical system, communications equipment; in-

direct and direct fire gunnery procedures;
tactics, logistics, and leadership training.

Credit Recommendation: No credit because of the nulitai'y nature of the course

erators and motors, bean g systems, blue-

MC-1710-0013
I
2

3.

BASIC PLUMBING AND WATER SUPPLY
MAN
PLUMBING AND WATER SUPPLY MAN
PLUMBING AND WATER SUPPLY MAN

Course Number: None

in

and plumbing equipment
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnanace School, Quantico,

VA
Lengtb: Version I. 5-6 weeks (219-241
hours). Version 2: "b weeks (216-300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 7/60-12/72. Ver-

sion 2: 7/58-6/60
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to maintain and repair artillery weapons and related material and mounts

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of artil.
lery weapons and related material and
mounts, including use of measuring instru:
ments and hand tools, inspectiod tech-

niques, and repair a howitzers, mortars,

and cannons.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 1 semester
epair technology
hour in mechanical

(5/74). Version 2: In th vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in mechanical repaip technology (5/74).

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBING AND WATER
SUPPLY MAN

(Plumbing and Water Supilly Journeyman)

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC.

Length: 12 weeks (417 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.

Objectives: To qualify noncommissioned

officers who have completed

practical exercises in the installation, operation, and maintenance of water supply and
plumbing equipment, including plumbing,
sewage, and heating systems; purification
and distillation equipment, reconnaissance
and development of water 'points and
sources; water distribution equipment, quality control; and portable water supply
equipment. Version 2. Includes well drilling
and jetting, and reciprocating and deep-well
pumps. Version 3: Includes principles, char-

acteristics, and maintenance of gas and
I
diesel engines, and mine warfare.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 4 semester

hours in beginning plumbing and water

supply or environmental technology (water)
lower-division
the
in
(5/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in beginning plumbing and
water supply or environmental technology
(water) (5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in beginning plumbing and, water supply or environmental technology (water) (5/74) Versiqn 2: In the vocational certificate catego-a
ry, 6 semester hours in beginning plumbing
and water supply or environmental technol-

ogy (water) (5/74); in the lower-division

MC-1710-0012

the basic

plumbing and water supply man course as
journeymen.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the skills of a journeyman plumbing

and water supply man, including supply

tions, and interior wiring. Version 3: Includes additional field work, especially in
interior wiring, and instruction on internal-

3: 11 weeks (344 hours).

MC-1710-%11

2'

eration systems, water supply and purification systems, plumbing and sewage installa-

combustion engines
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 16 semester

(4/74).

ARTILLERY WEAPONS REPAIRMAN
(BASIC)
ARTILLERY WEAPONS REPAIRMAN

print reading, air-conditioning and refrig-

Location: Engineer School. Cp. Lejeune.
NC
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (176 hours)
Version 2. 8 weeks (235-300 hours) Version

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/68-Present
Version 2: 6/62-7/68 Vernon 3: 7/58-5/62
Objectives: To tiaineenlisted personnel to
install, operate,,and maintain water supply

I
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baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in beginning plumbing and

water supply or environmental technology
(water) (5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureat caaory, 1 semester hour in beginlumbihg and water supply or environmental technology (water) (5/74) Version 3.: In the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours in beginning plumbing
and water supply or environmental technol-

ogy (water) (5/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in beginning plumbing and
water supply or environmental technology
(water) (5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in begin-

ning plumbing and water supply or envi-

hours in refrigeration or electricity (5/74);
lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8
semester hours in refrigeration or electricity
(5/74). Version 2 In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in building
construction and supervision (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 9 semester hours in building construction and supervision (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in building construction and
supervision (6/74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate category, 9 semester hours
in building construction and supervision
lower-division
in
the
(6/74);"
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9
semester hours in building construction and
supervision (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate, category, 3 semester hours in
building construction and supervision
(6/74).

MC-1710-0015
UTILITIES OFFICERS

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC.
Length: 12 weeks (420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68.
Objectives: To familiarize warrant lafficers
and lieutenants with the technical aspects,of
Marine Corps utilities systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the technical aspects of the Utilities
field, including water supply and plumbing,
electrical systems, refrigeration, field problems, internal-combustion engines, Marine
Corps supply system, engineer ;upply,
supply allowances publications, dec4ntarmnation, and terminology, definitions and
symbols.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in building
construction/supervision (5/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 sebudding..
in
hours
mester,
construction/supervision (5/74)

MC-1710-0016
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT,C/HIEF

procedures and systems control, installation
and repair of plumbing, heating, and

ronmental technology (water) (5/74).

sewage systems; water supply equipment
and water purification equipment, development of water sources and points; and well
drilling.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

MC-1710-0014

Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.
Length: Version 1: 11-12 week (397-403

UTILITIES CHIEF

hours)

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
plumbing and water supply, plumbing and
heating, environmental technology, water
resources, or water treatment (5/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 8 semester hours in plumb-

ing and water supply, plumbing and heating, environmental technology, water resources, or water treatment (5/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in plumbing and water supply,

plumbing and heating, environmental technology, water resources, or water treatment
(5/74).

Course Number: None\
Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.
Length: Version 1. 18 weeks (668 hours).
Version 2: 22 weeks (679 hours) Version 3:
27 weeks (780 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 1/72-Present.
Version 2: 6/62-12/71. Version 3: 7/58-5/62
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers (sergeant -through gunnery sergeant)
tb supervise the installation or repair of utilities systems.

Instruction: All Versions.

Lectures and

practical exercises in the installation or
repair of utilities systems, including engineering mathematics, electrical theory, gen-

Course Number: None

Version 2 13 weeks C 9 hours).

Version 3: 14 weeks (490 hour7). Version 4:
30 weeks (1050 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1:17/68-Present.

Version 2. 5/67-6/68. Versio 3: 6/62-4/67
Versios*4141547t5/62.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned of-

ficers to supervise the operation and repair
of mechanical equipment.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the supervision of mechanical equipment operation and repair, in-

cluding maintenance procedures; production cap ilities of graders, dozers, compacters a d other equipment; road design
and const action, excavation, basic internalcombustion theory and repair; automotive

power train theory and repair, angarc and
gas welding. Version 2. Includes general me- A

chanical repair Version 3. Includes general
mechanical repair, with emphasis on sheet
metal and welding. Version 4 Includes gen-

eral mechanical repair, with emphasis on
sheet metal and welding.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in automotive technology, 2 in automotive power trains, 4 in civil construction
technology (5/74); in the lower-division
baCcalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in automotive technology, 2

in automotive power trains, 4 in civil construction technology (5/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, I semes-

ter hour in automotive technology, 7

in

civil construction technology, I in mechani,cal technology (5/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in automotive technology, 7

in civil construction technology, I in mechanical technology (5/74) Version 3: In
the vocational certificate category, I semes-

ter hour in automotive technology, 4

in

civil construction technology, I in manufacturing processes (5/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in automotive technol-

ogy, 4 in civil construction technology, I in
manufacturing processes (5/74) Version 4
In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in automotive technology, 8 in
civil construction technology (5/74), in the
lower - division

baccalaureate/associate

degree categor39,4 semester hours in auto-

motive technology, 8 in civil construction
technology (5/74)

MC-1710-0017
SHOE PARTY BASIC SPECIALIST

Course Number: None

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC
Length: 4 weeks (163 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12

Objectives: To train $S stZdents (corporal and below) as shbre partyebasic specialists.

Instruction: lectures and practical exercises on shore party battalion functions, Including organization, equipment, mission,
and employment; construction, shore party

and helicopter support team organization
and operations, demolitions, land mine warfare; rigging, r , oo and wall construce LZ, wood cuttion; HST,oper tions
ting and Stump removal, minefield installation, foreign mines and boobytrapping techniques;

concrete construction, and shore

party organization and operations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocal oat

certificate category, 2 semester hours

construction try (5/74).
MC- 1710-0018
BASIC CONSTRUCTION MAN

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC
-

A
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Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in construction technology (7/74)

MC-1710-0019
COMBAT ENGINEER (ADVANCED)
Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer SChool, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.
Length: Version 1. 13 weeks ( 89 hours).

Version 2: 22 weeks (654 hours) Version 3.
28 weeks (819 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/67-12/68 Ver-

sion 2: 6/62 -7/67. Version 3: 7/58-5/62.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise combat engineering projects.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in combat engineering, including blueprint reading, construction surveying, route
reconnaissance, soils engineering, building
construction, bridges, utilities, hand and

power woodworking tools operation, estimating procedures, and roads and airfield
construction.
(Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 10 semester
hours in engineering construction (6/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in engineering construction (6/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in engineering construction (12/68).
Version 2' In the vocational certificate catemo
gory, 10 semester hours in engineering construction (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in engineering construction
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in engineering
construction (12/68). Version 3 In the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours
in engineering construction (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 6 semester hours in engineering construction (6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in engineering construction (12/68)

construct, repair, and camouflage military
structures and facilities.
on: Lectures and practical exerIastr
crw
c rs uction, repair, and camou-

flage of military structures ande facilities
ncludes loggfrig methods; painting;
includes

construction drawing, woodworking, standard military buildings, building construction
methods, culverts, bridging and rigging

instruction: Lectures and practical exerthe principles and techniques of
oxyacetylene, electric, and inert-gas welding. Course Includes oxyacetylene and elec-

tric arc welding in flat, vertical, horizontal,
and overhead positions, safety precautions;
cutting procedures; brazing ferrous and
nonferrous metals; solder) rt techniques;
procedures for hard-surfacing metals; procedures for welding armor plate; and tungsten inert-gas welding procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
welding (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in welding (5/74)'

ay,
MC-1710-0022
TRACKED VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
OFFICER/STAFF NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER MANAGEMENT

(Tracked Vehicle Maintenance Management).
Course Number: None.

i Location: Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (125-163-houra
Exhibit-Dates: 1/72-12/74.

Objectives: To train commissioned officers and senior staff NCOs to manage a
tracked-vehicle maintenance group

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the management of a tracked-vehicle maintenance group Course Includes
tracked-vehicle familiarization, supply maintenance, and maintenance management

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (7/74)

MC-1710-0023

C

WEAPONS REPAIR OFFICER

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnance School,

-

uantico,

VA.
Length: 9 weeks (360 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/73
Objectives: To train company grade officers to maintain and repair infantry and ar-

tillery weapons, including guided missile

MC-1710-0020
COMBAT ENGINEER BASIC SPECIALIST

(Combat Engineer Basic)
Course Number: None

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC.
Length: 4-13 weeks (160-407 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 6/62-12/68,.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
use hand and power tools and to construct
buildings and bridges.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

in hand and power tool operation;
building layout; foundations and forms;
roof, floor, and wall construction; concrete
construction; various types of bridges; road
maintenance and repair; drainage and ditching; and culvert construction.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
hands-on construction (5/74).
cises

and free-rocket launchers and related controt equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of Infantry and artillery weapons. Course includes
repair shop procedures, artillery fundamentals, artillery weapons repair, tank gun
mount, guided missile launcher, and inspection and repair of infantry weapons.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in mechanical or industrial technolin
the
lower-division
ogy
(7/74)7
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours as an elective in mechanical
or industrial technology (7/74).

MC:1710-0024
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT MECHANIC
FOREMAN

Course Number: None.

Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

.

cises in

Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,

MC-1710-0021
WELDERS

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC.'

NC.
Length: 19 weeks (537 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personne( to
supervise the repair of engineer equipment,

Length: 6 weeks (185 hours)

diesel engines, and gasoline- and diesel-

Exhibit Dates: 5/62-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

powered construction equipment.

the principles and techniques of oxyacetylene, electric, and inert-gas welding,

4Itf

77

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the supervision of the repair of engineer equipment, diesel engines, and gaso-
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Marine Corps
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

line- and diesel-powered construction equip-

heavy equipment programs, 4 in automotive
hOurs

semester

JOURNEYMAN ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
MECHANIC

Course Number: None

Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC
Length: 23 weeks (872 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.

Objectives: To upgrade training of engineer equipment mechanics

4

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in pnnciples of operation, construction
and components of internal combustion engines; operation and repair of the mechani-

air, and hydraulic systems of mobile
handling

Objectives: To train technicians in the
repair of electrical equipment and control
devices with particular emphasis upon the
repair of field power-generating equipment.
Instruction: Mathematics; theory of electricity and simple electrical components;,,

MC-1710-0028

AC and DC current and circuit compo-

electronics and electronic devices,
control devices and their circuits, DC and
AC motors and generators; internal-combustion engines, troubleshooting electncai
systems; supply and maintenance proce-

'TURRET REPAIRMAN

nents;

Course Number: None.

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp' Pendleton, CA.

,MC- 1710 -0025

material

Length: 13 weeks (503 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/68-Present.

0

in

heavy equipment, 4 in automotive area, 4 in
diesel mechanics area (7/74).

cal,

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC

chanical technology (5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2 semester hours in mechanical technology (5/74)

Credit Recommendation: In-the vocational

10

Course Number; None

mortars.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in me-

certificate category, 10 semester hours in

degree category,

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN

and testing of artillery, tank weapons, and

ditch ers

area, 4 in diesel, mechanics arp (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

MC-1714-0002

cises in shop management and operation, inspection, disassembly, repair, reassembly,

ment, including maintenance and replacement of diesel engines,. TD 18-A tractors,
gasoline engines, M-R-S tractors, hystaway
crane*, tandem rollers, air compressors,
cranes. crawler Crane shovels, graders, TD
24 tractors, well ngs. concrete mixers, and

equipment,

tractors,

Length: 2 weeks (91 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present
'Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to diagnose and repair turret mounted

dures.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 10 semester hours in
electrical technology (11/73).

artillery.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and diagnosis of malfunctions of several types of artillery
mounted on turrets and the turret operating
mechanisms to include procedures for correction of malfunctions
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour as an
elective in mechanical repair technology

MC-1714-0003
2

3.

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC
Length: Version I. 6 weeks (220 hours).
Version 3: 12
Version 1. 4 weeks (160 hours)
weeks (359 hours). Version 4. 18 weeks (524
hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 7/71-Present
Version 2. 9/68-6/71. Version 3: 6/62-8/68

(5/74).

cranes, graders, air compressors, and rock
,crushers

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hourriti internal combustion' engines repair, 2 in
mobile material handling equipment repair,
5 in tractors and tractor attachment repair,
5 in crawler and truck mounted crane
repair, 2 in grader repair, and 1 in stationary equipment repair (air compressors and
rock crushers) (6/75), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in internal combustion engines, 2 in material handling and 3 in engineering equipment (6/75)

MC-1710-0026
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT FOREMAN

Course Number: None

Locatioh: Engineer School Battalion, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 19 weeks (678 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68

Objectives: To train officers to supervise
the operation of tractors, shovels,
and other road machinery

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in heavy equipment operation and suincluding tractors, shovels,
pervision,
cranes, and road machinery; diesel engine
principles; construction planning; administration and supply procedures; and safety
precautions.

MC-1710-0029
WEAPONS TECHNICIAN

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnance School,

Version 4:7/58-5/62,

and ancillary equipment to include grenade
launchers, rifles, machine guns, hand guns,
mortars, rifle scopes, and howitzers
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with basic training in generator operation,
pole line construction, and interior wiring.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
basic electncal theory, motor controls, generator operation, pole line construction, and
intenor wiring
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in electncity, I in electrical laboratory (12/77) Version 1: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electncity, 1 in electrical laboratory (3/74)
Version 3. In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in electricity, 2 in
electrical laboratory (3/74), ih the lower-di-

certificate Category, 4 semester hours in me-

vision baccalaureate /associate degree cate-

Quantico,

VA

Length: 9 weeks (368 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-12/68.

Objectives: To train personnel to supervise and manage weapons repair facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic machine shop practices, organization and administration of repair shops,,
disassembly, assembly, inspection, repair,

and troubleshooting of specific weapons

in introduction to
chanical technology,
machine shop (5/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in industrial managemerit3
in mechanical technology, 1 in introduction
to machine shop (5/74)
MC-1714-0001
Course Number: None.

TELEPHONE REPAIR

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,

Course Number: Nodr
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA

MC- 1710 -0027

Length: 6 weeks (226-229 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/60-12/68
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to supervise the repair of artillery

MC-1714-0004

JOURNEYMAN ELECTRICIAN

Objectives: To provide selected enlisted
personnel with the knowledge and skills required to perform as Journeymen electri-

VA

1

1

NC.
Length: 18 weeks (434 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present.

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,

in
gory, 3 semester hours in' electricity,
electrical laboratory (3/74). Version 4: In
the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in electricity, 2 in electrical labocower- division
the
(3/74); in
ratory
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity, in electrical
laboratory (3/74)

1

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in heavy construction, 6 in heavy equipment operation (4/74)

ARTILLERY WEAPONS REPAIRMAN
(ADVANCED)

BASIC ELECTRICIAN
ELECTRICIAN
ELECTRICIAN

I

.

Length: 22 weeks (770 hours).

ExhiNt Dates: 7/58-12/72.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install and maintain telephone equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

cians.

DC and AC circuits; simple motors and

Instruction: Coverage of AC/DC electrical theory, including reactance and impedance, intenor wiring, pole line construction,
motors, generators; supply prpcedures and

generators; meters and tools, control office,
switchboard, and customer telephone equip me*; and teletype equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Ip the vocational

organization.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity, 2 in electrical laboratory (3/74),

certificate category, IS semester hours in
electrical technology (11/73).

in

ib

the

lower-division

COURSE EXHIBITS
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baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity, I in electrical
laboratory (3/74).

mester hours in electrical technology (6/ 4).
gory, 2

tynine Palms,CA. Version 2: Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms,
CA. Version 3: Communication-Electronics
School, Twentynine Palms, CA. Version 4:

MC/I715 -0001
MC-1714-0005

HNICIAN ELECTRONIC COUNTER-

WIRE CHIEF

COUNTERMEASURES

'

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; C,ommunication=Electronics School, Sub Unit 2, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 14-20 weeks (496-653 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I/72-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel to supervise the installation of telephone lines and
telephone subscriber equipment.

nstruction: Lectures and practical exerin oral and written commuDications
sk Ils, personnel management conce'ts, map
re ding, radio procedure, electronic fundam ntals ailibbasic electricity, telephone line

a
t

hruques, field wire equipment and related

s stems, station installation, and pole line
onstruction.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate categoky, 6 semester hours in
electrical installation (3/79)

Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School Battalion, San Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (96 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 40/69-12/73

ELECTRICIANS

Course Number: Not available
Location: Engineer School Battalion, Cp
Lejeune, NC'
Length: 15 weeks (390 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, maintain, and repair electri-

cal systems and equipment of the Fleet
Marine Force.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the installation, operation, maintenance and repair of electrical systems and
equipment of the Fleet Marine Force, including electrical theory and principles, internal-combustion engines, electric motors
and generators, electrical distribution and
construction, and interior wiring methods
and materials.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

hour in
certificate category, I semen
electricity, 6 in electrical co truction and
maintenance (4/74); in th lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electricity, and 6 in electrical construction, and maintenance on the
basis of instutional evaluation (4/74).

Objectives: To train personnel

wiremen in the Fleet Marine force.
Instruction: Lectures and practicaebsier-

cises on the responsibilities of field wire-

characteristics of electronic countermeas-

ures whioh may be encountered by
ment.

Credij Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (11/73).

Course-Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (98 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide instruction to

qualify officers in the techniques and application of electronic warfare.
Instruction: History, concepts, terminol-

ogy and application of past, present, and
future techniques, specific circuit theory,
recognition, corrective, and/or defensive
action taken to combat various types of
jamming, methods and characteristics of
electronic countermeasures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (11/73).

MC-1715-0003
I.
2.

ARTILLERY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN
ARTILLERY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
REPAIR

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; CommurnTwentynine
cation-Electronics
School,
Palms, CA.
Length: 9-11 weeks (318-407 hours).
1:

-

7/74-Present.

aintain specific

military equipment.
Instruction: Introductio to field artillery
electronics equipment, including mainte-

nance and repair of a radar chronograph,

microwave distance-measuring equipment,
field artillery digital computer, and associated equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in communications technology (2/76).
Version 1: No credit because of the limited
specialized nature of the course (11/73).

integrated

terminal groups AN/TCC-29, field commu-

nications, pole climbing techniques, pole

line construction, inside wire routing, raisand setting poles and stubs, and suspension strand stallation.
Credit . .mendation: In the vocational

certificate d e:ory, 4 semester hours in

lineman occupation (6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

MC-1715-0004
I.
2.
3.

4.
5.

BASIC ELECTRONICS
BASIC ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC FUNDAMENTALS.
BASIC ELECTRONICS
BASIC ELECTRONICS

Course Number: None.

79

tals, electronic circuit analysis, and digital
and circuit principles. Version 1: Includes 70
hours of lectures and practical exercises in
logic design, Boolean algebra,and block diagrams; logic circuitry; characteristics of
hardware and operations of magnetic drum,

tape, disc, magnetic care,and other storage
devices; analog to digital conversion.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electronics mathematics, 3 in basic
electricity, 3 in basic electronics, 2 in digital
in instruments and
circuit fundamentals,
meusurements, 2 in basic computer logic
1

(3/79);

in

the

lower-division

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in
basic electronics, 2 in digital systems funda.".
mentals, 2 in basic computer logic (2/79), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, fi
semester hours in industrial arts education
for basic electronics (3/79). Version 1: In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 9 semester hours in industrial electronics technology (2/76). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category, 18
semester hours in electricity and electronics
(3/74);

Course Number: None

test, troubleshoot, _and

Version 4: 3/68-12/71 Vern 5: 7/60-2/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the fundamentals of electronics.
Instruction: 411 Versions: Lectures and
practical experience in electrical principles,
vacuum tube and semiconductor fundamen-

the use of digital machines and devices;

MC-1715-0002

multichannel

including

4/PT and SB-86/P, telegraph telephone

in

a

MACS in an electronic warfare environ-

communication means, switchboard operators perocedure, manual switchboards. SI3-

men,

10-12 weeks (459

1:

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 10/75- Present.
Version 1: 7/74-9/75 Vers13: 1/72-6/74.

taken to combat various types, methods and

9bjectives: To train en1 ted personnel to

Course Number. None
Communication-Elec
Location:
School, Twentynine Palms, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-12/73.

Version

nition, corrective and/or defensive action

Versipn 1: 1/72-6/74.

FjELD WIREMAN (FWMC)

-Length:

Objectives: To qualify technicians in the

techniques- and application of electronic
counter-countermeasures.
Instruction: Specific circuit theory; recog-

Exhibit Dates: Version

MC-1714-0007

ommunication-Electronics School, San
iego, CA. Version 5: CommunicationElectronics School, San Diego, CA.
hours). Version 1: 10-12 weeks (359-370
hours). Version 3: 18 weeks (668 hours).
Version 4: 15 weeks (525 hours). Version 5:
15 weeks (516-525 hours).

OFFICER ELECTRONIC WARFARE

MC-1714-0006

Location: Version 1 Air Ground Combat
Training Center, Twentynine Palms,CA;
Communication-Electronics School, Twen-

in

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity and electronics, 3 in computers (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity and electronics, and additional credit in electronics laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
Version 4: In the vocational certificate category, 18 semester hours in electricity and
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity and electronics, 3 in computers (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity and electronics, and additional credit in electronics laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
Version 5: In the vocational certificate category, 18 semester hours in electricity and
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity and electronics, 3 in computers (3/74); in the upper-divibaccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity and electronics, addi-

sion

tional credit in laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

MC:1715-0005
TECHNICIAN THEQRY

Course Number: None.
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Location: Version 1: Air Ground Combat
Training. Center, Twentynine. Palms, CA
Communication-Electronics
2:
Version
School, Twentynine Palms, CA. Version 3:
Communation-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms, CA. Version 4: Communication-Electronics School, San Diego, CA
Length: Version I. 16 weeks (620 hours).

Version 2. 16 weeks (599-714 hours). Version
3.20 weeks (700 hours) Version 4: 20 weeks
(700 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I, 7/77-Present di
Version 2: 7/74-6/77 Version 3: 3/72-6/74
Version 4: 3/68-2/72
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in advanced electronic theory
as a foundation for equipment-oriented instruction in radar, aviation, and radio technology.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical laboratory applications in DC and
AC circuit analysis, mathematics and physics, electron tube and transistor theory, amplifier circuit analysis, oscillators, switching
circuits, power supplies, principles of digital

computers, microwave characteristics and
devices (including general theory), synchros
and servos, modulation and detection, antennas and test instruments. Version 1: Encompasses a thorough review of mathemat-

ics, and general theoretical pnnciples of
electronics Includes AC/DC electncity,
test instruments, soldenng and repair tech-

niques to NASA specs, and 73 hours of
military management pnnciples
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electronics mathematics, 6 in basic
electronics, 6 in electronics systems and ap-

plications, 6 in digital circuitry, 3 in com
munication skills (3/79); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics systems
and applications, 3 in mathematics, 6 in

basic electronics, 3 in digital circuitry, 3 in
communication skills (3/79), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 6 semester

hours in industnal arts education for basic
electronics,

3

in

management/communication skills (3/79).
the - lower-division
In
2:
Version
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 21

semester hours in electronics engineering
technology (2/76).. Version 3 -In the vocational certificate category, certificate in
electricity or electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 16 semester hours in electricity or

electronics, 4 in mathematics, and, on the
bests of institutional evaluation, credit in
, electrical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semestey
hours in computers, servos, and machinery
(3/74). Version 4 In the vocational certificate category, certificate in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 16

semester hours in electncity or electronics,
4 in mathematics, and, on the basis of institubbnal evaluation, credit in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in electncity or electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

MC-1715-0006
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS CENTRAL

School, San Diego, CA Version 3 Commu-

TECHNICIAN ( AN/TGC-37( V )1

(Communication Central, AN/TGC-37,
system Maintenance)

(Mobile Communication Central Technician)
Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training

Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, CommuniSchool,
Twentynine
cation-Electronics
Palms, CA.
Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (257 hours)
Version 2: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I I/77-Present.
Version 2: 1/72-10/77.

jObjectifes: To train enlisted personnel in
the operation, maintenance, and repair of
specific types of telegraph systems
Instruction: Practical experience in the
maintenance, operation, repair and systems
analysis of patch panels and switchboards,
voice frequency telegraphs, and test equipment.

Credit Rectimmendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 senester

hours in introduction to telephone and telegraph communications (3/79) Version 2:
Credit is not recommended because of the
limited specialized nature of the course
(3/74).

MC-17111:7
TERMINAL

Course Number: None

Location: Air Ground Combat Training

Palms, CA.
Length: Version 1: 5-6 weeks (242-320
hours) Version 2. 8 weeks (242-320 hours)
Version 3: 8 weeks (242-320 hours) Version

4.8 week; (242-320 hours).
5/79-Present.
Exhibit Dates: Version
Version 2: 11/77-4/79 Version 3: 7/7410/77. Version 4.1/72-6/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the theory and principles of digital computer circuits and systems.

Instruction: Version 2: Laboratories and

the theory of operation and

troubleshooting of a central purpose digital
computer, basic logic circuits; repair of PC
cards and digital circuits. Version 3: Lee,
tures and laboratones in basic logic circuits,
theory of operation and troubleshooting of
a central purpose digital computer; repair of

PC cards and digital circuits. Version

4:

Lectures and laboratones in basic logic cir-

cuitry, theory of operation and troubleshooting of the 131-Tran 6 and TH-85, and

use of dual-trace oscilloscopes and pace
kits.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Pending evaluation. Version 2: iln the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
digital circuits/ 3 in computer principles

lower - division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

(3/79);

credit in digital computers and computer

principles on the basic of institutional valuation (3/79). Version 3: In the I er-divimon baccalaureate/associate deg e category, 7 semester hours in electron c engineering, technology (2/76) Version 4. In the vo-

cational certificate category, ere it in elec.'
trical laboratory on the basis of institutional

a

evaluation (3/74).

MC-1715-0008
RADIO RELAY REPAIR

Course Number: None.
Location: Version 1: CommunicationsElectronics School, Twentynine Palms,
CA Version 2. Communications-Electronics

0

Length: Version- 1: I I weeks (385 hours)
Version 2: 16 weeks (560 hours). Version 3:
12-14 weeks (420-490 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/71-12/73.
Version 2.
I 1/68.

12/68-1 /71. Version 3: 7/58-

Objectives: To tr in radio repairmen to
repair and maintain elephone-telegraph terminal equipment.

Instruction: Lectu es, and laboratories in
the principles of multiplexing and the
theory, operation, and maintenance of tel
phone-telegraph equipment
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electncal laboratory, and credit in
electncal laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation- (3/74). Version 2. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electrical laboratory,

and credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in ylectncal laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
the

(3/74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in electncal

UIPMENT THEORY

Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, CommumTwentynine
School,
cation-Ele'ctronics

lectures in

. mations-Electronics School, San Diego,
CA

laboratory, and credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
lower-division
the
in
(3/74);
b

aureate/associate

degree

category,

credit in electrical laboratory on the hasis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division

baccalaureate

category,

rcredit in electncal laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

MC-1715-0009
GROUND RADIO REPAIR

Course Number: None.
Location: Version I. Air Ground Combat

Training Center, Twentynine Palms, CA

Communication-Electronics
2:
Version
School, Twentynine Palms, CA. Version 3:
Communication-Ele ronics School, Twentynine Palms, CA. Version 4: Communication-Electronics Sch ol, San Diego, CA
weeks (704 hours).
Length: Version I:

hours). Version 3
Version 2: 15 weeks (5
15 weeks (525 hours) Version 4: 7-12 weeks
(245-420 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 5/78-Present
Version 2: 7/74-4/78. Ve ion 3: 1/72-6/74.
Version 4: 7/56-12/71.
rsonnel to
Objectives: To train enlisted
operate, test and repair ground radio

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
FM radio equipment maintenance, including
transmitter,. receiver, and special circuits

operation; and various alignment, testing,
overhaul and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in communications equipment maintenance (3/79) Version 2: In the vocational

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
communications technology (2/76). Version
3. In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electronics, I lb electrical
laboratory (3/74). Version 4. In the ,vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours
in electibnics, I in electrical laboratory
(3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)
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MC-1715:0010
RADIO ,FUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: None
Location: Version 1 Air Ground Combat

Training Center, Twentynine Palms, CA,
Communication-Electionics School, Twentynine Palms, CA Version 2. Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms,
Communication Electronics
CA Version
School. San Diego, CA
Length: Version 1. 6 weeks (225 .hours).
Version 2. 6 weeks (240 hours) Version 3: 6
weeks (210-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. Version 1 7/74-Present.
Version 2: 1/72-6/74. Version 3: 7/61-12/71

Objectives: To prepare enlisted military
personnel to maintain, test, adjust, and
repair specific military radio sets
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and

practical exercises in theory, circuitry, operation, and repair of tube and transistorized AM, SSB, and VHF transceivers Version 2 Includes emergency power generators.

Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in communication technology (2/76)
Version 2 In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester, hours in electronic communications, 2 in electronic communications
laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronic communication, I in electronic communications laboratory (3/74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate category,s6 semester hours in electronic communications, 2 in electronic communications laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate- degree cat-

egory, 2 semester hours in electronic com-'
munications (12/68)

Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/72.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance of specific wire telephone
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic mathematics and electricity,
wire telephone techniques, teletype and terminal equipment maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 s mester hours in
ratory (3/74).
math and electricity, 1 in 1

TELEPHONE-TELETYPE REPAIR

Course Number: None.

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 4/76-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, inspect, maintain, and repair aviation
communication-electronics
ground
and

Length: 16-19 weeks (560-665 hours)
Thchibit Dates: 7/62-Present.

Objectives: To tram enlistecIL-perSontfel

who have completed a

basic electronics

course to repair telephone/teletype equipment.

Instriiction: LeCtures and laboratories in
telephone/teletype equipment repair prbcedures, and testing, adjustment, modification,
maintenance, and troubleshooting techniques

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in telephony, 1 in telephony laboratory (3/74)

cises in operating characteristics, installation

&techniques, circuitry, ultrahigh frequency
principles, single-sideband theory, and cryptographic maintenance concepts of the
TSEC/KV-28 security system
Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electronic equipment maintenance,
I in electronic equipment maintenance laboratory (3/79). Version 2: In the vocational

SOUND EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:

School, San Diego, CA

:Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)

Instruction; Lectures and laboratories in
audio theory, tape recorders, PA systems,
sound-loepting equipment, intercom equipment, and mine detector installation, maintenance, and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics, I in electronics laboratory
the
lower-division
(3/74),
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electronics
(3/74)

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Location: Basic Electronics School, San
Diego, CA
Length: 7 weeks (245' hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair specific telephone and telegraph
equipment.

MC-1715-0012

MC-1715-0616

TELEPHONE TECHNICIAN
Course Number: None

TELEPHONE SYSTEM, TRANSPORTABLE

Length: 24 weeks (840 hours).

MC-1715-0017
MARINE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS

(MTDS) FUNDAMENTALS
Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:

School, San Diego, CA
Length: 11 weeks (385 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/66-12/68.
Objectives: To provide- enlisted personnel
with training in basic theory of special -purpose semiconductor and electronic circuits.
used in digital data handling equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical demonstrations in solid-state _devices and circuits, counters and other computer circuits,
number systems, Boolean algebra and resemiconductor basics, electronic safety
measures, transistor review, oscillators, varIons diodes, oscilloscopes, radar fundamentals, amplifiers, power supplies, data system

servicing techniques and zeripheral equipment fundamentals, and data stem tactical

aair operations central nmingitand control
functions.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester, hour's in
computer technology, 4 in solid-state electroniCs, and, on the basis of institutional
evaluation, credit in electrical laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in computer technology, 3
in solid-state electronics, and, on the basis

of institutional evaluation, credit in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in

digital systems, 2 in solid-state electronics,

and credit in electrical laboratory on the

MC-1715-0018

Course Number: None.

(3/74t

Location: Basic Electronics Vhool, San
Diego, CA

416*

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

MC-1715-0015

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the fundamentals of telephony and
telegraphy, local terminals, radio transmission, troubleshooting, and field applications
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (3/74). ,

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications, I in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower.division
degree category, 3 semester hours as an
electronic communications
elective in

repair proce-

duction, logic gates, symbolic logic truth
tables, Vietch diagrams, voltage dividers,

MC-1715-0014,

equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

and

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; Communication-Electronics School, San Diego, CA.

ment.

Version 2 7/58-3/76

troubleshooting,

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in telephony, I in telephony laboratory (3/74).

AVIATION RADIO REPAIR
Course Number: None

hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/72- Present.
Objectives: To train central office repairmen to test, adjust, modify, and repair the
ANTIC -28 transportable telephone
- system in field maintenance support shops.
Instruction: Lectures include telephone
systems introduction, telephone schematic
diagram, familiarization, and system installadures.

install, maintain, and repair audio equip-

Location: Air Ground C mbat Training

ine Palms, CA.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).

tion,

MC-1715-0013

MC-1715.0011

Center, Twentynine Palm CA; Communin Diego, CA
cation-Electronics School,
Length: Version I.* 11-12 w ks (454.;565
(350-490
hours) Version 2 8-15 wee

Ground Combat Training Center, Twentyn-

AN/TTC-28
Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, -ewe nty nine Palms, CA, Air

/

81

/

f

DIGITAL REPAIR

(Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
Digital Repair)
Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, install, adjust, and repair the digital
section of the Tactical Air Operations Data
System.

Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations
in radar IFF data processor group, polar-toCartesian converter, correlator, height

finder programmer and buffer, automatic
tracking unit, intercept computer, Information and action unit, operation and maintenance unit, drum fill unit, power diatnbunon and power supplies, basic funnioning,
installation, adjustment, and repair, supply
administration;

preventive-

maintenance;
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maintenance publications; and peripheral
equipment fundamentals
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

aided track evaluation and weapon target

ommended because of the limited special-.

voice control of non- data - link- equipped aircraft.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (3/74).

:zed nature of the courseD(3/74).

MC-1715-0019

Course Number: None,
Communication-Electronics
Location:

School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/67- 12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, install, adjust, and repair tactical
data systems data-handling sections.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

circuitry and functioning of digital

data

digital data buffers, intercenter data ternugals, tactical data communication central buffers, missile battery data
terminals, teletype programmers, teletype
programmers,

a

buffers, intercommunicationsof.om unicanon central groups, Operation knd m intenance, and power distribution.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (3/74).

.

TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM HANDLING
REPAIR

Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 14 weeks (483 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69 - 12/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain tactical data system equipment and
associated subunits and circuits.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
external and internal digital data links,
ground-air-ground data communication, tac-

tical data communication teletype systems,
data line programmers and buffers, data link .,
terminals, intercoms, voice communication
display generation equipment,
and data-handling equipment maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
apparatus,

oratory or computer technology on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

TACTICAL AIR COMMAND CENTRAL

(TACC AN/TYQ-i i REPAIR
Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; CommuniTwentynine
cation-Electronics
School,
Palms, CA.
Length: Version I. 17 weeks (699 hours).
Version 2: 15-18 weeks (557-623 hours)..'

gxhibit Dates: Version I: 11/78-Present.
Version 2: 6/73-10/78
Objective*: To train enlisted personnel to
install, maintain, and repair the tactical air
command central and its module and card

MC- 1715 - 0023
¶NALOG REPAIR

(Tactical Air Operations Central (TAbC)
Analog Repair)
Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
tactical data systems analog repairmen.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

subassemblies.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

system operation, installation, and repair; in-

cises in maintenance test procedures, use of
tools and test equipment, digital test sets, integral test features, diagnostic routines, and
special failure-reporting procedures, and fa-

terrelation of subunits and circuits, corrective and preventive maintenance procedures; and use of test equipment.
t Recommendation: In the vocational

borne tactical data systems.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

category, 3 semester hours in
al laboratory 0/74); in the lower-dieleb`t
vi4ore baccalaureate/associate &tree caw-

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in use of electronic test equipment
(3/79). Version 2: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature
of the course (3/74).

MC -1;+15 -0024

miliarization with marine, naval, and air-

gb, ; 1(,semester hour in electrical laboratory /174).

MARINE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

(MTDS) WEAPONS
CONTROLLER/OPERATOR

Course Number. None.

Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA
Length: 4 weeks (175 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/69-12/73.
Objectives: To train air controllers to op-

erate andAppervise AN/TYA-9 operator
shelters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in manual target detection, acquisition,
and rate-aided -tracking, automatic detechog* acquisition, .and tracking of aircraft,
and identificatiosn of air targets on the basis

of flight plans, identification friend-or-foe
(1FF) data, speed, communication checks,
aircraft orbit points, and prearranged maneuvers. Controllers also learn computer-

Location: Air Station, Chatty Point,
Length: 16 weeks (640 hou411t):
.

Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel as radio operators.

-

ciserin code reception and transmission, ra:
diotelegraph procedures, radiotelephone
procedures, primary electronics theory, aviation electronics equipment, communications publication, general communications,
and preflight and flight procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

'

MC-1715-0026
TACTICAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS
CENTRAL TECHNICIAN

(Tactical Data Communications Cerftral
(TFICC AN/TYQ-3) Technician)
Course Number None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; Communication- Electronics /School, Twentynine
Palms, CA.
Length: Version 1: 23-24 week (846-847
hours). Version 2: 44 weeks (1540 hours). 'Exhibit Dates: Version I. 11/76-Present.,
l'ersion 2: 12/71-10/76.

"

o'

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, test, and maintain data communications systems.
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and prac-

tical exercise in the operation and maintenance of a specific tactical data communications system. Topics include systems ,con-

cepts, programming, data flow, and fault

isolation. Version 2: Lectures and practical
exercises in the operation and maintenance
of tactical data communications central, in-

theory and
cluding basic digits
transmission
computer fundamentals, SS
lines, MODEMS, componen of equip-

ment, and maintenance and troubleshooting
of specific functional digital circuits.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in computer systems maintenance

-(3/79). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in electronics or digital communications, 6 in electronics or digital communications laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category' 3
semester hours in electronics or digital.

communications, 2 in electronics or digital
confinunicationt laboratory (3/74);, in the

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT OPERATOR-

MC-1715-0021

Course Number: None.

Instruction: Lectures and practical

MC-1715-0022

certificate category, credit in electrical lab-

MC-1715-0020

RADIO OPERATOR

toring of data link-equipped aircraft and

DATA HANDLING REPAIR

(Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
Data HandlingRepair)

MC-1715.0025

pairing. Operators also learn automatic vec-

(MEOC)

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours as an elective in electronics or

digital communications (3//4).

Course Number: None

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA; CommuniTwetnine
cation-Electronics
School,

MC-1,15-0027

,

TEST INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

Palms, CA.
Length:.3-4 weeks (105-127 hours)

Course Number: None.

Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate microwave equipment.
Instruction: Lectures in microwave propagation, technical manuals introduction,
safety precautions, receiver and transmitter
analysis, various' radio sets analyses, multiplexer analysis and alignment procedures,
profile graphs preparation, and preventive
maintenance and troubleshooting proce-

Length: 16-17 weeks (622-648 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69.-Present.

Location: Supply Center, Albaily, GA.

Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel
who havg prior training in basic electronics
and

radar fundamentals to maintain and

repair electrical and electronic test and

measuring instruments.
Instruction: LeCtures and practical exercises in the maintenance of electrical and
electronic test and measuring instruments,

ommended because of the limited special-

including general'and specialized electronic
theory, logical troubleshooting, circuit analysis,uand basic measurement methods and

Azed nature, of the course (3/74).

techniques.

' dures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

9
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COURSE EXHIBITS

Credit Recommendation: In the vocationaI
certificate category. 12 semester hours in
electronics. 6 in electronics laboratory
(6/75);
in
the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 6

tory

wave electronics. 3 in electronics or microwave laboratory (6,75), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in elec-

lower-do, ision

semester hours in electronics, 3 in micro-

tronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/75)

the

in

lower-division

baccalaureate, associate

degree category, 3 semester hours as an

elective in electronics (3/74). Version 4: In
the vocational certificate category. 9 semester hours in electronics, 3 in electncal laboratory

(3/74);

in

the

lower7division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electrical
laboratory (12/68), in the upper-division

MC-1715-0028
TELEPHONE TELETYPE REPAIR (SPECIAL)

Course Number: None
Location:
Communication-Electronics
School, San Diego. CA
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68

baccalaureate category, 3 s_grnester hours as
an elective in electncal la amatory (3/74)

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair teletype and telephone

COMMUNICATIONS CENTRAL GROUP
AN/TYA-ii TECHNICIAN

systems.

Course Number. None
Location:
Communication-Electronics
School. Twentymne Palms, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-12/73
Objectives: To train radio technicians to
test. adjust. and repair a specific communications terminal system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the njaintenance and repair of teletype and telephone systems. including electrical and mechanical fundamentals, basic
electronic circuany. transistor operation,

and troubleshooting and adjustment techniques

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 5 semester hours in
communications,

electromechanical

5

in

electromechanical communications laboratory (3/74)

RADIO TECHNICIA%

Course Number: one
Location: Version 1 Air Gtound Combat

Training Center. Twenty nme Palms. CA

Version
2 Communication-Electronics
School. Twentyrune Palms, CA Version 3.

School.

San

Oiego. CA. Communication - Electronics
Diego.
School. Twentyni
Palms. CA Version 4
Communication-Electronics School. San
Diego. CA
Length: Version I 15-18 v.Aeks (558-667
hours) Version 2. 13 Weeks -(455 hours)
Version 3 15 weeks (525-538 hours) Version
4. 30-32 weeks (1050-1120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I 7/75-Present
Version 2 6/73-6/75 Version 3 8/67-5/73
Version 4, 5/62-7/67

Objestiviti21,,To train electronics tecbmclans to test, adjust. and repair communicaLion - electronics equipment
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures

ars'
demonstrations in multichannel single-sideband equipment theory and servicing. Ver-

Includes portable. radio servicing
methods Version 2 Instruction includes troposciiter communications Systems theory
and servicing. direction-finding equipment,
sion 1-

MC-1715-0030

Instruction: Lectures and practical exert
cases in .the maintenance and repair of the
AN/TYA-I I
communications
central
group, including
block-diagram
and
module-by-module analysis of individual

and testing of equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester hours is
electronics, I in electronics labdratory
in
lower-division
(3/74),
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in electronics laboratory
(3/74)

MC-1715-0031
AIR SUPPORT OPEItATIOsS OPERATOR

Cottrse Number. None

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center. Twentynine Palms. CA. CommumTwentynine
cation Electronics School.
Palms, CA
Length: 3-6 weeks (109.240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72- Present.
Objectives: To provide instruction in the

.,,,,operations and tactical employment of a
Direct Air Support Center, Radar Directing Center. and Airborne/Mobile Direct
Air Support Center
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in net operator tasks, installation of
power connections, air conditioners. antennas. telephone connections,

cryptographic maintenance
Version 3' Instruction Includes troposcantr
communications systems theory and servicing, direction-finding equipment. and limit-

and external'

transceiver connections. operation of plotter
and .status board keepers, and ASRT radar
pperating procedures
, Credit Recommendation: Credit is not reeed cryptographic maintenance Versicin 4. l' omrhanded because of the military-specific
Instruction, includes extensive coverage of
nature of the course (3/i9)
mathemvics. electron devices and circuits. ,
t&
antennas,nd AM and FM systems All maMC-1713-0032
tenal is general in nature
AIRBORNE RADIO OPERATORS
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category. 3 semester
Course Number. Not available
hours in electronic equipment maintenance.
Location: , Airborne Operator School
electroac communication systems
3 in
Cherry Point. NC
(3/79):
in
the
lower-division
Length: 16 weeks (615 hours)
baccalaureate/associate degree category. I
Exhibit Dates: 3/62-Present
semester hour in electronic equipment main
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
tcnance :al:orator, (3/79) Version 2: In the
airborne radio operators.
sir
and

limited

vocational certificate category. s semester
hours in electronics, 2 in electncal labora-

(

typing. code printing, net operations, and sending and receiving, general radio operating procedures and radiotelegraph and radiotelephone messages, and airborne electronics and equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
typing on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)

MC-1715-0033
I
2.

Instruction: Lecturis and practical exer-

cises in international

Morse code. cock

3t.

AvIATION FIRE CONTROL REPAIR
AvIATION FIRE CONTROL REPAIR,

AN/TPQ-io ( AFC )
(Aviation Fire Control Repair)
3

4

system components. theory of operation.
and circuits, antennas, and power distnbulion information necessary for inspection

MC-1715-0029
1

(3/74),

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electronics
(3/74). Version 3. In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in electronics. 2 in electrical laboratory (3/74), in the

AVIATION FIRE CONTROL REPAIR
AvIATION FIRE CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number: None
Location: Version I Air Ground Combat

Training Center, Twentynine Palms, CA;
Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms, CA Version 1. Communication-Electronics-School, Twentyrune Palms,
CA. Version 3: Communication-Electronics

School, San Diego, CA Version 4: Basic
Electronics School, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version I. 8-9 weeks (327-328
hours) :lemon 1 9 weeks (315 hours) Version 3. 8 weeks (280 hours) Version 4. 9
weeks (315 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I" 7/74-Present
Version 1: 1/72-6/74 Version 3 5/64-12/71
Version 4: 7/56-4/64.

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

who have completed a basic electronics

fundamentals course 'with the technical

skills required of aviation fire control repairmen
Instruction: Vern°
listed personnel in

I. Preparation of enall concept of operation, installation. an adjustment of military aircraft course directing radar systems.
Includes corrective and preventive maintenance procedures. use of test equipment and
inherent testmg procedures Version 1: Lectures and laboratones in power and control

circuits, radar circuits, automatic tracking
circuits, computers, and ancillary equipment. Version 3 Lectures and laboratones

in power and control circuits, radar cir-

cuits, automatic tracking circuits. computers. and ancillary eqpipment Version 4:
Lectures and laboratones in theory, maintenance, and troubleshooting of radar sets and
computer-transmitter sets
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
vocational certificate category. 3 semester
hours in electronic equipment mamtenance
(3/79) Version 1 In the vocational certifi-'
Cite category, 3 semester,hours in electncal
laboratory e3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in electncal laboratory
(3/74) Version 3 In the vocdtional certificate category. 3seinester hours in electncal
laboratory (3/74). in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, ,$
semester hour in electncal laboratory
(3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category,- credit in electncal laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)
Version 4. Insufficient data for avaluation
(3/74)

MC-1715-0034
LIGHT ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY (AAA)
FIRE CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number None
Location:
Communication-Electronics
School. San Diego, CA.
Length: 16 weeks (560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68

1-59

Marine Corps
Objectives: TQ train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain lightweight air search
radar and fire control systems for
lightweight aircraft artillery
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

circuit analysis, block diagrams, and field
maintenance and operation of M-4 radars,
M-10 computers, and M-6 power controls
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate categoxy,
1

electncal laboratory (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catesemester hour in electrical laboragory,
tory (3/74).
1

MC-1715-0038

MC-1715.0042

TELEPHONE REPAIR

SOUND EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: Not available

Course Number: None

Location: Basic Electronics School, San
Diego, CA
Length: 22 weeks (770 hours).

thibit Dates: 6756-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and maintain basic telephone
equipment and cabling.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
mathematics, electricity and magnetism, test
equipment, power equipment, electronic
supplies, teletype, cabling, and field wiring,

MC-1715-0035

with emphasis on repair procedures and
troubleshooting. Specialized course with

TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS DIGITAL REPAIR
Course Number: None

little educational value
/ Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in

Location: Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
San Diego, CA
Length: 15 weeks (518 hours)
Exbibit Dates: 7/70-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, install, and repair digital processing

units and circuits of radar and 1FF data
processors

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in radar IFF,Jogic circuitry, pulse circuits, display modules, digital repair. and
universal console operations
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 7 semester hours in
digital electronics (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry. 3 semester hours in digital electronics
(3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in digital elec.,
tronics labbratety (3/74).

electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

MC-1715-0039
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER

Course Number: None
Location:
Communication

LIGHT ANTI-AIRCRAFT ARTILLERY &AAA)
FIRE CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number. None

Location: Basic Electronics, School. San
Diego, CA
Length: 16 weeks (560 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate. test, and repair light antiaircraft artillery
Instruction: Lectures andolaboratones in
theory of operation and repair of the

AN/GPG-1 radar set. T37 computer. and
T-21 power control This is a highly specialized, equipment course with limited academic value
Credit Recommendation: Credit in not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (4/74)

MC -1715 -0037
GLIDED MISSILE FIRE CONTROL REPAIR
Course Number. None

Location: Basic Electronics School. San
Diego. CA
Length: 15 weeks (525 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate. maintain, test, and repair guided
missile fire control systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory of operation, installation and
adjustment. and maintenance and troubleshooting of AN, MG-3 systems Highly

specialized equipment course with limited
educational value.

Creditecommendation: Credit in not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (4/74)

Length: 6 weeks .(210 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, test, and' maintain specific sound
equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in audio and magnetic recording
theory, and operation and mairillknance of
specific sound equipment, with emphasis on
troubleshooting and servicing techniques.
Credit Recommendation: Credit in not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (4/74).

MC-1:715-0043
MARINE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

(MTDS) TECHNICIAN
Course Number: Not available
Cbmmunication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA
Length: 34 weeks (1388 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

install, repair, test, and maintain a tactical
Officers

data system

School, Quantico, VA
Length: Version I. 42 weeks (1093 hours)

Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations
on the operatibn of special-purpose comput-

Version 2. 42 weeks (1034-1108 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 8/77-Present

-processing and track store data processing,

Versioil 2: 8/75-7/77
Objectives: To provide professional _pilltary education in communications and Tommand and staff duties for Marine officers di
Instruction: Lectures, (demonstrations. an

MC-1715-0036

Location: Basic Electronics School, San
Diego, CA

self-paced studies in-organization and tactics, amphibious operations, an overvtew of
electncal circuits and electrtnics, management and command skills, leadership, operational telecommunications including propagation. antennas, modulation, multiplexing,
and specialized military systems Version I
Includes basic DC and AC circuits (excluding network analysis and three phase)
Credit Recommendation:,Version I In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in basic electrical circuits excluding
'laboratory (12/77); in thd lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 4
semester hours in basic electncal circuits
excluding network analysis and laboratory
(12/77) Version 2 No credit because of the
limited specialized nature of the course
(12/77).

ers and peripheral equipment; radar data

installation, operation, and repair of geographic display units, weapons control systems, bookkeeping elements, internal and

external digital data links, and voice communication etements; memory access and
monitonng; power supply and distnbution;
and operationi of maintenance and testing
equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in electncal laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluathe
lower-division
in
tion ' (4/74);
baccalaureate/associate

degree

category,

credit in electncal laboratory on the basis
Of institutional' evaluation (4/,74), in the
category,
uppe
vi,sion baccalaureate
electrical laboratory on the basis
credit
of in ti utional evaluation (4/74).

MC-1715-01)44
ADVANCED ELECTRICIANd.
Course-Number: None

Location: Engineer School. Cp Lejeune,

MC-1715-0041

NC
Lengtb: 8 weeks (344 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-12/73
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

AVIATION RADIO REPAIR

with advanced training in the servicing of

Course Number. None

Location: Basic Electronics School, San
Diego. CA
Length: 14 weeks (490 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect. test. and maintain basic aviation
radio equipment
Instruction: Lectures and laboratones in

theory, of operation of radio circinta. test
equipment, antennas, frequency modulators.

and power supplies, with emphasis on use
of test equipment and servicing
Credit Recommendation. In the vocational

electrical and electronic equipment.
Instruction: Lectures in basic mathemat-

ics, 'including graphs, Jogs, algebra, and
tngonometry, electrical theory, including
terminology. tattenel, Qhm's law, electromagnetism, elementary AC circuits, senesRLC
circuits.
combinations,
parallel
bridges. conductors. and wiling, power

generating equipment, including AC and%
Dc motors, generators, transformers, construction, and characteristics, tnodes, amplifiers, and magnetic amplifiers, electncal
draw)ngs and symbols`, elementary tube
electronics. power supplies, semiconductors
introduction, diodes and transistors applica-

certificate .ategory. 3 semester hours in
electncal laboratory (4/74), in the lower-di-

tions and testing procedures, solid-state reg-

vision baccalaureate, associate degree .ate

operational testing,procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocati nal
certificate category, 12 semester hour in

gory, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis ofanstitutional evaluation (4/74)

-

ulators, and engine,generator analyzer set

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-60

servicing procedures, and basic transistor
theory as applied to radio receivers. Version
I. Lectures and practical exercises relating
to operational, adjustment, alignment, and
performance verification procedures. Techniques refer to specific military electronic

electricity or electronics (4/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate, associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elev.-

tnoty or electronics (12/68); in the upper-

'

division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
-

hours as an elective in electricity or elec-

`I...equipment Version 1. Includes mathematics

tronics (4/74)

through tilgonometry, vector algebra, and

MC-1715.0045

complex numbers.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

GROUND RADIO TECHNICIAN

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electronic equipment maintenance.
2
in electronic communication systems
(3/79). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 36 semester hours in radio
and electronics (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree categdry, 6
semester hours in mathematics, 8 in electronics (4,14), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in radio
and electronics and credit in electncal laboratory on the basis of institutional evalua-

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 4/79-Present,
4/79-3/79 Version 1. 7/75-3/79 Version 3..
1/72-6/74. Version 4. 7/62-12/71 Version 5.
7/58-6/62 Version 6. 7/56-6/58.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

tion (12/68).

beacons, Rawin sets, and FADAC Version
4: Includes review of algebra and trigdnometry, vacuum tubes. rectifiers, oscillators,
multivibrators, basic electricity and magnetism, transistors, microwave theory, synchros and servo systems, and basic digital
theory Version 5. Includes review of algebra and trigonometry, vacuum tubes, rectifiers, oscillators, multivibrators, 1FF equipment, Mk 10, indicator groups. Rawin sets,

Course Number: Not available
Location:
Communication-Electronics
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 24 weeks (840 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-Present.
Objectives: To train experienced communication-electronics equipment repairmen to
install, inspect, maintain, and repair specific
ground radio sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in mathematics through trigonometry,
vector

algebra. and

complex

bumbers,

system circuits, vacuum tubes, poweresimplies, antennas, and test equipment maintenance and repair; high-frequency tech.
niques, servicing procedures for special
ground. radio sets, and basic transistor
theory as applied to radio receivers
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 36 semester hours in
electronics (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in mathematics, 8 in electronics (4,74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in radio
and electronics, and credit to electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
MC-1715-004.6
TACTICAL AIR COMMAND CENTRAL
TACC i T.ECIAWCIAN
Course Number: None

Location: Air Ground Combat TramIng

Center, Twentynine Palms, CA.
Length: 24 weeks (875 flours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/78-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install and maintain the CP808/CP1018 at
the systems level
1

5.
Communication-Electronics
School. San Diego. CA Version 6. Communications-Electronics School, San Diego,
CA
Length: Version I. 27 weeks (1004 hours).
Version 1. 17 weeks (641 hours) Version 3:
Version 4: 24-28
17-20 weeks (595 hours).
weeks (840-980 hours). Version 5: 20 weeks
(700 hours). Version 6. 24 weeks (840

Version

Instruction: ,Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance test procedures, use of
tools, digital and analog test equipment, integral test features, diagnostic routines, and
special failure- reporting procedures. Included is the interfacing of analog systems with
specific computer logic systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester hours in

cdmputer system software. 3 in computer
interfacing and troubleshooting (3/79)
11C-1715-0047
AVIATION RADIO TECHNICIAN
Course Number: None
Location: Version 1. Air Ground Combat

Training Center, Twentynine Palms. CA
Version
1:
Communication-Electronics
School. San Diego. CA. Basic Electronics

School. San, Diego. CA.
Length: Version /. 9-11' weeks (335-422
hours). Version 1: 24 weeks (840 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: Version 1. 2/76-Present.
Version 1: 7/56-12/68.
Objectives: To 'tram maintenance person- 4

MC-1715.0049
AVIATION ELECTRONICS OPERATOR.

Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego. CA
Length: 5-weeks (175 tiurs)
Exhibit Dates: 7/.58-12/68

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
locate aircraft on radar plotting, radio-radar
status, and aircraft status boards. and to operate ground-based radio and radar used in
tactical air control

.Initruction: Lectures and practical exerin plotting techniques; basic radar
thedry, operation of radio and telephones.
position indicators, height finders, direction
finde
radio and radar jamming equipmen , and air defense systems,/ weather,
map
ading, air traffic controrProcedures,
cises

search and rescue procedures, and aircraft
recognition.
'Credit Recommendation: Creditsrn not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (3/74)

MC-1715-0050
WEAPONS LOCATION EQLIPMENT REPAIR

Course Number: None

Location: Air Ground Combat, Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, CommuniTwenty nine
cation-Electronics
SchOol.
Palms. CA.
Length: 4-5 weeks (140-173 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and troubleshoot weapons location

hours).

troubleshoot, and maintain specific
ground radar equipment
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
test,

practical exercises in the installation, operation, and maintenance of radar sets. Version
3.

Includes hostile fire surveillance radar,

radar

chronograph.

tellurometers,

radar

and radar beacons
Credit Recommendation: i'ersron

1 In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electronic equipment maintenance
(3/79) Version 2. In the vocational certifio
cate category, 6 semester hours in communications technology (2/76). Version 3:
Credit is not recommended because of the
military-specific nature of -the course (4/74)
Version 4. In the vocational certificate category, 9 semester hours rn electricity or electronics (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68) Version 5. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electnc-

ay or electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory; on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74), in
the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours m electricity or electronics
(12/68) Versuor 6. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics, and additional credit in electri-

cal laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (t2/681

MC-1715-0052
AVIATION RADAR REPAIR t B)

radar sets.

(Aviation Radar Repairman (B))

Instruction: Lectures and Practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of
weanins location radar sets, including fun-

Course Number; None 4
Localion: Version 1: Air Ground Combat

dameNtal concepts and technology of weap-

ons locapon radar. power distribution. InterprebRon of radar schematics. circuit
analysis,' and alignment and troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
communications technology (2/76).

MC-1715-0051
GRouNed RADAR TECHNICIAN

Course Number: None

nel to install! inspect. maintain, and repair

tocation: Version I Air Ground Combat

aviation radio equipment
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises in circuits. vacuum tubes.

TrainiVg Center. Twentynine Palms, CA

power supplies. antennas. and test equipment operation and maintenance, high-fre-

Communication-Electronics
School. Twentynine Palms, CA. Version 3.
Communication-Electronics School. Toren. tynine Palms. CA. Version 4 Communica-

quency techniques, special aviation radio set

tion-Electronics School, San Diego. CA.

Version

1

1

0J

Training Center, Twentynine Palms, CA;
Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms, CA Version 1. Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms,
CA Version 3 Communication-Electronics
School, San Diego. CA
Length: Version I. 16-17 weeks (560-632
hours). Version. 1- 13 weeks (455 hours).
Version 3: 13 weeks (455 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 11/73-Present.
Version 1: 1/72-10/73
Version 3: 5/6412/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
Install, operate, adjust. inspect, and Taint=
computers and associated radar sets.
Instruction: All Versions.. Lettures and
practical exercises in tracing RF energy

flows through the system, automatic frequency control, high-power pulsers, and
system components. Perston 3. Additional
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circuit evaluation data on

synchrtizers,

modulators, couplers, and transmitters.
Credit. Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category,. 5 semester
hours in communication technology (2/76).
Version 2: Insufficient 'data for evaluation
(4/74). Version 3 In the vocational certificate category, credit in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluatioh

electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74) Version.4:
insufficient data for evaluation (4/74)

Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:

AVIATION RADAR REPAIR

MC-1715-0053

Objectives: To train enlisted pefsonnel to
install, operate, and maintain ground radar

,credit in electrical laboratory on the basis

TACTICAL AIR OPERATIONS CENTRAL
(TAOC AN/TYQ-n REPAIR

(Tactical Air Operations Central Repair,

man (TAOCR))
Courie Number: None
Location: Version
Air Grodnd Combit
Training Center, Twentynine Palms, CA
Version

1.

Communication-Electronics

air operations control Also includes fault
testing and repair of circuit cards system
for flip-flops, logic gates, shift registers, and
power supply modules Version ...i.,Instruclion includes module identification and
repair, system logic operation identification
and descfmtion. and display alignment and
adjustment. Also includes fault testing and

repair of circuit cards for flip-flops, logic
gates. shift registers. and power supply

modules 1=ersion.4 Also Includes fault testing 'and repair of.circuit cards for flip-flops,
logic gates. shift registers. and power
supply modules.
Credit Recommendation: VeIsion 1. In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in digital circuit fundamentals, 3. in
matruments and measurements. 3 in electronic systems maintenance (3779), in the
baccalaureate/ associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-

tronic systems maintenance (3/79), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in industrial arts education for
basic lc electronics (13/79). Version 2. In the
vocational certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electronics technology (2/76) VersOn 3. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electpcal laboratory
the
lowev-division
(4/74),
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
a

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74j, in the
upper-division

tiaccalaureate

category,

who have backgrounds in electronics and
basic radar principles to maintain and repair
the M-33 fire control system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance and repair of the
M-33 fire control system, including detailed
circuit theory of power supplies, acquisition

and relay systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

and tracking radar systems, computer and
plotting boards, and tactical, control and
communications systems; ind adjustment

cises in detailed circuit theory of power
supplies, video decoders, radars, and data
relays This is a highly specialized equip-

dures. Highly
pr
mathematics.
equmment_onented, with lit
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours ,in,
electricity and electronics (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/asvciate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours itY elecand troubleshooting

ment course with very little mathematics
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity and elettronics (4/74), in the

Sctiooi. Twentynine Palms, CA
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
Communication-Electronics School; Twendegree category, 3 semester hours in electynine Palms, CA Versidn 4: Communicatricity and electronics (4/74); in the uppertion-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms, -division baccalaureate category, credit in
CA
electricity and electronics on the basis of inLength: Vision 1. 18 weeks (657 hours)
stitutional &valuation (4/74).
hours)
weeks
(651-665
Version 2. 17-18
Version
4.
hours)
Version 3. 21 weeks (729
19 weeks(658 hours)
`? MC-1715-0055
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 11/77-Present
AVIATION RADAR REPAIR (A)
Vprsion 1 7/74-10/77 Verswn 3. 7/73.-6/74
AVIATION RADAR REPAIR (A)
2
Version 4. 1/72-6/73
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
(Aviation Radar Repair)
test, maintain. and repair defective circuit
AVIATION RADAR REPAIR
3
boards and modules in tactical air operCourse Number: None
ations systems.
Location: Version .1: Commuiiication-Elec:
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
'tronics School, Twentynine Palms, CA
practical exercises in usage of printed-cirCom m u mcation-Elect rortiCs
1:
Version
cuit-board testers, multimeters, electronic
School, San Diego, CA Version 3 BAic
and differential voltmeters, and funcLionElectronics School, San Diego, CA
generators, malfunction diagnosis and repair
Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (560 hours)
of subsystems. Version / Includes fault testVersion 1. 14-15 weeks (490-525 hours),
ing and repair of circuit cards in both digiVersion 3. 10 weeks'(350 hours).
tal and analog circuits and systems. Version
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/72-12/73 Ver1 Topics include diagnostic techniques for
sion 1: 7/58-12/71 Version 3. 7/56-6/58
specific system and introduction to overall
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
operation and function of a military tactical
Version 3:

School, San Diego, CA
Length: 16 weeks (560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

(D)

of institutional evaluation (4/74).

lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

MEDIUM ANTIAIRCRAF1 ARTILLERY
(AAA) FIRE CON1R01. REPAIR

MC-1715-0054
Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (420 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/64- 12/7q.

(4/74);

MC-1715-0056

credit

who have completed an electronics and
radar fundamentals course to install and
maintain surveillance radar equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in circuit theory, circuit testing, cQr;
rective and preventive maintenance proetdures, performance testing, use of associated test equipment, function and application
of identification equipment, introduction to.
electronic warfare and electronic counterMeasures. This course is directed toward
specialized equipment'
Version 1 In the
Credit
vocational ertificate category, 6 semester

hours in eldctncal laboratory (4/74), in the
baccalaureate, associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4,74), in the upper-division
lower-division

baccalaureate category,,reda in electrical

laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68). Version 2. In the vocational

-certificate category, 6 semester hours in

ekctncal laboratory.(4/ 741, in the lower-di*vision baccalaureate, 4ssociate degree category. 3 semIsttr hours in electrical laborain the upper- division baccalautory (
reate ca ory, credit in electrical laboratory bn t e basis of institutional evaluation
In the vocational certifi
(12/68} Version
cate category, 2 semester houwin electrical
laboratory (4, 74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in efectncal laboratory on the basis of.instituticilal evaluation (12/68)

tricity and electronics (4/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on4he basis of institutional evaluation (4/11)

MC-1715-0058
AVIATION RADAR Tr.CHNICIAN

CourseNumber: None.
Location: ,,VersioriasiOn Ground Combat

Training Center, Twentynine Palms, CA,

Commimication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms, CA. Version 1: Communica-

tion-Electronics School, San Diego, CA
Version

'

Communicatidn-Electronics

3.

School, San Diego, CA. Version 4: Communication-Electronics School, San Diego,
CA.,
Length: Version 1 34 weeks (1198-1265
hours) Version 1 26-33 weeks (910-1155
hours). Version 3 28 weeks (980 hour,$)
version 4. 24 weeks (840'ho'urs).
Exhibit 'Dates: Version 1. 1/72- Present.
Version 1. 7/.62-1f/71 Version 3. 7/59-6/62
Version 4. 7/56-6/59.
'Objectives: To provide senior noncommissioned officers with advanced instruction in

the erection, operation, adjustment, repair,
and maintenance of ,incialized aviation
radar ;quipment and aszvociated test equip
meat.

Instruction: Operation and troubleshooting procedures for interrogator sets, decoder groups and 1FF equipment Maintenance
of computers, synthesizers, transmitters, ilkceivers, antennas, computer correlator detectors, target positionoomputers, IFF data
processors and radar display consoles.
Credit Recommendatibn: Versiod / In dui
vocational certificate category, 12 semester
hoUrs in communications technology, (2/7¢).
Version 2. In the vocational certificate cate-

gory, 12 semester hours in electronics and
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower division
degree category, 4 semester hours in electronics r (2768), 'Version 3 In the vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours in
electronics and credit inrelectrical laboratory on the basis of.institutional evaluation
(64/74),

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureatelassociate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics 112/68). Vera
sion 4. In the upper-division 'baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electronics
laboratory', and credit in electricity on the
basis-of institutional evaluation (12/68).1
a

r

.4

O

.
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LC-1715-005-'9
VIATION RADAR REPAIR IC)

Course Number: None

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, Communication-Electronics School, San Diego, CA
Length: Version 1 '12 weeks (443 hours)
Version 2 12 weeks (42O-445 hours) Version
3 -12 -17 weeks (455-607 hours)
Exhibit Dotes: Version 1 7/78-Present
Version 2. 11/73-6/78 Version 3 5,6410/73..

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who are graduates of basic electronics and

dar fundamentals courses to repair avi
a on radar sets and associated equipment.

ustruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation and troubleshooting procedures for interrogator sets, decoder
groups. and IFF test equipment; and maintenance of computer programmers, synthe-.

mester hours in electronics (4/74); in the

ground radar sets
Instruction: All

baccalaureate/associate
lower-divisioh
degree category, credit in electronics labo-

Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in the installation, operation, adjustment, inspection, and maintenance of specific ground radar sets, including basic theory of radar sets and auxiliary
and test equipment, system circuit analysis.
and operation of various subsystem?in specifiJ equipment. Version 1. Includes introduction to digital computer principles and
circuits, number systems and symbolic notation, and analysis Of a specific ballistics
computer within a radar set.
. Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in communications technology (2/76)
Version 1. In the vocational certificate category, credit in electncity or electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74),
lowerchvision
the
in
baccalaureate/associate

degree

category,

-sizers, transmitters, antennas, computer-cor-

credit in electricity or electronics on the

relation detectors, target position computers, IFF data processors, and radar display

basis of institutional evaluation (4,74) Vernon 3: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in electricity or electronics (4/74), in the lower-division

consoles
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certifivate category, 3 semester
hours in elevtruniv equipment maintenance
l3,.791 Version 2 In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in communication technology (2/76) Version 3 In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours' in ,electronics and electrical Atora(4/74):
the
lower-d ision
tory
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electncal laboratory
(4/74)
.

crate, adjust, Inspect and maintain specific

MC-1715-0061
BASIC RADAR

Course umber. None
Location:
Communication Electronics
School, San Diego. CA, Basic Electronics
School, San Diego. CA
length: 13-14 weeks (455-525 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-3/79,7
Objectives: To train electronics technicians to test, align, troubleshoot. and maintam a basic radar set

Instruction: Lectuyes and practical exer
iises in the testing, alignment, troubleshooting, and maintenance of a basic radar set,
including basic radar theory, IFF and indicafbr ,troup eiflipment, and alignment and
troubleshooting , procedures for specific
equipment

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in electronics
(12/68).

MC-1715-0062
GROUND RADAR REPAIR

Course Number: None
Location: Version 1 Air Ground Combat

Training Center. Twentynine Palms, CA,
Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms. CA. Version 2. Communication-Electronics School. Twentynine Palms,
CA. Version 3: Communication-Electronics
School. San Diego. CA. Version 4: Basic
Electronics School. San Diego. CA.
Length: Version 1 5 weeks (185 ho )
Version 1. 5 weeks (200 hours). Version : 910 weeks (315-414 hours). Version 4. 5
weeks (175 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 7/74-Present
.Version 1. 1772-6/74 Versx 3. 7/58-12/71.
Versio114. 7/56-6/58.

Objectives: To train elli.ted personnel
with electronics backgrounds to instill, op-

ratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74) Version 4 In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in electronics (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (12/68), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 e-

mester hours in electronics, and credit
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)
MC-1715-0064
ELECTRONIC TELETYPE REPAIR

Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
Location:*

School, San Diego, CA
Length: 16 weeks (640 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/63-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair telephone and teletype
equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of tele-

(4/1

phone and teletype equipment, including
theory of solid-state devices, pulse-forming
and -modulation circuits, time division mulibrators. binary arithmetic,
tiplexing,
computer logic circuits,. application of test

MC-1715-0063

operation, and digital fundamentatt for ap-

baccalaureate, associate

degree

category,

credit in electricity or electronics on the.

basis $f institutional evaluation (4,74) Version 14 Insufficient data for evaluation

equipment, specific equipment analysis and

RADAR FLNDANIENTALS

,

Course Nu ber: None

Air Grdund Combat
Training Cent . Twentynine Palms. CA.
Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms, CA Version 1 CommunicaLocation:

ion n I

tion-Electronics School, Twentynine Palms,
CA. Version 3 Communication-Electronics
School, San Deigo. CA Version 4: Communication-Electronics School Battalion, San',
Diego. CA.
Length: Version 1: 4-8 weeks (147-292
Verhours) Version 2. 8 weeks (320 hours)
sion 3: 6 weeks (240 hours) Version 4 6-7
weeks (240-245 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 7/74-3/79 Version 1: 1/72-6/74 Version 3. 11/68-12/71

Version 4. 7/62-10/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the fundamental concepts of raddr pnnciples.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the theory of electronics for analysis of radar, pulse circuits and
components, including basic theory of
power supplies, timing circuits, blocking os.
cdlators, pulse amplifiers, receiver amplifi-

ers, klystrons, and antenna dnve systems
and use of oscilloscopes, signal generators,
' voltmeters, and special test equipment. Version 1: Includes analy;Is of individual stages

in a representative radar training system.
Version 1: Includes control rectifier antenna
dnve and transistor servicing principles.
Course'is vacuum-tube oriented. VersionI.
Course is vacuum-tube onented
Credit Recommendation!' Version 1 In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester

plication to telephone or teletype systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electrical laboratory, 6 in teletype and telephone repair (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electncal laboratory, 3 in
electromechanical technology (4/74), in the
upper-division
baccalaureate
category,

credit in electncal laboratory on the basis
of Institutional evaluation (4/74)
Mra

MC-1715-0065
CRYPTOGRAPHIC'EQUIPSIEN'T
MAINTENANCE PREPARATORY

Course Number. None
Location:
Communication-Electronics

School Battalion, San Diego. CA
Length: 6 weeks (210-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Obj fives: To train enlisted personnel to
manna
AN/TGC-14(V) teletype equipment.
s
Inst ction: Lectures and practical exerAN/TGC-14 teletypewnter opercises

luding basic electronics test equipcircuit fundamentals, solid-state
components, digital computer fundamentals,
and circuit analysis, and teletypewnter
repair and maintenance, including disassembly, inspection, reassembly, and testing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
basic electronics, 3 in electromechanical
technology (5/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree categog, I
semester hour in basic electronics, 2 intlectromechanical technology (5)74)
ation

ment

g

hours in communications technology for
the 4-week course designed for MOS 5931.
5933 and 5934;4 semester hours in communications technology for the 8-week course

MC-1715-0066
BASIC RADIO

designed for MOS 5942, 5943 and 5945
(2/76). Version 1. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hoUrs in electroncs (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category.
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74) Version 3
In the vocational-certificate category. 2 se/

Course Number. None.

Location: Basic Electronics School, San
Diego, CA. Communication-Electronics
School Battalion, San Diego, C4.
Length: Version 1 7 weeks (245 hours)
Version 1,10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 7/58-12/68 Version 2 7/56-6/58

I
S

a
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'Objeetives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and maintain basic radio equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic radio, including shop prac-

MC-1715-0069

MC-1715.0072

SPECIAL ANTI -AIR WARFARE (AAW *so.
BATrERYMAN
Course Number: None.

REMOrECONTROL SYSTEM REPAIRMAN

Location: Air Reserve Missile Training

tices. radiac instruments, electronics supply,
circuit analysis, antennas, frequency modulation. servicing methods, soldering tech-

Detachment, Twentynine Palms, CA
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/66-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

niques, types of bursts, preventive maintenance of radiac instruments, resistors and
electrical circuits, series, combination and
parallel circuits, magnets. inductance, frequency modulation transmitters, noise and

the equipment and operation of the Hawk
guided missile system.

use of TS-297 and ME-25A/17. and troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity and radio, 2 in electrical
laboratory (6/74), in the lower-do/IA:in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity and radio
(12/68), in the uppet-division baccalaureate
category. 2 semester hours in electncity and
radio, and credit in electncal laboratory on

_Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the equipment and operation of the
Hawk guided missile system. including introduction to Hawk; launcher operations,
missile test shop operations and handling;
loader and generator operations; pulse-ac=mon radar operations, range-only radar
operations; continuous wave ,,acquisition,
igh-power illuminator, 'and continuous
wave illuminator radar operations; battery
control central operations, assault fire command console operations, orientation and
alignment of the battery; battle plan proce-

the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74)
Version 2 In the vocational certificate category. 3 semester hours in electricity and
lower-division
in
'the
(4/74),
radio

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (5/74)

interference in FM Tran/Rec. theory and

baccalaureate/associate

degree

dures; and battalion operations
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

category,

Coarse Number: None
Location: Ordnance School,

Quantico,

VA.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.

Objectives: To retrain enlisted personnel

in remote control and fire control equipment maintenances

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin the repair and maintenance of
remote and fire control equipment Topics
include elementary trigonometry, a brief
overview.of Ohm's law, troubleshooting of
electrical and electronic parts. with tube
tester and meters. and the'function of hycises

draulic components and synchros.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics or electricity (6/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category. I semester hour in electronics or electricity (6/74)

MC-1715.0073
TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD REPAIR

Course Number: None

Location: Air Ground Combat Training

credit in electricity and radio on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74)

MC-1715-0070
RADIO TELEGRAPH OPERATOR

Course Number: None

MC-1715-0067

Location: Basic Electronics School, San
Diego, CA, Communication-Electronics
School, San Diego, CA

OPERATIONS OFFICER ELECTRONIC
COUNTER-COUIfTERMEASI-RES

Length: 18 weeks (630 hours)

( ECCM
Course Number. None
Communication-Electronics
Location:

Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/72
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
radiotelegraph operators
Instruction: Lectures and field exercises in

School. San Diego. CA
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)

the operation of and preventive mainte-

Exhibit Mites: 5/66-12/68
Objectives: To train personnel in basic

nance on radio communications equipment

Topics include receiving, sending. typing

concepts of electronic countermeasures and
counter-countermeasures

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in electronic countermea,s.kres and

counter-countermeasures, includfit electronic warfare. active countermeasures,
active countermeasures recognition, ad-,
vanced ECM techniques and developments.

ECCM transmitter techniques and devices.
transmitter avoidance fixes. receiver techniques or nonsynchronous pulses. CFAR
principles. Transmitter fixes to increase
signal-to-noise ratio and for synchronouspulse Jamming, and gain controls
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ononended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (6/74)

commumcation procedure and security,
radio fundamentals, and map reading
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hoin's in
typing, and credit in electronics on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in typing

(3/74), in the upper-division baccalaurea e
category, credit m typing on the basis f n
stitutibnal evaluation (12/68)
MC-1715-0071
CH-46A AN, ALQ-52/ V) NAN IGATIONAL
TACAN MAINTENANCE

Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, CommuniTwentynine
School.
cation-Electronics
Palms, CA
Length: Version 1 9-11 Weeks (334=-416
hours), Version 2 8 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit- DaNs: Version 1 7/75-Present,
Version 2.4/73 -6/75
.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
diagnose and repair defects and perform
routine maintenance :on telephone subsets
and switchboards.

.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the repair and maintenance of telephone subsets and switchboards Course includes battery-powered subsets. sound and
telephone theory, switchboard construction
pnd operation, and.basic electricity.
Credit Recommendation Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category. 3 semester

hours in basic electncity. 3 in introduction
to telephone communications (3/79): ,Version 2. In the v:ocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in communications
technology. 4 in electronics laboratory
lower-division
the
(7/74),
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in communications technol-

ogy, 4, in electronics laboratory (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category. 3
semester inkurs in communications technology (7/74)

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air. Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville,

MC1715-0068

NC. Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment. Santa Ana,

SPECIAL GROUND RADIO REPAIR

Course Number. None.
communications-Electronics
Location:

School Battalion, San Diego, CA

CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hoursT
kxhibit Dates: 1/68-12/73
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, modify, service,. and operate a

Length: 20 weeks (700 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68
Objectives: To train personnel in Sputa'
ground radio repair
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in special ground radio repair. including radiac instrecnentA test equipment and
servicing methods. circuit analysis, specific
radio sets, theory of frequency modulation.
antenna principles, maintenance and construction of antennas, shop practices. and

,
electronic supply and shop management
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (6/74)
4

specific navigational system

Instruction:'Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of a

TACAN navigational system Course includes primary power distribution, blockdiagram analysts,'channel servo error oper-

ation. TiR R1 theorfyof operation, video
decoder, circuit analysjs and theory. .and
troubleshooting procedures Course is primarily 'directed to .a;ispecific navigation
system and bas limited general application
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category.
1

,electrical maintenance laboratory (6/.74)

MC1715-0075
TOW MISSILE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: None

Location: Schools 'Division. Albany, GA
Length: 5,weeks (196 hours).
Exhibit,Datesr3/175-Present'

gbjectives: To train enhsted persottnel lo
maintain and repair the Tow missile launcher system and ancillary equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the launcher system. field test set,
trainer set..(and battery charger
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
elettronics laboratory (6/75)

MC1715.0076
TELETYPEWRITER REPAIR

(Teletype Repair)
Course Number: None

1-64

COURSE EXHIBITS

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynme Pu 1ms, CA, Communication-Electronics School, Twentynine
Palms, CA.
Length: Version I. 14 weeks (543 hours)
Version 2. 11 weeks (407 hours) Version 3.
19 weeks (658 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 10/78- Present
Version 2. 7/74-9/78 Version 3 11/73-'6/74.

Objectives: To train personnel to repair,
operate, and maintain Several military teletype terminals

Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises in the repair, mamtenance, and operation of se al teletype terf basic electrominals, mdludmg coy
on 3. Includes
mechanical devices
m's Law, series
basic electronics wit
parallel resistances, AC and DC theory, semiconductor fundamentals, and RLC cu.-

.

.1 cuitsA

Craft Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category. 3 semester
.

fours in electromechanical maintenance and
I in electromechanical maintenance
laboratory (3/79) Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours
in electromechanical technology (2/76)
Version 3 In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours' in basic electronics
and 3 in teletype maintenance (6/75), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
electronics (6/75)
repair,

MC-1715.0077
TACTICAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS
CENTRAL REPAIRMAN

Course Number: None
Communicanoh,Electronics
Location:
School. Twentynine Palms, CA, Air
Ground Combat Training Cefi'ter. Twentynine Palms, CA
Length: Version I. 16-18 weeks (606
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (580 hours)
Exhibit Dates:, Version 1, 5/77-Present.
Version' 2. 7/74-4./77

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the installation, maintenance, operation,
'testing and repair.of specific military data ,
communications equipment.
Instruction: Provides instruction at the re-

pairman level on the Tactical Data Cep-

munications Central AN/TYQ -3 Includes
basic single sideband- theory, antenna and
transmission line theory, data flow, and systems-oriented tasks Malfunction isolation is
taught at the module or card level.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 systems maintenance, 2 in electronic communications maintenance (3'/79) Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category. 12 semester hours in electronics technology
(2/70

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (3/79).

AIR SUPPORT CONTROL OFFICER

Coarse Number: None

Iikation: Air Ground Training Center,
Twentynine Palms. CA, CommunicauonEInctronics .School, Twentynine Palms.
CA'

Length: 6-11 weeks (208-408 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To train _personnel as air supperrt control officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin radio net operator dunes,
plotter/status board techniques, radar operator procedures, and strike controller procises

cedures, under simulated field contlitions

Location: Air Ground Combat Training

GUIDED MISSILE FIRE CONTROL REPAIR

Course Number: None.
Location:
Communication-Electronics
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 15 weeks (525 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 6/58-12/68

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, inspect, test, maintain, and repair
missile fire control systems and associated
airsearch radar sets
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory, installation, and adjustment
of missiles and launchers, including power

supplies, acquisition and track radarsyn-

chronization, computer and plotting boards,
and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours

in

electrical laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electrical laboratory (3/74), in the upper-division baccalau-

reate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation

412/68)

MC-1715.0080
TERRIER MISSILE LAUNCHER SYSTEM
REPAIRMAN

(Terrier Missile Launcher System Repair),
Gene Number: None
Location: Ordnance, School, Quantico,
VA.
Length: 21 weeks (845-887 hours)
Exhihit Dates: 6/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair and maintain the Terrier missile
launcher, control systein, and associated
ordnance equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in components, maintenance, and

repair of the Terrier missile launcher. including mechanical and hydraulic systems,
electrical operation, power units, system intergration, and adjUstment and trouble analysis

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hpurs in
electrical laboratory (3/74), in the upper.-division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional, evaluat ion (12/68)

C

Center, Twent)thine PatrnseCA; CommuniSchool, Twentynine
cation-Electronics
Palms, CA.
Length: Version 1: 35 weeks (1342 hours).
Version 2. 36 weeks (1127 hours).

Exhibit Dates:

Version

I. 9/78-Present.

Version 2. 7/75-8/78.

Objectives: 4o train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, test, maintain, and -repair
specific military equipment.
Instruction: Version I.. Lectures and practical exercises covering a specific digital

analog data processing and control system.
Practical experience is gained by 'performing system maintenance test procedures and
analyzing and correcting instructor - inserted
equipment - malfunctions:- Version 2: Lectures

and practical exercises covering a comprehensive digital and 'analog data processing

and control system, including a study of
digital computers, radar azimuth processing,
detection and video signals, data link communications, voice communications, and
program processing and control associated
with an operational system.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in the use of electronic test equipment, 6 in electronic equipment maintenance (3/79) Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 24 semester hours in
electronics technology (2/76).
MC-1715-0083
HIGH FREQUENCY COMMUNICATION
CENTRAL' OPERATOR

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, CommuniSchool, Twentynine
cation-Electronics
Palms, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (146 hours)
Exhihit Dates: 7/75-Present

Objectives: To qualify' enlisted personnel

in the operation of specific military electronic equipment
Instruction: Provides instruction in the
operation, installation, maintenance, and ad-

riuniMration of communication. equipment
(AN/TSC-I5).

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/79)..ii.

MC-1715-0084

MC-1715-0081

RD-358 MAGNETIC TAPE SUBSYSTEM
ACCELERATED

MOBILE DATA COMMUNICATIONS
TERMINAL TECHNICIAN

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training

Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, CommurnTwentynine
cation-EleCtronics School,
Palms, CA.
Length: 11-14 weeks (418-532 hours) - Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted perso net in
the operation and maintenance ,of s cific
,military communication equipment
Instruction: Provides in-depth instruction
on the AN/TYC-5 mobile dataecommunica
non terminal with emphasis on performance
testing and troubleshooting of the comple5c
system.

Credit Recommendation: In'the vocational

certificate category. 12 semester hours in
electro/mechanical technol"

TACTICAL. AIR OPERATIONS CENTRAL
TECHNICIAN

(TAOC (A N/TYQ-2) Technician)
Course Number: None

MC-1715-0079

Course Number: None

N1C-1715-0078

MC-1715-0082

(3/76)
J

Location: Air Ground combat Training
Center, Twetymne Palms, CA; CommumSchool, Twentyrune,
cation-Elethroincs
Palms. CA
Length: 4 weeks (133 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-3/79.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the operation and maintenance of specific
military communication equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exeroverall operation and microprogramming concepts, installation and operation of third generation digital tape processing equipment: corrective and preventive

,cises in

maintenance procedures; logic diagrams;
and microprogram listings

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di;Aston baccalaureate category, 6 semester

...-

Marine Corps
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
rada.chiefs.
Ifffruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties of radio
chiefs, including map reading, radio procedures, communications equipment. electronic fundamentals, supply, and maintenance
Version 1: Also included is effective reading, typing, organizatpn and management,
and employment Version 2: Topics include
effective reading, typing, management, and
organization and employment. Version 3:
Topics include communication and transmission security, basic message front, forms,
classes and types of messages, generation of
address.designators, use of address designators publications; generating address designators from publications, principles of preparing message texts and all forms of headings, preparation of frequency/usage reports; preparation of movement reports; numeral encryption; authentication, sending
and receiving; communication procedure;
communication center functions and teletype procedure; radios and associated
equipment; aenal photograph reading; organization, employment and communications

hours in electronics engineering technology
(2/76)

MC-1715.0085
MOBILE DATA CENTRAL TECHNICIAN

(Mobile Dial Central Technician)
Course Number: None.

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
,Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, Communication-Electronics
School,
Twentynine
Palms, CA.
Length; 5 weeks (180 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present.'
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the repair and maintenance of telephone
PBX equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises covenng the installation, operation,
testing, fault i,dentification,. adjustment, and
repair of PBX equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester hours in telephony technology (2/76).

MC-1717-000)

of the fleet Manne force; staff functions,
basic wire techniques fdr remote installa-

OPERATIONAL COMMUNICATION CHIEF

Course Number: None
Communication-Electronics
Location:
School, San Diegd, CA
Length: Version I. 18 weeks (631 hours)
Version 2. 21 weeks (735 hours) Version 3
24 weeks (840 hours).

tions; and visual communication.
Credit Recommendation: Version l In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in basic communication skills (3/79).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in management, 3 in
radio communications (electronics) (7/74),

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 I/72-Present
Version 2.7/62- 12/71. Version 3: 7/58-6/62.
Objectives: To.tram .gunnery sergeants as
operational communications chiefs.

in

lower-division

the

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in management, 3 in radio
communications (electronics) (7/74), in the

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in communicattope facilities operation,
electronic systems and equipment operation

upper-division

baccalaureate

category,

credit in management and radio communiand characteristics, communication skills,
cations (electronics) on the basis of institutyping, radio fundamentals, map and aenal
tional evaluation (7/74). Version 3: In the
photograph reading, cryptographic opervocational certificate category, 3 semester
ations,
electronic
supply
and
maintenance,
hours in radio communications (7/74), in
registered publication system, and Fleet Vc the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
Manne organization and personnel adminisdegree category, 3 semester hours in radio
tration.
on.
communications 17/74), in the upper-diviCredit Recommendation: Version- I: In the
sion baccalaureate category, credit in radio
vocational certificate category. 2 semester
communications on the basis of institutional
hours in typing, and credit in electronics on
evaluation (7/74)
the basis of insmutional evaluation (2/74),

the

in

lower-division

.MC-1717-0003

baccolaureite/assomate 4gree category, 2
semester hours in typinr(2/74). Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category. 2 semester hours in typing.
in electronics

AMMUNITION OFFICER

Coutse Number. None.
Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,
VA.
Length: 8 weeks (253-300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/57-Present
Objectives: To train junior officers tb perform the duties of a specialist in the supply.

1

the
lower-division
liaccalaureate/askciate.4egree category, 2
semester hours in typing( and credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74) Version). In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in electronics (2/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
'semester hours as an elective in electronics
for non-electrical-engineenng majors (2,'74),
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester hour as an elective in electronics for non-electncal-engine.eriqg majors
(2/74),

.

in

(2/74).

storage, and transportation of all types of
ammunition other than air-droppable types.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the construction of specific types of
munitions, principles of supply, renovation,

storage. transportation and destruction of
small arms and artillery ammunition, hand
grenades. mortar. land mines. and chemical
and nucleat munitions.
Credit ReCommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in industrial management (5/74)

t
.

MC-1717-0002
RADIO CHIEF

Course Number. None

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center. Twentynine Palms, CA, Communi
cation-Electronics SChool, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version I. 12 weeks (451 hours).
k

Version 2. 17 weeks (1540 hours) Version 3.
20-22 weeks (700-770 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I 705-Present
Version 2. 1/72-6/75 Version 3: 7/58-12/71.

.
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Objectives: To train optical instrument
and watch repairmen to repair and supervise the repair of optical instruments and
watches.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the repair of optical instruments and

watches. including elementary optics. and
cleaning and, adjustment of quadrants, telescopes, associated mounts, compasses, azimuths, binoculars, periscopes, range finders,
sighting systems, stopwatches. wrist watches, and miscellaneous optical equipMent.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in mechanical technology (optical option) or optical and instrument repair, I in watch
repair (5/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in mechanical technology
and instillment'.
(optical option) or
repair (5/74).

MC-1721-0002
OPTICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN (BASIC)

Course Number: None.

Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,
VA
Length: 7-11 weeks (268-440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/57-12/74.
Objectives: To train'ephsted personnel to
repair.optical instruments

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic optics theory., ordnance matenals usage for optics; cleaning and lubricat-

ing materials in instrument and timepiece
repair; levels and level vials use and care;
and the cleaning and adjustment of colliwating telescopes, quadrants, mounts, bineculars, wri,lwatches, and fire control instruments
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
in
medical technology (optical option),
watch repair (5/74), in the lower-division
1

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in medical technology (optical option)(5/74)
MC-1721-0003
INSTRUMENT REPAIR OFFICER

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,
VA.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (195 hours)
Version 2: 7 weeks (300 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 7/60-12/72. Version 2. 7/57-6/60

Objectives: To train lieutenants and war-

rant offices to supervise and control the

maintenance and repair of optical sighting
and nonelectronic fire control material
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the supervision and control of maintenance and repair of optical sighting and
nonelectronic fire control material ,Course
includes telescopes, periscopes, mechanical'
mounts. quadrants, range finders and related
equipment. and auxiliary sighting 'and fire
control equipment.
. Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited %specialized nature of the course (8/74).

MC-1721-0004
MC-1721-0001
OPTICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN
1

Course Number: None.
Location: prdnance School, Quantico,
VA.
Length: II weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/54-12/72

OPTICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIRMAN

(ADVANCED)

Course Number: None
Location. Ordnance School,
VA.
Length: 4 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/72.

Quantico,

,

COURSE EXHIBITS
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Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to inspect, maintain, and repair opti-

cal sighting and nonelectrical fire control
instruments and related equipment, including telescopes, periscopes, range finders,
and fire control equipment.
Instruction:* Lectures and practical exer,.cises in the inspection, maintenance, and
repair. of optical sighting and nonelectrical
fire control Instruments Course includes
training in repair shop procedures and the
repair of telescopes, periscopes, mechanical

talsmithing, welding, or metals processing
(5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in metalworking and welding on the basis of ipstitutional evaluation
(12/68).

WEAPONS REPAIR SHOP MACHINIST
-....
Course Number: None.
Location: Ordnance School,

Exhibit Dates: 6/54-12/72

Co4cse Number: None

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC
Length: 13-15 weeks (360-402 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68
personnel as
. Objectives: To train enlisted
.
metalworkers
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and

practical exercises in bluepnnt reading and
sketching, sheet metal layout, applied shot'
mathematics, care and operation of hand

tools and measunng instruments,} use of
common sheet metal bench machines, oxyacetylene and electnc arc welding machines
and accessories, basic forging and blacksmithing processes, and identification and
heat treatment of metals Version /._InstrucHon Inclu4dvi=safe procedures in setting up
and operafing inert -gas welding equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
metalworking, welding, blacksmithing, or
metals technology (5/74), in the lower-division baccalaureateiassociate degree category, 3 semester hours in metalworking, weld-

Quantico,

METAL§MITH FOREMAN

Course Number: None
Location: Engineer School Battalion: Cp.
;
Lejeune. NC
Length: 19 weeks (538 houri)

Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68
Objectives: To provide experienced machirusts with advanced training in welding,
blacksmithing. sheet metalworking, and
metal shop supervision.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exert
cises in advanced welding, blacksmithing,

chanical, or instructional assignments

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

,cises in advanced machine shop techniques,

including shop Instruments and practices,
shop mathematics, blueprint reading, machine tools, machine shop practice, teat
treatment of metals, and welding
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in machine trades or machine technology (5/74),
lower-thymic,
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in machine trades or machine technology (5/74), in the upper-diviSion

baccalaureate

category,

2

semester

hours in machine trades or machine technology (5/74)

MC-1723-0005
BASIC METALWORKER

(Basic Metal Worker)
Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,
NC
,Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (208 hours)
Version 1: 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 1/73-Present
Version 1: 7167-12/72
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
basic welding and sheet Metalworking tasks
of the fleet marine farce

vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in welding, sheet metal fabrication or
metals processing (5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in welding, sheet metal
fabrication or metals processing (5/74). Ver.
sion 1. In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in welding, metalwork

or metal processing (504), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in welding, metalwork or metal processing' (5174), in the

metalworking activities, including mathemancs_engineenng drawing, shop sketch-

upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester hour in Welding, metalwork or metal
processing (5/74)

ing and pattern layout, oxyacetylene and
electric arc welding,'and shecrmetal work,

MC-1723.0006

sheet

metal working and supervision of

safety regulations and fire bill
Credit Recdmmendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 16 semester hours in
metalworking, metalsmithing, welding, or
metals processing (5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry.'6 semester hours in metalworking. meti-

4.

treatment of metals, oxyacetylene, electric
arc, and inert-gas welding equipment set up
and operation, ordnance, automotive, and

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in machinist trades (5/74), in
the upper - division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in machinist trades (5/74)

qualify them for higher supervisory, me-

sheet metal projects.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

welding. blackshuthing, or metals technology (5/74)

s theory and

chinist trades (5/74), in the lower-division

)

category. 2 semester hours in metalworking,

intermanuals;

Objectives: To tram shop machinists in

MC-1723-0003

ing, blacksmithing, or metals technology

echru

advanced machine shop techniques, and to

Instruction: Lectures 4rid practical exercises in basic metalworka, including welding equipment and tools, fundamentals of
metalworking, theory and technique of 'oxyacetylene, electric arc and inert gas welding, basic sheet metalworking, safety precautions, hand tools and machinery, lines
and line construction; shop sketching;
punching, drilling and riveting; shee*metal
layout; notching, edges and sea mt and

(5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate

pretation add use of

aviation equipment maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester houq in ma-

VA.

ers and related equipment, and auxiliary

METALWORKERS

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in applied mathematics, drawl

operation; hand tools operation; _lathe,
shaper, and milling machine operation, heat

'

MC-1723-0004

Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).

MC- 1723 -0002

nlisted persOnne as

simple measuring instru

mounts for optical instruments, range findsighting and fire control equipment
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational
certificate categ9xy, 2 semester hours in optical repair techniques (8/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree catsemester hours in Optical repair,
egory,
(8/74); tn the upper-division bactechniq
calaure- category, credit in optical repair
techniques on theVsts of institutional val.
uation (8/74)

Objectives: To train
repair shop machinists

REPAIR SHOP MACHINIST

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnance School,

Quantico,

MC-1728-0001
MARINE SECURITY GUARD

Course Number: None.

Location: Marine Security Guard Battalion, Henderson Hall, Arlington, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 lipurs).

Exhibit Dites: 6/67-Present
jectives: To screen, train, and motivate
selected personnel for assignment as Marine

secunty guards with the Department of
State

Instruction: Security procedures; protection of lives and property, personal conduct
living abroad, training and administration
Crtdit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in protective service on the basis of demonstrated
evaluation
institutional
and/or
skills
(12/68).

MC-1728-0002
INTERROGATION OF PRISONERS OF WAR

Course Number: None

Location: Training School, Cp Lejeune,
NC.
Length: 3-4 weeks (107 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/63-12/68
Objectives: To train selected personnel in
interrogation methods

Instruction: Cbmbat intelligence onentanon, principles of inrirrogation, documents
and reports, foreign language interrogi4
lions
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (11/73)

t

MC-1728-0003
ADVANCED LEGAL SIiVICES
Course Number: None
Battakon,
Location: Schools

NC.
Length: 2 weeks,(70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/74-Present.

.Objectives: IRO provide senior" enliste-personnel with an overview of the admini
tration of legal assistant programs
'Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in legal administration of investigations, appelate petitions, actions and re-

views, administrative discharges, reporter
procedures, civil processes and law library.
Credit Recommendation: jn the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour as an
.
elective in paralegal litining (11/75)

VA
Length: 12-14 weeks (480-520 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/57-12/72

Marine

Corps Base, Cp Pendleton, A. Schools
Battalion, Marine Corps Base, Cp Lejeune,

MC-1728-0004
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Marine Corps
LEGAL SERVICES MAN / REPORTER, PHASE 1

AND PHASE II

(Basic Legal Administration)
(Legal Services Man)
Course Number: None

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp Pendleton, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (220 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
With an Introduction to court martial investigation, processing, and transcription of
proceedings
Instruction: Phase I consists of lectures
and practical exercises in administrative
duties, including legal correspondence; utilization of appropriate ,reference material;
4inaintenance of files and directives, employing proper grammar, spelling, punctuation,
vocabulary, and sentence structure; and.
typing. Phase II Includes appeals from nonjudicial punishment; preparation of charges
and specifications; charge sheets, convening
orders; convening and supervisory authori-

ty actions; court martial orders; investigations, courts of Navy, administrative discharges, legal assistance; overview of civil
processes, punitive articles, and forms usage
and preparation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
secretarial elective (11/75), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in paralegal elective
1/75).

MC-1728-0005
LEGAL SERVICES MAN/REPORTER, PHASE
III

(Lee Services Reporter SPCM (Closed
MiCrophone))
Course Number. None

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
4§
Length: 4 weeks (133 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with Introductory concepts in transcription
of court martial proceedings.
Instruction: Phase III consists of lectures

and practical exercises in the proper use of
and
procedures
legal-service-reporting
processes, including proper use of recording
and transcnpting equipment.
ation: In the vocational
Credit Recomm

certificate cate ofy,
secretarial progr

2

semester hours in

elective (11/75)

MC-1729-0001
BASIC BAKER

(Basic Specialist Training Baker)

(Baer)

Course Number. None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp
Lejeune, NC,'Supply School, Cp Lejeune,

techniques utilizing lecture, demonstration,
and operational settings Specific instruction

in food sanitation. bakery principles and
techniques and practices as applied to the
quantity production of bread, sweet dough,
cakes, pies, and cookies, care and operation

of equipment and operational procedures
specific to military conditions.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
baccalaureate/associate
lowerdIvision

degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
bakery preparation (4/76) Version 2 In the
vocational certificate category, 3 s mester
hours in baking (12/73), in the lo er-division baccalaureate/associate degree categoi ry, 3 semester hours in baking (12,473); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in baking (12/73).

Course Number: None.

Location: Supply Schools, Cp Lejeune,
NC
Length! 12 weeks,(378 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 19-;12/68.
Obje ives: To train stewards in advanced
technical and management skills, and to

provide them with refresher training

in

cooking and baking.
Instruction: Sound, basic Instruction in all
phases of food preparation and baking, with
some emphasis on menu planning and mdat
processing; good sectig4n on supervisory

traking
Cildit Recommendation: Inthe vocational
certificate category, 3 semesten hours in
hotel, restaurant, and institutional managethe

in

lower-division

b4ccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in hotel, restaurant, and institutional management (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in Institutional management
(12/68).

ADVANCED COOK

Course Number: None

Location: Supply Schools, Cp Le une,
NC
Length: 14 weeks (434 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68
Objectives: To provide cooks with the ad-

vanced technical and supervisory skills required to perform duties as chief cooks
Instruction: Comparable to a volume food

service course at the college level, with
equal emphasis on food production and

management of a food service operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

hotel, restaurant, and institutional manage(12/73);

of equipment.
Coedit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associategdegree category, 3 semester hours in operation management (4/76).
..

MC-17;9-0005

:"

FOOD SERVICE NONCOMMISSIONED

Lejeune, NC.
Length: 11 weeks (372 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.

Objectives: To train food service personnel iriothe leadership behavior essential to
effective managementiand_training tech- _
niques for a quantity food service operation
Instruction: Leadership training for chief
cooks, mess 'personnel, bakers, and salad
preparers' at the mid-management level to .._,..._
Include

communication,

problem-solving

and training skills and supervisory ,techniques Also includes laboratory and operational exercises under supervision in the
application of techniques taught.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-ch
vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in quantity food production management it/76).

MC-1729-0006
BAKERY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
(NCO) LEADERSHIP

Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.

Lejeune, NC. , '
Length: 10-11 weeks (334 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

MC-1729-0003

ment

Instruction: Financial and accounting procedures, purchasing, storage, issue of food,
- food production and service management
techniques, leadership skills in personnel
management and training. Cost accounting
and controls, accountability for ,expenditures and equipment, care and maintenance

OFFICER (NCO) LEADERSHIP

ADVANCED STEWARDS

(12/73);

managementu

tCoursNumber: None
Location: Service Support Schools, Cp.

MC-1729-0002

ment

niques of military food service installation

in

the

lower-division

Objectives: To train food service personnel in leadership behavior essential to effec-

tive management and framing techniques

for a large baking operation
Instruction: Leadership training for
bakery personnel at nuclma gement levels
to Include communication p blew solving,

and training skills and supervisory techniques Also Includes laboratory and operational exercises under supervision in the
application of techniques taught using both

modern stationary and mobile equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cote,.
gory, 4 semester hours in quantity food production management (4/76).

baccalaureate/asiociate degree category, 4
serhester hours in hotel, restaurant, and in-

MC1729.0007
ADVANCED SPECIAL MESS TRAINING

hours).

stitutional management (12/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 se-.

Versiori.2: 1/59-6/72

ttitional management (12/73).

NC
Length: Version 1 7-10 weeks (212-294
hours) Version 2: 10-12 weeks (165-375

Exhibit Dates: Version. I. 7/72-Present

Objectives: To train personnel in thprinciples and techniques of baking with largesized/field equipment
Instruction: The introduction and lieveloyment of basic motor -skills as related to
baking Management of matenalo only as

related to task complenog and not to the

management .of people.irraming is dons in
laboratory as well as stationary or mobile
,operational conditions under constant supervIsion with frequent critiqueing of performance Basic introduction to baking

mester hours in hotel, restaurant, and insti;
MC-1729-0004
FOOD SERVICE STAFF NONCOMMISSIONED

OFFICER (NCO) LEADERSHIP

Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support Schools, Cp

sLejeune, NC
*
Length: 8 weeks (256 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train advanced'food serv-

ice personnel in the principles and tech-

(1 4.0

Course,. NuMber: None

Location: Service Support Schools, Cp.
Lejeune, NC, Supply Schools, Cp. Lejeune,
NC
Length: 8 weeks (263-271 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/68.

,Objectives: To train personnel to plan,

prepare, and serve gourmet meals

Instruction: Menu planning; preparation
and service of gourmet meals, seating arrangements and military protocol; table setting, appetizers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
gourmet cookery (12/73), in the lower-divi-

4
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sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in gourmet cookery
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in gourmet
cookery (12/73).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/assiciate degree category, 4 semester hours in institutional (culinary) management (12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate ategory, 4 'semester
hours,in institutional (culinary) management

MC-1729-0008

(12/68).

FOOD SERVICE'MANAGEMENT

Course Number; None.

AC-1729-0011

Location: Supply Schools. Cp. Lqjeune;

BAKERY MANAGEMENT
Course Number: None

NC.
Length: 7- weeks (245 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68
Objectives: To train personnel in the management, organization, and administration
of subsistence and food service facilities
'Instruction: Food service and subsistence
management;

accounting;

supervision

of

nutrition and
menu planning; field mess operations; disaster feeding.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in food service management (12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate- category, 4 semester hours in
food service management (13/68)

meat processing facilities,

MC-1729-0009

'

,

BASIC nOOD SERVICE

Course Number: None
Location: Service Support School, Cp
Lejeune, NC, Supply School. Cp. Lejeune,
NC.
Length: 9.-11 weeks (305-365 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/66-Present

Objectives: Using realistic environmental
and definitive performance objectives based
on task analysis, to teach the basic cook the- fundamental technical behavior essential to
his performance as a cook within a garrison
or field messing facility.
Instruction: The introduction and development of basic motor skills as related to
food preparation Managethent of materials
only as related to task completion and not
to the management of people Basic introv.
duction tO preparation techniques utilizing
lecture, demonstration, laboratory and operational settings nder constant supervision

with frequent cAtiqueing of performance
Specific Instruction in operational mathematics, breads, cookies, cakes, pies, egg
proteth cooking, pasta preparation, salad
dressings, meat, fish, and poultry 'prepara-

tion, soups, sauces and gravies, vegetables,
appetizers, desserts, dining room prepara-

tion (cafetra) and operational procedures
specific to military conditions.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in basic f6od prepa
ration (4/76)
gab

MC-1729-0010
ADVANCED FOOD SERVICE

Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support Schools, Cp.
Lejeune, NC.
Length: 8 weeks (280ltou'ts).

...-

STEWARD

Course Number: None

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.
Length: 14-16 weeks (488-496 hours).

Exhibit Datest 1/59-12/68

Objectives: To provide basic instruction
in food services, with emphasis on skills in
preparing and serving food in garrison and
mess.

Location: Supply Schools, Cp. Lejeune,
NC
Length: hteeks (140 hours).
tes: 7/66-1a8.
Exhibit
Objectives: To train MCommissioned officers to manage post or field bakeries
Instruction: The course develops a knowledge of management skills with direct application to bakery operations. Included in the
course are sanitation, preparation, cost accounting, and techniques used to judge the
"4
quality of food production.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in

bakery-nianagement (12/73), in thFlower-

division baccalaureate/associate Alagree category, 2 Semester houri in bakdily manage-

ment t42/1°3), in the upper-division baccacategory. 2 semester
bakery management (12/68)
laureate

hours

in

Instruction: Basic food preparation and
service, practical skill development in mess
operations and dining room service for
fornrial and informal meals.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in institutional management (12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in institutional management (12/68)

MC-1729-0015
r.

FOOD SERVICE OFFICER

Course Number: None

Location: Supply School, Cp Lejeune;
NC
Length: 5 weeks (192 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/67-12/68
°Objectives: To train food service officers
in subsistence management

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of food Service officers
and in subsistence management, including
organization and administration of individu-

MC-1729-0012
ADVANCED BAKER

al and consolidated mess systems; manage-

Course Number: None

Location: Supply School, Cp
NC

Lejeune.

Length: 8 weeks (278 hours).

Exhillit Dates: 7/66-12/68
Objectives: To train sergeants to manage
post and field bakeries
Instruction: The course develops a knowledge of management skills with direct appli-

cation to bakery operations Included are
sanitation, food Pfeparation, cost accounting, and subjects used to enhance the bility
to judge the quality of food production '
Credit Recombendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
management
bakery organization and
lower-division
the
(12/73),
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in bakery organization and
management (12/73), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
bakery ,organization
(12/73).

MC-1729-0014

and

management

ment of food, with emphasis on meat cutting, baking,gfood preparation, and serving;
field mess operations, including rationing;
and mobilization meals, including flight,
troop train, and disaster feeding
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
food preparation, 3 in food service management or human relationships, 3 in food and
beverage cost control (7/74); in '(he lower division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in food preparation,
3 in food service management or human relationships, 3 in food and. beverage cost

control (7/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in food
service management (12/68).

MC-1729-0016
SPECIACMESS TRAINING ilrEADERSHIP

Course Number: None.

.

Location: Service Support Schools, Cp
Lejeune, NC.

-- FOOD SpVICE

MC-1-729-0013
Course Number: None

Location: Supply School, Cp. Lejeune,

Lenge?: 10 weeks (344 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

Objectives: To train cooks

as

senior

cooks.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

NC.
Length: 12 weeks (415 hours).
Eihibit Dates: 3/64-12/68.
Objectives: To provide advanced. formal

cises in the duties of senior cook specialists,
including management and leadership, menu
planning, preparation `,of meals, and oper-

training in food service op&ations to,per-'
sonnel with basic on-the-job experience in

functions.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

ation of field and post mess facilities and

igtbibit Dates: 7/66 -12/68
Objectives: To train personnel in mess administration and management principles,
and to provide them with a working knowledge of tfie latest techniques of food prepa-

food services.
Instruction: Fundamentals of mess administration and operation, cookery, meat cut-

Certificate category, 6 semester hours in
food preparation (or 3 in food preparation
and 3 in baking or 3 in catering), 3 in food

ting, baking, nutrition and menu planning,

ration and service.
Instruction: Operation of equipment,
menu planning, formula conversion, portion
control, cost accounting, sanitation, empha-

abilities.

management, 3 in personnel ',Management, 3
in food and beverage Purchasing (7/74);, in
the lower-division baccalaureate/assoklate

sis on meat processing, administration and
management of post and field operations,
and cooking techniques

military leadership emphasizing supervisory,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate
gory, 6 semester hours in institutional management (12/73). in the upper-division bacc,alaureate category, 6 semester hours in institutional management (12/68)

degree category, 6 semester hours in Tood
preparation (or 3 in food preparation and 3
In baking or 3 in catering), 3 in food management, 3 in personnel management, 3 in
food and beverage purchasing (7/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

t.

4.

ot preparation, 3 in food

mester hours in f
management or

rsonnel
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Marine Corps

it

Course Number: None.

Location: Engineer School Battalion, Cp
Lejeune, NC
Lengtb: 14 weeks (430 hours).
Exbibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel t9

MC-1729-0017
BASIL SPECIALIST TRAINING COOK

(Cook, asic Specialist Training)
Course Nimber: None

install,

Location: Service Support School, Cp
Lejeune, NC,
Length: 6 weeks (196-213 hours)
Exbibit Dates: 12/65-12/72.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
prepare and serve food and to operate organizational mess facilities.)

maintain, and make minor repair

in refrigeration and air conditioning con-

on, refrigeration and accessory equipment.

trols (6/75)

eration equipment. Course includes the
theory of refrigeration and elements of elec-

MC-2101-0001

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the installation and repair of refrigtncity and the application to actual equipment; and the use of filtenngs and regrigerant piping.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 15 semester hours in

refrigeration theoryfundamentals of electricity, refrigeration controls repair, and
troubleshooting (5/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

A

ry,

6

semester

hours

in

refrigefation

thaoryfundamentals of electricity, %frig-

table, soup and salad cookery, and field

eration controls repair, and troubleshooting

mess operations and equipment, including
maintenance and troubleshooting proce-

(5/74).

dures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

I

food service or baking and 3 in food preparation), 34in food management (7/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 6 semester hours in food

BASIG REFRIGERATION MECHANIC
. REFRIGERATION MECHANIC

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,

NC.

Lengiii: Version I. 4 weeks (160 hours)

(or 3 in introduction to fockl
service or baking and 3 in food preparation), 3 in food management (7/74), in the

Version 2: 11-12 weeks (330-334 hours)
-Dates: Version I. 9/68 - Present.

VersA 2: 7/58-8/68

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in food preparation, 3 in food
management (7/74)

Objectives: To, train enlisted personnel as
refrigeration mechanics.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in refrigeration equipment maintenance and operation, including
electrical theory and circuitry, pnnciples of
refngeration, refrigeration systems and

MC-1729-0018
SPECIAL MESS TRAINING

Course Ntimber: None.

componenti, and assembly and trouble-

Location: Service Support School, Cp.

shooting of specific refrigeration equipment.
Version 2: Includes mathematics; internalcombustion engine, principles as applied: to

-Lejeune. NC.
Length: 8-10 weeks (280-318 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-6/73

refngeration, air-conditioning and ventila-

Objectives: "ER provide advanced food
service personnel with supervised operational training designed to perfect their

tion systems, and decontamination materials
and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational, certificate category, 8 semester

skills and techniques as mid-level managers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in special mess training. Course in-,
eludes dining room procedure, preparation

hours in refrigeration (5/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate /associate degree cat-

4 semester hours in refrigaation
and/or electricity (5/74), in the upper-diviegory,

of meals, and general officers' field mess.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

sion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours iii. refrigeration and/or electricity
(5/74) Version 2. In the vocational certifi-

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in food service management or to fulfill work-study requirement (4/76)

cate category, 12 semester hours in refrigeration

MC-1729-0019

(5/74),

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in refrigeration and/or electncity (5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in refrigeration and/or electricity (5/74).

SPECIAL MESS LEADERSHIP TRAINING

Course Number: None.

Location: Service Support School, Cp.,.-

11..ejeune, NC

Length: 8-10 weeks.

MC-1730-0004

.

JOURNEYMAN REFRIGERATION MECHANIC
"Is

MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATOR
MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATORS

2

Course Number: None
Location: All Versions: Service. Support

School, Cp Lejeune, NC Version 2: Supply
School, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Lengtb: Version I. 7 weeks (244 hours).
Version 2. 5-.6 weeks (192-212 hours)

Exbibit Dates: Version I: 1/73-12/73. Version 2: 8/66-12/72
Objectives: To train basic motor transport
men in the operation of tactical motor vehicles and in the duties of military dnvers
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures-andpractical exercises in the operation of tacti-

driving techniques, operator responsibilities,

Course Number: NOne.

preparation

I.

4

cal and military motor vehicles, including

MC-1730-0002

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
food preparation (or 3 in introduction to

Exhibit bates: 8/67-6/73
Objectives: To provide advanced, food
service personnel with a supervised practicum designed, to *perfect their techniques
and skills as upper,level managers
Instruction: Rotation,,of trairung.through
vanous portions..mornanagement, under supervision in operational installations. Similar'
to manageMent training or work-study collegiate courses.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper -di,vision baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in food service management or to fulfill work-stud* reqUirement (4/76).

mechanical system components,
electrical controls and applications to small
air conditioning units
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in refrigeration service, 3 in refrigeration service
laboratory, 2 in air conditioning principles,
2 in air conditioning, principles laboratory, 3
cycles,

REFRIGERATION SPECIALIST

(7/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the preparation and service of food
and the operation of organ' ional mess
storage;
facilities, including sanitation
rinciples
kitchen equipment, stock contro
of baking; function of ingredients, mixing
procedures, preparation of breads, cakes,
cookies and pies; relationships of foods; use
of seasonings, meat, poultry, seafood, vege-

refrigeration and air conditioning, basic

MC-1)30-0001

management

Course Number: None.

Location: 'Engineer School, Cp. Lejeune,
NC.
Length: 12 weeks (457 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel to service
basic refrigeration and air conditioningsysterns including basic temperature and electrical control systems,
Instruction: LecturTs and practical exercises in basic principles of service - oriented

traffic regulations, vehicle recovery and

special driving conditions, and pnnciples of
automotive vehicles Version 1: Includes
_psychophysical evaluations and maintenance servicing
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
vocational certificate category, I semester
hour in automotive mechanics (4/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, I semen tkr hour in autoiaive mechanics (4/74). Version 2: In die
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours insdnver education programs (4/74);
lower-division
the
in t`
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours- in driver education _programs (4/74).
MC-2204-0001
DRILL INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: None
Location: Recruit Training Regiment, San

Diego, CA, Recruit Depot, Parris Islagd,
SC

Length: 5-9. weeks (195-381 hours)
,Exbibit Dates: 1/59- Present
Objectives: To prepare selected noncommissioned officers for duty as drill instructors.

Instruction: Instructional methods, marksmanship, close-order drill, physical training,
leadership development; rules, regulations,
and procedures of recruit training
Credit Recommeddation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (1/74).

MC-2204-0002
AMPHIBIAN VEHICLE OFFICER

Course Number: None

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendle-'
ton, CA.
Length: 4-5 weeks (148-203 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.

Objectives: To familiarize students with
amphibian tracked vehicles and provide a
working knowledge of the duties and responsibilities of an amphibian tracked vehicle platoon commander.

Instruction: Topics include communicatins, introduction to amphibian vehicles;
vehicle operation, maintenance, inspection

4- -

COURSE EXtfiBITS
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cold weather acgd mountainous terrain;
preparation of units; features and limitations

and safety, armament stations, and field sub-

jects and tactics.

of supporting arms and services, tactics involved in security, patrols, and attacks; and
survival training.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di'vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended beCause of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/77).

sag

MC-2204-0003

hours in camping and survival training
(12/68)

WOMEN OFFICERS TRAINING (SENIOR)

Course Number: None
4
Location: Basic School, Quantico, VA
Length: 5 weeks (264 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/55-12/68
Objectives: To provide students with
theoretical and practical military instruction

MC-2204-0007
MOUNTAIN LEADERSHIP TRAINING,
SUMMER

necessary to prepare them for appointment
as commissioned officers

Instruction: Lectures on leadership: communications; combat intelligence; military
operations; drills, inspections, and ceremonies, and physical training and conditioning
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in business organization and management, 2 in leadership or group organization
(12/68).

NIARINeWARRANIOFFICER, BASIC

Course Number: None

Location: The Basic School, Quantico,
VA
Leugth:

11 weeks (340-410 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/60-Present,
Objectives: To broaden the general mill-

tary proficiency of newly appointed war rant officers

Instructidn: Lectures and practiCal exerphysical

in leadership, techniques,
training, map reading. communication infancises

try tactics and intelligence weapons, milltary law, and organization and staff functioning.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in advanced military science (12/68).

MC-2204-0005

I'

ations; development of a training program,

transportation, mountain engineering, communications, and land navigation
Credit Recommendation: In -the upper-divisuan baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in camping and survival training
(12/68)

INFANTRY REPI ACEMENT AND INDIVIDGA
COMBAT TRAINING

Course Number: None.
orps
Location: Headquarters, Marine
Rage, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 6 weeks (169 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with flame infantry training

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in individual combat training, including field fortifications, communications, amphibious training, weapons, and basic tac-

Course Number. None.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec.
ommended because of the military nature of
the course (12/68).

Length: 5-6 weeks (211-2A4 hours).

MC-2204-0009

Location: Marine Corps $ir ools, QuancoVA; Basic School, Quant co, VA.
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-1248

the Marine Corps
ction: Lectures on leadership, drill,

inspections, and ceremonies,
military .operations; military customs, courtesies, traditions...and justice; commut,ticalions; organization, mission and history of
armed services.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-dicommand,

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in business organization and management, 2 inleadership or group organization
(12/68).

MC-2204-6066

r
MOUNTAIN LEADERSHIP TRAINING,
WINTER

Course.lignber: None
Locitiom-r'-oid Weather Training Cen'ter,
Bridgeport, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (168 hours)
Exhibit [bites: 1/59-12/68.
Objedfives: To teach selected personnel to

functicin effectively in cold and mountainous terrains.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in leadership requirements imposed by
Soo

..-

ing and maintenance of an artillery battery
and its weapons, including laying and referring, reconnaissance, selection and occupanob of positron, field firing exercises, and
fire control equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (5/74).

MC-2204-0011
REDEYE GUNNER-PLATOON TRAINING
(ABBREVIATED COURSE)

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Reserve Missile Training
Detachment, Twentynine Palms, CA
Length: 3 weeks (132 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-6/70.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as gunners on the Redeye air defense weapon system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the,Redeye missile system, including missile
firing, identification of friendly and enemy

SCREENING
2.

(Warrant Officer-Candidate)
WARRANT OFFICER NDID4TE
SCREENING

Course Number: None.
Location: All Versions: Officer Candidates

School, Quantico, VA. Version 1 Training
and Test Regiment, Quantico, VA
Length: Version 1.1"7210,,weeks (2627301
hours). Version 1: 9 weeks (240-281 hours)s
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/69-Present
Version 1: 1/61-5/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be warrant officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in leadership, weapons familiarizationq
physical training, and small-unit tactks
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
upper-division hmsestaureate category, 3 semester hours in advaqted, military science
(12/77). Version 1: Credit is not resom-

mencidd because of the military nature of
the course (5/74). (
MC-2204-0010
FIELD ARTILLF4Y BATTERYMAN

Course Number: Not available

and air control and tactical doctrine.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (5/74)

MC-2204-0012
REDEYE.GUNNER-PLATOON TRAINING

Redeye Gunner/Operator)
Course Number: None.

Location: Air Reserve Missile Training
Detachment, Twentymne Palms, CA;
Redeye Missile School, Twentymne
CA.
Length: 4-9 weeks (135-321 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-3/79
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform as gunners on the Redeye air defense weapon system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercisest,in the operation' and maintenance of

'4

WARRANT OFFICER CANDIDATE

Objectives: To provide students with a
'basic theoretical and ?lagical understandint:Lulitary service

Instruction: Lectures and practicA exer-

cises on the mission, organization, functioii-

aircraft, tactical employment of weapons,
MC-2204-0008

tics

WOMEN OFFICER TRAINING- ('JUNIOR)

\./

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in leadership in cold weatheiopersurvival training, careonveapons;--arctic-

MC-2204-04

-r

,

Course Number: None.
Location: C4id Weather Training Center,
Bridgeport, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (173 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/59-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
conduct small-unit operations in mountainous and cold weather environments

Location: Artillery School, Cp Pendleton, CA.
Length,: 4 weeks (138 hours).
rschibit Dates: 10/73-12/73
Objectives: To qualiCy enlisted personnel
to perform as field artillery battery en.

,

the Redeye missile system, including missile
firing, identification of fnendly,and enemy

aircraft, tactical employment of weapons,
air control and tactical doctrine, map reading, communications, compass operation,
tracking and comitermsurgency, aud searchand-scan procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (12/68).

MC
TACTI AL AIR OPERATIONS CENTRAL
TAOC) WEAPONS
CONTROLLER/OPERATOR

(Weapons Controller /Operator)
Course Number: None.
Communication-Electronics
,Location:
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (175 -210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/66-12/73.
,

Objectives: To train officers and enl*d

personnel to operate tactical data,systenff

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in tactical data system introduction,
universal console introduction: advanced,
simulated air)exercises, advanced air control
techniques and procedures, central operator
but operation and supecwision, AN/TYA-9

4

1-71

Marine Corps
target acquisition, and aircraft trac.king and
identification
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (12/68)

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (5/74).

MC-2204-0014

WOMAN MARINE NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICER (NCO) LEADERSHIP

SEA

Dun'

INDOCTRINATION

($ea School)
Course- Number: None
Location: Version 1. Recruit Depot, San

Diego, CA. Version 1: Sea .S.cyol, Portsmouth, VA
Length: 3-4 weeks (101 -134 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-Present.
Objectives: o train enlisted Marines for
duty with a s 's Marine detachment.
ctuas and practical exerInstruction:

cises on ditties and shipboard life of a ship's
Marine detachment, including drills, honors,
and ceremonies, administrative subjects,
small arms training, naval orientation,
damage control and fire fighting, Marine
standards, and gunnery training.
Credit Reemmidstiogatibredit is not recommended beTiiise of the military nature of
the course (6/75).

MC-2204-0015

Course Number: None*?

Location: Recruit Depot, Parris Island,
SC.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/63-12/68
Objectives: To train noncommissioned of-

ficers in effective leadership, tactics, and
military techniques

Instruction: Lectures in dnll, command,

inspections, ceremonies, weapons, map
reading, battle tactics, and techniques of
military instructipn.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (5/74).

MCI204-

Quantico, VA; Woman Marine Training
Detachment, Quantico, VA
. Length: 4 weeks (138-150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/Iii,1?/68.
Objectives: T o p Ft/ide women Marines
with leadership. training.Instruction: Lectures in leadership training for women Marine noncommissioned
officers. Course includes leadership, Marine

Corps history, organization and manage=
pent, military law, andphysical training
'" Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

leadership or human relations (6/74), in she
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in leadership or human relations (6/74).

'AIRBORNE RADIO OPERATOR/LOADMASTER

Course Number: Nbne
Location: 2:104' Marine Aircraft Wing,
Cherry Point, NC
Length: 20-22 weeks 1686 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/72 Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
airborne radio operators/loadmasters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of an airborne radio
operator/loadmaster. Topics include international Morse code, general operating procedures, airborne electronics, load weight
ita d balance, voice operations, and ground
flight training
edit Recommendation: Credit is not recended because of the military nature of
course (6/74).
.
.....,

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER (Ne0/
LEADERSHIP (JUNIOR)
,

Location: Recruit Depot, Parris Island,
SC.
Length: 3 weeks (128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned of-

ficers in effective leadership, tactics, and
military techniques. .

Instruction: Lectures in drill, command,

inspections, ceremonies, weapons, map
reading, battle tactics, and techniques of
military instruction.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military nature of
the course (5/74).

MC-2204-0017
PIE.LIVARTILLERY OPERATIONS Mi.N

Course Number: None.

Location: Schools Battakn, Cp. Pend&
ton, CA.
Length: 9 weeks (323 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-12/74.

a

Course Number: None.
Location: Woman Officer School, Quantico, VA; Woman Marine Detachment,

MC-2204-0019

NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS (NCO)
LEADERSHIP (SENIOR)

Courge Number: None

MC-2204-0018

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be grtillery fire direction personnel and forward observers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercise:ion artillery registration, identification
and correction computation, use and maintenance of gun direction computer, and
firing procedures.

C-2204-0020
INFANTRY WEAPONS ARMORER

Course Nuinber: None.

Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,
VA
Length: 8 weeks (264 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-12/74
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
manage and organize armories
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

doses in the management of an infantry
weapons armory. Course Includes inspec-

Location: Development and Education
Command, Quantico, VA; Eduction
Center, Quante°, VA.

Length: Version 1: 39 weeks (1138 hours).
Version 1: 22 weeks (761 hours). Version 3:
22 weeks (678-687 hours). Ygrsion 4: 40-42
weeks (1232-1335 hours) 'Version 5: 40
weeks (1159-1279 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Vqrsion I: 8/75-Present
Version 1: 8/71-7/75 Version 3: 8/67-7/71.
Version 4: 8/62-7/67 Version 5: 9/58-7/62

Objectives: To train officers in amphibi-

ous operations

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in command and staffkoperations; tac-

tics and techniques of amphibious oper-

ations; counterinsurgency; nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare, automatic data
processing, effective communications; amphibious organization, weapons, and equipment, and management
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Pending evaluation Version 1: In the upper -division baccalaureate. category, 3 semester
hours in general business (7/74). Version 3:
In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in business organization and management, and credit in oral and
written communications' on the basis of institutocal evaluation (12/68). Version 4: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in business organization and
management, 3 in French or Spanish, and

credit in oral and written communication
on the basis of instituti9nal evaluation
(12/68). Version 5: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
business organization and management, and
tten commuludition
credit in oral and
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68)

MC-2204-0022
ARTILLERY WEAPONS REPAIRMAN

Course Number: None
Location: Ordnance School, Quantico;.Th
VA.
Length: 8 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-12/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

raj= and maintain field artillery weapons.
Instruction: Lectures and practical. exercises in the maintenance and repair of field
artillery weapong. Course includes artillery
fundamentals, hand tool usage, and a ery
maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of,the military nature of
the course (7/74).

MC-2204-0024
WOMAN OFFICER CANDID/1TE

tions, lubricants, preservatives, disassembly,

asseintiy, and functionl0f pistols, machine
guns, submachine guns mortars, flamethrowers, launchers, and shotguns.
Credit Recommendation: the voclonal
certificate category, 3 semester hours as an
elective in guns:tithing (7/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 3 Semester hours as an elective in
,gunsmithing (774).....4

Course Number: None.
Location: Version I. Officer Candidates

School, Quante°, VA. Version 1. Woman
Officer School, Quantico, VA. Version 3:
Marine Corps School, Quantico, VA. Version , 4: Marine Corps School, Quantico,
VA.
.
Length: Version I. 7,weeks (248 hours).

t

Version 1: 7 weeks (217-243,bours). Version

3. 9-10 weeks (311 howl) 'Version 4:

11

weeks (350 hours),
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 6/7P-Present.
Versio 1' 5/68-5/76 Version 3: 3/63-4/68.
1

'MC-2204-0021
t.
2.
3

4.

AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE
AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE.
AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE

(Junior Course)
5

JUNIOR COURSE

(Junior School)
Course Number: None.

:4/62-2/63.
Obje tives:e To train candidates for ap-

Version

p

4

ent or commissioning officers.

rnstruction: Lectures and practical exers to include the history, custpriv, unims, intignias1 and awards of the Marine
Corps, military law; military security; the
role ocwomen In the military, leadership

0.
ar
e

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-72

velticle operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical elercises in the duties of a tank/amphibious vehicle officer. Course includes night operations, maintenance procedures, tracked-vehicle power systems, basic dnving, and operation of special equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (7/74).

eons and ceremonies, world affairs; and organizational procedures
Credit Recommeiniation: Version I: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category,,3 semester hours in advanced military (12/77).
Version 2: In the uppei-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in principles
of leadership and organization (7/74) Version 3: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in leadership or
group organization (12/68) Version 4: In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in business organization and
management, 2 in leadership or group organization (11/68)

MC22040033

NC.

FIELD ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROLMAN

Length: 6 weeks 01 hours) .
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perllorm
basic shore party tasks
Instruction: Lectures and practicl exercises in construction, demolitions, land ming
warfare, and camouflage and field fortifica-

Location: Tracked Vehicle Operations

Course Number. None.

Location: Artillery School, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
J.ength: 5 weeks (194 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-12/73.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
field artillery fire controlmen.
Instruction: ,Lectures and practical exercises in arfillery mathematics, gunnery and
survey, meteorological message, gun direction computer, and artillery field firing
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec. ommended because of the military nature of
the course .(7/74)
1.

tions.

Length: 4 weeks.(148 hours)
Exl)ibit Dates: 7/58-12/68
Objectives: To train officers to, supervise
amphibious vehicle operations

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (6/75).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of amphibious ve;hicles, communications, tactics, gunnery operations; and night operations

MC-2204-0030
AIR DEFENSE OFFICER

(Air Defense Control Officer, Automated

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec=
ommended because of the military nature of
7 the, course (8/74).

System)

MC-2204-9026

Location: Schodls Battalion, Cp Pendleton, CA:
Length: 3 weeks (110 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/65-12/68
Objectives: To train officers to supetvise
tank, armored-amphibian, and amphibian
operations
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in communications, driving, preventive maintenance, gunnePy, tactics, field
firing, and night operations with tanks, armored amphibians, and amphibians.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (8/74).

'

Location: Engineer School, Cp Lejeune,

School, Cp Pendleton, CA

Course Number: None.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
the course (.7/74).

Course Number: None.

Course Number: None.

(RESERVE)

firing.

BASIC SHORE PARTY MAN

AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE,OFFICER
ORIENTATION

TANK/AMPHIBIAN VEHICLE OFFICER

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in communications, organization of the
artillery battery, map reading, forward observation procedures, and artillery field

MC-2204-0029

MC-2204-0025

4,

Location: Schools Battalion, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 5, weeks (185 hours).
.
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-12/73,
Objectil;es: To train enlisted personnel as
artillery forward observes.

Objectives: To train officers in tracked-

military operations and. tactics,
drill and command development, inspec-.,,

training;

I

(Marine Tactical Data .System (MTDS)

MC-2204-0035

Weapons Controller)
Course Number: None

WOMAN OFFICER BASIC

C

Aro

Course Number: None.
Location: Marine Corps School, Quantico,
VA
Length: Version I: 9 weeks (300-316
hours). Version 2: 6-7 weeks (223-254
hours),
Exhjblt Dates: Version I: 5/68-Present
Version 2: 8/62-4/68.
Objectives: To train newly commissioned

Location: Air Ground Combat Training
Center, Twentynine Palms, CA, Communications-Eitctronics School, Twentynine
Palms, C/K
ngth: 8=12 weeks (283-450 hours).
hibit 'Dates: 12/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide students with
knowledge of the ,functions and operations
of a tactical air defense operations center

women officers in the duties and functions,'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in tactical air operations, air intercept
control, weapons system characteristics,
flight rules and regulations,. ground controlled intercepts, arid related Sir traffic

of company and staff officers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in military law, leadership, managemEra and administration, military operations, officer assignment and classification,
techniques of Military instruction, logistics,
and communication.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
baccalaureate category,
upper-division
credit in advanced military science at

control procedures. Course eortrains 5
weeks training in automated systems.
Credit Recommiendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
,the course (2/76).

schools which normally offer such credit
MC-2204-0031

MC -2204 -0027

AIR CONTROL ELECTRONIC OPERATOR

TANK OFFICERS ORIENTATION

Course Number:'None.

Operations

Location: Air Ground Copitiat Training
Center, Twentynine Poing, CA, Air Cpmmand and Control Systems School, Twen-

`Length: 4 weeks (152 hours). .
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to be tank of-

tynine Palms, CA.
Length: 4-6 weeks (132-222 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

.
Course Number: None.
Location: Tracked Vehicle

School, Cp Pendleton, CA

ficers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises, in weapons and equipmeni mainte-

driving,

preventive maintenance,
gunnery, and field operations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of
she course (8/74).
nance,

MC-2204-0028
TANK/AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE O ?FICER

operators in tactical air operations centers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in principles of an air defense system,
tactical air operations center, radar open.
anon, 2peratiorr of AN/TYQ-2 equipment,
basic air traffic control and pertinent flight
regulations, electronic warfare fundamentals, and target identification and intertept.
Credit Recomnitndation: Credit is not recommended because of the military nature of.
the course (3/79)

Course Number: None

Location: Schools Wattalion, Cp Pendleton, CA.
Length: 9 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64-12/68

(7/74). Version 2. In the upper-divisioh baccal'aureate category, 2 semester hours in
business organization and management and,
on the basis of institutional evaluation,

credit in advanced military science and in
inst ructio4 methods (7/74).
*
MC-2204-0036
I.

NUCLEAR AND CHEMICAL WEAPONS
EMPLOYMENT

(Weapons Employment)
2.

3

4.

.

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL, AND
CHEMICAL (NBC) WEAPONS
',EMPLOYMENT
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
(NBC) WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT
NUCLEAR WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT

(Atomic Weapons Employment)
Course Number: None.
Location: Marine Corps School, Quantico,
VA:

Length: Ver.sion I: 5-8 weeks (146-168
hours). Version Z. 5-6 weeks (191-205

MC-2204-0032

hours). Version 3: 4 weeks (162 hours). Version 4: 3 weeks (113-118 hohrs).

ARTILLERY SCOUT OBSERVER

Cowie Number: None.
e

97

0

Exhibit Dates: f'ersson I I2/68-Present.
Version 2. 5/63-11/ 68 Version 1. 6/ 62-4/63
Version 4 6/59 -5/62.

Objectives: To provide knowledge and
preparation necessary for officers to tactically employ nuclear and chemical weapons.

p5truction: Lectures and practical exercises in Itilitary, nuclear, and chemical
weapons uses and effects nuclear damage
estimations, target analysis, chemical weapons employment, and Tactical application of
nuclear and chemical weapons.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited spetialized nature of the course (6/75)

MC-2204-0037
PLATOON LEADERS CLASS (JUNIOR)

Course Number: None.
Location: Officer Candidate

School,
Quantico, VA, Manne Corps School, Quantico, VA.
Length: 6-7 weeks (210-283 hours).
Exhibit Pates: 6/53-4/78.
Objectives: To train officer candidates for
service as Manne Corps officers:
Instruction: Lectures and practical experileadership, infantry weapons, small
ence

unit tactics, and other general military subjects
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division Itaccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in advanced military science (7(74)
MC-2204-0038
BASIC MILITARY TRAINING
.

(Recruit Training)
Course Number: Nonb

Location: Recruit Depot, Parns Island,
SC
Length: 10-11 weeks (375 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12,09-Present.
'Objectives: ,To provide basic policy guid-

ance and training in the essential subjects
required of all manner and to ensure preparedness for follow-on training. Instruction: Training Includes code of

conduct, military law, leadership, onentation lectures, history, Customs, courtesies.

gunnery,

communications,

with

Credit Recommendation: Ctedit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7770.'

PLATOON LEADERS CLASS (SENIOR)

Course Number: None

Location: Version I Officer Candidate
School, Quantico, VA Version 2: Marine

Corps-School, Quantico, VA
Length: Version I. 6-8 weeks (260-305
hours). Version 2. 6 weeks (232-264 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 6/69-4/78. Version 2: 7/54-5/69.
Objectives: To prepare selected personnel
to become commissioned officers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in drill, unit formation, command
voice, inspections, parades and reviews,

_physical conditioning, leadership, weapons,
'-code of conduct, small unit tactics. military
law, guard duty, map reading, first aid, and
indoctnnation
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in advanced military science (7/74).

MC-2204-0041
^ AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE COMPANY OFFICER

Course Number: tone
Location:. Tracked Vehicle Operations
School, Cp Pendleton. CA.
Length: 10 weeks (393 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68.

objectives: To train company grade offices in the tactical employment of amphibi-

ous tractor and armored amphibious units in
combat.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in protective maintenance of landing
vehicle tank, basic radio communication.

map reachpg, direct and indirect fire gun-

nery on machine gun and 105mm Howitzer.

NAVAL GUNFIRE OFFICER

Course Number: None..
Location: Educational Center, Quantico,
VA
.Length: 11'weeks (309 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68
Objectives: To prepare officers in all
phases of naval gunfire support, shore bom- °

bardment, and shore fire control with special emphasis on landing forces.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the charactenstics of naval gunfire,
fire support ships, equipment and materiel.

Objectives: To familiarize former Naval
aviation cadets with the duties of Marine
Corps junior officers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in drill and command, weapons, leadership, map and aerial photograph, reading,
field engineering, amphibious warfare. and
Marine Corps organization. mission, functions, tactics, communications. personnel
admims,tration,
military law.

logistics and supply, an

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in advanced military science at institutions
which normally offer such credit (7/74).

MC-2204-0044
INFANTRN WEAPONS ARMORIALS

(ADVANCED)

Course Number: None.
Location: Ordnance, Schooh Quan
VA
Length: 6-7 weeks (180-303 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/58 -12/68

Objectives: To train noncommissioned of-

ficers to make and supervise extensive repairs to infantry weapons

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Vie use of common and special tools
and gages to inspect and repair rifles, hand
guns, flamethrQwers, mortars, shotguns, and
machmeguns, and blueing
Credit Recominendation: In the liocationa
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
small arms, repair (armorer) (5/74)
MC-22114-0045
'ARTII I.ERY OFFICER ORIENTATION

BASIC COURSE

Course Number: None
Location: Marine Corps School, Quantico!
VA. .,
Length: 4-5 weeks (145-194 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/72
Objectives: To train personnel in the

(Special Basic Coarse)
Course Number: None.
Location: Basic School, Quantiso, VA
Length! Version I: 21-30 weeks (934-1054
hours). Version 2: 29 weeks (1047-1062.
hours). Version 3. 28-32 weeks (987-1169
hours)
Exhibit Dates': Version I: 5/64-Present
Version 2: 7/62-4/64. Version 3: 7/57-6/62.
Objectives: To train newly commissioned
officers to assume company duties.

duties of the artillery unit officer and the

operations of a field artillery firing battery
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the organization of the field artillery unit, communication and equipment,
survey, gunnery. observed fire and fire ch..
rection procedures, equipment and materials
of field artillery ba
on: Credit is not recCredit Recommen
ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/741

calaureate category, credit in French of

ance and training in the essential subjects
required of all Marines and to ensure pre-

MC-22040042

MC-2204-0039

Course Number: None
Location: Basic School, Quantico, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (219-264 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-12/68

operations.
Credit Recomniendation: Credit is not rec-

personal health and hygiene, swimming and
first aid, close order dnll, close combat, observing and reporting, individual move-

conditioning, and parades and ceremonies
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in marksmanship, I
in personal health/hygiene, I in outdoor
3
in
personal
skills
practicum,
conditioning/fitness, and 1 in first aid
(9/79).

0

Sl'ECIAL INDOCTRINATION

and tctical, employment in night and day

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74)

C'ment, camouflage and concealment, field
fortifications, helicoptor-borne operations,
NBC defense, offensive and defensive
combat, mines and boobytraps, physical.

MC-22040043
,

MC-2204-0040

uniform and clothing, mission and organiza-

tion of the Manne Corps, intenor guard,

division baccalaureate catego ry. credit in
advanced military stience at institutions
which normally grant such cre dit (7/74).

organizatiod.

contra and staff functions, operations planning, training, and familiarization
other service organizations. %

1-73

Marine Corps

.

-.°

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in amphibiods operations, communicaMC-2204-0046
tions, field engineering, infantry weapons,
BASIC MILITARY TRAINING (WOMEN)
leadership, map and aerial photograph readRecruit Training (Women)
ing, military law, personnel administratibn.
Course Number: None.
and infantry tactics
Location: Recruit Depot, Parns
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
category, 14.. SC.
baccalaureate
upper-division
Length: 8 weeks (56 hours)
credit in advanced military science at institutions which normally grant such credit ' Exhibit Dates: 12/79-Present
Objectives: To provide basic policy guid(7/74). Version 2. In the upper-division bacSpanish on the basis of institutional examination and credit id'advanced military Sci-

ence at institutions which normally grant
such credit (7/74) Version 3. In the upper-

paredness for follow-on training
Instruction: Training includes code of

conduct, military law, leadership, onenta-

COURSE EXHIBIT§

4

tomology, operation of various types of

Length: 10-12 weeks. (361-474hours),

ti n. history, customs, military courtesies,

-secticide dispersal equipment,

_ _ Exhibit Dates: 7/57-Present.

the mission and organization of the Marine
-Corps,,timform and .clothing, interior guard,
close order drill, field living,-first aid, swint-

c/des, and sanitation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ming, observing and teporting, individual

Credit Recommendation: in the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in

cises In.weaponA information and identifica-

movement, and parades and ceremonies.

tion, small unit tactics, Marine Corps orga
,nization, mission, and functions, uniforms
and equipment; drill, inspection, and pa-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate de re category, 1 semester hour in first aid, Fin per:
persortal
sonal health/hygiene, 2 in
conditioning/fitness (9/79);

leadership, physical training, land
navigation; maps; and military law ,
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in advanced military science (7/70

commun4ty sanitation and entomology
lower-division
'the
in
(2/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in community sanitanoh and
entOmology,,(2/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
community sanitation (12/68)

MC-2204-0051

NY-0202-0001

rades,

MC-2204-0047

control of

arthropods and pest vertebrates, effects of
weather on pest control, effects of asceti-

Objectives: To motivate and train selected
personnel to become commissioned officers.

"MORTARMAN

Course Number: None.

Location: Infantry Training School, Cp.

-_

Pendleton, CA
Lengtb: 5 weeks (173 hours),
Exhibit:Thites: 7/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide 'intensive training
in weapons and combaskills
_

'

ACtOIEGUNNER

'Objectives: To provide infantrymen with

CreditRecomMindation: Credit is not rec, Zmniended because of the military - specific,
'
,
nature of tht course l6/75).

.

Location: Infantry, Training School; Cp.

_Pendleton, CA-Length: 5 Weeks (134-167 hours),
Exhibit Dates:,7/74-Eresent

Objectives: To provide intensive training
in weapons and combat skills to produce
macflinegunrrers capable of cloplig with and
k capturing or destroying the enemy
Instruction: Course provides instruction in
general military subjects pertaining to infan-

trymen to include tactical employment operations and field exercises in conjuhction
with nflemen, mortarmen and antitank assaultmen Topics include camouflage, patrolling operations. and basic offensive and
defensive tactics relating to the 7.62 M-60
machinegun.
. /Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/78)

MC-2204-0049
ANTITANK ASSAULTMAN
Course Number: None

Location: Infantry Training School, Cic."

Institictiorl: Lectures and practical exercises in general military sult)ects.with emphasis on specialized training in weapons
and tactics related to infantry antitank
weapons employment on the battlefield
Credit RecoMmendation: Credit is notorecommended -because of the military-specific
nature.of the course (6/75).

(Combined

Juntor/Snior))

-.(Officer Candidate)
Course Number: None.
Location: Marine Corps School, Quantico,

VA.
.

.

r
,

mester hours In anatomy, and credit in
medical illustration ,techniques on the basis
of institutional evaluation' (12/68)

Length:. Version 1 7 weeks (280 hours)
Version 2;4-5 weeks (1802203 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/67-12/68. Vet,`f
mon 1: 7/58-4/67

NV-0326-000i

Objectives: To tram - personnel to repair

NAVY ADVANCED MANAGEMENT.
Course Number: P00-3307
Location: Defense Resources Management

infantry weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in troubleshooting, disassembly, inspection, repair, reassembly and testing of
rifles, pistols, grenade lauhchers,

Center, Monterey, CA, Navy Management
Systems Center,' Norfolk. VA.

rocket

Length: 2 Weeks (68 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present.

launchers, and mortars, care and use of
hand tools; and repair by component re-

Objectives: To acquaint officers with concepts and techniques of quantitative meth-

placement.
Credit Recommendation:" Version 1z In the

ods of management

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in small arms repair (antorer) (5/75).
Version 1: In the vocational certificate category, 1 semester hour in small arms repair
' (armorer) (5/75).

*Instruction: ' Lectures, discussions, and
simulations to, cover functions of management; quantitative methods; risk and uncertainty; economic principles, model building;
production analysis; sampling, planning,
programming, and budgeting; and ,manage-

,

*--T-nent information systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 ,semester
.
hour in quantitative methods (6/75) .

NV

NV-0326-0002

NV-0101-0001
DISEASE VECTOR AND PEST CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY

Course Number:-B-00-13; 1300-14; B00012; B-000-13

Location: Disease Vector Conttol Center,
Lengthi,4 weeks,(1415 hours)

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL
Leaders
(Platotin

upper- division baccalaureate category, 4 se-

VA

Center, Jacksonville, FL.

.

semester hoAirs in anatomy, and credit, in
medical illustration techniques on the basis
cif institutional evaluation (7/74); in the

itiFANTRYWEAPPNS ARMORER -( BASIC)
Course Number: None .
. Location: Ordnance School, Quantico,

Alameda, CA; Disease Vector ContrOl

MC 2204-0050

Yechmques, on the basis of institutional evalthe lower-division
/nation (7/74), in
baccalaureate /associate ;degree categoryi4

' MC-2204-0052

Pendleton, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (157 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide intensive training
in infantry antitank assault weapons

.

' 'illustrators.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exert cises in medical Illustration, including
graphic"! -arts, microscopic -diawmg, advanced-anatomy, and surgical cawing.
, Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4_ semester) hours in
anatomy, and credit in medical illustration

_

'clefensivc tactics.

Cowie Number: [lone.
-

bacattom National Naval Medical Center,

/
Bethesda, MD.
Length:26 weeks (888 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1157-12/71
Objectives: To train persorinel as medical

copta ol,eraiions, tracked vehicles,
nique df fire and combat firing positions!
scoutingand patrolling; and offensiVe and

.""

°

Courselitiumber: 13-414-0010, 13414-10.

AN

training in weaponsand combat skills ,
Instructicfm, Lectures and practical exer
cises in land navigation; -supporting arms,
.detection of mines and booby traps, hell-

-ominended -because of the militaspecific

:.MC-2204 -0048

Pendleton, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (163-hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-*Present.

-

.

.

(Medical Illustration Technic)

Location: Infantry Training School, Cp.

tactics.
. Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec.*

'

MEDICAL ILLUSTRATION TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

Course Number: None.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in_81mm mortar; 60inm mortar, offensive, defensive, and patrolling operations,
land navigation, and offensive and defeniNe

nature 6/ the course.(6/75).

-

RIFLEMAN

Exhibit Dates:.7/63-5/69
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a working knowledge of disease
vector and pest control.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experiin the basic principles of disease
vector and pest control, including basic, enence

a

;

J.
2.

NAVY SCHOOLS MANAGEMENT
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION, CLASS CI.
COURSE 'GOLF'
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION, CLASS CI,
COURSE 'GOLF'

,,

Course Number: A-78-0010; A-7B-0011;
A./B-0012; A-78:010; A-713011; A-7B-012.
,Location: Version 1: Air Technical Training Center, Memphis, TN; Service School
Command, San-Diego, CA, Service School
Command, Great Lakes, IL. Version 1:
School, Great Lakes,
Instructor /Leaders
ship
hip School, Sari
, IL; *Instructor/

Diego, CA, Instrintor/Leadership School,
3:
VA
Version
Norfolk,

'

Navy
Instructor/Leadership School, Great Lakes,
IL. Instructor/Leadership School, San
Diego. CA, Instructor/Leadership School.
Norfolk, VA.
Lengib: Version 1. 2 weeks (80' hours)
Version 2. 2 weeks (60 hours) Version 3. 4

*

.prepare and execute plans for amphibious
operations.

Instruction: Lectures in the basic tech-

niques of loading amphibious vehicles, prep-

aration of loading plans, characteristics of

weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version

1: I/75-Present.
Version 2. 7/70-12/74. Version 3: 11/556/70
Objectives: To provide selected personnel
with a working knowledge of management
and communications pnnciples necessary to
manage a Navy school
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical expenence in the pnnciples and
procedures of school management and administration. Course includes theory and
techniques in management, supervision, and
evaluation in school administration, Includ- .
mg group guidance and in individual guidance and counseling. Version 3. Course cow
sists of two phases, instructional procedures
and administrative procedures.
Credit Recommendabom Version ,1: Inttie
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in pnnciples of management
(6/75) Version 2 In the upper-division bac:
calaureate category, I semester hour to
prinuples of administration (7/74) Version
3 In the upper-division.baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in instructional
methods (I/74).,,

NY-0419-0001
OFFICERS-EMBARKATION (BASIC)

Course Number: None
4

Location: Naval Amphibious Base, Norfolk, VA
Length: 4 weeks (139 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present
Objectives: To train military personnel to,

prepare and execute plans for amphibious
operations

Instruction: Lectures in the basic tech-

niques of loading amphibious vehicles, prep-

aration of loading plans, characteristics of
amphibious ships, mechanized embarkation,

data +tents, automated amphibious support, and logistical considerations
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
,water transportation (1/74)

NV-b419-0002
STOFF EMBARKATION

Course Number: None

Location: Naval Amphibious Base, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present
Objectives: To train milltdry personnel to

prepare and execute plans for amphibious

operations.

Instruction: Lectures in the basic tech-

niques of loading amphibious vehicles, prep-

aration of loading plans, characteristics of
amphibious ships, mechanized embarkation,

data systems, automated amphibious sup-

port, and logistical considerations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
water transportation (I/74),
NV-0419-0003
ENLISTED BASIC AMPHIBIOUS
EMBARKATION

' (Enlisted Embarkation(Basic))
Course Number: 0-551-4409.
Location: 'Naval AmpDgnous Base, Little
Creek, Norfolk, VA
Length: 4 weeks (139-140 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present.
Objectives: To train military, personnel to

amphiluous,Ahlps, mechanized embarkation,

data Systems, 'automated amphibious support. and logistical considerations
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
water transportation (1/74)
NV-0419-0004
EMBARKATION FOR AMpHIWOUS

NV-0419.0007
TRANSPORTATION AND STORA4E71----"HAZARDOUS MATERIAL

Course Number:, A-8C-0023

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oakland,
CA.

Length: 2 weeks (64 hours) ,
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Objectives: To provide officers, civilians,
and enlisted personnel with the knOwledge
and skills necessary to administer the stor-

age and transportation of ammunition, explosives, and other hazardous material.
Instruction: Lectures in storage and transportation of hazardous materials, including
military and commercial earner operations;
national,-state, and local transportation reg-

Illations, traffic management and terminal

QPERATIONS

Course NuMber: 0-8B-4403, H-8B-3551

-tocation: Naval Amphibious BaSe,, Nor-

folk, VA; Naval Amphibious Bas4 San

.

Diego, CA
'Length: 4 weeks (144 hour)
Exhibit Dates: 11/69-Plesent
Objectives: To train,U.S.. and alhed
tary officers teoperate as embarkation offie'en and combat,cargo"officers
Instruction: "Loqures' in the. theory. o(
combat loading for amphibious operations,
charaCteilstics of amphibious vessels, and
vehicles, logistical considerations" and use
of the mechanized embarkation riata system
Credit Recommendation: hi the -vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
water transportation'(I/14)

I

service;airlift and seal& procedures, and

organization and operation pf a ?oval weapens station.
, Credit Recommendittiim: Credit it' norrec- ,
ommendea because-of the militafy-specifit ,
nature of tile ecourse (2/74)
4-NV-1)419-0008
1., TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMLNT,
FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION AND
2
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
L

*

Course Number: A-8C-0017

Location: Naval Supply Center,,Oakland,
°
CA
Length: Version 1 22 weeks (784 hours)
22-38 weeks (733 hours).
Version

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 10/71-Present.
Version 2: 9/55-9/71

NV-0419-0005
AMPHIBIOUS TRANSPORT/CARGO SHIP
EMBARKATION

Come Number: G-8B-441g, 554-4418
Location: Atlantic Naval Amphibious
Base. Little Creek. VA
Length: 2 weekS (65 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the

preparation and execution of plans for the
combat loading of the LPA or ItKA for ad'
amphibious operati

Distraction: Lec ures and practical exercises on embarkation considerations, ship
tour; techniques of combat load-planning,
preparation of loading plans, logistic cpnsiderations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in

transportation or amphibious cargo handling (2/74).

Objectives: To train military officers and
civilian personnel to operate as transportation managers.
'Instruction: Lectures and Practical experi-

ence in the .fundamentals of transportation
management, inclu'ding warehouse operations management, marine 'terminal management, military traffiemanagement, materials handling, hazarddus inatenals transportation and storage, preservation and packaging, personal property shipments, shipload-

ing and storage, transportation rules and
regulations; classification, rates, and tariffs;
rail, air, motor, lid pipeline transportation,
quantitative aspects of distribution management.

Credit Recontrnendatigt Version 1: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in transportation management
(1/74) Version 2: In the upper-division bac-

calaureate category, 10 sethester hours in
transportation operation and management
'(12/118)

NV-0419-0006

1-75

,,

ti's

INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: None

Location: Naval Supply Center, paklind,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/71- Present.
Objectives: To provide military and civil-

ian personnel with the basic pnnciples of
distribution and traffic management
Instruction: Lectures in aspects of the
ti American transportation system, thefundar
mentals or traffic management; military
transportation management, development of
transportation regulations, classification,
rates, and tariffs, carrier facilities, services,
'
and equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the rower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in transportation
management (1174).

NV-0419-0009
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT
ADVANCED

Course Number: A-8C-0012

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oaklandi
GA.
Lengtb: 2 weeks (64 hours).*

Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present
Objectives: To provide military and civil-

ian management, personnel with advanced
instruction in transportation and physical
distribution management.'
Instruction: An -advanced seminar in the
concepts and problems of physical distributioh'management, including the fundamen-

tals of policy and regitlation, federal and
militafy transportation ,p5licy, procedures
before regulatory agenties, the economics

of transportation, labor relations, containerization, materials handling and warehousing,
simulation flow process charting, queuing

COURSE EXHIBITS

,1 -76

theory, and transportation Inventory model-

ine

Credit Recommendation; In the upper-di,
vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in transportation management (1/741,

NV-041910010
INTERMEDIATE TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT

Course Number: A-8C-0014.

Location: Naval Supply Center; Oakland,
CA.
.
.

Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 4/7I-Present
Objectives: To train officer! to operate as
transportation managers at the intermediate
level.

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oakland,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/1I-Present
Objectives: To train officers, civilians, and
senior enlisted personnel to manage air traffic operations
Instruction: Lectures and poactical exer
cises in air traffic management. Course in-

cludes the roles and missions of military
and commercial carriers, all. carrier management, operations and regulations, military air transportation, flight and terminal
equipment, and effective utthzation of air
transportation.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
h6urs in air traffic management (7/74),

Instruction: Lectures in the legal and eco-

nomic aspects of highway, transportation
management; freight classification, rates,
..

.-

and tariffs, handling and shipping of hazardails materials; warehouse operatipn; carrier
Modes and services; military traffic management,case study preparatIon and presenta. non; current developments m motor transportation
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
'hours in transportation management (1/74).

PERSONAL PROPERTY TRAFFIC

MANAGEMENT

JOURNALISTS, CLASS A

INTRODUCTION TO TRAFFIC AND TERMINAL
MANAGEMENT

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oakland,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).

Exhibit pates: 3/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train officer, civilian, and
enlisted personnel to ship household goods
and other personal property
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in personal property traffic management, including station orders, entitlements,
entitlements under permanent and temporary change-of-station orders, management,
personal property shipment methods, cornpr
nsive personal property problems,
dard military transpprtation and moves
m t procedures, claims.procedures and investigations, and tours.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours -in
traffic management, household and personal

Course Number: Not available.
Location; Journalist Class A SChool,

Great Lakes, IL.

Course Number: None..

Length: 12 weeks (360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/56 -12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

Location: Freight Transportation School,

.

Oa and,...c A.

ngth: 4-Wee'ka (120 hours).

print news writers, editors, photographers

xhibit:Dates: 9/5-12/68

Objectives: To train personnel in ,the fundamentals of transportation, traffic, and termina! management.

.

portation:. bills of lading. commercial and

Course Number: A-8C-0022

certificate category. 2 semester hours in
journalism (7/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in journalisM (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in journalism (12/68) I

NV-0504-0003

NV-0419-0014

Instruction- Lectures and practical exercises in the fundamentals of transportation,
traffic, and terminal management, including
transportation logistics; economics of trans-

NV-0419-0011

Exhibit Dates: 1/58-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
promote the armed services
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in promotion techniques, and use of
_media. Course includes study of Communk
ty-military relat ns and publicity techniques (mcludipj news writing, radio and,
television proa clion, camera use, film
processing and picture printing).
Credit Recommendation: If the vocational

government air shipments, cargo ships, port
terminal facilities; ocean shipping; duties of

traffic managei, pnnciples of shmloading,
duties of marine terminal superintendent,
motor carrier operations; matenals-handling
methods and equipment, preservation, packaging, packing, and marking of shipments,
railroad facilities,mobile support, Navy car-

rier selection and routing policy, harbors

and broadcast news writers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-cises in writing, photography, and editing,
including grammar: journalism fundamentals, news writing (Including lead and novelty leads, story organization, captions, features, interview write-up& advance and
follow-up, editorials and copyreading), pige
layout and design, camera use, film developing and picture printing, radio and television (Including background, production
techniques, writing, and announcing), and
public relations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
journalism (7/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4

semester hours in journalism (7/74), in the
upper-division'baccalaureate category, 4 se:
mester hours in journalism (12/68)

and ports, U.S Customs'procedures, classification of rail and motor freight, stat regulations, freight claims and procedures rail-

road claim and damage prevention; and
.
shipment of household effects.
Credit Recommendation: ,In the lower-di.
vision baccalauteate/associate degree category, I semester hour in traffic operations
(8/74), in the upper - division baccalaureate

JOURNALISTS, CLASS B

category, 3 semester hours in traffic oper-

Great Lakes, IL.

NV-0504-0004
Bourse Numbed Not available
Location:

Objectives: To train joumalisjs as public

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oakland, -

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in duties df pubtic infiormation assistants, including basic photography, writing

Course Number: None.
Location: Journalists School, Great Lakes,

IL.

0

flgth: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours).

Length: 2 weeks (64 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/71- Present
ObjeCtives: To train selected enlisted personneL to Operate and manage ocean term-

- nail,.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer,cises in the operation and 'management of
ocean terminals., Course includes marine
terminal operatiorfs. and management, handlingof cargo through.the terminal, steve, doting and stevedoring contracts, cargo
space allocation, stevedoring and terminal
cost, estimating, and regulations

Credit Recominendadon: In'the upper-di' 'vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in water transportation (7/74),

NV-0419-0013

Information assistants.

INFORMATION OFFICER

CA,

,

Ali TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
Course Number: A8C-0024.

t

'

of news and feature stories for print and ,
electronic media, editing, rade and television production, photo story 'preparation, .
and public relations (including community

,

Exhibit Dates: 8/54-1242.

Objectives: To familianze officers with
the -field of public relations so that they

relations).
Credit Recommendation:1n the vocational

may carry out assignments of prime respon-

sibility in the Navy's information program.
Instruction: Public relations and commu-

nication, civil and community relations,

newswnting, media and media relations,
case studies andpractical problems, and

formation programs.
Credit, Recommendation: In the upper-di-

'

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
journalisrh (7/74), in the lower-division
. baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester houis in journalisin,(7/74);
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se- mester hours in journalism (12/68)
.

-vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hoursIni journalism (6/76).

Center, Mare Islana, CA.

1I20 hours).

10

-

Length: 17 weeks (881-921 hours).

COu

IL.

.

RIVERINE/COASTAL ADVISOR TRAINING
Course Number: H- 00- 10()1; 1+-000-1001.
Location: Inshore Operations Training

RECRUITERS JOURNALISM, CLASS CI

umber: Not available.
Loc tion: urnalist School, Great Lakes,

,

NV-0602-0001

NV-0504-0002

Length: 4 wee

School,

. Exhibit Dates: 6/61-12/68.

NV-0504-0001
MARINE TERMINAL MANAGEMENT
. Course Number: A-8C-0011.

B

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).

ations (12/681

property (6/74).

NV-0419-0012

Class

JcTUrnalist

.

' Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
pdrcor.r.

advise in all phases of YAJerine

L
1-77

Nayy
a nd

DENTAL TECHNICIAN RESEARCH
ASSISTANT, CLASS C
Course Number: 8- 331 -19; B-331.20

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on overseas internal defense and development, including, counterinsurgency,
survival. megical indoctrination, wtapons,

Location: Dental School, Bethesda, MDr
Dental Research Institute, Great Lakes. IL

engineering, Maintenance, and repair eleccommunications,
equipment,
tronic
nvenne/coastal warfare and . craft, advanced tactical training, and Vietnamese

.

Length: 52 weeks (1950 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 1/65-6/70.
Objectives: To provide instruction in. the

NV-0701-0007

basic skills and knowledge of dental re-

language.

(Dental Technician, Prosthetic (Chiss C))
(Dental Prosthetic Technician School,

Instruction: Lect,yres and practical exer-

cises in administration, experimental pathology, microbiology, biochemistry, microphojograpby..experimental surgery, and experimental animal care
Credit RetomMendation: Credit in dental

Vietnamese language on the basis of Inmantionarevaluation (12/68)

1

DENTAL. TECHNICIAN, MAXILLOFACIAL

Class

Course Nuniben 8- 331 -16.

Location:

thetic. Class C)
Gorse Number: 8-331-18.
Location: National Naval Medical Centec,
Bethesdd, MD
Length: 20-24 weeks1725-784 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-Present

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient clatal
for,evaluation (2/74)

p,uAL. OFFICER INDOCTRINATION
course Number: None

Location: Naval Schools Command. Newport. RI

Length: 4 weeks33 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present

Objectives: To pnqvide dental officers
with orientation training in essential naval
subjects.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises In administrative and operational organization; fundamental skills in shipboard op-'
to

eranons;

prOcedures of damage control

afloat; obligations and respentibilities of
naval officers; 'and defensive driving.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec,

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74).

NV-0701-0005

Length: 24 weeks (460 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/55-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

.

DENTAL TECHNICIAN, GLNERAI!,
ADVANCED, Ct.Ass B
(Class B General Dental Technician

with a basic knowledge of denture work.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experi-

B)

(General Dental Technician Advanced,
Class B)
Course! Number: B-330-11.

,

'

Location: National Nasal Medical Cotter,

San Diego, CA, National Nasl Medical
Center, Bethesda, MD
Length: 24'Weeks (900 hours)
' Exhibit Dates: 6/55-Present
'Objectives: To provide dental technicians
trative aspects of dental assisting
Instruction: Lectures in admirnstrativ,e as-

pects of dental assisting. including communication skills, personnel management,
office management. dental facilities administration, financial management. principits of
accounting, and use of office machines
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
(2/74); in the lower-division
12,accalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in typing (2/74), in the
category,
baccalaureate
upper-division
credit in typing and accounting procedures
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68).

*laboratory and office management, dental
f acilities administration, fixed and removable parpal dentures, apd casualty, cafe
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended bedause of the -limited technical

patine of the course (2/74)i 4

certificate category. 4 semester hours in
basic denture work on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74), in the lower-division bacdalaureate/associate degree catego -,

ry. 3 semester hours in basic denture work
on the basis of institutional evalUation
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category* 2 semester hours in basic denture
work on the basis ofsnstitutional evaluation
(2174).

NV-0701-0009 CI ASS B GENERAL DENTAI TECHNICIAN

(Denial Technician. Advanced General,
Cass 13)

2.

Course Number: None

Location: National Medical Center. Be:
thesda, MD
Length: 24 weeks (900 hours)
-Exhibit Dates: 3/61-10/70.
Objectives: To train 'enlisted personnel to

Perform the duties. of a dental assistant,
dures.

DENTAL TECHNICIAN, BASIC, CI ASS A
CLASC A GENERAL DENTAL
.

.

english and speech, personnel management,

finishing, and polishing
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

with emphasis on office management proce-

NV-0701-0006
TECHNICIAN SCHOOL

of teaching dental technology, including

laboratory procedures: mounting and setting of teeth, construction of casts from impressions, construction of base plates, bite
rims, and occlusal planes, and processing,

typing

I.

raphy, and dental assisting.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in dental assisting on the basis of in

IR4tructjon: Lectures and practical expeneriee in dental office management, including

typing, accounting. dental records and reports, clinical supervision, first aid for mass
casualties, and administrative procedures.
Credit Reeommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 4 semester hours in
dental assisting on the basis of institutional
evaluation (2/74).

NV-0702-0001
TISSUE CULTURE TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

(Tissue Culture Technic)
Course Number: B-311:14.

Location: National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD.
Lengths 16 weeks (640 hours)
Elchtbit liatest 12/63-12/68

Objeitives: To train enlisted personnel as
research assistants in tissue culture biological research'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

stitunonal evaluation (2/74), in the lower-

cises in tissue culture research assisting, in-

cliigion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in dent& assisting
oil" the basis, of institutional evaluation
.

nutnent fluids preparation, short- and lon'g-

cluding basic biology and chemistry, preparing, maintaining, and transferring cells;
.

%

.- :

4,

the base principles of denture
work, including applied anatomy, dental
ence in

School)
(General Dental Technician School, Class

(Dental Technician, General. Class A)
Course Number: Version 1- B-330-10 Version 2: None.
DENTAL TECHNICIAN, PROSTHETIC,
Locatien: Version I: Dental Teclaniciatn's
ADVANCED, CLASS B
(Dental Technician. Advanced Prosthetic, a School, San Diego, CA. version 2 National
Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, MD.
Class B)
#
Length: Version 1: 12 Weeks (480 hours).
Course Nilmber: 13-331-17.
Version 2:16 weeks (557-600 hours).
Location: Naval'. Medical Cettter, San
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/67-Present
, Diego, CACassal Medical Cent% 'Bethes.
Virston 2. 3/61-11/67.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
v., ada, MD.
Length: 24 weekt(960 hours).
assist dental officers and to qualify for the
Exhibit Dateti: 6/55-Present.
dental technician rating.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experiObjectives: "To train military per.sopnerdo
ence in basic sciences, preventive dentistry,
vteach dental technology.
casualty care, dental administration, radiog. Instruction: Lectures in 'the, fundamentals

NV-0701-0003

San

bridge. MD

with supplemental training in the adminis-

NV-0701-P002

Center,

laboratory technology on the basic of insti-,-

Objectives: To train dental technicians in

fixed faCial prostheses

Dental

tunonal evaluation (12/68)

the techniques of maxillofacial prosthesesi

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
various maxillofacial prostheses, including
-ocular, somato, auricular. mammary. and

Naval

Diego, CA, Naval Dental Center, Great
Lakes. IL, Naval Dental Center. Bain-

PROSTHETIC

(Deqtal Technician, Maxillofacial Pros-

.

DENTAL TECHNICIAN, PROSTHETIC, CLASS
C

search procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-ch-

v ion baccalaureate category, credit in

NV-0701-0001

(2/74) Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 5 semester hours in dental assisting on the basis of institutional evalualower-division
the
in
tion
(2/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
<semester hours in dental assisting on the
basis of institutional examination (2/74)

NV-0701-0004

coastal warfare units in the Republic-of

Vietnam.

10

,

.

la

1-78

'

COURS EXHIBITS

term tissue culture; reph to culture technique, photomicroscopy: an laboratory apparatus usage and maintenance

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categoniy, 3,semester hours in his-

.

tology, 2 in medical laboratory technology,
9 in tissue culture technology, and credit in
histologic technology on the basisof institutional evaltlanCin (2/74), in the lowertipimon baccalaureate/assfociate degree catego-

ry, 3 semester hours in histology, 2 in mediin tissue culcal laboratory technology,
ture technology, and credit in histologic
technology on the basis of inplitutional evaluation (2174), in the upper- division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
tology, 2 in medical 'laboratory technology,
9 in tissue culture technology, and credo in
histologic technology on.the basis of institu-.
tional evaluation (2/74) '

NV-0702-0002
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

(Medical Technology)
(Medical Technologist Technician: Class
'C)

Course Number: B-31I-24, B-311-0025

Location: Naval Hospital, Bethesda. MD,
Naval Hospital, Great Lakes, IL
Length: 50-52 weeks (2392 hourS)
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present

Objectives: To train medical technicianrc
to perform and supervise advanced laboratory procedures in all phases of blood bank`
operations.

:41

lima! applicalion of diagnostic microbic) ogy, parasitology, mycology, serology, hematology, mg.,
croscopy, chemistry, quality control, blood
banking, pathology techniques, automated
procedures, histochenustry, urinalysis, and
instrumentation, including analyzers, flame
photometers, osmometers, gas chromatographs, electrophoresis apparatus, and seInstruction: Lectures and

quential multiple.analyzers.
CredaRecommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 15 semester hours in
microbiology (including bactenology, parasitology,_and mycology), 10 in hematology,
,5 in clinical microscopy and venapuncture,
8 in serology and blood banking, 12 in clinical chemistry, 3 in pathology and histology,

and additional credit toward MLT o; MT
on the basis of national proficiency examination (2/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15

semester hours in_ microbiology (including
bacteriology. parasitology, and mycology),
10 in hellIgnalogy, 5 in clinical microscopy
and venapuncture, 8 in serology and blood

banking, 12 in clinical.chemistry, 3 in pathology and histology, and additional credit
toward MLT or MT on the basis of national proficiency examination (2/74); in the
upperchvision baccalaureate 'category, 15
semester hours in microbiology (including

bactenologparavology, and mycology),

10 in hematology, 5 in clinical microscopy
and venapuncture, 8 in serology and blood
banking, 12 in clinical chemistry, -3 in pathology and histology, and additional credit
toward MLT or MT on the basis of national proficiency examination (2/74)
NV-0702 -0003
1

2.

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
ADVANCED
CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN,

-,r4

NV=0702-0005

CLASs C

(Blood Bank and C)Mical Laboratory
' Technic)
Course Number: B-311.0018, B-31I-18,
31 1-14.

Location: jiwalth Sciences Education and
Training gommand,'Bethesda: MD, School
of Health Sciences, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1 52 weeks (20$7 hours)
Version 2 5240 weeks (2625 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: Version I. 1/76- Present '
Version 2: 1/54-12/76
Objectives: Td trwn personnel to perform
advanced labolatory procedures and to
assist in all phaes of blood bank operations
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures in bacteriology, serology and blood banking, he-

matology, parasitology, blood and clinicalik'
chemistry, urinalysis and venapuncturdlIP
techniques. Version 2. Includes histopathology
Credit Recommendation: Version 1.i In the'
baccaloreat e/associat e
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in urinalysis techniques, 3 in parasitology and in
laboratory organization (9/77), in the
1

upper-division baccalaureate category, 12
semester hours in blood bankiAg and serol-

ogy, 6 in clinical chemistry, 6 in microbiology, and 6 in hematology (9/77), Version
2, In the vocatiodal certificate category, 12
semester hours in bacteriology and blood
chemistry,: 7 in hematology, 1,2 in serology
and blood banking, 7 in pathology and his
tology, 6 in clinical Microscopy and
puncture, and additional credit toward
-13U1 eir MT on the basis of national proficiency examination (2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, lt semester hours in bactenology and
blood chemistry, 7 in hematology, 12 in serology and blood banking, 7 in pathology
and histology, 6 in clinical microscopy and
venapuncture. and additional credit towards
MLT or MT on the basis of national proficiency examination (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 12 semester
hours in bacteriology and blood chemistry
(12/68)

NV-0702-0004
UROLOG1CAL TECHNICIAti

(Urologic Technician), Class C
(Urologic Technic)
(Urologicat Technician, Class C)
(Urological Technic)
Course Number: B-300-0025, B-300.25; B300-26; B-300-27, B-300-28.

Location: National Natal Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD, Naval Hospital, Oakland,
CA, School of Health Science Detachment,
Portsmouth, VA, School of Health Science,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 26 weeks (1040 ticturs)
Exhibit Dates: 1/55-Present.

Objectives: To- train technicians to assist
medical officers in the examination and
treatment of urological patients.
Instruction: Lecturesin anatomy, physiology, urological operating room techniques,
cytoscopic room techniques, and urologicalradiologic procedures
Credit Reconimendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cotegory,'4 semester hours in urological anato-

my add physiology, 15 in operating room
techniques (urology), 15 in urological radiology, 5 in clinical laboratory (urology), 13
in clinical urology and endoscopic urology,
and 3 in. records management, for a total of
55 semester hours (8/77).

TISSUE BANK TECHNICIAN, CI ASS C

(Tissue Bank Technic)
Courie Number: Not available
Location: National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD.
Length: Versiati,1 26 weeks (1040 hours).
Vernon 2. 12 weeks (480 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 12/63-12/68
Version 2. 1-/54-11/63
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
'be tissue bank technicians

Instruction:. Lectures on administration,
anatomy, physiology, histology, bactenolo- 4
gy, chemistry, genetics, and grafting principles, and lectures and practical exercises in
tissue bank preservation hnd tissue culture
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in biological science, 12 in tissue cul-

tur or histology (2/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, 8 semester hours in -biological science,
12 in tissue culture or histology (2/74); in
ry, 8
the upper-division baccalaureate ca
12 in
-semester hours in biological sae
tissue culture or histology (2/74) Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in biological science, 6 in

tissue culture or histology (2/?'4), in the

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 4 semester hours 117' biological science, c6 iii tissuelVulture or histology (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in bio-

logical science, 6 in tissue culture or histology (2/74)
NV-0702-0006
CLINICAL CHEMrSTRY TECHNICIAN, CLASS

C

(Clinical Chemistry Technic)
Course Number, B-31I-15.

Location: National Naval Medical center,
Bethesda, MD.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours):

Exhibit Dates: I2/63-Present
Objectives: To train en fisted personnel to
conduct quantitative -and elualitative analytical tests on medical laboratory samples.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in mathematics of analytical chemistry,
quantitative analysis, instrumentation, organic chemistry, enzym'e chemistry, steroid

chemistry, toxicology, and preparation of
standards and solutions
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
medical labOrdory technology or chemistry
lower-division
in
h
(2/741;
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5'
semester hours in Medical laboratory technology or chemistry (2/74), in the upper -di -vision baccalaureate category, credit in
chemistry on the basis of institutiOnal evaluation (12/68).
#
_

NV-0702-0008
CLINICAL LABORATORY ASSISTANT
TECHNIC
Course Number: 13:311.10, B- 311.11, B311.12; 8-311-13...

Location: Naval School, AO Diego, CA;
Naval

School,

Albank, NY, Naval

St

School, Portsmouth, VA: Nalial ,School,
Great Lakes, IL; Naval Schol51, -Oakland,

.CA
Length: 12 weeks (480,hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/64-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
basic medical laboratory procedures.
'

I

Navy#
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- .
cises to basic medical laboratory procedures, 'including -bacteriology, hematology,
blood processing, serology, biochemistry,
urinalysistathology, and parasitology
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in biology, 2 in Chemistry, 2 in bacteriology
lower-division
in
the
(7/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in biology, 2 in chemistry, 2
in bacteriology (7/74), in the upper-division
badtalaureate category, 2 semester hours in

OPERATING ROOM TECHNIC AND
MANAGEMENT

CYTOTECHMOLOGIST

Course Number. B-311-0036

Location: National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD, School of Health Sciences,
San Diego, CA

assistants and operating room supervisors

tion 2 in clinical administration, additional
credit in operating room nursing and proce-

Instruction: Lectures and clinical experience in surgical environment, sterilization,
disinfection, and antiseptics, management of
surgical supplies, instruments, and equip-

dures on the basis of institutional evaluation
lower-division
the
in
(2/74),
baccalaureate associate degree category, 2
semester hours in biology, 1 in medical lab-

ment; management techniques in the operating room, and standards and controls in the
operating room.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (2/74).

oratory technology, 8 in operating room

NV-0703-0003

upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

assist in the care and treatment of neuropsychlatric patients.,

sites and diagnostic determinations.

eluding injuries of mental patients; ward

HOSPITAL CORPSMAN. BASIC
BASIC HOSPITAL CORPS SCHOOL, CI ASS

2

A
(Hospital Corpsman, Class A)

Instruction: Lectures in neuropsychiatric
problems; practical training in first aid.`in-

gory, 4 semester hours in histologic techniques (slide preparation) .(8/77); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 26
semester hours in diagnosis and evaluation
pf cellular material (8/77)

NV-0703-0001
OB/GYN NURSE PRACTITIONER

OB/GYN NURSE CLINICIAN .
Course Number Vertion I. B-6F-0012.

(860 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 7/74-Present,
Version 2..3/72 -6/74 071ten--3" 3/72-6/74
Version 4. 1/57-2/72 Version 5 1/54-12/56

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the basic principles and techniques of patient care and first aid procedures
Instruction: All Versions Lectures and
clinical experience in anatomy and physiology; first aid and minor surgery-, hygiene
and sanitation; pharmacology; toxicology;
medical laboratory and patisgt-care techniques and principles, nuclei, biological,
and chemical safety; and trauma management and treatment; Version I: t0 -week
course does not include clinical experience
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
,hours in health and hygiene, 3 in nursing
techniques, and 2 in emergency medical
techniques (9/77). Version 2. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours
in anatomy and physiology, 2 in health and
hygiene, 2 in pharmacology, 7 in nursing

NV-0703-0004
OPERATING.ROOM TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

(Operating Room Technic)
Course Number:. Version 1: B-301-0033.
Version 2: B-301-30; B-301-33; B-301-34; B301-36, B-301-38.

Location: National Naval medical Center,

Bethesda, MD; Naval Regional Medical
s

BASIC HOSPILAL CORPS SCHOOL, CLASS

Location: Hospital Corps School, Great
Lakes. IL; School of Health Sciences, San
Diego, CA
'Length: Version I. 10 weeks (400 hours)
.Version 2: IA weeks (560 hours) Version 3:
16 weeks (640 hours) Version 4. 12-16
weeks (480-640 hours). Version 5' 20 weeks

institutional evaluation (2%74).

Objectives: To train nurse corps offers

4

300-11

evaluation (2/74), in the upper-divisidfi baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
psychology, 8 in psychiatric nursing or first
aid, 2 in mental health assisting, additional
credit in psychiatric nursing on the basis of

Version 2: 11/72- 1/75.,

BASIC HOSPI I Al. CORPS SCHOOL CLAss

A
5, BASIC HOSPITAL CORPS SCHOOL. CLASS
A
Course Number: B-300-0010, B-300-10, B-

atric nursing on the basis of instity,tional

Version 2: 13-6F-012, B-6F-12
Location: Version I. Regional Medic I
Center, Portsmouth, VA. Version 2. Selec
ed Naval Hospitals, United States.
Length: Version 1: 36-39 weeks (14401500 hours). Version 2: 24:26 weeks (10401100 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I 2/75-Present

3

A

service, ,clinical experience; special therapies, and general psychiatric nursing
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
.
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
psychology, 8 in psychiatric nursing or fitst
aid , 2 in mental health assisting, additional
credit in psychiatric nursing on the,basis of
institutional evaluation (2/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureateAissociate degree category, 3 semester,hours in psychology, 8 in
psychiatric nursing or first aid, 2 in mental
health assisting, additional credit in psychi-

vision baccalaureate/associate .degree cate-

cliinical expeneriegand practice in obstetrics
and gynecology (6/77).

NV-0703-0005

Objecting: To train enlisted personnel to

CrEdit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

in gynecology,: I in oncology, and 13 in

nursing and procedures on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74)

Length: 16 weeks (640 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/57712/68

Instruction: Topics cover cytology speci
men preparation including techniques for
collection fixation and preparation of materials, examination and evaluation of cellular
nAtenals obtained from a variety of tissue

and 18 in clinical experience and practice in
obstetnes and gynecology (6/77), Version 2.
In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in endocrinology, 3 in
anatomy and physiology, 8 in obstetrics, 5

mester hours in biology, I in medical laboratory technology, 8 in operating room
nursing and procedures on the basis of institutional evaluation 2 in clinical, administration, additional credit in operating room

Location: National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD, Naval Hospital, Oakland,
CA; Naval Hospital, Philadelphia, PA

nostic purposes.

mester hour in embryology, 2 in anatomy
and physiology, 8 in obstetrics, 3 in gynecology, I in nebnatology, 2 in oncology,

tutional evaluation 2 in clinical adMinistration, and additional credit in operating
room nursing and procedures on the basis
of institutional evaluation (2/74); in the

302-47

tent to prepare, examine, and evalliate slide
presentations of cellular materials for diag-

upper-division baccalaureate category, 1se-

nursing and procedures on the basis of Insti-

(Neuropsychiatry Technic) '
Course Number: B-302-45, B-302-46, B-

Objectives: To train individuals compe-

and techniques.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

ogy, 8 in operating room nursing and procedures on the basis of institutional evalua-

NEILIROPSYCHIATAN TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

Length: 52 weeks (1938 hours)
Exhibit Dates`' 11/72- Present

to'assist physicians in obstetrical and gynecological ambulatory health care.
Instruction: Lectures apd clinical practice
in endocrinology, obstetrics; gynecology,
oncology, neonatology, embryology, pharmacology, psychosexual counseling, radiology, medical .and legal aspects-of-obstetrics
and gynecology, family planning counseling

techniques (8/77) Verlion 2: In the voca.-_
tional certificate category; 2 semester hours
in biology, 1 in medical laboratory technol-

Exhibit sates: 8/72-Present
Objectives: To prepaie nurses as surgical

NV-0702-0009

2

in clinical application of operating room

Course Number: None.
Location: Long ?each Hospital, Long
Beach, CA.
Length: 26 weeks (1040 hours)

(7/744.

J

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in operating room techniques and 16

NV-0703.0002

biology, 2 in chemistry, 2 in bacteriology

1-79

Center, Oakland, CA, School of Health SciPortsmouth, , VA,
Detachment,
ences
School of Health Sciences, San Diego, GA,
Naval Hospital, Chelsea, MA, Nagai Hospital, Great Lakes, IL
Length: Version 126 weeks (1040 hours)
Version 2: 26 weeks (960 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/76-Present.
Version 2: 1/54-2/76.
Objectives: To train personnel in the
,,preparation and Maintenance of operating
rooms for surgery and participation in surgical procedures
Instruction: Practical clinical experience
in preparation of supplies and Instruments
for sterilization, operating room and splint
techniqbes, operating room nursing panel

techniques

(2/74),' in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in antomy and physiology,
2 in. health and hygiene, 2 in pharmacology,
7 in nursing techniques (2/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in anatomy and physiology,

2

in

health'and hygiene, 2 in pharmacology, 7 in
nursing techniques (2/74) Version 3 In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester

pies, and supply management.

9

4

1-80

COURSE-EXHIBITS

hours in anatomy and physiology,

2

in

health and hygiene, 2 in pharmaublogy, 8 in
nursing techniques (2,74), in the lower-division bact_alaureater associate degree category, 3 semester hours in anatomy and physi-

ology, 2 in health and hygidne, 2 in phar-

macology, 8 in nursing techniques (2/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in anatomy and physiology.
2 in health and hygiene, 2 in pharmacology,
8 in nursing techniques (2/74): Version 4. In
the vocational certificate category, 3..semes-

ter hours in anatomy and physiology, 2 in
health and hygiene, 2 in pharmacology, 8 in

physiology, 3 in machine tools, 3 in industrial arts (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 9 semester hours in orthopedic appliance technology on the basis
of institutional evaluation, 3 in anatomy and
physiology, 3 in machine tools, 3 in,industrial arts (12/68).

NV-0704-0d02
II
2

nursing techniques (2/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in anatomy and physi-

ology, 2 in health and hygiene, 2 in phar-

macology, 8 in nursing techniques (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in elementary anatomy and
physiology, 2 in hygiene (12/68). Version 5:
In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in anatomy and physiology, 2

in health and hygiene, 8 in nursing tech-

niques, 3 in medical laboratory technology
in,
the
lower-division
(2/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in anatomy and physiology,
2 in health and hygiene, 8 in nursing techniques, 3 in medical laboratory technology
(2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in elementary

anatomy and physiology,

2

in

hygiene

(12/68)

NV-0704-0001
I

ORTHOPEDIC APPLIANCE TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

(Orthopedic Appliance Technic)
2

ORTHOPEDIC APPLIANCE tECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

(Orthopedic Appliance Technic)
(Orthopedic Appliance Mechanics)
Course Number: B-304-52.

Location: Naval Hospital, Oakland, CA
Length: Version 1. 26 weeks (1040 hours)
Version 2 52 weeks (1920 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 11/67-12/68.
Version 2. 1/55-10/67.

Objectives: To train personnel in the fit-

ting of braces, spine supports, artificial

limbs, and other orthedic appliances.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer:
cises in anatomy and physiology, prosthetic
training and fitting, plastic and plastic construction, above-knee construction, belowknee construction, arm...lg./titer, foot, orthopedic brace construction, painting, and finishing.

Credit Recommendation: All Versions In
the vocational certificate category, 6 semes-

ter hours in orthopedic appliance technology on the basis of institutional evaluation 2
in machine tools, 2 in industnal arts (2/74),
the
lower-division
In
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in orthopedic npliance
technology on the basis of institutional eval-

uation, 2 in machine tools, 2 in industnal
arts (2/74), in the upper-division baccalau-

reate category, 6 semester hours in orthopedic aapliapce technology on the basis of Institutional evaluation, 2 in machine tools, 2
industnal arts (12/68) Version 2. In the
vocational certificate category, 9 semester

hours in orthopedic appliance technology
on the basis of institutional evaluation, 3 in
anatbrity and
3 in machine
tools, 3 in indu trial arts (2/74), in the
lower-division , baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 9 semester hours in orthopedic appliance technology on the basis of
institutional' evaluation, 3 in anatomy and

.

'
3

PHYSICAL AND OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

(Physical and Occupational Therapy
Technic)
PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C
-

(Physical Therapy Technic)
4

PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNICIAN,

C
(Physical Therapli Technic)
.Course Number: All Versions. B-303-0050,
B-303-0051, B-303-50. Version 3. B- 303 -51.
CLASS

Version 4: Br303-51.

Location: Version 1: (Phase I) U

Army

Academy of Health Sciences, Ft Sant
Houston, TX, (Phase II) School of Health
Sciences, San Diego, CA All Versions. National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda,
MD, School of Health Sciences, San Diego,

CA. ei

(Phase I) 28 weeks
(1120 hours); (Phase II) 16weeks (640
hours). Version 2: 28 weeks (1120 hours).
Length: Version

-A

chology, and 4 in applied art, or credit in

\i,

PHYSICAL ND OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY ECHNICIAN. PHASES I AND

i

semester hours in anatomy, I in physiology.
2 in physical science. 2 in psychology, and
4 in applied art. or credit in physical therapy assisting, physical therapy, occupational
therapy assisting, or occupational therapy
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in anatomy, 1 in
physiology. 2 in physical science, 2 in psy-

1

Version 3. 21 weeks (714hours) Version 4:
26 weeks (880 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 10/76- Present.
Version 2: 3/72-9/76. Version 3. 11/67-2/72.
Versio,n 4: 1/55-10/67

Objectives; To train enlisted personnel to
perform duties as physical and occupational
therapy assistants.
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
clinical exercises m anatomy, physiology,
physics, psychology and psychiatry, pnnciples of rehabilitation, massage, electrotherapy, radiation therapy, and neurology, hydrotherapy and therapeutic exercise Version

1: Phase I consists of didactic portions of
the Army Physical Therapy Specialist and
Occupational Therapy Specialist couises at
Ft. Sam Houston, TX Phase II consists of
clinical experience in physical and occupational therapy. Version 2: Lectures and
practical exercises in techniques of occupational therapy, including leather work,
weaving, woodwork, design, color, hand printing, and ceramics.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in anatomy and physiology, 3 in general psychOlo-

gy, 3 in physical therapy principles and
proc ures, Mk} 12 in occupational therapy
techni s, for completion of yhase I plus 8

physical therapy assisting, physical therapy,
occupational therapy assisting, or occupa-

tional therapy 'on the basit of institutional
evaluation (2/74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours
in anatomy, I in physiology, and 3 in physical science, or credit in physical therapy assisting, physical therapy, occupational ther-

apy assisting, or occupational therapy on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74),

the
,
lower-division
baccalaureate /associate' degree caMgory, 2
semester hours in anatomy, I in physiology,
and 3 in phys I science, or credit in physical therapy ass sting, physical therapy, occupational th apy assisting, or occupational therapy on,the basis of institutional eval- ,
uation (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
anatomy, I in physiology, and 3 in 'physical
science, or credit in physical therapy assisting, physical therapy, occupational therapy
in

assisting, or occupational therapy on the

basis of institutional evaluation (2/74) Version 4.. In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in anatomy, I in physiology, and 3 in phys2cal science, or credit
in physical therapy assisting, physical therapy, occupational therapy assisting, or occupational therapy on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74), in the lower-division baccalaurepWassomate degree category, 2 semavr hmirs in anatomy, 1 in physiology, and in physical science, pr credit
in physical therapy assisting, physical therapy, occupational therapy assisting, or occupational therapy on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in anatomy, I in physiology, and 3 in
physical science, or credit in physical therapy assisting, physical therapy, occupational
therapy assisting, or occupational therapy
on the' basis of institutional evaluation
(2/74)
NV- 0704-0003A

.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

(Occupational Therap' Technic)
Cou'rse Number: B-303-48, B-303-49.

Loca ion; Version 1. National Naval Medi-

cal
cal Ce ter, Bethesda, MD Version 2 Naval
Hosp. I, San Diego, CA.

semester tours in clinical application of

Length: Version 1. 21 weeks (714 hours).
Version 2.26 weeks (880 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 10/67-1/72. Version 2: 12/63,19/67

total of 50 semester hours (9/77), in the

apply occupational therapy techniques in
the treatment of orthopedic, nettropsychia-

upper-division
baccalaureate
category,
credit in anatomy, physiology, and physical
and occupational therapy on the basis of institutional evaluation (9/77) Version 2. In
the vocational certificate category:2 semester hours in anatomy, I in physiology:. 2 in
physical science, 2 in psychology, and 4 in
applied art, or credit in physical therapy assisljng, physical therapy, occupational therapy? assisting, or occupational therapy on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74),
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

tnc, medical, and surgical patients.
Instruction: Lectures and clinical practice
in physiology, physics, psychology and psychiatry, principles of occupational therapy,
and craft instruction, eluding textile painting, leatherwork,
eramics, metalwork, weaving, woodwork, and minor crafts.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categOry, 2 semester hours in
anatomy, I in physiology, I in physics, 2 in
psychology, 6 In applied arts and credit in
occupational therapy on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74), in the lower-chvi-

physical therapy techniques and 8 in .clinical application of occupational therapy
teclaques for completion of Phase II for a

J.

1.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

C' 5
-

,

-

Navy
mon baccalaureate/ass6ciate degree category. 2 semester hours in aptIlitmy, 1 in physi-

ology, 1 in physics, 2 in psychology, 6 in
applied arts and credit in occupational therapy on the basis of institutional evaluation
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaurehte
catsgoty, 2 semester hours in anatomy, 1 in
physiology, 1 in physics, 2 in psychology, 6
in applied arts, and credit in occupational
therapy on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74)

4

NV0705-00
SUBMARINE MEDICAL OFFICER
(CANDIDATES)

*h.

Course Number. B-6A-22
Location: Submarine Medical

Groton, CT

Center,
.

Length: 19 weeks (650 hburs);
Exhibit Dates: 9 /72- Presaiit

....

Objectives: To provide physicians with
advanced specialized training in the administration of medical services to naval subm/rineTersonnel
Instruction: Lecture on radqogical
physics, personnel dosimetry, including radiation protection standards, radtobiology,
safety principles of nuclear reactors, hatIth
physics, radiological health administration,

lectures aftd practical exercises in diving
medicine, scuba familiarization, submarine
medicine, spefializati instruction in medical
testing
Credit

Recommendation:

Baccalaureate

credit is not 'recommended because of the
prerequisites and the professional nature of
the course (6/75)

i

CLINICAL NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNICIAN

i

(Clinical Nuclear Medicine Technique)
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

2

(Radioactive Isotope Technic)
Course

.

Numbei: All Versions. B-311-16.

Version 2., B-311-17
Location: All Versions: National Naval

Medical Center, Bethesda, MD. Version 2:
'
Naval Hospital, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1. 16 weeks (551 hpurs).

Versmn 2: 24 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/72-Present
Version 2:1/58-2/72:
Objectives: To train personntl to operate
and maintain radioisotope therapy apparatus
and to assist medical Officers in radioisotope
-,
therapy
Instruction: Lectures on mathematics,

general chemistry, 'nuclear physics, radiation safety, radiochemistry, clinical practice, and laboratory procedures
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in algebra, .6 in physics, _6 in physiol-

ogy, and 3 in hematology (7/74), in the

'

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in algebra, 6 in physics, 6 in physiology, and 3 in
hematology (7/74); in the upper-division

baccalaueeate,category, 3 semester hours Id
algebra, 6 in physics, 6 in physiology; and 3
in hematology (7/74). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester

urs in general chemistry, 3 in. mathematin radioisotope technology, 4 in physical ience, and additional credit in rachoiles,
ics,

technology on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74), in the lower-divisoto

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in general chemistry, 3

in mathematics, 8 in radioisotope technology, 4 in physical science, and additional
4,

I

Credit in radioisotope technology on the

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational'
certificate category,,6'semestsr hours in al-

the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours . in general chemistry
(12/68). ,

gebra, 6 in physics, and credit in nuclear
medical technology, radiology or occupa-

basis of institutional evaluation (2/74), in

NV-0705-0003
I.' X-RAY TECHNICIAN

tional safety ana health on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74); in the lower-divi/ton baccalaureate/associate degree categoT5r, 6 Aemester hours in algebra, 6 in phys-

ics, and credit in nuclear medical technok
radiology, occupational safety and
health on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-division baccalauogy,

XRAY TECHNIQUE

2.

(X-Ray Technician, Class C)
(X-Ray Technic)
Course Number: Version 1: B-313-0026
Version 2: B-313-26; B-313.27, B-313-28, B313-29, B-313-30, B-313-31, B-313-32, B -31333, B-311-34.
Location: All Versions. School of Health
9cietices Detachment, Portsmouth, VA,

School of Health Sciences, San Diego, CA

Version 2 Naval Hospitat, St Albans, NY,
Naval Hospital, Bethesda, MD, Naval Hospital, Cp. Pendleton, CA, Naval, Hbspnal,
--Chelsea, MA, Naval Hospital, Greet Lakes,

IL, Naval Hospital, Oakland, CA, Naval
Hospital, Philadelphia, FA
Length: Version 1. 52 weeks (1140 hours).
Version 2. 52 weeks (1080-2087 hours)
Exhibit Dates; Version 1. 94;2-Present
Version 2: 1/54-8/72

Objectives: To train technicians to operate medical x-ray equipment, to produce
and process diagnostic radiographs, to assist

in the application of radiation therapy, and
to assist in fluoroscopic examinations
Instrilction: Lectures on mathematics and
electricity clinical application of radiologic
and fluoroscopic techniques, photodosimeiry and radiation safety, film, screen, and
darkroOm procedures; and radiation ther-

. .
_
apy
Credit Recommendation: Verpon 1. In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

NV-0705-0002

1-81

degree category, 3 semester hours in mathematics, 8 in anatomy, 8 in radiation physics
and electronics, 8 in radiologic techniques,
3 in radiation safety, 3 in radiation biology,
3 in nuclear medicine:technology, 3 in special procedures, 3 in darkroom techniques

reate category, 6 semester haarsin algebra,
6 in physics, and credit in nuclear omedical
technology, radiology, occupational safety
andliealth on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74)

NV-0705-0005
SUBMARINL TLNDER RADIOIOGICAL
CONTROLS (ENLISTED)
Course Number: F-000-034

bication: Submarine School, Proton, CT
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
tender -radtologihal control

submarine
,theory.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in submarine tender radiological control theory, including types of radiation,

units of radiation sand radioactivity; rahanon detectiOn and shielding, airborne radioactivity surveys, contamination control;
decontamination, submarine tender nuclear
support facilities and systems, counting sta'tistics and applications, and radiological
work practices
Credit Recommendation: In the lower' -di.
vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in radiolog'(7 /74),
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in radiology (1.2/ 68)

NV-0706-0001

in ethics for a total of 43 semester
hottrs (8/77) Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours in
radiologic technology, 2 in radiation ther-

OPTICIAN (GENT.RAL) TECHNICIANXIASS
C
Course Number: B-300-20

apy, 3 in physical science and mathematics,
and-additional credit in radiologic technol-

Bethesda, MD.
Length: 24-40 weeks (960 hours)

and

1

ogy on the basis of institutional evaluation
lovyer-division
the
in
(2/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12

semester hours in radiologic technology, 2
in radiation therapy, 3 in physical science
and mathemancs,,and additional credit in
radiologic technology on the basis of mstiintional evaluation (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 12 semester

hours in radiotuic technology, 2 in radiin physical science and
ation therapy,
mathematics, and additional credit in radiologic technology on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

NV-0705-0004

Location; National Naval Medical Center,
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-7/70.

Objectives: To train personnel in die fitting, adjusting aid dispensing of spectacles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical appli-

catioi 6f ocular anatomy and physical and
geometric optics
Credit Recommendation: In.the vocational

certificate category, 18 semester 'hours in
'optical technology (2/74), in the lower-divisi

baccalaureate/associate' degree catego-

ry,

8 semester hours in optical technology

(2/7 , in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 18 semester hours in optical tech-

nology (2/74).

NV-0706-0002

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNICIAN

(Nuclear Medicine Technic)

I

Course Number 13:322-0010.

2

Location: A Spume Medical
Groton, CT'

Center, on,

Length: 12 weeks (3557398 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/63-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
radiation monitoring and surveys.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in radiation monitoring and surveys,
including radiological administration, mathematics, physics, reactor plant technology,
radiobiology, and dosimetry.

OPTICIAN tECHNICIAN, CLASS C
OPTICIAN LABORATORY TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

(Optician Technic Laboratory)
Course Number: B-311-23.
Location: Version 1: Ophthalmic Support

and Training Activity, Williamsburg, VA ,
Version 2: National Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, MD.
Length: Version 1 26 weeks (1040 hours)
Version 2: 7 weeks (280 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version P 3/72-Present
Version 2: 1/63-2/72

C
O

4

.
c.t

1-82-

COURSE EXHIBITS
-

Objectives: To train enlistCd personnel to
fabricate lenses and to maintain and repair
surfacing laboratory equipment.
Instruction: Verstop 1 Lectures and prac-

tical exercises in the principles of optics,
ocular anatomy and physiological optics,
spectacle fabrication and, dispensing, mechanical optics, physical and geometric
optics, clinical Management, and repair and
maintenance of laboratory equipment. Version 2. Lectures and practical exercises in
the theory and principles of surface grind,ing of unifocal and multifocal lenses, laboratory procedures for unifocal and multifocal
lens production, layout, blocking, marking,
roughing,
grinding, and polishing oft
gpheres, spherocylinders and prisms, rtiqiiiuflbture of sfifety lenses, and maintengfice

and repair of surfacing - labors ry equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version . In the
vocational certificate.category, 20 semester

hours in optical technology (2/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree,category, 2D Semester hoins in opti-

cal technology (2/74)! in the upper-division
haccalaure4te category, 20 semester hours
fn optical technology (2/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 6 semes-

general business, 2 in bacteriology, 2 in mit..robiololy, 2 in statistics, 6 in environmen-

semester hours in first aid and hygiene, 3 in

tal sanitation (2/74), in the lower-dOision

ogy, 12 in health care science, and additional credit bn the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74)

baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2
semester hoursin speech and communications or general business, 2 in bacteriology,

2 in microbiology, 2 in statistics, 6 in environmental sanitation (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, '2 semester
hours in speech and communications qr

in speech and communications or general
business, 2 in bacteriology, 2 in microbiology, 2 in statistics, 6 in environmental sanitathp
lower-division
(2/74);
in
tion
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in speech and commumcations or general business, 2 in bacteriology,
2 in microbiology, 2 in statistics, 6 in environmental sanitation (2/74), in Ent upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 Semester
hours in community sanitation, 8 in,patho-.
genic bacteriology (12/68)

I

2

Location: School of Health Sciences, San
Diego, CA, National Naval Medical
Centee Bethesda, MD
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/75-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to assist an
ophthalmologist in treating atseases of the
eye and to assist the optometrist

Instruction' Lectures and clinical education in ocular anatomy and physiology.
pharmaceuticals and' their administration,
visual testing and visual fields, and signs,
symptomology and eye pathology.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational'
certificate category, -I semester hour in
mathematics ..(arithmetic) (8/77), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in ocular
anatomy and physiology, 1 in pharmacy administration (eye medications), and 10 in
ophthalmic assisting (8/7.2).
,

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE TECHNICIAN,
'CLASS C
ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION
TECHNIC
Course Number: B- 322 -12.

SUBMARINE MEDICINE TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

,11

Location: Naval Hospital, Oakland, CA
Length: Version 1: 20-22 weeks (640-880
hours). Version 2: 20 weeks (640 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version -l: 11/63-5/75 Ver-

sion 2: 2/56-10/63.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assist medical officers in epidemiological
and sanitation work.

Instruction: Lectures and practical eercises in bacteriology, immunology, mathematics, statistics, epidemiology, entomol-i
ogy. and environmental sanitation
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
_vocational certificate category, 2 semester

hours in speech and communications or

2

Za

ApROSPACE`MEDICAI TECHNICIAN,.
CLASS C
AVIATION MEDICINE TECHNICIAN.
Ck.ASS C

(Aviation Medicine Technic)

Course Number: B-300-17.
Loclition: Aerospace Medical Institute,
Pensacola, FL
Length: Version 1 12-16 weeks (480-640
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (640 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 1/70-Present'
Version 2: 6/63=12/69
Objectives: To train selected hospital
corpsmen in aerospace medicine
.

(Nuclear Submarine Medicine Technic)
.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in anatomy and physiology, circulatory and respiratory systems, aviation
physiology; psychology; emergency medical procedures, aviation safety and investigation, ophthalmology, and clinical laboratory practice in physical examinations,
In theCredit Recommendation: Version
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

mester hours in anatomy and physiology,
(Submarine Medicine Technic)
...additional credit in first aid on the basis of
Course Number: B-300-0012, B-300-01,
institutional evaluation (9/7j). Version 2: In
B-300.12 '
the vocational certificate category, 2 semesLocation:*lealth ScienCes Education and
ter hours in anatomy and physiology, 2 in
Training Center, New London, CT
,aviation mcdicnie technology,
typing,
' Length: Version: 1. 30 weeks .(900 -1047
and additional credit on the basis of instituhours) Version 2; 20 weeks (365,hours)'
tional evaluation" (2/74), in the lower-diviExhibit Dates; Version IA 1/66-6/74 Version baccalaureate/associate degree categosion .2: 1/55-12/65.
ry, 2 semester hours in anatomy and physiObjectives: To train hospital corpsmen to
serve on submarines independent of a medi-,
cal officer.

Instrbction: Version 1. This course is a
combination of the I2-week Nuclear Medicine Technician course, the 10-week Submarine Medicine Technician course, and
the 8-week Basi
Enlisted Submarine
course. Lectures and practical exercises in
mathematics,, radiological' physics, photodo,An9etry, nuclear reactor safety, nuclear

Weapons safety, radiobiology, health physics, radiation administration, toxicology,
first aid/mirior surgery, preventive medicine, diving medicine, and medical diagnosis and treatment. Version 2. This course includes the 12-week submarine Medicine

Technician course and the 8-week Basic.
Enlisted Submarine. course. Lectures and

cedures, minor surgery, first aid and hy-

(Preventive Medicine Technic)
2.

'

NUCLEAR SUBMARINE MEDICINE
TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

practical exercises are in medical diagnostic
and treatment procedures, anatomy, physiology, pharmaceutical and laboratory pro-

NV-070-0001

i.

NV-0709-0001

the 10%yr-division bAccalaufeate/associate
degree eateg0ry,.6 semester hours in optical
technology (2/74), in the upper:division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours ip
optiCal technology (2774).

OCULAR TECHNICIAN
Course Number: B- 500.0020.

NV 0709 -0003

general business, -2 in bacteriology, 2 in nucrobioldgy, 2 in statistics, 6 in environmental sanitation (2/74). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester_hours

ter hours in optical technology (2/74), in

NV-0706-0003

nursing, 3 in. mediq laboratory tetbnol-

giene, and sanitation.
Credit Recommendation: V ton 1: In the
baccalau eate/associatelower-division
degree category, 60 semester ours in physician assisting, mediCai assist ng', envirorr
mental health, diving medicine, diagnostics,
and preventive medicine not to elude general educati.orr requirements and taking into
consideration the completion of andatory
prerequisites. (16 week) Hospital orpsmani

Class A School, (20 week) Hqsp tal Corps
Advanced School, and two years \ required
experience in between Students who do
not meet those prerequisites may be,granted
6 semester- hours in basic mathematics and
slide rule as applied to health physics and 6
semester hours in physics (7/74) Version 2.
lolker-division
In
baccalaure;te/lassheociate

degree category, 3

107,

ology, 2 in typing, 4 in aviation medicine
technology, and additional credit on the
basis of institur nal evaluation (2/74), in
the upper-divis, i baccalaureate category, 2
natomy and physiology,
semester hours

2 in typing, 4 in ;anon medicine technology, and additiona' credit on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74)
NV-0709-0004
AEROSPACE PHYSIOJ.OGY TECHNICIAN

Course Number; 13-322-11

Location: laval Aerospace Medical Institute, Pensacola, FL
Length: 12-16 weeks (480-640 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/63-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

assist in the Indoctrination of personnel in
aerospace physiology.
Instruction'.' Lectures on advanced anatomy of the ear, nose, throat, sinuses, and the

circulatory and respiratory systems; onfnta-

tton in low-pressure chambers, effects of
aviation environment upon the circulatory
and respiratory systems; practical exercises

in ejection scat training devices; instructor
training; and acceleration survival and
night-vision testing.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15 semester hours in aerospace physiology or flight surgery assistance, and addi-

tional credit on the basis of 'institutional
evaluation (2(74), in the upper-division bac-

calaureate category, 4 semester hours in
aerospace physiolog or flight surgery assistance, and additional credit on the basis
of institutional evaluation (2/74)

0

1-83

Navy
.

vocational certificate category, -2 'semester
hours in mathematics, 5 in clinical .chemistry, and credit in cardiopulmonary or respi-

NV-0709-0005

.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS TECHNICIAN

(Special Operations Technic)
Course Number: A-431.0021
lion: Underwater Swimmers Sth:fol,
. Key eSt, FL
Length: 8 weeks (95 hours)

,

ratory 'technology on the basis of institutional -evaluation (2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, 2 semester hours In mathematics, 5 in
clinical chemistry and credit In carchopult
monary or respiratoryete'chtlogy on the
basis of Institutional evaluate n (2/74), In

. Exhibit Dates; 12/63- Present

Objectives: To provide the hospital corpsmen with an understanding oT the effects of

the uppeMe;i3ion baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in mathematics, 5 in clinical

pressure on the human body'and the treat-...

,
meat of divers' diseases and injuries
Instruction: Self-paced lectures and practical exercises in diving physics, underwater
physiology, accident prevention, use of
compression chambers, and decompression
...i
and treatment tables
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cafegory, credit in diving medicine on the basis
' of institutional evaluation (2/74), in the
category,
bacdalaureate
upper-division
credit in chimg medicine on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74). ,,

Nt:0709-0006

Version 2 B-300-21, /3-306-24, B-300-22; B300-23.

Location: School of Health Sciences, San
VA.

,,

length: Version 1: 40 weeks (1606 hours)
Version 2. 36 weels:(1350 hours) Version 3

vocational cennicrate categock, 2 semester
/ hours in mathematics (anthmet),:and 2 in
operating room techniques- (8/77), in' the
baccalaureate/aSsomate ,

degree category, I semester hour in pulmonary anatomy, 2 in car loc anatomy, 3r in .
cardiac physiolpulmonary/physiology, 3
ogy, 3 in biomedical ele rams, 12 in car-,
diopulmonary instrumentation, 5 in clinical
chemistry, 12 in nonIpvaswe cardiology

we cardiology.
techniques, for a totaLo 47 semester hours

technique;, and 6 in in

,

(8/77) Version 2. In th vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in anatomy
or physiology, 2 in physics, 2 in mathemat-

ics, 5 in chnical.chemistry, and credit in
cardiopulmonary or respiratory technology
on the basis of institutional evaluation
lowerdivision
the
in
(2/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in anatomy', or physiology, 2
in physics, 2 in mathematics, 5 in clinical
chemistry, and credit in cardiopulmonary
or respiratory technology on theloasis of institutional evaluation (2/74), ihthe upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in anatomy or phySiology, 2 in physics, 2 in mathematics, 5 In clinical chemistry, and credit in cardiopulmonary or respi-

ratory technology on the basis of gstitutional evaluation (2/74), Version 3: In the
e

tions.,,
Instruction:, .411.Versions. Lectyres on the
mediae) and surgical conditions of ear, nose
and th'yoat, audiometry, emergencies, nurs-

Version 2.. 3/72-3/76 "Version 3. 1/55-2/72

Objectives: To provide medical service
technicians', with advanced training in' file
principles and techniques of medical treatment, including' pa lent care, first aid and
preventiv_e mediemergency proced
cine, industnal safety, and administrative

(

pulmonary hinction procedures, cardiac
catheterization( procedures, surgical techniques, Slay techniques, and operation aocl
maintonance or cardiopulmonary machines,
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

Objectives: To train personnel to assist
medical-officers in the care and treatment
of patients for ear, nose, and .throat
condi.,

.20;./26 weeks (800--1040 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 4/76-Prent

Instruetio: Lectdre' and practical.eker-

vocational certificate category, 4 semester

the dower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
kieineSter hours in otolaryngology anatomy,
in otolaryngology physiology, 9 in audiology and audiometry, and 6 in diagnostic
and therapeutic techniques (8/77) Version
2:-In the vocational CerlifiCare category, 12
semester hours in health care technology, 3
in !Wising, 3 in anatomy and physiology,
and additional credit .In health care technology on'the basis of institutional evaluation

,techniques (8/77): in
1

Omni, and anatOnty and physiology' _
Credit Recommendation; Version I In the
baccalaureate /associate
tower.divAion
degree category 3 se ester hours in anato-

my and physiology, 5 pharmacology and

toxicology, 3 in labors ry techniques, 3 id
food and water sanitatio 2 in environmen-

(2/74);

the

lower-division

to

are technoland additional credit in heal
ogy on the basis of Institut nalievaluation
(2/74) in filo upper-division baccat'aureate
category, 1Zsemester hours in health.care

'

technolofi, 3 in nursing, l in'anatomy and

physiology,--and additional credit in' health
care technology on the basis of institutional
evaluation (2/74).

business administration, 3 in English, 2 in

evaluation (2,(74). Version. 3. In the voca-

'

in nursing, 3 in anatomy a d physiology,

anatomy End physiology, 2 in fist aid, 3 in
pharmacology, I in chrucalolabotatory, 7 in

category, 2 semester hours in anatomy and
physiology, 2 in first aid, 3 in pharmacology, I in clinical laboratory, 7 in business
administration, 3 in English, 2 in psychology, and additional credit in nursing or physician'assisting on the basis of institutiontil

in

-

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12
semester hours in health care technology, 3

tal sanitation, 3 in introduction to patient
care, 16 in manikstation of diseases, 10 in"
chnirpplicandfi, and 3 in healeti systems
admi istration, for a total of 48 semester
hours,(8/77). Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semestv. hours in

(r/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

,

'hours in otolaryrigology operating room

ing, teaching methodpersonikel manage-

psychology, and additional credit in nursing
or physician,assisting on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74); in the lower- divi -'
sion baccalaureate/associate degreo category;.2 semester hours in anatomy and physiology, 2 in first aid, 3 in pharmacology, I in
clinical laboratory, Ten business administration, 3 in English, 2 in psychology, and additional credit in nursing or physician
in on the basis of institutional evaluation

...,

ing care, and operating room procedures

fense, fiscal: thanagems,11'S`e.ffective speak-

-

.....

,Version 2...Topics also include care and conditions of the eye
.
'Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the

`duties

I cis0 in.advaneed medical and surgical conditions, diagnostics and,* treatment proceInstruction: Lectures 'and practical derdures, material media and toxicology, pfsarcises in basic cardiopulmonary technical asincluding anatomy and physiology, ' ;,,/maqkalculations, preventive medicine and
industrial safety, nuclear and biologic:-'( dephysic sr electrocardiograph monitoring,

lower-division

Health Sciences, San Diego, GA. Version 2..
Naval Hospital, Oakland; CA, Naval Hospital, Philadelphia, PA
Length: Versionl. '16 weeks (587 hours)
Version ?. 2M.yeeks (1040 hourS)
Exhibit Dates: Version I.. 5/n4-Present
.
Version 2. 12/60 -4/74.

I. 13. 300-0016, 13

tants

. .

Location: All Verlions. National Naval
Medical Center, Bethesda, MD; School of

ADVANCED HOSPITAL CORPS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS-13'

Diego, CA, Naval Hospital, 'Portsmouth,

Objectives: TO provide enlisted personnel
with the knowledge and skills necessary to
perform as cardiopulmonary technical assis-

\,

..

,-..

MEDICAL SERVICES TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

(Hospital Corpsman, Advanced)

26 weeks (1039 hours)
A Exhible Dates: Version I. 11/67-Present
Verpon 2. 12/63-10/67 Version 3. 3/60-,
.

in anatomy and phyiiology

(Medical Services Technic)
3

Version. 2: 39 weeks (1560 hours) -Version 3.

,

2

(Independent Duty Technician)
2

'

11.,

2

OTOLARYNGOLOGY TECHNICIAN
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
TECHNICIAN, CLASS C
Course Number; Version I. 13-300-0024

1

ADVANCED 'HOSPITAL CORPSMAN

:300-0019 All' Versions. 13-300.1113-400-l6.

I

i

NV-0709-0008

r-

-

Location: Nadonal Naval Medical Center,
Betlfosda, MD? School of Health Sciences,
San Diego, CA
Length: Version I. 52: weeks (2036 hours)

11/637

aid, and
(2/68)

Course Nfimber: Version

300-19

4

pharmacology, and An medical laboratory
technology (2/74), 'in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, .2
, semester hours in hygiene, sanitation, and
first aid, 2 in anatomy and physiology, 5 in
nursing, 2 in pharmacology, and 2 in. medical laboratory technology (2/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in.hygiene, sanitation, aird.first

chemistry, and credit in cardiopulmonary

I.

-Course Number: B-300:00,A. 13-300-18, B-

t

in hygiene, sanitation, and first aid, 2 in

I anatomy and _physiology, 5 in, nursing, 2 in

NV-0700-0009

.

(Carchopulmoty Technic)

&

tiondl certificate categoty,.2 semester hours

or respiratory, technology on the basis a institutional evaluation (2/74)

CARDIOPLI SIONARY TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

,

.

.

e

1W-07091010
I,

) 4*

Y

'
cf'

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY TECH<ANt
.CLAS9 C

'

(Electrocardiography Technique)

2.

ELEcTROCARDIOORAPHY AND BASAL.

METAOLISKTECHNICIAN, CLASS C-

tElectrocardiography and Basal

'

,
Metabolism Technic)
.
Course Nrimben B-311.20, B-311-21,- B-

311-22,

Location: Naval Hospitals, Bethesda, MD;

Naval Hospitals, POrtsmouth, VA, Naval
Hospitals, San Diego, CA
Length: Version 1. 8 weeks (320 hours)
Version 2: 16 weeks (640 hours)

s'"e

i

r

1 -84
Exhibit Dates:

COURSE EXHIBITS
I, Arson

1

3,72-Present

Version 2. 6/55-21:12.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assist medical officers m electrocardiograph
and basal metabolism examinations.
Instruction: Lectures- on physiology of
circulation, techniques of electrocardiography. Kinciples o( metabolisM and clini-

cal application of tests, and basal metabolism machines.
Credit Recommendation: 'Version 1. In the

Satellite, Cecil Field, FL, NASAP Detachment: Groton. CT, NASAP Detachment,
Washington, DC, NASAP Satellite, Patux-'
ent River, MD, NASAP Satellite, Quantico,
VA, NASAP Detachment, Seattle. WA,
Bremerton, ,WA,
Satellite
NASAP
NASAP Satellite, Whidbey Island. WA,
NASAP Detachment, Pearl Harbor, HI,
NASAP,Satellite, Barbers Pt.. HI, NASAP

noses, medical records and reports, operating room techniques, and-special dermatologic treatment procedures."
Credit Recommendation: in the vocational
certificate categdry, 4 semester hours in epidemiology, 2 in ittedical laboratory technology, 12 In derniatology technology on the
basts ofinstitutional evaluation (2/74), in
the lower - division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 (semester hours in epidemiology, 2 in medical laboratory technology, 12 in dermatology technology on the
basis of institutional evaluation (2/74), in

Satellite, Kaneohe, HI, NASAP Detach-

ment, Charleston, SC, NASAP Det'achment, Alameda. CA..NASAP Detachment,

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
flours in electrocardiographic technology,
the upper - division baccalaureate category, 4
additional credit on the basis of institutional
semester hours in epidemiology, 2 in medievaluation (2/74), in the lower division
cal laboratory technology, 12 in dermatd
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 6
ogy technology on the basis of institutional
Semester hours '''tn electrocardiographic
evaluation (2/74)
technology, additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation (2/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category. 6 semester
NV-0709-6015
hours In electrocardiographic technology,1
additional credit on the basis of institutional MELD MEDICAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN
(Field Medical Service Officer)
evaluation (2/74). Version 2. In the vocational certificate category. '12 'semester
Course Number: 13- 300 -13; B-300-14..
hours in anatomy and physiology, or elecLocation: Field Medical ServiLe School,
trocardiographic and respiratory technolCp Lejeune, NC, Field Medical Service
School, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
ogy, additional credit on the basis of instituLength: 3-7 weeks (120-280 hours).
tional evaluation (104), in the lower-diviExhibit Dates: 1/55- Present
sion baccalaureate/associate degree categoObjectives: To train medical personnel in
ry, 42 semester hours in anatomy and physicombat survival and field 2ediLal and
ology, or electrocardiographic and respiradental practices
tory technology, and additional credit on
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerthe basis of institutional evaluation (2, 74).
uses in combat sun, iLal and field medical
in the upper-division baccalaureate categoand dental practices Course includes physiry, 12 semester hours in anatomy and physical conditioning, the corpsman in the field.
ology. or eleLtrocardiographic and respirafield first aid procedures, medical supply in
tory technology. and additional credit on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

Pendleton.

ELECTROENCEPHALOGR APHY TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

(Electroencephalography Technic)
Course Number: All Versions. 8-302-40, B302-43. Version 2 13-302-41, 13-302-42, B
302.44.

Location: Version 1: National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda. MD Version 2: Naval,
Hospital. San Diego, CA, Naval Hospital,
St. Albans. NY, Naval Hospital, Bethesda.

MD, Naval Hospital, Chelsea. MANaval

Hospital. Oakland, CA
Length: 16 weeks (640 hours)
Exhibit' Dates: Version 1. 3/72-Present.
Version 2: 1/55-2/72
train personnel in
Objectives: To
electroencephalographiL technology
Instruction: Lectures and clinical application of patient- interviewing and -handling

approaches, structure and function of nervous system, clinical neurology, psychiatry
and medicine. neurosurgery. basic electricity: and electronics, EEG instrumentation.
and clinical electroencephalography
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (2/74)
.NV0709-0013
DERMA rol oGN TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

(Dermatology,Technic)
Course Number: 13-300-29

Location: Naval Hospital, Philadelphia.
.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assist medical officers in the care of patients
with skin disorders

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

dermatology assisting. inducting basic laboratory techniques, basic bacteriology, serology, hematology, pathology. mycology,
and parasitology, common dermatoses diag-

aid

(7/74),

in

the

Command
Howard

coholism, including early identification
techniques and preventive alternatives. '4"

'Instruction: Through group discussions,
lectures, role playing. and media presentations, the following primary topics are covered an introduction to the severity of alcohol problems with particular emphasis on
the drinking driver, a review of Navy regulations on the subject, medical aspects of alcohol and its physical and mental effects,
legal implications of driving while intoxicated, symptoms and phases of alcohol use and
abuse, attitudes and values .related to .both

alcohol and a drinking problem; supportavailable

management,

law, maintenance

manage-

,' ment, personnel management, principles of
organization, records management, security
management, special §ervices management,
and supply Management.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower -di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in general business
(6/75), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 11 semester hours in general business (6/75).

NV-0799-0002
NAVY ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM

(NASAP)
Course Number: None.

Location: NASAP Detachment, Pensacola, FL, NASAP Detachment, Norfolk, VA,
NASAP Detachment. San Diego, CA,
NASAP Detachment. Jacksonville, FL,
NASAP Satellite, Mayport, FL, NASAP

other organizations

and

family members and friends, and the exploration of the supervisor's job in supporting
the Navy Alcohol Prevention Program
Credit RAttimmendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 1 semester hour in alcohol abuse studies°(10/78)'

NAVAL SCHOOL OF HOSPITAL.
ADMINISTRATION

Instruction: Instruction includes account.ing. business mathematics, English, fundamentals of instruction, office managementspeech, financial management, food service

from

agencies, the effects of alcohol abuse on

NV-0799-0001

officers

Office,
U.S.S.
Command

Sponsored

tilmore; NASAP

U.S.S Forrestal.
Length: 6 weeks (36 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide instruction on al-

baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in first aid (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in first aid (7/74)

Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68
Objectives: To provide advanced Instruction in the theory and practice of hospital
administration for Medical Service Corps

Detachment,

Sponsored Office, Holy Loch. Scotland;
NASAP Command Sponsored Office,

lower-division

Course Number: None.
Location: National Naval Medical Center.
Bethesda, MD
Lehgth: 32-40 weeks (940-1337 hours)

NASAP

Sponsored Office, U S S Saratoga, NASAP

the field, and preventive maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
first

CA,

Subic Bay, Philippines, NASAP Detachment, Rota, Spain, NASAP Command

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

NV-0709-0011

PA.
Length: 16-20 weeks (640 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/57- Present

Orlando, FL, NASAP Detachment, Cp

.

NV-0799-0003
PHARMACY TECHNI.C:b1,:tN, CLASS C

(Pharmacy Techat )
Course Number: 'Version

1: 13-312-0025.

Version 2. B-312-24., 13-312-25 Version 3: B312-24, B-3I2-25

Location: School of Health Sciences, San
Diego, CA, School of Health Sciences Detachment, Portsmouth, VA.
Length: Version 1. 23 weeks (805 hours).
Version 2. 36 weeks (1360 hours) Version 3.
32 weeks (1200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version, 1 9/75-Present.
Version 1 3/72-8/75 Version 3. 1/61-2/72t

Objectives: To train technicians to assist
medical and pharmacy officers in the compounding and dispensing of pharmaceutical
preparations.
Instruction: Lectures

in

principles

of

pharmacy, pharmaceutical calculations, inorganic, organic, and pharmaceutical chemistry, balic pharmacology, drug interaction
and

toxicology, practical experience in

compounding and dispensing pharmacy,

and pharmacy administration.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in principles of pharmacy, 5 in pharmaceutical
mathematics, 3 in chemistry, 18 in pharmacology, I in pharmacy management, 5 in
dispensmg and I in intravenous admixtures.
for a total of 38 semester hours (8/77). Version 2. In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in pharmaceutical

1-85

Navy.
mathematics, 2 in incAanic chemistry, 3 in
organic chemistry, 2 in principles of pharmacy, 4 in compounding and dispensing
pharmacy, 1 in pharmacy orientation, I in
typing, 5 in basic pharmacology and toxicology,

pharmacy
the

in
in

1

(2/74)1

.

administration

lowerdivision

baccalaureate/assotiate degree category, 2
semester hours in pharmaceutical math-

ematics, 2 in inorganic chemistry, 3 in organic chemistry, 2 in principles of pharmacy, 4 in compounding and dispensing pharin
macy,- 1 in pharmacy orientation,
typing, 5 in basic pharmacology and toxi-

Instruction: Lectures and discussions of
policies' concerning drugs and alcohol,
physiological and psychological effects;
planning and administering prevention programs; identifying, utilizing, and understanding resources both internal and external to the Navy.
Credit Refomnlendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category,. 2 semester

equipment, communications, radiac instruments, biological sampling, chemical detection, radiological surveys and decontamination, biological and chemical decontamination, and first aid.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended-becsu'Se of the limited technical

hours in'health sciences (6/75).

NV-0801.0004

NV-0801-0001

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL VD CHEMICAL
(NBC) DEFENSE FOR PETTY

nature of the course (12/68).

1

administration
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in pharmaceutical mathematics, 2 in inorganic chemistry, 3

cology,

1

pharmacy

in

in organic chemistry,

2

in principles of

pharmacy, 4 in compounding and dispensing pharmacy, in pharmacy orientation, 1
in typing, 5 in basic pharmacology and toxiin pharmacy administration
cology,
1

(2/74). Version 3. In the vocationallertifi-

cate category, 2 semester hours in pharmaceutical mathematics, 2 in inorganic chemisin organic chemistry, 2 in principles
try,

of pharmacy, 4 in compounding and dispensing pharmacy, I in pharmacy orientation, l'in typing, 5 in basic pharmacology

in pharmacy administralower-division
in
the
(2/74),
tion
s baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in pharmaceutical mathand toxicology,

1

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
(NBC) DEFENSE (SHIPBOARD)
Course Number: J-2G-420, J-780-420.

Location: Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,

VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71- Present

Objectives: To train personnel in hazard
detection and decontamination of personnel
and material.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in nuclear, 4nological, and chemical
defense afloat, including nature of nuclear,.
radiation, ionization and its effects, fleet radiation detection and measuring equipment,
effects, of nuclear detonations -and minimizing measures, radioactive contamination and
decontamination procedures, agcidental detonation of nuclear ordntnce 'c*taining plutonium, and chemical and biological agents,
features, effects, defense, apcI countermeas-

ematic0 2 in inorganic chemistry, 3 in organic cherstry. 2 in principles of pharmacy, 4 in compounding and dispensing pharmacy. I in pharmacy orientation, 1 in
typing, 5 in basic pharmacology and 'toxi-

ures.

in pharmacy administration
cology.
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category,'5 semester hours in pharmaceutical mathematics, 2 in laboratory techniques

NV-0801.0002

1

(12/68).

.

Credit Recommendatiom Credit is not recommended because of Mt ntilitary- specific
nature of the course (5/74).

Location: Naval Training Unit, Ft Mc-

Objectives: To-train personnel in nuclear,
biological, and chemical defense and accident control .
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.

cises in disaster preparedness, including biological agents, effects, and defense, biologi-

Objectives: To provide instruction in the
development,

implementation,

evaluation,

and revision of command drug and alcohol
education and action programs.
Instruction: Lectures, discussions,

and

practical exercises in organization and administration of drug abuse education programs, including history of abuse, behavioral patterns, problem identification, and rehabilitation techniques. Methods of instruction
include communications techniqufs such as
group therapy and role playing.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

cal agent dissemination, biological decontamination, chemical agents, effects. and defense, introduction to chemical warfare,

CW dissemination, foreign CB capabilities;
decontamination of chemical agents, nuclear
weapons and effects; atomic incl' nuclear
principles, characteristics and attentuation
of ionizing radiation, and effecteof ionizing

o
radiation on personnel.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
civil- defense.
(5/74).

in

3

medical

technology

DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM ADVISOR

Course Number: A-000-0055.

Location: Training Center, San Diego,

CA;

Center,

Training

Charleston,

SC;

Training Center, Pearl Harbor, HI; Training Center, Rota, Spain, Training Center,
Norfolk, VA; Training Center, Treasure
Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (55 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.
Objectives: To train command designated
officers and senior petty officers to perform
as drug and alcbhol program advisors.

1

tection, and decontamination of BW/CW
agents and nuclear radiation, operation and
maintenance of rachaC equipment, mainte-

nance of protective clothing and masks;
training of personnel In monitoring and decontamination procedures for repair parties,
nuclear warfare defense; and NBC'warfare
defense organization
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
(NBC) DEFENSE ASHORE
NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
NBC) WARFARE DEFENSE ASHORE
Course Number: A -7K-011.

Location: Version 1 Army Chemical
School, Ft. McClellan, AL Version 2:
Schools Command, Treasure Island, CA
Length: 6 weeks (168-185 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-Present.

Objectives: To train officers to perform as
mdiesansttscr control officers for shore establish-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in disaster control procedures, includ-

ing organization, nuclear, biological, and
chemical agents and effects, nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare defense and
accident control, disaster control operation;
radiological detection, and decontaminatIOn
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (12/68).

NV-0801.0006
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM OFFICERS

Course Number: None.
Location: Naval Training Center,

NV-0801.0003
DISASTER RECOVERY TRAINING I AND 11

Course Number: None.

NV-0799-0005'

defense afloat, including classification, de-

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

vision baccalaureate/assciciate degree cate-

gory, 4 semester hours in health sciences
(6/75).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in hhelear, biological, and chemical

2

Course Number: A- 7K -00l I

Course Number: A-000-0053.

Location: Training Center, San Diego,

Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as advanced damage controlmen strikers.

STAFF DISASTER PREPAREDNESS OFFICI.R

Length: 6 weeks (124 hoursY
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION SPECIALIST

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present

NV-Del.0005

Clellan, AL

NV-0799-0004

OFFICERS

Course Number: Not availle
Location: Vgrston 1: Damage Control
Training Center, Philadelphia, PA Version
2. Damage Conttol School, Treasure Island,
CA

Location:: Naval Construction Battalion
Center, Port Hueneme, CA, Naval Construction Battalion Center, Davisville, KI;
Naval Construction Battalion Center, Gulfport, MS.
Length: 4 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.

Objectives: To train personnel to cope

Sane

i5iego, GA.
Length; 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present

Objectives: To train selected enlisted personnel to perform as drug abuse program
officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of a drug abuse program
officer. Course includes identification, education, rehabilitation programs, philos-

with the effects of a disaster.

ophies, methods, and agencies.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on disaster control, including fundamentals of nuclear energy, effects of nuclear weapons, fallout, biological and chemical
warfare, nuclear accidents, protective

health education (7/74); in the lower-divi-

11 0

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
1

sion baccalaureate/associate degree categosemester hour in health education
ry,
1

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-86

(7/74), in th upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hobr in health education (7/74).

NAVY DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR
Course Number: None.

Drug

NV-0802-0005
CVS/MAUW SHOP NUCLEAR WEAPONS

1

NV-0801-0007

Location:

mester hour; in radiation measurement and
nondestructive testing (5/74)

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour In occupational safety (1/,74); in the lowettclivi
sion baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in occupational safety
(1/74).

TECHNICAL

Rehabilitation Center,

Miramar, San Diego, CA, Naval Station,

Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 8-10 weeks (400-500 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present
Objectives: TO train -para-professidnal
drug abuse counselors in screening apd referral, identification and counseling of substance abusers
Instruction: Lectures, seminars, group
growth experiences, observation and. supervised practicum covering inootewing,
evaluating, counseling, refema, recommending, process-calling and progress note
writing; basic psychologY and selected aspects of sociology and physiology.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

NV-0802-0002

Course Number: J-644-0914, J-4E-9142; J-4

,,...1..s...1CLEAR WEAPONS DISPOSAL- ADVANCED
REFRESHER s

.
Course Number: A-4E-0024.
Location: Explosive Ordnance Disposal

School, Indian Head, MD
Length: 2 weeks (67 hours).
vExhibit Dates: 10/72- Present.

Objectives: To train advanced Personnel
in the procedures of,nuclear ordnance disposal.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in nuclear disposal procedures. Topics
include nuclear weapon identification, principles of operation, location of safety devices and components, and packaging and

gory, 2 semester hours in introduction to
abnormal behavior, 2 in counseling theory
and practice, 2 in theories of personality, 3

labeling operatkons for contaminated material and nuclear components
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

in practicum, 2 in managerial skills, and 1 in
terinciples of alcohol abuse, for`a total of 12

NV-0802-0003

semester hours (11/77), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in group process theory and practice,
2 in psychopharmacology and 3 in practicum (11/77).

SURFACE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL

(EOD) ADVANCED REFRESHER

Course Number: A-4E-0025; A -431 -0015.
Location: Explosive Ordnance Disposal

Length: 3 weeks (165 hours).
ExhIbit.Dates: 10/70-Present.

ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SPECIALIST

(ATS)
Course Number: None.

Location: Naval Alcohol Rehabilitation
Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 10-12 weeks (347-448 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present
Objectives: To train alcoholism treatment
specialists for in-field services in the treatment of alcoholism.

Instruction: Mdthods of instruction

in-

clude directed class instruction, grciup problem solving, structured exercises, practicum,
audio-visuals, simulation, role playing, psychodrama, and application. Cumculum

areas cover dynamics of human behavior;
group processes; introduction to, organization and administration of, and practicum
and clinical methods of counseling; social
psychology and problems in Coiltemporary
society related to substance abuse.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester

hour in geneial psychology, 3 in counseling, 2 in theories of personality and group
process, 3 in prathicum,
in alcohol/drug

Objectives: To train qualified explosive
ordnance disposal personnel in new methods, new equipment, and advinced disposal
procedures and safety precautions in explosive ordnance disposal operations.

Iistruction: Lectures and practical exercises in explo;ive ordnance disposal procedures and operations. Topics include explosive hazards, fuses, munitions, and the'effects, precautionary measures, and disposal
of nuclear and other explosive materials
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the-cOurse (5/74)

RADIOGRAPHIC SAFETY OFFICER

° Course Number: A-4G-0018.

Location: Welding Class C School, San

Diego,'CA.
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as radiographic safety officers and to supervise radiographers.

NV-0802-0001
ATOMIC, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL

identity; radiation control, detection, and

(ABC)

DEFENSE FOR SHIPBOARD
INSTRUCTORS

Course Number. None.
Location: Damage Control Training
' Center, Treasure Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (104 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
assist officers in organizing and conducting
training programs in shipboard defense.
Instruction: Lectures in instructor training
and in nuclear, biological, and chemical
warfare defense afloat

ation of dose-rite with distance, source

measurement; principles of radiation detection; AEC rules and regulations; duties of
radiog
is safety officers; standards for
protec
against radiation, anti familiarization
h nondestructive testing.
Recommendation: In the vocational
Cr
certificate category, 4 semester hours in radiation measurement and nondestructive
testing

(5/74);

Nuclear Weapons
Group, Atlantic, Norfolk,.VA.
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours)

Training

Exhibit Dates: 7/P7,1-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted and officer
personnel in special administrative, technical and operational procedures in CVS or
MAUW.shops with a, nuclear weapons capability.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on procedures specific to a CVS or
MAW shop with a nuclear weapons capability, including the effect of nuclear, weapons, hazards associated with nuclear weapons, security of classified matter and nuclear weapons, couriers and guards, administrative aspects, weapons familiarization and

component dekription, delivery considerations, inspections and test criteria, CNOpromulgated nuclear weapons system safety

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).
NV-0802-0006
NUCLEAR WEAPONS TECHNICAL

(CVA)

Course Number: J-4E-9I22; J-644-9122.
Location: Nuclear Weapons Training

Group, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (115 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train W-Division personnel
in the special administrative, technical, and
operational procedures specific to CV&
Shops with a nuclear weapons capability.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on administrative and technical operations connected with the nuclear weapons
capability7of CVA shops, including the effects of nuclear weapons; responsibilities;
nuclear physics fundamentals; nuclear
weapons safety; hazards associated with nu-

clear weapons; radiation detection instru-

NV-0802-0004

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in fundamentals of radiography, including applications to industrial radiography; interaction of radiation with matter;
mathematics related to radiography; vari-

1

abuse, and 2 in managerial' skills, for a total
of 12 semester hours (7/78).
.

644-9142.
Location:

rules.

School, Indian Head,MD

NV-0801-0008

'

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in radiation 'measurement
and nondestructive testing (5/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

ments; reliability of nuclear weapons; weapons modernization; technical reports; B43;
B57; B28; B61; stockpile reports; and security of nuclear weapons.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).
NV-b802-0007

.

NUCLEAR_WEAPONS DISPOSAL

Course Number: A-431 -0013.

Location: Explosive Ordnance Disposal
School, Indian Head, MD.
Length: 6 weeks (232 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel in nuclear ordnance disposal procedures.
Instructions. Lectures and practical exer-

cises in nuclear ordnance disposal proce-

dures, including weapon .identification, elementary principles of operation, location of

safety devices and components, radiation
hazards and packaging, and personnel de-

contamination operations,
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended pecause of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

Navy

ABC WARFARE DEFF.NSE AFLOAT

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Version 1: Damage Control

Training Center, Philadelphia, PA. Version
2. Schools Command Treasure Island, CA
Length: 5 weeks (173-174 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/59-12/68.

Objective! To train officers in atomic,
biological, and dilemma! warfare defense
afloat.

'-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on ABC warfare defense afloat, Inducting atomic, biological, and chemical
warfare effects on personnel, ships and
equipment, methods used to reduce or
negate these effects, casualty minimization,
requirements

.

of shipboard ABC-damage

control; radiological detection; nuclear
weapon accidents; protection and clacontamination; disaster recovery; shipboard organization; and anti-personlil biological
warfare.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the specialized nature
of the course (12/68)

mand, Norfolk; VA; Naval Amphibious
Base, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (181-191 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present.

CVA/CVS MR LAUNCHED WEAPONS
_

(CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons)
° Course Number: C-646-3103

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville,

FL, Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA,
Air Maintenance Training pet4chment,

Mayport, FL, Air Maintenanceifframing

Detachment, North Island, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Alameda, CA
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the comte sequence of air launched weapons

ding

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in procedures. and safety precautions
in receiving, inspection, stnkedown, stow;
"age, breakout, assembly, fuzing, and reporting and recording of air-launched weapons

Topics include ammunition, pyrotechnics,
aircraft munitions, and guided missiles.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in explosives (5/74).

'

Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel to conduct amphibious reconnaissance pptrols

Instruction: Lectures in map reading,
scouting and patrolling techniques, hydrography, and underwater skills, with emphasis
on physical conditioning and swimming
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. credit in evaluation
education ,and swimming.on the basis of institutional examination (5/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, credit in physical education and
swimming on the basis of institutional evaluation (5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in physical education and swimming on the basis of institutional evaluation (5/74)

NV-0803-0002
t
2.

NV-0802-0009
SUPERVISOR

ADVANCED NAVAL PARACHUTIST,
CLASS CI
ADVANCED NAVAL PARACHUTIST, NPII CLASS C

(NavM Parachutist, Advanced, Class C)
Course *Number: C-602-202I

Location: Air Technical Training Center.
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: Version I. Self-paced 3 weeks
(120 hours). Version 2. 2 weeks (80 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version

1.

5/74-Present

Location: Civil Engineer Corps Officers
School, Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (74 hours).
-Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present
Objectives: To provide personnel with an
understanding of the strategic, nuclear
threat and the rationale and importance of a
fallout shelter system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in nuclear energy and the effects of
nuclear weapons, fallout radiation 'shielding,
computer applications, and shelter planning
and utilization..
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (5/74).

KV0803.4001
NNAISSANCE

Course Number: G-2E-4610; G-0104610,
'H-2E-3923; H-010.3923

Objectives: To train Navy, Marine, and
civilian personnel to manage Navy/Marine
recreational programs and facilities.

Instruction: Instruction includes lectures
and practical exercises in the management
of recreational facilities and programs.
Course includes development of management and administrative abilities in relationship to recreational facilities, personnel
management, financial management, accounting, and resource management

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

recreational facilities management (7/79); In
the lower-division bpccalaureate/associate
flegree category, 2 semester hours in introduction to business management (7/79)

NV-1002-0001
BUILDERTOOL AND EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE ( BU "C")
Course Number: A-712-0010.

Location: Construction'Trainirig Center,
Constructioa Training
Gulfport, MS,
Center, Port Hueneme, CA, Construction
School, Davisville, RI
Length: 10-12 weeks (020-360 hours).
. Exhibit Dates: 1/72- Present

Objectives: To train personnel to maintain, recondition, and repair tools and machinery

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in preventive maintenance, reconditioning and repair of all types of carpenter
shop machinery including all powered
hand tools for the builder construction

Marine Corps personnel with knowledge
and skills to accomplish delayed stable fall

trade,. non-powered edged and non-edged
hand tools for the construction trade,
woodworking and sawmill sharpening
equipment, two-manesaw null, splice band,
saw blades: and sanding and drive belts, coordinate stocking and procurement
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in industrial arts/tool and equipment repair
lower-division
in
the
(7/76),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

Objectives: To provide selected Navy and

parachute descents utilizing advanced glide
surface parachutes-and high-altitude oxygen
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises to include advanced parachute theory.
equipment and parachute operations, precision target accuracy, extended delayed
opening descents, safety check of parachutist equipment, and emergency actions
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74).

semester hours in industrial arts/tool and
equipment repair (7/76)

NV-1115-0001
NV-0902-0001
MANAGEMENT OF MARINE CORPS CLUBS

Locatiop: Special Services Administrative
Activity, Patuxent River, MD.

FALLOUT SHELTER ANALYSIS,
Course Number: A- 4A -OOl5

Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present

Version 2: 5/69-4/74,

Course Number: S-8E-0013.

NV-0802-0010

AMMIBIOUS

Length; 4 Weeks (140 hours)

Location: Landing *Force Trainirtg Com-

NV-0802-0008

1 -87

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
ExhibieDates: 1/77-Present
Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel,
vilians and officers to manage officers,
NCO, and enlisted clubs.

Instruction: Instruction includes lectures,
auclio-visfial presentations, and practical exercises

skills

designed to develop managerial
needed to successfully operate a

Marine Corps club. Included are club regulations, accounting, and cost controls and
personnel procedures.

INTERMEDtATE MAINTENANCE LEVEL
DATA ANALYSIS, CLASS C
Course Number: None

Location: Naval School, Norfolk, VA,

Naval School, San Diego, CA
Length: 3 weeks (102 hodrs).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.

Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel to apply statistical analysis to

data collection in accounting and maintenance systems

Instruction: Lectures in basic applied statistical analysis, including mathematics
review, frequency dist:Muni:1n, dispersion,
control
confidence estimation, trends,
charts, man-hour accounting, and computer
equipment usage.

Credit Recommendationt* the vocational
certificate, category, 4 se ester hours in
food and beverage management (7/79), In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in introduction to institutional management (7/79).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree c
gory, 1 semester hour in introductory stn
tics (2/74); in the upper-division baccalau
semester hour in introd cate category,
tory statistics (2/74)

NV-0902-0002

NV-1115-0002

RECREATION MANAGEMENT

I.

rfelrse Number: S- 8E -OOl5.

-o icatioh: Special Services Administrative

Activity,'Patuxent River, MD.

1

MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS, CLASS C
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS, CLASS 0
Course Number: Version 1. C-7E-2010
Version 2: None

2

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-.88

Location: -Air Technical Training-Center,Memphis, TN,
Length: 6 weeks (241) hours)
Exhibit' Dates: Version 7 5/72-Present
Version 1: 9/68-4/72

perienced in maintenance management with
training in statistical analysis and managerial data analysis.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratory in
lion, and management concepts and problems.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in basic statistics (6/75), in the lowerdivtsion baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 3 semester hours in basic -statistics
(6/75) Version 2. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in basic stathe
lower-division
tistics (2/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in basic statistics (2/74), in
the upper-drIbion baccalaureate category, 3
semester

hours

in

managerial

statistics

rondo. sonata, and irregular-form analysis,
Advanced Instrument Class, covering per-

Length: Version 1 40 weeks (1200 hours)
Version 1: 52 weeks (2080 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 1/78-Present
Version 1. 1/68-12/7,7

brass instrwents, Advanced Music Survey,

,

Objectives: To provide naval o icers ex-

statistical methods, inference, dateprersenta;

LocatiOn: School of Ivinsic, Little Creek,
Norfolk, VA, School of Music, Amphibious
Base, Norfolk, VA

/-

Objectives: To train student bandleaders
to plan and prepare a Navy unit band for
any of its wide variety of commitments, to
conduct with skill any engagement performed by a Navy unit band, to effectively
administer a Navy unit band, to plan and
conduct an effective in-service training pro-

gram, to apply the correct procedures for

supplying a Navy unit band with instruments and accessories, to arrange music for
a band and its components, to perform basic
fundamentals on all band instruments, and

to make minor repairs on all band instruments, and to provide the student bandleader with training in the theories, principles, and mechanics of conducting, the importance and methods of good band admin-

istration, the techniques of arranging, and

(12/68)

the theories of advanced harmony
Instruction: Version 1: The course com-

NV -1205 -0001

prises block courses in Band Administration, including instruction in band locations
and leader billet allowance, organization

Music,

t.Ass A, BASIC
(Basic ourse (Class A))
(Naval chool of Music, Class A, Ba'sic)
(Bandsm
Basic (Army))

(Band Instrumentalist (Army))
Course Number: A-450-0010, 450-F1

Location: School of Music, Little Creek,
Norfolk, VA.
Length: Version 1 23 weeks (416-602
hours) Version 1 24-36,weeks (618 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 1/79- Present.
Version 1: 5/68-12/78.
Objectives: To provide Navy musicians
with ,essential performance skills and with
basic knowledge of theory, harmony, and
ear training for purposes of instrumental
technique improvement
Instruction: All Versions Fundamental notation, directions for performance and
dance band devices, elementary phrase and
triad construction, transposition and instruments, dance band notation reading, marching signal recognition, tuning, ensemble,

and sight reading, marching position and
drills, elements of music. aural and written,
rhythms and tonal relationships, transposing, self-study discipline and private instruction, indoctrination in history. structure,
and procedures of Navy school. Version 1.
Includes simple four-part writing.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in ele-

mentary theory/harmony (excluding four
part wnting), 1 in ear training/sight singing,

2 in jazz theory/ improvisation, 2-4 in applied performance (individual instruction)
(2/79), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in performing
ensembles (2/79) Version 1. In the lower-di%pion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in music ensemble, 6

in music theory, 4 in applied music (2/74).

and instrumentation, regulations. instrument
supply, and personnel records, basic repair
of wind instruments, Advanced Band Management, including personnel and public relation, Advanced Band Administration,
covering rules for ceremonies, reviews, parades, and presentations, Instrument Class,
covering performance on percussion, wood-

instrum

analysis,

tation,

niques, Advanced Conducting III and IV,
including advanced band literature and con-

ddoghg techniques, and practical applicahearsals, Advanced Leadership and Speech,
covering basic leadership skills, public

bands; Advanced Arranging, including instruction on notation, melodic and harmonic analysis, instrumentation, principles of
scoring anotipstyles, and project completion

and analysis, Advanced Ear Training, including instruction in aural recognition,
sight-singing of diatonic melodies, scale fingerings, basic keyboard harmony, and solfeggio, melodic and hartrfonic dictation,

Advanced Harmony, covering a review of
basic harmony, secondary dominants, chromatically altered cWds, and advanced

modulation, AdvancW Dance Band Rehearsal Techniques, including performance
devices,
physical

rehearsal techniques, materials,
setup and transportation, and

dance band literature, Advanced Conducting, including rehearsal psychology, choral
and accompaniment techniques, complex
beat patterns, showmanship, and practical
experience conducting from a full score,
Rehearsal Planning and Techniques practical application of conducting skills during
daily rehearsals, Advanced Leadership and
Speech, covering basic leadership skills,
public speaking, and military subjects, and
Dance Band Rehearsal Techniques, includ-,
ing practical application of all rehearsal
techniques Version 1. The course comprises

twenty blocks Band Administration, including instruction in band locations and leader
billet allowance, organization and instrumentation, regulations, instrument supply,

Repair, covering repair of wind and string

Weitern music; Advanced Maintenance and

A-450-0014

harmonic

principles of scoring and styles, an 'project
completion and analysis, Advanced Ear
Training, including instruction in aural recognition, sight-singing of diatonic melodies,
scale fingerings, basic keyboard harmony,
and solfeggio, melodic and harmonic dictation, Advanced Harmbny, covering a
review of basic harmony, secondaty dominants, chcomatically altered chords, and advanced mochilafion, Advanced Dance Band
Rehearsal Techniques, Including performance devices, rehearsal techniques, materials, physical setup and transportation, and
dance band literatde, Advanced Counterpoint, including species, canonic, threevoice, and invertible counterpoint and
fugue; Advanced Conducting II, including
rehearsal psychology, choral and accompaniment techniques, complex beat patterns,
showmanship, and practical experience conducting from a full score, Conducting I, including basic beat patterns, musical terms
and musical markings, Practical Conducting, covering rehearsal planning and tech-

ticit'of conducting skills during daily re-

MUSIC ADVANCED, CLASS C -7

vanced)
Course Number: Versione 1
Version 1: A-450-0011. '

and

ing, covering baton and instrument positioning, and general principles of marching

and personnel records; Advanced Music
Survey, covering a complete history of

(Naval School of Music, Class B, Ad-

including a survey of band literature and
current trends in popular music, Advanced
Drum Majoring, covering baton and instrul
ment positioning, and general principles of
marching bands; Advanced Arranging, including instruction on nOtation,
elodic

wind, and brass instruments Drum Major-

NV-1205-0002
(Assistant Bandleader)
(Music, Class B, Advanced)
(Advanced Course (Class B))

formance on percussion, woodwind, and

bass instruments; Advanced Vand Management, Including persqnnel and public relations; Advanced Band Administration, covering rules for ceremonies, reviews, parades, and presentations; Advanced Form
and Analysis, covering phrase, cadence,

period and part-form analysis, as well as

speaking, and military subjects, and Dance
Band Rehearsal Techniques, including practical application of all rehearsal techniques
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in advanced theory/harmony/ear training,
in
1

elementary

class

piano,

1

in instrument

techniques (brass, woodwind and percussion) (2/79), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in advanced arranging, 4 in advanced conducting, 3 in dance band techniques, 3 in band
management as an elective, 2 in public
speaking, 3 in personnel managment as an
elective (2/79), in the graduate degree category, 2 semester hours in advanced conducting based on institutional evaluation
(2/79) Version 1. in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in music survey, 1 in mainte-

1

nance of musical instruments, 15 in music
theory, 2 in music performance, 1 in music
education, 2 in music ensemble, 2 in basic
conducting, 6 in advanced conducting
(4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in maintenance of

musical instruments, 15 in music theory, 2
in music performance, 1 in music education,
2 in music ensemble, 2 in basic conducting,
6 in advanced conducting (4/74).

NV1205-0003
MUSIC INTERMEDIATE, CLASS C -i

(Music Intermediate, Class C)
(Music, Class C, Refresher)

(Naval School of Music, Class C, Refresher)

(Refresher course (Class C))

(Band Group Leader (Army))
Course Number: A450-0012; 450-F2.

Location: School of Music, Little Creek,
Norfolk, VA.

1-89

Navy
Length: Vernon 1 23 Wieeks (960 hours).
Version 2: 24 weeks.(960 hours)

Exhibit Dates:

Version

1: 8/75-Present

Version 2: 2/70-7/75.
Objectives: To advance performance skills

and to provide student musicians with a refresher course in the proper care ofmusical
instruments, development of effective approaches

to tone production and tech-

of and techniques,
. knowledge of written and sounding ranges
of all instrwents of the band, transposition
of melodief for all instruments of the band,
niques,

knowledge

basic mechanics of transcnbing and scoring
for military marching and dance bands, per-

formance of baton signals and positions,
methods of aligning and maneuvering
marching bands on fields, techniques of
conducting beat patterns at varying dynam-

ic' levels, and basic knowledge of jnusic
theory, harmony, and sight singing, and to
prepare student musicians for leadership of
concert, marching, or dance bands
Instruction: Version 1 The /course com-

prises block courses in Individual Instrument Instruction and Individual -Practice,
including instruction designed to fit the capabilities of each student and technical in.struction in embouchure formation, breathing, attack and release, tone, intonation, ar-

pies of leadership, command responsibilities,
and special functions of petty officers, Concert Band, including rehearsals of standard

and current publications for military and
concert bands, Dance Band, including rehearsals of standard and current publications for dance bands.
Credit Recommendation:" Version 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 8 semester hours in inter=

mediate theory/harmony/ear training, 2 in
applied music (individual instruction op
principle instrument), I in applied music
woodwind, percussion or brass (secondary
instrument), 2-4 in concert performing ensembles, 2 in marching band (2/79), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2-3

semester hours in instrumental arranging, I
in elementary conducting (2/79), Version 2
lower-division
the
In
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8
semester hours in music theory, 6 in music
performance, and an additional 3 to 6 semester hours in music performance on the
basis of performance audition (4/74)

NV-1303-0001
I

ticulation, flexibility, instrumental and dynamic range, rudiments, and sight reading,

2

Theory, Harmony, Ear Training, covering

3.

a review of music theory and analysis, four-

part writing, figured bass for dealing with
tem inversions, dominant 7th chords, secondary triads, chord progressions, non-harmonic tones, diatonic 7th, higher dominant
dischords, simple modulation, and secondary dominant chords, Instrumentation, cov-

ering the unique properties and scoring
problems of each instrument of the band

-J

through discussion of theoretical practice,
part and score analysis, and simple scoring
for small groups of instruments, Arranging,
...covering sconng for woodwind choirs,
brass choirs, marching bands, and dance
bands; Drum Majoring, including baton signals and then use in marching formations,
Conducting, including basic beat patterns,
preparatory beats, tempo changes, and
honors music, Leadership, including principles of leadership, command responsibilities,
and special functions of petty officers, Concert Band, including rehearsals of standard

and current publications for military and
concert bands; Dance Band, including rehearsals of standard and current publications for dance bands Version 2: The course
comprises ten blocks. Indoctnnation, in-

cluding instruction in the proper care and

maintenance of all musical equipment; Individual Instrumentation Instruction and Individual Practice, including individual in-

struction desigked to fit the capabilities of
each student and technical instruction in
embouchure formation,..)breathing, attack
and release, Tone, intonation, dealing with
triad inversions, dominant 7th chords,
second triads, chord progressions, non-har-

monic tones, diatonic 7th, higher dommatti
dischords, simple modulation, and secondary dominant chords, Instrumentation, cov-

ering the unique properties and scoring
problems of each instrument of the band
through discussion of theoretical practice,
part and score analysis, and simple scoring
for small groups of instruments, Arranging,
pvering scoring for woodwind choirs,
brass Choirs, marching bands, and dance
bands; Drum Majoring, including baton signals-and their use in marching formations,
Conducting, including basic beat patterns,
preparatory beats, tempo changes, and
honors music,- Leadership, including princi-

-,

(7/74) Version 3 In the vocational certifi, cate category, 8 semester hours as a technical elective (7/74),, in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours as a technical elective
(7/74)

NV-1304-0001
INTRODUCTION TO OCLAN'ENGINLERING

Course Number: A-4A;0025

Locaticin: Naval School Civil Engineer

.Corps Officers, Port HueneMe, CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present

Objectives:. To provide students with a

general knowledge of ocean engineering
Instruction: Lectures in problems and
techniques of ocean engineering, including
physical and.geological oceanography, legal
aspects, and diving
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hour's in

ocean engineering (12/73); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in oceanography
(12/73), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in panne sci-

MACHINIST'S MATE, CLASS Al (600

ence (12/73).

(Machinist's Mate, Class AI (1213(2 PSI))

NV-1304-0002

MACHINIST'S MATES, CLASS A
MACHINIST'S MATE, CLASS A
Course Number: A -651 -0015.

Location:

Service

Schools

Command,

Great Lakes, IL

Length: Version 1: Self-paced 6-8 weeks
(336-380 hours) Version 2. 15 weeks (455
hours) Version 3: 12 weeks (365 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 1/75-Present.
Version 2: 2/68-12/74 Version 3.5/63-1/68.

Objectives: To qualify nonrated personnel
as machinist's mates, class A.
Instruction: All Versions Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties of machinist's mates, class A, including refrigeration,

auxiliary illant operation, lubrication, and
propulsion systems Version 1 Self-paced instruction includes nomenclature, operation,

AIR-OCEAN ENVIRONMENT COURSE, CLASS
C

Course Number: None

Location: Air Technical Training Center.
Lakehurst, NJ
Length: 4-7 weeks (160-280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-Present
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a basic understanding of the physics
and chemistry of oceans, and the principles
of underwater sound
Instruction: Lectures and practical experi-

ences in the fundamentals of underwater
acoustics, physical oceanography, observational equipment and procedure, and environmental analysis and prediction
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

systems diagrams, and maintenance of the ,
600 PSI or 120Q PSI propulsion systems
and supporting auxiliary equipment. Version
2: Topics include pump maintenance, and
pneumatics and hydraulics Algebra, thermodynamics, trigonometry, and chemistry

certificate categotr, 6 semester hoursdn
marine sciences (12/73); in the lower-divi-

covered in nuclear option, and refrigeration, distillation, and auxiliary plant operation covered in conventional option Version 3: Topics include basic information;

neering (12/73).

mathematics review and blueprint reading;
tools, instruments, and materials, basic principles of steam engineering; temperature
and pressure measuring instruments, heat-,
ing, ventilation, and insulation, valves,
pipes, tubing, and fittings, pumps and accessories; principal piping systems; logs, records, sound-powered telephones, and circuits, damage control and survival at sea,
and distilling plants.
Credit Recommendation:- Version 1. In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours as techni-

cal electives in automotive or mechanical
programs and 6 in, steam plant systems
maintenance or related programs (9/77)
Version 2. In the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours as a technical elective in mechanical maintenance, and 3 additional semester hours in science for students
completing the nuclear option (7/74), in the
"baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, 6 semester hours as a tech-

nical elective in mechanical maintenance,
and 3 additional semester hours in science
for ,students completing the nuclear option

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in oceanography
(12/73), in the upper-division baccalaureate

category, 6 semester hours in ocean engi-

NV-13040003
AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE

(AASW) FOR NAVAL FLIGHT
.

OFFICERS, P3C

Course Number: E-2D-0072, E-2D-072
Location: Fleet Aviation Specialized

Operational Training Group, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA
Length: 2-3 weeks (82-105 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present

Objectives: To train naval flight dfficers
to operate in equipped VP squadrons and to

teach tactics and weaponry of antisubmarine warfare.

Instruction: Lectures in the procedures
for antisubmarine warfare, including oceanography, underwater acoustics, AASW tactical procedures, AASW sensors-and associated equipment, current electronic-warfare
concepts and requirements, and mission
procedures. Includes mathematical treatment of acoustic and oceanographic principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in oceanography
(4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate

11
NMI

I
COURSE EXHIBITS

1-90

category. 2 semester hours in oceanography
(4/74)
NV-1304-0004

.-

Course Number: C-420-2010.

=.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ
Length: 14-18 weeks (510-717 hours)
,
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as aerographer's mates

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in meteorology, including matter, heat,
humidity, and the atmosphere, surface Ob-

servations of temperature. psychrometric,

wind, pressure, precipitation, and sky conditions, y upperair observations, synoptic
oceanography;
instrumentation,
codes;
charts, logs; weather map analysis; and
basic typing training.
Credit Recommapdatien: In the vocational

certificate category, Asemester hours in
weather forecasting or meteorology (5/74),

lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 43
the

semester hours in weather forecasting or
meteorology (5, 74), in the upper-division

baccalaureate category, 3 semester houts In
forecasting
or meteorology
weather
(12/68)
NV-1304-0005
AEROGRAPHER'S MATE, CLASS B
Course Number: Version .11, C-420-201I.

Version 1: C-420-I I

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: Version 1: 18 weeks (583 hours).
Version 1: 22-26 weeks (800-1033 hours),
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 8/73-Present.
Version 1: 2/56-7/73.

Objectives: To tram- aerographer's mates
in meteorology, air observation, and super-

Objectives: To train aerographer's mates
in the operation and use of meteorological
Instruction: Lectures- and practical exercises in the operation of automatic picture
transni../on terminal ground equipment and
the interpretation and application of the *received data, including equipment and procedure, operational satellite system, data ac-

NV-1401-0001
DISBURSING IRK (PAY RECORDS
MAINTENANCE) CLASS C
Course Number: A- 542 -0012.

Location; Naval School Command, Nt1t-'
foILVA.
Length: rweeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/71- Present
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with the knowledge and skills Involved in
the maintenance 9f pay records.
Instruction:. Lebtures and practical exercises in the use of the calculator, computa-

tion of pay; items of pay and allowances,
types of deductions and. collections; and
corrections, opening, closing, and transmit-

tal of pay records.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hoUr in .
certificate category,
clerical procedures (2/74),'In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cater
gory, 1 semester hour in clerical procedures
(2/74).
NV-1401-0002
Course Number: A-542-0011.

ho;lis in weather forecasting or meteor-0(5/74),

in

the

lower-division.

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in weather forecasting or
meteorology (5/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
weather forecasting or meteorology (5/74).
Version 1: In the vocational certificate category, 12 semester hours in weather forecasting or meteorology (5,'74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in weather forecasting_ or meteorology (5/74), in the upper-division baCcalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in weather forecasting or meteorol-ogy (12/68),

Location: Naval Schools Command, Newport, RI, Naval Schools, Supply, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 9-11 weeks (330-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/59-12/68

study, manpower planning, system docu-

mentation, conversion, evaluation, and
maintenance planning, and program evaluation and review techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
businesst systems analysis (2/74)r in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

degree category, 2 semester hours in bustneas systems analysis (2/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in business systems analysis (2/74).
NV-1402-0002
1.
2

AN/USQ-20

BASIC PROGRAMMING

NA V L TACTICAL" DATA SYSTEM
(NTDS) BASIC PROGRAMMER
(OPER4TIONAL)

Course Number: K-2G-I020
Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1. 8 weeks (233 hours)
Version 1: 7 weeks (210 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/68-Present:

Version 1: 9/64-3/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the basic, r

principles of programming and operating
the NTDS unit computer
Instruction: Practical application of principles of programming, basics of digital
computers, flAcharting, unit computer as-

cedures, accounting, pay and allowances,

sembler programming techniques
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: in the

Insurance, income tax, and savings deposits,
vouchers,- public funds, and typing and correspondence.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
clerical finance (2/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in clerical finance (2/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68).
NV- 1401 -0003
AUTOMATED SUPPLY AND ACCOUNTING
SYSTEMS AFLOAT ( AN/UYK-5( V ) )

vocational certificate category, 5 semester
hours in computer programming (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 5 semester hours in computer programming (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in 5omp4ter programming (12/68).
Version 1. In the vocational certificate category, 4' semester hours in Computer programming

(2/74); in

the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in computer programming
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester, hours in computer,
programming (12/68).

Course Number: A-8B-0019.

Location: Supply Corps School, Athens,

0A.

,

NV-1304-0006
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE, CLASS C

automated supply systems aflclat.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA
Length: 4 weeks (110-114 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-Present.
Objectives: To provide experienced programmers with basic training in systems
analysis and design
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in data processing systems analysis, Including data communication concepts; data
gathering and data analysis, system requirements specification, system design fundamentals; technical and economic feasibility

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform the duties of naval disbursing
..
clerks
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in basic naval funds disbursement pro-

-. Length: 2 weeks (65 hours).
Eithibit Dates: 7/72-Present,

Course Number. Not available.

DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DES1PN

1

oceanogibphic forecasts
Instruction: A?1 Versions: Lecturei and

weather prediction, management, mathematics, and physics applicable to meteorology, and flight observation.
Creflit Recommendation: Version 1. In the
vocational certificate category, 12 semester

NV-1402-0001

C)
Course Number: A- 532 -0019, A-532-1)19.

operational use of APT equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec. ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/74).

DISBURSING CLERKS, CLASS A

practical exercises in meteorology, air observation, and supervision and preparation
of weather and oceanographic forecasts, including various chart analyses, satellite me
teorology, instruments, oceanography, map
analysis, and forecasting under various conditions. Version 1: Includes atmospheric
conditions, tropical meteorology, numerical

and accounting, and resources utilization.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)

(Data Processing Systems Analysis, Class

quisition and gridding, operation of APT
terminal ground equipment, extraction and
use of APT data, synoptic application, and

vision and preparation of weather and

og

processing functions not relatedto supply

satellites

AEROGRAPHER'S MATE, CI ASS A

in

4

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exbibit Dates: 8/66-12/68

Objectives: To train supply officers

.

NV-1402-0003
NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS

(NTDS)DATA

in

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in automated supply systems afloat, including systems operation, aut itti a nc data

COLLECTION AND

DISPLAY (BASIC ENLISTED)

Course Number: J-2G-352, J-221-352.

Location: Fleet Combat Directions Systems Training Center Atlantic, Dam Neck,
VA
,*$ ".,,

-

1-91

Navy
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 1/73-PrcserI
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with the fundamental knowledge and skills
to perform'data input functions.
Instructimy, Operational experience in
NTDS data links- and communication pro-

eqinpment, input, user, and system functions; and operational mock-up.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in

cedures, data input console and program

computer principles on the basis of institu.
tional evaluation (12/68)

functions, and data display equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec:

NV-1402-0007

ommended bqause of the military-specific
the course (2/74).
,nature,of
.

NV-1402-0004
NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS (NTDS)
INTERMEDIATE PROGRAMMER
COURSE (CS-1)

Course Number: K.2G-1026

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (86-90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/66-Present.

Objectives: To teach military or civilian
.personnel with previous programming expe-

* Hence the use of CS-1, compiling system
language.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exervises on principles and concepts, programming techniques, and data design operations

Credit Recommendation:tin the vocational

certificate category. 2,semester hours in
computer programming (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2, semester hours in com-

puter programming (2/74); in the upper-division baccalauteate category. 2 semester
hours in computer programming (2/74) .

NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

( NTDS)DATA U riLIZATION
BASIC

(NTDS Data Utilization)
Course Number: K*-2G-0038, K-2G-3532;
J- 221.3532, J-2G-353, J-221-353

Location: Flee; Combat Training Center
Pacific,

San Diego, CA. Fleet Combat

Training Center Atlantic, Dam Neck! Virginia Beach, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates; -2/73-Present
.

Objectives: To provide officers and senior
enlisted personnel with fundamental knowledge and ski $ as related to the overall op-

eration °tit% Naval Tactical Data System,
stressing performance on the data user con-

IBM SYSTEM 360 COMPUTER SYSTEM
PROGRAMMING (COBOL
LANGUAGE), CLASS C

Course Number: A-532-00I5.
Location: Data Processing Technician
Class C School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (102 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.
Objectives: To teach data processing technicians the concepts and techniques of
coding programs in COBOL.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin drawing program flow charts,
COBOL language, program structures,, and
cises

debugging programs,
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in computer ogramming (2/74), in the upper-di-

vision b ccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in omputer programming (2/74),

communications procedures; operational
related
functions;
program
equipment/systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (2/74).
NV-1402-0006
NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS (NTDS)
'DATA UTILIZATION '

(Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisot)
Course Number. K-2G-10.10.

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Trainmg Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (104-136 hours)
Exhibit Vines: 12/68-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the operation of the naval technical data system.

-

Course Number: K:221-0075.

Location: Fleet Combat Training Center,
PacifiZ, San Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted 'per-

sonnel In the skills related to the data collection area of the DD963 Naval Tactical
Data System.

Instruction: Classroom lectures and laboratory exercises in NTDS equipment, Input
functions, user functions, data links, and
mock-up/chalk talk
Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course( 7/78).
1NV-1402-0011
DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS

(Computer Bales Class C-Electronics)
Course Number: None
Location: electronics Technician School,
Great Lakes, IL,
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/62-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in computer basics

Instruction: Lectures and practical .exercises in digital, analog, and hybrid computer fundamentals and concepts, including
fundamentals of digital computers and data

NV-1402.0008
FLEET DATA PROCESSING OFFICERS
TRAINING--

processing techniques, number systems, pro-

erations Management, analysis, and programming.

gramming, Boolean algebra, arithmetic operations, control, magnetics, semiconductor
logic, analog computer fundamentals,
analog components and mathematical applications, analog mechanization, hybrid computer fundamentals, conversion techniques,
digital differential analyzer, and algebra.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

cises in operations management, flow charting, design of programs, and computer language (COBOL).
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
data processing principles, 2 in switching
circuits, 2 in analog circuits (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 4 semester hours in data

Location: Supply Corps School, Athens,

GA
Length: 3 weeks (180 Hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train officers in ADP opInstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

certificate category, 2 .semester hours in
data processing principles (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (2/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in data processing principles (2/74).

processing principles,

1

in switching cir-

cuits, 1 in analog circuits (4/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-'

mester hours in computing science (12/68)

NV-1402-0012
DIGITAL AND ANALOG COMPUTER
FUNDAMENTALS

sole

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in NTDS fundamentals; data display
equipment; data input console functions;
data user console functions; data links and

NV-1402-0010
DD963 NAVAL TACTICAL DATA STEMS
(NTDS) DATA INPUT
4v'

Course Number: A-8B0016.

NV-1402-0005

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming (2/74)

Instruction: Introduction to digital computers; block diagramming, data processing

NV-1402-0009
CMS-2 PROGRAMMING (CP-642 A&B/USQCourse Number: J-7E-3772; J-532-3772,_

Location: Fleet Anti -Air Warfare TIFff-ing Center, Dam Neck, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/71-Present.

Objectives: To train experienced
er programmers to use the CMS-2

ations, CS-1, CMS-2 differences and similar-

ities; and automatic data processing programming.
'Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming- (2174), in the
baccalaureate/assOciate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hourg in" computer programming (2/74), in the upper-di-

-a.

bi

Great Lakes, IL
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/62-12/68.
Objectjves: To train personnel in computer basics.

mput-

ompiling system for automatic programaling on
CP642 A&B/USQ-20 computers. I,
Instruction: Lectures and practical' exercis* in CMS-2 compiler language and oper#

,1 1 r i

(Computer Basics Class C Electronics)
Course Number! None.
Location: Electronics Technician School,

Instruction: Lectures and practical, exer'cisesin digital, analog, and hybrid computer fundamentals and concepts, including
fundamentals of digital computers and data
processing techniques, number systems, pro-

gramming, Boolean algebra, arithmetic operandlis, >gontrol, magnetics, semiconductor
analog computer fundamentals,
analog components and mathematical applications, analog mechanization, algebra,

hybrid computer fundamentals, conversion
techniques, and digital differential analyzer.
Credit Recommendition: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
data proceSsing principles, 3 in switching

c

'COURSE EXHIBITS

1-92

circuits, 2 in-analog Lir Lints (4.74)', in the
lower-di y ision
baccalaureate, associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in data
processing principles, 2 in switching cu.c.ints,
in analog circuits ,(4,121), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in confuting sLlenec (1'2,68)
1

NV-1402-0013
DIGITAL, ANALOG, AND HYBRID
COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

(Computer Basics Class C Electronics)
Course RuMber: None.
Location: Electronics Technician School,
Great Lakes, IL
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/62-12/68.
Objectives: To tram personnel in com puter basics.

.

Instruction! Lectures and practical exercises in digital, analog, and hybrid computer fundamentals and concepts, including
fundamentals of digital computers and data

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in orientation to. pakgramminganthmetic of progtamming, programming techniques, program languages and methods of
, use, equipment, and practical programming.

scriptive and inferential statistics, - contiol
charts, work measurement linear correlation, and analytical projection
Credit RecommendaNn: Versiop 1, In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
computer programming (2/74); in -the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in computer programming (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in computer programming (2/74).

degree category, 3 semester hours in business statistics (2(74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
'business statistics (2/74), Version 2., In the
vocational certificate category, 4 semester

;NV-1402-0016

lower-division
- baccalaureate/associatedegree category, 4 semester hours in business statistics (2/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in

+

CP-967/UYK COMPUTER MAINTENANCE
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS

cations,

algebra,

analog

mechanization,

hybrid computer fundamentals, conversion
techniques, and digital differential analyzer
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
data processing principles, 2 in switching
circuits and 2 in analog circuits (4/74), iii
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate,
degree category, 4 semester hours in data
, `,.. processing principles, 2 in switching circuits
and
in analog circuits (4,Q4), in the,
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in computing science (12/68)1

Course Number: A-150-0081.

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA.,
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present.

Objectives: To train electronics technicians familiar with digital principles to

mamtain'and repair-the 3-M System's CP967/UYK computer and be able to operate
tile systeM in all modes

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-12/68
Objectives: To teach military, civilian,

and contractor personnel the basic princi-

ples of programming the NTDS digital
computer, the CS-1 compiling system, and
the concepts of modular programming.
Instruction: Lectures on the basics of digital computers, principles of programming,
NTDS unit computer, principles of operation and programming techniques, compiling language (CS-1), modular programming
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in oomputer programming (2/74); in the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in computer management (12/68).

NV-1402-0015

0

'

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT

Course Number: K-532-0001.

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, San t/iego, CA.
Lengthi-2 weeks (56 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present.

Objectives: To train management personnel in the basic prinuples of digital comput-

er programming, in machine code, direct

code, and source language, and in the open-

atmal charactenstics of the NTDS format
computer.

,

PROGRAMMING

Course Number: K-532-0002.

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center San Diego,.CA.
/ Length: 5 weeks (k42 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present
Objectives: To train military and civilian

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in arithmetic of computers, programming techniques, machine instruction for
CP-6429; CMS-2 direct codes, hardware,
practical programming

digital computer maintenance (11/77),

in

the lower-division baccalaureate associate
degree category, 2 semester hou
digital
computer maintenance (11/77)

NV-1402-0017

Course Number: K-532.0003

Location: Fleet Anti-Air }Warfare Training Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours). `
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train military and civilian

personnel to write, execute, and Interpret

compqter programs in assembler- and compiler-level languages:
Instruction: Lectures on assembly and

compiler languages, and practical programming procedures and practices.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer programming (2/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in computer programming (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming (2/74).

NV-1402.0018
I
2.

BASIC PROGRAMMING ORIENTATION FOR-

NV-1402-0019
°
AN/USQ-20 MACHINE LANGUAGE

ry of components
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in

PROGRAMMING

Location: Fleet Anti -Air Warfare Trainmg Center, San Diego, CA

hours in business statistics (2/74), in the

personnel to write, execute, and interpret
computer,programs at two levels: CP-642B'
machine code instructions; CMS-2 direct

COMPUTER PROGRAMMINO ORIENTATION

Course `Slumbe r: K -2G- 1021.

baccalaureate/associate

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on operation of computer, preventive
maintenance, troubleshooting, replacement
of malfunctioning components, and circuit-

CMS-2 COMPILER LANGUAGE

NV-1,402-0014

lower-division

managerial'statistics (12/68).

Cu

processifig techniques, number systems, pro-

gramming, Boolean algebra, arithmetic operations, control, magnetics, semiconductors, logic, analog computer fundamentals,
arfalog components and mathematical appli-

hours in business statistics (2/74), in the

DATA ANALYSIS, CLASS C
AVIATION MAINTENANCE DATA
ANALYSIS, CLASS C
Course Number: Version 1: C-516-2011

Version, 2: None.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN
Length: Version 1: 6 weeks (232 hours)
Version 2. 7 weeks (272-280 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/70-Present.
Version 2: 9/64-3/70
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
and officers in the field of maintenance data
analysis
Instruction: Lectures on graphic presentations, maintenance data documentations,

data extraction, algebra, time soles de-

117

code

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3' semester hours in
computer programming (2/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in computer programming (2174); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer progiamming (2/74)
NV- 1402-0020
DD963 BASIC CIRCUIT CONCEPTS FOR GAS
TURBINE CONTROLS, CLASS CI

Course Number: A-65240134.
Location:
ervice School

Command,

Great Lakes, IL
Length: 2 weeks '(90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present

Objectives: To provide. a basic understanding of analog devices and logic circuit
operations for computpr control systems Instruction: Major areas of Instruction in-

elude external circuit analysis to identify
analog computer systems components, inter-

pretation of basic logic circuit diairams-in
terms of Boolean expressions and Veitch
chagramsasting and troubleshooting basic
logic cir is and combinations.
Credit Recomiiiendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in computer logic (9/77)

NV-1402-0021
BASIC PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS, CLASS C

Course Number: A-532-0012.
Location: Data Processing

Technician
Clas,sC School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (11Thours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted personneljn
the general concepts of. digital compurErs
and flow chartirl...7t.-:. -Instruction: 17ctures of practical .exercises in data repr,eseticatian, -central processing unit design, input/out-Put, and introduc-

..

r.

ti

°

Lion to software, -flow charting, and prat

computer concepts (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate. category, 2 semester
hours in dignaicomputei concepts (3/72)

:

.

Version 2. A531-016.

Location: Service School Command, 'San

Diego, CA. Service School Cpinmand,
.

Bainbridge, MD
Length: Version I. 12 wee k& (360 hours)
Version 2..1246 weeks.(360-380 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 2/71-Present
Version 2: 1/68 -1/71
Objectivhs:vTo train enlisted ptrsonnel in

maaccounting mauters7
chines and AN/UYIC-5(v) c
Instruction: Lectiires and ope inOperience in data processing equipment-includt

the operation of

ing card punch, siktv., interpreter, repro.
ducing pgich, collator, accounting machine, and .digital computers
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
vocational certificate. category, 4 semester

hours in electrical laboratory (2/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
'lower- division
degree category, 4 semester hours in electrical laboratory (27i4), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category: credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68). telrsion 2. In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours 'in
unit record and computer operation (2/74),
lower-division

the

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego. CA, Fleet Training Center. Norfolk,

logic analysis on CP-$90 (CNC) climputr

feature. 0
evaluation,': breakpoint
keyboard/keyset :'&mmt;ineation, monitor
clock, memory Alton; aid executive mode
features, interrupts,. ,Inips, program faults,
shift instructions, `repeat, multiply, divide,
sqUare root, and floatmOd/nt, instructions
Course is highly vkcialiteci. however,

ship

VA.

Length: 5 weeks (I58-200 hburs)
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present
Objectives: To, provide enlisted personnel
with training in digital computer fundamentals,

Instruction: Lectures and practical-Cercisegtn computer block diagrams; number

many of the concepts 3ftled also apply to

commercial computers "i9-,,
Q
Credit Recommeddation: Jlt".tEe vocational
.

systems;

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours m unit record and computer
operation (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category. 4 semester hours in
unit record and computer operation
(12/68)

the lower-division baccalaureate associate
,degree category, 2 semester hcit m computers, or

computer science (3/7

,

digital pribciples and, techniques and

,
4

Course Number: K-2G.0074.

Location: Fleet Combat Training Center,
Pacific. San Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8 /77- Present.

Objectives: To train officers and senior
petty officers in the current operating procedures, capabilities, and limitations of the
DD963 Naval Tlitii,a1 Data System
oom lectures and labo
Instruction: Cl I
ratory exercises n NTDS equipment, user
function, input functioni, data links, and
mock-op/chalk talk
Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of the limited special"ized nature of the course (7/78)

2 semester hours in digital principles
°and ,teshniques and 1 in logic laboratory
(1.1/77).

CENTRAL NAVIGATION COMPUTER

..s,

(PROCESSOR I)

lye-1402-002V

Course Number: A-I93-0247, F -193 -089
Location: FBM SubManne Training

\

NV-1402-0024

analysis of computer power circuitry, fkinc.
tional.operation and logic analygis of timing

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exercises, in computer concepts, number Sys-

and control, main memory, and NDRO

,,memory dircults, tithing tonsArations and
'logic analysis of processor A, indirect se-,

tems. machine language instruction, system
operation, and maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certtficate category, credit in computer operation on the basis of institutional examination (3/74), in the upper-division baccalau-

quences, and all read-and-store class
instructions Course is highly specialized,

knowledge acquired by student is applicable
only to special-purpose military computers.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of (he course (3/74)

reate category, credit in computer opera
anon on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/68}

NV-1402-0026

,;NV:1402-6029
10IC MAINTENANCE OFFICER
Course Number: D-7E-010.

Course Number: A-193-0249; F-I93-091
Location: FBM Submarine 14.aitting

Center, Charleston, SC
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train navigation electioThcs

r

rj

technicians to maintain CP890/UYK cen-

and - administer the Integrated Operationsl
Intelligence Center (IOIC) and to supervise
the maintenance of associated equipment.
*Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the function, operation, and supervimon of the Integrated Operational Intelhgence Center, including IOIS systems crosstraining, maintenance administration, bagic
computer corlcepts, software and basic
EDP eqiiipment operation, functions of data
systems technicians, and fleet operational

Instruction: Lectures and practical ;Nei-,
cites in functions of the C C Input/oUput
controllers and the function of all
input /output circuits, essential events and
for

Course Number: A-193-0248; F-193.090
Location: FBM Submarine Training

Center, Charleston, SC.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11 /72-Present.
Objectives: To train navigation electronics

Location: Reconyissanc5 Attack Squadron Three, Albany, GA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present
Objectives: To train warrant officers wit
have backgrounds in digital data systems

and electronic data processing to operat

tral navigation computers.

all

input/output operations, and logic circuits
for instruction executions Course is lughl5,
specialized, however, much-of the material

c
applicable to commercial computers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

fi,

certificate' category, 4 semester hours in
computers or computer science (3/71),, iN4, briefings.
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

CENTRAL NAVIGATION COMPUTER
(PROCESSOR II )

San

Length: 3-6 weeks (90-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68- Present
Objectives: To train data processing techincians to operate AN/UYK-5(V) computer
systems

cises in functional operation and circuit

is

Course Number: A-5314111
Vocation: Naval Training Center,

iisego, CA

navigation computers
Instruction: Lectures and practioal -exer.

relationships

SYS1LAI) OPERATOR,

CLASS C

technicians to maintain and repair central

timing

0

AN/UYK-5(V) (3-M

Center, Charleston, SC
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train navigation electronics

their

in

.,ry,

(INPUT/OUTPUT)

DD963 NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
(NTDS) DATA UTILIZATIONL

I

lomc laboratory (107); in the lower-division baccalaureate /associate die 'catego

CENTRAL NAVIGATION COMPUTER

NV:1402-6023

hexidecimal

certificate- category. 2 semester hours in

NV-1402-0025

,

and

Br-'Tan -Six prograniming
Creditt.Recommendation: In the vocational

in the

upper-division baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in computers eorcomputer science (3/74).
'

binary, octal.

arithmetic, Boolean algebra; Jove equation
simpliftation, digital counters and registers;
input/output devices, storage deviCes, and

certificate category, 2 semekto.,Ifoury in
computers or computer klatice (3/74); in

\ DATA PROCESSING TECHNICIAN, CLASS
Course Number: Version I. A-531.0016!

in

1-93 _

Navy

gram documentatioh
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semesters hours in
digital computer concepts (2/74) in the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hburs in digital

, NV1402-0022

c;

o

degree category, 2 semester hours in computers or computer science (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in computers or computer science.(3/74).

-

Credit Recommends i:
finIn the vocational
certificate category se mester hour in data'
procissing (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in,data processing on the basis of instUutional evaluation (4/74).

1

technicians to perform advanced mainte-

nance on- the CP-890 (CNC) computer

Instruiftion: Lectures and practical exert
cises in circuitry timing considerationsand

NV-1402-0027
DIGITAL PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CI ASS

CI)
Course Number: A-100-0019, A-1QQ4021

NV-I402-6030
UNIVAC 1218/418/10.cp.789/uYK5(v)
LSYSTEM PROGRAMMING COURSE

(COBOL LANGUAGE), CLASS C
Gourse Number: A-532-0014, A-7E-0014.

L/

COURSE EXHLBITS

1-94

Location: Data Professing Tethmuan,
Class C School, San Diego, CA
Lengtb: 4 weeks (96 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 6/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train data processing tech-

nicians in prdgram coding concepts and

techniques in COBOL for the ANUYK-,
5(V) computer system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in COBOL history, basic elements,
program structure and divisions, verbs, and
tape programming, data descriptions, proce-

dural verbs, table handling, special tape
functions, and programming applications.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate "category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in com-

puter programming (4/74), in the upper-divismon baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hors in computer programming (4/74).

NV-002-0030

0

PROGRAMMING, NAVAL TACTICAL DATA
SYSTFM ( NTDS) OPERATIONAL
.
?OFFICER AND ENLISTED)

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare TrainLength: 7 weeks (175 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 12/71-1/72
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel in digital computer programming
and NTDS unit computer operational characteristics

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-,
uses in digital computer programming and
operational characteristics, including octal
and binary numbering systems, Boolean al-,
gebra, programming concepts and techniques, machine language, assembly programming, -digital 'computer operation, external equipment communications,- debugging and testing prOcedures, and practical
programming applications.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category,' 3 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74); in the

degree citetory, 3 semester hours in computer programming (4/74), in the upper-division bay,calaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming (4/74)

DATA 'BASE. MANAGEMENTLCC

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Traming Center, Dam Neck, VA
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
-Objectives: To train experienced program-

mefsin modulator programming techniques..
Instruction: Lectures in data design, message handling, automatic sealing, coding
rules and documentation, and practical exercises,in data design setups, programming,
debugging techniques, and module documenting.
_Credit Recommendation: In the vocatidal
certificate category, I semester hour in
computer programming (4/7.4); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, I semester hour in computer programming (4/74); in the 'upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in computer programming (4/74)
o

,NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM (NTDS)
EVALUATOR /SUPERVISOR ( USER)

CLAss'O/C
Course Number: Not available
Location: Air Technical Training Center,

atynco, GA
Length: 3 weeks (112 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present

Objectives: To train officer and enlisted
personnel in Naval Tactical Data System
(NTDS) operations
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
NTDS familiarization; digital computers
and programming, syst m equipment operation; input functio s nd user functions,
mockup training sim lation exercises in
input, user, and mock warfare, and related
systems and functions, including on-line and
off-line programming and airborne tactical
data system operation
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1402-0033
PROGRAMMING, DIGITAL COMPUTER CP-

64zAaB/USQ-2o (MACHINE
LANGUAGE AND CS-1 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE ):(
Course Number: J-7E-3762, J-532-3762.

Maintenance

procedures,

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
data processing principles (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 4 semester hours in data

processing principles (4/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in data processing principles (4/74)

NV-1402=0036
AIRBORNE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
CLASS
LASS 0

Course Number: Not available

Location: Naval Air Technical rraming
Center, Glynco, GA
Length:,I2-19 weeks (480-744 hours)
Eihibit Dates: 10/65- Present.

Objectives: To train officers to operate
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of the airborne tactical data system, including data link systems,

NV-1402-0034'

532.3752

NV-1402-0032

file

basic intelligence and data base, CSDS operations and programming, photographic interpretation and equipment operation, NAR
programs, and information retrieval and library maintenance subsystems operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

the airborne tactical data system.

Course Number: J-532-0375, J-7E-3752; J-

PO

baccalauredte/associate

lower- division

equipment operation. electrical accounting
machines,

ing Center, Dam Neck, VA

AMPHIBIOUS SUPPORT INFORMATION

aircraft systems, system sensors, operational

SYSTEM LANGUAGEOPERATOR

systems, operator and team training, and

(LCC Amphibious Support Information
System Operator)
2

airborne training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the militaryspecific
nature of the course (4/74)

AMPHIBIOUS SUPPORT INFORMATION
SYSTEM OPERATOR

Course Number: Version 1. K-221-0042; K000-0042 Version 1: K-221-1012.

NV-1402-0037

ing Center, San Diego, CA

NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
OPERATENS, CLASS (Q,
Course Num r: C -2G -2018

Location: Fleet Anti Air Warfare Train-

Length: Version 1: 2 weeks (62 hours).,
Version 2: 3 weeks (88 hours)
Exhibit Mates: Version 1: 2/75-Present
Version 1: 7/72-1/75

Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and supervise display information systems. A
Instruction: Lectures in amphibious support iinformation system operation, blockdiagram analysis, data base generation, message structure, QUEST language, command

and control mockup demonstrations, and
system control operator functions
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
semester hour in data
degree category,
processing principles (6/77). Version 2. In'
the vocational certificate category, I semester hour in data processing principIV
(4/74);
in
the ,
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in data processing principles
(4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in,data process-.
mg principles (4/74)
1

1

NV-1402-0035
STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL ID OPERATOR
AND PROGRAMMER
and
Retrieval
(IOIC a Storage

Operator/Officer Course)

Location: Naval Air Technical Training

Center, Glynco, GA
Length: Version 1: 4-13 weeks (160 -)08
,
hours) Version 2: 6 weeks (228 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 3/69-Present.
Version 2. 8/66-2/69.

Objectives: To tram officers to operate

the Naval Tactical Data System Shipboard
Combat Information Center.
Instruction: All Version's: Lectures and
practical exercise's 4n .the operation of the
Naval Tactical Data System Shipboard
Combat Information Center, including,
number systems, computer, theory, .tactics
and antIair warfare; and data system cisplay consoles, universal introducers, auxiliiary readouts, data inks, system-monitoring
panel, and associated equipment. Version 2
Includes an introduction to computer programming, integrated operations devices,
computer instructions, and use of peripheral
equipment
Credit Reconimendation; Version I: Credit

is not recommended because'of the military-specific natirre of the course (4/74)
Version 2. In the vocational certificate catesemester hour in computer princigory,
1

lower-division
in
the
(4/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in computer principles
ples

1

Course Number: D150-017.

Location: Naval Intelligence Processing
System Training Facility, Albany, GA, ReSquadron Three,
connaissance Attack
Albany, GA.

(4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate

' Length: 10-11 weeks (385-400 hours)

NV-14412-0038

Exhibit Dates: 1/69- Present
. Objectives: To train data processing tech-

mewls in data base storage, retrieval, and
manipulation, and associated equipment utilization.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises

in computer programs and control

panel wiring, electronic data

processing'

119.

category, 2 semester hours in computer
principles (12/68).

BASIC COMPUTER THEORY

(Computer...Theory, Basic)
Course Number: A-100-0032

Location: Naval Submarine School, New
London, CT.
'
Length: Self-paced average 2-3 weeks
(60-90 hours).

(

,)

Exhibit Dates; 9/72-Present.

Objectives: To present bale computer

aid digital concepts to' individuals who

have no prior knowledge in this area. '
Instruction: Self-paced multimedia instruc-

tion in digital fundamentals and programming, logic gags. symbols.. truth tables.
Boolean algebra, Venn diagrams, and tree-

. mg of logic levels in a circuit Electronic

circuits that,produce ATL, TTL, ECL, and
MOS logic gates arA Pictured and functionally described. Number systems and flipflop operations are presented, Registers,
counters,
adiVr/subtractor circuits are

shown and their operation and use described Computer timing concepts and data
storage techniques are presented. 'Basic
computer operation and programming concepts, including flow charting and programming a 6-bit corbputer in machine language,
are given Because there is no laboratory,
the course is most suitable for computer science students
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in computer science

't

(9/77)

MAINTENACE) CLASS C
(Data Systems Technician (Shipboard
Tactical Data Systems Seri:IP-Technician) Class C)

(Shipboard Tactical Data Systems MainSystems

NV-1402.0044

Maintenance

RA-5C AN/ASB-12 'VERDAN AND DIGITAI.

Officer/Program Officer)

TEST EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: A-150-0069; A-48-0023.
Mare
Schools Command,
Location:
Island, CA.
Length: 26 weeks (780 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

(A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Verdan and
Digital Test Equipment)
Course Number: C-111.37,42

Location: Air Maivenarige Training Detachment, Albany, GA; Air Maintenance

Objectives: To train data systems techm'.cians to test, evaluate, and maintain tactical

Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.

data systems.

Length: 10 weeks (401 hours),

Instruction: Lectures and practicM exercises in basic programming; Naval Tactical
Data System (NTDS) computers; peripheral
equipment, data link equipment, and programmed tests: operational program analy-

Exhibit Dates: 1/64-Presentx-Objectives:. To tram enlisted personnel
with previous technical training to modify,
-troubleshoot, and maintain the digital corn
puter portion of the AN/ASB-I2 bomb di-

sis, data processing systems; and administra-

recting set.

tive procedures, including records and ,re-

MK 2 MOD I SHIPS INERr1AL NAVIGATION
SYSTEM (SINS) MAINTENANCE
440,4,Course Number; A-193-0035r F-I93-019

Lbeation: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/ASB-12
verdan and digital test equipment, including
digital technique, numbering systeins,
logic circuits, Boolean algebra, Verdan

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to operate, monitor, evaluate, and

maintain the Mk 2 Mod I
Navigation System (SINS)!

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

computer,

Ship's Laiertial c'

section,

certificate category, 8 semester hours in

digital computer, principles (6/74), in the

Instruction: Lectures m tactical data systems design and .development; real-time introduction; combat directive systems; documentation standards, functional specificacommunications,
intercomputer
tions,
scheduling queues, and simulation, hard-

degree category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (3/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in datarocessing principles (3/74)

ware and software; NTDS modular struc-

NV-1402-0040

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field.

CA.
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 301-Present
Objectives: To train avionics personnel to
program and maintain P-3C CP-901/ASQ114 digital computers.,
Instruction: Lectures and praCtical exercises in CP-90I/ASQ-114 P-3C digital corn-

puter programming and maintenance, including theory of ,operation and troubleshooting procedures; basic computer description and repertoire of instructions; and
assembler language, including arithmetic,
logical, and control commands.
Credit, Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
computer programming (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower - division
degree category, 2 semester hours in computer programming (4/74), in the upper-divis,ion baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in computer programming (4/74)

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 5 semester hours in digital
computer principles (6/74), in the upper -dovision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in digital computer principles (12/68)

concepts.

data

design;

message

NV-1402-0045

formats,

NV-1402-0043
CVA IOIC STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
OFFICER

Course Number: D-3A-012.

Location: Naval Intelligence Processing
System Training Facility, Albany, GA.
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present.

Objectives: To train officers as storage
and retrieval officers in the integrated operational intelligence center.

Instruction: tectures in storage and rearea

functions

and

relationship

within the integrated operational intent-,
gence center (IOIC), procedures and computer software developed for the storage,
maintenance, and query of automated data
aes, basic data processing; intelligence data
base, photographic equipment; CSDS operations and programming, and IOIC manage-

I

Norfolk, VA; Storekeeper Class C School,
Port Hueneme, CAr-Slorekeeper Class C
School, San Diego, CA, Storekeeper Class
C School, Newport, RI
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/7I-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate the Uniform U-1500
supply and fiscal system.

1 20

computer

IP Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Uniform' U-1500 computer supply
and fiscal system operation, including tape
and card files, transactions and record document identifiers, card formats, data processing, reports
analysis.

and returns, and returns

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74)

NV-1402.0046
AN/UYK-7 CMS-2 (Y) COMPILER
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING

Course Number: K-7E-0043, K-532-0043

Location: fleet Combat Direction

ys-

terns Training Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 6 weeks (173 hours).
resent
Exhibit Dates: 7/
Objectives: To train students to write, execute,

ment.

.

Course ;Number: A-551-0050, A-551-0051;
A-551-0052, A-551-0053.
Location: Storekeeper Class C School,

equipment routines and Interrupts.
Crtedit Recommendation: In the vocational

data processing 'principles (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in data
processing principles (3/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category2 semester
hours in data processing principles (3/74).

6

STOREKEEPER, CI.ASS C ( UNII ORM
AUTOMATED PROCEDURES FOR
TENDERS AND REPAIR SHIPS)

common routines, tables, library and compiling features; program execution time, and

trieval

section,

Verdan testing.
_Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Train-

tures,

DDA

inputs/outputs, digital test equipment, and

ing Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 3 weeks (93 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present

nance, basic inertial theory, and SINS operation and maintenance
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
data processing principles (3/74), in the

P-3C CP-90I/ASQ-114 COMPUTER
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C.102-3578.

test

TACTICAL -DATA SYSTEMS ANAL YSIS

Objectives: To train officers and civilian
personnel in applied tactical data systemi.

baccalaureate/associate

shop

section,

equipment familiarization, general - purpose

-Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in 'digital computer fundamentals,

Verdan computer operation and mainte-

universal

NV-1402-0042
Course Number: K-2G-0008

Exhibit. Dates: 1/713-Present

1

DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN (SHIPBOARD
TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS OFFICER
AND SENIORTECHNICIAN

ports and safety precautions.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not-rec-

NV-1402-0039

lowerdivision

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester hours in
data processing principles (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category. 3 semester Wours in data
processing principles (4/74), in the upper division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in data processing principles (4/74)

NV-1402-0041

tenance)
( Taclical Data

1-95

Navy

and

Interpret computer programs

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-96

using the AN/USQ-7 CMS-2 programming
language
Instruction:

Lectures. homework.

4nd

practical exercises in introduction to computers and programming. A'N/UYK -7 hard,

ware familiarization. ANUYK-7 machine
code, direct ctvcie. and the Ultra assAbler
language; and AN/UYK-7 CMS2 compiler
language.

Cl'edit Recommendation: In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in computer programming (6/75).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in typing, operation of postal procedures, and on-the-job training in the operation of the Navylpost office
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).
NV -1404 -0002
INTERNATIONAL MORSE -CODE
OPERATOR
2.

NV-1402-0047
SSN CENTRAL COMPUTER COMPLEX
SYSTEM LEVEL MAINTENANCE AND
SOFTWARE

(Central Computer Complex Combined
Maintenance and Software)
Course Number: A -150 -0144
Iteration:, Submarine School,

New

London, CT, Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 1/72 weeks (Present hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7-210.

Objectives: To present they systems apto malignance of a computer

proach
system

Instruction: Course includes anaylsis of
system programs used to operate and diagnose the computer system (This is a combination course, consisting of A:150-0105 and
A-150-0104-I plus an additional week of

laboratory work on troubleshooting and

fault Isolation) Course provides familiariza-

tion training in programming and analysis
necessary to maintain the Central Computer

Complex utilizing data flow and overall

subsystem interfacing for fault isolation at a
system level.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categOry, 2 semester hours in
computer' technology (9/77).

,

INTERMEDIATE MORSE CODE
OPERATOR, CLASS C

Course Number: All Versions: A-580-0015.,
Version /. A- 201 -0021. A -201 -0022 A -5800019

Location: Version /AI-raining Centers, San

Diego, CA, Training Centers, Bainbridge.
Radioman School. San
MD. Version
Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1. 1-12 weeks (360.hours).
Version 2: 1-7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 11V72-Present.
Version 2: 7/69-10/72.
Objectives: To train ennsted personnel to
receive and transmit international Morse
code.
Instruction: Version /: Lectures and practical exercises in .receiving and transmitting
international Morse code, radiotelegraph
messages, prosign and operating signals. call
signs and address groups, circuit operation,
and distress communications Veision 2

Lectures and practical exercises in receiving and transmitting international Morse
gode, circuit operation, and logkeeping procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).

NEUROPSHIATRIC CLERICAL TECHNIC

Course Number: Not available
Location: Naval Hospital, Bethesda, MD.
Length: 16 weeks (640 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1763-12/6i.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
neuropsychtatnc clerical technicians

Instruction: Lectures and,practical exercises in neuropsychiatric terminology and
nomenclature, special regulations, vital statistics, and consultation and
clinical man..

agement.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in medical
record administration, social, work, Or hos-

pital adminration
o
on the basis of 'titu

tional examkation (7/74), in the lowerfilivimon baccalaureate/associate degree categoz
cy, credit in medical record administration,

(Communication Officer Afloat)
Course Nuniber: A-4C-0010.
Location: Naval Education 'and Training
Center, Newport, RI.
Length: 8-12 weeks (233-367 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67-Present.

Objectives: To train commissioned,offi -,
cers to perform a.rfleet communications of-

social work, or hospital administration on
th6 basis of institutional examination (7/74).

NV-1404-0001
POSTAL CLERK, CLASS A

'Course Number None.
Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA; Service Schqol Command,
Batnbrjdge, MD
Length: 3-5 weeks (9(11-150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9 /62- Present. .

-

ObjeCtives: To provide enlisted personnel
with the technical training necessary to perform duties in the Naval postal service.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in fleet communications. Topics include communications procedures, equip-

mtnt and

systems, cryptographic oper-

ations, and registered publications systems.
A limited amount of instruction is given in
electronics' in support of the primary goal
and objective of the course.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of ,,,the limited specialized nature of the courso(6 /74)
NV-1404-0004
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN T AND R
BASIC PREPARATORY, CLASS A

Course Number: A-230-011
Location:
Communications

Training
Center,. Pensacola, FL.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted pe,rsonnel to
perform as communications operators.

Instructim Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the 'duties of c.ommunications operators. Course includes Morse c6de reception

(13 words/minute), intensive practice on
touch-typing (25 words/minute), and the
principles of communication and radio
equipment

7
1

NV-1404-0005
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER (SHORT
COURSE)

Course Number: Not avadle.
fficer. School,

Location: Communication
Newport, RI
Length: 8 weeks (24§ hours).

Dates0/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers in communications procedures
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises apcommUnications procedures, including message preparation. message types and
formats, communications systems, electronic communications equipment, administration procedures, broadcasts, circuits, watch
requirements, special communications situations and conditions, electronic warfare,
cryptography and special codes, postal
services, commercial communications, and
security and censoring procedures in communications
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
`nnature of the course (12/68)

NV-1404-0006
NASAL AMPHIBIOUS COMMUNICATIONS

Course Number: H,4C -5215.

Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks -(74 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
knowledge in communication practices,
techniques, and requirements unique to amphibious operation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in communications,

administration,

amphibious concepts and organization, operations order, communication equipment
-and,systems, and security.
Credit Recommendation:'Credu is not recommended because of'the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

ficers.

social work or hospital administration 'on

'the basis of institutional examination (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in medical record administration,

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in typing (6/74).

Objectives: To provide background and
NV-1404-0003
COMMUNICATION OFFICER FLEET

NV-1403-0001

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 2 semester hours in
, typing (6/74), in the lowe'r-division

121

NV-1404-0007
DYNALEC AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE, CLASS.ci

Course Number: A=623-0047
Location: -Service School

GraLakes, IL

Command,

Le-Fgth: 6 weeks (180 hour ).

Exhibit Dates: 8/76-Pr s t
Objectives: To train telephone system
technicians in the operation, adjustment,
and maintenance of the 100/150 line automatic dial telephone system
Instruction: Instruction in subsystems related to an automatic chat telephone system
including automatic switchboards, crossbaf
switching, manual switchboard, and troubleshooting and maintenance techniques
the telephone system.
' Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester

rs

in 4

telephone system operation (9/77).

NV-1405-0001
SHIP'S SERVICEMEN RECORDSKEEPER

Course Number: A-823-0010, A-823-0011.

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA,
Naval School: Norfolk, VA
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)

-

O

NV-1405-0005
ExhibitDates: 12/71-Present
Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to
"NAVY rURCHASE
NAVY
'1,
perform as ship's store recordskeepers.
.
,,z'
r
Course
Number:
Not
available.
Instruction: Lectures on procurement and
Bureau
of
Supplies
and
Ac
receipt of ship's store stock, inventory con-4,4,' Location:
unts Washington, DC.
.trol, and record. and returns
'
-7.'..i.e:Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec. -zit.13.1.ength: 4 weeks (114 hours).
.;
,Exhibit
Dtetes: 2/61-12/68.
ommended because of the military-specific '
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
.
nature of the course (2/74)

,

.

handle the dunes of a purchaser of gods

and services.
Instruction: Lectures in purchasing practices and procedure's. Course includes
formal advertising, negotiation, contract administration, office administration, and
future trends in purchasing
Credit 'Recommendation: In the Vocational
certificate category 1 semester hour in pur,
. chasing (6/74); in the" loWer-division
baccalaurehte/associate degree category, ti

NV-1405-0002

_

STOREKEEPER SUPPLY AFLOAT.

(DVENDENT DUTY) CLASS C

.

Course Number A-551-0069, A-$51-0070

Location: Naval Schools Command, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Xxbihit Dates: 12/71-Present.

semester hour in purchasing (6/74), in the

Objectives: To train students to function
as ship's storekeepers under the direction of
.supply corps officers
Instruction:. Lectures on supply department publications; administration of supply
organization afloat, procedures for.receival,

upper-division baccalaureate Category, 2 se-

mester hours in principles of procurement
(12/68).

NV4405-0006
tINE rricEiti SUPPLY -t LOS)

storage, procurement, and inventory, records and files, and preparation.of reports.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is at recommended because of the military-s cific

Cou
Locat

nature of thecourse (2/74r

,

NV-1405-0003
SH

Cou

STORES PR

RES, CLASS C

umber: APO-0012

Length. 4 weeks (120 hours)
tes: 11/65-Present
Exhibit
Objectiv : To train e ted personnel to

'

ment aboard minesweeper, material identifioordinated shipcation and Vic
boair.31.diloWan e list, supp .opqrafio-ns and
ass stance program, nuittary standard
'..
use,
awning and issue procedures, purchase and
InsUuct ion: Lectures and practical exec -,7a.receipt of materials and services, and orgacises in federql 'supply catalogs, bureau of
=anon and adminisfiatioNof food services
yards and dockt catalogs and material;
Credit RecomThendation: In the voegional
cross-reference sfflems; commercial catacertificate category , 1 semester hour in inlogs and parts lists; identification of parts
ventory, management (6/74); in the low and =lava's; and s ,store organization
division bac sure /associate degree
and-administratio
egory, 1 mester ho ur-inyeniory man- )
Credit It licomm *don: In the upper -diagemen 6/74)..
vision baccalaurodie., category, 1 semester .

:
N
AVI

-0004

'NV 405-0007

-

MAtINE AVIATION SUPPL
(MECHANIZED), C ASS C
-2012.
Number:
Co
Loca on: Air Technical Training Center,

'-'i

ON STOREKEEPER, CLASS A

Number: C-551-2010.

.
.

Mernphi , ...

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN; Air Technical Training
< Center,
Length: 10-11 w

t.

Exhibit Dates: 10/ Present.
ObjeCtives: To train enlisted. personnel to
perform as entrancelevel aviation store--,
keepers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in entrance-level aviation storekeeping,
luding operation of wadding machines,
i
ca ulato' and typew.rlters, finance and acedures; materials handling and
coun mg
stor e, orrespondence; aeceipt and issue
procedures; and item identification
Credit Redimmendation: In the vocational

cleificate category, 2 semester hours in

typing, 2 in inventory supervision (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in
typing, 2 in Inventory supervision (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
,.
evaluation (12/68).

Length: 4 weeks (240 }mks).
Exhibit Dates9/71-Present.

-

l

i

dyes: lo train enlisted personnel in
Objectives:
the performance of mechanized aviation

(384-440 hours) p/"--

suprolp duties.

0

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ones in the fundamentals of mechanized
supply, cincluding. introduction to mechanized supply, documents, equipment, management, Shipboard Uniform Automated
Data Prqcessing System (SUADPS), functions of GASSC under SUADPS, systems

output, DUADPS operating procedures
.

Course Number: Not available,
Location: Version 1: Air Technical Train-f

mg Center, Memphis, TN. Version 2: Air
Technical Training Center, Memptui, TN .e

,
.

Version 3:-A-Trrechrncal ,Training Center,
Jacksonville, FL. m ,.
Length: Versioi; 1: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Version 2: 10 weeks (384 hours). Version 3: 6
weeks (240 hours).

s

Exhibit Dates: Version 14/70-Present.
Version 2. 11/65-7/70. Version 3: 10/57 10/65

4

('.

ObjectIves:Te trpin enlisted personnel in
aviation supply prdEedures.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation supply procedures, including coriespondence, typing, material classifiption and cataloguing technical publications, allowance lists, re-quisitioning, stock
records and transactions, supply organization, mechanized procedures, management
reports, and procurement procedbres.
Credit Recommenslationt Version 1. In the
semester
vocational certificate category,
in

(6/74);

: Mine Warfare S.hool, Chailes-

f supply items
serve as shop storesme
neeled locally by cons uction battalions
waurrent repair, maintenance, 'to general

"pr in supply management (7/74).

MAIMSE AVIATION SUPPLY, CLOSet

^

hour in typing, 3 in property accounting

umber: A-8f1-0013.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerrises, on inventory managem nt, financial
agement,
management, and food servic
-including duties of navaLamply officer, organization and prictionMf supply depart-

' Loca 'on: Constru ion gaining Center,
Port H neme, CA

NV-1405-0008

1

*
ton, SC.
ks (99 hours) *
Length: 3
Exhibit Dates: 11/.71-Present
To tram line 'officers to per-,
Objestiv
form as supply ofAcers 'aboard minesweepers

'`

1 -97

Navy

within GASSC, group aviation supply support center in operation, anceleplcctronic ac-.
mmunications 'anq
n
count ing in ,chine

equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational.
certificate category, 2 semester, hours in materials management (6/74); in the-lower-di-raw

visionbaccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in materials manage, ment (6/74).

--,

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in typing, 3 in property accounting (6/74) Version 2. In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
typing, 3 in property accounting (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in typing,
1

1

3

in property accounting (6/74);

upper-division

baccalaureate . c

the
gory..

arechtin typing and property accounting on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)
Version 3: In t* vocational certificate category, 1 semester hour in typing, 2 in prop- k.
eta§ accounting (6/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree categor
ry, 1 semester hour in typing, 2 urproperty
accounting (6/74); in the upptr-division
. baccalaureate category, credit in typing and
property accounting on the b;sis of_justitu-

none! evaluatiOn (12/68). ."

.
A

,

NV-1405-0009
JOINT AVIATION SUPPLY AND
MAINTENANCE MATERIAL
MANAGEMENT

. Course.Number: A-0-9020. tr
Location: Supply, CBrps School, Athens,
GA.
Length: weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To train comm Iss ioned officers in aviation material man/Pment.
Instruction: Lectures,in supply and main-

tenance material management. Course in-

cludes,funding, allowance listing, stock con-

trol,'storage, shipping, aviation fuels management, maintenance support,, supply organization, and a general review of naval, ay+.
1,
ation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificata category, 1 semester hour in in111

ventory management (6/74); in-the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree catsemester hour in inventory manegory,
1

agement (6/74)1 in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in inventory management (6/74).
NV-1405-0010
AVIATION ORDNANCE 0.410ERS
(MANAGEMENT), CLASS 0

(AQMrtm
Course Number: Not available
41.

4,

.
-

00

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-98

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville. FL
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present
Objectives: To train limited-duty, line,

and aviation ordnance officers in ordnance
management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of aviation ordnance officers, including aviation ordnance 6management, supply, standard Navy maintenance
and

material management system, safety

and security, procurement and control management, and maintenance data collection
and processing.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in supply management (12/68)
NV-1405-0011
Course Number: A-8B-0025.

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oakland,
CA.

Length: 2 weeks (64 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.

Objectives: To train reserve officers to
and

1,204

Version 2:

Hours)

26 weeks (650

hours). Version 3 26 weeks (650-780 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 10/72-12/74
Version 2: 8/67-9/72. Version 3: 6/57-7/67.
Objectives: To qualify officers to assume

the duties normally associated with supply
and disbursing insthe U S Navy
Instruction: Course covers supply management, personnel management, food service operations, retail operations, disbursing
afloat, and computer operations
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in supply management and 1 in personnel administration (7/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in supply managein personnel administration
ment and
(7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in supply management and in personnel administration
(7/74). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in supply
management and 1 in personnel administralower-division
(7/74);
in
the
tion
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in supply management and-1
in personnel administration (7/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester 'hours in supply management and 2
in personnel administration (12/68). Version
3: In the vocational certificate category. 3
semester hours in supply management.and I
in personnel administration (7/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in supply
management and 1 in personnel administration (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in supply
management and 3 in personnel administra-

manage

supply

activities

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and management of
supply activities ashore. Course includes
supply ashore operations and management,
supply procurement, inventory control and
warehousing, financial management, and
distnbution management within the military
system

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74):

NV-1405-0013
I.
2

STOREKEEPERS (REPAIR PARTS), CLASS

C
C

(Simply Storekeepers (Repair Parts);
Class C-1)
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Storekeepers Class C School,
Newport, RI.

Length: 'Vet-von 1: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Version 2: 5 weeks (150 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version

1

tion (12/68).

STOREKEEPERS (REPAIR PARTS), CLASS.

1.

12/66-12/68

Vermin 2: 8/60-11/66.

Objectives: To train enlisted' personnel to
be storekeepers

InstrUction: Lectures and practical exercises- in storekeeping, including appropriations, accounting, supplies procurement,
storage inventory control, ordnance supply

system, yards and docks supply system,
electronic supply system and introduction
to ships machinery and repair parts supply

'system.
Credit RecommIndation: Version 1. In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in supply management (7/74), in the
baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours insupply
management (7/74). Version 2: In the vocational certifiCate category, 3 semester hours
in supply management (7/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-,
egory, 3 semester hours in supply management (7/74).
lower-division

NV-1405-0015

mobilization.

ngruction: Lectures and practical exercises in supply management, personnel administration, food service, retail operations.
disbursing afloat, and computer operations.
Credit Recommendation:4n the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
supply management and credit in personnel
administration on the basis of institutional
evaluation (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester houri in supply management and

credit in personnel. administration on the
basis of institutional evaluation (7/74), in
the upper-division bacCalaureate category, 2

semester hours in supply management and
credit in personnel administration on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)

Course Number: A8B-0012.

Location:, Supply Corps School, Athens,
GA.
Length: 14-16 weeks (400-560 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 6/57-12/74.

Objectives: To, train selected officers to
assume the duties normally associated with
supply and disbursing officers in the U.S.
Navy.

Instruction: Course covers supply management,

BASIC QUALIFICATION COURSE OF THE
SUPPLY CORPS

Course Number: A8B-0012.

NV-1405-0017
STOREKEEPER SUPPLY AFLOAT

(INDEPENDENT DUTY), CLASS C

(Storekeepers (Independent Duty), Class
C)
Course Number:`A-551-0010; A.551-0011
Locafion: School Command, Norfolk,
VA, School` Command, Newport, RI;

SChool Command, San Diego, CA
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/64-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlisted personnel as storekeepers aboard ship.
Instruction: Training in the use of techni-

cal and administrative publications, catalogs, and allowance lists, acquisition, cp,ptrol, and issue of stores; financial accounting, stores storage and security; require.
ments determination; stores management or-

ganization; pricing ,and profit policies; indures; food service sales, convent°
trols, and reco
jn the vocational
Credit Recommen

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

BASIC QUALIFICATION COURSE OF THE )
SUPPLY CORPS

personnel administration, food

service, retail operations, disbursing afloat,
and computer operations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

supply management and 1 in personnel administration (7/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in supply management and 1

in personnel administration (7/74), in the

supply management (8/74), in the lower-didegree catevision baccalaureattee/
gory, 2 semester ours in supply management (8/74)

NV-1405-0018

.

CARRIER GASOLINE AND INERT GAS
SYSTEMS, CLASS C
0

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Material Center, Philadelphia, PA.
Length: 6 weeks (240,houirs)
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-12,68.
Objectives: TO train personnel in the 'operation-and maintenance of carrier gasoline
and inert gas systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in' carrier gasoline system operation
and maintenance, carrier inert gas system

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in supply management and 2
in personnel administration (12/68)

operation and maintenance, and high capacity aviation fuel system operation and main-

NV-1405-0016

operating prirkiples of inert gas storage sys-

SUPPLY CORPS

Course Number: A-8B-0012

GA.
Length: 10 weeks (850 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67- 12/74.

1 23

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in materials handling (7/74), in the lower-division
baccalattreate/associate degree category,
semester hour in materials handling (7/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate category,
semester hour in materials handling
1

Objectives: To prepare newly° commissioned women officers to assume supply
6

tenance Course covets. receiving and dispensing bulk quantities of liquid an gas:
eous materials; measuring liquid flow; and
tems.

BASIC QUALIFICATION COURSE OF THE

Location: Supply Corps School, Athens,
-NV-1465-0014

i

and disbursing duties during a period of

1

SUPPLY ASHORE REFRESHER

operate
ashore.

Location: Supply Corps School, Athens,
GA
Length: Version 1. 24-28 weeks (1,032-

\-

1

(7/74).

a

Navy
NV1406-0001
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING, CLASS C

(Instructor Training School Class C)
Course Number. C-012-2010.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 4-5 weeks (160-200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/57-Present.
Objectives: To train military personnel in

the basic pnnciples of teaching to qualify
them as instructors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the basic principles of teaching, including lesson planning, teaching situations
and methods, training aids, testing and\
grading, and supervised practice teaching 1
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in -instructional methods (1/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 4 semester hours in lbsquctional

methods (1/74), in the upper-division bacca-

laureate category, 2 semester hours in instructional methods (12/68)

NV-1406-0002
TRADEVMAN I (INSTRUCTOR) CLASS A

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN
Length: 14 weeks (560 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-7/65
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
teach basic physics and electricity
Instruction: Lectures and practical experi

ence in the "fundamentals of physics and
electricity, special electrical devices, basic
equipment, operational procedures for instrument flight, basic teaching principles,
and supervised practice teaching.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in instructional methods, 3 in physical sciences,

3 in aviation (1/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in instructional methods, 3
in physical sciences, 3 in aviation (1/74), in
the upm-division baccalaureate category, 2
semester hours in, instructional methods,
and credit in electricity on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
NV-1406-0003

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA;
Naval School, Norfolk, VA
Lengtik: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/70-Present.
Version 2: 3/56-5/70.
Objectives: To traip petty officers to perform as career counsNors.

Instruction: Lectures in Navy career opportunities and benefits, civilian career op-

portunities, interviewing and counseling
procedures,
techniques,
administrative
human relations, and public speaking.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in counseling and personnel classificalower-division
in
the
tion
(1/74);

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester, hours in counseling and personnel
classification (1/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
counseling

and

personnel

classification

(1/74). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hour in counseling and Personnel classification (1/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in counseling and personnel classification (1/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in personnel classification
(12/68)

Location: Naval Aviation Schools Command, Pensacola, FL
Length: 4 weeks (119-163 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/64-10/69.
Objectives: To prepare officers to be academic instructors of aviation training.
Instruction: Lectures in educational principles and methods, tests and measurements,
leadership training, communication skills,
and programmed instruction.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours'in instructional methods (1/74); in the lowerodivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in instructional
.methods (1/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester%hours in instructional methods (12/68).

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMERS (CLASS C)

Course Number: C-570-2010

Location: Naval Air Technical Training
Center, Millington, Memphis, TN
Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/67-12/68
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a working knowledge of the basic

principles orprogram writing.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratory experiences in basic principles of programming,
learning objectives,. the programmed in-

structional process, editing, and.supervised
program wilting.
Credit Recommenptiorn In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
programmed instruction techniques (1/74),
the

in

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in programmed instruction
techniques (I 4); in the upper-division baccalaureate ca ory, 3 semester hours in
programmed ins ction techniques (12/68).
NV-1406-0006
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION WRITER

(Programmed Instruction Techniques)
Course Number: A-012-0036; A-570-0014;

1.

2.

INSTRUCTOR, CLASS C (CAREER
INFORMATION AND COUNSELING)
PERSONNELMAN, CLASS C (CAREER
INFORMATION AND COUNSELING)

Course Number: A-500-011, A-500-012.

programmed instruction technic:41es (12/68).

NV-1406-0007
TELEVISION INSTRUCTORS

Course Number: A-012-0025.

Location: Naval School, Washington, DC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-Present.
Objectives: To train instructors in the
basic principles of television teaching.

Instruction: Lectures in application and

contribution of closed-circuit television,
television systems and characteristics,
equipment and technical personnel requirements, methods and techniques of television

teaching, and preparation and demonstration of practice television lessons
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

television instruction (1/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in television instruction (1/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
,television instruction (12/68).
10

.NV-1406-0008
(Instructor, Class 1, Course 'Alfa')
Course Number: Version 1 A-012-0011; A012-0012; A-012-0013. Version 2: None.
Location: Instructor Training School,

Newport, RI, Instructor Training School,
Great Lakes, IL, Instructor Training
School, Memphis, TN, Instructor Training
School, San Diego, CA; Instructor Training
School, New London; CT, Instructor
Training School, Norfolk, VA.
Length: Version 1: 3-5 weeks (100-150
hours). Version 2: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 1/69-Present.
Version 2: 1/54-12/68.

Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel as
instructors.
Instruction: Lectures in counseling, methods and techniques of instructio,n, training
aids, lesson planning, test construction,

evaluation of students, and practice teaching under simulated conditions.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in instructional methods
(1/74). Version 2: In the vocational certifi-

cate category, 4 semester hours in instructional methods (1/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in instructional methods
(1/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in-instructional

A-570-0015; A-570-0016.

methods (12/68).

Lakes, IL; Naval Training School, San

NV-1406-0010

folk, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (90-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I I/63-Presynt.

RECRUIT PROCUREMENT, CLASS C

personnel in the development and use of.

Bainbridge, MD; Personnel Men, Class C

Location: Naval Training School, Great

Diego, CA; Naval Training' School, Nor-

Objectives: To team military and civilian

Course Number: A-501.0010; A-501-0011;
A-000-026; A-000-027.

Location: Pe'rsonnel Men, Class C School,

programmed instructional materials.
Instruction: Lectures in basic principles of

School, San Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1: 7 weeks (210 hours).

programmed instruction, task analysis, developing and writing training objectives,
writing linear programs, and reviewing and

Version 2..._6_weeks (175 hours). Version 3: 6
weeks (175 hours).

editing.

NV-1406-0004

calaureate category, 3 semester hours in

INSTRUCTOR BASIC

NV-1406-0005

ACADEMIC INSTRUCR:)R *TRAINING

Course Number: Q-2A-0065

1-99

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate catelgory, 3 semester hours in
programmed instruction techniques (1/74);
the
lower-division
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in programmed instruction
techniques (1/74); in the upper-division bac-

-.1,0

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/66-Present.
Version 2: 10/63-5/66. Version 3: 5/54-9/0.
Objectives: To train selected noncommii:\,
sioned officers for assignment to general recruiting duty.
Instruction: Lectures in administrative
procedures; recruiting directives, techniques, methods, and approaches; interview-

ing and public speaking; fundamentals of

%v.

'COURSE EXHIBITS

1-100

typewriting, and techniques of,fingerprinting
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in public
speaking and additional credit in typing on
the basis of institutional evaluation (6/75)
Version 2 In the vocational certificate .category, 2 'semester hours in typing (2/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
category,

degree

2

semester

hours

in

typing, 2 in communication slolle2 in personnel procurement (2/74); In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in oral
and written communication on the basis of
Institutional evaluation (12/68). VersiOn 3.
lower-division
the
In
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in public speaking, 21 in personnel procurement (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in oral
and Written communication on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68)

.4

NV-1406-0011

SUPERVISION ggD MANAGEMENT, CLASS C
Course Number: C-012.2011

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis", TN

Lengthk weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-12/73

Objectives: To provide training supervisors with basic instruction in the principles
and techniques of supervision. and in the
methods used. to improve and evaluate
training and instruction
Instruction: Lectures in the basic principles and techniques of supervision and in
basic instruction-evaluatiou methods, .incluchng a survey of learning processes, programmed instruction, conference leadership,

fundamentals of Instructional supervision,
management functions, and observation and
counseling of trainees.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree catesemester hour in training or supergory,
1

vision (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, .1 semester hour in training or supervision (2/74).

NV-1406-0012

baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in work
study analysis (6/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
work study analysis (6/74)

PERSONNEL MEN SCHOOL, CLASS C-I,
ENLISTED CLASSIFICATION

Course Number: Not available
Location: Personnelman Class C School,
San Diego, CA
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be personnel administrators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in personnel administration, including
naval classification system, interviewing
principles, testing and evaluating work experiences, communications, naval ocaipa.tional analysis, and organizational planning
and work simplification.
.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
personnel administration (7/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in personnel administration (7/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in personnel administration (12/68).

(Fleet Work Stbdy)
Course Number. S-500-0029, A-500-029,
A-7C-015.

Location: Manpower and Material Analysis Center, AMIntic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: Version 1: 8 week ,256 hours).

Version 2: 6 weeks (173 hours). '..
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 3/74--Preseili,
4

,

sy

Objectives: To train officer, enfiNed, and
civilian personnel in method spdy and

2.

INTERVIEWING AND CLASSIFICATION
PERSONNELMAN, CLASS C -i,
INTERVIEWING ANftCLASSIFICATION

Course Number: A-500-0013.

Location: Personnelman Class C School,
San Diego, CA.
Length: Version I. 8 weeks (240 hours)
Version 2. 8-10 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 4/67-Present
Version 2: 5/54-3/67
Objectives: To provide enlisted naval per-

sonnel with the technical knowledge required to perform duties as job classifiers
and interviewers.
Instruction: Course

covers

vocational

counseling and testing, survey of oceupational titles, recording work experience,
public speaking, and interviewing techIn the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in job evaluation (7/74). in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree categony, 3 semester hours in job evaluation
(7/74) Version 2: In the vocational certifi`. cate category, 3 semester hours in job evalin the. .lower-division
uation (7/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in job evaluation (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in personnel classification
(12/68)'

Work measurement

Instruction: Lectures and practrcal exercises on method study and work measure-

NV-140/-0001
s

ment, including introduction to work and

YEOMAN dCH001., CLASS B

method study, process.,charting, introduction to the critical examination sheet, pert
and network scheduling, operational sequence diagrams, ind work measurement;
time. study; rating; activity sampling; syn-,
thesis data and analytical estimating; multiple,activity charting; and methods-time

Bainbridge, MD; Service Schools Com-

measurement.

Credit Recommendatiod:. Version 1: In the

bacca
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in work
study analysis (6/75). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in work' study analysis (6/74); In the

division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 3 semester hours in typing, 6 in
shorthand (3/74).

NV-1407-0002
LEGAL CLERK AND COURT REPORTING

Course Number: A-512-010.

Location: Naval Justice School, Newport,
RI.
Length: 5-7 weeks (170-239 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with training in court reporting and Idgai
clerkship.

Instruction: Practical experience in military justice documentation and recording,
closed-microphone court reporting, and
transcription.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1407-0003
STENOGRAPHY, CLASS C

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Yeoman Class C School, Bainbridge, MD
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/61-12/68.

V-1406-0018

Credit Recommendation: Version

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
2. *WORK STUDY ANALYST

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 6 in shorthand (3/74), in the lower-

NV-1406-0015

niques

1.

Version 2: 1/70-2/73.

ilower-division

(Class B Yeoman School)
Cotirse Number: None.
Location: Service Schools

Initruction: Lectures and practical exercises in stenography and typewriting, including vocabulary and speed exercises in
Gregg shorthand, high-speed dictation, oral
and written transcription, oral reporting
equipment, mechanics of English, and
typing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in ste-

nography and typing (7/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, credit in
stenography and typing on the basis of in-,.
'stitutional examination (12/68)
NV- 1408 -0001
DISBURSING CLERK FINANCIAL RETURNS
CLASS C

(Disbursing Clerk, Class C (Financial Returns)
Course Number: A-542-0014.

Location: Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA; Service School Command, San Diego,

CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exbilait Dates: 11/71-Present.

Objectives: To train rated and nonrated
disbursing clerks to prepare Nay and DoD
reports and financial returns
Instruction:. Lecuires and practical exercises In the preparation of collection and
disbursement vouchers; reports of disbursement and collections; foreign currency reports; and deposit schedules.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

Command,

mand, San Diego, CA.
Length: 13-14 weeks' (390-420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
meet the professional qualifications for ad-

vancement to yeoman first class and chief
yeoman.

Instruction: Practical exercises in typing,
shorthand, personnel accounting, and secretarial practice.

No.

Objectives: To train petty officers in highspeed shorthand and touch-typing.

ommended because of the limited specialized, nature of the course (2/74).

NV-1408-0002
DISBURSING CLERK, CLASS C (TRAVEL
'PAYMENTS)
Course Number: A-542-0013.

Location: Naval Schools Command, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present.

a

Objectives: To train disbursing clerks to
master the intricacies of the Navy travel
payment procedures.

Instruction: Lectures on travel regulations. orders, and vouchers; travel advance
and allowance; dependent travel entitle,
ment, and dislocation allowance
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (2/74).

Navy

NV-1408-0006
GROUP vIii:g8/E9 ADvANCED
MANAGEMENT

(Group VIII E-6/E-7 Management)
Course Number: A-710-0016; A-710-0021.

Location: Civil Engineer Corps Officers

NV-1408-0003
DEFENSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Course Number. P-00-3306.
Location: Naval Postgraduate

School,

Monterey, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Location: Civil Engineer Corps Officers'

gory, 3 semester hours in introductory statistics (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in introductory statistics (2/74).

School, Port Hueneme, CA,_
Length: 6 weeks (167 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with advanced training in naval engineering
management. and administration
Instruction: Lectures on public works
management principles, including facilities,

School, Port Hueneme, CA
Length: 2 weeks (66 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present
Objectives: To prepare officers to perform
as'assistant resident officer in charge or independent officer in charge of construction

or for staff officer positions in contract administration in the engineering field division
of Naval facilities
Instruction; Subjects emphasize the forfiliation and daiqkadministration of typical
Topics include
construction contracts
Naval facilities contract organization, pertinent laws and regulatiOns, plans and specifi-

cations, the construction industry, contract
typps,- formal advertising/competitive bid-

dint

and

negotiated

procurement;

agement.

utilities, personnel and housing, construction and labor/management relations; plan-

Instruction: Lectures in resource management, program budgeting, management accounting, systems analysis, marginal analysis, and cost effectiveness; emphasis placed
on the analytical aspects of management, including requirement studies, systems analyses, cost effectiveness, and .marginal analy-

budgeting activities, and field exercises in
construction project planning.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in construction management or technology (3/76)

government/contractor relations, contractor
quality control, correspondence preparation,, contract general clauses, payment,
changes, government estimate preparation,
and negotiation techniques Methods of instruction include lectures, workshops, seminars, case study discussions, and student
role playing
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in contract administration (7/78).

NV-1408-0007

NV-1408-0011

Objectives: To provide officers with an
introduction to the basic principles of man-

ning, scheduling and netwling, military

sis.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocati

1

certificate category, 3 semester hou
management (2/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate/degree category, 3

semester hours in management (2/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester .hours in management (12/68).

STATION MANAGEMENT' SYSTEMS

School,

Monterey, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (84 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Course Number: K-012-2068; A-012-0028,
A-012-0029, A-012-0030, C-012-2012
Location: Fleet Training Group, Pearl

Harbor, HI, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA; Service School Command, Great
Lakes, IL; Service School Command, San
Diego, CA.

NV-1408-0004
Course Number: None.
Location: lsici.val Postgraduate

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION Of
NAVAL PERSONNEL

-

Objectives: To train naval officers in the
principles and methods of shore station
management

Instruction: Lectures in general management theory, quantitative reasoning, statistics, economics, systems analysis and cost
analysis, and resources management systems

implementation and operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
principles of management (2/74); in the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in principles of management (2/74); in the upper -division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in principles of management (12/68).

Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide petty officers and
junior officers with a knowledge of modern
management methods

Instruction: Lectures on management of
communications processes, motivation and
human behavior, personnel management,
and leadership.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in principles of supervisiqn or management (6/75).

WARRANT OFFICER INDOCTRINATION
.

(Surface Warrant Officer Indoctrination)
Course Number: A-00-0047.

Location: Officer Indoctrination School,
Newport, RI.
Length: 5-7 weeks (163-245 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-12/73.
Objectives: To instruct the newly appointed, surface-designated warrant officer in the
responsibilities of his role as an officer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of a surface-designated
warrant officer, Including" military law,
management unit objectiv,s, orientation and
indoctrination, tactical objectives, technological objectives, management by objective, division organization, aids to navigation, and BUTTERCUP drill.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in administration or
management (5/74), in the upper;division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
administration or management (5/74).

14-1408-0008
INSTRUCTOR; CLASS C-I ADMINISTRATION
AND COUNSELING

Course NuMber: A-7C-013, A-7C-014.
Location: Instructor Class C-1 School,

NV-1408-0012
ENGINEERING AID, CI.ASS C, PLANNING
AND, ESTIMATING

NV-1408-0005

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).

(EA"C'"Planning and Estimating)
(Planning and Estimating Construction
Group Ratings, Class C)

Exhibit Mites: 7/71-Present?

Objectives: To train officers to manage

Course NuMben A-412-0032.

DATA ANALYSIS (SHIP'S 31'M SYSTEM)
,CLASS C
Course Number: A-500-0017.

Norfolk, VA; Instructor Class C-1 School,
San Diego, CA.

Location: Naval Schools Command, Norfollc, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (.173 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
Objectives: To train officers and petty of-

ficers to perform statistical analysis of machine generated data and to present their
findings in a report designed .to facilitate
management decision making.
Instruction: Lectures in statistical analysis
and its apPlicatiod to management organiza-

tions, including frequency, probability, and
sampling distributions; hypothesis lesting;
dispersion; trend analysis; and linear correlation and regression.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cue-

shipboard operations.

Instruction: Lectures in human relations,
counseling techniques, personnel management, personal financial management, drug
abuse counseling, and responsibilities of division management personnel.

Credit Reepmmendation; In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in personnel administration (2/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in personnel administration (2/74).

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA; COnstruction Training
Center, Gulfport,,MS; Construction School,
Davisville, RI.
Length: 8 weeks (240-243 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/64-Present.

Objectives: To train petty officers to plan
and estimate construction projects.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin mathematics, blueprint reading,
specifications, resource publications, drafting, estimating procedures, estimating vary
ious trades, material procurement, and projcises

ect planning and scheduling.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NV-1408-0009
a
CONSTRUCTI9N CONTRACT
ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
planning and estimating construction pro-

(Contract AdministrationAccelerated)

lower-division
in
the
(7/76);
jects
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4

Course Number: A-4A-0032.

semester hours in planning and estimating

,

126
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construction projcts (7/76). in the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in planning and estimating construction projects (7/76).
NV-1408-0013
C111. ENGINEER CORPS OFFICER BASIC
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
SPECIALTY

Course Number: All Versions. A-4A-0010,
A-4A-0012. Version 1: A-4A-010.

Location: Civil Engineer Corps Officer's
School, Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: Version I. 8 weeks (250 hours).
Ver. iron 2: 7-9 weeks (238-270 hours).

Exhibit Dares: Version 1: 7/75-Present.

Version 2: 6/61-6/75

Objectives: To train officers to perform
contract administration duties in the Civil
Engineer Corps.
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures in Naval
financial management, budgeting, fund con-

works inanagement, including fundamentals
of financial management, principles of budgeting, financing for activity public works,
fund control, facilities management, and finance problems, maintenance, utilities, and

Objectives: To train personnel in naval
management analysis

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the techriftal.elements of recruiting,
classification and interviewing, enlisted classification, management analysis, and career
transportation management; and introduction to contract and labor, contract proceue. information and counseling, including introdures, 'specifications, and administration, en:""*" duction temanpower utilization, naval oc-

gineering management, and industrial relations.
Credit Recommendation: Version

In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in principles of management,
administration, and organization, and .3 in
public works administration or facilities
management (3/76). Version 1: In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in business orgarn,
zation and management, 2 in public works
engineering (5/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
business organization and management, 2 in
public works engineering (12/68).

cupational analysis, work simplification and
management/manpower
Improvement,
survey methods, navy shipboard manpower

surveys, reports and written communication, and source data automation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
management and manpower analysis (6/74);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in management and man-

power analysis (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
and
manpower analysis
management
(12/68)

trol, financing for public works activities,
facilities management, public works administration, labor relations, disaster control,
pnnaplea of management, project planning,
scheduling, and resource planning. Also included are lectures and workshops in contracts administration including procedures,
documents, field administration and construction management. Version 1: Lectures
in contract administration, including fundamentals of finance management, principles
of budgeting, fund control, financing for activity public works, facilities management,
finance problems, public works administration, transportation management, introduction to contracts and labor, contract proce-

dure and labor law enforcement, disaster

control engineering, and contract specifications and field administration.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in principles of management,
administration, and organization, and 3 in
contract administration or construction
management (3/76). Version 1: In the lowerdivision baccalaureate / associate degree category, 4 semester hours in business organization and management, 2 in contract administration (5/74)? in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
business organization and management, 2 in
contract administration (12/68)
NV-1408-0014
itSIVIL ENGINEER CORPS OFFICER BASIC
PUBLIC WORKS MANAGEMENT
SPECIALTY

Course Number: All Versions: A-4A-0010;
A-4A-0011. Version 1: A-4A-010.

Location: Civil Engineer Corps Officer's
School, Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (250 flours).
Version 2: 8-9 weeks (245-270 hours).
Exhibit, Dates: Version 1: 7/75-Present.
Version 2: 6/61-6/75.

Qbjectives: To train officers to perform
public works . management duties in the
Civil Engineer Corps.

dox

Instruction Version I. Lectures in Naval

financial management, budgeting, fund con-

trol, financing for public works activities,
facilities management, public work administration, labor relations, disaster control,
principles of management, project planning,
scheduling, and resource planning. Also Included are lectures and workshops in facilities management, including financial, maintenance, and equipment management, utilities and energy management, housing, and
special topics including an extensive simile'ion exercise. Version 1: Lectures in public

NV-1408-0015

NV-1408-0017

CIVIL ENGINEER CORPS OFFICER BASIC
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION

SHORE FACILITIES PLANNING

OPERATIONS SPECIALTY

Course Number: All Versions: A-4A-0010;
A-44-0013. Version 1: A-4A-010.

Location: Civil Engineer Corps Officer's
School, Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: Version I. 4 weeks (250 hours)
Version 1: 8-11 weeks (233-394 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/75-Present
Version 1: 6/61-6/75.

Objectives: To train officers to perform
construction administration duties in the
Civil Engineer Corps.
Instruction: Version I. Lectures in Naval
financial management, budgeting, fund control, financing for public works activities,
facilities management, public works administration, labor relations, disaster control,
principles of management, project planning,
scheduling, and resource planning. Also included are lectures and workshops in planning, directing, and controlling construction
activities, including concern for labor, materials, equipment, scheduling, and materials
control, with emphasis on leadership. Version 1: Lectures in construction administration, including fundamentals of financial
management, principles of budgeting, financing for activity public works, control
of funds, facilities management, finance
problems, construction battalion develop-

Course Number: A-4A-0017.

Location: Naval Construction Battalion
Center, Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (63 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/64-12/68.

Objectives: To train personneyn shore

facilities planning and administration.'
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in shore facilities planning and administration, including environmental enhancement, financing facilities projects, military
construction program, capital -resources
management, influence of nuclear weapons
on facilities planning and design, organization, planning and operations, planning considerations and criteria, and applications.
Credit Recommendatidn: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/74)

NV-1408-0018
METHODS ENGINEERING

Course Number: None.

Location: Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Washington, DC.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/59-12/68
Objectives: To provide officers and civil-

ian personnel with training in modern in-

ment and organization, and mobile con-

dustrial engineering techniques.

struction battalion administration, personnel, operations and logistics, and engineer-

cises in process charting, motion study,
operational analysis, layout study, methodstime measurement, work sampling, and engineered time standards.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

ing management.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
upper-diyision baccalaureate category, 2 se-

mester hours in principles of management,
administration, and organization, and 3 in
construction project management (3/76).
the
lower-division
In
Version .1:
baccalaureate/associate degree elitegory, 4
semester hours in. business organization and
management, 2 in construction engineering
(5/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 4 semester hours in business organization and management, 2 in construction
engineering (12/68).
NV-1408-0016
PERSONNELMAN, CLASS Co NAvAI.
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Personnelman, Class C School,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours). Exhibit Dates: 7/65-12/68.

Instruction: Lectures and piactical exer-

vision baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in methods engineering (2/74).

NV-1408.0019
AVIATION STOREKEEPER, CLASS B

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Preient.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be aviation storekeepers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in supervision fundamentals, personnel
administration, procurement office administration, correspondence and filing, automatic data processing, inventory management,

aviation accounting and finance, ancf.aviation maintenance.

1-103

Navy
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
office administration (7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in office administration (7/74); in the upper-division baccalau-

reate category, 3 semester hours in office
administration (7/74). .
NV-1408-0020
aiCHAPLAIN SCHOOL ADVANCED

Course Number: A-5G-0011.

Location:islaval Education and Training
Center, Newport, RI
Length: 37-39 weeks (859-1246 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To train senior chaplains to
perform supervisory and managerial roles
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the supervisory and managerial responsibilities of chaplains in the armed services Course includes managerial behavior,
organizational behavior, styles of management, supervisory skills, organizational analysis, current theological trends, oral communication, religious education, pastoral
counseling, and contemporary ministry.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 15 semester
hours in managerial behavior, 10 in organizational behavior, 2 in speech communication, 16 in theology (8/74).
NV- 1408 -0021
MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C
Administrative 4 0 'Technician
(Medical
(Dental), Class C)
(Medical Administrative Technic)

(Medical Administrative Technic, Dental)
Course Number: B-513-0010, B-513-0011;
B-513-0012; B-513-0013.
Location: Hospital Corps

School, San
Diego, CA; Naval Hospital, Portsmouth,

VA.

r

ngth: 30-42 weeks (1,125-1,319 hours).
xhibit Dates: 6/55-12/71.
bjectives: To train personnel to prepare,
in intain, and account for medical supplies,
equipment, and staff and patient personnel
records
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in personnel management, readership,
clerical procedures, food service, business
English composition, effective speaking,
office management. accounting principles,
and material management.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

personnel management, 3 in typing, 3 in
business English, 3 in speech, '3 in office

management, and 3 in principles of accouqtin
the
lower-division
ing (7/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree categoiy, 3
semester hours in personnel management, 3
in typing, 3 in business English, 3 in office

management, 3 in speech, and 3 in principles of accounting (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 15 semester
hours in institutional management, /land
credit in* typing, speech, and instructional
methods on the basis of institutional evalua.
tion (12/68).

NV-1408-0022'
BASIC SUBMARINE OFFICE

(Subnprine Officer Basic
Course Number; F-00-014 ,A -2E 11 28.
Location: Submarine Sch I,G ton, CT.
s).
Length: 24 weeks (936-9,3

Exhibit Dates: 1/66-Present.

Objectives: To qualify selected officers
and enlisted personnel for the designation,
"Qualified in Submarines."

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to teach the student the duties and responsibilities of an officer of the deck of a
'submarine; the principles and procedures of
submerged ship control so that he will be
able to .perform as a diving officer; navigation; submarine damage control; principles
of submarine design, construction, and operation; weapons; fire control maintenance;
FBM weapon systems; aubmarine tactics;
and engineering.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in management (8/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower- division

degree category c 2 semester hours as an
elective in management (8/74), in the

NV-1409-0002
YEOMAN, CLASS A

Course Number: A-510-00I2

Location: Naval School, Bainbridge, MD;Naval School, Meridian, MS; Naval School,

San Diego, CA; Naval School, Orlando,
FL.

Length: Version 1: Self-paced 6-8 weeks
(180-240 hours). Version 1: 5-8 weeks (150240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/69-Present.
Version 2; 7/56-7/69.

Objectives:go train enlisted personnel to

perform as yeomen

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the duties of a yeoman
striker, including fundamentals of typewriting, advanced typewriting, office etiquette
and efficiency, publications, classified mate-

upper-division baccalaureate category,
mester hours in naval engineering and 2
engineering management (12/68)

rial, filing, correspondance, personnel accounting, officer records, captain's office,
executive officer's office, enlisted service
record, shipboard department offices- and
associated records, and legal records and

NV-1408-0023

procedures. Version 1: Instruction is selfpaced beginning 1975. Instruction in typing
is provided for students who enter the

NAVY EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT

Course Number: A-8F-010.

Location: U.S Navy Ship's Store Office,
Brooklyn, NY
Length:. 6 weeks (100 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in the management of Navy exchanges
InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exercises in principles of personnel, retailing and
services management, retail display, accounting, and financial methods.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

business management (2474); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/astociate degree category, 2 semester hours'in business management (2/74); in the upper division baccalau:
hours in business
reate category, 2
management (2/74)

NN/1409-0001
PERSONNELMAN, CLASS

A,

Course Number: A-500-0014, A-500-0015;
A-500-0026.
Location: Service School Command,
Bainbndge,i.MD, Service School Command,
San Diego, CA; Naval Training Center, Or-

lando, FL; Naval Training Center, Mendian, MS.
Length: Version 1: Self-paced 6-8 weeks
(240-320 hours). Version 1: 10 weeks (400
hours).
,
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/69-Present,
Version 1: 10/55-7/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
personnel strikers.
Instruction:. All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in correspondence,
typing, filing, manpower utilization and personnel testing. Version 1: Instruction is selfpaced beginning 1975. Typingiinstruction is

provided only for students who enter the

course as nonqualified typists. Emphasis is
on manual records and forms.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in typing for students entering course
as nonqualified typists (6/74). Version 1 In
the vocational certificate category, For
graduates pf the 8-week course, 2 semester
hours in typing (6/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester
(6/74)

hours in office

administration

NV-1409-0003
AVIATION MAINTENANCE
ADMINISTRATIONMAN, Cl ASS A

(Aviation Maintemgce Administration,
Class A)
Course Number: C-516-2010.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN; Air Technical Training
Center, Meridian, MS; Air Technical Training Center, Millington, TN.
,Length: 6-8 weeks (240-304 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 5/66-present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted Navy and

Marine Corps personnel with training in
cleriCal and administrative procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in office procedures, aeronautical pub-

lications, naval maintenance and materiel
management systems, aircraft and equipment accounting, aircraft logs and records,

and maintenance administration:
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
typing

(2/74);

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in typing (2/74)
NV-1409.0004
AIRBORNE COMMUNICATOR

Course Number: E-201-0010; E-201-10.
Location: Fleet Aviation Specialized

course as nonqualified typists. Emphasis is
on manual records and forms.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester

Operational Training Group, Pacific, Mof-

sion 1: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in typing (3/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in per-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in airborne communications, including
message format and drafting, standard naval
communication procedures, naval communications Publications, emergency communi-

hours in typing for students entering the
course as nonqualified typists (3/74). Ver-

sonnel administration (3/74).

12

fett Field, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To train pertonnel to perform
as airborne communicators.
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Credit Reannmendatron: In the upper-di-

cation pro&dures, radio telephone procedures, airborne teletype operation and pro-

vision baccalaureate category, credit

cedures, fleet air broadcast procedures,
encoding/decoding, authentication proce-

tion (12/68).

typing on the basis of institutional .evalua-

dures, teletype preflight message and operating procedures, and relay procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit 111 typing on the
basis of institutional evaluation- (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

MARINE AVIATION OPERATIONS CLERICAL,
CLASS C

Course Number: C-517-2010.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: Version 1: 5-6 weeks (188-240
hours). Version' 2: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/68-Present.
Version 2: 4/64-4/68.
Objectives: To train ,enlisted personnel as
aviation operations clerks.

basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

NV-1409-0005
MARINE AVIATION SUPPLY (MANUAL),
CLASS C

Course Number. C-551-2011.

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in aviation
supply.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on marine aviation supply, including
fundamentals of the squadron matenal control unit, typing and correspondence, item
identification and management codes, material identification, allowance lists, procurement, fundamentals oc the group supply de-

partment, organiiation of group supply,
functions ,of the SRS and CCS/SSS, and

aviation supply in operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

1

semester hour in

lower-division
in the
(6/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in typing (6/74), in the
baccalaureate
category,
upper-division
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74).
typing

1

NV-1409-0006

Instruction: All Versions Lectures and

1

practical exercises in aviation operations, including airfield operations, squadron operations, office methdds, and operational
tasks. Version 2: Topics include bfiic

typing, flight records and reports, aviator's
individual flight log, records and ,reports,
aviation pay records and, reports, security
of classified information, aircraft mishap-Feporting procedures, organization and standards of an airfield, flight information plan-

ning publications, NOTAMS, weather sequence reports, aircraft clearance, standard

directives system, operation and care of
office machines, reproduction of directives,
and correspondence.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in typing (7/74) Version 2: In the
category,
baccalaureate
upper-division
credit in typing on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/68) "
.NV-1511-0001
COUNTERINSURGENCY /SELF-

PROTECTION /SERE

STOREKEEPER SCHOOL, CLASS A

Course Number. A-551-0014.

Locatiop: Storekeeper, Class A School,
Newport, RI; Storekeeper, Class A School,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be storekeepers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in typing and processing naval store-

room records.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Course Number: H-00-5222, H-000-5222

Location: Amphibious School, San Diego,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personpel in

Pacific area country orientation, survival,
weapons, and counterinsurgency operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the history of insurgent movements,
counterinsurgency fundamentals, communist
ideology, organization, and goals; guerilla
and counterguerilla operations, psychologi-

typing (7/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in typing on the

cal operations, area cultures, and political
orientations, basic language training, field
techniques and tactics, and weapons train-

basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

ing.

NV-1409-0007

hour in.political science (5774).

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester

COMMUNICATIONS YEOMAN, CLASS A

Course Number. A-580-013.
Location: Version 1: Communications

Yeoman, Class A School,. Norfolk, VA.

Version 2: Radioman, Class A School, Bainbridge, MD.
Length: 6 weeks (178 -179 hours). .
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform clerical, voice operator, and teletypewriter operator duties
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the performance of clerical, voice
operator, and teletypewriter operator
duties, including defense communication
systems, Navy communication, communication security, equipment, teletypewriter pro-

cedure, voice procedure, maintenance and
material management, and communication
watch standing.

NV-1511-0002
1.
2.
34

COLLEGE OF NAVAL WARFARE
SCHOOL OF NAVAL WARFARE
SCHOOL OF NAVAL WARFARE

(Naval Warfare Course)
4.

emphasis on applications to future naval
warfare, in order to prepare officers for
higher command positions
Instruction: Version I. Lectures, seminars,

and extensive reading and writing in the

NV-1409-0008

degree category, credit in typing on the

Location: Air Technical Training Centel',
Menlphis, TN..

in

NAVAL WARFARE COURSE

Course Number: P-GO-1101.

Location: Naval War College, Newport,
RI.
Length: Version 1: 43 weeks. Version 2: 43
weeks. Version 3: 43 weeks Version 4: 43-86

science of naval warfare, international relations, and interservice operations, including
applications to future naval warfare, strategy, economics, nmeteenth- and twentiethcentury diplomatic history, political science,
management and business administration,
and tactics. Version 2: Lectures, readings,
and student research in the science of naval
warfare, international relations, and intersetvice operations, including sea power and
maritime strategy and their relationship. to
the political, economic, social, and military
factors affecting national security; international affairs, including international law,
organizations, and relations; and the planning and conduct of naval, joint, and combined operations, including management
procedures. Version 3: Lectures, readings,
and student research in the science of naval
warfare, intematicwal relations and interservice operations, including orientation to
armed services and State Department organization, fundamentals of logical analysis;
fundamentals of warfare and maritime strat-

egy, international law and its relation to

command functions, strategy study, including international relations, factors influencing U.S national objectives and policy, relations 4between the U.S. and the free

world,. the U.S.S R. and the Soviet bloc,
and U.S. and U S S.R interests, objectives,

and basic undertakings; organization and interrelationship of offices, departments, and
agencies involved in formulation and implementation of national security policy; strate.
gm planning study, including joint strategic,

operational, intelligence and logistic planning at various command levels, national
military strategy and war plans, contingency concepts of operation under conditions

of cold, limited, andgeneral war; naval

warfare study, including military planning
processes and major weapon systems (both
existing and planned), the integrated use
and national support of weapon systems in
all services, and global strategy, and counterinsurgency, including history of insurgency, causes and effects of successful and
unsuccessful insurgent movements, factors
influencing conditions where insurgency is
a problem, and policies and programs of
U.S. governmental agencies charged with
assisting underdeveloped areas of the
world. Version 4: Lectures, readings, and
student research in the fundamentals 'of
warfare, international relations, and interservice operations; including applications to
'nature naval warfare. The course is offered

in two parts, each one academic year in

length. Instruction in the first year includes
introduction to the current world situation,
nuclear weapons orientation, international
relations, operational planning, weapons ,
and weapons systems, logistic support systems, communications systems, concepts for
the integrated employment of elements of
naval power, the nature of strategy, planning and solution of operational problems at
various levels, and characteristics Of major
strategic areas. Instruction in the second

year includes introduction to the current
world situation, nucleatweapons orientation, factors affecting areas of the world,

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 8/72-Present.
Version 1 8/69-7/72. Version 3: 8/58-7/69.

planning systems and problems of various
levels of command, varied aspects' of sea
power and national interests, and national

Version 4: 8/54-7/58.

policy.

Meeks.

.

Objectives: To develop understanding in
the science of naval warfare, international
relations, and interservice operations, with

12)
ti

Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 9 semester hours in the combined areas of "1 -

0"
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Navy
nomics, nineteenth- and twentieth- century

diplomatic story, political science, and international re ons, all within the Strategy
rs in the areas
curriculum; 15
of management and business administration

within the Defense Economics and Decision Making curcculum; and in the Tactics
curriculum, credit is not recommended because of the military-specific nature of the
course (8/74); in the graduate degree category, 9 semester hours in the combined
areas of economics, nineteenth- and twentieth-century diplomatic history, political science, and international relations, all within
the Strategy curnculum, 12 semester hours
in the areas of management and business ad-

ministration within the Defense Economics

and Decisichi Making curriculum, and in
the Tactics curriculum, credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/76). It is recommended that the Naval War College grade
of 'Superior' be accepted as equivalent to
the grades A or B for the purpose of credit
assignment in the graduate category For
other students, acceptance of credit should
be contingent upon institutional evaluation
Recommendations of credit are maximum
figtires The amount actually accepted for
transfer depends upon the applicant's future
academic goals and regulations of the admitting institution on transfer credit Version
2. In the upper-division baccalaureate cate-

Z.

gory, 30 semester hours, a suggested assignment of credit is as follows 6 semester

hours in international relations, 3 in Wternational law, 3 in evolution of strategic theory

(advanced military history), 3 in introductory economics, 3 in management, 3 in
study of sea power, 3 in study of military
strategy, 3 as. an elective, 3 in research
training (8/74), in the graduate degree category, 6 semester hours in international rela-

tions and law, 2 in evolution of strategic
0,

theory (advanced military history), 2 in
economics, 2 in management, 0-6 in re-

search training thesis (8/74). It is recommendet1 that the Naval War College grade
of 'Superior' be accepted as equivalent to
the grades A or B for the purpose of credit
assignment in the graduate category. For
other students, acceptance of credit should
be contingent upon institutional evaluation.
Credit granted for theSes should be contingent upon the graduate school's evaluation
of the research paper. Recommendations of

credit are maximum figures The amount
actually accepted for transfer depends upon

the applicant's future academic goals and
the regulations of the admitting institution
on the transfer credit. Version 3: In the
.

upper-division b(ccalaureate category, 9 sewester hoursjn business administration, 6 in

political scienceincluding international relationsand credit in international law on
the, basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).
Version 4, In the upper-division baccalaureate category, for each year, 9 semester
hours in business organization and manage-

ment, and additional credit in political science and international law on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/68). NOTE:
During. this period, the Naval Warfare
course was offered in two vans, each one
academic year in length Personnel could
take either one otboth year's of the course.
NV-1511.0003
1.

COLLEGE OF NAVAL COMMAND AND
STAFF

2

SCHOOL OP NAVAL COMMAND AND
STAFF

3.

SCHOOL OF NAVAL COMMAND AND
STAFF

(Commanchand Staff Course)
Course Number: P-00-1201.

Location: Naval War College, Newport,
Length: 43 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/73-Present
Version 2: 8/69-7/73. Version 3: 8/54-7/69
Objectives: To develop- understanding in
the fundamentals of warfare, international
relations,

and

interservice operations in

order to prepare officers for higher command positions.
Instruction: Version 1 Lectures, seminars,

. and extensive reading and writing in the
science of naval warfare, international relations, and interservice operations, including ^
applicattOns to future naval warfare, strategy, economics, nineteenth- and twentiethcentury diplomatic history, political science,
management. and business administration,
and tactics. Version 2: Lectures, readings,
and student research and discussions in the
science of naval warfare, international relations, and interservice operations, including
international relations and law, evolution of
strategic theory (advanced military history),

economics, mihtary and naval decisionmaking and planning procedures, tactics,
management, and politicaLlegal, social, and

economic factors influencing naval operations and policy decisions. Version 3. Lectures, readings, and student research and
discussions in the fundamentals of naval

warfare, international relations, and interservice operations, including fundamentals
of logical analysis and group procedures,
international law and its effects upon the
military establishment, national strategy, In-

cluding factors influencing national objec°lives and policies of both the U S and the
U.S S.R., alliance systems of both major
powers, international organizations and strategic areas of interest, and national security
policy for both major powers, counterinsurgency, including history of insurgency,

causes and effects of successful and unsuccesful insurgent movements, and policies

and programs of preventing and/or countering insurgency, fundamentals of, warfare
and maritime strategy, including their relation to national security; strategic planning
study, including joint strategic, operational,
intelligence and logistic planning at various
command levels, war planning and contin-

gency concepts of operation for military
strategy under conditions of cold, limited,
and genera) war, naval warfare study, including organization and planning for sup-

port of operations by naval and marine
farces, limitations of the forces and their
use in integrated operations on the national
level, major weapons systemi (both existing
and planned), doctrines and concepts of operations, determination of force require-

ments, and factors influencing conduct of
operations in selected geographical areas,
and global strategy.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 9 semester hours in the combined areas of eco-

nomics, nineteenth- and twentieth- century
diplomatic history, political science, and international relations, all within the Strategy
curriculum; 15 semester hours in the areas
of management and business administration
within the Defense EconolYncs aid Decision Making curriculum; and in tb' Tactics
curriculum, credit is not recommended because of the military-specific nature of the
course. (8/74), in the graduate degree category, 9 semester hours in the combined
b

-Os

0n

areas of economics, nineteenth- and twentieth-century diplomatic history, political science, and international relations, all within
the Strategy curriculum; 12 semester hours
in the areas of management and business ad-

ministration within the Defense Economics

and Decision Making currtZulum; and in
the Tactics curriculum, credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/76). It is recommended that thee Naval War College grade
of 'Superior' be accepted as equivalent to
the grades A or B for the purpose of credit
assignment in the graduate category For
other students, acceptance of credit should
be contingent upon institutional evaluation.
Recommendations of cr.echt are maximum

figures The amount actually accepted fof
transfer depends upon the applicant's future

academic goals and regulations of the admitting institution on transfer credit Version
2 In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 21 semester hours (A suggested assignment of credit is .as TollowS 6 semester
hours in international relations and last, 3 in
evolution of strategic theory or advanced
military histOry, 3 in introductory economics, 3 in management, 3 as an elective, and 3

in research training) (8/74), in the graduate
degree category, 4 semester hours in international relations and law, 2 in evolution of
strategic theory (advanced military history),
2 in economics, 2 in management, 0-6 in research training and thesis (8/74) It is recommended that the Naval War College
grade of.'Superior be accepted as equivalent to the grades A or B for the purpose of
credit assignment in the graduate category

For other students, acceptance of credit
be conttingent upon institutional
evaluation. Credit granted for thesis should

should

be contingent upon the graduate school's
evaluation of the research paper Recommendations of credit are maximum figures.
The amount actually accepted for transfer
depends upon the applicant's future academic goals and the regulations of the admitting institution on transfer credit Version
3 In the upper-division baccalaureate category; 9 semester hours in business adminis-

tration, and credit in international law and
political scienceIncluding internation 1 relationson the basis of institutional e aluanon (12/68)

NV-1511-0004
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE IN STRATEGY AND POLICY

Course Number: None

'

Location: Through the Center for Continuing Education, Newport, RI.
Length: Version 1. 249 hours Version 2:
1,00 hours.

Exhibit Dates:- Version

1

9/77-Present

Version 2: 9/73-8/77.

Objectives: To develop the understanding,
insight, and analytical abilities of the student regarding the uses of national power
dent
and resources in relations among nations

Instructiqm All Versions: -The course involves questions.,of international politics, civilian-military relations, the uses of military

forces, the development of national strategies and concepts of national interest, diplo-,
macy, etc. The method used in thg course is
the intensive study of selected historical periods, events, and the writings of key theorists The course is built around a series of
case studies ranging over time from the Pe-

loponnesian War to World War II

and

beyond and involves an interdisciplinary approach. The basic materials used are histori-

cal, but there are major components that
represent international relations, political

ani
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science, diplomatic history, and to some
degete, economics. For each of the seven

,

topics or blocks of work, the student is assigned a core set of readings and a list of

recommended supplementary matelials. Required reading for Version 1 totals at least
3700 gages for the course On the basis of a
study of these. the student prepares one or
more analytical papers on a topic or topics
chosen from a prescnbedlist. The basic in- structional technique is a detailed three or

four page critique of each essay prepared
by a member of the faculty. By the compledon of the .Version' tNcourse, each student
will have written between 45 and 90 pages
for submission. An integrative examination
is given as the final exercise in the course.
Version 2: Reading required totals at least
6000 pages for the course. Students will
write between 200 and 250 pages.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
graduate degree category, 6 semester hours
in a combination of history, international re-

lations, and political science (to be apportioned by the receiving institution) for students completing the course with a grade of
B or higher (5/78). Version 2: In the graduate degree category, 9 semester hours in 'a
combination ,of history, international rela-

tions, and political science (to be deter-

mined by the receiving institution) for thae
students completing the course with a grade
of B or higher (3/76)
NV-1511-0005
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE CLORRESSEINDENCE
COURSE IN DEFENSE ECONOMICS AND
o

DECISION,MAKING

Course Number: None.

Location: Through the Center for Con-

Making, and 3 in management principles,
public and private, for those students com-

pleting the course with a grade of B or

higher (3/76).

NV-1511-0006
DEFENSE ECONOMICS AND DECISION
MAKING OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE
SEMIN

,
Course N mben Noll e.
Location. Naval War College Off-Carhpus
Location, ashington, DC,
weeks (92-resident hours)
Length:
Exhibit tes: 9176-Present.

.Objecti es: This course is designed to fur-

ther the wareness of the scarcity of re-

a constraint upon, the allocation
of these esources among competing uses,
both pub and private. Stress is placed
cal techniques available for
upon the an
sources

decision making in a context of scarcity
with attention to the strengths and limitations of technical analysis.
Instruction: The course embraces microe-

conomic analysis and the analytical tech-

niques usef 1 in decision making; the behav-

ioral pro ems involved in the decision-

rocess, and the management principles and techniques useful in decision,
making in th public and private sectors
There are 40 eekly seminar meetings, one
mid-term and a final examination, oral reports; and 5 writ n reports. Assigned readings exceed 2300 ages; additional recommended readings re considerably more.
making

Exagoations and pipers are read by the.
seminar instructors and by the faculty at the
Naval War College.
Credi Recommendation: In the graduate
degree ategory, it is recommended that the

tinuing Education, Newport, RI.
Length: Version 1. 270 hours, Version I:
300 hours.
11/77-Present.
Exhibit Dates: Version
Version 1: 1/74-10/77.
the students'
further
Objectives: To
awareness of the importance of the scarcity
of resources asAtonstraint upon the alloca-

followi g graduate credit be given for the

tion of these resources among competing

NV-1511-0007

placed upon the analytical techniques avail-

able for decision making in a context of

STRATEGY AND POLICY OFF- CAMPUS
GRADUATE SEMINAR

scarcity with attention to the strengths and

limitations of technical analysis.
Instruction: All Versions: The course is -di -

Course Number: None.
LockticT: Naval War College Off -Cam us
Location, Washington, DC.

1.

uses, both public and private. Stress is

vided Into five Major parts embracing microeconomic' analysis and the analytical
--techniques-useful in decision making;--the
behavioral problems that must be considered in the decision-making process; and
the management principles and techniques
useful in decision making in the public and
private .sectors. Assigned readings for Vermond exceed 1900 pages; additional recommended readings are considerably more.
Students are required to submit a number of
written reports which are critiqued by the
faculty in detail. Written submissions for
component parts of this Version 1 course
total approximately 150 pages.F n integrative examination is given as thelfmal exercise in the course. Version 2: Required read-

followihg components of this course graded
B or better: Quantitative Economic Analysis (3 semester hours); Behavioral Analysis
in

Decision Making (2 semester hours);

Managenient Principles, Public and Private
(3 semester hours) (3/77).
S

Length: Once weekly for 38 weeks (76

hours).

Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.
Objectives: To develop the Lnderstanding,

insight, and analytical abilities of the student regarding the uses of national power
and resources in relations among nations.

Instruction: The seminar program is offered on a once-weekly basis The course
involves questions of international politics.

civilian-military relations, the uses of mili25'

tary forces, the development of national

strategic.* and concepts of national interest,
diplomacy, etc. The method used is the intensive-study of selected historical periods,

events, and the writings of. key theorists.
The course is built around a series of case

ings exceed 3000 pages; written submissions
range between 200 and 250 Pages.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
graduate degree category, 2 semester hours
in quantitative economic analysis, 2 in behavorial analysis" in decision making, acrd 2 in
management principles, public and private,

studies ranging over time from the Pelopon-

mester hours in quantitative economic anal-

recommended supplementary materials The
student is evaluated on fordtal oral presen-

for those students completing the course
with a grade of B or higher (5/78). Version
2: In the graduate degree category, 3 seysis, 2 in behavioral analysis in decision

-r

nesian War to World War II and beyond.
The course involves an interdisciplinary approach. The basic materials used are histori-

cal, but there are major components that
represent international relations, political

science, diplomatic history and, to some
degree, economics. For each of the seven
topics or blocks of work the student is assigned a core set of readings and la list of

tat4is, two examinations and seven reAdkici papers which generally average a
total of 50 pages.

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 2 semester hours in history, 2 in international relations, and 2 in political science for students completing the
course with a grade of B or highe (4/76)-

'NV-1511-009'
DEFENSE ECONOMICS AND DECISION
'
MAKING SELF-ADMINISTERED
SEMINAR (NAVAL WAR COLLEGE)

Course Number: 'None.

Location: Naval War College Nonresident
Location, Jacksonville, FL, Naval War
College Nonresident Location, Norfolk,
VA.
Length: 32 weeks (64 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 9/77-1/80.
Objectives: To further the students'
awareness of the importance of the scarcity
of resources as a constraint upon the allocation of -these resources Among competing
uses, both. public Anc private. Stress is
placed upon the analytical techniques avail-

able for decision making in a context of
scarcity with attention to the strengths and

limitations of technical analysis.
- Instruction: The self-administered seminar

(SAS) is administered by the students themselves without an instructor present. Close
faculty supervision is provided, however,
through faculty staff, visits, guest lectures,

the use of audio and audio-visual tapes of
lectures at the Naval War College, by telephone with College faculty as well as the
Defense Economics and Decision Making
Seminar instructor in Washington, D.C.
being

available'. -- for' consultation,

and

through the use of conference telephone
calls wherein College faculty can provide
guidance and respond to questions during
the actual seminar meetings The course is
divided into five major 'Parts embracing microeconomic analysis and the analytical
echniques useful in decision making; the

behavioral problems that must be considered in the decision making process; and
the management principles and techniques
useful in decision making in the public and
priVate sectors Assigned readings exceed
1879 pages; additional recommended readings are considerably more. StudentAr8 required_ to submit a number of written reports which are -critiqued by the faculty in
detail. Written submissions for component
parts of this course range between 46 and
73

pages. An integrative examination is

given as the final exercise in the course
Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 2 semester houri in quantitative economic analypis, 2 in behavioral
analysis in decision making, and 2 in management principles, public and private, tor.,
students completing the course with a gramme'
of B or higher (5/78).

NY-1511-0009
STRATEGY AND POLICY SELFADMINISTERED SEMINAR (NAVAL
WAR COLLEGE)

'

Course Number: None
Location: Naval War College Nonresident

Location, Jacksonville,FL; Naval War College Nonresident Location, Norfolk, VA,
Length: 32 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 9/77-1/80.
Objectives: To develop the understanding,

insight, and analytical abilities of the student regarding the uses of national power
and resources in relations among nations
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Instructiop: The self-administered seminar
(SAS) is admimst red by the students themselves without an in ctor present. Close
selves
supervision is rovided, howeve

through faculty staff visits, guest lee es,
of
the use of audio and audio-visual t
lectures at the Naval War Colle , y tele--r-. phone with College faculty as ell as the
r instructor in
Strategy and Policy se
Washington, D C. being. available for consultation, and thrgugh the use of conference
telephone calkvTherein College faculty can
provide guidance and respond to questions

during the actual seminar meetings. The
course involves questions of international
politics, civilian-military relations, the uses
of military forces, the development of national strategies and concepts of natiwal interest, diplomacy, etc. The method used is
the intensive study of selected historical penods, events, and the writing's of key theo-

rists The course is built around a series of
case studies ranging over time from the Pe-

loponnesian War to World War II and

,

beyond The course involves an interdiscf-plinary approach. The basic materials used
are historical, but there are major components that represent international relations,
political science, diplomatic history and, to
some degree, economics. For each of the
seven topics or blocks of work, the student
is assigned a core set of readings and a list
of recommended supplementary materials
Required reading totals at least 451:0 pages

for the course On the basis of a study of
these, the student prepares 5 five-to-ten
page analytical papers on topics chosen
from a prescribed list The basic instPuc-

tional technique is a detailed three-or-fourpage critique of each essay prepared by a
member of the faculty Students are also re-

quired to give three ten or fifteen minute
oral critiques of essays written by other

seminar members, An integrative examina-

tion is given as the final exercise inAhe
course

Credit Recommendation: In the graduate
degree category, 6 semester hours in a combination of history, international relations,
and political science (to be apportioned by
the receiving institution) for students com-

pleting the course with a grade of B or
higher (5/78)

NV-1512-0001
INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS RACE
RELATIONS SPECIALIST TRAINING

Course Number. A-00-0117

Location: Naval Amphibious School,,San
Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train race relations specialists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer:,
cises in race relations. Course includes
classroom presentations, discussions, field

4,

projects, and practical exercises which
enable the student to demonstrate his ability
to facilitate discussions on racial issues.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
human relations or basic psychology (8/74);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in human relations or basic
psychology (8/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
human relations or basic psychology (8/74).

HIGH IMPACT PERSONNEL OVERSEAS DUTY

'TRAflING

(Inter ultural RelationsOvedeas Duty
Tr

mg)
mber: A-00-0115.
Course
Location: Naval Amphibious

School,

communications, 2 in human relations or

basic psychology, 5 in management training
(8/74); in the upper-dior group dynan.
vision baccalaur7te category, 1 semester
hour in speech communications, 2 in human
relations of basic Kychology, 5 in management training or group dynamics (8/74)

Coronado, San Diego, CA; Naval Amphibii
ous School, Little Creek, Norfolk, VA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present
Objectives: To 'train enlisted personnel to
NV-1512:0005
fulfill diplotnatic missions overseas.
b
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerSPECIALIST
cises in diplomatic missions overseas.
Course Number: A-7C-0019.
Course includes frameworks for analysis of
Location: Human Resource Management
cultures, knowledge of specific cultures, inSchool, Naval Air Station, Memphis, Milltercultural communications .skills, cultural
ington, TN.
value and ideology, and dynamics of
-,
Length: 12 weeks (400 hours). ait
change.
Exhibit Dates: 6/75-Present.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
Objectives: To prepare students in the apcertificate category, 2 Semester hours in
intervenuve techniques to assist
plication
human relations or basic psychology .(8/74);
organizations in a more effective -use of
- lower-division
the
in
hunian resotrces.
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
Instniction: Vile course utilizes lectures,
semester hours in human relations or basic
simulations, role play and field experiences
psychology (8/74); in the upper-Ma/1On
(practica). The 'first' six weeks cover a
baccalaureate category; 2 semester hours in
system overview which includes the human
human relations orbasic psy'chology (8/74).
resource management support system, comracism,
munications, group dynamics,
NV-1512-0003
sexismp awareness, and drug and alcohol
awareness. The second six weeks cover inINTERCULTAAL RELATIONS

structional systems design and facilitation

FACILITATOR TRAINING

Course Number: Aa-SK-0011

Location: Naval Amphibious School, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 18 weeks (720 hours1

techniques, data guided development, equal
opportunity, the Overseas' Diplomacy Mission Element (ODME), and drug and alcohol action programs.
Cfedit Recommendation4 In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree gatespry, 3 semester hours in introductory
sociology/social work and 2 in methods in
education (6/77), in the upper-division bac-

,

_

Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present!'
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel .to
facilitate intercultural relations programs.
Instruction: Lectures and-practical exercises in intercultural programs. Course Includes leadership skills, team building processes, cultural awareness, course familiarization, communications skills, dynamics of
change, and supervised teaching.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

I
c

calaureate category, 2 semester hours in
pnribil)les of' management an 2 in ad-

vanced level sociology/social work (6/77);
in the graduate degree category, I semester

hour in psychology/social work and 3 in
survey research methods (6/77)

human relations or basic psychology, 3 in4
group dynamics, and, on the basis of institu::
tional evaluation, 6 in supervised teaching
lower-givision
. the
(8/74);
aureate/associate
baccalaureate
/associate degree cateory, 3

semester hours in group dynamics, 3 in
human relations or basic psychology, and,

on the basis of institutional evaluation, -6 in
supervised teaching (8/74); in the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in human- relations or'basic psychology, 3 in group dynamics, and, on the basis
of institutional evaluation, 6 in supervised
teaching (8/74).
NV- 1512 '-0004
INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS HUMAN

'

NV-1512-0006
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
INSTRUCTOR

Course Istuniber: A-7C-0019

Location': Hunian Resource Management
School, Nqval Air Station, Memphis, Millill ton, TN.
Length: 12 weeks (400 hours),
: Exhibit Dales: 6/75-Present.

Objectives: To prepare students to be,in-structors with a knowledge and understand-

mg of .learning, course development, in-

structional 'techniques and evaluation in the
field of human' resource management.
Instruction: The course utilizes lecture,
simulation, role" play and field experiences `Nk

(practica). The first -Isis weeks cover

RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

COurse Number: A-00-0116;

a

Naval Amphibious School,,,San
Diego, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
intercultural training.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in intercultural training. Course includes leader ip skills, administrative concerns, cultural' awareness, communications
skills, project management, and dynamics of
change
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, I semester hour in
speech communications,2 in human relations or basic, psychology, 5 in management

NV-1512-0002

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, I semester hour in speech

training or group dynamics (8/74); in the

a

system-overview whichaincludes the human
resource management support system, communications, group dynamics, racism,

sexism awareness, and drug and alcohol

- awareness. The second six weeks consist of
course design/redesign and evaluation, dy-

namics of learning, and applied teaching

techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower -di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester' himrs in introductory
sociology/social work and '1 in methods in
education (6/77); in the upper-dwisnin bac:

calaureate categbry, 1 semester ihours in
principles of management and 4 in education (6/77); in the graduate degree category, 1 semester hour in psychology /social
work (6/77)

:1
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NV-1513-0001
NAVAL STAFF ADVISOR
Course Number: A-011-0012, A-011-0013.

Location: Naval Amphibious School, San
Diego, C
0-6) weeks.
Len
it Dates: 11/72-Present Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
advise Vietnamese on staff 9rganization and
procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in human response training, group dynamics, human relations and behavior, lan-

guage training; and cultural, ethnic, and
economic value systems of U.S.A. and

human relations or group dynamics (7/74)
NV:1513-0004

NV=1601-0003

CHAPLAIN SCHOOL BASIC

Location: Naval Education and Training
Center, Newport, Ri

Location: Construction Training center,
Port Hueneme, CA, Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS, Construction School,

Length: 8 weeks (280.hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
Objectives: To train chaplains to serve the
personal religious needs of military person-

baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in Introduction to psychology or human relations,
3 in social sciences (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

nority group advisement, human growth
and development, counseling techniques,

hours in introduction to psychology or
human relations, 3 in social sciences (7/74).

ENGINEERING AID, CLASS Al (EA"A")
Course Number: A-412-0010; A-412-0013.

Course Number: A-5G-0010.

nel.

lower-division

gas analyzers, and purge procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, certificate in mechanical technology (6/74).

calaureate category, 2 semester hours in

Southeast Asia.
Credit Recimmendition: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in in:

troduction to psychology or human relations, 3 in social sciences (7/74),, in the

ation and maintenance, annunciation panel
and read -out drawer, familiarization with

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours' in human relations or group
dynamics (7/74), in the upper-division bac-

Davisville, RI.
Length: 11-16 weeks (347-437 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be engineering aides

Instruction: Lectures and practical_exercues in the duties of a chaplain in the military. Course includes supervision, guidance,
and counseling, drug abuse; discipline, mi-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises m concrete, and soil quality control

tests, draft construction drawings, complete
topographic and engineering surveys, and
mathematical problem solving associated
with surveys.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division 'baccalaureate /associate degree category, 9 semester hours in civil engineering
aid (7/76), in the upper-division baccalaure
ate category, 3 semester hours in drafting,
and 3 in construction survey (7/76).

grOup processes and interactions, and leadership skills.

Credit Recommendation:,In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
guidance and counseling, 3 in group dy-

(8/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3
semester hours in guidance And counseling,
3 in group dynamics (8/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
namics

NV-1513-0002
NAVAL ADVISOR

Course Number: A2G-0019.
Location: Amphibious School, San Diego,
CA.
Length: 15 weeks (507 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
serve in advisory positions in Vietnam.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties and responsibilities of an
advisor in Vietnam. Course includes human
response training course (group dynamics,
human relations, and human behavior); cultural, ethnic, and economic value system of
Southeast Asia; and language training.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

'certificate category, 3 semester hours in in-

ttoduction to psychology or human relations,' 3 in social science (7/74), in the

baccalaureats/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in introduction to psychology or human relations,
3 in social science, and credit in basic Vietnamese on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74), in the upper-division baccalaulower-division

reate category, 3 semester hours in introduction to psychology or human relations,
3 in social science (7/74).

NV-1513-0003
ad INTERCULTURAL RELATIONSVIETNAM
ADVISOR TRAINING

Course Number: A-2G-0020

LoCation: Naval Amphibious School, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 6 weeks (198 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Prdent.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
function effectively as .advisors in the Republic of Vietnam.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises'in the duties and responsibilities of an
advisor, in Vietnam. Course includes administration concerns and procedures, selfawareness and interpersonal and intergroup
relatio%, personal and group values, nature
of pre dice, management, culture,' Vietnamese culture, personal action programs,
and materials, equipment, and publications
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

human relations or group dynamics (7/74);
lower-division
the
in

hours in guidance and counseling,
group dynamics (8/74).

3

NV-1601-0004

in

EQUIPMENT OPERATORS, WATER WELL
DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT,
CLASS C

NV-1601-0001

(EO "C" Water Well Drilling and Development)
Course Number: A-730-0014; A-730-014;
A-730-00r3r4C-730-015, A-730-0016; A-730-:
016,
Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA; Construction Training
Center, Gulfiiort, MS, Construction School,
Davisville, RI.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/65-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

COMPRESSED GASES CRYOGENERATOR

MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

Course Number: A-750-0012.
Location: Compressed Gases

Class G

School, Portsmouth, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (100 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain the mechanical portions of the
Model 'B' cryogenerator.
Instruction:. Lectures and practical exer-

water well dnlling and development oper-

cises on the operation and maintenance of
the mechanical 'portion of the model 'B' nitrogen cryogenerator, including the system
and component data, theory of operation
and process farbilianzationof the model 'B'
ription, function, and
cryogeurator,
princips of opera ion of components and
systems, corrective maintenance, tracing

ations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in water well drilling and 'development, including ground water supply,'safety
precautions in well drilling, rotary drilling
machines, drilling machines maintenance,
air operatld drills, pumps, testing wells for
yield and drawdown, and testing for residuf al chlorine.
-. Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

leaks, critical parts dnd tolerances, and electrical and mechanical troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the 'vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours as an
electivein Mechanical technology (6/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour as an dee;
tive in mechanical technology (6/74)

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
water well drilling (7/76).

NV-1601.0005
04YGEN GENERATOR (MECHANICAL)

Course Number: L-652-012.

NV-1601-0002

Location: Fleet Submarine Training Facility, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 3-4 weeks (93 hours). ,
xhibit Dates: 7/69-Present
Objectives; To'train enlisted personnel to

ELECTROLYTIC OXYGEN GENERATOR 711

Course Number: F-652-015.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
'Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/67-Preseiff
Objectives: To train enginemeni, and ma-

perate and ma tam oxygen generation

equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the 7L16 electrolytic oxygen generator, including maintenance and material management system, introduction to the electrolytic generator, familiarization to the installed

Instructio . Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of an oxygen generation system Course includes electrolytic
cell, valve nomenclature, nitrogen system,
distilled water system, oxygen system, cooling system, gas analyzer systems, annunciator panel, pneumatic system and controls,
pneumatic control calibration, operating

oxygen generator, familiarization with electrolyticcell, flow diagram, pneumatic controls, operating procedures, practical oper-

maintenance and clean-up, generator pressure to i :ntroduction to the electrical

chinist mates in the maintenance of the
7L16 oxygen generator.
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and purge procedures, spotting troubles,

4

o
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system, and generator operation and troubleshooting.,
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 1 semester hour in
chemical technology elective (5/74)rin the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester'&iour in chemical technology elective (5/74).

Credit Recommendation: In, the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in industrial or mechanical technology (8/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours m industrial or mechanical technology (8/74).

NV-1601-0009

NV-1601-0012

6LI6 OXYGEN GENERATOR TECHNICIAN

NV-1601.0006
OXYGEN GENERATOR MECHANICAL

MODEL 6LI6 (ENLISTED)

Course Number: F-652-044.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enligted personnel to
maintain and operate the 6L16 electrolytic
oxygen generator under normal and emergency COnditions.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the operation and maintenance of

the 6L16 electrolytic oxygen generator.

Course includes function' of flow systems
and electronic control systems, normal and
emergency operations, basic hydraulic prin-'
ciples, valves transducers, hydraulic flow
components, electrolytic cell, ticalibration,

preventive maintenance, check-out and test
procedure, safety precautions,,end system
troubleshooting.
..Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour as an
elective in chemical technology (5/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour as an elective in chemical technology (5/74).

Course Number: A-623-0034, F-623-044.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as 6L16 oxygen generator technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and troubleshooting of the 6L16 oxygen generator, including
maintenance and material management
system; electrolysis and the electrolytic cell;
functional analysis of flow systems and the
electrical control system, electrolysis power
supply description, analysis, operation,.ealibration, and troubleshooting; elec.tronic
control system power supplies and description, pressure controller circuit analysis, gas

analyzer; and system troubleshooting and

maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in chemical technology (5/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associaje
degree category, 1 semester hour as an elective in.chemical technology (5/74)

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT (CLASS Ci

Course Number Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,

Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 14 weeks (560 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train personnel in the
maintenance, testing, and repair of oxygen
equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance, testing, and repair
of the aircraft oxygen equipment, including*
regulators, full-pressure units, oxygen regu-

lator test stand, pressure breathing regulators, liquid oxygen test stands and conversion units, and ready-room and flight-line
procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
oxygen equipment (5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours as at elective in aeronautical technology (5/74).

SELF-NOISE DETERMINATION AND
CLASSIFICATION
Course Number: F-210-013

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
. Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
submarine noise reduction, mechanical vibration and measurement, and use of sound
measurement equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical, exercises in submarine noise reduction, mechanical vibration and measurement, and use of
sound measurement equipment Course Includes fundamentals of sound, mathematics,
flow noise and damping, noise surveys, balancing, and .use of installed equipment for
noise monitoring.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, I semester liour in a
noise control or sound control (8/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in noise
control or sound control (8/74).

. (Cryogenics, Class C)
(Compressed Gases, Class C)
Course Number: A-750-0010
Location: Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, VA
Length: 14 weeks (436-452 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/61-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain high-pressure liquid
oxygen/nitrogen generating plants and associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
high-pressure liquid o3iygen /nitrogen gener-

ating plants and associated equipment, Including physics and chemistry of cryogenics,

air liquification,

cryogenic storage,
transfer and handling equipment, high-pres-

sure air compressors and vacuum pumps,
refrigeration, recondenser components anti
repair, and operation of specific gener ing

ENGINEERING CONTROL AND
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM OPERATOR,
CLASS

Ci

Course Number: A-652-0074.
Location: Service School

Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
4
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Da&s: 12/76- Present.
Objectiyes: To provide technical knowledge and skills in the performance of duties
and supervision. of personnel involved in

the operation of engineering control and

surveillance systems of the, DD963 class destroyer.
Instruction: Areas of instruction include a

working knowledge of the operation and

maintenance of the following systems. elec-

trical plant control equipment, propulsion

and auxiliary machinery control equipment,
propulsion and auxiliary machinery information systems equipment, propulsion local
operating equipment and cenrral infornianon system equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

plant equipment.
Credit Recommendatijim Credit is not commended because ofThe limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

engineering instrumentation or mechanical
control systems (9/77).

NV-1601.0011

NV-1601-0014

TORPEDOES MK 14 MOD 5 AND MK 16 MOD
8 INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

ENGINEERING CONTROL AND
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI

gory, 3 semester hours in maintenance of

NV-1601-0008
ELECTROLYTIC OXYGEN GENERKAR
OPERATORS

Course Number. A-652-0057.
Location: Submarine Training

Center,

Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain the 6-L-16 oxygen generator.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance and operation of
the 6-L-16 oxygen generator, including de-

tailed analyhis and troubleshooting of all

mechanical componepurging, of the

oxygen generator, valvrimmenclature, cell
construction and insulation, cell jumpering
and electrolyte refill of cell, basic flow
path, transducers, electrical systems and ah-

0

NV-1601-0013
NV-1601-0010
COM4RESSED GASES, CLASS C, HIGH
PRESSURE OXYGEN-NITROGEN PLANT

NV-1601-0007
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nunciation panel, start-up, normal operation,
and 'shut - downs, cleaning and degreasing,
and gas analyzers.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (5/74).

Course Number: A-123-0132; K-123-592.

Location: Service Schools Command, Or-

lando, FL; Fleet Training Group, Pearl
Harbor, HI,
Length: 15 weeks (420-450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

Objectives: To train torpedomen and
strikers to operate and maintain the Mk 16
torpedoes and associated test equipment.
Ifistruction: Lectures and practical exer-.

cisa in the operation and maintenance of
Mk 16 torpedoes and associated test equipment, including functional operations, over,haul and''repair, disassembly and assembly,
and maintenance and preservation,
4,

Co,A Number: A-652-0075.
Location: Service School Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 10-12 weeks (400-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present.
Objectives: To train qualified electricians
in the duties and supervision of the engineering control and surveillance systems of
the DD963 class destroyer.
Instruction: Areas of instruction cover the
following systems ;_electrical. plant control

equipment, promflsion and auxiliary machinery control equipment, propulsion local
operating equipment, propulsion and

a
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lary machinery thiorination system equipment and ship's control equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in computer operations and 5 as electives in electrical tech-

Instruction: Study of U.S. and Vietnamese
intelligence organizations; specialized intelligence activities
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (2/74).

nology (9/77).

NV-1606-0002
NV-1601-0015
CONSOLE OPERATOR, CLASS

Course Number. A-652-0079.
ice School
Location: - Service

Ci

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/77-Prelent.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate the damage control/fuel control

consoles for the DD963 class destroyer
Instruction: Areas of instructioh include
the following subsystems: hazard detection
panel, fire-main control ,panel, fuel oil fill
and transfer panel, JP-5 control panel, fuel
oil and JP-5 local control ppnels
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (9/77)

Course Number. D-3A-013

Location: Reconnaissance Attack-Squadron Three, Albany, GA.
Length: 5 weeks (260 hours).
Exhibit 'Dates: 5/69-Present.

Objectives: To train the student in the

processing of electronically acquired' intelligene information.
Instruction: Electronic data processing
methods; .pkotographic processing; storage;
programming; compatible interfacing; maintenance procedure.
Credit Recommendiition: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1, semester" hours in electronic data
processing, 3 in basic photography (2/74);
in the upper-divition baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in electronic data processing, 3 in basic photography (2/74)

NV-1601-0016

'

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit bates: 5/77-Present
Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain the damage cpntroVfuel control console for the DD963 class destroyer
Instruction: Areas of instruction uiclude
energizing, lining up, monitonng, recognizing and acknowledging simulated fault and
hazard conditions and securing.
Credit Recommendation: In the,lower-division biccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in instrumentation or
systems controls (9/77).
NV-1601-0017
-ySSM DEGAUSSING SYSTEM FOR I5D963
CL1SS DESTROYER, CLASS CI

Course Number A-690-0022.
Lokation: Service School
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/.76-Present.

Command,

NV-1606-0003
INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, VIETNAM

(Naval Field Intelligence Officer, Vietnam)
.
Course Number: H-3A-5516.
Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
Stih4Diege, CA.
Length: 13 weeks (811 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/67- Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned offi,

cers with functional training in the organizational development of intelligence cork
munities, with emphasis on the Vietnamese
community, language, and' culture.
Instruction: Political history of Southeast
Asia; comparative religions and cultures; intelligence methods; Vietnamese= language;
geopolitical concepts.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in Far Eastern language and literature, 3 in political science
(2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category,' 3 semester hours in Far Eastern
language and literature, 3 in political science (2474),

Little

Creek, VA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

basic amphibious combat intelligence functions and procedures.
Instruction: Map and Serial photograph
reading, counterintelligence, and reconnaissance methods; beach studies; battalion organization; collection, production, and dis=
semination of informalpn and military Intelligence data.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in photafnapping, 1
in industrial security, 1 in public administration (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester. hour if! photomapping, 1 in industrial security, 1 in public
administration (2/74).

NV-1606-0006
INTELLIGENCE MAN (AIR/GROUND)

Course Number: H-243-3I67.

degaussing, the operation of the degaussing
control systems, adjustment, maintenance
and troubleshooting associated electrical
equipment related to the degaussing systems
for ships.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (9/77).

Course Number:11-3A-5515.
Location: Naval Amphibious School, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit DateC 1/70-3/71.

NV.1606.0001
INTELLIGENCE ADVISOR VIETNAM

Course Number A-3A-0023.
Location: Naval Amphibious School,
Coronado, San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (87 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To train intelligence officers
as operators and advisors in Vietnam by

providing thorough study of intelligence

tlioonof military material in combat situa-,
Instruction: Map instruction; collection,
production, and dissemination of intelli-

gence; organizational methods; naval communications procedures; automated inteiligdlice, basic correspondence and filing techniques; combat situations analysis and informotion collection and reporting.
Credit Recommendatioh: In the vocational

certificate category, credit. in topography

institutional evaluation
lower-division
the
in
(2/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

on the basis of

credit in topography on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).
NY-1606-0007
I.

BASIC UNDERWATER
DEMOLITION/SEAL TRAINING

(Basic Underwater Demolition/ Seal
Team Training)

UNDERWATER DEMOLITION TRAINING

(OFFICER)

Nv-1606.604

Instruction: Instruction in the theory of

Diego, CA.
j.ength: 3 weeks (100 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/71- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel for
intelligence duty as assistants in the collec-

2

Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain tht degaussing system.

processes, functions, and skills.

Cotnise Number: G-243-4212
Location: Amphibious School,

Location: Naval Amphibious Base, San

DD963 CENTRALIZED DAMAGE CONTROL
SYSTEM CONSOLE MAINTENANCE,.
CLASS CI

Course Number. A-652-0081
Location: Service School

MARINE ENLISTED BASIC COMBAT
INTELLIGENCE

Objectives: To train enlisted Marines in

IOIC SUPERVISOR

DD963 CENTRALIZED DAMAGE CONTROL

NV-1606-0005

(Underwater Demolition Training
(Enlisted))

AMPHIBIOUS INTELLIGENCE STAFF OFFICER

Objectives: To train commissioned and
warrant officers in amphibious intelligence

operations, cohcepts, and principles
Instruction; Collation, processing, and
dissemination of intelligence; intelligence
countermSdrgency
briefing, techniques;
methods and principles; communications
theory; principles of counterintelligence.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester' hour in information and
in business administracommunications,
tion (2474); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in inforfnation and communications, in business administration (2/74).
1

1

3.

UNDERWATER DEMOLITION TRAINING
COut;e Number: Version I: A-4E-0047;

431-0024; H-2E-5311; H-431-5311. Version?

G-2E-6244(G-431-6244. Version 3: H-2E5311; H-431-531I.

Location: Amphibious School, San Diego,
CA; Amphibious School, Norfolk, VA.

Length: Version 1: 20-23 weeks (1123
hours). Version 2: 16 weeks '(961 hours).
Version 3: 18 weeks (1082 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/69-Present.

Version 2: 4/684/69. Version 3: 9/66-3/68.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted
personnel in the principles and physics of
scuba diving.

Instruction: Basics of scats diving anel,,.

proper_use of scuba diving apparatus.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in marine science technology (12/73);
in

the

lower-division

NAT
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
- semester hours in marine science technology (12/73)ersion 2: Credit is not recom-

mended bMuse of the

military-specific

nature of the course (12/73).

Version 3:

Credit is not recommended because of the
military-specific nature of the course
(12/68)

NV-1606-0011

DIVER FIRST CLASS

Course Number: A-433-0025, A-433-018
Location: Diving and Salvage School,

1.4

diving techniques.

Course Number: A-433-0023.

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA;

Naval. School, New London, CT, Naval
School, Pearl Harbor, HI; Naval School,
Key West, FL.
Length: 4 weeks (125-145 hours).

;Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the basic aspects of scuba diving and underwater operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the physics and medical aspects of

Washington, DC.
Length: 14-26 weeks (465-858 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/66-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
advanced diving, salvage, and rescue oper-

diving; swimming and underwater swimming, buoyant ascent training, underwater

ations.

diving equipment; methods of underwater

Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in advanced ship salvage and submarine rescue methods, helium-oxygen tech-,
niques; scuba techniques, underwater welding, and a review of diving physics.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
hours in
certificate category, 6 semest
Marine science technology (12/7*; in the

cutting and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

baccalaure to /associate
degree category, 6 semester hou in marine
lower-division

, in the
science or oceanography, (12
upper-division baccalaureate categ ry, 3 semester hours in ocean engineering' (12/73)

NV-1606-0009
DEEP SE(, HELIUM-OXYGEN DIVING
OFFICERS

Course Number: A-4N-0014.
Location: Diving and Salvage School,
Washington, DC.
Length: 7 weeks (224 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-Present.

Objectives: To train diving officers in the

use of helium-oxygen 'deep diving techniques

nence in principles and problems of eep
diving and use of helium-oxygen mixtures.
Credit Rttcommendation: Credit is not,reccimmended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (12/73).

Instruction: Lectures and practical e

search and iinspection; communications;
photography; demolition; usch,maintenance,

and repair of deep sea aml, lightweight

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
mantle science technology (1/74), in the

baccalaureate/associate
'lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in ocean
engineering (1/74)

NV-1606-0012
CLOSED AN6 SEMICL6SED SCUBA

Course Number: None.
Location: Naval Schbol, Key West, FL
Length: 4 weeks (125 hours).
Exhibit Dates:'1 /62- 12/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
all aspects of mixed-gas scuba diving and
underwater practices.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in mixed-gas scuba diving, diving

DIVER SECOND CLASS

(EOD Diver Candidates)

As

Course Number. A-433-0022.

Location: Naval School, Key West, FL;
Naval School, Norfolk, VA, Naval School,
San Diego, CA1, Naval School,Guam, MI:

Naval School, Pearl Harbor, HI; Naval

School, Subic Bay,.RPI.
Length: 7-10 weeks (230-365 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the basic aspects of scuba diving and underwater practices.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the physics and' medical aspects of

diving, swimming and underwater swimming, buoyant ascent training, underwater
search

and

inspection,

maintenance, and underWater search and inspection
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours' in
the
marine science technology (1/74),

baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in ocean
engineering (1/74).c.
lower-division

NV-1606-0013
UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHER/SCUBA;

photography, demolition,: use and=maintei htweight diving
equipment, and methods f underwater cut-

sL

air

ting.

Credit Recommendatio

In the vocational

bac

laureate/associate

certificate category, 4
marine science technol
lower-division

mester hours in
y (1/74); in the

degree category, 4 semes &tours in ocean
engineering (1/74).

Course Number: None
Location: Naval School, Key West, FL.
Length: 5i:weeks (138 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/62-12/68.

treatment tables.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

paramedical programs or ocean engineering
lower-division
the
(12/73);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6

semester hours in marine science technology (12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in marine
sciences (12/73).

NV-1606-0015

to

SHIP SALVAGE DIVING OFFICERS

, Course Number: A-4N-0011.

Location: Diving and Salvage School,

Washington, DC.
Length: 14 weeks (445 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/68-Present
Objectives: To train officers in the use of
diving equipment.
Instruction: Diving with deep-sea, light-,
weight, and Scuba equipment; diving physi-

ology and 'first aid, and underwater engi-d
neering as applied to salvage operations.
Credit -Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
ocean engineering (12/73) ;'in the lower -d'
vision baccalaureate/associate degree Category, 6 semester Hours in ocean engineering
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate

category, 4 semester hours in ocean -engineering (12/73).

NV-1606-0016
MASTER DIyER.QUAWICATION

Course Number: A-433-019.

Location: Deep Sea Divers School, Washington, DC.
Length: 5 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-Prhent.
Objectives: To prepare experienced divers
to meet the eligibility requirements for the
title,.Master Diver.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience as refresher training diving equipment, techniques, and safety, with emphasis
on supervisor y training.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate catego?y, 4 semester hours in

Qbjectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the basic principles of scuba diving and un-_
derwater photography.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the physics and medical aspects of
diving; swimming and underwater .evJimming; buoyant ascent training; underWater
search "an,d inspection; communications;
demolition; underwater photography, ins
eluding tge use of still and motuin picture
cameras, processing,sand problems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

mai'ine sciences (12/73); in the lower-divi-

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

Washington, DC.
Length: 8 weeks (256 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To ,provide medical officers

marine science technblogy (1/74).

communications,

nance of deep 4ea and

Instruction: Lectures and..przcal experience in diving physics and physiology as
applied to the treatment of compressed-gas
illness accident* prevention, mixed-gas
diving, and the use of decompression and

medicine and physics, equipment use and,

DIVER

NV-1606-0010

1-111

the physiological effects of diving, and in

SCUBA DIVER

Exhibit Dates: 1/620-Present.

NV-1606-0008

G.'

Objectives: To train hospital personnel

NV-1606-0014
MEDICAL DEEP SEA DIVING TECHNICIAN

(Medical Deep Sea DiNing Technic)
(Deep Sea Divers)
Course Number: A-433-0020.
Location: Deep Sea Divers School, Washington, DC.
Length: 21-26 weeks (735-960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/57-Present.

11)(0̀

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego;'

hours in oceanography
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in marine engineering (12/73).
ry, 4 semester

NV- 1606 -0017
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT DIVING OFFICERS
Course Number: A-6A-0010.

Location: Diving and Salvage School,

witp instruction in diving techniques with
emphasis on physiological askts.

Instruction: Familiarization With deep sea,
lightweight; and helium di%ing;.operational

use of SCUBA; limited training in underwater mechanics; and diving techniques
with emphasis on physiological aspects.
Credit Recommendation: Baccalaureate

credit is not recommended because course

":

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-112

participation is limited to medical doctors
(6/75).

BASIC ilisor FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

Corpus

Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To train pilots as flight in' structors for basic prop aircraft.
, Instruction: Lectures and in-flight training
in teaching prop-aircraft flight procedures,

including the synthetic instrument trainer,

0

instrument simulator, radio instrument simulator, safety procedures, night flight procedures, and aircraft preflight and takeoff procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (2/74).

Course Number: None.

Location: Naval Aviation Schools Command, Pensacola, FL.
Length: Version 1: 2 weeks (71-78 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/68-10/69. Version 2: 8/66-7/68.
Objectives: To train qualified pilots to be
instructor,pilots.

'Instruction: Lectures include the basic
principles of education, orientation for the
instructor pilot, applied aerodynamics,
safety procedures, oral communications,
and leadership training.,
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in aerodynamics, 1 in education (2/74). Version 2:
In .
the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in aerodynamics, 1 in educationi(2/74).
,

'PROSPECTIVE PROP FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

NV-1606-0025

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in training as an instructor pilot (2/74).

TA-4IT ADVANCED JET

RA-5C AIRCRAFT FAMILIARIZATION

(PILOT/RAN)

and practical,exercises in aerodynamics, engineering, flight regulations, navigation, and
meteorology.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree. category, 3 semester hours in flight experience,
6.in theory of flight (2/74).

.Course Number: C-2A-3742.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albdny, GA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment; Sanford, FL.
Length: 2 weeks-(77-84 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/67-Present.
Objectives: To provide pilots and reconnaissance attack navigators with training in

Objectives: To train pilots as flight in-

structors for prop aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures in flight rules and
regulations, instrument navigation, aerodynamics, meteorology, operational navigation, in-flight procedures, takeoff and landing techniques, emergency procedures, air- .
craft engine familiarization, and military
tactics.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not .rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (2/74).
.11W,

c

PROSPECTIVE TA-4J FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

Corpus

Objectives: To train pilots as flight in-

structors for the TA-4J aircraft.

SSBN NAVIGATION OFFICER

Course Number: A-2G-0011.

tions and operation, including electrical, hydraulic, power plant, fuel, and flight control

systems operation; and air data computer,
master flight reference, approach power
compensator, survival, and environmental
systems functions and operating propdures.Credit Recommendation: in the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in aircraft familiarization (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft familiarization (3/74).

BASIC JET NAVIGATION, CLASS 0

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.

Length: 4 4=1160 hours).

Course Number: C-420-2013

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakelfurst, NJ.
Length: 6-7 weeks (240-279 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/65-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

safety and survival; flight planning; deadreckoning, low-level, and radar navigation;
and practical experience in navigation oper-

operate radiosonde and rawinsonde upper-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in navigation (2/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-'
ry, credit in navigation on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

Course Number: K-3A-5005
Location: Fleet Intelligence

Center, Pacific, San Diego, C.
Length: 2 weeks (68 hours).
Exhibit Wes: 10 /73- Present.

Objectives: To provide basic instruction
in the specific functions and responsibilities
of the collateral duty command intelligence
officer.
Instruction: Instruction includes collection
and dissemination of intelligence information and recognition and capabilities of for,
eigh weapon systems. Methods involve
classroom lectures and briefings on intelligence aids and techniques :Ind practical ex-

ercises on organizing, preparing, and presenting intelligence briefs.

air equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and pradiCal exercise in radiosonde and rawinsonde upper-air
equipment operation, upper-air data evaluation, winds-aloft computation¢ radiosonde
recorders preventive maintenance and cali,

Training

of the fleet ballistic missile weapons system,

RAWIN-RADIOSONDE SET OPERATOR,
CLASS C

Instruction: Lectures in jet aircraft navi-

COMMAND INTELLIGENCE OFFICER (CIO)

Objectives: To train officers to manage
the operation of the navigation subsystem

NV-1606-0027

Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train naval flight officers
in basic jet aircraft navigation.

.NV/ -1606-0024

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (362 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the management of the navigational
subsystem of the fleet ballistic missile weapons system, including administrative procedures, inertial theory and principles of
SINS operation, navigation , subsystem
equipment operation and calibration procedures, calibration theory, and conventional
navigation and piloting.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

NV-1606-0023

ations.

Course Number: Not available.
Location:--tfaval Air Station,
Christi, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

NV-1606-0026

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in RA-5C aircraft and systems func-

Course Number: Q-2A-0061.

mand, Corpus Christi, TX.
Length: 9 weeks (67-94 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/63-Present..

Coarse Number: None.
Location: Naval Air Station, Corpus
Christi, TX.
Length: 20 weeks 4115-129 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.
Objectives: To qualify student aviators as
jet pilots.

Instruction: Flight training and lectures

s4RA-5C Aircraft Familiarization)

gation theory; aircraft equipment, flight

NV-1606-0021

,

NV-1606-0022

(Prospective ME (Prop) Flight Instructor
(TS-2A Type Aircraft))
(Prospective ASW Flight Instructor (S-2
Type Aircraft))

Location: Air Advanced Training Com-

f'

gineering!

tems.

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

'

and air-to-ground jp air-to-air weapons;

the operation of RA-5C aircraft and sys-

NV-1606-0019

. NV-1606-0020

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized natureof the course (6/75).

and lectures and
cal exercises in flight
rules and regulations, aerodynamics, and en-

NV-1606-0018
Course Number: Q-2A-0060.
'Location: Naval Air Station,
Christi, TX.
Length: 3 Weeks (117 hours).

Instruction: Flight training, including imstrument navigation, operational navigation,

bration procedures, flight preparation and
launching of radiosonde equipment, radiosonde transmitter principles, and meteoro-

logical data evaluation procedures.
-Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
weather forecasting techniques on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74):

NV-1606-0028
AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE

(AASW) FOR FIRST TOUR PILOTS,
P3C

Course Number: E-2D-070.
Locati8n: Fleet Aviation

Specialized

Operational Training Group, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA.
Length 3 weeks (91 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.

1-113

Navy
Objectives: To train pilots in air anti-submanne warfare in P3C (land-based ASW)
aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in air anti-submarine warfare in P3C
(land-based ASW) aircraft. Topics include
oceanography and under\,vater acoustics,
tactical maneuvenng of aircraft engaged in
ASW, AASW sensors and related equipment, and electronic warfare concepts.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military- pecific
nature of the course (5/74).

NV-1606-0029
RAWIN SET OPERATOR, CLASS C

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Data: 3e55-12/68

Objectives: To train aerographer's mates
and enlisted personnel with radiosonde expenence to operate and maintain aerometeorological equipment and to evaluate me-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in navigation (6/74).
NV- 1606.0032
,ADVANCED NAVIGATION TRAINING
(POSTGRADUATE NAVAL AVIATOR)

Course Number None.
Location: Aviation Tiaining Center, Pensacola, FL.
Length: 6 weeks (178 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in advanced navigation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in advanced navigation, including

emergency, day-flight, night-flight, patrolflight and extended-flight procq¢ures; briefs;
_debriefs; flight planning; celestial navigation; advanced navigation techniques; synthetic navigation training; and electronic
navigation systems.
fit
Credit Recommendation: In the lokver-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in navigation (6/74).

teorological data.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in radiosonde data evaluatibn, rawin
set theory and associated equipment operation, preflight groqnd equipment check, ra-

diosonde assembly launching procedures,
v

and data evaluation
Credit Recommendation: In the uppepedvision baccalaureate category, credit in
weather forecasting techniques on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

NV-1606-0030
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCEMAN (PT)

interpretation/Radar
(Photographic
Target Analysis)
Course Number: A-242-0010.
Location: Intelligence School, Washington, DC.
Length: 14-16 weeks (420-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
air intelligence, photographic interpretation,
and radar target analysis.
Instruction:-L-ectures and practical exer-

cises in photography and photographic Interpretation, charts, metrics, target analysis,
radar and radar target analysis, and operational and intelligence planning.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational .

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
photographic interpretation, (5/74); in the';
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree, category, 6 semester hours in photo-

graphic "nterpretalion (5/74); in the upperchvisio baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours r r photographic interpretation (5/74).
NV-1
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ADVANCED NAVIGATION TRAINING
(STUDENT NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER)

Course Number. Q.2D-0023.

Location: Aviation Training Center, Pensacola, FL.
Length: 9 weeks (311 hours)..
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in advanced naviagation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises

in advanced navigation, including

emergency, day-flight, night-flight, patrolflight and extended-flight procedures; briefs,
debriefs, and flight planning; celestial navigation; advanced navigation techniques;
synthetic navigation training; and elEctronic
navigation systems.

NV-1606-0033

Isstruction: Lectures and practical exerciset in basic C-121 ground and flight procedures, including use of the C-121 operational flight simulator, ground handling
characteristics, and normal and emergency
flight procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Great is not recommended because of the !tithed technical
nature of the course (12/68).

NV-1606-0036
FLEET REPLACEMENT RADAR NAVIGATOR

(Bombardier Navigator)
Cdurse Number: Not available.
Location: Naval Air Station, Whidbey
Island, WA,
Length: 16-20 weeks (552-698 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/63-Present.

Objectives: To train commissioned offi-

cers as fleet replacement radar navigators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of fleet replacement radar
navigators. Course Includes radar navigation, communications, navigation equipment, celestial navigation, sextant usage,
flight patterns, and electronic warfare.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
navigation (7/74); in the lower-diVision

ADVANCED NAVIGATION TRAINING

(POWRADUATE COAST GUARD
AVIATOR)

Course Number: None

Location: Aviation Training Center, Pensacola, FL.
Length: 8 weeks (261 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in r,advanced navigation
Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exercises in advanced navigation, including
emergency, day-flight, patrol-flight, and extendedflight procedures; briefs, debriefs,
and flight planning; celestial navigation; advanced' navigation techniques; synthetic
navigation training; and electronic navigation systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in navigation (6/74).
NV-1606-0034
PILOTS C-121 SIMULATOR AND ADVANCED

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in navigation (7/T4); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in navigation (12/68)

NV-1606-0037
PROSPECTIVE PHASE

I CV (JET) (TF/AF-

9J) TACTICAL FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Advanced Training Command, Corpus Christi, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (129 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/63-12/68.

Objectiva: To train pilots as tactical
flight instructors in TF/AF-9J aircraft
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of a tactical flight instructor. Course includes instruments, naviga-

tion, formation, night operations, weapons,
and carrier qualifications.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

FLIpHT

Course Number: 5-2B-012.
Location: Oceanographic Air
Unit, Patuxent River, MD.
'4' Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/66-12/68.

Survey

pilots and plane commanders in gro'und and
flight techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in C-121 ground and flight techniques,
including use of the operational flight simulator and normal and emergency flight procedures and instruments.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (1.2/68).

NV-1606-0035
PILOTS C-t21 SIMULATOR AND BASIC
FLIGHT

Air

Survey

Unit, Patuxent River, MD.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hOurs).
Exhibit Dates: 12/66-12/687

Objectives: To train prospective C-121

pilot in basic.C-121 ground and flight procedures.
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PROSPECTIVE ADVANCED NAVIGATION
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: Q-2D-0064.

Objectives: To train prospective C-121

Course Number: D-2B-013.
Location: ticeanographic

NV -1606 -0038

Location: Air Advanced Training Command, Corpus Christi, TX
Length: 11-16 weeks (95-151 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/63-12/68.

Objectives: To train naval aviators and

observers as flight instructors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in flight instructor training, including
navigation training, instruments familiarization, flight training, flight rules and regulations, meteorology, engineering, and synthetic instrument training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74i.

NV-1606-009
PROSPECTIVE TF/TAF-9J PLIGHT'
INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Naval Air Station, Corpus
Christi, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (167-190 hours).

1:114

COURSE EXHIBITS

Exhibit Dates; 5/69-Present.

Objectives: To train flight instructors in
TF/TAF-9.1 aircraft
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in TF/TAF-9.1 aircraft, including basic
instruments, Instrument navigation, forma.
Lion. night flight, operational navigation,

airto-ground weapons, tactics, and carrier
qualification.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

NV-1606-0043
P3C TACTICAL COORDINATOR POSITIONAL

TRAINING FOR NAVAL FLIGHT k
OFFICERS

Course Number: E-2D-0Q75.
Location: Fleet Aviation

Specialized

Operational Training Group, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA.
Length; 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide P3C flight officers
with tactical training in antisubmarine warfare.

NV1606-0040

Instruition: Lectures and practical exercises on P3C aircraft tactical coordinator

t.

PROSPECTIVE VA ( PROP) TACTICAL
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Advanced Training Command, Corpus Christi, T$C.
Length: 12 weeks (267 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65-12/68.

Objectives: To train flight instructors in
VA (Prop) tactical flight training.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in VA (Prop) flight training, including
formation, tactics, weapons, and navigation

training,
including
positional
armament/ordnance hardware; flight stkrion
review, TACCO station hardware and soft2.vare; TACCO station familiarization, recovery, tactical navigation, steenng/splash
points, audio control, sensor processing, initialization, and multipurpose display; switch
functions; specific laboratory; and practice
trainer brief and debrief.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

ons,the T-28 and A-1H aircraft.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

NV-1606-0044

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

1.

NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER TRAINING
(FLIGHT, ACADEMIC, FLIGHT

2

NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER TRAINING
(FLIGHT, ACADEMIC, FLIGHT

SUPPORT)

NV-1606-0041
PROSPECTIVE PHASE II

CV (JET) (FIIA)

TACTICAL FLIGJIT INSTRUCTOR

Course Number. Not available.

3.
4.
5.

Location: Air Advanced Training Command, Corpus Christi, TX.
Length: 10 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/63-12/68.

Objectives: To train flight instructors in
F9J/Fll'A jet aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in flight procedures for F9J/F11A aircraft, including formation, tactics, air-to-air
weapons, ground-controlled intercept procedures, night flying, instrumentation, and
high-altitude navigation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

NV-1606-0042

SUPPORT)

*ow

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR INDOCTRINATION
GROUP

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Basic Training Command,
Pensacola, FL.
Length: 3 weeks (91 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-12/68.

Objectives: To train aviators as flight instructors.
Instruction: Lectures and practical' exercises in flight instruction procedures, including instructional methods, learning
principles, testing methods and score interpretation, flight psychology, carolling,

oral communications; and applie9aerodynamics (basic physics, various theories and
equatiops, spins and stalls, helicopter flight,
jet engibe theory sand components, reciprocating engines, various curves, take-off and
landing problems, stability, and control systems).

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hoqrs in instructional
methods (12/68). _

BASIC NAVAL AVIATION OFFICER
BASIC NAVAL AVIATION OFFICER
AVIATION LIMITED bUTY OFFICER
(LDO) INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: Version 1: 18-20 weeks (587-619
hours). Version 1: 16, weeks (640 hours).
Version 3: 16 weeks (640 hours). Vinton 4: 8
weeks (195-236 hours). Version 5: 8 weeks
(320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/72-Present.
Version 1: 9/67-6/72 Version 3: 7/64-8/67.
Version 4: 2/61-6/64. Version 5: 1/61-2/61.

tion (7/74). Version 1: In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in navigation on the basis of
institutional evaluation (7/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in navigation (12/68). Version 3: In
the lower-k/ision baccalaureate/associate
degree categVry, 2 semester hours in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 Semester hours in navigation,
in communications (12/68). Version
4: In the upper-division baccalaureate category,
semester 'hour in navigation, in
communications (12/68) Version 5: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in naval science (12/68).
1

1

NW1606-0045
NAVIGATION FLIGHT TRAINING, NAVAL
AVIATOR AND NAVAL FLIGHT
OFFICER

(Navigation Flight Training, Pilot and
Naval Aviation Officer (Navigator))
Course Number: None.

Location: Air Advanced Training Command, Corpus Christi, TX.
Length: 3-4 weeks (55-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/63-Present
Objectives: To train pilots and flight officers to perform the duties of aerial navigators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of an aerial navigator.
Course includes radio navigation, celestial
navigation, dead reckoning, plotting, antisubmarine warfare navigation, radar navigation, and flight planning.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
navigation (8/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in navigation (8/74).
NV-1606-0046
i.

Objectives: To provide personnel with

naval flight training.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in naval flights training,
including aircraft orientation, electronic systems, navigation, and fleet orientation. Version 1: Topics include avionics, navigation,
operations, ground simulation, programmed
instruction, flight, and NATOPS and safety.
Version 1: Topics include technical fundamentals branch, electricity, electronics,
radar fundamentals, computer systems, elec-

tronic warfare, advanced systems, navigation branch, flight preparation navigation,
airways navigation, dead-reckoning navigation, training device problems, fleet air operations, and air intelligence and recognition.,Version 3: Topics include electricity
and 1ectronics, radar fundamentals, computer,systems,,,aircraft communications, air
intelligence and recognition, advanced systems and ASW devices, navigation procedures, meteorology, and flight support. Ver-

1

FLIGHT PREP .RATION, NAVAL
AVIATION CADET AND AVIATION
OFFICER CANDIDATE

(PreTflight, Naval Aviation Cadets and
Aviation Officer Candidates)
2.

PRE-FLIGHT, NAVAL AVIATION CADETS
AND AVIATION OFFICER CANDIDATES

Course Number. None.

Location: Air Basic Training Command,
Pensacola, FL.
Length: 14-16 weeks (543-582 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/63-1/68. Version 1: 1/56712/62.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
aviation and aircraft fundamentals.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in aviation and aircraft

fundamentals, including mathematics, physics, night vision, elementary physiology,

human behavior fundamentals, leadership

naval history, military justice,
physical fitness, survival training, and principles of flight. Version 1: Instruction includes navigation, air intelligence, and persion 4: Topics include navigation, communisonnel administration.
cations, special weapons recognition, fleet
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
,operations, air intelligence, and aviation
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
electronics fanuliarization. Versionv5: Topics
degree category, 1 semester hour in navigainclude finance, fleet and tactical organiza:
non, in aeronautics (8/74). Version 1: In
tion personnel administration and organiza-.., the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
tion, and aviatiororganization.
, degree category, 1 semester hour in navigaCredit Recommendation: Version I: In the
don (8/74).
lowerdivision
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in navigation on the basis of institutional evaluaNV.1606-0047

training,

1

4).
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Navy
I.

in communica1
tions, 1 in aeroengineering (8/74).

nautics, 2 in navigation,

FLIGHT SYSTEMS

(Flight Preparation, Officer)
(Pre-flight, Officer)
2.

PRE-FLIGHT, OFFICER

E- 1 B aircraft.

NV-1606.05150

Course Number. None.

LOcation: Air Basic Training command,

ADVANCED PHASE, PILOT TRAINING

Course Number: None.
Pensacola, FL.
Location:- Air Advanced Training ComLength: 4-10 weeks (130-375 hours).
mand,
Corpus Christi, TX.
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 163-Present-AN*
Length: 10-23 weeks (223-953 hours).
Version 2: 1/56-12/62.
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in aviation
Objectives: To train pilots to be fully
and aircraft fundamentals.
qualified fleet pilots.
Instruction: A11 Versions. Lectures and
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer\viation and aircraft
practical .exercises
cises in engineering, flight tactics, advanced
fundamentals, including mathematics, phys-

-

ics, night vision, elementary physiology,
human behavior fundamentals, leadership

navigation, weapons and warfare. instru-

ciples of flight. Version 2: Instruction includes navigation, air intelligence, and per-

certificate .category, 1 semester hour in
aeronautics, 1 in navigation, 1 in aeroengineenng (8/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
in navigasemester hour in aeronautics,
in aeroengineering (8/74); in the
tion,
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in aeronautics, 1 in navigation,
1 in aeroengineering (8/74).

training, naval history, military justice,
physical fitness, survival training, and prin-

sonnel administration.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in navigaL

in aeronautics (8/74). Version 2. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in.navigaLion,

1

ment flight, aerodynamics, meteorology,
and com ba kipera t ions.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

1

1

lion (8/74).
AVIATION FLEET PREPARATORY COURSE I

AND II, CLASS P

PRIMARY PHASE, BASIC PILOT TRAINING

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in T-34 aircraft flight training, including basic pilot training, maneuvers, flight
rules, aerobatics, stalls, spins, and emergen-

Course N(nber: Not available.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 4-6 weeks (193-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in fleet aviation operations
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation operations, including organization and familiarization, aircraft squadrons, aircraft carriers; air department divi-

cy procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in

'personnel and aircraft survival; fire fighting
and crash rescue; handtools and hardware;

Course Number: None

Location: Air Basic Training Command,
Pensacola, FL.
Length: 8-9 weeks (42-56 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/60-Present.

Objectives: To train basic aviators to fly

T-34 aircraft

aeronautics (8/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate, degree category,
semester hour in aeronautics (8/74).
1

NV-1606-0049

sion; survival and emergency equipment;

aviation maintenance procedures; aircraft

familiarization; basic aircraft systems; _air.
craft handling; and aircraft maintenance.
Credit Rekommendation: Credit is not recomtnended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/74).

BASIC PHASE, PILOT TRAINING

Course Number: None.

-v..

,

Location: Air Basic Training Command,
Pensacola, FL.
Length: 23-32 weeks (232-794 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version' 1: 1/60-Present.
Version 2: 1/54- 12/59.

Objectives: To train personnel who have
completed primary pilot training to fly
high-perfermance aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin hi Ii rformance aircraft flight
flight maneuvers, basic
training, incl 7,
. instrument nigh ;'' radio navigation, formation flight, aerodynamics, communications,
aircraft systems, flight rules, meteorology,
cises

0

navigation, and weapons system.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 1 semester
hour in aeronautics, 1 in communications, 2;
in navigation, 1 in aeroengineering (8/74):
o in
lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in aeronautics, 2 in navigain communications, in aeroengintion,
eenng (8/74). Version 2: In the vocational
1

NV-1606-0052
RADIOSONDE SET OPERATOR, CLASS C

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 3 'weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train aerographer's mates,
and enlisted personnel to operate and maintain balloon-carried radiosonde transmitters
and to interpret meteorological data.
Instruction: Lectures in radiosonde

ground equipment components operation,

alignment, and calibration procedures; flight
equipment principles of operation, maintenance, alignment, and calibration; aerologi-

cal data evaluation; and in-flight, release,
and data-forwarding procedures.
Credit Recom'mendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
weather forecasting techniques on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68).

1

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
aeronautics, 2 in navigation, 1 in communications, 1 in aeroenginecring (817,4); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in aero-

Instruction: Lectures and flight exercises
in formation flying. instrument familiarization, and carrier operations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
ommended
nature of the course (6/75).
NV-1606-0054
E-2B AIRCRAFT PILOT TRAINING

Course Number: D-2B-0015.

Location: Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Squadron 120, Norfolk, VA
Length: 16 weeks (47,5 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present

Objectives: To train aviators to pilot the

E-2B aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and flight, exercises
in formation flying, instrument familiarization, and carrier operations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommendeci,because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/75)

NV-1606-0055

NV -1606 -0051

NV-1606-0048

Length: 16 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present.
Objectives: To 'train aviators to pilot the

RESERVE AIR INTELLIGENCE (RAI)

Course Number: J-3A-0955; K-3A-5011;
K-3A-527.
Location:

Fleet Intelligence
Center, Pacific, San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (100 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.

Training

Objectives: To provide reserve officers
with training in the fundamentals of air intelligence.

Instruction: Specialized training and prac-

tical exercises in the air intelligence environment, identification of foreign weapon
systems, methods of collecting and reporting intelligence data; and related topics
such as electronic warfare, aerial maps, etc.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/75).

NV-1606-0056
RESERVE BASIC INTELLIGENCE TRAINING

SUBJECTS (BITCS)
Course Number: K-3A-5010; K-3A-526.
Location: Fleet Intelligence ,Training

Center, Pacific, San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (68 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide, entry-level train-,
ing to commissioned or reserve' officers in
the area of intelligence.
Instruction: Instruction includes discussions on the intelligence environment; intelligence methods:, photographic intelligence,
including imagery interpretation; and other
related topics such as security, naval messages, operation plans and orders, and electronics countermeasures.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree Catesemester hour in intelligence or
gory,
public security (6/75).
1

NV-1606-0057
S-3A COPILOT AVIONICS

Course Number: E-2A-1718; E-2A-0018.
Location: Fleet Aviation Specialized

NV-1606-0053
E-113 AIRCRAFT PILOT TRAINING

Course Number: D-2B-0016.

Location: Carrier Airborne Early Warn-,

ing Training Squadron 120, Norfolk, VA.

140

Operational Training Group, North island,
CA.
Length: 6 weeks (187 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/74-Present.

1-116

COURSE EXHIBITS

.Objectives: To prepare copilots for S-3A
mission training in the replacement squad-,
ron (VS-41).
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in navigation systems, communications, and electronic surveillance measures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature-of the course (6/75).

Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Length: 48 weeks (442-476 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present.

Objectives: To train experienced pilots,
Naval Flight Officers, and engineers to

service and maintain aircraft air-conditioning, pressurization, and utility systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

become qualified engineering test pilots, test
flight officers, and test projectengineers.
Instruction: Classroom lectures, assignments, examinations, airborne demonstra-

cises in the maintenance of aircraft air-conditioning, pressunzation, and utility systems.
Topics include, aircraft air conditioning
with high-pressure air and components, and
ground air conditioning and ventilation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft air conditioning (6/74).

tions, and flight projects including aircraft
performance, aerodynamics, propulsion, sta-

bility and control, flight testing, and air-

NV-1606-0058
AVIATION FLEET PREPARATORY COURSE I

AND II
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 4-6 weeks (193-240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

.

with training in fleet aviation operations
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation operationsincluding prga- ,
nization and familiarization; aircraft squad-'
rons; aircraft carriers; air department divisions; survival and emergency equipment;
personnel and aircraft survival, fire fighting
and crash rescue, handtools and hardware;
aviation maintenance procedures, aircraft
familiarization; basic aircraft systems; aircraft handling, and aircraft maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recomfnended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/74)

borne systems. Prerequisites include college,
physics or mechanics and mathematics
through algebra and differential calculus.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-di-

Length: 2 weeks (68 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Presek
Objectives: To provide training in amphibious operations and amphibious staff intelligence functions.

Instruction: Topics include amphibious
orientation, with emphasis on an overall
view of composition and organization, intelligence planning and characteristics of the
area of amphibious operations
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (6/75),

NV-1606-0060
OPERATIONS SPECIALIST, CLASS Ai

Course Numbee: A.221-0011.
Location: Service School

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 14-15 Weeks (442-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel to perform
duties, required in a combat information
center
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in procedures used in message communications, radar navigation, radar course

plotting, using vector plotting in the operation of radar systems and data interpretation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

"certificate category, 2 semester hours in
navigation practices and 1 in navigation laboratory (9/77).

NV-1606-0061
AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

Course Number: None.
Location: Test Pilot School, Patuxent

River, MD.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
lithium bromide absorption systems. Course
includes a study of the construction and operation of components, leak testing, purge
system operation, and preventive mainte-

Length: 48 weeks (429-434 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.

bility and control, flight testing and al?.

Center, Pacific, San Diego, CA.

Length: 2 weeks (60`hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform basic maintenance procedures on a'
lithium bromide air-conditioning unit.

River, MD.

AMPHIBIOUS STAFF INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Training

Location: Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC; Submarine School, Grotop, CT.

FIXED WING FLIGHT MECHANICS
Course Number: None.
Location: Test Pilot School, Patuxent

NV- 1606 -0059

Course Number: K-3A-5006.
Location: Fleet Intelligence

LITHIUM BROMIDE AIR CONDITIONING
Course Nuniber: A-720-0028; F-652-041.

NV-1606-0062

Objectives: To train experienced aviators
and engineers to become qualified engineering test pilots and test project engineers.
Instruction: Classroom lectures,. assignments, examinations, airborne denpstrabons, and test flying assignments including
performance, aerodynainics, propulsion, sta-

(ASIO)

NV-1701-0002

vision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours iii aircraft performance, 2 in introductory aerodynamics, 3 in jet propulsion, 3 in
stability and and control, 3 in flight testing,
and 3 in airborn9 systems, for a total of 16
hours (7/79)

nance.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in operation and maintenance of a lithium bromide air-conditioning unit (5/74)

borne systems. Prerequisites include college
physics or mechanics and mathematics
through algebr. in.1 differential calculus
Credit Recombhen-dation: In the upper-di-

NV-1701-0003
E -2B AND C-2A ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in aircraft performance, 2-in introductory aerodynamics, 3 in jet propulsion, 3 in
Stability and control, and 4 in flight testing,
for a total of 15 hours (7/79)

(E-2A Environmental Systems Organizational Maintenance)
Course Number: C-602-3472.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

NV-1606-0063
4

ROTARY WING FLIGHT MECHANICS

Course Number: None.
Location: Test Pilot School,

Patuxent

River, MD.
Length: 48 weeks (439-445 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.

Objectives: To train experienced aviators
and engineers to become qualified engineering test pilots and test project engineers
Instruction: Classroom lectures, assignments, examinations, airborne -demonstrations, and test flying assignments, including
aircraft performance, aerodynamics, propulsion, stability and control, flight testing, and
airborne systems. Prerequisites include college physics or mechanics and mathematics
through algebra and differential calculus
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in aircraft performance, I in introductory aerodynamics, 3 in jet propulsion, 3 in
stability and control, and 4 in flight testing,
for a total of 15 hours (7/79)

Length: 2 weeks (60-75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain aircraft air- conditioning systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintiinance of aircraft environmental systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in aircraft air conditioning (5/74).

NV-1701-0004
R-11 CENTRIFUGAL 110 TON AIR
CONDITIONING COMBINED
MAINTENANCE

(110 Ton R11 Centnfugal Air Conditioning Unit (York))
Course Number: A-652-0111; F-652-032.
Location: Submarine School, Groton,

,New London, CT; Fleet Ballistic Missile
Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC;

Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl
Harbor, HI"
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.

NV-1701-0001
P-3 AIR CONDITIONING, PRESSURIZATION
AND UTILITIES ORGANIZATIONAL.
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-603-3532

Location:, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD;.Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).

1

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and perform mechanical maintenance on a centrifugal refrigeration system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of a centrifugal refrig&ation system. Topics include centrifugal compressor and Capacity control mecha-

nism construction and operation, and the
maintenance procedures involved in the use
of the air-purging system.

Navy
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in mechanical maintenance of a centrifugal refrigeration unit (5/74).

machine, including a general description of
the washing and extracting machine,
manual operation of the washer/extractor,
formula card programming, formula oper-

NV-1701-0005

circuit, and electrical troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in appliance repair (5/74).

ation of the washer/extractor, electrical
controls, description of the fill and drain

AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION,
CLASS C
(Air Conditioning and Refrigeration,

Class C-1)
Course Number: A-720-010; A-720-011.

1-117

converters, planetary gear systems, and
automatic transmission control systems

theory and principles, theory, operation,
disassembly,

inspection, repair, assembly,

and troubleshooting of powerglide, Ford C-

4 Cruise-O-Matic, Allison torqmatic, and
International-Hough torque converters and
powershift transmissions. Version 2: Instruc-,
Lion includes Fordomatic two-speed, hydra-

matic dual range, Allison MT series, and
Caterpillar powershift transmissions.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
.

NV-1703-0001

Location: Air Conditioning and Refrigera-

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC/AUTOMOTIVE
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

tion School, San Diego, CA; Air Conditioning and Refrigeration School, Norfolk,

(CM"C" Automotive Electrical Mainte-

VA.

nance)
Course Number: A-610-0026.

Length: 8 weeks (240-247 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/58-Present.

Location: Construction Training Center,
Gulfport, MS; Construction Training

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, test, maintain, and repair air-conditioning and refrigeration equipment and sys-

Center, Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

tems.

Instruction: Lectures and practidal exercises in the operation, testing, maintenance,
and repair of air-conditioning and refrigera-

vocational certificate category, 8 semester

hours in automotive or heavy equipment
lower-division
the
in
(7/76);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6

semester hours ex automotive or heavy
equipment (7/76)7'1/err:on 2: In the. vocational certificate category, 5 semester hours
in automotive or heavy equipment (5/74);
lower-division
the
in `
baccaldureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in automotive or heavy
equipment (5/74)

maintain and repair automotive and construction equipment electrical systems

tion equipment and systems, including refngeration unit components,. accessories,
and controls; basic mathematics; refrigeration fundamentals; electrical systems in refngeration, compressors and condensers,
air-cooled equipment; water coolers, ice
makers; refngeration and air-conditioning
plant operations, and psychrometrics and
applications, including </entilation and air

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of automotive and construction equipment electrical systems, including electrical fundamentals, electncal test equipment, storage battery operation, cranking motors and switches, ignition systems, direct current charging
systems, semiconductors, and alternatingcurrent charging systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

punficat ion.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 20 semester hours in
'basic refngeration (6/74); in. the lower-divi-

automobile electricity (7/76), in the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in automobile elec-

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, 8 semester hours in basic refngeration

NV-1703-0004
GENERAL MOTORS ENGINES (16-278A)
Course Number: F-652-018.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and maintain General Motors Engines

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the repair and maintenance of General Motors engines, including major engine
components and systems, camshafts, timing

gears and engine timing procedures, and
disassembly,' cleaning, inspection, reassem-

(6/74).

tricity (7/76)

NV-1701-0006

NV-1703-0002

CENTRIFUGAL AIR CONDITIONING PLANT
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-720-0025.
Location: Development and Training

ENGINEMEN, GAS TURBINE ENGINES,

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

CLASS C (
Course Number: Not available.
Location:. Engineman School, Great
Lakes, IL.
Length: 7-8 weeks (215-250 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enginemen to supervise turbine engine operators.

automotive repair (5/74).

Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel to operate

and maintain centrifugal refrigeration and

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic gas turbine engine principles,

air conditioning equipment.

Instruction: Classroom and practical instruction in the operational charactenstics
and procedures for centgfugal refngeration
systems, including operation, adjustment,
control, and service/repair of centrifugal

operation, and construction; component systems; and specific gas turbine engines operation, adjustment, troubleshooting, components, and accessones.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in gas
turbines (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in mechanical or automotive
technology (5/74).

units and accessory centrifugal equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
plant operation and maintenance (6/75); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 se'tnester hours in plant
operation. and maintenance (6/75).

NV-1703-0003
NV-,1702-0001

CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC/AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSIONS, CLASS C

CASCADE?C 100 POUND

(CM"C" Auto Trans)

WASHER/EXTRACTOR
'MAINTENANCE, CLASS C
Course Number: A-690-0017

Location: Technical Training ,Command,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel to perform

corrective maintenance on the gascadex
100-pound combination washing and extracting machine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the maintenance and repair of the
assemblies and systems of the Cascades 100 -

pound combination washing and extracting

Course Number: A-610-0021.

-

Location: Construction' Training Center,
MS; Construction Training
Gulfport,
Center, Port Hueneme, CA
Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (240 hours).
-

Version 2: 5 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/69-Present.

Veriion 2: 4/65-11/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
test, adjust, and repair automatic transmissions on automotive and construction equipment.
Instruction: ...f// Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in hydraulics, torque

bly, and testing of the air blower, cylinder
unit, governor and unit injector.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NV-1703-0005
MINE WARFARE ENGINEMAN BASIC

(Engineman Basic)
Course Number: A-652-0038.

Location: Mine Warfare Schoo), Charleston, SC
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present
Objectives: To train petty officers in
diesel engine theory

Instruction: Lectures and demonstrations
in diesel operation and construction, precision measurements, fuel properties, fuel systems, intake and exhaust systems, and
piping and valves.
. Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, '5 semester hours in

automotive technology and heavy equiplower-division
the
(7/74);
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
ment

semester hours in automotive technology
and heavy equipment (7/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in automotive technology-and heavy
equipment (7/74)

NV-1703.0006
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT GASOLINE
ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE
Course Number. C-602-3214.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Jacksonville, FL; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North !skate,"
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-118

Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain gasoline engines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in gasoline engine maintenance, including pnnoples of internal-combustion
engine disassembly, inspection,
repair, and reassembly; and repair of
engine-related subsystems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
engines;

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
repair laboratory (7/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in engine
'repair laboratory (7/74).
engine

NV-1703-0007
CI
School

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 7 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/77-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain the propulsion systems
(ALCO 251-C) installed in the 1182 LST.
Instruction: This course is a combination
of A-652-0055, LST 1179.1182 Class Controllable Pitch Propeller and Propulsion
Control System (NV- 1710-0023) and A -652-

. 0056, ALCO 251-C Diesel Engine (NV-

1712-0010). Topics cover the operation,
troubleshooting and maintenance of the
specified equipment

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in diesel technology
and 2 as electives in automative/mechanical
technology (9/77).

NV-1703-0008
LM2500 GAS TURBINE MODULE
MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI
Course Number. A-652-0072.
Location:. Service School Command,

al aids, aviation meteorology, airport traffic
control; and air traffic rules and regulations,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in gas turbine engine
inspection, operation and maintenance
(9/77).

communication procedures, and radar use.

NV-1704-0001

NV -1704 -0003

AIR INTERCEPT CONTROL, CLASS 0.
Course Number: C-2D-2014.

AIR INTERCEPT CONTROLLER SUPERVISOR

Length: 6-7 weeks (240-264 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/65-Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned offi-

radar personnel with training in air intercises in

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in air traffic control
(3/74).

Course Number: K-2G-3§3.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.

cept control.
Instruction: Lectures -and practical exer-

Course Number. A -652 -0054.

Service

dures.

cer, noncommissioned officer, and enlisted

LST 1182 PROPULSION TECHNICIAN, CLASS

Location:

specific- Inspection equipment and proce-

air intercept control procedures,

communications, and equipment use.

Credit Recommndation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74)

Location: Fleet Anti-Arr Warfare Trainmg Centel/San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (108-117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-Present.

Objectives: To train air Intercept controllers to instruct and supervise personnel in
intercept control proce,dures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in intercept procedures and functions,
supervisory techniques,, emergency procedures, and interceptors and associated
equipment usage.

NV-1704-0002

Credit Recommendation In the vocational
certificate category, ,1 semester hour in air
traffic control (3/74) and
in electronics
laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division

AIR INTERCEPT CONTROLLER

semester

1

baccalaureate/associate dcggee category,
hour in electrpmcs laboratory
1

Course Number: K-2G-0007; K-2G-362.

(6/74):

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 4-5 weeks (116-158 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-Present.
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

NV-1704-0007

personnel to control fleet interceptor air-

Location: Version 1: Air Tecifilidi Training Center, Glynco, GA c Version 2: Air
Technical Training Center, Olathe, KS.
Length: Version 1: 9-11 weeks (372-456

craft in airborne combat situations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical demonstrations in fleet interceptor aircraft operations, inchicling air weapons systems, navigation aids, communications procedures and
vocabulary, radar Indicator equipment,
search and rescue procedures, abd intercept
control methods and techniques.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not red-

=mended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74)

Great Lakes, IL.

AIR CONTROLMAN, CLASS B

Course Number: Nine.

hours). Version 2: 16 weeks (640 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Versieh 1: 10/65-Present.
Version 2: 9/54-9/65

Objectives: To provide control tower operators with advanced training in air traffic
control and in personnel management.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in advanced air traffic control techniques

and

procedures;

instrument

ap-

Length: 5 weeks (187 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/76-Present.
Objectives: To trajn personnel in the
maintenance of the LM2500 gas turbine.

NV-1704-0003

proaches; air navigation; meteorology; and
organizational, personnel, and administra-

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OFFICERS, CLASS 0

tive management.

Instruction: Areas of instruction include
the LM2500 gas turbine assembly, fuel
speed
governing systems,
lubrication
system, electncal system integration, starting system, airflow fundamentals, mainte-

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.

nance and, safety practices, servicing, troubleshooting, installing and aligning turbines.

ai'r traffic controllers and control center of-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catesi
gory,
semester
in
hours
automotive/mechanical technology (9/77).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in navigational aids, FAA regulations,
air traffic control radar procedures, air traffic control terminal procedures, instrument
procedures, and aviation meteorology.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours -in air traffic control
(3/74).

NV-1703-0009
SHIP'S SEIVICE GAS TURBINE GENERATOR
MODULE (ALLISON 501)
MAINTENANCE, CLASS Ci
Course Number: A-652-0076.
Location: Service School Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/76-Present.

Objectives: To provide specific instruction in gas turbine engine operation, inspection and maintenance related to the DD963
class destroyer.

Instruction: Areas of instruction include
gas turbine engine operation, construction,

Course Number: C-2G-f014.
Length: 9-10 weeks (360-392 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/66-Present.
Objectives: To train officers to perform as

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester flours in supetvision and management, 1 in air navigation,
15 in air traffic contol, 1 in aviation meteorology (3/74). Version 2; No credit-course
matenal obsolete (3/74).

ficers.

NV17Q4-0008

9

a

AIR CONTROLMAN T (TOWER), CLASS A--*
Course Number: None

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Olathe, KS.
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours)
Exhibif Dates: 6/56-2/66.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with the knowledge and skills necessary to

NV-1704-0004

qualify for FAA certification as air tra1f

AIR CONTROLMAN, CLASS A
Course Number. C-222-2010.

Instruction: Lectures and plactical exercises in air traffic -control, aerial meteorology, control tower communications, aircraft
characteristics, and FAA regulations.
,,,Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

control'to wer operators.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Olathe, KS; AA- Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 10-14 weeks (400-560 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/46-Present.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel

for FAA certification in control tower op-

cooling, lubrication, trouble identification,

erations.

inspection and maintenance gear reduction,
generator operation and c
ol; and use of

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic air navigation and navigation-

4

0

vision baccalaureate/associate degree 'category, 3 semester hours in aviation meteorol-

ogy, 4 in air navigation, 18 in air traffic

control (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in alt control
tower operations on the basis Of institutional evaluation (12/68).

OQ

1-119

Navy
NV-1704-0A

NV-1704-0013

AIR CONTROLMAN W ( EARLY WARNING),

A-7E HYDRAULIC AND PNEUMATIC

Course Number: None.

Location: Naval Air Station, Glynco, GA.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-2/66.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

air traffic control, and radar surveillance
techniques.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in air traffic control and radar surveillance techniques, including air navigation,
electronic fundamentals 'applicable to radar
operations, and communications techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9 semester hours in electronics, 12 in
air traffic control, 2 in navigation (304); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in air control tower operations on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

Location: Air Maintenance Training De- .
tachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.

Objectives: To provide maintenance personnel with instruction in TF30-P-13/408
aircraft engine maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in TF30-P-13/408 aircraft engine main-

Objectives: To train maintenance person'
the techniques, modifications, and
servicing procedures applicable to A-7E
nel in

aircraft control systems.
Instruction: Practical expenence in troubleshooting, maintenance and servicing struc-

tures, and hydraulic, pneumatic, pnmary
flight control, and auxiliary systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational'
certificate category, credit in evaluation and

NV-1704-0010
AIR CONTROLMAN (RADAR), CLASS A

(3/74).

tenance, including engine components inspection and repair; engine systems oper
ation; and engine assembly, disassembly,
and testing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 seihester hours itf turbine engine laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in turbine engine
laboratory (3/74).

NV-1704-0017
P-3 T56-A-10W ENGINE AND RELATED
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, NO. 56

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Olathe, KS
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates:'6/56-2/66.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in radar operations applicable
to air traffic control.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in air traffic control_fundamentals, air
navigation, air traffic communications, air-

craft chafacteristics, and radar theory and

applications to air traffic control.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degrge category, 3 semester, hours in air navigation, 3
in an traffic control (3/74).
NV-1704-0011

NV-1704-0014
KC-130F T-56-A-I6 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

Course Number: C601-3507.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Datjs: 6/71-Present. "
Objectives: To train fleet personnel in the
'maintenance of KC-130F aircraft engines.
Practical experience in
Instruction:
planitcd maintenance systems, general specifications of engines, and disassembly, cleaning, and engine inspection and preservation.
Credit Recollimendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in aircraft engine

maintenance on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74); in, the lower-division

AIR CONTROL, CLASS 0

Course Number: None.

Location: Naval Air Station, Glynco, GA.
Length: 5 weeks'(200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/56-12/68.

Objectives: To provide chief petty officers and ,officer personnel with training in
'all phases of air control.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in anti-submarine an.operations, offen-a

sive and defensive; aircraft operations, jet
aircraft familiarization) air control data collection equipment usage, and basic air control procedures and techniques.
Credit Reeommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).
0

NV-1704-0012
CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
CONTROLLER CLASS C/O
a

Course Number: C-602-3793.

pneumatic systems on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/asgociate degree category, credit in hydraulic and pneumatic systems on the basis of institutional evaluation

Course Number: None.

t

t.

SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

'CLASS A

Location: Air Maintenance Training De.
tachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.

Course Number: C-2G-2016.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco,LOA.

Length:S-6 weeks (160-264 hour0.
Exhibit Dates: 3/65-Present.

Objectives: To provide officers and air

baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in aircraft engine maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

A-4 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3735.

,Location: Air Maintenance Training 15etachment, El Toro, OA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain ,,the A-4 aircraft's flight control
systems.

Instruction: Practical experience in troubleshooting, circuit analysis, testing, publications procedures, and intermediate maintenance.

°Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
' maintenance 'electronics (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

degree category, 2 semester hours in maintenance electronics (12/68).

NV-1704-0016

cises in carrier air traffic control center

TF30-P-8/408 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE

equipment and operating procedures, carrier controlled approach, and Naval Tactical
Data System (NTDS) console training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit.is not recommended because .of the limited tech9ical
nature of the course (12/68).

CA.
1,;,ength:05 weeks (200 hours)

"

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To provide maintenance per-

sonnel with training in P-3 aircraft power
plant and related systems maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
cises in P-3 aircraft power plant and related
systems maintenance, including engine organizational and intermediate maintenance
pnnciples, .and
procedures, operating

theory; and propeller and related systems

maintenance, installatioh, inspection, and
repair
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester -hours in
power plant organizationaj maintenance,, I

in power plant intermediate maintenance
(3/74);

",

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in power plant organizational
maintenance, 1 in power plant intermediate
1

NV-1704-0015

controlmeir With tAaining in carrier air traffic control center 5pefations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Mamie.
nance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,

REPAIR

Intermediate
Engine

(TF30-P-8

Maintenance/Complete
Repair)

0

Course Number: C-601-3132.

14AL,

maintenance (3/74).

NV-17040018
UH-1E Ts3-L-1 I ENGINE ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-601-3341.

Location: Air Maintenance Trainihg Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length:2 weeke(80-hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and repair 5'53-L-11 aircraft
turbine engine systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in T53-L-11 turbine engine isystem operation and maintenance, including inspection, line-servicing, troubleshooting, testing,

adjusting, and repairjag all engine systems

.75
and components.
Credit Recommendation: In'the vocational
certificate category, credit in T53-L-11 turbine engine organizational maintenance On
the basis of institutional, evaluation (3/74);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in T53-L-11 turbine engine organizational _maintenance on the_ basis of institutionl evaluation 0/74).

fl

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-120

testing, repair, an
and procedures.

NV-1704-0019
P-3 T36-A-I0/14 ENGINE AND RELATED

reassembly iechmques

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in tur-

SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

bine engine laboratory (3/74);,in the lower-

(P-3 T56-A-14 Engine and Related Sys-

division baccalaureate/associate degree category.
semester hour in turbine engine
laboratory (3/74).

tems Maintenance)
Course Number: C-601-3533

1

!taxation: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River. MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Moffett Field,
CA.

degree category, credit in J52-P408 turbine
engine maintenance and repair on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

A-6A AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

NV-1704-0025

Course Number. None.

nel to repair P-3 aircraft power plants and

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceina, VA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Whidbey Island,
WA.

related systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in P-3 aircra t power plant and related
systems mainten ce, including T56-A-14
power plant sy em maintenance and service, engine cf gnosis and troubleshooting,
jet engine theory, test equipment operation,

Length:- 3 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain, test, and troubleshoot the
A-6A automatic flight ainfrol system at the

and propeller and related systems.

creditRecommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in T56-A-14 engines and related systems maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);
lower-division
in
the

organizational maintenance live

baccalaureate/associate

Instruction: Lectures and practi
exerin A-6A automatic flight co rol
system organizational maintenance, including air data computer operation, general
aircraft familiarization, introduction to automatic flight, automatic flight control actuators 'and signal flow location and functigkal operation, interlocks and line equipment
check -out procedures, and system testing

NV-1704-0020

and troubleshodting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

cises

degree category,
credit in T56-A-14 engines and related systems maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

Tss-GE-sF ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE

automatic flight control maintenance (3/74);
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I

REPAIR

Course Number Not available.

semester hour in automatic flight control
-maintenance (3/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El :Toro, CA; Air Maintenance

bine engines.

operation; and engine inspection, disassembly, complete repair, and reassembly
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in turbine engine laboratory (3/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in turbine engine
laboratory (3/74).
1

NV-1704-0021
Tss-GE-813 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE

'

Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present
nizational maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

in A-4E/F/TA-4F aircraft

mainte-

nance, including aircraft systems famillariza;

tion; component replacement procedures;
support equipment use; and systems operation, inspection, maintenance, and trouble:

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in engine disassembly, reassembly, inspection, and repair, and use of special
tools.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in turbine engine familiarization laboratory
the
lower-division
in
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in turbine engine familiarization laboratory (3/74).
1

NV-17040026
J85-GE-4 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE _
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE

tgchment, Meridian, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train aviation maintenance
personnel to maintain and repair J85-GE-4

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

cises in J85-GE-4 engine systems, and support equipment familiarization; components;
servicing; replacement; engine dismantling;
and engine assembly.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in turbine engine familiarization laboratory
in
the
lower-division
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in turbine engine familiariza-

tion laboratory (3/74)

certificate category, I semester hour in aircraft organizational maintenance. (3/74); in
the slower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in aircraft

NV-1704-0027
T58 -GE -io ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENUINE
REPAIR

organizational maintenance (3/74).

tachment, New River, NC, Air Mainte-

Imperial
Air Maintenance Training DeDetachment,

tachment, Quonset Point, RI; Air Mainte-

.NNi-1704-0024

a

J52-P408 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

Course Number: C-601-3I38.

Exhibit Dates: 11/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Whidbey Island,
WA.

nel to repaiith-GE-8B turbine engines.
-Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in T58:GEAB intermediate mainte-

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
9bjectives: To train fleet maintenance

nance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).

' nance, including engine systems famillanza-

lion, and engipe inspection, disassembly,

4

4

personnel to maintain and repair 352-P408
turbine engines.

.0

engine systems.

Course Number: C-601-3131.

. Course Number: C-601-313).

Training

repair T53-L-11 shaft turbine engines.

shooting.
Credit Recommendathin: In the vocational

REPAIR

nance
Beach,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
,Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Objectives: To train_ fleet maintenance
personnel in A-4E/F/TA-4F aircraft orgacises

REPAIR

Course Number. None.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
'Course Number: C-600-3719.

nel to maintain and repair T58-GE-8F tur-

MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE

REPAIR

A-4E/F/TA-4F AIRCRAFT MECHANIC°

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

UH-1E T53-L-I I ENGINE INTERMEDIATE

Course Number: None.'

NV-1704-0023

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71- Present. ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in T58-GE-8F maintenance, including
engine systems repair and testing; engine
construction familiarization; special tools

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

NV-1704-0022

Length: 4-5 weeks (160-200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Location:` Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West, FL; Air.Maintenance
Training Detachment, New River, NC; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa
Anna, CA; Air Maintenance Training De- .
tachment, Imperial Beach, CA.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in turbine engine systems and inspection, disassembly, cleaning, repair, reassembly, and testing of all engine systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in J52-P408 turbine engine maintenance and repair on the

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point,
RI; Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Santa Ana, CA; Air -Maintenance Training
Detachment, New River,, NC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and repair T58-GE-10 engines.

Instruction: Practical training in the intermediate maintenance, disassembly,

inspec-

tion, replacement, assembly, and testing of
aircraft turbine engines.

.00110.,

z.4

1-121

Navy
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in turbine engine laboratory (3/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour...in turbine engine

evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division
badcalaureate/associate degree category,

1 aboratory13/74).

NV-1704-0033

NV-1704-0029
T56-A-s/8A ENGINE AND AEROPRODOCTS
A644I FN-248 PROPELLER
INTERMEDIATE'MAINTENANCE

(T56-A-8/8A Engine and A6441FN-248
Propeller)
Course Number: C-601-3134; C-41-74.
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80:hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.

Objectives: To provide maintenance personnel with the knowledge and skill to perform intermediate maintenance on turboprop engine and propeller systems of
E2/C2 type aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Intermediate levels of maintenance
including engine disassembly/reassembly,
propeller and propeller systems mainte...

nance and ngging, using E2/C2 type aircraft as training aids.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree 'category, 2 semester hours in advanced
airframe/powerplant technician trainin
(6/75).

a

-

NV- 1704-0030
FIRF-413/J FtYDRAULIC OR
MAINTEVINCE
Course Number: C-60 -3837. co.3"
.
Location: Air -Maintenance, Training5 De-

credit in helicopter engine repair on the

F/RF -4B /J aircraft hydraulic systems.
Instruction: Practical experience in main-

tenance and servicing of hydraulics and

pneumatics, landing gear, and related systems; and utility, flight, and surface systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hoursTat aircraft hydraulic and pneumatic systems
lower-division
the
in
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in aircraft hydraulic and
pneumatic systems (3/74)

NV-1704-0032
CH-53 T-64-GE-413 ENGINE
INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE /COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

Course Number: C-601-3444.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
-- Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.

Objectives: To pftvide maintenance personnel with the latest information.on modimaintefications, servicing procedures,
nance applicable to the CH-53 T-64-GE-413
entnsntiteietttiii(Lectures and practical exercises in engine familiarization, engine main-

-tenance and complete engine repair, and
equipment and 'applicable maintenance procedures.
, Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in helicopter

engine repair on the basis of institutional

A-4 automatic

fight

control

system organizational maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1704-0036
E-2A FLIGHT TECHNICIAN
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
MAINTENANCE, NO. 4

TF3o -P -6 INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE /COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

Course ISIumber: /Clot available.

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Presentt,

-

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel fn the techniques, modifications, and
complete engine repairs applicable to the
TF30-P-6 power plant.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in power plant sections, engine disasand complete

sembly, engine assembly,
engine repairs.

Credit Recommendation: In'the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in turbine engine repair (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 mester'hour in turbine engine repair

(3/79
N

-I

SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Cotirstmbe .

justments and ainrenance on radar systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in radar detection subsystems, navigation subsystems, commu 'cation subsystems,
systems of E-2A
and control'and display
aircraft.
the vocational
Credit Recommendati
ester hours in incertificate category, 5
flight maintenance (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/asskiate degree category, 2 semester hours in in-flight maintenance (3/74)

tion: Air

ntenance Training De-

nance
Length:J2 wee

. in M1 -67 a
coin':`,
intenance

int5rmedtate
#nd

testing,4na troublethooting..
Credit .Recommepdation: In7tfie,vbcatiopal
certificat8 categ-..m42 setitgite"r hours in au=
topilot electronics famillaniation jaboratory
ivision
low
in
the
(3/74);
baccalaureate/assoc to d ree cat
y,
semester hour in aut got electronic amiliarization laboratory /74). 740.

NV-1704-0035 it

A-4 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3724.

Location: Air Maintenav Trainitig Der Maintenance

Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air
Training

Course Number Not available
mtenance Training DeLocation: Al
tachment, Mendia MS.
Length: 2 weeks 64hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide maintenance personnel with instruction in complete engine
repair procedures for the J60-P-3A/6
engine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.mses in basic engine and systems familiarization; engine inspection repair procedures,
including disassembly, inspection, and assembly techniques; and careof inactive engines..

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, pedit in jet engine intermediatemaintenance/zepair on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
lower-division

baccalaureate/associate

degree category: credit in jet engine intermediate maintenance/repair on the basis of
institutional evaluation (3/74).

fa

tachment, Kingsville, TX

Je0-P-3A/6 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/dOMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

one.

chment, North Is nd, Ck(Air Mainte-

Maintenance

Location: Air Maintenance Tre18181g Detachment, North island, CA.'
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train radar operators in the
utilization of equipment to assess performance, isolate faults,-ind perform in-flight ad-

NV-1704-0037

04-0034
MH-67 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

meet, Norfolk, VA.
q.
(8bhours).
Exhibit Dates:- /68 present.
Objectives: To train maitttettance persbntachment,,,Bl Toro, CA; Air Maintenance.
.. nel in the procedureS lor*klaintaining, teTraining Detachment, Cherry Voint,qs4.
pairing, and functionally testing the MH-67
Length: 3 weeks (120 houri).
automatic flight control system.
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Prelent.,
Instructons<Lecteree.p.nd practical exerObjectives: To train maintenance person-

nel in the servicing and maintenance of

credit in

Detachment,

El

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)p
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair the automatic flight control system of
thy-R-4 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises including the theory of operatidns of
automatic flight control system components
and control circuits, line testing, and troub-

leshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit iri A-4 automatic
flight control sfstem organizational maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation
lower-division
in
the
(2/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category

1i6

NV-1704-0038
RA-5C AVIONICS OFFICERS/SUPERVISORS
,FAMILIARIpTION

Course Number None.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present. VP '

Objectives: To train senior poncommis- sioned officers in the various avionics systems associated with the RA4C weapons
system.

Instruction: Lectures, and practical exercises in loPation, general operating characteristics, and maintenance requirements for
RA-5C electrical and indicating systems;
Iljght and instrumentation electronics; fire
control systems; electronics and electronic
countermeasures 'systems; and reconnaissance systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocationai
in
credit'
category,
certificate.

avionics/electronics familiarization on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in

0

1-122
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111

wing, tail, folding,
pneumatic power, and lift control systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
in
degree
credit
category,
avionics/electronics familiarization on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

gear,

arresting

RA-sC POWER PI.ANTS AND RELATED

gear,

SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

(RA-5C Powq Plants and Related Sys-

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
RA-5C structures and hydraulic system
maintenance (3/74); in the lower - division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, lip

NV-1704-0039
P-3 AIRCRAFT 'FAMILIARIZATION, No 2

tems)
Course Number: C-601-3741

Locatioh: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA, Air Maintenance

semester hour in RA-5C structures and hy-

(P-3 Aircraft Familiarization (Pilots))

draulic system maintenance (3/74).

Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

NV-1704-0042

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to inspect, test, and repair RA-5C
power plants and related systems.

Course Number: C-2A-3531.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field, CA; Air MainteTraining
River, MD.
nance

Detachment,

Patuxent

AVIATION BOATSWAIN'S MATE E
(AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
EQUIPMENT), CLASS A

Length: 3 weeks (I IZ hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the basic J-79 engine, aircraft fuel
systems, power plants and component systems; inspections, tests, rigging procedures,
and maintenance of RA-5C power plants

(Aviation Boatswait's Mate E (Equip-

Objectives: To familiarize pilots with the
operation and systems fuhclion of multiengine turboprop aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in power plant, airframes, furnishings,

ments), Class A)
Course Number: C7680-2012.

Location: Air Technical Trining Center,

and systems.

Lakehurst, NJ; Air Technical Training
Center, Philadelphia, PA.
Length: 10 weeks (380-384 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-Present.

electrical and emergency systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 1 semester hour in aircraft familiarization (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft familiarization (3/74).

-Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
power plant systems maintenance (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in power

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the operation of aircraft launch and recovery equipment aboard aircraft carriers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

plant systems maintenance (3/74).

NV-1704-0046

cises in aviation fundamentals, aircraft carp -_
1.

RA-5C SURVIVAL AND

REFUELING STORES

tems.

ENvIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
2.

RA-5C SURVIVAL AND

Course Number: C-600-3341.

certificate category, credit in air refueling
stores maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, credit in air refueling stores maintenance
on the basis of Institutional evaluation
(3/74).

tion, furnishings and assembly of utility systems.

Criedit Recommendation: In the vocational
certifiCate category, 1 semester hour in aircraft specialized familiarization (3/74).

o

,

NV-1704-0047
TARGET DRONE, CLASS C

Course Number: None.

RA-5C STRUCTURES AND HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

InstructionL.Practical training in inspection, troubleshboting, and repair of RA-5C
struclures and hydraulic power, landing

nents, and equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Instruction: Practical training in maintenance and repair of airframe, landing gear,
power train, flight control, rotor, hydraulic
and utility systems, and design, construc-

NV-1704-0044

nel to inspect and repair RA-5C %aircraft

repair, and reassembly of the Douglas

Model D-704 and °Sargent-Fletcher Model
31-300 atr refueling stores systems, compo-

aircralft.

NV-1704-0041

structures and hydraulic systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in inspection, disassembly, cleaning,

.;& Objectives: To train enlisted prsonnel in
the operation, Inspection, and repair of airframe and related systems of the UH-1E..

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in survival and eovironmental systems maintenance (3/74). Version 2.
In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in survival and environmental
systems maintenance (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in survival and environmental systems maintenance (3/74).

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and repair Douglas and Sargent-Fletcher air refueling stores.

Length: 2-4 weeks (80-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

maintenance (3/74); in the lower-division

Length: 5-7 weeks (200-280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Length: 3 weeks r120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Ellyson Field, FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Camp Pendleton, CA.

1

Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.

Maintenance Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.

Intermediate Maintenance)

and environmental systems

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA; Air Maintenance

moore, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air

(UH-1E Airframe and Related Systems

nel to maintain and repair RA-5C survival

Systems)
Course Number: None.

tenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA;
AivMaintenance Training Detachment, Le-

UH-IE AIRFRAME AND RELATED SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Version 2: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/71-Present.
Version 2: 1/68-2/71.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

(RA-5C Structures and Hydraulic Sub=

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Main-

NV-1704-0043

Location: Version 1: Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Albany, GA. Version
2: Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Sanford, FL.
Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (160 hours).

Instruction: Practical experience in operation, maintenance, and servicing of RA-5C
oxygen
and
.canopy,
ejection
seat,
heatin ventilating systems.
t Recommendation: Version 1: In the
semester
vocational certificate category,
hour in survival and environmental systems

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3013.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is,00t recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
Course Number: None.

.

DOUGLAS MODEL D-704 AND SARGENTFLETCHER MODEL 31.300 AIR

er fire fighting, hydropneumatic patapults,
and arresting gear, barrier, and optical sys-

NV-170040

Location: Air Technical Training Unit, El
Centro, CA.
°

Length: 9 weeks (360 houis).
Exhibit Dates: 1/55-12/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the operation, maintenance, overhaul, and
repair of drone aircraft.
,Instruction: Practical experience in flight
operations, safety procedures, power plant
and electronic maintenance, and fueling.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).

SH-3 AIRFRAMES AND. HYDRAULIC
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3396.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Imperial
Beach, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (109 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain and repair SH-3 helicopter airframe and hydraulic systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in removal, re
ment, adjustment,
and testing of
ppnents, and troubleshooting and re air of airframe and hydraulic systems.

NV-1704-0045

Credit Recommendation:4n the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in ail-

.

J.

1 -123
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Navy
frame and hydraulic maintenance (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in airframe and hydraulicanaintenance (3/74).

P-3 FLIGHT ENGINEER SYSTEM, No. 6
Course Number: C-050-3531.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De.tachmept, Moffett Field, CA; Air MainteTraining
River, MD.

baccalaureate/associate

degree

cises

Patuxent

Detachment,

related systems,

frame and power plant systems (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in air-

NV-1704-0051

frame and power plant systims (3/74).

OH-50C AIRFRAME AND RELATED
431

SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

NV-1704-0054
E-2A AIRCRAFT FAMILIARIZATION
(PILOTS)
Course Number: C-00-3471.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

Objectives: To train flight crews in P-3

electrical and

frame.systems of the P-3 aircraft.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in air-

category,

credit in P-3 "hydraulic and flight control

Course Number: None;

Length: 5 weeks (alp hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/61i-Present.

in

power plant and related systems, and air-

system maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1704-000

nance

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

and flight control system maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74),
lower-division
the
in

tachment, Dam Neck, VA; Air Mainte-

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

system and subsystem operatio s, in-flight

nance Training Detachment, North Island,

maintenance, and procedures.

tachment, San Diego, CA.

Instruction: Lectures and pra tical exerin aircraft and electrical systems;
power plant and related systems; hydraulic,

CA.
Length: 3 weeks (128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

structure, and pressurization systems; radio
and navigation aids; autopilot; and emergen-

Mimes and related systems.

the function and operation of its systems.
Instruction: Lectures on, and practical ex-

cises

cy systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in P-3 flight engineering on the basis of institutional evalulower-division
in
the
(3/74),
ation

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in QH-50C aircraft maintenance, including airframe and engine familiarization,
avionics and target control, handling and

credit in P-.3 flight engineering on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74)

inspection, maintenance, repair, and,troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NV-1704-0049
H-53, T-64-GE-6/6A INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE /COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

Course Number: None.

ercises with, E-2A aircraft, including power
plant and related systems, and airframe, hy- ,
draulics, environmental, and avionic systems.

special support equipment maintenance, and

airframe, power plant, and related systems

degree

Exhibit. Dates: 7/7I-Present.
Objectives: To familiarize pilots and pros-

pective pilots with the E-2A aircraft, and

no to maintain and repair QH-50C air-

category,

baccalaureate/associate

Length: 2 weeks (72 hOurs).

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
light aircraft familiarization (2/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
semester hour in light
degree category,
aircraft familiarization (2/74).

certificate category, credit in aircraft maintenance on t,he basis of institutional evalualower-division
the
in
(3/74);
tion
baccalaureate/associate degree, category,
credit in aircraft maintenance on the basis
ofqnstinitional evaluation (3/74).

1

NV-1704-005
J79-GE-8/10 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Santa Ana, CA

!

Length: 3 Weeks (120 hours).

,
,

Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance perion-

nel to maintain and repair T-64-PE-6 engines at thenterrnediate level
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in engine familiarization, including

torque, compressor, combustion, turbine,
and exhaust frame accessory sections;

engine related systems, including air flow
utilization, lubrication, fuel . system, and
electrical systems, and engine maintenance
and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in mtetmediate maintenance/complete engine
lower-division
the
(3/74); in
repair
baccalaureate/associate degree category, .1 .
intermediate
in
hour
semester
maintenance/complete engine repair (3/74).

NV-1704-0050
P-3 HYDRAULICS AND FLIGHT CONTROLS
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE, No. 10

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: r weeks (120 hours).

(J79-GE-8/10 Intermediate Maintenance)

NV4704-0052

Course Number: C-601-3129.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance

QH-50D AIRFRAME, POWERPLANT AND
RELATED SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
Maintenance

Intermediate Maintenance)
Course Number: None.

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training De-

'te
Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

nel to maintain and repair P-3 aircraft hydraulic and flight control systems at the intermediate and organizational levels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in diagnosis, troubleshooting, mainte.aance, and servicing of the P-3 hydraulic
power, auxiliary power, landing gear systems, nosewheel, steering, brake systems,
primary flight controls, flap systems, and

Training

Detachment,

tachment, Cherry Point. NC.
-

tachment, Dam Neck, VA; Air Mainte-

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/67- Present.

Objectives: To train technicians to repair

nance Training Detachment, North Island,
CA.

J-79 turbine engines.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and repair QH-50D drone

Instruction: All Versions: Practical experience in disassembly, repair, assembly, and
testing of J-79 turbine engines. Version 2:
Practical experience in components mainte-

airframes and related systems

nance.

Length: 3 weeks (128-136 hours).
Exhibit Dates:-! /68- Present.'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory of flight, QH-50D helicopter
fundamentals, DASH weapon system operation, aviation publications and forms familiarization, deck handling and special support equipment operation and maintenance,
safety procedures, and QH-50D aircraft air-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in turbine engine repair (2/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in turbine engine repair
(2/74).
.

frame and engine maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in airframe and related systems maintenance
lower-division
in
the
,
(3/74);
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 1

semester hour in airframe and related systems maintenance (3/74).

Exhibit Mites: 1/68- Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

El

(QH-50D Airframe and Related System

NV-1704-0053
P-3 SECOND MECHANICS SYSTEMS

7:4=14

Course Number: C-60I-3534.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field, CA; Air MainteDetachment, Patuxent
nance Training
River, MD.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.

tab booster and rudder boost systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Objectives: To train P-3 flight crew
second mechanics to repair and service air-

certificate category, credit in P-3 hydraulic

craft systems and subsystem§

11S

NV-1704-0056
F-413/J AIRFRAME AND HYDRAULIC
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

(F-413/J Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Maintenance)
Course Number: C-602-3807.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air 'Maintenance
Training Detachmen't, ( Oceana, VA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry
Point, NC.
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-136 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67- Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance mrsonnel to repair F-4B/J aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in F-4B1J maintenance procedures, including airframe construction, corrosion

control, hydraulic and high-pressure pneumatic systems maintenance, and utility hy-

or'

1-124
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drank subsystems and primary surface controls maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in airframe and hydraulic systems maintenance,
(2/74);
in
the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour in airframe and hydraulic
systems maintenance (2/74)

NV-1704-0057
UH-2C AIRFRAMES, HYDRAULIC, FLIGHT
CONTROLS AND ROTOR SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3386.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/7I-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in the operation, maintenance, and servicing of UH-2C aircraft subsystems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in functional and operational theory of
UH-2C airframes, hydraulics, flight control
and rotor Systems; and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft maintenance (2/74J, an the lowerfcliviSion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, t semester hour in aircraft maintenance
(2/74):

NV-1704-0058
HH-2D/SH-2D AIRFRAMES, HYDRAULIC,
FLIGHT CONTROLS, AND ROTOR
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number. C-602-3393

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and service HH-2D/SH-

2D airframe, hydraulic, and flight control
systems.

theory and maintenance (12/68)

NV-1704-0060

baccalaureate /associate degree category, I
semester hour in helicopter systems maintenance and repair (2/74)

NV-1704-0059
BASIC HELICOPTER, CLASS C

Course Number: C-600-2010.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 6-8 weeks (236-312 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65- Present

To train ' selected Navy and
Man e Corps
fives: enlisted personnel to repairOb

helicopters

.Instruction: Lectures and practical apenence in basic helicopter flight, turboshaft
power plant and transmission, flight control
systems, prelligh,t and postflight inspections,

troubleshooting, Safety regulations, singleand tandem-rotor helicopters.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in basic helicop-

ter theory and maintenance (2/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate,
degree category, 3 semester hours in baste
helicopter theory and maintenance (2/74),
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the fundamentals of operation and
maintenance of the basic hydraulic, utility
hydraulic, flight control hydraulic, rotor
brake, rotor damper,
engine start systems.

CH-46A ROTORS AND RELATED
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: None.

cargo winch, and

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in CH-53 hy-

Location: Air Maintenance Training De
tachment, Jacksonville, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,
CA
Length: 3 weeks (112 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in the mechanics of rotor systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in organizational maintenance, troubleshooting, flight control, and maintenance of
utility systems and components
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 segiester hours in
rotor systems maintenante (2/74); in the

draulic system organizational maintenance
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(2/74);
lower-division
to
the
baccalaureate /associate

1
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NV-1704-0061

degree

category,

credit in Ct1-53 hydraulic system organizational maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

V-1704-0064
H34D AIRFRAME, HYDRAULICS AND
FLIGHT CONTROLS

nurse Number: None
tion: Air Maintenance Training Detac ment, Santa Ana, CA

baccalaureate/associate

semester hour in rotor
degree category,
systems maintenance (Z/74)

gth: 3 weeks (120 hours).

Ex ibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Ob ctives: To train maintenance personnel to repair and service UH34D helicopter
airfra e, hydraulics, and flight control sys,
tems.

Instru tion: Lectures

UH2 -A /B POWER PLANT, TRANSMISSION,
FUEL, ROTOR AND RELATED
SYSTEMSMAINTENANCE ,

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Maintenance Training 'Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Ream Field, CA
Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /68- Present.

-

Objectives: To provide maintenance peisonnel with training in the latest servicing
and repair procedures for T-58 helicopters.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises- in the maintenance of helicopter
power plant, transmission, fuel, rotor, and
related systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in rotorcraft turbine engine maintenance and
lower-division
in
the
repair (2/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
1

Instruction: Troubleshooting, repairing,
and servicing of HH-)D/SH-2D systems.
Credit Recomaepation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in helicopter'^ systems maintenance and repair
(2/74);
in
the
lower-division

-

ry, 2 semester hours in basic helic pter

semester hour in rotorcraft turbine engine
maintenance and repair (2/74).

NV-1704-0062
H-53 ROTOR AND RELATED SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number. C- 601 -3441.

practical exer-

cises in he maintenance, repair, and troubleshoOtin
of air frame structure and
power-tra snussion, hydraulic, and flight
control sy tems.

Credit R ommendation: In the vocational
certificate
tegory, credit in aircaft, hydraulic, an flight control system finintenance on,tfi basis of insiitutional evaluation
(2/74);
the
lower-division
n
baccalaureat associate degree category,
credit in awe aft, hydraulic, and flight Control system m intenance on the basis of institutional eve canon (2/74).

NV-1704-006
A-4M AIRCRA

MECHANICS

Courseihrt4e : C-600-3118.

Location: Air aintenance Training Detachment, El T ro, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detach ent, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 week (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3 72-Present.
Objectives: To rain aircraft maintenance
personnel to perfo m organizational maintenance on the A-4 aircraft
Instruction: Lec ures and practical exer-

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

cises in the mains name of A-4M aircraft,
including airframe systems, power plants

tachment, SantA Ana, CA.
Length: 4 week% (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair the H-53 rotor system and its compo-

and related systems engine trim and inspection procedures
Crbdit Recommen tion: In the vocational
certificate category I semester hour in
basic aircraft maintenance (2/74).

nents.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in rotor system management and maintenance management.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in helicopter organizational maintenance (2/74)

NV-1704-0063
H-53 HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
MALNTENANVE
Course Number: one.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana, CA
Length: -3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel tn. the latest maintenance and service
procedures for H-53 hydraulic systems

0
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NV-1704-0066
S-2D/E AIRFRAMES ND HYDRAULICS ti
SYSTEMS MAIN ENANCE

Course Number: No available.

Location: Air Main enance Training De-

tachment, North Isla d, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 ours).

Exhibit Dates: 4/67- esent.
Objectives: To provi e maintenance personnel with instruction n the maintenance

of $ -2D /E airframet a d hydraulics systems.

Instruction: Lectures aid practical exercises on the operation of hydraulic power
units, alighting gear, hydraulically operated
flight controls, .accessory systems, mamte-

1-125

Kavy
'inspection proce-

nance of airframes,

dures. v
Credit Recoentitendation: In the vocation

certificate,category, 2 semester hours in air
frame, and hydraulic fundamentals laboralower-division
the
tory (3/74);
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in airframe and hydraulic
fundamentals laboratory (3/74).
1

NV-17044067
P-3 FLIGHT ENGINEERS OPERATIONAL
MAINTENANCE, No. 5

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD.
Length: 5 weeks (200' hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives:, To train flight crewmen in
total systems and subsystems operation and
in-flight maintenance procedures
Instruction; Practical experience in operation and maintenance of electridal, autopi-

lot, navigational, airframe structures, hydraulic, flight control, air conditioning and
'pressurization, utility, power plant, armament, and electronic systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in D-3 flight engineenng on the basis of institutional evalulower-division
the
in
ation
(3/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

credit in D-3 flightengineenng on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74)
NV-1704-0068
1.

AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, CLASS

A
(Aviation Etectncian's Mate I
(Instrument), Class A)
3.

uation (3/74).

NV-1704-0069
RA -sC ELECTRICAL AND INDICATING
ZONAL

SYSTEMS ORGA

Course Number: C-602-374

AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE I
(INSTRUMENT), CLASS A

(Aviation Electrician Conversion)
Course Number: C-602-201

Location: Air Te_Onical., rain' Center,
Memphis, TIM; /fir Technical Training
Center, Jacksonville, FL.
Length: Version 1: 19 weeks (478 hours).
Version 2: 22 weeks (872-880 hours). Version
3: 15 weeks (600 hours).

.

'Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69- Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to repair aircraft eleitrical and indicating systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the organizational maintenance of
aircraft electriqal and indicating systems, in-

cluding electrical power systems, lighting
and radome fold systems, engine instruments and control systems, and hydraulic
and pneumatic power systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

electrical laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hoiirs in electrical laboratory (3/74)

rot,'"

NV-1704-0070
AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE M
(ELECTRICIAN), CLASS A

(Aviation Electrician Conversion)Course' Number: None

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Jackso vale, FL.
ersion I. 22 weeks (880 hours).
Lengt

Version 2;1 Q eks (600-732 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version .t: 4/74-Present.
Version 2: 9/59-3/74. Version 3. 4/57-8/59.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance of aircraft instruments and

1/59-12/68. VerExhibit 0 -.: 'ersion
sion 2: 4/57-12/58.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and repair aircraft instruments,
and electrical systems.

electrical systems.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in fundamentals of AC

practical exercises in DC and AC circuits,
vacuum tubes, rectifiers, filters, amplifiers,
basic test Instruments, electriCal indicating
systems, fuel quantity systems, compasses,
automatic. pilots, instrument checks and
troubleshooting. Version 2: Includes basic
mathematics, hand Tools for circuit fabrication, synchros, basic transistor theory, computer fundamentals, AC voltage regulators,
AC power distnbution, inverters ignition
systems, and auxiliary power plants.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In t e

vocational certificate category, 5 semest r
.hours in electronics or circuit theory an 2
(6/75); in
baccalaureate/assoc to

in electronics laboratory

lower-division

degree category, 3 semester hours in e ectronics or circuit .theory and 1 in electronics
laboratory (6/75), in the upper-division bacsemester hour in
calaureate category,
electronics laboratory (6/75). Version 2: 4n
the vocational 'Certificate category, 12 semester hours in electricity or electronics
1

in

(3/74);

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

1-1

Instruction: All Persions: Lectures and

and DC circuits, vacuum tubes, rectifiers,

filters, amplifiers, basic test instruments, DC
and AC machinery and systems, electrical
tests and troubleshooting, electrical compo-

nents, wiring diagrams, and lighting circuits. Version 1: Includes airman training,

basic math and physics, and hand tools and

soldering.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in electricity for

electronics majors, 4 for nonmajors (3/74),
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 . semester hours in electricjty, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (12/68). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in electricity (3/74); in the
lower-division

ity, and credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

NV-1704-0071
KC-130F ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(KC-130F Electncal Systems and Circuits
Maintenance)
Course Number: Not available. '

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
. Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and operate the 4CC-130F
aircraft's electncal and instrument systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of electrical and instrument systems applicable to the KC-130F

aircraft, including itC and DC power dis-0
'bution, electrical system, utility circuits,

MAINTENANCE

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, CLASS

A
2.

semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division bacc laureate
category, 3 semester hours in ele city or
electronics, and credit in electnca labora
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74). Version '3: Iii the vocational certificate category, 9 semester hours in electncity or electronics (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hoursIn electricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional eval-

baccalaureate/assoCiate

degree, category, 3 semester hours in electricity fo'r electronics majors, 6 for nonmajors (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in electnc-

150

ponents, power ;Stant and propeller cum s, and troubleshooting.

it Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electrical systems (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester, hours in electrical systems
(3/74).
NV-1704-0072
P-3 ELECTRICACSYSTEMS INTERMEDIAVE
MAINTENANCE

%b.

'

Coanse Number-

C -102 -3560.

,

Lorhtion: Air Maintetriance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment,.Moffett Field,
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted persbnnel to
maintain, operate, and service aircraft electrical systems at the intermediate level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the P-3 aircraft
electrical systems, including, lighting, Indicators, propeller synchropha,sing system,
generators, voltage regulators, oscilloscope,

and controls.'

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours, in
electricity (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electncal laboratory
(3/74).
1

NV-1704-0073
P'3 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

(P-3 Electrical System Maintenance, No.:
12)

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachinent, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
160 -200 hours).
Length: 4-5 wee
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Objectives: To tram-enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and service aircraft electrical systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerz

cises in aircraft electrical systems operation,
maintenance, and servicing, including
plies, power distribution, lighting,
starters, hydraulic controls, instruments,
and flight controls circuit analysis and
maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 1 semester hours in
electricity

(3/74); in

the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category,

1

4.

. COURSE EXHIBITS

1 -126
semester

hour

in

electrical

laboratory

tachment, Jacksonville, NC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,

NV-1704-0074

CA.

Length: 2 wee

Exhibit Dat

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

F-4J COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION

IDENTIFICATION (CNII LINE
TROUBLESHOOTING MAINTENANCE

nel

to operate and maintain, the CH-46A

craft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

electrical and instrument systems.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

-Raining Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air
El
Maintenance Training Detachment,
Toro, CA, Air Maintenance Training De-

(80 hours).
7/70-Present.

Objectives: o train inaintenance persoiinel to operate and maintain the electrical
and instrument systems of the A-7E air-

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Course Number: Not available.

instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance Of
the CH-46A electrical and instrument systems, including main generating system,

cises in power distribution and electrical
power supplies, aircraft instrument and
lighting systems, -electrohydraulic and utility systems, and pcOver plant-related sys-

auxiliary and DC systems of electrical

power supply,, starting and control systems,
utility electric systems (light, fire extinguisher, wipers, pedal, heating and ventila-

tems.

Length: 6 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

lion, brake, hydraulic, and ice protection),

electricity, 1 in electrical laboratory (4/74).

nel to perform 'line maintenance on F-4.J.

and instruments and indication systems anal-

CNI systems.

yses. ,

tachment, Cherry Point, NC.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
system
familiarization, communications,
navigation systems, use of associated test
equipment, and line maintenance.
,
Credit Recommendation: CreditIs not recommended because of the limited technical .
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1704-0075
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.'
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).

'Exhibit Dates: 9/68-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain CNI and DECM systems and related test sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin communication, navigation, and
identification systems farnilianzation; CNI'
organizational mpinAnance; and DECM orcises

ganizational maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not .rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1704-0076

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-.
tachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
Training

El

Detachment.

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length; 4 weeks (160 hours).
Dates: 3/71-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate and maintain the F-4B CNI
line systems.

Instruction:. Lectures and practical exercises in th5 operation and maintenance of
the F-4B CNI line .systems, including blockcomponents, power
diagram
analysis,
supply, transceiver, navigation set components

and

navigational

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

NV-1704-0078
A-6A MAINTENANCE SUPERVISORS
FAMILIARIZATION

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.

Objectives: To train aviation electricians
to troubleshoot, repair, and maintain the

tachment, Dam Neck, VA; Air MainteTraining
Island, WA.
nance

Detachment,

computer,

basic

IFF/SIF theory, associated transponder
and altimeter sets, introduction to line maintenance applications, and system check-out.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec- ,
ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

electrical systems of E-2A aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin the. troubleshooting, repair, and
maintenance of the electrical systems of E-

Whidbey

eises

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Presenr
Objectives: To familiarize supervisory
personnel with the systems of the A-6A aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of the A-6A aircraft,
including system familiarization, analysis of

2A aircraft, including AC and DC power

hydraulic power and distribution, power

computer, and compass and inertial navigation systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

distribution Systems, motors and generators,

limited electropii circuit theory, utility and
environmental systems, flight control- systems, engine electric systems, automatic
flight control system 'Oeration, pitch feel
system, 'maximum rudder system, air data

plant and fuel systems, environmental
system, general avionics systems, and navi-

gational and attack systems, and planned
maintenance techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not Ivoommen ed because of the limited technical
nature o

he course (4/74).

SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

TROUBLESHOOTING MAINTENANCE

Maintenance

E -2A AVIATION ELECTRICIAN
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

nature of the-course (3/74).

A-7 ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENT

IDENTIFICATION (CNI) LINE

Course Number. Not available

Location: Air Maintenince Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71- Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person -

'

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in electricity or electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of
Institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-17046082
SP-2H SYSTEMS FAMILIARIZATION, PLANE
CAPTAINS

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 5 weeks (192 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train plane captains to operate SP-2H aircraft systems.

nel to maintain and operate the electrical
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerand instrument systems of the A-7 aircraft.
cises in the operation of SP-2H aircraft sysInstruction: Lectures and practical exis.cises in the maintenance and operation o. tems, including DC electrical distribution
the electrical and instrument systems of the
system, power plants acid related systems
A-7 aircraft, including power supply and
assemblies and components, engine analysis
of specific equipment, hydraulics and airdistribution, engine and related circuitry,
frames, flight control, AC systems, engine
aircraft fuel circuits, electrically controlled
hydraulic systems, lighting circuits, apstarter and fire detection, propeller control
proach-attitude indication and compensasystem, and armament systems operation.
tion, ait data computer, and instrumentaCredit Recommendation: In the vocational
tion.
certickcate category, 4 semester hours in
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catecertificate category, 3 semester hours in
gory, 2 semester hours in electrical laboraelectricity, I in electrical laboratory (4/74)
tory (4/74).

NV-1704-0080
NV-170420077
CH-46A ELECTRICAI AND INSTRUMENT
SYSTEMS

Coarse Number: Not available.

1

.

NV-1704-0081

ere& Recommendation:'Credit is not recommended be6use of the limited technical

NV-1704-0079

F-4B COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION

.

certificate category, 3 semdter hours in

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

IDENTIFICATION (CNI) AND DECM

.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Course Number. C-000-3763.

RA -5C COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION

.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachmint, Lemoore, CA; Mr Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.

Location: Air. Maintenande Training De-

(3/74).

A-7E ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENT
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3791.

15

NV-1704-0083
-5H-3A ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

1-127

Navy
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and operat electrical and

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment. Ream Reid, CA, Ate Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,

instrument systems of S -2D/

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

operation, and troubleshooting of power
supply, engine controls and 'accessories,

nel to maintain and service the electrical
systems of the SH-3A helicopter.

structural control,-heating and de-icing, fuel
control, and light and instrument systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in elec.
trical laboratory (4/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the electncal
systems of the SH-3A helicopter, including

AC and DC power systems components

and analysis, powe; plant systems, hydraulic systems, blade fold system, fuel systems,
utility systems, and miscellaneous systems
operation and testing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours,. in
electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-dti,
vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74)

NV4704-0087
AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC H
(HYDRAULICS), CLASS B

Course Number: C-602-2018.

NV-1704-0084
A-7 ARMAMENT SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field, Fig, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance .person-

nel to operate and maintain the A-7 armament system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the A-7 armament system, including fuselage stations, mechanical and electrical instruction, wing pylons and associated equipment assembly and installation, armament
systems control and sequencing, elecuical
fuzing system,.internal gun system components, and, testing procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical

nature of thcourse (4/74).

equipment.

Instruction: Lectures-and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
electrical and instrument systems of S2D/E equipment, including components,

FL.

a

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, Millington, TN
Length: 12-13 weeks (488-504 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as aviation hydraulic systems mechanics
Ipstruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft repair, including utilization
and interpretation of schematic drawings,
fundamentals of electricity, technical publications, maintenance management, inspection procedures, corrosion control, aircraft
hydraulics, and related maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 10 semester hours in
aircraft hydraulic systems mechanics (6/75);
lower- division
the

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in aircraft hydraulic systems
mechanics (6/75)

NV-1704-0088

A-6A ENVIRONMENTAL, ESCAPE AND
SURVIVAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3763.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate and maintain the environ-

mental, escape, and survival systems of the
A-6A aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in general aircraft familiarization, inspections, ,trouble shooting procedures, and
maintenance of escape and survival systems,
environmental control systems, and oxygen
systems; and use of special tools and ground
'support equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)
NV-1704-0086
S-2D/E ELECTRICAC AND INSTRUMENTS
MAINTENANCE, NO. 6

Course Number: Not available.

LocatiOn: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Key West. FL; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, North Island. CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: .1/70-Present

NV-1704-0090
UH-2C ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 2-3 weeks (80-120._hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and service electrical systems and components of UH-2 helicopters
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises nu-the maintenance of electrical systems and components of UH-2 helicopters,
including components and operation of DC
and AC power supply, lighting systems,
power plant systems, utility system, and
engine and flight instruments, and trouble-

shooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour- in
electrical laboratory (4/74)

A-6A ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
Course Number: Not available

NV-1704-0091
%
UH-2A/B Et.Ecialcat. SYSTEM

Island,

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air Maintenance
Training

Detachment,

Whidbey

WA.

NV-1704-0085

tems to inspect, operate, repair, and replace
the assemblies and units of the P-3C electrical systems, ASN-84 inertial navigational
system, and ASW-31 autopilot.
0
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the inspection, operation, repair,
and replacement of the assemblies and units
of the P-3C electrical systems, ASN-84 inertial navigation system, and ASW-31 autopilot, including electrical power, lighting,
and engine controls, fuel, oil, propeller, and
fire detection systems, instruments, hydraulics, landing gear, ice Control systems and
miscellaneous circuits; and specific equipment descriptioq and component analysis.
Credit RecoMmendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74).

Length: 5 Weeks (2011) hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenanc. person-

nel with knowledge of transistors to test,
troubleshoot and repair electrical and Instrument systems of A-6A aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the testing, troubleshooting and

repair of electrical and instrument systems
of A-6A aircraft, including description, operation

and components of AC power

supply and control, AC/DC power distribution, emergency electrical power, constant speed drive/starter and 'engine control, fuel, auxiliary instrument, lighting, and
remote indication compass systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
10Wer-division

degree category, I semester hour in electricaPor electronics laboratory (4/74).

MAINTENANCE.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Mamte-

nAnce Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 3 weeks (100-104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel who have aviation electrical ex-

perience and knowledge of transistors to

operate and maintain the electrical components of the.UH-2A/B helicopter
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in ,the ',operation and maintenance of
the electrical oomponents_of_the UH-2A/B

helicopter, including AC and DC power

related power
plant systems components and troubleshootsupply, lighting systems,

ing, utility systems operation, engine and
flight instruments, and miscellaneous systems analyses
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category,--1 semester hour in
electrical laboratory (4/74).

NV-1704-0092
NV-1704-0089
13..3C INTEGRATED ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENIVCE

Course Number: C-602-3571.

F-413 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(F-4B Aircraft Electrical System Organizational Maintenance)
Course Number: C-602-3808.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Mainto.
nance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance

CA.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).

Maintenance

Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel who are familiar with P-3 aircraft sys-

152,

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
Training

Detachment,

El

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training De.
tachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 7-8 weeks (280-320 hours).

COURSE EXHIBITS
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Exhibit Dates: 10/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain F-4B aircraft electrical systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of F-.
4B aircraft electrical systems, including
functional analysis, tsystems ,integration,
analysis and components of the automatic
flight control systeni, air data computer set,
loft bomb release computer set, power-generating system, approach poWer compensator system, fuel system, and test equipment
for electrical and instrument systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vOcational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity, 1 in electrical laboratory (4/74),
lowerdivision
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electrical laboratory
1

(4/74)

NV- 1704-0095

--

OV-10A ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance persbn-

nel to operate, troubleshoot, and maintain
electrical systems of the OV-10A aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-'
cises in the operation, troubleshooting, and
maintenance of the electrical systems of the

OV-,10A aircraft, including DC and AC
power systems (sources and distribution),

instrumentation, power
plant electrical systems, hydraulic and control surface systems, and miscellaneous electrical systems
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
lighting systems,

NV-1704-0093
E-2A ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS

CE
Course

Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 flours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present

Objectives: To train aviation electricians
to troubleshoot, repair, and maintain E-2A
aircraft electrical and instrument systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the troubleshooting, repair, and
maintenance of the electrical and instrument
systems incorporated in E-2A aircraft, including AC and DC power systems, utility,
environmental, instruments, and miscellaneous systems components and operation,
flight controls arid related vtems, and
engine electrical and related systems and
subsystems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, '1 semester hour m
electncal laboratory (4/74)
NV-1704-0094
F-4.1 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(F-4J Aircraft Electrical System Organizational Maintenance)
Course Number: C-602-3815.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point,-NC;
Air Maintenance -Training

Detachment,

Miramar, CA, Air. Maintenance . Training
Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 7-9 weeks (280-376 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the electrical systems in the 1= -4J
aircraft

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the electrical
systems in the F-4J aircraft, including functional analysis, -operation, systems integration and planned maintenance procedures
on the 'electrical and instrument systems,
automatic flight control system, air data
computer set, vertical flight reference set,
attitude reference bombing computer set,
power generating system, approach poWer
compensator system, and data link system.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1704-0096
*3A-UT9MATIC-STA-BILIZATION- - -EQUIPMENT ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

-- -

Course Number: C-601-3398

Location: Air Mai enance Training Detachment, Key Wes FL; Air Maintenance
Training Detachme t, Imperial,Beach, CA,
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Quonset Point, RI
Length: 3 weeks (104-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the SH-3 helicopter's automatic stabilization equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the SH-3 helicopter's automatic stabilization equipment,
including flight theory, flight controls, primary and auxiliary hydraulic systems and
servos, power control, pitch channel (signal
path, vertical gyros, monitor panel, lag-amplifier, and line test set), yaw channel and
synchronizer, collective channel, hover indicator, cyclic and collects4e coupler
system and components, and troubleshooting and test procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 -semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74).
NV-1704-0098
A-SE BOMBING SYSTEM AN/AJB-3A AND
REMOTE STANDBY INDICATOR
SYSTEM (ORGANIZATIONAL)

Course Number: C-602-0050.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA, Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel who are familiar with A-4 systems and
transistor fundamentals to operate and
maintain the AN/AJB-3A bombing system
and the remote standby attitude-indicating
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/AJB-3A bombing system and the
remote standby attitude-indicating systems,
-including operation-of-ihe-chsplacement-gy

roscope, attitude-direction indicator, compass adapter, bomb release computer, and
power supply, system analysis (circuits and
channels), boresighting and compass,,swinging, ne testing and troubleshooting proceand operation and testing pf the
dur
to standby indicating system.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74). '

NV-1704-0099

--

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baetalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74).
NV:1704-0097
A-6/KA-6D ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3762.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Main,
tenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73- Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

RA-5C ELECTRICAL AND INDICATING
SYSTEMS ( INTERMEDIATE

MAINTENANCE)

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel who are familiar with RA-5C aircraft
systems to operate and maintain the RA-5C.
electrical and indicating systems .at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the RA-5C aircraft electrical and indicating

systems, including power control, generators; transformers, DC power supply,

emergency power; lighting and radome fold
system components; engine instruments and
control systens; fuel, hydraulic, and pneumatic power systems, heating and vent op-

eration, and pressunzatiqn and airconditioning systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (4/74), in the loWer-chvision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).

nel to test and repair the electrical power
generating system of the A-6A/KA-6D aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the testing and repair of the electri-

cal power generating system of the A-

6A/KA-6D aircraft, including review of
electrical theory, operation of AC power
,supply and control system components,
emergency eleCtrical power system, and
troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the-vocational

_cestire category, 2 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower -di-

153

NV-1704-0100
A-6A ELECTRICA SYSTEMS
°

.

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 200-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have backgrounds in basic transistors to maintain, test, and troubleshoot the

1
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A-6A electncal.. instrument and automatic
flight control systems.
Instiuction. ectures nd practical exerce, testing, and troubcises in the main

leshooting of the A-6A electrical, instrument. and automatic flight control systems,
including power supply and control system

components and operation (AC and DC
-systems), fuel management and indicating
system, auxiliary systems components, Oper-

ation and testing, aircraft instrument, environmental control, and compass systems;
automatic flight principles, air data computer block diagram,and operation, signal flow,
,interlocks and check-out procedures, and

OV-10A FLIGHT CONTROL AND
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3521.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate, troubleshoot, and maintain
the flight control and hydraulic systems of
specific equipment.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, ICA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment. Oceana, VA; Air
Training Detachment, El
Toro, CA, Air Maintenance LTraining Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Maintenance

Length: 2 weeks (96bours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and service the egress and

environmental control systems of the F-

4B/J aircraft at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures aa4 practical exercises in the maintenance oT the egress and

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, troubleshooting, and
maintenance of the flight control and hydraulic systems of specific diumment, Including various control systems operation
and rigging, hydraulic power control,
wheel brake system, and aircraft corrosion
control.
Credit Recommendation: redieis not recpec ific
ommended because of the

NV-1704-0101_

N V- 1704-0104

conditioning systems components and ope
anon, and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not r commended because of the limited techn cal
nature of the course (4/74).

P-3 INTEGRATED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

F/RF-4B AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE

NV-1704-0107

use Of test equipment

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
' electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-di-

Course Number: C-602-3535

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Aii Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel who are familiar with P-3 aircraft systems and transistor fundamentals to operate.
test, and maintain the P-3 integrated electrical system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, testing, and mainte-

of the

integrated electrical
system, including power generation and disnance

P-3

tribution, control panel, automatic flight
control system, attitude-heading reference
system, navigational computer operation,
instruments and hydraulics, fuel, oil, and
propeller systems, and troubleshooting pro-

nature of the course (4/74).

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate, test, and repair F-4 aircraft
electrical systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, testing, and repair of
F-4 aircraft electrical systems, including
AC and DC electrical generation systems,

power control, circuit analysis, flight con-

trols, fuel and oxygen quantity gauging systems, air induction system, test equipment,
and troubleshooting techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory (4/74). in the lowcr-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).

cedures

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).

/
NV-1704-0102
A-4M ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3737.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
Objectives: 1'o train mamtenance person-

nel to test and maintain the A-4M aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the testing and maintenance of the
A-4M aircrift, including electrical and Instrument systems, automatic flight control

system ctimponents and theory of °per-.
ation.

navigational computer components

NV-1704-016
AH-IJ ELECTRICAL ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3333.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to repair, check, and maintain the AH1J electrical system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AH-1J electrical system. including DC
electrical systems, AC power supply, fuel
system and instruments, warning and detec-

tion circuits, lighting circuits, and environmental control system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).

and theory of operation, electrical power
system. utility circuits, and troubleshooting
procedures

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of. the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1704-0103

NV-1704-0106
F-4B/J EGRESS AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

°(F-413/.1 Egress and Environmental Con4trol Systems Maintenance)
Cou'rse Number: C-602-3806.

environmental control systems, of the F-

4B/J aircraft, including corrosion control, /
specific

ejection equipment,

components

and operation of the basic pneumatic and
canopy

system,

equipment

installation,

bleed air systems, pressurization and air

SP-2E SYSTEMS FAMILIARIZATION, PLANE
CAPTAINS

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL.
Length; 5 weeks (192 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train plane captains to operate the SP-2E aircraft systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of the SP-2E aircraft
systems, including power plants and related
systems breakdowns, hydraulics and airframes, power systems and components,
flight control systems, electrical systems (including AC and DC power:distribution and
generator systems), propeller operation, aircraft instrumentation, armament system, and
troubleshooting techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).

NV-1704-0108
A -6A ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Locatioill Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have had previous training in transistor fundamentals to test, troubleshoot,
and repair electrical and instrument systems
of the A-6A aircraft at the -intermediate
level.

Instruction: Lectures and, practical exercises

in the testing, troubleshooting, and

repair of the electrical and instrument systems of the A-6A aircraft, including/electrical power' systems, auxiliary electrical systems, constant speed drive/starter system
operation, ,MA-1 compass system, and approach power compensator system operation and components
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electrical laboratory (4/74).
1
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT GTCP-too
AND ENCLOSURES INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

(Aviation Support Equipment GTCP-100
Engine Intermediate Maintenance)
Course Number: C-602-3212.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-'

tachment, Jacksonville, FL; Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, North Island,

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN, CLASS A (HYDRAULIC
SPECIALTY)

Length: 2-3 weeks (80-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To train aviation support
technicians to maintain GTCP-100 engines.

Length: 9-12 weeks (376-464 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
aviation support equipment technicians.

theory,

hot-section

theory,

lubrication

system, electrical system, fuel system, air
control system, and test equipment operation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

Ny-17040110
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WEAPONS
LOADERS HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL.
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3216.

*

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, 'Norfolk, VA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, North Island, WA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-Present.
Objectives: To train aviation support
equipment technicians to maintain weapons

joaders hydraulic systems at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of weapons loaderi
hydraulic systems, including nomenclature,
function, troubleshooting, and replacement
of hydraulic, components of weapons loaders

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74).

NV-1704-0111
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN, CLASS A (ELECTRICAL
SPECIALTY)
Course Number: C-602-2019.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.

Length: Version 1: 9-12 weeks (376-496
Version 1: 11-12 weeks (437-464
hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/70-Present.

hours).

Version 2: 5/66 - 12/69.
Objectives:_,Tcanrain enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair aircraft support equipment.

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in aircraft support equipment maintenance and repair, including avi-

ation support equipment introduction, electrical and electronic fundamentals, generator and motor fundamentals, and electrical
maintenance on aircraft support vehicles
Version 1. Instruction includes air-conditioning systems maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in aircraft support, 4 in aircraft support equipment maintenance (4/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 1
semester hour in physics, 2 in electricity or
electrolocs, 4 in aircraft support equipment
mamte*nce '(4/74); in the lower-division

AIR INTERCEPT CONTROL

(REQUALIFICATION), CLASS 0/C
Course Number: C-2G-2022; C-221-2013.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation support equipment operation and maintenance, reciprocating en-

Objectives: To requalify line officers and
senior radarmen as air intercept controllers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

gines and associated equipment, tune-up and
inspection techniques, diesel engines and re-

cises in air intercept control procedures and
techniques, including R/T procedures and

lated auxiliary equipment, and compressor

brevity code, intercept theory, TACAN
and, broadcast control intercepts, Mk 10
IFF, SIF and AIMS system, lead collision
interceptAis4operating procedures, SAR,
air control system, airborne weapons sys-

operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in air-

craft support (5/74), in the lower - division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in aeronautical technology,
3 in mechanical technology (5/74)

tems, forward quarter conversion intercept,
lead

pursuit intercept, actual air control,

lead collision reattack intercept, and pattern
intercepts.

NV-1704-0113

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 senfester hours in air

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN, CLASS A (MECHANICAL
SPECIALITY)

traffic control (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in air traffic control (6/74).

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.

NV-1704-0116

Length: 9-12 weeks (376-464 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/66-Present.

AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC E
(SAFETY EQUIPMENT), CLASS B
Course Number: C-602-2016.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain aviation support equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviatioir support equipment maintenance and administration, including chassis

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, Millington, TN.
Length: 10-11 weeks (404-420 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as aviation safety equipment mechanics

maintenance and metal repair, frames, axles,
and similar components, metal working,
'welding and painting, fluidic systems and

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft repair, including utilization
and interpretation of schematic 8rawings,
fundamentals of electricity; technical publications, maintenance management, inspection procedures, corrosion control, aircraft
pressurization, air conditioning, and associated systems, oxygen, fire extinguishing,

brake systems maintenance; and pneumatic
and cryogenic systems maintenan,cs..
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in air-

craft support (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in aeronautical technology,

3 as an elective in mechanical technology
(5/74).

category,

NV-1704-0115

Course Number4 Not available.

CA

degree

credit in electricity and electrical laboratory
on the basis of Institutional evaluation
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity and electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

NV-1704-011;

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to GTCP-100 engine maintenance, including engine description, cold-section

baccalalreate/associate

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electromechanical technology (4/74).

and life raft release systems; and egress sys-

.

tems.

NV-1704-0114
SH-3A/D ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3397

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI; Air MainteImperial
Detachment,
nance Training
Beach, CA.
-Length: 4-5 weeks (144 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the electrical systems of SH3 helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of the
electrical systems of SH-3 helicopters, including power supply system, power
plant/main gearbox and related systems,
miscellaneous and utility systems, rotor-actuating systems, fuselage fuel system, vertical-gyro operation, hydraulic systems, and
automatic bladefold system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity and electrical laboratory (6/74),
in

the

15

lower-division

'

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in aircraft safety equipment mechanics (6/76); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree categoty, 4 semester hours in aircraft safety, equipment mechanics (6/76).

NV-1704-0117
AIR INTERCEPT CONTROL .(SUPERVISOR),

CLASS C/O
Course Number: C-2G-2021.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.

Objectives: To train line officers ands radarmen as air intercept controllers.

Instructiol% Lectures and practical exercises in air iniercept control procedures and

techniques, including air intercept control
and communications, aircraft
operations and weapons systems, practical

procedures

application of air intercept control procedures, 'synthetic air intercept control, actual
air intercept control, supervision and iii-

struction of air intercept controllers.

o

Navy
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature.of the course (6/74).

NV-1704-0118
A-6 PLANE CAPTAIN

k Course Number: C-600-3761.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA..
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present.

To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, service, and maintain A-6 aircraft,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance and operation of A-6
aircraft Course includes power plant and
aircraft systems; electrical, hydraulic, and
flight control systems, and armament sysObjectives:

tems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in aviation maintenance (6/74)

NV-1704-0119
J52-P6A/8A ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

Course Number: Not available.

.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Le=Sore, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Kingsville, TX; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Tom, CA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry
Point, NC.
Length: 3 weeks 1120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

lowerdivision
. the
bhccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in aircraft hydraulic-systems
in

NV-1704-0121

NV-1704-0124

C-2A AIRCRAFT FAMILIARIZATION
(PILOTS)

SH-3 AIRFRAME AND HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS"
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: D-603-0570.

Course Number: C -00 -3491.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present

Objectives: To. familiarize aircraft pilots
with the C-2A aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the C-2A aircraft, including power
plant and related systems, airframe, hydraulic, and environmental systems, flight controls; electrical systems; and avionics systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft familiarization (6/74); in the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft familiarization (6/74).

NV-1704-0122
F/RF-4B STRUCTURES AND HYDRAULICS
MAINTENANCE'

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and repair the structures

and hydraulic systems of the F/RF-4B aircraft at the organizational and intermediate
maintenance levels.

NV-1704-0120

maintenance (6/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train structural mechanics

to perform organizational maintenance on
the F-8 aircraft's structures, hydraulic systems, and related equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the organizational maintenance of
the F-8 aircraft's structure, hydraulic systems, and related equipment, including airframes maintenance, maintenance manuals;
aircraft description; structural materials
used. in F-8 construction; corrosion control;

power control hydraulic and surface con-

trol systems; and utility hydraulic and pneumatic systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in aircraft hydraulic systems maintenance (6/74),

degree category, 3 semester hours in intermediate engine maintenance (6/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the servicing and maintenance of
the structures and hydraulic systetns of tht

Course Number: C-602-3855.

the lower-division baFcalaureate/associate

maintenance (6/74).

personnel in J52 intermediate maintenance
and complete engine repair.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on J52 intermediate maintenance, including basic engine familianzation, engine
disassembly, inspection and repair, assembly, testing, repair and preparation for storage; engine component systems; and cleaning and inspection methods.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in turbine engine maintenance (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in turbine engine maintenance (6/74).

F-11 AIRFRAMES/HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
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termediate engine maintenance (6/74); in,

F/RF-4B aircraft, including aircraft systeins
familiarization, introduction and aircraft familiarization, corrosion control, pneumatics,
hydraulics, and structures, landing ge f and
ty hyrelated systems, miscellaneous
draulic subsystems; and flight and surface
control systems.
tiCredit Recommendation: In the vocational

drificate category, 4 semester hours in
structures and hydraulic maintenance
lower-division
(6/74);
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in structures and hydraulic
NV-1704-0123
TR41 -A-2 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE.
REPAIR

Course Number: C-601-3136.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present.

Objectives: To train, fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain and repair the TF41A-2 engine.

.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in TF41-A-2 engine intermediate maintenance, including engine familiarization,
systems, and horizontal maintenance, vertical engine disassembly, inspections, disassembly, and assembly of subassemblies, and

vertical engine assembly, final test, and

preparation for service and storage.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in in-

15

Location: Air Maintenance Training, Detachment, Key West, FL; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Ream Field, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (120'hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/67-Present

Objectives: To train personnel. in SH-3

airframe and hydraulic systems maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures 'and practical exercises in SH-3 airframe and hydraulic sys-

tems maintenance, including SH-3
utility hydraulic system, flight controls, auxiliary hydraulic system, preventive
maintenance and ground handling, and corrosion control.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in helicopter hydraulic system maintenance
lower-division
in
the
(6/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in helicoper system maintenance (6/74).

NV-1704-0125
KC-130F T-36-A-7 TURBOPROP ENGINE
AND RELATED SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE

(KC-130F T-56-A-7 Turboprop Engine
and Related Systems Maintenance)
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (96 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to repair T-56 turboprop engines and related systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the latest maintenance techniques,
modifications, operatioq, of systems, and

servicing procedures applicable to the T-56
and related systems of the- GV-1 aircraft, including T-56 turboprop engine and related
systems, theory, basic power plant, gas turbine compressor, and electrical control circuit of the GTC. ii
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in turboprop engine familiarisation (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower - division
degree category, 1 semester hour in turboprop engine familiarization (6/74).
NV-1704-0126
F-4B/J MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
FAMILIARIZATION

t

Course Number: C-000-3807.

Location: Air Maintenance Training. Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, El

Toro, C4, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: Tweeks (72-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present
Objectives; To familiarize fleet- and
shore-based maintenance supervisors with
the F-4B/J aircraft and related systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the F-4)30 aircraft and related systems, including airframe, hydraulic, pneumatic, egress and environmental control

systems, missile control systems and related

r,

1-132
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safety information, CNI, ECM, fuel, power
plant, and related systems, electrical systems, missile and armament control systems,
and introduction to air launched weapons
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
aircertificate category, 2 semester hours
craft and systems maintenance (6/74); in
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
and systems maintenance (6/74).

NV- 1704-0127

periodic inspections and maintenance tech-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

niques, removal, installation, and troubleshooting of major components required for
organizational maintenance, including aircraft familiarization, hydraulic, flight con-

cises in the duties of aviation structural meclass, includin:
s
repair,
fu.ndamentals, aircraft structura
welding, nonmetallic materials, airframes
and operational maintenance, and aircraft

trol, alighting gear and related systems, and
round handling.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
systems maintenance (6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester 'hours in systems maintenance (6/74).

C-2A POWER PLANT AND RELATED
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number:

Location: Air

NV-1704-0130

of available

aintenance Training De- *

tachment, North land, CA.
Length: 3 weeks 120-128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair C2A power plants and
related systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the organizational maintenance of
the C2A power plant and related systems,
including the T-56-A-8/8A engine, functions, operation,' and maintenance of the
C2A -fuel system, and the A6441FN-248
propeller system and components
Credit Recommendation: In the,vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in air-

craft and propeller maintenance (6/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in aircraft and propeller maintenance (6/74).

,NV-1704-0128

AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC E
(SAFETY EQUIPMENT), CLASS A
Course Number: C-602-2015.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
MemphisfTN.
Length: 9 weeks (348-368 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-Preserm
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as aviation structural mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the functions of aviation structural
mechanics, including fundamentals, familiarization, schematic interpretation, application

of the maintenance and material management system, gaseousoxygen systems, typical aircraft systemF-imuld- oxygen systems,,

aircraft pressurization and air-conditioning
systems, operations and line maintenance,
egress systems, and auxiliary bleed air systems

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in aircraft safety equipment mechanics (6/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 6 semester hours in air-

AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC H
(HYDRAULICS), CLASS A
IC,ourse Number: C-602-2017: -

craft safety equipment Mechanics (6/74).

Location:Air Technical Training Center,

Memphis, TN.
Length: 7-10 weeks (280-400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance techni-

cians to repair aircraft hydraulic structural
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft hydraulic structural systems
repair, including hydraulic principles, tubes
and fittings, flexible hose and fittings,
power system components, brakes, struts,
shimmy dampers, valves, actuators, publications and forms.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester-hours in hydraulics structural repair (6/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower- division

de ree category, 4 semester hours in hydr lies structural repair (6/74).

-17040129

NV-1704-0131
MARINE MECHANICAL. SCHOOL, CLASS P

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, FL
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.

Objectives: To tram personnel in basic
mechanical maintenance techniques

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in mechanical maintenance, including
aviation qualifications, aviation personnel

survival, Marine aviation orientation, aircraft familiarization, general administration,
aeronautical publications, basic manual
skills, aircraft hardware, general mathematics, physics, and electricity
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
basic aircraft mechanical shop (6/74); in the
baccalaureate /associate ,
lower-division
semester hour in basic
degree category,
aircraft mechanical shop (6/74)
1

-6A HYDRAULICS AND FLIGHT CONTROLS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
(A-6 Hydraulics, Flight Control and

Structures
Organizational
Maintenance)
Course Number: Not available

Level

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and repair hydraulic and
flight control systems of the A-6A aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the hydraulic and flight .control system of
the A-6A aircraft, including the requirements /or daily, preflight, postflight, and

NV-1704-0132

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in aircraft structures shop (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in aircraft structures shop (6/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 7 semester hours in aircraft structures shop (6/74);
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in aircraft structures shop
(6/74). Version 3: In the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours in aircraft
structures shop (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in aircraft structures shop
(6/74).

NV-1704-0133
H-53 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3443.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain the H-53 automatic flight
control system at the organizational maintenance level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the organizational maintenance of
the H-53 automatic flight control system,
including AFCS maintenance, hydraulic
control, stick trim system, power distribution and relay sequence, attitude-indicating
block-diagram analysis, and line
maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
system,

flight control system maintenance (6/74); in

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in flight
control system maintenance (6/74)

NV-1704-0134
SH-3A POWER PLANTS AND RELATED
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Maintenance Training _Detachment, .Key -West,
FL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit.Dates: 11/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance-personnel to maintain and repair SH-3A helicopter
power plants and related systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on SH-3A power plants and related

AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC S
(STRUCTURES), CLASS A
Course Number: C-603-2010.

Location: Air Technical training Center,.
Memphis, TN. '
Length: Version

sheet metal.

1.

8 weeks (320 hours).

Version 2: 9 weeks (360 hours). Version 3. 12
,
weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 7/69-Present

systems maintenance, including general information; familiarization; T58 engine; Construction; systems, engine-related systems;

engine installation, operation and maintenance; fuel system, main gear box; rotary
rudder drive, rotor-actuating mechanisms;
main rotor head
rudder assembly

assembly;

and

rotary

Marine Corps personnel with previous technical experience to perform as aviation
structural mechanics S (structures), third

Credit Recommendation: In the vpcational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
power plant maintenance laboratory (6/74);
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour, in power plant maintenance

class.

labo rat o r y.,(6/74)

Version 2. 9/65-6/69 Version 3. 7/56-8/65

Objectives: To train enlisted Navy and

15 7

1

.

NV1704-0135
A-7A/B TF30-P-6/408 POWER PLANTS AND
RELAIEPSMEMS ORGANIZATIONAL

_

MAINTENANCE

(A-7A/B Power Plant and Related Systems Organizational Maintenance)
Course Number: C.601-3781:
Location: Air Mainlenance Training De-

tachment,Lemoore, CA; Air Maintepance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.
Length: 2 weeks (75-$30 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present,
Objectives: To train experienced maintenance personnel in the maintenance, oper-

ation, and servicing of A-7A/B
plants and related systems.

power

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in A-7A/B power plants and related
systems organizational maintenance, includ-

ing aircraft fuel systems, engine construction and systems, and propulsion system
maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
power plant systems maintenance (6/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in power
plant systems maintenance (6/74)

H-46 STABILIZATION SYSTEMS
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number; C-601-3417.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, New River, NC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,

CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present
Objectives: To train- experienced maintenance personnel in maintenance and servicing of H-46 stabilization systems at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in intermediate maintenance and servicing of H-46 stabilization systems, including stability augmentation system; automatic
stabilization equipment, automatic speed
trim system, and complete intermediate
maintenance, troubleshooting, testing and
repair.

-Credit Reconimendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
and electromechanical 'systems
in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semeseer hours in electrical and electromechanical systems (6/74)

NV-1704-007
OV -ioA T76:G-to/12 'ENGINE
INTERMEDIATE/COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C- 601 - 3522.-

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, New River, NC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (136'hours).

Pendleton,

Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: To train experienced personnel to repatr the T76-G-10/12 engine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the T76-G-10/12 engine, including
intermediate/complete engine repair, engine
systems, power management. propeller
maintenance, torque-sensing system, engine
anti-icing system, fuel system, electrical
system, propeller disassembly and assembly,
propeller balancing, and inspection and testing.

boprop engine and propeller maintenance
the

,

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in turboprop engine and
propeller maintenance (6/74).
NV-1704-0138
AVIATION SUPPORT&QUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN YDRAULICS AND
STRUCTURES, CLASS A
Course Number: C-602-2023.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,

Length: 4 weeks (144-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair the A-7E power plant
and related systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance, operation, and

servicing of the A-7E power plant and .related systems, and use of tools and special
maintenance' and test equipment related to
organizational maintenance, including aircraft fuel system, engine description and
systems,

propulsion systgrin

maintenance,

operating maintenance, and practical training.

Memphis, TN.
Length: 9 weeks (313-376 hours).
Exhibit-Dates: 1/71-Present.
Objectives: To traiil enlisted personnel

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
power plant organizational maintenance

cians (hydraulics and structures).

al maintenance (6/74)

with previous technical experigIce to perform as aviation support equipment techni-

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in aviation support equipment-maintenance (hydraulics and structures), including
publications and maintenance organization,
aviation support equipment fundamentals,
materials, troubleshooting, chassiaand brake
maintenance, metalwork skills, welding,

corrosion control, maintenance of fluidic
servicing equipment, and line
maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
systems,

NV-1/04-0136

electrical
(6/74),

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in. tur-
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(6/74);

the

in

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in power plant organizationNV-1704-0141
UH-2C, HH-2C AND HH-2D POWER
.

PLANTS AND RLLATED SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-601.3386

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (96 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Piesent.

certificate category, 4- semester Irdiiirsiff----Objectivesr-Tcrtrant-maintennuee-personnel to maintain helicopter power QJnnts and
chassis and metalworking shop, 3 in hydraulics and liquified-gas laboratory (6/74);
lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in chassis and metalworking
shop, 2 in hydraulics and liquified-gas laboratory (6/74).
NV-1704-0139

SH3D/H P

wER PLANTS AND RELATED
SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTE NCE COURSE

r: C601-3399
Location: Air iviamtenance Training DeCourse Nu

tachment, Quonset Point, RI, Air MainteTraining Detachment, Imperial
Beach, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain SH-3D and SH-3H aircraft
power plants and related systems, including
scheduled and unscheduled inspections,
system servicing, repair, troubleshooting,
and schematic analysis, and specific support
equipment.

related systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance of UH-2C, HH-2C and
HH-2D power plants and related systems
Topics include familiarization with power
plants and related systems; removal. inspec-

tion, and installation of power plants, and
organizational maintenance of transmissions
and drive shafts.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational'
certificate category, 2 semester hours in he-

licopter power plant laboratory (6/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

semester hour in helidegree category,
copter power, plant laboratory (6/74).
1

nance

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance of SH-3D and SH-3H
aircraft power plants and related systems.
Topics include general information and
theory of helicopter flight, power plant sys-

tems, rotors and related systems, inspections, and functional testing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
power plant organizational maintenance
lower-division
in
the
(6/74);

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in power plant organizational
maintenance (6/74).
NV-1704-0140
A7E POWERPLANT AND RELATED
S YSTEMSORGANIZATIONAI
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: ,C-601-3781

Location: Air Maintenance Training
tachment. Lemoore, CA, Air Mainter
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.

NV-170410142
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE Oil ICERS, CLASS

0

Course Number: C-4D-2010.

Location: Air Technical Training Center.
Memphis, TN
Length: Version / 16 weeksr (634-640
hours) Version 2: 16 weeks (640 hours).
Version 3: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/70-Present.
Version 2: 6/65-1/70 Version 3: 1/57-5/65.
Objectives: To train prospective squadrop
maintenance officers to organize, supervise
and administer aircraft maintenance departments

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures Ncl
practical exercises on organization, supervision and administration of aircraft maintenance departments, including avionics

equipment and systems, maintenance and
material management administration, air-

frame equipment and .systems, publications,
and maintepance organization management.
Version 3: Topics include armament equipment and systenfg.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category. 12 semester
hours in aircraft maintenance management,
12 in aircraft systems (6/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in aircraft mainte-

nance management, 6 in aircraft systems
(6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-1S4

category, 3 semester hours in aircraft maintenance management (6/74) Version ): In
the vocational certificate category, 12 semester hours in maintenance management,

----12--ureletincitr-riectronicsr-or-electrical
laboratory (6/74); in

the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in maintenance management
electricity, electronics, or elec(6/74), 3
trical laboratory (12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in maintenance management (6/74)
cateVersion 3: In the vocational
gory, 8 semester hours in maintenance management, 8 in electricity, electronics, or
electrical laboratory (6/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in maintenance management (6/74), 3 in electricity, electronics,
or eleotncal laboratory (12/68), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in maintenance management
(6/74).

NV-1704-0145

NV-1704-0148

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
/TECHNICIAN MECHANICAL, CLASS A

AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE.] (JET
ENGINE), CLASS A
""'

(Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Turbo-Jet),
(Class A))

Course Number: C-602-2024.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.

Course Number: C-601-2010.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 7-8 weeks (264-304 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/56-Present.

Length: 9 weeks (313-376 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71- Present.

Objectives: To train ground service support technicians to maintain various types

Objectives: To train enlisted pe;mel
with previous technical experience t . er-

of ground support equipment

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of ground support
equipment. Topics include technical publications and directives, records and reports,
theory of operation of and principles apphcable to fluid, heat and electncity, safety
precautions, hand. tools, shop equipment
and test equipment, fuels and lubricants,

form as jet engine mechanics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in jet engine repair, including AD

rating and. training, jet propulsion plincipies, power plant familiarization (general),
typical axial-flow power plant, centnfugalflow power plant familiarization, penodic
inspections, power plant replacement, jet

corrosion control, servicing, inspections,
and gasoline, diesel and turbine engine
maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in avi-

aircraft line operations, and fuel systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hdurs in
theory of turbine (jet) engines (6/74); in the
baccalaureatetassociate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in theory
of turbine (jet) engines (6/74).

ation ground support equipment mainteC-2A HYDRAULICS /AIRFRAMES SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Hydraulics/Airframes
Maintenance)

(C2A

(6/74);

nance

NV-1704-0143

System

Course-Number -G-602-3494.

--------Leeation: Air Maintenance_ Training..Det.
tachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (109-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain C-2A hydraulic and aft,
frame systems at the organizational level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance of C-2A hydraulic and
airframe systems Course includes flightand combined-systems power sections and
power control systems, utility systems,
alighting gear, flight controls and structures
operation, line maintenance, troubleshooting, servicing, and ground handling
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in aircraft systems maintenance (6/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

degree category, 2 semester hours in aircraft systems maintenance (6/74).

in

the

equipment maintenance (6/74)

SH-3A POWER PLANTS AND RELATED
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

NV-1704-0149

Sff--3A7G-POWER PLANTS AND RELATED
-SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL LEALEL---

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/67- Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in SH-3A power Mints and related systems organizational maintenance.
Instruction: LeCtures and practical exercises in the maintenance of SH-3A power
plants and rqlated systems Topics include
familiarization with, power plants and systems, details of T58 engines, engine-related
systems, transmissions, and rotor-actuating
mechanisms.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
power

(6/74);

organizational maintenancelower-division
in
the

plant

baccalaureate/associate degree category. I
semester hour in power plant organizational
maintenance (6/74)

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: Version 1: 7-8 weeks (309-336
hours). Version 2: 9 weeks (344 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/65-Present;

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-601-3396.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI, Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Beach, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73- Present.

Impenal

Version 2.- 12/56-8/65.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

with previous technical experience to repair
reciprocating-engine aircraft.
Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in reciprocating-engine repair, including fundamentals, power plants and line operations, power plant accessories, line oper-

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain SH-3A/G aircraft power plants
and related systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the troubleshooting, maintenance,
and repair of the SH-3A/G aircraft power
plant and related systems Course includes
general information and theory of helicopter flight, power plant systems, rotors and
related systems, inspection requirements,
and functional testing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
(6/74);

in

the

maintenance
lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in pow plant organizational
maintenance (6/74).

Course Number: Not available:

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West, FL, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Ream Field, CA.

AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE
R(RECIPROCATING), CLASS A
Course Number: Version 1: C-601-2012.

NV-1704-0146

power plant organizational
NV-1704-0144

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in aviation ground support

NV-1704-0147

ations and power plant maintenance, fuel
metering, ignition, propellers, peribdic Inspections, and troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in basic reciprocating-engine over,

haul

(6/74);

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hotirs in basic reciprocating-engine
overhaul (6/74) ersion 2: In the vocational

certificate categ y, 8 semester hours in
basic reciprocatin -engine overhaul (6/74),
the

in

lower-division

baccalaureate /associate degree category, 4
semester hours in advanced reciprocatingengine overhaul (6/74)

H-53 HELICOPTER MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C -601 -3445

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detaghment, Santa Ana, CA; Air Maintenance
Trainifig Detachment, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present

NV-1704-0150
T-53-L-I3 ENGINE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE. ENGINE
REPAIR

Course Number: C-601-3343.

Objectives: To train maintenance technicians to maintain ii-53 helicopters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of H-53 helicopters, including rotors and related systems,

power plant, auxiliary power plant, and fuel
systeins maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in helicopter- maintenanre fundamentals (6/74).
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I .
semester hour in helicopter maintenance
fundamentals (6/74).

1 z..)

tj

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Ellyson Field, FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel in the intermediate maintenance and
complete engine repair of the T53-L-13

shaft-turbine engine.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the intermediate .maintenance and

complete engine repair of the T53-L-I3

shaft-turbine engine, including engine disas-

sembly and inspection, engine repair and
reassembly; repair and installation of inlet

0

-a'

,

guide vane and compressor, and gas producer and accessory repair and installation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft turbine engine maintenance (6/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
turbine engine maintenance (6/74).

tion, operation, removal, inspection, and in-

NV-1704-0151

NV-1704-0154

E2A POWER PLANT AND RELATED.

H-46 ROTORS AND ,RELATEDcSYSTEMS

stallation of components.
Credft Recommendation: In he vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in organizational maintenance (6/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in organitational maintenance (6/74):

COURSE

Course Number: Not available.

Course Number: Not available

.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120-128 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and operate turboprop engines and
related systems, including fuel and propeller
systems and components.

Instructiottit Lectures and practical exercises in operation and maintenance of turboprop engines. Course includes power plant
organizational maintenance, troubleshooting, repair, component replacement and
specific test equipment use.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in tur-

boprop organizational maintenance (6/74),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in turboprop organization
1

maintenance (6/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, New River, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,
CA.
Length:3 weeks (112 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain the rotors and related systems of the H-46 helicopter.
Instruction: Lectures of practical exercises
in the maintenance of the rotor, drive, flight
control, and utility systems of the H-46 he 1-

copter, including drive system and rot r
maintenance, and utility systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocation 1
certificate category, 4 semester hours in ro-

torcraft systems maintenance (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in rotorcraft systems maintenance (6/74)

NV-1704-0155

E-2A POWER PLANT AND RELATED

E-2A HYDRAULICS/AIRFRAMES SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
HydraulicsOirframes System
(E-2A

Course Number: Not available.

Maintenance)
Course-Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (107-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance of turboprop engines, including fuel systems, propeller systems,

Objectives: To train personnel m E-2A

electncal systems, and components.

hydraulics/airframes system maintenance

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance of turboprop engines
and [elated systems. Topics include intermediate and organizational maintenance on
power plant and related systems; troubleshooting, repair, and replacement of equip-

cises on the latest maintenance procedures
for organizational maintenance on the E-2A
hydraulics, alighting gear, and airframes
systems, including flight and combined-

ment; and test equipment utilization.
the vocational
Credit Recommen
r hours in
certificate catego , 2 sem

electrical laborat ry, 4 in turbo rop power
(6/74); in th lower-diviplant laborato
sion baccalaureate /associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electrical laboratory,
3

in turboprop power plant laboratory

(6/74)

NV-1704-0153
AH -iJ POWERTRAIN AND ROTORS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-600-3351.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detjachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.

Objectives: To train mainteze personhoot, and
nel to locate, operate, trot
maintain the helicopter power trains and
ro tor systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance, operation, and servic-

ing of helicopter power trains and rotor

systems of AH-1J helicopters. Course inchides information on nomenclature, loca-

civil service personnel in aircraft maintenance radiography, nondestructive aircraft
maintenance inspection, anti eddy current
and ultrasonic procedures and interpretation.

Instritction: Lectures and practical exerig aircraft maintenance radiography

and maintenance nondestructive inspection,
including radiography and related subjects,
radiographic equipment, film processing,
laboratory and aircraft line radiography,

and ultrasonic and eddy current insnction.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: fIn the
vocational certificate category, 14 semester
hours in aircraft maintenance nondestructive inspection (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 7
semester hours in aircraft maintenance nondestructive inspection (6/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 12 semester hours in aircraft maintenance, nondestructive inspection (6/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in aircraft maintenance nondestructive inspection (6/74).

system maintenance, flight control syste

NV-1704-0152
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE NO. 8

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 11/69-Present.
Version 2: 11/65-10/69
Objectives: To train military and federal

cises

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

1.135

Navy

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

NV-1704-0157
AVIATION MECHANICALfFUNDAMENTALS,
CLASS P

(Aviation

Fundamentals,
Mechanical
Class A)
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/65-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in aviation
'mechanical fundamentals.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation mechanical fundamentals,

including general information, hand tools
and aircraft hardware, geheral mathematics,

physics, electricity, magnetic theory,. and
parallel circuits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft fundamentals (6/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft fundamentals
(6/74)

system power sections, flight control sys-

NV-1704-0158

tems, utility systems, alighting gear, longitu-

AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE R

dinal control system, directional controls,

lateral controls, flap and aileron droop
system, rigging, ground handling, and structures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4
hydraulic/airframe

ester hours in

(RECIPROCATING), CLASS B

Course Number: C-601-2013.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 13-14 weeks (540-576 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-Present.

maintenance
in
th
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

Objectives: To provide aviation machinist's mates with advanced training in recip-

semester hours in hydraulic /airframe sys-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on aircraft reciprocating power plants
and related systems, including aircraft mainprogram, reciprocating power
tenance
plants, ignition, fuel metering, propellers,
material control, maintenance management,

sy terns

(6/74y;

tems maintenance (6/74).

NV-1704-0156
I.

2.

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION
SCHOOL, CLASS C
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION
SCHOOL, CLASS C

(Aircraft Maintenance Radiography
School, Class C)
Course Number: C-603-3191.

Location; Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, Ft.
Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (360 hours)
Version 2: 8 weeks (312-320 hours)

180

rocating-engine repair.

quality control, magnetism, induction, circuit troubleshooting, supervision and maintenance, engine analyzers, and reversing hydromatic propeller and systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
maintenance management and reciprocating

powerdtplants (6/74); in the lower-division
baccaladteate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in maintenance management

and reciprocating power plants (6/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2

t
`v

4

r

1-136

COURSE EXHIBITS

semester hours in maintenance management
(12/68).

NV-17044)159
AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE J (JET
ENGINE), CLASS B

Course Number: C-601-2011.

Location: Air Technical Training School,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 13-14 weeks (536-544 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-Present.

Objectives: To provide aviation machine

ist's mates with advanced training in jet
engine maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of aircraft turbinetype power plants and related systems, including advanced power plant fundamentals
and auxiliary equipment, advanced turbojet
power plants, advanced turbofan power
plant, advanced turboprop power 'plant,
naval aircraft maintenance program, J57

power plant, T56 power plant, and J79
power plant orientation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in turbine engine maintenance management
lower-division
the
in
(6/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4

semester hours in turbine engine maintenance management (6/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in maintenance management (12/68)
NV- 1704 -0160
P-3 ORDNANCE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Numlier: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett' Field, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent
River, MD.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and service P-3 aircraft armament systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance of P-3 aircraft armament systems. Course includes bomb bay
and wing stores systems, pneumatic systems, launcher systems, sonobuoy systems,
underwater sound signal systems, photographic systems, jettison systems, intervalometer ordnance and rocket sight systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in ordnance systems technology (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/assoc iate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in ordnance systems technology (6/74).
NV-1704-0161
P-3 HYDRAULICS, FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM§ AND STRUCTURES
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: E-602-1080.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates' 8/70-Present:

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to service and maintain hydraulic systems, flight controls, and structures of P-3
aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance of hydraulic systems,
flight controls, and structures of P-3 aircraft. Course includes plumbing, power,
auxiliary landing gear, brake, windshield

wiper, flap, and primary control systems,
booster assembly; A/C structures; and windows, doors and emergency exits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft hydraulic systems (6/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft hydraulic
systems (6/74).

NV-17044162
AH-IJ POWER PLANT AND RELATED

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain AH-1J/T400 CP-400 power

.../
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

plant systems.

cises in AH-IJ/T400 CP- 400 `power plant
systems maintenance. Course Includes tut.,
bine engine removal and Installation, engine
alignment; engine control systems, rigging,
and fuel and oil systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in jet
engine maintenance (6/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in jet engine maintenance (6/74).

NV-17040163
F-8 J57-13.16/20 INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE/COMPLETE ENGINE
REPAIR

(F-8 J57-P-16/20 Intermediate Mainte-

system.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificatrcategory, 2 semester hours in turbojet organizational maintenance (6/74); in

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate\

degree category, 1 semester hour in turbojet organizational maintenance (6/74)

Course Number; Not available

do Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 3 'Weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objects es: To train supervisory personnel
in the A6Weapons system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the A6 weapons system, Including
A6 maintenance familianzation, hydraulic

power and distnbution, general electrical

and electronics, systems, A6 weapons
system familiarization, general avionics

equipment and maintenance, power plants
and fuel systems, and environmental system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft systems laboratory (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, T semester hour in aircraft
systems laboratory (6/74).

NV-1704-0166
RA-5C ARMAMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

nance)
Course Number: Not available.

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-`
tachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 3 weeks (112 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/6 &- Present.

Objectives: To train fleet aircraft maintenance personnel in J57 -P -16/20 inte echate
pair.
maintenance and complete engin

pr ctical exerInstruction: Lect
maintete
cises in
nance and complete engine repair, including
inspection, minor

repair, engine testing and trimming procedures and techniques, and assembly.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in turbine engine maintenance (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

degree category, 1 semestehour in turbine
engine maintenance (6/74)

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the RA-5C armament system and
its components.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the RA-5C armament system and its components. Course

includes controls and indicators, external
pylons, electrical systems, delivery modes,
and bomb control monitoring systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/74).

NV-17b4-0167
A-6A ARMAMENT SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: E-646-0640.

NV-1704-0164
A-6A POWER PLANTS AND RELATED
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: E-601-0610.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Whidbey Island,
WA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in A,6A aircraft power plants and related systems organizational maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in A-6A power plants and related systems organizational maintenance, including
aircraft general description, periodic maintenance

drive/starter unit familiarization, and fuel

A.6 MAINTENANCE SUPERVISORS
FAMILIARIZATION

Course Number: C-601-3351.

cleaning,

dures, engine removal and installation,
engine tnm proci404e, constant speed

NV- 1704.0165

SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

disassembly,

plants, engine i3perating limits and proce-

requirements

program,

1G1

power

_

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and operate A-6A armament
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance and operation of A-6A L_
armament systems. Course includes . the 7
components and applicable support equipment for A-6A systems; inspection and
safety

procedures; shop repairs;

adjust="

ments; and test and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (6/74), in the lower-

1-137

Navy
.
'

division bacc laureate/associate degree category, 1 sem ter hour in electronics laboratory (6/74)

NV1704-0168

NV-1704-0174

NV-1704-0171

(Controllable Pitch Propeller, Class C)
Course Number: A652-0028.
Lotation: Service School Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (126 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/65-Present.
-Objectives: To train enginemen and petty
officers third class and above to test, adjust,
diagnose, and correct malfunctions in controllable-pitch propeller systems.

S -2D/E POWER PLANT AND RELATED

SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE-,
Course Number: C-601-3611.

H-53 POWER PLANTS AND RELATED
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
,MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: -Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa. Ana, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain T-64-GE-6/6A engines and
engine systems, aircraft fuel systems, and T-

62T-I2 engines and engine systems at the

organizational

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance of T-64-GE-6/6A engines and engine systems, aircraft fuel systems, and T-62T-I2 enginei and engine systems. Course includes overall system operation, system troubleshooting, and use of
special support equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

power plant organizational maintenance
(6/74).

I

semester hour in

power plant organizational maintenance
lower-division
the
(6/74);
in

baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in power plant organizational
1

maintenance (6/74).

NV-1704-0169

Location: Air 'Maintenance Training DeAir Maintenance
tachment, Key West,
Training Detachment, Nth Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the power plant and related
systems of the S-2D/E aircraft at the intermediate and organizational maintenance
levels.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the power plant and related systems of the S-2D/E aircraft at the intermediate and organizational maintenance levels,
including R1820-82A aircraft engine; field
maintenance and minor repair; engine
change, removal, and installation, external

oil system maintenance; propeller maintenance; fuel system; Bendix Stromberg carburetor; ignition system and field mainteance; and inspections and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the 'vocational
rtificate category, 1 semester hour in
er plant organizational maintenance
in
the
lower-division
(6/ ,
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in-power plant organizational
maintenance (6/74).

TIPOWER PLANTS AND RELATED
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-601-3877; C-601-094.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Meridian, MS.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and repair T2C aircraft fuel

systems and J85-GE-4 engines and related
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance and repair of T2C air,
craft fuel and related systems. Course includes inspection techniques, troubleshooting, engine limits and adjustments, and T2C
sysjem installation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

1

semester hour in

plant organizational maintenance
lower - division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate ,degree category, 1
semester hour 'n power plant organizational
maintenance (

power

(6/74);

NV-1704-0172
SH/HH-2D POWER PLANT AND RELATED
SYSTEMS ORGANLZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-601-3387.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain H/HH-2D power plant,
transmission and fuel systems at the organizational level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in SH/HH-2D power plant, transmission and fuel systems maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
power plant organizational maintenance
(6/74).
1

A-7E ARMAMENT SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-646-3787.
,

RELATED SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-601-3717.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air

Maintenance Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

-

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to test, maintain, and repair the A-4
power plant and related systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the A-4 power plant and related
systems, including power plant system, J52
engine description, power plant mainte-

nance, aircraft fuel system, and engine

maintenance and operation..
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate. citegory,' 1 semester hour in
it

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in testing, diagnosing, and correcting
controllable-pitch propeller systems. Course
includes advanced principles of hydraulics;
installation, adjustment and prestart checks;
operation, maintenance, and troubleshooting
controllable-pitch propeller systems; servomotor controls, electrohydraulic, electromechanical and pneuVatic-hydraulic controls;
principles of operation of pumps, valves,
gages; and associated piping and tubing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in mechaniCal technology (6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in 'mechanical technology (6/74).

NV-1704-0175
UH-i N POWERTRAIN AND ROTORS
ORGAN IZATICINAL,,MA INTENANCE

Course Number: C-600-3355.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp Pendleton, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the components and assemblies of power train/rotor
systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the components and assemblies of
power* train/rotor systems, including nomenclature, location, operation, removal,
and installation, organizational maintenance,
rotor systems, mast and transmission assembly, drive shafts, -gear boxes, and flight control systems.
Credit.Recomniendation: In the vocational

certificate category, I semester hour in
power train and rotor organizational maintenance (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in power train and rotor or1

ganizational maintenance (6/74).

NV-1704-0176

NV-1704-0173
NV-1704-017,
A-4052-P-6A/sAi POWER PLANT AND

ENGINEMAN CLASS C, CONTROLLABLE
PITCH PROPELLER

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/7 1-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate and maintain the A-7E armament system at the organizational level
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance and operation of
the A-7E armament system. Course includes weapons release stations; release and

control systems; and systems checks and
circuit analysis, use of specific test equipment, and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical or electronic systems (6/74); in

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in electrical or electronic systems (6/74).

1"

UH-2C POWER PLANTS, FUEL,
TRANSMISSIONS AND RELATED
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training' Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain, operate, and service the
UH-2C T58-GE-8B power plant, fuel,

transmission, and related systems at the organizational level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in thee maintenance, operation, and

servicing of the UH-2C T58-GE-8B power
plant, fuel, transmission, and related systfvcns.

redit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
1

power plant organizational maintenance
in
lower-division
(6/74);
the
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baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in power plant organizational
maintenance (6/74).
1

NV-1704-0177
AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHAKIC S
(STRUCTURES), CLASS t2

(Aviation Structural Mechanic S (Structures, Class B) 6
Course Number: C-603-2011.

nance, troubleshooting, and se vicing, ineluding personnel, aircraft, and equipment
safety; system description and operation;

NV-1704-0180
ATED

F-8 POWER PLANTS AND
SYSTEMS

- Course Number: E- 1-1910.
intenance Training DeLocation: Air
tachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours). Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate, service, and maintain F-8

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 13-14 weeks (540-556 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65- Present.
.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as aviation structural mechanics.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation structural repair, including

introduction to electricity, circuits, and

orthographic and isometric
drawings; sectional drawings; reading electrical, system schematics; procurement of
aircraft parts; maintenance and materiel
control; .-introduction to aviation maintenance management; planned maintenance
magnetism;

system, theory of corrosion and aircraft

cleaning; aircraft rib repairs; and testing of
metals.'

Credit Recommendation:In the vocational

certificate category, 10 semester hours in
aircraft structures shop (6/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

power plants did related systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in F-8 power plant and related systems

operation, servicing, and maintenance, Ineluding fuel system components and location, venting and pressunzation, aircraft refueling and defueling, and gaging operations; fuel cell removal and installation;
power plants, principles of jet propulsion; /
compressor section, combustion, turbine ex-

haust, air system flow control and utilizal

Lion, lubrication, constant speed drive, igni-

tion, fuel pump, fuel control, and rigging
and adjusting; engine removal and installation of afterburners, periodic inspections,
preservation and depreservation, and corrosion control; aircraft checks; and pneumatic
and starting systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not tee:.
ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

egory, 5 semester hours in aircraft struc-

NV-1704-0181

tures shop (6/74).

J52-P6/6A/8A INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenaitte
Training Detachment, ET Toro, CA; Air

C-121 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Course Number: D-600-010.
Location: Oceanographic Air

Survey
Unit, Patuxent River, MD.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit ThaPe-12/66- 12/68.
Objectives: To train aviation electricians
to troubleshoot and repair the electrical systems of C-I21 aircraft.
.
v
Instruction: .1...ecturel and practical exercises in the electrical systems of C -121 aircraft, including AC and DC power systems,
air conditioning and pressurization, fuel and
oil systems; miscellaneous systems, Hamilton Standard ptopeller system, and Sperry
engine analyzer.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the ginned technical'
nature of the course (12/68).
NV- 1704 -0179
C-121 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Course Number: D-600-011.
Location: Oceanographic Air
Unit, Patuxent River, MEC
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours),
Exhibit Llama: 12/66 -12/68

Atitt

Survey

Objectives: To 'tram aviation electronics
technicians m basie"electronic components
and' syste mg in C-I21 aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic electronic components and
systems in C121 aircraft, including commu7
nication, navigation, and AN/APS-42 radar
systems in the C-121J transport, 'communi-

cations, navigation, radar, 1FF, and other

Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,
VA; Air, Maintenance Training Detach-

ment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance "Training Detachment, Cherry Point,
NC.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67- Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the J52 jet engine.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in J52 jet engine maintenance and
repair, Including engine introduction, repair

and replacement of engine components,

cold section dicacsembly for complete
repair activities; hot section disassembly; lubrication system, engine fuel system, electn-

cal, ignition, and air systems cleaning, inspection and repair; and assembly,, test, and

installation procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
Training

Detachment,

El

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train Maintenance person-

nel to maintain and service J-79-GE-8/10
power plant systems and F/RF-4B/J fuel

tions.

systems.

nature of the course (12/64

t

/NV- 1704 -0183
AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
EQUIPMENT M.AINTENAHCE OFFICER

( C-7/11 CATAPULT), CLASS 0

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 9 weeks (368 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present.
Objectives: To train selected commissioned officers to operate, inspect, and

maintain the C-7/11 catapults.and Mark 7
arresting gear and barricades, and is familianze the student with .the visual landing
aids (Including the Fresnel lens optical landing system, manually operated visual land-

ing aid system, and the pilot landing aid
television system).

Instruition: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and inspection of the C-7/U catapults and Mark 7

covery procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not reccmnerviled because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

NV-1704-0184
AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY,
EQUIPMENT, CLASS 0

Course Number: C-2G-2010.

Location: Air Techmcal_Training Center,
hurst, NJ. '
tength: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: ;0/70-Present.

Objectives: To train officers. In aircraft
launch and recovery operations and procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft launch and recovery operations and procedures, Including equipment
familiarization, operations, aircraft launch
and recovery/ equipment, catapults and arresting gear, team catapults, and associated
equipment, arresting gear, aircraft launch
and recover' procedures, aircraft launching
bulletins, launching procedures, recovery
ricer.

F /RF -4B /J POWER PLANT AND RELATED

associated equipment in EC-12,1K systems
and special EC-121 electronics configuraCredit Recommendation: Credit Is ndt recommended because of the limited technical

and forward cockpit; and a rcraft and

Wgine-related systems components .descnption, maintenance, and trouble analysis.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
azure of the course (7(74).
...-

operations, and functions of V-2 division of-

NV-1704-0182

Maintenance

system, ignition, lubncation, ai Induction,

arresting gear and barricades. Topic§ include fundamentals, descnption of aircraft
launching equipment and aircraft recovery
equipment, and aircraftbfaunching and re-

Course Number: Not available.

NV -1704 -0178

fuel system maintenance; power plant,
engine descnolon, fuel syst m, nozzle

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in 1.79-GE-8/10 power plant systems

and the F/RF-4B/J fuel systems mainte-

1 .S 3

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74).
NV-1704t,-0185
A-4 INTEGRATED ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

CowSe Number: C-602-3728.'

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 6 weeks (248 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enhgted personnel to
maintain A-4 aircraft electrical systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of A-4 aircraft

va

.

electrical systems, Including electrical and
instrumentsystems, system integration,
functional analysis, all-attitude and low -altitude ltombing system, remote standby attitude indication system, automatic flight
control system, navigational computer, and
planned maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hotirs in

electrical laboratory (4/74); in the !oilier-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).* .

NV-1704-0186
AVIATION FUEL SYSTEMS, CLASS C
Course Number: C-821-2011.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ; Air Technical Training
Center, Philadelphia, PA.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-Present.
Objectives: To train %elected enlisted per-

sonnel to operate and maintain aviation fuel
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation fuel systems operation and
maintenance, Including fuel quality control
and portable equipment, store-based refuelgasoline
low-capacity
ing equipment,
system and inert-gas producer, and the JP-5
fuel system.

'Navy

'
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in the latest maintenance procedures required to maintain J79-GE-8/10 'power

plants of F/RF-4B/J aircraft at the organi-

Instruction: Lectures and isratiical exercises in the maintenance and repair orthe
KC-130F airdraft's airframe and hydraulic
systems, including structural repairs, flight

zational level.

controls, landing gear, and steeQng systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practital exercises in J79-GE-8/10 power plant
including aircraft familiarization, engine maintenance and inspection procedures, general safety, and publications.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

F-4B/J POWER GENERATING SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3819.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

(raining Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air

Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry

Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64-75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3 /70- ?resent

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to service and maintain power-generating systems in the F-4 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the service and maintenance of the

ation technology (7/74); in the lovyer-divi-

and

AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
EQUIPMENT t C-13 AND C-13 MOD
CATAPULTS), CLASS C

(Aircraft Launch and Recovery Equipment (C-13 Catapult, Class C)
Course Number: C-680-2011

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ
Length: 9 weeks (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-1/73

Objectives: To train personnel in the operation, Inspection, and maintenance of C13 catapults and related equipment, Mark 7
Mods 1, 2, and 3 arresting gear and barricades, and shore-based arresting gear

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft launch aild recovery equip-

ment (C-13 and C-13 Mod 1 catapults),
class C, including basic information relating
to, catapult and arresting gear, specific air-

craft launching equipment, basic informaLion relative to all-steam catapults, steam
system, launching engine system, retraction
engine system, bridle-tensioning system,
control system, asswiated equipment,
bridle-arrestor system, and operation of

catapult, aircraft recovery equipment, and
shore-based arresting gear.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/7,4).

NV-1704-0188
F/RF-411/J / .179-GE-13/10 POWER PLANT
ORGANIZATIONAL, MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location:, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 2 weeks (96 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.

F/Rr-41)/J AIRCRAFT MECHANICSORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA;. Air'Maintenance

NV-1704-0189

power-generating systems in the F-4 aircraft Course includes electric generators

NV-1704-0187

NV-1704-0192

Course'Number: C-600-383I.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in aviwin baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in aviation technology
(7/74)

Credit Recommendation: In Mb lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree citegory, 3 semester hours in aircraft structural
,repair and hydraulics.(7/74).

related ,e6mponents, constant-speed
drive systems repair, voltage regulators, and
AC systems test procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics (7/74).

Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).

ExhiDates: 6/72-Present.

Obj04es: To train maintenance personnel to maintain F/RF-4B/J aircraft and J79-.
GE-8/10 engines at the organizational level.
Instruction: Lecturei and practical exercises in the maintenance of R/RF-4B/J aircraft and J79-GE-8/1,0/ engines, including
electrical, armament/ hydraulics and airframes, fuel and refuel, and pre$surization
and vent systems; survival equip ent, fuel
transfer; basic engine description; power
plants and related systems; and inspection
and installation procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associategdegree category, 2 semester hours in aircraft maintenance (704)

NV-1704-0193
KC-130F PROPELLER INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.

NV-1704-b190
A 7A/B STRUCTURES, HYDRAULICS AND
PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

(A7A/B iydraulic and Pneumatic Systems Organizational Maintenance)
Course Number: C-602-3785

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoort, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3 /71- Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and Service A-7A/B structures and hydraulic, pneumatic, and pfiruary and auxiliary flight control systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance Rd servicing of A7A/B structures and hydraulic, pneumatic,
and primary and auxiliary flight control systems. Course includes hydraulic and pneumatic principles,- fuel cells, and hydraulic
power control.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in hydraulic and pneumatic laboratory (7/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 2 semester hours in hy-

Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To trani maintenance personnel to operate, test, maintain, and repair the

propeller of the KC-130 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, testing, maintenance,

and repair of the propeller of the KC-t30
aircraft, including component assembly and
disassembly for the Hamilton Standard 54-

H-60 propeller, electrical control system,
pressure and other testing procedures,. and
installation and adjustment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74).

NV-1704-0194

.

H-46 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3416.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, New River, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,
CA.

NV-4704-0191

Length: 2 weeks (64-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
'Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain H-46 hydraulic systems.

KC-130F AIRFRAMES AND HYDRAULICS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

cises in the maintenance of H-46 hydraulic
systems, including wheel brake, flight con-

draulic and pneumatic laboratory (7/74)

Insfruction: Lectures and practical exer-

- trol, and utility hydraulic systems compoLocation: Air Maintenance Training De- , nents and opefation.
Credit ,Recolimendation: In the vocational
tachment, El Toro, CA.
&rtificate category, 2 semester hours in airLength: 2 weeks (80 hours).
craft hydraulics laboratory (6/75); in the
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
baccalaureate/associate
lower- division
Objectives: To tram maintenance persondegree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
nel to maintain and repair the KC-130F airhydraulics laboratory (6/75).
craft's airframe and hydraulic systems.
Course Number: Not available.

_1
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NV-1704-0195

E -iB AIRFRAME AND HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA.
ngth: 2 weeks (80-hours),
,
E ibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Obj ives: To train maintenance personnel
and

t

operate and maintain the airframe

draulic systems of the E-1B aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of
the airframe and hydraulic systems of the
E-1B aircraft, including power system and
emergency hydraulic system,
alighting gear components and systems, hydraulically operated flight controls and accessory systems, various flight controls and
surfk.es, airframe mechanisms, and inspection and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in hydraulic laboratory (7/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in hydraulic laboratory
(7/74)
sources,

NV-1704-0196

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in S-5 autopilot operation and maintenance, including theory of operation, maintenance procedures, autopilot system familiarization, troubleshooting and field maintenance, and components description.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training D
tachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours). '
Exhibit Dates: '3/68-Present.
onObjectives: To train maintenance
nel to maintain the F/RF-4B J79-GE-8/8A
hot section and related systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

r-1704-0199

tems. Course includes inspection, disassem-

Load= Air Basic Training Command,
Pensacola, FL.
Length: 5 weeks (58 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train senior officers in heli:
copter flight characteristics.

Iristruction: Lectures and practiCal exercises in helicopter flight characteristics, including aerodynamics and flight characteristics of the H-33 helicopter, preflight inspection procedures; engine starting procedures: vertical takeoff; hovering; vertical
landing; engine shutdown, postflight inspection, various maneuvers; and night training
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)
NV- 1,704-0197
NAVAL AVIATION OBSERVER
(CONTROLLER), CLASS 0

Course Niimber. Not available.
Location: Naval Air Station, Glynco, GA.
Length: 5 weeks (192 hours).

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 5 weeks (192 hours).
Exhibit bates: 4/70-Present
Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain aviation fueling,systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of
aviation fueling systems, including shorebased refueling equipment, fuel quality control and portable equipment, aviation
gasoline/JP-5 fuel systems, operation df the
aviation fuel systems, administrative and

safety precautions, pumps and filters, and

purifiers and fueling stations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)

NV1704-0200
AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE OFFICER
(C-I3 CATAPULT), CLASS

0

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Lengtb: 9 weeks (368 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present.

Objectives: To train selected officers to
operate, inspect, and maintain the C-13

catapults and Mark 7 arrestu* gear and
barricades.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, inspection, and maintenance of 'the C-13 catapults and the Mark
7 arresting gear and barricades. Course in-

cludes the fundamentals of launch and recovery, aircraft launching and recovery
equipment, and aircraft launching and recovery procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military'- specific
nature of the course (8/74).

NV-1704-0201

Exhibit Dates: 6/5 -12/68
Objectives: To nal officers to be aviation
observers with the borne combat infor-

F /RF -4B .119-GE-8/8A COLD SECTION

mation center.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic electronics, air navigation, airborne combat information center equipment

usage, and combat information center tactics

Credit Retommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74).
NV-1704-0198
A-3 S-5 AUTO PILOT MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3704

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate and maintain the S-5 autopilot.
-r

O

bly, cleaning, minor repair, and assembly

AVIATION FUEL SYSTEMS, CLASS C

SENIOR OFFICERS ORIENTATION

(Senior Officer Helicopter Training)
Course Numbir. Not available

cises in the maintenance of the F/RF-4B
J79-GE-8/8A hot section and 'related sys-

REPAIR

Course Number: Not available.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in intermediate cold-section repair.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in cold-section repair. Course includes
inspection, disassembly, cleaning, minor
repair, and assembly techniques and procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of theAmited technical
nature of the course (8/74).

NV-1704-0202
F /RF -4B J79-GE-8/8N HOT SECTION AND
RELATED SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number; Not available.

techniques and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (8/74).
- NV-1704-0203
A-7E C-8185 ARMAMENT STATION
CONTROL UNIT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

. Course Number: C-646-3788.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De/ tachment, Lemoore, CA,. Air Mainten6ce,
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
' Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present
,Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain equipment on C-8185 armament
station control units,
Instruction: Lectifies and practical exercises in the maintenance of equipment on C-8185 armament station control units, including inspection, disassembly, repair, trouble-

shooting, and reassembly techniques and

procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course,(8/74).

NV-1704-0204
N POWER PACKAGE
ORGANIZATIONetL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-6003357.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (TO hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel to maintain the UH-1N power
package.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the.,ekH-IN
power package. Course includes pbwer
package removal, installation and align-

ment; Hg control Isystem; Nf control

system; and the fuel and oil system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, semester hour as an
elective in industrial or mechanical technol1

ogy program (6/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category,
semester' hour as an elective in industrial or
1

mechanical technology program (6/74).

NV-1704-0205
HH-2D/SH-2D AUTOMATIC
STAILIZATION EQUIPMENT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3391.

Location: Air*Maintenance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (92 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and test the automatic stabilization
equipment in HH-2D/SH-2D helicopters.
Instruction: Theoretical and practical

training on gyro, accelerometer, synchro,
amplifier, mod-demod, and synchronizer
subsys

'4.

Navy
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft electronic' maintenance laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(6/75);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in aircraft electronic maintenance laboratory (6/75).

P-3 STRUCTURES, HYDRAULIC POWER AND
FLIGHT CONTROLS ORGXIIZATIONAL
MRINTBNANCE

Location: Air Maintenance *Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present.

Objectives: To provide update training in
maintenance procedures for the hydraulics
and flight control systems on P-3 aircraft.
Instruction: Practical training in hydraulics, electromechanical units, flight .control
system operation, and assrmbly and rigging
Credit Recommendation: In the vosational*
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft hydraulic ' and general maintenance
the

.

lower-division

baccalaureate/aswiate degree category, 1

semester hour in aircraft hydraulic and general maintenance (6/75)

(5/74);

in

the

lover-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in industrial management
and 3 in aerotechnology (5/74).

F-14A ENVIRONMENTAL/ESCAPE SYSTEM
SPECIALIST (CREW LEADER)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (175 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians as supervisory personnel in the maintenance and opF-14
aircraft
eration
of
environmental/escape systems.
Instruction: Instruction in pneumatics,

pressurization, air conditioning and refrigeration, high presstire air and liquid principies, liquid oxygen phenomena,. and pressure suit operation.
Credit Recommendation:, In the vocational
certificate category, 3 Semester hours in aircraft pressunzation and air conditioning.
Systems maintenance (6/75), in the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in aircraft pressurization and air conditioning systems maintenance (6/75)

NV-1704-0207
UH- N ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3354
5

Location: Air Maintenance .Training Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA.
-Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the maintenance and repair of the UH-IN

NV-1704-0210
F-14A ENVIRONMENTAL AND ESCAPE
SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN (CREW
MEMBER) ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3899.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
weeks (140 hours)
Length:
Exhibit Dites: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians in the
maintenance and operation of F -14 aircraft

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1,..lemester hour imaircraft
.,electrical maintenance (6/75).

Instruction: Instruction in pneumatics, py-

NV-1704-0208
i.

AIRCREW SURVIVAL EQUIPMENTMAN,

2.

ADVANCED AIRCREW SURVIVAL
EQUIPMENTMAN

CLASS C7

(Aircrew Survival Equipmehtman
j School, Class B)
.
arse Number: C-602-2011.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Location:
kehurst, NJ
Lengtb: Version I: Self-paced 11 weeks
(330-hours). Version 1: 13 weeks (260-512
hours).

Exhibit Dates:

4,

Version 1:

5/74-Present.

Version 1: 6/68-4/74
Objectives: To provide personnel with the
comprehensive theoretical, pra 'cal, and
administrative background necessar to perform duties in operating squadrons.

Instruction: Lectures and practica (exercises in aircraft maintenance and material
management; major .and minor repairs on
sewing machines, liquid oxygen; ngid seat
survival seats and .oxygen systems test
stands ;, oxygen regulators; and advanced,
parachutes.
Credit Recommeridation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in in-

environmental/escape systems

rotechnic components, pressurization systems, air conditioning, liquid oxygen handling, and servicing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft pressurization and air conditioning
Systems maintenance (6/75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, I semestsr hour in aircraft pressurization and air conditioning systems maintenance (6/75).

NV-1704-0211
F.-14A ORGANIZATIONALMAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR'S FAMILIARIZATION

Course Number: C.000-3896.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
oalso,
Objectives: Tatra/en supervisory persdnnel
in the evaluation and assignment of rpaintenance tasks relating to the F -14 aircraft.

Instruction: Limited instruction on baiic
aircraft topics including electrical, hydraulic,

flight control, power plant,

NV-1704-0212
F-14A POWER PLANT AND RELATED
SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL
.
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN (CREW
M EMBER )

Course Number: C-601-3896.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform organizational level maintenance
on the F-14 aircraft fuel system and power
plant components.
Instruction: Instruction in fuel systems, including tanks, plumbing, pumps, vents,
pressurization, electrical caution and warn-

ing systems; and in power plant topics including starting and ignition systems, lubncation, control rigging, and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft fuel systems and turbine engine maintenance (6/75); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour in aircraft fuel systems and
turbine engine maintenance (6/75).

NV-1704-0213
FIRST TOUR PILOT P-3C COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATOR

Course Number: D-2D-0011
Location: Fleet Airborne. ElectronicS

Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (67 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train first tour pilots 1.9
qualify as airborne communications, operators.

Instruction: Classroom instruction in basic
preparation,
communications,
message

helicopter electrical system.
Instruction: Instruction in DC power distnbution, AC Oliver systems, batteries,
winng diagrams, and warning circuits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in air-

craft electncal maintenance (6/75); in the

,1,1

ation

Course Number: C-602-3898.

Course Number: C-603r3'531.

In

1

NV-1704-0209

NV-1704-0206

(6/75),

dustnal management, 5 in aerotechnology,
in sewing machine repair and.operand

1-141

avionics,

and weapon control systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, .2 semester hours in
general aircraft maintenance (6/75).

theory of radio wave propagation and antenna characteristics, and operation of air-

craft communications systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
communications (6/75)

NV-1704-0214
F-14 WEAPONS SYSTEM TECHNICIAN

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCV

Couise Number: C-, 12-3896.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 6-7 weeks (259 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain- specific weapons systems on the
F-14 aircraft.
histruction: Instruction in system functiopal operation, checkout procedures, test
equipment utilization, and safety proce,dures. Emphasis Is placed on data processing, data links, transmitters, receivers, pulse
techniques, and missile guidance fundamentals

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certVicate, Category, 4 semester hours in avi-

ation electronics, laboratory (6/75); in the
lower-division

baccalaureate /associate

degree category, 2 semester hours in avi
ation electronics laboratory (6/75).

NV-1704-0215
F-I4A AIRFRAME AND HYDRAULIC
SYSTEMS SPECIALIST (CREW
LEADER) ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3900,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
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Length: 3-4 weeks (140 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel in the operation and maintenance of the F-14 aircraft
hydraulic system and related subsystems.
Instruction: Instruction in hydraulic principles. and equipment and specific training
in systcrns.peculiar. to MeF--1.4 a,grraLt

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft hydraulic systems maintenance (6/75),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in aircraft hydraulic systems
maintenance (6/75).
1

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on applicable test equipment, publications, and safety procedures. Specific topics

include circuit theory of power supply,
lighting, safety, armament, and control assemblies.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
cerriftcatesategory, 3 semester hours in airmaintenance'
craft electrical
lower-division
in
the
(6/75);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in aircraft electrical repair
and maintenance (6/75)

COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR

Course Number: D-2D-0012.
Locationtajleet Airborne

Course Number. C-602-3901.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (122 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the operation and maintenance of the F-14
hydraulic systemi"and related,subsysterns
Instruction:. Instruction in hydraulic
syste,m components, rigid and flexible hy-

draulic lines; fittings, detailed coverage of
systems such as spoiler, radome, refueling
probe, ram air door, and gun drive air inlet;
and maintenance of landing gear and brake
systems

credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft hydraulics maintenance (6/75); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
hydraulics maintenance (6/75).

Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (134 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To traih flight officers (nonpilots) to be airborne communications offi-

F-I4A COMMUNICATIONS.
NAVIGATION/DISPLAYS, ELECTRON IC
WARFARE ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic communications, teletype operation, message

preparation, theory of

radio wave propagation and antenna characteristics, and operation of aircraft communications systems P
Credit Recommendation: In the vocationtitt

certificate category, 3 semester hoprs
communications (6/75)

AIR CONTROLMAN-CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL CENTER UTILIZATIONOPERATOR

ministration; shipboard aircraft handling;

Instruction:

Specialized

instruction

on

radar beacon systems, UHF communications, navigation subsystems, and electronic
warfare systems.
Credit ReCommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in air-

craft electronic and navigation equipment
maintenance (6/75);. in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in aircraft electronic and
navigation equipment maintenance (6/75).
e

Location: Fleet Combat Direction Systems Training Center, Pacific. San Diego.

Length: 5 weeks (196 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted persOnnel in

on the F-14 aircraft.

NV-1704-0218
F-14A ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN
( CREW MEMBER ).ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number. C-602.3897

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar. CA
Length: 3-4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance of electrical systems on the
F-I4 aircraft.

the servicing and maintenance of the EA6B aircraft power plants.
Instruction: Practical exercises using test-,

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in air-

craft power plant maintenance' (6/75); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
power plant maintenance (6/75)

NV-1704-0223
EA-6B HYDRAULICS AND FLIGHT CONTROL
Course Number: C-602-3779

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA,
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).,
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the hydraulic system on the EA6B aircraft

knstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of all hydraulic
craft including the use of test equipment

NV-1704-0220

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA

the maintenance. of the communications,
navigation, and electronic warfare systems

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA.
r
Length:-.2. weeks(fahours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

systems and components of the EA-6B air-

CA.
Length: 5 weeks (140 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Pfesent.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
various aircraft operations duties aboard aircraft carriers.

Course Number:,C-102-3896.

Course Number: C-601-3762.

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

cers.

Course Number: K-222-0051.

NV-1704-0217

RELATED SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

analysis.

NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER P3C

F -14A AIRFRAME AND HYDRAULIC
SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN (CREW,
MEMBER) ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

EA-6B J-52-P-408 POWER PLANTS AND

analyzing equipment, engine performance
test criteria, and fuel system malfunction

NV-1704-0219

,NV-1704-0216

NV-1704-0222

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft carrier organization and adand shipboard flight operations and associated electronic equipment, including IFF,
radar, and TACAN.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/75)
NV- 1704-0221
F-14 ARMAMENT SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN (CREW MEMBER)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-646-3896

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in

the loading, servicing, and maintenance of
the F-14 weapons system.

Instruction: Practical exercise in weapons.
loading, safety procedures, and use of specialized equipment peculiar to the F-14
weapons system.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature af the course (6/75).

1

/

and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft hydraulic systems maintenance (6/75);
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in aircraft hydraulic systems
maintenance (6/75)
1

NV-1704-0224
E-2B/C-2A AVIATION ELECTRICIAN
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3479.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. North Island, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (118 hours)
Exhibit' Dates: 5/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the electrical system on the E2B/C-2A aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AC/DC power systems, de-icing,
pressurization, air conditioning, and instrument and automatic flight control systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in air-

craft electrical maintenance (6/75); in the
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in aircraft
electrical maintenance (6/75).
lower-division

NV-J704-0225
E -2B ATDS OPERATOR (NAVAL FLIGHT
OFFICFRL

(E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
Operator (Naval Flight Officer)) '
Course Number: D2D-0016.

Location: Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Squadron 120, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 16 weeks (173 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present
Objectives: To provide advanced training
for flight officers (non-pilots) in the air-
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Navy
borne tactical data system Incorporated in
the E-2B aircraft.
Instruction: Instruction Includes ground
training .on weapon system operation and
flight training in the utilization of the

tronic systems, soldering, cable fabrication,
systems,
electrical
equipment,
test
electrical/electrorncl,' components, electrical

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/75).

and electronic fundamentals, and procedures and techniques required to service

NV-1704-0232

and repair avionics systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

weapon system.

Credit jecommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/75).

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
basic avionics/electronics (6/75)

NV-1704-0229

E-213-AIRBORNE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS

AN/AVM-II ( V) HEAD UP DISPLAY TEST
StT INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: E-2D-0201.

(A-7E)

Location: Carrier Airborne Early Warning Training Squadron 110, North Island,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours).
ExhibiDates: 7/7 3- Present.

Objectives: To prepare- flight officers
(non-pilots) and student flight officers for
duty in the E-213 airborne tactical data

Objectives: To provide instruction m the
calibration and maintenance of a specific

system.

Objectives: To train personnel to utilize
capabilitres of the E-2B weapon

the full
system.

cises in introduction to simulator; use of
laboratory instruments including scope con:
trols, data entry systems and intercept control displays; and Interpretation of intercept
and tracking displays.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (6/75).

electronic test set.

Instruction: Student flight -officers complete 10 weeks of air Intercept control train-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in troubleshooting, circuit analysis and
repair, maintenance, and calibration of the

ing and are designated as Air Intercept
Controllers before entering the final 20
weeks of training Classroom and flight
training includeS laboratory and exercise
simulation in tactical data system oper-

AN/AVM-I1 (V) HUD test set. Instruction
covers service unit analysis, control unit
analysis, line switch Ann, and general and
special purpose functional test units
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in advanced avionics maintenance (6/75)

ations, antisubmanne tactics, equipment op-

eration, electronic theory, air intelligence,
communications, and target identification
and intercept.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

o

4

NV-1704-0230

gory, 2 semester hours in electronics labora-

),

Training
River, MD.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA; Air Mainte-

Detachment,

Objectives: To provide instructioririn the
maintenance of flight recorder-locator systems to include analysis of the system, sub-

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-Present.

Objective: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance procedures for the R1820-

systems, and repairable components.
application
Instruction: +Practical

82A reciprocating engine.

ciprocating engines, including removal and
installation, , operational checks, troubleshooting, and related systems (external oil,
propeller, fuel, carburetor, Ignition) mainte-

recorder,
digital/analog converters, encoders, and microphone amplifiers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational,
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic flight recorder maintenance
(6/75).
charger,

nance.

Credit Recommendation: In ,the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in air-

Craft power plant and reciprocating engine
maintenance (6/75); in the lower-division

data-sound

signal

NV-1704-0231

1

semester hour in aircraft power plant and,

Course Number: C-100-2014.

electronic systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hoar in
electronics (6/75).

NV- 1704-0234
I. AIRCREW SURVIVAL EQUIPMENTMAN,
2.

CLASS Ai
BASIC AIRCREW SURVIVAL
EQUIPMENTMAN

(Aircrew Survival Equipmentman,
Class A)'
(Parachute Rigger, Class A)..,
PARACHUTE RIGGER (MAINTENANCV),
CLASS A
Course Number: Version I. C-602-2010.
Version 2: C-602-2010. Version 3. None

3.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,

Lakehurst, NJ.

Length: Version 1: Self-paced 10 weeks
(300 hours). Version 2: 15-18 weeks (600716 houfs). Version 3: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version A 5/74-Present.

Location: Air Maintenance Trammg Detachment, Miramar; CA, -Air Maintenance

struction in the operation and maintenance
of aircraft, oxygen, and carbon dioxide sys-

El

Topics include aviation fundamentals; basic

Maintenance

Training

Detachment,

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training De,

and

equipment and associated machinery.
Instruction: All Versions: Classroom' in-

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air

Location: Air Technical Training Center,

maintenance

Objectives: To provide the basic skills and

Course Number: C421-012.

AVIONICS REPAIRMAN, CLASS' C

and

knowledge necessary to maintain survival

SYSTEM (ENLISTED)
FAMILIARIZATION

NV-1704-0228

missions,

Version 2: 8/65 -4/74 Version 3: 3/56-7/65.

AN /AWG -io MISSILE CONTROL

reciprocating engine maintenance (6/75).

duties of an Avionics Repairman in an Organizational Maintenance Activity (OMA).
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to include instruction in aircraft eYec-

Objectives: To train personnel to operate
and maintain the APS-82 radar and associated systems and to perform any E-IB mis-

of

ment, troubleshooting, and repair of electronic system and circuits, including battery

cises in maintenance. techniques used on re-

personnel so that they may assume the

Length: 16 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

learned procedures for checkout, adjust-

Instruction: Theory and practical exer-

Memphis, TN.
Length: 5 weeks (167 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/.73-Present.
provide
bask
To
Objectives:
avionics/electronics organizational maintenance training to selected Marine Corps

Patuxent

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/73-Present.

nance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA

Location: Carrier Airborne Early Warn-

ing Training Squadron 120, Norfolk, VA

troubleshooting procedures on specialized

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field, CA, Air Maintenance

AIRCREWMAN

Course Number. D-2D-0017, D-221.00I6

general

Course Number: C-IO2-3601.

E-i B POWER PLANTS AND RELATED
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-601-3456, C-601.14

E-Ili NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER AND

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to,include E-IB avionics systems and

LOCATOR SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

NV-1704-0227

NV-17040233

sion.

AN/Asp-zo (y) FLIGHT RECORDER-

tory (6/75)

baccalaureate/associate degree category,

Location: Carrier Airborne Early Warn-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Course Number: C-104-3784; C- 150.3785.

CA.
Length: 20-30 weeks.
Exhibit Dates: 1/73- Present.

Course Number: E-2D-0202

-- mg Training Squadron 110, Miramar, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (152 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

NV-1704-0226
(E-2B Naval Flight Officer)

E-213 WEAPON SYSTEM TRAINER (WST)

tems and survival equipment. Version

1:

and advanced parachute skills and tech-

niques; and sewing machine and fabric,
tachment, Cheriy P int, NC.
work inv,olving machine operation, fabric
Length: 2 wea (80 hours).
..,....1.1yout, and sewing,projects.
Exhibit Dates: 12/69-Present.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
vocational certificate category, 5 semester
with familiarization with the F-4J missile
hours in aeronautical technology and 2 in
control system.,
sewing and machinery (5/74); in the lowerInstruction: Lectures and practical exerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree catcises in the operation and testing of an airegory, 3 semester hours in aeronautical
craft missile control system. 6

l

1 r.

.
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technology (5/74) Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 5 semester hours
in aeronautical technology and 2 in sewing
and machinery (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree, category, 3
semester hours in aeronautical technology
(5/74). Version 3- In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in
oxygen/carbon dioxide equipment and pressure suits (5/74).
NV-1704-0235
H-53 ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENT
SYSTEMS ORGAN ILA FION AL

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3444.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.

Objectives: To provide instruction in the
organizational level maintenance of electrical and instrument systems., of the H-53 aircraft.
Instruction: Practical application of H-53
systems familiarization topics and transistor
fundamentals in the operation, maintenance,
and servicing of the aircraft electrical and
instrument systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
Certificate category, 2 semester hours in aircraft electncal and instrument systems
maintenance (6/75)
NV-1704-0236
H-53 ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602.3441

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Santa Ana, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 houis).
. Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the operating, servicing, and maintenance of the
H-53 aircraft instruments system
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the application of transistor fundamCntals to power systems, light systems, instruments. 'heaters, and controllers. Topics
include block diagram description and
troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificat category, 2 semester hours in
electncal and instrument maintenance
(6/75).
NV-1704-0237
C-I30 AIRCRAFT MECHANIC
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: C-600-3502.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
.

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present

Objectives: To provide instruction in the
organizational level maintenance of the

Lockheed C-I30 turbo-prop (heavy transport) aircraft.
Instruction: Classroom and practical instruction in the latest maintenance techniques, modifications and alterations, systems operation, and servicing of the aircraft

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in advanced aircraft maintenance and repair
lowerdivision
in
the
(6/75),

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours ui advanced aircraft maintenance and repair (6/75).

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair the TT-299 B/UG teletypewriter set.
Instruction: Lecturei and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of the

NV-1704-0238
AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE H
(HELICOPTER), CLASS A

Course Number: Not available
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 12 weeks (464 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train selected ,Marine
Corps personnel to maintain helicopters.

TT-299 B/UG teletypewriter set Course
includes a detailed study of the electrical
and mechanical features of the TT-299
B/UG teletypewriter and comprehensive
coverage of typewriter maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and mechanics of
helicopters, to include power plant and line
operation principles; fuel metering, ignition,
rotor transmission, and flight control familiarization, function, operation, replacement,

certificate category, 3 semester hours

inspection, and servicing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 18 semester hours in

NV-1706-

in

typewriter repair (8/74); in the lower-division baccalatireate/associate degree catego-

ry, 3 semester hours in typewriter repair
(8/74).

helicopter mechanics (6/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate /associate degree cat-

Course

egory, 9 semester hours in helicOpter me-

3

ADVANCED OFFICE MACHINE REPAIR,
CLA C.

umber: A-670-0027

chanics (6/74).

Location Instrumentman Class C School,
Great Lakes, IL.

NV-1704-0239

Length: 25 weeks (780 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-6/77
Objectives: To train personnel to maintain
and repair office machines.

AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC, CLASS
B

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, Millington, TN
Length: 24-26 weeks (960-1040 hours)

Exhibit Dates0/57-9/65.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as aviation structural mechanics.
Instruction: Lectui22.2aipd practical exermathematics and
cises in fundamentals
electncity, publications and reports, utilization and interpretation of schematic drawings, aircraft metals, welding, non-metallic
materials, aircraft-hydraulics, and airframes
and operational maintenance.
'Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 18 semester hours in
aircraft structural mechanics (6/76); in the
baccalaufeate/associate
lower-division

degree category, 9 semester hours in aircraft structural mechanics (6/76)

NV-1706-0001
CALCULATOR REPAIR CLASS C

(Instrumentman (Calculator Repair), Class
Cr)

Course Number: A-670-013.
Location: Service Schools

RIVER ASSAULT CRAFT TRAINING

Course Niimber: H-0O-1500; H-000-1500.
Location: Inshore Operations Training

Center, Vallejo, CA.
Length: 11 weeks (805 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers and enlisted personnel with the knowledge and skills
necessary to perform river assault craft operations. .

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin river assault craft operations, in-

cises

cluding navigation, boat-handling techniques, damage control and .salvage, swim-

terinsurgency.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Length: 18 weeks (555 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.

Objectives: To train petty officers to test,
repair, overhaul, and maintain Friden, Marchant, and Monroe calculators
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the testing, repair, overhaul, and
maintenance of Friden, Marchant, and
Monroe calculators
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 10 semester hours in instrument repair (8/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 10
semester hours in instrument repair (8/74).
-A.

TELF.TYPEWRITER TT-299 B/W
WATCHSTANDERS RF.FRESHER
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: L-160-011.

Location: Fleet Submarine Training Facility, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69-Present.

1C9

NV-1708-0001

ming, in-water survival training, gunnery
and small arms operation, tactics, and coun-

"inland,

Great Lakes, IL.

NV-1706-0002

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in identifying, testing, diagnosing, repairing, overhauling,,and adjusting specific
types of adding machines, electric typewriters; and calculators.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 10 semester hours in
office machine maintenance (6/75), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 4 semester hours, in office
machine maintenance (6/75)

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
transportation (2/74).

NV-1708-0002
LANDING CRAFT BEACH AND SURF
SALVAGE

Course Number: G-2E-6310, H-2E-5318,
H-000-5318.

Location: Amphibious School, San Diego,
CA

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide naval personnel
qualified as second class swimmers with
specialized training in the techniques and,
procedures of amphibious boat salvage operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical work
in light-tow and heavy salvage boats; performance of salvage operations on broached

and stranded boats in and beyond the surf
line, emergency ramp-raising procedures;
minor repair techniques.
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Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
transportation or salvage operations (2/74).

NV-1708-0003
ADVANCED SUBMARINE QUARTERMASTER
SCHOOL

and assault boat operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical dem-

onstrations in basic boat-handling procedures, landing craft operations, assault boat
operations, tactics and hand signals, ship-toshore communications, and navigational

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 3 weeks (100 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To teach rated quartermasters

with a minimum of one year in rate the

classroom elements of the professional requirements of submarine piloting and navi-

NV-1708-0007

choring techniques; determination of LOran

lines, familiarity with compass, including
causes, kinds, significance of, and compen-

sation for, compass error, computation of
sunrise, sunset, moonrise, and moonset; de-

termination of lines of position by celestial
observaton.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
water transportation (2/74)

NV-1708-0004
Fleet Training Center, New,,

Length: 5 weeks (163 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the basic principles and techniques of water
navigation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in shipboard duties of the quartermaster and in navigation fundamentals, includ-

fundamentals of plotting, operation of magnetic and gyro compasses; the lateral buoy
system, operation of various navigational Instruments; and tides, currents, and weather.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in ,
transportation (2/74),

NV-1708-0005
BASIC QUARTERMASTER
San

ploading and stowage (7/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in shiploading and
stowage (7/74).
NV -4709 -0001
P OTOGRAPHER'S MATE SCHOOL,
CLASS A, BASIC
PHOTOGRAPHER'S MATE Sciloot.,
CLASS A
PHOTOGRAPHER'S MATE A (AERIAL.
CAMERAMAN)

1

2.
3.

(Photographer's Mate G (Cameraman))
tourse Number: Version I. C-400-2011.
Version 2: C-400-10. Version 3: None
Ication: Naval Technical Training

Cater, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.

Length: Version 7: Self-paced 11-12 weeks
15-18 weeks (614(440 hours). Version
720 hours). Version 3: 8-9 weeks (320-360
hours).
Exhibit-"Dates: Version 1: 11/74-Present.
Version 2: 8/65-10/74. Version 3: 2/564/65.

with the knowledge of navigation lquired
to qualify them to perform as quartermas-

and white and color film processing and
printing, motion picture study, .aerial pho-

ters of the watch.

tography, and camera maintenance.
Instruction: Al! Versions: An intensive
study of photogr4ohy and photographic

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic navigation, including nautical
charts, navigation publications, tides. and
currents, time, weather, plotting application
and instrument use, and various navigational aids.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

.NV-1708-0006

NV-170-0002
PHOTOGRAPHIC OFFICERS (CLAss.0)

Course Number: None.

Location: Naval Air Technical Training
Unit, Pensacola, FL.
Length: 21 weeks (810 hours).
Exhibit Dates:10/57-12/68.

Objectives: To provide selected officers
with a knowledge of and dills in basic phomilitary,oriented
including
tography,

and discharging cargo and in the supervision of such activities Course includes
cargo stowage, stevedoring, safety in cargo
operations, stability in shiploading, and pre-

,
,
Exhibit Dates: 1/7t-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted nava-inlet

Length: 4 weeks (115 hours).

semester hours in 'photography (12/68).

CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours) ,
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
load, stow, and discharge cargo and' tb. su.
pervise others engaged in this activity
Instruction: Lectures and praCtical exercises'in the techniques of loading, stowing,

Objeefides: To provide personnel with a
liasioNknowredge of the photographic work
performed in the Navy, including photographic principles, camera operation, black

Diego, CA.

sion 3: In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in photography
lower-division
the
in
(12/73);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in photography (12/73), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

Course'Number: A-8C-0013.
Location: Naval Supply_ Center, Oakland,

ing nautical charts and chart projections,

transportation (2/74).

the upper-divisi,. on baccalaureate category, 6
semester holirs in photography (12/68). Ver-

,---

planning ship's cargo.
Credit Recomniendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in shi-

Basic QUARTERMASTER, ENLISTED
Course Number: J-772-620

Course Number: K-772.2101
Location: Fleet Training Center,

semester hours in photography (12/73), in

SHIPLOADING AND STOWAGE

Instruction: Consists of piloting and an-

port, RI.

baccalaureate/associate. degree category, 3

Credit Recommendation: Credit Is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74)

gation.

-Location:

photography (12/73), in the lower-divisioli

aids.

Course Number: F-772-011
.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-divisitin .4 baccalaureate/associate
degree category', 3 semester hours in photography (1/77). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester- hours in

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a basic knowledge of boat handling

principles, plus two weeks of Military-oriented training, lectures and practical experi-

ences with photographic theory, camera
operation, lab operation, lab orientation,
photo techniques, s. \aerial photography,
public affairs -photctgraphy, small-format
photography, coldf print photography, and
motion picture photography. Veision- 1:
Course uses modular, self-paced, individualized instruction as the primary instructional

method with heavy emphasis on performCourse Number: H-813-5316;,,q-062-6358! s,,ance. Specific topics include exposure factors and controls, photographic materials,
G-813-6358.
camera techniques, quality control, flash
Location: Naval Amphibious School, San
photography, studio photography, informa,Diego, CA; Naval Amphibious School,
tion and release photography, motion picNorfolk, VA.
ture photography, color photography, and
Length: 3 weeks (106-121 hours).
aerial photographic laboratory support
Exhibit Dates: 1/67-Present.
ASSAULT BOAT COXSWAIN

.1

17 Q

air/sea applications.
.

Instruction: Basic integrated subjects, ineluding administrative records, files, re-

ports, and a study of electricity, general
photography, including exposure, camera
operation, photographic chemistry, and IBb-

oratory procedures, motion picture plitoi.
raphy, including exposure, camera operation, and laboratory procedures, aerial
photography, including aerial techniques,
operation, laboratory operations,
color photography, including techniques for
both color prints and color transparencies.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
camera

certificate category, 6 semester -hours in
photography (12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in photography (12/73); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in photography (12/68)

NV-1709-0003
I.
2.

PHOTOGRAPHER'S MATE SCHOOL
(CLASS B )
PHOTOGRAPHER'S MATE SCHOOL

(CLXSS.B)

(Advancell Photographer's Mate
School (Class B))
Course Number: Version 1: C00-11. Version 2: None.

',citation; Naval Air Technical Training

Unit, Pensacola, FL
Length: Version 1. 24 weeks (960 hours)
Version 2. 21-22 weeks (840-896 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/71-Present.
Version 2: 10/57-1/71.

'Objectives: To provide selected enlisted
trainees with the knowledge and skills necessary to perform the duties of senior photographers, including operation and maintenance of service-type still, aerial, and
motion picture cameras and related"equip-

ment, and production of photographs for
public information purposes.
Instruction Lectures and practical experiences in general photography, including ad-

ministration and organization of Navy photography; oridhtation to scientific principles

of photographic,fili"ad chemistry; applied
photography in small7 medium,' and Mtge
format-cameras; color slide and print photography; public affairs photography; aerial
photography,' including operation, reproduction, planninsig, andvutilization of military:oriented missions, motion picture pho-
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tography. including fundamentals,
niques, and equipment orientation

tech-

Credit Recommendation: 1- ermon 1 In the
vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in photography (12/73), in the lowerdivisiOn baccalaureate, asso..iate degree category, 3 semester hours in photography
Al2.73), in the upper - Division 'baccalaureate

category, 3 semester hours in photography
(12,73) 6ersion 2 In the vocational venal-.
Late category, 6 semester hours in photography
(12/73), in the lower-division
baccalaureate, assqi.pe Degree category, 3
semester hours in photography (12, 73), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in photography (12/68)

NV-1709-0004

2

3

,

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE
OFFICERS, CLASS 0
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE
OFFICERS, CI ASS 0
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE
OFFICERS, CLASS 0
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE
( CI ASS- 0

Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with specialized training which will enable
them to efficiently process and reproduce
photographic intelligence collected by RA5C aircraft.

,

Instruction: Familiarization with current
fleet photographic operations and procedures, basic plotographic quality control
techniques, operation and maintenance of
continuous processors, printers, and related
equipment, tone reproduction techniques
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical

rt. of-tre

(1147-34

NV-1709-0009
I.

MOTION PICTURE. SCHOOL. CLASS C

(Motion Picture Cameraman)
2

MOTION PIClURE SCHOOL, CLASS C

Course Number All Versions. C-400-2010
Version 2: C-400-12.

NV-1709-0006
IOIC PHOTO INTERPRETATION OFFICER

Course Number: D-3A-010
Location: Reconnaissance Attack Squad-

ron Three, Albany, GA.

Course Ntimb0:. Version 1: C-2B-10. Version 2. None Version 3 None Version 4:

Length: 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.

None

Objectives: To provide officers with an

Location: Naval Air Technical Training

understanding of the capabilities of the Integrated Operational Intelligence Center

Unit, Pensacola, FL
Length: Version 1. 3 weeks (116 hours)
Version 2. 2 weeks (98 hours) Version 3 4
weeks (152 hours) Version 4 21 weeks (840

(10IC), and to qualify them to interpret,
analyze, and report aerial photographic missions through the use of a computer-orient-

hours)

ed photographic station within the 10IC

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 6/7I-Present'

area aboard attack aircraft carriers

2 1/69-5/71 Version 3 11/6312/68 Version 4 10/57-10/63
Objectives: To provide selected aviators,
observers, or officers with an understanding
of aerial photographic reconnaissance
Instruction: All Versions- Principles of
aerial photography, aerial photographic
techniques. photographic intelligence Version
Basic photography, including camera
components, exposure, laboratdry orientation, film processing,' and printing Version
4 Advanced photography
Credit Recommendation: Version / In the
category, 3 semester
vocational cert
hours in ,phot raphy (12/73) Version 2 In
the vocational ertificate category, 2 semesVersion

ter hours in p

quire an understanding of the principles of
physics and chemistry as related to photography, have a working knowledge of exposures for natural and artificial light using
black and white and color film, and.apply
skillfully the processing techniques for small
negatives, and black and white and color
reversal film. Studies also include darkroom
layout, equipment planning, negative filing,
and captioning Special studies in aerial
cameras for the production of oblique and
vertical photographs, stereotnplets, and
overlapping single- and multi-strip mosaics
Credit Recomm-erdifion: In the vocational
certificate, category, 3- semester, hours in
photography,(12 /73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in photography (12/73); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in photography (12/68) 4

Objectives: To provide students with the
skills of motion picture filming and editing,
as well as an understanding of the theory
and practice of procetsing, printing, and
sound-recording for motion picture film,

and to familiarize the student with aerial
and underwater motion picture photogra-

Instruction: IOIC concepts, multisensor
capabilities of the RA-5C aircraft, basic in-

phy, and television applications,
Instruction: Version I. Course uses modular, self-paced, individualized instruction as

telligence-gathering concepts, photographic

the primary instructional method Course

interpretation station, computer programs
related to photographic interpretation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categorl, 1 semester hour in photographic interpretation (12/73)

topics cover photographic laboratory supervision, advanced motion picture photography, advanced motion picture shooting
techniques, studio production,
double
system sound, sound documentary producli

NV-1709-0007

doe' and tele' ion production Version 2:
Phase is Stud, 'n basic film craft will be a
product of ex, -ences in film continuity,

IOIC 'PHOTO INTERPRETATION OPERATOR

Course Number: D-150-015

Location: Reconnaissance Attack Squadron Three, Albany, GA
Length: 9 weeks (348 hours)

tography (12/73), in the

'

Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: Version I. Self-paced 11-12 weeks
(440 hours) Version 2. 10-11 weeks (424464 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1- I0/76-Present.
Version 2: I 1/65-9/76

composition,

1,

techniques, spec,

assembly and editing
effects, and screen direc-

tion, studies in camera mechanism, optics,
and maintenance, as well as film exposure,
lens setting, filter theory, and reversal film
usage Phase II In addition to Phase I, experience with An-10ex and Mitchell= cam-

Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present
Objectives: To.provide personnel wilihNan
understanding of the capabilities of the Inte7%* eras will be applied to advanced lighting
techniques,, story development, script writgrated Operational Intelligence Center
ing, prodhttion planning, and negative-posi(10IC), and to qualify them to interpret,
tive editing, as well as color film techniques
analyze, and report aerial photographic mis
and theory Phase III Studies in highmons through the use of a computer-orientspeed, underwater, and aerial photography,
ed photographic station within the 10IC
as well as sound theory for single and
area aboard attack aircraft carriers.
double system production
Instruction: IOIC concepts, multisensor
Credit Recommendation: Version 1' In the
capabilities of the RA-5C aircraft, basic inupper-division baccalaureate category, 4 setelligence-gathering concepts. operation of
mester hours in cinematography or motion
the computer-oriented photographic station,
picture photography (1/77). Version 2. In
computer programs related to photographic
he vocational certificate categbry, 3 semesinterpretation
er hours in motion picture photography
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
(12/73),
in A
the
loyer-division
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
baccalaureate/associate degree'v4tegory, 3
photographic interpretation (12/73), in the
semester hours in motion pictur)e\photograupper-division baccalaureate category, 3 seph y (12/73), in the upper-division baccalaumester hours in photographic interpretation
reate category, 3 semester hours in motion'
(12/68)picture photography (12/68).

upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

mester hours in photography (12/68). Version 3 In the vocational certificate category. 3 semester hoursa In photography
(12/73); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in photography
(12/68) VersioA 4 In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in photography
(12/73); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in photography (12/73); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester-hours in photography (12/68)

NV:1709-0005
SPECIAI PHOTOGRAPHIC COURSE FOR NONASS C
PHOTOGRAPHIC PERSONNEL,

a

Course Number: None

Location: Naval Air Technical Training
Unit. Pensacola. FL
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/66-12/68

NV-1709.0008

-Objectives: To provide trainees with the
knowledge and skills of basic photography,
including the operation of selected cameras,
darkroom layout, and photoprocessing and

IOIC PHOTOGRAPHIC
PROCESSING/MAINTENANCI.
Course Ntimbet D -150 -014
Location: Na
IntelligerIce Processing

exposure techniques

1

System Training Facility, Albany, GA

Instruction: To accomplish the objectives
the trainee must develop skills in the use of
the Leica camera and its accessories. ac-

Length: 5 week's (175 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present

s.

NV-1709-0010
STII I DOCUMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY CI

Course Number C-400-2022
Location:
Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: Self-paced 6 weeks (218 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/76- Present

1-147

Navy
Objectives: To provide training or updating of skills in producing picture stories for
media release And the production of audiovisual slide presentations to support written
presentations.

Instruction: The course uses modular selfpaced individualized instruction as the primary instructional method Course topics
cover photographic laboratory supervision;
documentary news photography, including
caption writing, feature picture, basic news
writing, spot. news, layout and page
makeup, picture- story, and picture essay,
aid media sele.cf , including presentation
nobjectives analysis, au lenc ana yss
tent

outline

development,

presentation

methodstoryboard development, master
script, visual and narrative production, assembly and programming, general interest
slide show, and multi-media presentation

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours

in photojournalism or audio-visual

(1/77)

NV-1709-0011,

Location: Reconnaisance Attack -Squadron

Three, Albany, GA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise a
photographic laboratory.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in IOIC photographic system orientation, photographic processing control, including sensitometry and desitometry, proc.essing and support equipment; printers;
equipment maintenance, and applications to
fleet operations.
Credit_Recommendation: In the liocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
photographic processing or phOtofinishing
on the basis of institutional evaluation

lower-division
the
in
(7/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in photographic processing
or photofinishing on the basis of institution-

al evaluation (7/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in

photographic processing or photofinishing
on- the basis of institutional evaluation
(7/74).

TACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION

Course Number: None
Photographic Interpretation
Location:
Center, Washington, DC
i.ength: II weeks (312 hours)

'NV-1709.0014

Exhibii Dates: 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
interpret aerial photographs for military

Number: None
Interpretation
Photographic
Location:
Center. Washington, DC
Length: 14 weeks (4-01 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/68.

purposes

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in tactical photographic interpretation
Course includes required orientation of
cameras and other equipment, mathematics,

map and chart reading, and identification
exercises of tacticalaior military items on
aerial photographs
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certitlfcate oategory, 3 semester' hours in

photographic interpretation (7/74): in the

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in photo-

graphic interpretation (7/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
photographic) interpretation
in
hours
(12/68).

NV-1709-0012
STRATEGIC PHOTOGRAPHIC
INTERPRETATION

Course Number: Ndne. ate
Location: Photographic

Interpretation
Center, Washington, DC.
Length: 10 weeks (238 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
interpret aerial photographs

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in strategic photographic interpretation Course includes photogeometrics and
measurement, related mathematics, stereo

comparagraph, and more extensive analysis
and interpretation of aerial photographs for
targeting purposes
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

METRICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
TEV RETATION

Cou

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
Interpret aerial photographs.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aerial photographic interpretation,
Including map orientation, appropriate
mathematics, position determination, rec.onnaissance surveying, map and chart projecstereocomparaphotogeometrics,
tions,

Location: Naval Medical School, Bethesda, MD.
Length: 24-26 weeks (9001120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/55- Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
take, process, and print black and white and

color still and motion pictures relating to
scientific, clinical, surgical, and pathological
Jields

Instruction: Lectures anW practical exerin medical photography, including
basic principles of photography, camera operation, optics, light meters, filters, film
processing and darkroom procedures for
both black and white and color films, photo
cises

copying, slide duplication and mounting,
projection, medical-related photographic techniques, infrared and ultraviolet,
photomicrography, cinematography, and
motion picture projection.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
slide

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
photography, 4 in medical photography
lower-division
the
in
(7/74);
baccalauNate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in photography, 4 in medi-

cal photography (7/74), in the upper -division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in photography, 12 in medical photography (12/68).

NV-1/09-0017
ILLUSTRATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY Ci

Course Number: C-400-2021
Lication: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: Self-paced '6 weeks (212 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/76- Present

Objectives: To provide training or skill
and illustrative, architectural, and portrait

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
photographic interpretation (7/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-divsion
fee bitegory, 3 semester hours in photographic interpretation (7/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 4 semester
interpretation
photographic
in
hours
(12/68).

IN-1709-0015
RADAR (TARGET) INTELLIGENCE
Course Number: Not available.

Photographic Interpretation
Location:
Center, Washington, DC.
Length: II weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
Interpret radar scope images and aerial photographs.

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
photographic interpretation (7/74), in the

(12/68).

lower="division

Course Number: D-7.F.010.

Course Number: B-400.10.

ping.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

graphic interpretation (7/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
interpretation
photographic
in
hours

IOIC PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING OFFICER

(Medical Photography Technician, Class
C)

updating in the areas of macrophotography

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in photo-

NV.1709,0013

MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHY TECHNIC

graph, cartography, and trimetrogon map-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in photograph analyzing for building
density, height, types of structures, principles of radar reflection, distortion, and Interpretation, and radar scope photographic
intrepretation and plotting.

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
photographic interpretation (7/74); in the

NV-1709-0016

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in photo-

graphic interpretation (7/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 4 semester
interpretation
photographic
in
hours
(12/68).

photography.
Instruction: The course uses modular selfpaced, individualized instruction as the pri-

mary instructional method Course topics
cover photographic laboratory supervision;
Illustrative photography, including the

Kodak Ektamatic print processor, macrophotography, composition, and architecturphotography;

al

and

studio

lighting/portraiture.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper -dicategory, 2 semester
visiiin
photography
i
(studio/architectural/portraiture) (1/77).
hours

NV-1709.0018
PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

CI
Course Number: C-400-2020
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: Self-paced 6 weeks (213 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/76- Present.
Objectives: To provide initial journeyman

tranliggtor.skills updating in color printing
,arid processing, printing and processing machine operation, and chemical process qual-

ity control.
Instruction: The course uses modular selfpaced, individualized instruction as the pn-'
mary instructional method. Course topics
cover photographic laboratory supervision;
rt e uI ment familiarizalaboratory su
tion, including sensitometry, I m spec ,
process' effects and uniformity, chemical
monitoring and process control, replenish-

qit
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'vent rates, statistical and scrisitometric
evaluation, gamma and tone refiroductioik
and color processing, including the master
print, basket processing, visual evaluations,
off -easel and on-easel spot evaluations, and
calibration and indexing of color analyzer.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in photography or photographic technician training (1/77).

NV-1710-0001
BOILER TECHNICIAN, CLASS Ai (600

PSI)

Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel
who have had training in automatic boiler

eily procedures, and description, nomencla-

controls to perform as pressure-fired boiler -

catapults.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ture, and component operation. of steam

men.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exer-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

maintenance, and
repair of pressure-fired boilers, iii-eltiding
boiler design and components, supercharger
and feed system, automatic-combustion and
feed controls, component calibration, boiler
steaming and operation, and lo al control of
boilers.. Credit Recommendation: In t e vocational
certificate category, 3 semes er hours in

-cises_ in _the_ operation,
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NV-1710-0007
CVS CATAPULT, ARRESTING GEAR, AND
VISUAL LANDING AIDS, CLASS C.

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Philadelphia, PA.
Length: 5 weeks (192 hours).
Exhtbtt Dates:
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, inspect, and maintain H-a catapults
and related equipment, Mk 5 arresting gear

boiler operation and repair on the basis of

------T-13-611-EFTECTINICTX

11

-evahraften (1/71).

PSI)
BOILE7RMEN, CLASS A

3.

Course Number: A-651-0010
Location: Service School

NV-1710-0005
Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: Version 1: Self-paced 7-8 weeks

(364 hours). Version 2: Self-paced 8 weeks
(448 hours) Version 3: 10-15 weeks (310456 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/74-Present.

Version 2: 1/74- Present

Version

3: 5/63-

12/73.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair marine boilers,
pumps, and associated machinery
Instruction All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in boiler maintenance

and repair, distilling plant operation, fuel oil
and auxiliary equipment operation, and fireroom operations. maintenance, and matenel
management o Instruction includes basic
mathematics, tools and materials, valves,
and basic steam plant principle. Version 1:
Instruction is self-paced
Version 2: Instruction is self-paced.
Credit Recommendation: Version
In the
IdNver-division
baccalaureat
late
degree..category, 2 semester hours as techni-

cal electives in automotive and mechanical
programs and 5 in systems m tenance or
related programs (9/77) Vers n 2: In the
bacca
to /associate
lower-division
degree category. 2 semes

urs as techni-

cal electives in automotive and mechanical
programs and 7 in systems maintenance or
related programs (9/77) Version 3. Credit is
not recommended because of the military
specific nature of the course (4/74)

NV1710-0002
BOILERMAN ENLISTED MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A- 651 -017
Locatgm: Destroyer School, Newport,

RI.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, inspect, and repair boilers.

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exercises in the operation, inspecumm, and repair

of boilers, including cleaning and overhaul
procedures, steam cycle and theory, safety
valves, fuel oil service pump, forced-draft
blowers. burners and air registers, regulators and indicators, pumps and blowers,
calibration, patching, and packing and gaskets

CATAPULT, ARRESTING GEAR, AND VISUAL

Length: 9 weeks (352-360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-Present.

ponent operations, launching and recovery
systems, control panel operation, and description and nomenclature of hydropneu-

Objectives: To tram personnel in the operation, inspection, and maintenance of C-7
and C-11,Acatapults and related equipment,
Mk-7 arresting gear and barricades, usual
landing aids (Fresnel Lens OLS Mk VI and

matic and steam catapults.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

Manual Meatball); and shore-based arresting
gear

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation, inspection, and maintenance of C-7 and C-11 catapults and related
equipment; basic information relating to
catapults, arresting gear and visual landing
aids, steam catapults, steam system, C7/11
Mod "I, launching engine; retraction and
tensioning engine; bridle tension system.
control system, bridle arrestor engine, and
associated equipment, miscellaneous information and safety precautions, shore-based
arresting gear, and Mk-7 arresting gear,

Fresnel Lens Mk VI and Manual Meatball.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours as a
general elective in mechanical programs
lower-division
(7/74);
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
senester hours as a general elective in mechanical programs (7/74)

NV-1710-0006

NV-1710-0008
CVA CATAPULT STEAM AND DRAIN

.-

SYSTEM, CLASS C

Course Number: Not avallablO

Center;
Location: Air Technical Trani
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 3 weeks (112 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, inspect, and maintain the CVA
catapult's steam and drain systems and related components

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, inspection, and main;
tenance of CVA catapult's steam and draiN
systems and related components, including

fundamentals of steam catapults, types of
steam catapults, system components, and
operational procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

CATAPULT, ARRESTING GEAR AND VISUAL

LANDING AIDS CVA (C-13

NV-1710.0009

CATAPULTS). CLASS C

(Catapult, Arresting

Gear and

Visual

Landing Aids (C-13 Catapult and Mk7 Arresting Gear), Class C)
Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ, Air Tichnical Training
Unit, Philadelphia, PA
Length: 9 weeks (352-360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

NV1710-0003

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours) .
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Mk 1 Mod I and Mk 6 Mod I visual landing
aids, and shore-based arresting gear, Including principles and design of catapults, com-

Technihl Training Unit, Philadelphia, PA

gear and barricades, visual landing aids, and
shorebased arresting gear

Loiation: Boilerman School. Philadelphia,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, inspection, and maintenance of H-8 catapultS and 'related equipment, Mk 5 arresting gear and barricades,

and Mk-7 Arresting Gear), Class C)
Course Number: Not available.
Location: Version 1: Air Technical
ing Center, Lakehuist, NJ. Version 2. Air

operate, inspect, and maintain C -13 catapults and related equipment, Mk-7 arresting

FA

I visual landing aids, and shore-based arresting gear.

Gear, and Visual
Landing Aids (C-7/C-11 Catapults

(Catapult, Arresting

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74).

IsTRIF-rofew Bon ER, CI ASS C
Course Number: A-651-0014.

and barricades, Mk I Mod I and Mk 6 Mod

LANDING AIDS CVA (C-7/1,r
CATAPULTS), CLASS C

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, inspection, and maintenance of C-13 catapults and related equip-

ment, Mk-7 arresting gear and barricade,
vim:tat-landing aids, and chnre,jvcrd arrpsting gear, including fundamentals of catapult
operation and design, launching and recovi

CATAPULT)AND ARRESTING GEAR, CLASS
C

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Philadelphia, PA.
Length: I I weeks (440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/56-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair H-4, H-8. and
C-11 catapults and related equipment, and
the Mk 5 and Mk 7 arresting gear, barriers,
and barricades.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of H-4, H-5, and-C-11 catapults and
related equipment, and Mk 5 and Mk 7 arresting gear, barriers, and barricades, including history and design of catapults, and
desclIcilion-1101=11clature......1=ation, and
preventive maintenance of hycjropneumatic
and steam catapults

44.
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Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
NX-1710-0010
CVA CATAPULT ELECTRICtAN, CLASS C

Course Number: C-680-2013.,

Location: Air Technical- framing Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 2 weeks (80-hours),
Exhibit Dates: 4/71-Present

Objectives: To train enlgted personnel

who have backgrounds in electronics to operate and maintain CVA catapult electncal
'
systems and related components.

Instruclion: Lectures and practical exer
cises in the operation and maintenance of

CVA catapult electncal systems and related
components, including engine systems, retract and tension system, and control
system; llitinehin and retraction of steam
el rical components
catapults, circuits
relays, synchros,
in catapult control (m

indicators, sequence of operation); valve
control; and catapult maintenance
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited, technical
4
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1710-0011
AUTOMATtC COMBUSTION CONTROL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-65 I -021.

Location: Destroyer School, Newport,
RI
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain automatic combustion control
equipment in boilers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of automatic combustion control equipment in boilers, including sensing elements, boiler and machinery
dynamics, modes of control, measuring
principles, calibration, signal tracing, component operation, and troubleshooting procedures'.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation'(3 /74).

NV1710-0012
ENGINEERING WATCH OFFICER
Course Number: G-4H-6191, G-6516191.

Location: Amphibious Base, Littl% Creek,
VA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
0
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train officers to be engi-

neering watch officers on amphibious ships.
Instruction: Lectures on the operation of
steam and diesel boilers, AC-DC generatoi
systems, switchboard controls, electrical
safety precautions, electromechanical systems operation, auxiliary equipment operation, and engineering administration.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
'nature of the course (4/74).
NV-1710-0013
PROSPECTIVE ENGINEERING OFFICER

ORIENTATION

Course Number: A-4H-0024.
Location: Development and

Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

operation and maintenance, including steam

, systems, turbines, electrical systems, evaporators, refrigeration, water pumps and

valves, boiler controls, feed Amp controls,
recirculation systems, hydraulics, governors:and casualty control operations
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74).

Training

transmissions operation; and cargo and personnel transfer equipment operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours as an
elective in industrial or mechanical technollower-division
the
(4/74); in
ogy

baccalaureate/associate agree category, 2
semester hours in industrial or mechanical
technology (4/74).

NV-1710-0017
EQUIPMENT OPERATORS, CLASS A

NV-1710-0014

(EO "A ")

MARtNE CORPS SHORT AIRFIELD FOR
TACTICAL SUPPORT, CLASS C
'^

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dites: 9/65-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, inspect, operate, and maintain SATS
launching and recovery equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in installation, inspection, operation,
and maintenance of support equipment, including runway matting, generators, air

compressors, cranes, fork lifts, ancher7s, and
special tools, recbvery equipment, including
arresting gear and SATS barricades, launch
equipment, including catapult systems, and
control systems; and operational procedures
and field operations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74) ,

Course Number: All Versions: A-730-0010.
Version 2: A-730-0012

Location: All Versions: Construction
Training Center, Port Hueneme, CA; Construction Training Center, Gulfport, MS.
Version 2: Construction School, Davisville,

RI.

Length: Version I: 9 weeks (261 hours).

Version 2: 12 weeks (360 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/74-Present.
Version 2: 11/67-10/74.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, adjust, and service heavy construction equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in automotive vehicle, front-end
loader, forklift, grader, and crawler tractor
operation, adjustment, and servicing, including internal-Combustion engine basic
principles, fuels and lubricants, earthwork
fundamentals, equipment production; hauling, loading, and lifting equipment adjust-

ment, operation, and servicing; and soil
compactors, crawler tractors, and tractordrawn scrapers operation.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

NV-1710-0015
STANDARD TENSIONED REPLENISHMENT
ALONGSIDE METHODS (STREAM)
RIGGtNG AND PASSING

( UNREP Rigging Procedures)
Course Number: A-551-0025
Location: Naval Schools Command, Treasure Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (95-105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate a raw-tensioned, high-level tending
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in raw-tensioned, high-line system operation, including standard methods of replenishment at sea, preventive maintenance,
of station components, safety precautions,
and emergency breakaway procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours -in rig-

ging course (4/74); in the lowerdivIsion

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in rigging course (4/74).

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in
(7/76),

heavy construction equipment
lower-division
the
in

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in construction/civil technology (7/76). Version 2: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in heavy construction
program, 3 in civil technology program
(4/74).

NV-1710-0018
I.

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR, CLASS J

2.

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR, CLASS B

(E0"J")

(EO"B ")
Course Number: A-730-0011.

Location; Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA; Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS.
Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (489 hours).
Version 2: 16-18 weeks (480-540 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version

1:

9/75-Present.

Version 2: 11/59-8/75.

NV-1710-6016
UNREP HYDRAULIC AND MECHANICAL
COMPONENT MAINTENANCE
(SENDtNG UNITS)

Course Number: A-551.0027,

Location: Naval Schools Command, Treasure Island, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the shipboard UNREP system's
hydraulic and mechanical components

Objectives: To train officers to operate
r and maintain steam-powered ship engine
room equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in boilers and associated equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic electricity; basic hydraulics,
winches, circuit analysts, sealing materials
and gauges; circulatory syStems, actuators,
pumps, valves,

and controls,

multidirectional

fork

hydraulic

power unit, transfer head ram tensioner,
trunk,

and sealed

Objectives: To train equipment operators
to supervise personnel in construction, earth
Moving, road building, rock crushing, and
asphalt mixing and paving operations.
: Instruction includes
Instruction: Versi
soil identffication;.nrthwork computations;

operation of rock crushers, asphalt plants
and pavers, operation and maintenance of
cranes, crawlers, wheel tractors, and scrapers; and roadway foundations. Version 2:
Lectures and practical exercises in instruc-

tional techniques, job planning, dispatching,
records and reports; and earth moving, road
building, rock crushing, and asphalt mixing
and paving equipment nomenclature, lubrication, preventive maintenance, safety procedures, adjustments, and repairs; and graders, crawlers, tractors, scrapers, and cranes
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-150

degree category, 5 semester hours in high-

way construction or civil' echnology
(7/76). Version 2: In the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in heavy construction and

trot and control loops, measuring principles,
and electrical and propulsion casualty control.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74).

heavy equipment (4/74).

NV-1710-0023

NV-1710-0019
I200 PSI MAIN PROPULSION ASSISTANT
Course Number A-4H-021.

Location; Destroyer School,
RI.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.

Newport,

LST 1179/1182 CLASS CONTROLLABLE

2.

PITCH PROPELLER AND PROPULSION
CONTROL SYSTEM, CLASS CI
ENGINEMEN, CLASS C, LST 1179 CLASS
CONTROLLABLE PITCH PROPELLER
AND PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEM
COurSe

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair boilers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in boiler principles and construction,
fuel oil systems, air and drain system, turboelectric plants, 4tilling plant laboratory,
auxilialcstea ,syStems, engineering admin.
istratioW and- boiler maintenance and repair
procedures
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74).

Number: A-652-0055.

Location: Propulsion Engineering School,
Great Lakes, IL.

Length: Version 1: 4 weeks (150 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (102 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/77-Present.
Version 2: 5/73-5/77.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have taken a basic engineman course
to operate, maintain, and troubleshoot vanable-pitch ship propellers and associated
control equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerthe operation, maintenance, and
troubleshooting of variable-pitch ship propellers and associated control equipment,
Including introduction to hydraulics and
cises in

NV-1710-002a
1200 PS1 ENLISTED MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-651-020. .
Location: Destroyer Schoo lie Newport,
RI.
Length:, 5 weeks (150 hours)
.

ExhigtDites: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

inspect

1.

maintain boilers

Instr6ctibn: Lectures and practical exercises in bOtler Inspection and maintenance,
Including 'steam theory, boiler overhaul,
boiler watersides and firesides maintenance,
tube renewal and plugging, precision tools
operation, fuel oil heaters and coolers, and
valve and pump repair.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74).

NV-1710-0021
1200 PSI BT ORIENTATION/OPERATION
Course Number: A-651-0037.

Location: Boilerman, School San Diego,
CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (10040 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate shipboard boilers and associated
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures an* practical exercises in shipboard boiler construction and
operation, fireroom procedures, damage
control, lighting off and securing main boilers, and underway watch standing and casualty control.
Credit Recommendation: In the
ional
certificate category, 1 semester firms an
elective in building maintenance

of various circuits,
component assembly, and operation of specific vanable-pitch propellers and associated
controls.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
Alegree category, 2 semester hours as an
"elective in automotive/mechanical technology (9/77). Version 2: In the vocational cerpneumatics, analysis

tificate category, 2 semester hours as an

elective in mechanical technology (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour as an elective in mechanical technology (4/74).

NV-1710-0024
STEAM COMPONENTS (ENLISTED)

Course Number. F-000-035
Location: Naval Submarine

School,
Groton, CT.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain steam components.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
steam components, including ifistructi n on
steam reducing valves, steam traps, fle atal-

lic gaskets, manual valves, hotwell level

control systems, steam generator relief and
rilot automatic drain valves, hydrostatic

-testing, feed water c ntrol valves, steam
generator cutout vale condenser repair,

1200

PSI PROSPECTIVE ENGINEER
OFFICER

Course Number: A4H-020
Location': Destfoyer School, Newport,
RI.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect and maintain boilers and related systems.
Ins
on: Lectures and practical exercises
inspection and maintenance of
boilers d r lated systems, including component and system analysis, modes of con-

distilling

units, including operation and

troubleshooting of low-pressure distilling
steam systems, valves and meters, pumps,
traps, condensers, gages, and compressors,
and similar components of the vapor pressure distilling system.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because (if the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1710-0026
ORDNANCE HANDLING EQUIPMENT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C- 646 -3I 19.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

Alameda, CA, Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, North Island, CA. ,
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain ordnance-handling equipment at
the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of ordnance-handling equipment, including operation, servicing, and inspection of specific skids, bomb
hoists, and bomb trucks.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74).
NV-1710-0027
UTILITIESMAN, SHO4E BASED BOILER
CONTROLS, CLASS C
Course Number. A-720-0022

Location: Construction Training Leger,
Gulfport, MS;
Conttruction Training
Center, Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: 7 weeks (222 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide the enlisted tech-

nician with advanced technical skills and
knowledge in electrical and pneumatic controller systems components, safety switches,
and testing meters to troubleshoot, repair,
operate, and maintain steam heating boilers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in boiler equipment fittings and controls, basic electricity, electrical circuits,
automatic and pneumatic controls.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in basic electricity, 2
in electrical circuitry, and 1 in boiler con-trots (7/76).
NV-1710-0029
CATAPULT, ARRESTING GEAR AND VISUAL

steam root valve man' old, and steam gen-

LANDING AIDS (CVS) (H-S

erator sight glasses.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

CATAPULTS AND MK-5 ARRESTING

certificate category, 1 semester hour as an
NV-1710-0022

repair of low-pressure and vapor pressure

elective in building maintenance (4/74).

NV-1710-0025
SUBMARINE Low PRESSURE AND VAPOR
COMPRESSION DISTILLING UNITS,
ENLISTED

Course Number F-652-026.
Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Lengths 2 weekss(60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair low-pressure
and vapor compression distilling units.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in

the operation, maintenance and

4.

GEAR) Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 4 weeks (176 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, Inspect, and maintain H-8 catapults
and related equipment, Mk-5 arresting gear

and barricades, and s. cific visual landing
/ aids and shore-based resting gear.
Instruction: Le yles and practical exercises in the operat n, inspection, and maintenance of H/8 tapults and related equipment, Mk-5 jar sting gear and barricades,
and specific, sual landing aids and shorebased arres Qg gear, including catapult
principles nd design, nomenclature, hy-

.

are
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and systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in industrial technology, or 5 in building mainte-

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because .of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 5 semester hours in indus-

draulic pnnciples, and assembly, compo-

nents, and analysis of specific equipment

NV-1710-0030
LAUNCHER TECHNICIAN (TENDER)
Course Number: A-733-0017

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

nance or building engineer (5/74), in the

trial technology, or 5 in building maintenance or building engineer (5/74).

and electrical characteristics of handling
equipment components, preventive and corrective maintenance procedures, advanced
theory of handling equipment Mks 4 and 5,

logic elements used for control and sequencing of events for the Westinghouse
moist units (Mks 1 and 2), and their functional operation
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

BOILERMAN, CLASS B

Course Number: A-651-0011; A-651-011.

Location: Boilerman School, Philadelphia,

NV.1710-0031
600 BT MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-651-0023

Location: Development and Training
Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as boiler technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the repair and maintenance of 600 psi boilers and associated auxiliary machinery and equipment, including precision
measurement instruments, boiler tube work,
boiler refractory, boiler safety valves,
single-element feed regulators, forced-draft
blowers, fuel oil service pump turbine,
Leslie C/P governor, fuel oil service pump,
reciprocating 1-pumps, and hydrostatic tests.
Credit Reebramendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
building engineering or building maintenance (5/74).

NV-1710-0032

e

1200 PSI BT MAINTENANCE (BOILERMAN)
Course Number: A-651-0031.

Location; Boilerman School, San Diego,
CA
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72=Present

Objectives: To train rated boiler technicians to maintain the 1200 PSI boilers and
associated auxiliary machinery.

Instruction: Lectures and 'detailed practical instruction in the operational principles,
construction, maintenance, and repair of the
1200 PSI steam generator and supporting
auxiliary, fireroom machinery, including
boiler casings, boiler refractories, blueprints,
precision measuring instruments, fire pump,
boiler safety valves, distillate conversion,

oil service pump, Worthington main
feed pump, forced-draft blower (carrier),
fuel

governors,and reducing valves, and forceddraft blowei,(Hardie-Tynes).

marine boilers and associated equipment, in-

cluding operation and maintenance of the
1200-psi steam..generating plant; operation
and maintenaride of the automatic combustion control boards; operation, adjustment,
maintenance, and minor repair of hydraulic,
pneumatic, and electrical equipment used
with automatic combustion control boarded
transfer, test, and inventory 9.1., fuels and
dimaintenance and rOair of boilwat
ers,

Length: 13-14 weeks (391-421 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/63-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain internal-combustior4
engines in con truction equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises

NV-1710-0033

Objectives: To train launcher techniciansf PA.
Length: 15-22 weeks (450-660 hours).
in the operation and maintenance of fleet
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
site - handling equipment.
boiler technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- 6 asInstruction:
Lectures and practical exercises on the operation and maintenance of
cises
in the operation and maintenance of
the missile-handling equipment found on
fleet ballistic missile submarine tenders, inchiding basic theory of handling equipment
Mks 4 and 5, description of the mechanical

Locion: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA, Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS

ps, and associated machinery

Creit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 10 semester hours in

in con ruction equipment internal-

combustiag e ines operation and maintenance, include g internal-combustion engine
principles, el meal systems, automotive
power trains, alfunction diagnosis and adjustment, and safety procedures.
tional
Credit Recommendation: vhe v

crenfficatrcategory, v semester hour
construction equipment

motor ...operation

and maintenance (7/76), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in construction equipment

motor operation

and

maintenance

(7/76).

NV-1710-0036
UTILIT1E$MAN, CLASS J ( UT"J"

(Utilit)esman, Class B)
Course Number: A-720-0013.

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA, Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS
Length: 14-15 weeks (420-450 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/60-Present

building engineering, building maintenance,
or industrial technology (5/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 10 semester hours in build-

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair and maintain utility systems.

ing engineering, building maintenance, or
industrial technology (5/74).

cises

NV-1710-0034
BUILDER/HEAVY CONSTRUCTION
TECHNICIAN, CLASS C

(BU"C" Heavy Construction)
Course Number: A-710-0018.
Location: All ' Versions. Construction

Training Center, Port Hueneme, CA; Con-

struction Training Center, Gulfport, MS

Version 1: Construction School, Davisville,
RI.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (153 hours)
Version 2: 7 weeks (208 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 2/75-Present.
Version 1: 11/72-1/75.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
heavy construction.
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and practical exercises in heavy construction, including tools, piles, and pile-driving methods;
waterfront structures; trestle construction,
railroad-track maintenance and repair;
wood towers; and planning and estimating.
Version 1: Topics also, cover lumbering and
sawmill dperation.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3' semester hours in heavy
construction (7/76). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 5 semester hours
in heavy construction (5/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/asiOciate degree category, 4 semester hours in heavy construction (5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2, semester hours in heavy
construction (5/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin utility systems maintenance and

repair, including plumbing, sewage disposal,
blueprint reading, boilers, refigeration,
pumps, compressors, air conditioning, water
supply, and water treatment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours
utilities maintenance and repair (7/76); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 4 semester houregn utilities maintenance and repair (7/76), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in utilities maintenance and
repair (7/76).

NV-1710-003
EQUIPMENT OPER TORS GRADEWORK,
CLASS C

(E0"C" Gradework)
Course Number: A-710-0019

Location: Constr lion Training Center,
ruction Training
Port Hueneme, CA;
Center, Gulfport, MS.
Length: 6 weeks (18Cf hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers, to supervise earthwork operations according to specifications, mats diagrams,
and construction schedules, and to prepare
estimates.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exersupervision, including
in earth

cises

gradework principles, surveys, maps, massdiagram preparation, drainage, soil compaclization, estimating, planning,
tion and
on, and field projects.
t ope
equip

Cr dit Recommendation:1n the lower-di-

NV-1710-0035

Irk

CoNsTRucrioN MECHANIC, CLASS AI

(CM"A")

Course Number: A-610-0022

vision baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in civil technology
(7/76); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in civil or construction engineering (7/76)

1-152
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NV-1710-0038,
BUILDER/MASONRY. CI ASS C

(BU"C" Masonry)
Course Number: A-710-0017

° Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA, Construction Training
Center, Gulfport. MS
Length: 5 weeks (154 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I/72-Present
Objectivei: To train noncommissioned officers in masonry techniques and in supervision and training of masonry crews.
Instruction:' Lectures and practical exercises in masonry and masonry crew training
and superyision. including properties and
preparation of mortars, brick and block
laying and properties, stone and tiles,setling. plastering, design and sketch preparation, planning. and manpower and materials
estimating.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in ma-

sonry construction (7/76).

repair and install shipboard insulation and

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in shipboard insulation and lagging installation, including heat insulation materials; types of insulation and lagging materials
used in nuclear and non-nuclear systems;
and installation of insulation on piping components, duct. and hulls
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in
thermal Insulation (5/74).

NV-1710-0048
BUILDER /CONCRETE. CL

(BU"C" Concrete)
Course Number. A-730-002

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA, Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS.
Length: 7 weeks (216 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present.
Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to use, mix, and handle concrete.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in concrete use, muung,,and handling,
including applied mathematics, plans and
specifications; concrete ingredients, design

and control of concrete mix, precast concrete; 'reinforcement, joints and batch
plants, placing, finishing and curing con-

Exhibit Dates; 10/70- Present

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).

'

Objectives: To train petty officers to su'

ema9cs, shop machinery. foremanship, light
frame construction, concrete, masonry,plastering, ceramic tile, advance-base and
waterfront structures, and project planning.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in welding of reactor plant systems,
including fillet welds on paddle wheel,
carbon steel and specialty pipe welding in
horizontal and vertical positions, and identification of welding defects using liquid dye
penetrant methods of inspection.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

a

NV-1710-0046

certificate category. 30 semester hours in
general contracting (7/76); in the lower -di --

WEI.DING FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
OPERATORS, COURSE V

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5 semester hours in general contracting (7/76).

701-015.

Course Number: F-701-010, A-70I-014, A-

Lotation: Submarine School. San Diego,
CA; Welding School, Class C, San Diego,

CA.

NV- 1710 -0043

Length: 16 weeks (486 hours).

EQUIPMENT OPERATORS/CRUSHING AND
SCREENING PLANT OPERATIONS,
CLASS C

(EO "C" Crushing and Screening Qperations)
Course Number: A-730-0018.

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Tftieneme, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (63 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/72- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, adjust, and service portable rockcrushing and -screening equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in rock-crushing and -screening equipment operation, adjustment, and servicing,
including site selection procedures, assem-

bling and operating the plant, and lubrication, maintenance, and adjustments necessary for production of different sizes of aggregates as required for construction projects.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in construction, rock crushing and screening oper-

PLATE WELDERS, CLASS C

Exhibit Dates: 1/63-12/70.
Objectives; To provide-enlisted personnel
with training in arc and oxyacetylene welding

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exercises in welding for use by nuclearpower
plant operators Topics include principles of
manually shielded metal and arc welding;

arc welding of the root pass in welding

grooves using "EB" inserts; shielded metal

arc welding using W-I and W-7A elec-

trodes; materials and processes used in nuclear power plant welding; preparation and

inspection of welded joints, seal welding
joints; pipe welding in fixed position, restricted access in confined spaces; and oxyacetylene torch brazing and cutting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hour in arc
welding (5/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in arc welding (5/74).

^

NV- 1710 -0047
STAINLESS STEEL WELDING
(REQUALIFICATION)

(Maintenance of Welding Qualifications)
Course Number: L-701-0014; L-701-014.

NV-1710-0044
Course Number: A-70I-0025.

Location: Training Center, San Diego,
CA.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted ,ersonnel to
weld various structures and hulls.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Course Number: Not available

cises in welding, including manual metal arc

Location: Training Center, San Diego,
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).

welds on steel alloy plate, petal inert-gas
welds on aluminum plate, 'both types of
welds on ferrous and nonferrous metal

Exhibit Dates: 5/63-12/68

plate, gas, tungsten-arc welding, and use of

CA.

410*

Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train stainless steel welders
to make lijnited emergency welds on reactor plant systems.
°

Location: Construction Training Center.
Port Hueneme. CA. Construction 'Training
Center, Gulfport, MS; Construction School,
Davisville, RI.
Length: 16-17' weeks (480 -5I hours)

certificate category, 5 seme ter hours in

SHIPFITTERS, CLASS A i PIPEFITTERS

.REQUALIFICATIONPHASI: I

BUILDER, CLASS J (BU"J")
(Builder, Class B)
Course Number: A-710-0011; A-710-00I4

ator (5/74).

N4.1710-0041

STAINLESS STEEL WELDING

Location: Submarine School. Groton, CT.

crete, decorative concrete, road and airfield
paving, concrete-block and pipe plants;
gunite and estimating
Credit Recommendation: In IL vocational

concrete mixing, placing, an use (7/76); in
the lower-division baccala reate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in con
crete mixing, placing, and u$e (7/76),

NV-1710-0045

(ENLISTED)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in builder supervision, including math-

lagging

semester hours in welding (5/74).

Course Number: F-70I.015

pervise builders.

Length: 2-3 weeks (76-90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present
Objectives: To train personnel to remove,

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
welding (5/74). in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

NV-1710-0042

SHIPBOARD THERMAL INSULATION
(LAGGING)

Location: Fleet Ballistic Mint le Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC

and vertical positions.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Jnstruction: Lectures and practical exercises in pipefitting, including shipfitter responsibilities. mathematics, blueprint reading, shipfitters working drawings and symbols. tools and materials, metallurgy, welding, brazing and soldering, coppersmithing,
and pipefitting,
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 8 semester hours in pi'pefitting (5/74).

NV-1710-0039

Course Nunber: F-000-0076; F- 000.076

a variety of electrodes in both overhead

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be pipefitters.

3
1717

Location: Fleet Submarine Training Facility, Pearl Harbor, HI; Fleet Submarine
Training Facility, Groton, CT.
Length: 3-4 weeks (84-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69- Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as stainless steel welders.

Instruction: LectUres and practical exercises in stainless-steel welding. Course includes preparation and inspection of welded
joints, manually shielded metal arc welding
using the W-I and W-7A coated electrodes,
manual inert-gas tungsten-arc welding of

the root pass in welding grooves using a
consumable insert, and a qualifications test.

8
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Navy
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
welding (5/74).

NV-171040048
STAINLESS STEEL WELDING

REQUALIFICATION-PHASE HI
(ENLISTED)

Course Number: F-701-016.

' Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/67-12/68.

Objectives: To requalify enlisted personnel who wer once qualified as stainless
steel welders (to work in a limited capacity
on welds in a Freactor plant system,

t

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in stainless steel welding. topics include fillet welds on paddle wheel and

curved surfaces; welding using the manual
arc, process in horizontal, vertical, and restricted fixed po'sitions; welding, inspecting,
and grinding carbon steel rockets, sleeves,
'and tees; and identifying welding defects

using liquid dye penetrant metit<s of in-

o
spection.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in high-pressure pipe welding. Onilie
Includes manual metal arc welding of steel
pipe with carbon-molybdenum electroQes;
manual metal arc welding Of sled pipe ith
chrome-molybdenum electrodes; and eartungsten-arc welding of carbon steel pipe
with root Inserts.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in pipe
welding' (5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in pipe welding (5/74).
NV-1710-0052

tion to oxyacetylene welding; oxyacetylene
welding of mild steel; brazing; hard surfacing; tungsten inert-gas arc wel ing (T.I.G.);
shielded inert-gas metal-arc we mg of aluminum (M.I.G.); introduction t shielded
metal-arc welding; arc vi)F!ding with mild

steel electrode, with MI7018 low-hydrogen electrodes, and with MIL-310 15/16

chromium-nickel steel electrodes; and handsurfacing mild steel by the metal-arc process"
Credit Recommendation: In the vocatiorf$

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

welding (5/74); in the lower-division
.baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in welding (5/74).

FUEL GAS WELDERS

Course Number: A=701-0024.

Location: Welding Class C School, San
Diegoi CA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).

NV-1710-0055

J

ADVANCED WELDING

Exhibit Dates: -6/70- Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform silver brazing of ferrous and nonferrous piping systems and structual braze
welding and fuel-gas welding in ferrous and
nonferrqus metals

InStruttion: Lectures and practical exerr

(Welding Course II)
Course Number: Not available.

Location Welding School, Class C, San
Diego,CA.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/63-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
welders.

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

cises in specialty skills developed in fuel-gas

NV-1710.0049

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in pipe

process; silver brazing by the fuel-gas proccarbon-molybdenum electrodes; welding
ess using bronze fittings and couplings with 4 steel pipe with chrome-molybdenum eleccopper, copper-nickel, brass, and steel pipe
trodes; introduction to hull welding; weldin fixed-restricted horizontal and vertical
ing high-tensile steel hull plate with low-hypositions.
drogen electrodes; welding heavy hull plate
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
with low-hydrogen electrodes; air-arc gougcertificate category, 1 semester hour in pipe
ing; welding austenite-chromium electrodes,
welding (5/74), in the lower-division
welding copper-nickel alloy (70.30) with
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
copper-nickel electrodes; and shielded inertsemester hour in pipe welding (5/74).
gas metal-arc welding of aluminum
(M.I.G.).
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
NV-1710-0053
certifidate category, 2 semester hours in
STEELWORKER/WELDING CRTWCPIFION,
welding/metallurgy (5/74); in the lower-diCLASS C
vision baccalaureate/associate degree cate(SW"C" Welding Certification)
in
hour
semester
1
go'ry,
Course Number: A-701.0038
welding/metallurgy (5/74); in the upper-diLocation: Construction Training Center,
semester
vision baccalaureate category,
Port Hueneme, CA; Construction Training
hour in welding/metallurgy (5/74)
Center, Gulfport, MS.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/62-Present.
NV-1710-0056
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
AUTOMATED PROPULSION SYSTEM
with training in arc and gas Welding.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerOPERATOR, CLASS C
cists in welding procedures.'[ Course in.
Course Number: A-651-0036.
cludes welding safety policies and attitudes;
Location: Service School Command, San
flat and vertical welding positions; theories
Diego, CA.
and techniques of welding fised=position
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
pipe; oxyacetylene welding thebry and
Exhibit Mites: 1/71-Present.
techniques in vertical and overhead posiObjectives? TO train enlisted personnel intions; theory and techniques of inert gasautomated propulsion system controls and
shielded metal arc welding in vertical and
in engineering plant concepts, with particuoverhead positions with aluminunr:
lar emphasis qn burner management, throtCredit Recommendation: In the vocational
tlelbontrol, and plant surveillance.
certificate category, 2. semester hours in
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer!vision
welding (7/76); in the low
cises in automated propulsion system conbaccalaureate/asociate degree ca ory, 1
trols and in engineering plant concepts.
semester hour in`welding (7/76).
Course includes analog systems, pneumatic

-welding (/74).

NV-1710-0054

'PRESSURE HULL WELDERS

Course Number. A-701-0029

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform manual metal arc welds on steel
alloy or austenitic steel plate

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the metal arc welding of steel alloy
and austenitic steel hull plate in fixed-overhead and vertical positions, and the general
properties and characteristics of hull plate.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not redommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)
.
7
NV- 1710.0050
Course Number: A-701-0026.

PIPE WELDERS

Location: Welding School, Class C, -San
.
Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

perform manual steel arc welds on carbon'
steel or copper-nickle pipe.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in manual metal arc welds on carbon
steel pipe in fixed-restncted vertical and
horizontal positions and in manual metal arc
welds on copper-nickel pipe using coppermktl electrodes in fixed-restricted vertical
and honzontal positions.

NV-1'7,10-0051
HIGH PRESSURE PIPE WELDERS

Course Number: A-701-0027.

Location: Welding School, Class C, San
Diego, CA
114 Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform manual metal arc welds on carbonmolybdenum high-pressure piping systems.

welding of mild steel in the flat position;
fuel gas welding and brazing with brass;
hard-surfacing mild steel by the fuel-gas

Instruction: Lectures and practteal exerin advanced welding techniques.,
Course includes welding stFel pipe-with

cises

1

1

rC

analog system functions, digital systems,

Bailey 760 system; input and output control

INTERMEDIATE WELDING

(Welding Course I)
Course Number: Not available,
Location: Welding School, Class. C, San
,
0
Diego, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (360-390 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 11/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

weld and braze ship structures and piping
Instruction: Lectures and practical exefmses in welding. Course includes introduc-

17

sightils and devices, practical use oi schematics, and flow charts, central operations
system design, engine room console, bridge
console, and plant operations.
Credit Recommendation: In the-vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours as a
technical elective in mechanical maintenance

(7/74);

in

the

lower-divisioistmw

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3'
semester hours as a technical elective in mechanical maintenance (7/74).
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NV-1710-0057
PROPULSION SHAFT COmPONI N LS

Course Number: A-651-0061, F-000-040,
L-661-020

Location: Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center. Charleston, SC: Fleet
Submarine Training ,Facility, Pearl Harbor.

HI, Naval Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 2-3 weeks (60-105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/66-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the propulsion shaft components
found on nuclear-powered submarines

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of propulsion shaft

components Course includes pnnciples of
operation. theory of construction, and practical training in the repair of propulsion
shaft components
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 1 semester hour as an
elective in mechanical or industrial programs
(7/74), in
the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I

semester hour as an elective in mechanical
or Industrial programs (7/74).

OFFICER DAMAGE CONTROL

construction

degree category, 2 semester hours in construction technology (7/76).

NV-1710-0064

(EO "C" Blasting and Quarry Operations)

MARINE AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND
RECOVERY EQUIPMENT. CLASS A
Course Number: C-680-2015

Course Number: A-730-0019, A-710-012.

Location: Construction Training Center,

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain aircraft launching and
recovery equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin aircraft launching and recovery
equipment operation and maintenance, including survival and emergency equipment.
cises

heavy equipment, and arresting gear
Credit Recommendation: In, the vocational

certificale category, 6 semester hours in

`Port Hueneme, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise quarry operations

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in drilling, placing charges, detonation
procedures, construction blasting, quarry

layout, development and operation of a
quarry, and rock-crushing plant operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
quarry foremanship (7/74)
NV-1710-0065
CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC._,CLASS J

(CM"J")
(Construction Mechanic. Class B)

equipment technology (7174)

Course Number: Not available
Location: Damage
Control Training
Center, Philadelphta, PA, Naval Schools
Command, Treasure Island, CA
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 5/65-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as damage control assistants

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises In the duties and skills necessary to
perform as a damage control assistant
Course includes hull design and construction. emergency communication systems.
damage identification and control, and
repair prZwedures

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)
NV -1710 -0059
ENGINEER OFFICER I AMPHIBIOUS SHIP)

Course Number: G-4H-6190

Location; Amphibious School. Norfolk.
VA
Length: 4-6 weeks (160-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present

Objectives: To train officers as amphibious ship engineering officers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises In the duties of amphibious ship engineering officers. Including boiler maintenance. steam and diesel propulsion. ship engTheenno organtzaton, auxiliary machinery.
electrical power distribution and equipment.

and basic electrical principles and attplications to shipboard equipment
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the technical natufte
of the course (7/74)

NV1710-0060

Course Number: A-61010011, A-610-0015.

NV-1710-0062
EQUIPMENT OPERATORS/ASPHALT PAVING
AND PLANT OPERATION, CLASS C

Course Number: A-730-0017

Location: Construction Training Center.
Gulfport,
MS,
Construction Tr4ining
.Center, Port Hueneme. CA.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the operatingtechniques and supersisory skills required for asphalt paving and plant Operation.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in asphalt paving and plant operation,
Including plant components. plant clicassembly, plant erection, asphalt construction materials, designing hot asphalt inix, production equipment, placement equipment. protective coatings, pro-ducing and laying asphalt. and pavement failure and repair
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categOry. 4 semester hours in asphalt paving construction (7/76): in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour In asphalt
paving construction (7/76)

NV-1710-0063
BUILDERS, CLASS A ( Bli"A")
Course Number. A-710-0010.

-

Location: Construcnon Training Center. I.
-Port Hueneme, CA; Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS, Construction Tramirjo Center. Davisville, RI.
Length: 9-12 weeks (280-370 hours)
Exhibit Dues: 3/1)- Present
Objectives: To train personnel as builders

in the duties of builders. including
hand tools and portable machinery, concises

struction materials, construction

Newport.

`-....-_,Lengtb: 4 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 12/69-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as machinist's mates

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties and skills necessary to

Location: Construction Training Center,
Gulfport, MS;
Construction Training
Center, Port Hueneme, CA
Length: 14-15 weeks (420-450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-Present.

(EO "C" Asphalt)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

13421

(7/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate

technology

lower - division

EQULIPMENT OPERATORS /BLASTING AND
QUARRY OPERATIONS, CLASS C

NV-1710-0061

heavy equipment technology (7/74), In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semesjer hours in heavy

NV-1710-0058 .

MACHINIST'S MATE ENLISTED
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-65,1-016
Location: Destroyer School,

perform as machinist's mates. Course in
cludes hand tools, precision tools, steam
theory and cycle, main feed booster pump
and system, main pump and system. and
boiler construction and operation
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (7/74).

rigging,

blueprint reading, woodworking and mill

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance, repair. and overhaul or
automotive mate Is and parts.
Instruction:
ures 'and practical exercises in the repai nd maintenance of construction vehicles and parts. including foremanship training, basic mathematics, instruments, internal-combustion engines, ejectncal systems, adjustment and troubleshooting
procedures: Caterpillar. International. Gen-

eral Mot. rs, and Cummins engines, multifuel en es, construction equipment power
trains, nd chassis units; and automotive
ch
and power trains.
it Recommendation: In the vocational
C
c tificate category, 9 semester hours in
nstruction equipment repair foremanship
(7/76).

NV-1710-0066
I

MARINE GAS TLRBINE. BASIC, CLASS
Ci

ENGINEMEN, CLASS C, MARINE GAS
TURBINE BASIC

Coursi Number: A-652-0027
Location: Propulsion Engineering School,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: VerVon 1 6 weeks (213 hours)
Version 2. 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 8/77-Present.

Version 2. 8/73-7/77
Objectives: To provide the required technical. background and skills for entry into
specific gas turbine system courses

Instruction: LActures and practical exercises in the theory. operation, and characteristics of gas turbine engines, assemblies,

9

sub-assemblies, and compbnent parts.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
lower - division
baccalaureate/associate

tion tile, and field and waterfront struc-

degree category'. 4 semester hours in gas
turbine engines (9/77) Version 2. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in gas turbine engines (6/75), in the

tures.

lower - division

work, construction carpentry. concrete,
concrete finishing and masonry construction. roofing. painting. glazing,and composiCredit Recommendation: In the socational

certificate category. 8 semester hoUrs in

j

baccalaureate/associate

degree category. 3 semester hors in gas
turbine engines (6/75)

'

Navy
NV-1710.0067
SOLAR T-10205-I IA SATURN ENGIN.,
CLASS CI
(Enginemen, Class C, Solar T- 10205 -1 IA

Saturn Engine)
Course Number: A-652-0068
Location. Propulsion-Engineering School,
Great Lakes, IL.
eks (85 hours).
Length: 3
Exhibit Date 8/73-Present.

upgrade the knowledge
officers with Gas Turand skills of
mcian ratings for more efbine System
fective perfor ance of duties.
Instructio . Lectures _and practical exerObjectives:

cises in operating, testing, adjusting. and diagnosing and repairing malfunctions in the
Solar Saturn gas turbine engine
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the refresher nature
of the course (9/77).

Location:

Objectives: To train petty officers to perform their duties and to supervise in steam
plant operation.
Instruction: Instruction includes the operation of highs pressure steam systems using

Groton,

School,

Submarine

New London, CT; Fleet Ballistic Missile
Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC;

Submarine Training Center. Pacific, Pearl
Harbor, HI.

the Hagan Automatic Control system, in-

Length: 2-3 weeks (60-105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Present.

cluding safety controls and feed controls.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Objectives: To train personnel to recognize, operate, maintain, and repair various

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
engineering
building maintenance and
(6/75)

types of liquid pumps and their components.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in pump classification and application
and shaft seals, couplings, valves, and other
pump components and their maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NV-1710-0074
STEAM PLANT AUTOMATIC CONTROLS
MAINTENANCE (BAILEY METER)
Course Number: A-65I-0043, A- 651 -0044

certificate category, 2 semester houis in
construction equipment
nance) (5/74).

(pump

mainte-

Location: Boiler Technician School,
Philadelphia, PA; Development and TrainIng,Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours)
Exhibit Dates:. 12/72-Present

NV-1710-0071

Objectives: To train petty officers to per-

AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY

NV-1710-0068
STEELWORKER, MAINTENANCE WELDING
TECHNIQUES, CLASS C

(SW"C" Maintenance Welding)
Course Number: A-701-0037

Location: Construction Training Center.
Port Hueneme, CA, Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS
Length:4-5 weeks (120-150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present

Objectives: To provide instruction in the
repair bf machinery by welding.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in welding consumables, applied weld14, metallurgy, and general and high
strength brazing of steel, heat treatment of

metals and silver brazing of steel, welding

silver brazing of stainless
welding consumable selection and

processes and
steel,

silver brazing of brass, stress analysis, and

cut iron and aluminum welding, welding
processes and torch soldering, techniques of
arc welding in maintenance. and wearfacing

in maintenance welding and gas tungsten
arc in maintenance welding
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificaee category, 3 semester hours in ad-

EQUIPMENT (C-7/II CATAPULT),
CLASS C

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ
Length: 9 weeks (352 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present
Objectives: To train selected personnel in
-the operation, inspection, and maintenance
of C-7/11 catapults and related equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exeroperation, function, and location of the C7/11 catapults, Mk-7 arresting gear barricade components, and systems toInclude
the steam system, mechanical system.
draulic system. compl system familiaNzanon, operation, replacement, servicing. and
repair and inspection.
Credit Recommendation:,In the vocational

certificate category, 14 semester hours in
steam systems and hydromechanical systhe
lower-division
(6/74), ' in
tems
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 7
semester hours in steam systems and by
mechanical systems (6/74)

STEAM PLANT AUTOMATIC CONTROLS
MAINTENANCE (GENERAL
REGULATOR)

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT COMPONENTS
WELDER, CLASS C

Course Number: A-701-0028

Location: Welding School. San Diego,
CA.
Length: 14 weeks (447 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to weld reactor coolant and associated systems in a
nuclear power plant

Instruction: Topics Include introduction
to nuclear power plant components welding, welding consumable material, pipe butt
and socket type joints. and upper seal weld
of a beveled canopy
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 6 semester hours in adil
vanced or specialized welding (6/75); in the
baccalaureate/associate'
lower-division

degree category, -3 semester hours in advanced or specialized welding (6/75)
NV-1710-0070
GENERAL PUMP MAINTENANCE
Course Number: F-000-0045; F-000-045

controls.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
,

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
building maintenance and engineering
(6/75)
NV-1710-0075
:zoo PSI-STEAM GENEMTING PLANT
OPERATOR

Course Number: A-651-0038.
Location:, Boiler Technician
Philadelphia, PA
Length: 3 weeks (106 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

School,

Objectives: To train boiler technicians in
the operation of the 1200 psi boilers and associated auxiliary machinery

Instruction: Classroom and practical in-

. struction in the principles of high pressure
steam systems including start-up, operation;
artagontrot of steam plants and steam plant

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

NV-1710-0069

system, including safety controls and feed

cises in the basic fundamentals, description,

vanced welding (7/76), in the lower-divi(7/76)

form their duties and to supervise personnel
in steam plant dperation
Instruction: Instruction includes the operation of high pressure steam. systems using
the Bailey Meter Automatic Control

Course Number: None

NV-1710.0072

ry. 2 semester hours in advanced welding

1-15 5

atceWories.

Course Number: A-651-0039: A-651-0340.
Location: Development and Training

center, San Diego. CA'; Boiler Technician

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
plant operationeand maintenance (6/75); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree, category. 2 semester, hours in plant
operation and maintenance (075).

School, Philadelphia, PA.
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

NV-1712-0001

Objectives: To train petty officers to perform their duties and to supervise personnel'

WAUKESHA DIESEL ENGINE
Course Number: A-652-0037, J-651-0473.

in steam plant operation
Instruction:. Classroom and practical -In-

struction in the operation of high pressure
steam systems 'using General Regulator
Automatic Control systems, including
safety controls and feed controls
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
building maintenance and engineering
(6/75).

'NV-1710-0073

Location: Fleet and Mine Warfare Training Center, Charleston, SC
,Length: 5 weeks (145 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present.
ObjeCtives: To main enginemen to operate
and maintain specific diesel engines and distilling plant and engineering plant systems.

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical exer-''
cises in the operation and ,maintenance oth..
specific diesel engines and distilling plant
and engineenng plant systems, including
diesel engine construction, pump, and components: diesel engine systems, disassembly

STEAM PLANT AL-romAriCCohrritoLs
MAINTENANCE (HAGAN )

-Course Number. A-651-004I, A-651-0042.
Location: Boiler Technician School.
Philadelphia. PA; Development and Training Center. San Diego, CA
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

\

1

J'*()

=-;

add reassembly procedure. alignment and
.troubleshooting, theory of distillation, principles, systems, and components of equipment; troubleshooting techniques; and engi-

neenng plant sAtem. .clutches and couplings. reduction gears, propellers and shafting. engine alignment. and main propulsion
system operating procedure.

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-156

Credit Recommendation: In the- vocational,
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
diesel engines, 3 as an electivb in mechanical technology (4/74), in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in diesel engines, 3 as an

elective in mechanical technology (4, 74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category. 2
semester hours in diesel engines (4, 74).
a

NV-1712-0002
SSN/SSBN DIESEL'. ENGINE, ( FAIRBANKSMORSE/ MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A- 652 -Q046

charger, water pumps, cooler, and fuel injector maintenance, and alignment, break-in,
and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Iii the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
diesel engines (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate, associate degree category, I

NV-1712-0005

NV-1712-0008

GM-16.278A DIESEL ENGINE, CLASS Ci

ENGINEERING OFFICER

_(Enginemen, Classr, General Motors 16-

Fairbanks-Morse diesel engine
maintenance and repair, including diesel

I6-278A diesel engine

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in

engine principles, components familiarization and maintenance prOcedures, engine
fluid systems, scavenging blower, camshaft
drive:and bearings, tappet assemblies, fuel.
injection, engine timing, governor, engine
control linkage, snorkel systems, and troubleshooting and corrective maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 5 semester hours in

diesel engines (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 5,
semester hours in diesel csngines (4/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 5
semester hours in diesel engints (4/74)

Objectives: To train petty officers to perform the maintenance and repair of the GM

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in GM 16-278A diesel engine maintenance and repair, including component
parts operation, gear trains, engine timing,
air intake and exhaust system. centrifugal
pumps and cooling systems, lubrication
system, governor, speed control device, air
starting and operating procedures. and
troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in diesel engines
(9/77)

nginemen, Class C, Gener_al/Molors 12567E Diesel Engine)

FAIRBANKS MORSE 38F5 1/4 DIESEL
ENGINE

it

Course Number: F-652-020

Location: Submarine School. Groton. CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair the Fairbanks-Morse
diesel engine
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Fairbanks-Morse diesel engine
maintenance and repair. including diesel
engine characteristics, component parts.

flesh and salt water systems. lube oil
,system, vertical drive assembly. blower.

starting air system. camshaft. timing and
pump drive. Nei system. governor. fuel

jecnon

system, and troubleshooting and

repair procedures.
`Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 2 semester hours in
diesel engines (4/74), in the lower-division
ibaccalaureate/assixiate degree category, 2
'semester hours in diesel'engines (4/74): in
the upper-division baccalaureate category. 2

Course Number: A- 652 -0022

Location: Propulsion Engineering School.
Great Lakes. IL
Length: 3 weeks (90-92 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present
Objectives: To train petty officers to su-

-

pervise the maintenance and repair of the
GM I2-567E diesel engine

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in GM I2-567E diesel engine mainte, nance and repair. including component
parts operation, engine liming. blowers, air
intake 2Nd exhaust systems. centrifugal
pumps and cooling systems. hibrication
system. fuel system. governor, starting

system operation. reversing reduction gear
and clutch, maintenance procedures. starring and operating procedures. and troubleskooting
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree categor
2 semester hours, in diesel engines
(9/71)

semester hours in diesel engines (4/74)

NV-1712-0007
NV-1712-15004

GM 268A DIESEL ENGINE. CLASS CI

MINE WARFARE WALKESHA DIESEL
ENGINEMAN. CLASS C

(Enginemen, Class C. Genera! Mo :ors 8268A Diesel Engine)

Course Number. Not available
Location: Mine Warfare Class C School.
Charleston. SC
'Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the Waukesha diesel engine

'Course Number. A-652-9020

'Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Waukesha diesel engine maintenance, including engine system introduction., components familiarization. disassembly and reassembly ,procedures.

a- -

(Engineer Officer)
Course Number: K-4H-2008, A-4H-0022
Location: Fleet Training Center, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 12-13 weeks (360-417 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To train junior officers to perform as engineering officers in diesel- and
steam-powered ships

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of diesel- and steam-,
powered ships, including engineering department management, shipboard fire fighting, damage control, nuclear, biological,
and chemical warfare defense, shipboard
electrical systems, diesel propulsion principles. specific boiler operations. auxiliary,
machinery and, steam propulsion machinery,

officer administration; fuel oil system and
cooling system, gauges and calibration, and
operation of vertical, forced-draft blowers
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1712-0006
GM- 12- 567E/645E DIESEL ENGINE. CLASS
(CCl

NV-1712-0003

procedures, starting and operating proce-

the upper-division baccalaureate category, I
semester hour in diesel engines (4/74)

semester hour in diesel engines (4/74), in

diesel engine.

maintain and repair the Fairbanks -Morse

system, fuel system, governor, maintenance

dures, and troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in diesel engine
technology, automotive or heavy equipment
technology (9/77)

1

278A Diesel Engine)
Course Number: A-652.0021
Location: Propulsion Engineering School,
Great Lakes. IL.
Length: 3 weeks (90-100 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present'

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
'Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/71-Preseni
Objectives: To trdln enlisted personnel to

-air Intake and exhaust system, centrifugal
pumps and cooling syslem, lubrication

Location: Propulsion Engineering School.
Great Lakes. IL
Length: 3 weeks (95-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present
Objectives: To train petty officers to su-

pervite the maintenance and repair of the,
GM 8-268A diesel engine

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in GM 8-268A diesel engine Ante-

name and repair. including component

parts operation: gear trains. engine timing.,

NV-1712-0009
ASSAULT BOAT ENGINEER

Course Number: G-652.6160
Location: Amphibious School.
Creek. VA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/67- Present

r

Little

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
diesel engine and assault boat operation and
maintenance
Instruction: Lectures on diesel enginA operation. component nomenclature. lubricating system. tooling system: fuel system,

blowers. governors, fuel ,Injection. hydraulic reverse gear, V drive, transmission. elec-

trical systems. ramp winch, and overhaul
and troubleshooting proctdures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 3 semester' hours in

heavy equipment or diesel technology
lower-division
(4/74).
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in heavy- equipment or diesel
techAblogy (4/74)

NV-1112-0010
AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE (ALCO 25IC/
DIESEL ENGINE. CLASS Ci
(Engineman. Class C. American Locomotive (ALCO 251-C) Diesel Engine)

Course Number. A-652-9056.

Location: Propulsion Engineering School,
Great Lakes. IL.'
,Length: 3 weeks (99-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates:,4/73-Presenj.

Objectives: To train petty office

to su-

pervise the operation. mamtena ice. and
II
repair oE diesel engines

Initruction: Lectures in diesel engine introduction. construction.. turbocharger.
intake, and exhaust systems, starting air systems. lubrication. Cue& and cooling systems,

governors and instrumentation. PMS re

0

quirements; and engine operation and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureatetassociate degree camgory. 2 semester hours in diesel technology
(9/77)

Location: Amphilaious School, Corotiado,
San Diego, CA.

NV-1712-0011

cises in the operation, maintenance. troubleshooting, and repair of typical diesel marine
engines, including tune -up fundamentals:

....

and servicing and operation principles' for

Length: Verson I. Self-paced 5-6 weeks
(236 hours) Version 2 15 weeks (455

pistons, rods and cylinder heat's, air intake
and exhaust systems. fuel oil systems, lubricating systems, and cooling systems and
governors
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour as an
certificate category.
elective in automotive or diesel technology
lower-division
the
in
(4/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour as an elective in automotive
or diesel technology (4/74)

hours) Version 3: 12 weeks (373 hours),
Exhibit Dates: Vernon I: 1/74-Present.
Vernon 2: 2/68-12/73 Version 3. 7/63-1/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

'

operate diesel-powered ship engines

Instruction: All Versions. .Lectures, and
practical exercises in engine introduction;
portable pumps; internal-combustion engine,
.

lubrication, cooling. fuel, electrical, and
,

transmission systems;

camshafts. gear train and flywheel housings.

1

hydraulic steering,

diesel engines, auxiliary boileri; refrigera-

tion, distilling plants, and oil purification

FM3aDs i/a DR DIESEL ENGINL, CLASS
Ct

print reading, tools and materials familiarization. temperature and measuring instruments, valves and pumps, gas turbine engines, damage control and fire fighting
Credit Recommendation: Version I In the

19R Diesel Engine)
Course Number: A- 652.002
Location: Propulsion Engineering School.
Great Lakes, IL
Length: 3 weeks (95-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present

Vernon I.

Instruction is self

nd materiel management Version
tenance
3 Instr -non includes mathematics, blue-

lower - division

baccalaureate/associate

-degree category. 3 semester hours in diesel
mechanics and 2 as a technical elective in
automotive and mechanical programs
(9/77) Version 2 In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 5
semester hours in diesel mechanics. and
credit in automotive technology n the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74) Verlower-division
the
3- In
sion
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3
semester hourS in diesel mechanics. and
credit in automotive technology on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)
NV-1712-0 012
MINE WARFARE PAKARD DIESEL
ENGINEMAN (CLASS Ci
Course Number: A-652-039

Locution: Naval Schools. Charleston, SC
Length: 3,weeks (90 hours) Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have completed a basic enginemen
course to operate. maintain. diagnose. and
overhaul diesel engines

(Engmeman Fairbanks-Morse 38D 8 1/8

Objectives: To train petty officers to su

diesel engine operation,
nance. diagnosis. and repair
pertnse

mainte-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in diesel 'engine operation, maintenance. diagnosis. and repair, iriblvding

engine construction. control and vertical
drive. timing, lubrication system. fuel
system, Cooling system. air starting system.
blowers. intake and -exhaust system. govoznor. and planned -maintenance and trouble-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di.
vision baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2 semester hours in diesel. automotive
or heavy equipment technology (9/77)

NV-1712-0015
BASIC ENGINEMAN, CLASS Ci

(Engmemen Class C Basic Enginerritn)
Course Number: A-652-0019
Location: Propulsion Eogineenng School,

Great Lakes. IL
Length: 3 weeks (99-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5 /73- Present.
Obje 'ves: To train enlisted personnel to
operate diesel engines and to supervise

Course Number: H-652-53r7

Coarse Number H-652-0060

:

.4

gines installed in landing craft, and in the'
operation and maintenance of ramp and
steering machinery installed in LCVP's and
LCM's, including basic diesel engine con-

struction and operation, General Motors
64HN9 diesel engine familiarization, cylinder block and cylinder head overhaul,
engine pump overhaul, engine disassembly
and assembly, engine timing and 'adjustments. transmission. and troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
diesel engines (5/74), in the lower-division.
.baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in automotive technology
(5/74)

NV-1712-0017

cv

ENGINEMEN, DIESEL E NGINE, CLASS C

Great Lakes, IL
Length: 6 weeks (115-190 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/63112/68

Objectives: goirain enlisted pert45nnel to
maintain (rid repair fleet

died

engines

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance, repair. and operation of fleet dieseiengines Topics include
diesel engine .Constzuction and operation.
fuel sysierus.4Werdividual units ofinstrucnon' oil specific power plants
Credit Recommendation: in the vocational
certificate category. 6 semester hours in
diesel engine laboratory and lecture (7/74);
.lower.division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in diesel engine laboratory
and lecture (7/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 5 semester hours in

diesel engine laboratory and lecture (7/74)

NV-1712-0018
PATROL .GUNBOAT /PG /ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS OPERATOR AND

MAINTENANCE:, .
Course Number: A76.5.2-0032.
Location: Development and
Center; San Diego.
Length: 10 weeks (343 hours)

Training
e

Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present
Objectives: To provide personnel with the

necessary skills and related knowledge jo
enable them to operate and perform shipboard maintenance on patrol gunboatengineenng systems

."

Instruction: Lectires and practical exercises in the principles of operation,
name, and repair of gas turbines, .di-a.eMngines and generatars. reduction gears, con-

trollable pitch propellers, air control syser
. terns, engineering subsystems.

generators.

and switchlioartis
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
boat mechanics (5/74).

NV-1712-0019
DETROIT DIESEL v7rst.RIEA ENGINE
MAINTENANCE. CLASS CI
Course Number: A.652*-CQ80

Service School Command,
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present
Yes: To train selected petty officers
Obj
Location:

Grcat Lakes. IL

ASSAULT BOAT ENGINEEilk.

DEPOT LEVEL BOAT REPAIRMAN
( ENGINEMAN):.

cises in model 64HN9 and 612I-T diesel en-

shooting procedures

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerengine porn operation?
cises in diesel engine qperatton. mainteInstruction: Lectures and practical exer- '
nance. diagnosis. and overhaul, including
cises in the operation of diesel engines anij
turbosuperchatgers. Instruments, and con4
engine :room's, including fundamentals of
trols. operatin and construction data. coolinstrumentation. diesel
engines,
diesel
., mg. lubrication, air intake, exhaust and fuel
engine systems Ailaflysl, administration of
systems. engine maintenance and overhaul
engineering systems. and construction an$
procedures. and engine timing,' troubleinspection of diesel engines and ancillary
shotiting. testing. and stanmg procedures
equipment, shafts. and gearing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational'
Credit Recommend/Won: In the lower-dicertificate category. 3 semester hours in
vision 14i4cialaureate/associate degree cateo diesel technology - or heavy equipment.
goqi,,-, semester hours in diesel engine.
lower-division
the
inn
(4/74},
. tecWgy.(9/7")
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3
:,-semester hours in diesel technology or
heavy equipment (4/74)
NV-1712-00f6 '
.

NV-17 12-0013

boat engineers

Course Number: Not available dtt
Location: Engineman. Class- C School,

NV-1712-0014

paced Ve ton 2 Instruction includes main-

operation

is-

cal diesel marine engines.

Command.

Great Lakes, IL.

Exhibit Dates: 7/66-Present
Objectives: To train personnel as assault

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Objectives: To train enginemen to operate. maintain. troubleshoot, and repair typiInstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ENGINEMAN, CLASS AI
Course Number: A-652.0018
Location: Service School

'.

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/72-Present.

1-157

Navy

=

Location: 'Amphibious School. Coronado.
San Diego. CA.
Length: 3 weeks (105-113 hours)

II

Co supe

Ise performande of schedfled and

1-158
A

COURSE EXHIBITS

unscheduled maintenance, diagnosis and
repair of the Detroit Diesel V71 engine

the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in basic drafting (12/68)

engine construction, fuel systems, lubrication. cooling, governors, tune up and maintenance procedures, starting, operating procedures and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in diesel engine operation. repair and maintenance (9/77).

NV-1714-0001

A Instruction: Areas of instruction include

EC-130Q ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS AND
CIRCUITS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: None

Location: Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

DIESEL ENGINE TECHNICIAN, CLASS CI

nel to maintain, service, and functionally

Course Number: A-652-0035, A-652-0020,
A-652-0021, A-652-0022
Location: , Service School Command,

test the EC-130Q electrical systems and circuits at the organizational maintenance
level.
Instruction: Electrical pdwer supplies, circuits, and miscellaneous electrical systems,

AYIATION ORDNANCEMAN (UTILITY),
CLASS A

Course Number: None

Location: Air Technical TramingCenter,
Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 11 weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and maintain aviation ordnance

diesel engines
Instruction: This course is a combination

ly to the EC-130Q.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic electricity, aircraft munitions,
bomb- and torpedo-handling equipment,
weapons, and munitions handling.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-di-°
vision baccalaureate/associate degree categorr credit in electricity on the basis of institutional evahlation (3174)

Class CI (NV-1712.00071, A-652:0021, GMI6-278A Diesel Engine; Class CI (NV1712-0005), and
A-652-0022,
GM-I2-

NV-1714-0002

NV-1714-0007

567E/645E Diesel Engine, Class Cl (NV1712-006). Topics cover the maintenance

ELECTRICIAN'S MATE ENLISTED
MAINTENANCE

ANIATION ORDNANCEMAN (TURRET),
CLASS A

and repair of the specified diesel engines
Credit Recommendation: In the ower-division,baccalaureate/associate d
cateengine
gory. 6 semester hours in di
technology (9/77)

ourse Number: A-662-018.

tion: Naval Destroyer School. Newport. RI.

NV4713-0q01

basic elect cal theories and systems and to
inculcate n
ry basic repair and mainte-

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville. FL ,
Length: 1 lweeks (440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and maintain aviation ordnance
and to perform maintenance on aircraft tur-

nance skills

rets.

Great Lakes. IL.
Length: 9 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present "
Objectives: To train selected petty offiders

to supervise the maintenance and repair of

of A.652-0020. GM 268A Diesel Engine,

ENGINEERING AIDS, CLASS B
(&/16'../").1;

Course Number: A-412-0015.

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA. Construction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS.

utility and fuel systems, power plants and
propeller systems as they pertain specifical-

Exhibit Dates: 5/64-Present.

1r Objectives: To train petty officers to be
civil technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in foremanship, mathematics, construction, drafting, construction surveys. triangulation and field astronomy, map projections.
planning and estimating, advance-base planning, soils testing, bituminous materials and
-gOrriirete tesycug

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 10 semester hours in construction surveying and drafting (5;74). in the upper-div tsion baccalaurtate category. 6 semester
hours in construction surveying, 3 in drafting (12/68)

NV-1713-0002

.:

ILLUSTRATOR DRAFTSMAN, CLASS A

Course Number: Not available
Location: Construction School, Port
Hueneme. CA
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/63-12/68,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be draftsmen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical xercues in mathematics. basic drafttn machine drafting, ship and aircraft st ctural

drafting, electrical and electronic drafting.

media, visual aids, methods of reproduction.
and screen processes reproduction
Credit Recommendation. In the vocational
cebasrtil ificate, category. pemester hours in
drafting (5/74);
he lower-division
baccalaureate, associate egret category, 3

semester hours in basic drafting (5,74), in

I

0

Course Number: None

Length: 4 weeks (117 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/69-Ptesent
To provide a knowledge of
Objecti

Instruction: Basic electrical theory and

application, equipment familiarization
C'redit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic electricity, aircraft munitions,
bomb- and torpedo-handling equipment,
weapons, munitions handling, and aircraft
turrets

NV- 1714 -0003

certificate category, credit in electncily on

1

Credit Recommendation: In the.,, vocational

Length:-15 -16 weeks (450-480 hours)

.

AC controllers, DC starters
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)
NV-1714-0006

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.

NV-1712-0020

breakers voolant pump control vircuitry,

the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

ELECTRICIAN'S MATE MAINTENANCE.
CLASS P
.

Course Number: A-65I-0025

Location: Naval Development and Training Center, San Diego. CA
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide electrician-supervisors with practical training in mamtefiance and repair procedure of ship s electrical installations.
,
Instruction: Engineering department adMinistration, electrical systems operations
and safety precaution, disassembly, 'adjustment,and reassembly of electrical rotating
equipment, measuring instruments, motors,
' motor controllers, voltage regulators. magnetic amplifiers. static exciters, gyros. and.
small-boat electrical systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in
electrical technology (11/73).
NV-1714-0005
ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL

Course Number: F-662-011
Location: Naval Submarine

School;

Groton, CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hourS)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN, CLASS A

(CE"A")
Course Number: Version 1. A- 721 -0018
Vern,: 2. A -721 -0018, A- 721M18, A-72I00

, A- 721 -021. Version 3. None.
tion: All Versions. Construction

Tr rung Center. Port Hueneme, CA, Ginstr ction Training Center, Gulfport, MS.
Ve ton 2. Construction School, Davisville,
R
on 3. Construction School, Davisvilla, RI
Length: Version 1. 8 weeks (241 hours).
Version 2: 14 weeks (420 hours). Version 3:
14 weeks (420-432 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 12/74- Present.
Version 2. 10/69-11/74 Version 3. 7/589/69
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as'electricians and linemen.
Instruction: Lectures and practic4 experi-

ence in basic electrical ,theory, telephone
communkation. interior WIring. pole line
construction, motors and generators, mathematics review, and electrical blueprint
reading.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 2 semester hours in power
generation anddistnbution and 2 in residenlower-division

,

Objectives: To train students to inspevt,
maintain. adjust, and repair electrical distribution and control equipment installed in
nuclear submarines

NV-1714-0008

Instruction. Electrical switchboards, airs
motor-operated, and arc-quenching circuit

tial house wiring (7,76). VIcron 1. In the
vocational certificate categdry. 7 semester

hours nn electricity (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate, associate degree category. credit in electricity on the basis of in-

Navy
stitutiotial evaluation (3.74) Version 3 In
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

institutional evaluation (3/74), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category. credit in
electricity on the basis of institutional evalu'at tor? (3/74)

NV-1714.0009
t

BASIC ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS,

CLASS AP MODULES 0-25
2

BASIC ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS,
CLASS P

(Basic Electricity Phase of Class A
Electronics Technician School)
Course Number: All Versions. A-100-0010,
A-100-010. Version 2 A-100-011
Location: Basic
Great
School.

Electricity/Electronics

Basic
Lakes.
IL;
Electricity/Electronics School, Memphis.

TN, Basic Electricity/Electronics SchOol,
Treasure

Island,

Electricity 'Electronics

CA,
School,

Bask
Orlando,

FL, Basic Electricity/Electronics School.
San Diego. CA
Length: Version 1 Self-paced average 1-8
weeks (150-2641 hours) Version 2 4-8
weeks (162-215 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 6/75-Present

Version 2 4/55-5175
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in basic electronics
Instruction: All-Versions: Lectures and labmagnetism.' field patterns,
in
oratories

domain theory. Coulomb's law, AC generator operation, DC circuits, including resistor characteristics, voltage dividers, ; 'vier
calculations, and Kirchhoff's laws, AC circuits, including average, effective, and peek
valties, and phasor use, inductance and capacitance. inclilding basic properties. types.
universal time constant! reactance, and
phase relationship. n-ansformer introduction:

and AC circuits impedance.' phasor solutions, band width, filters. and resonance in
series Version 1 Also includes self-paced
modules in basic electronics maintentrice,
basic circuit assembly and repair. troubleshooting simple amplifiers. power supply
circuits, simple transistor circuitry. oscillator. multivibrator circuits, wave shaping
circuitry. and some special solid state devices.

In the
vocational certificate dategory. For Gun' ner's Mates (GM), Torpedoman's Mates
(TM). Construction Electricians (CE), and
Credit Recommendation: Version

1.

Enginemen (EN). 3 semester hours m basic
electronics, for all other ratings. 6 semester
hours in basic electronics (9/77), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, For Gunner's Mates

(GM). Torpedoman's Mates (TM). Construction Electricians (CE). and Enginemen
(EN). 3 semester hours in basic electronics,

for all other ratings. 6 semester hours in
basic electronics (9,77) Version 2. In the
vocational certificate category. 3 semester
hours in basic electricity (3/74): in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-divisioji
degree catefory. / semester hours in basic
electricity (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category. 1 semester hour in
electrical laboratory ,for non-engineering
majors (3/74)
N1V-1714-0010

management, single-phase motors, degauss-

t CE"1")
(Construction Electrician, Classilto
Course Number: Version A. A-72I-0019, A-

ter hours in electricity (3/74), in the lower-

egory. credit in electricIty on the basis of

tools operation, maintenance and materiel

CONSTRUC1 ION ElECTRICIAN, CI ASS J

the vocational certificate category. 7 semes-

721-0022 Version 2. Not available

Location: Construction Training Center.
Port Hueneme. CA, Construction Training
Center. Gulfport. MS, Construction School.
Davisville, RI
Length: Version 1: 17 weeks (510 hours)
Version 1.15-16 weeks (450-480 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 7/70-Present.
Version 2: 3/64-6/70
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be construction electricians
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises in basic electrical theory,
power distribution, interior wiring. *local
and common battery elephone. interoffice
cable splicing and
communication syste
motors Version 1
fault location, and A
Instruction includes electric power plant

1-159

.

operation and maintenance
Credit Recommendation: Version. 1: In the

ing. AC and DC controllers, electrohydraulies and electropneumatics, and small-craft
electrical systems Version 1 Instruction includes three phase motors and generators
and solid state controls Version 2 Instruction includes solid-state controls of motors
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category. 5 semester
hours in electricity and electrical laboratory
lower-division
the
(9/77),
in
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3

semester hours in, basic electricity (9/77).
Version 2. In the vocational certificate cate-

gory, 6 semester hours in electricity and
electrical laboratory (3/74). in the lower-division baucMaureate/assocrate degree category. 3' semester hours in electricity and

electrical laboratory (12/68), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in industrial education (3/74)

vocational certificate category. 9 semester
hours in electricity (7/76); in the lower-di-

NV-1714-0013

vision baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

E-1B ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENT

gory, credit in electricity on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/76) Version 2 In
the vocational certificate categdry, 8 semester hours in electricity (3/74), in the lower.
division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, credit in electricity on the basis of

SYSTEMS OROANIZA TIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA, Air Mainte-

institutional evaluation (3/74)

nance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA

NV-1714-0011

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate and maintain the electrical

H-46 ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENT
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION AI

and instrument systems of the E -IB aircraft

MAINTENANCE

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the electrical and instrument systems of the
E-18 aircraft. including power supplies.
power plant and accessories, controis, various circuits, structural control systems.

Course Number: Not available
tach
hanc

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present

n: Air Maintenance Training De.
New River, NC, Air MainteTraining Detachment. Santa Ana.

CA
Length: 4 weeks (1W hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-2resent
Objectives: To train maintenance person -.
-nel to maintain a specific 'electrical and in-sTrument system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the H-46 electrical and instrument system. including elements of power distribution, el trical
power supply, starting and control ystems.
utility electric systems, and instrum s and
indicating systems.
Credit Recommendation:'Credit is not rec-

ommended because of thelinuted technical
nature of the course (3/74).

heating and de-ice systems. fuel and oxygen
systems, lighting systems, various electrical
instruments, and Pitot and static instruments

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1714-0014
KA-3A/KA-38 ELECTRICAL AND
INSTRUMENTS ORGANIZATIONAL

MAINTENANCE '
Course Number: C.602-3702, C-602-43.

Location: Air Maintenance Training DeNV-1714-0012
I
2

ECECTRIC1AN'S !ANTE, CLASS Al
ELECTRICIAN'S MATES, CLASS A

(Electnclap s Mates, Class A. Part II
Power and Lighting Equipment)
Course Number: Versiiin 2.4A-662-0015
All Versions: A-662-0016,
Location: Version 2 Service School Command, San Diego. CA 'All Versions. Service
School Command, Great Lokes, IL
Length:' Version 1 8-9 weeks (258 hours)
Version 2 13-14 weeks (387-420 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 3.76-Present
Version 2: 6/62-2/76

Objectives:'To train enlisted personnel to
operate,emaintaufh and repair electrical
.
equipmena
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
pratocal exercisesstin electrical equipment
operation. maintenance, and repair. including safety precautions and first aid, rotatingmachinery introduction. AC and DC generators,- rotary and magnetic amplifiers. hand-

tachment. Whidbey Island, WA
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/79-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate and maintain electrical equipment and instruments at the organizational
level

Insjructioh: *Lectures ;lid practical exercises in the operatioh and malatenahce of
electrical equipment and Instruments, In-

cluding DC and AC power. power plant
accessories, actuators, lighting, heater and
safety equipment, fuel quantity. light maintenarke, various circuits. engine instru-

ments, and the I/moon-indicating, Hytrol
anti-skid brake. air conditioning. and pressurization systems
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/14)).

NV-1714-0015
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COURSE EXHIBITS

coNsTRucTioN Ej f t I BRIAN POW I R AND
COMMUNIL A TioNs CABI I SPI ICING

(Construction Electrician Cable Splicer

(Class C))
(CE "C" Cable Splicing)
Course Number: A-721.0023

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA,Construction Training
Center. Gulfport, MS: Construction School.
Davisyslle, RI.
Length: 11-13 weeks (345-406 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

Objectives: To tram construction electricians to perform as cable-splicing technicians for telephone andrpower cable systems

nd practical exerInstruction: Lect
and repair of telecries in the installa
phone and power cables, including cable
types, splicing techniques, an& installation
of telephone and high-voltage cables, cable
teigunation, project planning, electrical
properties of power cable insulation, and
troubleshooting techniques and test equipment .

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 6 semester hours in

electrical equipment maintenance (7/76), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. credit in electncal equip.

Length: 2 weeks (57 houri)
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present
Objectives: To train shipboard electronics
maintenance and repair personnel in the

electronics (11/73), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (12/68), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in electronics, and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of demonstrated skills and/or institutional evaluation

correct methods of operation and application of electronic test equipment

Instruction: Equipment theory of operation, equipment oritrarional methods and
techniques. successful utilization of electronic test equipment'

(11/73).

NV-1715-0002

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 1 semester hour' in
electronics (11/73)

AIRBORNE ELECTRONIC WARFARE, CLASS

0

Course Number: None

NV-1715-0006

Location: Naval Air Technical Training
Center, Glynco. GA

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN CLASS C,
ANAPS-soA RADAR SET
MAINTENANCE

Length: 8 weeks (304 hours)

Exhibit Dees: 5/68-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet personnel

in

Course Number: A-104-0050, A-104-0131

electronic warfare principles and systems
Instruction: Electronic countermeasures
principles and systems, prpcessing .procedures, electronic countermeasures aircraft
systems, electronic emissions, and electronic
warfare
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military- specific
nature of the course (11/73)

Location: Naval Schools Comtnand, Nor-

folk, VA, Naval Schools Command; San

Diego, CA.
Length: 8 weeks (231-240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.
Objectives: To' provide selected trainees
with the skills and knowledge hecessary to
operate and maintain the AN/SPS-40A, and

to operate and use associated

Instruction: Power conversion; AN/SPSset operation, and functional
analysis of maintenance units and subunits
such as antenna. air pressure and cooling

,
NV-1715-0003
ELINT EVALUATION OPERATOR/OFFICER

ment maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/76)

40A radar

Course Number: D-150-016

Location: Reconnaissance Attack Squadron Three, Naval Air Station, Albany. GA

NV-1714-0016
ELECTRIC MOTOR REWIND, CLASS C

Location: Fleet Training Center. Norfolk.

CA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)

systems

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec
ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)

Length: 11 weeks (430 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present

Course Number: A-662-0021...

VA, Naval Training Center. San Diego,

Objectives:' To train officer and enlisted
psonnel to efficiently process and evaluSte

NV-1715-0007

elFctronic intelligence data collected by
RA:5C aircraft
Instruction: 1015 Systems Criss-Training.
basic ELINT intelligence: data display:

Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the techniques and protiedures used in
winding AC an& DC motors.

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C.
ELECTRONICS MATERIAL OFFICER

Core Number. A4B-019

ELINT evaluation, dissemination, maintenance consideration. operational problems:
fleet operations, electronic data processing,
photo interpretation, electronic countermeasures. teletype; digital plotter

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-rises in the recording of data, construction
of wiring diagrams; rewinding, assembling,
and testing of 'DC motors, single-phase AC
motors, and three-phase AC motors

Location: Naval School, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (97 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present
Objectives: To provide selected officers
with the necessary knowledge and skill to
enable them to direct the administration of
the elegromcs division aboard their ship.
Instruction: Administjation; maintenance
and materiel management systems, preven-

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73).

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

'certificate catego ry. 2 semester hours in
AC/DC motors (6/75), in the lower-division bacCalaureate/assomate degree catego-

tive and corrective maintenance; publications, field changes; electronic` navigation,

NV.1715 -0004

ry. 2 semester hours in AC/DC nptors

AN/UPR-2 IONOSPHERIC SOUNDER SET
MAINTENANCE (ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS CI )

(6/75)

NV-1715-0001

radar, communication, and electronic countermeasures systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73).

Course Number: A-101-0047

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego. CA.
Length: 4 weeks (119-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present

BASIC ELECTRONICS (MA-40)

Course Number: R-100-6209

Location: Naval Air Reserve Training

Command. U S A '
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/68-2/69.

4

NV-1715-0008
ELECTRONtCS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C.
AN/SSM-s MONITOR TEST SET
MAINTENANCE

Objectives: To provide selected trainees

with the skills and related knowledge necessary to operate and maintain the AN/UPR2 Oblique lonosphenc Sounder
Instruction: Operation and system maintenance, including transmitted wave form and
functional block diagram, technical maintenance. including frequency standard. master
timing and programming. filter switching,
frequency synthesizer. and digital code

pbjectives: To provide selected Reserve
personneljon active duty) of the Naval Air
Reserve Training Command with the opportunity to become familiar with extensive
coverage of basic theoretical knowledge.
safety. and alignment/troubleshooting prof-

cedures of the superheterodyne receiver

alid basic transmitter
Inslruction: Applied mathematics and esAenhals of electronics. series /parallel
&limy and magnetism. measuring devices,
introduction to AC theory, AC circuits ind
resonance: electron pnnciples and the

Course Number: A-100-0022, A -100 -0030

filter

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category.
electronics (11/77)'

diode: vacuum tube theory, amplifier circuits and systemstransmitters; receiver
theory; transmission line. antenna.' and

1

semester hour

in

SIV-1715-0005
ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT.
OPERATION/OPERATIONAL USE

wave-propagation theory, and semiconductor theory
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category.' 10 semester hours in

Course Number. 1. 100-0100

Location: Fleet Training Center, Mayport.
-A&
FL
4

tit

test equip-

ment

.

Location: Naval School. San Diego, CA.
Naval Scfiool. Norfolk, VA.
LengtK 4weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72,-Present
Objectives: To provide selected trainees
with the skills and knowledge necessary to
maintain the AN/SSM-5 monitor test set.
Instruction: Test set operation, basic ()peranon of tape reader and line printer. power
chstnbution, tape format and sequence: logic

symbols and special circuits; test control
block-diagram analysis; tape reade'n panty
and coincidence control. tape drive control,
sequence counter and control, stimuli control, analog-to-frequency convener; decision comparator. digital data line printer,
associated test equipment. preventive-maintenance. troubleshooting

1-161

Navy
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)

NV-1715-0009
AN/UCC-i SERIES TELEGRAPH TERMINAL
MAINTENANCE (ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS CI )

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications systems (11/77).
NV-1715-0012
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,

Course Number. A-101-0022. A-101-022,
A-I01-023
Location: Service 'School Command, San
Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
A

Length: 2 weeks (60-72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To provide the skills and

knowledge necessary to operate and maintain the AN/UCC-I, IC, and ID telegraph
terminals, and to operate and use associated

test equipment to the extent reqtnred for
maintenance of the telegraph terminals
Instruction: Operational characteristics
and system configurations, location and

identification of major units and subunits,
test sets, operating procedures. AC and DC
power distribution, frequency shift keyers,
control attenuators; frequency shift converters, block and schematic diagram analysis,
system troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. I semester hour
electronics laboratory (11/77)

tuner functional section, RF amplifier,
transmitter troubleshooting.
+Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

in

AN/UXH-23. FACSIMILE RkCORDING
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Course Numbv A-101.00351 A-101-0050.

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA,
Naval School, Norfolk, VA.
.

Length: 3 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present

Objectives: To provide selected trainees
with the skills and knowledge necessary to
operate and maintain the AN/UXHB and
CV-1066B/UX, and to operate and use associated test equipment.

C)
Course Number. A-I01-0029
Location: Servici4School Command, San

Diego, CA, Fleet Training Group. Pearl
Harbor,
Length: 2 weeks (59-60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/71- Present

Objectives: To provide selected- trainees
with the skills and lolowledge necessary to
maintain the AN/WRC-1 radio set
Instruction: Operation and familiarization,
functional block diagram, radio receiver
technical maintenance, frequency standard
assembly. R-F amplifier, translator-synthesizer assembly; mode selector. I-F assemblies, chassis and main frame, troubleshoot-

ing, operation and maintenance of radio

transmitter, FSK tone generator, audio amplifier; mode selector. I-F amplifier, antenna,
coupler operation and maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 1 semester hour in
communications systems (11/77).

AN/WRT-2 RADIO TRANSMITTER
MAINTENA,NCE (ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS CI )

Class
C.
Technician
(Electronics
AN/WRT-2 and AN/WRR-2)
Course Number: A-10t-0031. A-101-0033;
-101.0032

Location: Service School Command,San
Diego. CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA, Naval Technical Training Command,
San Francisco. CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (90-HO hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71- Present

Objectives: Tq provide selected trainees

with the- skills and kn.owledge necessary to
maintain the AN/Vs RT-2 radio transmitting
set

Instruction: Operation of and fathilianzation with AN/WRT-2. ACS DC power distribution, modulator functional section
amplifier /power supply, RF amplifier and

Cu)
Course Number: A-102-0080; A-IO2-0085.

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present

Objectives: To train students to operate
and maintain the AN/SPNa40' radio navigation set
Instruction: Equipment operation and familiarization; technical maintenance, includ-

ing Loran A' receiver and vertical deflection, oscillator-AFC section, framing section, divider section, rate selector and reset

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)

NV-1715-0016

Maintenance

and

material

1

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN CLASS C,

AN/VCC-2 SHIPBOARD SYSTEM

NV-1715-0013
GROUP AN/SPA-40, CLASS C

Course Number: A-I04-019. A-I04-020

Location: Naval School, San Diego. CA.
Naval School, Norfolk, VA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/69-Present

Objectives: To provide selected trainees
with the skills and knowledge necessary to
operate and maintain the AN/SPA-40
range/height indicator, and to operate and
use associated test equipment
Instruction: Familiarization and operation,
including location and identification of
units, assemblies, and subassemblies, techni-

cal maintenance, including AC power distribution, auto zero correction, DC power
supplies, tithing, height line cursor generation and servomechanism, range sweep deflection, height sweep deflection, marker
generation and video amplifier, and intensity control, system maintenance and trouble'shooting.
Credit Recommendation: Credit, is not rec.:
.

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73).
.NV-1715-0014

NV-1715-0011

RADIO NAVIGA TION SET
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS

mg

Instruction:

management, introduction to AN/UXH2B
and CV-1066B/UX, operating procedures
and safety, converter analysis and maintenance, recorder set analysis, troubleshoot-.

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, INDICATOk

RADIO SET MAINTENANCE
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN. cLASS

AN/SPNio

generator section, basic pulse repetition sate
(BPRR), speed' pulse repetition rate
(SPRR), square ave generator, pedestal
generator, deflection section, attenuator and
gain control, and system troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electronics laboratory (11/77).

NV-171'5-0010

AN/WRCi

NV-1715.0015

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, SHIP'S
NAVIGATION AND AIRCRAFT
INERTIAL ALIGNMENT SYSTEM
(SNAIAS), CLASS C OPERATOR
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A- 193 -025

Location: Naval School, Norfolk. VA.
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Objectives: To train students to operate
and maintain ship's navigation and aircraft

Course Number: None

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA,
Naval School, Norfolk, VA
Length: 3 weeks (96 hours).
Exhitiit Dates: 10/7I-Present

Objectives: To provide selected trainees

with the skills and related knowledge neces-

sary to ,wintain the AN/VCC-2 shipboard
commuthoiltions system.
Instruction: Maintenance and material
management system, operation of and familiarization with the RT524/VRC radio
transmitter-receiver, functional analysis and

maintenance of the receiver transmitter, in-

cluding AC /DC power distribution and

control circuits, VHF tuner and squetekassembly, modulator assembly, mastee, oscilla-

tor and buffer amplifier, transmitter dnver
and -power amplifier, power suprO, and
transisteradapter, functional analysis of the
AN/VCC-2 telephone-telegraph terminal,
functional analysis of the AN/SRA-60(V)
antenna coupler, including RF, four-channel combiner, operational control section,
monitoring and protection section. and
power supply
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature,of the course (11/73).

NV-1715-0017
BASIC ELECTRONIC WARFARE (EW)
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

Course Number: K-233-0025; K-233-284.

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, San Diego. CA.
Length: 2 weeks (59 hours)
Exhibit 'Dates: 5/71-Present.
Objectives'!" To train enlisted personnel in

inertial alignment systems (SNAIAS)
Instruction: Familianzation and operation,

the fundamentals and techniquies of electronic warfare (EW1and EW equipment

technical maintenance, including
block diagrams, data distribution, intercom
munications system. test sets, troubleshoot-

warfare, electronic warfare support meas-

including SNAIAS functional block diagram, equipment. modes of operation. and
alarms,

operation.
Instruction: Fundamentals of electronic

ing.

ures. signal recognition, analysis and evaluation, electronic countermeasures, equipment
theory and operation, electronic intelligence

Credit pecommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73).

termeasures

1

collection procedures and ESM reporting
procedures, basic electronic counter coun

lir
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Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (11/73).

NV-1715-0021
ELECTRONIC WARFARE INTELLIGENCE
OPERATOR

Course Number: -221-34.
Location: Fleet Airborne

NV-1715-0018
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,

INDICATOR GROUP AN/SPA-4I
MAINTENANCE

'Course Number: A-104-0124

Location: Naval School, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.
Objectives: To tram technicians to oper-

ate and maintain the AN/SPA-4I Shipboard Range/Height Indicator and associat'
ed test equipment.
Instruction: "'System familiarization and
operational characteristics, location and
identification ofunits, assemblies, and subassemb ; operating procedures; technical
mains riance, Including AC power distribu-

tion, auto zero orrection, DC power supppes, timing, height line cursor 'generation
and servomechanism, range and height
computing section, 'range and height time
share networks and sweep deflection, and
range calibration, marking, and intensity,
syStem troubleshooting
Oledit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)
NV-1715-0019
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN CLASS C,
AN/FGC-73 TELETYPEWRITER
ROUTING SET AND AN/UGR-is
INKTRONIC PAGE PRINTER

Course Number: A-I01-0048..

Location: Naval School, Great Lakes, IL
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-6/77

Electronics
Training Unit, Pacific, San Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (132 hours)
_Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present. '
Objectives: To train aifcrew members in
the fundamentals, techniques, and terminology of electronic warfare (EW), and in the
operation of EW equipment.
Instruction: History of electronic warfare;
radar fundamentals, EW equipment and operation; electronic intelligence ( ELINT) operator procedures; logging; signal identification, ELINT publications familiarization;
'special intercept techniques; plotting; tactical missions.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)

NV-1715-0022
ELECTRONIC WARFARE OFFICERS AND
SUPERVISORS COURSE

Course Number: K-2G-0013

Location: Fleet Combat Direction S tems Training Center, Pacific, San Diego,

CA
Length: 2 weeks (58 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.

Objectives: To train junior officers and
senior enlisted radarmen in the fundamentals and techniques of electronic warfare
(EW) and electronic intelligence (ELINT).
Instruction: Concepts of electronic warfare; duties and responsibilities of the EWO
and supervisor; characteristics of electronic,
emissions; rapid and thorough evaluation or
intercepted

Objectives: To train students to maintain
and program teletypewriter routing sets, the

Inktronic age printer, and associated test

equipment.
Instruction: Teletypewriter familiarization, message format; Introduction to
AN /FOC -73 system, logic fundamentals;
core memories; TS-2723/FG-73 printed circuit board test; MX- 8173/FGC format
stripper; AN/UGR-14 Inktronic Page Print-

er, system maintenance and packaging of
reparables
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/7)

electronic

emissions;

threat

radars and IFF systems, EW capabilities
and ELINT.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended bechuse of the military-specific
nature of the course (11/73).
NV-1715-0023
OFFICER ELECTRONIC WARFARE
OPERATIONS

Course Number: K-2G-0026.

Location: Fleet Combat Direction Systems Training Center, Pacific, San Diego,
CA.
Length: 4 weeks (117 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To train officers in t

funda-

mentals and techniques of electronic war-

NV-1715-0020
ELECTRONIC WARFARE FOR NONACOUSTIC
OPERATOR, P3A/BiDi

Course Number: E-210-48
Location: Fleet Aviation

nd
Instruction: System operation A
DC power distribution, trigger ge rator

Specialized

Operational Training Group. Pacific Fleet,
Moffet Field, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (63 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72vPresent.

Objectives: To train antisubmarine warfare operators in electronic warfare intercept procedures. terminology, applications,
and the skills of signal evaluation.
Instruction: Introduction to and definition

of electronic warfare; ESM fundamentals;
radar scans and tylpes; passive receiver
system AN-ALD-2/3; pulse analyzer ANULA-2, pulse analyzer cameras, tactical
voice procedures, electronic warfare logs,
intercept procedures, electronic warfare,
and signal identification.
Credit Recommendation: Credit-is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (11/73)

fare.
Instruction: Fundamentals of electronic

warfare, fundamentals -of electromagnetic
radiation; electronic systems theory, friend:

ly use of the electromagnetic spectrum, intelligence in support of electronic warfare,
electronic warfare management; electronic
warfare in support of military operations
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73) ,

and monitor function; transmitting annel;
hannel;
receiving
function,
antenna
AN/SPS-29 radar set mainte nce and
troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation hCredit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73).
NV-1715-0025
ELECTRICAL COMPONENT MAINTENANCE

(UNREP)
(UNREP Electrical Component Maintenance United Controls)
Course Number: A -551 -0026; A-551-0030.

Location: UNREP Schools Division of

the Naval Schools Command, Treasure
Island, San Francisco, CA.
Length 10 weeks (294 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/68- Present.
Objectives: To train electricians and intenor communications specialists to maintain
the electronic and electronic -h ydraulic
components of highlme-tensioned inhaul

and outhaul winches, sliding blocks, transfer heads, and ram tensioners.
Anstruction: Basic electricity; basic elecwith
interface
hydraulic
t
;
electric/electronic coptrols for UNREP
winches; maintenance of power supplies;
drive systems and control systems for sliding blocks, transfer heads, Drexel & Western gear multi-directional missile-handling
trucks; maintenance of Cutler-Hammer and
General Electric static logic controllers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics (11/73); in the lbwer.-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (11/73); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in electrical laboratory (11/73)
NV-1715-0026
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN CLASS C, DATA
TRANSMISSION GROUP,
TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-I01-042.
Location: Naval School, Mare Island:
Vallejo, CA.
Length: 14 week (411 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objecti4es: To train students with a back-

ground in electronics and communications
theory to operate and maintain electronic
data -transmission equipment of the Naval
Tactical Data System.
Instruction: Introduction and orientation
to data transmission equipment; general
troubleshooting, indoctrination and orientation to data transmission procedures; radio
sets; antenna couplers; comTnications central equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certifica!g category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (11/73).
*NV-171545217

NV-1715-0024
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,

AN/SPS-29 RADAR SET

Course Number: A-104-003I
Location: Naval Technical

Training,
Treasure Island, San Francisco, CA
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide selected trainees

with the skills and related knowledge necessary to maintain the 'AN/SPS-29 radar'set.

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN CLASS C, HIGH
POWER INDEPENDENT SINGLE
SIDERAND TRANSMITTER ( AN/FRT-

39; AN/URT-19, AN/TJRA-3o)
Course Number: A-I01-0038.

Location: Electronics Technician Class C
Naval Training-Center, Great Lakes, IL
. Length: 4 weeks ()20 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11N2-7/74

Objectives: To train students with electronic communications backgrounds to op-

Navy

erate and maintain the AN/FRT-39 trans;
muting set and auxiliary equipment
Instruction: Characteristics of teletype signals, nfultichannel telegraph, *transmission
test set, audio distribution and patching, DC
signal distribution, tielephone terminal
equipment, single- sideband fundamentals,
multiplexing, spectrum analyzer, AN/FRT-

39B transmitter, independent sideband receivers, AN/URA-30 modulator oscillator;
system troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics (11/73)

NV-1715-0028
4

aECTRONICS TECHNICIAN CLASS C, R15 24 (

Pi/WRR

COUNTERMEASURES

Schools, San Diego, CA, Naval Technical
Training Schools, Norfolk, VA
Length: 2 weeks (60-hours)
Exhibit Dates! 8/72-Present

Objectives: "Fe-train students with electronics and communications backgrounds to
operate and maintain the R-1524(P)/WRR
countermeasures receiver and its associated
tuning and test equipment
Instruction: Familiarization with and operation of R-1524(P)/WRR countermeasures receiver, functional analysis and maintenance. including AC and DC power distribution. RF tuning units, IF amplifiers,
amplifier,

isolation

APC/AGC/squelch/video. and audio ampli,her circuitry, troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (11/73)

NV-1715-0029
RADArREYEAtER SYSTEMS MAIITENANCE
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIA'KCLASS

C)
Course Number: A-104-0129; A-I040130
Location: Service School Command, San
Diego. CA. Fleet Training Center. Norfolk.

VA

Length: Version I.

system

design,

timing, printers display
position encoders, paper

equipment and
tape reader and punch, stereo comparison

viewer, functions, logic, electromechanisms,-

and optics testing and maintenance, code
matrix reader circuit analysts, logic, alignment, and maintenance, and system peripheral equipment maintenance and testing
'Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (3/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics laboratory (3/74)
NV-1715-0032
RA-5C SIGNAL DATA CONVERTER GROUP

RECEIVER MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-IO2-0098, A-102-0108
Location: Naval
Technical Training

'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in digital plotting systems and logic

3' weeks (90 hours)

Version 2: 10 weeks (220-235 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 10/77-Present
Version 2. 1/71- /77
provide the training reObjectives.

quired to m intam any switchboard-repeater system on and ship
Instruction: Version I. Operation and familiarization of signal distribution switchboards and a radar repeater Version 2. Operation and system maintenance of switchpoards.,indicator groups. radar trainers, and
signal datasconverters. circuit analysis, calibration; troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational certificate category. semester
hour in electronics (11/77) Version 2. In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electronics (11/73)
.
1

NY-1715-0030
IOIC INTELLIGENCE DATA SYSTEt
(STORAGE AND REfRIF,VAL)
MAINTENANCE

Course Number. D:150-011

Location: Reconnaissance Attack Squadron Three. Albany, GA.
Length: 15 weeks (6.0 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To train data systems technicians to 'perform center equipment maintenance and repair-

:TEST EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: None
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates; 1/68-12/68
Nojectives: To train maintenance person-

nello repair RA-5C signal data converter

-103

%

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in AN/APX-6B and AN/APA-89
electronic systems analysis, maintenance

procedures, alignment, circuit and circuitcomponent repair, servicing techniques, and
diagnosis and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic systems, I in electrical laboratory
(3/74),
NV-1715-0035
INTEGRATED AVIONICS RADAR
TECHNICIAN

STEM

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA.
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
integrated avionics radar system operational

theory, functional capability, and mainte-

nance and servicing techniques
Instruction: I.ectures Include avionics
syltem theory, radar theory, altimeters,

Doppler systems _6d power_ supplies; air
data and tactical computer operation, air

group test equipment

navigation computation analysis, malfunction isolation techniques, electrical systems
circuit analysis and block diagrams; math -

mg of data converter and viewfinder tat
equipment and digital data system test

ematics.flbw diagramming, inertial measurement, weapons systems release switchology
and armament control, associated test
equipment,- and maintenance; servicing, and
alignment procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation, maintenance, and server
equipment

Credit RecommenOtion: In the vocational
!Certificate category, credit in signal data
converter group test oquipment maintear nance on the basis of institutional evaluation
lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
(3/74):

In

credit-In signal data converter group test
equipment maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

`NV-1715.0033
ME XII 1FF SYSTEMS, CI :ASS C
Course Number: Not available
Location:

Version

1

Servi

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications, 1 in laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(3/74);
baccalaureate / assMiate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electronic
communications (3/74)

NV-1715-0036
KC-13oF,AN/es.PN-54 RADAR
MAIN .PENANCE

Schools

Command, San Diege, CA Vtrs n 2 Fleet
Training Center. Norfolk, VA
Length: 11 weeks (330 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted pers\nel to
Maintain Mk XII 1FF electronic systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Mk XII operation, malfunctioning
components troubleshooting procedures and

test equipment usage, preventive maintenance procedures, and electronic circuits
and mechanical assembhes,alignment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours

in

electronic systems, 1 in electrical laboratory
lower-division
the
baccalaureate /associate
/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electronic
systems (3/74)
NV-1715-0034.
H-46 AN/APX-613 AND AN/APA-89
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course'Number Not available.
Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Jacksonville, NC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)

exhibit Datft: I I/72-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and service AN/APX-613
and AN/APA-89 electrpnics systems.

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train nlisted personnel to

maintain the AN/APN- 9 radar set and as-

sociated test equipment
Instruction: Lectures in AN/APN-59
radar set maintenance, including block dia-

grams, functional operation of radar set

controls, analysis of transmitter unit, power
supplies, phantastron oscillator, gate and
sweep generator, various circuits operation,
antennas, amplifiers, and troubleshooting
and alignment techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications. I in laboratory

'

(3/74),

NV41715-0037
I

2

MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
NAVIGATIONAL AIDS REPAIRINIAN,
CLASS C
MARINE MR TRAFFIC CONTROL
NAVIGATIONAL AloSivfAiNTENANcE

Course Number: C-103-2020.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco,'GA.
'Length: Version 1 8 weeks (267 hours).
Version 2. 13 weeks (520 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version
Version 2. 3/71-4/73

/

1

5/73-Present

1-164
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Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to install, inspect, test. maintain, and repair
air control navigation equipment
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
radio direction-finding techniques, logic circuit techniques, and familiarization and

maintenance -of AN/GRD-I IA direc.tionfinding sets, AN/TRN-29 beacon-transponder sets, and radio beacon sets
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in aviation electronics (6/75) Version
2. In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in electronic communicain electronic communications labotions,
(3/74);
in
the
lower-division
ratory
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electronic
communications (3/74).
1

NV-1715-0038
MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL UNIT
RADAR REPAIRMAN, CLASS C

(Marine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar
Maintenance. Class C)
Course Number: C-103-2021

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA
Length: Version 1 8 weeks (267 hours)
Version 2. 17 weeks (680 hours)

xhibit Dates: Version 1 5/73-Present

Ve) -ion 2: 9/72-4/73

Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to site, install, inspect, test, maintain, and
repair specific air control navigational,
equipment.

operate and maintain air traffic control systems

Instruction: Version 1

systems, navigational aids, and communication systems and assOciated equipment Version 2. Lectures in installation, maintenance,
testing. and repair elf spec(ic..radar sets, in-

cluding basic electronics' review, transistor
fundamentals review, and basic radar and
test eq mment review and components circuit a lysis Verso) : Lectures in installaing, and repair of spetion, aintenance;n:
cific radar sets, inc uding basic electronics
review, transistor fundamentals review, and
basic radar and test equipment review and
components circuit analysis
Credit Recommendation; Version 1' Credit
is not recommended because of the limited

technical nature of the curse (3/74)
sion 2. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 3 in
electromcs_laboratory (3/74), in the lower-

Ver-

division baccalaureate/associale degree category, 3 semester hours inNiectromcs, 1 in
qlectromcs laboratory (3/74). Version 3 In
Ore vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics, 1 in electronics laboratory (3/74)

NV-1715-0040

AN/UPS-I radar set maintenance, power
distnbution and supplies, antenna control,

K.130-1007

indicator, and AN/APA-125 surveillance
approach indicator circuitry, amplifiers,
search servo system, and system alignment
and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electronic communications and I in
laboratory
electronic
communications
lower - division
the
.46/75),
in
6gccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronic communications (6/ 75) Version 2 In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electrgnic communications, I in electronic
comrfunications laboratory (3/74), in the
lower - division

baccalaureate/associate

degree category. 3, semester hours as an
elective ' in electronic (zomnincations
(3/74)

NV-1715-0039
MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL UNIT
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT, CLASS
C

(Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Maintenance Management, Class 0)
MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL UNIT
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE, CLASS C
MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CitilITROI. UNIT
3
EQUIPMENT MAIN TENANCE, CLASS C
COurse Number: Version 1: C-103.2019, C20-2023.
2,

Lectures and prac-

twal exercises in air traffic control principles -and in the supervision of the installation, maintenance, and repair of air traffic

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in air control ;navigational equipment
and to. maintenance,
Including
operation
AN/TPN8A precision approach radar and,
transmitter, radio frequency system, ceceivkr operation and maintenance. and system
analysis and alignment, and C-4150 control

N

Exhibit Dates: Version 1.'"7/71-Present.
Version 2 2/69-9/71 Version 3. 2/66-1/69
Objectives: To trim radar technicians to

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises

in AN/APN-59B radar set mainte-

nance, testing and repair, including radar
set operation and circuitry, block diagrams,
cabling, oscillators, transmitters, indicator

anti power supply, antenna circuits, accessory equipment, and alignment and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electronic communications, in electronics
laboratory (3/74)
1

NV-1715-0042
BASIC SONARMAN

(Sonarman, Class A)
Course Number: 560.

Location: Fleet Sonar School, Key West,
FL: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare School,
San Diego, CA
Length: 24-30 weeks (931-1161 hours).

Exhibit Dates: i/54. 2/68.
Objectives: To trantspersonnel to operate
and perform preventive and corrective
maintenance on sonar and allied equipment.

Instruction: The course consists of an
operational phase and-a maintenanee-phase
Maintenance phase includes fundamentals of

AC and DC, DC series and parallel circuits, DC generators and motors, AC circuits, inductance and capacitance, transformers and alternators, power supplies,

rectifiers, amplifiers, vacuum tubes, oscillators, transmitters, receivers, synchros, multivibrators, sonar and auxiliary equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory. 2 semester hours in electricity and
electroulcs and additional credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional

SUBMARINE SONAR TECHNICIAN A-1

Course Number: A-130.0029, J-130-0515,

Location: Fleet Anti-Submarine 'Warfare
Training Center, Sari Diego, CA.
Length: Version 1. 10-12 weeks (400-480
hours) Version 2. 16-18 weeks (640-720

evaluation (12/68)

NV-1715-0043
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN SCHOOL,

CLASS A (PHASE A -2) PART I, CP789

hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 8/77-Present
Version 2.-4/70-7/77
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain specific submarine
sonar systems and-auxiliary equipment
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and lab-

Course Number: A-I50-0026
Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA
Length: 8 weeks (240hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

oratory in basic mathematics, vacuum tube

troubleshoot the CP-789(V)/UYK comput-

and

er.

semiconductor devices, physics of
sound, and specific sonar systems operation
and maintenance techniques Version 1 Em'
phasis is placed on sonar fundamentals and
operation of specific sonar equipment
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in troubleshooting the control, arithmetic, memory, and input /output sections

of the CP-789(V)

YK computer

(See

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electronic communication. and in
electronics laboratory (9/77) Version 2 In

NV-1715-0753 for Phase A-I.)
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rem
ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

the vocational certificate tiate-gbr-y-, 3 semestef hours inselectronic communications, 1 in
laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division

NV-1715-0044

1

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in electronic
communications (3/74)

DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN, CLASS

A( PHASE A-2 /PART il, CP642A/642B/US0-20(V) DIGITAL
DATA COMPUTER MAINTENANCE.

NV-1715.0041
KC-13°F, AN/APN-s9B RADAR
INTERKEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3501.

Ldcation: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.

Location: Air Technical Training Center.
Glynco, GA
Length:- Version -1 3 weeks (120 hours)

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 12/69- Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain, repair, and test the

Version 2. 15 weeks (600 hours), Version 3
18 weeks (720 hours)

maintenance level

AN/APN-59B radar set at the intermediate

(Data Systems Technician, Class A(A -2),
Part II CP-642B)
Course Number: A450.0026, A:150-0066.
Location: Naval Schools CbmniaHd, Mare
Island, CA
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To teach enlisted personnel to
operate and repair digital data computers.

-Instruction: Lectures and practical ,exercises in electronic and logical analysis of
control, arithmetic, memoiY, and
input/output sections, and maintenance' and
the

.
los

A

s

'

I

a
repair proc ures for digital data computers (See N 1715-W53 for Phase A-I )
Credit R mmendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).
NV-1715-0045
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIANS, CLASS A,

PHASE A-21---PART III, CP-642A '
Course Numbeit A-150-0026.
Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare

Navy
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present.

NV-1715.0052

Objectives: To train NTDS conversion

AN /ALM -1o9 TEST CONSOLE AND

quipment repairmen to maintain arid repair
)NTDS/WDS
Mark II systems

Instruction: Practical experience in missile, gun, and weapon systems; maintenance
and material management; functional analy-

sis, logical description, and system switching and testing.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is Rot recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

Island, CA
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Objectives: T011tram enlisted personnel
who have some knowledge of digital computer fundamentals to operate, troubleshoot,
and repair the CP-642A computer
d practical exerInstruction: Lectures
cises in CP-642A comput operation; commg; and computer maintenance progra
puter and peripheral equipment operation,
maintenance, and repair. (See NV- 'f7150753 for Phase A-1
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715-0046
E-2A COMPUTER INDICATOR IAN /ASA271 INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

NV-1715-0049
A.V,ioNICS FUNDAMENTALS, CLASS A

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Reserve Electronics Training Unit, Los Alamitos, CA
Length: 12 weeks (520 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/64-12/68
Objectives: To provide selected enlisted
personnel with a basic understanding of
electronic circuitry and test equipment.
'Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in the fundamentals of radio, transmitJerdranSgt01, and_radaLelectronjes
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity and electronics (3/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semesterihours in electricity and electronics, 3 in electronic circuits (12/68).

tachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 22 weeks (880 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to perform shop maintenance on computer indicators.

Instriiction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Operation, function, and shop main-

tenance of computer indicators, including
computer system fundamentals and timing,
intercept computer operations, program ming,, and in-flight navigation computer operations.
Credit Vecommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

4V-1715-0050
F413 AN/A.113-3A Lorr Home RELEASE..

DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIANPERIPHERAL
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE, CLASS C
Course Number: A-150-0051.

Location:. Naval Schools Command, Mare

Island, CA ,
Length: 5 Greeks (200 hours)

Course Number: C-602.3083, C-602-3811

, Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC, Air Mamienanc,e Training Detachment, Miramar, CA;
Air Maintenance Tiaining Detachment, if
Oceana, VA
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to test, maintain, and repair loft bomb
release 'compute rs.

cises in loft bomb release computer purpose

and description, safety precautions, visual
inspection procedures, functional testing
and. component repair, and associated test
equipment and special tools
Credit Recommendation: Invifficient data, for evaluation (3/74)

,Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To train qualified computer
technicians in the operation and maintenance of- peripheral equipment.
Instruction: Practical experience in the
RDoperation
and
maintenance of

231/USQ-20(V) paper tape units, modified
teletypewriter sets, and system-monitoring
panels, and identificati9n and use of management tools, including 'maintenance requirement cards.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715-0048
DATA SysT,,,*.sItcHNIciAN7CLAsil C, MK
f MOD 2/4 SYSTEMS GROUP

4MAINTENANCE
Course Number. A-150-060.

Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).

AN/ALQ-99 TRACKING RECEIvERS
AND CONTROL MODULATORS
INTERMEDIATE. MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102.3944

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
test, maintain, and repair radio receivers

Instruction: Lectpres and practical exercises in digital integrated circuits, awl cir:
cuit analysis and maintenance procedures
for functional circuitry of radio receivers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications, 2 in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
semester hour in elecdegree category,
tronic communications laboratory (3/74)
1

NV-1715-0053
AN/ALQ-9.9-1AMMING TRANSMITTERS.ANDAN/ALM-107 COUNTERMEASURES
TEST STATION INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE
Course Number; C-102-3946.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA
Length: I I weeks (440 hours)
,Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To !rain enlisted personnel in
the maintenance, repair, and functional test-

ing procedures for special- purpose radio
transmitters

COMPUTER SET

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerNV-1715-0047
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NV-1715-0051
A-6 BOMBARDIER NAVIGATOR CONTROL
Box AND ASSOCIATED TEST SET,'
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(A-6 BNCN and BNCB Test Set, Intermediate Maintenance)
Course Number: C-102-3776

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Dietachment, Oceana, VA
Length: 2 keeks/(80 hours).
'-Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
'Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate, troubleshoot, and maintain
search radar equipment and test sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the theory and operation of radar
set control and bombardier-navigator Control* box test sets, and maintenance and
troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Instifficient data
for evaluation r3/74).

ti

1D)

Instruction: Prackcal exercises in trouble-

shooting repair, Omer distribution and
control, countermeasures, and power supply
modulei.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours iff-electronic communications, 3 in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74).

NV-1715-0054
.e.
AN/ALM-ios REctijvhn TEST CONSOILEt

AN/ALQ-99 liticuvEns
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3945. es

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA.
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance, repair, and testing of specific radio receivers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in functional analysis and power gen-

eration, surveillance receivers, fault isolation, and ci(cuit analysis
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 'semester hours in
electroniC communications, 3 in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74); in the
baccalaureate /associate
,lower-division
degree' category, 1 semester hour in electronic communications laboratory (3/74).
NV-1715-0055
AN/ALQ-92 COUNTERMEASURES SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3708.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA
'Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73- Present.

-;-
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Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
test, maintain, and repair specific electronic
systems

Instruction: Discussions and practical experience in basic digital logic, circuit analysis, and maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in ..
electronic communications, 2 in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester 4hour in electronic communications laboratory (3/74)
NV-1715-0056
AN/URT-23 RADIO TRANSMITTER WITH
AN/URA-38 ANTENNA COUPLER

AN/ARC-143 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

and AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler

Maintenance, Class C)
Course Number: A-101-0049, A-101-005I

Location: Meet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA; Service School Command, San Diego,
CA
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)

CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)

-NV-1715-0063

Instruction: Practical and theoretical in-

struction in the operation and preventive
and corrective maintenance of a single sidebbnd ticnsmitter
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics or communications 1/77)
NV-1715-0057
INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number; A-193-034

Location: Electronics Technician School,
Dam Neck, VA.
Length: 26 weeks (910 hours).
,Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to operate and maintain environmental detector systems, frequency-time standards,
Loran C receiving sets, radio navigation
sets, and sonar sounding sets.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

1

cises in the operation of navigational sub-

NV-1715-0060
AN/ALQ-86 MIDBAND TUNER

(

Course Number: C-102.301
Location: Air Maintenance Training Depchment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1d/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair tuners.
Instruction: Practical experience in tuner
operation, check-out, alignment and trouble
analysis

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74) A.

NV-1715-0061

Course Number: C-102-3069

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Cherry Point, NC

SUBMARINE RADAR MAINTENANCE
(ENLISTED)

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance, repair. pnd troubloshootlug of specific radio transmitters.
erience in align=
Instruction: Practical
repair of radio
ment, troubleshooting,
transmitters

Credit Recommendatiy: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category:
electronic commuipiations, 2 in electronic
communications labdratory (3/74)
NV-1715-0058
AN/ARC-142 H F COMMUNICATIONS

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates4/68-Present
Objectives: To train submarine force elec-

tronics technicians to maintain and repair
AN /BPS -13 radar sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exeroperation theory,
cises in AN/BPSmaintenance procedur&, standard submarine rest equipment, and safety precautions
Credit Recommendation:* Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3-/74).

NV-17/5-0062

SYSTEM INTERMLDIA IT
MAINTENANCE

I

systems of fleet ballistic missile submarines,
including equipment familiarization and operation, technical maintenance, subsystem
tie-In, and utilization of test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0064
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C, SSBN
NAVIGATION AIDS, FBM TENDER
NAVIGATION MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-193-0037

Location:. Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA
Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-12/74.
Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to maintain navigational aids equipment

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
digital module test sets, sonar test sets,

Course Number: F-104-010.

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present

Loran-C switching units, electronic, circuit
plug-in units, and signal simulators, ancil-

lary commercial test equipment, and advanced soldering and wire-wrapping techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdwision baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (3/74), in the uppersdivision baccalaureate category, credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evalua--tion (3/74).

NV-1715-0065

SUBMARINE GYROCOMPASS MK 19 MOD

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C, SSBN

SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION, FBM
TENDER NAVIGATION MAINTENANCE

3

Course Number C-102-3582

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River. MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
*.
CA
Length: 4, weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit bates: 2/73-Present.
'Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the malatenance and repair of specific transmitter-receivers
Instruction: Practical experience in introto radio sets, system description,
ductt
in-)-

eluding block-diagram and functional analyse;, band selection, and fixedzfrequency
-generation
Caitlif Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
in eleLtronnc
electron:L. communications,
communications laboratory'(3/74)

2

.....---

SSBN

NAVIGATION AIDS TECHNICIAN .
MAINTENANCE

w

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electronic communications, .1 in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74).

1

" AN/ALQ/is

1

ELECTRONICS TE,CYINICIAN, CLASS C,

Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the maintenance, repair, and functional testing of specific communications systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical experi-

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present
es; To train enlisted personnel in
Obje
the t'iration afid basic maintenance of specific radio transmitter sets

b enctheck-out. power distribution,

credit in electronic on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River. MD. Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Moffett Field.

analysis.

(AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set

lower-division
degree category,

the
ba,ccalaureate/associate
in

Course Number: C-IO2-3581.

ence in communications system theory of
operation,y,UHF radio test sets, system description, fadio set control, and functional

MAINTENANCE (ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS CI)

tl

. Credit Recominendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);

NV-1715-009

SPERRY MICXIX MOD III
GYROCOMPASS

Course Number: A-670-0042. F-623-015,
Location: Version 1 "Flea Ballistic Missile

'Submarine Training Center, Charleston, $C
+Version 2. Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: Version / 4, weeks (120 hours).
Version 2. 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. I/72-Present.
Version 2: 8/67-12/71

Objectiveser-T-ts train strikers to operate
and maintain subminne gyrocompasses and
synchro signal amplifiers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in a review of trigonometry, electronics, transistors, and magnetnc

gyroscopic principles, and operation and
preventive maintenance of the Sperry Mk
19 Mod 3A ancIAIR gyrocompass

.

ourse Number: A-193.0036
t ,ocation: Electronics Technician School,
D m Neck, VA

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to maintain inertial navigation systems

Instruction: Lectures Ind laboratories in
digital module test sets, Loran-C test sys-

tems, NAVDAC test sets, sonar test sets, .
SDC test sets, synchro/resolver teat, sets,
and type 11- servo amplifier test eels; advanced soldering and wire-wrapping techniques, and ancillary commercial test equipment

Credit-Recommendation: In the vocational,

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
(...

1 DI

'

ngth; 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I1/72- Present

.

..
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Navy
electronics laboratory (3/74); in the lower-

Instruction: Lectures and practicaVxer-

NV-1715-0069

division baccalaureate/asSociate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics labo-

cises in DSOT analysis, Including introduc-

A N/A1M-.32( V ) INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

ratory (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluations (3/74)

tion to DSOT, DSOT and ADSOT procedures, DSOT practical, system casualty
analysis, systems tests, specific radar test
set, specific systems dynamic tester, and

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Qetachment, Cecil Field, FL.

specific missile simulators.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

NV-1715-0066

Course Number: A-193-0(12100

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Exhibit Elites: 11/72-Present

Objectives: To It= electronics technicians to,operate and maintain Mk 2 ships inertial navigation systems, Mk 3 multispeed
navigation operational
recorders, Mk

W-1715-0070

1

Instructitures and practical exer-

Objectives: To train maintenance personto maintain, operate, and service

t

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to operate. maintain, and repair
the AN /ASN -91 computer, special support
.equipment, an loader-verifier
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the AN/ASkI-91 computer system,
including programming and data flow. computer circuit analysis, test benches, and
loader-verifier units
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715-0067
A-6 AN/A SQ-6 A BALLISTICS COMPUTER
THEORY

Course Number: C-150-3766

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, OLeana,
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

cises

in

A/D conveners,

niques, and test equipment
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715-0074

371

A6A PROGRAMMER, SEMI-AUTOMATIC
TEST EQUIPMENT INTLRMEDIATF.
MAINTENANCE
Course Number:1%1ot available

Location: Air Maintenance, Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training.Befichment, Oceana. VA
Length: 14 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance peisonnel to maintain the programming test group
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

NV-1715-0071

nel in the operation of AN/A SQ ballistics

cises in programming test groups, program-

-6 MEMORY DRUM TEST CONSOLE.

computer sets.

ming analyzer test benches, and GT-1 WO7-7-...

AN/ASM,.3I6 ( XN-i AND CARD

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in flip- flops, computer organization,
log circuits, adders. and'ballistics comput-

AND MODUI.E TESTER INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE,
Cotrse Number: C-150-37119.2

er sets

Credit'Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer systems (3/74), in the tower-division, bliccalaureatel-ftslociate degree categosemester hour lb-Ncomputer systems
ry,

tenance Training Detachinent, Oceana, VA

NV-1715-007$

nel to operate and maintain AN/ASM-316

(XN-I) memory drum test consoles and
.card and module testers

NV-1715-0068

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the theory of operation, mainte
nance, reliability testing, and repair of the

AN /ASQ -61 BALLISTICS COMPUTER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(A-6 AN/ASQ-61A Ballistics Computer

memory drum test consoles, card and
module testers, and ballistics -computer sets

Intermediate Maintenance)

Credit Recommendation: Chdit is not recommended because oPthe limited technical

Course Number: C-150-3763.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachipent, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Main-

nature of the course (3474).

MK NC-2 Pt OTTER MOD LA (SPE
MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

Course Number: A-623-0020, A-623

cises in ballistics computer sets, flip-flops,
computer organization, logic circuits, and

TARTAR DSOT ANALYSIS MISSILE FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEM (MFCS) MK 74
MOD 0
Course Niimber: A-121-0096, A-121-0097.
Location: Version I. Guided Missiles
School, Dam Neck, VA Version 2- Tram-

adders

ing Center, Mare Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet Tartar systems
supervisors to conduct a defense system
operational test (DSOT), analyze the re-

Norfolk, VA; Technical Training Command, San Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Preserli
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, troubleshoot, and repair the Mk
NC-2 Mod 16. plotting systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin review of basic electronics,
synchro/servo systems, solid-state devices,
plotting systems and tables, trapsistors, and
voltage networks.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 sgmeiter hours in
electronrcs, and. additi,e/IM, credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evalualoker-divlsion '
iri
the
tion
(3/74),
bac laureate/associate degree category, 2
seme ter hours in electronics (3/74
`NIV/- -1715 -0076

.91MK gc -2 PLOTTER MOD 2/ 2A

MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

Course Number: A-623.001, A- 623.0016.

sults, and initiate corrective actions.

ti
74.

ft,

21.

Location: Techmeal Training Command, u

cises

'NV-1715-0072
,

certificate category, credit in computer laboratory on the basis of institutional evalua,
Lion (3/74).

Length:17 weeks (280 hours).

,

gramming test stations
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Main,
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.
Objectives: To train nfaintenance person-

1

0. .

digitizers,

AN/ALH-6 systems, troubleshooting 'tech-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA. Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL

cises in eq pment familiarization and operation, technical maintettame, subsystem tiein, and utilization of test equipment
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

computer systems (3/74); in the lower -divisign baccalaureate/associate degree category, I. semester hour in ctimputer systems
...
(3/74).

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

AN/A LH-6 reorger/reproducer systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3784

ance levels.

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point. NC

'

A-7E AN/ASN-91 TACTICAL COMPUTER

.subsystem switchboards at design perform.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Course Number: C-102473.

nel

check-out consoles, and Mk 3 navigation

tenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA
Length: 2-7 weeks (280-560 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in the operation of AN/ASQ-61A ballistics computer sets
Instfuction: Lectures and practical exer-

NV- 1715.0073
AN /ALH -6 RECORDER/REPRODUCER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

troubleshooting,
utomattc and semiautomatic testing procedures.
credit RicOmmendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)..

Length: 23 weeks (805 hours).

(.3/74)

nature of the cduile45/74).

Objectives: To train fleet personnel in intermediate maintenance techniques, including inspection, disassembly, assembly, and
troubleshooting.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operationa theory, maintenance and

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C. SSBN
SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
MK 2 MOD 0-6 TECHNICIAN

at

COURSE EXHIBITS
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Location* Version

Diego, CA

1 JC, A School, San/
2 MOD Class, C

Version

School, Norfolk. VA
Length: Version I 4 weeks (160 hours)
Version 2. 3 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/71-Present
Version 2. 4/69-7/71

`Objectives: To train interior communications electricians to maintain, troubleshoot.
and repair the Mk NC-2 Mod 2/2A plotting
system and the dead-reckoning analyzer-indicator Mk 9 Mod 2
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
solid-state devices, voltage networks, transistors, synchro/servo systems, dead-reckoning analyzer-indicator, plotting tables,
land troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Version I In the
0 vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in electronics, and additional credit in
elect ronics,on the basis of institutional evalthe
lower-division
uation (3/74), in
baccalau'reate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (3/74). Version
2 In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in electronics, and additional

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/7,4): in the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category. 1 semester hour in elebtronics (3/74).

NV-1715-0079
GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE, RADAR

SET AN/CPN4A,-CLAss C
Course Number: Version I. C-I03-1013.
Version 2:

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA
Length: Version / 4 weeks (147 hours)
Version 2: 17-18 weeks (696-712 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 3/f3-Present

Version 2: 3/66-2/73
Objectives: To train electronic technicians

to maintain and operate complete ground
control approach installations
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and laboratories on radar circuit theory, synchros-copes, search radar systems, precision radar
systems, /and communications- equipment
Version 2: Includes a complete introduction
-4
to basic radar circuits.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and
credit in electncal laboratory on the basis
of institutional -examination (3/74), in the
, baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electrdnics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional examination (3/74). in the upper-division bacsemester flour in
calaureate category,
electricity or electronics, and - credit to electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional
examinatioif (3/74) Version 2 In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours
1

NV-1715.0077
AN/ARC-to i INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

in electricity or electronics, and credit in

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Manitenance Training Detachment, North Island,CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present

I

Objectives: To train' enlisted per ner to
ns
repair and maintain specific radio

ctivers
Instruction: Practicagexperience in VHF
receivers, circuit analysis:oscillators, transmitters, and power supplies.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
in electronic
electronic communications,
communications laboratory (3/74)

electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, 2 semester hours in electricity or elecCtromcs (12/68). in the upper-division baccalaureate category. 1 semester hour in elect,
tncity or electronics, and credit in electricaj
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
NC:1715-0080
CfR9UND CONTROLLED APPROACH
ELESTRONICS MAINTENANCE, RAR30

i

1

SET AN/MPN-s, cLASS C
2

NV-1715-0078
GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, RADAR
9

SFr AN/MPN-1B, CLASS C
Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Olathe, KS.
. Length: 15 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/57-12/68
Objectives: To train electronics techni-

cians to operate and maintain ground control approach installations
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
review of, basic electronics and radar circuits, advanced 'radar 'circuit theory, communications equipment, search radar systems, and precision radar systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certinate Chtegory, 6 semester hours in
electricity or electronics, and additional
credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of ipstitutional evaluation (3/74); in
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 Semester hours in electhe

GROUND CONTRI5LCED APPROACH
,ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,

-.AN/MPN-s, CLASS C
Course Number: Not available
Location: Version I Air Technical Train-

ing Center, Glynco, GA

Version 2 Air

Technical.Training Center, Olathe, KS
Length: Version 1: 17 weeks (696 hours)
Version 2: 18 week (720 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11, rsion 1: 4/66-12/68. Version 2: 11/54-3/66.

Objectives: To train eleCtroniscs technicians to operate Ind maintain ground controlled approach installations
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and laboratories in radar circuit theory-, search
radar, precision radar, search and precision
antennas and indicators; radar systems mea-

surements and auxiliary equipment; and a
review of basic radar circuits, including
LCR, limiters, oscillators, multivibratoes,
and sweep and bootstrap circuits. Version 2:

Includes .basic AC and DC circuits and

electronics
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours

in

electricity pr electronics, and

tricity or electronics'(12/68); In the upper-

credit in electrical 156bratory on- the basis

division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in,,electricity or electronics, and credit
in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-

the
baccalaureate/associate

of institutiobarcevaluation (3/74);

triaty or electronics (12/68), in the

193
3

in

division baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in electricity or electronics, and credit
in electncal laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74) Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and

credit* in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in electricity or electronics, and credit
In electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
NV-1715-0081
GROUND CONTROIr3 APPROACH
NGINEMAN), CLASS
MAINTENANCL

/

C
GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH
MA fNTENANC E ENGINEMAN,4,

,2

RADAR SETS AN/QPN-4A AND
AN/MPN-s. CLASS C
3.

GROUND CONTROItED APPROACH
MAINTENANCE (ENGINEMAN),

RADAR SETS AN/CPN-4A AND
AN/MPN-,s. CLASS C

(Ground Controlled Approach
Engineman, Class C, AN/MPN-5)
Course Number: Not available
Location: All P'ersions Air Technical
Training Center. Glynco, GA Version 3

Air Technical Training Center, Olathe, KS
Length: Version 1. 6 weeks (240 hours)

Version 2. 8 weeks (320 hours). Version 3. 10
weeks (400 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 7/68-Present
Version 2: 5/67-6/68. Verison 3: 10/55-4/67

Objectives: To train enginemen to operate
and maintain all GCA power, air conditioning, heating, and air distribution equipment
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
the theory, 'operation, and maintenance of
alternators, voltage regulators, lighting systems, batteries, and cable connections.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in electnony_ or electronics (3/74) Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics (3/74);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour in clectncitysi-or eilectronics
(3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate

category, credit in electricity or electncal

laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluatiog (3/74). Version 3: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
bacohl aureate/associate
ower-division
egree category, 1 semester hour in electricity or electronics (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in

electricity or electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation,(3 /74)

NV-1715-0082
ME NC-2 PLOTTER MOD o MAINTENANCE,
CLASS C

Course Number: A-623-0018; A-623-0019.

Location: Service Schools Training Division, Norfolk, VA; Service Schools Training Division, San Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 8/7I-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain, troubleshoot, and repair Mk NC -2
Mod 0 plotting systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
solid-state *vices. servo systems, voltage.
networks, transistors, plotting tables, data

,

converters, dead-reckoning indicators, and
troubleshooting procedures
Credit Reeonunendation: l'n the vocational

."

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
eleCtronics, and additional credit in electrornc,s on the basis of institutional evaluain
the lower-division
.don
(3/74);
baccalaureateiaSlociate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (3/74),
NV-1715-0083
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIANDATA
CONVERSION GROUP EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

trol consoles, digital-to-digital converters,
analog-to-digital converters, and magnetic
tape equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

familiarization,

operation,

and

technical

maintenance of central navigation computers, navigation control consoles, magnetic
tape equipment: D/D and D/A couverters,
data processing subsystems, and navtgation
ub'systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
Semester hoursin electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours as a technical elective in electronics areas (3/74)

' Course Number: A-ISO-COST

Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train data systems technicians to maintain and repair data conversion
group equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in data systems theory and mainte-

nance procedures, including digital data

converter fundamentals, dynamic synchro
data source equipment maintenance, radar
azimuth converter maintenance. sonar azimuth converter fundamentals, video signals
simulator theory of operation and computer
message formats, signal data converter
equipment maintenance, and beacon video

processor system fundamentals an& troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/79.

NV:1715-0084
IOIC SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
Course Number. D150-019.
Location: Intelligence PrIme,e.ssing System
Training Facility, Albany, GA
Length: 28 weeks (1160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present,Objectives: To train maintenance person-.

net to maintain and repair EDP and intelligence display equipment

Instruction: Lectures anQdiactical exereory of opcises in EDP famillanzati
eration and maintenance procedures for
input/output adapter, control signal converter, controller, program request panel,
lick viewer /punter, film titter, and Mitran
copy camera; mechanical alignment procedures and troubleshooting techniques;
input/output drawer and keyboard, pneumatics, power supply. and memory operation, and video, TV monitor sections, and
electronics logic circuitry theory of operation, maintenance. repair and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 6 semester hours in

computer science (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

NV-1715-0086
MK i A MAINTENANCECourse Number: J-I13-0138, J-I13.1382

COMPUTER
.

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Traming Center, Dam Neck, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Objectives: To train shipboard fire control
technicians to test and maintain MK 1 and
MK IA computers
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic theory of operation of MK IA
computers and MK I Star Shell computers,
testing and casualty analy4sis, and preventive
and corrective maintenance
Credit Recommendation: ,Credit is not recommenAd because of the limited technical'
nature of the course (3/74)
NV-1715-0087
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
ERIPHERAL
AN/INK-5(V) PERIPHERAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A -150 -0042

Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA
L ength: 10 weeks (300 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present

Objectives: To train data system technicians to operate, maintain, and repair computer peripheral equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory of operation, system maintenance; and troubleshooting of digital data
recorder-reproducers, card reader-punch,
data processing line printers. input-output
and
motor
printers,
keyboard
generator /controllers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in

' computer science (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in computer science
(3/74).

NV-1715.0085
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C, SSBN
CNC TECHNICIAN MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-193-0028.

Location: Electronics Technician, Class C
School, Dam Neck, VA
Length: 32 weeks (I 116 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.

Objectives: To tram electronics technicians to operate, maintain, and repair central navigation computers. navigation con-

Harbor, HI, Electronics Technician, Class
C School, Treasure Island, CA
Length: 3-4 weeks (90-160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

. operate, maintain, and repair the AN/SRC
20/24 radio sets and associated test equipment

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AN /SRC -29/21 radio set function during
broadband, normal, retransmit', and tone
modes of operation, radio set 'power requirements, frequency range, frequency selection, and 'Output data. receiver, modulator, transmitter, channel. selection, and antenna coupler signal characteristics and
signal tracing by use of block diagrams, and
radio set alignment. operational checks. and
maintenance testing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2. semester hours in
electronics or communications (11/77)

NV-1715-0089
TRANSCLIvER AN /SRC -2o COMBINED
MAINTENANCE

(AN/SRC-20 Radio Transceiver)
(AN/SRC-20, Operation and. Maintenance, Enlisted)
(Radio Transceiver AN/SRC-20 Maintenance)
Course Number: A-I01-0103, L-I01-0015,
F-101416
LOcation: ubmanne Training Center. PAmew. Pearl Harbor, HI, Fleet Ballistic Missile SUbmarine Training Center, Charleston,

SC, Submarine School, New London, CT Length: 3 weeks (80-90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present.
Objectives: To tram submarine radiomen
and electronics technicians to operate,
maintain, and repair the ANARC-20 radio
transceiver

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AN/SRC-20 operation principles. audio and
modulator circuits, squelch circuits, frequency multiplier oscillator, power clistnbulion and amplification, block diagram usage,
voltage measurements, maintenance procedures, and basic and advanced troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category.
in elecelectronic communications and
tronic communications laboratory (9/77)
1

1

NV-1715.0090
TELETYPEWRITER AN/UGC-20/25
COMBINED MAINTENANCE

(AN/UGC-20A/25A Teletypewriter Set
Maintenance)

Teletypewriter Set
Maintenance)
Course Number: A -160 -0064; A -160 -0065;

(AN/UGC-20/25

A -160 -0066, F- 160.0064, F- 160.011.

NV-1715-0088
AN/SRC-2o, AN/SRC-21 RADIO SETS
MAINTENANCE (ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS-1 )

ry. 4 semester hours in computer science
(3/74)

1-169

Navy

-.

,

(Electronics Technician, AN/SRC-20,
AM /SRC -21 Radio Set Maintenance)
(Electronics Technician, AN/URC-9,

AN/SRC-20,AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
with AN/ SRA-33 Antenna Coupler

Maintenance)
Course Number: A-I01-0015, A-I01-0016,
A-101-015; A-I01.016, A-101-017, A-101011.

Location: Electronics Technician, Class C
School,--im Diego. CA, Electronics Tech nician,-Class C School, Norfolk, VA, Electronics Technician, Class C School, Pearl

Submarine
School; New
Location:
London, CT, Fleet Balhitic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC, Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl
Harbor, HI
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/8-Present.
Objectives: To train submarine radiomen
and submarine tender personnel to perform

maintenance and repair on the AN/UGC20/25 teletype machine.
Instruction: Lectures and -practical exer-

cises in AN/UGC-20/25 teletype machine
fundamentals and operating procedures for
each section of the machine, fault isolation
and repair to major subassemblies of the
electrical and mechanical systems, routine
maintenance, cleaning, and material usage

1-170

COURSE EXHIBITS
I

semester hour in

electromechanical repair.
chanical laboratory (9/77).

I

in electrome-

NV-1715.001
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
DATA TRANSMISSION GROUP, DATA

elective in electronics, I in electrical laboratory (3/74) Version 2: In the lower- division

.biccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity, 3'in electronics, 3 in electronic circuits (12/68); in the

Course Number: A-101-0036

Instruction: Lectures 'and laboratories in
data transmission equipment operation and
block-diagram analysis, with emphasis on
testing, maintebance, and repair of transmitter. receiver, and control sections
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 6 semester hours in
electronics or computers (3,e74); in the

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, A.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours):
hibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
jectives: To train enlisted personnel to
align, maintain, and repair AN/URC-58 and
AN/VRC-46 radio transceiver sets

NV-1715-0098

AN/ARC54 VHF COMMUNICATION SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: None

transceivers.
-Credit Recommendation: in the vocational
certificate category. credit in electrical lab.,oratory on the basis Of institutional eyahia,

"

'

NV-1715-5093
4

Course Number: C -102 -3596.

Location: Air Maintenance- Training 'Detachment, Patuxent Ruilir, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Willett Field,
CA.

engfh: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73,-Present.

Objectives: To train 'fleet maintenance
personnel to, maintain AN/AQH-4 sound
recorder/reproducer sets
Instruction:, Lectures and practical exercises in circuit analysis, alignment, adjustment, and troubleshooting of sound recording and reproducing equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the voeattonal

certificate category, credit in auchowisual
.techniques on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
NV-1715-0094
AN/ARC-38A SINGLE SIDE BAND';
TRANSCEIVER INTERMEDIATE .4,
MAINTENANCE
.

Course Number: C -102 -3022.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Islanch*WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norfolk,

VA; Mr Maintenance Training Detachment; North Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/69- Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance pirP3n-l'
nel to maintain, repair. and test SSB transceiver sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exert
in theory of oper,ation and maintenance proctdures, including block-diagram

cises

and circuit analysis, bench testing, and
..troubleshooting
Credit Recommen'clation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory, and additional credit

in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-divi-

nance Training Detachment. Santa Ana,
CA, Ait Maintenance Training Detachment, CtrPendleton, CA.

'

Length:-2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/M-Eresent

Objettives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain, repair, and functionally test
;, AN/ARC VHF communication sets.

Instruction: Lectury mid practical exerin the operation, circuitry, manne: nance,-and utilization of test equipment in

(COMM/NAV ) ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE '
Course Number: C-102-3545

AN/SseQH-S SOUND

fachmetin°t,n:

cises

bench : testing
an
troubleshooting
AN/ARC:54 VHF communication sets,
`Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

'13-3A/BtomaiuNicATiONs NAVIGATION

,1

Training nDtee

NAe Iwr MRaivi netre, n

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance procedults. block-dia,
gram analysis, and troubleshooting procedures for -AN/URC-58 and AN/VRC-46

baccalaurehte/associate
ower-division
degree category. 3 semesietthours a technical elective in electrobics _or comPuterie% tion'(3/74).
subjects (3/74); in thepper-division bacca- `
laureate category,. 3..,semester hours as a
NV-1715:0090
rechniCal elective in electronics or' comput-

RECORDER/REPRODUCER SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

category,
baccalaureate
credit Id electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
upper-division

SETS MAINTENANCE

transmission equipment.

---

degree category, 3 semester hours as an

AN/URC-s8; AN/VRC-46 RADIO.,

who have backgrounds in electronics and'
digital theory to operate and maintain data

.'

niques, and basic amplifiers and receivers
Credit Recommendation: ifvsion 1: In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (CLASS C)

Lbcation: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

-

and DC circuits, pulse circuits and tech-

NV-1715-0095

' TERMINAL
Course Number A -15Q -017

er subjec14(3/74)'

dures. Version 2- Additional material on AC

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electrical laboratory,
and additional credit in electrical faboatory
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basln of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

.

I.

-

Location: Air Maintenance Training 14etachment, ilPatuxent River, MD, Air Mamtenada :Training Detachment, Moffett
CA.
..
Lengthy 3 weeks (96 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
, Objectives: To_train experienced technicians to maintain and repair radio navigation equipment
Instruction: Lecture s and .wactical exer:
cises in radio_ navigation system operation,
communication system organizational main-

tenance, 'and radio navigation' equipment,
including.clirection finders, radio altimeters,
Loran receiver. TACAN, and marker
beacon maintenance and repair
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. credit in electronics
laboratory on the basis-of institutional evalt
uation (3/74); in theme lower-division
baccalaureate /associate' degree categoiy,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
category,
baccalaureate
upper-diviSion
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0697
AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECistacIAN N
(NAVIGATION), CLASS A .

.Course Number None.
'Location: Air Technical Training- Center.
Memphis, TN
Length: Version 1: 9-10 weeks 43602384
hours). Vggion 2. 22 weeks (880 hours). .
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/58-12/68.
Version 2: 5/56-11/58.
Ci%jectives: To train dithsted personnel in
communications equipment maintenance
and repair.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and laboratories in communications equipment
maintenance and repair, including UHF and
HF transceiver circuits, test equipment, and
and
procedures;
troubleshooting
radio/radar navigational systems operation,
test equipment, and troubleshooting proce-

.certificate category, I semester hour- in
'electronic comminucations,..1 * electronic
col municatioa laboratory (3/74)
A

NV-171556099
,AN/g11N.9 SATELLITE RADIO NAVIGATION
SET MAINTENANCE (ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS CI )

(Electronics

Technician,

Class

C,

'AN/SRN:9 Radio Navigation2Set)
Corse Number: A-102-068I, A-IO2-0087
Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA; Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN, Fleet Training center, Norfolk, VA.
..
Length: 5-6 weeks (160-180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians wirh ex-

perience in digital techniques to maintain
AN/SRN9 radio navigation sets.
Instruction: Lectures and practical wenence in the operation; practical and corrective maintenance oft'a navigation receiver
and antenna.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category: 3 semester hours in
electronics or electronic, communications
(11/77).

NV-1715.0100
.
.( .
AN/ARC-94 RADIO TRANSCEIVER'
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

'Course NumbervNone.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana, CA, 4tir Maintenance

Training Detachment, North Island, CA;
Air Maintenaiics Training ...Detachment,
Key West, FL; Air Maintenance Training
DetachMent,

Patuxent

River,

MD; Air

Maintenance 'Mining Detachment, Moffett
Field, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, New River, NC,
.,

Lentdh: 3 weeks (114 hours).

Exhibit D tes: 4/69-Present.
o train enlisted peponnel to
Objecti
repair AN/ARC-94 radio
maintain.
transceivers.

Navy
Instruction: Lectures and laboratqnes in
AN/ARC-94' radio transceiver maintenance
and repair, including single-sideband trans'mission and reception, and specific transmitter and receiver circuits
CreditRecommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. I semester hour in
electronic communications, I in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74).

Course Number: C-IO2-3441.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, New River, 'NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sinta Ana,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)

'
9
"Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Preient.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair helicopter electronic systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in identification. assembly, organizational maintenance, and troubleshooting of
CH-53 helic'opter electronic systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited .technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0102
4'

AVIONICS INTERMEDIATE, CLASS B
AVIONICS INTERMEDIATE, CLASS B

(Intermediate Avionics, Class B).
Course Number. -C- 100 -2012, C -102 -2012;
C-111-2012; C-112-2012.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: Version 1: 28-29 weeks (950 -I 120

hours). Version 1: 32-33 weeks (1264-133t
hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/71- Present.
Version 1: 10/65-5/71

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform complex circuit analysis and avionics maintenance procedures.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in mathematics and physics, eleqtronics pnnciples, digital and analog computers
and test equipment operation, transmission
and reception principles, airborne radar
n
avia on
principles, systems
A'
maintenance and material management procedures
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, certificate
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 8 semester hours in elec-

tncity or electronics, 4 in computer technology, 4 in mathematics (3/74); in the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 se-

mester hours in electncity or electronics,
and credit an electronics laboratory on the
basis of Institutional evaluation (3/74) Version 1. In the vocational certificate catego-

ry, certificate credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74),

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8
semester hours in electricity or electronics,
4 in computer technology, 4 in Mathematics
(3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, and credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74),

(Solid State Theory)
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,

2.

SOLID STATIFUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: Version 1: K-113-2067
Version 1: None.
Location: Version

1:- Fleet

NV-1715-0105

Training

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN,
CLASS C

Course Number: A-202-0013; A-580-0014.

sure Island, CA.

CH-53 COMMUNICATION, NAVIGATION AND
IDENTIFICATION (CNI) SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

2.

SOLID STATF. THEORY FOR
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Center, San Diego, CA. Version 1: Electronics Technician, Class C School, Trea-

NV-1715-0101

1

machines, and additional credit -in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74). Version 3 In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electncity and electronics(12/68).

NV-1715-0103
1.

1-171

Location: Communication Station, Washington, DC.
Length: J2 weeks (420-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/71-Piesent
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Length: Version 1.- 2 weeks (60 hours), .
Version 1: 3 weeks (95 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/72-Present
Version 1: 3/63-9/72.
Objectives: To provide electronics techni,

clans with trainthg in semiconductor and

operate specific types of communications

solid-state technology.

equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec
cisesin transistor and transistor amplifiers,
single and mulnjunctioirsemiconductors,

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
SSI3 receiver operatign; UHF and micro-.
waves, multiplexing tee4niques, and the use
,andinterpretation of wavemeter,readings,
CreditRecommendation: In the' vocational

and sine wave ,scillators operation and

theory, slNitehing, gating, and pulsing circuits, and troubleshooting and -servicing..

certificate` category, 6 semester hours in

transistor circuits.. ,
Crbdit Recommendation: In the vocational

electrical, laboratory (6(75); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degreet category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (6/75). *

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
eleCtrokes, 2 in -electronics Jhboratory
m,
the
. loweravision
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in electrtmics(3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester hour in electronics, and additional
credit in electronics labdratory on the basis

NV-1715-0104
AN/GRC.27A MAINTENANCt
12.

I

Course Njimben Version 1: K -102 -276.
Version 1: Not available.

NV-17150104

Location: Version 1: Training Command,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor; HI. Version 1: School
Command, TreasureIsland, CA.
Length: 3 weeks(90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/69-Pfesent.
Version 2. 8/64-4/69.
Objectives: -,To tram maintenance person-

ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, CLASS C7
ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, CLASS B

2.

'
Course Number:n Version 1: A-662-00I7:
Location: Service 'School Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: Version 1. 26 weeks (850 hours)
Version 1: 30 weeks (900 hours). Version 3:
23 weeks (690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/76- Present.
Version 1: 6/72-11/76. Version 4: 10/645/72.
Objectkes: To train electrician's mates to

nel who hav,e backgrounds in basic electronic theory 1t6 maintain AN/GRC-27A
radio equipment.

Instruction: Lectures on AN /GRC -27A
radio 'components theory of operation, receiver and transmitter electrical and me, charnel!l alignment procedulls, modulator
power supply adjustments, and troubleshooting anclotrepair of all major compo-

repair electncal systems with electronic

controls
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
trigonometry, ACand DC circuits, vacuum
tubes and semiconductors, digital logic and
rive systeihs
I
and controllers operation and troubleshooting procedures, degaussing systems oper-

nents,

f Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electronic communications, I in electncal
laboratory (3/74).

ation and testing, voltage regylators, and
AC and DC motors and; generators ope-

NV-1715-0107
AN/UGA-3A MAINTENANCE

anon and maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 7 semester

'Course Number: F-160-010
Location; Submarine School, Groton, CT
Lengths 2 weekr(60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I1 /72- Present'
Objectives: To train technicians who have
completed basic .,electronics training to

hours in electricity and electronics, 2 in
in electricity
computer technology and
and electronics laboratory (9/77), in the

bacealaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity and electronics, 2 in computer technology and I in electronics labordtory°
(9/77). Version 1: In the vocational certificate category, 14 semester hours in electncity and electronics, 4 in computer technology, and additional credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluain
the lower-division
tion
(3/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category,,.6
semester hours in electricity and electronics, ; in computer technology, and additional credit in electrical' labosatory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalkureate category, I semester hour in digital logic, I in rotating

AN/ORC-27A RADIO EQUIP ENT
MAINTENANCE

of institutional evaluation (3/74).

I.

-

maintain and troubleshoot the ANNOA-

'

3Akcode converter.

Instruction: actures and laboratories in
AN/WA-3A code converter maintenance
and troubleshooting procedures, including
'equipment familiarization, maintenance and'
Material' management introduction, logic
diagram analysis, digital logic circuits analysis and troubleshooting, and special' cir-

cuits, output owillator, demodulator, and

power supplyvoperation and maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate, category, I semester hour as an
elective in digital circuits (3/74).

'

4.4

3

5r,

1

COURSE EXHIBITS

1..172

DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN CLASS C
DATA DISPLAY GROUP .
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A- 150-018.

Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare

Island ,A

20 weeks (600 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Len

.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
with a background in electronics and digital
theory to operate, maintain, and,repair data
Tchsplay group equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical :exercises in operation and maintenance of display consoles, display readouts, symbol generators, radar data switchboards, plug-in
module test sets, pulse amplifiers, and 6ommunications systems of AN/SYA-4(V) and
AN/UYA-4(V) data display groups.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommsnded because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-17154109 0
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air Maintenance
Whidbey

Island,

WA

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and operate universal encoder test
consoles.

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in test console description and operation, testing procedures, and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

P-3 M/ASA-I6 INDICATOR GROUP
ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE'

Course Number; Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field, CA, Air MainteTraining Detachment, Patuxent
River, MD.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.
Objectives: To train flee] maintenance
nance

personnel to operate, calibrate, align, and

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(R-3 AN/APN-70 Loran System Intermediate Maintenance)
Course Number: C-102.3539

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Trailing Detachment, Moffett 'Field,

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Course Nurgber: None

NV-pis-oils

NV-1715-0112
AN/APN-7oB LORAN SYSTEM

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit'', Dates: 10/70-Present

ENCODER TEST CONSOLE'

Detachment.

supply, block diagram, drum servo system,
and timing generator operation, target detection, including radar magnetic drum,
quantizers, density' detectors, and IFF decoder and density detettor; data acquisition,
Including data control and counting,. servos
and translattirs; target comptation, including programmer, &um memory, height coordinate computer, and ar,ithm4tic and
transfer logic, arni test circuits and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec. ommendedj)ecause of the limited technical
*
nature of the course (3/74)

-4 _CA'',

A-6A OA-6672/ASA-48 UNIVERSAL

Training

and equipment; organizational maintenance;
and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

non, and theory, including system power

NV-1715-0108

nel who have backgrounds in transistor

theory to operate and maintain the
AN/APN-70 Loran system.
Instruction: Lectures in AN/A PN-70
components and equipment ,familiarization,
including circuit analysis, block-diagram
analysis, radar Introduction, low-voltage
power supplies, oscillators, and antennas,
calibration and alignment adjustment proce-

dures, bench setup trqubleshooting Loran
equipment and associated test equipment
usage; and equipment malfunction isolation
and repair procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is 'not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

maintain AN/ASA-16 indicator groups.
,

Instruction: Lectures and practical mi.
cises in indicator group components and

equipment, organizational Maintenance, and
troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technicalnature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0116
F -8 AN/APR-30(V) RADAR SET
INTERMEDIATE MANTF,NANCE

Course Number. C-102-3858

Location: Air, Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel on the radar homing and warning
sets

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory of operation of radar homing
and warning sets, test equipment, circuit
analysis, and intermediate maintenance
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV:1715-0113

NV-1715-0110
DATA SYSTEMS.TECHNICIAN P.6-294/LIYK
MAGNgTIC TAPE UNIT
MAINTENANCE, CLASS C
Course Number: A-150-0073.

Location: Naval Schools Command. Mare

Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates:-3/71-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
with a background in electronics and digital
theory to operatemaintain, and repair RD294/UYK Magnetic tape units,
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

'RD-294/UYK magnetic tape unit basics,
operational control logic, magnetic tape operaticins. and system maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technics]

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER ASHORE

NV-1715-0117

Course Number: A-4C-0016.

I,dcation: Education and Training Center,
r
Newport, RI.
Length: 3-5 weeks (87-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/71- Present.

-Objectives: To provide officers with instruction in communications procedures,
cryptography, care and custody of' registered publications, security, and operational
communications
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in communications procedures, cryptographic operatuans, and registered publications system
Credit Recdrgmendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

nature orthe course (3/74).
-NV-1715-0114,

NV4715.0111
:COMPUTER DETECTOR (CP-413/ASA-27 i
-INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C.1 so-14ipe-150-16.
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. North Island, CA.
Length: 9 weeks (360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-12472.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who are familiar with 'digital fundamentals.

and avionics systems to operate, test,and
repair computer detec'tors.

_ Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
cises in computer detector operation, am-

/-

et,

P-3 PT-396/AS AND 0A-i768A/ASA-i3
TiLOTTER GROUP INTERMEDIATE"
AINTENANCE

Course Number, C-102-3555.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Mainte-,
nance Training Det4chment. Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and isolate malfunction%
in 13T-396/AS and 0A-1768A/ASA-13
plotter groups
.
instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in

plotting group maintenance and

,troubleshooting procedures:
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not-rec-

ommended because of the limited techntl
nature of the course (3/74).

P-3 RADAR AND IFF SYSTEMS
ORGANIZA1I6NA-1: MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-104-3531

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenanco 'Training Detachment, Moffett' Field,
CAI
Length: 2-3 weeks (80 -120 hours),

-

Exhibit Dates; 4/70-Present.
Objectives: To tram maintenance personnel to maintain, calibrate, align, and mainain P-3 radar and IFF systems.
nstrtiction: Lectures and practical exercisradar and IFF 'systems, components,

.

A

1-97

--4
.NV.-17 15-0118
AN
/AP){
-6
RADAR
IDENTIFICATION.
P3

SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE ,

Course Number: None.
Location: Aio-Maintenance Trainipg De-

tachmept, PatuxenfRiver, MD, Air Mainte.
mane Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA
Length: 2 weeks (64.hours).

Exhit.'` rl:tes: 3/71-Present

Navy
Objectives: To train maintenance person
nel to operate. calibrate, align:and maintain
AN/APX-6 radar identification systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in radar identification system components and equipment, maintenance, and
trepbleshooting procedure.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended. because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH
OPERATOR, CLASS C

Course Number: Ntit available

Location: Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare
School, San Diego, CA.

electronic troubleshooting (9/77).

operate and maintain all sonar equipment .
found aboard conventional, skate, skipjlck,
and SSBN-type submarines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in preventive and corrective, maintenance of auxiliary and mayor sonar equipment,

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (8/77).

NVe171520123
GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH
CONTROLLER, CLASS C

NV-1715-0127

Course Number: C- 222 -2013

ment

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present
Objectives: To train sonar technicians to

approaches, and in-flight training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical,
nature of the course (3/74)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the preventive and corrective Maintenance of sonar based fire control equipCredit Recommendation: In the vocational

Length: 6-1.7...mseeks (240,-595 hours).

cises in AN/CPN-4 and AN/MPN-5 radar
sets, search radio/telephone procedures,
precision radio/telephone procedures, and
operational training, including notmal 'ap'roaches, hOoded approaches, emergency

ment.

°

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA
Length: 5-6 weeks (220-240 hours)
Exhibit dates: 3/65-Present.
Objectives: To train air controlmen,
Marine Corps personnel, and radarmen in
ground-controlled approach procedures and

GUN FIRE CONTROL RADAR MK 25 MOD 3
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: J- 113 -Q118, J-I13-1181, J113-1182

Location: Fleet Combat Direction Sys-

equipment.

NV-1715-0120
P-3 AN/AQA-1 SONO INDICATOR SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Nu Mber: Not available.

-Location: Air Maintenance Training De;achment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (96 hours).

Exhit Dates: 12/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person'-,,
nel to operate, calibrate. align, repair, and
maintain AN/AQA-I sono indicator gySterns.

Instruction: Lectures and practical ercises in AN/AQA-1 components and e
ment familiarization, maintenance p edures, use of test equipment, and troupleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the binned technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0121
P-3 AN/AQA-s SONAR DATA RECORDING
,
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE, No. 46

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air Maintenance Trail-prig Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Defachm'ent, Moffett Field,
CA.
Exngth-: 3-4 weeks (120,160 hours).

hibit Dates: 3/6.87aresent

Objectives: To train maintenance ersonnel an the latest maintenance, modification,

and operating procedur8 foj AN/A0-5
sonar date recording systems.

f

Course Number: A-130.0027, K-13Q567,
'K-I30-1609

approach equipment.
InstrUction: Lectures and practical exer-

maintain the specified fire control equip-

a

GENERAL SUBMARINE SONAR
MAINTENANCE

and officers to operate ground controlled

Course Number: A-I30-0056
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare
Training Center, Pacific, San Diego, CA
Length: 18 weeks (540 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide selected sonar
technicians with the necessary skills to

4

NV-1715:0126

Location: Air Technical Training Unit,
Olathe, KS.
Length: S weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7155-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

UND1RWATER FIRE CONTROL GROUP MK
III MAINTENANCE

-

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (1/74).

NV-1715:0122

NV-1715-0119.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerr
rises.in AN /AQA1-5 sonar data recording
System special circuits, functional block diagrams, various circhit analyses, system
switching. and power supply operation and
maintenance techniques.
Credit Regomniendationt Credit is not recommended because of the !Muted technical
nature of the cotuse (3Y74).
I

11°

1-173

)
-Instruction: Lectures
and practical exercises in ground-controlled approach basic
operating procedures, ATC -radar familiarization, surveillance control training, preci-.
mon control procedures, and radar air traffic control facility organization and oper-

ation
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec.'
ommended because of the Ij.mited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

tems Training Center, Atlantic, Dam Neck,
VA; Fleet Combat direction Systems
Training Center, Atlantic, NewportRI.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hour's).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present

Objectives: To teach shipboard personnel
perform required tests, adjustments,
troubleshooting, casualty analysis, repairs,
to

and maintenahce of Mk 25 Mod 3 radar
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in capabilints and limitations of gun

Location: Flbet Anti-Subrilanne Warfare
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.,

fire control radar systems, including special
circuits, power distribution circuits, transminer and receiver sections theory and operation, automatic tracking and range determination systems circuits and operation,
planned maintenance, and radar,signal processing equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited, technical
nature of the course (3/74)

sonar detecting-ranging sets.

NV-1715-0128

NV-1715.0124

,

'

AN/BQS-s (SERIES) SONAR MAINTENANCE 4

Course Number: K-I30-1025

Objectilv: To train sonar technicians to
operate and, maintain AN/BQS4 (Series)
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory and principles of continuous
transmission, frequency modulated sonars;
preventive and corrective maintenance of

AN/BQS-8 (Series) Sonar, and the 3-M
system.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended be'pause of the limited technical
nature of theaourse (3/74).

NV-1715.0125
BASIC NAVIGATION WATCHSTANDER

(Namational Technician Watchstander
(Enlisted))
Course Number: F-193-076.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exflibit Dates: 2/69-Present
Objectiies: To train enlisted personnel to.

operate and monitor navigational= center
equipment.

Instruction: Lec,tures and practical exercises in operation of navigation Subsystems
primary power and data flow requirements

of navigation subsystem equipment, and

monitoring navigation centers.

NAvIGATIolg OpERATIoNA CHI CKOUT

CONSOLE (NOCC) MK I MOD I
ADVANCED MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-193.0259, F-I93.088.
Location: FBM Submarine Training
Center, Charleston. SC,
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72- Present

Objectives: To provide navigation electronics technicians with advanced training
in the operation and maintenance of Mk I
,and Mods, I navigation operational checkout consoles theory.

Instruction: Lectures In NOCC circuitry
reyiew and Loran C signal simulator functional description,. encoder-test set; internal
NOCC simulator; and troubleshooting,
maintenance, and adjustment, procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit IS not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715.0129
RADAR MK '25 MOD 3 MAINTENANCE

CoUrse Number: K-113-2024..

.

COURSE EXHIBITS

I-174

Location: Fleet
Diego, CA.

Training Center, San

MAINTENANCE

(Coupler,' Antenna CU- 1441 /BRR Chebkout atui Maintenance)

Length:12';.veeks (60,h,ours).

(Antenna Series (CU1441/BRR Multi-

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

'

Objfeldves: To train fire control technir
cians and strikers to maintain and repair Mk
25 and Mod 3 radar systems. `
Instruction: Lectures end practical exer-,
.cists in Mk 25 and MOO 3 radar familianza-'

wer distributiolc power sup-

non, AC

tra1 smission and receiving systems,
indication system, automatic tracking and
synchronizing systems; and radar systems
maintenance and adjustments.
Credit Recoquilendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of,the course (3/74)
plies,

NV-1715-0M
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C, SSBN
SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

(SINS) MK 2 MOD 2/3 TECHNICIAN

Course Number: A-I93-015.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Leath: 26 weeks (910 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72- Present
Objectives: To train electronic technicians

to operate and maintain ship's inertial navigation systems multispeed repeaters, sonar
sounding sets, navigation operational checkout consoles,

and navigation subsystem --

switchboards

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in inertial navigation equipment Carrlanzation,

operation, theory of operation,
technical mainfe ance, and subsystem tie-in,
and use of asso ated test equipment
Credit Recomm ndation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715-0131
LORAN RECEIVING SET AN/WPN -5

I

2.,

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
LORAN RECEIVING SETS AN /SPN -38
AND AN/WPN -5 OPERATION,
MAINTENANCE AND FUNCTIONAL
CHECKOUT

Course Number: Version 1: L-193-026. Version 2: F-IO2-015.
Location: Version 1: Fleet Submarine

Training Facility, Pearl Harbor, HI. Version
2: Subhunne School, GrotOn, tT.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
12/69- Present.
Exhibit Dates: Version
Version 2: 10/66-11/69.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
,

who have electronics backgrounds to opermaintain AN/SPN38
AN/WPN -5 Loran C receiving sets
ate

and

and

Instruction: Lectures in Loran C receiving sets operation theory and logic analysis;
logic fundamentals; binary muthemathics;

Boolean algebra; and Loran C navigation
principles, block-diagram and circuit

coupler))

Course Nuniber: A-101.010'7, F-I01-024,
psi 01-0031.
Loentittn:

New
Sublnarine School,
London, CT, Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center,CharlestOn, SC, Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl
Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60-65 hours). - ,
Exhibit Dates: 5/67-9/77
Objectives: To train rated electronics
nicians and designated strikers to operate nd maintain the CU-144I/BRR antenna
muilicoupler.
Instruction: Lectures in symbolic integrate
ed maintenance system familiarization; technical manual analysis, circult analysis; and
operational, technical, and preventive maintenance alignment, adjustment and calibration on the CU -1441 /BRR antenna multicoupler
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec:
ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715-0133
UNDEttWATER FIRE CONTROL GROUP MK
h4 MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-130-0057, A-130-0058

Location: Fleet Sonar School, Key West,
FL, Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare Training
Center, Pacific, San Dept CA
Length: 12-14 weeks (360-420 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present.
Objectives: To`train enlisted personnel to
perform maintenance on the specified fire
control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Mark 114 fire control system maintenance, including introduction to weapons,
basic maintenance techniques, relay transmitter and position indicator operation,
input data flow and stabilization compute(
maintenance, and attack console operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
synchro-resolver systems (9/77).
NV-1715-0134
I.
2.,

AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, CLASS
B (ADVANCED)
AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, CLASS
B

Course Number: None.
Location: Air Technical-Training Center,
Jacksonville, FL.
Length; Version 1: 26 weeks (1040 hours).
Version 2: 33 weeks (1320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/65-12/68.
Version 2: 8/56-9/65.

Objectives: To 'provide aviation electrician's mates with advanced technical training in electricity and electronics:

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer:Oises in advanced principles of DC theory,

generation system and generator logic
analysis, voltage-controlled reference oscil-

AC theory, and electronics; aviation electri-

strobe pulse logic analysis, power supply,

motors, generators, aircraft compasses,
navigational equipment, flight control

maintenance standards, and troubleshooting
procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

equipment, and analog and digital computers. troubleshooting procedures; principles
of leadership and management; and supply
and maintenance functions.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the
vocational certificate categgry, 15 semester

later circuit analysis, strobe control and

NV-1715-0132
ANTENNA COUPLER CU-1441 COMBINED

cal

and electronic equipment: including

hours in electricity or electronics (3/74)i in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68); in the upper -,

A

division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity or. electronics, and
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional examination (3/74) Version
loVer-division
In
the
2:
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division haccalaureate
category. 9 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, and credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74)
tNV-1715-0135

4

AVIATION ELECTRICIANS MATE, CLASS B
(INTERMEDIATE)

Colirse Number: C-602-2014.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,

Memphis, TN, Air Technical, Training
Center, Jacksonville, FL.
Length: Version 1. 20 weeks (833 houri).
Version 2: 23 weeks (936 hours) ,

Exhibit Dates:

Version

1.

6/74-Present.

Version 2: 10/65-5/74

Objectives: To provide aviation deem.clan's mates with advanced technical training in electricity and electronics
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in advanced principles of DC theory,
AC theory, and electronics, aviation electriand electrpinic equipment, including
motors,' generaVors, aircraft compasses,
navigational equipment. flight control
equipment, and analog and digital computers. troubleshooting procedures, princiNes
of supervision and management'
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational certificate category, 15 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (6/75); in
the lower-division baccalaureate associate
degree category. 6 semester hours in elect-al

tronic technology, 3 in computer technology, and 3 in machinery technology (6/75).
Version 2: In'the vocational certificate cate-

gory, 15-semester hours in electricity or

electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours-in electricity or electronics
(12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in electricity or

electronics, and credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74)

NV-1715-0136
MK 152 COMPUTER COMMON CORE

Course, Number: A-I 1 3.0068.
Location: Service Sthool ,Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (296 hours).
Exhibit Dates: P/75-Present.
ObjeCtives; To train, personnel in-qorrec-

live and preventive maintenance of the Mk
152 computer and its 1/0 console and
motor generator set.
Instructionr Topics include the recognition' of normal and abnormal operation and
the use of diagnostic programs to identify
malfunction during maintenance of the Mk
152 container and associated I/O console.
Also-includes preyentive maintenance and
repair of the Mk :9 motor generatdr set
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category* 2 ...semester .hours in
computer systems and 3, in computer systems laboratory (9/77)
NV-1715-0137

Navy
AVIONICS ADVANCED, CI ASS C7

I

(Avionics Advanced, Class B).
AVIONICS ADVANCED, CLASS B

2

(Avionics, Class B)
(Aviation Electronics
Technician/Aviation Fire Control
Technician, Advanced Class B)
3

AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHVICIAN,
CLASS B

Course Number: C-100-2011; C-102-2011;
C-I11:2011; C.112-2011

NV-1715=0139
*AVIATION FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN (B)
CONVERSION (CLASS C)

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Weapons Systems School,
Jacksonville, FL

hours). Version 3: 40 weeks (1600 hours).
Exhibit Dates:' Version 1: 6/71-Present.
Version 2: 4/59-5/71. Version 3: 4/55-3/59.

Objectives: To train Navy and Marine

nance of avionics systems.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in algebra, trigonometry,
electricity and magnetism, AC and DC circuits, basic electronics; small-signal and
power amplifier analysis, synchros, servos,
transmission lines, antennas, and modulation
techniques. /Persian h....Instruction includes
.semiconductors, rectifiers, power supplies,
amplifiers, oscillators, limiters, dampers,
multivibrators, counters, CRTs, and analog
computers Version 2. Instruction includes
analytical geometry, calculus, limits, differentiation, integration, integrals, transcendental functions, partials, double integrals, infinite series, differential equations, atomic
physics, and digital computers.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester,
hours in mathematics, 3 in physics, and 9 in
electricity (6/75).,. in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in matheMatics, 3 in physics,
and 9 in electricity (6/75) Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 20 semester

hours in mathematics, physics, alid electrical engineering (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in mathematics, 3 in physics, .

10 in electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalauTate category: 5 semester hours m mathematics, 5 in physics, 5
in electrical engineering (12/68) Version 3:
In the vocational certificate, category, 25 semester hours in physics and electrical engineering (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15
semester hours in physics and electrical en-

gineering (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in

physics (electricity), 12 in electrical engineering (12/.68)

NV-171510138

Length: 27 weeks (1080 hears).

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Weapons Systems School,
Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 27 weeks (1080 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 8/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
Inspect, test, and repair aircraft armament
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical experi-

ence in AC and _DC circuit fundainentals
and the inspection, testing, and repair of
gyroscopes,
circuits,
communication
vacuum tubes, radar, accelerometers, optics,
and servomechanismS.

Corps enlisted personnel to inspect, test,
troubleshoot, and repair aircraft armament
control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in aircraft armament control systems
inspection,

testing,

troubleshooting,

and

repair, including AC and DC circuits fundamentals,

gyroscopes,

accelerometers,

optics, vacuum tubes, radar, servomechanisms, and communication circuits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74), in the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree xategory, 4 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68).

NV-1715-0140
AVIATION FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN
F(ARMAMENT CONTROL" CLASS A

Course NumbertNot available.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
.Meinphis, TN,
Length: 24 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68:

Objectives: To train Navy and Marine

Corps enlisted personnel to isolate electrical
and mechanical malfunctions in fire control
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation fire control systems, VAC
circults, resonance, vacuum tubes, audio
amplifiers, radio receivers and transmitters,
servomechanisms, and trolipleshooting and
maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74), in the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional eval-

uation (3/74); in'the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in electricity or electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)

AVIATION FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN B
(BOMB DIRECTOR), CLASS A

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air TechniCal Training Center,
Memphis, TN
Length: 24 weeks (960 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/56-12/68.

Objectives: To train Navy and Marine

Corps enlisted personnel to isolate and
troubleshoot electronic and mechanical mkt -

functions in fire control equipment
Instruction: Lectures, and practical experience in AC circuit fundamentals, series and
parallel resonant circuits, vacuum tube
characteristics, including diodes, triodes, te-

in the
baccalaureate/associate

rectifiers and_ filter circuits, audio frequency

electricity or electronics (3/74):
lower - division

Credit RecomMendation: In the vocational

electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6

semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electricity or
electronics for non-engineering majors
(3/74)

NV-1715-0142
F-4 BASIC ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3821

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Oceana, VA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair F-4 aircraft electrical systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in F-4 aircraft AC and DC electrical
generation systems, power distribution;
transformers, and hydraulic, pneumatic,

fuel, attitude reference, and flight control

systems maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester- hours in
electronics or electronics laboratory, 2 in
hydraulics and fluids (3/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 3 semester hours in electronics or
electronics laboratory, 1 in hydraulics and
fluids (3/74).

NV-1715-0143
RA-5C PA'NO,RAMIC CAMERA SHOP
MAINTENANCE
Course Number. C-100-3745

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Sanford, FL
Length: 6 weeks (246 hours).
Exbibit Dates: 1/68- Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and service electronic
camera systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in an introduction to panoramic cameras, test equipment, panoramic camera
control electronics and automatic exposure
control, mounts and mount electrOnics, and
maintenance of panoramic cameras.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (3/74); in the lowerdivision baccalauretik/assomate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics labo-

ratory (3/74).

NV-1715-0141

certificate category, 9 semester hours in

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

systems, and 1-F-systems

Exhibit Dates: 8/57-12/68.

AVIATION FIRS CONTROL TECHNICIAN (F)
CONVERSION .(CLASS C)

amplifier basics, including R-C, impedance,
and transformer coupled amplifiers, power
amplifiers, receiver alignment and trouble ``hooting, and radio receiver theory, including amplifiers, detectors, superheterodyne

certificate category, 9 semester hours in

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN
Length: Version 1. 26 weeks (866-1040
hours) Version 2: 31-32 weeks (1256-1280

Objectives: To train noncommissioned officers to maintain and supervise the mainte-

'

tiegree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester
hours in electricity or electronics, and additional credit in' electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)

1-175

trosies, and pentodes, full- and half-wave

2 (An

NV-1715-0144
AN/APN-i 20 ELECTRONIC ALTIMETER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102.3742.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present
Objectives: To train electronic repairmen
to maintain electronic altimeters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in altimeter principles, low- and highaltitude systems theory, control circuits,
power supply, amplifiers, modulators, oscillators, and test equipment Maintenance; and
electronic countermeasures equipment, op-

COURSE EXHIBITS'

'k

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74)

oration/ mamtenince, and testing procedures

Credit Recommendatiod:In the vocational
6ertificate category. 3 semester hours in
electronics and electrical laboratory (3/74);
in
lowerdivision
the
,
baccalaureate/associe degree category. I
semester hour in electronics and electrical
laboratory (3/74)

NV-1715.0148
CHAFFR6C MK 28 MOD I LAUNCHER
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

COurse Number: K041-2010.
Lockion: Fleet Training Center. San
Diego, A.
t- Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

NV-1715-0145
RA -5C AN/ASQ-56A INTEGRATED
ELECTRONICS CENTRAL AND
RELATED SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-IO2-3741

who have experience in basic, hydraulics
and electricity to operate, load. and launch
decoys.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

Instruction: Lectures in basic electrical
review, including Ohna's law. magnetism,
conductors, resistors, insulators, circuits
meters, and batteries, hydraulics principles,
including. Pascal's law, Bernoulli's law, and
hydraulic pumps; and launch operation, including electrical firing circuits. applied hydraulics, and local and remote control tech-

tachment, Albany, GA
Lengtb: 7 weeks (280 hours).4
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present.
Objectives: To train- maintenance person-

nel to repair integrated electronic airborne
systcm'S

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in UHF communications repair, tactical air, navigation system principles, pulse

niqUes.

coding and decoding techniques. and anten-

na and intercommunication system theory
and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electrical laboratory (3/74)

NV-1715-0146
A-7E AN/ASM-375 INERTIAL
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM TEST SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102.3798

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to repair inertial measurement system
test sets.

I

Moyerr
Course Number: K-041-2051.
Location: Training Center, San Diego,

CA
Lengtb: 2 weeks (60 hours).
-Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present
Objectives: To -train enlisted personnel to

perform preventive and corrective 'maintenance and casualty analysis on the 3'/50 Mk
35 power drive rapid-fire gun mount.
Instruction: Lectures and' practical exercises

in Mk 35 power drive description,

function, and operation; power control, guh,

mount cdntrol, and motor field control circuits; and inspection, testing, and preventiVe
and corrective maintenance procedures

Loca It3tt. Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA,, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment. Oceana. VA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Presen).
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain power generating sys-

tems and loft bomb release computer systems on F-4B aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in circuit analysis and organizational
maintenance of power generating and loft
bomb release computer systems, use of test
equipment. and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-115-0152
RA5

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELECERoNics
FUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: C-602.3748

Location: Air Maintenance Training DeLength: 4 weeks (120 hours)'
Exhibit Dates: 1%70-Present
Objectives: To teach maintenance person-

SOLID STATE CIRCUIT TROUBLESHOOTING
TECHNIQUES

for camera shop maintenance instruction

Course Number: C-000-3189
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Miramar, CA

cises

Objectives: To train maintenance person;
troubleshoot and repair solid-state
electronic circuits.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in solid-state circuits and troubleshooting, including diode limiters, rectifiers, detector circuits, silicon controlled rectifier
nel to

circuitS, basic types of transistor circuits,
troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category.

MK 35 POWER DRIVE MAINTENANCE FOR
3./50 CALIBER RAPID FIRE GUN

AN/AJB-3A

nel the fundamentals of electrical systems,
electronics, and transistors in preparation

multivibrators and oscillators, DC and oper-

NV11715-0147

AND

NV-1715-0149

cises in inertial measurement system theory
and maintenance techniques, including digital fundamentals, logic functions, trace
signal flow. power supplies, switching units,
and programming
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

digital computer fundamentals (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in digital
computer fundamentals (3/74).

KVA

ELECTRICAL ORGANIZATiONAL
MAINTENANCE.
Curse Number: C-602-38-25

tachment. Albany, GA

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

F-413 20

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics, and additional credit in electronics on the basis,of institutional evaluation (3/74)

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-present.

,

NV-1715-0151

ational amplifiers, and test equipment for

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0150
C-2A ELECTRICAL, AND INSTRUMENTS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number; C-602-349I

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA

.

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present.

Objectives: To train aviation electricians
to repair, maintain, and troubleshoot air-'
craft electrical and instrument systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft-AC and QC power systems
operation, circuit analysis, maintenance, and

repair, and aircraft utility,

e-rivirlanm

instrumental, and electrical systems
nance,
dures.

repair, and troubleshooting

electronics, including resistance, inductance,
capacitance, circuits. conductors, transistors, power supplies,

Credit Recommendation: In the vocan6iial

semiconductor de-

vices, atid test equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics laboratory
lower-division
the
degreecategory, 3
baccalaureate /associate deee
semester hours in electronics and electronics laboratory (3/74)
electronics

and

NV-1715,-0153
F-4B/J ADVANCED ELF.CTRICAI
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3822.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance,
Training Detachment, Oceana, VA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain F;4}3/J power- generating, air data computer, and automatic
flight control groups

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in power-generating systems, alL data
computer sets and related systems, automatic flight control groups, circuit analysis, and
organizational maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in electronics (3/74)

NV-1715-0
AVIATIO1 ANTISUBMARINE WARE RE
(AASW) TECHNICIAN, CLASS A

tal,
in te;
roce-

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (3/74)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin basic electronics and solid-state

(Aviation Electronics Technician S
(Antisubmarine), Class A)
2

AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN S
(ANTISUBMARINE), CLASS A

Course Number: Not available.

4 U./

1

1-177

Navy

Length: Versiort 1 9-11 weeks (342-360
hours) Version 2. 22 weeks t880 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 12/58-12/68
Version 2: 5/56-11/58
equipment

Instruction: 411 Versions. Lectures an d
practical oxerci es in antisubmarine warfare
equipment, repa _including antrum sonar,
special detectin systems, sonobuoy systems. magtretic airborne detection systems,
and dipping sonar equipment Version 1. Instruction includes integrated display systems
repair Version 2. InstruCtion includes elec- tronic fundamentals, UHF and VHF, transmitter theory; and radar electronics, inclUdi

ics and 2 in digital and radar electronics
laboratory for Phase II (9/77) Version 2 In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
`degree category, 5 semester hours in electricity, radio, or electronics for Phase I and
3

plifiers, AC fundamentals, and series- parallel resonance

1.

Phase

I.

I1

.

.

weeks,

Objectives: To. train enlisted personnel
with pnor electncal experience in complex
I. Lectures

t

motor-generators, gyros,
syncros, resolvers, servo system fundamen-

tals, oscilloscope operation, amplifiers, os-

cillators, and wave forming circuitry without a rigorous mathematical treatment.
Phase II- Lectures and laboratory exercises

boards, for making connections to turret

terminals, hook and eyelet terminals, and bifurcated terminals, and inspection and evaluation of soldered electrical connections
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in

in numbenng systems and arithmetic, logic

blocks, Boolean expressions and realizations, adders, counters, digital computers,

I/O systems, converters (AD and DA

analog computer fundamentals, encoders,
radar systerps Version 2: Lectures and prac-

algebra, binary and actual number systFms,

logic circuitry and diagrams, programming
methods and. troubleshooting procedures,

ObjectiviSs: To train enlisted personnel in
electrbntcs and physics fundamentals applicable to sonar equipment and systems,
Instruction: Lectures ,and practical exercises in mathematics, Including basic tngo-,
nometry; AC and DC ciront fundamentals,

network theorems, transMors, power supplies, amplifiers, and 'oscillators, pulse and
switching circuits, ampktude and frequency
modulation and detectionnalog and digital computer principles, and servomechanisms

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

.

3

certificate category, 15 Semester hours in
electricity or electronics and credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester-hours in electricity or electronics
(3/74), in the upper - division baccalaureate
category, 6'semester hours in electricity or
electronics (3/74)
NV-1715-0159
A6A AN /AVA -i VERTICAL DISPLAY
INDICATOR GROUP AND ASSOCIATED
TEST EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE
LEVEL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C- 198 -3761

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA
Length: II weeks (440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present

egory, credit in electronics laboratory on

Objectives: To train technicians to diagtroubleshoot, maintain, and service
the A6A AN/AVA-I radar vertical display

the bap. of institutional evaluation (3/74)

System.

electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lower divisidn baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

decoders, core memory, and fire control

ical analysis of electronic circuits, theory
and construction of computers, solution
types of analog and digital computing devices, A-D and D-A conversion, Boolean

Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare
an Diego, CA, Fleet Sonar
Key West, Ft
LAM : 33-44 weeks(989-1232 hours),
Exhibi Dates: I/645Present

Schoo
Sch

Location: Air 'Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany. GA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El
Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Meridian, MS, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Patuxent River,'MD;
Air Maintenance Trailing Detachment,
Molten Field, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA,
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Kingsville, TX, Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, Cherry Point, NC, Air MainTiming -Detachment, North
tenance
Island, CA, Air Maintenance Training De-

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
selection and use of handtools for maintenance and soldering of printed circuits, terminals, and conductor pins, and latest methods on confOrmed coating and component
removal from printed circuit boards; repair
of circuit boards, runs, and eyelets, tec
niqueftof soldering on printed circu

receivers,

tical exercises in theory, operation, maintenance and repair of weapons guidance and
control systems, including mathematics,
magnetic amplifiers, gyroscopes, mathemat-

NV-1715-0158
(Advanced Sonarman)
Course Number: C-570, K-I30-570

Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present
Objectives: to train maintenance personnel
to repair printed circuit boards. .

weapons guidance and control' systems

ters,

the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

,

nance Training Detachment, Cecil Field,
FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Quonset Point, RI, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 7/75-Present
Version 2. 1/68-6/75 Version 3. '1/56-12/67.

' Instruction: Version
and practical exercise, in the use of fire
control equipment and all related equipment
needed to keep the fire control system operational including test equipment,' transmit-

division baccalaureate/associate degreecat-

tachment, New River, NC, Air Mainte-

weeks (930 hours).

Phase

derable connectors, methods of microminiature disassembly, circuit board laminate
conductor repair, electrthitc soldering,

egory, credit in electronics laboratory oil

Course Number: C-000-3182

Phase II, 13, weeks (Phase I, 330 hours,
Phase II, 390 hours). Version 2: Phase I, 18
weeks, Phase II, 14 weeks (Phase I, 520
-hours, Phase II, 440 hours) Version 3 31

1.

-

Instruction: Lectures and labotatories in
selection and use of the proper band tools
for repair and soldering obrnicrommiature
printed circuits, digital encoders, and sol-

electronics laboratory (3/74). in the lower

MINIATURE COMPONENT REPAIR

Course Number: A-113-0010, A=I13-0012,
A-I13-0019, A-113-0021
Location: Training Center, Bainbridge,
Veiston

to repair 'microminiature printed

SONAR TECHNICIAN, CLASS B

NV-1715-13156

NV-1715-0155

Length:

in electricity, radio, or electronics for

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours' itt electricity or electronics.
(12/68); in theupper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in- electncal laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

credft in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74)

Training Center, Mare Island, CA

nel

cults.

rest splicing of electrical wire, electroplat-

tion (344). Version 3. In ilk lower-division

Credit Recommendation: Version 1. No
credit because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74). Veresion 2. In
the vdcational certificate category, 9 semester hours in electncity or electronics (3/74),
lower-division
the
id
baccalaureate/associate desree category, 3
semester hours in electronics,; in electronic circuits (12/68); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics, 3 in electronic circuits, and

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

ing electronic circuits, repairing plastic
edge-lighted panels, and maintenance of microminiature repair stations
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, .1 semester hour in

Phase II (12/68), in the upper-division b ,iccalaureate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evalua-

ing amplification, rectification, power am-

MD, Training Center, Great Lakes, IL,

ment, Cherrx Point, NC, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in basic electronics, 2 in electromechanical systems operation, and 2 in electronics laboratory for ithase I (9/77), in The o
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
electronic fundamentals for Phase I and 5
semester hours in digital and radar electron-.

Objectives: To 'train enlisted personnel to
maintim and repair antisubmarine warfare

FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN, CLASS A
(PHASES I AND II)

CA. Air Maintenance Training Detact-

test equipment theory and usage. solid-state
electronics. Version 3: Topics include basic
electricity, synchros, servos, and basic and
advanced electronics.
Credit. Recommendation:, Version 1. In the

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN

NV-1715-0157'
MICROMINIATURE COMPONENT REPAIR
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-000-3187.

'Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar,

nose,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic electronic theory, including
diodes, transistors, and cathode ray tubes;
radar review, emphasis on' radar and video
receiver circuit purpose, location, and block
diagram description; semiautomatic check-

out equipment familiarization and application to troubleshooting the video display
and radar receiving system

10,

I

:le

1,178

COURSE EXHIBITS

Credit ReComniendation: In the voLational
certificate category. I semester hour in

electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdiyisidn baLLaraureate,assotiate degree Lategory,
semester hour in electronics Jabo-

ratory, and additional credit in electronics
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3, 74), in the upper-division baccalaureate Lategury. credit in electronics labo-

ratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
N V -1715 -0160
1.
2

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT RI:PAIR,
CI ASS C

Course Number: C 70-2012, C.670-12
echnical
Training
Location: Naval
Center. Corry Station.
cola. FL
Length: ..Version I Self-paced 15 weeks
(530 hours') Version 2 14-15 weeks (556600 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Vernon I 8/75-Present
Version 2. 10/63-7/75.

Objectives: To train photographer's mates
to repair standard mechanical photographic
equipment used in naval photography
Instruction: Version 1 Course uses modular. self-pacted individualized instruction as

the primary inaructional method with a
heavy emphasis on performance It includes
eight modules and a five-day performance

laboratory There is an optional nine-day
aerial cameras and systems module' which
some students elect to take instead of the
eight modules Note Students who attend
only the nine-day -aerial can
and systems module are not eligible for credit The
eight modules are .,photographic laboratory
supervision, mechanwal application skills,
basic camera components. basic DC elec-

tricity, SLR. and rangefinder camera, applied DC electricity, basic AC electricity,
and applied AC electricity Version 2. Lectures and laboratories in photographic'
equipment repair. including DC circuit fun-

_

cuits, Lirevit card and Lard components

Submarine

School.

Harbbr,-.H I.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/7,2-Present

Objectives: To provide the theory and

skills to operate, maintain. troubleshoot and
repair the AN, BRA -16 submarine antenna

tional certificate category. 3 semester hours
in electronics, and credit in photography on
the basis of 'institutional evaluation (4/74)::
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics, and credit in

photography on the basis of institutional

certificate category, credit in electronics or
aviation on the basis of nstitutional evaluain
tlie
lower-division
tion
(4/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree .category.
credit in electronics or aviation on the basis
of institutional evaluation ,(4/74),

NV:j715-0162

NV:1715-0165

AN'/ASN-99 PROJECI'LDMAP DISPLAY
INTERMEDIATII MAINTENANCE
,
Course Number: C-102-3787

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. 'Lemoore. CA. Air Maintenance
Training Detachment. Cecil Field, FL

play sec

Instfuction: Lectures and practical exerAN/ASN-92 projected map display
s'et
eration. maintenance, and trouble
shooting. including- servomechanisms and
digital logic reView, block-diagram analysis,
maintenance procedures. and training off
t
model equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)
cise

NV-1719-0163

.

Location: Submarine School, Grsoton, CT
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present

Objectives: To train electronics techniInstruction: Lectures and laboratories in
transistor and circuit theory, energy diagrams, physics and Lhetnistry of crystals,
transistor amplification and power gain,
contruction and basiL principles of Zeners,
thermistors. and, photo and tunnel diodes,
AC and DC circuits review, including network theorems and mesh equation solutions
using, determinantg, circuit analysis- of CE.
CB, and CC amplifier configurations using
graphical

and

small

equivalent - circuits,

signal. h-parameter
interstage coupling
gain, frequency re-

including
sponse. and feedback circuits, transistor apmethods.

plications in digral circuits, high-frequency
equivalent co its, and FET properties;
bits equations. tabilit$,, and noise design
unijunction transistors
considerations, a
1

CQMMON CORE

Course Nimiber: A-I13-0070
Location: Service School

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length 4 weeks (108 hours).
Eihibit Dates: 11/74-Present

Objectives: to train selected personnel to
perform circuit-level fault 'isolation and
planned maintenance on a continuous-wave
illuminator.
Instructiod! Instruction,includes use of instruments to isolate and repair the continuous-wave illuminator radar system, operating procedures, and regular maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
radar systems laboratory (9/77)

NV-1715-0164
E-1B A N/ASN- 28 CENTRAI GYRO
REFERENCE SYSTEM MAIICTI,NANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA, Air Mainte-

maintain,

Course Number; A-161-0104, F-I01-019.

ADvANCED TRANSISTOR TIMOR\
Course Number: F-000-023

semiconductor devices

Objectives; To train qualified electronics
technicians to opgrate, maintain, and troubleshoot the AN/ ASN-99 projected map dis-

ANTENNA MLL Mot_ PI FR AN/BRA-16

(Antenna Group AN/BRA-16 Functional
Checkout and Maintenance)

shothilig and bench-testing experience
Credit Recommendation: In the'vocational

cians Co operate, troubleshoot, and repair

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Presept

NV-1715-0161
COMBINED MAINTENANCE

power supply, gy rosLope assembly Lontrol,

equipment,..maintenance charts, antenna cir-

nance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA
Ungth: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person=

evaluation (4/74)

signal prb&ssing, logic, relay, and power
circuitry, ..id resolver excitation and accelerometer restoring amplifier, navigational
umputer amplifiers. relay Lontrol circuits,

cuitry. navigation output phasing. and mast
preamplifier circuitry
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. I semester hour in
electronics laboratory (9/77).

'

skills and/or institutional evaluation (see
note above) (1/77). Version 2: In the voca

troubleshooting, electronic LontrOl amplifi
er, including azimuth, pitch and roll servo

signal data convener, and environmental
controls; and extensive alignment. trouble.

systems. (CMY-5. CMYta. and KF-9) and
still griiund cameras (Graflex), mulameters
and sordenng techniques, twin. rens,Pellex
cameras (Mamiyaflex C-3). dull-ctircain
fool plane. camera (KE-28), and mechani-,
car Rapidyne shutters, and photographic
laboratory ,film processing equipment, advanced aerial equipment. and Navy camera

camera repair or photographic equipment
repair and additional credit in electricity

ponents. power systems..ond Lontrol cir-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-'
cases in AN/BRA-16 antenna components
operation. troubleshooting. and repair, including power supply, control panels' test

CoNTINuous WAVI. ILLUMINATOR (CW1)

and electronics on the basis of demonstrated

,

tional and LirLuit-level dest.riptions of com-

Location:

damentals, electron theory, ,and hand tools
usage Instruction emphasiies aerial camera,
components and principles, motion pictare

control systems repair pr &edures
'Credit Recommendation:. Version I. In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
dygree category,, 8 semester hours Au
.

New

London. CT, Fleet Ballistic Missile SlItimanne Training Ce,merKharleston. SC, Submarine Training Center. Pacific. Pearl

nel

with backgrohnds in electronics to

troubleshoot, and,' repair the
AN/ASN-28 central gyro reference system
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in central gyro reference system maintenance and repair. including in-depth func-

4 J3

and SCR proper!, s
Credit Recommc .dation: hi the vocational
certificate 'category. 5 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division bSecalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in electrical labora,....

tory (4/74), in the upper-division baccalau
reate caiegory. 2 semester hours in electronic engineering on the basis* of institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0166
MARINL'AIR TRAIIIC CO1TR
MAINTENANCE MANAGI

UNIT
NT, CLASS

C

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7 /71- Present

Objectives: To train officer an enlisted
personnel to supervise the maintenance and
repair of air traffic control_systems.
Instruction: Lectures on organization and

functions of. air traffic control units and
radar air traffic control centers; siting,
, survey, and flight inspection procedures familiarization, :maintenance publications fainthanzation, supply control and materials
management familiarization: financial management and maintenance funds administration, and supervision of installation, maintenance, and repair .of air traffic control
radar, -navigational aids, instrument landing,
and communications systems

,

t.

1-179

Navy
Instruction: Lectures include radar, SSB
trapsmisston, radio freqUency interference,

CreditRecommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74)

and teletype review, waterproofing equipment usage, antenna theory and wave propagation review. Emphasis is on circuit analysis, operation, and preventivemaintenance
procedures for -specific radio: radar, and
cryptographic equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credtt is not rec-

NV-1715-0167
INTERMEDIATE AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE -

WARFARE (AASW)rEtHNicIAN,
CLASS B

Course NUmber: Not available.

Memphis, TN.

marine warfare technicians with supplemen-

AVIONICS OFFICERS, CLASS Q

tal training in electronics theory and anti-

Course Numben'C-413-2010

Version
11/6918/71
Version
10/69. Version 4 9/68-12/68'

electronics, including AC anti DC.fundamentals, tubes, transistors,- power supplies,
voltage regulators,video and magnetic
servomechanisms,
oscillators,
mixing and frequency coinversion, and
analog and digital computer principles
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

3

1/69-

Objectives: To main officers to be avionics officers.

, Instruction: Leotures and practical exercises in algebra, trigonometry, differential
and integral calculus,and differential equations, caleulus4oasedphysics, both triaitional'and modern. Ae.and`DC circuits, citcint

certificate category, 20 semester hours in
electronics (3/74), in the lowei-division

analysts, measurements and standards, elec-

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8,
semesgr hours in electronics, and additional

tromagnetic wave theory, microwave devices and pnnciples; and digital and analog

credit in electrolic on ,the basis of institutional evaluation (T/74), in the upper-divi-

computers.. '
Credit;Recommendation: Version 1 In the
upperdivision baccalaureate category, 9 semester hours in mathematics, 6 in physics, 3
in maintenance management, and14 in engi:i

siona baccalaureate category, 5 semester
hodis in mathematics, 5 in physics, 5.1nengineenng electronics (12/68).

NV-1715-0168
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C, SSE IN

NAVDAC FBM TENDER

Length; 6 weeks (210 hours),
Exhibit Dares: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide electronics teihmclans with supplemental training ih
missile submarine systems inainteri ce and
repair
Instruction: Laboratory in calibration,
, testing, and repair of tiallisticalpissile submarine systems equipment, including SDC test
systems, servo amplifier, synehro/resnlver,

V.

15

1

'N'.. ..

.

NAVY NUCLEAR WEAPONS ELECTRONICS,
CALIBRATION, AND MAINTENANCE ..;

vanced soldering and wire-wrapping techniques, and ancillary commercial test equipments, including oscilloscope, signal generlator, electronic counter, _differential volt-",

(EC) (GUNNER'S MATE
'TECHNICIAN)
dourse- Number: A-140-0010
A'tomiC
Defense
Location:
Agency ,, Albuquerque, NM
Itengh: 12 weeks (47 hours)._
Exhib it Dates: 11/72!Present.

meter, megohmeeer, ratio transformer. RMf-,
voltmeter, and electronic voltmeter
Credit Rectunmendation: In the vocational

cians to operate, maintain, and calibrate air,
and surface nticleai weapons test equip- N

t sets, and NAVDAC
and. NAVDAC
magnetic drum loci r operation, mainfe:

repair;

ad-

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (3/74); in the lower'division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semAter hours in electronics labo-

ratory 53/.;4); in the upper-division baccd;
laureate category, credit in electronics labo-.

ratory on the basis of institute ml evaluanon (3/74).

NV-1715-0169
ELECTRONICS SPECIALIZED TRAINING

Cdurse Number: A-100-0031

Location: Amphibious SChool Coronado,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to operate, maintain, and repair radio,
radar, and cryptdgraphic Ouipment.

CA.

-

Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present
Objectives: to train enlisted personnel
with a knowledge of electronics and transis-

tor theory to operate, calibrate, align, and
maintain an aircraft radar indicator display.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory, maintenance, and operation

-of the AN /APA -I25A radar inclicator,in

Support

;

.

Objectives: To train electronics techni-

ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer",
cises in electrical and electronic fundamentals, and tester maintenance and calibration,
including circuit symbols and ditigrams,

timplifiers and mixers, indicator conf4e°circults,. sweep circuits, and servo systems.

Credit Recommendation: Credit- is not recAimmended because,of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).

A, PART II (INTERIOR
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT)

Course Number: A-623-0011.

Location: IC Electricians, Class A School,

ri
Great Lakes, IL, IC Electricians,
Class A
Ftiool,-San Diego, CA
Length: 8 weeks,(240 hours)
_Exhibit Dates: 12/57-12/68. Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
. .
with a asic understanding of electricity
and electronic principles.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
basic concepts of.electricity, including cir5ult diagrams, symbols, familiarizationxith
cables, resistors, capacitors, inductors, tubes

and transformers; use of electncian's hapd
\tools and soldering techniques; cionstruction
of simple circuits using bells and push, but-

tons; basic electrical metering equipment,
principles of vacuum tube amplifiers, -RC
, coupling, frequency response, ideal transformer coupling, push-pull amplifier, and
power amplifiers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in

electricity or electrical laboratory on the

of institutional evaluation, in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category; credit in electricity or
electrical laboratory on the basis of instituevaluation (3/74).
Oasis

repeir 'procedures, commercial test equip-.
ment, performance tests, basic metrology,
electrical-indicating meters and multimeters,
NV-1715-0174electronic volttneters pressure concepts and
pressure gauge theory and specifications, N. AN/AWM-55(V) ARMAMENT STATION _
CONTROL UNIT TEST Spy
and torque tools and testers, -Electrical and < .
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
electronic fundamentals are reviewed extenCourse Number: C-198-3781.
sively. Emphasis throughout the remainder
,Location: Air Mantenance Training- Deof the course- is on operation and maintetachment, Lemoore, CA;, Air 14Xantenatice
nance of specific test sets.
Training Detachment, Cecit Field, FL
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
Length: 5 weeks_. Q76 hoursl.
certificate category, 8 semester hours in
Exhibif Dates: 11/72- Present
electronics, and additional. credit in elecObjectives: To train fleet maintenance
tronics on the basis of institutional evalnapersonnel to operate, maintain, and repair
lower-division
the
in
non -. (3/74),

,f

011 A

4.,

or

eluding losTv="and high-voltage power supplies, range gate generators,'multivibrator4.

INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS (IC), CLASS

gineering electronics (12/68.

"

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detacbment. Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment;Moffett

Ny-1715-0173

semester hours in mathematics, 3-in physics,
2 in mai ntekance managemenLand 14 in engineering electronics (12/68) Verstoff 4: In
the upper-div.ision baccalaureate category, 4
semester hours in mathematics, 3 in physics,
'2 in maintenance manageme t, and 154rn en-

.

.

neenng electronics (6/74). Version 2. In the

tronics (12/68) Version .3: In
the upper - division baccilaureite category, 4

Location: Guided Missiles School; Dam
.
Neck, VA.

. AN/APA-125A Indicator Maipte-

tipper- division bacCalaureatecategory, 4 'semester hours in mathemitics, 3 in physics, 2in main nance management, and 12 in engineering

NAVIGATION MAIeNAN.CE
Course Nutnbet; A-193-0039

and

INTERMEDIATI. MAINTENANCE

Course Nuniber: C-102-3535.

Location: Air Technical Training. Center,
Memphis, TN
°'Length: 40 weeks (1600 toars).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/71-Present

subnlanne warfare equipment maintenance
and repair
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in mathematics through trigonometry,

troubleshooting,

AN/APA-125A INfnocrod)
,.nance, No 48)

NV-1/15-0170

Objectives: To provide aviation antisub-

nance,

NV-1'715-0172

(P-3

Length: 34 weeks (1360 - hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1%63-Present

.

category,

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics on the basis, of 'institutional evaluation (3/74)

ommended incluse of the limited technical
veture of the course (4/74)

Location: Air Technical Training Center,

.

baccalaurette/assoetate

degree

-

1-180

,

COURSE-EXHIBITS

AN/AWM-55(V) armament,station control
Length:- 3 weeks (1/0 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.
unit test sets
Objectives: To tramiexpenenced electronInstruction: Lectures and practical exerics maintenance ,personnel to maintain and
cises in armament station control test sets,
test set peculiarities, and fault control and
repairthe platfohn test station
fault data display.
Instruction: Lectures in accelerometer
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rectheory, assembly, and operation, Litton gyommended because of the limited techni.,a1 4 roscope construction and. operation, amplifinature of the course (3/74)
ers, modulators; and demodulatorl,ussociat-

ed with ,azimuth theory of 9peration and

NV-1715-0175 AN /SRN -is TACAN DISTANCE AZIMUTH
MEASURING EQUIPMENT (DAME)
MAINTENANCE ( ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN, CLASS CI )

Course Number: A-102-0124

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit' Dates: 3/73-Present.
1Objectives: To train electronics technicians to operate:- align, and , repair
AN/SRN-15 TACAN azimuth-measuring
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
circuit analysis and block diagrams of receivers and transmitters, logic sections, RF
and control sections, power supplies and
antennas, and utilization of test equipment
for troubleshooting and repairing the specified equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (11/77), in the lower-.
division baccalaureate /associate degree cat-

egory. credit in electronics laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (11/77)
NV -1715 -0176
RA -sC SEMI-AUTOMATIC TEST
EQUIPMENT, PROGRAMMER, SYSTEM
ANALYZER AND COUNTERMEASURES

TEST BENCH AN/ULM-1
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA.
Length: 7 weeks 118R hourt).
J

Exhibit Dates: 12/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel who have backgrounds in advanced
electronA to operate, maintain, and repair

RA-5C aircraft electronics system semiautomatic test equipment.
Instruction: Lectures in semiautomatic

test equipment, programmer, and/system
analyzer, and countermeasure test bench

operation, maintenince, and repair, !nein&
ing equipment introduction, control panel,
power distribution, tape programmer, selftest procedures, signal 'relay assembly, decoder and matrix circuitry, tape reader
monitor logic, adapter control and prograrnming unit control signal generation,
and various testing and maintenance routines and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
electronics- laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree- cat-

egory, 1 semester hour in electrimics laboratory (3/74).

power sources; elevation and roll test loops,
four-gimbal platform operation; and test station overall operation and maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
electronics laboratory (3/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (3/74),
4

NV-1715-0178
DETECTOR INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

(AN /ASQ -IOA Magnetic Anomaly Detecting Systems Intermediate Maintenance)

(P-3 AN/ASQ-10A Magnetic Anomaly
Detecting Systems Maintenance, No

402-3059

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point,
RI; Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Moffett Field, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West, FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North
Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (80-104 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
.'Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain, calibrate, align, troubleshoot, and
repair magnetic anomaly-den:Rung systems.
Instruction: Lectures in magnetic anomaly

detector block diagrams, theory of operation, maintenance, calibration, alignment,
troubleshooting and repair; and subsystems
maintenance, including power -supplies, detecting head, magnetometer oscillator and
amplifier, band-pass and pen amplifier, test
circuits, and error voltage controls.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).

A-6 SHIP AND SHORE INERTIAL PLATFORM
TEST STATION INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3762.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.

Objectives: To train gunner's mates to

maintain, adjust, and opefate 5'/54 gun
mounts
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in system control circuits, lower accu'' mulinon systems, loaders and lower hoists,
upper-gun loading systems, fuze setters,
train and Flevation power drives, firing circuits, and gun mount controls.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the-course (3/74)

NV-1715.0181
F-8 ARMAMENT SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet' maintenance

personnel to operate and maintain the F- '
8H/J armament system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and'testing of the
F-8H/J aircraft armament system, including
instruction in system components, the gunnery system,, fuselage stores system, wing pylon stores system and associated equipment, corrosion control and radiation hazards
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited- technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-9182
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C, FBM

4 TENDER NAVIGATION MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-193-0038.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam

Neck, VA.
_ Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.

Objectives: To rain electronics techni-

cians to, maintain and repair the submarine
central navigation computer, the digital
module test set, and the gear train test set.
Instructiore:Lectures and .practical exercises in the maintenance of the central navigation computer, the digital module test set,

and the gear train test set, including test

NV-1715-0179
GUN MAINTENANCE 5/54 CALIBER RAPID
FIRE MK 42

Course Number: J-041=0123, .1-113-1p
Location: Fleet Ann-Air Warfare Train-

ing Center, Darn Neck, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
objectives: To train gunnery personnel to

operate and maintain the 5./54. (RF) `km
mount.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation of 5/54 (RF) gun mount,
safety precautions, gun loading system tests
and adjustments, corrective and preventive
maintenance, and troubleshooting echniquet.

NV-1715-0177

Command,

Course Number: C-646-3851; C-646-12

AN/ASQ-io MAGNETIC ANOMALY

42)
---,--Course Number:

Location: Service School
Great LaJtes, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (170 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the militaryspecitic
nature of the course (3/74).
NV-1715-0180
5./54 GUN MOUNT MK 42 MOD 7/9

equipment procedures, calibration and fault
analysis, computer logic, circuit analysis,
analog/digital conversion, and magnetic
tape storage'units maintenance.
Credit Reconimendation: In the vocational
0.

certificate category, 4 semestei hours, in

digital computers, 2 la digital computer' laboratory (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in digital computers,
in
digital computer laboratory (3/74).
1

NV -1715 -0183
F-8 ELECTRICAL, INSTRUMENTS AND
STABILIZATION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.
Objectives: To train electrical mainte-

nance personnel to maintain selected aircraft instruments and electrical and flight

DIFFERENCES

stabilization systems.

Course Number: A-1130028.

v

t

1-181

Navy
InstructlQn: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the F8A/J, including systems components and test equipment, electricity fundamentals, generator
systems, power distribution, ciccuit analysis,
fuel systems, and stabilization
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 47 semester hours in

electricity, 2 in electrical laboratory (3/74),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity, I in electrical
laboratory (3/74).

tricians to operate, main in, and repair

crowave amplifiers and oscillators, antennas
And antenna systems, measurement methbils
'and test equipment, and circuit components
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, ft semester hours in microwaves (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester, hours in microwave laboratory,

d
closed-circuit television
landing aid television systems

KY-32A/KY-533A IFF TRANSPONDER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-IO2-3078.

Location: Air Maintenance Teaming Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA;

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

i

Training

Maintenance

Detachment,

Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air Maintenance

Training Detachmeirt, El Toro, CA, Air

Clwilii_Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocation-1J certificate category, 8 semester

Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry

Point, NC, Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, North Island, CA. " ,
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to test, repair, and maintain the KY532A/KY-533A IFF transponder at the in-

NV-1715-0187

tachment,

El Toro, CA. Air Maintenance

Training DetachmInt. Beaufort, SC
Length: 4 Meeks 160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-Present

Objectives: To train

fleet maintenance

termediate level.

personnel to operate, maintain, and repair a

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in IFF transponder repair, including

termediate

specific coutermeasures system at the in1.

theory, components, vanous modes of operation, and testing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN /ALQ'

NV-1715-0185

certificate category73 semester hours in

FIRE CONTROCTECHNICIAN, CLASS B

electronic communications (3/74)

51A countermeasures system, including circuitry, components, assembly, power

supply, and system checks and troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Course Number A-I13-0015.
Location: Service Schools Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 29 weeks (870 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-10/73.
Objectives: To train senior fire control

technicians to operate and maintain complex weapons guidance and control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of complex weapons guidance and control systems, including

mathematics at the college algebra level,
DC and AC circuits, basic electronic circuits, including vacuum tubes and transistors, communication circuits, industnal or
control .circuits, pulse and digital circuits,
'instrumentation, magnetic amplifiers, synchros, and alignment and test equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, certificate in electricity,
or electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68).

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
MICROWAVE. FUNDAMENTALS

Course Number: Not available.
Location; Electronics Technician, Class C
School, Treasure Island, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (133 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 3/63-12/68

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to maintain electronic equipment and
systems utilizing microwave components
anddevices

r.

o

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 37
semester hours in TV systems (9/77). Version 2.,In the vocational certificate category, 10 semester hours in electronic communications, 5 in electronic communications
laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalgureate/associate degree category, 3

...semester hours in electrollic communications, 2 in electronic communications laboratory (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours as an
lective
(3/74)

in

electronic

communications

1715-0190
E-2A AN/ARC-so RADIO SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(E-2A Radio Set AN/ARC-80 Intermediate Maintenance)

Course Number: C-150-3477
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 4-6 weeks (1O0-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel to maintain the E-2A AN/ARC80 SSB transmitter and receiver and associated test equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in SSB transmitter and receiver circuitsection
principles,
operating
analysis;

NV-1715-0188
AN/ARC-13i RECEIVER TRANSMITTER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C -102 -3016

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, New River, NC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,
CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/649-present

Objectives: To train maintenance personto maintain, ,tepair, and test the
AN/ARC-131 receiver -ti nsmitter at the intermediate level
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of the

theory, radio frequency amplifier, antenna
coupler, and trailing-wire antenna units operation and maintenance, amplifier control;
high-voltage circuits, control indicator, set
control operation and maintenance, and
AN/ASM 228 test bench and test procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications, 1 in electrical
laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division

nel

baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electrical laboratory
(3/74).

AN/ARC-131 receiver-transmitter, including a brief introduction to FM systems, circuitry, blockdiagrams, amplifiers, and oper-

NV-1715.0191

ation of test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic
(3/74).

NV-1715-0186

hours in TV systems and 5 in TV systems
laboratory (9/77), in the lower-division

microwave measurements laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

Location: Air -Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey
Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training De-

and white and color closed-circuit *television and pilot-LSO landing Ikud television
systems, including circuit inp)ats. outputs,
and changes of wave shapes, receiver fundamentals, cameras, video tape recorders,
and inspection. calibration and _tasting of
television syiteins

stitutional evaluation (3/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, credit in

AN/ALQ-3 IA COUNTERMEASURES
INTERNAL SET MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-225

piloOLSO

cises in the maintenance and repair of black

and credit in microwaves on the basis of in-

NV-1715-0184

Air

Objectives: To train communications elec- a

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin the maintenance of electronics
equipment and systems using microwave
components and devices, including basic
transmission line theory, use of the Smith
chart, transmission line measurements, micises

communications

laboratory

%NV-1715-0189
CLOSED CIRCUIT TV MAINTENANCE,
CLASS CI
Course Number: A-198-0020; A-198-020
Location: Service School Command,

Great Ickes, IL.

Length: Version I. t8 weeks' (636 hours).
Version 2: 19 weeks '(570, hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 10/75-Present
Version 2: 12/66-9/75.

1

AN/AQH-i RECORDER/REPRODUCER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-IO2-3534.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.

Objectives: To train intermediate maintenance personnel to operate, maintain, and

modify the AN/AQH-1 recorder/playback
device.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic tape recorder principles, head

circuits, motor and control circuits; power
supply, FM, and direct-channel theory of
operation, and piecision
',maintenance.

plate assembly

ar.
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eredit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics,

1

in

electronics' laboratory

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in telephony, 1 in telephony
lagoratory (3/14).

NV-1715-0195
EA-6B COURSE ATTITUDE DATA
TRANSMITTER INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

E-113 ARC-97 RADIO REPEATER SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE

(T-1073A/A Course Attitude Dttta
nsMaintenance
nutter
Intermediate
(EA-6B))
Course Number: C-602-3775.,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA
Length: 2 weeks (72 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance- person-

nel to maintain and repair the EA-6B attitude data transmitter.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment) North Island, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detadiment, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 101/2-Present.

(9/77).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in E-'1B ARC-97 radio repeater operation and maintenance, including transistors.
and special-purpose tubes; component num

NV-1715-0198

97 radio repeater set.

in EA-6B attitude data transmitter

bench check, alignment, and troubleshoot-

maintenance and 'repair, including system
equipment and analysis, calibration, alignment, testing, and troubleshooting proce-

ing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
in electronic,
electronic communications,
communications laboratory (3/74)
1

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics, I in electronics laboratory
(3/74)

NV-1715-0193
AN/URN-2o TACAN MAINTENANCE
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS
CI)

(Electronics Technician AN/URN-20
Radio Set Class C Maintenance)
Course Number: A-102-0034, A-IO2-034;
A-102-035.

Location: Service Schools Command, San

Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA,
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/69-Present.

Objectives: I o train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain the
radio receiver-transmitter.

AN/URN:20

Instruction Lectures and practical exercises id AN/URN-20 radio receiver-transmitter familiarization and operation, and in
technical maintenance, including receiver
block diagram, test equipment operation,
and logical troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications systems and 2 in
electronics laboratory (11/77).

NV-1715-0194
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,

AN/FGC-6o; AN/FTA-15
MULTICHANNEL VOICE FREQUENCY
TELEGRAPH TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
Course NumbEr: A-101-0040.

Location:

Service

School

Commind,

AN/ALQ COUNTERMEASURES SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(AN/ALQ-81/100 Countermeasures Set
Maintenance)
Course Number: C-102-3074

Locatiom Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, W.A; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field,

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel (O maintain a specific ECM system.

ing components, troubleshooting, and use of
associated test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0199
AN/SPS-T3 RADAR TRAINER CLASS C ,
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-104-0048, A-104-0049.

Location; Electronics Technician, Class C

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to operate and maintain specific radar

Length: 4 weeks (170 hours).
Exhibit Datess6/67-Present.

personnel to operate, modify, and trouble-

trainer systems.

81/100 electronic countermeasures systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the AN/SPS-T3 radar trainer, including use

shoot the AN /ALQ -l00 and AN/ALQInstruction: Lectures and practical exerin

cises

8j/100

AN/ALQ-100 and AN/ALQ-

countermeasures

set

operation,

modification, and troubleshooting, including
- low-band block diagram, video assembly,

modulator, and program assembly, high-

of associated test equipment, components of

the system, signal simulation, and system
troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendation: No credit becausc of the limited technical nature of th

band block diagram, video control, modulator,' driver SMT asiernbly, and destruct unit
and hydraulic package; systems power control and power supplies; and systems main-

course (4/74).

tenance and testing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

A-7 ANIAPN-iso DOPPLER RADAR

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic communications,
in electronic
communications laboratory (3/74); in the

NV1715-0200
NAVIGATION SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

1

baccalaureate/&sociate

elective
(3/74).

in

electronic -.communications

Course Number: C-IO2-3785.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate a specific radar

NV-1715.0197

maintain and
sAtem.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in communications system and terminal fundamentals, transmitter and receiver
fundamentals, system operation, and telephone and telegraph terminal devices main-

TACAN MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI
(Electronics
Technician,
Class

tenance.

School, Treasure Island, CA; Electronics
Technician, Class C School, Great Lakes,

1

Length: 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-,Present

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

Exhibit Dates: 11/72-7/74.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, .3 semester hours in telephony, 1 in telephony laboratory (3/74);
lower-division
in
the

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.

School, Norfolk, VA, Electronics Technician, Class C School, an Diego, CA

degree category, 3 semester hours as an

cian shipboard course to maintain a specific
multiplex voice-telegraph system.

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Nunlike: C-IO2-3942.

FL; Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Cherry Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have completed the electronic techni-

EA-6A AN/ALQ-76/86 ECM SYSTEMS

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/ALQ-76/86 ECM system, includ-

NV-1715-0196

lower-division

Great Lakes, IL.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in microwave and pulse electronics an& 1 in mi-

crowav,and pulse electronics laboratory

benng system; theory of operation; and

dures.

material management.

Objectives:To train maintenance personnel to operate and maintain theE-1B ARC..

Instruction: Lectures and practical eAerones

"

monitors; and 3-M system maintenance and

Course Number: Not available.
CC

to operate and maintain TACAN .

navigation equipment.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in TACAN navigation system equipment componehts.circuit analysis, including
beacon electronics, test equipment, antennas, control circuits, and radio frequency,

(3/74).
NV-1715-0192

Objectives: To train electronics technicians

C,

TACAN Maintenance)
Course Number: A-102-0044, A-102-0045.

Location: Electronics Technician, Class C

IL.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exqrciks in the maintenance of the AN/APN, 190 Doppler radar navigation system, in-

eluding block-diagram analysis and receiver, transmitter, antenna, and control indicator analysis.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is..not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

Length: 7 weeks (210.hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/63-Present.

4°CI*"
ki j

4
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Navy
NV-1715-0201
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CI ASS C,
AN/SRN-u OMEGA RECEIVING SET
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-102.0077, A-102-0086

Location; Electronics Technician, Class C
School, NEorfolk, VA, Electronics Techniclan. class C School, San Diego, CA
',Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-3/74

Objectives: To train electronics techni-

cians to operate and maintain the
AN/SRN-12 Omega receiving set and associated test equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/SRN-12 Omega receiving set (a
long-range surface navigation aid) and test
equipment, including components, circuitry,
and preventive maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1/15-0202

Objectivq: To train maintenance persoqnel to- maintain and operate the AN/ARN52 TACAN system at the intermediate
level

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/ARN52 TACAN system, including specialized
treatment of the specific equipment components and circuitry
Credit Recommendation: VersionY edit is
not recommended because of the limited

technical nature of the course (3/74) All

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN MK 88
MOD I TENDER MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-121.0190

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.

Length: 14 weeks (220 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71- Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the_plectromechanical

teleprinter, the computer tape reader, and
the optical alignment group of the Fleet
Ballistic Missile Weapons System

manne School, New London, Groton, CT.

cluding computer logic and instruction in

chanical teleprinter, the computer ,tape
reader, and the optical alignment group, in-

I,ength: 2 weeks (60 hoitrs)
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present
Objectives: To provide an advanced

theory, calibration, components, optical
principles, electro-servo components, and
diagnosis of malfunctions
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computers (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

knowledge of the theory of operation and
calibration of the specified navigation
system

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
monitoogyro mechanization, monitor gyro
error analysis, use of current procedures for
perforMing calibration and evaluation of
DEACON,
bias,
VM
data;
PAD/PAP/HAP calibrations are per-

of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0206
F8 AN/APQ-83A

RADAR INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

-

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (120-hburs).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train Mk 84 fire control
system technicians to operate and maintain
a specific fire control system and associated
nontactical equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the theory, operation, and mainte-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain the AN/APQ-83A
radar set and associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/APQ83A radar set, including amplifiers, circuits,
transmitters and power supply, range tracker, antennas,systems and test set alignment,
and radiation hazards. Areas are covered in
general terms with relation to the specified
equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version X: edit is

nance of the Mk 88 fire control system

not recommended because of the limited
technical nature of the course (3/74). All

(Mod

Versions: 0 3/74

1), including changes introduced
from the Mod 0 system; digital and analog
circuitry associated with the digital read-in
and control and display subsystems, and the
digital fire control test equipment, and rite
compensation electronics
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited Itechnical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0204
F-8

N/ARN-52 TACAN INTERMEDIATE .
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available,
ta

Location: Air Maintenance Training Det, Miramar, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present

power supply and maintenance
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

GUN FIRE. CONTROL SYSTEM (GFCS) MK
68 MOD 4 MAINTENANCE

Course Number: K-113-2075
Location: Fleet Training Center,

NV-1715-0207
Gur4 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM tGFCS) MK
56 MAINTENANCE

Course Numbs : J- 113.0116; J-113.1161,
113-1162; K-113-2072.

Location: Fleet Combat Direction Systems Training Center, Dam Neck, VA;

Fleet Combat Direction Systems Training
Center, Newport, RI, Fleet Combat Direction Systems Training Center, San Diego,
CA
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

- maintain a shipboard ground fire control
- system.

San

Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10 /72- Present

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to maintain a shipboard ground fire
control system.
Instruction:. Lectures, and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the Mk 68

ground fire system, nItluding analysis of the
systeM and subsystems, power distribution
and (*drive, control switching, free gyro -'
scopes, circuits, electromechanical comput-

ing elements. information flow, tests, and
test analysis
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)
NV-1715-0209
F/RF-4B AIR DATA COMPUTER SET
MAINTENANCE

credit in computer laboratory on the basis

formed on an operational system
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec- ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (7/78).

Course Number. A- 121.0178.

PMS and MDCS, power distribution, AC
and DC,,power and mode control switching, power supplies, director control circuits, specific radar and rate-computation
circuits, system servo loops, and computer

NV-1715-0208
1%1Vt1715-0205

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the electrome-

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN MK 88
CONVERSION (MOD 0 TO MOD I )

the maintenance of the Mk 56

ground fire control system, including use of

Versions. 0 0

SINS MK 2 MOD 6 CALIBRATION
Course Number: A-I93-0300
Location: Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC, Sub-

NV-1715-0203

.Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in

Course Number: C-602-3834, C-602-181.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to test, and maintain the F/RF-4B aircraft's air data computer.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the F/RF-4B
aircraft air data computer, including computer compensator module operation and
organizational level test equipment and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0210.
I

2.

GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM (GFCS)
MK 37 MAINTENANCE (LESS MK 25
MOD 3 RADAR )
GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM (GFCS)
(LESS RADAR) OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE.

Course Number: Version
Version 2. K-113-180
Location: All Versions.

1:

K-I13-2071.

Fleet Training

CenteicSan Diego, CA Version 2 Fleet
Training Group, Pearl Harbor, HI

Length: Version 1. 2 weeks (60 hours)
Version 2. 3 weeks (90 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/72-Present

Version 2: 11/65-10/72
Objectives: T.o train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain the Mk-37 GFCS

ground fire control system
Instruction: Lectures and training In-Mk37 GFCS ground fire control system oper-

ation and maintenance, including components fargilianzation, mechanical and electrical systems theory of °Oration, alignment procedures and system checks, and

COURSE EXHIBITS
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d
gy,stem computer components operation and
adjustment procedtires.,
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended becate of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)
.

4

NV.1715-0211
FIRE CONTROL SISTI.M ( FCS)
TECHNICIAN MK 80

(Fire Control System Technician -Mk 80
Replacement)
Course Number: A-121.0244, A-121-0013.
.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl- Harbor, HI; Guided Missiles

School, Dam Neck, VA
Length: 20-27 weeks (630-945 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/61- Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the Mk 80 fire control
system..

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the functional operation to block
diagram level of a fleet ballistic missile fire
control system, on the 598 or 608 class
SSBN Submarine Topics include meters,
oscilloscope and hand tools to perform routine

preventive

maintenance,

equipment

alignment and repair, safety procedures,
troubleshooting techniques to-recognize and
interpret malfunctions, basic. corrective
aintenance to the subsystem level follow-

g,documented procedures fir systematic
It isolation. and the removal and replacement of faulty modules Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics, laboratory (9/77)

NV:1715-0212
FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN CLASS C,
TARGET DESIGNATION SYSTEM

(TDS) MK 5
Course Numbet-121-0095, A-ln-095
Location:

Vers

I.

Service

Schools

Comniand, Great Lakes, IL All Versions.
Service

Schools

Command,

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to operate, maintain, and repair the
Mk 56 gun fire control system and the Mk

Mk 6 target designation system.

5 target designation system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of a specific target
designation system, including instruction in
electronics and circuitry used in radar and
lelevisionT mathematical analysis of circuits,
theory, construction, and operation of the
designation indicator and associated equip-

- Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the integrated Mk 56 gun, fire control
system and the Mk 5 target designation
system, including theory, components, and
operation of the specific equipment, oper-

ment, testing and calibration, alignment data
computation, and adjustment and repair
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited techeical
nature of the course (3/74)

alignment data;
computers, computation
and mathematical analys of electrom
cults for power supplies, radar, and anten-

NV-1715-0214
F-8 AN/APQ-83B RADAR INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Naintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

Length: Version 1: 9-10 weeks (255-300
hours). Version 1. 12 weeks (360 hours).

Exhibit bates: Version I: 4/67-12/73. Version 1: 2/65-3/67

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to operate and maintain the Mk 5
target designation system at an ,advanced
level

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the Mk 5 designation indicator, including instruction in
electronics and circuitry used in radar and
television, mathematical analysis of circuits,

theory, construction, and operation of the
designation indicator and associated equipment, testing and calibration, alignment data
computation; and adjustment and repair.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester 4

hours in basic communications laboratory
(6/75). Version 1: In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in electricny or electronics (3/74), in the lower-divi-

,

at an intermediate level

Instruction,: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/APQ-83B radar set group, including theory of operation of the power snpply
circuit; receiver and transmitter circuits; use
of oscilloscope, range tracker, antenna, and

-

ation of gyroscopes, oper Lion of analog

.

nas.

Credit Recommendattn: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or .electronics (3/74), in the
lowek-division
baccalaureate/associate
in
degree
cotegory,
credit
,g electncal/electforncs laboratory on the
basis of institutivnal evaluation (12/68)

NV-1715-0217
GROUND CONTROLLED APPROACH
ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE

(RADAR SET AN/FPN-36), CLASS C
Course Number: C-103-2016.

with a knowledge of transistors to maintain
and repair the AN/APQ-83B radar system

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: Version I. 2-3 weeks (100-120
hours). Version 1. 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1 3/74-Present.
Version 1. 6/71-2/74
Objectives: To train electronics techni-

various computers, and alignment and
troubleshooting of the radar and associated
equipment using pertinent test equipment

cians to operate and maintain an AN/FrN-

Course is specialized.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electricity or electronics (3/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate

cises in the operation and maintenance of a

1

degree category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/7*).

Bainbridge,

MD.

.

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to operate, maintain, and repair the

Exhibit Dates:, 2/68-Preseni.

NV-1715-0215.
ADVANCED AIRBORNE ELINT
EVALUATOR

Course Number: E-2D-074.
tion:s1Fleet Airborne Electronics
ng Unit, Pacific, San Diego, CA
r
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To train officers to evaluate,
locate, and analyze threat and non-threat
radar emitters and to apply the concepts of

36 radar installation

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer'complete AN/FPN-36 radar installation:Including the antenna system, transmitter and
receiver group, remoting equipment, indicator group and quadradar siting, control systerns, amplifiers, power requirements, generators, radar positioning and runway
survey, and testing and adjustment
the
Credit Recommendation: Version
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electrical testing and maintenance
(6/75). Version 2: In the vocational certifi-

cate category, 3 semester hours in circuit
analysis and troubleshooting (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 1 semester hour in circuit
'analysis and troubleshooting (3/74)

NV-1715-0218
i

electronic surveillance measures (ESM)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in concepts, intercept procedures, and
applications of electronic surveillance sys-

tems, including review of electronic warfare principles, review of radar and ESM
equipment fundamentals, aircraft and equip-

ment capabilities and limitations, methods
and procedures of data collection, and the

2

MK 56 GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
(GFCS) MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI
FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN CLASS C,
GUN FIRE CONTROL. SYSTEM

(GFCS) MK 56
Course Number: All Versions. A-113-0014.
Version 1: A-113.0025
Location: Service School Command,
Bainbndge, MD, Service School Command,

Great Lakes, IL.

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

evaluation of mission results
Credit 'Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

ry, credit in electricity or electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evalua-

Length: Version 1: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Version 1: 12 weeks (236-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 5/77-Present.
Version 1: 2/68-4/77.

NV- 1715 -0216

Objectives: To. train fire control technicians to operate, maintain, and repair the
Mk 56 gun fire control systems equipment.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

tion (3/74).

NV-1715=0213

FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN CLASS C, GUN
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM MK 56 AND
TARGET DESIGNATION SYSTEM MK 5

FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN CLASS C,
TARGET DESIGNATION SYSTEM MK 6

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Service Schools Command,

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Service Schools Command,

Great Lakes, IL; Service Schools Com-

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).

mand, Bainbridge, MD.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present

2u9

practical exercises in the maintenance of the
Mk 56 gun fire control system and associated equipment, including components, gyroscopes, testing, calibration, adjustment, and
repair of systems equipment; and mechanical, electrical, electronic, and electrome-

chanical computing devices and circuitry
for associated system computers. Version 1:

..

'.J.
Topics include mathematical analysis of circuitry
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certificate category:6 semester
hours, In electronic systems maintenance
lower-division
in
the
(9/77);
baccalaureate/associate degree category.
semester hour in electrical laboratory
(9/77) Version 2. In the vocational certificate category. 6 semester hours in electronic systems maintenance (6/75), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat1

tegrated Mk 37 gun fire control system and
the Mk 5 target designation system
Instruction: Lectures and practical, exercises In the operation and maintenance of
the Mk 37 gun fire control system and the
Mk 5 target designation system, including
components, testing and repair procedures,

and theory of operation of director, radar,
and computer equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours. in
radar systems maintenance (9/77)

tory, I semester hour in circuitry and I in
electrical laboratory (6/75),

NV-1715.0222
RA-5C AN/AAS-zi 'NI-RARE') DLTLCIING

NV-1715-0219
FIRE CON FROI TECHNICIAN CI ASS C, GUN

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM GFCS' MK
68

Course Number: A-113:0016:
Location: Service Schools

Command,

Great Lakes, IL
Length: 21-23 weeks (690-725 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /6S- Present

Objectives: To train fire control 'technicians to operate, maintain, and repair the
Mk 68 gun fire control system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the Mk 68 gun
fire control system- and associated equipment, including mathematical analysis of
electronic circuits for power supplies,
radar's, antennas, gyroscopic principles, cali-

bration; casualty analysis and repair, and
components

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester hours in
analog computers and 3 in radar (6/75), in
the lowier-division

baccalaureate /associate

degree category. 1 semester hour in analog
computers and I in radar (6/75).

NV-1715.0220
GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM (GFCS)
MK68 MAINTENANCE
Course Number: J-113-0105; J-113-1052

Location: Fleet Combat Direction Sys-

tems Training Center, Atlantic, Dam Neck,

VA

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA
Length: 6 weeks (240 hOurs)
Exhibit Dates: 11/69-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain the AN/AAS-2I infrared detecting set

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to operate and maintain the Mk 68
gun fire control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the Mk 68 gun
fire control system, including,components,

preventive maintenance, test equipment, adjustments, use of the system dynamic tester
and error recorder, and operation of specific subsystems and associated equipment.

and power control circuits; receiver videosynchronization-filter circuits, recorder section design and theory of video and film
speed circuits, and laboratory techniques
for alignment .and troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, credit in electricity or electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)'
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluatiOn (3/74)

Designation

System

NV-1715-0223
RE-4B AN/APN-159 RADAR ALTIME I I R
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-IO2-3837, C-IB2.199

equipment, video 'amplifiers, and optics
, system description, infrared detecting set,
A including infrared principles, major components, and, operation and testing procedures,
and', side-looking radar set block-diagram
analysts, antenna system, cooling and pressurization. fuel 'circuitry. and operation and
testing procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on

the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate

degree

category,

credit in electrdnics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

RECONNAISSANCI MAPPING SYS

IN rERMEDIA ri MAIN RN ANCI,
Course Number: C-100.3834

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/71-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel, to maintain, service, and troubleshoot
the

AN/AAS-18 infrared reconnaissance

mapping system

Instruction: Lectures in infrared systems
introduction, system functional block diagram, optical and cooler system self-test
and correction circuits, and circuil analysis
of video, sweep, and servo, and film drive
mapping system.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semesier hours in
electronics laboratory (3/74)
NV-1715-0226

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to service, maintain, and troubleshoot
the AN/APN-I59 radar altimeter system
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerradar altimeter
cises in AN/APN-159
system theory of operation, frequency-generating circuits, receiving, computing, and
special circuits, and maintenance, trouble-

certificate category, credit in electricity or

credit in electricity or electronics on the
NV-1715-0224

(TDS) Mk 5)
Course Number: A-113-0024; A- 113-024,
A-I13.0036, A-I13-036
Location: Service School Command,
Great Lakes. IL, Service School Cbminand,
Bainbridge, MD
Length: 23-25 weeks (699-781 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

RA-5C ELECTRONIC RECONNAISSANCE
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

cians to operate, maintain, and repair the in-

troubleshoot the AN/AAS-2I infrared de-

Objectives: To train fire control techni-

systems nitroduction,, accessories and test

circuit's, and bench checks, alignment, and
trouble analysis of infrared reconnaissance

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
Target

shooting. mchicling signal data converter
group, data converter, and data translator

RF-4B AN /AAS -i8 Ira RARLD

NV-1715-022i

and

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in infrared detecting set, side-looking
radar, and,signal data converter group systems analysis, maintenance, and trouble-

NV-1715.0225

electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation, (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

CI

verter group systems

man law, IR receiver and recorder theory

shooting, bench check-out, troublb analysis,
alignment, and safety precautions
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

(Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37

tecting se?, AN /A1'D -7 \kfe-looking radar

(SLR), and AN/AYA-1 signal data con-

and design, video-synchronizer-spike detector circuits operation and purpose, recorder
data flow, filters amid optics circuits, self-test

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
natuPt-of the course (3/74)

GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM (GFCS, MK
37/TDS MK 5 MAINTENANCE, CLASS

1-185

.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in infrared fundamentals, Stefan-Boltz-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

t

SET INT.ERMLImArl, MAINILNANCL
Course Number: C-102-3747

Navy

Course Number: C-102-3743; C-102-294

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment; Albany, GA
Length: 2-3 weeks (80-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-Present.

Objectives: To train naval fleet maintenance personnel to analyze, maintain, and

7
'

i_

0

AN/ASB-1A RADAR SUB - SYSTI:M
INTERMLIMAIL MAINTENANCE
Course: Number: C-111-3702

Location: Air Maintenance Training DF taclunent. Alameda, CA
Length: 3 weeks (129 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-11resent

Objectives: To train naval fleet maintenance personnel to maintain, troubleshoot,
and repair the AN /ASB -lA radar subsystem. '!
Instruction: Lect.r,es in radar system
components, symbo(s, and specifications;
radar presentations; gyroscope assembly,

antenna, block analysis of tunable radar,
transmitter timing, modulation, RF, and
tuning; receiver section RF and AFC: net work IF and-Video circuits; sert'o control
amplifiers' and display circuits; power
supply, antenna, and synchronizer circuits
maintenance; and radar system preventive
and corrective maintefiance procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional eyaluation
(3/74), in the low44Jiyision
baccalaureate/associate degree -a.tegory,

credit in electricity or electronics' on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); to
the upper-division baccalaureate category,

emota

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-186

block diagram of SSB transmit circuits,
audio and control units, sideband gener-

credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3 ,74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Imperial Beach, CA, Air Mainte-

ators, and power amplifiers, tuning and AM
transmitting circuit analysis; CW transmitand-receive mode of operation; FSK transmit-and-receive mode analysis, and transceiver malfunctions.
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in
electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

nance Training Detachment. Quonset Point,
RI; Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

NV-1715-0230

NV-1715-0227
SH'.3A/D AUTOMATIC NAV IGATION

SYSTEM (AN/A/K-2)
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(SH-3 AN/AYK2 Navigation System Intermediate Maintenance)
Course Number: C-102-3397.

Key West, FL; Air Maintenance Training
Detachment. Ream Field, CA
Length: 4 weeks (152-160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present.
Objectives: To train naval maintenance

CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTI1R
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

personnel with backgrounds in electronics
to operate, calibrate, test, align, and maintain the SH-3 (SH-3A/D) automatic naviga-

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.

AN/SPN-41
Course Number: C-103-2023.

Length: 7 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.

tion system.
Instruction: All Versions.

Objectives: To train electronics techni-

Lectures and
practical exercises in automatic navigation
system introduction, AN/AYK-2 computer
group theory and maintenance, DA-1768A
display plotting board group, theory of operation and maintenance, and operation and
,inamtenance procedures for memory and indicator groups Persion 2 Instruction includes

synchro fundamentals review and

computer Inputs
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (3/74)

the upper-division baccalaureate category,
basis of institutional-evaluation (3/74).

.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

NV-1715.0231

nel to troubleshoot, maintain, and repair
AN /ASN -46/56 navigational computer and
Inertial navigation systems
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
ASN-46 systems and operating procedures,

introduction to tngonometry and resolver
theory: test bench procedures, system hookup, and component test procedures, theory

of operation and parpose 6f navigational
computers; platform test set'S,,kgyro tests,
and bias procedures, and theory of operT
4 anon and purpose of inertial navigation systems

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electricity and
electronics on the basis of institutional eval(3/74), in
the lowpt-division
uation
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0229
TRANSCEIVER AN/URC-32. MAINTENANCE
(ENLISTED)
- Course. Number: F-101-013

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).

SH-3A AN /AQS -io SONAR INTERMEDIATE.
MA(NTENANCE
.

(SH-3A AN/AQS-10 Sonar Maintenance)
Course Numbp: Not available
Location: Airlviaintenance Trammg De-

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present
Objectives: To tram maintenance personnel to service and maintain the AN/AQS-10
sonar and to understand its function and operation.

Instruction: Lectures and, practical exercises in-sonar fundamentals, AN/AQS-I0
iptroduction, bench and line test equipment,
including counters, oscilloscopes, and transducers, block-diagraOland circuit analysis
of transmitter, projector, converter, and

AGE systems; power supply and'distribunon system operation; transmitting and receiving sections, including sweep generator,
timing circuits, special-purpose cable, trans-

ducer, converter, IF and AGC amplifiers,
and phase comparators, display section, in.pluding video and audio circuits, synchros

transceiver sets.

and resolvers, electrostatic cathode ray tube
operation, and cable control, calibration,
and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Instruction: Lectures and laboratones In
an introduction to single-sideband theory,
power supplies and distribution, functional

electronics on the basis of institutional evallower-division
the
uation
(3/74), in

Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/68
Objectives:,To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, and repair AN/URC-32

(SINS) Mg 2 MOD 6 CONTROL
THEORY

Course Number: A-193-0262; F-193-086
Location: Submarine Training Center,
Charleston, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train navigation electronics
technicians to operate and maintain the Mk

2 Mod 6 ships inertial navigation system
(SINS).

Instruction: Lectures in the sequencing,
development, and distribution of the Mk 2
Mod 6 SINS equipment power, and in the
functional operation and detailed circuit-

tion circuitry, PAD/PAP mode control circuitry, diagnostic electronics, tape reader,
gyro. torquing electronics, and system alarm

circuitry
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
1

electricity and electronics (3/74), in the
looter- division

certificate category, credit in electricity or

baccalaureate/associate

NV-1715-0233
.14 AN/SPS-39A RADAR OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE (AN/SPS-39 RADAR
MAINTENANCE)

credit in electricity or electronics on the

tachment, El Toro, CA.
ngth: 6 weeks (240 hours).
titbit Dates: 1/68-Present.

SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

degree category, credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category. credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in

Location:Air Maintenance Training De-

NV-1715.0232

muth drive, coding, and transmitting, RF

electronics on the basis of institutional evallower-division
uation
(3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

Course Number: Not available

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

analysis of data transmission loops, binnacle
circuitry, temperature controls, mode selec-

certificate category, credit in electricity or

COMPUTER AND INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category;
'credit in electricity or electronics on the

cians to operate and maintain the AN/SPN41 radar transmitting set
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AN/SPN-41 radar transmitting set
including
operation and maintenance,
system block analysis, power distribution,
elevation stabilization, azimuth stabilization,
solid-state devices. integrated circuits and
logic symbols and circuits. elevation drive,
coding, and transmitting, fault circuitry, aziand test set monitors, and system alignment
and troubleshooting procedures
Credit. Recommendation: In the,vocational

NV-1715.0228
RF -4B AN/ASN-0/s6 NAVIGATIONAL

baccalaureate/associat degree category.
credit in electricity or electronics on the

2

AN/SPS-39 RADAR SET

(AN/SPS-39A Radar Set)
Course Number: A-104-0103; A-104-098.
Location: Guided Missile School/Fleet

Anti -Air Warfare Training Center, Dam
Neck, VA/San Diego,,CA.
Length: Version I. 15-20 weeks (600-622
hours) Version 2. 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I 3/69-Present
Version 2: 1/68-2/69

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
and maintain
radar - system.

operate

the AN/SPS-39A

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AN/SPS-39A radar system operation and detailed functional description, including power distribution, synchronization
function, transmitter. receiver, antenna and
antenna positioning. slant range.converter,
plan position Indicator, range height indicator, and stabilization converter
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the
vocational certificate category, credit in
electronics on the basis of institutional evalin
the lower-division
uation
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate

degree

category,

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74) Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, credit in electrical labors-,
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate /associate

degree

category,

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the
upper-division

,baccalaureate

category,

.

1-187

Navy
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74)

NV-1715-0237

NV-1715-0240

SH-3A AN/APN-13o DOPPLER RADAR

RF.-4B AN /ASQ -90 AIRBORNE. DATA
ANNOTArION SYSTLM MAINTLNANCE
Course Number: C-102-3835

NAVIGATION MAINTENANCL

Course Number: Not available

NV-1715-0234

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Ream Field, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachinent, Key West,
FL

CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

AN/SPN-44
. Course Number: C-103-2024
. Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Pre Sent.'

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I 1 /72- Present

0

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and repair the AN/ASQ-20
airborne data annotation system.

Objectiies: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the APN430 Doppler
navigation radar as used iii SH-3A helicop-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in a review of binary and logic syrtr
bols, operating procedures, block-diagram
analysis, power supplies, multivibrators,

ters

Objectiver To train electronics techni-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in familiarization with the APN-I30

cians to maintain' and dperate AN/SPN-44
radar sets

servo systems, shaft position encoders, latch
generators, D/A converters, electronic
counters, data display Indicators, parity
generators, and retrace control as applied to

radar, including receiver-transmitter units,
power supply, data converters., add mainte-

Instruction; Lectures and practical exerin introduction to radar sets, safety
precautions, receivers/transmitters, power
supplies and. distributioh, boppler procescises

nance and troubleshooting prOcedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

sors, servo systems, communications and in-

dicators, recorders, performance monitors,
and maintentnce and troubleshooting pro cedu res.

the airborne data annotation system, and

certificate category, credit in electricity or

troubleshooting

electronics on the basis of institutional eval(3/74); in the lower-division
uation
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

dures.

the
baccalaureate/associate
In

the upper-division baccalaureate category,

AN/ASB-7 RADAR SUB-SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

'

Course Number: CI11-3701
tachment, Alameda, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-Present
Objectives:* To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain AN/ASB-7 radar

NV-1715-0238'

NV-1715-0241

RA-5C SEMI-AUTOMATIC TEST

SH-3 AN/ASA-13A NAVIOATION SYSTEM

.

SET AN/SPN-43, CLASS C
Course Number: C -103 -2014.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA:
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Presents
P

radar sets

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

transmitters/modulators, including control
circuits, power supplies, timing generators,
trigger shapers and modulators, sensor and

AFC circuits, wave-guide systems, cooling
systems; receiver circuits, including mixer
and local oscillators, parametric amplifiers,
AFC circuits, high-frequency amplifiers, IF
filters, video amplifiers, and power supplies;
antenna stabilization and train systems, and
maintenance and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit RecommendationOn the vocational
certificate category, credit. in electronicsAbn

the basis pf Institutional evaluation (3/74),_
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate

degree

category,

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

.

C-

Length: 4'weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain, repair, and functionally test
AN/ASA-13A navigation systems at the in-

Instruction' Lectures and laboratories in
operation of system analyzers, familiarization with control panels, pow distribution
and air conditioning, test procedures, signal
relay assembly, test number readout, comparators, ADC comparison, counter timers,
printer electronics, and test point monitors;
and line maintenance, field repairs, tests,
and adjustments
equipment.

on

termediate maintenance level

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in SH-3 navigation. systems; functional
block diagrams; functional operation and

maintenance of computer groups, plotter
groups, and memory and indicator groups;
and system test and adjustment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

semiautomatic test

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational . ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74)
certificate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evalualower-division
the
in
(3/74),
tion
NV-1715-0242
baccalaureate/associate

Objectives: To train electronics techpiclans to operate and maintain AN/SPN-43

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Kei, West, FL; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA

tachment, Sanford, FL
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance 'personnel to repair -semiautomatic test equipment.

cises in radar subsystem theory of operation
and maintenance procedures, including circuit analysis, troubleshooting, and repair
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74)

CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE, RADAR

NavigatiOn
AN/ASA-13A
System Mantenance)
Course Number: Not available

Course Number: C-100-3741.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

NV-1/715-0236

INTERMF.DIATF. MAINTENANCE.

(SH-3A

'Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

subsystems.

lower- division
category,

degree

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

EQUIPMENT, PROGRAMMER AND
SYSTENVANALYZER INTERMLDPATL,
MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

proce-

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

credit in electricity or electronics on the
NV-1715-0235

maintenance

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation '(3/74);

credit in electricity ,or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation-(3/74)

and

category,

degree

SSBN NAVIGATION DATA ASSIMILATION
COMPUTER MK 2 MOD 4,
STABILIZATION DATA COMPW ER MK
2 MOD I

credit in electrical' laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division

category,

baccalaureate

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis

,(§S 111N NAVDAC Mk 2 Mod 4, SDC
Mk 2 Mod I)

of institutional evaluation (3/74).
4

Cotiiie Number: A-193-016.

NV-1715-0239

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.

MK 68 GUN DIRECTOR AND, N/SPG-53E
RADAR MAINTENANCE

Colirse Number: A-113-0072.
Location: Service School

s

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 20 weeks (560 !tours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present.

Objectives: T.o train suients with prior
electronics training to perform fault isolation and maintenance on specific, radaj._
equipment, using appropriate test sets

Instruction:' Instruction in the operation
and maintenance of the Mk 68 gun fire core

trol system and the AN/SPG-53F- radar
system.

Credit Recommendation: ID the vocationar

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
radar systems laboratory., (ST/77).

.

Length: 23 weeks (805 hours).
.Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train electrows techni-

cians to operate, matntain,'and repair navigation data assimilation .computers, navigation control consoles, stabilization data

computers, and (*heal star tracker periscopes.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercvs in celestial navigation, pneumatic, oil,
and hydraulic systems; periscope optical
systems, complex servomechanism theory=
relay-controlled sequencing systems; optical

monitoring and error determination techniques, general computer principles and
techniques, circuit block-diagram analysis,
fault isolation techniques, series, parallel,

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-188

and analog input techniques, special-pur-

Mk 3 Mod 0 guidance system technical

pose, digital -to- analog output theory, serial
serial
digital
and
output
theory,
inputfoutput and display devices
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on

documentation, signal interface between
seven tactical subsystems. detailed-function-

the basis of instttuttottal evaluation (3/74),
lower-division
in
the '

and system maintenance procedures

test equipment functional operation,

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

credit in electronics on the b/sis of institu-

electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

tional evaluation 13/Z4)

JEZEBEL RELAY INTERMEDIATE'
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C -102 -361 I

Location: Air Maintenante Training Detachment. North Island, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1-2,70-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate. maintain, troubleshoot, and

align AN,'AKT-I9A multichannel Jezebel
relay systems

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
multichannel Jezebel relay systems, circuit
analysis of snassemblies, antenna couplers,
control indicators, and multiplexer-transmitters,

test and alignment procedures, and

fault isolation
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military- specific
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715-0244 .
,S-2E AN/ARC-94 HF

RA-5C ELECTRONIC RECONNAISSANCE
LINE MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

60 TELEPHONE-TELEGRAPH
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Course Number: A- I 01-0063
Location: Version 1: Service School Command, San Diego, CA. Version 2: Fleet

tachment, Sanford, FL
Length: 5 weeks (21hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/6&- resent.
Objectives: To train maintenance person -

del to operate, maintain, and service. the

AN/APD-7 side-looking 'radar and

Training Center, Norfolk, VA.

The

passive electronics counter. AN/ALQ-6I
measures set,

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Instruction: 'Lectures and practical exer-

maintain', AN/VCC-2, AN/VRC-46, and

line maintenance of AN/APD-7

side-looking radars, and in the repair of passive electronics countermeasures systems,

AN/SRA-60 telephone equipment

including antenna. receiver, encoders, decoder, programmer, tape recorder, and

maintenance and material management, and

power, distribution systems

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74)

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
and
AN/VRC-46,
AN/V,CC-2,
...in
AN/SRA-60 telephone-telegraph communication system familiarization, operation,

functional analysis, and maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (11/77)

NV-1715-0247
AN/ARN-si LORAN 4TERWIATI.

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present

'Objectives: To provide maintenance perwith an overall knowledge of
AN/ARC-94 high-frequency transceivers.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories Iry
theory of operation and troubleshooting of
sonnel

AM /audio amplifier modules, IF and RF
auto-tune

systems,

MAINTENANCE

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
NV-1715.0245
GUIDANCE SYSTEM, MK 3 MOD 0,
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Course Nbmber: F-121-061.
Location: Submarine Training Center,
Charleston, SC
° Lengtb: 4 weeks (160 hours). '

Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the Mk 3 Mod 0
ance system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in organization, content, and use of

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI, Ballistic Missile
SubmarineTraming Center, Charleston, SC
Length: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours).
Exhibit Datps: 5/67-Present
Objectives: fro train enlisted persomiel to

long-range (l=oran) navigation systems

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
Loran system. theory, timing circuits, display circuits, troubleshooting, and align-

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

category,

F-I01-0021

Objectives: To train maintenance perionnel to maintain and service- AN/ARN-81

high-frequency transceiver
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on

the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74),
lower-division
the
in "

°

Length: 3-4 weeks`(120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

ment

circuitry as applied to the AN/ARC-94

Equipment
Communications
AN /WRT -4 Maintenance)
Course Number: A-101-0106, L-I01-028,
(Special

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD

power amplifier modules, electronic control
amplifiers, RF oscillators, frequency divider
modules, frequency stabilizer modules,
power supply, mode selectors, and chassis

baccalaureate/associate-\ degree

Ny-1715.0250
TRANSMITTER AN/WRT-4 COMBINED

Maintenance)
Course Number: C-IO2-3043

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norp Island. CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL.

category,

NV-1715.0249
AN/VCC-2, AN/VRC-46 AND AN/SRAs

Course Number: Not available

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

modules,

NV1715.0246

cises in

degree

credit In electronics on the basis of institutional-evaluation (3/74)

(C-2A AN/ARN-8 I Loran Intermediate

TRANSMITTER SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE

, translator

the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74),
lower-division
the
in
'baccalaureate/associate

NV-1715:0243
S -2D /E AN/AKT-19A MULTI-CHANNEL

.

and

certificate category, credit in electricity or

degree

'

al description of each subsystem. including
circuit analysis and logic flow, special tools

category,

baccalaureate/associate

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- '
cues in operation and maintenance of transnutters. receivers, recorder systems, and associated systems and...circuitry of the sidelooking radar systems and use of dual-trace
oscilloscopes, multimeters, and associated
test equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on

o
nicate

to and maintain AN/WRT-4 commus equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AN/WRT-4 communications equipment Maintenance, including principles of
operation; descriptive treatment of components, including block-diagram analysis,
potver Supply operation, circuits, oscillator,
generator, and output divider; and equip-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics or
electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the lower-divi-

ment troublelhooting,and maintenance techry, credit in electronics or electronics laboniques Troublekhooting of -vacuum tube
ratory on the basis of institutional evaluaAgo nd transistor -subsystems is taken to The
.tion (3/74).
VIOcomponent level.
at

NV-1715.0248

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory,-1 semester hour in electronic engi-

AN/APD-i SIDE LOOKING RADAR

neering technology laboratory (9/77).

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(RA-5C AN/APD-7 side Looking Radar
(SLR) Intermediate Maintenance)
(RA-5C Side Looking Radar (SLR)
AN/APD-7 (XN-I) Shop Maintenance)
Course Number: C-100-3747.

NV-1715-0251
AN/WRA-3 COMBINED MAINTENANCE
Communications
Equipment
(Special

AN/WRA3 Maintenance)

Length: 5-6 weeks (200-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to troubleshoot, repair, and main-

Course Number. A-101-010; L-I01-029.
Location Submarine TraimngCenter, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
-'Length: 4-5 weeks (120-1506,hour),
Exhibit Dates: 5/67-Present
OlikedNes: yo train maintenance personnel to goerafe and maintain AN' RA-3

tain AN/APD-7 side-looking radar systems.

cop

Location: ,Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Sqnford, FL.

a

I
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;
Navy
Instruction: Lectures and praimal exer-

laboratory on the basis a institntionak eval-

.

uation- (3/74)
,

cises to AN/WRA-3 operation and,mamte-

nance, including descriptive treatment of

v..

components, block-diagram analysis, and
maintenance and troubleshooting procedures. Equipment serviad is vacuum tube
or tube /transistor hybrid Extensive troubleshooting techniques are taught using noise
generators, oscilloscopes, VTVM.frequen-

NV-1715-Opt

cy counters and frequency generators to'
repair the equipment to the component

ocation: Alriaitnenance Training oDa...,
tachment, North Ind, CA'

level

Credit Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree chegory, I semester hour BY electronic engineering technology laboratory (9/77,)

E-2A

AND AN/A CQA
-Z DADA
T kPIIINAX §E TS>INTERM EDIATI.
ANN

MAINTENTNO;,
Course Niliafter; C-1-5(P3478

-

benches

NV-1715-0252
CO/ALOG MAINTENANCE NORDEN
(ENLISTED)
Course Number A-623-0032; F-623-025

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
I,ength: 6 weeks (180 hours),
, Exhibit AlsSes; 4/68-Present.
Objective To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and calibrate the CONALOG
system and associated test and auxiliary
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the CONALOG
system and associated 'test and auxihdry
equipment, including block diagram of
closed-circMt teleyision systems, introduction to AN/USM-105A oscilloscopes, pr.
mary power distribution and low-voltage
power supply, circuit analysis of display generatryon systems and circuits, system
overhatll, video processor circuit& and
course-computing and control circuits; roll,
trim, and servo data flow, depth computation and control circuits, and alarm circuits

and
.

AN/USM-145

test

Instruction: Lectures and pracceaL4e)kruses in, the maintenance of ,the''ANYACQ-2
data terminal set and the AN/ASM-228 and
AN /USM -l45 test benches, including data
terminal system familiarization, logic- Clecuits, code generalization, Dbpplerand syn-

chronization circuits, code recogniow crews, control circuits, oscilloscope. countersignal generator, wave analyzer, chstOrtion
analyzer, and operation of specialized test
benches

Credit Recommendation: In the voaconal
certificate category, -3 semester. hours Ain
electronics (3/74), tfi the lower-gaision
baccalaureate/associate, degree

cateP-y. 2

tional evaluation (3/7

NV-1715-0253

nel to operate and maintain the F-4B CNI
systems at the organizailkinalkniaintenance

TROUBLESHOOTING

Course Number. L-191-011.

Location: Fleet Submarine Training Facility, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length:
Exbib*

weeks' (105 hours),
sites: 7/68-Present.

Obj tives: To train interior communications electriciags to operate and repair the
Norden CONALOG system on FBM submarines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and repair of The
Norden CONALOG system on FBM submarines, including use of the Tektronic 545
. B oscilloscope, function of the John Fluke
meter, circuit tracing, operation and alignment of the CONALOG system equipment,
and troubleshooting procedures. Course deto update previous training and
skills.
I
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 'semester hour in

signed

, electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree 'Category, 1 semester hour in electronics labo-

ratory, and additional credit in electronics

Objectives: 'To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the acoustic systems of the P-3C

Instruction: Lectures andlifpractical exermsgs in the maintenance and troubleshooting of the acoustic systems of the P-3C aircraft, including operation and .components
of the sonobuoy receiver system, the bathythermograph recorder. he TD-900/AS
time

code

generator - decoder,{

the

'-,AN/AQH-4 sound recorder-reproducer
system, and the sonar computer recorder
group, and procedures of organizationallevel maintenance

Credit Recommend'tion: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 Semester hours in
,electrical laboratory on the basis of institu-

tional evaluation (3/74) In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74)

NV-1715-0257
F -4B AN/APAi57 RADAR SET GROUP
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Point, NC. Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).-

NV-1715-0255
F-4B COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION

CONALOG (NORDEN) REFRESHER
MAINTENANCE AND

Exhibit Dates: 6 /71- Present

semester hours in electronics, and credit in
Location: Air Maintenance Training Deelectronics labOratory-on the basis ormstitutional evaluatch (3/74): in the upper-divi- - tachment Miramar, 'CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
deesion baccalaureate category,"credit
Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry
-Wines laboratory o the basis of institu-

data flow.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hOurs th
electronics or electronics laboratory (3/74),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electronics or electronics
laboratory (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics or
electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
1

Location: Air Maintenance Training De, °
tachment, Patuxent River. MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA
Length: 4-5 weeks (160-200 hours)

aircraft,

Length: 9 weeks ( fif) Ifours), -Exhibit Datesrd468-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate midi troubleshoot ,the
AN/ACQ-2 data terthinal, set and the

AN/ASM-228

1-189

IDENTIFICATION (CWI)
ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3814

raining De,
Location: Air Maintena
Intepance
tachment, Miramar, OA. Air
VA, Air
Training Detachnient, Ocea
Maintenance Training Detachment,' El
Toro, CA, Air Maintenance 'Training. Detachment, Cherry Point, 2C
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2 /73- Presortr
Objectives: To train maintenance' personlevel.

Exhibit bates: 1/68-Present:
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to,maintain, repair, and test the

AN/APA-157 radar set group at the intermediate level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exero
cises in the maintenance of the AN/APA- '
157 radar set group, imluding illumination
and missile-tuning urcuits. functional analysis special test equipment operation, missilefiring group, various component functions,
and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificatecategory, credit in electrical, laboratory on the basis of institutional eyalua
lower-chvolon
in
the
(3/74);
con
_baccalaureate/associate degree a category;
-.credit in electrical laboratory on the basis

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer -' - of Institutional evaluation (3/7f); in the
cises in the maintenance of the F-4B CNI
baccalaureate ' category,
upper,- division
systems, including naval avnition maintecredit in electrical laboratory on the basis
nance program, compact wire bundle idenof institutional evaluation (3/74).
tification, safety, communications systym,
Intercom, power supply, UHF traitteiver.k
NV-1715-0258
navigation system, TACAN System, navigaS-2G AN/AQA-7( V )3 SONAR COMPUTER
tional computer, identification of unknown
aircraft, IFF system, transponder set; radar
RECORDER GROUP ORGANIZATIONAL
beacon, armanient interface system, and
data link and Instrument landing systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categfty, 3 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the loweridivision
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours m electronics (3/74). in the
category,
baccalaureate
upper-division
credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

AMAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3623

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI.
(80 hours)
Exhibit D tes: 11/72-Present.
maintenance
: To train fleet
Object{
personnel to maintain and 5e,pair the S-2G

AN/AQA-7(V)3 sonar computer-recorder
group system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.
in -the maintenance bf the S-2G
AN/AQA-7(V)d sonar computer-recorder
group system, including history of sondbuoy system, principles of operation, Lofar
,
. and War operation, signal data recorder,
bearing frequency controls, digital memory
cfses

NV-1715-0256
P-3C SENSOR STATION ONE AND Two
(ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN)'
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3590

2

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-190

unit function, various operational modes,
range search and analysis of frequency

bands. test modes, and alignment and ad-

justment.,
Credit Recommendation: In,the vocational

certificate category, credit in electrical or
electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. credit in electrical or electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

category.

credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category.

credit in electricity or electronics on the

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74) Version 2 In the vocational certificate category, 2 semester hours in electricity or' electronics, and additional credit in electricity

or electronics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division
degree

baccalaureate/associate

category.

oredit in electricity or electronics' on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74): in

NY-1715-0259
TALOS WEAPON DIRECTION SYSTEM MK 6

(WDE MK 2) CEASS C
Course Number: A-121-0036

-

Location: Guided Missiles School. Dam
Neck, VA; Schools Command, 4vtare
Island. CA.
Length: 2,4 weeks (720 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train nhsted personnel to

mainten and %pair

Tabs weapon di-

rector system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in

degree

baccalaureate/associate

the maintenance of the Tabs

weapon director system. including 1adar
signal senerator, basic digital computer
concepk- programming techniques number
systems. and binary functions; Mk 128 com-

puter function, input functiqns, and buffer
unit; power distribution and display equipmert, special radar circuits, power supplies,
multivibrators, differential amplifiers, radar
signal simulator, symbol generator, tracking, elevatiOn, and target director consoles,
Tabs and Tartar launcher and assignment
consoles; and auxiliary equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 2 semester hours in

electronics. and additional credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation -(3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electrical labbratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division
baccalaureate
category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis

the upper-division baccalaureate category,

credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

NV-1715-0261
SONAR RECEIVING SET
MAINTENANCE

AN/BQG PUFS

(sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG-4/4A
(PUFS) Combined Maintenance)
Course Number: A-I30-0026. K-I30-1008

Location: Fleet, Anti-Submarine Warfare
Scholl(, San Diego. CA.

Length: 18 weeks (655-665 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present
Objectives:. To train sonar (submarine)

technicians to operate, adjust, ad-maintain
the AN/BQG-4 sonat-eeeiver
Instruction: Lecturd and practical exercises in the troubleshooting, and' maintenance of AN/BQG-4'sonar receiver equipment, including generation and synchronization of system timing, hydrophone ampli-

-

fier subsystem, delay-line time compressors,
relotk amplifiers, high-speed counters, input
buffer and shift register, post integrator and
timing circuits,, information display units,

pulse generators, range and bearing computers, and power distribution
Credit Recommendation: In the voaiitional

certificate category. 5 'semester !Ours in
electronic troubleshooting (8/77).

NV-1715-0262
P-3 AN/ARN-52 TACAN

of institutional 'evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0260
A-7E AN/APQ-126

RADAR SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version I. C-102-3789.
'Version 2: Not available
Location: Air Maintenance. Training Detachment Lemoore, CA. Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL'
Length: Version I: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Version 2: 8 weeks (240 hours)-'
.Exhibit Dates: Version I f2/72-Present.
Version 2: 1/71-11/72

MAINTENANCE,

No. 30
Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 3 week's (136 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel
with knowledge of basic transistors to operate and maintain the AN/ARN=52 (V)

Objectives: To train aviation fire control
technicians to maintain, operate, troubleshoot. and align AN/APQ-126 radar sets,

TACAN system at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lect es and practical exercises in the mainte nce and troubleshoot-

utilizing intermediate test sets

system, including ower supply and distri-

Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation of the
AN/Al-Q-126 radar set. including power

programmers,
supply
transmitter/modulators, antenna/receivers,
air navigation computers, sweep generators,
fault locators, indicator-multiple displays,
and test sets; and operation of antenna boresight test-sets. Version I. Includes assem'bly
test and troubleshooting,
Credit Recommendation: Versipn 1. In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity or electronics,,and additional credit in electricity or electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/14),
in

"'

the

lower-division

ing

of the AN/

N-52

(V) TACAN

bution network, channel servo operation,
generation of .RF, frequency multipliers and

RF amplifiers, decoders, AGC circuits,
video -circuits, bearing circuitry, range circuits, and the antenna system
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics or electronics laboratory (3/74),
in

the

lower-division

baccaladreate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics or electronics
laboratory (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics or
electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74),

Nit

CI

NV-1715-0263
A-3.130MBING DATA COMPUlER CP-

66A/ASBI MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Whidbey Island, WA
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and repair CP-66A/ASB-1
bombing data computers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises

in

the

maintenance of the

CP-

66A/ASB1 bombing data computer,

in-

cluding bombing problems, mechanical and
electrical computing devices and systems,

shafts and gears. mathematics, trigonometry, synchros, servomotors, tracking computer subsystems, gearshifts, heading-rangeazimuth systems. wind resolvers and true air- speed systems, bomb release computing
systems altitude, time-of-fail and grou
speed systems, test equipment, align nt,
and mechanical and electrical main nance
of the ASB1 system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 5 semester hours in
electronics (3/74), in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
upper.division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours m electronics, and credit in
electronics laboptory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

NV-1715-0264
TARGET
HON SYS rt m MK
MAINTENANCE

5

Course Number: K-113-2073
Location: Fleet ,Traming Center, San

Diego, CA .

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72Present

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to maintain a shipboard target designation system Mk 5

Instruction: Lectures and- practical exercises in the maintenance of the, Mk 5 shipboard target designation system using associated test equipment, including instruction
in video generator. designation indicator.
coordinate converter and remote indicators,
power distribution within system, sweep
generatiOn circuits, timing circuits, e rnal
circuitry, casualty analysts, and al nment
of equipment.
Credit Recommendlition: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-spebific
nature of the course (3/74)
NV-1715.0265
SONAR RECEIVING SET AN/WLR-9A/I2
COMBINED MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-00-0160.
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare

Training Center, Pacific, San Diego, CA;
Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training

Center, Charleston, SC, Submarine Training
Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
;Length: 2 weeks (60 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-12/77.
Objectives: to provide the theory and

skills required to operate and maintain a
sonar receiving set.
Instruction: A basic course on operational
characteristics, safety and secunty, and
signal flow, all on the block-diagram level.
Instruction includes maintenance, adjustment, and troubleshooting of the receiver
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, I semester hour in
electronics technology (9/77).

4

Navy
and lubrication, and organizational maintenance of the direction finder, pulse analyz
er, particle detector. magnetic anomaly detector, posinOn indicator, sono receivers.

.° .NV-1715=0266
INTEGRATED AVIONICS WEAPONS SYSTEM
SPECIALIST

A-6 WEAPONS SYSTEM SPECIALIST
ORGANIZATIONAI MAIN -I NANCE
A-6A WEAPONS SNSTEM`SPLCIALIST

1

2

Course Number: Not avagable

Course Number: Not available

tape recorder system. and sonar data re-

Length: 12 weeks (482 hours)

corder.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74) A-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training 'Detachment, Ocearia, VA
Length: Version 1. 12 weeks (480 hours).

NV-1715-02.69

Version 2. 1768-9/69

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Lemoore, CA

.
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.

Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present
Objectives: To train electronics maintenance personnel w operate and maintain the
complex /integrated 'avionics weapons and
navigation systems

Instruction: tect.ures and practical exercises in Me maintenance of the complex integrated avionics weapons and navigation
systems, including system and radar theory,
tactical computers, weapons and electrical
systems. circuit analysis, block diagrams,
navigationt and weapons control systems,
computer mathematics, power supply and
distribution systems, antenna operation, testing, associated equipment, weapon delivery,
video display, applicable computer instruction, and test equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
NV-1715-0267

Exhibit Dates: Version
RA-5C SHOEHORN ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Cours6 Number: G-102-3744

Location: Air Maintenance Training De
tachment, Albany, GA
Length: 4-5 weeks (160-200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present
Objectivw, To train maintenance personnel

to opetfate and maintain the RA-5C

electronic warfare systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the RA-5C elec-

tronic warfare systems, including various

countermeasures systems, warning syitems,
system locations, and test, maintenance, and
operation of countermeasure. and self-destruct systems.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-024R

INTEGRATED AVIONICS WEAPONS SYSTEM
TECHNICIAN

ANTISUBMARINL WARI ARI.
(AASW) FOR FIRST TOUR PILOTS

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA.
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit. Itates:4171-Piesent,

Objectives: To train electronics mainte-

nance persoignel to- operate and maintain integrated avionics weapon delivery and
navigation systems.

Instruction: Lectures andpractnal exercises in maintenance of the complex integrated avionics weapon delivery and navigation system, including radar theory,' digital and analog computers, optics, refraction
of light, Tiber optics applications, weapons
control systems, navigation systems, data
links, descriptive mathematics, tactical computers, inertial measurement, detailed circuit
analysis, block diagrams, altimeters, Dopp-

ler radar theory,. weapons release systems/
malfunction isolation -and associated test
equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); .in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category,
semester hour in electronics (3/74), in the
category,
baccalaureate
, upper-division
credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
1

NV-1715-0268
"P-3 ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE (ASW)
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

LocationfAir Maintenance Training De
tat.fiment, Patuxent River, IVID, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present

Objectives: To train. fleet personnel to

maintain antisubmarine warfare systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

P3A/B/(p)
Course Number: E-2D-0064, E-2D-064.
Location: Fleet Aviation Specialized

I.

I0/69-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform preflight, postflight, and operation-

al checks on A-6 and A-6A integrated

systems and to, isolate faults
through debriefing teLhmques and cockpit
operation of avionics systems
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
intf.grated weapons systems, electronic
ountermeasures and aircraft armament systems, DIAN air navigational systems, ballisticS'Competers, radar systems (servo and
track), and systemi operation and trouble-

weapons

Shooting

Credit Recommendation: insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).
NV-1715-1)273
NAVAL. TACTICAL DA`TA SYSTEMS DATA
TRANSMISSION GROUP MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available
Location: Tactical Data Systems Maintenance Class C School, Mare Island, CA
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/64-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
with training in Boolean algebra, logic,
number systems, electronics, transistors, se-

Operational Training Group, Moffett Field,

miconductors, and vacuum tube theory to
operate and maintain NTDS data transmis-

CA.

sion equipment.

Length: 3-4 weeks (107-126 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
Objectives: To train aviators for an initial
aviation antisubmarine warfare (AASW)
tour.

Instruction: Lectures apd practical exer-

cises in the operation of aviation antisubma-

rine warfare, including oceanography and
underwater acoustics, the P3A/B(D) aircraft AASW sensors, current AASW tactics, use of radar in antisubmarine warfare,
location tactics, submarine targets, and (-Lirrent submarine operations and tactics
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74).
NV-1715-0271
MK 68 DIRECTOR AND'COMPUTER MK 41
MODS 8 AND I I DIFFERENCE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-113-0073.
Location: Service School

Command,

GreaeLakes, IL

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in

the maintenance of NTDS data

transilussion equipment, including control
and channeling equipment, modes of operation, control timing generator, transmit sequence control and geigerator, transmit program control, control code generator and
recognition, computer control, 'frequency
synthesizer, Doppler correction uhit, frequency and phase denilliplexing, synchro.nization, fundamentals oT single sideband,
communications patching switchboard and
converter indicator, R F amplifiers, multicouplers, and the audio patching adapter
unit

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6- semester hours in
electrical laboratory (3/74); in the fower.division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electrical laborawry, and additional credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical laborawry on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74).

Length: 15 weeks (450 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/75-Present

Objectiv6: -To train students in the operation, preventive maintenance, and repair of
a gun fire control system
Instruction: Instruction in the safe operanon of the Director and the Director drive
system, and in troubleshooting the DirectOr
control, computers, stable element, and
system interface.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer maintenance and 6 in electromeclranwal drive systems (9/77).

cises in the maintenance, inspection, and

fault isolation of antisubmarine warfare systems, including peak and tweak procedures

Version 2' 10 weeks (400 hours)

NV-1715-0274
NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available'

Location: Tactical Data Systems Maintenance School, Mare Island, CA
Length: 20 weeks (588 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/65-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the USQ-20 Naval Tactical ata
System (NTDS)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

in (he maintenance of the USQ-20
Naval Taamai Data System (NTDS), incises

cluding

NV-1715-0272

ri 1 cs
4-0

_

digital

computer

functions,

1

.
,

...

or

1-02

COURSE EXHIBITS

AN/SYA data display group, specific channeling equipment, high-capacity communication system, introduction to keyset complex, USQ -20 components and- input/output

C

NV-1715-0278

NV-1715-0281

TALOS RADAR AN/SPW-2B, CLASS C
Course Number: Not available

A313 AN/ASB-i A SYSTEM MAINELNANCE
(LESS COMPLITEA CP-66A)
Course Number: Not available

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74)

Loahtion: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.

NV-1715-0275

cians and engineers to maintain and operate
the-Talos radar system.

timing chain, various console operations,
and introduction to NTDS A link.

FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES (13-3)

Course Number: E-210-55 v
Location: Fleet Airborne Electronics

Training Unit, Pacific, Moffett Field,CA
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present

Objectives: To train transitioning VP antisubmarine warfare operators to analyze Jezebel equipment at a basic level'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the analysis of Jezebel equipment,
including basic procedures, intelligence, and
interpretation
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).
S

NV-1715-0276
BRIGHT RADAR INDICAWR TOWER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

,
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco. GA.
Course Number: Not available
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/7I-Present

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to operate and maintain television indicator equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in a descriptive treatment of television
pnntiples, cameras, and display units; planposition indicators, and review of solid-state
devices

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
television technology (4/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/a,ssociate degree category, I semester hour in television tech-

nology, and credit in electronics laboratory
on the basis. of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

NV-1715-0277''
AN/SQS-23, 23A, 23B, 23C MAINTENANCE

AND ASPECT
Course Number. Not available

Location: Fleet Sonar School, Key West,
FL, Fleet Sonar School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hqurs).
-Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel" to

maintain and repair the AN/SOS-23 series
sonar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/SQS-23
series sonar set, including systems components and power supply, circuitry, generator opertnon, Introductory transistor principles, extensive treatment of applicable
electronic-circuits (vacuum tube), and beam
receiver and control circuits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 'semester hours in
electricity or electronics laboratory (4/74);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division barn
calaureate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Objectives: To train fire control techniInstruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the Talos radar
system, including system components, data
flow an04maintenance procedures, range
data anti pulse transmitter output instruction, 'and power distribution and mode
switching.circuits for specific equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, credit in advanced circuits laboratorry
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA
Length: 3 weeks (240 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain the AN/ASB-IA bomb director -set on an intermediate level

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises-in the maintenance of AN/ASB-1A director sets, including operating prodedures,
stabilizatnin subsystem assembly and functions, optical subsystems analysis, tunable
radar system function and. circuits, emergency and SLAM 4stem, and rnalfunction
and error analysis
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the caurse (4/74)

category, credit.in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0282'

NV-1715-0279

TALOS RADAR AN/SPG-49B, CLASS C
Course Number: A-104-0086.

A-3 REI ATF,D AVIONICS SYSTEM (AT/AQ)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(A-3 Related tAvionics System (AT/AQ)
Organizatibnal Level Maintenance)
Course Number: C-IO2.3706

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Alameda, CA.
Length: 2-3 weeks (80-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-.

nil to maintain specific, aircraft electronic
systems.

Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations, and

practical exercises in A-3 (AT/AQ) aircraft
familiarization, avionics system organizational maintenance, general-purpose line ,test
equipment, operating procedures ancrsafety
precautions, radar systems components
maintenance and troublgshooting, and various radio sets and navigation systems components, operation, and troubleshooting
procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical

nature of the course (3/741

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to maintain a specific radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

certificate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluain
the
(4/74),
lower-division
tion
baccalaureate/associate

degree

category,

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74), in the
,upper-division

baccalaureate

categor

credit in electrical laboratory on the basi
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

<NV-1715-0283 .

-

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates:..10/72-Present.

(A-4C/E AN/APG-53A Radar Mainte-

S

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance

Training .Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air
Maintenanct Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL,
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present,
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and service the AN/APG53A radar
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AN/APG-53A radar maintenance,
including system familiarization,
nents operation; power supply, transmitter,
RF plumbing and duplexer theory of opercointx:1-

tion, and receiver, transmitter, indicator,'
power supply, and altitude computer alignment and troublesfitioting.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

I

cises in the maintenance of this Talos radar,
AN/SPG-49B,. including operation, data
flow, ciccuit information, test methods andw
equipment, and various component maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Diego, CA

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Coarse Number: Not available.

Length: 24 weeks (720 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present

AN/SPG-53A RADAR MAINTENANCE13-2027.
Course NUmber:
Location: Fleet Training Center,

.

NV-1715-0280
A-4C/E/F AN/APG-53A RADAR
nance)

Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA

San

r-"

.

Objectives: To train fire control techni-clans and designated strikers to maintain the

AN/SPG-53A
cture and practical exerInstruction:
of the AN/SPGintenan
cises in the
53A radar, including power distribution,
synchronizing system, transmitting system,
acquisition system, ranging and angle error,
systems, and adjustmentand troubleshooting.

Credit Recommendationtredit
ommended because of the limited t
nature of the course (4/74).

-

;NV-1715-0284

AUTODIN/DSTE/D

3/Mot5E V

MAINTENANCE, C SS Ci
Course Number: A-1 -0056.
Location: Service School Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 11 weeks (420 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/75-Present.
Objectives: To train selected personnel to

Maintain the,AUTODIN system

-

400

Navy

Instruction: instruction -covers the operation and maintenance of the AUTOD1N
system

including

peripheral

NV-1715-0287
AN/APS82 RADAR SYSTEM

equipment,

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

logic %dements, memory control, inputoutput. paper tape readers and punches,
card readers, data terminals, and line print-

-1715-0290

(E113 A;VAPS82 Radar System Maintenance)

AN/SQQ-14 MAINTENANCE CENLISTEO/

Course Number: C-102-3460. C-102-I9

ers

---L-eeation: Fleet and Mine Warfare TrainiRg Center, Charleston, SC
'Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.

nance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA
Length:.8 weeks (320 hours).

,Exhibit Dates: 6/4-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours'in computer hardware
(9/77)

radar'systemst

AN/SQQ-I4 mine classifying - detecting set.

Instruction: Lectures and ptacticai.-*tercises in the maintenance of the AN/XPS-82
radar system, including Analysis of control

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance, of the AN/SQQ-14
Mine classifyingdetecting set, including primary power distribution, test equipment,
hoist assembly and function. servo system,

circuits, pow% supply and RF circuits,

_AN/ALQ-ios,COUNTERMEASURE SEI
,INTEIVADIATE MAINTENANCE

block-diagram analysis, receiver and video

"distribution circuits, auxiliary equipment
(antenna and PPIindicator circuits: com-

Course Number: C-102-.3076.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, -Air Maintenance

master liming, transmitters and receivers,
various timing systems, and alignment and

puter, height indicator, and synchroniter

maintenance of systems and subsystems.

circuits), and system troubleshooting.
Training Detachment, Oceana, VA
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recs.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
. ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
.
Exhibit Dates: 7/73-Present
Objectives: To train fleet maintenan
and repair the
personnel to. manta
NV-17154288

AN/ALQ-108 bounterm sure)..set at the

TACAN L.AN/ARN-5 2( V
Number: Not available .
alien: AW Maintenance Training Deachment, Lemoore. CA, Air Maintenance
Training Deiachment,- Cecil Field, FL; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, El

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in e maintenance of the AN/ALQ108 cou ermeasiures set. including basic
."
system oncepts. system component funcnption, synchronization and
tion, rid
code gene

non, taming, venous subsystems,

control I

icatqc and power supplies, and

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Not, NC.
.4

testing and repair procedures
Credit Recommendation: tredit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the clurse (4/74)

Length: 3 weeks -Kkhours),
Exhibit Detail 1/68-Present.
ObkEtives: o tradi maintenance person-

nel to-maintain and operate the AN/ARN52k0a.vigooei
the Intermediate

NV-1715-0286
ALL WEATHER CARRIER LANDING
'EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE,
AN/SPN-42, CLASS C

(E

1, Co

lass C)

course (4X74)

basis of institutional evaluation (4/74), in
the

1/11

lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, credit in computer technology and electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis ,
of Institutional evaluation (4/74).
..

,

,

.

NV-1715-028

Length: 24 weeks (720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
,

Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to
maintain a specific radar sgtern.

Instruction: Lectures ar practical exerthe maintenance of the Terner

cises in

weapon system and associated radar equipment. Including system components, operdata flow of track radar, capture and
guidance radar, and primary and low-voltage power, special test equipment, reaper
and transmitter circuits, analysis and 7peranon of various circuits, operation, of

Location: Airs Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN. /
LengthC9 weeks (352 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 7/67-12/68.
Objectifies: To train enlisted personnel'
with a knowledge Wf avionics fundamentals
to operate and maintain aircraft electronics

certificate categoryi;0-edit in electrical labthititutional evaluaoratory on the
fie lower-division
tion
(4/74);
e' ',degree

category,

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the
category',
baciplaureate
upper-diviiion
credit" in *ctncal laboratory on the basis

systems

-NV-1715-0292
AIR TRAFFIC C0101.0L EQUIPMENT
MAINTENA E MANAGEMENT
Course Number: C-103-2025

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/12- Present.

Objectives: To train officers and senior

C..,

enlisted personnel to perform as ground

,

electronic maintenance managers and to supervise the maintenance, and iristallation of
air traffic control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exert cues in the maintenance of a wide variety
of aircraft electronics systems, Including
theory of operation:, block-diagram analysis;
tube and solid-state electronic circuit fundamentals, electronic concepts required for

Instruction: lectures in the management
of arc tkaffic control systems associated with

mentals; and auxiliary systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

air traffic control facilities, including equipment operation, radar, radio, and navigational principles, Words, supply, and
safety, maintenance policies, and system
siting and flight Inspections
Credit -Recorlimendation: In the lower-di-

certificate category, 6- semester 'hours in
electronics systems (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

vision baccalgureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in aerospace technology (4/74).

the maintenance of airborne search radar
and identification, jr4vigation and commurhcation equipments, TACAN theory and
application, navigational computer funda-

6

r
k

otto

of institutional evaluation (4/74).

AVIATION E CTRONICS TECHNICIAN.
CL
A
Course Number, Not available,

mg Univac 1219 computers
in a
Inst ction: Lectures and laborator
review f computer technolo
oncepts, and povr control of
non, bag
the all-weather carrier-landing systerk%
radar subsystems; data stabilization subsys-

technology and electrical laboratory on the

Great Lakes, IL

baccalaureate/ass

cause of the muted technical nature of the

Objectives: To train electronic teanicia s
to operate and maintain the AN/SPN-4
ludall-weather -carne -landing systa

nance procedures.
711, Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
"certificate category, credit in computer

'Course Number; Not available.
Location: Service Schoolt Command,'

tion, and components, range-measuring cu..ntenna selector circuit and troubcult
ootin procedures.
commendation: No ejecta beCredit

,

Length; 11-15 weeks (440-600 hours).
Exhibit Datesi 8/68-Present

monitors, and system analysis, and mainte-

---

TERRIER RADAR AN /SPQ -5A

uring circuitry, power scrpply and distribu-

Number: C-I03-2018

tems, control and monitoring equipment;
Mpg and output buffers, Naval Tactical'
Data System (NTDS) buffers, data link

NV-1715-0291

beacon receivers and missile loops, and tests
and maintenance.
Credit Reconuttelidation: In tiffs vocational

52 navigational TACAN radio system, including theory f.of operatigu, bearing-meas-

Locafilsii: Air Technical Training Center,
Qlynco, GA, Air Technical Trainin
Center, Memphis, TN.

e

TACAN radio y,stertf at
'vet

tical exerInstruction: Lectures an
cises in the maintenance of the N/ARN-

rSTEM

c3(Autthatic Carrier Landing System
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-42

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not me-.
ommended because df the limned technical
nature of the course (4/74).

A-4 TACTICAL AIR INrAVIGATION

intermediate level

Is

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
With knowledge of solid-state electronics
theory and skills to test and maintain the

nel to operate and maintain AN/APS-82

NV -1715 -0285

'

Course Number; AI30-0014.

Location; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North' Island, CA; Air Mainte-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational.
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
computer systems and 5 in computer equipment laberatory (9/7.7). in the lower-divi-

1-193

gory; 3 semi/Pr hours in electronics labora,
tory (4/74).

ti

21S

.

k

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-194
NV-1715-0293

tificate category, 10 semester hours in avi-

CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

mon baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

(AN/SPN-6>, CLASS C
Course Number: Not available.

ry, 3 semester hours in electronics, 3 in
electronic circuits (12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 sentester

Location: Air Technical Training Center,

hours in radar systems (3/74).

GI ynco, GA.
Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.

Objectives: TO train electronics techni-

cians to
system.

operate

the AN/SPN-6 radar

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/SPN-6
radar system, including operation, components, transmitter and receiver circuits, antenna stabilization, -system standards and
troubleshooting, and alignment and adjustment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

cises in the maintenance oc the AN/SPS-37,

37A radar systims and the AN/SPA-63
countermeasures receiving group, including
components, trangmittcr and receiver chan- ,nel circuits, ancillary' equipment (antennas,
range indicator, oscilloscopes), and systems
operation, troubleshooting, technical maintenance, and repair.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature ofthecourse (4/74)

NV-1715.0296
ELECtRONIC WARFARE TECHNICIAN, CLASS
C, RADAR DATA RECORDERREPRODUCER AN/SPH-2 AND VIDEO
RECORDER-REPRODUCER 15-E-27
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-102-0101.

Location: Naval Schools Command, San
Francisco, CA.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present.

NV-1715-0299
AN/APN-187 DVARS INTERMEDIATE

Objectives: To train electronic warfare

technicians

to

maintain

and

repair

MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3574.

the

AN/SPH-2 radar data recorder-reproducer

Location: Air eMaintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Moffett Field,
CA.

and associated equipment, and the 15 -E -27
video recorder-reproducer.

NV-1715-0294
A-4 AN/AJB-3/3A ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Objectives: To train electronics technicians who have some knowledge of radar
to maintain the AN/SPS-37, 37A radar systems and the AN/SPA-63 countermeasures
receiving group,
, Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ation electronics (3/74); in the lowerdivi-

°

Course Number: C-602-3723,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA, Air

Maintenance Training Degchment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and operate the AN/AJB3/3A and the remote standby attitude-indicating systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/AJB.3/3A and the remote standby attitude-indicating systems, including theory of operation, internal computer systems, components, power supply, system analysis, testing procedures and troubleshooting, and the
attitude indicator system components, operation, and testing.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/SPH-2
radar data recorder-reproducer and associated attachments, and the 15-E-27 video recorder-reproducer, including digital logic
review, search radar, displays, and distribution systems, operation procedures, video
and data channel recording and reproduction, power distribution, and magnetic tape

Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain the AN/APN-187
DVARS radar system.

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/APN187 DVARS radar system (consisting of a

recorder operation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
naturtof the course (4/74)

specific receiver-transmitter-antenna, a com-

puter frequency tracker, and a control indicator), including operation, circuit analysis,
alignment, and test procedures, and use of
special test equipment and repair tech.

NV-1715-0297

mopes.

Credit Ftpcommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

A-6 PILOTS HORIZONTAL DISPLAY, DIRECT
VIEW RADAR INDICATOR AND
ASSOCIATED TEST SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3774.

15-0300

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Whidbey Island,
WA.

AN/SQS-2 --AU ELECTRONIC

'

Locationidfleet Sonar School, Key West,
FL.

Length: 2 weeks (80 ho6rs)
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present.

Length: 24 weeks (960 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

NV-1715-0295
AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN R
(RADAR >, CLASS A

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: Version 1: 8-11 weeks (320-440
houis). Version 2: 21 weeks (840 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 12/58-7/67. Ve
sion 2: 5/56-11/58.

Objectives: To train enlisted Navy and
Marine Corps peisonnel to qualify as aviation electronics technicians.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and laboratory4 -exercises in electronic systems
theory and operation, including radar

O

search, identification, navigation, and EMC
systems; communications and control systems; extensive text study and equipment
maintenance and troubleshooting. Version 1:,
,Ihstruction includes reduced hours but
strong coverage of electronic systems. Version 2: Instruction includes more extensive
training in electronic systems.
'Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 10 semester
hours .in aviation electronics (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in advanced electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory (3/74). V e r s i o n 2 : In the vocational cer-

nel to maintain
radar system.

the AN/APQ-92 search

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to'

test and maintain the AN/SQS-26 sonar

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AN/APQ-92 search radar system
maintenance, including azimuth/elevation
range indicator, azimuth/range indicator,

system.

Instructiom.Lectiares and practical exercises in maintenance and testinfprocedures
for the ANASQS-26 sonar system and subsystems, including system operation, auxiliary equipment, components, signal processing, range `andl bearing, and set maintenance. Inclucterbrief presentation of underwater sound principles and bnef introduce
tion to binary arithmetic and logic symbols.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended ,because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

and PHD/DVRI test set theory of oper-

ation, including functions, circuit, analysis,
block-diagram analysis, purpose, and equipment breakdown; detailed test, maintenance,
shop, and check-out procedures; and equipment safety and repair procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0298

NV-1715.0301

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,

60/400 HZ POWER CONVERTER
MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI
Course Number: A-652-0077.

AN/SPS-37, 37A RADAR SETS AND
I

AN/SPA-63 COUNTERMEASURES
RECEIVING GROUP
Class
C,
Technician,
(Electronics
Set
Radar
and
AN/SPS-37/A
AN/SPA-63 Countermeasures Re-

Location:

Training Center, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (270 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.

'lit

Service

School

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present.

ceiving Group)
Course Number: A-104-005I.
Location: All Versions: Service Schools
Command, San Diego, CA. Version 2: Fleet

MAINTENANCE
Course Number: J-130-0835.

E.

Objectives: To train personnel in the operation and maintenance of the 60/400 Hz
power converter.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises
cises n troubleshooting and repair of faulty
electrical circuits and the cooling system.

Navy
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electronics labora- %
tory (9/77).
NV-1715-0302
6 AN/APO-112 TRACK RADAR AND
ASSOCIATED TEST EQUIPMENT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C -104 -3761

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

repair and maintain specific radar equipmen t.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of specific radar equipme2t, including track radar
theory and componans.
Credit Recopnendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
NV-1715-0303
AN/BQS-4 SONAR MAINTENANCE
Course Number: F- 130 -010.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.'
Objectives: To train sonar technicians to
maintain AN/BQS4 senes sonar systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratones in

review of mathematics onented toward

decibel calculations, system function and
description, and test and maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0304
AN/SPS-48 RADAR SET

Exhibit Dates: 10/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train electronics personnel

to operate and maintain AN/SPS-8 radar
equipment and associated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
introductir and familiarization with radar
systems; ransmitting systetns and magnetron care and handling; power distribution,
receiving systems; antenna control systems,
VL-I repeaters; video indicators; preventive
maintenance; and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluain
the
lower-division
tion
(4/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

`credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74), in the
upper-division

NV-1715-0306
AN /SPG -5o MAINTENANCE
Course Number:- K-113-2026.
Location: Fleet Training Center, San

Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To train fire control technicians and stnkers to maintain and repair
AN/SPG-50 radar sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in radar set familiarization; power distribution; synchronizing, transmitting, receiving, presentation, ranging, and angle
error systems; radar set adjustments; and
radar set maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0307
AN/BQQ-3A SONAR. MAINTENANCE

Course Number. F -130 -016.

Location: SUbmarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I I/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA; Naval Schools Command Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 31 weeks (930 hours)

Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with advanced training in the operation and
maintenance of AN/SPS-48 radar sets.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratones in
review of mathematics, Including trigonometry, multiple unit functions, numbering systems, radix conversions, Boolean algebra,
and logic symbol expression conversion; semiconductor theory; application and use of
test equipment, including oscilloscopes,
pulse generators, and electronic counters;
and description and maintenance of
AN/SPS-48 radar sets.'
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivisicin baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hourl in advanced electronics laboratory (4/74); in the timer-division baccalaureate ,category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74).
NV-1715-0305
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
AN/SPS-8 RADAR MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Electronic Technician, Class C
School, Treasure Island, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).

category,

of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Course Number. None.
111,

baccalaureate

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis

with a background in transistor theory to
test and maintain AN/BQQ-3A sonar syste

.

I truction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises . n basic theory of operation, and routine
mai
Cr

reventive and technical corrective

nance procedures for sonar systems.
it Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
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missile control, pulse radar and display systems.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended becau54. of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715.0309
F -4B /J KY-532A/ASQ IFF TRANSPONDER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-I12-23.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,

VA, dAir Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair Vie KY-532A/ASQ
IFF transponder at theintermechate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair oi the
KY-532A/ASQ IFF transponder, including
theory of operatkin, block-diagram analysis,

component descnplion and function, and
telting and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course .(4174).

NV-1715-0310
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, AN/SVA-34
INDICATOR GROUP, CLASS C

Course Number: A- 1040016, x4- 104 -0018.

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA;
Naval School, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have completed training in basic radar
to maintain the AN/SPA-34 indicator
group.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/SPA-34
inclicator.group, including operation of the
maintenance and material management
system, operation and functional block-diagram analysis of equipment, sweep gate and
cursor gate generators, sweep generator and
amplifier, Off- centering, range ring and
strobe generators, servoamplifiers, and testing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because pf the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
NV-1715.0311
EA-6B COMMUNICATIONS, NAVIGATION
AND RADAR SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

,NV-1715-0308
F-4J WEAPON SYSTEM SPECIALIST
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-I12-3810.
__Location: Air Maintenance Training De-,

taament, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, El Toro, CA, Air

MaintenanCe Training Detachment, Oceana,
VA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 9 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain the AN/AWG-10
missile control system.

Instruction' Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/AWG-

10 missile system, including system description and function, system components,

check-out, troubleshooting and repair of
system and components, power distribution,

44t

CourstNumben C -102 -3943.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel who have backgrounds in electronics to maintain communications, navigation, and radar equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of communications,
navigation, and radar equipment, including

communication and navigation equipment
components and functions, integrated electronic central equipment, ihe TACAN
system, search radar components and function, vertical display indicator group analysis, and systems troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

COURSE EXHIBITS
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NV-1715-0312
I.

RADAR AN /BPS -12. 13, 14 COMBINED

2

AN/BPS-13 RADAR MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE

(AN/BPS-12, 13. 14 Radar System
Maintenance)
Course Number: All Versions. A -104 -0165
'
Version 1: L-104-0010.

Location: Submarine Training Center. Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Submarine School,
New London, CT, Sleet Ballistic Missile
Submarine Training Center. Charleston, SC
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version

1

5/73-Present.

Version 1: 1/70-4/73.

Objectives: To provide the theory and

skills to perform operational and mainte-

nance procedures on Neal radar systems.
Instruction: Version I. Topics cover basic

radar principles at the quantitative and

block diagram levels including sweep generators, PPI amplifiers, video marker
strobes, CRTs, and synchros, and fault isolation and maintenance procedures. Version
1: Lectures and practical exercises in
AN/BPS-12, -13, and -14 radar systems operation and preventive and corrective main, tenancy, including system theory of oper-

ation; echo box. frequency power meter,

and range calibrator operation, and maneuvering board operation for computations
Credit Recommendation: Version P In .the
vocatipnal certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electronic technician training
(9%77);

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester ,hours in electronid engineering
technician training (9/77). All Versions:

Credit is not recommended because of the
limited technical
(4/74).

nature of the course

NV,4715-0313
UNDERWATER FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

TECHNICIAN (MK 113 MOD 9)
,

(Underwater Fire Control Systems Techmcian (Target Motion Analysis Subsystem))
Course Number: A-113430+7

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (163 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present
Objectives: To train experienced fire control technicians to maintain analyzer fire
.
control systen5s.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
analyzer fire control system maintenance.
including digital compyter, D/A'and A/D
converters, data;Morage, interfacing, and
cathode ray. tube - tiperation and maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 1:1Semester hours in

electronics (4/74); ip the lower - division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 1
semester hour in electronics (4/74).

North
tenance Training Detachment,
Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel to maintain the 490T-1/1A antenna coupler
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in 490T-1/1A antenna coupler maintenance, including circuit analysis, test equip-

ment usage, publications usage, and coupiers and modules testing and repairing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0314

Course Number: C-102-3012.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,

CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, New -River, NC;'Air Maintenance

*Training Detachment, Santa Ana, CA; Air

Maintenance Training Detachment, Cp.
Pendleton, CA; -Air Maintenance Training

Detachment, Quonset Point, RI; Air Main-

troubleshooting a practical communications
superheterodyne receiver, test equipment
operation and special circuits, various transmitters and receivers equipment operation
and troubleshooting, radio teletype terminal
set and frequency shift keyer and converter

equipment operation and troubleshooting,
and electronics administration
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in electronics laboratory (3/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics laboratory (3/74), in the upper-divicategory,

sion baccalaureate

NV-1715.0315
TARGET DESIGNATION SYSTEM MK 5
SHIPBOARD MAINTENANCE

Course Number: J-113-01-29, J-113-1291. J113-1292.

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, Dam Neck, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
Objectives: To train fire control technicians to test, adjust, and maintain the Mk 5
target designation system
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Mk 5 target designation system
maintenance, including system power distribution and powerisupplief, multivibrators,
servo Poops, timing and deflection circuits,
pulse generators, and amplifiers
Credit 'Recilmmenclation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
computer science (4/74)
1

SUBMARINE RADIOMAN ELECTRICITY AND
ELECTRONICS

1

semester

hour in electronics laboratory (3/74) Version 1: In the vocational certificate category, 12 semester hours in electricity or electronics

(3/74),

in

lower-division

the

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 6 semester hours in electricity and
electronics for non-engineering students, 2
in electronic laboratory for engineering students (3/74).

NV-1715-0318
E-2A COMPUTER INDICATOR (CI) SEMIAUTOMATIC CHECK-OUT EQUIPMENT

(SACS) OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version I: C-150-3479
Version 2: C-150-15.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachmein, North Island, CA.
Length: Version 1: 11 weeks (440 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (240 hours).

-NV-1715-0316.

Exhibit Dates: Version

1:

6/70-Present

Version 2: 7/66-5/70.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have backgrounds in digital and transistor fundamentals to operate and troublethe computer indicator test console.
_- shoot
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in computer indicator test console operation and maintenance, including logic,
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
circuits, interconnection of logic elements
electrical and electronic theory, basic and
and flip-flops, programming console operadvanced transistor theory; basic arithmetic
ation, components, and maintenance; and
and algebra; physics, elementgy computer
logic testing procedures
principles; various instruments and testers
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
operation, biasing procedures, and elemenvocational certificate category, 5 semester
tary circuits, resonance, vacuum tubes, amhours in electrical laboratory (4/74), in the
Course Number: A-101-0053.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 16 weeks (480"hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
become submarine radiomen.

plifiers, and transistors operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours in

the lower-division

electronics (4/74), in

baccalaureateassociate degree category, 6
semester hours in electronics (4/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in electronics for electrical engineering majors, 3 fqr nonmajors (4/74)

NV-1715.0317
I.

4+0 Txt /i A ANTENNA COUPLER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic electricity and electronics,
basic transistor theory and applications,

RADIOMAN, CLASS C7

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in electri-

cal laboratory. (4/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 1. In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electrical laboratory (3/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory (3/74).

(Radioman, Class B)
2.

RADIOMAN, CLASS B

(Class B, Radiomen)
Course Number: A-201-0019
Location: Service Schools Command, 'San

Diego, CA; Service, .Schodls Command,
MD.
Length: Vtrsion- I: l& weeks (540 hours).
Version 1: 30-37 weeks (900-1110 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/72-Present
Version 2: I/55-4/72.

Objectives: To train radiomen in technician-level electricity and electronics and in
management skills.

22.1

NV-1715-0319
INTEGRATED ANNOUNCING SYSTEM

AN7WIC-2 COMBINED
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-623.0051; F-623-014.
New
Location: Submarine "Sch_ekol,

London, CT; Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC; Sub:
marine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl
Harbor, HI.
Length: 2-3 weeks (60-90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.

Moir
Objectives: To train Inainteneme personto operate, troubleshoot, and repair
shipboard interior commurmation equip-

controls at the intermediate maintenance
level

ment.

cises in normal operation of systems components, operation of general and special test
equipment, operation of synchroscopes, and
waveform analysis
Credit Recommendation: In the socational
certificate category, I semester hour in
computer maintenance (3/74)

nel

Instruction: Lectures in shipboard interior
communications
equipment
operation,
troubleshooting, and repair, -including
block-diagram analysis, circuit theory, com-

ponents description, alarm generator circuitry and test panel, maintenance and gmtenal management system; electrical safety
precautions, power supply, generation, and
distribution systems, and color code aind
circuit tree construction:
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electronics laboratory (9/77).

NV-1715-0323
E-2A INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM SEMIAUTOMATIC CHECK-OUT EQUIPMENT
(SACE) AND ENCODER TF.ST
CONSOLE OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

Instruction; Areas of instruction include
the use of the oscilloscope, harmonic analyzer, RF generators, and other equipment
to troubleshoot specific radio transmitting
equipment, servo- amplifiers and associated
relay systems.

Crtclit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in
radio electronics and 2 in radio laboratory
the
lower-division
(9/77),
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in radio electronics (9/77).

NV-1715-0326
AN/ASA- 3A NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTER.
GROUP INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

-Course Number: Not available.

NV-1715-0320

(UH-2A/B AN /ASA -13A Navigational

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

=SONAR AN/SOS-54B/SKR-4
MAINTENANCE.
(Sonar
AN/SQS-54B
Maintenance)

,Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Organizational

(AN/SQS-54B and AN/SKR-4 4.1AVA)
Maintenance)

(LAVA SQS-54 Maintenance)
Course Number: A.-I30-0109; K -130 -1060.

Location: Fleet Ann- Submarine Warfare

Training Center, San Diego, CA, Fleet
Training Center, Norfolk, VA
Aength: 2-3 weeks (70-94 ho).
Exhibit Hates: 7 /72- Present.

Objectives: To train technicians to maintain data links, telenietnc receiving sets, and
SQS-54 equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in systems operation and maintenance,

modular makeup of telemetric equipment,
calibration and troubleshooting procedures

instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
test console familiarization, Inertial navigation hardware, encoders and servos, and
programming and maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baCcaleureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory
(3/74).

Ily-1715-0321

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69- Present

Objectives: To provide submarine radiomen and sonarmen with training in elecs
tronic fundamentals.

Instruction: ,Lectures and laboratories in

DC and AC-electrical networks, vacuum
tubes, amplifiers, transmitters and receivers,
and transmitter electronics.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), in the upper-.
division baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in electncity or electronics for non-engineering Majors (3/74)
NV- 1715 -0322
P-3 SYNCHROPHASER/TRUE AIRSPEED
COMPUTER/SIGNAL LIGHTS CONTROL
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not evadable.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain P-3 synchrophasers,
true airspeed computers, and signal lights

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hburs).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain, repair, and functionally test
computer
navigational
AN /ASA -13A
groups at the intermediate maintenance
level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation, circuitry, calibration and
adjustment, troubleshooting, and bench testing of navigational compute.; groups
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
1

NV-1715-424

Course Number: F-000-014.

tenance)
Course Number: C-602-3379.

adapters and encoder test consoles

and the operation and maintenance of spectrum analyzers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in advanced instrumentation (8/77)

SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY (ENLISTED)

. Computer Group Intermediate Main-

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)

Exhibit Dates: I/O-Present.
Objectives: To pi-ovide avionics personnel
with training in the Operation, circuitry, and
maintenance of inertial navigation systems

1-197

P-3 AN/ASN-42 NAVIGATIONAL
COMPUTER SET ORGANIZATIONAL

LEVEL MAINTENANCE, No 15
Course Number: Not available

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to diagnose, troubleshoot, maintain, and
service P-3 navigational computer sets

Instruction: Lectur'es and laboratories in
gyroscope theory and assembly, basic
blcick-diagram analysis and signalellow,
electronic circuitry analysis, navigational

computers and related components, signal
data converters and related components,
power supplies, and maintenance and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdmision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics labo-

ratory (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester hour in electronics laboratory (3/74)

NY-1715-02,5
AN/FRT-83, 84 AND 85 RADIO
TRANSMITTERS MAINTENANCE,
CLASS CI

course Number: A-I01-0052.
Location: Service School Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/74-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel to maintain, operate and adjust the AN/FRT-83,
84, 85 radio transmitter series.

computer maintenance (3/74).

NV-1715-0327
I

P-3 AN/ASNs2 NAVIGATIONAL
COMPUTER SET INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

2.

P-3 AN /ASN -42 NAVIGATIONAL
COMPUTER SET INTERMEDIATE

LEVEL MAINTENANCE, No. 16

Course Number: Version 1: C-602-3533.
.
Version 1: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA
Length: Version 1. 10-14 weeks (400-560
hours) Version 1. 16 weeks (640 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Verslion 1. 10/,68-Present
Version 1: 1/68-9/68.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to diagnose, troubleshoot, maintain, and
service P-3 navigational computer sets

Instruction:°Lectures and laboratories in
system components and operation, gyros,
Doppler, tie-in and Doppler decoupler,
power supplies, electronics of navigation
computers, servos, calibration and alignment, and maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electronics (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics (3/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester hour in electronics laboratory (3/74) Version
In the vocational certificate category, 7 semester hours in electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3'
semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester hour in electronics laboratory
(3/74).

°

r
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S-2D/E AN/ASN-3o NAvIGATIONAL

NV-1715-0328

COMPUTER DISPLAY UNIT AND
AN /ASQ -8o COORDINATE DATA SET
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE.

TERRIER FIRE CONTROL AND MISSILE
OFFICER

P'

Course Number: A-2F-0014

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 13 weeks -(420 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide officers with instruction in the duties of the Terrier weapons, fire control, and missile battery officers.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
operation, capabilities, and characteristics of
weapon, system components; system alignment; telemetenng flight analysis and logistics; and familianzation with missile search
radar systems and fire control systems. Emphasis is on weapons system employment,
tactical
compatability,
electromagnetic
firing considerations, and weapons system
management techniques.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0329
P-3C INTEGRATED AVIONICS SYSTEM
TECHNICIAN

Course Number: C-102-3575.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet personnel to
maintain P-3C Integrated avionics systems

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
logic, data displays, radar scan systems,
television, pulse generators, and radio
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate4ssociate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (3/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory
(3/74). '

NV-1715-0330
P3C DIGITAL DATA HANDLING
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3599.

.

.

COURSE. EXHIBITS

Location: Air Maintenance Training' Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 13 weeks (520 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train avionics personnel to
maintain P-3C data-handling systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories' in
basic computer comporients, data flow in
computers, diagnostics, addressing and instruction codes, Input/output operations,
and system maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 7 semester hours in
electronics or computers (3/74); in the

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA; Air ainteWest,
naqce Training Detachment,
FL.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: o train maintenance person-

nel to oper e and maintain the AN/ASN30 navig onal Zomputer display unit and
the AN/ASQ-80 coordinate data set system.

ction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
th AN/ASN-30 navigational computer disay unit and the AN/ASQ-80 coordinate
data set system, including power distribution, synchronization, linear transformers,
Ins

servo test sets, system operations and com-

ponents, review of rotary concepts, blockdiagram and circuit analysis, and system
alignment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in electronics (3/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 se-

mesterhour in industrial technology (3/74)

NV-1715-0332
INTELLIGENCE /ELECTRONIC WARFARE
OFFICER

Course Number: F-4B-011

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 2 weeks (68 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/72-Present.
train
To
Objectives:

submarine

intelligence/electronic warfare officers to
supervise intelligence collection, reporting,
and assessment, and to operate submarine
electronics sensors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the collection, reporting: and assess-

ment of intelligence and in the operation of
electronics sensors, including
principles of receivers, transmitters, and
radar; physics of electromagnetic radiation;

submarine

Soviet missile systems; radio wave propagation; periscope electronics; signal analysis;
ASW equipment; watchstanding procedures; and mission planning.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-1715.0333
SH-3A AN/ASA-13A NAvIGATIONAL
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Noi available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL.

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

with knowledge of Doppler radar itavigation maintenance to operate and maintain
the ASA-13A navigational computer, the
specialized plotting board, and the memory

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours jri electronics or computers (3/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in electronics or computers laboratory
(3/74).

and indicator groups used in automatic

NV-1715-0331

alignment and adjustment.

navigation systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the ASA-13A navigational computer, specialized plotting board, and memory and indicator groups, including theory of operation, circuit analysis, systems tests, and

0 f-t

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

NV-1711-0334
I.

j

TERRIER COMPUTER MARK 119 MOD 5
(FLEET INPUTS)
TERRIER COMPUTER MARK 119 MOD 5

(Terrier Computer Mk 119 Mods 3 and
4)

r

Course Number: A-150-0031; A-150-0032.
Location: All Versions. Guided Missiles

School, Dam Neck, VA. Version 2: Naval

Schools Command, Mare Island, CA.
Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (295 hours).
Version 2. 20 weeks (600-603 hours).
4xhibit Dates: Version 1: 10/72-Present.
Velkion 2.2A68 -9/72
Objectives: To teach maintenance personnel the circuitry, signal flow, and characteristics of missile fire control computer
groups.
Instruction: All Versions :: Lectures and lab-

oratories in Terrier weapons system familiarization, missile fire control problems;
maintenance and material management systems; maintenance turn-on, power distribu-

tion, and power supplies, and block diagram, circuitry, and signal flows' Version 2:
Additional time is spent on modified systemi and-their differences
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 5 semester
hours in electronics or missile systems
lower-division
the
in
(3/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics or missile systems (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in electronics or missile systems (3/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 5 semester hours in electronics or missile systems
lower-division
in
the
(3/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electivics or missile systems (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour m electrical
laboratory for non-engineering majors
(3/74).

NV-1715-0335
A-6 RIGHT HAND UNIT-ALIGNMENT TEST
SET, AND, ENCODER TAPE DIAL TEST
SET INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3765.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Mites: 2/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance pav§onnel w.hci have had training in digital fundamentals to operate and maintain the right-

hand unit alignment test set and the encoder tape dial test set associated with the
ballistics computer set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the right-hand unit alignment test set and
the encoder tape dial test set, including
logic circuits, servo amplifiers, pulse generators, power supplies, block-diagram wand
circuit analysis, and testing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Inthe vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the- lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate.category, 1 semester hour in industrial technology (3/74).

0
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Navy
NV-1715-0336
A-6 CARD MODULE ANALYZER TEST
CONSOLE. AN/ASM-i 18,
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate and maintain card module
analyzer test consoles and to test, maintain,
anki

repair modules and cards associated

wi?h ballistics computer sets

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0339
MK 3 MOD 6 SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEM (SINS) OPERATIONS
(ENLISTED)
Course Number: F-191-082.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: Tes, train enlisted personnel .4)

operate and monitor the Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships
Inertial Navigation System (SINS).
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in digital numbering systems, logic circuits, counters, power supplies, and maintenance procedures for module analyzers.
Credit Recommendatiop: In the vocational

cises in the operation and monitoring of

certificate category, X semester hours in

gation, components, MINDAC Micrologic

electronics (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours % in electronics (3/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I se-

t and inand characteristics, computer la
itialization, data Interpretation and orutormg, and operation modes.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

mester hour in industrial technology (3/74).

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics or navigation (3/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics or navigation (3/74);, in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electronics or navigation laboratory
(3/74).

NV-1715-0337
CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC.CONTROL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

AN/SPN-io, CLASS C
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA. '
Length: 15 weeks (600 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 'Version I: 11/69-Present.
Version 2: 4/65-10/69.

Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to operate and maintain autoMatic carper
landing systems and auxilial

umment

acfical
Instruction: Lectures and
cises in analog and digital
mputer asics,
servo systems, power supplies, operational
amplifiers, resolvers, transducer, and systems maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the,

vocational certificate category, 10 semester
hours in electronics (3/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate 'degree category. 3 semester hours in electronics (3/74),
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours, in electronics for non electrical.engineering majors (3/74). Version
2: In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in electronics (3/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical labo-

ratory on the basis of institutional evalua7
Lion (3/74)

NV-1715-0338
LORAN MAINTENANCE (ENLISTED)
CAnfrse Number: J-102-600.

Location: Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA.
Length: 2 week's (60 hours).

-Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.;
.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
with

backgrounds

in

basic

electronics

theory to maintain the AN/UPN-12 and
AN/UPN-15 Loran receivers. utilizing the
Forecast concept of troubleshooting.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the mamtenan e of the AN/UPNoran receivers, in12 and AN/UP
cluding block-dia ram nalysis, wat/eform
mponent trouble.
comparison probl ms,
shooting, operatin th ry, and alignment
and calibration.

automated navigation equipMent (SINS Mk
3 Mod 6), including gyro principles, digital
filterinj, circuit analysis, basic inertial navi-

NV-1715-0340
E-2A COMPUTER DETECTOR (CP413/ASA-27 ) AND COMPUTER
DETECTOR TEST CONSOLE (OA3731/ASM-76 ) INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-150-3480; C-150-36.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

88 fire control system, digital geoballistic
computer, digital transmitter-receiver, and
magnetic disk file, including theory of operation, inertial guidance components, digitalconversion,
to.analog/analog-to-digital
component analysis, and data flow.
- Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 7 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2

semester hours in electronics (3/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 sein electronics laboratory
mester hour
(3/34).

NV-1715-0342
A-6 BALLISTICS COMPUTER TEST CONSOLE
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenartce Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain ballistics computer test consoles at the intermediate level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of ballistics computer test consoles, including electro is circuitry, block-diagram analysis and signal
flow, digital logic circuitry, coding, heckout equipment, timing controls, orde and
information registers, practical applic lions,
and aircraft replaceable assembly chef -out.
Credit Recommendation: In the voca ional
certificate category, 3 semester ho rs in
electronics (3/74), in the lower-di ision
baccalaureate/associate degree categ ry, 2
semester hours in electronics (3/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 se-

mester hour in electronics laboratory for
non-electronics majors (3/74)

Length: 12 weeks (480 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 2/68-6/74.
Objectives: To train . enlisted personnel
who have backgrounds or aptitude in
avionics and digital fundaMentals to operate
and maintain computers used in conjunction
with target detection systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of computer detectors and computer detector test consoles,
Including system fundamentals and timings

digital circuits, IFF detection, target computation, confidence testing, and data acquisition.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
electronics or computers (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-Avision
degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics or computers (3/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in electronics or computer laboratory
(3/74)

NV-1715-0341

.

NV-1715-03N3
TARTAR COMPUTER MK 118 MOD 0

(Tartar Computer Mk 118)
Course Number: A-150-0028

Location: Guided Missiles Schogl, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 14-15 weeks (399-420 ho rs).
/
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train technicians' to niamtam, align, adjust, and preserve Tartar Mk
118 computers.

Instructions Lectures and laboratories in
computer operation, analog and digital devmes,

electromechanical devices, voltage

regulators, power supplies, c mputer intermaintenance.
face, and systems testing a
the vocational
Credit Recommendation:
certificate category, 5 s mester hours in
electronics and contr s (3/74); in the
lower-division
b calaureate/associate
degree category, 3 mester hours in electronics and controls (3/74), in the upper-disemester
vision baccalaureate category,
hour in electronics and controls (3/74).
1

FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN MK 88
REPLACEMENT_

Course Number: AT21-0245; A-121-0136.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 18 weeks (398 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

NV-1715-0344
MK 9 MOD 4 DEAD RECKONING ANALYZER

INDICATOR (DRAI) AND MK 6 MOD
4B DEAD RECKONING TRACER

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the Mk 88 fire control
system and associated nontactical equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
fleet ballistic missile weapons system, Mk

224

DRTi, CLASS C
Course Number: A-623-0028, A-623-0029.

Location: Service School Command, Nor-

folk, VA; Service 'School Command, San
Diego, CA
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)

I Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present.

it
O

COURSE EXHIBITS"

1-200

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate and repair dead-reckoning
analyzer-indicators and tracers

Instruction: L4tures and practical exercises in the operation and repair of the Mk
9 Mod 4 dead-reckoning analyzer - indicator

and the Mk 6 Mod 4B dead-reckoning
tracer, including.review of the 3-144 system,

synchros, control transformers, resolvers,
servo loops, and test equipment, operation
of the specified equipment, components and
functional gnalysis of circuits, block-diagram analysis, and troubleshooting and preventive maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0345
ELECTRONICS TECHNICAL OFFICER,-CLASS

0

Course Number: None.

Location: Air Technical -Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 52 weeks (2,080 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have had previdus training in basic
avionics and digital fundamentals to- main-

tain, the E-2A digital data communication
system (AN/ASW-14A).
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerciseS in the latest maintenance procedures
for the AN/ASW-14A digital data communication system, including special equipment, theory of operation, circuit analysis,
progfamnung, power supply, reply input,
data.storage, and output; radio receiver and
transmitter components, and troubleshooting procedure
tion: Credit is not recmme
Credit R
ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9 semester hours in electronic circuit

theory, 6 in mathematics, 6 in physics, 6 in
basic electrical theory, and 3 in electricity

and electronics laboratory (7/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in mathematics, 4 in physics, 2
in technical writing, and 15 as an elective in
engineenng (12/68)

NV-1715-0344
P-3 AN/ARC-32 UHF COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, No. 21

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (96 hours). Exhibit. Dates:3 /68-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have completed a course in transis-

tor fundamentals to maintain the AN/ARC52 UHF communicatons system of the P-3°
airc raft

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/ARC52 UHF communication system of the P-3
aircraft, including power .circuits,, control
system, components and pperation, and
troubleshooting procedurds
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not-recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0347
E-2A DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM (AN/ASW-14A)
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-150-3473.

Lobition: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 5-6 weeks (200-240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

to maintain the receiver portion of

nel

AN/AWG-10 missile control systems
Instruction: Lectures and -practical exer-

cises in receiver circuitry, receiver waveguides, IF amplifiers, clearance trackers,
signal computers, test sets, and maintenance
procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

AN/ARC-27 UHF RADIO SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

EQUIPMENT (SACE) (OA-

Course Number: Not available

3738/ASA-48) PROGRAMMER
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-150-3474,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

in basic science, and 3 in electricity and
electronics laboratory (7/74), in the lower-

Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry

E-2A SEMI-AUTOMATIC CHEEK-OUT

grounds
Instruction: Course covers the basic mathematics, physics, and electricity required for

mathematics, 9 in electronic circuit theory,
6 in electrical circuit theory, 6 in physics, 3

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air

NV-1715-0351

Location:- Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

cal engineering
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 9 semester hours in

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

NV-1715-0348,

Exhibit Dates: 9/57-12/68.
Objectives: To provide a basic engineering education to career Naval officers with
extensive high-level Technician back-

an understanding of electncal or mechani-

s-c

Length: 3-weeks (1 2'0 hours).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.
Objectives: To*train maintenance person-

Length: 9 weeks (360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present

nel to operate and maintain the AN/ARC27 UHF radio set
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/ARC-27 UHF radio set, including
theory of operation, vanous circuits, power

who have backgrounds in digital fundamentals to maintain the programming test console.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the programming test console, including

theory of operation, block diagrams of
components, programming routines, programming test group theory, power distribution, analysis of specialized equipment
components, various logic systems, timers,
programmer-analyzer components and function, and module test sets.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in computers on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

NV-1715-0349
E-2A COMPUTER DETECTOR SEMIAUTOMATIC CHECK-OUT EQUIPMENT

(SACE) (0A-3731/ASM-76)
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Leligth: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have had previous training or experience in avionics, computer detector maintenance, and digital fundamentals to operate
computer detector semiautomatic check-out
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and theory of the
computer detector semiautomatic check-out
equipment, including equipment functions,

'

distribution, alignment, and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).
Ca.

NV-1715-0352
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS
FUNDAMENTALS, CLASS P

Course Number: None.

Locatioiff'Class P Aviation Fundamentals

School, Norman, OK; Class P Aviation
Fundamentals School, Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 4-6 weeks (162-E40 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/56-6/59.

Objectives: To teach nonrated naval aviation personnel and some fleet personnel
the fundamentals of electricity and electron-.
ics

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the fundamentals of electricity and
electronics, including basic mathematics to
elementary trigonometry, basic physics, AC
and DC electncal theory, basic magnetism,
and instruments.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 12 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hohrs in electricity or electronics (12/68), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour-in electricity or electronics (3/74)

basic components, power supply, timing

NV4715-0353_

and message registers, confidence tests and
switching, and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM (FCS) MK 88 MOD
I DIGITAL CONTROL COMPUTER
Course Number: A- 121 -0288; F-121-083.
Location: FBM Submarine Training

NV-1715-0350
AN/AWG-to RECEIVER, INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

(F-4J AN/AWG-10 Receiver Intermediate Maintenance)
Course Number: C-102-3812.

c) r)
4 A.., )

Center, Charleston, SC.
Oho
Length: 4'.Peeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate the Mk 88 digital control computer.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the Mk 88 digital control computer, including memory, arithmetic, control, and

Navy ,,
Input/output sections (covered at a detailed

lo is level); anti machine language, progra s, subroutines, and preventive maintenance

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
computer laboratory (3/74), in the lower-division 'baccalaureAte/associate degree -cate-

gory, credit in computer laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in computer laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0354
1

2.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS,
CLASS C
PHOTOGRAPHIC ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS,
t.
CLASS C
-

(Camera Repair, Class C)
Course Number: C-670-201I

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Pensacola, FL.
Length: Version 1. 9-12 weeks (376-476
hours). Version 2: 15-19 weeks (600-760
hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/68-Present

Version 2: 6/57-10/68
Objectives: To train photographer's mates
to operate, test, and maintain electronically
operated photographic equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in analysis of circuits and systems in
photographic equipment, including basic
mathematics, DC and AC circuits, electro-

.

mechanical equipment, vacuum tubes, transistors, test equipment, photographic laboratory equipment, basic camera control equipment, and aerial camera control equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Verstqp 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 12 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (3474); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in electncity or electronics (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity gir electronics (3/74).
Version 2. In the vocational certificate cate-

gory, 12 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

NV41715-056

tachment, New River, NC; Air Mainte-

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER SITE SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE, CLASS Cl
Course Number: A -101 -0070

Location:

Service

School

Command,

Objectives To train personnel to operate,
maintain, trbubleshoot and repair specific
communications equipment.

Instruction: Areas of instruction include
the use of special test equipment (spectrum
analyzer, RF and AF generators and other

equipment) to test, align and repair multiplexed communications hardware including
telephone, radio and microwave channels.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester ,hours in
radio electronics and 2 in radio electronics
laboratory (9/77); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in radio electronics,(9/77)

NV-1715-0357
COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION

IDENTIFICATION (CNI) LINE
TROUBLESHOOTING MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3841'

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain specific electronic/radio
equipMent in the RF-4B aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of electionic and
radio equipment in the RF-4B aircraft
system, including analysis of operation;
communications systems components; navigation and identification equipment; Integra-

tion of dircraft, CNI, and electronic sys-

mand, Great Lakes, IL.=
Length: 13-15 weeks (376-450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-10/75

Objectives: To train fire control techni-

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited' technical
nature of the course (3/74)

TELEVISION CAMERA INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE
, Course Number: C-102-3597.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate, calibrate, and maintain the
ANIAXR -13 low-light-level' television
camera:

- Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, calibration, and main-

control system -at -an advanced level.

analysis,,,test equipment, system Circuit analysis, components, power supply, and assem-

ing power drives and maintenance manage-

ment ofthe director; theory, construction,
operation, and maintenance of the stable
'element; electronics and related radar in) struction; analog computer theory, construction, and maintenance; and components
and circuitry of the specified equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient,data,
for evaluation (3/74).

television camera, including block- diag1am

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-060
AN/APM 341,(V) DOPPLER TEST SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-104-3786; C- 102-3809.

Location: Air Maintenance Training etachment, Cecil Field, FL, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA.
Objectives: To train selected personnel to
and troubleshoot the
AN/APM 341 (V) Doppler test set.

operate, maintain,

Instruction: Lecture and practical exerin maintenance procedures for the
AN/APM 341 (V) Doppler test set, includ)ng instruction on logic concepts, radar
cises

signal simulator and spectrum analyzer, microwave converter and digital readout

monitor, standing-wave ratio meter, and
quick-replaceable assemblies.

Credit Recommendgtion: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0361
EKA-3B AN/ALQ-92 COUNTERMEASURES
SET INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).

set

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AN/ALQ-92 countermeasures set oper-

ation, including transmitter, receiver modulator, relay assembly, and display unit; and
laboratory procedures, including performance test, trouble analysis, functional checkout and alignment procedures.
, Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0362

.

F-4H AIRBORNE MISSILE CONTROL SYSTEM

AERO I-A-ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-112-3611, C-112-3809,
C-112-12.

bly.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance

NV-1715-0359
AN/APN-iii (V) RA AR ALTIMETER

tachnannt, El Toro, CA.
Length: 5-9 weeks (200-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry

Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training De-

(HIGH LEVEL) INTERMEDIATE

nel to maintain and service Aero 1-A air-

MAINTENANCE

borne control systems

ourse Number: C-102-3036. ,
Course'

el r7
-CP

AN/APN radar altimeter

nance personnel to maintain and operate the
AN/ALQ-92 electronic countermeasures

P-3C AN /AXR -i3 Low LIGHT LEVEt

tenance of the AN/AXR:13 low-light-level

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenancelof
the Mk 37 gun fire control 'system, includ-

including theory and analysis of various circuits and working components of the

Exhibit Itates:'12/69-Present.
Objectives: To train electronics mainte-

cians with shipboard experience to operate,

maintain, and repair the Mk .37 gun fire

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in pulse radar maintenance procedures,

Course Number: Not available.

maintenance.

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.

Command,

radar altimeters.

tems; and practical applications of line

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.

Bainbridge, MD; Service Schools Com-

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours). .
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

'Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/72-Present.

RF -4B AN/ASQ-s8 AND AN/ASQ-ios

NV-1715-0355

37

CA

nel to service and maintain the AN/A PN

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/74-Present

semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in electricity or
electronics (3/74)

Course Number: A-113-0023.
Loction: Service Schools

nance Training Detachment, Santa Ana,

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Great Lakes, IL

NV-1715-0358

FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN CeASS C, GUN
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM (GFCS) MK

1-201

r

t,

.,

/

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-202

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in

Instruction: Lectures and 'practical ex
cases in the maintenance of the AN/
94 radar system and associated egi1ment,
including power supplies, block diagrams of
systems, theory of operation, test set operation, component analysis, various comput-

Instruction: Lectures,sand practical rexerases in systems familiarization, test equipment, and maintenance procedures, includ_ mg instruction. on AN/APQ-72 lowsvoltage
power supplies, transmitters, electrical frequency controls, receiver and automatic
gain controls, range tracking system, transmitter and synchronizer harmonization, vertical reference system, antenna, power
supply, indicators, and guns, AN/APM-32
and AN/UPM-32 radar test sets, and
analysis,
block-diagram
AN/A PA-157
transmitter, Modulator, steering functions,

theory of operation and maintenance procedure's for receivers and transmitters, antenna coupler systems, and sound recorders;
circuit analysis, block diagrams, and signal

flow

Credit Recommendatio : In the vocational

er subsystems, antenna and antenna control
and instrumentation, and system alignment,
hazards, and troubleshooting.
t Recommendation: Credit is not recbecause. of the limited technical
mmen'
nature of the course (4/74) -

and launch functions
Credit Recommendation: Crpdit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the .course (4/74)

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division,
baccalaureate/associate egree category, 2
semester hours in electro acs (3/74).

NV- 1715 -0369
RT-64s/A RC-94 AND RT-698/ARC:t02 HF

NV-1715-0366
COUNTERMEASURES

,

Course Number:C-102-3026.
Location: Air MaintenanceTraining Detachment, Patuxent River, MP, Air Maintenance, Training Detachment,' Santa Ana,

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C- 102 -3746

NV-1715-0363

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-*
eln, Albany, GA.

A3B ASB-7 RADAR STABILIZATION AND
AUXILIARY SUBSYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE (LESS CP-209 AND

CA; Air Maintenance Training Detach-

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
. Objectives: To train maintenance person-

AN/APN-122)

ment, North Island, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Moffett Field, CA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachnient, Cp.
Pendleton, CA; Air Maintenance Training
Detachment: Key West, FL; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, New River,

nel to operate and maintain the AN/A LQ-

-Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De- .
tachment, Whidbey Island, WA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
,Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain ASB-7 radar, stabilization, and

61 passive electronics countermeasures set

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the AN/ALQ-61 passive electronics countermeasures set, including antennas and re-

NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

ed vers at various bands, frequency _and dire ion encoders, pulse measurement, pro-

auxiliary systems.

gra mer, power distribution, circuits, and
assoc ated test sets

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin operational procedures; bombing

cises

nel to maintain and repair high-frequency
transceivers at the, intermediate maintenance

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
periscopes, and phoiugraphy, radar theca/ electronic'; (3/74); in the lower-division
and navigational problems; stabilization sub-,
systems and associated servo loops, optics,

formance testing, system alignment, system
troubleshooling, and component repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational.
certificate category, 3 semester hours in HF
electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in HF electronics (3/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1
semester hour MI-IF
electronics
(3/74).
.
.6

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 COUNTERMEASURE
SET SHOP MAINTENANCE

NV- 1715,0364

Course Number: C-102.3745,

Location: Air, .Maintenance training De-

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,

AN/SPN-38 LORAN RECEIVING SET

tachment, Sanford, FL
Length: 11 weeks (440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: ,1/68-Present
Objectives: To train mainte nce personnel to operate, maintain, and service

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-102-0083

Location: Electronics Technician, Class C
School, Norfolk, VA.

measures sets and to perfo

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel tq
the

AN/SPN-38\,

Loran receiver

,Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
Loran receiver principles, controls, operation, and maintenance, including AC and
DC power distribution and control circuits,
circuit and block-diagram analysis; slave

nance.

SYSTEM AND AN/IC-14

Instruction: Lectures and 'laboratories in
the operation andmaintenance of receivers,
frequency encoders, direction encoders;
programmers, coded-pulse detectors, and

INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (3/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics labo-

ators operation, logic control section and
logic analysis, and alarm, indicator, and
self-check sections operation and mainte-

ratory (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester...
hour in electronics laboratory (3/74).

nance.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0368
RF -4B AN/ARC-105 HIGH FREQUENCY

NV-1715-0365

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND RO254/ASQ SOUND RECORDER
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: Not available.

F-8 AN/APQ-94 RADAR INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
maintenance person Objectives: Tot
nel who have completed a course in transis-

A-6A AN/ASQ-57 COMMUNICATION,.
,NAVIGATION, IDENTIFICATION (CNI)

shop 'mainte-

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(A-6 AN /ASQ -5'7 Communication, Navi-

gation, Identification (CNI) System,

0

Intercommunication
A N/A1C-14
System Intermediate Maintenance)

signal data recorders.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

trigger, strobe-pulse, and gross-delay gener-

Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL.

NV-1715-0370

AN/ALQ-61 passive electr me counter-

Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present
maintain

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
power
characteristics,
supply, system block-diagram analysis, circuit -analysis, operating procedures, persingle-sideband

NV-1715-0367

nature Of the course (3/74).

and

le.+1

biccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
"
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

and application, and maintenance and systematic troubleshgoung procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recmmended because of the limited technical
ommended
o

operate

TRANSCEIVER INTERMEDIATEMAINTENANCE

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 PASSIVE ELECTRONICS

.

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

tor fundamentals tp maintain the AN/APQ-

nel to maintain, troub eshoot, And repair
AN/ARC-105 high-fr quency communicattons systems and RO-254/ASQ sound re-

94 radar system and associated equipment

corders.

4i`c), ,)

Course Number: C-102-3766, C-102-228.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air Maintenance
Training
WA.

Detachment,

Whidbey

Island,

Length: 7 weeks (280-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to 'operate, maintain, and test AN/ASQcentral and
57
integrated electronic
AN /LAIC -14 intercommunications systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in system familiarization, power supplies,

amplifiers,

transceiver

electronics,

alignment procedures, shop testing; and
troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (3/74); in the lower.division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics labo-

ratory (3/74); in the upper-divisibh bacca.1aureate category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (3/74).

Navy
F-43 A

WG-io

NV-1715.0377
E-2A AN/ASQ-58

,NV-1715-0374

oNV-1715-0371

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE, NO. 19.,,

E

Objectives: To train maintenancepersonnel to maintain the AN/ARC-94 transceiver
in the P-3 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/ARC94 transceiver in the. P-3 aircraft, including
block-diagram and circuit analysis, venous
translator modules within the sYttem, stabis

VA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC. ,
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person=

nel to operate. and maintain the electronic
of
counter-countermeasuresef circuitry
AN/AWG-10 missile control systems.

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (3/74).

Course Number: Not available.

. Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/55-12/68.
Objectives; To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and instruct other personnel on radio aids units.

Instructigh: Lectures and practical exercises in theory, operation, maintenance, and
troubleshooting of radio aids Wilts'
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).
NV-1715-0373
RT 648/698 (AN2ARC-94/102/105/119/1
20) HF TRANSCEIVER INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa 'Ana, CA; Air Maintenance

Training 'Detachment, Cp. Pendleton, CA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, North Island, CA;
Air Maintenance

Training

Detachment,

Key West, FL; Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, New River, NC.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel

to maintain RT 648/698 HF trans-

ceivers at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of RT 648/698 HF
transceivers, including principles of singlesideband communications, system and subsystem components, test equipment, various
translator modules, circuit analysis, and
system alignment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in circuit analysis or electronics (3/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenana of E-2A IFF KY -'
308/ASQ Integrated electronic central and
AM-2310/ASQ power supply,' including
theory of operation, system components,
power supply, receiver, power distribution,
m

POWER SUPPLY AK-2310/ASQ

electronics (3/74).

NV-1715.0378

4

RADIO TRANSMITTING SET AN/URT-23

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(V) MAINTENANCE (ENLISTED)

'Course. Number. Not available.

Courie NUmber: F-101-025.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train -maintenance. personnel to maintain,and troubleshoot the 16-2A

Location: Submarine SchOol, Groton, CT.
(90 hours).
Length: 3
xhibit Dat : 2/68-Present.
Exhibit
,Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate and maintain the AN/URT(V) radio transmitting set and the
AN/URA-38 antenna coupler group.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer23

integrated electionic central TACAN and
related power supply equipment at the intermediate level.

cises in the mainteriance and operation of
the AN/I/Fa-23 (V) radio transmitting set
and the AN/URA-38 antenna c pier

' Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the E-2A integrated electronic central TACAN and related power supply equipment, includingtheory of operationcircuit analysis, system
components, and instruction ,in' arnplifiers,
receivers, three+hase bridge rectifier circuits, AC pow6r,distribution, modulation,'
and transmitter cl alts. #
Credit Recommendation:

nsmitter, and decoder circuits; and alignt and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hburs

NV-1715-0375 ,
E-2A AN/ASQ-Ss

group,.including circuit analysis, bloc diagram and signal flow, amplifiers, oscil tors,
keying circuits, .power supplies, then of
operation, power distribution, review of
specific radio equipthent, and transmitting
set alignment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Inte vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (3/74).

,certificate category, 2 semester hours. in
-

electronics (3/74); in the .lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment,/Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Warning Detachment, Moffett Field,

ate level.

and associated test set4.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in circuit analysis or electronics (3/74).

s

RADIO AIDS UNIT (DEVICE I-D-5), CLASS
C

integrated electronic central and the AM2310/ASQ power supply at the intermedi-

lizers, power supplies, antenna operation,
.

INTEGRATED
ELECTRONIC CENTRAL TACAN
oRT-541/ASQ AND KY -3o9 /ASQ

NV-1715-0372

Course Number. Not available.
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the E-2A IFF KY-308/ASQ

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceans,

lo/ASQ INTERMEDIATE

MAINTENANCE

CA.

tachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, .E1 Toro, CA; Air

and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational

41103

Location: Air Maintenance Training De: '
tachment, Patuxent River, MD:SAIr Mainte
nance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,

Course Number: N available.
ntenance Training DeLocation. it

IFFKY-

308/ASQ AND POWER SUPPLYAM-

Course Number: Not available.

MAINTENANCE

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
pulse Doppler circuitry, radar circuitry, antenna control, waveform and voltage analysis, system familiarization, and maintenance

INTEGRATED
ELECTRONIC CENTRAL

P-3 AN/ARC-94 COMMUNICATIONS

AND ELECTRONIC

CODER COUNTERMEAS
CIRCUITRY INTERMED TE

1-203

NV-1715-0376
E-2A INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC CENTRAL.'

(AN/ASQ-58) INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

I4V-1715-0379
E-2A MULTI-PURPOSE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM (AN /ASQ -52)
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To, train maintenance person-

net to maintain E-2A integrated electronic
"
controls (AN/A5Q-58).
Instruction: Lectures and praCtical exercises in the maintenance of E-2A integrated

;Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Trting Detachment, North Island, CA.
,
Length: 10 weeks (400 tides).
Exhibit Days: 1/68-Present.
' Objectives: To train maintenance personnel with knowledge of or aptitude in avionics to operatd and maintain the AN/ASQ52 multipurpose communications system.

electronic controls (AN/ASQ-58), including
system components, theory of o ration; restribution,
ceiver, transmitter, power

instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of

TACAN principles of operas n and circuit
analysis, specific IFF Interrogator equipment analysis, and relations, between sys-

tromc controls in the transceiver, power

coder, and relay module cir

it analysis;

the AN/ASQ-52 muDipurpose communications system, including instruction in elec-..

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

supply;'electronic radio °frequency circuits,
control section, 'Doppler ,and synchronization circuits, IFPM circuits, servo controls,
and associated test sets.`
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (3/74).

electronics or radio (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degrEe cate-

tems equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In-the vocational

certificate category, 7 semester hours in

COURSE EXHIBITS
gory, 3 semester hours in electronics or
,radio 0/74).

'

NV-1715-0380
AVIONICS TECHNICIAN ( A V ). CLASS
AVIONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A
AVIONICS FUNDAMENTALS, CLASS A
AVIONICS FUNDAMENTALS, CLASS A
AVIATION ELECTRONICS
FUNDAMENTALS, CLASS A

2

3.

4.
5

CONTROL PANEL MK 309 MOD 0
e OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

A

Course Number. C-100-2013. is

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: Version 1: 10-20 weeks (800
hours). Version 2: 20 weeks (800 hours).

Version 3: 14716 weeks (560-640 hours)

Version 4: 19 weeks (760 hours) Version 5:
15 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version. 1: 6/72-Present.
Version 2: 7/69-5/72. Version 3: 6/65-6/69
Version 4 3/60-5/65 Version 5: 5/58-2/60.
Objectives: To provide enlisted Navy and

Course Number: A-130-0099.
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Wailfare

Training Center, Pacific, San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/77- Present.
Objectives: To train selected personnel di.
operate and maintain the control panel
aboard Coast Guard and Naval units.

Instruction; Lectures and laboratories in
introduction to the Mk 309 Mod 0 control
panel, its operation, functional and detailed
description, preventive and corrective maintenance, and alignment and adjustment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electronics laboratory (6/78)
1

NV-1715-0382
SYSTEM SPECIAL SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE

oratories in DC and AC electrical fundamentals, semiconductor theory and circuit
applications, analog and digital 'computer
fundamentals, and maintenance publications
and procedures Version 1 Primarily transistor electronics, including block-diagram and

with training in data communications
system special support equipment, including

electronics fundamentals.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and lab-

Objectives: To train fire control techni.ciansto maintain Mk 106 Mod 5 fire control systems and associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in troubleshooting and maintenance
techniques for torpedo data computer,
sound bearing computers, target designation
systems, and depth, enabling, and station
control circuits.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
NV-1715-0385
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
WEAPON DIRECTION SYSTEM MK XI

MOD Oil MAINTENANCE TRAINING

E-2A AN /ASQ -52 DATA COMMUNICATION

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air -Maintenance Training' Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
011jectives: To provide maintenance personnel who have completed an intermediate

Marine Corps personnel with training in

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 5 weeks (165 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.

Course Number: A-150-0059.

Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version

I.

7/71-Present.

Version 2: 11/70-6/71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain weapon direction systems

data communications maintenance course

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
system familiarization, isolation and repair
of malfunctions, and utilization of tools and

circuit analysis There was a 'Rapid Learner Section' (fast track) offered as an acceler-

theory of operation, alignment, and oper-

test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

densed Int 10 weeks. Version 2: Shifts from
vacuum t be to solid-state circuitry. Version

cises in functioni, block diagrams, modes of

ated program. Course content was cod@

3: Prima ly vacuum tube electronics. Version 4. P anly vacuum tube electronics.
manly vacuum tube electronVersion 5:
ics.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 12 semester

hours in electronics and electronic circuits
(3/74);

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9
semester hours in electronics and electronic
circuits (3/74) Version 2: In the vocational
certificate category; 12 semester hours in
electronics and electronic circuits (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in "electronics, 4 in electronic circuits (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electronics and electronic
circuits (3/74). Version 3: In the' vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours in
electronics and electronic circuits (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 3 in electronic circuits.(12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electrolucs and electronic
circuits (3/74). Version 4: In the vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours ,in
electronics and electronic circuits (3/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 4 semester hours in electronics, 4 in-electronic circuits (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours hi electronics and electronic
circuits (3/74). Version 5: In the vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours in
electronics and electronic circuits (3/74); in
ore -lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 3 in electronic ctrculis (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in electronici and electronic
circuits (3/74).
NV- 1715 -0381

ational procedures.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

operation, power supplies, ind preventive
maintenance of signal data convertor, funclions, block diagrams, radio transmitters and

receivers block diagram and circuits, logic
elements, message generation, data modulation, tone level and audio adjustments, frequency synthesizers, response and analysis
modules, RC correlation, and comparison
and control modules of line test sets, and
maintenance and testing procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

vocational certificate category, 4 semester
hours in troubleshooting and hand skills
(4/74),

in

the

lower-division

tacilaureate/associate degree category, 1
ster hour in troubleshooting:and hand
skills (4/74). Version 2: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
bacCalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electronics (3/74)
1

NV-1715-0386
SH-3 AN/AQS-13

SONAR MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Ream Field: CA; Air Mairitenance Training Detachment, Key West,

NV-1715-0383
A-4F/
A-4F

COMMUNICATION
A IGATION IDENTIFICATION
(C I)/WEAPONS SYSTEMS
OR ANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: 0402, 3718.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA, Air Maintenance
Mining Detachment, Beaufort, SC.'
Length; 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exbibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to troubleshot and maintain CommdtiNavigation
cation
(CNI)/weapons systems.

Identification

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in CNI systems used on A-4F aircraft;
intercom systems and UHF communication
system hardware; rfmigation systems, radar
altimeters, and Doffiler radar; high-altitude
radar identification (IFF) systems; and
troubleshooting, calibrhtion, and testing
procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
NV-1715-0384
ADVANCED FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM (FCS)
MK 106 MOD 5

Course Number: A-113-0037.

41

r) 0 1.1

40 4,

FL.

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present.
Objectives: To train avionics maintenance
personnel to maintain and repair the
AN/AQS-13 sonar.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
sound and semiconductor theory, cathode
ray tubes, and the theory of operation of
the AN/AQS,13 sonar.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics labo-

ratory (4/74),

NV-1715-0387
Com

NeCATIoNS TRANSMITTER SITE
SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI

Course Number: A-101-0069.

Location: service School Commland,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present,
Objectives; To train personnel to operate
and maintain specific communications systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises it Ih: operation and maintenance of

4

Navy
equipment including microwave radio assemblies, transmitter fundamentals, micros
wave multiplexing, telephone terminals,
telegraph terminals, and multichannel telegraph.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate catego , 2 semester hours in
communications equipment troubleshooting
(9/77)
NV-1715-0388
AN/ASN-90 INERTIAL MEASUREMENT SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(A-7 AN/ASN-90 Inertial Measurement
'Set Intermediate Maintenance)
Course Number: C-102-3788.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.
Length: 4 weeks (152-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

who have had preVious training in digital
fundamentals and electronics to maintain,
assemble, and troubleshoot inertial measure-

-

NV-1715-0391

TERRIER MARK 152 COMPUTER COMPLEX

Course Number A-150-0085.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 9 weeks (360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72- Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain missile fire control
equipment and electronic test equipment
Instruction: Lectures in fire control
system functions and characteristics; fire
control computer turn-on, load, and turn-off
procedures;

requirements

interface

and

word formats; digital.data recorder, master

meters,
counters.

VOMs, VTMs, and electronic

category,
upper-division baccalaureate
credit in electronics, digital lbgic, and elec-

tronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

RELAY TRANSMITTER MK 60 MOD 0

ELEVATOR CONTROL MAINTENANCE,
CLASS Cl

MAINTENANCEUFCG MK 114

Course Number k-690-0318
Location: Service School

Course Number: A-130-0060

Location: Fleet Sonar School, Key West,

Exhibit Dates: 7/77-Present.
Objectives: To familiarize trained person-

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and maintain Mk 60 Mod 0 relay
trahsnutte rs.

Initruction: Lectures and labbratones in
block-dia4am and circuit analysis and
system operation and maintenance proce,
dures, with emphasis on, system test functions. A highly specialized equipment
course.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

Exhibit Dater 10/67Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted, personnel to
maintain
Loran C receiving set.

the

who have backgrounds in electronics to
troubleshoot, maintain, and repair TACAN
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in TACAN system introduction, prin. ciples of operation, block-diagram analysis,
and frequency selector control system operation, pulse decoder operation, decoding
procedures, and circuits; and TACAN
maintenance, circuit troubleshooting, and
bench check-out procedures
a
Credit Recommendation: Credit Is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)
'
t

NV-1715-0395

in the operation and troubleshooting

techniques needed To? a computer controlled elevator system.
Instruction: Instruction includes the oper-

ation of the elevator control system, troubleshooting techniques in a digital PDP-I4
computer and component replacement in
the computer.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
computer servicing (9/77)
)
1

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El
Toro, CA.
Length; 3-5 weeks (120-200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel to install, remove, and service
aircraft electronic countermeasures equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exeicises in F-4J Shoehorn electronic countetmeasures equipment installation, removal,
and servicing, including radar homing and

warning equipment and power sources,
ACQ-51/100 and ALQ-91A countermeasures sets and associated circuits, aircraft
ECM systems locations and operational
checks,
dures.

and system

maintenance

6

proce-

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

COUNTERMEASURES SET

Course Number F-102-014.
Location: Submarine) School, Groton, CT.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
and

nel

NV-1715-0393
F-4B/J-R ik4B AN/ALQ-ss

NV-1715-0390
AN/WPN-4 MAINTENANCE

operate

Great Lakes, IL
^Length: 2 weeks (67 hours)

FL.

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

Course Number: C-102-3819.

READ ONLY MEMORY (ROM) ENCODER

MODS 9-12

Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance Training

F -4J SHOEHORN ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

NV-1715-0392
NV-1715-0389

Location: Air Maintenance Trailing Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
:Training Detachment, Cherry .Point, NC;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

aircraft navigation equipment.

and electronics laboratory (4/74), in the

dures; and fault isolation techniques
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not me-.
ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4774).

Course Number: Not available.

and operation and use of digital clocks,
digital voltmeters, AC/DC differential volt-

operation; magnetic tape storage elements:.

adapter/power assemblies, and inertial mea-

surement units; test and calibrauon proce-

347 AND KY-312) INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Detachment, El Top, CA.

Instruction: Lectu&s and practical exercises in functional operation of AN/ASN90 inertial measurement sets, controllers,

automatic testing procedures.

NV-1715-0394
F-4B AN/ASQ-19 TACAN SYSTEM (RT.

cloCk. and digital control; logic flow of
writing operations and data flow of read
operations; input/output control and operation; signal data conversion, A/D and
D/A converters; dual-trace oscilloscopes

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics, digital logic, and electronics
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics, digital logic,

ment equipment, using semiautomatic and

1-2)35

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)
, .

AN/WPN-4

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AN/WPN-4 Loran C receiver fundamentals; system components and operation, including data flow, indicator subassembly,

delay switches and network pulse delay,
pulse generator, and cycle, envelope and
amplitude, and guard and signal- monitonng
channels. use of schematics and technical
manuals;Vidtroubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3071.

Locatiop: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present
Objectiyes: To train fleet maintenajpr
personnel to _operate, troubleshoot, and
repair, the F-4B/J-RF-4B AN/ALQ-88
countermeasures set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AN/ALQ-88 countermeasures set
operation, troubleshooting, and repair, including logic review, DECM principles and
techniques, theory of operation, block dia-

gram, power control and power supply,
various components assembly procedures,

NV-1715-0396
TARTAR RADAR TEST SET MK 474 MOD 2
Course Number: A-104-0112; A-104-0113.

Location: Guided Missiles School,' Dam
Neck, VA; Guided Missiles 'School, Mare Island, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (74 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate the Mk 474 test set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Mk 474 test set operation, including
functional ..b.lock diagram, systems dynamic
tester introduction, angle error circuits,
pulse delay network, target modulator, and
countermeasures signal simulator operation;

.certificate category, 3 semester hours in

hydraulic .cooling unit operation, and test

and system flow diagram review, tuning,

w electronics (4/74).

equipment usage.

and adjustment procedures

AI

4jfl

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-206

shooting procedures. Version 1. Instruction
Includes recorder operation and built-in test
and power supply theory and analysis
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester 4

Credit Recommendation: No credit because of the limited technical nature of the
course (4/74).

NV-1715-0397

hours in electrical laboratory (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74); in the upperadivisiefin baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on,
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electrical laboralower-division
the
in
tory
(3774);

CARLE TESTER ALFRED MODEL 9500
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3058.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

baccalaureate/associate

personnel to maintain and repair the Alfred
Model 9500 cable tester
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic transmission principles, cable
tester circuit analysis; and system ma'Intenance procedures, including testing, alignment and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

category,

credit in electric/I laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division

baccalaureate

category,

credit' in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (1/74)
NV-1715-0400

-

CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN A
( ADMINISTRATION ) -CLASS A

(Coanunications Technician Administration Branch Class A) -

4

NV-1715-0398

degree

TERRIER COMPUTER MK 100 MOD 2

Course Number: A-510-0015.
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: Self-paced 8 weeks (Average 259

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Service Schools Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 20 weeks (600.hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Exhibit Dates: 4/75-Present.

Objectives: To provide the basic knowledge of job skills and professional qualifica-

weapon system

tions required for performance in the ad-

cises in the maintenance of the Mk

Instruction: This is a self-paced incliyidbaked learning system course which includes the following: knowledge of security

ministrative and personnel fields ,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Mod 2 Terrier missile system, includin
control system function, operational
ciiience of launching system, control computer, power distribution circuitscomputer
amplifiers, controls and indicators, test
equipment use, basics of analog computers,
servomechbnisms,. summing operation in
analog computer, associated equipment in
re

for classified matter, safeguards and proce-

dures; understanding of the Organization
for National Security, Nii.val Establishment,
Naval

Communications,

Naval

Security

Group Command; instruction in typing to a
speed of at least 30 net words per minute,
general clerical duties, operation of office

deck-tilt and radar position modes, ship-

machines and related functions necessary to
perform in an administ§ation, personnel,
facilities, operation, and communications
environment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

&board and shore fire control, and trouble hooting of computer and weapons director
circuits.
aCredit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);
lower-division
the
in
degree

certificate category, 3 semester hours in,
office practice and 2 in typewriting (9/78);

category,

certificate category, credit in electricity or
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)
NV-1715-0402
RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

(RSPE) MAINTENANCE
Course Number: K6113-2033.

.

Location: , Flaet: Training Center,
Diego, CA.

San

Length: 4 weeks (114-120 hourk).
Exhibit Dates:' 10/72-Present.

Objettiveb To train fire control technicians to maintain (the radar signal-processing equipment associated with specific radar
systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of radar signalprocessing equipment, including operating
modes of the equipment, IF detection and
amplification, video processing, jamming
deteetion, automatic range acquisition and
tracking, logic circuits, systems readiness
checks, adjustments and fault isolation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, Credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

Course Number. Not available.
Location: Class A Radarman, School,
Great Lakes, IL; Class A Radarman

Location: Air Maintenance, Training De-4
tachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (360 hours).
Version 2: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 8/70-Present.v
Version 2: 1/68-7/70.
.

MODS

Course Number: J-113-0111; J-113-1112

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, Dam Neck, VA.
'Length: 7 weeks (245 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To train fire control techni-

cians to operate and maintain specific radar
signal processing equipment (RSPE)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
radar signal processing equipment Mk-1 and,
Mods, including fundamentals of solid-state
diodes,

transistors, and logic theory; RSPE

operating modes; IF detection and amplification; jamming detection, automatic range
and angle acquisition and tracking, electron-

tricity or electronics, aDd credit in electricity or electronics laboratory on the basis of
institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-

RADARMAN, CLASS A,'BASIC PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATORS

'RADAR INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE
Coarse Number: C-100-3831.

(RSPE) MAINTENANCE MK I AND

NV-1715-0401

.

RF-4B AN/APQ-ioz SIDE LOOKING

RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

ic counter-countermeasures, system interfacing, system readiness, and troubleshooting
procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in elec-

1

NV-1715-0399

NV-1715-0403

lower-division
the
baccaliureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in written communication.
(9/78).
In

redit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in. the upper-division baccalaureate .category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74)

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel, to maintain, service, and troubleshoot
AN/APQ-102 (A) side-looking radar.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in side-looking radar
system infroduction; subsystems operation;
synchronizer block- diagram analysis, receiver block-diagram- analysis, and RF and
IF circuits theory; video and AGC circuits,
antenna system theory of operation; practical applications,. maintenance, and trouble-

and remote repeater operation and plotting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

hours).

maintain the Mk 100 Mod 2 Terrier missile

Ilaccalaureate/associate

lion plotting and tactics, radar navigatidn

School, Norfolk, VA.

Length: 24 weeks (960 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 9/56-12/68.
Dbjectlyes: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain, and determine the operation'al
readiness of radar equipment.
InstructiE Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of radar equipmenwincluding combat information center
functions, surface search radar and associatcd remote repeaters, air search and altitudedetermining radars and associated remote

repeaters, operational procedures of information friend-or-foe (IFF) equipment, ihipboard radar countermeasures equipment,
airtforne early warning radar equipment! internal communications, air plotting, relative
motion and themaneuvering board, forma-

division baccalaureate/associate.degree cat-

egory, credit .in electricity or'electronies
o laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-divisign tacca-,
laureate category, credit in electricity or
electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0404
SONAR AN/SQS-38 MAINTENANCE

(USCG)
Course Niimber: A-130-0071.

Location: Fleet Anti-submarine Warfare

Training Center, San Diego, CA; Fleet
Sonar School, Key West, FL.
Length: 10 weeks 4388-400 hOursk,
Exhibit. Dates: 1/73-Present.

Objectives: To train Coast Guard sonarmen to maintain, calibrate, and operate the
AN/SQS-38 sonar, the WQC2 underwater

'telephone, and associated equipment

r

Avy
Instruction: Lectures- and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance 'of
the AN/SQS-38 sonar set. WQC2 under:

der telephone, and built -in

test equip-

ment. including special circuits, power supplies and distribution, transmission signal
development. transmitter modules, trans-

NV-1715-0405
SONAR AN/SQS-26CX AND AN/SQS-53
MAINTENANCE

26CX)

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/74- Present

Objectives: To provide detailed instruc-

tion in the components of closed circuit
television and to train personnel in operation and corrective maintenance
Instruction: Demonstrations in parts identification and operation of the closed circuit
television system utilizing a small amount of
test procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
2- semester hours in
certificate
closed circuit tele on (9/77)

NV-1715-0408
A-7 AN/APQ-116 RADAR SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course timber A-I30-0102, A-I30-0047,

Course,Number: C:104-3782

J-130-0865.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates:'9/68-Present.
/Objectives:, To train maintenance personnel to operate, maintain, service, and repair
AN/APQ- 116 radar sets
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
AN/APQ-116 radar set familiarization, se-

Location: Fleet Son School, Key West,
FL, Fleet Anti-Subm "e Warfare School,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 24-30 weeks (798-900 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/69 - Present.

Objectives: TO train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, troubleshoot and repair
the specified sonar detecting-r ging equipment,
Instruction: Lectures a practical exerr
cises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/SQS-26CX and, beginning February 1977, the AN/SQS-53 sonar detecting-ranging set, including binary mathematics
and logic, test equipment, modes of operation, sound propagation, primary power
distribution, sonar monitor, block diagrams,
fault-locating monitor, mode selection and
generation, simulated targets and target
control, surface duct programmer and
transmitter, B-scan receiN' and display,
various circuits, variable deptession components, range measuring and servos
.0 Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 s re-Tesi ter .hours in
electronic troubleshooting (8/77).

A-6 ASSOCIATED RADAR TEST EQUIPMENT
INTE6RMEDIATcLEVEL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachntent, Whidbey Island WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, C/ceane, VA
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours)
Exhibit Date's: 5/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate, troubleshoot, and maintain
search radars and associated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
theory of operation and system functions of
radar set controls, azimuth/elevation/range
indicafors, search radar antenna/receivers,
and data processing units
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);
the
baccalaureate/associate

lower-division
degree category,

credit in electrodes on the basis ofIristituhone! evaluation (3/74); in the upper-diviSion baccalaureate category, credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

curity, radiation hazards, and special circults; transmitter circuit analysis, power
supplies, antenna systems, and trans muter
modules, general component theory, receiver circuit analysis, antenna -re&ivers, command computers, and alarm monitors, display analysis, sweep generators, and indicator systems, and system maintenance, trou
leshooting procedures, and performance
,-

testing
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit trr electricity and
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the lower-division baccalaultate/associate degree category,

credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
tho upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electrical laboratofy on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/68)

NV-1715-0406

in

Command,

Great Lakes, IL

-

(Sonar AN/SQS-26CX Maintenance)
(Sonar Detecting-Ranging Set AN/SQSA-I

in the lower-division
uation (3/74);
baccalaureate/assISmste degree category,

I

Course Number: A-198-0025.
Location: Service School

ducers, and transducer switching; and re-

ceiving subsystem, including classification,
position-indicator system timing and deflection circuitry, primary cursor generation,
and servos
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic troubleshooting (8/77),

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, crelit in electricity and
electronics on the basis of institutional eval-

Ny-1715-0407
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
MAINTENANCE, CLA

NV=1715-0409
F-47 AN/ARN-86 TACAN INTERMEDIATE'
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available
Location: Air Maintenance Training 'De-

tachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachments El Toro, CA; Air
Maintenance Training DetachTnent, Oceana,

VA;' Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).

" Exhibit Dates: 5/69-Ptesent.
Objectives:. To train fleet maintenance
personnel to operate, troubleshoot, maim
tam, repair, and modify, AN/ARN-86
TACAN navigation systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories m
introductiOn to AN/ARN-86 systems, including, power supplies and distribution,
block-diagram analysis, transmit-receive RF
operations, IF amplifiers, and channel servo

operations; video decoders, AGC and ID
tone circuits, and 15- cycle and, 135-cycle
bearing circuits; interrogation, reference,

and reply circuitry; and intermediate maintenance, range and antenna circuitry, and
troubleshooting procedures.

t

1-207

credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the upper - division baccalaureate category;
credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0410
WEAPON SYSTEM SPECIALIST (CREW
LEADER) MAINTENANCE

Course.Number: Not available.

Locatimi: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Ditty 1/70-Present.

Objectives: To train crew members to

maintain aircraft weapon control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in weapon control systems functional
analysis, including data transmission, power
subsystems, radar and infrared systems, and
computer controls and display systems;
weapons and avionics functional analysis,
modes analysis, including tactical programs,
navigation, air-to-air and air-to-ground
-modes analysis, data links, and in-flight
training, and radar, IP computer, and display maintenance, armament controlling
maintenance, and calendar inspection.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electricity and
valelectronics on the basis of instit
uation

(3/74),

in

the

lower -dives

baccalAreate/associate degree category,
_credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

NV-174-6411
WEAPONS SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN (CREW

MEMBER) ORGANIZATIONAL ,
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (380 hours).
Exhibit Dates:. 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel to test, troubleshoot, and main4
to

F-14 weapSns systems.

Instruction: Lecturers and laboratories in
operating modes and functional design' of
the R;14 system; power, radar, and infrared
operation, control displays, and description;
computer controls and displays, weapons
control system maintenance and calendar
inspection and procedures, -and aircraft
maiptenancE, weapons systems, and weapon
checklists,
Credit Recommendation: In the vol iorial
certificate category, credit in electricity and
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation
(3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0412
FIRE CONTROL SY IKEM (FCS) MK 113
MOD 9 (TOR DOES AND TARGET
MOTION ANALYSIS)

Course Number: A -113 -0060.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length:.23 weeks (758 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-208

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
opefate, maintain, and test underwater fire
control systems.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
introduction to Mk 113 Mod 7 underwater
fire' control systems, terminology, data
flow, and power distribution; analog computational devices, synchros, and resolvers;

credit in. electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-17
15
RF-4B AN/APQ-99 FORWARD LOOKING
RADAR INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

attack directors, attack control consoles,

target motion analysis; torpedo control consoles and tone signal generators; weapons
simulators and monitor panels; firing and
monitoring systems, systems maintenance
and operational procedures; target motion
subsystems, target motion computers and
signal data convertors; and digital interconnecting boles.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electricity and
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

NV-1715-0413
WEAPONS DIRECTION SYSTEM
7

(WDS).MK

MOD 3 (CARE4R)

Course Number: A-121-0032

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 15 weeks (553 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1V72-Present.

Objectives: To train fire control technicians in the maintenance and repair of Mk 7
Mod 3 weapons direction systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in weapons direction equipment and

related power, simulating, sweep generation, video, display, tracking, symbol, data
converting, and automatic height-tracking
systems; utilization of dual-trace scope,
AC/DC differential voltmeters, and digitat
voltmeters; and system maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category', 1 semester hour in
electronics, and credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
in
the
lower-division
(3/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the
upper-division
baccalaureate
category,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74):

NV-1715-0414
WEAPONS DIRECTION SYSTEM (WDS) MK
7 MOD 3 (6-YEAR OBLIGOR)

Course Number: A-121-0032.

Location: Guided Missiles. School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 20 weeks (759 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present.
Objectives: To train fire control 'techni-

cians- to maintain and repair Mk 7 Mod 3
weapons direction systems.,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in weapons direction equipment and
related power, -simulating, sweep, video,
display, tracking, symbol, and data converting systems introduction to Terrier weapon
systems, computer, radar sets, launching e
systems, and maintenance procedures; and
utilization of dual-trace scope, AC/DC differential voltmeter, and digital voltmeter.
``Cretlit Recommendation: In the vocational

tertificate' category,

1

semester hour in

electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in _electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
categOry,
baccalaureate
upper-division

Course Number: C-112-124; C-100-3832.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 6-8 weeks (240-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance persons
net who have had previous training in transistor and digital computer fundamentals to
maintain AN/APQ-99 forward . looking
radar (FLR) through the intermediate level
of maintenance.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in-theory of operation and bench pro-

cedures for AN/APQ-99 systems; blockdiagram analysis of transmitter, receiver,
and antenna systems; power supply programmers; radar set control; indicators; and
troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
glectncity or electronics (3/74); in the

baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit' in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evallower-division

uation (3/74).

.

maintenance level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-+r
cises in target control system familiarization, rotary wing components, and radio
transmitting set operation and functional
analysis, organizational maintenance utilizing test sets, frequency counters, oscilloscopes, and frequency analyzers; and intermediate maintenance of target control systeMs.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0418
QH-soC TARGET CONTROL SYSTEM
AN/SRW-4B INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Dam Neck, VA; Air Mainte-

nalice Training Detachment, North Island,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain AN/SRW-4B target control .
system support equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in target control system familiarization; description, location, and operation of
transmitter controls; demonstration of radio
transmitting sets; functional analysis of amplifier modulatqrs, ariiplifier frequency multipliers, coders, and power supplies, and In-

NV-1715:404168

SSN/CVA

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and service AN/SRW-4B
target control systems at the intermediate

SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY

(ENLISTED)

Course Number: F-193-072

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68,4/71.
Objectives: To provide electronics technicians with initial training in the theory and

operation of basic components of inertial

navigatibn systems, and to prepare them for

termediate maintenance of target control
system test sets, transmitter controllers, and
transmitting sets.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics (3/74).

advanced' studies in digital computer and

NV-1715-0419

navigation systems repair.

TALOS COMPUTER MK III MOD I, CLASS C

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
testing and repair, test equipment, transistor
fundamentals, and basic module repair, digital mathematics, numbering systems, arithmetic operations, and coding systems, digi-

tal circuits, symbology, switching circuits,
gating circuits, computer components, digital counters, timing-shelf registers, adders
and subtractors, storage devices, and
input/output devices; programming, scaling,
coding and addressing, and flow charts; and
navigation theory, physics of motion, and
inertial navigation system components and
synchros.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electricity or electronics laboratory (3/74),
in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
laboratory (3/74); in the upper-division back

calaureate category, 3 semester hours in

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA, Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 16 weeks (465 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: 'To tram'enlisted personnel to
maintain Talos computers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Talos weapon systems familiarization, basics of analog computers, and Mk
111 Mod 1 computer components and circuitry, system functioning, physical description, data flow maintenance, intercept display, and evaluationklisplays.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).
NV-1715.0420
SONAR AN/SQS-26 SERIES SONAR
OPERATOR BASIC

electricity or electronics laboratory (3/74).

(Sonar AN/SQS-26 AX(R) and CX Oper-

NV-1715-0417
QH-soD TARGET CONTROL SYSTEM
AN/SRW-4B INTERMEDIATE

(AN/SQS-,26 AXR & CX Operator) e

ations Basic)
Course Number: A-130-0086; J-130-0815.

Location: Fleet Anti - submarine Warfare

-

MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Dam Neck, VA; Air.- Maintenance Training ,Detachment, Mare Island,
CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
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Training Center, San Diego, CA; Fleet

Sonar School, Key West, FL.
Length: 3 weeks (91-94 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train sonar technicians to
operate AN/SQS-26AX(R) & CX sonars.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in system description, modes of oper-

ation, performance prediction, and search.

Navy
sion, including physical properties of sea

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
eperate and use the underwater fire control

water, acoustic ray theory, reverberations,

systems.

procedures, and deep-water sound transmismeasurement

of sound, and propagation

losses.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/77).

NV- 1715 -0421
TARTAR RADAR AN/SPG-s i B OR RADAR
AN /SPG -siC, CLASS C
Course Number: A-104-0127.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck/VA; Naval Schools Command, Mare ,
Island, CA.
Length: 24 weeks (720 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2 /68- Present.

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to maintain AN/SPG-51B/C radars.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Tartar weapons system familiarization, tire control systems, search °radar,
launching systems, and countermeasures;
equipment safety and radar test sets; track
radar, block diagrams, Doppler effect, track
radar transmitters, power supplies, modulators, power amplifiers, add klystron theory;
receiver circuits, spectrum analyzers, and
tuning and adjustment of transmitter and receivers;sdata converters; radar set consoles,
casualty analysis specialized test set operation; and Tartar missile guidance systems
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0422
S-2D/E AN/APN-I 22 DOPPLER RADAR
NAVIGATION SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Aiyitiaintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 168-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain, troubleshoot, and repair

AN/APN-122 Doppler radar navigation
systems.

In.Vction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in Doppler radar theory; power distribution; signal data converters; conversion
of beam coordinates to ground speed and
drift angles; ground speed computers; vertical reference systems; signal loops; drift

angles; location and replacement of mal-

functioning components; special test. equipment; and system troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evallower-division
the
uation (3/74); in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of Institutional evaluation (3/741 in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,

credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV:1715-0423
BASIC SURFACEION4R TECHNICIAN, CLASS
A CORE PHASE"*:`
(Sonar Technician Class A;-1 (Surface))

(Statate Sonar Technician, Class A)
Course Number: A-130-0037; A-130-0038;

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation and maintenance of underwater fire control systems, including
dials and operating Controls, input data
sources, attack director outputs, functional
switches, control panels, stabilization computers, firing panels, relay transmitters,
remote repeaters, and underwater fire control systems ancillary equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In.the vocational

certificate category,

1

semester hour in

basic electronic test equipment (8/77).

School, Key West, FL.
Length: 6-12 weeks (14J-228 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present.

(Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance)

(Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships inertial Navigation
System (SINS), Maintenance (Enlisted))

Course Number: A-193.0032, F-193-032;
F-193-080.

Location: Submarl School, Groton, CT.
Length: 19-25 weeks (570-750 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-Present.
Objectives: To train electronics technicians to operate, evaluate, and maintain the
Mk 3 Mod 6 ship's inertial navigation
system.

Instruction: Lectyres and practical exercises in tracing electrical, and .mechanical
loops, performing specified checks and
tests, Mk.3 Mod 6 slAistems malfunctions iso-

NV-1715.0424
RA;sC AN/AYA-OiSNAL DATA

lation and repair, MINDAC computer familiarization, transistor theory review,
analog system components, oscilloscope operation, and computer mathematics.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

CONVERTER GROUP INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course NumbeAZ-100-3746.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate, maintain, and service RA-5C
signal data converter groups at the interme0/pate maintenance level and to utilize naval
air maintenance training units and appropriate general and special support equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory of operation and maintenance of signal data converters, data translators, photo channel data processing, translator tape channels, recording head amplifiers, and optical viewfinders.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

certificate category, credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional'evaluation (3/74)

NV-1715-0427
SSBN NAVIGATION DATA ASSIMILATION
COMPUTER MK 2 MOD 4,
STABILIZATION DATA COMPUTER MK
3 MOD I
Course Number: A-193-017.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 23 weeks (805 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train electronics techm-4
clans to operate and maintain type 11 Periscope systems, Mk 3 Mod 1 stabilization
data computer (SDC), and specific navigation data assimilation computers and control
consoles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance, of specific peri-

NV-1715.0425
AN/UQN-4 SONAR SOUNDING SET
MAINTENANCE

(AN/UQN-4 Echo Sounder Maintenance)
(Sonar Sounding Set AN/UQN-4)

scope systems, stabilization data computers,
navigation data assimilation computers and
control consoles, including celestial, navigation, hydraulic systems, periscope optical

system, relay controlled sequencing, complex servomechanism theory, optical monitoring and error determination, general
Location: Service School Command, Saiix. computer principles and programming, cirDiego, CA; Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
cuit analysis, various input and output theVA; Submarine School, Groton, CT.
ories and techniques, and fault isolation.
Length: 2-3 weeks (60-90 hours).
Credit Recoitimendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present. ,
Course Number: A-130-0074; F-130-018.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
with knowledge of sonar and solid-state
theory "to

operate

and

maintain

the

AN/UQN-4 sonar soundiniset.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/UQN-4
sonar sounding set, including the 3-M
system; computgr mathematics and logic;

solid-state devices; power supplies, frequency generation and selection circuits; recorder panel assembly and drive motor control;
keying and transmitter circuits; pulse generator; remote indicator; keel reference
counter, decoder, and clearing control;,digital readout, countdown, and storage control
circuits; receiver circuits; and troubleshooting and alignment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
Certificate category, 1 semester hour in
electronics laboratory (31/77).

4-130-0505.

Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare
School, San Diego, CA; Fleet Sonar

1-209

NV-1715-0426
SSN MK 3 MOD

C SHIPS INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM (SINS)

MAINTENANCE

NV-1715-0428
AN /APQ -i24A RADAR SET INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

(F-8 AN/APQ-124 Radar Intermediate
Maintenance)
Course Number: C-102-3855.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (200-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel who have had previous training

in electronics to maintain the AN/APQ124A radar set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the A N/APQ124A radar- set, including review of basic
electronics and circuit analysis and troubleshooting of components; power systems;
transmitter; receiver; -tracker system; dislay system; antenna system; and computer
s stem.
redit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);

so, .
COURSE EXHIBITS

1-210

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of instituflonal evaluation (3/74).

certificate category, credit in electricity or

tional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evalua-

NV-171.5-0431

electronics on the basis of institutional .evaluation (3/74).

degree

A-6A AN/APQ-92 SEARCH RADAR AND

NV-1715-0434
-44N/APX-76A AIR /AIR IFF

MODULE ANALYZER TEST BENCH
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

tion (3/74).

Course Number: Not available.

NV-1715.0429

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Main-

A-6A TRACK RADAR AND MODULE
ANALYZER TEST CONSOLE
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(A-6 Track Radar Module Analyzer Test
Console and Detailed Module Theory
(Intermeciiiite Level Maintenance))
Course Numbir: C-150.31.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceanp, VA.
Length: 10-12 weeks (400-480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain, troubleshoot, and repair
modules of the AN/APQ-112 track radar,
the AN/APM-225 module analyzer test
bench, and the OA- 3735/ASM -77
radar test consoles.

track

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
APQ-112 track radar, control and power
circuits, receiving and video processing,
amplifiers and antenna control,
module analyzer test console (MATC) cirservo

cuits, critical-signal generators, data processors, module maintenance, Sace module

theory and maintenance, and gyro control
and stabilization.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in electronics
and electronics laboratory on the basis of
institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, credit -in electronics and electronics
laboratorN on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics and
electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

tenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 13 weeks (520 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have had previous training in basic
electronics, transistor fundamentals, and
subminiature repair to operate and maintain

the AN/APQ-92 search raft- and associated search radar and. module analyzer jest
consoles.

e.

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC;
Air Maintenance Trarrting Detachment, El
Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have knowledge of airborne missile

control systems to maintain the AN/APQ72 radar set at the intermediate level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/APQ72 radar set, including''circuit analysis of
low-voltage power supply, transmitter, and
electrical frequency control,, operational
analysis of the equipment; circuit analysis of

the receiver; automaticaain control, range
track,

and relay funcins; and trouble-

Course Number: C-102-3066.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De -'Q
tachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,

' VA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel who have backgrounds in IFF

systems and digital fundamentals to operate

ed test consoles, including search radar, displays, systems operation; analysis of the

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/APX-76A interrogator set, including block-diagram analysis of the transmit

control, electrical synchronizer, video processor, azimuth/range/elevation indicator,
azimuth/range indicator, and data processor
unit; servo electronics unit; transmit circuit;
antenna/receiver; terrain clearance processor; and module theory of operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

-

NV-1715-043f
UH-2A AN/APN-i3o RADAR NAVIGATION
EQUIPMENT

and maintain the AN/APX-76A interrogate-5'r set at the intermediate level.

and receiver section and perfoimance monitor, and analysis of various circuits
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0435
A-6A AN /APQ -ii2 TRACK RADAR TEST
CONSOLE AND DETAILED RADAR
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANICE

Course Number: Not available.

"

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Main-

nance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

tenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 11 weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have d previous training in basic

Course Number: Not available.

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Mainte-

nel to maintain

the UH;2A helicopter's

navigational system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerF-413 AN/APQ-72 RADAR SET

INTERROGATOR SET INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the-AN/APQ-92 search radar a/fd associat-

cises in the maintenance of the navigational

NV-1715-0430

0

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

lower-division
category,
credit in electronics on the basis of instituin
the
baccalaureate/associate

system of the UH-2A helicopter, including
an introduction to Doppler radar, transistor
review, power supply, receiver-transmitter,
and liquid cooler analosis; hover, auto, andother modes, and system troubleshooting
and alignment,
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

electronics an, transistor fundtdnentals to
operate and m. tarn AN/APQ-112 track
radars and assoc: :,ed test consoles.

Instruction: Lek.:ures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
AN/APQ-112 track radars and associated
test consoles, including block-diagram anal-

ysis, control and power circuits, receiving
and video processing, servo amplifier, antenna control, test console analysis, and
repair procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74);
in
the
lower-division

NV-1715-0433
CLUTTER SUPPRESSOR AND AUTOMATIC

ALARM FOR THE AN/SPS-io
Course Number: A-104-0132.

Location: Naval Schools Command, San
Francisco, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/7&Present.

Objectives: To trVh electronics technicians who have had previous training or ex-

perience in AN/SPS-10 "radars, transistor
theory, integrated circuit theory, and circuit
boaid repair to maintain the clutter suppressor and automatic alarm units and associat-

baccalaureate/associate

degree

category,

credit in 'electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (3/74).
NV -1715 -0436
TARTAR WEAPON DIRECTION SYSTEM

(WDS) MK 4, CLASS C
Course Number: A-121-0029, A-121-0030.

Location: Guided Missile School, Dam

shooting of the synchionizer, antenna, and
indicating systems control.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certifidate category, credit in electrical laboratori-on the basis of institutional evaluain -the
lower-division
tion
(3/74);

ed equipment of the AN/SPS-10 radar

pressor and automatic alarm units of the
AN/SPS-10 radar, system and associated

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to maintain the weapon direction

baccalaureate/associate ' degree

equipment, including basic operation, signal
flow; functional, module and circuit analysis

system.

of the equipment:. and functional trouble-

cises in The maintenance of the weapon direction'system, including an introduction to

category,

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division

baccalaureate

category,

system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenaNce of the clutter sup-

shooting.

f) :

4 0.3

Neck, VA, Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 14 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit. Dates: 1/68-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Navy
the Tartar weapon control system, power

system, simulation, sweep generation, sweep
deflection, display system,- tracking and
target evaluation, WDE MK 1 adjustments,

designation data converting system, and

weapon assignment system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74)

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
-Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel whO have had previous training in electronic circuits and transistor fundamentals
to operate and maintain the RA-5C still-picture, aerial reconnaissance camera system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the RA-5C still-picture, aerial reconnaissance camera system, including photograph-

ic control panels and associated circuits,
NV--1715-047
TARTAR WEAPON DIRECTION SYSTEMS

(WDS) MK 4 MOD 0, CLASS C

A-I21-0030

Course N,umber:

Location: Guided Missiles School, 0 Dam
Neck, VA, Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 20 weeks (549 hours).

Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present. ,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the Mk 4 Mod 0; weapons direction system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the Mk 4 Mod 0
weapons direction system; including equipment operation, target selection and tracking console CRT, director and weapon as-

signment display and switching circuits,

power circuits, and ancillary equipment use
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the lower-division,
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

I

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
physics, 4 in electronics (3/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour iii physics, 2 in electronics (3/74).
lower - division

SYSTEM <SINS) Mx 2 Moo 4

MAINTENANCE

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the APS08/88A 'radar systems at

Length: 25 weeks (840 hours).
-Exhibit Dates: 11 /72-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the-operation and maintenance of
the Mk 2 Mod 4 ship's inertial navigation
system, the Mk 3 Mod 3 multispeed repeater, the AN/PQN-3 sonar sounding set, and
cluding subsystem tie-in and associated test
equipment operation, fleet ballistic missile
weapons system operation, analysis of the
sonar sounding set, and repair procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
electronics

and

electronics

laboratory

the intermediate level.

(4/74).

cises in the °maintenance, of the APS88/88A radar systems, including system operation, synchronizer (trigger generator,

NV-1715.0441
AN/SRN-9A, RADIO NAVIGATION SET,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

gate, sweep generator, and sweep amplifier), receiver-transmitter assembly (modulaAir transmitter, microwave assembly, and
automatic frequency control), azimuth
range, indicator, power system, antenna re-

flectazimuth drive system, vertical stabslizati system, and practical maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evalualoWer-division
in
the
(3/74),
tion
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74); in the
upper-division

baccalaureate

category,

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (3/74).

NV-1715-0439
RA-5C STILL PICTURE CAMERA SHOP
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location:

Service /Schools Command,

Great Lakes, IL
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train senior petty officers
to supervise Terrier missile weapons system
technical ,operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of Terrier weapons
systems, including system data flow, specif-

ic system description, target detection, selection, and tracking, director assignment,
target designation and control system, acquisition and tracking using special equipment, circuit analysis of equipment components, and computation of missile and
launcher orders .using computers, signals
and 4veapon assignment, and testing and
maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper -division baccalaureate category, credit in

TERRIER WEAPONS SYSTEM MISSILE FIRE

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.

the Mk 6 Mod 1 interconnecting box, In-

Location: Air Maintenance Training De'tachment, Key West, FL; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, North Island, CA

CONTROL SYSTEM (MFCS) MK 73

Course Number: Not)vailable

NV-1715-0443

TECHNICIAN

Course tslumber: .A-I93-014.

sounding sets, and interconnecting boxes.

Course Number: Not available

TERRIER WEAPONS SYSTEM MISSILE FIRE

tional evaluation (4/74),

basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

NV-1715-0438
S-2D/E AN/APS-88/88A RADAR SET.

NV-1715-0442

SSBN SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION

the upper-division baccalaureate category,

credit in electricity or electronics on the

1-211

etectncal laboratory on the basis of institu-

NV-1715-0440

Objectives: To train electronics technicians who have backgrounds in Polaris or
fleet ballistic missile electronics to operate
and maintain specific ship's inertial navigation systems, multispeed repeaters, sonar

credit in electricity or electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (3/74); in

'

IKIC and shutter control assembly, various
Modules, still-picture camera mounts, operation and assembly of specific camera
equipment, and flasher system components
and operation.
"Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

.

CONTROL SYSTEM (MFCS) MK 76

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA; Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train senior petty officers
to supervise Terrier missile weapons systems technical operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation of Terrier missile
weapons systems, including basic systems
operation .and equipment, target detection,
missile selection and WDE tracking, FCS

assignment and target tracking, and fire

control problem computation using computers,euussile firing and guidance, data reduction, and lest and alignment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (4/74)?

NV-1715-0444
TALOS WEAPONS SYSTEM MK 77 MOD 2
(CLASS C)

Course Number: Not available.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Couw Number. F-193-0072.
LocatIsn: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71- Present.
Objectives: To train submarine electronics
technicians to operate the navigation satellite system and to operate and maintain the
AN/SRN-9A radio navigation set.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the navigation satellite system and the
AN/SRN-9A radio navigation set, including specialized treatment of equipment and
systems,

modulation,

logic circuits,

test

signal generator, symbolic integrated maintenance, receiver and message demodUlator,
digital processing unit, power supply, electrothermal teleprinter, and software.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recierrnmended, because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA; Naval*Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to lead Talos missile weapons systems
technical operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of Taros missile weapons systems, including cruiser weapons systems, search radar sets, test equipqient,
target detection, identification, entry and
tracking, evaluation, and acquisition; associated' missjle operation and servicing,

weapon control and data system, the 3M
system, and system testing and alignment
procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74),

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-212-

BASIC OPERATOR, CLASS CI

Course Number: A-233-01)29.
Location:
Submarine School,

ry, gyroscopic pnnciples, air data equipment, delivery and release systems, weap-

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/75-Present.

NV-1715.0445
AN/BRD-7, AN/WYQ.1, AN/BRO.'
New

London, CT; Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 1/72 weeks (Present hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3-90.
Objectives: To train an Individual to operate a surveillance receiver and digital dm-,
play unit.

Instruction: Course trains the individual
to operate three pieces of equipment` (two
receivers and a display unit) and Includes
basic theory, physical description, and function of all controls, Indicators, displays, and
interface connections.
Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of military-specific
nature of the course (9/77).

Objectives: To provide theory of operation of specific equipment and to train to
perform fault isolation and repairs on the
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories on

monitoring circuits, relay logic synchro

loops, digital motor-control closed loops;
the use of diagnostics to determine fault isolation and to make repairs on specific equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, .1 semestet hour in
electromechanical repair (9/77).

NV-1715-0449
AN/BRD-7 COMBINED MAINTENANCE,
CLASS CI

Course Number: A-102-0217.
School,
Submarine
Locition:

Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train the technician to op-

MISSILE TEST EQUIPMENT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

erate and maintain a digitally controlled

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, JacicsOnville, FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present
Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to

maintain and operate the Sparrow III missile and associated test equipment at the intermediate level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the Sparrow III and associated test equipment, including check-out procedures, test
set analysis and components, calibration and
testing, and troubleshooting and repair procedures.
Credit Recommlgdation: In the vocational

certificate categor
electronics,
(4/74).

1

in

3 semester hours in

electronics

laboratory

communication receiver that automatically
processes the received information
Instruction: This course covers a multiband receiver system that digitizes the Input
signal information and processes this data to
optimize the antenna configuration and directional finder receivers to determine bearing information. This information is recorded in a digital memory `systiiii and on a mechanical printer. Subsystems studied include
power supplies; operational amplifiers, passive filters; audio, video, and logrithmic amplifiers; several superhetrodyne receivers in
the low-lo-high-communication bands; limiters; logic controlled amplifiers; random
access memory units; compantor circuitry,
and TTL and ECL logic subsystems. The
student covers the physical description of
the equipment, all operating modes, blockdiagram descnption of the signal flow, and

data control information, schematic dia-

grams of each circuit board identifying test
points and correct signal levels; p1eventive

NV-1715-0447

-maintenance; trofibleshooting to isolate fault

,MARDAN COMPUTER THEORY AND
MAINTENANCE I

to the IC board and in most cases to the
actual component, using 4-trace oscillos-

Course Number: jk-193-0288.

Location: Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC, Naval
Submarine School, New London, CT,
Naval Submarine Training Center, Pacific,
Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2-3 weeks (60-75 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/75-Present.

Objectives: To provide theory of operation of specific military equipment and to
train in fault isolation and repair of the
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratones in
the theory of equipment operation, including power supply sequencing, relay logic,
and alarm systems and in fault isolation and
repair of the equipment.
credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
1

electronics (9/77).

copes, AM-FM signal generators, frequency
counters, spectrum analyzer, time domain,
reflectometer, digital voltmeters, differential

voltmeters, and special test equipment for
this systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5 semester hours in electronic engi-

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

transistor

fundamentals- to operate and

maintain the AN/ASM-175 (XN-1) electronic module test console.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
AN/ASM-175 (XN-1) electronic
the
module test console, including transistor

theory, AC and DC power distribution,
logic circuits, test equipment, oscilloscope,

and programming and testing of various
components and modules.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (4/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electronics laboratory (4/74)
NV-1715.0452
A-4E COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION
IDENTIFICATION (CNI WWEAPONS
SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
.
.

Course Number: C-102-3724

Lbcation: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain the communications,
navigation, identification, and weapons sys-

tems of the A-4E Douglas Skyhawk aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer- .
cises in flight-line maintenance of the A-4E
Douglas Skyhawk aircraft communications,
navigation, identification, and weapons systems, including system analysis, transmit-

ation and analysis.
Credit Recommendation: Id the vocational

A-7A/B

INTEGRATED AVIONICS WEAPONS
SYSTEM TECHNICIAN
ORGANIZATIONAL, MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3794

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL.

to troubleshoot and

perform

operational checks oh the A-7A/B weapons
system.

Location: Fleet Ballistic Missile Submanne Training Center, Charleston, SC; Naval
Subinanne School, New London, CT,
Naval Submarine TraminINCenter, Pacific,
Pearl Harbor, HI.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.

NV- 1715 -0450

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

Course Number. A-193-0289.

Course Number: Not available.

ters, radar fundamentals, digital computer,
principles, specific UHF equipment, Shnke
improved display system, and system oper-

personnel

MARDAN COMPUTER THEORY AND
MAINTENANCE II

A-6 ELECTRONIC MODULE TEST CONSOLE
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

neering technology, X9/77)

Length: 6 weeks (224 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

NV-1715-0448

NV-1715.0451

who have backgrounds in avionics and
New

London, CT; Submanne Training Center,
NV-1715-0446
AN/DSM-32 SPARROW III GUIDED

ons release computer, and associated radar
set components and operation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer'cises in troubleshooting and operational

checks on the A-7A/B weapons system, including ordnance fanulianzation, associated,
equipment and weaponry, integrated flight
instruments system components and circuit-

4'

0 f)

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (4/74).
NV-1715-0453
RA-5C FLIGHT CONTROL INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel with knowledge of basic hydraulics and

electricity to operate and maintain flight
control systems at an intermediate level.

Navy
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of flight control
systems, including directional, lateral, latitudinal, and flight control system components
and operation.
Credit Recommenaation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0454
RA-5C AIR DATA AND FLIGHT
REFERENCE SYStEMS

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(RA-5C Air Data and Flight Reference
Systems)
Course Number: C-602-3749.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 2-3 weeks (80-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-3/73.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain arid service *air data and
flight reference systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in RA-5C air data and flight reference
systems operation and maintenance procedures, circuit analysis, troubleshooting, and
utilization of test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended- because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-04.45
RA-5C FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in data processing (4/74).

Length: 4-5 weeks (160-200 hours)
t.
Exhibit Dates: 3/69 -Pr
Objectives: To train-maintenance personnel to operate and maintain the RA-5C
flight control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the RA-5C flight control system, including
hydraulic systems, primary and secondary
airflow systems, and directional control, lateral control, longitudinal control, and automatic flight control systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-006
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE (FBM)

Course Number: C-102-3809.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air

Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,

VA; Air Maintenance Training Detach-

ment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Preseht.
Objectives:*To provide fleet maintenance

personnel with training on Shoehorn systems, including equipment, location, installation and removal, power distribution, Interface, and use of line-test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
Shoehorn systems, components, locations,
procedures;

preflight,

and maintenance
postflight, and periodic inspections; and
system line maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (4/74).

A-6A SHOEHORN ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3761.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet organizational
mainkonatice personnel to maintain A-6A/E
Shoehorn electronic countermeasures systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
A-6 electronic countermeasures systems operation, interface, and RF-cable and system
line maintenance
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 1 semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74).

E-2A WEAPON SYSTEM SPECIALIST
(E-2A Weapon System Special, No 5)
Course Number: Not available.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

aids, administrative aspects of the F B3/1.
program and Naysubsystem operational laboratory.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6° semester hours in
electronics, 2 in data processing (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 2 in data processing (4/74); in the

data computers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in automatic flight control system op-

eration, calibration, and maintenance; air
data computer operation and maintenance,
servo systems; utilization of test equipment;
and maximum rudder and pitch feel system
operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (4/74).
NV-1715-0461
C-2A AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

SYSTEM (AN/ASW-15) AND AIR
DATA COMPUTER (A/A24G-13)

Course Number: C-602-3492.

Length: 13 weeks (630 hours).

cises in the functions of fleet ballistic missile
navigation officers, including inertial navigation, transmission systems, electronics and
transistors,, computers, ship's inertial navigation system and ilardware description,
marine differential analyzer computer,
system calibration techniques, navigational

tor fundamentals to operate and maintain
automatic flight control systems and air

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

NV-1715-0458

NV-1715.0459

tic missile navigation officers.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 2-3 weeks (80-120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68 - Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have had previous training in transis-

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

Course Number: Not available.

Exhibit Dates: 3/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers as fleet ballis-

E-2A AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

Course Number: Not available.

F-4B SHOEHORN ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

NAVIGATION OFFICER

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.

NV-1715.0460
SYSTEM (AN/ASW-15 ) AND AIR
DATA COMPUTER (A/A24G-13)

NV-1715.0457

Course Number: C-602-3744.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA.

1-213

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 8-10 weeks (320-400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train avionics technicians
to maintain complete E-2A avionics systems
and to use line-test equipment.

Insiriction: Lectures and laboratories in

E-2A , aircraft, ground
equipment, in-flight performance monitor
test sets, airborne tactical data systems, and
allied electronics.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
introduction

to

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate / assocLte degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (4/74),--

0 ,)

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

Length: Version 1: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Version 2: 3 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/69-Present.

Version 2: 3/68-8/69.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

wild have backgrounds in transistors to operate and maintain automatic flight control
systems and air data computers.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the Operation, circuitry, and maintenance of automatic flight control systems
and air data computers, utilization of trainer
panels and associated test equipment; maxi-

mum rudder and pitch feel systems; and

ti
servo systems and amplifiers.
Credit Recomthendation: Version 1: In the
semester
certificate category,
''hours
hours in electronics (6/75); in the lower-di-

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics (6/75).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in electronics laboralower-division
the
(4/74); in
tory
baccalaureate/associate degree- category, 2
semester hours in electronics laboratory
(4/74)

NV-1715.0462
P-3 PB-20N AUTOPILOT SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602.3532,

Location: 'Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent,Rivet, MD; Air Maintenance Training Det,achment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide electrical maintenance personnel with training in intermediate-level maintenance, circuit analysis, operation, and test procedures for PB-20N autopilot systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory of operation of autopilot *stems: power supplies, amplifieri, test equip-

1-214,

COURSE EXHIBIT'S

ment, bench testing, and troubleshooting
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-

electrical laboratory (4/74); in the wer-dicatevision baccalaureate/associate degr
gory, 1 semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74).

NV4715-0469
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE MAINTENACE

(ESM) AN/WLR-8(V)2 COMBINED
MAINTENANCE

division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 1 semester hour id electronics laboratory (4/74).

Course Number: A-2 3-0040.
Submarine
School,
Location:

NV-1715-0466

New
London, CT; Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.

TARTAR WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM

Course Number: Not available.

NV-1715-0463
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number. Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance ,Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
ttength: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and align ASA-16 display groups
at the intermediate-maintenance level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in display system operation and maintenance, amplifiers, servo systems, and basic
digital computers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Objectives: To train officers, warrant officers, and enlisted personnel to operate,
maintain, test, adjust, align, and preserve

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin Tartar weapon control systems,
missile, and launcher, data flow block diagrams, missile fire control systems, weapon
direction equipment, and maintenance procedures.

NV-1715-0467

NV-1715-0464

TERRIER/TARTAR GUIDED MISSILE AND
.
GUIDED MISSILE TEST SET

Equipment

Automatic

Stabilization,
Intermediate
Mainte-

Ilance)

.

(UH-2A/B

Automatic

Stabilization

Equipment Maintenance)
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachme t, Lakehurst, NJ; Air Maintenance
Train' Detachment, Ream Field, CA.
ngth: 3-5 weeks (112-200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /68- )'resent.
. Objectives: To train maintenance perion-

nel to operate, service, and main in the
equipUH-2A/B's automatic stabilizati
ment.

Instruction: Lectures and pra lice! exercises in automatic stabilization equipment
familiarization, troubleshooting procedures,
and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation; Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

.

MAIN-PENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA; Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 23 weeks (690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

.,

Objectives: To train enlisted pers nnel to
test and maintain Terrier and Tarts guided
missiles7 and to operate and mai ain Terrier and Tartar guided missile test sets and
associated test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
physical description and capabilities of Terrier and Tartar_ missile control systems,
guidance radar, signal comparators, guided

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 6-9 weeks (240-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to test and repair AN/ASN-46A and
AN/ASN-74 inertial navigation system
components.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in inertial, navigation system circuit
analysis, troubleshooting, and component
repair; and utilization of applicable test
equipment, publications, and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

nent.

Credit Recom mendation: In the lower-division baceltAureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 5 semester hours in' electronics or
computer technolog y(9/77)

^

y

MISSILE TECHNICIAN POSEIDON LOGISTICS

Course Number: A-121-0140 6
Gelded Missiles School, Dam
Location:
vtio
Neck,
Length: 26 weeks (4364tours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To trairt enlisted personnel
Perform as missile technicians on board Poseidon FBM submarine tenders.

Instruction Lectures and laboratories in
Poseidon missiles, missile guidance,missile
test

and

readiness

equipment,

guidance

system test.iets associated test equipment,
basic electronics,' digital techniques, and
operational amplifiers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics <4/74); in the lower-division

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-di-

NV-1715-0471

vision baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

E-2A AN/ASM-33A N-FLIctr

RF-413 AN/ASN-46/74 NAVIGATION

mediate Maintenance)
Course Number. C-102-3839.

plays and teaches student to perform fault
isolation, alignnient, adjustment, and calibration and to make repairs on the compo-

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics (4/74).

(4/74).

(RF-4B Inertial Navigation System Inter-

.

missile test sets, and radar test sets, casualty
analysis and repair; and operation and maintenance of grqund.stations.
Credit Recommendation:. In the vocational

NV-1715-0465
COMPUTER AND INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

RF digital tuner control circuits, and dis-

NVt,1715-0470' 4

gory,-1 semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical jabOratory on the basis of institutional evahiation

..

Instruction: Course includes analog-todigital and digital -to- analog, conversion,
multiplexing, demultiplexing, ALU units,

cises

electronics (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (4/74)

EQUIPMENT ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

system.

Tartar weapon systems.

certificate category, 4 semester hoirs in

UH-2A/B AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION

Objectives: To study the theory of operation and perfsrm maintenance on a comlex multichan'heldigital controlled receiv/Er and digital data processor computer

Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

(UH-2A/B

Length: 10-12 weeks (350-420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/76-Present.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA; Naval Schoois Command, Mare
Island, CA.

P-3 A N/ASA-I6 DISPLAY SYSTEM

NV-1715-040

PERFORMANCE MONITOR
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-Present.

0

RF-413 AN/ASN-ss ATTITUDE HEADING
REFERENCE SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Course Number. C-102-3834.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain the E-2A AN/ASM-33A In-Flight
Performance Monitor at the intermediate
level.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain and service AN/ASN-55
back-up and attitude reference systems.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
theory of operation and maintenance ptoce-

-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the E-2A inflight performance monitor AWASM-33A,
including componept analysis, oscilloscope
components and operation, nlultimeter
usage and associated circuits and power
supply, and analysis :of associated equip-ment.

Credit Recommendation: Ili the vocational

sys-

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

division baccalaureate/issociate degret category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboa
ratory (4/74).
.

dures for attitude-heading reference
tems.

r-

Navy

S-2D/E MH-67 AUTO PILOT SYSTEM

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA; Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, Key West,

FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance- person-

nel to maintain the MH-67 A F.0 S autopilot system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

in the maintenance of the MH-67

A.F.C.S. autopilot system, including basic,
gyroscopes, transistors, amplifiers and flight
principles; equipment components and circuitry; synchronization and stabilization;
and testing and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

etectronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate 'degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (4/74).

.

NV-1715-0473
TERRIER WEAPON DIRECTION SYSTEM MK

7 (WDE MK a)
Coursi Number: Not available.

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment,

Whidbey

Island, CA.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

Objectival To train enlisted personnel to
inspect and maintain the Mk 7 weapons direction system.

Instruction: Lectures 'find practical exercises
in the maintenance of the Mk 7. weap.
ons direction system, including Terrier
weltpons system theory and fundamentals,
power supplies, radar fundamentals, simulation, \sweep generation, video systems,
target'selection and assignment, symbol systems, data conversion, weapons systems differences, and associated test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have background In avionics, automatic flight control systems, and air data computers to operate and maintain the programming test console and check-out equipment
of the E-2A lircraft's autortiatic flight control system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

WA.
Length: 7-8 weeks (280-320 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain inertial navigation systems and to
service inertial navigation test consoles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic physics, analog and digital
signal flows, power supplies and distribution, ipernal test equipment, and system operation and maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

cises in the operation and maintenance of
the programming, test console and checkout equipment of the E-2A aircraft's auto-

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics, 4 iii physics (4/74); in the
lower-division

matic flight control system, including ,oper-

baccalaureate/associate

tronics, 2 in physics (4/74).

ation of various adapters, power supplies;
amplifiers; block-diagram and component

NV-1715-0476

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

degree category, 2 semester hours in elec-

analysis; and associated test sets.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

electronics laboratory (4/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate /associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (4/74).

A-6A AN /ASN -3i INERTIAL NAVIGATION
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
'semester hours in electronics (4/74); in the ,
baccalaureate , category,
upper-division
credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0474
A-6 AVIONICS SYSTEMS ORGANIZATIONAL
LEVEL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island,'WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
c,

'Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Qbjectives: To °train avionics maihtenance
personnel to maintain and service the A-6
aircraft's avionics systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exe rcises in aircraft familhirization, search radar,
track 'fader, inertial navigation systems,
digital funSainentals, computer familiariza
tion, computer line' maintenance, system op. ezation and troubleshooting, and organizational test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

RA-5C AN /APN -i zo ELECTRONIC
ALTIMETER INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to test and maintain the AN/ASN-31 inertial navigation system of the A-6 aircraft.

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Des
tachment, Albany, GA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives:. To train electronics maintenance personnel to operate And maintain the
AN/APN-120 electronic altimeter andassociated semiautomatic test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practicalexercises in the maintenance of the AN/ASN-31

inertial navigation system of the A-6 air-.

craft, including general aircraft systems,

theory and components of inertial navigation systems, air navigation, gyroscopes, accelerometers, analog computers, velocity inforroatipn, test equipment, and line maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0477
P-3 ASA-i6 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE, No

so

CoUrse Number: Not available.

Location:Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: l /68- Present
Objectives:' To train maintenance person.
net who have completedcourses.in tratisistor fundamentals and P-3 aircraft familiarization to maintain the ASA-16 display
group of the P-3 aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the, maintenance of the ASA-16 dis-

play group of the P-3 aircraft, including

block-diagram analysis, components, circuit
analysis, servomechanisms, radar set adapter, electronic gate generator, various subassemblies, range and bearing functions,
power distribution, alignment procedures,
and basic computer elements of the system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics labo-

ratory (4/74).\

e

,

240

'

NV-1715-0479

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
rtxhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

electronics (4/74); in the lower-division

Length: 8-9 .weeks (320-360 hours).

Course Number: Not available

Island,

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA; Naval Schools Command, Mare

L

E-2A AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM AND Aut DATA COMPUTER
SEMI-AUTOMATIC CHECK-OUT .
EQUIPMENT OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

SYSTEM AND TEST CONSOLE

MAINTENANCE, No. 7
,Course Number: Not available.

cises

NV-1715-0478

NV-1715-0475
A-6 AN/ASN-3i INERTIAL NAVIGATION

NV0-1715-0472

. 1-215
.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
- the AN/APN electronic altimeter and assn.

' ciated semiautomatic test equipment, includ-

ing transmitters and receivers, amplifiers,
radar fundamentals, power supplies, FM

and AM review, low- and high-altitude systems components and circuit analysis, and
test equipment function and components.
Credit Recommendation: In the' vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics
labor
ratory (4/74).
NV-1715-0480
BASIC ELECTRONICS ORIENTATION

Course Number: D-100-015.
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, WI; Fleet
Airborne Electronic Training Unit Detachment, Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68.

Objectiw: to train maintenance personnel in ba,sia%lectrpnics.

Instruction: Lectures in AC and DC circult theory; mathematics review; physics of
atomic 'structure; vacuum tube and transistor theory:, and special test equipment
usage, including meters, signal generators,
and oscilloscopes.
Credit Recommendation: -In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate.

o'

COURSE EXHIBITS
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gory, 2 semester hatirs in electricity and
electronics (12/68).

NV-1715-0481
BASIC AIRBORNE RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR
AIRBOANE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

I.
2.

OPERATOR (ARCO);

Course Number. Version

1:

D-201-0010.

Version 2: p-201-010. ti
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics

Training Unit, Jacksonville, FL, Fleet Airborne Electronics Training Unit, Brunswick, ME.
Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (175 hours).
Version 2: 12 week's (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/70-Present.,
Version'2: 1/66-12/69.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

be airborne radio communications operators.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
international Morse code, communications
publications, naval communications procedures, electronic equipment safety precautions, naval patrol aircraft power supply
and communications systems operation and
in-flight maintenance procedures, and teletypewriter and radiotelephone operating
procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in radio operation or two-way communications (6/75). Version 2: In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, credit in
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
NV-1715-04.82
AN /SPN -io OPERATOR

Course Number: p-20-010, D-222-010.
Location: Fleet Airborne Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA,
Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68.
Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to

operate automatic carrier landing system
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin AN/SPN-10 automatic, carrier
landing system equipment operational capabilities anal limitations, aircraft equipment
requirements, lubsystems and associated
support equipment introduction, preoperative procedures and subsystem checks, op
erator maintenance, emergency procedures
cises

and

safety

precautions,

usage; pre-amp, sigital data converter, and
ground, speed computer- alignment; and
trouble analysis, isolation and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

NV-1715-0484
AN /APS -2oE MAINTENANCE TRAINING

(AN/APS-20E Radar System Maintenance)
Course Number: D-102-015.
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics
Training.Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
'
Eichibit Dates: 11/63-12/68.

Objectives: To train electronics maintenance personnel to maintain the AN/APS20E radar.

Instruction: Lectures on AN/APS-20E

radar, including theory of operation, system
description, low-voltage power supply, synchronizer, modulator, transmitter, duplexer,
radar receiver, antenna, and operator indicators; and practical applications, including
equipment operation, alignment, and troubleshooting.
Credit Recoinmencfation: In the ,upper -division baccalaureate category, credit in

electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)
NV.-1715-04.85
AN/APS-3sB MAINTENANCE TRAINING
(AN/APS-38B Radar System Maintenance)
Course Number: D-102-016.
Location: ' Fleet Airborne Electronics

Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/63-12/68.

Objectives: Tb train blectronics maintenance personnel to maintain the AN/APS38B radar.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AN/APS-38B radar system operation, including description and function of
equipMent, circuit analysis, and operating
procedures and techniques; and practical

subsystems.

Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train electronics 4mainte-*
nance petsionnel to maintain AN/ARC-38A
radio naegation equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Doppler

Navigation
Electoroltics

Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
,
Exhibit Dates: 11/63-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to conduct preventive and corrective
maintenance on AN/APN-122 Doppler
radar navigation equipment.
Instruction: Lectures in AN/APN-122

'Doppler radar navigational equipment, including theory of operation; block diagram
and circuit analysis; troubleshooting and
maintenance

techniques;

test

equipment

ment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical experi-

ence in AN/ARN-21D navigational radio
equipment operation, basic electronics and
, system
circuit theory, component
ent a d align -'
analysis, and system adj
ment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in

electrical laboratory on the basis orinstitutional evaluation (12/68).
NV-1715-04.88
AN/ASA-16 DATA DISPLAY GROUP
MAINTENANCE TRAINING

Course Number. D-102-026.
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/64-12/68.

Objectives: To train electronics maintenance personnel to maintain the AN/ASA16 data display group.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in AN/ASA-16 data display group
theory of operation, including block-diagram and circuit analysis; equipment operation, calibration, and component location; special test equipment usage; and trouble location.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit

in

electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Objectives: To train electronics maintenance personnel to maintain the AN/ARC-

NV-1715.0483
Systeim Maintenance)
Course Number. D-102-014.
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate, adjust, and troubleshoot
AN/ARN-211a navigational radio equip-

NV-1715-0486
AN /ARC -38A MAINTENANCE TRAINING

(AN/APN-122

tenance)
Course Number: D-102-024.
Location: Fleet Airborne

NV-1715-04.89

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

AN/APN-122 MAINTENANCE TRAINING'

MAINTENANCE

(AN/ARN-21D Maintenance Training)'
(AN/ARN-21D TACAN Receiver Main-

applications, including equipment operation,
alignment, component location, associated
test equipment usage, and trouble location.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate categrmy, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

and operational

training on the AN/MPN -Tl console and

NV-1715-04.87
AN/ARN-21D TACAN NAVIGATION SET

AN /ARC -94 SINGLE SIDE BAND
TRANSCEIVER MAINTENANCE

Course Number. D-102-030
Location: Fleet Airborne -Electronics

Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk,"VA.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68.

(AN/ARC-38A SSB Transceiver Mainte-

94 system.

nance)
Course Number:, D-102-021.
Location: Fleet Airborne

eration, associated test equipment usage,

cises

in AN/ARC-38A radio navigation

Instruction: Lectures in AN/ARC-94 op-

and alignment and troubleshooting proce;
dures.

°

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)

NV-1715-04k

equipment operation, including receiver-

ALTERNATING CURRENT POWER SYSTEMS

transmitter, aatenna coupler, teletype, and
signal data converter; and practical applications, including equipment operation, com-

Course Number. D-602-011.
Location: Fleet Airborne Electronics
Training Unit Detachment, Jacksonville,

ponent location, test equipment usage,
alignment procedures, and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division, baccalaureate category, credit in

electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68).

FL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68.

Objectives: To train aviation electrician
'to maintain, analyze, and isolate malfunctions in aircraft electrical systems.

,41
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Navy
output circuits, and testing and alignment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

systems, components, electron and magnetic
principles review, DC current theory

laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

brushless, and emergency generator sys-

NV-1715-0494

tems.

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/68)

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

MAINTENANCE (ESM) AN/WYQ-i,
AN-BRQ-I COMBINED
MAINTENANCE

NV-1715-0491
AN/BPS-is RADAR COMBINED
,

Course Number: A-102-0199

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Submarine -School,
New London, CT.
Length: 3/72 weeks (Present hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3-4-90-120.
ObjeCtives: To provide instruction on the
operation and maintenance of an installed
, submarine radar system
power

distribution,

Objectives: To provide theory and skills
necessary to perform normal/casualty operational tasks and preventative/corrective
maintenance on an atmosphere analyier.
, Instruction: Course is largely descriptive,
aintenance of the
involvirig operation an
above-mentioned equtIVOInt Includes readout,thodule, diagnostic module, coanalyzer

(AN/WYQ-1 and AN/BRQ-1 Corribined

module, MS analyzer model, low voltage

Maintenance Class C-1)
Course Number: A-102-0128.
New
School,
Location: Submarine
Training
CT; A Submarine
London,
Center,Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.

supply module, and an AC control module.
,Credit Recoinmendation: No credit is recolnmended because of technical nature of

power supply module, ion pump power

the ci5tase(9/7.7).
-

Length: 5 %Leeks-(1 50 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present.
Objectives: TO teach the maintenance of a
digital display unit. and a specialized surveillance receiver

NV-1715-0497
i.
2.

Instruction: Cqurse covers the maintenance of a data display unit and a surveil-

3.

transmitter/receiver

tics and the operation, alignment, adjustinent, calibration, pieventive maintenance,
and troubleshooting to isolate faults to the
IC board and component level and to make
repairs. Subsystems maintained are control
preventive and corrective maint nce '4;1;'
display unit, printer recorder, magnetic tape
dilo
Credit Recommendatiod:
transport, digital ,processor, power supply,
to degree to ___,,superheterdyne receiver, timing module,
vision baccalaureate/
ejectrontes
,gory 2 semester hour§
and in facing module
nesring technolo (90
Credit ecommegdation: Id the lower-division bacelaureate/associate degree cam2 ,semester hours in electronics techNV-1715-04

' nol

gor)yo

a

(9/17).

.

(Satellite Receiver AN(S101.44,4,13RN-6 ,o NV-1715-049527Combined Maintenance, class 1=1)

Location: Submanhe . Sch
London, CT; Submarine Traunn

TRADEvmAKI (REPAIRMAN) CLASS A

d
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 12/70 weeks (Present hours)
Exhibit,Dates: 2-60-80.
Objectives: To provide the necessary
theory and skills to operate and maintain a
navigation satellite receiver.
Instruction: This is a block-diagram-level
course emphasizing phylical, functional,

and interface description as well as the
'basic maintenance of a radio receiver.
Course provides introduction to digital

mathematics and 4igital circuits, and basic
operation of integrated circuits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
electronics technology (9/77).

AN/APN-17I(V) RADAR ALTIMETER
(LOW LEVEL) INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI, Air Mainte-

..\Axhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.

.Le

17 VI?eeksa(680 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 056-7/65.
Objttees:6TIT train enlisted personnel to

certificate category, 2 semester hours

install, aperate,Iniaintain and -repair-A-raining

Imperial

bjectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate and maintain the AN/APN171(V) radar altimeter system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and Operation of
the AN/APN-171(V) radar altimeter
system, including block-dtagrani analysis;

in

deinces used i unne. aviation, and elec.
trows instruct on
practical exerInstruc 'on: Lectures
cises in t trig de,v,ic,es operation, maintenance, and rend including AC fundamentals, resonance circuits, vacuum tubes, audio
amplgiell, rectifiers, regulators, radio re-

electrical 'laboratory (4/74), in the lower-ditision baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

optical and electromechanical devices,
synchros fundamentals, 'servomechanisms,
lichamcal systems (Link
vacuum aqd

NV-1715-0498

gory, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74) Verlower - division
the
3:
In
sion
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68).

ceiver theory, time constants, pulse and
wave-shaping circuits, audio transducers,

E-113 'ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(E-1B Integrated Electrical System Organizational Maintenance)

alignment procedures
Credit RecommendatiorwIn the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
lower-division

Course Number: Not available.

Training Detachment,
Beach, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (96 hours).

°

trainer 1-CA-M and troubleshootirig And

NV-1715-0493

nance

'courseiluniper: None.Locatinm'Air Technical Training Center,
AMempht'114.1,

New
Center,

DEVMAN SCHOOL

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 6/72-Present
Version 2. 8/65-5/72. Ver'sion 3. 1/55-7/65.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
install, operate, maintain, and repair training
devices used in gunnery, aviation, and electronics instruction.
ction: Lectures and practical exerIn
straining devices fundamentals, incises
cluding plied physics introduction, analog
computer basics, flight theory and performance introduction, basic jet instrument training, basic navigation principles, radio aids
to navigation, and flight simulator maintenance
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the vocational

COMBINED MAINTENANCE

Course Number. A-102-0168. '4'

CLASS

r: C-191-2010, 0191-10.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: Version 1 6 weeks (274 hours).
Version 2 7 weeks (312 hours) Version 3. 20
weeks (800 hours)

theory, video and control circuits. Cour
also covers troubleshooting and perform
ance checking Student learns principles
radar, technical theory of operano

S'ATE4ITE RECEIVER AN/SRN-9k

'
TRADEVVAN, CLASS A
SCHOOL, CLASS A
TRADE
Course IN

lance receiver. This equipment is made with
transistors and IC logic boards The course
includes physical and functional characteris-

instruction: Course includes lecture on
radar theory, including AC/DC

basic

Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present

certificate category, credit in electronics

review, various types of reactance, transformers, and descnption, components, and
troubleshooting procedures for brush,

MAINTENANCE

School, New
Submarine
Location:
London, CT, Submarine Training Center,

transmitter, receiver, and range detection;

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in alternating current theory, power

-1-217

COurse Number: C-60111-'N57, C-602-3457.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA; Air "Maintenance
Training Detachmeni, North Island, CA.-

baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 6 semester hbdrs in electricity, or electronics (12/68); in the upper 'division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in electricity. or electronics, and
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis

Length: 3..4 week§ (120-160 hours)

Exhibit Rates:11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain and operate the E-1B
radar, communication, and navigation electronic systems .
Instruction: Lectuies and practical exer-

of institutional evaluation (4/74).
4

NV-1715-0496
ATMOSPHERE ANALYZER, CAMS
a(CENTRAL ATMOSPHERE
MONITORING SYSTEM) MK I

Course Number: A-623-0048.

,

cises in the maintenance and operation of
the E-1B radar, communication, and navigation electronic systems, including theory
of radar principles; block-diagram analysis
of transmitters, RE. circuits, and computer

COURSE EXHIBITS
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and control circuits, radar system associated
equipment; and IFF systems operation.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate

degree category, credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional examination (4/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate- category, credit in electronics laboratory on the basis of institutional examination (4/74). Version 2: In the vocational cer; lificate category, 3 semester hours in radar
or HF circuits (4/74).

NV-1715-0499
F-41 DATA LINK SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE.
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA: Air
Maintenance

Training

El

Detachment,

, Toro, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have completed courses in transistor and digital fundamentals to maintain and
operate the F-4.1 data-link system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the F-4.1 data link system. Including review
of digital mathematics, logic circuits and
functions; system evaluation by functional
block description, descriptive theory of
system components, message generator and

display, discrete indicators, and radar indicator.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours to
electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory, and additional credit in electrical labo-

ratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, -credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation

NV-1715-0501

1

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

MAINTENANCE (ESM) AN/WLR-6
COMBINED MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A- 233 -0041.
Submarine
School,
Location:

NV-11t15-0504
New

London, CT; Submarine Teaming Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present.

Objectives: Course is designed to train
technicians to operate and maintain a complex manually operated multichannel signal
reception and,processor radio receiver that'
can handle any type of transmitted signal.
Instruction: The student learns tile functional description, block-diagram signal
flow and operating modes of the system in
some 255 hours of lecture and 225 hours of
laboratory. Subjects covered are a multiple
antenna system and its coupling and anten-

na switching circuits, CHF panoramic

manual receiver and it subsystems, basic
digital concepts using resistor diode logic
and transistor flip-flops, knowledge and application at db and noise figure, video and
audio amplifiers, video and audio tape recorders, video and audio distribution panels.
power supplies, power distribution system,
characteristics and operation of- traveling
ware tubes and klystrons, 101-IF preamplifiers, relay switching circuits, signal spectrum display unit, PM-multiplexers and demultiplexers. Student learns to calibrate,

align, adjust, and do performance tests on
all this equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category,- 10 semester hours in
electronics (9/77)

BASIC MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-130.0176
Submarine
School,
Location:

New
London, CT; Submarine TRaming Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/75-Present

NV-1715-0500

Instruction: Course includes familiarization with the FR 1300 tape recorder and

BASIC OPERATOR

Course Number: A-233-0042
School,
Location:
Submarine

New

London, CT; Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Lengtti: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To present the tasks required

for four of the five operator positions reuired to handle a complex submarine surveillance receiver.
Instruction: Course offers general physical
descnption, equipment interface, .basic

theory, and function of a complex receiver
systems and signal processor Major emphasis is on learning to operate this equipment
at four of the five operator positions of this
equipment. These tasks include knowing the
function of all controls and connector terminals, the RF receivers, audio, video, and
auxiliary equipment and correct patch plug
Interconnections.

Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of the militari-Specific
nature of the course,(9/77).

CLASS 0/C
Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
.Exhibit Dates: 12/65-12/68.
Objectives: To train flight officers and enlisted personnel qualified as aircrewmeroo
operate electronics countermeasures and
electronic counter-countermeasures systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operational functions associated

with electronic countermeasures and electronic counter-countermeasures and associ
ated systems, including general electronic
warfare information, . ECM equipment,
radar processing procedures, in-flight training, basic receiver and oscilloscope principles, and operation of associated equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74

NV-1715-0505
EKA-3B AN/ASN'-66B NAvIGATIONAL
COMPUTER SET INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, W.hjdbey Island, WA.
Length: Y weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance pergon66B navigational computer set.

DATA GATHERING SET AN/BQH-5(V)2

Objectives: Course provide system-level
approach to maintenance of data-gathering
equipment.

MAINTENANCE'gsm) ANIVILR-6

AVIATION ELECTRONICS INTELLIGENCE,

nel to operate and maintain the -AN/ASTI:

NV-1715-0502

(4/74).

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

Credit -*commendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electronics technician (9/77)

console as well as other highly specialized
pieces of equipment Most of the course is
laboratory oriented.
Credit Recommendation: No credit is recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (9/77).

NV-1715-0503
SONAR CLASSIFICATION SET AN/BQH2D/E COMBINED MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-130-016I. Submarine
School,
Location:

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/ASN-66B navigational commiter
set, including introduction to dead-reckoning navigation, operational analysis; autosyn
theory, great-circle solutions using spherical

trigonometry; introductory solid-state circuitry; amplifiers, logic and compensation
circuits; air speed analysis; synchro theory;
pse of ntultimeters, phase angle voltmeter,
oscilloscope, and digital voltmeter, and'
troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
physics and electncal laboratory (4/74);An
--the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in physics and electrical laboratory on the basispf institutional
evaluation (4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in physics and
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)'
1

NV-1115-0506
New

London, CT; Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit pates: 8/74-Present

Objectives: To provide the necessary
'theory and skills required to operate and

P-3A/B SENSOR STATION ONE AND TWO
(ACOUSTIC SYSTEM TECHNICIAN)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3559.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River; MD; Air MaTtenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.

maintain a sonar classification set.
Instruction: Course offers basic training of
a highly specialized nature. Course presents
field effect transistors, integrated circuits,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and test specific acoustic sensor

and logic circuits; also teaches specifics of

systems.

this equipment and includes operation of
DC power supplies, a signal data recorder,
a hydrophone amplifier, and a spktrum
analysis

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises pi the maintenance of specific acoustic
senses systems, including acoustiCS terminology, stems requirements, operating
"7

-4*

4.0
4
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Navy.
controls, signil flow and recorder operation, and repair procedures for sonobuoys,
sound recorder systems, and computer recorders.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaltuktion (4/74).

NV-1715-0507
AN/APN-153(V)

DOPPLER RADAR
NAVIGATION SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
'MAINTENANCE
is

Cou.4 Number. C-102-3041.

Location: ikir Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,

.CA; , AK Maintenance Training Detachment, Kingsville, TX; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil
Fiel , FL; Air Maintenance Training Detic ment, North Island, CA; Air Maillena e Training Detachment, El Toro, CA;
Maintenance

Ai
K

Training Detachment,

West, FL; Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, Beaufort, SC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey
Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC;
Maintenance Training Detachment,
uonset Point, RI.
Length: 5-6 weeks (200-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
'it-

rsonnel who have backgrounds in elec-

onics and digital fundamentals to maintain
AN/A PN-153(V) Doppler radar
.
ystem.
Instruction: LectUres and practical exer-,

he

ises in the maintenance of the AN/APN-

153(V) Doppler radar system, including cirit analysis of transmitters, logic systems,
modulator assemblies, high-voltage power

supplies, automatic frequency control assembly, antenna indicators; use of oscilloscopes, frequency counters, VTVM, sweep
generator, audio oscillator, and signal generator; and repair techaiques for system subassemblies.

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0508
E-2B 0A-82o6/ASA-27A

DIFFERENCE

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number. Not available.
Location: Air*Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.

Length: Version 1: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Version 2: 4 weeks (176 hours).

Exhibit Dates:

Version

.;

1: 6/71-Present.

Version 2: 9/70-5/71

Objectives? To train E-2A weapons
system specialists to operate and maintain
OA- 8206 /ASA -27A computers.

"
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INACTIVE DUTY RESERVE COMBAT
INFORMATION CENTER (CIC)
CLASSBASIC, SUPERVISORY AND
OFFICER TEAM TRAINING

NV-1715-0512

Course Number. Not available.
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length4 weeks (112 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: To train inactive-duty reserve

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 26 weeks (763 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

TARTAR RADAR SET AN/SPG-SIC AND
DIRECTOR MK 73 MOD

Course Number. A-I04-0119.

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to operate and maintain the AN/SPG51C radar set.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the AN/SPG-51C radar set, Including use
of specialized test equipment, AC and DC
power supplies, digital theory, block diagrants of track radar components, various
circuits, data flow, missile guidance, signal
comparator, and alignment, calibration,
troubleshooting, and repair techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

personnel to operate shipboard combat Information centers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of shipboard combat
information centers, including introductory
electronics, electronic warfare, search and
rescue, communications, ASW operations,
surface tactics, anti-air warfare, relative and
geographic plots, and naval combat operations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74)

certificate category, 6 semesfet hours in
basic electrical laboratory 14/74); in the

baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic
lower-division

NV-1715-0510
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN AN/SPA-25
INDICATOR GROUP CLASS C
MAINTENANCE

Course Number. A-104-014; A-104-015.

Location: Electronics Teelmician, Class C
School, San DiegV, CA; Electronics Technician, Class C School, Norfolk, VA.
Lengths 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the AN/SPA-25 Inchcator group and to use associated test
equipment.

electrical laboratory (4/74); in The upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in basic electncal laboratory (4/74).
ro

NV-1715-0513
AN/APQ!126 RADAR SET SPECIAL
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3797.

cult analyses;'and planned maintenance and
maintenance data collection systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electncal maintenance laboratory (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electrical maintenance laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachmenj, Cecil Field, FL.
Length: 7 weeks (30 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.
Objectives: To train radar maintenance
personnel to operate and maintain, the
AN/APO:126 radar set special, support
equipment at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenan e of
the AN/APQ-126 radar set special sup rt
eqinpment, including introduction to,
circuit analysis of, the interconnect g
power supply; control Indicator; relay,, assembly and adapter boxes, circuit analysis
of , various generators; circuit analysis of
module, antenna /receiver, and antenna boresight test sets; and alignment, troubleshooting, and check-out procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NV-1715-0511.
P-3 AN/APX-7 RADAR RECOGNITION

,electronic test equipment maintenance
the
in
lower-division
(4/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/SFA-25 indicator group and the
use of associated test equipment, Including
location and identification of obits, assemblies, and

subassemblies;

timing system,

sweep circuit, servo systpm, gear train,
power supply, and intensity modulator cir-

1

SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

credit in electronic test equipment maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74). (4/74).

Course Number: C-102-3538.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/70-Present.
Objectives: To 'train maintenance person-

Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises in general-purpose computers, system elements, power distnbution,
processor and input/output operations,
timing circuits, control units, displays, navigation interfaces, and maintenance procedures. Version 1: Includes magnetic tape
handling procedures. Version 42: Includes
logic circuits and mechanization.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74

nel with a basic knowledge of transistor

brii-1715-0509

electronics laboratory (4/74).

theory to operate and maintain the
AN/APX-7 radar recognition system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation ,and maintenance of

the AN/APX-/ radar recognition system,

including functional block diagrams, circuit
analysis, transmitting system, subassemblies,

power monitor and supplies, set control,
and troubleshooting and alignment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in

I) A

4

NV-1715-0514
A-6 AN/APQ-92

RADAR
ANTENNA/RECEIVER AND

1,

ASSOCIATED TEST SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3773.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have backgrounds in general electronics and maintenance of specific search

radar systems to maintain and repair the
AN/APQ-92 search radar antenna/recarver
and associated equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/APQ-

\..

f
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92 search radar antenna/receiver and asso-

ciated equipment. induding use of block
diagrams and signal tracing in system fault
diagnosis and correction, function and analysis of terrain clearance, microwave and ra-

diating, search receiving, and AFC 'and
local oscillator groups, test set' operation
and components, and search receiver checkout and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in elec-

tronics laboratory (4/74), in the lower-divimon baccalaureate/associate degree catego.

ry, credit in electronics laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0515
AN/ASO-17B INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS
CENTRAL INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE
_t-,4, Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA; Alt Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL,
Maintenance eTraining Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point. NC, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-Pres5nt

'.nel to maintain and repair the AN/ASQ17B integratedelectromcs

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair' of the
AN/ASQ-17B integrated electronics central. including operation of 1FF systems,
transmitter and receiver operation, power
supply and distribution, automatic radio direction finder, associated coders, and troubleshooting and adjustment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours to
electronics (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1

semester hour in electronics, and additional
credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0516
AN/AyS..$"5 SEARCH RADAR SYSTEM
D.Tf.RMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-100-3571.

Location: Air-Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to operate and maintain the
AN/APS-115 radar system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/APS-115 radar system, including
introduction to integrated circuits and logic
analysis,

compo-

'1V..;ents, detailed operation of control boxes,
ntenpa, and receiver- transmitter, -and alignment and trouble isolation procedures.

Credit Recommendation: Iii the vocational

certifica1eNcategory, 2 semester hours in
electronics (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalahreate/associate

degree

category,

credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
NV-1715.0517
VS AW SENSOR OPERATOR S2GCourse Number: D-210-0010.

Fleet

tiation

Training

Group,

Point, RI.

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel with backgrounds in transistor fundamentals

Length: 6 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To train flight personnel to
operate the passive (did active equipment in

the AW S2G aircraft
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of ASW equipment
carried in the S2G aircraft, including MAD
fundamentals, operation, and signal interpretation; radar fundamentals; target interpretation, air navigation computer, ESM
equipment and tactics, introductory oceanography; Jezebel operations background;
passive listening techniques and equipment;
active acoustical equipment; and signature
interpretation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-051W
AN/ARN-21B/D TACAN INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

-

Course Number: Not available.

Lineation: Air Maintenance Training De.
tachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance

Maintenance' Training Detachment, Cecil
Field, FL, Air Maintenance Training De;
tachtnent, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Whidbey Island,

WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment; Cherry Point, NC.
Lengtb: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.

Objectives: To train-maintenance person-

to

operate

and

maintain

the

4N/ARN-52(V) TACAN receiver.
Instruction: Lectures and .practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/ARN-52(V) TACAN receiver, including theory of operation, circuit analysis
and block diagrams of system components.
channel servo operation, power supply.
range-measuring and bearing-measuring cir-

cuitry, and troubleshooting and alignment
procedures.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic equipment maintenance (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electronic equip, ment maintenance on the Jfiisis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0520
5"/54 RAPID FIRE GUN AND MOUNT MK
42 MODS 7 AND 8, CLASS CI

(Gun Mount '5'754 Mk 42 Mods 7 and 8)
Course Number: A-113-0029.
Location: Service School

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 19 weeks (570 hours).
Exhibit Date.%1767-Present.

Objectives: To train gunner's mates to
maintain advanced gun systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin the maintenance of advanced gun
systems, including electrical and hydraulic
circuits, rapid fire gun mount and controlling system charactenstrics, specific gun
cises

.mount operation, power .sapplies, test equip`Inent, related electronic amplifiers, and

nel to operate and maintain the AN/ARN21B/D TACAN receiver at the intermedi-

maintenance management and logistics.
Credit Recommendation: In the yocational

ate level

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electromechanical laboratory (9/77).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and thaintenance of
the AN/ARN-21B/13 TACAN receiver, including theory of operation, special test
equipment and circuit analysis of system
components, block diagrams, and troubleshooting and alignment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic equipment maintenance (4/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electronic equipment maintenance on the basis of instnu-,
tional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715.0519
AN/ARN-52N) TACAN-RECEIVER
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3034

Location: Air Maintenance Training
tachment, Meridian, MS; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Le-qv:ore, CA; Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, New River, NC; Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, Jacksonville,
FL; Atr Maintenance Training Detachment,
Cecil"Field, FL; Air Maintenance Training

Detachment, Key West, FL; Air MainteTraining Detachment, Patuxent
Raver, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa Ana, Cl4; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA;
nance

NV-1715-0521
A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-12 LINE AND SHOP
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

LOcation: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to service and maintain the AN/XSB12
bomb-directing set.
Instruction: Lectures- and practical exercises in the servicing, maintenance and

modification of the AN/ASB-12 bomb-directing set, including introductory navigation and auto navigation techniques and,systerns components, video scanners, radar
techniques, tie -in equipment, bombing computer elements, , all-weather and visual
modes, and overall system analysis.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in aircraft navigation systems,f4/74).

NV-1715-0522
AVIATION,ELECTRONICS OFFICERS, CLASS

0

COurse Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 40 weeks (1420 hours).
Air Maintenance Trai*g- - Detachment,
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
North Island, CA; Air ikaintenanCeTrain
----------015jectix
To train aviation ground offimg Detachment, Moffett Field, CA; Air
cers or aviators
Maintenance Training Detachment; Cherg
ant officers to s.upervise electrical and elec
Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Dbnance
activities
tachment, El Toro, CA. I.,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerLength: 3 weeks (120 hours).
oises in the super'ision of electrical and
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present.

N
0

SPecialized
Quonset

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air

Objectives: To train maintenance petton-

devices, block-diagram

Location:
Operational

r

4 .t e.)
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electronic maintenance activities, including
basic electricity and electronic theory, introduction wifi radar, avionic systems operand autoation,"administrative procedur
matic flight control and specialgrystems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity, 3 in electronics, 3 in electronic systems, 6 in electronic systems labo(4/74), in the lower-division
ratory
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity and electronics, 5 in engineering electronics (12/68); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity and electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory (4/74)
NV-1715-0523
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
WIDEBAND SYNTHESIZED
INDEPENDENT SIDEBAND RECEIVER

Course Number: A-I01-039

Location: Naval Training Center, Great
.
Lakes, IL
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-12/68.
Objectives: To train electronic technicians

and radiomen to operate and maintain the
AN/FRR-60(V) model DDR-5M synthesized independent sideband receiver and ancillary equipment.
Instruction: Lectures a pract al exernance of
cises in the operation and

the AN/FRR-60(V) model DDR-5M syn:

thesized independent sideband receiver and
ancillary equipment, including Irtroduction
to communications systems, receiver equipment, circuit analysis, the 3M system, component analysis, and poWer supplies
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutiona evaluation (4/74), in
ba calaureate category,
the upper-divisi
ncal laboratory on the basis
crein
of institutional evaluation (4/74),

NV-1715-0524
AN /SPS -s'2 RALIAR SET

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 28 weeks (840 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Presegt.

'NV-1715.0525
A3B, RA3B, EA-3B AN/ALQ-3s DECM
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not alltillable,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present.

Objectives: To train fleet personnel to
maintain the AN/ALQ-35 electronics countenneasures system and, associated special
support equipment at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/ALQ35 electronic countermeasures system and
associated special support equipment, including brief reyjew of radar and electronic
counternfeaSur6, functional description of
the system and all component subsystems,
use of standard and specialized electronic
test equi ent, and, alignment, troubleshooting, and rep it progedutis.
Credit Recommendatidn: In the vocational

certificate category, / semester hours in

electronic equipment maintenance (4/74)

TERRIER RACOAR SET

Course Number: A-104-0091; A -104 -0092

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA, Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 30 weeks (900-1073 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

Objectives: To train fire control technicians to maintain the AN/SPG -55B rad*
system and to use associated test equipment
for evaluation of system performance
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/SPO558 radar system and the use of associated
tyii.a. quipment for evaluation of system performance, including organization of radar

systems, general radar principles and circuits, analysts of system components, track
radiation, track receiver, range and angle
tracking, pulsed radar monitoring, signal
electronic counter-countermeasures,
and troubleshooting and alignment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 15 semester hours in
1 laboratory (4/74); in the lower-diect
accalaureate/associate degree eatery, 3 semegfer hours in electrical laboraflow,

tory, and 2 additional credits in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional ',eval-

uation (4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
.
NV-1715.0527
E-2A AN /ASQ -52 DATA

major units of the Tartar weapons system,
other radar and missile syste operations,
detailed description of mathe atics, operation of test equipment, and nctional description of the digital-to-ana g converter
Credit Recommendation: In he vocational-

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
digital logic (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in digital logic_on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74), credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

test

equipment,

dures

Credit Recommendation: In. the vocational °'
certificate category, 2 semester hottrs in
digital communication equipment (4/74); in
the lower-division , baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in digital
communication equipment on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0528
AN /ALQ-5iA COUNTERMEASURES SET
Course Number: Not available.

'Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Sanford, FL; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Le-

moore, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Cecil Field, FL, Air Maintenance Training

Maintenance Training Detachment, Mire.
AN/SPG-ssB MOD 5

set.

the AN1'SPS -52 radar set, including system
capabilities and function, block-diagram
analysis, digital compute? troubleshooting
procedures, power distribution system,

system

modes.of operation, power supply, flightline test set components and operation, var..
ious module analyses, and testing proce-

Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air

NV-1715.0526

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the AN/SPS-52 radar

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operationand maintenance of

communications

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM SPECIAL
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67- Present.

Objectives: To train electronics techni-

cians who have backgrounds in the maintenance of data communications systems to
operate and maintain ihe AN/A -52 data
port
communications system's special
equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/ASQ-52 data communications system's special support equipment, including
block- and logic-diagram analysis of data

mar, CA.
I4ngth: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/67- Present.

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel in AN/ALQ-5JA countermeas-,
ures set theory and maintenance procedures.
Instruction: Lectures and practical' exercises in AN/ALQ-51A countermeasures set

introduction, block-diagram analysis, programmer, video delay, ,electronic gate,,
system blanking, modulation control, inter-

im scan/final scan, and output and helix

modulator assemblies, low-, intermediate-,
and high-voltage power supplies; control
circuits location, use, and theory; and intermediate maintenance procedures, including
line checks, power supply checks, module
checks, and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational.
.
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic equipment maintenance (4/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours ih elecj
tronic equipment maintenance (4/74).
NV-1715-0529
AN/ASM-398 PROJECTgD MAP DISPLAY
SET (PMDS) INTERMEDIATE '
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-I50-3783.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL. Length: 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.

;

Objectives: To train electronics maintenance personnel to service AN/ASM-398
projected map display sets.
Instruction: Lectures in -AN/ASM-398
projected map display set servicing, includ-

ing analog and digital circuits theory and
basic logic theory and microciroperatic
cuitry, publications, programming description and procedures, self-test fault isolation,
test set calibration, and associated test
equipment operation.
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational%
certifiCate category, 3 semester hours in1
,

digital computer hardware (4/74); in the

baccalaureate/associate
degree categoiy, 3 semester hours in digital
computer hardware, and additional credit in
digital computer hardware on the basis of
Institutional evaluation (4/74); in the upperdivision 'baccalaureate category, credit in
lower - division

0

0

4
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digital computer hardware on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74).

ceivers, and component subsystems, and

NV-1715-0530

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity and electronics (4/74); in the

electronic test.equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
lower.- division

A-6 SEARCH RADAR MODULE ANALYZER
TEST CONSOLE

Course Number:'Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachnient, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate and maintain circuit/system
module-level test and repair facilities for
search radar sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in circuit and functional analysis of
search radar system modules, including a
variety of circuit types and thodes'o'f opertroubleshooting, maintenance,
and repair procedures using standard and

cation, and

specialized electronic test-equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours , in
electronic equipment maintenance (4/74), in

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electronic equipment maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0531
RADIO TRANSCEIVER AN/WRC-i FAMILY
EQUIPMENT

(AN/URT-23(V)

Radio
Transmitter
Maintenance)
Course Number. A-I01-0109, F-101-0027;
L-101-0039.
Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston,
SC.
Length:1i weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates:40/72-Present
Objectives:*To train electronics technicians and radiomen to operate and maintain
the AN/URT-23(V) transmitter
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation function and location
of test points and subassemblies including

block diagrams and schematids for signal
tracing analysis of RF, IF, audio and power
amplifiers. balance modulator, oscillators,
keying circuits, power supplies, power distribution, and .monitonng circuits. Preventive maintenance, alignment, troubleThooting and oorrective maintenance procedures
to replace defective vacuum tubes are
given Note: In April 1975 course was
modified to include the AN/WRC-I radio
4

receiver and power amplifier Subsystem
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours -in
transmitter repair and maintenance (9/77).

,

baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 4 semester hours in electricity and electronics 44/74); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester

hours in electricity and electronics on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0532

Location: Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 5/64-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted peponnel to

use and understand electricity, electronic
devices, and standard test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer*cises in the use of electricity, electronic devices, and standard test equipment, including basic electricity principles, vacuum tube
electronics, introduction to transmitters, re-

naval operations with Mk 84 fire control
systems, and operational and maintenance
proce ures.
Cr it Recommendation: In the vocational

mate category, 4 semester hours in
digital computer fundamentals, 4 in electronic system maintenance (4/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
,degree category, 4 semester hours in digital
Zomputer fundamentals, 4 in electronic
cer

system maintenance, both on the basis of in-

NV-1715-0533

stitutional evaluation (4/74); in the upper...,

P-3C COMMUNICATION/NAVIG6TION
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Cinirse Number: C-102-3591.

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in digital computer fundamentals
(4/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Trading De-1
tachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.

NV-1715-0536

Length: 9 weeks (360 hours).

Eihibit Dates: I1/72-Present.
Objectives: To train flee; maintenance
personnel who have had previous training
in basic electronics to operate, test, and
troubleshoot the P-3C communications and
navigation systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, testing, and troubleshooting of the P-3C communications and
navigation radar, radar Altimeters, radio
navigation Systems, teletype, teleprinter,
digital data link, and computer general information.

I

AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
(AASW) OPERATOR, CLASS A
Course Number: C- 210 -2010.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (383-460
hours). 'Version 2. 16-17 weeks (636-668
hours).
Exhibit Dates: Verstoir I: 4/72-Present
Version 2: 11/68-3/72.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with training in the fundamentals of antisubmarine warfare.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

Credit. Recommendation: In the vocational

practical exercises in electricity and electronics, AC and DC fundamentals, block-

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

diagram .analysis of ASW systems, and use,

communications and systems maintenance
(4/74),
the
lower-division
in
category,
credit in communications and systems maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
baccalaureate/associate

degree

NV-1715-0534
AN /ASN -5o ATTITUDE HEADING
REFERENCE SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

.Course Number: Not available,

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air MainteImperial
Detachment,
nance Training
Beach, CA; Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Moffett Field, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hourst.
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.
Objectives: To train electrical maintenance personnel to operate and maintain the
attitude-heading reference system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises if? the operation and maintenance of
the attitude-heading reference system, including special and general test equipment,
component operation, and testing<id repair
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

maintenance, and repair of ASW equipment. Version 2. Instruction. includes electronic devices and systems.
Credit Recommendation: Version I: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in elec.
tncity, or electronics, and additional credit
in electricity or electronics on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics, 2 in
electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in deer
tncity or electronics, and credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).
NV-1715-0537
AVIATION FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN,
CLASS A

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 11 weeks (440 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.

procedures.
'BASIC ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS FOR
TORPEDOMAN'S MATE
Course Number: K -123 -571.

including digital system operation and functional analysis, software and hardware,

I

semester hour in

?electronics on the basis of institutional evaluatioa44/74).

NV-1715-0535
MK 84 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM TECHNICIAN,
Course Number: A-121-0015.

'Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 26-28 weeks (901-945 flours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /66- Present

Objectives:To, train maintenance personnel to maintain missile fire control systems.,
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in fire control systems maintenance.

Objectives: aPo train graduates of the
Avionics Fundamentals School to operate
fire control equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in weapon system radar fundamentals,
including alignment and troubleshooting
techniques, basic test equipment, syncfiros

and servos; gyroscopes, magnetic amplifiers, and accelerometers, transmitters, receivers, antenna, and power supplies;
analog and digital computers operation and
maintenance; and airborne weapon system
radars, rhaintenance, bomb director systems,
and safety precautions.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
radar principles, I in analog computers, 1 in

Navy
digital computer fundamentals (4/74); in the
lower.dysion
bocalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in radar
' principles, in analog computers, 1 in digital computer fundamentals, and, on,. the
basis of institutional evaluation, additional
credit computer fundamentals, and, on the
basis of institutional examination, additional
1

credit hour in digital computer fundamentals, and 1 in analog computers on the basis

of institutional evaluation (4/74)
.

NV-1715-0540
AN/ASQ-56A INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS
CENTRAI. AND RELATE/- SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number. Not availaOle.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present.
.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate and maintain AN/ASQ-56A
integrated electronic control systems..'
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in AN/ASQ-56A electronic control
equipment operation and maintenance, including UHF" transmitters, receivers, amplifiers,

servos,

antennas,

controls

and

IFF/SIF systems; power supply operation;

TACAN system operation

and

mainte-

nance; AGC and video circuits, block-diagram and circuit analysis, and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In The vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronic equipment (4/74); in 'the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in electronic equipment, and credit in maintenance laboratory

on the basis of institutional examination
(4/74).

NV-1715-0541
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT MOBILE
ELECTRIC POWER PLANT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not-available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 3 weeks (96 hours)

NV-1715.054Z
RA -5C SEMI - AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT

AIR DATA FLIGHT REFERENCE, AND
FLIGHT CONTROL INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE°
Course Number: C-100-3743.

Location; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate, calibrate, and maintain RA5C semiautomatic air data, flight reference,
and flight control equipmeiit.
Instruction: Lectures in ,flight control test
bench introduction, flight parameter simula-

tor, pressure and vacuum group and flight
parameter simulator testing, flight reference
analyzers testing, flight control simulator
and control panel test bench, control and
guidance test set group introduction, and
flight control analyzer testing
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
flight control and simulator (4/74)
NV-1715-0543
RA-5C PHOTO SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/65-12/68
Objectives: To provide maintenance personnel with training in basic electricity and
electronics.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic electricity, including Ohm's
law, Simpson 260 multimeter operation,
series and parallel circuits, relay principles,

_and schematic reading; basic electronics, in'eluding resistors, inductance, capacitance,
electron tubes introduction, power supplies

filtering and regulation, amplifiers, oscillators, and coupling and tuned circuits; and
transistors, including junction transistors,
basic transistor circuitry, semiconductors,
circuits schematic tracing, ,special maintenance considerations, and test equipmept.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, ' semester hours in
basic electricity and electronics (4/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in basic

electricity and electronics (4/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

control systems.

mester. hours in basic electricity and electronics, and additional credit in basic electricity or electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in DC generator system,' including

NV-1715-0544

Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

Objectives: To train military personnel to
maintain mobile electric power plants and

maintenance

component

publications,

repair, power system circuit analysis, and
inspection and troubleshooting procedures;
AC generator system, including power
system circuit analysis, transformer - rectifier

power supply, component repair, and inspection and troubleshooting procedures;
and AC transistorized generator system, including control circuit components, Circuit
analysis, power supply, component repair,
and inspection and troubleshooting procedures.

Credit_Recommendatibn: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
power generator maintenance (4/74), in the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-divisiondegree category, 1 semester hour in power
generator maintenance, and additional
credit in power generator maintenance on
the basis ofinstitutional evaluation (4/74).

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN IM), CLASS

A
Course,Number: Not available.

Location: Naval School, Treasure Island,
CA; Naval School, Great Lakes, IL
Length: 28-18 weeks (980-1330 hours)

- Exhibit Dates: 7/62-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain naval electronic equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in AC and DC f ndamentals and analysis; oscilloscope app ations; pulse techniques, microwave techniques and control
equipment, and electronic devices, includ-

ing tubes and solid state, communication
transmitters and receivers, teletype terminal
and single-sideband equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 16 semester hours in basic electricity

'
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or radio electronics for the 28-week course,

22 in physics (electricity) and engineering
electronics for the 38-week course (4/74).

NV-1715.0545
RADIAC INSTRUMENT MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-670-0020.
Location: Version 1: Damage Control
School, Treasure Island, CA. Version 2.

Naval Schools Command, Treasure Island,
CA.
Length: Version I. 5 weeks (82 hours)
Version 2: 4 weeks (90 hours)
Ethibit Dates: Version le 8/70-Present.
Version 2: 1/66-7/70; 1/66-3/68

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be radiac technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation, maintenance, and repair
of radiation related equipment, including
dosage hazards, radiological monitoring and
decontamination;

nuclear

basic

physics,

radiac computer indicator, detector, and
calibrator maintenance; radioactive sources
leak testing; atomic energy commission license requirements; electronics review, and
standard test equipment operation.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in radiation equipment maintenance
lower-division
the
in
(4/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in radiation equipment maintenance, and credit in physics laboratory on

the basis of institutidnal evaluation (4/74),
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2: In the vocational-certificate category, 1 semester hour in radiation equipment
maintenance (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester !lour in radiation equipment maintenance, and credit in physics laboratory on
1

the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego-

ry, credit in electrical laboratory on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0546
AUTOMATIC TELEPHONES, CI.ASS C

Course Number: A-623-00I4.

Location: Training Center, Great' Lakes,
IL.

Length: II weeks (385 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-1/75.
Objectives: To train Interior communica-

tion electricians to operate, maintain, and
repair automatic telephone systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in automatic telephone system operation, maintenance, and repair, including
troubleshooting line circuits, multilined systems installation and troubleshooting, telephone Ctreuits, circuit tracing, wiring, line
finder and finder controls analysis, connector trouble analysis and test set operation,
various line dial telephone systems operation, power equipment, and switches and
relays.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
telephone repair, installation and maintelower-division
in
the
(4/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in telephone repair, installation, and maintenance, and additional credit
in telephone repair, installation, and maintenance on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).
nance
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COURSE EXHIBITS
-NV4715-0551

4

RA-5C SEMI-AiromATIcTEs-r EQUIPMENT
BOMB DIRECTOR

Course Number: C-100-3742.

Location: Submarine School,-Groton, CT.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

Length: 2 Weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71- Present.

tachMent, Sanford, FL.
Length: 5 weeks (260 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/47-Present.
Objectivis: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate service, maintain, and calibrate a bomb director test group and test
set for guidance control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in bomb director test group equipment
testing and operation, including digital
signal simulator and navigation aids analysis, radar and TV test equipment introduction, navigational equipment testing, and
bomb director test set operation and maintenance.

.Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
general equipment maintenance laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(4/74);
category,
credit in general equipment maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation (44'74)
baccalaureate/associate

degree

NV-1715-0548
0A-3734/ASM-77 BALLISTIC COMPUTER
TEST 'CONSOLE INTERMEDIATE'
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-I50-3767.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Trairiing Detachment, Oceana, VA
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel with knowledge of ballistics computer
theory to maintain the ballistics computer
test console at the intermediate level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exefases in the maintenance of semiautomatic ..
ballistics computer test consoles, including
block-diagram analysis, testing programs,
theory of, operation, ARA testing, equipment timing controls, order and information
registers, and special operating procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)
44,

Objectives: To train electricians and shipyard instrument technicians to operate,
maintain, troubleshoot, and repair Mk V atmosphege analyzers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
Mk V atmosphere analyzers, including
equipment components and flow systems,
the 3M System, theory of operation, electronic block diagrams, the strip chart recorder, and alignment mid troubleshooting.

electricity or electronics, and credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional
evaluation (4/74), in the lower-division

F -4B /J AIR DATA COMPUTER SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3810

Location: Air Maintenance Training Deo tachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC,
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance Training
Detachnjnt, El Toro, CA
: 2-3 weeks (80-.96 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present
Len

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel with knowledge of transistors and nun- ,
iature component repair to maintain the air
a computer set on the F-4B/J aircraft.

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C- 102 -3032

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

Key West, FL; Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, Quonset Point, RI; Air Main-

tional system at the intermediate level. -

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of the
loft bomb computer and the vertical flight
reference system of the -F-4J aircraft, including circuits .and gyro control system
and functional testing of components for
the two systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military specifi
nature of the course (4/74).

category,

upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-

mester hours in physics, 12 in engineering
electronics (12768).

NV-1715-0555
AVIATION ANTISUBMARIVE WARFARE

(AASW) FOR NAVAL FLIGHT
OFFICERS P3A/11( D

Course Number: E-2D-066
Location: Fleet Aviation

Specialized

NV-1715-0553
AN/APN-i3o RADAR NAVIGATION SET

Detachment, El Toro, CA.

flight reference system of the F-4.1 aircraft

degree

Objectives: To train flight officers in the
techniques of airborne antisubmarine warfare (AASW).
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of airborne antisubmarine warfare equipment and in AASW tactics, including oceanography and underwater acoustics principles, electronic warfare
tactics, and equipment capabilities, limitations, and applications to submarine force

omputer set on the F-4B/J aircraft, including components and functional analysis of
the computer compensator, test equipment,
and component repair And calibration
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (4/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC,
Air Maintenance training Detachment,

iature component repair to maintain and
repair the loft bomb computer and vertical

baccalaureate/associate

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74); in the

t) s in the maintenance of the air data

Training Detachment, Imperial
Beach, CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (132-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the APN-130 radar naviga-

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel with knowledge of transistors and min-

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

Operational Training Group, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA.

I struction: Lectures and practical exer-

nance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.

cises in AC and DC fundamentals, seriesparallel circuits and machinery; vacuum
tubes, power supplies, audio, video, RF,
and magnetic amplifiers, transmitter, receiver, oscillator, and TRF circuits, sonar and
radar equipment maintenance, Loran equipment maintenance, teletypewriter terminal

NV-1715-0552

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Mainte-

Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance Training

Class A School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 48 weeks (1440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/55-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be electronics technicians.
Instruction: Lectures and practical- exer-

equipment maintenance, and electronics administration.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

F -4J AN/AIR-7 LOFT BOMB COMPUTER
SYSTEM AND AN/ASN-7o VERTICAL

Course Number: Not available.

IL; Electrician's Mate, Class A
School, San Diego, CA, IC Electrician,
Lakes,

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0549

FLIGHT REFERENCE SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

6

MK V ATMOSPHERE ANALYZERS
Course Number: F-623-031.

Location: EleCtronics Technician, Class A
School, Treasure Island, CA; Electricity
and Electronics, Class P School, Great

tenance

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the APN-130
radar navigational system, including Doppler theory and system operation, power
supply and test set operation, signal data
converter (hover and navigate modes),
modulation, summation circuits, and system
alignment and troubleshooting
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV1715.454
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (ET) SENIOR
CONVERSION

Course Number: Not available.

2 19

Length: 7 weeks (245 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

missions.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0556
ADVANCED FIRST TERWAVIONICS, CLASS

B AFTA>
Course Number: C-100-2010; C-111-2010.,

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 26/weeks (1040 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/69-Present.
Objectives: To train graduates of avionics
technician courses to troubleshoot, test, and
maintain navigation and radar systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in mathematics, including fundamentals of algebra,' linear and quadratic equations, ratios, angles, trigonometric funda- '
mentals, vectors, vector algebra,'and use of
slide 'rules; introduction to physics, including theory, of matter, heat, light,-sound, and
cryogenics, simple DC and AC circuits, resonance, time constant, decibels, and ideal
transistors; transistor theory, including biasing, load line analysis; equivalent circuits,
RC, transformers, direct coupled amplifiers,
feedback amplifiers, video amplifiers, and
power amplifiers; power supplies, 'regulators, wave-shaping circuits, and oscillators;
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Navy
fundamentals of computer logic- and systems. with emphasis on maintenance of
equipment, microwave principles, including
characteristics of transmission lines, waveguides. cavities, antennas, microwave tubes
arts] circuits, fundamentals of AM. FM. and
SSB. and block diagrams and functional operation of navigation and radar systems,
with emphasis on maintenance and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 12 semester hours in
mathematics and electronics (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in mathematics, 6 in electronics (4/74), in, the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in mathematics, 6 in engineering electronics (12/68).
lower-division

NV-1715-0557
AN /SPS -4o RADAR SYSTEM

(Electronics Technician AN/SPS-40
Radar Set Maintenance)
Course Number: A-104-0040; A-104-0041.

Location: Service Schools Command, San
Diego. CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA.
,
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-9/77
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain the AN/SPS-40 radar
set and associated test equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/SPS-40 radar set and associated
test equipment. including detailed operation
and troubleshooting procedures for power,
hydraulic, antenna, timing, frequency generation, transmitter. receiver, moving-target
indicator, and video distribution subsystems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)
NV-1715 -0560
OXYGEN GENERATOR ELECTRICAL MODEL
6L i 6 ( ENLISTED)

Course Number: F-623-029

Location: Submarine School. Groton, CT
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present
Objectives: To train -enlisted personnel
who have Yackgrounds in electronics and
electricity, magnetic amplifiers, and transis'tor theory to maintain and operate the 6L16
electrolytic oxygen generator
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of
the 6L16 electrolytic oxygen generator, including the electrolytic process of producing oxygen, flow system analysis, functions
of electronic control system, hydraulic flow
components, electrolytic cells, power supphei and troubleshooting, annunCiators
(contact and magnetic amplifier types),
pressure controller ,system function (operatisn and analysis), calibration,"and troubleshooting and test procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics
laboratory or technical elective on the basis
of institutiottal evaluation (4/74),

NV-1715-0561
S-2D/E AQA-4(V)

INDICATOR GROUP
SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3617, C-102-135

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Key West.
FL
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/66-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to operate, test. and maintain the
AN/AQA-4(V) indicator group system.

Instructiorn.Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/AQA-4(V) indicator group system,

including circuit analysis of the lofar chain,

the reference signal generator, the codar

Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present
Objectives: To train aviation and electronics technicians w operate and maintain meteorological and oceanographic equipment
and practical exerInstruction:
cises in atom and
and electron theory; semiconductors, diodes, and transistors, amplifiers,
bias and bias stabilization; practical transistor amplifiers, sine wave oscillators; switching, gating, and pulse circuits, weather
radar operation and troubleshooting, facsimile transmission theory, operation. and
troubleshooting, weathervision TV cameras,

transmitters, reavers, and video monitors,

chain, and power supplies, overall and subsystem block-diagram analysis, and troubleshooting and repair procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

sound systems and relays, upper- air /sound -

NV-1715-0562
RF-413 AN/ASQ-ss RT-736 AND KY-53(

certificate category. 4 semest r hours in

FLIGHT DIRECTOR

shooting, transmissometer and R R converter, and oceanographic elem ts, ther-

mometric devices, bathythermog aphs, and
buoys,
Credit Recommendation: In th vocational
electronics and electrical labor tory (4/74);
in

Course Number: C-102-195.

the

wer-division

baccalaureate/associate degr category.
semester hour in electronics, and electrical
1

Location: Air Maintenance Training De' tachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.

ing equipment. sensois, transducers; transmitters, and receivers analysis and /trouble-

,

Objectives: To train maintenancelierson-

nel to service and maintain the TACAN
portion of AN/ASQ-88 CNI systems and
flight director groups.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the functional analysis of transceivers, pulse decoders. and flight director
computers, with emphasis on troubleshooting and servicing procedures. This course is
highly specialized and has limited educational value.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0563
AN/APX-64(V) IFF

TRANSPONDER SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3065.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Cp Pendleton,

laboratory -(4/74)'

NV-1715.0565
ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS AND
HYDRAULICS, CLASS P

(E, E & H, Class P)
Course Number: A-041-0012.
Location: Service Schools

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 14 weeks (4,20 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 2/68-1/74
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with basic training in the maintenance of
missile-launching and gun systems.

Instation: Lectures and practical exercises in hydraulics, AC and DC circuits,
synchro-servo systems, basic electronics,
magnetic amplifiers, and circuit analysis.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 15 semester hours in
electricity and electronics (4/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity and electronics (12/68), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in electncny and electronics, and

CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL, Air Maintenance

credit in electrical laboratory on the basis

Toro. CA; Air Maintenance Training De-

NV-1715.0566

Training ,Detachment, New River, NC, Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, El

tachment. Santa Ana, CA, Air Maintenance

Training Detachment. Lemoore, CA, Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Merid-

ian, MS.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To train electronic maintenance personnel to maintain, service, troubleshoot, and align AN/APX-64(V) IFF
transponder sets.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic IFF characteristics, block-diagram analysis, detailed logic and circuit
theory, and maintenance and operating procedures for IFF transponders

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the,limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0564
METEOROLOGICA L/OC EANOG RA PHIC

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE, CLASS

Course Number: Not available
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 17 weeks (680 hours).

of institutional evaluation (4/74)

ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE COURSE
INTERROGATOR SET AN/TPX42A(V) 5, CLASS C

Number: C-103.2028
\ Course
Location: Air Technical Training Center,

Glynco, GA.
Length: 14 weeks (560 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3 /73- Present.

Objectives: To train electronics technicians who thve had previous training in

number systems, Boolean algebra, digital
fundamentals, and solid-state theory to operate and maintain ari AN/TPX-42(V) type
5 radar system installation and to use associated test equipment

InstructiOn: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
AN/TPX-42(V) type 5 radar system installations and the use of associated test equipment, including review of transistor theory,
integrated circuits, basic logic elements.
gates, adders, multivibrators, flip- flops,
counters, multiplexers. shift registers, AC
ancP'IDC conversion devices. interrogator
set alignment and trouble analysis; and test
equipment, interference blanker. video
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signal prbcessor, indicator data processor,
and indicator assembly, components, operation, and trouble analysis.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours as a
technical elective in electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours as a technical elective

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (9/77).

NV-1715-0571

MISSII E TECHNICIAN POLARIS
(Missile Technician Polaris,
Class)

baccalaureate category, credit as a technical

STRIKE ARMAMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE REPAIR
Couise Number: C-646-3118

elective in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

tachment, Jacksonville, FL; Air Mainte-

HI electronics (4/74), in the upper-division

NV-1715-0568
QH-soC WEAPONS SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
.
EI ECTRONICS MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Dam Neck, VA, Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, North Island,
CA.
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Objectives: To tra n maintenance personnel to maintain Das weapon systems and
to use special support quipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in maintenance and troubleshooting

Is

and adjustments, and electromagnetic Inter- ",
ference and support.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

procedures for target control systems and
QH-50C drone avionic systems, and use of
standard and special support equipment
The course is extremely specialized and has
very little technical information.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electrical and electronics laboratory (4/74)

nance Training Detachment, North Island,
CA.
Length: 8 weeks (299 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.

Objectives: To"train enlisted personnel to
inspect, test, and repair assembly aviation
armament equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the inspection, testing, and repair of
assembly

aviation

armament

equipment

(VA-VF type), including the 3M system,
operation of airborne missile launchers, suspension and releasing equipment analysis,
rocket and flare dispensers, specific aircraft
gun components and operation, and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

ADVANCED NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER
TRAINING, AIRBORNE ELECTRONIC
WARFARE PHASE

Corpus

Christi, TX.
Length: 8-9 weeks (146-160 hours) '
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide officers with basic

knowledge and skills prerequisite to operational training in electronic warfare replacement training squadrons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises m basic electronics theory, electronic
support measures, electronic countermeasures operator techniques, planning and analysis procedures, and electronic warfare
evaluation procedures The material pre-

sented in this course is at a very basic
survey level.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0570
BASIC POINT DEFENSE OFFICER

Course Number: A-2F-0035.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Mare
Island, CA
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Location: Submarine Training center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Guided Missiles
School, Dim Neck, VA.
Length: 21-22 weeks (770-834 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/64-Present.

Objectives: To study the theory of operation, fault isolation, and to make repairs on
a Polaris missile system.

Instruction: A study of the operation and
schematic analysis of a missile system including circuit and logic diagrams for control, sequential operations, displays, alarms,
and power supplies, environmental systems
using pneumatic displays, electronic monitoring equipment and electrical controls utilizing relay logic Perform fault isolation,
make adjustments, calibrate, troubleshoot,
and repair missile systems
hours

in

electronics

technology

(9/77).

TARTAR WEAPONS OFFICER

Course Number: A-2F-0037

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA
Objectives: To train officers with previous
gunnery experience to operate and maintain
missile equipment on DDG-2 ships.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
missile equipment on the DDG-2 ships, including Tartar overview, search radar, spe-

cific radar equipment, cooling and dry air
systems, system interface, target detection

and identification, selection and tracking,
controls and indicators for the master con-trol panel, target :evaluation, air ready
mode, designation modes, FCS acquisitionto-track sequences, specific track modes,
launching system, firing circuits, data flow,
logistics, and administration procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0575
MISSILE LAUNCHER MK 21 MOD 2 THEORY
AND ,OPERATION

Course Number: F-633-013

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

Objectives: To provide fleet ballistic missile officers and enlisted personnel with advanced refresher training in theory and operation of Polaris launching systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in operation, caobilities and limitations, and systematic evaluation of problems

for the Mk 2) Mod 2 Polaris launching systems, components, and support systems
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0576
POSEIDON MISSILE TECHNICIAN

NV-1715-0573
SWS (STRATEGICYEAPONS SYSTEM)
COMMAND POLARIS

(SSBN Command Weapons System Ori-

entationPolaris)
Course Number: A-2F-0023.
Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI, Guided Missiles

School, Dam Neck, VA.
Length:* 7 weeks (230-245 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train officers with submarine experience to operate the fleet ballistic

basic point defense surface missile system.

weapons system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and maintenance

cises in the operation of fleet ballistic weap-

face missile, system, including block diagrams, module and component identification, the 3M system, planned maintenance

tenance, Class C)
Course Number: A-121-0249; A-121-0016.

Credit Reconimendation: I/2LOW 6 se-

Objectives: To train junior officers to perform and supervise the maintenance of the

management of the basic point defense sur-

598/608

(Missile Technician, Class C (1), Polaris)
(MTC1 Polaris Missile Technician Main-

mester

NV-1715-0572

Length: 6 weeks (179 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

NV-1715-0569

Course Number: Not available
Location: Naval Air Station,

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

NV:1715.0574

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

ons systems, using a block diagram approach and includes principles of digital

system, specific missile equipment, ancillary
equipment and fire control system, launch-

computers, data transmission systems and
inertial instruments, operation and administration of subsystem equipment, tactical applications, weapons subsystem equipment,

ing system, tactical operations, alignment

and re-entry system.

s

r)

4t)1

CONVERSION (A-2/A-3 TO C-3)
Course Number: A-121-0139.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 13 weeks (446 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/72 - Present.
Objectives: To train Polaris missile technicians to maintain and test Poseidon missiles.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
flight control systems, Poseidon missile
launching systems, fire control systems, Poseidon guidance computers, inertial components, temperature-monitoring and control
groups, missile test and readiness equipnvnt, electronic counters, electronic voltmEters, oscilloscopes, and digital computer
fundamentals.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (4/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (4/74).
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NV-1715-0577
SSBN MK 84 POLARIS WEAPONS OFFICER

Course Number: A-2F-0034.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.

Objectives: To familiarize officers with
the capabilities and limitations of fleet ballistic missile system equipment:

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in capabilities, functions, and principles of operation of the subsystems and
components or fleet ballistic missile systems.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74) , No credit be-

cause of the limited technical nature of the
course (4/74).

NV-1715-0578

.Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic AC and DC electrical fundamentals and circuit thebry; basic electronics, including vacuum tubes, power supplies, synchros, and servos; use of common

hand tools; basic motors; and electronic
maintenance procedures. Note This evaluation based only on 4 weeks of the 10-week
course; the remaining 6 weeks are apparently classified for military security reasons.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in

electricity and electronics and additional
credit on the basis of institutional evaluation

(see Note above) (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electricity and elec-

tronics and additional credit on the basis of
institutional evaluation (see Note above)
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the

basis of institutional evaluation

(see

Note above) (4/74);

SONAR TECHNICIAN CLASS A-2
(INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONICS)

Course Number: K-130-559.

Location: Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare
School, San Diego, CA,

NV-1715.-0581

IOIC

Length: 14 weeks (420 hours):.

Exhibit Dates: 6/68-present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

with a basic review of mathematics and
electricity, and advanced training in DC
and AC circuit theory, electronics, and

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: D-150-010.

Location: Reconnaissance Attack Squadron Three, Albany, GA.
Length: 19 weeks (760 hours).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic mathematics and electricity,
AC circuit theory, including inductance,-capacitance, and resonance, electronics, including vacuum tubes, transistors, amplifiers, oscillators, and servos, and digital and

Exhibit Dates: 1/69-Present
Objectives: To train data systems technicians to troubleshoot and repair electronic
dita processing equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Integrated OPerational Intellingencek
Center (IOIC) systems cross-training, oper-

analog computer fundamentals.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

ation and maintenance of magnetic tape
processors, interface equipment, digital

servos.

certificate category, 16 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), in the upper-

computers, and high-speed line printers, and

use of test equipment for troubleshooting
and repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NV-1715-0583

°

AN/APN-182(/) RADAR NAVIGATIONAL.
SET INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-1W-3398

Location:°Air Maintenance -Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
,
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain' the AN /APN- 182(V) radar
navigation set at the intermediatatlevel.

Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exercises in the maintenance of the AN/APN182(V) radar navigation set, ;including a
brief discussion of Doppler theory, logic
circuits, digital circuits, integrated circuits,
specific equipment component breakdown,
test set operation, power supply and receiver transmitter unit, clock circuits and tracker, digital scaler, summing amplifiers, demodulator, function board, and troubleshooting
and alignment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics, 2 in electronics laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(4/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory (4/74).
ics
1

NVd1715 -0584
AN/APN-154(V). RADAR BEACON
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3031.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Cecil Field, FL, Air Maintenance Training
Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,

VA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electricity or electronics (4/74).

certificate category; 6 semester hours in
computer electronics, 2 inicomputer electronics laboratory (:,/s;e4)ei the lower-divi-

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the AN/APN-154(V) radar

NV-1715-0579

ate degree categosion baccalaureate/
ry, 3 semester hours in computer electron-

associated test equipment.

RA-5C AN /ASB -i2 BOMB

(4/74)

ics, I in computer electronics laboratory

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANC
Course Number: C-111-3743.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel

NV-1715-0582
AN/ASA-47 DOPPLER/AIRMASS

Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.

to operate and maintain AN/ASB-12

bomb-directing sets

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in bombing computer systems, television systems, and system testing.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics, 1 in electronics laboratory
lowet-division
(4/74);
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electronics (4/74)
1

NV-1715-0580
SONAR TECHNICIAN CLASS A -I ( BASIC
ELECTRONICS)

Course Number: K-130-560

NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Coupe Number: C-102-3554.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 2-3 weeks (80-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I/68-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain the AN/ASA-47

Doppler air mass navigational computer
system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/ASA-47
Doppler air mass navigational computer
system, Including circuit analysis of components (position indicator, computer, and

Location: Fleet Anti - Submarine Warfare
School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-Present
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel

latitude-longitude indicator), operation of
special support equipment, and alignment

with training in basic electrical and elec-

electronics,
(4/74).

tronic fundamentals.

procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
I

in

electronics

laboratory

beacon at thesintermediate level and to use

Instruction: Lectures-and practical exercises in the, maintenance of the AN/APN154(V) radar beacon and the use of assoctf
ated test equipment, including controls and
indicators, block diagrams and signal flow,
component characteristics, electrical characteristics, and alignment and troubleshooting techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
in electronics laboratory
electronics,
(4/74).
1

NV-1715-0585
MK 88 MOD I FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN
CONVERSION (MK 80 8: 84 TO MK 88)
Course Number: A-121-0137.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 16 weeks (490 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train fire control systemk
technicians to operate and maintain the Mk
88 fire control system and associated non- fi
tactical equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the Mk 88 fire control system and asgociated nonjactical equipment, including system
components, weapon system orientation
(Poseidon missile operation, circuit analysis,
guidance computer, inertia! guidance com-

=
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power

ponents,

distribution,

launching

system, and data flow interface); digital
geoballistic computer arithmetic, memory,
program control, input/output devices, and
loading; digital transmitter-receiver core
magnetic disk
memory and list prdt
he subfile memory and programmin ,
systems of the Mk 88 system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics, 2 in electronics laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(4/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics, 1 in electronics laboratory (4/74)

NV- 11/15 -0586
MK

I

COMPUTER AND PERIPHERA L
UIPMENT/COMMON CORE

Course Number: A-150-0083; A-150-0084.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Mare
Island, CA, Guided Missiles School, Dam

Ned, VA
Length: 12 weeks (324 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.

Objectiyes: To train fire control technicians to operate, adjust, and maintain the
Mk 152 computer and peripheral equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operatiqn and maintenance of
the Mk 152 computer and peripheraliaquiputer
ment, including block diagram of c
complex, review of computer number systems, manual toperation, instruction word
analysis and operation, computer logic operations, sequence analysis, control Instruction analysis, logical and anthmetic instruct
ton analysis, and diagnostic routines for the
specific computer equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

ics laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester_hours in electronics, 1 in electron-

r

uation (4/74).

IsiV-1715.0588

AN/BST-1 TENDER MAINTENANCE
Course Number: F-623-035.

Location: Submanne School, Groton, CT.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 72-Present.
colnmunicat ions elecObjectives: To

technicians to main/BST-1 system
Instruction: ectures andprasti;a1 exercises in the o ation and maintenance of
the AN/BST-1 ..system, including sys
power supplies, 'special transistors, launc

tricians or electron!

control subsystem circuitry and arming,
monitor circuits, signal unit, bunch control

test set, detonator resistance and electrical
cable test set, pressure switch test set, buoy
subsystem, electrical control system, programmer and associated test set, transmitters, handling and rigging procedures, and
voltage regulator for the subsystem
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electrical laboratory (4/74)
1

AIR LAUNCHED WEAPONS GUIDED MISSILE
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-122-3111

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours)
Exhibit-Dates: 11172-Present
nel

GYROCOMPASS TECHNICIAN ELECTRICAL,
CLASS Ci

(Electrical Gyrocompass Operation
Maintenance Technician, Class C)
2.

GYROCOMPASS TECHNICIAN
ELECTRICAL, CLASS C
Course Number: Version 1. A-670-0021.

to operate and maintain air-launched

guided missiles.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
air- launched guided missiles, including operation, testing, and components of specific
air-to-air and air-to-surface guided missiles
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nnature of the course (4/74)

Version 2: A-670-021,

Location: Interior Communications Class
C School. Great Lakes, IL.

NV-1715-6590

Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (253-27Q,
hours). Version 2: 12 weeks (320 hours)

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, AN/SRN-14,
OMEGA RECEIvER MAINTENANCE,

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 11/72-Present
Version 2: 1/68-10/72
Objectives: To train communications elec-

tncians to operate and repair Mk 23 and
Mk 19 gyrocompasses.
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises In, the operation and

maintenance of Mk 23 and Mk 19 gyrocompasses, including theory of operation, special test equipment, electrical checks, servo
and follow-up loop adjustment, AC and DC

power supplies, various circuits, auxiliary
operating modes, and vanous component
and subsystem analyses. Version 2. Includes
corrective maintenance procedures and
tender systems tests.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1. In the

5

vocational certificate category, 5 semester
hours in electromechanical systems and 2 in
electromechanical laboratory (9/77). Version
In the vocational certificate category, 6

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field, ,
.

CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, New River, NC; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Quonset 'Point, RI;
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Santa Ana, CA, Air Maintenance Training

Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, Cecil Field,
FL; Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
Imperial Beach, CA; Air Maintenande
Training Detachment, Key West, FL.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain, repair and test AN/APX-72
radar identification systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin block-diagram analysis of radar
id tification systems, and use ofprescribed
test
umment in troubleshooting, repairing,
bench testing, and aligning radar identificases

tion systems
Credit Recommendatiore In the vocational

certificate eategorj, 2 semester hours in
electronic equipment maintenance (4/74); in
the

lower - division

baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 2 semester hours in electronic equipment maintenance on the basis.
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0589

ry, 3 semester hours in computer electronics, I in computer electronics laboratory
(4/74)

NV-1715-0587

Course Number: Not available.

tain and operas

ston baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

1

SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

ics laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, credit in electrical
laboratory on the basis of institutional eval-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville. AFL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island,
CA

semester hours in
certificate category,
in computer eleccomputer electronics,
tronics laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-

NV-1715-0591
AN/APX-72 RADAR INDENTIFICATION

semester hours in electronics, 2 in electron-

NV-1715-0592
QH-50D OPERATIONAL TO.EMETRY\
MAINTENANC

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Dam Neck, VA
Length: 9 weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/7 present.

_Objectives: To t 0 electronics technicians who have ex enence in Dash weapons systems maint ance to maintain and
service Dash operational telemetry systems.

L.,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the block-diagram analysis, circuit ,
operational analysts, systems maintenance,
and repair of QH-50D telemetry systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester -hours in
electronic systems maintenance (4/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associale
degree category, 6 semester hours in electtronic systems maintenance on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4X74)

NV-1715-0593

4

CLASS C

I.

RADARMAN, CLASS B, OPERATIONAL

2.

RADARMAN, CLASS B, MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-102-0088.

Location: Electronics Technician Class C
School, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

(Radarman, Class B)
Course Number: Version 1: A-221-012.
Version 2: Not available.

operateand maintain AN /SRN -14 Omega

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Train-

rebeiving sets
Instruction: Lectures and latioratones in
the operation, maintenance, and repair of
Omega receivers, system circuit analysis,

ing Center, San Diego, CA; Naval Schools
Command, Treasure Island, CA.
Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (264 hours)
Version 2.33-42 weeks (1350 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 3/69-Present.
Version 2: 1/56-2/69.
Objectives: To train radarmen to operate

and use of tools and test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electrical equipment maintenance (4/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in electrical equipment maintenance. on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74)

4 )J

Combat Information Centers and to train&
CIC personnel to analyze radar circuit operation and repair equipment
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and prac-

tical exercises in the operation of Combat

1-229

Navy
'Informa tion Centers arid training of CIC

including electronic warfare
principles, navigation and plotting, communications procedures; naval tactics, and
training methods Version 1. Lectures and
practical exercises.in radar circuit operation
and equipment repair, including basic electricity and&electrontes, radar system components, overall system functions, field maintenance, and maintenance supervision
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: Credit
personnel,

is Rot recommended because of the military-specific of the course (4/74) Version 2.
In the vbeational certificate category, 3 semester hours in basic electricity, 7 in
radio/electronics, 2 in equipment maintelower-division
in
the
(4/74);
nance
baccalaureate/associate/ degree category,

1

semester hour in basic electricity, 9 in
radio/electronics (12/68), in the upper-division

baccalaureate category,

3

semester

hours in electricity, 7 in radio or electronics
(4/74)

NV-1715-0594
F-43 AN/AWG-10 TRANSMITTER AND
ANTENNA POSITIONING
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602.3817

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar. CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC,
Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El
Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel familiar with AN/AWG-10 equipment
and component repair to maintain, at the intermediate -level, transmitter and antenna-

positioning portions of the AN/AWG-10

Includes maintenance procedures, ancillary
equipment, emergency communications
Version 1. Includes voice circuits and voice

relay equipmento basic frequency theory,
block diagrams, telegraph use, administration, and function of teletypewriter units
and associated equipment Version 3. Includes sound power and radiotelephone
procedures, basic electricity and electronics,

block diagrams, telegraph use, function of
teletyperiter units and associated equipment, test equipment and adjustment, equipment components, and preventive and operational maintenance procedures

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in radio operation (4/74). Version 2
At In the voca,tional certificate category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74)
Version 3. In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in electricity or electronics, 2 in electrical laboratory (4/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester-hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), and credit in
electrical laboratory on the basis of Institutional evaluation (4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electneity or electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0596

'-

A-6 AN/APQ-92 SEARCH RADAR AND
ASSOCIATED TEST EQUIPMENT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: -Version 1: C-11'1-3761.
Version 2.: Not available. Version 3. Not

available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA
Length: Version 1: 13 weeks4520 hours).

missile control system.

Version 1: 12 weeks (480 hours). Version 3: 8
eks (320 hours).
hibit Dates: Version 1. 9/71-Present.

antenna-positioning

of the
portions
AN/AWG-I0 missile control system, in -,

Ve ion 1: 1/70-8/71. Version 3. 2/68-12/69.

eluding block-diagram and circuit analysis
of specialized radar equipment, power supplies. pulse circuitry, timing, antenna control and scan pattern generator. velocity

operate,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of transmitter and

signal computer and antenna servo, antenna
operation, and troubleshooting techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 'semester hours in
electronic systems maintenance (4/74), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
, degree category, 4 semester hours in electronic systems maintenance on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0595
RADIOMAN, CLASS A
Course Number; Version 1: A-201-0014, A202-0014 Version 1. A-201-013; A-201.014;
A- 202.014 Version 3 Not available.

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA,
Naval School, Bainbridge, MD
Length: Version 1. 14 weeks (560 hours)
Version 2. 14 weeks (412 hours) Version 3.

24 weeks (720 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version

1.

7/72-Present.

Version 2: 1/67-6/72 Version 3: 8/56-12/66.

'

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
radio communications operators.
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and

practical exercises in the operation of radio
communications systems, including teletypewriter equipment and procedures, radio
principles, message processing, circuit drill

and operation, receivers and transmitters,
security procedures, and operation of specific communications equipment. Version 1.

bjectives: To train enlisted, personnel to
troubleshoot, and maintain the

AN/APQ-92 search radar and associated
test console.

Instruction: All Versions

Lectures and

practical exercises in the operation, trouble-

of the
and
maintenance
AN/APQ-92 search radar and associated
test console, including various radar disshooting,

plays, block-diagram analysis, components,
and assembly of the electrical synchronizer,
transmission chain circuits, servo electron-

ics unit, antenna/receiver, and related circuits. Version 1 Includes control signals, adanalyses,
ditional
circuit
bombardier/navigator control box operation, video processor, and terrain clearance
equipment. Version 1. Includes control siganalyses,
circuit
additional
nals,
bombardier/navigator control box operation, video processor, and terrain clearance
.,
equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 7 semester
hours in electrical equipment maintenance
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 7
semester hours in electrical equipment
maintenance laboratory on the basiS of institutional evaluation (4/74). ferston 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electrical equipment maintenance
laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, p
semester hours in electrical equipment
maintenance laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 3. In the
vocational certificate category, 4 semester

4,31-

hours in electrical equipment maintenance
laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in eelectncal equipment
maintenance laboratory on the basks'of institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0597
TERRIER RADAR SET AN /SPG-ssB MOD S
(FLEET INPUT)
Course Number: A -104 -0143, A-104-01-44,.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam

Neck, VA. Combat Systems Technical
School Command, Mare Island, CA.
Length: 19 weeks (651-690 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

-T;:e

Objectives: Td train fire control techni-

to operate, maintain, and repair
AN/SPG-55B Mod 5 radar set
Instruction; Lectures ,and practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of AN/SPG-55B Mod 5 radar set, including use of electronic testing equipment
(oscilloscopes, multimeters, and signal generators), Terrier weapons system descrip-

,elans

tion, various modes of operation, power
supplies, synchronizer, timing circuits, electronic countermeasures, various circuit
analyses, frequency monitoring, operation

of various channels, range and beacon
tracking, alignment and systems tests, and
radiation and monitoring information.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, lksemester hours in
electronic equipment usage (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, credit in electronic maintenance equipment usage on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

NV-1715-0598
TRADEVMAN SCHOOL, CLASS B
Course Number: Version 1: C-191-2011.
Version 1. Not available Version.). Not
available. Version 4. Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN
Length: Version 1 21-22 weeks (850-874
iniurs). Version 2: 23' weeks (920 hours).
Version 3.. 35 weeks (1412 hours) Version 4.35-36 weeks (1416-1440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/72-Present
Version 2. 10/71-5/72 Version 3 7/68-9/71
Version 4: 5/56-6/68
Objectives: To train tiadevmen to operate
and maintain training equipment

Instruction: All Versions Lectures and
practical experience in mathematics, basic
electricity, amplifiers, power supplies, test
equipment, video tape recorders, avionics
physics, digital computer circuits, programming, device simulation, air conditioning.
and closed-circuit television operation and
maintenance Version 3. Instruction includes

communications circuits and analog cotnputers Versibri 4 Instruction includes communications circuits and analog computers
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 lo the
semester
vocational certificate category,
hour in basic mathematics, 3 in electricity
and electronics, I in television principles, 3
in digital computers introduction, 2 in computer laboratory, 2 in electucal laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(4/74);
1

baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in basic mathematics on the
1

basis of institutional evaluation, 3 in deetticity and electronics, 1 in television principles on the basis of institutional evaluation,

3 in introduction to digital computers, 2 in
computer laboratory, and 2 in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74), up 3 semester hours in electric-

,

.6.

COURSE EXHIBITS
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ity air electronics, 3 in introduction fo digital computers, 2 in computer laboratory,

er and reporting, early warning tactics, and

basis of institutional evaluation (4/74). Version 2 In the vocational certificate catego-

ommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (4/74). ; No credit be-

ry, 1 semester hour in basic mathematics, 3
in electricity and electronics, 2 in television

and 2 in electrical laboratory, all on the

f

pretest Inspection, preventive, maintenance,
and component handling.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, ,1 semester hour in

radar navigation fundamentals.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not.rec-

electrical laboratory (V74)

cause of the military nature of the course
(4/74)

principles, 3 in introduction to digital computers; 2 in computer laboratory, 2 in electrical laboratory (4/74); in The lower-divi-

NV-1715-0603

NV-1715-0600

TERRIER/TARTAR GUNNER'S MATE
Course Number: Not available.

sion baccalaureateassociate degree category, 1 semester hour in basic mathematics on

P-3 PB20N AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE, No 13

the basis of inStitutional evaluation, 3 in
electncity and electronics, 2 in television
pnnciples on the basis of institutional evalu-

ation, 3 in digital computer introduction, 2
in computer laboratory, and 2 in electncal
laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74); up 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics, 3 in introduction to
digital computers, 2 in computer laboratory,

and 2 in electncal laboratory, all on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74) Version 3. In the vocational certificate category, 1 semester hour in basic mathematics, 3
in basic electncity, 3 in electronic's, 3 In re-

ceiver and transmitter circuits, 3 in introduction to analog computers, 3 in introduction to- digital computers, 2 in television
pnnciples, 2 in electrical laboratory (4/74);
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in basic mathematics on the
I

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (104 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.

Objectives: To train electrical 'maintenance personnel familiar with P-3 aircraft
systems to maintain and operate the PB2ON
automatic flight control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the PB2ON automatic flight control system
as installed in the P-3 aircraft, including
system components, power supply and

monitor, hydraulic booster assembly, trim
circuits, gyro systems, controls, amplifier
and computer, signal chain and channel,
test sets, and troubleshooting techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
in electronics laboratory
electronics,
(4/74).

basis of institutional evaluation, 3 in basic
electricity, 3 in electronics, 3 in receiver
and transmitter circuits, 3 in Introduction to
analog computers, 3 in introduction to digital computers, 2 in television pnnciples on
NV-1715-0601
the basis of institutional evaluation, and 2 in
electncal laboratory (4/74), in the upper-diRA-5C FLIGHT CONTROL AND ELECTRICAL
vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS
hours in basic electncity, 3 in electronics. 3
INTERMEDIATE. MAINTENANCE
in receiver and transmitter circuitry, 3 in inCourse Number. C-602.3750; C-602-223.
troduction to analog computers, 3 in introLocation: Air Maintenance Training Deduction to digital computers, and 2 in electachment, Albany, GA
trical laboratory. all on.the basis of instituLength: 2 weeks (80 hours).
tional evaluation (4/74). Version 4: In the
Exhibit Dates: 9/69-Present.
vocational certificate category, 1 semester'
Objectives: To train maintenance personhbur in basic mathematics, 3 in basic elecnel who have experience on transistorized
tricity, 5 in electronics, 3 in receiver and
equipment and RA-5C flight control systransmitter circuits, 2 in introduction to
tems to operate and test the electronic
in introduction to
digital computers,
equipment in the flight control and electrianalog computers, 2 in television pnnciples,
cal systems of RA-5C aircraft.
and 2 in electncal laboratory (4/74); in the
Instruction: Lectures and practipal°'exerbaccalaureate/associate
lower-division
cises in the operation and testing of the
degree category, 6 semester hours in elecelectronic equipment in the flight control
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upperand electrical systems of RA-5C aircraft, indivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
cluding system electronics; various amplifihours in basic electncity, 5 in electronics, 3
er, balancer, and compensator components.
in receiver and transmitter circuits, 2 in introduction to digital 'computers, I in intro- . and operations; and electncal systems electronics maintenance and operation.
duction to analog computers, and 2 in elecCredit Recommendation: In the vocational'
tncal laboratory, all on ttie basis of institusemester hour in
certificate. category,
tional evaluation (4/74).
electrical laboratory (4/74).
1

1

1

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING/ELECTROXICS.,
'
COUNTERMEASURES EVALUATOR,
CLASS 0

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
qlynco, GA.
Length: 7 weeks (272 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-1-2/68.

Objectives: To train junior line officers to
operate airborne early warning and electronic countermeasures equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

the operation of airborne early

warning- and electronic countermeasures
equipment, including associated electronics
equipment

components

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

,

Objectives: To train gunner's mates to
maintain and repair Terrier and Tartar
guided missile test equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and pradtical exercises in the maintenance and repair of Tern, er and Tartar guided missiles, including as-

sembly, disassembly, and replacement of
faulty modules; hydraulic fill, bleeding, and
testing, internal configuration and block
diagrams, containers, special tools, test set
operation, flight sequences, ordnance components of homing missiles and beam-riding
missiles, and beam - riding and homing principles.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electrical, laboratory on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion (4/74), low credit in electrical laboratory on.the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

NV-1715-0604
POSEIDON MISSILE TECHNICIAN
Course Number: A -121 -0138

Location: Guided Missiles 'Schdol, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 18 weeks (557 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Presentf

Objectives: To train, graduates of the Polaris Electronics School to perform as Poseidon missile technicians

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
Poseidon missile equipment, including ballistic missile flight, capabilities and limitations, missile construction, symbology, propulsion system, ordnance system, power
generation and distnbution, missile flight sequence, instrumentation, missile testing and
results analysis, missile transfer equipment
and procedures, external test equipment and
simulators, individual- package testing, spe-

cial- purpose, digital computers, and radiation and detection equipment.
Credit,Recommendation: Credit is not rec.,

ommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0605

NV-1715-0599

cises in

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA; Naval Schools ommand, Mare
Island, CA.

and

operation,

signal evaluation, airborne navig'ation fundamentals, communications, control, weath-

NV-1715-0602

TERRIER WEAPONS

TALOS GUNNER'S (MISSILE) HANDLING

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA.
Legithi 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68. Present.
Objectives: To trath gunner's mates to assemble, disassemble, and replace modules of

Course Number: A-2F-0039.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (192 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train officers who are
graduates of Naval Gunnery School and
who possess previous weapons/gunnery de-

service the missile using specialized equip-

partment experience to operate and maintain Terrier weapons systems on DLG-16

ment.

class ships.

the Talos guided missile and to test and
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the assembly, disassembly, and replacement of modules and the testing and
servicing of Talos guided missiles, including

aerodynamics, input power and major assemblies of test eiluipment, receiving and
A--

3 ;)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the Terrier weapons .systems equipment on
DLG-I6 class ships, including weapons
control, guided missile fire control system,
search

radar,

missiles,

guided

missile

Navy
launching systems. weapon system maintenance, flight analysis and system testing.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

'NV-1715-006
SWS (STRATEGIC WEAPONS SYSTEM)
WEAPONS OFFICER POLARIS

(Mk 80 Weapons Officer)
Course Number: A-2F-0022.
Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Guided Missiles
School, Dam Neck, VA.
Length: 8-10 weeks (248-350 hour4)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To train officers to supervise
the operation and maintenance of fleet ballistic missiles.
Instruction: Topics cover terms, abbreviations, symbols, and diagrams used in elec=

tronics, servo systems, gyros, digital systems, and the physics of motion, light and
flaids Major emphasis is on practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
fleet ballistic missiles on 598 or 608 class
SSBN submarines, including functional aspects of specific systems and subsystems,
and emphasizing data flow, control and indications, switching, patching, casualty rec-

ognition, and readiness testing; and operation and monitoring of various system
cothponents and devices
Credkt Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electrical laboratory (9/77).
1

,NV-1715-0607
Course Number: A-121-017.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 23 weeks (967 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, test, and maintain missile equip:
ment on Polaris FBM submarines.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, testing, and maintenance of missile equipment on Polaris FBM
submarines, including weapons system orientation, Polaris missile components, electrical Subsystem, guidance subsystem char-.
actenstics'and circuitry, guidance computtiming, telemetry, fire control interface
and timing, missile test and readiness equipule operation test set
me t, s.
equipm
and re 'anon and detection
equip ent.
Cr It Reconunen ions In the vocational

r

certificate category, 1 semester hour in
electrical laboratory (4/741.

TALOS OFFICERS

(Talcs Weapons/Fire Control/Missile
.Battery)
Course Number: A-2F-0013.

Location: Not available, Mare Island, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Objectives: To train junior officers to supervise the maintenance of the Talcs weapons system.
and practical exerInstruction: Lee
cises in the maintena e and maintenance'
management of the Talos weapons system,

including Talcs system operation, search
radar introduction, weapon direction
specific equipment

Location: Technical Training Center, Lakehurst, NJ; Air Tectinical Training Unit,
Philadelphia, PA.
.

1:

3/71-Present.

Version 2: 4/66-2/71.
Objectives: To train communications elec-

tricians to troubleshoot and maintain the

Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System Mk 6
Mod 1 and the manually operated visual
landinggaid system Mk I Mod. 1, 2, and 3,
Mk II.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and

practical exercises in the tro bleshooting
and maintenance of the Fresne Lens Optical Landing System Mk 6 Moil 1 and the

manually operated visual landing aid system

Mk I Mod 1, 2, and 3, or Mk II, including
electrical and solid-state devices, compo-

nent identification, test equipment, indicator
assembly stabilization, stabilization control

equipment, reference lighting circuit, and
lighting assembly. Version .: Includes specific electrical basics -

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

degree category, credit in electricity or
electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

components;

transmitter and microwave; receivers and
ranging circuits, servos, associated comput-

Instruction: LeCtures and practical e4ercises in the maintenance ofAhe antenna con-

trol and missile control portions of the
AN/AWG-10 missile,control system, including antenna control operation, scan pattern generator operation, velocity signal
computer and antenna servo operation, specific missile, auxiliary signal generatorequipment analysis, missile drive tuners,

launch signal and pilot command signal

computers, circuits, and alignment and malfunction isolation procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).
NV-1715-0612
.

^

F-47 COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION
IDENTIFICATION (CNI)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Numfier: C-102-3815.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,
VA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate and maintain the F-4.1 CNI
systems.

NV-1715-0610
UH -2C, HH-2C, HH-,2D AUTOMATIC
STABILIZATION EQUIPMENT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

(UH-2C Automatic Stabilization Equipment Intermediate Maintenance)
Courle Number: C-602-3388.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Impenal Beach, CA.
Length: 2-4 weeks (72-160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to test, maintain, and repair automatic
stabilization equipment in UH-2C, HH-2C,
and HH-2D helicopters. .
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the testing, maintenance, and repair

of automatic stabilization equipment in UH-

NV-1715 -0608

system;

sile control system.

'

Course Number: C- 670.2010.

Exhibit Dates: Version

Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length:,3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/68-Present. '
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel familiar with miniature component
repair and AN/AWG-10 equipment to

maintain the antenna control and missile
control portions of the AN/AWG-10 mis-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

MISSILE TECHNICIAN MK 84 ,POLARIS (A-3)

Oceana, VA; Air Maintenance Training

°

OPTICAL LANDING SYSTEMS
,MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).

1-231

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC,
Air _ Maintenance Training Detachment,

er equipment and logic introduction,
launching system, Talcs missile flight termination, propulsion, hydraulic, electrical,
control, steering-intelligence, and anti-ship
systems; target processing, telemetry, flight
analysis; and system testing.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
category, 3 semester hours in
cern c
missiles 4/74).

NV-1715-0609

F

2C, HH-2C, and HH-2D helicopters, including operation of power supply circuit-

ry, synchronization loop?, amplifier-demodu-

lator circuitry, roll channel, test sits, sensor
unit, vertical gyro, accelerometer, actuators, and pitch, yaw, and collective char',
I

nets.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74). ; No credit because of the limited technical nature of the
course (4/74).

NV-1715-0611
F-41 AN/AWG-10 ANTENNA CONTROL
AND MISSILE CONTROL
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the F-4.1 CNI systems, including compact
wire bundle identification, communication
equipment components, UHF communication

and

intercommunication

systems,

TACAN navigational set, navigational
computer, radar altimeter, IFF transponder
set, air-to-air identification, radar beacon,
data link and instrument landing systems
analysis, and check-out and trouble analysis.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature-of the course (4/74).

NV-1715.0613
F/RF-4B/J AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
Maintenance

Training

Detachment,

El

Toro, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance persOnnel who have completed courses.in transistor and digital fundamentals to maintain the
automatic flight control systems of the F-4B
aircraft.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the automatic
flight control systems of the F-4B aircraft
(with and without data link), including

I

4
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compOnent functions, surfice control and
flight control systems, block-diagram analy-

sis, power supply and- switching circuits,
signal circuit analysis, automatic pilot coupler analysis, and test equipment operation

and components.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics (4/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (4/74).

NV-1715-0614
RF-4B INERTIAL NA \PIGATION SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Objectives: To train maintenance person-

maintain the SH-30 helicopter's

nel to

automatic stabilization equipment at the Intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the SH-3A helicopter's automatic stabilization equipment,
including flight theory, stabilization problems, system functions, circuit analysis of
control channels, test equipment,oand troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (4/74).

Course Number: C-102-3838.

Location: Atr Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (1;0 }tours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have completed courses in digital
and transistor fundamentals to operate and

troubleshoot the AN/ASN-46A and the
AN/ASN-74 inertial navigation systems,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and troubleshooting
of the AN/ASN-46A and the AN/ASN-74
inertial navigation systeMs, including navigational principles, terms and vectors; head-

ing, attitude, and cockpit displays, blockdiagram analysis, synchros, Boolean algebra, gyroscope principles, logic circuits, accelerometers and integrators, and alignment
and testing procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 Semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).

NV-1715-0615
A-4C/E BOMBING SYSTEM AN/AJB-3

AND

REMOTE STANDBY ATTITUDE
INDICATOR

Course Number: C-602.0057

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA,; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, CA; Air

Maintenance Training Detachrhent, Beau-

Noe

0
NV-1715-0617
A-7 AN/ASW-26/30 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT

CONTROL SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

.,/

Course Number: C-602-3782, C-602-162

Location: Air Maihtenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, VA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/68-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel who have backgrounds in A-7
systems to operate, test, troubleshoot, and
maintain specific automatic flight control
systems equipment at the intermediate level
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, testing, troubleshoot-

ing, and maintenance of the AN/ASW-26
and AN/ASW-30 automatic flight control
systems, Including component theory, various

module

analyses,

circuit

analysis,

modes of operation, yaw stabilization and
control augmentation, trim theory, and specific component testing procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (4/74).

01<

NV-1715-0618

fort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhihit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel who have completed courses in transistor fundamentals- and A-4 systems to operate and maintain the AN/AJB-3 and
remote-standby, attitude-indicator systems.

TE CLASS C ROCKET
GUNNER
LAUNCHER MK 108

computer, all-attitude indicator, and associ-

ctses in the operation, maintenance, and

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/AJB-3 and remote-standby, attitude-indicator systems, including displacement gyro, compass adapter, bomb release

ated' components of specific equipment;
power supply and system analysis; and

alignment and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocItional
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74).
NV-1715 -0616
SH-3A AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Maintenance'- .Training Detachment, Key West,

Course Number: Not available
Location: Service Schools Command,
Great Lakes, IL. Length: 8 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present
Objectives: To train gunner's mates to operate, maintain, and repair the Mk 108
rocket launcher and associated components
and support equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

repair of the Mk 108 rocket launcher and
associated components and support equipment, including electrical control circuits,
synchros, amplifiers, hydraulic control systems, launcher power drives, assembly and
disassembly procedures, and test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-

reate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis, of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

FL.

Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68 Present.

SPARROW III, SIDEWINDER, SHRIKE AND
WALLEYE GUIDED MISSILE TEST

EQUIPMENT (CVA/CVS)
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-122-3109.

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Jacksonville, FL, Air Maintenance training Detachment, North Island,
CA.
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours)

Exhihit Dates: 2/73-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, calibrate, and maintain air-launched
guided missile test equipment at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, calibration, and pnaintenance of air-launched guided nussilb test
equipment, including principles of modula-

tion, Doppler principles, and Sparrow III,
Sidewinder, Shrike, and Walleye block-diagram analysis, data flow, test set operation
,,,and components, circuits, signal generation, a
electronic theory, power supplies, and detailed calibration procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic laboratory (4/74), in the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronic laborav
tory (4/74).

NV-1715-0620
GUNNER'S MATE CLASS C GUIDED
MISSILE LAUNCHING SYSTEM

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Service Schools Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 24 weeks (620 how's)
Exhihit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives:-To-trairrgtmttees-rn
erate, maintain, and repair missil -launching
systems.

-to-op-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, maintenance, and

repair of missile-launching systems, including configuration, characteristics, and performance of guided missiles; electrical and

servo system input and output; power
drive, testing of magnetic and electronic
amplifiers, synchro servo systems, and hydraulic mechanical components; power supplies; electronic and hydraulic circuits; AC
and DC amplifiers; oscilloscopes; modulator
and demodulator units; fire-fighting equipment operation; and maintenance management

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the upper-division baccalau-

reate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of Institutional evaluation
(4/74)

NV-1715-0621
SH-3 AUTOMATIC STABILIZATION
EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3398.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA, Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, Key West,

FL.
Length: 5-6 weeks (200-240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to maintain the SH-3 helicopter's automatic stabilization equipment at the inter-

v,

mediate level

NV-1715-0619
,42

c) I

Navy
ruction: Lectures and practical exerin the maintenance of the SH-3 helico er's automatic stabilization equipment,
in uding flight theory, controls, hydraulic
sy ems and servos, pitch channel and vertical gyro operation, various signal paths and
ci

modulators and demodulators,
monitor panel, test set operation, yaw channel familiarization, collective channel operation, cyclic coupler system, components,
and troubleshooting and test procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (4/74).
circuits,

NV-WY-0622a
TALOS GUIDED MISSILE AND GUIDED
MISSILE TEST SET MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA, Naval Schools Command, Mare
Island, CA
Length: 23 weeks (690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
lest and maintain Talos guided missiles, and
to operate and maintain associated test sets
and equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the testing and maintenance of

Talos guided missiles, and in the operation
and maintenance of associated test sets and

equipment, including description of the
electrical, control, steering intelligence,
mid-course guidance, terminal guidance and

airborne flight evaluation systems, components and operation of specific guided missile test sets. and fuze test equipment; and
components of specific combined7uTal -telemeter ground stations and the Talos
weapon systems
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74)
NV-1715-0623
LAUNCHER TECHNICIAN MK 88 FIRE
CONTROL CONVERSION

Course Number: A-633-00I5.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (63 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70- Present.
Objectives: .To train enlisted personnel

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, Dam Neck, VA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.

Objectives: To train junior officers from
ships with specific gun mount and relative
rate fire Control systems to perform as gunnery officers.

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in fundamentals of gunnery, including
target designato and acquisition, ammunition, ipagazinersmall arms, target tracking,
velocity computations, fire control principles,'"and alignment and repair of various
systems and equipment.,
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-06A
GUNNERY OFFICERSWEAPONS
DEPARTMENT OFFICERS

Course Number: J-2E-0100, J-2E-I002

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, Dam Neck, VA.
Length: 4 weeks (140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To train junior officers to per-

form as gunnery or fire control division officers.

Instruction: Lectures anti practical exercises in the fundamentals of gunnery, in-

cluding anti-air warfare and fire control

principles, ammunition, ballistics, magazines, administrative procedures, small

arms, gunfire analysis, target tracking, missile systems, and operation repair, and alignment of specific equipment
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0626
GUNNER'S MATE CLASS C ASROC
LAUNCHING GROUP

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Service Schools Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 15 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.
Objectives: To train gunner's Mates to operate, maintain, and repair advanced rocketlaunching systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the opdration, maintenance, and
repair of advanced rocket-launching sys-

who have had training on the Polaris missile-launching system to operate and main-

tems, Including power supplies, electronic
and hydraulic systems, control ,circuitry,
launching machinery construction and oper-

tain mechanical and electrical subsystems of
the Poseidon missile-launching systems.

Inputs, management procedures, and logis-

histruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
mechanical and electrical subsystems of Poseidon missile-launching systems, including

_principles of inertial guidance and flight

control, warhead configuration, and deployment, principles of hydraulics and pneumatics, repair of the launch tube, missile ejector
group and missile suspension system components; dissassembly and assembly of gas
piston-operated pneumatic valves, ad-

vanced theory of specific valves, detailed

logic and analysis of the solid-state integrated circuitry. and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0624
GUNNERY OFFICERS (RELATIVE RATE)
course Number: J-2E-101

I' A

ation, testing and monitoring of signal
tics

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (4/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 1 semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

NV-1715-0627
AN/ARW-77 BULL.FUP GUIDANCE
CONTROL SYSTEM

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Air Maintenance Training --Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Ma'ntenance`Training,Detachment, Lemoore, A,
Air Maintenance Training Detachm nt,

Moffett Field, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field; FL

1-233

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance persom
net who have backgrounds in transistor fundamentals to maintain and operate the
AN/ARW-77 Bullpup transmitter
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance and operation of
the AN/ARW-77 Bullpup transmitter, including operational analysis, circuit analysis
and block diagrams of the transmitter, amplifiers, control units, generator and mixer
and command board, and testing, alignment,
and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electronics laboratory °(4/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electronics laboratory (4/74).

NV-1715-0628

AN/DPIt-t

SPARROW III GUIDED MISSILE
TEST EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE.
MAINTENANCE

III Missile Test Equipment
Maintenance Training-Depot Test '''

(Sparrow

Equipment of the AN/DPM-7)
Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Jacksonville, FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA
Length: 4-5 weeks (160-200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/67-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted peisonnel to
troubleshoot and maintain the Sparrow III
missile and associated test equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the troubleshooting and mainte-

nance-of the Sparrow III missile and the
calibration and maintenance of associated

test equipment, including check-out prOcedures, missile and test set, compon nts, subassemblies, data flow, power sup y block
analyses, and test set repair proce res.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (4/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate .degree category,,2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (4/74)
NV-1715.0629
CLASS A RVIATION GUIDED MISSILEMAN

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Aviation Guided Missileman
School, Memphis, TN
Length: Version 1 27 weeks (1080 hours)
Version 2. 24 weeks (960 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 7/58-12/68 Version 2: 1/57-6/58.

Objectives: To teach enlisted personnel

electronics and operation rtfelectromc
test equipment, and to train them to operate
air-launched guided missiles
Instruction: 411 Versions. , Lectures and
practical exercises in electronics fundamentals and operation of electronic test equipbasic

ment, including AC and DC principles,

radar electronics fundamentals, transmitter
theory, transistors, amplifiers, vacuum
tubes, various circuits, and receiver theory.
Version 1: Includes receiver alignment and
troubleshooting and antenna systems. Version 2. Includes gyros, synchros, and servos,
guided missile components; and missile
system testing
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in electromCs (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 3 in
electronic circuits (12/68) Version 1: In the

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-234

vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in.electronics (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electronics, 2 in
electronic circuits (12/68).

NV-1715-0630
ASROC MISSILE ASSEMBLY AND
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: K-121-1021.

Location: Fleet Anti-Submanne Warfare ,
School. San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/72-Present.
Objectives: To train weapons and torpedo
officers and designated' strikers to assemble
and maintain the Asroc missile.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the assembly and maintenance of
the ASROC missile, including system components, testing, packaging, and safety, and
specific-equipment test, repair, and maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0,331
A-4 ARMAMENT SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C- 646.3716.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment El Toro, CA; Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Beaufort, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (74 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To tram maintenance person-

nel waft knowledge of the A-4 series airs.
craft and aviation or munitions fundamentals to maintain and operate the A-4 armament system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises ,,m the operation and maintenance of
the g-4 armament system, including basic,.
conirol analysis; alternate controls, gun
control system, circuit analysis, fuze-arming
system component% missile system components and launcher and tester, special weapons, and suspension and accessory equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electncal laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electrical laboratory (4/74).

wing fuel tank pylo operation and compo-

NV-1715-0636

nents, fuze function ontrol system, multiple
ectrical operation, and
weapons syste
miscellapebu ystems and test sets.
endation: Credit is not recCredit R
because of the limited technical
ommen
nature of the course (4/74).

CONALOG II MAINTENANCE (SPERRY)

NV-1715-0633
.
QH-soD WEAPONS SYSTEM ELECTRONIC

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL. MAINTENANCE

(F-4B/J Armament, Missile andWeapons
Control System Maintenaiire)
Course Number: C646-3806.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air4Maintenance
Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours):
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel with knowledge of electncal fundamentals to operate hnd maintain armament, missile, and
ment.

weapon control systems equip-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
armament, missile, and weapon control systems equipment, inclu ing F-4B/J equipment, configuration, a d control panels,
specific guided missile 1 ncher equipment
circuitry, test sects, and ope lion, wing missile pylon operation; centerline system and

t

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/67-Present.
enlistedpersonnel to
Objectives: To train enlisted
operate and maintain the

.

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

display and control systerii(ref- *NALOG).
Ingtruction: Lectures and practical exercises in -:the Operation; and maintenance Elf

Course Number: Not available.

Location:. Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Dam Neck, VA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island,
CA.
Length: 6-8 weeks (200-320 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the DASH weapons system
electronic system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

the submarine pictorial display and control
system, Including functional block analysis,'
data flow within systems, power supplies,
and test set and associated testing procedures for the specific equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technicil
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-1715-0637

cises in DASH avionics system mai nance
and troubleshooting procedures, including
radio receiver and decoder functio al analysis, automatic flight control system power

S-2,D/E AN/ARN-sztV NAVIGATIONAL

distribution, gyroscope theory, directional
gyroscope operation,. barometnc altimeter,
and circuitry; radio receiving set organizational maintenance, flight control test set

tachment, Key West, FL.

maintenance, and special support equipment
maintenance; and functional check-out and
system troubleshooting procedilres.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electrical laboratory (4/74).

who have had training in basic transistors
to operate and maintain the AN/ARN-52
navigational TACAN
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation ancVmaintenance of
the AN/ARN-52 navigational TACAN, including theory of operation, power supply,
analysis of Alious circuits, ancLblock-dia-----

1

NV-1715-0634

TACAN MAINTENANCE
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air MainterInce Training beLength: 3 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 9/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel

gram analysis for range- and bearing-meas-

unng circuitry.

TALOS COMPLFER MK I I I MOD
Course Number: A-150-0027

Location: Naval Schools Command,-Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 18-20 weeks (515 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/7I-Present.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0638

Objectives: To train f i r e control technicians to operate and maintain the Mk 1 1 1
Mod I computer.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises iii the operation and maintenanee-4
the Mk 1 1 1 Mod I computer, incluiling
basics of analog computers, oscillograph recording systems, modes of operation of the
specific equipment, system testing, and special-purpose test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (4/74).

NV-1715-0632
F -4B /J ARMAMENT, MISSILE AND

Course Number: A-623-0033; F-623-027.

I.

2.

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A,
PHASE SEIR (SHIPBOARD
EQUIPMENT INDOCTRINATION,
RADAR)
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT
INDOCTRINATION (RADAR)

Course Number: Version 1: A-104-0012.
Version 2"A -W4 -012; A-104-013.

Location:

Service

SchoD1

Command,

Treasure Island, CA; Service School Command, Great Lakes, IL.
Length: Version 1: 8 weeks (290 hours).

r

Version 1: 12 weeks (472 hours).

NV-1715-0635

Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 7/74-9/77. Verjion 2: 4/68-6/74.
Objectives: To train graduates of basic

AIRBORNE RADAR INTERCEPT OPERATOR

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Qlynco, GA.

electronics courses to operate, maintain, and

repair electronic equipment in shipboard
radar systems.

Length: 9-10 weeks (352-392 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as airborne radar intercept operators.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in airborne radar intercept operations,

including communications and navigation
equipment, flight line procedures, survival
equipment, jet operation, general aircraft
systems, meteorology, cruise control, approaches, computer-based solutions, navigation procedures, voice procedures, intercept
procedures and tactics, radar fundamentals,
path analysis, and Sidewinder intercepts.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nnature of the course (4/74).

va

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of electronic equipment in shipboard
radar systems, including basic theory of
radar repeaters and identification systems,
repair and replacement of modular assemblies, logical troubleshooting procedures,
and operation and analysis of various com-

ponents in specific indicator group equipment.

Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 3 semester

hours in electronics laboratory (9/77); in
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
semester hour in elecdegree category,
tronics laboratory (9/77). Vent() 2: In the
1

vocational certificate category,

sghtlester

4

Navy`'
hours in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, credit in electncal laboratory onthe basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74)

system,
and
low-light-level television
system. Version I: Includes functions of

logic units for specific display equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 8 semester
hours in electronic equipment maintenance
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in electron-

NV-1715t0639
1.

2.

ic equipment maintenance on the basis of
institutional evaluation (4/74).

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A,
PHASE SEIN (SHIPBOARD
EQUIPMENT INDOCTRINATION,
COMMUNICATIONS)
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C
SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT
INDOCTRINATION
(cOMMUNICATIONS)

NV-1715-0641
S -2D/E AVIONICS SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3611.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL.

Course Number: All Versions: A-102-0012.
Version 1: A- 102 -012; A-102413.
Location: Service School, Command,
Treasure Island, CA; Service School COM- 4

Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present.

nand, Great Lakes, IL.

Length: Version I: 8 weeks (250
-Version 1: 12 weeks (357 hours).

hours).

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain S-2D/E avionics systems.

Exhibit Dates:' Version I: 7/74-9/77 Version 2: 3/68-6/74.

Instractiont Lectures and practicalsexercises in the maintenance of S-2D/E avionics

Objectives: To tram electronics technicians to operate, maintain, and repair shipboard electronics communications equip-

systems, including block diagrams of various electronic systems, use of specialized
test equipment, intercommunications equip-

ment

ment operation and troubleshooting, IFF
equipment, Doppler navigation equipment
operation, and components and testing. of

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of shipboard electronics communications equipment, including principles and
operation of transmitters, oscillators, and
antennas; circuit diagrams for major components; transceiver and telegraph terminal
equipment; telecommunications fundamentals; controls, and testing and installation

specific subsystems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certifjpate category,2 semester hours in
elecftnic systems maintenance (4/74).

Course Number: F-623-016.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present.

trical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-

on

the

basis

(4/74).

of insitiutional evaluation

1.

(RADAR/DISPLAY TECHNICIAN)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
2.

P-3C SENSOR STATION THREE
(RADAR/DISPLAYS) INTEGRATED
SYSTEM ORGANIZATIONAL .
MAINTENANCE

NV-1715-0643
I.
2.

RADARMAN, CLASS A
CLASS A RADARMAN SCHOOL
(OPERATIONAL COURSE)

personnel to operate and maintain P-3C
Sensor Statiod Three radar/display systems.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation and
maintenance of P-3C Sensor Station Three
radar /display systems, including specific
equipment components, block diagrams,
trouble analysts, and adjustment radar and

practical exercises in the functions of onboard radar repairmen, including operation
and maintenance procedures for Specific
radar equipment, air and surface search and
height-finding radar sets and associated
.

Course N4mber: C-102-3851..

Locationf Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, C4
Length: 3-4 weeks (1M-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet, maintenance
persqnnel to operate and maintain a Shoehorn electronic countermeasures systetth.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of a
Shoehorn
electronic
countermeasures
system, including basic principles of l'ound;
Shoehorn system and
component block diagram and locations; peripheral equipment; testing procedures; and
hard line and connector repair.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category,
semester hour in
equipment maintenance on the basis of insti-

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

NV-1715-0645
AN /SPA -62 COUNTERMEASURES
RECEIVING GROUP, CLASS C

Course Number: A-104-025.

Location: Electronics Technician, CIass,c
School, Treasure Island, CA.
Length:,4 weeks (160 hoiirs).
Exhibit Dates: 10/68-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel with prior
technical training in the operation, maintenance, and repair of the AN/SPA-62 countermeasures receiving group.
Instruction; Lectures and Practical exer-

cises on the operation, maintenance, and
repair of the AN/SPA-62 countermeasures

Course Number; Not available.
Location: Naval Schools Command, Treasure Island, CA.
Length: Version I; 20 weeks (600 hours).
Version 2: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/58-12/68. Version 2: 10/56 -8/58.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as on-board radar repairmen. Instruction: All Versions: Lecturq and

Length: Version 1: 12 weeks (480 hours).
Version 2: 9weeks (360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I I/72-Present.
Version 2: 1/72L10/72.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

IFF systems, magnetic anomaly detection

transformer theory, and analysis of

electricity (4/74).

Location: Naval Air Maintenance Training, Jacksonville, FL; Ail- Maintenance
Training Detahment, Patuxent Rivef, MD;
Air Maintenance Training DetaChment,
Moffett Field, CA.

F/RF-8 SHOEHORN ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

ry, credit in equipment maintenance on the
basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

Course Number: C-102-3593.

NV-1715-0644

nications systems and associated equipment.

motor-generator controls, ship speed monitors, hydrogen detectors, synchro systems,
announcing systems, and talkback and eleotrical control systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

P-3C SENSOR STATION THREE

ry, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), Verstoo 2: In thinrocational`
certificate category, 5 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (4/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, Psemester hours in electricity or electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (4/74).

tutional evaluation (4/74), in the lower-divi-

ics,

NV-1715-0640

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

Objectives: To train submarine personnel
to operate and maintain shipboard commu-

shipboard communications, systems and associated equipment, including theory of operation, component part, introductory
mathematics, basic electricity and electron-

and additional credit in elktncal laboratory

trical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-divi-

1

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in /he operation 'and maintenance of

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electncal laboratory,

munications equipment, and test sets. fifer1: Includes basic electncity and electronics and special radar circuits. Version 2:
Includes countermmures equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 5 semester'
hours in electricity or electronics, 5 in elec-

sari

countermeasures;

SUBMARINE INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS
(IC) SYSTEMS

vocational certificate category, 3 semester
hours in communications equipment (9/77);
in
the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hliurs in communications laboratory (9/77). Version 2 In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in elec-

vering, tactics adtriadar navigation, com-

Jogic, and radar; introduction to electronic

NV-1715;0642

procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

1-235

remote repeaters, air plotting and maneil-

p

40

receiving group, including maintenance and
material management, special circuits and
semiconductor
devices used
in the
AN/SPA-62, system block diagram, operating procedures, printed circuit board repair
techniqueg, radar set modifications, receiver, trigger and gate generator, normal and
ECCM video realignment, power supplies,
and control monitor.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
pet-tilt-ate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic maintenance techniques (V74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 1 semester hour in electronic maintenance techniques on the basis
of institutional evaluation (4/74).

1-236

C0fURSE EXHIBITS
men, including elementary algebra and

1

NV-1718,0646
INTERMEDIATE AVIATION FIRE CONTROL
TECHNICIAN, CLASS B

Course Number: Not available.
Loiation: 'Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 34 weeks (1360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/59-12/68:

Objectives: To provide aviation fire control technicians with supplemental training
in electronics maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the Intermediate maintenance of avi,ation fire control equipment, including eleetncity and mathematics, principles of electronics, advanCed electronics, and essentials

of fire -control, supervisory training; and

supply procedures.
Credit Recommendation: in the vocational

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
basic ejectr)c circuits, 5 in electronic cir-

cuits, 1 in analog computers, I in digital
computers, 4 to electronics laboratory, in
in maintemaintenance supervision, and
nance coordination (4/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category,.15 semester hours in engineering electronics (12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in 'basic
-_,...clectric circuits, 5 in electronic circuits on
the Tams of institutional evaluation, 1 in
analog computers on the basis of institutional evaluation, 1 in digital computers on.the
basis of institutional evaluation, 2 in electronic laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation, credit in maintenance supervision on the basis of institutional evaluation,
and, for non-science majors, 1 in maintenance coordination (4/74).
1

1

mathematics, physics,. electriCal fundamentals, electronic fundamentals, aircraft ordnance and electrical armament circuits, assembly and disassembly of guided missiles,
aircraft machine gun and small arms repair,
ammunition handling, pyrotechnics, underwater munitions and special weapons, ord.'
nance administration, and test units for specific equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 1 semester
hour in mathematics and 3 in basic electriclower-division
the
in
(6/75);
ity
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity (6/75).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours in electricity or electronics (4/74); in the lower-division

baccalaureate/assotiate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(4/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electricity or electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(4/74).

NV-1715.0649
TERRIER WEAPON DIRECTION SYSTEM MK

3 (DE MK 9)
Course Number: Not available
Location: Service Schools Command,
Great Lakes, IL
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and repair weapons direction systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in 'the maintenance and

NV-1715-0647
CLASS A GUIDED MISSILEMAN
Course Number: Not available.
Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 24 weeks (725 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/59-12/68.

Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as junior guided missilemen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the basic electronics and circuits of
guided missiles, including magnetic amplifiers, oscillators, transmitters, transmission
lines, TRF receivers, superheterodyne receiver, transistors, radar special circuits,
and pnnciples of guided missiles and nuclear weapons.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics or electricity, 2 in electrical laboratory (4/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electronics or electricity
(12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour as an elective in
electronics or electricity, 1 in electrical laboratory (4/74)

repair of

weapons direction systems, including Terrier weapon system fundamentals; analysis of
weapons direction systems, including power
supplies, simulating ystem, sweep generation and deflection, Juleo and tracking systems; symbol generation and display, target
evaluation, director-channel switching, des,ignation data converting system, weapons
assignment, and casualty analysis; and related computer and systems equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In'the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

electronics, I in electronics laboratory
lower-division
the
in
(4/74);

AVIATION ORDNANCEMAN, CLASS A

Course Number: C- 646 -20I0

Location: Air. Technical Training Center,
Mempths, TN; Air Technical Training
Center, Jacksonville, FL
Length: Version 1: 9 weeks (297 hours).
Version 2; 13-18 weeks (505-720 hours)
6/74-Present.
Exhibit Dates: Version
Version, 5/63-5/74.
Objectfvea.:.; TO train enlisted personnel to
performas aviation ordnancemen.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theifunctions of aviation ordnance-

I.
2.

GUNNER'S MATE,,CLASS A
GUNNER'S MATE CLASS A

HASE

I'

Course Number: A-041 -0610.
Location: Service Schools

Command,
Great Lakes, II
Length: Version-1: 12 weeks (400 hours)
Version 2: 16 weeks (447 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/74-Present.
Version 2: 2/68-1/74.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintaegun mount and missile
launching systems.
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and prac
heal exercises in AC an-a-DC motors, generators; gearing systems, servos, basic
vacuum tube and transistor_olectronics, fundamental fluid mechanics, munitions, small
arms and fire control systems. Version 2:
Lectures and practical exercises in electrical
fundamentals, including elements, matter,

electron \theory, magnetism, AC and DC

theory and circuitry, and application of circuits including transformers, equsVment and
machinery construction and crperation, including gun mounts, and surface-to-air and
surface-to-underwater missile launching systems, control systems fundamentals, and
standard and- digital computers used for
solving control problems; hand tools usage;
small arms operation; explosives characteristics; hydraulics; and synchro-servo systems troubleshooting and alignment.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category,. 3 semester
hours in electricity and electronics laboratory and in munitions laboratory (9/77)
Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in electricity (6/75);
lower-division
the,. '
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in basic electricity (6/75).
1

NV- 1715.0653
GUNNELS MATE CLASS A, PHASE II (A-2)

C'ourse Number: A-041-0011.
Location: Service Schools Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 7 weeks (163 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-12/73.
Objectives: To train gunner's mates to operate the electronics svitems contained in

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1
semester hour as an elective in electronics
(4/74).

missile launching systems'.

NV-1715-0650

netic *amplifiers; circuit analysis techniques;
weapons department organization; and
troubleshooting of electronic circuitry.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

A-6 DATA PROCESSING UNIT AND
ASSOCIATED TEST SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3775.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Lenglh: 2-ikeeks-(80 hours).

NV-1715-0648

NV-1715-0652

Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

nel to operate, maintain, and troubleshoot
the A-6 data processing unit and DPU test
set.

Instruction: Lectures in data processing
unit and DPU test set monopulse theory,

description, purpose, block-diagram and circuit analysis, functional operation, circuit
theory, shop procedures, system 'check-out
and repair procedures, and safety procedures..

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (3/74).

p

4O1

Instructipn: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of the electronics systems in missile launching systems, including
theory of operation and construction of
vacuum tube, solid-state circuits: and mag-

certificate category, 7 semester hours

in

electronic fundamentals (6/75); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

degree category, 3 semester hours in electronic fundamentals and 1 in electronic laboratory (6/75).

NV=1715.0654
MK 9 AND MK 10 s'/38 CALIBER TWIN
GUN MOUNT POWER DRIVE
MAINTENANCE

Course,Number: K-041-2060.
Location: Fleet Training Center, San

Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate 'n "stain, and repairthe Mk 9 and

Navy
Mk 10 Ford power drives and indicator -receiver regulators.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74),
*
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (3/74)

sembly, and adjustment protedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74).

NV-1715-0658

cises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of the Mk 9 and Mk 10 Ford power
drives and indicator-receiver regulators, including elementary hydraulics, electric cit.cults,sontrol systems, disassembly and as-

NV-1715-0655
3V:50 CALIBER RAPID FIRE TWIN MOUNT

' GUN MAINTENANCE (MK 35)
Course Number, 3 -113 -1202.

Location: . Fleet Combat Direction Systems Training Center, Atlantic, Dam Neck,
VA.

Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train gunnery personnel to

test, adjust, and maintain the 3'/50 caliber
rapid fire gundnount.

Instruction: Lectures a d practical exer-

cises in the testing, adjusttnent, and mainte-

nance. of the 3'/50 caliber rapid fire gun

mount, including basic electricity and electronics, power, gun, and motor field control
circuits, parallax system operation, elevation
and train receiver regulators; amplifier cabi-

net components; gun mechanism; loader
drive operation, main cam shaft operation,
feeding and shifting mechanism; timing;
brake system, and lubncation procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (4/74/

NV-1715-0656

r

\'

DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C,
PERIPHERIAL GROUPRD28i ( V )/UYK RECORDERL
REPRODUCER MAGNETIC DISK FILE

WIPMENT MAINTENAN
Course Number: A-150-0067.

Location: Naval Schools Comn\and, Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain a recorder-reproducer
magnetic disk RD-281/UYK.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in disk file familiarization, programming considerations, disk file adjustment
and maintenance, instruction set familianzation, and malfunctions isolation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

NV-1715-0657

TERRIER WEAPONS SYSTEMS WITH
DIGITAL FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

(MFCS Mx 76-6/AFCS)
Course Number: A-121-0180.

Training

Center, Charleston, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.
Objectives: To trai the navigation electhe
operate
tronics technician

MARDAN or VERDA computer and.to

understand its theory of o ration.
Instruction: Lectures i MARDAN or

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 13 weeks (470 hours).
.
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain-the Terrier digital fire
control weapons systerh and to supervise its
operation, maintenance, and testing.

° Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Terner weapons system introduc-

tion; shirt sensors and search radars, including three-dimensional ones; fire control systems, including gunfire and underwater fire,
power distnbution and control circuits, tactical data systems, weapons direction
system, guided missile fire control system

data flow and interface, launching system
and Terrier missile, and weapons system
testing and alignment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (3/74).. '
NV71713-065P

VERDAN computer operation, including
Boolean algebra.review, computer program
loading, power sequencing and protective
circuitry, GP anthmetic operations, digital
differential analyzer operation and mechanization, mput/output operation, and troubleshooting techniques.

troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
media, 3 in audio-visual equipment repair
lower-division
the
in _
(3/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in media, 1 in audio-visual
technology, 1 as an elective in electrical
technology, 1 as an elective in electromechanical technology (3/74).

STROMBERG CARLSON AUTOMATIC
TELEPHONE XY SWITCHING SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI

Course Number: A-623-0043.
Location: Service School

Command,
Great Lakes, IL
Length: 7 weeks (220 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/74-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel in the
maintenance, repair and checkout of auto-,
matic electric telephone systems
Ipstniction: Areas of instruction include
the Stromberg Carlson automatic telephone
system, relaying fundamentals, analysis of
system design, pnonties and faults.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
telephone switch gear (9/77)

NV-1715-0662
, .
MODEL 28 ASR TELETYPE MAINTENANCE
Coarse Number: A-I60-0023.
Location: Teletype Maintenance Class C

School, Norfolk, VA; Teletype Mainte-

P-3 POWER GENERATING SYSTEM AND
AVQ-2 SEARCHLIGHT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number; Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA.

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to test, troubleshoot, and repair the P-3
generator, supervisory panel, buss transfer

relay, deicer timer, and a specific searchlight.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the testing, troubleshooting, and
repair of the P-3 generator, supervisory

panel, buss transfer relay, deicer timer, and
the AVQ-2C searchlight, including use of
oscilloscope and multimeter in the troubleshooting, operation, and repair of the various,cOmponents of the power-generating
system, and searchlight components, operation, test and repair procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour as an
elective in electricity (5/74)

nance Class C School, San Diefo, CA.
Length: 9-10 weeks (307-328 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to install,
maintain, and repair Mod 28 automatic send
and receive teletypes (AN/UGC-6K,

AN/UGC-20 and AN/UGC-6K modified
for' low-level keying), and in methods for
planned maintenance system implementalion.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer

cises in installation, maintenance, and repair
of Mod 28 automatic send and receive teletypes and in the implementalwa of maintenance data collection systetut; atiuding introductions to AN/UGC-6K, automatic

typer, keyboard, perforator and reperforator, and transmitter distributor, operation of
electrical components, troubleshooting of

the AN/UGC-6K, introduction Nip the

AN/UGC-20 and to various teletype equipment, and introduction to low-level keying.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
teletypewriter maintenance (5/74); in the
' lower-division

baccalaureate/associate

degree. category, 3' semester hours as an
elective in electrical technology, mechanical technology, or electromechanical technblogy (5/74)

NV-1715-0660
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

NV-1715-0663

Course Number: A-690-0014, A-690-0015.

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA,
Naval School, Norfolk, VA.
Lengthr2 weeks (80 hours/. exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.
Objectives: . To train
maintain, troubleshoot,

tube amplifier theory, and audio system

NV-1715-0661

MARDAN/VERDAN COMPUTER THEORY

Course Number: F-193-084.
Location: FBM Submarine

1-237

projectionists

to

and -repair JAN

16mm sound motion picture projectors

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in JAN 16mm sound motion* picture
projector maintenance, troubleshooting, and
repair, including mechanical and electrical

components, power supply and vacuum

TELETYPE MAINTENANCE, CLASS C, LOW.
LEVEL KEYINGI,TELETYPE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A -160 -0052, A-160-0053

Loesttion: Naval Schools Command, Nor-

folk, VA, Service School Command, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel-to

install low-level modification kits and to
adjust, maintain. and repair the Mod 28 teIetypwriter.

s

o

,BOURSE EXHIBITS
cises in the installation, adjustment, maintenance, and repair of MOD 28 teletypwriter

Credit Reeommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
basic electricity (5/74).

equipment modified for low-level keying,

,and adjustments; autornatic typer and adjustments. theory of perforator operation,
the TT-252/UG typing perforator, and
punching, tape feed, printing operation, and

incluchn&electrical orientation; semiconductor fundamentals; radio frequency and electromagnetic interference; purpose and con-

troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in

NV-1715.6669

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

struction of MK-1088/UG modification kit,
modes of operation, circuit symbols, electrical service assemblies, and options, test
equipment, circuit card analysis, modification kit installation; adjustments; converter;
repair; and troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate Category, 3 semester hours in

teletype maintenance (5/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 2 semester hours as an elective in
mechanical, electrical, or electromechanical
technology (5/74)
NV-1715-0664

1

2

TELETYPE REPERFORATOR TT253/UGC COMBINED MAINTENANCE
TELETYPEWRITER REPERIORAOR TT253/UG SERIES AND
TELETYPEWRITER DISTRIBUTOR

TT' s7/UG SERIES

(Teletypewriter Reperforator TT253/UG Series and Transmitter
Distributor TT-187/UG Series
Teletype machines)

(Teletypewriter Reperforator TT253/UG)
Course Numbet: All Versions. A-160-0076
Version 2- L-160-0012; L-160-012

Location: Submanne Training Center. Pacific. Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: Version I: 4 weeks (120 hours)

MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROI UNIT
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

teletypewriter operation and repair (5/74),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours as an elective in electromechanical technology (5/74)

MAINTENANCE, CI.ASS C

Course Number: Not availhblc

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair specific AC

NV-1715-0666
P.3TT-264/AG TELETYPEWRITER GROUP
MAINTENANCE;No. 20

generators and air conditioners

Instruction: Lectures and practical exeroperation, maintenance. end
repair of auxiliary equipment. Course includes simple DC circuits, conductors, in'su-

Course Number: Not available

cises in the

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,
CA
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to repair specific teletypewriters

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the servicing and maintenance of a
teletypewriter Course Includes all elements
of the teletypewriter ribbon-feed group,

printer breakdown, motor servicing, magselector,

selector

clutch-release

system, Op printing system, character advance and carriage return, advApce prevention, print- prevention system,bynd general

tioning fundamentals (3/74)

NV-1715-0670

troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in

elvtromechamcal technology (5/74)

2

Version 2: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours).

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 4/74-Present.

' Version 2.7/69 -3/74.

Objectives: To train rated personnel to

operate and maintain TT-253/UG teletype-

writer reperforators, TT-187/UG distributor transmitters, and associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the operation and maintenance of
TT-253/UG teletypewriter rcperforators
and TT-187/UG distributor transmitters, including general system information, theory
of system operation, and service and repair
of these distributor-transmitters.
Crgdit Recommendation: Version I: In the

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electromechanical technician training (9/77), Version 1. In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours in teletypewriter reperforation (5/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-thvision
degree category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in electro- mechanical technology
(5/74).
NV-1715-0665
TELETYgEWRITER SYSTEM (AFLOAT)

MAINTENANCE MODELS TT70A/UG
AND AN/UGC-3 TT-252 TYPING
PERFORATOR

Course Number: K-160-262
Location: Fleet Training Group, Pearl

Harbor, HI.
Length: 6 weeks (180-hours).
EXhitift Dates: 4/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel on

TT-70A teletypewriters and on AN/UGC-5
perforators

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises on the operation and preventive maintenance of TT-70A/UG teletypewriters and

the operation of the typing perforator TT252/UG, including teletypewriter introduction, Mod 28 component parts, keyboard-

NV-1715-0667

AIR TRAFI IC CONTROL ELECTRONICS
MAINTENANCE OFFICERS, CLASS 0
GROUND CONTROLLED
APPROACH/RADAR AIR TRAFFIC
CON mot. CENTER ELECTRONICS
MAINTENANCE OFFICERS, CLASS 0

Course Number: Nat, available

/54 RAPID FIRE MOUNT FUZESITTEItt
TRAIN AND ELEVATION (SERVO

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: Version 1 4 weeks, (144 hours).

AMPLIFIER SYSTEM)

Course Number: K-041-2029
Location: Fleet Training Center,

capacitance,

basic electrical indicating instruments, AC
generators, transformers, AC motors, semiconductor fundamentals, rectifiers, starting
Currents, fault currents, battery charging
circuits, and air conditioning fundamentals
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4, semester hours in
electrical and air conditioning fundamentals
lower-division
in
the
(3/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in- electrical and air condi-

Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present

netic

resistors, inductance;

latdrs,

Version 2. 4 Weeks (152 hours)

San

Exhibit Dates: Version I. 6/70-PreSent

Diego, CA.

Version 2: 8/65-5/70.

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/69-Present

Objectives: To train electronics mainte-

nance officers to supervise the installation,
maintenance, and repair of air traffic con-

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain a specific artillery fuzesetter and fire control equipmentInstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

trol systems associated with ground-controlled approach units and air traffic control
centers.

cises on a specific artillery fuzeietter and
fire control equipment Course includes

Instruction: All Versions. Lectures and
practical exercises in the installation, maintenance, and 'repair of air traffic control systems associated with ground-controlledapproach units and'air traffic control centers,
including organization and installation requirements, air traffic control system complexes, principles and characteristics of air
traffic control systems, test equipment and

power supplies and servo units, signal tracing, sequence control circuits, use of schematics, and the operation and maintenance
of AC and DC amplifiers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours as an

elective in electronics (5/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree catsemester hour as an elective in
egory,
electronics (5/74)

inspections,

1

NV-1715-0668
5'/54 MOUNT RAPID FIRE MK 42'MOD 7
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Course Number: J -041 -0128; K-041-2056.
Location: Fleet Training Center, San

"k-

communications,

supply

and

maintenance procedures, and flight testing.
Version I: Includes system siting, radar and
radio principles and navigational aids
Credit Recommendation: Version I: Credit
is not recommended because-4 the limited

tcchncal nature of the course (3/74). Version 2. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in maintenance
management (12/68).

Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-PreseaPw

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain a gun mount,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.
cises in the operation and miintenance of a
gun mount. Course includes basic electricity, electrical control systems, and the general operation of a 5-inch gun mount

4 tj j

NV-1715-0671
-SP-2 AN/APS-2oB/E RADAR. SET
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE.
COURSE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, C /Am,
Length: 6 weeks (240 hoNIP

1-239

Navy
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in the maintenance, repair, and function-

al' testing of the AN/APS-20B/E radar set
at the intermediate level

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance, repair, and functional testing of the AN/A PS-20B/E radar

set, including theory of operation of the
AN/APS-20B/E; radar set control C-

power
low-voltage
1449/APS-20B/E;
supply PP-347/APS-20B/E; electrical synchronizer SN-55/APS20B/E; transmitter
T-467/APS-20B/E; high-voltage control, t
radar IF amplifiers; receiver R-251/APS208/E and duplexer, and indicator IP-414A/A PA- 125.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in radar on the
basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

NV-1715-0672
E-2A AN/AP$196 SEARCH RADAR
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3471.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 7-8 weeks (280-320 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the AN/APS-96 search

radar set at the intermediate and organizational levels.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the intermediate maintenance of the
AN/APS-96 search radar, including transmit operation; receive operation; miscellaneous equipments functional description; introduction to pulse compression techniques,

functional theory; trigger timer and synchronizer theory; theory of operation of

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

NV-1715-0674
BASIC NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

(NTDS) AIR INTERCEPT
CONTROLI.ER

Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).

Course Number: K-2G0027; K-221-0027

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 6 weeks (173 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Objectives: To train officers and kadarmen

to perform as basic NTDS air intercept
co ntrolters.

"Instruction: Lectures and practical excl.
cises in air intercept control, including fleet
anti-air warfare, threat intelligence, interceptor aircraft characteristics and air-to-air
weapons systems, air navigation aids, communications equipment, intercept control
communications procedures and vocabulary, radar indicator equipment, identification equipment, and preparation and proce, dures for NTDS' control.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in aircraft traffic
control operation on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain sonar systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of a specific sonar
system. Topics include sonar fundamentals,
semiconductor theory and circuits, cathode

ray tube (CRT) operation, power supply
elementa- and operation and use of test
equipment, and discussion of transmitters,
receivers, transducers, display devices, amplifiers, resolvers, and troubleshooting techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in communications systems on the basis of institutional
evaluation (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate

MARK JOS, UNDERWATER FIRE CONTROL

SYSTEM (UWFCS) MOD 28
Course Number: Not available.
Location: Fleet Sonar Schools, Key West,
FL; Fleet Sonar Schools, San Diego, CA
Length: 16 weeks (507 hours)
Ekhibit Dates: +2/68- Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the

maintenance of tfie Mk 105 Mod 11-23 underwater fire control system (UWFCS)
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the Mk 105 11-

23 UWFCS, including introduction to the
weapon system; equipment testing, trouble

tor, radar receiver, radar modulator, and

analysis,

basic

component

adjustments,

degree

category,

credit in communications systems on the
basis of institutional evaluatio'n (6/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in communications on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74).

NV-1715-0675

specific delay line, radio frequency oscilla-

'%"

NV-1715-0678
RADAR/MAD FOR

IONA'COUSTIC

OPERATOR P3A/B (D)
Course Number: E-210-45.
Aviation
Location: Fleet

Specialized

Operational Training Group, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To. train VP antisubmarine
warfare sensor operators in the operation of
nonacoustic sensors

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in nonacoustic sensors, including mag-

basis of institutional evaluation (6/74)

angle solver mechanical components and
special circuits; computer description, instrumentation, control, basic circuits, maintenance and operation; trainable and fixed
weapon data flow, equipments, Hedgehog
control equipment; pocket control equip-

netic environment. equipment familiarization and procedures, magnetic compensation equipment and procedures: MAD
signal interpretation, AN/AIC-22 intercommunication system, navigation plotter familiarization and application of navigation

NV-1715-0673

ment, and tdrpedo control equipment
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (6/74).

airborne recognition equipment and pre'flight procedures, and radar 'tactical em

trigger pulse amplifier; power supplies; and
control circuits, system emergency mode,
and test operations.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, credit in radar on the

NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM

(NTDS)DATA INPUTBASIC
(Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
.

Tracker/Supervisor)

Course Number: K-221-0039; K-221-1010.

Location: Fleet Combat Training Center,
Pacific,

San Diego, CA, Fleet Combat

Training Center, Atlantic, Dam Neck, Vir,,'

tachment, Ream Field, CA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Key West,
FL.

ginia 'Beach, VA.
ten:gth: 3 weeks (98-120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.

NV-1715-0676
ACOUSTIC ANTI - SUBMARINE OPERATOR
TRANSITION

principles, radar fundamentals, radar equipment components and operating procedures,
ployment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/74).

Course Numben'E-210-53
Location: Fleet Airborne

NV-1715-0679

Length: 3 weeks (98 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10 /72- Present.

NONACOUSTIC ANTISUBMARINE OPERATOR
TRANSITION P3C

Electronics
Training Unit, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA

Objectives: To train the acoustic AW in

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as detecfor-trackers, identification
$
operators, or track supervisors.
Instruction: Lectures and Practical exercises on the Naval Tactical Data System
(NTDS) including introduction to NTDS,
NTDS block-diagram analysis, data display
equipment, manual air tracking, surface
tracking, tracking considerations, identificaIFF/SIF/PIF, track supervisor,
tion,
system tracking, NTDS communications,
universal keyset, navigation k&set, utility
mode. data links, beacon vide6 processor,
ECM supervisor, Echrkeyset, height/size,
and communication security and user over-

DIFAR equipment operation.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

view
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (6/74).

NV-1715-0677

cises bn DIFAR equipment operation, including acoustic sensor signal generator and
listening devices, sonobuoy receiver system,

AN/AQA-7 systems analysis, signal flow,
frequency spectrum, nondirectional modes
of operation, range mode of operation,
acoustic recorder/reproducer, time code

generator, and capabilities of sensor station
1 and 2.

Credit Fecommendation: Credit is not recommended because or the limited technical
nature of the course (6/74)

SH-3 AN /AQS -i3 SONAR MAINTENANCE
Course Number:,11pt available.

(Nonacoustic Operator Transition)
Course Number:* E- 210 -54.

Location: Fleet Aviation Specialized
Operational Training Group, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (126 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives: To train the nonacoustic AW
operator in P3C procedures.

Instruction: Lettures and practical exercises in P3C procedures, including sensor
station, search and localization sensors;
radar principles, radar navigation principles;
magnetic environment principles, electronic
warfare principles, electronic intelligence
recognition, sensor data display system; intercommunication system; radar scan converter system; `MAD signal interpretation;
emitter scan characteristics, threat signal
identification; and 14B40 .trainer laboratory

1-240
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Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6174).

NV-1715-0680
BASIC DENTAL REPAIR TECHNICIAN

(Dental Technician Repair, Class C)
(Dental Repair Technician, Basic)
Course Number: B-670-10.

Location: National Medical Center, Bethesda, MD.
Length: 24 weeks (900 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/55:Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as basic dental repair technicians.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin the maintenance and repair of
dental operating room and prosthetic labocises

ratory equipment, including applied physics,
repair of dental operating room equipment,
repair of dental prosthetic laboratory equip-

ment, instructor training, and petty officer
leadership training.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in ma-

chine shop (6/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2
semester hours in machine shop on the basis
of institutional evaluation (6/74).

NV-1715-0681

NV-1715-0683

NV-1715-0686

UH-2C, HH-2C, HH-2D AUTOMATIC

RA-5C AN/ALQ-oi COUNTERMEASURES

STABILIZATION EQUIPMENT
-ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-602-3389.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachm,ent, Imperial Beach, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (112 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personel
to maintain and repair the automatic stabili-

zation equipment installed on UH-2C, HH2C, and HH-2D helicopters
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the organizational maintenance of
UH-2C, HH-2C, and HH-2D autonialic stabilization equipment, including introdu

and theory of the automatic stab'
equipment system; operation and maim
nance of the ASE channels; roll, tch, an
yaw channels; collective cha el, and
review and testing of the ASE sy em.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in helicopter control systems on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/74)

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA, Training Center, Mare Island,
CA.
Length: II weeks (323 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present.

Objectives: To train senior petty officers
on the Tartar missile weapons system.

.Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on Tartar weaptihs system missile fire
control system Mk 74 Mod 0, including
supplemental
reports,
introduction to
OP3472, DDG weapons system, Tartar
weapons. system, system functional diagrams; system testing and casualty, analysis,
standard missile (MR), DDG battery align-

ment, ECM/ECCM, shipboard practices
and exercises, and UHF TM system.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 11 weeks (440 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and service specific countermeasures equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN /ALQ -61 countermeasures set, including line test, shop test, and calibration
procedures for the countermeasures test
sets.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

rtificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (6/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (6/74).

NV-1715-0687
RA-5C AN/ALQ-55 DECM SYSTEM

NV-1715-0684

Course Number: Not available.

SHIPBOARD DECOY SYSTEM

(CHAFFROC) LAUNCHER

TARTAR WEAPONS SYSTEM MISSILE FIRE

CONTROL SYSTEM (MFCS) MK 74
MOD 0
Course Number: A121-0023, A-121-0024

SET SPECIAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
-

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MK
28 MOD i -5

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment,' Sanford, FL, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment. Whidbey Island,
WA.
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).

Course Number: 7 -113-0103; 7-041-1032,
113-1032.

et Combat Direction Sys-

Location:

tems Trai

Center, Atlantic, Dam Neck,

VA.

Length: 2 weeks (70 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present

Objectives: To train enhsted personnel to

operate and maintain a rocket launching
system, including loading, unloading, preventive maintenance, casualty analysis, and
corrective maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of a

rocket launching system. Topics include
basic electricity, basic hydraulics, hydraulic
pumps and valves, and information pertaining to specific equipment. Coverage of the
topics is very limited.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electromechanical laboratory (6/74).
1

Exhibit Dates: 2/67-12/68

-

Objectives: To train fleet maintenance

personnel to service and maintain specific
electronic equipment

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the service and maintenance prOcedures for specific electronic equipment.

Topics include system functional analysis,
ptea plifier and multicoupler, RF circuitry,
-receivers,
high-resolution
ule, tam frequency generators, and an
roduction to logic. Foundation material
digital fundamentals and circuitry is inI
cluded in the course.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational_
sy
m

hronizer,

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics, 2 in electrical laboratory (6/74);
lower-division
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics, I in electrical
laboratory (12/68)

NV-1715-0682
F/RF-4B POWER GENERATING SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE
Course Number. C-602-182

Location: Air Maintenance Training DetacHment, El Toro, CA..
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train strikers to maintain
the power generating system of the F/RF4B aircraft at the intermediate and organizational level.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in F/RF-4B power generating system
maintenance, including familiarization and
circuit analysis of power generating system,
circuit analysis, troubleshooting procedures
and test equipment, electrical power generating system, alternating current generators,
specific electrical power test set, testing of,
the frequency and load control' box and the
generator control panel, and saturable current potential transformer.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature,of the course (6/74).

NV-1715-0685

NV-1715.0688

ADVANCED SONAR MAINTENANCE, 56i
(Class B Sonarman)
Course Number: 561:

F-8 COMMUNICATION NAVIGATION AND
IDENTIFICATION (CNI) SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Location: Fleet Sonar School, San Diego,

CA.
Length: 18 weeks (596 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 7/55-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
repair sonar and associated equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in advanced sonar maintenance, including fundamental mathematics, electric-

ity and electronics theory, vacuum tube
fundamentals, basic electronic circuits, basic
servo systems, and circuit analysis and
troubleshooting sonar equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 12 semester hours in

electricity or electronics, 4 in electrical laboratory (6/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electricity or electronics
(12/68).

Course Number: C-IO2:3859; C-102-306.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to handle operational data flow and to
maintain the F-8 aircraft's communications,
navigation, and identification systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the organizational maintenance of
the F-8 aircraft's communications, navigation, and identification systems,. including
integration electronics systems, automatic
radio direction finders, radar altimeter,
block-diagram analysis of the TACAN
system, and troubleshooting procedures.
Credit.Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, I semester hour in
eledtrical maintenance laboratory (6/74).

1-241

Navy
SUBMARINE SONAR SUBJLCTIVE ANALYSIS

(SSSA)
Course Number: A-130-0020, F-130-020.
School,
New
Submarine
Location:

London, CT, Submarine Training Center.
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI, Fleet Ballistic
Training
Center,
Submarine
Missile
Charleston, SC.
Length: 4-5 weeks (120-150 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 12/69-Present
Objectives: To provide sonar technicians
with advanced training in the analysis and
classification of underwater sonar information.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the analysis and classification of underwater sonar information, including secu-

rity. acoustwire of filters, tone-

craft, warships, analykis of target and nontarget noise, and principles of magnetic tape
recording.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (9/77).

leyels

FL.

instraction: Lectures and practical exer-

Length: 14 weeks (558 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/57-12/68.

cises in the maintenance and alignment pro-

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, and repair specific sonar
and ancillary equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in sonar maintenance, at the advanced
level Course includes brief and basic coverage of electricity, special electronic circuits,
and meter theory
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electrical laboratory (6/74)
1

NV-1715.0693
CONTINUOUS WAVE ACQUISITION
AND I RACKING (I...16(.A I )

SYSTEM OPERATOR

Course Number: A-201-0020.

Location: Service Schools Command, San

Diego, CA:Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
hibit Dates: 10/71-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
monitor the performance of operational
communication systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties and skills necessary to
perform as communications quality monitoring systems operators, including fundamentals of communications, teletype terminology, audio techniques, quality control
methods, and systems application.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour do
basic electrical laboratory (6/74).

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: .8 weeks (309 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
the AN/SPG-55B radar set and specialized
electronic test equipment, including differential voltmeters, pulse generators, VSWR
indicators, spectrum analyzers, digital voltmeters and counters, square -wave generators, and continous-wave radio frequency
analyzes.
Credi Recommendation: In the vocational
certificat category, 3 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (6/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics labo-

ratory (6/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (6/74)
NV-1715-0694
ADVANCED SONAR, 557

Course Number: 557.

Location: Fleet Sonar School, Key West,

NV-1715-0691

FL

A-6A WEAPONS SYSTEM SPECIALIST
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102-3954, C-000-3764.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Whidbey Island, WA; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA.
Length: 10-12 weeks (400-480 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/71-Present..
Objectives: To train eniisked personnel to
maintain the A-6A aircraft.

Instructiok Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the A-6A weapons system, including aircraft systems familiarization, ballistics computer, radar systems, DIANE system operation and tie-in,
diagnostics, and troubleshooting proce-

dures Course provides good introduction
to digital systems and basic digital computF

er theory.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate' category, 3 semester hours in
computer fundamentals and systems, I in

computer systems laboratory (6/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in comin computer fundamentals and systems,
1

puter systems laboratory (6/74).

Length: 11 weeki (440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/57-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate and learn advanced sonar techliques.
, Instruction: Lectures and V actical exer-

ciri

s in the operation of sonar at an ad..vanced level. Topics include basic mathematics, bash` fire tontrol, elementary
wiring diagrams, and testing, calibration,
and maintenance of fire control systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate 'category, 3 semester hours in

electncity,/1 in electrical laboratory (6/74);
lower-division
the
in

'
baccalaureate/associate 'degree category,
semester

hour

in

electrical

.1

NV-1715-0696
AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
(AASW) SENSOR STATION THREE
OPERATOR,P3C

Warfare
(Aviation
Antisubmarine
(AASW) Nonacoustic Operator P3C)
Course Number: E-210.0050, E-210-050.
Location: Fleet Aviation Specialized

Operational Training Group, Moffett Field,
CA.
Length: 3-4 weeks (105-126 hoiirs).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

Objectives; To train VP attisnbmarine
warfare operators in the operation of nonacoustic equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in nonacoustic equipment, including
operation, intercept procedures; terminology; and applications and skills of scope Interpretation, including sensor station duties
and techniques, equipment operandh, search

and localization sensors, radar principles,
radar navigation principles, magnetic environment principles, electronic warfare principles, and electronic intelligence, recognition.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/74).

NV-1715-0697
Sr1-21, LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE

SYSTEMS (LAMPS AVIONIC
EQUIPMENT ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE
".
Course Number: C-102-3376.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lakehurst, NJ; Air MaintenanceTraining Detachment, Imperial Beach, CA
Length: 2 weeks (8Q hours).

laboratory

personnel in the maintenance of SH-2D

(12/68).

NV-1715-0695
P-3 AN /APS -8o SEARCH RADAR SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE, 49

Course Number: N'ot available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Moffett Field,

Objectives: To train experienced techmclans to maintain the AN/APS-80 search

Course Number: 567

1

Exhibit Dates: 1/73-Present.
Objectives: 'Co train fleet maintenance

Length: 3 weeks (136 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

ADVANCED SONAR, 567

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate categOry,
electronics, I in electronics laboratory
the
lower-division
in
(6/74); ,
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hour in electronics, and additional
credit in electronics on the basis of institu-

1

CA.
NV-1715-0692

distribution; and TR tube and associated
circuitry

tional evaliffit7I-T6771

set.

COMMUNICATIONS QLALITY MONITORING

in the P-3, antenna azimuth and tilt systems,
dual mstallation switching arrangement, P-3
radar system alignment, modulator' power
supply, electronic synchronizer, AC power

Course Number: A-104-0135

maintain and troubleshoot a specific radar
NV-1715-0690

cedures for the AN<APS-80 search radar
system, including introduction to the P-3
search radar system, dual radar installation

1

TERRIER RADAR SET AN/SPG-ssB

-finding tec niquesel submarines, patrol

-

radar at the organizational and intermediate

Location: Fleet Sonar School, Key West.

NV-1715-0689

avionics equipment.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of SH-2D avionics
equipment, including LAMPS organizational maintenance, radar/ESM, antisubmarine
warfare, communications /navigation equipment, systems operation and analysis, troubleshgpting and repair, use of test equipment,
publication&and safety procedures
Credit RAinmendatiqp: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours iri"
electronics maintenance (6/74);. in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics maintenance (6/74).
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NV-1715-0698
IATLON SUPPORT EQUIPMENT NC-IoB

MOBtLE ELECTRIC POWER PLANT
SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

tachment, Jacksonville, FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Nqrth Island,
CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.
Objectives: To train aviation

Credit Recommenliation: In The vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
electrical support equipment maintenance
(6/74)

(6/74).

NV-1715-0701
F-4.1 .RT- 793 /ASQ UHF TRANSCEIVER

support

diate maintenance on the systems of the
NC-10B electric power plant.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of NC-10B electric
power plants, Including NC-10B mechanical
systems maintenance, electrical systems,

DIFAR

Course Number: C-102-218.

component removal and replacement, and
troubleshooting and adjustments
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in support equipment maintenance (6/74).

NV-1715-0699
A-6A AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air

Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry
Point, NC; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, ErToro, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/70-Present.

Objectives: To train personnel in the intermediate

maintenance _of

the

RT-

793/ASQ UHEtransceiver.i.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the ,mtermediate maintenance of the

RT-793/ASQ UHF transceiver, including

theory of operation, and laboratory and

maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
avionics maintenance technology (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, I semester hour in avionics maintenance technology (6/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana, VA, Air Maintenance

NV-1715-0702

Training Detachment, Whidbey Island,
WA.
Length: 7 weeks.(280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

SPARROW III, SIDEWINDER, SHRIKE, AND
WALLEYE GUIDED MISSILE TEST
EQUIPMENT, INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE (SHORE)

nel to maintain, test, and troubleshoot the

Course Number: C-122;3110.

AN/ASW-16 automatic flight control
system and the flight control test console at
the intermediate maintenance level.
Iiistruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the AN /ASW -16 automatic flight

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Jacksonville, .FL, A)r Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island,

console, including introduction to semiautomatic check-out equipment, opeiration and
aintenance of the air data computer, ()per,
a nal theory of the air navigation comput-

Objecflves: To train enlisted personne to
operate, maintain, and calibrate air launched
guided missile test equipment.

control system and the flight control test

er and related components, and mainte-

ce of the automatic flight control
system
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 10 semester hours in
electrical and electronic systems (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 5 semester hours in electrical and electronic systems (6/74).
NV-1715-0700
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT NC-2A
MOBILE ELECTRIC POWER PLANT
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number. C-602-3226.

Location: Air -Maintenance Training De-

CA
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the theory, operation, maintenance,
and calibration of air launched guided missile equipment, including the Sparrow,
Sidewinder, Shrike, and Walleye systems.
Credit Recbmmendation: Irighe vocational

certificate category, 8 semester hours in
electronics,

CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
/Oh Dates: 6/71-Present.
jectives: TO train aviation support

eq ipment technicians to perform rnainteria ce on the NC-2A mobile electric, power
pl nt.
/ Instruction: Lectures and practical exerses in the' maintenance of the NC-2A
electric power plant, including inroduction
to the NC-2A, NC-2A familiarlobile

in

electronics laratory
lower-division
the

baccalaureate /associate degree category, 4
semester hours in electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory (6/74); in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (6/74).
NV-1715-0703
TARTAR FIRE CONTROL AND MISSILE
OFFICER

tachment, Jacksonville, FL; Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island,

6

Course Number: A-2F-0010

Location: Guided Missiles Schad Dam
Neck, VA.
Length; 13 weeks (331 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train commissioned officers to 'maintain, operate, and handle logistics for Tartar shipboard missile systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the,,maintenance and operation of
Tartar missile systems. Course includes the
capabilities and characteristics of the Tartar

ization, electrical systems, NC-2A electrical

missile systems, with strong emphasis on

troubleshooting, and bench test, repair, and
adjustment.

tems.

description and theory of operation, line

.

NV74.715-0704

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA; Air Maintenance

equipment technicians to perform interme-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electrical systems (6/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electrical systems

weapons system dmployment, firing considerations, and operation of various radar sys-

TRAINING FOR ACOUSTIC

OPERATORS P3A/B(D) AND P3C

(Jezebel Gram Analysis for AW's P3A/B
(DIFAR Retrofit))
Course Number: E-2 W-42.
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics
Training Unit, Pacific, offett Field, CA.
Length: 6 weeks (203 -_24 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
acoustic detection techniques for qualifica-

tion as a serksor station operator aboard
P3A/B (1.31FARRet roll-Walk-raft.

Instructt

es

Ldl CACI

cises in acoustic detection techniques for
qualification as a sensor station operator
aboard P3A/B (DIFAR Retrofit) aircraft.
Course inpludes Jezebel fundamental analy-

sis procedures, aural listening techniques,
acoustic listening devices, and specialized

test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military ;specific
nature of the4 course (6/74)

NV-1715-0705
POLARIS ELECTRONICS, CLASS A

Course Number: Version I: A-121-0142; A121-142. All Versions A-000-037

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: Version 1 26 weeks (910 hours)
Version 2: 22 weeks (703 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I: 4/67-Present.
Version 2. 4/66-3/67.
Objectives: To train technician l/ to be Polaris missile technicians

Instruction: L.-tures and practical exercises in Polaris r.lissile technology, including basic electric-1 theory, transistor circuit
analysis, modern digital computer circuits
and logic operations, inertial guidance
theory, radar, sonar, and communications
fire control.
Credit Recommendatian Version 1: In the
vocational certificate category, 25 semestli
hours in electronics or computer tech northe
lower-division
,"ogy (6/74); in
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12
semester hours in electronics or computer
technology (6/74); in- the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours as
an elective in digital computer fundamentals, or electrical or electronics laboratory
(6/74). Version 2: In the vocational certifi-

cate category, 20 semester hours in electronics or computer technology (6/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity,or electronics (12/68); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in electrical or electronics laboratory
(6/74).

NV-1715-0706
F-4.1 AN /AWG -io MISSILE CONTROL
DISPLAY AND BUILT-IN TEST (BIT)
'INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C -602 -3818

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA, Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Tora, CA, Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Oceana,

Navy

VA; Au- Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 5-6 weeks (200-240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.
,Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain the AN/AWG-10 missile
control display and built-in test.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the AN/AWG10 missile control-display and built-in test
includes inspection techniques,
troubleshooting procedures, the missile auxCourse

iliary_ generator, and topics on basic computer control of servo systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in

basic computers and/or servo laboratory
lower-division
the
in
(6/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
1

ry, I semes
(7/74)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of the ASN-36 inertial navigation system. Topics include gyroscopes, accelerometers, servos, platform

MISSILE TECHNICIAN, CLASS B

(Class B Guided Missileman)
Course Number: Not available

coders, and analog and digital computations
(functional approach only)
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Location: Guided Missile School, Dam
Neck, VA.
Length: 38-41 weeks (1,140-1,435 hours)

certificate category, 5 semester hours in
electrical and/or mechanical technology
lower-division
the
in
(7/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electrical and/or mechanical technology (7774); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electrical and/or mechanical technology on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74)

Exhibit Dates: 3/61-Present.

Objectives: To provide the student with
the technical background in mathematics,
physics, and electronics necessary to analyze the operational capabilities and !imitations of a complex missile weapon system.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in technical mathematics, physics, and
electronics. The mathematics ,instruction
covers algebra, trigonometry, and basic calculus. Physics topics include mechanics,

NV-1715-0710

APA-56 INDICATOR ASSEMBLY
Course Number: D.100-012.
Location: Oceanographic Air

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Survey

Unit, Patuxent River, MD
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/66-12/68

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, maintain, adjust, and troubleshoot

the APA-56 indicator and associated test
equipment.

Instruction: Ledures and-practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, adjustment, and troubleshooting of the APA-56
indicator and associated test equipment, including power supplies, circuit analysis,
signal distributor, console indicator, relay
pnority system, camera PPI and grid map..

convene"

mature of the course (6774)

NV-1715-0708

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachrhent, Moffett Field,

ponents,and weapon systems.

St A, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Kingsville, TX, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, New River, NC; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa
Ana, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL, Air

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
mathematics, 4 in physics, 4 in electronics,
3 in electricity, and, on the basis of institu-

tional evaluation, additional credit in electronics laboratory (8/74), in.,the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

Maintenance Training Detachment, Camp
Pendleton, CA, Air Maintenance Training

ry, 5 semester hours in mathematics, 4 in
physics, 3 in electricity or electronics, and,

Detachment, Key West, FL, Air Mainte-

on the basis of institutional evaluation, additional credit in electrical laboratory (12/68).

Detachment, Imperial
Training
Beach, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80-96 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain, operate, and troubleshoot the

NV-1715-0713
CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE,

AN/ARC-5I, 51A and 51 AX communica-

CENTRAL GYRO REFERENCE SYSTEM

A N/AJA-2 ), CLASS C

Air ;Sur

D.
Unit, Patuxent iver,
hours).
Length: 3 we
Exhibit Dates: 12 66n12/68.,

Objectives: To train aviation electricians
to operate, maintain, and troubleshoot the
AN/AJA.-2 central gyro reference system
Instruction: Lectures and practicaloexercises in the operation, maintenance, and
troubleshooting of the AN/AJA-2 central
gyro reference system, "including review of
basic electronics and electricity 'pertaining
to the central gyro reference system, definition of terms and descriptions of equipment,
three-gyro stable platform, timing and functional operations, detailed circuit analysis
and preflight procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/74)

NV1715-0709
E.2A INERT/AL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

AN/ASN-36 MAINTENANCE
Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours). ,
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present
Ohjectives: To tram enlisted ,personnel to
maintain the ASN-36 inertial navigation
system

(P-3 AN /ARC -51A Communication Systems Maintenance, No. 22)
Course Number: Not available

nance

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical

Course Numbe).: D-602-017.
Location: Oteanographic

with emphasis on missile- it aje,tor,es and
the properties of matter, heat, light, sound,
electricity, and magnetism. In the electronics section, DC and AC circuits, vacuum
tubes, semiconductors, amplifiers,, amplitude, frequency, phase, and pulse modulation are studied. In addition, computer fundamentals are presented. A significant part
of the program is devoted to inertial com-

,&A AND 5IAA

NV-1715-0707

AN/SPN-35A AND AN/SPN-35,
CLASS C

tion systems.

Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the. maintenance, operation, and
f troubleshooting of the AN /ARC -51, 51A
and 51 AX communication systems, includ-

(Carrier

35, Class C)
Course Number: C-I03-2012.

ing block-diagram analysis of transceivers
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Length: 8-9 weeks (312-360 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/65-Present.
Objectives: To train graduates of electrontechnicians school, class A, in the operics tee

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electronics laboen/516a-

ation a d maintenance of the AN/SPN-35A
and A /SPN-35 radar sets and associated
auxiliary electronic equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation and maintenance of spe-

NV1715-0711

cific radar sets and associated electronic
equipment, including radar circuit theory,

ADVANCED SONAR COURSE 566

Course Number: 566.

radar transmitters, receivers, antenna stabilialignment,
system
zation,
indicators,

Location: Fleet Sonar School, Key West,
FL.

AN/SPN-35 modifications, and differences

Length: 5-6 weeks (225 hours).

.Exhibit Dates: 10/57-12/68.
Objectives! To train enlisterpersonnel to
maintain, calibrate, and operate sonar equip-

-,....-

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.

certificate category, I semester hour in
electronics laboratory (7/74); in the lower-

ratory on'the basis of institutional
lion (7/74)

0 hour in electrical laboratory

NV-1715.0712

stabilization, control servos, control and
navigation computer, analog-to-digital en-

semester hour in basic computers and/or
servo laboratory (6/74).

1-243

between AN/SPN-35A and AN/SPN-35
radar sets.
.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
Instruction: Lectures and practical exero""` electronics laboratory (7/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree catcises in the maintenance, calibratimeand
egory, 3 semester hours in electronics labooperation of sonar equipment at the adratory (7/74), in the upper-division baccavanced level. Course includes a review of
merit.

mathematics, electricity, receivers, transmitters, and circuits.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

laureate category, 3 semester hqurs in electronics laboratory (7/74)

certificate category, I semester hour in
electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74); in the lower-divi-

NV-1715-0714

sion baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

BASIC PROPULSION ENGINEERING, CLASS A

Course Number: A-650.010

'

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-244

Location: Naval Training Center, Great
1-1

Lakes, IL,
Length: Version

5 weekSill (152 hours).

Version 2. 9 weeks (275 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 6/70-12/73. Version 2: 1/67 -5/70.
Objectives: To train personnel in basic
propulsion engineering, class A.
Instruction: All Versions: Lectures and
practical exercises in basic propulsion engi-

neenng, class A, including introduction to
marine power plants, introduction to boilers, combustion principles, internal-combustion engines, measuring and control devices,
electrical theory, blueprints and telephones,

pumps, power transfer equipment, valves,
piping, and fittings. Version 1: Topics in, elude power transfer equipment, handtools,
instruments, and matenals Version 2: Topics
include mathematics review, mechanical
theory, metallurgy, fluid theory, heat
theory, and logs.
C.cd ;t

suaza,ltdittiOITHic,

vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electronics laboratory (7/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (7/74) Version 2: In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in electronics laboratory, 2 in basics
engineering theory (7/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2 semester hours in basic engineenng
theory, 2 in electronics laboratory (7/74)
'

NV-1715-0715
CARRIER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE,

AN/SPN-6 AND AN/SPN-12 (XN-4),
CLASS C

Course Number: Not vailable.
a

Location: Air Techl Training Center,

Glynco. GA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 2/65-12/68
Objectives: To am selected electronics
technicians

to

AN/SPN

o

rate

AN/SPN-6 and

air traffic control elec-

tronic equipmen

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in operation of air traffic control electronic equipment Course includes transmitters and receivers, antenna stabilization, and
air speed radar operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (7/74). in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electrical laboratory (7/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category. 2 semester hours in electrical laboratory (7/74).
NV-1715-0716
BASIC UNDERSEA WEAPONS CIRCUITS

Course Number: A123-0130; A123-119

Location: Naval Training Center, OrlanFL, Advanced Undersea Weapons
School, Key West, FL; Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare School, San Diego, CA.
do,

Length: 8 weeks (283 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
basic undersea weapons circuits.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in basic undersea weapons, circuits, including introduction, direct current wicj

law. alternating current. synchros,
oduction to electronics, basic amplifier
circuits theory, prniciples of receiver operation, and transmitters and transducers.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category: 4 semester hours in

A

electricity and electronics (6/74),

14

School, Key West, FL, Fleet Anti-Submanne Warfare School, San Diego, CA.

the

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree categqry, 2 semester hours in electricity and electronics (12/68); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electncal and electronic laboratory
students
non-electrical-engineering
for
(6/74).

Length: 5 weeks (142-175 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present

Objectives: To train torpedoman's mates
in surface weapons.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in surfam weapons, including torpedo
explosives, specific torpedos, steam and mechanical and wire-guided torpedos, stand-

*

NV-1715-0717

off weapons, specific torpedo tube, firing
craft procedures for specific torpedo, and

ADVANCED UNDE SEA WEAPONS CIRCUITS
Course Number: -123-0131.

depth charges and associated equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

Location: Advan ed Undersea Weapons
School, Orlando, FL, Fleet Anti - Submarine
Warfare School, Key West, FL; Fleet AntiSubmarine Warfare School, San Diego,
CA.

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/74)

NV-1715-0720°'

Length: 12 weeks (420 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.

TORPEDOMAN;S MATE, CLASS A

(Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Subma-

Objectives: To train 'enlisted personnel in
advanced undersea wea..ns circuits

rine)
r. A 123 0127

ectures an. practica exerin advanced undersea weapons cir-

nstruct on:
cises

Location: Naval Training Center, Orlando, FL; Advanced Undersea Weapons
School, Key West, FL; Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare School, San Diego, CA

including basic mathematics, test
equipment, undersea weapons Rower systems, undersea weapon circuits; undersea
weapons systems sections, synchro-servo
system principles, gyroscopic concepts,
transistors and printed circuits, and computcuits,

Length: 6 weeks (228-257 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
torpedoman's mates

er fundamentals.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in
electricity and ,electronics (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester tours in electricity and electronics (12/68); in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 1 semester
hour in electronic laboratory for engineering students, or 2 as a technical elective for
non-engineering students (6/74) -

cises in submarine weapons, including introduction to explosives, specific torpedos, Introduction to SUBROC missile, specific
submerged torpedo tubes, and torpedo tube
loading procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/74).

NV-1715-0721
ELECTRONICS OFFICERS ADMINISTRATIVE

NV-1715-0718

Course Number:
Location: Elect

TORPEDOMAN'S MATE, CLASS A

(Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Intermediate Maintenance Prerequisite)
Course Number: A-123-0129.

FL,

Advanced

Length: 5 weeks (155 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present

Objectives: To train torpedoman's mates
in intermediate electronics maintenance

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in electronics maintenance, including
basic principles of synchros, basic amplifier
circuits, prihciples of receiver operation,
transmitters and transducers, theory of
vacuum tube operation, methods of biasing
vacuum tubes, troubleshooting amplifiers,
detector circuits, electronic test equipment,
troubleshooting power supplies, oscillator
circuits, basic transmitter circuitry, and
principles of transducer operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (6/74); in the lower,division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics (6/74);
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semester hour in electrical laboratory
non - electrical - engineering

School,

Exhibit Dates: 9/57-12/58

Objectives: To train junior officers to

Undersea Weapons

School, Key West, FL, Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare School, San Diego, CA

for'

Officers

Length: 14 weeks (420 hours)

Location: Naval Training Center, Orlando,

s

Great Lakes, IL

students

maintain and repair sonar, radar, and loran
,=

equipment, to administer the operation of
conduct
training programs for ET strikes.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of ldran,
sonar, radar, and other miscellaneous electronic. equipment Course includes fundamentals of electricity and vacuum-tube elecelectronics installations, and to

tronics as well as a description of radar,
loran and sonar systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electricity or electronics (6/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
7 degree category, 2 semester hours in electricity or electronics (12/68), in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, I semester
hour in electrical laboratory (6/74).

NV-1715-0722
ELECTRONICS TECHN
(ELECTRONIC F

N, CLASS AA-1
DAMENTALS)

Course Number: A-I00-0012.

(6/74)

Location: Electronics Technician Class A
School, Great Lakes, IL; Electronics Tech-

NV-1715-0719

nician Class A School, Treasure Island,
CA.

(Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Surface)

Length: Version 1: 10 weeks (364 hours).
Version 2. 13-14 weeks (390-420 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 7/74-9/77. Ver

Course* Number: A-123-0128.

sion 2: 5/66-6/74.

TORPEDOMAN'S MATE, CLASS A

Location: Naval Training Center, Orlando, FL, Advanced Undersea Weapons

Objectives: To train enlisted personn
who are graduates of a basic electricity a

1-245

Navy

Course Number:'All Versions; A-102.0010

,

lower-division

baccalaureate/aspciate degree category, 3

Length: Version 1: 5 weeks (172 hours)

Version 2 5-8 weeks (150 40 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version l 7/74-9/77 Version 2: 5/66-6/74

Objectives: To train enlisted persmnel to
perform as electronics technicians

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, ,Lnamtenance, and

troduction to communications, HF ommumeat:on receivers, UHF commum ions
equipment, and. specific radio rec ivers,
radio transmitters, special circuits, ower
nAiitio

vocational certificate category, 4 seme ter
1

tory (9/77). Version 2 In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours in electromes (6/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 6

semester hours in engineering electronics

CLASS AA-2
NV-1715-0725

(ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT
APPLICATIONS)

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,

Course Number: All Versions A-1(30-0014
Version 2. A-100-014, A-100-015

Course Number: All Versions- A-104-0010
Version 2. A-104-010A-404-0011, A-104-011.

Location: Electronics Technician, Class A
School, Great Lakes, IL, Electronics Tech-

nician Class A School, Treasure Island,

CA.
Length: Version I. 7 weeks (255 hours)
Version 2. 9-12 weeks (270-368 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 7/74-9/77. Version 2. 5/66-6/74
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who are graduates of a basic electricity and
electronics course to perform as electronics
technicians
Instruction: All Versions. Lectures' and
practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and repair of radar-related electronic

nician. Class A School, Treasure Island,
, CA.
Length: Version I. 3 weeks (110 hours)
Version 2. 5 weeks (150 hours).

Exhibit Dates:- Version I. 7/74-9/77 Version 2. 5/66-6/74

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as electronics technicians:
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in

indicators; review of special circuits, and
specific radar set, antenna, synchro. R-F
system, receiver. transmitter. and modula-

clippers and'
multivibrators,
circuits,
counters. cathode followers, transistor
printed-circuit training device, oscilloscope
and radar
circuits. microwave
timers and modulators Version I. Also
covers control systems, magnetic amplifiers,

In the
°vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in radar systems (9/77); in the lower.
division baccalaureate/assOciate degree cat-

egory, 3 semester hours in radar systems
(9777) Version 2. In the vocational certifi-

cate category. 10 semester hours in electricity and electronics (6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity and electronics (12/68). in the upperdivision baccalaureate category, semester hour in electronic instrumentation laboratory for engineers or physical science majors, or 2 in ap1

plied electronics for non-engineering stu-

NV-1715.0724

the operation maintenance. and

repair of radar-related electronic equipment,
including types of radar and moving-target

equipment. including pulse circuits, timing

Boolean algebra and simplified digital cir-

CLASS AA-3

(RADAR)

Location: Electronics Technician Class A
School, Great Lakes. IL. Electronics Tech-

cuits.
Credit Recommendation: Version

NV-1715-0728
GUN FIRE. CONTROL. SYSTEM (GFCS), MK
37, MK 68, MK 56 RADAR SIGNAL
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT (RSPE)
MAINTENANCE

semester hour in communications labora-

(12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in radio laboratory (6/74)

ECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,

1

trical laboratory as technical electives for
non-electrical-engineering majors, or 2 semester hours in electronic Instrumentation
or radio laboratory for electrical engineer-

Vv inn I

*hours in communications' equipment (9/77),
lower-division
the
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

NV-1715-0723

dents (6/74)

ing students (6/74).

CA

semester hours in electricity and electronics
(12/68). in the upptr-division baccalaureate
category, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory, or 2 in introduction to electronics
for non-engineering students (6/74)

Ei

supplies, and audio circuits

nician Class A Schoql, Treasure Island,

Credit Recommendation: Version 1' In-the

the

repair of electronic equipffient, including in-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to operation and maintenance of complex communications systems. Course includes basic electrical and electronic Circuit
theory, block-diagram analysis, and troubleshooting techniques
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational
certificate category, 18 semester hours in
electronics (6/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 9
semester hours in electronics (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate categoty, 3 semester hours in batic electronics, in elec-

Location: Electronics Technician Class A
School, Great Lakes, IL; Electronics Tech-

electrical wiring techniques, filter circuits,
mounting and soldering techniques, voltage
regulators, transmitting circuits, modulator
unit, RC coupled amplifiers, use of the tube'
tester, multigridr vacuum tube amplifiers,.
and audio power amplifiers 14.s:on 1 Also
covers electron tubes and solid state receivers and devices

in

systems

Version 2. A-102.010, A-102-011

tube and half/full wave rectifier circuijs,

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electricity and electronics and 2 in
electronics laboratory (9/77), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree catester ours in electricit and
electronics (9/77). Version 2.' In the vocational certificate category, 10 semester
hours in electricity and electronics (6/74);

Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to operate and repair complex communications systems, including radar and , sonar

CLASS AA-3

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN,
(COMMUNICATIONS)

electronics course to perform as electronics
technicians
Instruction: All Versions' Lectures and
practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and repair of electronic equipment,
including electronic circuits, basic meters.
basic oscilloscopes, power supplies, electron

tor.

,

Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in radar electronics (9/77) Version 2:
In the vocational certificate category. 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory
lower-division
in
the
-(6/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6

Course Number: K-I13-158
Location: Fleet Training Center,
Diego, CA
Length: 6 weeks (180 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present

San

Objectives: To tram technicians and des-

ignated strikers to operate and maintain
radar gun control systems, including GFCS
Mk 37, Mk 68. and Mk 56.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of
radar gun control systems Course includes
review of basic transistor electronics, primary radar circuitry including IF detection
and amplification, automatic target range
acquisition and tracking, and logic circuitry
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 4 semester holirs in
electronics (-6/74), in the lower - division

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electronics (6/74); in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, semester hour in electronic instrumentation
1

laboratory (6/74),

NV-1715-0729
INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRICIANS, CLASS A (A-I)

(IC Electricians, Class A)
Course Number: A- 632 -0012

Location: Interior Communication Electri-

cians, Class A School, San Diego, CA, Interior Communication Electricians, Class A
School, Great Lakes, IL
Length: 18 weeks (510 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/65-12/68

Objectives: To train technicians to operate. maintain and repair Shipboard interior

semester hours in engineering electronics

communications equipment

(12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, I semester hour in electronic instrumentation laboratory (6/74).

cises in

Instruction: Lectures and practical exereration, maintenance, and repair
of shi oard interior communications systems

and

equipment

Course

includes

DC/AC electrical theory, audio amplifiers,
NV1715-0727
magnetic amplifiers and gyroscopic equipment, block diagrams, signal tracing, and
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A
(COMMUNICATIONS, RADAR AND_
--troubleshooting_techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
SONAR SPECIALTIES)
certificate category, 12 semester hours in
Course Number: None
electricity or electronics (6/74); in the
Location: Electronics Technician. Class A
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
School. Great Lakes, IL, Electronics Techdegree category, 3 semester hours in elecnician, Class / School, Treasure Island,
tricity or electronics (12/68); in the upperCA
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
Length: 24-26 weeks (720-780 hours)
hours as a technical elective in electronics
Exhibit Dates: 1/54-5/62

4
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Instrumentation for non-electrical-engineering majors, or 2 in electrical or electronics
laboratory for non-tlectncal-engineering
majors, and
in electncal laboratory
(6/74).

NV-1715-0732

NV-1715-0735

RA-5C FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC ELECTRICSTROWGER
SWITCHING TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE, CLASS CI

ELECTRONICS (INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE)

1

NV-1715-0730
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A
(COMMUNICATIONS)

Course Number: Not available
Location: Electronics Technician, Class A
Schools, Great Lakes, IL; Electronics
Technician, Class A Schools, Treasure.,
Island. CA.
Length: 38 week.; (1140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-4/66.
Objectives: To train personnel to maintain
a variety of Naval electronic equipment.

Instruction: Lecturer and practical exercises in the maintenance of Naval electronic
ill equipment, including electronic fundamentals, electronic circuit fundamentals, transmitter applications, receiver applications,
pulse techniques, control systems, microwave techniques. electronic equipments,
communication receivers and transmitters,
teletype terminal equipment, and single-sideband equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 28 semester hours in
electricity and electronics (6/74); in the
lower-division

baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 6 semester hours in phys.ics (electncity), 12 in engmeenng electronics (12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6,semester hours in electncity and electronics for non-engineenng
majors, 3 as a technical elective in electncal
or electronic laboratory for non-electncalengineenng students,
in instrumentation
laboratory, for electncal engineering students (6/74).
1

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A

(RADAR)

Course Number Not available.
Location: Electronics Technician, Class A
School, Great Lakes, IL; Electronics Tech-

=Ian, Class 2,"ool, Treasure Island,

CA.
Length: 38 weeks (1140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/62-4/66.
Objectives: To train personnel to maintain
eleCtronic equipment.

'Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of electronic equipment, including radar equipment fundamentals, multivibrators, synchronization, oscillators, magnetrons, klystrons,-clampers,limiters, and clippers; intr
non to radar
equipment; primary po
stnbution; mo-

dulator, transmitter; R

tem and du-

plexer; receiver and ada

dicator; radar
ro systems;
iagram of a.

set control; antenna an

equipment review; and
specific radar set.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 28 semester hours in
electricity and electronics (6/74); in the
baccalaureate/associate
rower-division
degree category, 6 semester hours in physics (electricity), 12 in engineenng electronics (12/68); in the upper-division baccalaureate category,'6 semesteriTi6uis in electricity and electronics for non-engineering students, 3 as a technical elective for non-elecrical-engineenng students, 1 in instrumentalaboratory for electncal engineers
1

(6/ 4).

Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 6 weeks (173 hours).
Exhibit hates: 12/74-Present
Objectives: To tram personnel in the

nel to

matic electr4c telephone systems

i

maintain and service the RA-5C ,

flight control system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the maintenance of the RA-5C

flight control system. Course includes hydraulic and airflow systems, directional
control systems, flight control systems, and
use of training units, meters, and oscillos-

maintenance, repair and checkout of autoInstruction: Areas of instruction include
the Strowger Switch telephone system, relaying fundamentals, analysis of system
design, pi-tonnes and faults.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
telephone switch gear (9/77)

copes.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category.
semester hour in
electncal laboratory (///4). in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, semester hour in electncal laboratory (7/74).

NV-1715-0736

1

1

NV-1715-0733
A-4 WALLEYE WEAPON DELIVERY SYSTEM

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment Cecil Field, FE, Air
Maintenance

Training

KC-I so-P S-, rtu-44,mit IL Plan

ANL!

RELATED INSTRUMENTS
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA

Detachment,

El

Toro, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/67-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain and repair the Walleye weapons

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present

Objectives: To tram enlisted personnel to
repair and maintain the automatic pilot Installed in the KC-130F aircraft.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the repair and maintenance of the
automatic plot installed in KC-130F aircraft Course includes MA-1 compass operation (electronics), and the operation ofthe
SA-5 auttitnatic pilot.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74) *4-

system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of the
Walleye weapons system Course includes

NV-1715-0731

Course Number: A-623-0044
Location: Service School

Course Number: Not available
Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Sanford, FL.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present.
Objectives: To train maintenance person-

logic systems, power generators, instrumentation usage, system familiarization, and
troubleshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74).

NV-1715-0734

F-8 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Miramar, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)(
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to troubleshoot and repair F-8 automatic flight control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repair of F-8
automatic flight control systems. Course in-

TT-299913/UG TELETYPEWRItER SET
MAINTENANCES'( ENLISTED)

Course Number. P -101 -018.

Location: Submanne Schoof"Grotoir, CT.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
es: 8/67-12/68.
Exhibit

Objestivts To train submarine radiomen
and subm ne tender personnel to repair
B/UG teletypewriter set.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

the

cises in planned and corrective maintenance
of a specific teletypewriter set; including introduction to specific teletypewriter set;

mechanical function of the keyboard; nomenclature; analysis of the pnnter main
shaft; electrombchanical function

NV-1715-0737

of the

magnetic selector; functional purpose of the
Start clutch and range selector; mechanical
funk.tionb of the printing in
print-and-advance prevent mechanism; me- chanicaip operations of specific functions;
and-preparation for adjustments and tool kit
inventory.
Credit Recommendpion: Credit is not rec-,
ommended because of the limited techmcal
nature of the course (7/74).

cludes a review of vacuum tube theory,
transistor theory, aerodynamics, and test
equipment operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (7/74); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (7/74).
NV-1715-0738
H-53 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROLS
SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Ntunber: C-602-3442.

Location: Air Maintenance Training DeChment,

an a

na,

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel'

who have had previous .training in transistor fundamentals to operate and maintain at
the intermediate level the automatic flight
control system installed in H-53 aircraft. '

1-247

Navy
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and maintenance of
the automatic flight control system installed
in the H-53 aircraft, including attitude-indicating system components, stick trim
system, amplifier circuit analysis, synchronizer circuits, contro) box wiring, detailed
analysis of circuits, test procedures and test
equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics (7/74).

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present

P-3 COMMUNICATION/NAVIGATION vORGANIZATIONAL MAINTEN,ENCE

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Moffett Field,

puters.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in C-2A aircraft air data computer

maintenance and repair, including flight
controls, components description and operation, system operation, and preflight
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)

NV-1715-0742

Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present.
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel to operate and maintain P-3
communication/navigation systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of P3 communication/navigation systems, in-

cluding high-, very-high-, and ultra-highfrequency communications circuits, record-

ers and teletypewnter group component
and maintenance; radio navigation .electronic circuitry (automatic direction finder,

radar altimeter, Loran and TACAN equipment, beacon receiving set, and various indicator groups); and navigation systems, in-

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
TRAINING, CLASS C

eluding computer groups.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics (7/74).,

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/70-Present.

Objectives: To train electronics technicians to supervise the installation, maintenance, and repair of air traffic control systems

instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in air traffic control systems installation, maintenance, and repair, including
system characteristics, system siting, flight
inspections,

maintenance

policies,

naval

supply system, and maintenance funds administration.
Credit Recommendation: in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics (7/74)

MINE DETECTION SONAR TECHNICAL
MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-570.

Locatiod: Fleet Sonar School, San Diego,

CA
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 4/55-12/63.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have electronics backgrounds to operate, test, and repair mine detection sonar.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exerciser in the operation, testing, and repair of
mine detection sonar, including test equipment (meters, tube testers, oscilloscopes,
signal generators, and C & R bridges), special circuits (power supplies, diodes and

triodes, multivibrators, synchros, and DC

generators), specific equipment components,

AC and DC power, troubleshooting procedures, receiver and transmitter functions,
servo systems, and calibration and align-

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, FL
Length: 8 weeks (320 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 8/57-12/68
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
supervise naval air weapons systems maintenance in operational aircraft squadrons

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in naval air weapons systems maintenance, including aircraft armament control
systems, air-launched guided missiles, elec-

tronic circuitry, fire control systems, allcontrol system,
missile systems introduction, and mainteweather aero-armament
nance administration.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics (7/74).

AVIATION ORDNANCE OFFICERS, CLASS 0

AN/ASW-Is ) AND AIR DATA
COMPUTER"(360T27-1)
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-602-3496.

Le gth: 4 weeks (120 hours)
Ex ibit Dates: 7/76-Present
Obi actives: To provide the skills and
know ledge necessary to maintain the
AN/ PS-40B/C/D radar set.
Instruction: Course teaches maintenance

of the AN/SPS-40B/C/D radar set po r
control and distribution, air stem cooli g
trig r
system, antenna system, timin :
system, and test functions
Credit Recommendation: In the voca ional
in
cer Ica
ry,
communication system, 1 in electronic lab-

oratory (11/77)

NV-1715-0746
E-2A AN/ASQ-ss INTEGRATED
ELECTRONIC CENTRAL UHF-RT542/ASQ AND RT-ssv/ASQ POWER
SuPPLY-AM-2310 /ASQ
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-102-3473

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present

'

Objectives: To train rhaintenance personnel to maintain UHF equipment and power

and power supplies, including transceiver
block diagrams, circuit analysis, theory of
operation, power distribution, and automat-

NAVAL AIR WEAPONS SYSTEM$
ORIENTATION, CLASS 0

"NV-1715-644

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

VA.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

i''NV-1715-0741

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,

cises in the maintenance of UHF equipment

ment procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

electrical labOratory (7/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in electrical laboratory (774), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electrical laboratory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(7/74)

Course Number: A-I04-0164

supplies.

NV-1715-0,743
NV-1715-0744)

(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)

-generation, frequency generation, low- nd
high-power transmitting group, re ever

MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

CA

AN/SPS:soB/C/D RADAR SET
DIFFERENCE MAINTENANCE

Objectives: To train electricians to maintain and repair C-2A aircraft air data com-

checks.

NV-1715-0739

NV-1715-0745

Course 'Number: Not available.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, FL.
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/53-12/68.
Objectives: To train officers to be aviation
ovcinanoe-off
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-cises-m electncny-and electronics, aviation
fire control systems, aircraft muilitions, turrets, machine guns, and torpedoes

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in electricity and
electronics (7/74).
6'7

ti

ic equipment.
Credit Recommendation-

the vocational

certificate category,. 2 ?Mester hours in.

electronics (3/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester hour in electronics (3/74)

NV -Y715 -0747
AN/AQS-13A SONAR

SH-3A

IN RMEDIATF. MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-130.3396

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI; Air Mainte-

T ming Detachment, Imperial
Beach, CA.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dales: 11/72-Present
Objectives: To train fleet maintenance
personnel in the maintenance of the
nance

AN/AQS-13A sonar system
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of a specific sonar
system, including introduction, associated
test equipment, power supply, transmit and
receive circuitry, video display, reeling machine and associated circuit analysis, minileshooting.
,eCred t Recommendation : -In --the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in

electrical laboratory (7/74), in the lower-division baCcalaureate/Asociate degree catesemester hour in electrical laboragory,
tory on the basis of institutional evaluation
(7/74).
1
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Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

NV-1715-0748
RA-3.0 PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(RA-5C Photo Reconnaissance
Maintenance)
Course Number: C-I00-3748

Line

Location: Air Maintenance Training De
tai.hment, Albany, GA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Sanford, FL
. Length: 4 weeks (152-160 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/67-Present.
Objectives: To train selected enlist6d per-

sonnel to maintain and repair the RA-5C
photographic reconnaissance system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer.eisS in the maintenance and repair of the
RA5C
photographic
reconnaissance
system.

Course includes'nowledge of

camera-system parts, function and control.
familiarity of appropriate cameras designed
to work with the system, and Malfunction
detection.

Credit xecommenalion: Crean is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)
NV-1715-0749
AN/SPS-29E RADAR -SEE MAINTENANCE
EEECTRONICS TECHNICIAN CLASS'

Objectives: To tram maintenance personnel to maintain the ES-55A COrrelator-processor.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in ES-55A correlator-processor set

maintenance, including side-looking radar
(SLR) fundamentals, optical and..eleurical
system functions, maintenance procedures,
and troubleshooting and calibration procedures.

Credit Reco mendation: Credit is not rec.ommended be use of the 'muted technical
nature of the co rse (7/74).

NV-17i5-0752
RF-40 CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEM
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C -191 3832

Location: Air Maintenance Training De-

inehmera, El TOre4-A---,

Length:-7 weeks (2.80'hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present.
Objectives: To train experienced maintenane peTsTiiime to operate, troubleshoot,
repair, and maintain the RF-4B camera control system at the intermediate level.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

-

cises in the operation, troubleshooting,
repair, and maintenance of the RF-4B

Location: Serve.e School Command, San
Diego, CA

camera control system, including basic-electronics review, camera control panels, photographic system poyver, optical viewfinder,
aircraft parameter control; still-picture

Ci
Course Number: A-104-0151

Length: 9 weeks (272 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present
Objectives: To provide the skills and
knowledge necessary to maintain the
AN/SPS-29E radar set
o

Instruction: Topics ini.lude operation and
maintenance of the AN, SPS-19E radar set
and the AN/SPA-62 receiver, AC and DC
distribution, cooling and air pressurization
function, monitoring fuhction, trigger generating function, transmitter group, antenna
function, normal realignment group, canceller, and integrator groups
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate c gory, 3 semester hours met
communicate s systems, 2 in electronics
laboratory (11

)

RF-4B CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-198-3831

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/7 I -Present

Objectives: To dam enlisted personnel in
RF-4B aircraft camera control system maintenance.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in RF-4B aircraft camera control
maintenance,

panoramic

camera

components, aircraft

camera mount set, test equipment, and

including preflight

procedures, camera control system components, reconnaissance camera loading, installation and removal of cameras and associated equipment, and maintenance procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)

1

digital computer programming, and 2

NV-1715-0754
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS C7

Electronics Technician, Class B)
(FT
(

B)

Course Number. A-100-0016, A-I00-0017.
Location: Version 1: Service School Com'
I
San_ D
II

tronics Technician, Class B School, Tree-

sure Island, CA, Electronics Technician,
Class B School, Great Lakes, IL
Length: Version 1. 27 weeks (810 hours)
Version 2: 39 weeks (1170 hours). Version 3:
.45 weeks (1350 hours). Version 4, 46 weeks
(1380 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version

RF -4B PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM CORREI ATORPROCESSOR SFT ES-55A
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: C-I98.3833

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, El Toro, CA

1.

1 /75- Present.

12/71-12/74 Version 3: 7/6911/71. Version 4: 6/62-6/69.
Objectives: To provide the basic heory
necessary in the training of electronics techVersion 2..

nicians.

Instruction: Version 1: Lectures in basic
mathematics including trigonometry, loga-*
rithms, complex numbers, Boolean algebra,
as they pertam to electronics theory. Tech-

NV-1715-0753

sients, solid state devicel,.coupled circuits,
synchros, servos, navigation and radar systems, and training in supervision and management. Version 2 Topics include direct
current analysis, review mathematics for
electronics, analysis of transient responses,
vacuum tubes, solid-state devices, coupled

DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A,
PHASE A-1
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN, CLASS A

1

2

(DS "ACourse Number: A-150-0025.

Version 2: 38 weeks (1140 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 1/70-Present.
Version 2: 6/62-12/69.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain data processing equipment
Instruction: Version 1: Lectures and practical exercises in vacuum tube and transistor
circuits, Boolean algebra, logic equation reduction, number systems, counters and registers, input/output devices, storage devices,

and computer programming using the CP788/GYK The programming taught in this
course is not directly applicable to commercial machines. (See NV-1715-0043, NV1715-0044 and NV-1715-0045 for Phase A2, Parts I, II, and III respectively.) Version
2. Part I of this course consists of the first
28 weeks of the Electronics Technician,"
Class A program (NV-1715.0730 or NV1715-0731). Part 2 (10 weeks] includes data
processing system functions, digital computer mathematics, digital computer program -

nical topics irklude AC/DC theory, tran-

circuits, multivibrators, time-base generators, synchros and servos, computers, communications, test equipment, communications system testing, continuous- and

pulsed-wave radar _systems, radar special

circuits, navigation systems, and supervision
and management. Version 3: Topics Include
review mathematics, circuits, basic algebra,
matrix algebra, mathematics, applied techni-.
cal mathematics, semicgoductors, capacitance, Inductance, circuit analysis, transient
coupled circuits,
analysis,
resonance,
vacuum tubes, power supplies, limiters,
tuned power amplifiers, oscillators inclifre- 8
quency generation, communications test

procedures, propagation, antennas, microwave devices, and computer logic circuiti'
Version 4. Topics include applied mathemat-

ics, electronic fundamentals and advanced
fundamentals, calculus,. inductance, capacity, resonance, transient analysis, vacuum
and gas tubes, semiconductor devices, coupled circuits, graphical and small signal analysis, circuit applitations, power supplies,
multivibrators, voltage and current timeme Ions

mindata

NV-1715-0751

in

digital computer repair laboratory (7/74); in
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours in electricity and electronics, 3 as a technical elective in electronics, 1
in introduction to digital computers, and I
in digital computer laboratory (7/74).

troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

Location: Naval School, Mare Island, CA,
Naval School, Great Lakes, IL.
Length: Version 1: 18 weeks (720 hours).

NV-1715-0750

system

camera equipment, low- and high-altitude

vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in computers (3/74).
Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 28 semester hours in electricity and
electronics, 2 in digital computer programming, and 4 in digital computer repair and
digital laboratory (7/74); in,the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in physics (electricity),
12 in engineering electronics (12/68), in

storage, input/output devices, digital
control conceptsi'foperation and application
of dual-trace oscilloscope to digital comput,er maintenance, printed circuit board repair,
and analog-to-digital conversion.
Credit Recommindation: Version 1: In the
vocational certaleate category, 12 semester
hours in computers (3/74); in the lower-di-

r);7 (N.

theory, wave-suides,
transmission lines, propagation; -radar syssystems,

antenna

tems and basic computers, klystrons and
magnetrons, synchro and servo systems,
radar pnnciples, Boolean algebra, naviga-

tional and identification system, digital and
analog computers, electronic countermeasures, and electronic administration.

Navy

I*
Credit Recommendation: Version / In the
baccalaureate/a1soelate
lower - division
degree category, 20 semester hours in elec-

tronics technician training and 2 in humanities (industrial relations) (11/77) Version 2.
° In the vocational certificate citegory.12 semester hours in mathematics and 20 in eleclower-division
in the
tronics (7/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in business organization and
management, 12 in engineering electronics
(12/68), in the upperchvision baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in mathematics,
5 in electronics (7/74) Version 3. In the vocational certificate category, 12 semester
ho s in mathematics and 20 in electronics
lower-division
the
in
(7 74),
ba calaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in mathematics, 12 in engineering electronics (12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 4 semester'
hours in mathematics, 6 in electronics
(7/74) Version 4. In the vocational certifi-

cate categpry. 12 semester hours in math4 in the
emilm ai_i_ci_20 in
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
ester hours in engidegree category, 12
mathematics
in
electronics,
(12/68), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in mathematics,
5 in electronics (7/74)

neering

NV-1715-0755

2

INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS ( IC )
ELECTRICIAN, CLASS C7
INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS ( IC )
ELECTRICIAN, CLASS B

(IC Electrician, Class B)
3

4

INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS ( IC)
ELECTRICIAN, CLASS B
INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS ( IC )
ELECTRICIAN, CLASS B

communications and navigation, ATDS detection, and control and display
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categor 4 semester hours as an
repair (8/74), in the
elective in instrume
cealaureate/associate
lower- division .
2 semester hours as an
degree categ
elective in instrument repair (8/74)

boar,d electrical and electronic systems, inboa
cludhig motors, sound systems, syncros.
magnetic amplifiers, monitoring systern's,
and power switchgear There is much less
emphasis on transistor circuits and digital
logic
Credit Recommendation: Verson / In the
vocational certificate category, 2 semester
hours in computer technology, 7 in electricity and electromcs, and 7 in electrical and
electronics laboratory (9/77), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree-category, 2 semester hours in computer technology, 3 in electricity and electronics and
I in electronics laboratory (9/77). Version 2.
In the vocational certificate category, 8 semester hours In electronics laboratory
lower-division
in
the
(7/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation Ji1174), in the
baccalaureate ,category,
upper-division
credit in-electronics laboratory on the basis
of institutional evaluation (7/74) Version 3
In the vocational certificate cate r , 8 se-

NV-1715-0758
SURFACE MISSII E SYS"( I MS, 010ER

Course Number: Not availab

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA, Naval-Schools Comman Mare
Island, CAA

Length: 11 weeks (330 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted perso nel to
and
operate fire control, missile ,batter
surface missile systems:)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
the operation of stiOface missile
weapons systems Course includes equipcises in

Location: Naval Training Center. Great

26 weeks (850 hours)
Version 2: 30 weeks (900 hours) Version 3
24 weeks (746 hours) Version 4: 34 ,weeks
Length: Version

1

(1.020 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version I: 12/77-Present
Versibn 2: 4/71-11/77 Version 3: 9/69-3/71

^ Version 4: 7/63-8/69
Objectives: To train students in the basic
electrical and electronic skills necessary to
maintain, troubleshoot, repair, align, and
calibrate the electrical equipment flind

aboard a ship
Instruction: Version I. Lectures and prac-

tical exercises in AC and DC circuits, semiconductors, digital logic and logic circuits,
static control devices, syncros and mechanical devices, and repair. calibration, troubleshooting and aligning of electrical. electronic and mechanical systems used in the operanon of a ship. Version 2. Lectures and
practical exercises in the repair, calibration,
troubleshooting, and aligning of numerous
electrical and electronic systems used in the
operation

of a

ship

Version

3.

Covers

review of algebra, DC and AC series and
parallel circuits, pririciples of magnencism;
use of basic meters and the oscilloscope,

RI.. RC, and RLC circuits; transformer
theory, electron tubes and semiconductors,

*Of supplies, audio, push-pull, and feedback am-

plifiers and cathode followers, solidstate
power supplies, amplifiers, regulators, pulseshaping circuits, and oscillators, basic logic

operations, diode gate' and DCTL circuit
equivalents; inverters, clocks counters, half
and full adders, and memory devices Version 4 Topics include those in v5rsion 2,
hipwith considerable effort devoted to ship-

mg, and

ment en nee
weapon system management

mester hours in electricity and e ectronics
lower-division
in
the
(7/74),

Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaluation (8/74)

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electricity mill electronics
on the basis of institutional evaluation
(7/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, credit in electronics laboratory on

NV-1715-0759
DISTURBED LINE OF SIGHT GUNFIRE
CONTROI. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Course Number: J-1 13.1062

the basis of institutional evaluation (7/74),'
Version 4: In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester hours in electricity and
electronics (7/74), in the lower-division

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare- Training Center, Dam Neck. VA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 40/72-Present

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
,semester hours in electricity and electronics, and credit in electrical laboratory on
the basis of institutional £valuation (12/68),
in the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics laboratory on the

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and adjust disturbed-line-of-sight
gunfire control systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical aercises in disturbed -line-okight gunfire control systems maintenance and adjustment,
including use of schematic; prints and diagrams, concept and appliCation of panned
maintenance system, system data flow,
power distribution, lead-computing gun-

basis of institutional evaluation (7/74).

Course Number: A-623-00I3

Lakes, IL

1-249

.

NV-1715-0756
AN/SPS-29C RADAEUSLT MAINTENANCE
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CI ASS

sights,

CI)

antenna-positioning

system, , gun

order computations, and radar func4onal
description, testing, adjustment, and troub-

Course Number: A-I04-0150.

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA,

I

Length: 9 weeks (272 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present

Objectives: To train selected personnel to
maintain a radar system in a high degree of
readiness

Instruction: Course concentrates on familiarization and operation of a radar set and
on the functional analysis and maintenance

leshooting procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vdiational
certificate category, 4 semester hours as 'an

elective in electricity or electronics (8/74);
lower-division
the
in

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours as an elective in electricity
or electronics (8/74). -,

NV-1715-0760

of that set. Includes AE /DC power dipmodulation,
, cooling
button.

MK 1 1 3 MOD .7 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

transmitting/receiving, ranging, tuning, and

(FCS) MAINTENANCE

countermeasures

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

(Underwater Fire Control Sy-stem (FCS)
Technician (Torpedoes) Mk 113 Mod

electronics (11/77)

7)
Course Number: A-113.0045, A.113-0017;
A-I13.0038

NV-1715-0757

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dani
Neck, VA

E-2B WEAPON SYSTEM SPECIALIST
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Length: 17-19 weeks (541-595 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present.

Course Number: C-I50-3482

Location: Air Maintenance Training pe,aclimont,-North-lsiand,-CA
Length: 9-12 weeks (384 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/7 I -Present.
-Objectives: To train technicians to Isolate,
.

maintain, and
system `

repair

the

E-2B weapon

Institction: Lectures and practical exer-

in the isolation, maintenance, and
repair of the E-2B weapon system. Course

cises

includes general avionics, IFPM, ATDS

0 "1

x

-

.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate and maintain (underwater fire control systclos.

Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exercises tn-the operation and maintenance of
underwater fire control systems, including
analog computations, digital equipment, and
"'system casualty analysis.
Credit Recommendation: In tkg ysocational

certificate category, 2 semesterThouN in
basic electronics, 3 as an elective in computer science (8/74),Au the lower- division
-N

"

' 1-250

COURSE EXHIBITS

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in 'basic electronics, 3 as an
elective in computer science (8/74).

hours in hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical
systems (6/75).

NV-1715-0761

NV-1715-0764
DLG 6-10 COMBAT SYSTEM

UH -2A /B TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION

LTACAN i'AN/ARN-52( V )
Course Number. Not available.

tricity or electronics, 9 in mathematics, 8 in
physics (3/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 semester hours in mathematics, 3 in physics, 10 in engineering
electronics (12/68). Version 2: In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

egory, 15 semester hours in electricity or
electronics, 6 in mathematics (3/74); in the

Course Number: A.12110189.

Location: Guided Missiles School. Dam

Location: AirtMaintenance Training Detachment, ReanfField, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train maintenance personnel to maintain and troubleshoot the
navigation
AN/ARN-52
tactical
air
(TACAN) trainer.

Neck, VA.
Length: 10 weeks (330 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.

upper-division baccalaureate category, 5 se=

senior maintenance supervisors in the 'integration of the DLG 6-16 Combat System.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and interface of the

NV-1715-0767

mester hours in mathematics, 3 in plysics,
10 in engineering electronics (12/68).

Objectives: To provide instroction for

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

various subsystems of. the DLG 6-16
Combat System.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

servicing of the AN/ARN-52 TACAN
trainer. including circuitry procedures,

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/75)

cises in the operation. maintenance, and

LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTI-PURPOSE SYSTEM

(LAMPS)

Electronics
Training Unit. Atlantic, Norfolk, VA
Length: 5 weeks (182 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present.

Objectives: To train antisubmarine airborne crewmembers in the operation of

power distribution and supply, block-diagram analysis, channel-servo operation,
video decoder. and range circuits theory.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3, semester hours as an
elective in electncity or electronics (8/74).
lowerdivision
in '
the
baccalagreate/ associate degree category. 3
semester hours as an elective in electncity
or electronics (8/74) t
NV-1715-0762
MK 27 GYROCOMPASS MAINTENANCE.
CLASS C

Course Number. A.670-0026.
Location: Development did

Training
Center. San Diego, CA: 2 weeks (60,hours).
Exhi
tes: 3/74-Present
Objectives: To train personnel with previ

ous electrical training to maintain the MK
27 gyrocompass.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the pnnciples, maintenance. and
repair of the MK 27 gyrocompass and in
struction on the use of required test and
monitonng equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 1 semester hour in
small equipment repair (6/75). In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in basic instrumentation (6/75)

NV-1715-0763
LAUNCHER TECHNICIAN

*

Course Number: A.633-0016.

ir

Location: Guided Missiles School. Dam
Neck. VA. *,
Length: 11 weeks (384 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/7I-Present.

To provide training

Objectives

in all

weapon systems in use aboard Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) submannetk

Instruction: Classroom and laboratory in
struction in submarine subsysterrarj, including
hydraulics, pneilmatics, electnc power &km-

eration, and engineenng power Iplant. navi
gattonal subsystems. fire control. rockets
and missiles, missile guidance and flight
control. mechanical and electncal launcher
subsystems, and electncal, power, and hydraulic test and calibration equipment.
Credit RecOmmendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 4 semesterjiburs in hydraulic. pneumatic. or electrical systems
(6/75)-,

in

the

lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category. 6
semester hours in hydraulic, pneumatic., or
electncal systems (6/75), in the 'upper-division baccalaureate category. 4 semester

NV-1715-0765

,

MAINTENANCE
Course Number. C-102-3831, C-102-0242

cises in the operation of electronic sensor

equipment, characteristics of underwater

Location: Air Maintenance Training De.
tachment, El Toro, CA, Air Maintenance

sound signals, analysis of target v ignals,
radar fundamentals and operation, and
active and passive acoustics
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (6/75); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (6/75).

Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present
Objectives: To, train fleet maintenance
personnel to maintain the Shoehorn aircraft
radar system
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the Shoehorn aircraft radar system.
including radar review, logic symbology.
corrosion control, introduction to planned

NV-1715-0768

maintenance. and decibels, and purpose.

TACTI
Cou
Loco

compbnents, operational block diagrams.

and interface and test equipment of the
radar homing _rand warning system, the

4

L ELECTRONIC WARFARE

'umber: D-00-0032
Fleet Airborne

Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present
Objectives: To train pilots and flight offi-

radar receiver. the countermeasures set. the
countermeasures receiver and transmitter,

and the

countermeasures chaff dispenser set.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in electronics on
the gams of institutional evaluation (3/74);
in
the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
credit in electronics on the basis of Institutional evaluation (3/74)

:

cers in the concepts, planning, and. tech-

niques of electronic warfare
Instruction: Classroom and prattical training in active and passive electronic warfare
policies and tactics and operation of vanous
electronic warfare systems and equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

NV-1715-0766

certificate category. 2 semester hours in
electronics (6/75). in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category,

ELECTRONICS OFFICERS <MAINTENANCE,

semester hour i?i electronics (6/75).

1

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Electronics Officers School.
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: Version 1. 48 weeks (1440 hours).
Version 2: 52 weeks (1620 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 12/63412/68.
Version 2: 1/58-11/63.
Objectives: To provide officers who have
electronics backgiounds with advanced
training in electronics and Ranagement
skills.

.

Instruction: All

Versions.

Lectures and

practical exercises in mathematics, including,

algebra a41 tngonometry. basic electncity
and electronics, including circuit analysis,
motors, generators, power supplies, vacuum
tubes, amplifiers, ancLoscillators, and modu-

lation and detection, energy transmission.
servomechanisms, and test equipment operation. Version 1. Instruction includes calculus. physics, digital numbers, and Boolean
algebra, and semiconductors. Version 2 Instruction emphasizes special equipment operation
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
lower-dilasion
baccalau,reate/associate
degree category. 24 semester hours in elec.

n-1-

'-t O
11.

electronic sensor equipment.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratory exer-

RF -4B SHOEHORN ORGANIZATIONAL

the tagging and blanking' unit.

SENSOR OPERATOR

Course Number: D-210-0020.
Location: Fleet Airborne

NV,1715-0769
E-2B DETECTION SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-104-3471.
°.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. North Island, CA
:-V`ngth: 2 weeks (80 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 10/73-Present

Objectives: To train electronics technicians in the maintenance of the E-2B. detection system
Instruction: Instruction in radar principles, data acquisition. encoding, trouble-

shooting, and test instrument usage
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in

electronics laboratory (6rs), in the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree category,. I semester hour in electronics laboratory (6175)

NV-1715-0770
ASROC LALNCHI'G GBOLP MK 16
Course Number A-I21-0010

Navy
mg Detachment, New River, NC, Air

Location: ,Gunner's Mate Class C, Great
Lakes, IL
Length: 10 weeks (450 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/69-4/76

Maintenance Training Detachment, Santa
Ana, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI; Air Mainte-

Objectives: To provide gunner's mates
with training in the maintenance, adjustment, and operation of the Launching

nance

Detachment,

Imperial

Beach, CA, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA, Air Maintenance

egory, 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (6/75), in the upper - division baccalaureate category, credit in electronics labo-

ratory on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/75).

0

Training Detachment, North Island, CA,

NV-1715-0776

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in ASROC weapon system, launching
group Mk 16, administration and supply,

Air

E28 ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

transmitters, power train, power drive amplifier, elevation power drive, launcher and
missile simulator and checkout, hydraulic
and electronic systems, and hydraulic and

Objectives: To provide maintenance personnel with the technical knowledge neces-

Group Mk. 16

Maintenance Training Detachment,
Key West, FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/70-Present

stand Mk 107 and carriage Mk 7, relay

sary to maintain a specific military radio
set

Instruction: Lectures ancl practical exercises in the operation of the AN/ARC-52
radio receiver and transmitter with instruction in diagnosis, troubleshooting, maintenance, and repair of specific subsections of

pneumatic devices
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 4 semester hours in

electro-mechanical laboratory (6/74)., in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower- division
degreecategorv, i semester hour in electromechanical labOratory (6/75)

the equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

AN/TRN-z8,

CLASS

NV-1715-0774
AN/AQA-7 i V)

SONAR COMPUTERRECORDER GROUP IN TERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

C

Course Number: C-103.2027

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises, in block diagram analysis. trouble-

shooting techniques: electronic circuitry.

encoding, transmission and system align-

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronic systems repair (6/75), in the
baccalaureate/ associate

lower-division

degree category, I semester hour in electronic laboratory (6/75)
NV-1715-0772
AN/SQA-i 3 Al. 7 INDEPENDENT

ARIABLE
DEPTH SONAR OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: Version

1

Version 2 K-041-1124
Location: Fleet Training

Diego, CA
1

K-041-2019

Center. San

2 weeks (60 hours)

Version 2. 3 weeks (90 hours)

Exhibit Dates: Version 1 1/744Piesent
Version 2 6/71-12/73
Objectives: To train personnel to operate,
maintain. and repair a variable depth sonar
Front mechanism

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic hydraulics. basic electricity.
and specialized subassemblies related to a
military sonar hoist mechanism
Credit Recommendation: 6erston 1. Credit
is not recommended because of the limited

echnical nature of the course (6/75)

Ver-

sion 2. In the vocational certificate category. I semester hour in basic electrical laboratory (6/75)

NV-1t15-0773
AN/ARC-52 RADIO SET INTERMEDIATE.
MAINTENANCE

Course Number. C-IO2-3019

Location: Air Maintenance Teaming Detachment. Meridian. MS. Air Maintenance
Training Detachment. Patuxent River. MD:
Air Maintenance Training Detachment.
Moffett Field, CA. Mr Maintenance Train-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Mond, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To provide maintenance technicians with overall knowledge of a specialized electronics system
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to Include block diagram and functionof
al
communications/navigations syttem, detection system and data links, system interface;
basic operation and troubleshooting, removardnd replacement of Weapons Replaceable
Assemblies (WRAs); installation procedures, and test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (6/75)

Location: Mr Maintenance Training Detachment, Patuxent River, MD, Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Moffett Field,
CA, Air- Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil Field, FL
Length: 11 weeks (440 hours)'
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-PiEserit
Objectives: To train ponnel in the

Exhibit, Dates: 4/73-Present
Objectives: To train technicians to maintain electronic air traffic control equipment

ment, and dnve development.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Course Number: C -102 -3479

Course Number: C-102-3075

Length: 6 weeks (2(X) hours)

Length: Version

in

basic communications laboratory (6/75)

NV-1715-0771

`

Training

1.-251

maintenapce procedures M. a sonar com-

.

puter-redorder and the
equipment.

specialized

test

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the theory. operation, and maintenance of a sonar computer-recorder. includ-

ing demultiplexer, frequence, multiplier
storer, spectrum analyzer-quantizer, and

digital memory units to Include fault localization, fault isolation, cornlaonent replacement. disassembly, interchange. reassembly.
alignment adjustment. and safety pr
nom and checkout procedures
d.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester
hours
in
certificate category. 3
communications electives, in communications laboratory (6/75). In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in communications lab:
oratory (6/75)
1

'NV-1715-0777
E-2B AIRBORNE TACTICAL. DATA SYSTEMS
IATDS, OPERATOR TRAINING

Course Number: D-102-0001.

Location: Carner Airborne Early Warning Trainnig Squadron 120, Norfolk, VA
Length: 15 weeks (523 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present

Objectives: To providy personnel with

basic skills to operate. maintain, and troubleshoot the specialized aircraft tactical data
system of the E-2B aircraft
Instruction': Lectures and practical exercises

in

block diagram description

and

troubleshooting procedures for detection,
computer, communication, and navigation
Subsystems. and ,the aircraft communication

and navigation system, with emphasis on
test equipment, fault isolation. and basic deployment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

ceryficate category, 6 semester hours in
electrical laboratory (b/75)
NV-1715-0778
BASIC POINT DEFENSE SURFACE MISSILE

NV-1715-0775

SYSTEM

AN/ALR-54 COUNTERMEASURES
RECEMINSG SET INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number:it-102-338Q

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment. Lakehurst. NJ, Air Maintenance,
Training Detachment, Imperial Beach. CA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present

Course Number. A -121 -0122.
Location: Combat Systems

Technical
School Command. Mare Island. CA
Length: 20 weeks (353 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/71- Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the op-.
eratioh. maintenance, troubleshooting. and
repair of specialized military equipment

-Objectives: To provide instruction in the
maintenance of electronic countermeasures

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the prinZiples of amplituk modulascialized
tion and detection. analysis

receiving equipment.
Instruction: InstruCtion covers theory and
practical applications of specific circuits.

trouble isolation procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational.

RF detection. video display, power, sup-

plic5, logic boards. and filters. and practical
exercises in circuit analysis. troubleshooting.
and repair
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in'
electronics laboratory (6/75). in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

0.9

electronic systems. and maintenance and

certificate category. 7 semester hours in
electrical test and maintenance (6/75); in

baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 1 semester hour in electncal test and maintenance (6/75)
the tower - division

NV-1715-079'

1-252

COURSE EXHIBITS
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: I/77cPresent.

ELECTRONIC WARFARE
FUNDAMENTALS AND PRIVEN1 NI.
MAINTENANCE. TF,CHNOIOGY

I.

2

Version 2: 3/72-12/76

Objectives: To provide,electromcs techni-

(Electronic Warfare
Fundamentals /Technology, Class Al)

cians with instruction in °the operation,

ELECTRONIC WARFARE

termeasures systems

FUNDAMENTALS AND PRE'I'NTIE
MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY
ELECTRONIC WARFARE TECHNICIAN,.

3

CLASS A (A-1 i.
FUNDAMENTALS/BASIC OPERATOR

(Electronic Warfare Technician. Clais
_A (A-1), Fundamentals)
Course Number: Version 1: A-IO2-0209, A102-0214. Version 2: A-IO2-0154 All VerSIOns A-102:0093
Location:. Version

1.

Naval Technical

''Training Center.' Corry Station. Pensacola.
FL. 14rsion 2. Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station. Perisacola, FL Version 3: Schools Command, Treasure Island,
CA.
Length: Version 1:417-19 weeks (680-760
hours). Version 2. 17-1r weeks (680-760
hours). Version 3: 17-21 weeks (595-121
hours)
Exhibit' Dates: Version I. 2/77- Present,
Version 2. 4/75-1/71 Version 3 3/72-3/73

Objectives: To provide technicians with
the fundamentals of transistor/vacuum tube
electronics necessary to maintain and repair
..
electronic warfare systems
Instruction: All Versions. Classroom and

laboratory instruction in electronic circuit
theory including linear and nonlinear circuits. motors. antennas, power- supplies, re-

ceiver pnnceptes, pulse and video display
circuits. deception repeaters. transmission
systems, electrotnagnetic devices, and,electronic systems maintenance Version 1. Includes instruction in'digital techniques
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 I

the

vocational certificate category, 3 se ester
ital
hours fit semiconductor devices, 3 in
techniques. 3 in communications circuits,
and 3 in UHF systems (1/77)7 in the lowerdivision baccalaureate /associate degree cat-

egory. credit in semiconductor devices and
basic digital systems on the basis of institutional evaluation (1/77) Version 2 In the
vocational certificate category. 3 semester
hours insenuconductoi devices. 3 in UHF
systems, and 3 in communications circuits
the
lower-division
(1/77).
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category.
credit in semiconductor devices on the basis

of institutional evaluation (1/77). Version 3:
In the vocational certificate category. 3 semester hours in fundamentals of electronic
circuit theory (6/75); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in fundamentals of electron-

ic circuit theory (6/75); in the uppfr-divicategory. I semester
hoer in electronics laboratory (6/75)
sion

baccalaureate

NV-1715-0780
,...

ELECTRONIC WARFARE gitECTRONIC '
SLPPORT MEASLRES SYSTEM

'MAINTENANCE. CLASS A
ELECTRONIC WARFARE TECHNICIAN.
CLASS,A (A -fl. ELECTRONIC
SUPPORT MEASURES SYSTEM

MAINTENANCE

,

Course Number. Version I. A-102-022f
Alf Versions: A-102.-0094
Location: Version 1: Nay! Technical
Training Center, Corry Station. Pensactfla,
FL. Version 2: Schools Command. Treasure
Island. CA
Length: Persion 1. 7-12 weeks (280-480
2 12-14 weeks (360-420
hours). Version, ,.

liburs).

maintenance, Jnd repair of electronic coun-

Instruction: Classroom and laboratory instruction in the use of specialized test equipment and the operation and maintenance of
complex electronic circuitry.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 6 semester
hours in electronic maintenance (1/77). All
Versions: In the vocational certificate category, 4-semester hours in maintenance and
repair of electronic systems (6/75); in the
lower-division
baCcalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (6/75)
NV-1715-0781
ELECTRONIC WARFARE DECEPTION
REPEATER SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE.

AN/SLQ-22EDV)I
(Electronic Warfare Deception Repeater
Systems

Maintenance,

AN/SLQ-

22A(V)2)
(Electronic Warfare Technician. Class A
(A-3), Deception Repeater Systems
Maintenance)

(Electronic Warfare Technician. Class A
(A-3). Electronic , Countermeasures
Systems Maintenance)
Course Number: A-102-0236, A-102-0219,
A-102-0095
Training
Location:
Naval Technical
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL,
Schools Command, Treasure Island. CA
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present
Objectives: To train technicians in the op-

eration and repair/ of electronic countermeasures systems
' Instruct-arm: Classroom and laboratory instruction in block diagram theory, circuit
analysis. and troubleshooting techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

'certificate category. 4 semester hours in
UHF electronics maintenance (1/77)

NV1715-0782
ELECTRONIC WARFARE TECHNICIANXLASS.
A (A-4). TACTICAL OPERATIONS
Course Number: A -102 -0096

Location!. Schools Command. Treasure
Island. CA
Length: 10 weeks (350 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectives: To train technicians in the
principles of electronic warfare systems.
Instruction: Classroom and laboratory instruction in electronic warfare analysis and
specific hardware systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 2 semester hours in
electronic systems repair laboratory techniques
(6/75); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, I
semester sour in electronic systems repair
laboratory techniques (6/75).
NV-1715-0783
SONAR AN/SQS-39 THROUGH 36 AND
ASPEC MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-130-0043

, Location: Fleet Sonar School. Key West.
FL.
Length: 10 weeks (330 hours)'
Exhibit Dates: 8/69-Present
Objectives: To train personnel to service
and maintain a specific military sonar
system.

n-- +-r

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of a specific sonar
,system to Include troubleshooting, calibration, DC power supply circuits, AC pgwer
distribution, time base generators, and other
related sonar circuitry
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics (6/75)

N.V-1715-0784
TORPEDOMAN'S MATE., CLASS A,:
SUBMARINE AND SURFACE
'PREREQUISITE

-

Course Number: A -123 -0148.

Location: Naval training Center, Orlando, FL.
Length: 2 weeks (67 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present

Objectives: To provide' personnel with
basic skill-lee) training in hand tools afd
electrical measurement idevices prerequisite
to entry in the Torpedoman's Mate, Class A
program.

Tnstniction:,,Classroom and 'practical instruction in common hand tools. basic electricity, VOM's, megohmmeters, and soldering techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category.
basic test equipment (6/75) ,
1

NV-1715-0785
TORPEDOES MK 36 MOD I, MK 33 MOD I,

ADD AWTT MK 32
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number. A-123-0145

Location: Service Schools Comiliand. Orlando. FL
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Objectives: To provide personnel with
knowledge of introductory operational and
maintenance procedures for torpedoes

Instruction: Instruction includes physical
and operational characteristics and firing
craft procedures for the surface/craft-fired
antisubmarine warfare weapons.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended ,because of the military-specific
.ij,ature of the course (6/75)

NV-1715-0/86
TORPEDO MK 35 MODS I AND 2 TEST

EQUIPMEN INTER4DIAtE
MAINTENANCE,

Course Number: A-123-0137.
1-ocation: Service, Schools Command, 9r4

lando. FL .
-Length: 2 weeks (210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To trim personnel in the use
and maintenance of-torpedo test equipment.

Instruction: Instruction and practical experience in the maintenance of various test
sets. inpluding preparation for use, component replacement and adjustment. performance tests, troubleshooting, and operational
checks.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is,not rec-,
omrpended because of the militaryspecific
nature of the course (6/75).

NV 1715-0787

0

TORPEDO MK 37 MO( S 0, I. 2, AND 3
ORGANIZATION L MAINTENANCE
Course Number. A-I23-0143,

Location: Service Schools Command. Orlando. FL.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)

1
or

.,

1-253

Navy
Exhibit Dhtes: 1/70-Oresent
Objectives: To provide personnel with in-

including mechanical handling, installation
of fittings, and test monitoring.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/75).

gory, 6 semester hours in radar systems and
measurements (11/77)

troductory training in the maintenance of
torpedoes aboard operating submarines.

Instruction: Instruction includes physical
and operational characteristics of the torpedo, pre-loading and ;Unloading procedures;
patrol maintenance. emergency. and postfire procedures; and film analysis
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/75.)
NY-1715-0788
TORPEDO MK 37 MODS 0. 2. AND 3 TEST
EQL IPMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A123-0134
Location: Service Schools Yommand. Or-

lando. FL..
Length: 7 weeks (200 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present

Objectives: To train technicians in test
procedures for torpedo test equipment
Instruction: Instruction and practical
training in The use and mamtenance of torpedo test equipment
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific

( nature of the course (6/75)

TORPEDO MK r MODS -0, 2. AND 3
INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-123-0133

Location: Service Schools Command.'0,r-

land°. FL
Length: 14 weeks (424 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the
maintenance of torpedo control systems
Instruction: Instruction_ and practical
training in the mainteM;tnce of electrical

control systems for torpedoes. including
troubleshooting procedures and functions of
basic control system components
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
mature of the course (6/75}

NV- 1715 -070
AN/SPS-43A/37A RADAR SET
(AN /SPA- 37/37A Radar Sets. AN/SPACountermeasures

AN/SKQ-2

NV-1715-0795

Course Number: A-I21-0113

SUBROC MISSILE MK 28 MOD 0 TEST

Location: guided Missiles School, Mare

EQUIPMENT INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Island, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (100 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 /70- Present,

Course Number: A-121-0145

Objectives: To provide technicians with
practical training in the operation, adjustment, and maintenance of telemetry sys-

Location: Service Schools-Command, Orlando, FL

tems.

Objectives: To train personnel to use the
circuit schematics of the( SUBROC missile

Length: 20 weeks (632 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-Present

Instruction: Instruction includes electronic
circuitry, block diagram analysis, and troubleshooting techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic equipment laboratory (6/75)

and to service test equipment for trouble
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

analysis.
cises

TARTAR MK 152 COAPUTER COMPLEX
Course Number: A-150-0079, A-150-0080

Location: Guided Missiles School, Mare
Island, CA, Guided Missiles School. Dam
Neck, VA

maintenance of computer systems. digital
computer Interfaces, and signal converters
associated with fire control ctimputers
Instruction: Instruction and practical expenence in the operation and maintenance
of interface and signal conversion equipment for computer systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate 'category, 2 Semester hours in

computer interfaci. circuits' (6/75). in the

II baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category. 2 semester hours in computer interface circuits (6/75)

Receiving

Group. and AN/SPS-43/43A Radir
Sets Differences)
Course Number. A-104-0149

Location: Service School Cdmmand, San
Diego. CA
Length: n weeks (330 hours)
Exhibit Dates, 11/77-Present

Objectives: To tram electronics techni-

ciaas with the knowledge of radar and
ECM to operate. maintain. and calibrate
specified radar sets and the AN/SPA-63
countermeasures receiver

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the operation, maintenance and
ANYSPS-37/37A.
of the
calibration

1

NV-17-4.0796
.

"RjiiikOD KY-s3i TACAN (TAcricAt
tit NAVIGATION,/ INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-102.3098,

Location:, Air Maintenance' Training Detachment, El:',Ikiro),CA. Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, Oceana, VA; Air
Maintenance 'Training Detachment. Whidbey Island, WA.
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Prese,nt

NV-1715-0793

Objectives: To provide avionics maintenance personnel with ufitruction in the

TALOS RADAR AN/SPW-2B
Course Number. A-104-0085
Location: Naval Schools Command..Mare

cises in TACAN theory, pulse decoder,
block diagram analysis. and troublesher

7

maintenance of the TACAN system.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

mg

Length: 16-18 weeks (534-590 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Preserit.

Objectives: To train perspnnel in the operattop, maintenance. troaleshooting. and
repair of specialized radar equipmelit.
instruction: Practical training. In operational' pnnciples - of general punlose test
equipment, including oscilloscopes, power
and frequency meters. and specialized military equipment Topics also include circuit
analysis and maintenance and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in
elictronics maintenance (6/75)
.

NV;11.1511794

$

SUBROC MISSILE MK 28 MOD I

.1

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE

Course Namber: A-121-0144
radar sets and the
Includes -4 1 Location: Service Schools Command. OrANSPA-63 ECM receiver
lando. FL,s.
. system parameters. power supplies and-§
Length: 7,eeks (326 hours).
stnbunon. pulse generators and exciters. mMug'
Exhibit Dates; 1/70-Present
dulators and power amplifiers. power mon-Objectives: To train personnel to test. as
for and vswr circuits. antenna and auto-tune
semble. disasseipble, and perform intermedisystem. receiver ctrcults, test equipment
ate maintenapa- On the SUBROC guided
usage. generators.% freepiency counters, and
Oscilloscopes and dvms

AN /SPS- 43/43A

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

checkout and assembly of the

in

SUBROC missile to cover circuitry and circuit _tractng, test equipment and test equipment calibration, trouble 'iselation; operational checks, and electronic fundamentals
Credit Recommendatibt In the vocational
certificate category,' 10 semester hours in
equipment repair and maintenance, 1 in test
equipment;laboratory (6/7,5), in the lowerdivisio4 baccalaureate/agOciate degree catsemester hour in test equipment
egory,
laboratory (6/75)A
..

NV-1715-0792

Island. CA,

MAINTF,NANt'E°t ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN. CLASS CI )
63

TELEMETERING GROUND STATION

Length: 9 weeks (283,hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/.71-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the

NV -1715 -0789

.

NV-1715-0791

Instruction: Lecjures and practical exer-

cises in identificatMn and assembly of parts.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in air,
craft electronics (6/75)

Ny-1715-0797
RT-ssi/ASQ RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER
AND KY-3o9/ASQ PLLSE DECODER .
AND RT-547/ASQ-I9

.RiElvER/TRA:ssmITTER AND KY31../ASQ;i9 PL LSE DECODER
INTERMEDIATE MAINT&CAN7CE

Course Numiier, C-102-3044"
Location: Air Maintenance

;Training

Group. Whidbey Island. WA, Air Maintefiance Training Group. Oceana, VA: Air
Maintenance Training Group. Miramar.
CA; Air Maintenance Training Group. El
Toro. CA. Air Maintenance Training
Group., Cherry Point. NC, Air Maintenance
Training Group. North Island. CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours)

Exhibit Rates: 11/73-Present
Objectives: To provide maintenance personnel with knowledge of theory of Operation. tesling, and system troubleshooting
procedures for a military communications
system

4"'

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to include maintenance procedures.
pule decoder circuits. lock diagrams. and

`o

1-254

COURSE EXHIBITS

introduction to receiver. transmitter
theory
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 1 semester hour in electronics laboratory (6/75).
an

the lower-division baccalaureate /associate

degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics laboratory (6/75).
NV-1715-0801
TERRIER ASMD-70 55B RADAR UPDATE

NV-1715-0798
OA-3731/ASM -76 COMPUTER DETECTOR
TEST CONSOLE INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: C-I50-3486

-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island. CA
Length: 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/74-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the
maintenance of a specific computer detector
test console.
Instruction: Instruction in adapter compo-

nents, signal generators, including power
supplies and timing generators, and testing
-theory of ,military computer detection systems

Credit Recommendation: In the vocattonal
certificate category, I semester hour in
basic electronics laboratory (6/75)

(Terner AN/SPG-55B ASMD 70 Radar
Update)
Course Number: A-I00-0023.
Location: Combat Systems

Technical
School Command, Mare Island, CA
Length: 5 weeks (173 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/71-Present

MARINE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROI
COMMLNICATIONS REPAIRMAN.
CLASS C

Course Number. C-103129

Location: Naval Air Tfaining Command,
TN. Air Technical Training
Center. Glynco, GA
4ength: 7 weeks (233 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/73-Present
Slbjectives: To train personnel to inspect.
telt, maintain, and repair a specific military
radio transmitter and receiver and associated communications equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in radio receiver and transmitter maintenance and repair. including system troubleshooting, circuit tracing on a block diagram level, andalignment procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
basic communications laboratory (6/75)
Memphis,

1r

NV-1715-0800
I.

2.

.CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNCIAN O. HIGH
'FREQUENCY DIRECTION FINDING
1HFDF1. COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNICAL CONTROL. CLASS CV
HIGH FREQUENCIDIRECTIOIN FINDING

e

TECHNICAL CONTROL

(Communications Technician "0"'
Branch. HFDF Communications
Technical Control)
,
Course Number A-580-0017
thcation: Naval Technical Training
Center. Corry Station. Pensacola, FL
Length: Version 1. Self-paced 6 weeks
(240 hours). Version 2. 6 weeks (225 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 2/76-Present.
Version 2: 1/70-1/76
Objectives: To train communications tech-

nicians to operate and repair direction finding communications systems.
Instruction: Classroom an practical instruction In special electro c circuits, tele-

° graph. teletype. and com unicadons systems.

Credit Recommendatitin: 'Version J. In the
vocational certificate category. 1 semester
hour in communication equipment oper'anon (1/774i:fawn 2: In the vocational
ory, 4 semester hours in
certificate
electronic syitems maintenance (6/75); in

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronic systems maintente (6/75), in
the lower-division baccalaulate/associate

degree category. I semester hour in electronics laboratory (6/75).

Objectives: To provide personnel, previously trained in radar, with the basic
knowledge and skills required to maintain a
modified radar

Instruction: Lectures and practical training in the operatiqn and maintenance of the
modified radar. Including range tracking
circuits and narrow pulse techniques
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (6/75)

NV-1715-0802
GUNNER'S MATE. CLASS B

NV-1115-0799

Objectives: To train fire control techniclans in the operation and repair of weapon
control systems
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in systems components, alignment,
maintenance- and troubleshooting, including
block diagram analysis, signal flow, and
repair techniques.
Credit RecommendatiOn: In the vocational

Course Number: A-041.0014

Location: Gunner's Mate School, Great
Lakes, IL
Length: 25 weeke(752 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12767-12/73
Objectives: To train personnel in the basic
principles and procedures of operating and
aintainmg gun mounts and associated fire
control circuits '

ction: Lectures and practical exercises n basic electricity and electronics.
mathematics, mechanics, and equipment
troubleshooting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 6 semester hours in
electronics. 2 in electricity. and 1 in mathematics (6/75); in -the lower-division

baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3'
semester hours in electronics and 2 in electricity (6/75), in the upper - division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in electronics on the basis of institutional evaluation (6/75)

NV-1715-0805
TARTAR WEAPONS SYSTEM MISSILE FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEM (MFCS1 MK 74
MODS 6 AND 7

Course Number: A-121-0182, A-121-0183

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA, Naval Schools Commend, -Mare
Island, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (325 hours).
Exhibit Datgs: 3/72-Present,
Objectives: To train senior fire control
technicians to supervise the operation and
maintenance of a Tartar weapon system.
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories in
block diagrams. including maintenance and
operations procedures. and testing and
alignment of weapon system equipment
Credit Reconimenclation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (6/75)
NV-1715-0806
SONAR AN /SQS -26AX RETROFIT
4AINTENANCE

Course Number: A-130-0044

Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Training
Center,

San

Diego.

CA,

Fleet

Sonar

School. Key West. FL..
Length: 26 weeks (794-842 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Preserk
Objectives: To train technicians in the op,
oration and repair of a sonar system.

Instruction: Lectures and laboratory in-

struction in the theory of operation and

preventive and corrective maintenance of
the sonar set and Louis-Allis power supply.

NA/4715-0803
THROUGH 20 FIRE,
CONTROL SYSTEM ( FCS)
MAINTENANCE. CLASS CI'

MK 101 MODS

IT

Course Number. A-113-0057

Location; Fire Control Technteian. CI
C School. Great Lakes. IL.
Length: 21 weeks (710-737 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/71- Present

Objective= To train fire control technicians to operate. adjust. and maintain an underwater fire control system
Instruction: Instruction includes block
chagfam analysts, troubleshooting techniques. electronic circuitry, and electromechanical devices.
Credit Recgmmendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 4 semester hours in
eletromc systems and 2 in electronics laboratory (9/77)

NV-1715-0804
TERRIER WEAPON SYSTEM DLG-28 (CLASS
SYSTEM LEVEL MAINTENANCE1

Course Number. A-121-0098

Location: Guided Missiles School. Mare
Island, CA.
' Length: 13 weeks (450 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/72-Present

Topics Include linear and nonlinear electronic circuits, block diagram analysis, aqd
troubleshooting techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocattonal

certificate category. 6 semester hours in
electronic troubleshooting (8/77)

NV-1715-0807
A-7A/B/E AN/ASW-26/3o AUTOMATIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

(A-7 Automatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance)
Course Number: C-602-3788. C-602-10.

.Location: Air Maintenance Training De-,
tachment, Lemoore. CA. Air Maintenance
Training Detachment. Cal Field. FL.
Length: 2-3 weeks (80-100 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/68- Present.

Objective= To provide Instruction in the
maintenance of an automatic flight control
system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on circuit analysts applied to. flight
control systems, stabilization, and automatic
landing assemblies.
Credit Recommerplation: In the vocational
certificate category. cmsr
2 Sc?; hours sh advanced avionics/electronics maintenance
(6/75).

is
0
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NV-1715-0808

NV-1715-0811

FIRE CONTOL TECHNICIAN CI ASS A,

AN /APX -72 SERIES IFF TRANSPONDER

PHASE. 2SS

Course Number: A-113-0026.
Location:" Service School

Command.

Length: 12 weeks (360 hours)

Objectives: To provide fire control techthe
with
nicians
electrical/electronic/mechanical fundamen0

fire control systems

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in electro - mechanical devices, analog
computers, mechanical integrators, and
trigonometry function generating devices
Credit-Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester 1)ours in

analog computers and electro-mechamcal

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego. CA; Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,

(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS

Ci

(AN/SPS-40B/C/D Radar Set Mainteriance)
Course Number: A-I04-0133

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,

VA

Length: 8 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

NV-1715-0815

knowledge necessary to operate and maintain the AN/SPS-40B/C/D radar set.
_ Justructiom-Gaurse-mcludesgeration_and

(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN. CLASS
Ci)

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/76- Present

Objectives: To provide skills and knowledge necessary to perform preventive and
corrective maintenance required to.maintain
the Mk XII aircraft integration system

Objectives: To provide personnel with the
latest methods in disassembly, repair, and
soldering of miniature printed circuits, components, terminals, circuit board lammalfs

. Instruction: Course includes operation and

and conductors

maintenance
of radar test sets, transponder
.
systems, interrogator systems, interference

Instruction: Practical training in printed
circuit board repair, terminal and connector

timing and tngger generation. frequency
generation; low- and highiower transmitting group. receiver system,,,and test functions
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
communications systems, 2 in electronics
laboratory (11/77)

NV-1715-0810
AN/SRN-18 RADIO SATEI LITE
NAVIGATION SET MAINTENANCE,
CLASS C-1

Course Number: A -102 -0082

Location: Service Schobl Command. San
Diego. CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk.

VA'

Length: 5 weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10177-Present

Objectives: To provide the skills and

knowledge necessary to maintain the
AN/SRN-18 radio navigation set
Instruction:` Includes operation and familAN/SRN-18,
with
iarization,
antenna/recniver signals. DPU. power
Noply, thermal printer. test generator.
system troubleshooting, and supply procedures

Credit Recommendation: In the vocationial

hours In
eimAtoniZ communicators s-sc..s
It

laboratory

pin soldering, micro-electronic circuit soldering, micro-miniature circuit board repair
and parts installation, and micro-electronic

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
comrtunications systems. 3 m electronics
laboratory (11/77)

AIMS MK XII SYSTEM DIFFERENCE,,S

communications

Location: Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,
VA, Service School Command, San Diego.
CA

Length: 16 weeks (480hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/75-Present

NV 1715-0813

connector pin soldering techniques, also includes replacement of components on microrniiiiiture-single-and-double-sided print-

edetreuitboards and7preventivp main?".
nance procedures for the repair station and
associated components
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
Certificate ,category. 3 semester hours in
electronics ,technology (11/77), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division

EQC,IPMENT MAINTENANCE, CLASS

C-i
Course Number: A-10-0064

Location: Service School Command. San
Diego, CA, Fleet Tramin' Center. Norfolk.

semester hour in
degree category,
tronics technology (11/77)

VA. c,
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)

1

Exhibit Dates:' 11/75-Preserl
Objectives: To train eleCtrbRics technicians to operate, repair, maintain and calibrate the accessory equipment AIMS Mk
XII (interrogator and decoder unit) associated with an aircraft Interrogator unit
Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in the operation and purposes of the
Mkc,X11 system. the AN/UPX-27 interroga-

PROSPECTIVE ELECTRONICS MATERIAL

OFFICERPACIFIC FLEET, CLASS C2

Course Number. A-4B-0018

ceiver circuits and troubleshooting and
alignment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

'certificate category. 2 semester hours in
electronics laboratory (11/77)
*J

NV-1715-0814

Maintenance. Class F-1)
Course Number. A-102.0040

elec.-

NV-1715-0816

tor set. and the AN/UPA-59A decoder
group equipment. ceinputer logic. tngger
and encoding circuits, transmitter and re-

0,AN/UP:22.4-12 LORAN RECEIVER SET
MAINTENANCE $ ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN. CLASS CI )
Class
Technician,
(Electopmcs

Electronic

Repair°(2M))
Course Number: A-100-004

VA.

air system, ..00ling,srtem, antenna system,

( 11/77)

(Miniature/Microminiature

Course Number: A-102.0062

the ANT S-4013/C/L)
radar ;et. power control and drsrribuuon,

maintenance

electronic

MINIATURE ELECTRONIC.REPAIR
PROGRAM, CLASS F-i

blankers, and decoders
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

the skills, and

Objectives: To provide

ec-

1

fault isolation procedures
Credit Recdmmendation: In the vocational
tertificate category; I semester hour in
communications systems (11/77)

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, Norfolk,

AN/SPS-4oB RADAR SET MAINTENANCE

.

I

non, delay crank section, master pedestal
section, pedestal generator section, sweep
section, AFC section, and alignment and

Instruction: Topics include theoretical
and practical instruction in operation, maintenance, alignment, adjustment, and repair
,
of a transponder system.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

1

NV-1715-0809

and

set
fistruction: Topics include operation and
familiarization, functional block diagram,

gation system

NV-1715-0812
AIMS MK XII 1FF SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

*-

Objectives: To provide the skills

Objectives: To provide skills and. training
perform reventive and corrective maintenance'on an aircraft interro-

semester hours: in analog computers and
tory (6/75): in the upper-division baccalausemester hour in laborareate category,
tory (6/75)

Training

knowledge necessary to operate and maintain the AN/UPN-12(A) Loran receiver

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 12/75-Present.

electronics or aircraft electronics (11/77).

electro-mechanical systems and 1 in labora-

Fleet

Length: 2 weeks (60-80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/75-Present.

Course Number: A-102-0063.

(6/75), in the lower - division
baccalaureate/associate degree category. 4

systems

SC,

Center, Norfolk. VA

VA.

Exhibit Dates: I/67-Present

1

Center, Charleston.

SYSTEM MAINTENN&CE

(AN /APX -72 Maintenallt e. Class C-I)

Great Lakes, IL

tab

Location: Service School Command, San

Diego, CA, Fleet Mine Warfare Training

Location: Service School Command, San c,
Diego. CA,
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present
Objectives: ,Tp provide the knowledge
and skills necessary to dminister and supervise the electronics maintenance division on
board a Pacific fleet ship
Instruction: Course includes audio-tutor?l
instruction in electronics materials management; communications systems. radar sys-

tems, navigation aids, electronic warfare,
safety, paining programs, and test equipment management
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

C.

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (10/77),

NV-1715-087

,40
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DD-063 CLASS ELECTRONIC WARFARE
SUITE

Set
(Countermeasures
Receiving
AN/WLR-1C (IV) Class F-1)
Course Number: A-102-0203.
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center. Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: 8-9 weeks (320-360 hours)
Exhibit 'Dates: 12/76-Present
Objectives: Provides electronic warfare

team training and technical maintenance in
electronic support measures systems for the
Spruance class destroyer
Instruction: Provides training in oper-

ations under simulated conditions, alignment, rep
d preventive maintenance of
IC ('V) with Band 10 and
the AN
AN/WL
IA
ecommendation: In the vocational

Credit

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronic maintenance (1/77)
NV-1715-0818
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN M, BASIC
BULLSEYE MAINTENANCE

( Bullseye Sysiem Basic Maintenance)
Course Number: A-102.0151
Location: Naval Technical Training

Center, Cbrry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: 8 weeks (308-320 hours)
'
Exhibit Dates: 11/74-Present
Objectives: To teach personnel with the
cryptologic technician M rating to perform

basic electronic maintenance on the Bull-

NV-1715-0820

NV-1715.0823

RESERvE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN

RESERVE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
NAVAL SECURITY GROUP
ORIENTATION

INTERMEDIATE CRYPTANALYSIS

(Reserve Naval Security Group-13.1 Intermediate Cryptanalysis)
Course Number: A-232-0056.
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present,

Objectives: To provide working knowl'edge of the cryptanalync techniques and
practical experience in solving Transposition

ciphers and polygraphic substitution systems employing large tables and small maincluding four-square, two-square,
and Playfair cipher syStems, and cryptosystems employing Irregular cipher-text units
Instruction: Instruction consists of a brief
review of cryptographic. terminology and
techniques used in the solution of unilateral
and 'Multilateral substitution systems, including transposition ciphers and-various-poly=
graphic substitution systems
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/77)
trices,

NV-1718-0821

1

equipment block diagrams of the various
subsystems; Preventive maintenance and
minor corrective maintenance proCedures
AN/FLR-11. AN/FRA-54, and the
AN/FRQ-15 are also taught
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

basic traffic analysis
Instruction: Course includes the construc-

applicable to}he OPEG. AN/FRD-10,
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
communications electronics (1/77)

NV-1715-0819
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN M, BULLSEYE
NA RROwBAND MAINTENANCE
-

Narrowbando Maintenance
(Bullseye
Technician)
Course Number. A-102-0152.
Location: Naval Technical Training

Center, Corry Station. Pensacola, FL.
Length: 28 weeks (1120 hoursj.
Exhibit Dates: 8/74-Present
Objectives: To provide personnel with the
cryptologit technician M rating with sufficient training to perform electronic maintenance on the Bullseye Narrowband system
Instruction: Subjects covered Include
..pnnaples. history, and evaluation of highfrequency direction finding; antenna types
and construction; electromechanical, electrical. and electronic theory, principles of operation. preventive and corrective mainte-

nance procedures and techniques on the

high-frequency, direction-finding equipment. proper use of test equipment to evalu-

ate high-frequency. direction-finding antenna systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category. 6 semester hours in
electronic
(1/77);

procedures
troubleshooting
the
. lower - division

In

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
he.off

ntrrvi

t

rnputer

science, 3 in ..omputer techmoan training
(1/77)

Center, arreStation, Pensacola, FL.

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present.
Objectives: To familiarize the student

with the organization, mission, and functions of the Naval security group and other

cryptologic agencies engaged in the national intelligence effort.
Instruction: Course introduces the student
to all phases of Naval secunty group operations including Morse, non-Morse, radiotelephone, communications security, electronic intelligence (ELJNT), processing and rdporting, special identification techniques, re-

search and development, general service

and Naval security group special communication, communications security material
'system, Armed Forces courier service, and
an innioduction to elementary applications
of cryptanalysis and traffic analysis
Credit Recommendation:,Crecit is not recommended bebause of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/77)

NV-1715.0824

RESERvE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
PROCESSING AND REPORTING. PHASE

(Processing and Reporting)
(Reserve Naval Secunty Group-3)
'Course Number: A-232-0050 ,
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station: Pensacola, FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present

direction-finding
high-frequency,
seye
(HFDF) system.
Iristruction: Includes instruction and practical application on the Bullseye systeqand

(Reserve Naval Security Group-1)
Course Number: A230-0015
Location; Naval Technical Training

Objecthes; To provide an introduction tq

tion of communications net diagrams by

analysis of call signs and message externals
of intercepted traffic.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/77).
NV-1715-0822
RESERvE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
. PROCESSING AND'REPORT1NG, PHASE

lI

(Processing and Reporting)
(Reserve Naval Secunty Groupz4)
Course Number: A-23-0054:
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola. FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present

RESERVE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN, BASIC
- CRYPTANALYSIS

(Reserve Naval Secunty Group-13)
Course Number: A-232-0055
Location: Naval Technical

Trainirrik
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide the student with a
basic knowledge.of cryptographic terminology. cryptanalysis techniques, and experience in solving unilateral substitution systems employing standard and mixed' alphabets. multilateral substitution with single
equivalent alphabets. and multilateral substitution with variants.
Instruction: Instruction,covers cryptanalytic terminology and definition, basic statistical analySis, unilateral and multilateral substitution Opfiers.' and key and keyword recovery
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommend&f because of the military-specific,
nature of tilt course (1/77).

NV-1715-0825
4 RESERVE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
SIMULATED OPERATIONAL TRAINING
PHASE I

(Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated Operational Training Phase I).
Course Number: A-232-0051.
Location: Naval Technical

Training

Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Objectives: To gain knowledge of the
2 weeks (80 hours).
report writing phase of processing and re- /".". .Length:
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present
porting operations and to gain practical exObjectives: To provide team training in
perience in the preparation of the special intelligence product and technical' reports
Instruction: Student will obtain practical
experience in assembling and correlating
special intelligence materials, in fusing col
lateral; in writing special intelligence prod-

uct reports, in selecting the proper vehicle
for electrical reporting and preparing it for
transmissions, and,m preparing special Intel
ligence product and technical reports in required machinable mampulatne formats
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military specific

nature of the vrse (1/77)
O

4

collection.cryptanalysts, traffic analysis, reporting an forwarding of intercept materials.

Instruction:

Simulates

operations

per-

formed by a small Naval secunty detachment. Using analytic techniques, the group
studies complex encrypted rotating call
signs and frequency rotas to determine organization and composition (order-of-battle)

of the enemy Under supervision, students

....my simulated enemy traffic, perform basic

traffic analysis and cryptanalysis, and prepare special intelligence reports for electrical forwarding.

,

1-257

Navy
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
,nature of the course.(I/77)

RESERVE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN

PHASE II

(Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated Operations Training Phase II)
CoursesNumber: A-232-0057
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, COrry Station, Pensacola. FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present

operations

per-

formed by a small Naval security group division afloat tyx applying various cry-ptanalysis and traffic analysis techniques to simu-

lated enemy intercept Complex problems,
including encrypted rotating call signs and
frequencies are analyzed to determine the
location, organization, ,and composition

of the

enemy

NV-1715-0829

Subjects include correspondence writing,
equipment operation, training develop,ment,
and operational planniffg.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific

.

nature of the cou4 rse (1/77).

CR4TOLOGIC TECHNICIAN M, CLASS A3

(Cryptologic Technician Maintenance)

NV-1715-0832

Course Number: A -102 -0109

Objectives: To provide advanced training
in collection, direction finding, cryptanalysis, traffic analysis, reporting and forwarding of intercept materials
Simulates

troubleshooting computer systems and sub(1/77), in the lower-division
baccalaureate,associate degree category, 4
semester hours in applied computer systems
(1/77)
systems

SIMLATED OPERATIONAL TRAININt,

(order-of-battle)

safety precautions and procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

N V- 1715 -082

Instruction:

Objectives: TO provide formal training for
the aviation officer assigned to an electronic
tactical
a
warfare officer billet in
air/antisubmarine Warfare squadron.,
Instruction: Topics include technology,
publications,
organization,
equipment,
weapons systems, training, and operations

tenance procedures for the CP-818A computer and associated I/O devices. Includes

Students

copy simulated enemy chatter -and traffic,
sort and log intercept, perform cry ptanalysis and traffic analysis and prepare daily
special intelligence summaries and technical
reports for electrical forwarding
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/77).
I

NV-17154827
RESERVE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
5411..LATED OPERATIONAL TRAINING

PHASE, III
(Reserve Naval Security Group Simulat -.
,ed Operationsyfraining Phase III)

NAVAL SECURITY GROUP DIRECT SUPPORT

Training
Location: %vat Technical
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: Self-paced 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 2/77-Present.
Version 2: 8/74-1/77

OPERATIONS

(Officer Direct Support Operations, Class
C4)
Course Number: A-313.0012.i

Objectives: To teach basic electronic
maintenance of equipment used in conjunction with cryptologic mission.
Instruction: Emphasis is on equipment
configurations and procedures used in

Loellion:

Objectives: To provide a realistic operational environment for advanced training
in traffic analysis including reporting and
forwarding of intercept materials

Instruction: Course simulates the operation of a small Naval security group division afloat, located off the coast of a.hypothetwal country. During theoretical crisis,
students are responsible for quick and accurate special intelligence responses Problems
generated include advanced traffic analysis

Instruction: Course provides training in
the mission, task, and functions of the direct
support unit, includes operational objectives
and operational and management reports
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/77)

common and special purpose test equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

vocational certificate category. 3 semester
hours in electronic test equipment (1/77); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

NV-1715-0833
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN R HIGH
FREQUENCY DIRECTION FINDER

degree category, 3 semester hoursr digital
systems fundamentals (1/77) Version 2: In
the vocational certificate category. 3 semester hours in electronic test equipment

(HFDF)

ator. Class C3)
Course Number: A-231-0012.
Location: Naval Technical

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of of the course (1/771

NV-1715-0828
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIXN 1FLEXSCOP
MAINTENANCE. CLASS 3
Course Number, A-102-0079

Training
Location:; Naval Technical
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola. FL
Length: 24 weeks (948-960 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present
Objectives: To teach performance of preventive and corrective maintenance on the
CP-818 computer. Flexscop systems. and
line printer
the
Instruction: lit-depth coverage of programming logic diagram analysis and main-

Length:
hours).

CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN M, BULLSEYE
WIDEBAND MAINTENANCE

Self-paced

5

weeks (188-200

Exhibit Dates: I/77-Present.
backgrou'nd.
Objectives: To provide
theory, and knowledge of procedures nec-

(Bullseye Wideband Maintenance Technician, Class 3)

essary to operate direction-finding equip-

Course Number: A-102.-Q153

ment in current use

Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola. FL
-Length: 28 weeks (1108-1120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/74-Present.
Objectives: To teach personnel. with cryptologic technician M rating to perform electronic maintenance on the Bullse'ye WideLocation:

Instruction: Subjects include history and

theory of direct finding, review of mathematics and basic radio theory. review of
security practices and principles, calibration

and operation of equipment and systems,
charts, plotting, and fixes, communications
practices and procedures, and simulated

band system.

Instruction: Teaches preventive and cop
and AN,'FRA-54 equipment and associated

ligence summaries are prepared and forwarded electrically

Training

Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.

NV-1715-0830

address system reconstruction Special intel-

OPERATOR

(High Frequency Direction Finder, Oper-

(1/77)

rective maintenance an the AN,'FLR-11,

Training

unit.

maintenance docu'inentation; safety precautions and practices, principles of operation
and maintenance of antenna and RF distribution systems, radio receivers, and tape recorders, principles of TTY and communication terminal equipments, and use of

of call sign and frequency rotas. order-ofbattle, high frequency direction-finding and

Technical

Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present
Objectives: To train junior officers for' assignment to a Naval security direct support

Naval security group activities, Included
are basic safeguards for security; use of

Course Number: A -232,, -0052.

Training
Location: .Naval Technical
Center, Carry Station, Pensacola; FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present.

Naval

Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Cent
Length: Self-paced 4 weeks (148-160
hours),

watchstanding
Credit Recommendation: Credit is(not recommended because of the military- specific
nature of the course (1/77)

systems

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 9 semester hours in

NV:1715-0834

communication_ lectromcs or computer systhe
lower-division
tems
(1/77);
in
baccalaureate/associate degree category.

credit is recommended in communication
electronics or for a basic course in computer science on the basis of institutional evaluation (1/77).

NV-1715-0831

RESERVE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
DIRECT SUPPORT

(Reserve Training Officer Direct Support
Operations, Class FI)
Course Number: A-230-0016
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Statio4. Pensacola, FL.
,
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present.

AVIATION SQUADRON ELECTRONIC
WARFARE ( EW) OFFICER ( EWO
CLASS A2

Objectives: To learn about Naval security

group elements afloat and to enable students to perform in responsible, often nidemident positions
Instruction: Student is trained to assume
duties as Officer in Charge or Leading

Course Number: C-2D-38I4.
Training
Location: Naval Technical
Center. Corry Station, Pensacola. FL

:Petty Officer of a Naval security group

Length: 4 weeks (l48-160thours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present

afloat emphasis, is placed on independent

c)
_)

1-258
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operations. Tactical and Operational control

methods are explained and proper use of
governing directives Is stressed.
Credit Recommendation: Credit ts not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/77)

NV-1715-0835
CitYrroLoGic TECHNICIAN M AN /FLR -15
MAINTENANCE, CLASS C3

Course Number. A-102-0084
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: Self-paced 36 weeks (1428-1440
hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/75-Present
Objectives: To teach preventive and cor-

rective maintenance on the AN/FLA-15
equipment.

Instruction: Subjects include electromechanical, electrical, and electronic theory,
principles dfloperation; preventive and corrective maintenance procedures and techniques on the AN/FLR-15, OL-125 and associated test equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the upper-rh-

visiori baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in basic digital circuits and 3 in PDP
11/35 Computer Technician training (1/77)

NV-1715-0836
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN R. CLASS A3

Collection
(Cryptologic
Technician
Branch)
Course Number. A-231-0044
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station. PensaCola. FL.
Length: Self-paced 2z weeks (880 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present

Objectives: To pfovide basic instruction
and practical application in intercept of
'
Morse communications.
Instruction: Includes operation of radio
receiving equipriik and typewriters, basic
iv safeguards of security, communication procedures and systems, theory and operation
of communication equipment ,Provides
basic instruction and practical application in
intercept of Morse communications and de-

velops ability to copy Morse code at a
speed of 18 GPM and touch type at 25

WPM
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. I semester hour in
electronics or general technical subjects
(9/77)

NV-1715-08e

CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN T, FIELD
OPERATIONS TYPE ONE, CLASS A3,
SPECIAL NON-MORSE

(Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations, Type Ane)
Course Number: A-231.0046
Location: Naval' Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: Self-paced 5 weeks (200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I/77-Present

Objectives: To provide instruction and

training in intercept of non-Morse communications.

Instruction: Includes concepts of collection analysis reporting and forwarding on
non-Morse (plain text and encipheredY communications signals and the operation of the
AN/GSQ-76 data acquisition system
(TEBO) and associated equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (1/77).

PREPARATORY

(Cryptologic Technician Technical Basic
Preparatory, Cliss A)
Course Number. A-23I-0045
Location: Naval Technical 'Training

Center, Corry Station, Pensacola. FL.
Length: Self-paced 13 weeks (508-520
hours).

Exhibit bates: 5/75-Present.

Objectives: To provide instruction and
practical experience in Intercept of nonMorse communications.
Instruction: Course includes fundamental
concepts of communications and techniques

required. to perform intercept of selected
non-Morse signals Students study International*Morse code and learn -to transcribe 8

dPM using Morse Code Trainer and 15

GPM using paper and pen. Touch typing at
25 WPM is required
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category.
electronic communications (1/77).
1

AN/WLR-liA
(AN/WLR-11A Maintenance Training,
Class C-I)
Course Number: A- 2-0150.
Technical
Location: N

Training
ration, Pensacola, FL.
Center, C
Length: 5 weeks (188-200 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Tresent
Objectives: To provide technical training

in the maintenance of the AN/WLR-I IA

and associated equipment in a shipboard environment with minimum supervision
Instruction: Subjects Include digital logic

review, alignment, repair, and preventive
maintenance of the AN/WLR-I IA and interface with AN/WLR-I
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours electronic communications equipment (1/77)
. ,

NV-1715-0842
AN/SLQ-19 AND AN/SLQ-26(V 1 WITH

AN/SLD-i

COUNTERMEASURES SET
MAINTENANCE,

(Countermeasures Set AN/SLQ-26, Class
NV- 1715 -0839.
FIELD
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
CLASS A
OPERATIONS TYPE Tw
ADIO
INTERNATIONAL COMMnR
(JCR) NON-MORSE

(Cryptologic Tedhnician Technical Field
Operations. Type Two)
Course Number: A-231.0047
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL ,
Length: Self-paced 3 weeks (108-120
hours).

4.02"

Exhibit Dales: 5/76-Present.

Objectives: To 'provide instruction and
practical experience in intercept of nonMorse communications.
Instruction: Includes basic concepts in In-

ternational Commercial Radio. collection.
analysis, reporting, and forwarding of ICR
nOn-Morse communications signals and in->

struction in the operation of the AN/TCA4 (KINDER) digital converting programming grolwand associated equipment
Credit He-commendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
radio operation (1/77).

C-1)
Course Number: A- 102-0192
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station. Pensacola, FL.
weeks (400 hours).
Length:
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present
Objectives: To prepare personnel to oper-

ate, 1naintain, and repair the AN/SLQ49
and AN/SLQ-26(V) systems

Instruction: Topics Include digital logic
review, alignment, repair. and preventive
maintenance of the AN /SLQ -19 apd
AN/SLQ-26(V) .systems, including the
AN/SLD-IA
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
communications electronics (1/77).
NV- 1715 -0843
CRYPTOLOGIC.TECHNICIAN
OPERATOR

T,

FLEXSCOP

(Flexscop Operator. Class C3).
Course Number: A-231-0025.
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL Length: Self-paced 4-6 weeks (160-240'
hburs).

Exhibit Dates: 11/74-Present.

NV-1715-0840
CRY.PTOLOGIC TECHNIAN T, FIELD
THREE, CLASS A3,
OPERATIONS T

AN/FLR-11/15 OPERATIONS

CRYPTOLOGrt TECHNICIAN T, CLASS A3

xi-

COUNTERMEASURES RECEDING SET

NV-1715-0838

Objectives: To provide technical skills
necessary to operate the CP-818 data computer and ancillary equipment associated
with the Flexscop system.
Instruction: Includes introduction to and

(Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations Type Three)

operating procedures for the digital data

Course Number. A-231-0024:.
Location: Naval Technical

weeks for simulated watchstanding thatiparalfels on-site operations
Credit Reconunendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours id in-

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length:
hours).

Self-paced

6

weeks (228-240

computer CP -818 and ancillary equipment.

Air Force personnel attend additional

2

troduction to computer systems and oper-

Exhibit Dates: 5/76-Present.
ation (1/77; 'in the lower-division
Objectives: To provide training to operate* baccalaureate/associate degree category,
all components of the AN/FLR-I I and , credit in introduction to computer science
lion the basis of institutional evaluation
AN/FLR -15.
(1/77)
Instruction:. Topics include theory and
knowledge of procedures necessary to operate all components of the J'19/FLR-11 and
NV-1715-0844
AN/FLR015; operating and basic adjustRESERVE. CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN T,
ments, equipment demonstrations, practical
ADVANCED. CLASS Ft
appliCation; and simulated watchstanding
(Reserve Naval Security Group-10-T)
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
(Advanced T Branch Training Onentacertificate category, 3 semester hours in
,
non)
communications equipment (1/77)
Cout Number: A-231-Q041
Loca on: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola. FL.
NV-1715-0841

Navy
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I/73-Present
Objectives: To provide basic and update

branch training beyond the Naval Security
group division level training
Instruction: Course provides current professional, prqbtical, and knowledge factor
requirements in communications equipment

operation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hotly in
operltion
equipment
communications
(1/77) ,

NV-1715-0845
RESERvE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIIAN
SIGNAL ANALYSIS, CLASS F1

(Reserve Naval Security Group-5 Signal
Analyses)
Course Number: A-232-0049.,
Location: Naval - Technical

Training
Center. Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present
Objectives: Students learn about various
types of communication signals currently in
use fhllughout the world

InstructionNntroduction to modulatwt;

training in graphic analysis, fundamental use

of the aonagraph and undulator secordet;
step-by-step breakdown of all non-Morse
transmissions, beginning with basic transMissions and progressing to complex signals.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hoe: in
certificate category,
electronic communications (1/77)
1

or

NV-1715-0846
CRYPTOLOGIG TEC HNICIAN T,
PROGRAMMER,. CLASS C3

FLEXSCOP

Course Number: A-532-0016.
Location: Naval Technical

Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length:' Self-paced- tA weeks (760 h`ours)

Exhibit Dates:3/74-Piesent
Objectives: To /teach skjlls necessary to
perform systems analyst/programmer functions using the C-8 I8/U computer and the
Flexscop system
Instruction: Subjects include program
writing, assert:Wing systems/programs, and
troubleshooting faulty programs/systems,

and instruction related to on-site programpplications
it Recommendation: In the vocational
ce ificate category, 3 semester hours in
min

operation (1/77); in the lower-dit
co
vision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in computer science
asseinbly language (1/77)

' 4V-1715-0848
RESERVE CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICAL
.
CONTROL, CLASS Fi

(Reserve Naval Security Group-7, Communications Technical Control)
Course Number: A580-0026
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1./74-Present
Objectives: o teach basic cimmunications technical control
Instruction: Topics include basic technical
control operation/administrative proce-

dures. telegraph signal characteristics and
printing Sy ems, signal distortion, safety,
DC patching, telegraph' test equipment,
control reporting, cryptographic equipment
.2 and setup/operation procedures

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
teletype equipment (1/77)

NV-1715-0852

,

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
FUN15AMENTALS, CLASS AI

NV-1715-0849
CRN PTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN 0, TAeTICAL
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT,
CLASS C3

Course Number: A-580-0020.
Location: Naval Technical
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Course Number: A4102-0228
Location: Service School

Command,

Great Lakes, IL
Length: 13 weeks (422 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I0677-Present

Objectives: To develop troubleshooting

Trawing
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL
Length: Self-paced 12 weeks (480 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present
Objectives: To provide training in tactical
communications systems operation and
management.
Instruction: Subjects include basic theory
of electricity; operating principles of transmitters, receivers, transmission lines and
multicouplers, circuit control and traffic red
porting procedures; shipboard communications; high frequency direction-finding

skills using generic communications systems.
Instruction: Cdurse includes principles of

and-communications management.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

munications laboratory (10/77)

(IIFDF) operations and communications,

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity and 6 in radio communication and communicator (I/77), in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in management
procedures (1/77)
NV.-1715-0850
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN 0, CLASS A3

(Cryptologic Technician Communications
Rating, Class A)
Course Number: A-580-00I6
Location: Naval Technical Training
Center, Corry Station, Pensacola, FL.

Length: Self-paced 17 weeks (668-680,
hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/75- Present.

Objectives: Provides instruction to basic
radio printer commun ations.
Instruction: Includes cryptographic equipment operating techni ues, developing teletypewriter operator s ills, Naval message
tape relay proceformat preparation, t
dure.niethdd of mesa e delivery, communications security, or nization, systems,
logs, and files
Credit Recommendirtion n the vocational
certificate category, 3 se ester hours in
teletype usage (I/77).

operation, 3M docu entation, corrective
and preventive mainten nce techniques for
systems
communications
generic
AN/URC-35,
R-1051,
(AN7WRC-I,
AN/URT-23, AN/URA-38, AN/SRC20/21, AN/UCC-I, Teletype System).
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 7 semester hours

in

communications equipment (10/77); in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in com-

----

NV-17151,0853

-

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

COMMUNICATIONSNUCLEAR FIELD,
CLASS AI

*Course Number: A102-0226
Location: Service School

Command,
Great Lakes, IL.
, Length: 22 weeks (791 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/77-Present
Objectives: To provide nuclear field -electronics technicians with a basic knowledge
of electronics fundamentals and develop
troubleshooting skills using generic commurucatiorstequipment
Instruction: Topics include basic electron=
ics technology, troubleshooting procedures,
basic electronics test equipment ?nil

common hand tools, introduction to communications, principles of operation, 3M
documentation, corrective and preventive

maintenance techniques for generic communications equipment AN/WRC -I, R'-1051,
AN/URC-35, AN/URT-23, and AN/URA38

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity and electronics, 6 in radar sys-

equipment, and 2
tems, 4 in co n
in electronic laboratory (10/77),' in the
lower:division , baccalaureate/associate

NV-1715-0851

degree category, 3 semester hours in electricity or electronics, 3 in radar systems,

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN A.
COMMUNICATIONS

and
(10/77).
1

(Electronics Technician Communications
Basic, Class Al)
Course Number: A-IO2.0227
Location: Service School

Command.

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 17 weeks (619 hours)
Dates: 10/77-Present

in

communications

NV-1715-0854
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN R"ADAR BASIC

(Electronics Technician Radar, Class Al)
Course Number: A-I04-0173
Location: Service School

Objectives:
To provide knowledge and
Objectives:

skills in electronics fundamentals and electronic circuit analysis
Instruction: Subjects include basic elec4
ttonics technology, troubleshooting procedures, use of basic electronics test equip-

ment and common hand tools, and introduction to communications fundamentals
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hburs in
electricity and electronics, 6 in radar principles, 2 in electronics laboratory (10/77), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

deg& category, 3 semester hours in electricity and electronics, 3 in radar systems
(10/77)
). C.) 4

laboratory

Command,

Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 17 weeks (619 hours)
Exhibit Dates;' 10 /77- Present

Objectives: To provide knowledge and
skills in electronic fundainentals and circuit
analysis
Instruction:

Topics intlude electronic
technology, troubleshooting procedures, use
of basic electronics test equipment and
common hand tools, and introduction to
radar fundamentals
, Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
,

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity and electronics, 6 in radar sys-

tems, 2 in electronics laboratory (10/77), in

the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate

1-260
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degree category, 3 semester hours in elec-

tncity and electronics, 3 in radar systems
(10/77)

NV-1715.0858

NV-1715.0862

SONAR AN/SQS-35(IVDS) OPERATOR

SONAR AN/SQR-i7 ORGANIZATIONAL

(Sonar AN/SQS-35(V) AN/SQS-38 Op-

NV-1715-0855
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN RADAR
EQUIPMENT FUNDAMENTALS, CLASS

At
Course Number: AI04.0174
Locatio,n: Service School
Great Lakes, IL.
Length: 12 weeks (400 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/77- Present

Command,

erator Basic)
Course Number: A430-0085
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare
Training Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (63 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/75-Present.
Objectives: Course trains Naval and Coast

Guard personnel to operate the AN/SQS35/38 sonar.

Objectives: To develop troubleshooting
skills using generic radar systems.

Instruction: Course Includes principles of

Instruction: Cou\fge. contains topics pertinent only to the specified sonar.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rececause of the limited specialommende
f the course (8/77)
ized nat

operation; 3M documentation; corrective
and preventive maintenance techniques for

genenc radar systems AN/SPS-10, Mk X
IFF, AN/SPA-25; electronic liquid cooling
and dry air systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
radar electronics, 3 in electronics laboratory
lower-division
the
(10/77),
in
baccalaureate /associate degree category,. 1semester 'hour in electronics laboratory
(10/77)
o

NV-1715-0856
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN RADAR
NUCLEAR FlIELD, CLASS AI

Course Number: A-I04-0172
,Location: Service School

Command.

Great Lakes, IL
Length: 21 weeks (729 hoursi.
Exhibit Dates: 10/77-Present,,

Objectives: To provide nuclear field electrontcs technicians with a basic knowledge
of electronics fundamentals and to developtroubleshooting skills using generic radar
equipment.

- Instruction? Subjects are basic electronic
technology and troubleshooting procedures
Including use of basic electronics test equipment and common hand tools`, introduction
to radar, pnnmples of operation, 3M documentation, corrective and preventive maintenance techniques for generic radar equipment AN/SPS-10; electronics liquid cooling
and dry air systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electncity and electronics, 2 in electronics
laboratory, 6 in radar systems and 2 in
radar electronics (10/77), in the lower-dive 2

tt sion. baCcalaureate/assomate degree category, 3 semester hours in electncity and electonics, 3 in radar systems (10/77).
4

NV-1715-0857

Objectives: To train personnel in the op-,
cram= of AN/SQS-23 sonar systems.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of AN/SQS-23 sonar
sets and associated equipment
- Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

, =mended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/77).

ganizational Maintenance)
Course Number: A-I30-0110.

Location: Fleet- Antisubmarine Warfare
Training Center, San Diego, CA
(Length: il weeks (352 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/76- Present.

Objectives: To provide surface sonar
technicians with skills and knowledge to
maintain the sonar signal processing set
AN/SQR-17 and telemetric data receiving
set AN/SKR-4A.
Instruction: Classroom and laboratory expenences in theory and applications of
maintenance procedures and techniques

unique to the sonar AN/SQR-17. Also includes basic integrated circuit nomenclature
and spectrum analyzer operation and main-

NV-1715-0859
SONAR AN/SQQ-23A (PAIR)

tenance.

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A -130 -0096.

Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare

-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in advanced instrumentation (8/77)

Training Center, San Diego, CA.
_ Length: 25 weeks (7.14 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/7§,-Present

NV-1715-0863_

Objectives: To ttfin selected enlisted personnel

to

operate

and

maintain

the

SONAR AN/SQS-26 BX MAINTENANCE
Course Number: A-130-0046
Location: Fleet Antisubmanne Warfare

AN/SQQ23A sonar system
Training Center, San Diego, CA.
Instruction: Classroom and laboratory exLength: 20 weeks (625 hours).
periences related to the operation and mainExhibit Dates: 12/76-Present
tenance of the sonar AN/SQQ-23A InObjectives: Course prepares personnel
cludes circuit analysis and troubleshooting,
with Sonar Technician "G" 'rating to mainsystem turn on and troubleshooting, receivtam the sonar AN/SQS-26BX system
er subsystems analysis and troubleshooting,
Instruction: Topics such as servo control
and
transmitters,
solid
state
logic, transmitter testing, signal prOcessing,
recorder/reproducer
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational t and fault Isolation of the specified sonar
system
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
electronic troubleshooting (8/77)

iv

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronic troubleshooting (8/77)

NV-1715-0860
SONAR AN/SQQ-23 (PAIR) OPERATOR

. BASIC
Course Number: A-I30-0097
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare

Training Center, San Diego, CA, Fleet
Mine Warfare Training Center. Charleston.
SC.

Length: 8 weeks (239 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.

Objectives: To train selected personnel
with sonar technician "G" rating to operate

NV-1715-0864
SONAR AN/SQS-23 D-G SERIES (TRAM)
MAINTENANCE

(Sonar ANftSQS -23 D-G Series TRAM,
MIP; LORA Maintenance)Course Number: A-130-0049.
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare

Trainin'g Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (375 hours).
Elchibit Dates: 8/76-Present
Objectives: To train sonar technicians in

the AN/SQQ-23 PAIR sonar and to per.

the maintenance of the AN/SQS-23 sonar

form operator preveptive maintenance.
Instruction: Classrpom instruction and
laboratoty practice activities related to
basic operation and preventive maintenance
of the sonar AN/SQQ-23.
Credit Recomntendation: Credit is not recommende&because of the military-specific
nature oft course (8/77).

system.

SONAR AN/SQS-23 OPERATOR

(Sonar AN/SQS-23 Series (Sonar) Operator Basic)
Course Number: A-130-0084.
/ Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare
Training .Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (94 hours).
Exhibit Dates:*7/77-Present

MAINTENANCE

(Sonar AN/SQR-17 and AN/SKR-4 Or-

NV-1715-0861'
SONAR AN/SQS-53 OPERATOR BASIC

Course Number: A-130-0103

Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare
Traihing Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 4 weeks (116 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/76-Present.
Objectives: To prepare personnel to operate the AN/SQS-53 spnar system.

Instruction: Comte content concerns the
operation of the specified sonar system
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the training (8/77)

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in preventive and corrective mainte-

nance of sonar

and

associated

support

equipment. Includes heater and DC power
supplies, transmission circuits, ,transmitting
cooling systems, .performance monitor
equipment, system test circuits, presentation
and receiving circuits, and related topics.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic troubleshooting (8/77).

NV-17I5-0865
SONAR AN/BQS-i i/i 2/13 MAINTENANCE,
.(Submarine Sonar AN/BQS-11/12/3
,
System Maintenance)

(Sonar Detecting Ranging Set An1 /BQS11/12/13 Combined Maintenance)
Course Number: A-110-0065.
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare

Training Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 10 weeks (400 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/74...Present.

V
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Navy
Objeetiveg: To train vonar technician. in
reventive and corrective maintena ce
oft AN/BQS-I1/12/13 sonar system
I truction: Lectures and practical eXercises in preventive and corrective maintenance of AN/BQS-I1/12/13 sonar systems
with emphasis on troubleshooting techthe

niques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
IR; electronic troubleshooting (8/77)
NV-1715-0866
SONAR

AN/SQS-3stV 3 MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-,130-0069

Loath:4i Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare
Training Center, San Diego, CA
' ,
Length: 13 weeks (520 hours)
Exhibit Dates:
6-Present.
in sonar technicians to
Objectives: To
operate the
maintain, calibr , and
AN/SQS-35(V) sonar and associated equipment
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation and maintenance of
the AN/SQS-35(V) sonar systems and associated, timing, transmitter, receiver, aritg
i
'servo equipments
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronic troubleshooting (8/77)

NV-1715-0867
SONAR ELECTRONICS INTERMEDIATE (SET)

Course Number: A-130-0039
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare,

Training Center, San Diego, CA
Length: 17 weeks (680 hours)
Exhihjt Dates: 8/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with a basic working knowledge of electric .
circuits, electronics, and computer logic circuits.
Instruction: Topics include basic electric-

ity and electronics, DC and AC theory,

vacuum tubes, solid state devices, transformer operation, power supplies, amplifiers, wave form generators, analog computer
circuits, digital numbering, "and" "or"
gates and flip -flop switching, memory devices, andbiasing techniques.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electricity and electronics, 3 in computer
logic circuits (8/77); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in electricity and electronics, 3 in computer logic circuits (8/77).

NV-1715-0868
SONAR DETECTING/RANGING SET
AN/BQS-8/10/14/20 COMBINED
MAINTENANCE

(AN/BQS-8g, 10A, 14A Sonar System
Mainterince)
Course Number: A-130-0036
Location: Fleet Antisubmarine Warfare

Training Center. San Qiego, CA
"Cength:3 weeks (60-90 hours)q
Eichibit Dates: 1/76- Present
Objectives: Student learns to operate the

AN/BQS-8B/10A, t4A and 20.and detect
-malfunction s.

Instruction: Topics pertain spetifically to
t.
sonar system equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the.course (8/77).

NV-1715.0869

NV-1715-0872

DP-963 FACILITIES CONTRpl QUA! ITY

COMMON USER DIGITAL INFORMATION
EXCHANGE SYSTEM (CUDIXS
MAINTENANCE

MONITORING PROCESSING UNIT
OPERATORS0

a
Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA
Course Number: A-101-0082

(DD-963`Facilmes Control Quality Monitoring and Message Processing
(FCQM) Operators, Class F-1)

Length: 19 weeks (570 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/75-Present

Course Number: A-201.0021

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/77-Present

Objectives: To provide the skills and
knowledge to operate and maintain the
common user information exchange system.

Instructi9n: Students attend ten separate
courses inisequence Units of instraction include the operation and maintenance of the
TT-624 line printer, RD-397/U (XN-1)
ONsignal data recorder-reproducer,
group,
interconnecting
143(V3)/USQ
AN/USH-22(V) magnetic tape subsystem,
AN/USH-23(V) magnetic disk subsystem,
AN/UYR-20 data processing sit, and 'associated communications systems.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Objectives: To provide the skills and

knowledge necessary to operate a radio
communications system.
Instruction: Course provides instruction in
the operation of quality monitoring and
control systems, high frequency radio

equipment, and message processing equipment

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

communications systems (11/77)

communications systems, 3 in computer
in troubleperipherals maintenance, and
shooting techniques (11/77), in the lower1

NV-1715-0870

division baccalaureate/associate degreecat,------

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE FOR DD963 CLASS
SHIPS, CLASS C-1

egory, 3 semester hours in digital computer
systems (11/77)

Course Nu'mber: A-101-0096

NV-1715-0873

Location: Service4School Command, San
Diego, CA
Length: 8 weeks (240 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/77-Present.
Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to operate, align, and repair a radio communications system for Naval vessels
Instruction: Lectures and laboratories, in

SUBMARINE SATELLITE INFORMATION
EXCHANGE SYSTEM (SSIXS) FOR
SHIPBOARD INSTAL' ATLONS
MAINTENANCE
-

Course Number: A-101-0083

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego,

circuit analysis and block diagrams of receivers and transmitters; logic systems; syn-

thesizers, RF and control sections, power

CA,

Submarine

School,

New

LondonN.T
Length: 116 weeks (480 ho\irs)

Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide the skills and
knowledge necessary to maintain 2...satellite.
Infortnation exchange system
. Instruction: Students attend seven sepa-

.

supplies and antennas, and use of test eqinp-

ment to troubleshoot and repair the/specified equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3- semester hours in
communications systems, 2 in electronics
laboratory (11/77), in the lower-division
bacplaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in communications systerhs

rate courses in sequence 'Units of instruction Include the operation and maintenance
of the AN/WSC-3 satellite communications
set, AN/UYK-20 data processing set, ON143(V3) /UkQ interconnecting froup, and

associated communications systems.
Credit Recommendatibn: In the vocational

(11/77).

semester hours in
-certificate category,
electronics technician training, 3 in computer peripherals maintenance, and 1 in troubleshooting techniques (11/77); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3 semester hours in digital computer

NV-1715-0871
SUBMARINE SATELLITE INFORMATION
EXCHANGE SYSTEM ( SSIXS )('
OPERATIONAL CONTROL CENTER
MAINTENANCE

systems (11/77).

Course Number; A-101:0081

Location: Service School .Command, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 10 weeks (300 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide the skills and

NU-1715-0874
FLE,E SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
P.
FLEET BROADCAST CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM MAINTENANCE
(ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN, CLASS

knowledge necessary to operate and maintain a satellite information 'exchange system
operational control center
Instruction: Students attend ten separate
courses Iii sequence Units of instruction include the operation and maintenance of the
TT-624 line printer, RD-397/U (XN-1)
signal data recorder-reproducer, ON-143
group,
interconnecting
(V3)/USQ
AN/USH-22(V) magnetic tape subsystem,
and the AN/USH.23(V) magnetic disk Subsystem.

CI)

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (65 hours).,
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present.
Objectives: To provide 'skills and knowledge in operation and maintenance without

supervision of i time division multiplexer
and satellite signal receiving set.
'

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 -semester, hours in
computer peripherals maintenance and I in
troubIsshooting techniques (11/77)...,-

..)0(

,

Course Number: A-I01.0085, A-101-00'86

Instruction: Theoretical and practical instruction in the operation, /troubleshooting,
and preventive maintenance of a radio receiver and a lime division multiplexer to the
card/module level of operation

COURSE EXHIBITS
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Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

communications systems and 3 in electronics taboratory (11/77).

electronics laboratory (11/77),

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

electromechanics for completion of all components of the entire course (9/77), in t_he
baccalaureate/a&iate
lower-division

Course Number: A-202.0020

Course Number; A-101-0089

Location: Service School Command, San
a
Diego, CA.
Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide the skills and

knowledge necessary to operate and maintain a modular automated communications

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
.
Exhibit Dates: 11/77-Present
Objectives: To train technicians as designated operators on the submarine satellite
information exchange system operational
'pontrol center short.. message processing

degree category, 5 semester hours in electronic, technology for completion of' all
components of the entire course (9/77).

NV-1715-0881
NAVIGATION TECHNICIAN SSN 668 CLASS

Course Number: A-193-0103

Instruction: Students attend ten separate
courses in sequence Units of mstruction include digital computers TT-624 line punter,
AN/WSC communications equipment, and
various troubleshooting and maintenance

system.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI

control center system, message modes, con-

Length: 13 weeks (520 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/76-Present.
Objectives: To provide study of a navigational system consisting of a digital comput-

laboratones.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
in
electronics technician training and

operational steps for proper operation
Credit RecommendatOn: Credit is not recommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (11/77)

baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in digital
computer systems (11/77)

NV-1715.0879

system

1

troubleshOoling techniques (11/77), in the
,

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

OPERATOR

iNAVMACS) A MAINTENANCE

or Mk 21 Mod 2

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

SUBMARINE SATELLITE INFORMATI&4
EXCHANGE SYSTEM ISSIXS)
OPERATIONAL CONTROL CENTER

NAVAL MODULAR AUTOMATED

(A -121 -0273)

Launcher Advanced Training (A-121-0272)
and Mk 21 Launcher Pneumatic (A -1210274).

NV-1715-0878
NV-1715-0875

matic

NV-1715-0816
ANWSC-3 STAND-ALONE MAINTENANCE

(AN/WSC-3 Satellite Communications
Set and 0E-82BrikSC-1(V) Antenna
Group)
,course Number: A-I01-0138
Location; Service School Command, San
l
Diego,, CA; Fleet Training Center, Nrarfolk,
VA.
° Length: 3 weeks (9Q hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/77-Present
Objectives: To provide the skills and
knowledge required to operate and maintain

IP'

a satellite communications set and related
antenna equipmen.
Instruction: Theoretical and practical in
struction in equipment operation, troubleshooting, and preventive maintenance of a

satellite communications set.
Credit Reco endation: In the vocational
ry, 2 *semester hours in
certificate ca
electronics te ician training (11/77)
NV-1715'4;A
1,4
AN/WS0s,TACTICAL SATELLITE
CCNI MON ICAT IONS SYSTEM

vimr4TENANcE.

(Tactical

Satellite

Communications

Equipment Maintenance AN/WSC-

. 5(V))

Course Number: A-102126.

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 7 weeks (210 hours).
'Exhibit Dates: 11/77-Present.
Objectives: To provtde the skills and
Atiowledge for the maintenance of the
AN/WSC-5(V). tactical satellite tominumcations equipment.
Instruction: Lessons and demonstrations

of the theory of operation and use of the

AN/WSC-5(V) tactical satellite communications system, a comprehensive\analysis of
all units of the system, diagnostic troubleshooting techniques for the repair and calibration of the system: theuse of speciallied
test equipment and application of preventive maintenance procedures.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

Instruction: Lessons and instruction on
the operation and use of the operational

trol console and retrieval from memory;
monitoring of the system for sequential

er and satellite receiver, and to teach fault
isolation and repair of the equipment, and
to provide familiarization with system pro-

grams used to operate and diagnose the

system

Instruction: This is an initial course in the
theory, operation, and maintenance of specified equipment, teaching basic inertial navi-

COMMON USERS mIGITAL INFORMATION

gation theory, central computer complex

EXCHANGE SYSTEM (CUDIX4
, OPERATORS
Course Number: r!t-202-0021

subsystem

theory and basic operation.

system data flow, fault isolation, and the

Location: Service School Command. San
Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/76-Present
Objectives; To provide the skills and
knowledge necessary to operate the
common users digital, information exchange
system.
t

Instruction: Units of instruction include

operational procedures, system alarms, program loading, message handling, system
status, system recovery, and link operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
communication systems (11/77)

operational techniques of resets, calibration

and error analysis. A combination course
consisting of the following: Dual Mini
Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Maintenance (A-193. 0103), Satellite Receiv-

er AN/SRN-9A Combined Maintenance
('A- 102 - 0168),

Omega

Navigation

Set

AN/BRN-7 Combined Maintenance (A-

102-0131), Inertial Navigation Principles
(,A-193.0050) and Central Computer Com-.

pies Duel Miniature (CCCDEMIN) Ships
Inertial Navigation System (SINS) (A -1150104).

Credit Recommendation In the vocational
certificate category, 5 stmester hours In
electronics technology for Fompletion of all°
components of the entire course (9/77).

NV-1715-0880'
MISSILE TECHNICIAN POLARIS CONVERSION

Course Number: A-121-0461.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/76-Present.

Objectives: To teach the theory, oper-

ation, maintenance, and repair of a Polaris
launching system. "
Instruction: Course offers a study of the
functional operation and scheinatic analysis
of a 'missile fire control system, including
control, logic, program timer, display. simulator,poNwer supplies, launcher alignment,
calibration, launcher troubleshooting, fault
analysis, and repair. Course is a comb nation consisting of the following: Polans A3
Missile. Advanced Training (A-121-0 1),
,Missile Test and'Reachness Equi ent
(MTRE) Mk 3 Programmer Timer Digital
Multimeter

Advanced

Training

(A-I21-

0262), Missile Test And Readiness Equipment Mk 3 Measurement, Display apd Simglfir Groups Advanced Training (A-121,

guidance. Power Supplies

Mk

115/116 /Advanced Training (A- 121 -0266),
Test and Reeliness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Mods 4 and 5
Operation/Interface and Mechanical 'Repair
Advanced Training (A-121-0264) and either.
Missile

Mk j7 Mod I Launcher Advanced Training
(A-12140271) and Mk 17 Launcher Pneu-

NV-1715-0882
585/594

FBM ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

MEASURES (ESM) TECHNICIAN

Course Number: A-233-0047.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
.

Length: 20 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/77-Present,

'"

Objectives: A combined series'of courses
involving sophisticated electronic eqnipmilt aboard submarines
InstrAction: Course is a comliination of
the following- IFF AN/APX-72 and
AN/UPX-17 Combined Maintenance (A102-0229), Radar AN/BPS-12, 13, 14 Combined

Maintenance

(A-104-0165),

ESM

AN/WLR-I F/3A Combined Maintenance
(A-233-0034);

Radio

Direction

Finder

AN/BRD-6 Combined Maintenance (A102-0159), and Penscope Type 8B and 15D

E/E Adapter Combined Maintenance (A233-0032).

Credit Recogimendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 Semester hours in '
electromechanical technology for completion of all components ()fate course (9/77);
'111' lower-division
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in electronics engineering
technology for Completion of all components of the course (9/77)
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'Navy
NV-1715-0883
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE MI ASL RI S

(ESM / TECHNICIAN SSN 6r CLASS,
CLASS C-1

Course Number: A-233-0044.

Location: Submarine Training Center. Pacific. Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 22 weeks (660 ours)

Exhibit Dates: 12/72-Pr ent
Objectives: To provide n -nuclear submarine electronics techniciai personnel
training in sophisticated electronic equipment aboard submarines.

Instruction: Course presents training in
the operation anemaintenance of specified
electronic equipment and is a combination
of the following celirses Electronic Surveillance

Measures

(ESM) AN/WLR-6

rombmed Maintenance (A-233-0041), 1FF

AN, APX-72 and AN/UPX-17 Combined
Maintenance (A-102-0229), Radar AN/BPS12. 13, 14 Combined Maintenance (A -1040165), and Periscope Type 15 13/19 and E

Adapter Combined Maintenance XA-2330037)

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
12 semester hours in
leeate category,
nics technology for completion of all

components of the entire course (9/77), in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in electronics engineenng technology for completion of all components of the ent*e course
(9/77)
NV-1715-0884
MISSILE TEST AND READINESS EQUIPMENT

(MTRE)4K 3 PROGRAMMER/TIMER
DIGITAL MULTIMETER ADVANCED
TRAINING, CLASS Ci
Course Number: A -121 -0262

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 2 weeks <60 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present
Objectives: To teach the theory
ation. adjustment, fault isolation,
of a special- purpose digital progr
timer for military equipment using
ly designed digital multimeter

Instruction: Course includes a.

System Mk 148 Mod 0 Theory (A -121-

and troubleshooting to isolate the fault to
the board or component level Combination
course consists of the following Transceiver AN/SRC-20 Combined Maintenance

0275),

and

cial-

dy of

and logic diagrams' including control, program ynstcactions, and sequential operations

'-Use of tesT-equipment including a special
purppse digital multimeter to isolate faults,
make adjustments, calibrate, troubleshoot,
and repair military equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree cate-

gory. 2 semester hours in electronics technology (9/77)
NV-1715-086%
SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
CdMBtNED MAINTENANCE

(Submarine Communications Equipment)
(Radio Equipment, Submkine Maintenance)

Course Member: A-101-0061, A-I01-0062.
School,
New
Location: Submarine

London, CT7Submanne rrammg Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 21 weeks (840 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/75-Present

Objectives: Course is designed to train
technicians to operate, maintain. and repair
a submarine communications system

Ifistruction: Lectures and practical exeron a submarine communications
system including various types of antennas,

Polaris

System Mk l4

Target

Card

Computer

Mod 0 Maintenance (A-

121. 0276), Fire Control System Technician,
Mk 130 (A- 121 - 0244), Data Computation and

Communications
(A-I01. 0103),
Special
Equipment AN/BRT-2 Operator-Mainte-

Transmission Loops FCS Mk 80 (A -1210280), Mk 80 F'CS Technician Replacement

nance (A-101. 0095), Antenna. Multicoupler

Training (A-I21-0244), Switchboards and

AN/BRA-16 Combined Maintenance (A101-0104), Antenna Coupler CU-1441 Combined Maintenance (A-101-0107), Transmitter AN/WRT-4 Combined Maintenance
Transceiver
Radio
-1
Family Equipment (A-101AN

Power Supplies (A -121- 0278), Digital Evaluation Unit (A -121- 0282), and Mk 2 Guidance Systerh (A-121-0254) Major areas covered are pettier supplies, alignment, com.
puter theory, digital logic and guidance sys-

.0109), Antenna GrourAN/BRA-8B Com-

tems.

(A-1b),

Credit Recommendation: In the lowerlvision baccalaureate/agsociate degree cate-

Radio
(Submarine) Receiver/Converter Combined
Maintenance (X-101-0124) and Antenna
,Systems Fundamentals (Submarines) (AMaintenance

bined

(A-101. 0098),

gory, 5 semester houis in electronics engi-

neering technology for completion of the
entire program to include all component

101-0123)'

courses (9/77)

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics communication; for completion
of all components of the entire course

NV-1715-0888
637 CLASS ESM ELINT TECHNICIAN

lower-division
(9/77),
in
the
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester honr in electronic engineering

(ESM ELINT Technician SSN 637 Class,

1

- ----\
Class C-1)
Cdurse Number: A-233-0045.
Location: Submarine Training Center,. Pa

technology laboratory for completion of all
components of the entire course (9,77)

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Submarine School,
New London, CT

NN.-1115-0886

Length: 15 weeks (600 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/76-Present.
Objectives: To ,teach digital computer

INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS (IC)
-__PACKAGE COURSE FOR SSN/SSBN
Course "Number: A-623-0030

principles and the operation and matsittr
nance of a digitally controlled commumca-

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 10 weeks (400 hoursf
Exhibit Dates: 3/77-Present

tions..seceiver.

Instruction: Course consists of combination of the following. Basic Computer
Theory (A-100-0032, A-100.0045) and ESM

'Objectives: To provide theory and skills
for operation and maintenance of various

0A1N27/)BRD Combined Maintenance (A-102-

subsystems aboard submarines

operrepair

the functional operation of a digital programmer and timer utilizing circuit logic

uses

Instruction: Combination course consisting of the following.--A,ligitisent Group Mk
I Mods 0 and 1 (A-I21-0783), Fire Control
System Mk 80 Controls and Indications (A121. 0279), Polaris Target Card Computer

antenna couplers, receivers, and transmitter
systems Course covers block - diagram functional description of each subsection, signal
tracing using schematics, preventive maintenance, alignment, adjustment, calibration,

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associalLclegreCcategory, 10 semester hours in elociRrnics technology or computer technology for comple-

Instruction: Combination course consists'.

of the following Electronic Hovering and
Depth Control Combined Maintenance (A623-0041), Integrated Announcing Syit
AN/WIC-2 Combined Maintenance (A- 3 -

tion of the entire program to include all
component parts (9/77).

0051), Almospiteq Analyzer Central Atmosphere Monitoring System (CAMS Mk

NV-1715-0889

(A-623-0048), Submarine Gyro Co pass
Mk 19 Mod S Combinect Maintenan e (AI 670-0042), Dial 'X Telephone Systern Combined Maintenance (A-623-0058), hydrogen
Detector (Englehart) 'Combined, Maintenance (A-623.0068) and Total Hydrocarbon
Analyzer Combined MamtenanCe (A -6230061). Topics include theory and analysis of
DC and AC circuits, introduction to
1

ElitTRONIC SURVEILLANCE MEASURES
(ESM)TECHNICIAN SSN 688 CLASS,
CLASS CI

--\

Course Number: A-233-00)6
Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Submarine School,
New LOndon, CT.
Length: 28 weeks (1 L20 hours).
Exhibit Dates: (2/17-Present.

vacuum tubes, and solid-state devices, elec-

tromechanical components, and amplification and control.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificateraptegory, 3 semester hours in
electronics

'

Objectives: To "provide non-nuclear subeleotronics technician personnel
training in the operation and maintenance in
specified equipment.
marine

to be granted for

Instruction: Course is a combination of
following. AN/BPS-I5 Combined
Maintenance 4A-IO2-0199), IFF AN/APX72 and AN /UPX -17 Combined Mainte- ""Ir

completion of all components of the course
(9/77).

the

4

(A-102-0229),

Basic

'Computer

NV-1715-0887

nance

3306/3309 FTB CONVERSION TRAINING

scope Type U Combined Maintenance (A-

Courrikiumber A -121 -0460.
Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

102-0'157),

grid 'ESM AN/WLR:8 Com-

A -100- 0032),

Pee-

electronics technician training (9/77), in the
baccalaureafeasso&ate
"lower-division
degree category, 5 semester hours in electronics technology, 5 in computer technology, 2 in elearonics,engineering, and an additional 5 m electronics technology or cam-

Length: 18 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/76-Present
se

Ilistiv

mainmissile) specialist in the operation
tenance of the Mk 80 fire control s stem

C.r

si,

-100-0045,

bined Maintenance (A-233-0040). ,
Credit Recommendiftion: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in

cific', Pearl Harbor, HI, Submarine School,
New London, CT
Objectives: This is a conversion
designed to train a fire control

T cob,

l
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Locatioin Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).

puter technology, all to be granted only for
-completion of all components of the entire
course (9/77)

'

NV-1715-0890

Objectivet; This is an application course
utilizing theory acquired in the Polaris

Target Card Computer System Mk 148

MK 112 MOD 2 FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
(FCS) MAINTENANCE, CLASS C1

Mod 0 Theory course (A-I21-0275).
Instruction: ,Course offers laboratory
work involving fault isolation and repair of

Course Number: A-113-0059.

4cation: Submarine Training Center, Pacifk, Pearl Harbor, HI.

the Polaris target card computer system

skills required to maintain the large number
of subsystems comprising a fire control

(PTCCS) Mk 148 Mod 0. Corrective maintenanc ls stressed
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electronics technology (9/77).

system.
Instruction:

NV-1715-0894

mg, tArget tracking, and torpedo subsystems. includes study of induction motors,
generators, hysteresis motors, test equip-

POLARIS TARGET.CARD COMPUTER
SYSTEM MK/148 MOD 0 THEORY,
CLASS Ct

Length: 20 weeks (600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/73-Present.
Objectives: Provides necessary theory and

Objectives: To present a theory course
supporting corrective maintenance of the
Polaris target card computer system Mk
148 Mod 0
Instruction:

electrical technojogy or electromechanical
technology (9/77)

offers advanced
Course
theory involving control, logic, signal flow
and sequential

NV-1715-0891

operation of the Polaris

target card computer 'system (PTCCS), includes fault isolation procedures4 repair and
replacement of components, as well as functional interface with the remainder' of the
weapons system including power requirements and input and output signals in terms
of type, format, source and destination
Credij Recommendation: In the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, semester hours in logic and control

ALIGNMENT GROUP MK I MODS 0 AND
CLASS F-1

Course Number: A-121-0283, L-121-0056

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/61-Present
Objectives: Provides corrective maintenance training related to alignment group

Systems (9/77).

Mk 1 Mods 0 Ind 1.

Instruction: To teach ,maintenance supportive theory and laboratory ytcirk involving fault isolation, alignment, adjustment,
and calibration procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electronics engineering technology (9/7).

LOORTIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

(FCS) MK 80, CLASS Ci
Course Number: A-121-0280; L-121-0048

.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Lengtb: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/74-Present.

Objectives: to provide traiping for corrective maintenance, of the FCS Mk 80
Mods 2 and 3.
Instriictfon: Course Offers maintenance

support theory which does not involve

equipment. Student obtains skills to perform
fault isolation and repairs on specified
equipment
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended becatise of the limited specialized nature a the course (9/77).
NV-1715-0893
POLARIS TARGET CARD COMPUTER
SYSTEM MK 148 MOD 0
MAINTENANCE, CLASS F1

Course Number: A-121-0276.

Objectives: Teaches corrective mainte-

nance of a computer tape reader, a card

punch /reader, and an IBM selectric typewriter transmitter receiver.
Instruction: Course concentrates on operational tests and procedures for the maintenance of the equipment specified; provides

the theory necessary to support all corrective maintenance without going into signal

or electron flow or detailed, mechanical
component breakdown except for those

components unique to the peripheral equipment. Also provides skills to perform fault
isolation and make repairs with limited supervision to the card punch /reader,

punched tape reader, and the typewriter
transmitter receiver.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

I

semester hour in

CONTJtOLLERS AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS
COMBINID MAINTENANCE

(CU-Cult Breakers and Controllers)

r (Controllers Circuit Breakers, Class 71)
Course Niimber: A-662-0038; L-662-0013.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa'cific, Pearl Harbor, HI; Fleet Ballistic Missile Training Center, Charleston, SC; Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Lengtb: 2weeks (60-62 hours).
_Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Objectives: To provide necessary ,pnnci-

signal or electron flow or detailed mechani-

,ples of circuit breakers and controllers to
enable effective maintenance and repair of

specialized equipment specified.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is npt rec-

equipment used on submarines
Instruction: Approximately 30 percent of
course devoted to theory and catacterisircuit breakers, under voltage
ties o
relays, under frequency relays, various trip-

cal component; breakdown except for the
ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (9/77).

panel Mk 225.
Instruction: Course includes maintenance =""-- NV-1715-0896

supportive theory which .does not involve
signal or electron flow or detailed mechanical breakdown except for the specified

Location' Submarine Training Center, Pi-, '
cific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Lvngtb: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.

NV,1715-0898

DATt COMMUTATION AND TRANSMISSION

'

NV-1715-0897

ele-etronics technology (9/77).

NV -1715 -0895,

NV-1715-0892

tenance and repair of the Mk 49 control
console and the attack, center indicating

transistor and tube circuits are given. Oscilloscopes, RE_ generators, and frequency
counters operation are explained and their
use in aligning a superhetrodyne receiver is
given as a practical exercise.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in
electronics laboratory (9/77).

CourSe Number: A-121.0277; L-121-0051.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 3 weeks (84 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/74-Present

certificate category, 4 semester hours in

Location: Submarine Training Center. Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (79 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 10/74-Present.
Objectives: To provide training for main-

ing effects of a voltmeter are explained.
Practical exercises using an ohmmeter to
test transistors and the use of meters in

POI.ARIS TARGET CARD COMPUTER
SYSTEM PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT,
CLASS CO

Course NuMber: A-121-0275, L-12f-0049

ment, number systems, and basic switching
logic also at the, systems level Electromechanical components such as brakes,
clutches, switches, relays, synchros, and resolvers are studied. Course includes classroom and laboratory study
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

CONTRgSAND INDICATORS FIRE
NTROL SYSTEM (FCS) MK 80,
tiLASS Ft
Course Number. A.121 -0279; L-121-0053.

and the volt.ohm-milliammeter.
Meter scale reading 'accuracy and the loadmeters,

1

Course provides Primary
traminglat the systems level in data process-

.

Exhibit 'Dates: 8 /74- Present

vacuum tuba voltmeters, differential volt-

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT BASIC
OPERATOR, CLASS F1

(Electronic Test Equipment Operation)
Course Number: A-198-0023, L-198-0012

Location:Submarine Training Center, Pacific°, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 Weeks (60 hours).
e
gxbibit Data: 4/74-Present.
_ -Objectives: To provide the training neces

sary to enable, the student_ to effectively

care for and use commonLystes of test
equipment.
Instruction:

The *course . explains

the

proper care and use of DC current and
voltmeters, AC voltmeters, ohmmeter,

ping -devices and the fundamentals of DC
voltmeters and AM meters. Student learns
purpose, characteristics, and the principle of
operation, maintenance and adjustments on
6 types of circuit breakers and 5 types of
controllerstsed aboard submarines. Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, .1 semester hour in
electronics technology (9/77).
NV-1715-0899
POLARIS LORAN 'C' ADVANCED TRAINING

,(Loran 'C' Advanced Mairitenance)

(Loran 'e' AN/WPN Refresher Maintenance Class Fl)
Course Number: A-193-0258; L-193-0011.

Navy

'

Objectives: To offer the theory of operation of a Loran 'C' receiver and to teach
the student to perform fault isolation and
make repairs:

ction: Course covers timing loop.

odes, frequencies. input/output signals. sequential operation, contEol and indicators.

theory of operation of specialized military
equipment utilizing logic and-or-nor gates
and their sequential operation. Students will

ing

perform fault isolation test and make re-

Instruction: Course covers AC and DC

pant on the equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour ip
electronics (9/77)

circuits, with vacuum tubes, amplifiers, and
an introduction to solid-state devices, also
covers structure of matter, physical aspects
of resistors, inductors, and capacitors;

NV-1715-0903

and alarm search loop of a Loran 'C' sreceiver, and teaches the student to perform
systematic fault isolation, operational tests

RADIO DIRECTION FINDER AN/BRD-6COMBINED MAINTENANCE

(Radio _ Direction Finder AV/BRD-6

using test equipment, repair, alignment. adjustment, and calibration procedures oft the

Operational Maintenance)
(AN/BRD-6B Combined Maintenance,
Class Fl)
Course Number. A-102-0159, L-102-0020,

equipment.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in electronics technology (9/77).

F-101-0023
Location:

Submarine

School,

New

London, CT, Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Lengthr2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/73-Present.
Objectives: To teach the theory of oper-

NV-1715-0900
SUBMARINE EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTER
SECTS BUOY AN/BST-i
MAINTENANCE

°` ation and maintenance of special military
equipment.

(SECT Buoy AN/BST-I Basic Maintenance, Class FI)
(AN/BST-1 SECT Maintenance for Sub* marine Tender Technician)
Course Number. A-I30-0144, L-101-0013.
Locatbin: Submarine Training Center,
Pearl ,Harbor, HI, Fleet Ballistic Missile
Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC,

Submarine School, New London, CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide theory and skills

.necessary for the operation. maintenance,
and repair of the SECT buoy AN/BST-1
Instruction; Major areas of course cover
troubleshooting and ,programming of the
specialized equipment specified.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

semester hour

^

Instruction: Course offers theory of operation of special military equipment includ.
ing antenna loops, pre-amps, flood detectors, RF units, IF units, power supplies and.
sytichro units. Students learn to perform adjustments, fault isolation. signal trace. and
to make repairs to the component level.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categery, I semester hour in
electronics (9/771

NV-1715-090(
BASIC
/9IGAL,FIADAMENTALS,
Digital Computer Theory)
IT(Basic

(Basic Digital Fundamentals, Class FI)
Course Number: A-100-0045, L-000-0058.

F-000-0080.

electronics technology (9/77).

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific. Pearl Harbor, HI, Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston.

NV-1715-0901

SC

certificate categoiy.

I

in

GENERATOR REGULATORS, CLASS F-I

Course Number. Ir-662.0023

Location: Silbmarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor. HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present /
Objectives: This is a basic Course in the
operation, maintenance and troubleshooting
of static regulators.
Instruction: Approximately 60' percent of
this Course is devoted to classroom work on

AC theory and vector analysis of circuits
and components with the remainder of the
time -spent in troubleshooting 2000 KW
voltage

regulators

and

300

KW

speed/voltage regulators. Time is given to
review of previous training.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 2 semester hours in electrical engineering technology (power option) (9/78)

NV-1715.0902
MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS TEST SET

(MATS) MK 332, CLASS FI
Cotirse Number: A-121-0285; L-121-0030.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific. Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 2 weeks (57-60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/61- Present.

Objectives: To present theory of oper-.
anon of specific military equipment and
fault isolation and repair of that equipment.

Le'ngth: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/76-Present
Objectives: TO provide an introduction to
digital fundamentals, including number sys-

tems, Boolean algebra. logic conventions,
combinational and sequential circuits,
memory A/D and D/A conventions, digital
logic families, and organization of a typical
computer.

Instruction: Course offers a study of
binaryNoctal, duodecimal, BCD, and hexadecimal number systems Includes conversions between number systems, binary arithmetic, complements, excess three code, and
negative number representation, Boolean algebra, Veitch diagrams, graphical symbols.
gates, flipflops, counters and registers
Topics include a study of the control unit,
arithmetic unit, memory unit and I/O unit,
Eliot detection and collection, analog-todigital. digital-to-analog programming, diagnostics, digital logic families, and the organization of a general purpose computer.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree Category, 5. semester hours in electronics technology or computer technology (9/77)
4

NV-1715-0905
SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY I

Course Number: A-100-0046;,L-000-0033,

Location: Subinne Training Center. Pa-

cific, Pearl Harbo?,H1
Length: 4-6 weeks (120-180 hours)

.

Exhibit Dates: 4/75-6/76
Objectives: To provide the student work-

Instruction:ICourse Presents a: study of the

Location: Stibniarine Tiaining Center. Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Lengthr2 weeks (6 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/74-Present.
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in communications with a thorough

practical knowledge of basic electronics

Ohm's and Kirchoffs laws for DC series,
parallel, and stries'.parallel circuits. DC
bridge circuits, voltage dividers, reading

schematic diagrams, use of a multimeter AC
y,oltage generation and characteristics of a
sinewave, ideal transformers, AL; AC, and

ALC series and parallel circuits with re-

spect to current, voltage. power.-Q, -impedance and resonance, characteristics of tubetype diodes and their application to power
supplies, multielement tubes, basic class A,
B, AB, and C tube-type amplifiers mid their
frequency response, and inttoduction to
solid-state theory, diodes, transistors. and

their respective application to power supplies and amplifiers After January 1976
course included arithmetic and `an overall
review of the course.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
electronics (9/77)
S.

NV-1715-0906
SPECIAL TECITNOCOGY II

Course,NUmber: A-I00-0047, L-000-0034.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor. HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/75-6/76
Objectives: To provide a practical course
ib basis electronics.
Instruction: Topics covered include tubes.
transistors, amplifiers, oscillators, modulation, transmitters, wave propagation, and

power supplies, antennas. and troubleshooting procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics engineering technology (9/77).

NV-1715-0907
SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY III

Course Number: A-100-0048, L-000-0035.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor. HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present.
Objectives: To provide the student working in communications with a thorough
practical knowledge of basic radio receiver
circuits.

Instruction: Course is structured to be the
apex of Special Technology I and II and is
designed primarily for technicians working
with radio frequencies Principles' of operation of a TRF, superheterodyne, and
single-sideband receivers are given, including the RF. IF, and audio amplifiers, detector circuits, oscillator circuits, and mixer
circuits. The-advantages and disadvantages
of a TRF. superheterodyne and single-sideband are explained Understanding of schematic diagrams, signal flow. and troubleshooting procedures are given. Students use
a VTVM, RF signal generator. and 'an oscilloscOpe in troubleshooting a superheterodyne circuit.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electronics (9/77).
)

1

COURSE EXHIBITS

1-266
) N

NV-1715-0911

LE TEST AND READINESS EQUIPMENT

POLARIS/POSEIDON RADIO NAVIGATION

SET AN/BRN-3 RECEIVER

DISPLAY AND SIMULATION GROUPS
ADVANCED TRAINING

ADVANCED TRAINING, CLASS Fi

surement,

Display

Groups Advanced Training? Class

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI, Fleet Ballistic Mis

Course Number: A-102-0229, A-102-0161.

sde Submarine Training Center, Charleston,

-LocationitSubmarine.Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI, Submarine School,
Groton, CT; Submarine School, New
London, CV

SC, Submarine School, New London, CT

FI)

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).

Course Number: AI21-0263
Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present.'

laboratory tine in advanced theory and

aboard subinarmes

corrective maintenance of a, radio navigation receiver.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited speck.]:
.
ized nature of the course (9/77)

Instruction: Major emphasis of course is
on qualitative functional and operational descnption offte specified equipment concentratingon'carrective matntenauss
vocational
Credit Recommendation: In t

Credit 'Recoinmendation: Ift the lower-di,'
"vision baccalaureate/associate degree sate- -,
.
gory, '1 semester hour in electronics tech-

it*

NV-1715-0915
..

,Operator and Maintenance)
Course Number: A-1304125,
F-130-0034.
.- .
.5.

.

.

Location : Submarine Training tenter,-Pa-Pearl Ijarbor, HI, Su6manne School,
$'

,

-.1t3 MISSILE 4DV AINCEDTRAINI.NG

.

oft, Pearl Harbor, HI, Fleet, Ballistic MBsil

Submarine Training Center, Charleston,
SC; ,Submarine School, Nel.,C, London, Crt
-I,ength: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Eihibit Dates: 1/75- Present

'

Exhibit Dates: 10/75-Present.

Objectives: To provide theory' of oper-

Instruetion;,Course offers a study of the
functional operations and schemata. anatysis

of a missile fire control system including its
control, logic, sequential operation and
teaches student to learn -fault isolation and

theory and marntenance procedures for
radio navigation equipment

Instruction; Course includes block dia.
rn, study of receivers, cdmputeys, and
Pe

for ,re vers, obmputers, data processors,
and peripheral equipment Remainder of

Credit Recommendatidn'CCrecht is not rec-

`

course time is devoted to troubleshooting

NY-1714.0913

equipment
''
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in .

LORAN AN/WRN-5 COMBINED

electronics technology (9/77)

)
r

MAINTENANCE

(Satellite Navigation System ALs.WW.RN-

_

MiSSILE.LAUNCHER MK IZ MOD I
ADVANCED TRAINING, CLASS Ci
Course Number: A -121 -0271.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Hprbor, HI.
. Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present. .
Objectives: To study electrical, mecharncal,,pneugiatic, and hydraulic theory and to
learn to troubleshoot and masuthin special

military equipment utilizing these Components

Instruction: A study of, dehumidifier sys' tems, including heating and cooling, pnet,
matie relays and electronic monitoring
equipment; theo'ry and maintenance of high',pressure air, nitrogen, and hydraulic valve
sysiemS,, electronic environmental monitoring equipment, including moisture and humidity detection, electrical control system
utilizing rehiy logic, and fault isolatioh and
repairof equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categOry, 2 semester hours in
,electromechanical technology(9/77).

NV1715-0916

5

(Satellite Receiver AN/WRN-5 Combined Maintenance, Class C-1)

_.k

heral equipment, also includes approxi-

mate 35 hours of alignment procedures

ommended because of ,the military-specifio
nature of the course (9/77).

Credit Recommendationi In the lower-division bacCalailreate/associatedegree category, I semester hour in electronics technology (9/77).

SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

(SINS) MK 2 MOD 6 SELECTRIC
,
TYPEWRITER, CLASS Fi

fAN/WRN.5 Combined Maintenance)

(SINS Mk 2 Mod 6 Selectric.Typewriter

(Navigation Set Operation and Maintenance)

Advanced Maintenance)

..,

Course Number:'A- 193 -0Q54.

Course Number: A-19320266.

:.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

cific, ?earl Harbor, HI, Fleet Ballistic Mis-

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI, Submarine Scholl,
,
New London, CT

site Submarine Training Center, Charleston,' *,

SC, Submarine School, 1s1,v Lotdon, CT.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours):
4% Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/73-Present.
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present
Objectives: To provide the necessary
skink alp theory to operate, repair, and 4 objectives: Teprovide theory of opera?ion of a selectric typewriter and to teach
maintain a satellite receiver/computer.
.

Instructlon: Course discusses at the functional level magnetic And core mempries of'
a computer, arithmetic logic, input7output
analog-to-digital
conversion,
devices,
synchro-to-digital conversion, and phase
modulation detection More than 50 percent
of the course is devoted td operational description of the equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocatiohal
certificate category, .1 semester hour in
computer technology (9/77).

'V.

R.

plajectives: Course offers k review of

atipn and maintenance on the specific military equipment.
Instruction: Course includes the study of
the theory df operation of specialized military equipment Student learns to perform
fault isolation, calibrate, and adjust the
-r
equipment.

pairs on missile fire control systems.

.-

0
'
Course Number: A193-0260
Location: Submarine.Training Center, Pa-

Submarine Training Center, Charleston, SC

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI.

Objectives: To study the theory of oper; anon a?d fault-isolation, and to.rtinake re-

SE-R.AN/BRN-, DATA PRO:CESSOR
ADVANCED TRAINING:CLASS Fl
ADVANCED

New London? CT, Fleet Ballistid Missile
Length: 2 weeks (6.7 hours).

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1 /66- Present. -

.

.

SeitoNiteceiving Set ANAQR;15 Mori 0, s POLARIS/POSEIDON RADIO NAVIGATION

: nology (9X77)..

,

electronics technology (9/77)
,

.SONAR RECEIVING'SEr AN/BQR;i5 M9D'O
ApVANCTMAINTENANCE, CLASS Fl ' .

Course Nuniber-A-121-0261.
Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

,

certificate category, 1 semester hour in ,

,

-/%1V-1715-012

calibrate, the equipment studied.

component replacement.

.

_

late faults, troubleshoot, repair, adjust and

44..

Objectives: To provide-training in the operation and maintenance of the AN/APX72 and AN/UPX-17 IFF equipments

nance, fault isolation and repair of a navigation control console.
Instruction: Course 'offers classroom and

control, logic, program sequence, sequential
operations, alarms and 'displays, and to Iso-

?s/V-1715-0909,

Length: 2 weblcs (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/76-Present

Objectives: To provide knowledge and
skills required for the corrective mainte,

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: fweeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present.
Objectives: To learn functional operations
and to isolate faults and make repairs on
special-purpose military equipment Instruction: Course teaches the functional
operation, of special military equipment utko lizing circuit and logic diagrams including

NV-1715-0910

Class FI)

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

Simulation

and

COMBINED MAINTENANCE

(IFF Transponder AN/APX-72 and
AN/UPX-17 Combined Maintenance,

Course Number: A-193-0261.

(MTRE) Mk 3 Mods 4 and 5 Mea-

,

IEF AN/APX-72 AND AN/UPX-17

tv

'

(MTRE) MK 3 MEASUREMENT,

(Missile Test and Rea mess Equipment

.

NV-1715-0914

171570908

MI

fault isolation, adjustment, and repair of the
equipment.

-

Instruction: Course teachVs theory of op-

eratioh of a selectrie typewriter, including
controls, clutches, gears, cams, latches, linkages and springs Students will perform
fault isolation andmake adjustments and repairs to the'equipment.

Credit Recommendallijn the vocational
certificate category, Alltrimester hours in
elgoromechanical technology (9/77)

.

So.
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'Navy
NV 1715-,0917
LAUNCHER MK 21 MOD ,2 ADvANCED
TRAINING, CLASS Fi
Course Number: A-I21-0272.

.

Location' Submarine Mining Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/74-Present

Objectives: To study electrical, mechanical, pneumatic and hydraulic theory and to
learn to troubleshoot and maintain special
military equipment utilizing these compo-

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: I/75- Present.
Objectives: Provides advanced, training

(follow-on) for operation and' fault isolation
of the ships inertial navigation system
(SINS) Mk 2 Mods I and 4 systems
Instruction: Offers quantitative theory related to maintenance and repair of logic cir
cults and specialized mechanical' compo-

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in electronics technology (9/77).

NV-1715.0924
VERDAN COMPUTER THEORY' AND
MAINTENANCE. II

(Verdan Theory and Maintenance, Class

nents unique to specialize'd equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, t semester hour in

F1 )

Course Number: A-193-029I.

electronics technology (9/77).'

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

nents.

cific, Pearl'Harbor,HI

Instruction: Course presents a study of de-

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
NV71715-0921
humidifier systems, including heating and
Exhibit Dates: 1/75- Present.
cooling, pneumatic relays, and electronic
SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Objectives: "To teach the theory of opermonitoring equipment ffourle includes
(SINS MK 2 MOD 3 THEORY AND
ation of a special-purpose digital computer
theory of operation and maintenance of
MAINT NANCE I ,
_
and performance of fault isolation and
high-pressure air, nitrogen and hydraulic
repair on the equipment... ,
Course Number: A -193 -0292.
valve systems, electronic environmental'.,
Instruction: Course covers theory of operLocation: Submarine Training Center, Pamonitoring equipMent, inelgaing moisture
' ation of the I /Osection of a digital computcific, Pearl. Harbor, HI.
o
,
and humidity detection; electrical control
er including input and output , logic and
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
systems utilizing ielay logic, and perform-. 9
,coding, I/Q chagnoind' tests, control panel,
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Presevn.ance of fault isolation tests and repair of
Objectives: To tench, theory of operation"
switches hnd.diagrams, keyboard, displayt
equipment
and fault isolation perfolmince-on specific
and typmktite.r buffer circuitry, and teaches
Credit Recommendation: In .the iocational
militdry equipment.
perfotmance of fault 'isolation and equipcertificate category, 2 semester hours in
Instruction: Course presents theory of op- 40,ment repair. As 'condticted after 10/77
electromechanics (9/77)
eration,of specialized military equipment in
course includes factional ;description and
the pre-navigate ,mode, including' caging.
operation of tape reader, including amplifiloops, torquing 1.)aps., alignment 'bops, and
ers, solenoid drivers, photodiode 'sensors
NV-1715-0918
alarm- circultry,, and the, performance of
and control signals.
6L16 OXYGEN GENERA-1DR ELECTRICAL
fault isolation and repair on the esimprnent
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
TECHNICIAN'
'semester hour in
Credit Recopmendatiop: Credit is not reccertificate category,
ommended because of the. military-specific
Course Numbee A-6/2-0039.'
electron 49/77)
Location; Submarine Training Center, Panature of the course (9/77).
cific, Pearl Harbor, HL,Submarine School,
NV-1715-0925
Groton, CT; Fleet Ballistic Missile SubmaNV-1715-0922
1

.;

4

rine Training Center, Charleston, SC.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/74- Present.

Objectives: To provide training in the
electrical maintenance of-an oxygen generator.

Instruction: Approximately one-third of
the course provides instruction in power
contact annunciators, magnetic
amplifier annunciators, readout circuits, and
pressure controller systems The balance of
supplies,

the course is devoted to troubleshooting
and calibration
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electronics technology (9/77)

'NV-1715-0919
SHIPS% INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

(SINS) MK 2 MODS AND 4 THEORY
AND MAINTENANCE I
Course Number: A -193 -0294.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)

Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present
Objectives: To provide the theory of op-

eration of specific military equipment and

RADIO NAVIGATION SILT AN/BRN-3/3A

SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

.

(SINS) MK 2 MOD 3 THEORY AND
MAINTENA CE II
Course.Numbe . A-193-0293.

mg)
.Course Number: A-193-027,I.

Location: Sub anne TrainingCenter, Pacific, Pearl Har or, HI.
Objectives: To study the theory Of operation and maintenance of specialized military equipment
Instruction: The study of temperature control, monitors, data transmission, and
the performance orfaylt isolation and repair'
on specialized military equipment are coyFred
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, I semester hour in
electronics {9/77).

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.

fault isolation, corrective maintenance, and
repairs on the equipment.

Instruction: Curse presents a study of

digital .data processing- computer using
block, logic, and schematic diagrams of the
control and state' coungiss memory access,

memory selection and registers for shift,
hold, add, inmement,adecrement, comple-

chanicaT adjustment,

(Verdan 'Theory and Maintenante I, Class
F1)
Course Number: Az193-0290.

and

equipment. ,c,t,

repairs on the

.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

semester hour in
certificate category,
electronics technology (9/77):
1

°

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pa-

NV-1715.0926

Length: -2 weeks (60 hours).

NAVAL DATA AUTOMATED COMPUTER

Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present.

repair on theequipment.

Instruction: Course offers a study of the
functional operation of a 'special-purpdse

digital computer to include the following

(SINS) MK 2 MODS I AND 4 THEORY
AND MAINTENANCE II
Course Number: A-I93-0295.

with tape reader/pun'ch and to perform

VERDAN COMPUTER THEORY AND
MAINTENANCE I

Objectives: To teach the theory of oper
anon of a special-purpose digital computer
and -performance of fault isolation and

SHIPS INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

ation of a digital data pit cessing computer

ment, merge, and extract operations. Interface circuitry for the tape reader and tape
punch, .and perform fault isolation, me

theory of operation of specialized military
equipment, with limited instruction on fault

NV-1715.0920

Length:.2 weeks (60 hones),
Exhibit Dates: 1 /75- P'r'esent.
Objectives: To present the theory of oper-

NV-1715-023

cific, Pearl Harbor, HI.

ommended becalise of the military-specific
nature of the course (9/77).

:Location: Submarine Training Center. Pa, alio, Pearl Harbor,Hl.

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present.

to enable the student to perform fault isolation on the equipment.
Instruction: Course offers a study of the
isolation and repair
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

COMPUTER ADVANCED TRAINING

(A NARN-3 Computer., Advanced Train-

topics con tiol, indicators, modes, sequtnee
of operations, input/output, timing relationships, loop functions, power supplies,

coding, instructions and data format, and
registers; fault isolation and repair on the
Universal section, GP (non-compnte),section, and the DDA section of the Verdan
computer.

(NAVDAC) ADvANCED TRAINING
COUSSe Niuribe r: A-193-028Y

Location, Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 4 weds (120 hours).
,Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present
Objectives:, To teach theory of operation
and performance of fault isolalion, and to
teach repair on specialized military. equip
Instruction: Course includes study of
logic Circuits and elementeas they relate to
timing, storage, control,linput/output, arithmetic and power supplies for specific mililearn to pertary equipment ,Students

ors,
ti

\

.
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lions, astable, meMostable, distable multivibrators; Schmidt triggers; clamping and
limiting, switching, gating and applications,
and frequency compensation are presented
Also presented dre theory of RF power am-

form fault analysis and make repairs on the
equipment.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,
electronics (9/77).

2

semester hours in

plifiers and applications, CWakeying and
applications, CW transmitters, modulation,
AM transmitters, frequency shift keying,

NV-1715-0927
SIBMA'RINE COMMUNICATION APPLICATION
AND THEORY MODULE I

single sideband,-transmissions lines, antennas,

and wave propagation,
Credit Recommendation: In the vocationalcertificate category, 4 semester hours in
electronics (9/77).

(SCATMOD I)
Course Number: A-I00-0015.

New
School,
- Location: Submarine
Londoq, CT; Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present

Objectives: To review basic arithmetic
and algebra, Including linear equations, and

to introduce electricity and the study of
44.

DC circuits.
.Instruction: Course presents an introduction to the structure of matter and a study
of elect rostatiEsiMagnensm, EMF, current,
resistance, cells, and batteries, DC series

circuits and applications, parallel DC circuits and applications of parallel circuits,
equivalent circuits and applicatiorts
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hours in
certificate category.
electronics, 1 in mathematics (9/77).

NV-1715.0928
SUBMARINE COMMUNICATION APPLICATION

AND THEORY MODULE 2

(SCATMOD 2)
Course Number: A-100-0036
School,
Location:
Submarine

New
London, CT, Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 4-5 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present.

Objectives: Course provides training tn
the fundamentals of electronics and elect ronic circuitry.
Instruction: Course provides a study of
trigonometry, including right triangles,
trigonometnc tables and vectors (including

addition and subtraction), theory of AC
Circuits, inductance, inductive reactance,

capacitive reactance, series RL and RLC
circuits, impedance, Q, parallel RL add
RLC circuits, series and parallel resonance.

A study of solid-state diodes and power
supplies, transistors and amplifiers, multielement tubes and amplifiers, tuned circuits,
amplifier distortion and coupling.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in
electronics (9/77)

<

ters, modulation, AM transmitters,T'SR,
single sideband, transmission hnes, antennas
and waveguides

Instruction; Course covers theory of oper-

ation Of oscillatprs, including Armstrong,
Hartley, TPTG, crystal controlled, Colpitts,
electron-coupled blocking, and RC. A
study 'of-RC shaping Circuits and applica-

ing, arithmetic, control, memory, VO, pro-

(SCATMOD 4)

.NV.1715-0933

Course Number: A-100-'0051.
School,
Submarine
Location:

New

London, CT; Submarine Training center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present

ment with the use of oscilloscop,, and
signal generators

Instruction: An introduction to basic superheterodyne receivers, CW and SSB receivers, control circuits, and applications of
receiver control circuits In-depth study of

a sikstep troubleshooting procedure with
laboratory application, using oscilloscopes
and signal generators, is presented.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

3

electronics (9/77).

semester hours in
,

NV-17150931

,

SUBM'ARINE COMMUNICATION APPLICATION
SAND THEORY MODULE 5

(SCATMOD 5)
Course Number: A-100-0052
School,
Submarine
Location:

New
London, CT, Submarine _Tratning Center,
'Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
'Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/75-Present
Objectives: To' familiarize the _individual

with military procedures for documenting
faulty equipment and technical manual
layout, and to permit the inchyldual to develop skills in using hand tools and soldering equipment and to perform adjustments,

alignment, and calibration procedures on
equipment.

cables and perform adjustments, alignments,
and calibration procedures on military
equipment.
'Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
semester hour in
certificate category,
electronics (9/77)
1

NV- 1715 -0932
SUBMARINE COJ.IMUNICATION APPLICATION
AND THkORY MODULE 6

(SCATMOD 6)
Course Number: A-100-0053
School,
Location:
Submarine

Exhibit

4 weeks (90 hours).
es: 11/75-Present

-

4. kj`43.

Location: Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachment, 11-AS Miramar, CA, Naval
Air Maintenance Training Detachment,

NAS Oceana, VA, Naval Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, NAS Lemoore, CA,
Ntval Air Maintenance Training Detach-

ment, NAS Cecil Field, FL. Naval Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, NAS
Whidbey Island. WA
Length: 5 weeks (152 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/74-Present

' Objectives: To provide instruction in the
maintenance of the specific countermeasures receiving set consisting of a pulse analyzer, an amplifier detector, azimuth indicator, and peripheral equiPmem
Instruction: Instruction includes circuit
analysis and troubleshooting using applicable test equipment, and instruction in publi-canons and.safety procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category; 3 semester hours. in
electronics laboratory (2/78); in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2. semester hours in electronics labo-

ratory (2/78)

-NV-1715-093f
ELECTRONICHOVERING AND DEPTH
CONTROL COMBINED MAINTENANCE

(Electronic Hovering and Missilt Com-

pensation)
Course Number: A-623-004k
.
Ideation: Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston,, SC; Submarine` Training Center, Pacific, Pearl

Harbor, HI; Submarine School,' Groton,
New London, CT.
Length: 2 weeks (63 hours)."
Exhibit Dates: 2/75-Present.

Objectives: To train technicians to operate, align, repair, end perform preventive
maintenance on equipment to stablite a submarine during missile launch
Instruction: Operating stabilization equip-.

ruent and performing preventive maintenance,. alignment, and reifir on the electronic aspects' of the equipment. Troubleshooting of-the system covers controls, indicators, transducers. and operational amplifiers
,

Credit Recommendation: No credit because of- the limited specialized nature of
the course (9/77)

-

s"
r,

New

London, CT; Submarine Training Center,
Pearl Harbor, HI.
Pact
Length:

AN/A LR-4"s COUNTERMEASURES
RECEIVING SET INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Numhen C-102-3093. .

Objectives: To present a study of the
theory, of_ superheterodyne receivers, including eW and SSB, and to teach students
to perform_ trotktaleshooting on the equip-

Objectives: Cours presents a study of

eleetronies circuits and applications, including oscillators, pulse and wave shaping, RF.
power amplifiers, CW keying and transmit-

flops, registers, encoding, decoding, count-

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electronics technology (9/77).

SUBMARINE COMMUNICATION APPLICATION
AND THEORY MODULE 3, CLASS A-1

Pacific, Pearl Harbor,111
Length: 2-3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/75-Present.

use of the Veitch diagram; study of flip-

SUBMARINE COMMUNICATION APPLICATION
AND THEORY MODULE 4

layouts and the use of hand tools and soldering irons to develop skills to disassemble, repair, reassemble, solder, and splice

New
bondon, -.CT, Submarine Training Center,.

Instruction: Course presents, a study of
number systems, including binary and octal;
conversions b ween Tames, arithmetic operations, and components, logic circuits, including and, r, nand, nor, exors, and inverters; introduction to Boolean"algebra and

gramming, and system applications.
Credit Recommendation: In the'vocationel

Instruction: The course presents a study
of military procedures and technical manual

CoUrse Number:. A-100-0050.
Lication: Sulilmanne, School,

applications.-

NV-1715-0930

NV-1715.0929
(SCATMOD 3)

Objectives; To introduce digital principles, number systems, logic circuits, Boolean algebra, functional operation of computers, programfning, concepts and systems

NV-1717.0001
AVIATION MANAGEMENT

Co;:r- *'amber: E-4D-10,

, ti
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Navy
Location: Fleet Airborne Electronics
Training Unit, Pacific, San Diego, CA,'

,

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present

Objectives: To train staff and unit maintenance officers to fully utilize the Navy
maintenance and material matagement
system

Avb

Instruction: Lectures on documentation
and analysis of man-hour accounting,
tenande data collection, aircraft statistical

data, and maintenance requirement cards,
-personnel management, and familiarization
of staff and support activities
Credit Recolnmendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in aviation management on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Albany, GA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Sanford, FL
Length: 3-4 weeks.(120-160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68-Present

Objectives: To provide fleet maintenance

personnel with training in RA-5C aircraft
organizational maintenance

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aircraft structures and hydraplic,
electrical, power plant, environmental, and
indicating systems maintenance, corrosion
control; and flight and inlet -duct airflcjw
control systems operations and maintenance

Credit Recomrhendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
maintenance management (2/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
-lower-division
degree category, 2 semester hours in main-

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in

maintenance management, maintenance and

familiarization
supervisor
lower- division
the
in
(6/74),
baccalaureate/asso'Clate degree category, 1
maintenance

semester hour in maintenance supervisor familtarization (6/74).

Course Number: K-4117465.
-Location: Fleet Training

San

Diego, CA.
Length: 8-weeks (240 hours).

Exhibit Pates: 6/65-12/68

Objectives: To train junior officers as
prospective engineering and damage control
'officers on steam- and dieseldrive ships

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in.the duties of an engineering department officer and a damage control officer
Course includes administration, boilers, auxiliaries, steam propulsion and diesel propulsion nIfchinery, electrical systems and
equipment, fire fighting, damage 'control,

" and nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare defeat
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/dssociate degree. category, 3 semester hours as an elective in industrial management (7/74), in the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours as an elective in industrial management ('7/74)

Course Number: A-8C-0015

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oakland,
CA
Lengthy 2 weeks (64 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/71- Present

Objectives: To train military and civilian
retonnel in military warehousing.
nstruction: Lectures and practical exerObjectives: To train noncommissioned of- '' cises in the study 4I\varehousing and store
age pihnnuig and practices, materials-han(leers to supervise maintenance activities
dling principles, selection and utilization of
Instruction: Lectures and practical experiequipment, automated materials-handling
ence in aviation maintenance management
systems1 military-packaging policies and the
procedures, publications, -data collection
basic principles of unit protection and packsystems, and aviation safety
ng, including quantitative aspects of manCredit Recommendation: In the lower-diagement, documentation and control, warevision baccalaureate/associate degree catehousing and storage, materials' handling
gory, I semester hour in maintenance manStation, Memphis, TN.
,Length: 2 weeks (78 'hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/70-Present,

agement (2 /74), in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours, ln maintenance management (2/74).

NV-017-0005

FA, ILIARIZATION
o
Course Numbei: C-000-3743; C-2A3743

Location:, Air Maintenance Training:Detachment, Albaoy, GA
n
.

presersration and packaging

Credit Recommendattm: Credit s not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

_

RA-se VitNANCE SUPERVINDRS

Length: 4 weeks (144 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/73-Pl'esent.

Objectives: To train senior enlisted personnet and branch officers in the operation
and mission capabilities of the RA-5C
weaRons system.

Instruction: Lectuies and practical exercise; in the operation and mission capabilities of the RA-5C weapon system, including

NV-1717.0008
AVIATION MAATENANCE CONTRa
ADMINISTRATION
Course Number:. C-000-3204

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment Whidbey Island, WA, Air MainNorth
Training Detachment,
tenance
Islahd, CA, Air Maintenance Training De--..
tachment, Alameda, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment, Quonset Point, RI,
Air Maintenance Training Detachmentr,
Pensacola, FL, Air Maintenance Training
betachment,

Norfolk! VA, Air Mainte-

nance Training Detachment, Cecil Field;

I

baccalaureatefagsociate

degree category, 1 semester hour in organization and management (7/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 se-,

mester hour in organization and management (7/74)

,

NV-1717-0010

,

AVIATION ORDNANCEMAN, CLASS B
Course Number: C-646-2011

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Jacksonville, FL
Length: Version I 21 weeks (840 hours)
Version 2. 21-2.5 weeks (840-1000 bouts)
Exhibit Dates: Version 'I 2/74-Present
Version 2. 10/53-1/74
Objectives: To tra:n enlisted personnel to
perform ordnance functions aboard ships
Instruction: Lectures and practical' exey
cises in administrative techniques, mathematics, physics, electricity, guns, munitions, equipment, and missiles
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

vocational certificate category, 3 semester

WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Location: Naval Air Technical Training

administrative procedu es
Credit Recommendati n: In the vocational
certificate category, s mester hour in, organization and management (7/74); in tile

lowerdivision
Center,

NV-1717-0007
r`lAVAI, AVIATION
M AINTEN ANC1/MATERIAL
MANAGEMENT, CLASS B
Course Number: Not available.

production control, component repair program, maintenance daa,collectiork and reporting, aircraft accounting, ground support
equipment data reporting, aircraft engine
accounting system, logs and records, and

1

renance management (2/74).

NV-1717.0003°

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present
Objectives: To main enlisted personnel in
the administrative, practices and procedures
of aviation units
cises

systems

PROSPECTIVE ENGINEER OFFICERA

RA -SC PLANE CAPTAINS ORGANIZATIONAL
MAINTENANCE

FL. Air Maintenance Training Detachment,
e .
Lemoore, CA.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin the administrative practices and
procedures of aviation units, including

countermeasures system, and reconnaissance

NV-171780006

NV-1717.0002

,

aircraft familiarization and safety, primary,
essential aircraft systems, electronic sys
terns, structures -and corrosion control, hydraulic power system, survival and environmental systems, flight control' and fuel systems, AN/ASQ-56A integrated electronic
central and electronic- altimeter,. electronic

hours in
(6/75),

basic

in

electronics technology
lower-division
the

baccaladeate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electronics technology and 2 in maintenance management
(6/755. Version 2 In the vocational certifi-

cate category, 2 semester hours in electriclower-division
in
the
ity
(7/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in electricity (12/68), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in maintenance management
(12/68)

NV-1717-0011
NAVAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMEN I

Course Number: Not available
Location: Naval Training Detachment,

North Island, CA. Naval Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL. Naval Training De-,

tachment, Lemoore. CA, Naval Training
Detachment, Quonset Point, RI; Naval
FL;
Training Detachment, Pensacola,
Naval Training Detachment, Norfolk, VA,
Naval Training Detachment, Whidbey

Island, WA, Naval Training Detachment,
Barbers Point, HI.
.
, Length: 3 weeks (120 'hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/67-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
manage aviatron maintenance materiel.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerk.ises in maintenance materiel management,
including management, control and security
of classified information, naval aircraft
maintenance program framework organization, administrative functions and proce-

dures, maintenance and materiel control,
t.

'

.
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COURSE EXHIBITS

quality control, maintenance data collection
system, and maintenance equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Credit Recommetation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in laboratory procedures (4.474).

-

certificate category, 2 semester! hours in
maintenance management (7/74); in the
;baccalaureate/associate .
lower-division (
degree category, 2 semester hours in main-

tenahce management (7/74); in the upperdivision baccalaurote category,. semestej
hours in.Inannenance management (1468).
14

NV-1717.0012
PARACHUTE RIGGER SCHOOL, CLASS B

Location: Air Techrtitial Training Unit,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 12 weeks,(496 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1 A66-12/68

-0'

Objectives: To provide parachute riggers
with administrative, theoretical, and*Practical backgrounds for operating squadrons.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in supervision and management, aircraft maintenance skills, sewing machine
adjustments and repairs, liquid oxygen and
oxygen regulators, and pressure suits and
`
components.
Credit Recommendation: In the veicational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
in sewing and
maintepance management,
sewing machine maintenance, 5 in liquid
oxygen and regulators, and 2 in pressure
in
the
lower-division
suits
(5/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
1

semester hours in maintenance management

(5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours' in matntenance
management (12/68)

REMOTE SENSOR SYSTEM FOR PHYSICAL.
SECORITY,,CLASS CI

Command,

Objectives: To train selected students to

teal security\a all times and in all conchtions.

.

-

NV-1717-0013
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMIENT FOR

OFFICERS (LMT)

(Leadership and Management for Petty
,Officers (LMT))
Course Number: A-7C0018, A-500-0031

Location: Various Naval Training Centers, USA
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/75-Present

Objectives: To provide officers and petty
officers with the latest and most pertinent
information on leadership methods, management techniques, and skills for applying the
Navy's Human Goals Plan.
Instruction: Instruction covers responsIbil-,

ay, accountability, and authority; management and motivation, organizationaldevelcommunications,
opment,
interpersonal
problem-solving applications; crisis management; and pertinent human resources management information.
. Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (3/76)

NV1720-0001
SUBMARINE TENDER RADIOLOGICAL
CONTROLS

Course Number: F000-034..
Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).
Exhibit gates: 12/67- Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the basic theory of radiological controls as
applied to nuclear support ships and shore
facilities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic theory of radiological controls

as applies to nuclear support ships and
shore facilities Course includes basic mathematics, slide rule, use, rachologicSI controls,
and testing of Samples for tachation

Command,

Great Lakes, IL

maintain the remote sensor system for phys-,

Course Number: None t

INSTRUMENTMF.N, CI.ASS A

Course Number: A-670-0010
Location: Service Schools

NV-j721-00b1

Coarse Number: A-198.0030
Location: Service School
G }eat Lakes, IL.
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/77-Present.

NV-1721-0004

InstructioniTomcs include troubleshooting and maintaining remote sensing equip ment' such as static, magnetic, and sonic,
and keeping equipment operating properly
under all conditions.
Credit Recommendation: In the ocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in security systemsaaintenance"(9/77)

NV-1721.0002
NOISE MEAUREMENT.AND REDUCTION
Course Number: F-210-014

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)

Exhibit Dates: /73- Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
use sonhd measurement equipment, to iso-

late vibrations in noise-critical machinery,
to reduce submarine noise, and to perform
triftjaice dynamic balancing

Irlitruction: Lectures and practical exerin the use of sound measurement

cises

equipment, vibration analysis Of noise-critical machinery, submarine noise reduction,
and in -place dynamic balancing, including
.vibration fundamentals, analysis of frequency spectrum, mechanical vibration and measurement, airborne measurement, use of spe-

cific equipment:and overhaul of noise-critical motors
credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in
sound and vibration (5/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 1 semester hour in mechanical technology laboratory (sound and vibration) or
as an elective in. mechanical technology
(sound and vibration) (5/74).

Length: 17 weeks (546 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present

Objectives: F train enlisted personnel to
repair manual typewriters and measuring in-

ruments

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in manual typewriter troubleAooting

and repair, high- and low - pressure pneumatic and hydraulic measuring Instruments

repair and calibration, tachometers, torque;
and flow-measuring instruments, temperature-measuring instruments, brazing and soldering techniques, and use of common hand-

andpower tools.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate' category, 5 semester hours irl
typewriter repair, 6 in instrument repair, 6
in mechanical technology (5/74), in the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, 7 semester hours in mechanical technology (5/74)

NV-1721-0005
WATCH AND CLOCK,REPAIR, CLASS C

(InstrumentmenWatch Repair)
Course Number: A670-0011
Location: Ser$ce Scitt)ols

Command.

Great Lakes, It,
Length: 16 weeks (480 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present

-

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as watch and clock repairmen
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the lubrication, cleaning, disassembly, reassemblf, and testing of clocks,
watches,'anerold and mercurial barometers,
and dial indicators, Including use of watch;
maker's tools .(pivot drill and plug, balance
staff, jewel setting, winding stern and click
springs) and repi.voting'of wheel
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 15 semester hours in
horology or watch and clock making
lower-division
in
the
(6/74),
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 8

semester hours in horology or watch and
clock making (6/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
horology or watch and dock making
(6/74)

NV-1721-0003
NOISE AND VIBRATION MEASUkEMeNT
Course Number: L-210-015.

Location: Fleet Submarine Training Facility, Pearl Harbor, HI,
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate sound- and vibration-monitoring
equipment.

Instruction Lectures and practical exercises in the operation of sound- and vibration-mornipring equipment, including sound
and vibration theory, general radio equipment, call ration of vibration- monitoring
equipment, Nhotion' survey techniques and
data analysts, In-place balance theory, vibra-

tion isolation, data acquisition, and equipment maintenance.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
sound and vibration (5/74), in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catesemester hour in mechanical techgory,
1

nology laboratory (sound and vibration) or
as an elective in mechanical technology
(sourtd aiid vibration) (5/75).

NV-1721-0006
A-7A/B ATTITUDE HEADING AND
REFERENCE SYSTEM INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

Course Number:Notavailable.

Location:. Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemogre, CA; Air Maintenance
Training Detachment,.Cecil Field, FL.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/71-Present

Objectives: To train maintenance personnel in the operation and maintenance of the
A-7A/B attitude, heading, and reference
system,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer
uses on the A-7A/B attitude, heading, and
reference system, including introdUction to
the system and review of gyroscopic, and
transistor fifndamentals, detailed theory of
the displacement gyro,' amplifier power
supply, compass adapter compensator, com-

pass controller and switching rate gyro, attitude indicator coupler, 'attitude director
,indicator, and intermediate maintenance and
test procedures.

J

Navy
,

Credit RecomMendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester hours in in;
strument maintenance (6/74): in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in instrument maintenance (6/74)

Instruction: Course consists of the following nine phases IRadiosonde Receptor
Equipment, IIWeather Satellite Equipment, 111Transmtssometer and RVR Con-

ervision
Command,

opticalmen in units of the fleet or in shore
activities.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of opticalmen, including
basic mathematics, hand tools and measuring instruments, drills and drilling machines,
grinders, basic lathe operation, basic milling
machine operation, maintenance and material management, fundamentals of optics. optical instrument components, optical instru-

ment repair, lens cementing and painting,
primary telescEpes, and navigational instruments

Credit RecOmmendation: In the Vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in machine tool operation, 1 in, basic arithmetic, 2
in physics (8/74), in the lower-clivision
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3_
semester hours in machine tool operation, I

in basic arithmetic, 2 in physics (8/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
credit in physics on the basis of institutional
evaluation (8/74).

NV -1721 -0008
GYROCOMPASS TECHNICIAN MECHANICAL,
CLASS CI

Course Number: All Versions. A-670.0014
Version 2: A-670-014
Location: Service School Command,

leum or chemical technblogy (4/74), in the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category. 2 semester-hours as an
elective in fire science. I as an elective in
seamanship, and 3 as an elective in petroleum or chemical technology (4/74)

Observational

Equipment. VI

Equipment,

VIIIRadar-Tele-

phone Transmission Systems. IXRawin
Sounding Equipment Students will akeusl
all or part of the course, depending on theiN.,
ultimate duty assignment Group A stUdents.4'
will complete all nine phases; Group- B students will complete phases I and II; and
Group C students will complete phases III,

, NV-1722.0002
BOATSWAIN'S MAT!. TRAINING
Course Number: G-060-6305

Location: Amphibious School, Norfolk,
VA.
Length: 2-3 weeks (68-105 hours).

W, and V.
Credit Recommendation: Group A. In the
vocational certificate category, 12 semester
houfs in weather equipment maintenance or

Exhibit Dates: 7/68-Present,

Objectives: To train seamen to perform

instrument repair (6/75), in the lower-divi-

the duties of a boatswain's mate.

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in instrumentation,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on duties of boatswain's mates, including honors and ceremonies, marlinspike seamanship, ground tackle and mooring, paint-

electrical laboratory, and/or electronic laboratory, and 4 semester hours in weather
equipment (6/75). Group B In the vocational certificate category, 4 semester hours
in weather equipment maintenance or instrument repair (6/75), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in instrumentation, electncal
laboratory, and/or electronic laboratory

ing and equipment, damage control, gunnery, aids to navigation, rules of the_road,
life saving equipment, visual signals, Weath-

er, wan davits, amphibious boat seaman,
ship. cargo handling and equipment, booms '
and rigging, and replenishment at sea
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

(6/75) Group C In the vocational certifi-

certificate category,*2 semester hours in

cate category, .5 semester hours in weather
equipment maintenance or Instrument repair
lower-divAion
the
(6/75),
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
semester hours in instrumentation, electrical
laboratory, and/or electronic laboratory
(6/75)

seamanship (5/74)

NV-1722-0003
COASTAL PATROL CRAFT TRAINING
°

NV-1721-0010

- Course Number: H-00-1800; H-000.18C0
Location: Inshore Operations Training
Center, Mare Island, CA
Length: 9 weeks (487-561 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/69-Present
for
Objectives: To train personnel
riverine /coastal warfare operations.

Great Lakes, IL.

SOUND ANALYSIS. NOISE.AND VIBR.ATION
REDUCTION (ENLISTED)
Course 'Number: A-210.0014, F-210-015%

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT

f Instruction: Lectures and practical exer° cases on nvenne/eoastal warfare operations,

Objectives: To train interior communications technicians to operate, maintain, and
repair Sperry and Arma mechanical gyro-

Length: 3 weeks (91 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in the techniques,and equipment involved in the analysis and reduction of submarine noise and vibration.

Length: Version 1 5 weeks (167 hours)
Version 2: 10 weeks (400 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 9/73-Present
Version 2: 5/67-8/73.

compasses.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the operation, maintenance, and
repair of Sperry and Arma gyrocompasses,
including principles of gyrocompasses, operation procedures, disassembly and assem-

bly procedures, and inspection, overhaul,
and repair procedur8.

Credit RecoMmendation: Version 1:11i the
vocational certificate category, 3 -semester
hours in industnal-mechanical technology
(9/77). Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester hours as an elective in industrial or mechanical technology
lower-division t
in
the
(8/74);
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours as an elective in industrial or
. mechanical technology (8/74).

NV-1721-0009
METEOROLOGICAL EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE, CLASS C

Course Number: C-I98-2010
ze;

Credit Recommendation: In the vocatidnal
certificate category, 2 semester hours as an
elective in fire science, 1 as an elective in
seamanship, -and 3 as an elective in peti-q-

Weather Service

Weather,* Radar Equipment. VIIWeath-

Great Lakes, II.
Length: 17 weeks (540 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/68- Present
Objectives: To train nonrated personnel as

.4*

nance procedures

Service Command and the Marine Corps

Surface

OPTICALMEN, CLASS A

Course Number: A-670-0018.
Location: Service School

equipment in use within the Naval Weather

verter, IVCloud Height Equipment,' V

NV-1721-0007

1-271

equipment operation and preventive mainte-

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: 4-17 weeks (176-688 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/74-Present,
Objectives: To train electronic technicians
to 'operate and maintain meteorological

-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in the operation, calibration, and maintenance

of specific

noise

and vibration

measuring instruments
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

including team training Tor coastal patrol
craft crews in boat operations, tactics, navigation, seamanship, gunnery, and communications, specialized training to small arms,
engineering, hull, damage control and salvage, survival-in-water training, all aspects
of counterinsurgency and survival, and Ianguageramtng
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

NV-1722-0001

NV-1722-0004

4VIATIO;4 BOATSWAIN'S MATE G
GASOLINE SCHOOL, CLASS A

(SPMRY AND
FIN STABILIZE
LEDG
00 CONTROLS)

MAI

(Gasoline Handling)

totirie Number: Not available
Location: Air Material Center, Philadel-

:
phia, 'PA
Length .9 weeks (350 hours)

Exhibit'pates: 5/5&4/58.
Objectives: To qualify enlisted personnel
as aviation boatswain's mates (gasoline handling).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in aircraft Carrier air department orgahydraulics principles,,,k air-sea
nization,
rescue, aircraft fire fighting and -damage

control fire fighting, aviation seamanship.
aircraft carrier flight and hangar deck operations, fuel and oil storage and transfer, gaseous.storage and transfer systems and han-

dling operations, and fuel and fire-fighting

Course

ENANCE, CLASS. CI

umber: A-690-0023.
School
Service
:

Command,
Locati
kes, IL
Great
k,ength: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/77-Present.
Objectives: To train Selected personnel to
check out, troubleshoot, maintain and repair
the Sperry active fin stabilizer system.

Instruction: Instruction in the operation
and maintenance of the fin stabilizer system
indluding servo-amplifier systems, hydraulic
systemsiand system troubleshooting procedures

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
electromechanical and hydraulic systems
(9/77),

4

COURSE EXHIBITS-

1z4,27/

port and at sea, anchoring and weighing
anchor, ship handling drill, navigational in-

NV-1722-0005/
BASIC BOATSWAIN'S MATE (GENfRAL)
Courseumber: J-060-0622, J-060-6221

struments, and the U S. bouyage system

Credit Recommendatiof Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74).

Location: Fleet Training Center, Newport, RI

shop procedures, bench work, and disassembly, repair, assembly, and testing, basic,

Objectives; To provide nonrated naval
personnel' with the skills of the general

NV-1722-0009

intermediate, and advanced operations on
drilling, shaping, turning, milling, grinding,
sawing, and engraving machines, the fabri-

boatswain's mate rating

SWIFT BOAT CREW TRAINING

maintenance management

Course Num*: H-00-5324; H-000.5324
Location: Amkhilmous School, Coronado,
CA.
f
Length: 9 weeks (260 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68
:Objectives: To prepare personnel for duty
as Swift boat crewmen

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present%

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises.on the responsibilities of the -general
boatswain's mate rating, including duties,
marlinsptke seamanship, ground tackle, line
handling, painting and equipment, honors
and ceremonies, atds to navigation, weath-

rules of the road, boat -seamanship,
visual signals, life saving equipment, wain
davtts, booms and rigging, .Cargo - handling
er,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerin survival swimming, maps and
charts, navigation, radio operation, commucises

equipment, and replenishment at sea
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

2

nications, electronics, engine operation, boat
electrical systems, and maintenance.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military- specific
nature of the course (7/74)

semester hours in

seamanship (5/74).
c-)

NV-1722-0006

NV-1722.0010

DESTROYER OFFICER

Course Number: A-00-107

RIVER PATROL CRAFT TRAINING
Course Number: H-00-1600, H- 000.1600Location: Inshore Operations Training

Location: Naval Destroyer School, Newport. RI
Length: 26 weeks (780 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 6/69-Present

Center, Mare Island, CA
Length: 8-10 weeks (432-538 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/66- Present
Objectives: To train officers .and enlisted
personnel in the conduct of river patrol op-

Objectives: To train officers in the operations, weapon systems, and engineering departments aboard naval destroyers

Instruction: Lectures in ship handling and

erations

operations, weapons systems, antisubmarine

Instruction: Team training in boat oper-

warfare, fuel oil system, electrical system,
lubrication system, and special problems in

ations and tactics, boarding and search procedures, navigation, seamanship, gunnery,
communications, and hull, engine and elecironic's-maintenance and repair
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

damage control
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 5 semester hours in in-

dustrial technology (6/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cam,
gory, 3 semester hours in industrial technology (6/74), tn the upperdivision baccalaureate category, -3 semester hours in naval

certificate category, 6 semester hours in

NV-1723.0001
MACHINE Toot. OPERATOR

(Machine Tool Operations)

NY-1722-0007

Course Number: A-702-0028, L-702-01D.

Location: Submarine Training Center, Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI, Fleet Ballistt&-Missik Training Center, Charleston, SC, Submarine School, Groton, New London, CT,

BASIC SUBMARINE QUARTERNIASTeR,
CLASS A

Course Number: F-772.010

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 5 weeks (199 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/67-Present,
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

Exhibit Dates: 9/66-Preknt
Objectives: To provide enlisted 'personnel
with advanced training in the operation of

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the repair and operation of South
Bend engine lathes, including measuring in-

struments, center drilling, rough turning,
tool it grinding, taper turning, and threlhding a
knurling.
ecommendation: In the vocational
Cred

ing lights, an semaphore
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/743

certificate ategory, 2 semester hours in ma-

chine shop (4/74), in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree 'category, 2
semener hours in machine shop'(4/74).

NV-1722-0008
PROSPECTIVE OFFICER OF THE DECK

NV-1723-0002
MACHINERY REPAIRMEN, CLASS A

San

Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (92 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 6/66-12/68.
Objectives: To provide basic preicaration

for the duties of in officer of the deck in
port or underway
Instruction: Le tures and practical exercises in communications, navigation and
rules of the road,.tactics, watchstanding in

chine trades or machinery repair (5/74); in
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in machine trades or machinery repair (5/74), in
the upper-division baccalaureate category. 2
semester hours in machine trades
. or machinery repair (5/74)

NV0723-0003
MOLDERS, CI ss B

Course Num r: A-790-0011
Location:
evelopment and

Training
Center. San Diego, CA
Length: 12 weeks (360 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted persZninel to
identify and test ferrous, and nOnferrous

9

Course Number: A-702:0019.

Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 12 weeks (360-374 hours)
xhibit Dates: 10/64- Present.
bjectives: To train enlisted personnel to
per orm as machinery repairmen.

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in machinery repair, including use of

,

identify and use melting

casting metals,

equipment, prepare molds, and cast various
ferrous and nonferrous metals
InstrUction: Lectures and practical exercises in prepiring molds and casting metals
Topics include mechanical drawings. mathematics and foundry calculations, mold construction, melting equipment. ,leadership
skills, casting -metal metallurgy, identifica-

tion and testing of metal castings, nonferrous alloy casting technology, and foundry
management.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Certificate category,' 6 semester hours in
foundry practice (6/74), In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in foundry practice

(6/74).
NV-1723-0004
PATI ER NMAKER, CLASS A

Course Number: A- 790 -0012
Location: Pat ternmakers School,

Diego, CA.

San

"c

Length: 20 weeks (600-694 hours)

South Bend engine lathes.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in navigation publications, charts and
Instruments, piloting, tides and currents.
rules of the nautical road, use of operating
signals in communications, flaghoisfs, flash-

Center.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in ma-

Length: 2 weeks (60-72 hpurs).

assist in navigation anel....s.t1Dal communication.

Course Number: C-602.
Location: Fleet Training

cation of parts and repair of valves, and

seamanship (7/74)

engineering (12/68).

1

hand tools and measuring instruments, OMciples and applications of blueprint reading;
mathematics, portable equipment, machine

Exhibit Dates: 11/6I-Present
.:;-'
Objectives: To train personnel to,perform
as pat ternmakers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises In the functions of patternmakers, including fmidamentals of patternmaking;
shop math, pattern reproduction, production molding, and mold construction;
flanged fittings, molding equipment, and intercasting; surface development; segmental,
staved, and lag construction, metal patterns;
shell molding; advance4patternmaking; pattern, and casting design; pattern machiner
operation, maintenance, and safety preca
tions, and hand and portable powte tools
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 914 semester hours, in
patternmaking and f ndry (6/74), in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 15 semester hours in patternmaking and foundry (6/74); in the

/

upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in patternmaking and foundry
(6/74).

4

Navy
SHIPEITTERS HULL MAIN PI tAN,CE
TECHNICIAN, CLASS A. PHASE 2

Course Number: A-700-010

Location: Training Center, San Diego,
CA
Length: 12 weeks (353 hours)'
Exhibit Dates: I/72-Present
listed personnel in
Objectives: To train
nce
shipfitting and hull mains
practical exerInstruction! Lectures
cises in shipfitting and hull amtenance, including basic tools Ihd materials, basic met-

allurgy, oxyacetylene welding, silver braznig, braze welding, manual arc welding,
sheettnetal layout and fabrication, piping
sections layout and fabrication, shipboard
piping systems, and environmental pollution
control
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours-In
sheet metal work and piping (5/74).
N V- 1723 -0006
SHIPFITTERS, CLASS A (METALS/MT/1)
Course INIumber: Not available

Location: Training Center, San, Diego,
CA
Length: 62 weeks (360 hours).
E/ihililt Dates: 5/63 - 12/68.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be metalsmiths

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in metalsmilhy, including slimfitter re.
sponiibilmes, mathematics, blueprint read' ing and symbols,. tools and materials, metallurgy, welding, brazing and soldering,

/

coppersmithing, and basic metalsmithing
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 8 semester hours in metalsmith y (5/74)

NV-1723.000
STEELWORKER/SHEETMETAL, CLASS C

(SW"C" Sheetmetal)
Course Number: A-703-0010
Locaticin: Construction Thuning Center,
Gulfport, MS; Construction Training

Center, Port Hueneme, CA; Construction
Battalion Center, Davisville, RI.
Length: 6-7 weeks (180-210 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I/72-Present

Objectives: To train petty officers to perk= as sheet metal technicians
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in sheet metal work and blueprint
reading and estimating, including mathematics, blueprint reading, planning, and estimat!
mg, sheet -metal pattern-layout; sheet metal
tools and equipment; soldering; sheet metal
fabrication and installation; material requisi-

tioning; pattern layout, and duties and rosponsibilities of the supervisor
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
sheet metal (5/74).

(SW-1"

Course Nunfber: A-711-0018

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA, Construction Training
enter. Gulfport, MS; Construction School,

D isville, RI.
Le

tures, including foremanship, applied mdthemetics, metal working, oxyacetylene welding, inerligas welding, and steel erection
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Length: 12 weeks 1560 hourt)
Exhibit Dates: 2/65-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

certificate category, 9 semester hours in
construction
(7/76)

and

manage a foundry

advanced., steelwork

Instruction: Lectures and practical exerdtes oin the management of a fomiciry
Topics include a review of mechanical
drawings, mathematics, and foundry calculations; fundamentals of .mold construction,

NV-1723-0009
VItEELWORKERS, CLASS A
Course Number: A -71 I -0015

melting equipment, leadership, metallurgy
of metal casting, identificataan and testing
of metal 'casting, nonferrous-alloy. casting
technology, and foundry management
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 10 semester hp.urs in
foundry practice and management 004X in,
tile lower-division baccalauteate/associate

Location: Construction Training Center,
. Gulfport, MS, Construction Training
Center, Port Hueneme, CAt
Length: Version 1. 9 -weeks (265 hours).
Version 2: 12 weekso(360-361 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version 1. 7/75-Present.
Version 2: 12/63-6/75

degree category, 8 semester hours in foundry practice and management (7/74).

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
.

be steelworkers
Instruction: Version 1. Lectures and practical eltercises in erection of steel structures,
including basic mathematics, blueprint reading and sketching, sheet metal layout, metal
working, and welding Version 2: Topics
also include steel erection and rigging
Credit Recommendation: Version 7. In the

NV-1724-b001
HEAT TRLATMENT 01 METALS,-CLASS C

Course Number: A-702-002I
Location: Service Schools Command, San
Diego, CA.
' Length: 7 weeks (234 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/64- Present

vocational certificate category, 5 semester
hours in construction, basic steelworker
(7/76) Version 2: In the vocational certificate category, 6 semester.hours in construction, basic steelworker (5/74)

Objectives: To train personnel as heat
treatment specialists

Instruction:Lectures and practical exercises*In the heat treatment of metals, includ-

ing properties of Metals, metal alloy systems, identification and classification of

NV-1723=0011
MACHINERY REPAIRMEN, GLASS B

metals, corrosion and surface treatment, and
maintenance and material management
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational-

Course Number: A-702-0020

Location: Technical Training torrrmand,
San Diego, CA.

certificate category, 4 semester Aours in
physical metallurgy, 4 in hear'treating

Length: Version 1: 17 weeks (51.0 hours)
Version 2. 18 weeks600 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 9/72-Present
Version 2. 10/64-8/72

lawer-division
thein ":
(5/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree `category, 4

semester hours in physical metallurgy, 4 in

Objectives: To train, personnel to serve as
machinery repairmen

heal treating (5/74), in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in
physical metallurgy, 4 in heat ,treating
(5/74).

Instruction: Lectures and. practical exercises in ,machinery repair Course includes
shop mathematics, interpretation of drawings of machine tool operations on the toolmaker's lathe; turret lathe, surface, tool and
universal cylindrical grinders, milling machines and rapid, plane, angular, and differential indexing, the generation and manufacture of spur, helical, bevel, and worm gears,
and symmetrical and nonsymmetrical forms,

NV ;1724-0002
NONDESTRUCTIVE.TLSTING 01 METALS

Course Number: A-701-017.

Location: Welding School, Class C, San
Diego, CA

metal spraying; physical metallurgy and

Length: 14-19 weeks (420-665 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/65-Present .--Objectives: To train personnel in"the nondestructive Testing of metals

plastics; and advanced precision measuring
instruments.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the

vocational certificate category, 10 semester
hours in advanced machine shop (5/74), in
the lower-division bacdalaureate/associate

' Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in Atomic Energy COmmission rules
gr
pertaining to radioaphy
an d regulations
r

degree category, 8 semester hours in advanced machine shop (5/74), in the upper-

he safe handling of radioactive byproduct material, and the fundamentals of
nondestructive testing, including NDT-related inspections and mathematics, fundamentals of radiation as applied to industrial
radiography, radiation control, detection,
and measurement, magnetic particle and
liquid penetrant testing; ultrasonic testing;
and

division baccalaureate category, 6 semester

hours In advanced machine shop (5/74)
Version 2: In the ycpational certificate catehours in machinery
10 semester
repair, metals, machine technology, and
toolmaking (5/74),, in the lower-division

gory,

NV-1723-0008
STEELWORKER, CLASS

Location: Molders Class 13 School, 'San,
Diego, CA

the planning and erection of steel struc-

NV-1723-0005

h: 14-15 weeks (420-454 hours).

Ex ibit Dates: 9/63-Present
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as steelworkers with construction battalions
Instructlon: Lectures and practical exercises in the techniques of control and supervision and the materials and tools used in
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baccalaureate/alsociate degree category, 6
semester hours in machinery repair, metals,
technology, and toolmaking
machine
(5/74), in thetupper-division baccalaureate

category, 4 semester hours in machinery
repair, metals, machine technology, and
toolmaking (5/74).

NV-1723-0012
MOLDERS, CLASS B

Course Number; Not available

and Pachographic inspection

t

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in metals testing
on the basis of institutional evaluation
loWer-division
in
the
(5/74),
baccalaureate/associate degree category,'
credit in metals testing on the basis of Instil
tutional evaluation (5/74), in the upper-division baccalaureate-category, &edit in metals

testing- on the basis of institutional evahianon (12/68).

a

:'
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COURSE EXHIBITS

NV,,-1726-0001
SHIP SERVICEMAN/CI ASS C/SHIPILOARD
BARBER Course Number: A- 840 -0012 A- 840 -0013, ,
Location: Version I Serb ice Schools

Command, San Diego, CA Version 2. Fleet
Training Cehter. Norfolk, VA
Objectives: To train personnel to perform
as barbers.

Instruction: Lectures and pnaencal exercises to the organization and management of

barbershop operations, 'including use and
ynaintenance of barbershop equipment, him
utting, barber tools and equipment, man
agement and operation, skin diseases and
prevention!' honing and stropping, and neck
shaving.
Credit Recommendation: In th

School.

ours in

`.

NV- ,1728 -90D1.
COUNTFRINSURGLIINtl TRAINING
Course*Number: G-00-6250. G-003.6250
Location: Naval Amphibious School,

Little Creek, Norfolk, VA
Length: 3 weeks (305 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present
Objectives: to train and prepare naval of-

ficers and enlisted .personnel for duty in
countries subject -to insurgency 'vtarfare

The course presents a geopolitical orientation to a country under wartime conditions.
and prepares the individual to survive hostile conditions
Instruction: Fundamentals of insurgency
warfare, counterinsurgency, weapons, techniques of survival, evasion, resistance, and
escape

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (11/7p

NV-1728-0002

Length: 13 weeks (508 hours5
Exhibit Dates: 1 /69- Present
Objectives: 41. oprovide maximum training
internal development
in internal
aefense,

and insurgency/ counterinsurgency to Navy
officers and personnel enroute toduty in an
indigenous` population in a Pacific Odean

Area country where subversive aggression
is incipient or in being.

Instruction: Ideologies theory and apply
'tatioLi, area studies, insurgency and counterinsurgency, psychological operations, intelligence and e.ountetatelligence, guerilla

and counterguenlla warfare, communications, engineering, mei:heal, weapons train-

tame' to interrogation, and escape tech-

NV-1728-0004.
FIRL FIGHTER INSTRUCTOR COURSI.

(Firefighting Instructor)
Course Number: A-780-6024, A-780-0025
Control Training
Location:' Damage

Center, Philadelphia. PA. Damage Control
Training Centor: Treasure Island; CA
Length: 4 weeks (128-140 hours)
Exhibit - Dates: 1/64-Present
Objectives`-To prepare chlIsted personnel
as instructors of fire fighters
lAstruction: Lectures and practical experi-

ence in the use and care of fire-lighting
equipment. fire- fighting - techniques, lesson
planning, and instructing
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4 semester hours in fire
fighting (I/74), in the . lower-division
bacclilaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in fire fighting (1/74).

CL/$S A

Location: Naval Air Technic'al Training
Center, talsehurst, NJ, Naval Air Technical
Training Center, Philadelphia, PA.
Length: 7-8 weeks (280-320 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/66-Present:
Objectives: -To tram" enlisted peponnel in
the specialized, techniques of ship fire fighting.

'Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in safety, survival, and firefighting

procedures, fuel and volatile liquid types,
inspection and maintenance of transfer systems and shore based refuelers and service
unit systems.

areas of physical fitness, marksmanship, and
commupications skills
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

AVIATION CRASH CREWMAN CLASS C
Course Number: C-780-2010

COUNTERINSURGENCY PRE-DEPIOYMENT
Course Num
H-00.5221, H -000 -5221.

.

NV-1728-0007
SAELTY INSFkeTOR CI ASS C

Cotirse Number: None
Location: Nasal Schools Construction

Post .Hueneme, CA, ",asal Schools ConNasal Schools
struction, Oasis% ilk.
Construction. Gulfport, MS
Length:3 weeks (94 hours)
.
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

credit Recommendation: Credit is not reconto ended because. of the miloary-specific
nature of the course (3/74)

.

NV-1728-0006

Inttructigni Lectures and practical exercises in naval safety programs and chain of command, safety administrative procedures,
safety section organization and functions,
transportation and construction equipment
safety, power tools and hand tools safety,
utilities constr-action and electrical safety,
and steelworker and builder safety
Credit Recommepdaticin; In the vocational
certificate category. 2 semester hours in
safety inspection (5/74)

NV-1728-0009
NBC DIA 1N51 16R P1 try 01110ERS
Course Number: A-780-00I6
Location: Nasal Schools Command.
Philadelphia, PA, Naval Schools Command, San Francisco: CA
Length: 2 weeks

Exhibit Dates: I0/72-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in damage
control
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in dainage control. Including damage
control organiztaion, access closures and
fittings. general degrees and material condi -N

of readiness, shipboard systems,
damage control conSmunications and equipment, oxygen breathing apparatus, portable
pumping equipment, plastic repairs, entering
compartments, investigation of
scale:II
damage, and planned maintenance system.
Credit Recommendation: Insufficient data
for evaldation (5%74)
Lions

AVIATION BOATSWAIN'S M ATI F iFui

-

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Memphis, TN.
Length: 4 weeks (160 hour's),

Exhibit Dates: 7/64-Present

-

fighting (5/74)

ions

pies of psychological operations and civil
affairs, area and cultural orientation, intelligence and counterintelligence orientation,
voice communication procedure, and internal security Instruction further acquaints
student with basic techniques of personal
and physical security and qualifies him in

NV-1728-0003

,rescue and fire-fighting techniques
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category. 3 semester -hours in fire

be safety inspectors in construction battal-

. Course Number; C-821-2010

criminal justice (11/73)

familiarization,

aircraft

mobile fire-fighting equipment. and crash

Credit ReitAmmendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3, semester
hours in Vietnamese language, 9 in criminal
Justice (i1/73)

Coronado, San Diego, CA
Length: 4 weeks (97 hours)
Exhibit Dater 6/67-Present
Objectives: To provide training in internal
security and counterinsurgency operations.
and to provide a basic geopolitical orientation to a specific foreign country.

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

extinguishmg,

niques

NV1728-0005

ments;.fundamentals of counterinsurgency;
communist, ideology, organization and
goals, general principles of guerilla and
coupterguenlIa operations, naval tactics and
techniques which have application in combating insurgent movements, general princi-,

in the functions of aviatipu crash
crewmen, including, theory of fire and fire

require close operational contact %kith the

N,WAI INTERNAL. SECURITY FORCI
TRAINING
Course Number: H-00-5240, H-003-5240
Location: Naval Amphibious School.,

Instruction: Historyof insurgept

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercise's

ing. field tactics, survival, evasion,resis-

socational

certificate category 4 semester
(6/74)

Location: Naval Amphibious
Coroitado, San Diego. CA

advisory capacity or in a billet which will

Length: 4 weeks (140 hours)
Exhibit Dates: I /73-Present

barbering

F

NV-1728-0011
DAMAGE CONTROL ASSISTANT

Course Number: A-4G-0011; A-46- 10
*Location: Naval Control Training Coster,
San Francisco, CA. Naval Control Training
Center, Philadelphia, PA
Length: 9 weeks (266 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/71-Present
Objectives: To train officers to be damage

control officers,

Instruction: Lectures in fire prevention

and fire-fighting techniques, including extin

guishing random fires, shipboard fire prevention, research and development of firefighting equipment, operanian Of oxygen
breathing apparatus and other fire-fighting
equipment, practical damage control, including underwater damage repair, plugging and patching, ships systems operation
and repair procedures, and clmage control
battle organization, and nuclear, biological,

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel
who have backgrounds in aviation fundamentals to perform as aviation crash crew-

and chemical warfare defense operations.
Credit Recommendation: In-the vocational

men

ships engineering,

0(

certificate category,

3

1.

semester hours In
fire prevention

In

41.

Navy

baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
ships engineering (5/74)

NV-1728-0015

NV-1728.0012

Location: Naval Justice School. Newport,

Location: Nav'al School, San Diego, CA

Exhibit Dates:
Version 2. 3/70-7/72

Length: 9 Weeks.

Objectives: To 'train commissioned offi-

Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
amage control techniques

Exhibit Dates: 9/7I-Present
Objectives: To provide students with advanced technical knowledge and skills in

cers to act as paralegal professionals

Instruction: Lectures and -practical exer-

structl,on: Lectures and practical per:

in,hull and hull systems, casualty Lont cd, shoring, hull and pipe patching, plastic
repairs, fire fighting, basic nuclear physics,
charactensucs of nuclear bursts, cla_5sificalion and detection of biological and chemical agents. shipboard decontamination, use
and care of oxygen breathing equipment
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational.
certificate category, I semester hour in fire
fighting, .3 in damage control (5/74). in the
baccOaureate/associate
lower-division 40
degree category, I senksttr hour. in fire
fighting, 3 ikdamage control (5/74).*

A-800-015.

Version J. 8/72-Flesent

Length: 7-8, weeks (240 hours).

'

cises in the duties and skills necessary to act
as a paralegal professional in legal and
court situation Course includes, court pro
cedures, an in-depth study df criminal, civil,

food services and supervision
Instruction: Management and administra-

tion principles, 'organization and personnel
-management, technical aspects, sanitation
and nutrition

and military law, prosecutioh and judgemental services, and legal advising
Credit Recommendation: Version 1 In the
upper division baccalaureate category, 4 semester hours in criminal Justice or criminol-

Jredit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate!
gory, 6 semester hour.); in food service management (12,73), in the upper-division bac
calaureate categoty, 6 semester hours in
food ser.j management (12173)

ogy (7/74) Persian 2 In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
political science (12/68)..

_

NV-1729-0003
CosimisSAitvmAriSTEwAno,10 Ass C

S1V-1728-0016.
MILITARY JUSTICE (LAWY1 R )

NV-1728.0013

Course Number: None

Citurse Number: A-5F-00I3

(UTILITY), CLASS A

Come Number: Not available

Location: Air Material Center, Philadelphia, PA
Length: 9 weeks (360 hours).
,
Exhibit Dates: 3/57-2/58
Objectives: To train boatswain's mates in the use and -maintenance of aviation rata - ,
pulls and arresting gear.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

c'ises on the 'use and maintenance of, cata-

c-7------gbits.and arresting ,geas,
(pike seamanship, wire rope socketing, hydraulics, fundamentals of fire fighting, general information and preventive mlinte-,
nance- bf. catapult and arrestiicg ,gear systems

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not'recommended because of the'mtlit2ry-specific
nature of the course (4/74)
a

1-1

Course Number: C-822-2010.

Location: Air Technical Training Center,

Phdadelphii, PA, Air Technical Training.
Center, Lake'tturst, NJ
Length: 7-8 weeks (280 hours)

Exhibit Dates0/65-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted. personnel as

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on aircraft carrier fire fighting, aircraft-handling equipMent maintenance, and
spotting and 'handling of -aircraft, including
survival and emergency equipment, aircraft
familiarization and handling, aircraft. carrier
fire fighting and personnel rescue, aircraft
crash fire-fighting procedures and techniques, aircraft crash fire-fighting equipment ashore, and crash fire and rescue
drills
Credit Recommendationt.ln the vrivational
certificate category. 4 semester 'Hours in

ices

Advanced training in food
live
production and baking, with emphasis on
instruction: Instrvion inclihies lectures
fine food and classical cuisine, basic acin. military and administrative law, criminal
sanitation, standard
proedure, military 'crimes, and rules of evi- * cotInting;yequipment,
recipes
;dence, moot court exercises; and triat,clinCredit Recommendation: In the vocational
icsed administrative' proceedings Sttfdents
certificate category, 6 semester hours in
are required to do some library research
hotel-restaurant institutions (12/74), in the
n: Undergraduate
Credit Recommend
baccalaureate/associate
lower-divihon
because "of the
credit is not recon
professional gaiure of the cou'rsc(6/71)
NV,-1728-0017

,

ft

degree category, 6 semester hours in hotel-restturant institutions (12/73), in the upperdivision bai:calaureate categtiry, 6 semester .,
institutions
hotel- restaurant
hours
in
(12/73)

MILITARY JUSTICE (OFFICERS)

Course Number: K-00-2044, K-00-060 'tLocationi Fleet Training center, San
*.

NV-1729-0004
COMMISSARYMAN-STEWARD, CLASS A

Length: 3 weeks (90 hours).

AVIATION BOATSWAIN'S MATE H
(gincEAET HANDLING), Cl ASS A
'

aviation boatswain's mates

Length: 10 weeks (400 hours)
`Exhibit Dates: 7/72-Present
vide lawyers with a
Oltieerives: To
Military and -adnunittrabasic on anon

Diego, CA.

NV-1728-,0014

(Aviation Boatswain's° Mate
dling), Class A)

Location: Naval School, San biego. CA
.
Ungth: 8 weeks (240 hour*
'-Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present
Objectives: To provide trainees wuh advanced knowledge and skill in food serv-

Location: Naval Justice kchool, Newport,
RI.

AVIATION BOATSWAIN'S MATE 4.../

a

Course Nuinber: A-800-0015, A-800-014:

RI
Length: 5 weeks (120-148 hours)

Center, Philadelphia, PA, Damage Control
Training Center, Treasure Island. CA

-

CdNIMISSARYMAN-S1LWARD MANAGE SILN I
PRINCIPI I S. CI.ASS C

CouriMumber: A-5F-000

PHASE

Course Number: A-780-0035; A-7)30-0036
Training
-Location: Damage Control

a

NV-1729-0002.

_MILITARY JUSTICE NON-LAWYER

DAIAGE CONTROL MEN CLASS A HT-A

'

Service management. reLiew and reinforcement of 'food service/disbursing management functions
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course(12/73)

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in fire science (6/74),
in the upper-division baccalaureate catego- '
ry, 2 ,semester hours in industrial safety ,and
security (6/74)

sentester hours in ships engineering, I in
fire prevention (5/74), in the upper-division

41

Jnstruction: New iieveloriments in food

firemap training (6/74), in the lower-chw

lower-division
the
(5/74),
m
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
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Ex ibit Dateir2/71-Present
ctives: To prepare personnel to per:
forth the duties of a discipline or legal al.
Instruction: Instruction prdwides the student with an overview of ipilitary justice,
including court martial procedure, laws of
evidence, court martial punishments, and

(Contrrussaryman Class A)
Course Number: None

Location: Naval School, Newport, RI,'
Naval School, San Diego, CA.
Length: 81 weeks (240 hour.5).

Exhibit Pates: 4/68-Present.
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
With the technical knowledge apd skills re-

search and seizure.

(limed to perform as commissarymen or

Credit Recommendation: In tpe lower-cjiyision baccalaufeate/associate degree category, 1 semester'hour in evidende or criminal investigation (6/75)

partmeht, methodS orfood service comeuta-,

stewards. in foocttervice facilities

Instruction: Organization of supply de-'

non; principles of nutrition and their applicatiop tee menu planning; gamtation and
safety precautions; principles, methods, and
techni4ue,stof cooking and baking..
Credit Recommendation: In the vocationaj,

NV-1729-0001
FOOD SERVICES AND DISBURSING

Course Number: None

Location: Naval Supply Center, Oakland,

CA.Length: 2 weeks (70 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 10/7I-Present.
Objectiies: To acquaint experienced
supply officers with new developments.and
procedures in food service management

a

certificate category, 3 °semester hours le..
hotel-restahrant institutions (12/73), in the
bacealaureate/asSociate
lower-division
degree .category, 3 semester hours in hotelrestaurant institutions (12/73); in the upperdiviSion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
institutions,
hotel-restaurant
(h1o2u/rs73)
in

cf
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STEWARDS, CLASS A

Course Number: None.
Location: Naval School,' San Diego,' CA
Length: 6-7 weeks (18Q -210 hours)

Exhibit Betts: 9/62-12/68

Objectives: To train personnel to cook

and, serve meals, prepare menus, and mainfain records.

Instruction: A basic course in food production

principles,

covering

cooking,

baking, menu planning, sanitation, receiv-

ing, and storage
Credit Recommendation: 1p the vocational

certificate category, 3 semester hours in

hotel-restuarant institutions (12/73), in the
lower-division

baccalaureate /associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in hotelrestaurant institutions (12/73), in the upper division baccalaureate category, 3 semester,.
hours
in
hotel-restaurant institivions
(12/73).

NV-1729-0006

mess halls.

Instruction: Legtures and practical exercises in

the management of mess halls

Course iliclUdes military leadership, mess
regulations, mathematicS,:dccounting procedures, sanitation, table and banquet planning
and serviceso nutrition and menu planning,
culinary arts, meat, poultry and seafood
preparation, and layout and facilities.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6, semester hours in

food ilreparattoir(or 3 in introduction to'
food service and 3 in catering), 3 in business
mathematics, 3 in food and beverage management (8/74), in the lo)ver-divisien
baccalaureate/associate degree, category. 6
semester hours in food preparation (or 3 in

(12/68).

Course Number; None.

Location: Naval School, San Diego, CA,
Naval School, Bayonne, NJ, Naval School,
Ne wctfort, RI

NV-1729-0009

OPEN . tesses
(Management of officers and etty Offi-

MANAGEMENT OF NAVY

Length: 15 weeks (450 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/62-12/68

Objectives: To prepare food service personnel for supervisory and advanced techni-

cers! Messes)
. Course Number: S-8e-0010, A-8E-010

cal duties
Instruction: Essentially an advanced
volume-food service management course

Location: Special Services Administrative
Activity, Patuxent, River, MD, Mess Management Training Facility, Patuxent River.

ing, baking, menu planning, purchasing, and
management Credit Recommendation: in the" vocational

Miength: 4 weeks (120-140 hours)
Exhibit 'Datgs: Version 1' I/77-Present
Version 2: 6/64-12/76
Objectives: To train enlisted. personnel

with emphasis on the finer points of cook-

certificate category, 5 semester hours in

hotel-restaurant institutions (12/73); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in hotelrestaurant institutions (12/73), in the tipperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours
(12/73)

hotel-restaurant

In

institutions

STEWARD APPRENTICE, CLASS

(Class P Steward's-Apprentice)
Course Number: None.
Location:

Naval Training Center, San

Diego, CA, Naval School, Great Lakes, IL;
Naval School, Bainbridge, MD.
Length: 6 weeks (103 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/56-12/68.

Objectives: To train stewards in dining
'room preparation and individual food service,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in dining room preparation and individual food service, including table setting

and meal service; preparation of salads,

sandwiches, vegetables, eggs, beverages,

and cereals; food storage and preparation

precautions; and securing for sea.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate categoty, 2 semester hours in ca-

tenng or food service (6/74); in the lower-'
division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in catering or food
service (6/74).

erate Navy OPEN Messes. Included are

and administrative abilities in relationship to
mess and club regulations; accounting, auditing, and cost contrbls; personnel management and promotion:
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the

vocational certificate category, 4 semester.
hours in food and beverage management
(7/79),.
in
the
lower-envision
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in introduction to institu..tional management (7/79). Version 2; In the
vocational certificate category, 3 senfester
hours in food and beverage management,
and 3 in foo4and beverage cost controls or
3 in accounting (8/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

semester hours in food and beverage management, and 3 in food and beverage cost
controls or accounting (8/74), in the 'upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in institutional management (12/68)

BASIC REFRIGERATION tHEORY AND
MAINTENANCE

STEWARDS

Officers' Mess
Mess Management)'
Course Number: A801-015.

officers' messes. o
Instruction: Version / Instruction includes
lectures, audio-visual presentations Mid
.practical exercises designed to, develop
managerial skills needed- to, successfully op-

NV-1730-0001

NV-1729.0008
(Commissioned

' and civilians to manage officers' and petty

club regulations, accounting, cost controls
and personnel procedures. Version 2: Lectures and practical exercises in the management of officers' and petty officers' messes
Course inchides development of managerial

NV-1729-0007

>

'Objectives: To train stewards to manage

llitroduction to food service and 3 in catering), 3 in business mathematics, 3 in food
. and 'beverage managemeht (8/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in food service management

COMMISSARY MEN, CLASS B

1

Location: Mess Management Training Fa-s
cility, Patuxent;River, MD
Length:8 weeks (240 hours). I
Exhibit Dates: 6/68-Present

Closed

Course Number: L-652-021.

Location: Fleet Submarine Training Fa-

cility, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).

3U'

Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
operate, test, and repair refrigeration systems.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic refrigeration theory and maintenance. Course Includes the theory of operation of the vaponcompression refrigeration system, a study of system components,
and practice in troubleshooting, servicing,
and maintaining small refrigeration systems
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, ;_semester hours in refrigeration maintenance (5/74)
NV-1730.0002
AUXILIARY
LIARY EQUIPMENT PACKAGE

Course Number: A-652-0043, A-652-0044.
Location:' Version J. Submarine School,

Groton, CT Version 2. Submarine Training
Center, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 10 weeks (318 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.
Objectives: To ttain enlisted personnel to
operate and service refrigeration equipment,
pumps, and air compressors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical vierelks in maintaining and servicing refrigeration equipment Course includes pumps, air
compressors, and hydraulic and pneumatic
systems.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in re-

frigeration systemsoperation and servicing (5/74)

NV-1730.0003
SUBMARINE REFRIGERATION AND AIR
CONDITIONING R-I 2

Course Number: F- 652 -014

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/68-Present. -Objectivey)ro train enlisted personnel to
maintain add/Service large refrigeration systems.

histructione Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance of large refrigeration units. Topics include system components, troubleshooting, and the general construction, operation, apci servicing of large
refrigeration systems employing reciprocating compressors
Credit Recommendation; In the vocational
certificateeitegory,'2 semester hours in me-

chanical servicing of refrigeration systems
(5/74).

NV-1730-0004
*SUBMARINE

(SSNSSBN)

AUXILIARY

MACHINERY OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: F-652-010.

Location: Fleet Training Group, Pearl

Harbor, HI; Submarine School, Groton,
CT; Mine Warfare 'Training Center,

Charleston, SC. '

Length: -10 weeks (300 hours).

,

Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
maintain and service refrigeration systems
containing reciprocating or centnfugal'
Compressors, and lithium-bromide absorption units.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and operation of
refrigeration sy4stems. Course includes the
mechanical aspects of the construction and
operation of refrigeration systems employing reciprocating or centrifugal compressors, lithium-bromide absorption systems,
hydraulic systems, and air compressors. In-

t

Navy
struction emphasizes system components,
troubleshooting, and'service procedures
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 6 semester hours in refrigeration equipment, mechanical service,
and maintenance (5/74), in the lower-division bachalaureate/associate degree catcgo-

ry, 2 semester hours in refrigeration equipment; mechanical5service, and maintenance
(7/74).

NV-1730-0005
C-2A ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
.

Course Number: Not available.

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, North Island, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/69- Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

maintain the C-2A air conditioning and
pressurization systems

.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in C-2A air conditioning and pressurization systems maintenance, including air
conditioning and pressurization fundamentals, utility and survival systems, emergency
equipment, and system operation and maintenance procedures

Craft Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in refrigeration raboratory (7/74), in the lower3. division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in refrigeration lab*
oratoryX7/74)

BASIC NUCLEAR POWER

CA, Submarine School, New London, CT,
Submarine School, Bainbridge, MD
Length: 22 weeks (555-650 hours)

certificate category, 16 semester hours in
nuclear power plant operation (see Note
above)
(5/74); in the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8
semester hours in nuclear engineering technology (see Note above) (5174), in the

electronics, or electrical machinery Note
When this course was established in the

DATC MACHINIST'S MATE MAINTENANCE

mid-1950's, the office was able to obtain the

curriculum outline from tie Department of
the Navy and have it evaluated. The recommendation for the program as it %as
given until 1961 is provided below Howev -.
er,- by 1961, the course was changed and
the curriculum ippeared to have been substantially strengthened, although the course
materials were classified for military secu-

rity reasons anti could not be evaluated,
NevertheleSs, the course:0s Dias been offered since 1961 is considered to be academically stronger than he earlier program Inasmuch as the crecht listed below is
recommended for the cgurse as given prior

REFRIGERANT II AIR CONDITIONING

tional credit as determined by institutional
-

Location: Fleet Submarine Training Facility, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 2 weeks (62 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/67-Present
Objectives: To provide maintenance train-

ing to enable the trainee to understand required R-I1 compressor operation, maintenance and troubleshooting, to include associated auxiliary equipment and safety prob-

evaluation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate ytegory, 12 semester hours in
nuclear power plant operation (see Note
(5/74); in the
lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in nuclear engineering techabove)

nology (see Note above) f5/74),

or nuclear -technology (see Note above)
(12/68).

Instruction: Provides instruction in the
components and functions of mechanical
systems, principles of operation and safety
precautions. Training covers the operation,

NV-1732-0003

chanical servicing of refrigeration systems
(6/77).
NV-1732-0001
STEAM GENERATING PLANT INSPECTOR

Course Number: A-651-0030; A-651-022.
Location: Destroyer School, Newport,
RI.

Length; 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/69- Present.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
perform as steam generating plant inspectors.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on steam generating plants, including
salient design features of naval boilers, tube
ruptures and renewal, casing and founda(ion, pressure parts not exposed to firesides,
hydro tests, safety valves, boiler inspection,
boiler chemistry, and steam generator performance during steady load.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 3 semester hours in
boiler inspectIoe (5/74).

in the

upper-division baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in introductory atomic physics

lems.

disassembly, reassembly, maintenance, and
troubleshooting of the R -1 I unit.
s Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 2 semester hours in me-

stitutional evaluation
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Exhibit Dates:7/56-Present
Objectival To train enlisted personnel in
nuclear power plant theorY and operation
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in nuclear power plant theory and operation, including basic niathematics (algebra, trigdndmetry, and introduction td-calculus), modern physics, reactor principles;
thermodynamics; water technology; nuclear
power plant systems add components,
health physics, and one or more courses in
welding, chemistry, machine tool operation,

to 1961, institutions w*Id be justified in
granting that amount of credit plus addi-

Course Number: L-652-0010; L-652.010

justified in granting that amount of credit
plus additional credit as determined by in.

NV-1730-0906

(Air Conditioning Refrigerant I I)

considered to be academically stronger than
the earlier program Inasmuch as the credit
listed below is recommended for the course
as given prior to 1961, institutions would be

NV-1732.0002
Course Number: Not available
Location; Submarine School, Mare Island,
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ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER

Course Number: Not available.
Location: Submarine School, Mare Island,

CA, Submarine School, New London, CT,
Submarine School, Bainbridge, MD
Length: 22 weeks (650-690 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/56-Present °

Objectives: To train officers in nuclear reactor engineering theory and nuclear reactor power plant system operation.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in advanced mathematics, atomic and
nuclear' physics, reactor engineering, servomechanisms, reactor and power plant control theory, metallurgy, 'thermodynamics,
nuclear power plant systems and components, reactor control systems and components, and health physics Note When this
course was established in the mid-1950's,
the office was able to obtain the curriculuth

outline from thd Department of the Navy
and have it evaluated The recommendation
for the program as it was given until 1961 is
provided below However, by 1961, the
course was changed and the curriculum appeared to have been substantially strength-

ened, although the course materials were
classified for military security reasons and
could not be evaluated Nevertheless, the
course as it has been offered since 1961 is

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in reactor engineering (see
Note above) (1,2/68)

NV-1732-0005
(600 PSI MM Maintenance)
Course Number: A-65I.0024

Location: Tramihg Center, San Diego,
CA.
Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/72- Present.
Objectives: To train machinist's mates and

boilermen in the maintenance and repair of

main propulsion machinery and its auxiliaries

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the maintenance and repai* of Tam
propulsion machinery and its auxiliaries, in-

cluding the operation and theory of these
systems, blueprints and micrometers, valve
repair, steam traps, main turbines and reduction gears, flexible couplings, auxiliary
turbines, main feed pump, centrifugal and
reciprocating pumps, deaerating feed tank,
high- and low-pressure air compressors, lubricating oil pumps, and lube oil purifier
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
maintenance machinist or power plant technology (5/74), in the lower-diyision
baccalaureate/associate degree category,
semester hours in maintenance machinist o?
power plant technology (5/74); in the
upper - division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in maintenance machinist or
pofver plant technology (5/74)

NV-1732-0006
UTILITIESMAN, CLASS Al (UT "A ")
Course Number: A-720-0012, A- 720 -0016
Construction
Location: All Versions

Training Center, Gulfport, MS, Construction Training Center, Port Hueneme, CA
Version 2. Construction School, Davisville,
RI.
Length: Version 1: H -14 weeks (331-420
hours). Version 2. 12 weeks (368 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version I. 1/72-Feresent
Version 2: 6/57-12,71.

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be utilities men

;Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in utilities operation, includmg plumbing, field sanitation, internal combustion engines, pumps, compressors, water treatment,
refrigeration, and boiler operation.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the

vocational certifisate category, 8 semester

hours in 'utiline0/76), in the lower -division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in utilities C7/76). Ver-

.,sion 2 In the vocational certificate category, 9 semester hour's in theory of water purification (5/74), in the lower-division
baccalaurate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in theory of water purification (5/74)on the upper-division baccalau-
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.

reate categry, 2 semester hqurs in theory
of water plfrificatiot (12/68).

folk, VA; Naval Amphibioui School, San

Objectives: To train highly skilled rifle-

Diego, CA.

men to perform as snipers from rivet assault
and river patrol boats.

NV-1733-0001
PARACHUTE RIGGER (SURVIVAL), CLASS A

Course Number. Not available

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lake h u rst, NJ.

Length: 10 weeks (400 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 3/56-7/65.
Objectives: To train enlisted persOnnel tb
perform as parachute riggers (survival).
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in parachute rigging, construction, and
repair, including nomenclature, inspection,
packing, testing, and maintenance of service
parachutes; descent techniques; fleet-type
sewing machine operation; use of all dropable air-sea rescue and personal and fixedaviation survival equipment; and land and
sea survival techniques.

Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 4,..semester hours in
aeronautical technology, 2 in sewing machines and fabrics (5/74); in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, 3 semester hours in aeronautical technology (5/74).

NV-1736-0001
4.1 BUILDER/MILLWORKER, CLASS C
(BU"C4 Millworker)
Course Number: A-712-001I.

Location: Construction Training Center,
Port Hueneme, CA; Obnstruction Training
Center, Gulfport, MS; Construction School,
Davisville, RI.
Length: 6-9 weeks (180-275 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/70-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in sniper orientation, sniper equipment,
marksmanship, and field tactics.
,
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74).

NV-2202.0003
NURSE CORPS INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: A-00=0053; A-00-4602.

Location: Women Officers School, Newport, RI.
Length: 4 weeks (173 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide commissioned offi-

cers in the nurse corps with military orientation.

Instruction: Lectures in personnel administration; leadership; the naval medical department; legal aspects of military nursing;
physical education; personal grooming; and
naval history, customs, and traditions.
Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in personnel administration and management (2/74), in the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester, hours in personnel administration

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/72-Present.

Objectives: To instruct Naval officers in
basic.oceanography and antisubmarine warfare tactical procedures.
Instruction: Instruction covers basic

oceanography and antisubmarine warfare,'
with specific emphasis, on tactical procedures utilized in the employment of carrier
fixed-wing antisubmarine warfare systems.
Credit Recommendatioh: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/76).

NV-2202-0002
NAVY SNIPER TRAINING
Course Number: H-000-1900.

Location: Inshore Operations Training
Center, Cp. Roberts, CA.

NAVAL PREPARATORY SCHpOL

Course Number: None.

Location: Naval Training Center, Bainbridge, MD, Naval Training Center, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 9 weeks
Exhibit Dates: 1/69- Present.

Objectives: To provide prospective engineering and science students with a collegepreparatory course in mathematics and
English.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in English grammar and syntax; tech-

niques of improving written and oral expression, algebra, trigonometry, analytical

NV-2207r -0008

Course Number: None.

Length: 3 weeks (105 hours)
Exhibit Datks: 5/70-Present

Objectives: To teach the student basic
naval subjects to prepare him to assume the
duties of a shipboard medical officer.

NV-2202-0005

--

AMPHIBIOUS COMMAND INDOCTRINATION

Operational Training Group, Pacific, San
piego, CA.

NV-2202-0007

MEDISAL OFFICER INDOCTRINATION

non, and fleet familiarization.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/72)

Specialized

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military- specific
nature of the course (1/74).

tory nature of the course (1/74)

uced, items such as rafters and
hop layout, planning, .and estimation, an furniture and cabinet construction.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

Course Number: E-2D-056.
Location; Fleet Aviation

port :planning and request, techniques of . forward air controlling, helicopter planning
and employment; and practical field exer-

NV-2202-0004

jigs for precutting and prefabncatioq of

CARRIER FIXED WING ANTISUBMARINE
AASW ) WARFARE TACTICS

Objectives: To tram. officers to control
and coordinate tactical air support.
Instruction: Procedures of tactical air sup-

geometry, calculus, and chemistry and
physics.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the college prepara-

Instruction: Lectures on Navy organization, ,national security, general admilmstra-

NV-2202-0001

Length: 3 weeks (96-106 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66- Present.

and management (2/74)

Location: Officer Indbctrination School,
Newport, RI.

certificate category, 4 semester hours in
millwork (7/76).

.

cises.

Objectives: To provide advanced instruction in the methods of millwork
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in advanced rough-lumber manufacturing, including the manufacturing of doors,
windows, finish stalls, and various types of
trim, operation and operator maintenance of
miHworking machines, the preparation of
mass-pr
trusses,

-

Location: Naval Amphibious School, Nor-

Length: 3 weeks (124 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/70-Present.

Course Number: G-2E-6303.

Location: Amphibious School, Norfolk,
VA.
Length: 2-4 weeks (74-164 hours).
Exhibit 'Dates: 5/69-Present.

Objectives: To orient or refresh commanding officers, executive officers, and
senior staff officers of amphibious ships in
the organization and-functions of amphibious forces.

,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-'
in operations, planning, readiness
training,
communications,
engineering,
weather conditions, and command and staff
responsibilities.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
of the course (2/74).
nat
cises

ROTARY WING ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
TACTICS

Course Number: E-2C-012.
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics
Training Unit, Pacific, San Diego, CA
Length: 3 weeks (102 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 2/7I-Present

Objectives: To instru& Naval aviatois in
antisubmarine warfare tactical procedures
and general oceanography as applied to
antisubmarine warfare acoustic sensors.

Instruction: Instruction covers oceanography and antisubmarine warfare, with spe-

cific emphasis on tactical procedures utilized in the employment of helicopter antisubmarine warfare systems.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited, specialized nature of the course (5/76).
NV-2202-00 09
TORPEDO TUBE MK 65 BASIC
.MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-123-0157.
Submarine
School,
Location:

New
London, CT; Fleet Ballistic Missile School,
Charlestbn, SC; Submarine Training Center,
Pacific, Pearl Harbor, HI.
Length: 6/76 weeks (Present hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2-60.

Objectives: To provide the theory and
skills required to perform organizational

maintenance of the Mk 65 torpedo tube'(all
models) aboard operating submarines.

Instrucifen: Course is largely descriptive
involving the maintenance of torpedo tubes,

N V 2202-0006

including air hydraulic and ejection .sys-

AMPHIBIOUS TACTICAL AIR CONTROL
PARTY

procedures; actual tube line up and firing

'(Tactical Air Control Party)
Course Number: G-20-4314, G-2G-6432,
H-20-5421; 41-20-3621.

t)lJ

tems, safety precautions, loading and firing
are accomplished.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended /because of the limited specialized nature of the course (9/77).

Navy
NV-2202-0010
VIETNAM ORIENTATION

Course Number: None
Location: Amphibious School. San Diego,
CA.

agement and administration, 3 in electrical
engineering (1/74): in the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
personnel management and administration,
3 in electrical engineering (1/74).

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)
Exhibit Dates: U1.72-Present,

NV-2202-0014
Objectives: To- provide personnel with a
,60.
BASIC
MILITARY TRAINING
broad overview of the military, political,
(Recruit Training)
social, and economic policies of South Vietnam.

Instruction: Geographical, historical, and
cultural aspects of South Vietnam, weapons, survival, and medical training; communications; defense planning, logistics, methods of insurgency and counterinsurgency;
administrative organization
Credit Recommendation: Credit: is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (1/74)
NV-2202-0011
VIETNAM ORIENTATION

Course Number: A-011.0014

Location: Ainphibious School, San.Diego,
CA.

Length: 3 weeks (110 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 14/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide personnel with a
broad overview of the military, political,
social, and economic situation in South
Vietnam

Instruction: Nature of the Vietnam con-

Southeast Asia; U.S. Navy role in Southeast
Asia; Vietnamese gecrgraphical, historical,
and cultural introduction; weapons, medical
and survival training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec
ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1774)

NV-2202-0012
NAR WATCH SUPERVISOR AND
DVAN,FED WATCHSTANDER

RAINING'

Cou'ise Number: F-210-011.

Location: Submarine School, Groton, OT
Lehgth: 2 weeks (54 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To provide experienced Watch
supervisors or prospective watch supervisors with advanced training in passive sonar
contact procedures
Instruction: Foreign patrol craft and warship acoustic analysis, foreign diesel and nuclear -submarines, sonar identification and
classification translation; radio and sonar

filter operation.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category,

1

semester hour in

electronics (1/74).
6

Course Number: None.
Location: Recruit Training Command.

San Diego, CA, Recruit Training Command, Great Lakes, IL, Recruit Training
Command, Orlando, FL
Length: 7-8 weeks (265-267 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 12/79-Present.
Objectives: To assimilate recruits into the

Navy way of life and to prepare them for
further advanced training in specialized

SUBMARINE OFFICERS ADVANCED

Course Number: A-2E-0030.

..Location: Submarine School, Groton,r,CT.
Length: 24 weeks (752 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.
Objectives: To train selected Junior officers in the technical and administrative

managementof nuclear submarines.
histruction: Procedures of shipboard management and administration; electronic
equipment techniques; foreign naval weapons syste , navigational skills; naval communican s, principles of electronic warfare.
9-edit commendation: In the lower-diate/associate degree catevision bacca

gory, 3 semester hours in personnel man-

SURFACE EXPLOSIVL ORDNANC/ DISPOSAL
BASIC

Course Number: A-4E-0022, A-431-0012
Location: Naval School, Indian ) -lead,
MD.
Length: 12 weeks (440 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present.

plosive ordnance disposal.

Instruction: Basic electricity, elementary
physics, demolition procedures, identification operation, Munitions procedures; operation, render-safe, and disposal procedures;,
identification and reporting of underwater
explosive ordnance .
Credit 'Recommendation: In the upper-di-

vision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in metallurgical engineering (1/74)

Navy occupations.
Instruction: Student will receive indoctrination and physical conditioning to prepare
for the rigors anti unique demands of naval

NV-2202-0018
UDT-SEAL EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

traditions, will be taught in a manner to
foster pride in the nation and in patriotic
behavior, high standards of conduct, and

Course Number: A-431-0023.
Location: Naval School, 'Indian
MD.
Length: 5 weeks (175 hours)

service. Observance of naval customs and

respect,for civilian and military authority
Credit.Recommendation: In the lower-division 1?acealaureate/associate degree catesemester hour in personal
gorX,Fin
fitnEss/conditioning,
personal/community health, 2 in first aid
and safety (10/79)
1

NV-2202-0015
A-6A CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

Course Number: None

Location: Naval Air Maintenance Training Group, Oceana,, VA; Naval Air Maintenance Training Group, Whidbey Island,
WA.,

Length: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/71-Present

Objectives: To provide ordnance personwith a broad understanding of suspenmoirand launching equipment and conventional weaponry.
Instruction: Aircraft familiarization, assembly installation, and disassembly proce-

dures for conventional weapons, safety features and procedures for conventional
weapons.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not 'rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/74).
NV-2202-0016
WA RRANT OFFICER (WO) AVIATION

NV-2202-0013

NV-220270017

Objectives: To train military personnel of
all branch services in the techniques of ex-

1

flict, national objectives and strategies in
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INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: None
Location: Naval Air Basic Training Command, Pensac,ola,'FL.
Length: 6-8 weeks (213-300 hotrs)
Exhibit Dates: 6/65-P

rrant officers to

Objectives: To train
managerial and upervisory func-

perfor,
perform

tions in the aviation field

Instruction: Lectures in the basic principles of. management, including human relations, personnel management, basic psychol-

ogy world affairs, effective written and
oral communication, military justice, and

military organization.
,Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hotirs in naval science (12/68).

DISPOSAL INDOCTRINATION

Head,

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Objectives: To provide naval personnel
with the skills

necessary

to recognize,.

evaluate, recover, and dispose of conventional ordnance and explosives.
Instruction: Basic physics and principles
of electricity, fuze operation; characteristics
and methods of disposal of explosive fillers,
procedures of explosive demolition; identification and classification of placed, projected, dnd dropped munitions.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/74).

NV-2202-0019
EXPLQSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL
RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING

Course Number: A-4E-0045.
Location: Naval School, Indian
MD
Length: 2 weeks (75 hours)

Head,

Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train naval reserve officers

in the procedures for recovering, evaluat-

ing, and disposing of non-nuclear explosive
ordnance.
Instruction: Underwater ordnance and

principles of operation, performance of requalification dives and swims; principles of
explosive ordnance disposal reconnaissance;
methods of munitions projection, hazards,
precautions, and disposal procedures for
dropped munitions; type, employment, and
operation of guided missiles.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (1/74).

NV-2202-0020
EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL NAVY
BASIC

Course Number: None.
Location: Naval School, Indian
MD.
Length: -10 weeks (328 hours).

Head,

Exhibit Dates: 8/72- Present,
Objectives: To train naval personnel to recover, evaluate, render safe, and dispose.of
underwater explosive ordnance.

Instruction: Lectures in the theory/concepts, and operations of torpedoes, explod-
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COURSE EXHIBITS

ers, and Tines; requalification exercises in_
open and fem-closed circuit scuba.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

certificate category, 6 semester hours in
ordnance engineering (1/74), in the lowerdivision baccalaureates associate degree cat-

egory, 3 semester hours in ordnance engi-

neering (1/74), in the upper - division baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours in ordnance engineering (1/74)

NV-2202-0021
AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE

AASW FOR SECOND TOUR PILOTS,
P-3C
Course Number: E-2D-0071,
Location: Fleet Aviation .Specialized

Operational Training Group: Pacific, Moffett Field, CA.

Length: 2-3 weeks (77-91 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72:Present.
Objectives: To provide experienced Naval
aviators with supplementgry tfaming to prepare them for duty in the-Pacific
Instruction: Training includes oceanog-

raphy and underwater acoustics, aviation

antisub arme warfare tactical procedures, a

4

basic k owledge of aviation antisubmarine
warfare sdnsors and associated equip-bent,
and fam anzation with current electronic
ncepts, capabilities, limitations,
warfare
and requir ents.
Credit Re ommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/76)

FLEET OFFICER AND FLEET ENLISTED AIR
INTELLIGENCE

Course Number: None.

Location: Operational Intelligence Training, Alameda. CA.
Length: 6 weeks (199 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/72-Present
Objectives: To train military personnel in
the operational aspects of air intelligence.
Instruction: Administrative and functional
aspects of security classified accounting
procedures and methods ; management and
handling of classified material, meteorology,
map and chart reading, procedures of

face line' officers in

Course Number: None.
Location: Nagy Military Training Detachment, Jacksonville, FL, Navy Military

Training Detachment. Norfolk, VA, Navy
Military Training Detachment, Alameda,
_ CA, Navy Military Training Detachment,
0,
North Island, CA
Length: 3 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present
Objectives: To teach weapon handlers assigned to aircraft carriers the procedures
and safety 'precautions of air launched
weapons handling,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic carrier operation, ammunition
'handling, pyrotechnics, aircraft munitions,

NV-2202-0025
BATTALION STAFF OFFICERS (AMPHIBIOUS
PLANNING)

Course Number: G-2E-4231

Location: Amphibious Base, Little Creek,
VA
Length: 2 weeks (77 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/71-Present.

Objectives: To train U S and foreign

armed forces officers and staff noncommis-

sioned officers to function effect*as
in

amphibious environments.
Instruction: Lectures on amphibious oper-

ations, organization for combat, organization and functioning of battalion staff, the
sequence of command and staff action, and
pririciples of intelligence, operations,
embarkation, supporting arms, and
communications
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-spscific

nature of the cerse(2/74)

Objectives: To train Navy and Marine

. Corps officers in ate operational aspects of
air intelligence.

Instruction: Lectures on fundamentals of
intelligence; recognition and capabilities of
Eurasian-communist weapons systems; practical intelligence work and briefs; radar and
weapons employment; imagery interpretation and photography; geopolitical topics;
and intelligence requirements and reporting.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, 1 semester hour in-pho-tographic interpretation (1/74).

in

the .

lower-d vision

baccalaureate/associate degree cat ory, 3
semester hours in personnel ma agement
and administration (2/74); in the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in personnel management and admmstration (2/74).

NV2202-0028
63 MAINTENANCE

Mark 63 Gunfire Control System (GFCS
Mk 63).

Instruction: Lectures on the description
and operation of GFCS Mk 63 and practical exercises in'checks and adjustments in
the maintenance of GFCS'Mk 63
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the Miliiary-specific
nature of the Course (2/74)

NV-2202-0029
BASIC ENLISTED SUBMARINE

Course Number: A060-0011; F-000-010
Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT.
Length: 6-8 weeks (165-236 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/67-Present.
Objectives: To prepare enlisted personnel
for assignment to an operational submarine.
Instruction: Lectures and practical experience in standard submarine organization

and regulations, systems and principles of
N V- 2202 -0026
I.

JUMPMASTER NAXIL PARACHUTIST,
CLASS CI
NAVAL JUMPMASTER CLASS C

Course Number: C-602-2022

.Version 2: 5/69-4/74.

Location: Fleet Operational Intelligence
Training Center, San Diego. CA
Length: 3 weeks (152 hours).
;Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present.

(2/74);

Course Number: K-113-t074
Location: Fleet Training Center, San
Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
Objectives: To prepare fire control technicians and designated ,strikers to maintain the

Location: Naval Air Technical Training
CenterLakehurst, NJ
Length: Version 1: Self-paced 3 weeks
(120 hours). Version 2: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/74-Present.

Course Number: K-3A-5002, K-3A-516.

certificate category, 3 semester hours in
personnel management and administration

certificate category, 3 semester hours in explosives handling (2/74).

characteristics; photography; Sino-Soviet
air defense systems; stereoscopy.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

FLEET AIR INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

seamanship, engineering, ship handling.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational

GUN FIPE CONTROL SYSTEM (GFCS) MK

2.

NV2202-0023

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in administration and organization,
shipboard damage control, watch standing,

and `air launched missiles.
Credit Recommendation: In the vekational

NQN -IOIC data base, terminology, types
and operations of nuclear weapons, radair

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (12/68).

division officer and

watch-standing duties

GENERAL ORDNANCE

members of a battalion executive
NV-2202-0022

Objectives: To provide instruction for sur-

NV-2202.0024
CVA/CVS AIR LAUNCHED WEAPONS

Objectives: To train Navy and Marine

Corps personnel to safely and efficiently organize and conduct parachute operations.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in theory of parachuting; organization
and direction of parachute jumping; jump-.
master equipment; maps'and photos; communications; and 'parachute operations, including day, night, land, and water jumps.
Credit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category,
semester hour in
parachuting (2/74).
1

NV-2202-0027
SURVACE WARFARE OFFICER SCHOOL

Course Number: None
Location: Surface Warfare Officer School,
Newport, RI.
Length: 6 weeks (202 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present.

,
au5

submarine operation, safety and escape tank
training, and interior communications.
Ciedit Recommendation: In the vocational
certificate category, credit in submanne operations on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/74).

NV-2202-0030
2.

BASIC NAVAL PARACHUTIST, CLASS CI
BASIC NAVAL PARACHUTIST COURSE,

NP-I CLASS C

(Naval Parachutist. Basic, Class C)
Course Number: C-602-2020
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Lakehurst, NJ.
Length: Version 1: Self-paced 3 weeks
(120 hours). Version 2: 2 weeks (80 hours).
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 5/74-Present.
Version 2: 5/69-4/74.
Objectives: To train military personnel to
become cilialified parachutists.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the history of parachuting; aircraft
p1ocedures; canopy control, and pre-jump,
during-jump, and post-jiimp procedures.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74).

'NV-2202-0031
AMPHIBIOUS PLANNING

Courfe Number: G-2G-6510; H-2G-5212.
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Navy
Location: Amphibious Schools, Norfolk,
VA, Amphibious Schools, San Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (73 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/71-Present.

Objectives: To provide officers with the
4i knowledge and Skills necessary to plan am-

coustic sensor operation, basic localization,
techniques, RADAR/MAD operation,' and
aural interpretation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74).

phibious operations

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in planning amphibious operations, inducting ship-to-shore movement, intelligence, communications, and general' military planning procedures
Credit Reilimmendation: Credit is not recommended 'because of the military-specific
nature of the Course (2/74).
NV-2202.0032
AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
(AASW) FOR SECOND TOUR PILOTS,

P3A/B(D)
for Second
P3A/B(D))

(AASW

Tour

Pilots,

Course Number: E-2D-065.

Location:* Fleet Aviation *Specialized
Operational Training Group, Moffett Field,
CA
Length: 3 weeks (115 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 9/72-Present.

NV-2202.0033
AVIATION OFFICER CANDIDATE

Course Number: None

Location: Air Basic Training Command;
Pensacola, FL.
Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (440 hours).
Version 2: 11-16 weeki (404-489 hours).'
Exhibit Dates: Version 1: 1/69-Present.
Version 2:3/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train military personnel to
be aviation officers..
Instruction: Lectures in naval history, orientation to naval careers, world affairs,
physics and mathematics, engineering, aero-

dynamics, aviation physiology, pavigation
and seamanship, physical fitness and swimming, and applied leadership training.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, '12
semester hours in naval science (2/74). Version ,2: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, semester hours in naval science
(12/68).

NV-2202-0034L
LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPAPOSE SYSTEM

(LAMPS) °FERVOR

(Light Airborne Multipurpose System
(LAMPS) Sensor Operator)
Course Number: Version 1: E-210-0057.
E-210-57.
Location: Fleet Aviation

LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM

(LAMPS) TACTICS
Course Number: E-2C-013.
Location: Fleet Airborne Electronics
Training Unit, Pacific, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (103 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present
Objectives: To train officers in basic
oceanography and tactical procedures
Instruction: Lectures include basic ocean-

ography, antisubmarine warfare, and antiship missile defense, with emphasis on current tactical procedures used by light airborne multipurpose system squadrons
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-2202.0036

Objectives: To provide experienced naval
aviators with supplementary training to prepare them for duty in the Pacific.
Instruction: Lectures and practical demonstrations in oceanography, underwater
acoustics, aircraft sensors, and airborne antisubmarine warfare tactics
Credit Recommendation'Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74)

*

NV-2202.0035

Version

Specialized

Operational Training Group, Pacific, San

Diego, CA; Fleet Airborne Electronics

AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING, CLASS 0

Course Number: None
Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Length: 7 weeks (280 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present

Objectives: To providalight officers with
training in airborne early warning systems
Instruction: Lectures on fleet organization, avionics equipment, navigational problems, airborne early warning and antisubmarine -warfare systems, and basic air control; simulated training in anti-air warfare;
and flight training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not, recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (3/74)

NV-2202.0037
SHORE FIRE CONTROL PARTY

Course Numbet: G041-6436
Location: Amphibious Schgol, Little
Creek, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (117-121 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/68-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the duties of. shore fire control party 'men,
Thstruction: Lectures and practical exercises in communications, map reading, fire

support ships and ammunition, naval gun-

fire spotting, and simulated firing training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
-nature of the course (3/74).

BASIC CIC TECHNIQUES FOR ENLISTED
PERSONNEL,

Course Number: K-22I-0019.

Location: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Training Center, San Diego, CA.
Length: 3 weeks (88 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 2/72-Present.

Objectives: To teach enlisted personnel

basic counterintelligence communications
(CIC) techniques.

purpose system squadron.

signal book, internal communications and
sound-powered telephone procedures, basic
principles of radar, maneuvering-board fun-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in passive/active acoustic and nona-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in basic CIC techniques, including
concepts of CIC, radiotelephone nets and
radiotelephone

procedures,

VS CRAG ENLISTED AtRCREWMAN ASW
INDOCTRINATION AND'EQUIPMENTS

Course Number: D-050-011
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electrician
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 5 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68
Objectives: To train VS aircrew personnel
to operate ASW. equipment

Instruction: Lectures in ASW organization, submarine characteristics and operating procedures; radar, ECM, and Jezebel
operator techniques and duties, . MAD,
AQA-I, and Julie operator techniques and
duties, and tactical display and navigational
equipment introduction
Credit Recommendation: Credit not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of rhe course (12/68).

EQUIPMENTS ANQ TACTICS

Course Number: D-2A-011.
Location: Fleet Airborne Electronics
Training Unit; Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (150 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-12/68.

Objectives: To train CRAG pilots to operate the VP aircraft weapon's systems
histruction: Lectures and synthetic trainer
exercises in submanne operating characteristics; various search techniques; including
radar, ECM, Jezebel, SOSUS, visual search,

exhaust trail indicator equipment and tactics, and search planning ,and execution,
operational, intelligence, and contact reporting; localization tactics and equipmeg,'
and VP aircraft weapons system, including
tactical

navigational

equipment,

tactical

plotting, my ASA-16 capabilities, operation, and limitations.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (4/74)

NV-2202-0041
P3A/B VP READINESS TACTICAL
COORDINATOR

(VP CRAG Tactical Coordinator ASW
Indoctrination, Equipments and Tactics)

.

Training Unit, Pacific, San Diego, CA.
Length: 2-6 weeks (78-192 hours).
Eihibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
iitihjeqints: To train enlisted personnel in
passive/active acoustic and nonacoustic

sensor operation in a light airborne multi-

Ny-2202.0039

NV-2202-0040
VP CRAG PILOT ASW INDOCTRINATION,

Glynco, GA

NV-2202-0038

damentals, CIC plots DRT check-out, plotting procedures, radar assisted piloting,
basic tactics, single-line and circular formations and associated maneuvers, and types
of screens and screen maneuyers
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended 'because of the limited technical
nature of the course (3/74):

allied

naval

Course NumbenD-2D-0010; D-2D-010.
Location: Fleet, Airborne Electt,onics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 7 weeks (210-235 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-Present.

Objectives: To train VP'CRAG tactical
coordinators in the operation, capabilities,
limitations, and tactical applications of VP
aircraft.
Instruction:

Lectures

in VP" weapons

system introduction; detection and ontact
classification theory; visual 'search techniques, radar characteristics, equipment, and
tactics, and various weapons system equipment operation.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military- specific
nature of the course (12/68)
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COURSE EXHIBITSInstruction: Lectures and practical exer-

NV-2202:0042
ASW TACTICSVS PILOT/NAVAL FLIGHT
OFFICER

(VS CRAG Pilot.:,A SW Ihdoctrination,

Equipments, and TacticsS-2E Aircraft) .

Course Number: D-2A-0013, b-2A-013
Location: Fleet Airborne Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, VA
Length: 5-6 weeks (150-187 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1/66- Present.

Objectives: To train pilots to operate the

S-2E weapons system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in submarine operating characteristics,
Aderwater sound, radar and ECM equipment and tactics, submarine evasion tactics,
tactical navigation equipment operation,
and synthetic trainer exercises
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (12/68)

cises on amphibious warfare, including con-

cepts of amphibious operations, organization and command; naval orientation in amphibious forces; supporting arms, amphibious planning, intelligence, communications,
and logistics, and ship and shore movement
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

NV-2202-0046
AMPHIBIOUS JUNIOR OFFICER
INDOCTRINATION

ASW TACTICSFIRST TOUR VP PILOT

(VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments, and TacticsS-2D Aircraft)

(VP Pilot P3A/B)
Course Number: D -2A -0011, D-2A-0012,
D-2A-012
Location:

Fleet Airborne Electronics
Training Unit, Atlantic, NorfOlk, VA
Length: 5-7 weeks (150-235 hours)
*Exhibit Dates: 1/66- Present

Course Number: H-00.5223

Location: Amphibious School, San Diego,
CA.
Length: 9 weeks (268 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 6/70-Present.
Objectives: To enable junior officers with-

out previous shipboard experience to perform as administrators, division officers, and

Instruction: Lectures in ASW organization, VS weapons system introduction, submarine operating characteristics, underwater sound, radar equipment and tactic's, submarine evasion tactics, %attack criteria, and
coordinated submarine /air barrier operations.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (12/68)

NV-2202-0044
VP CRAG ENLISTED AiacaEwmAN ASW
INDOCTRINATION AND EQUHrIMENTS

Course Number: D-050-010,
Location: Fleet Airborne

Electronics

Training Unit, Atlantic, Norfolk, V/L...
Length: 5 weeks.

Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
ASW equipment operation.
Instruction: Lectures in ASW background
and organization, methods'of aircrew designation, submarine characteristics and operating procedures, radar and ECM operator
techniques and duties, and tactical navigational and tactical display equipment intrOduction.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (12/68).
NV- 2202 -0045
AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE INDOCTRINATION

Course-Number: G-00-6301.
Loci-don: Amphibious School,

Little
Creek, VA. Length: 2 weeks (69-73 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 10/72-Present
Objectives: Yo train officers in the organization and capabilities of amphibious forces

SHIP LANDING PARTY INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: G-2E-4606, G-010-4606.

Location: Landing Force Training Command, Norfolk, VA.
,
Length: 2 weeks (76 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present.
Objectives: To train personnel to conduct

civil riots and disorders ashore
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on the 'co uct of small-unit tactics,
including indivi al training, weapons, riot
control, com =awns. map reading,
small-unit tactics, helicopter orientation,'
amphibious training and camouflage
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

amphibious warfare indoctrination,
naval amphibious communications and drill,
landing craft control, duties of boat officers;
boat handling and salvage operations, division organization and administration, indoctrination of new personnel, amphibious
shipboard indoctrination, and courses from
fleet training center
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of "the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

NV-2202.0050

NV-2202-0047

responsibilities,

ing

Objectives: To train pilots to operate S-

2D weapons systems.

NV-22b2-0049

small-unit operations ashore and to quell

watch stander.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on amphibious indoctrination, includ-

NV-2202-0043

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec.ommended because of the military-specific
nature' of the course (5/74)

CHIEF PETTY OFFICER LEADERSHIP, CLASS

C

Course Number: None
Location: Air Training Command, Pensacola, FL
Lerlgth: 5 weeks (220 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/59-12/68
Objectives: To improve the leadership
qualities of chief petty officers

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on leadership areas including duties,
capabilities,

discipline,

the functions, operations, and effective employment of the BQQ-2 sonar system, the

morale, management, moral leadership, inspqtions, military justice, drill and commaffd, teaching techniques, job analysis,
drill review, conference speaking, world affairs, gaval history, and naval traditions.
Credit iliteommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (12/6B).

weapons system, and the Mk 28 SUBROC

NV-2202-0051

WEAPONS DELIVERY SYSTEM (OFFICERS)

Course Number: F-4E-013
Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 11 weeks (307 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/70--Present.
Objectives: TO train submarine officers in

Mk 113 fire control system, the Mk 48
missile,

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

cises in weapOns delivery systems, including
the capabilities, gyrations, and employment

of the BQQ-2 sonar system, the Mk 113
UWFCS, the Mk 48 torpedo and all other
operational torpedoes, and

the Mk 28

SUBROC missile, and in the duties of the
are control party and the approach officer,
and techniques of passive ranging and
target motion analysis.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military - specific
nature of the course (5/74),

JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S CORPS
INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: A-00-0046.

-Location: Officer Training School, Newport, RI.
Length: 8 weeks (280 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train'legal officers in basic

Navy Judge Advocate' General's Corps
duties.

Instruction: Lectures in basic naval sub' jects, including protocol, administration, de-

velopment of policy, history, concepts of

sea power, carrier and submarine oper-

NV-2202-0048

ations, combined military operations, shipboard organization, communications, forma-

MOBILE RIVERINE FORCE STAFF OFFICER
'TRAINING

tions and maneuvering, propulsion
damage control, anq, basic navigation.

Course Number: H-00-I501.
Location: :Inshore Operations Training
Center, Mare Island, CA:
Length: 6 weeks (256 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/69-Present.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military specific 1
nature of the course (5/74).

niques and tactics of riverine warfare.
_Instruction: Lectures and practiCal exercises on,riverine warfare techniques, including survival in water, counterinsurgenCy,
,survival training, riverine warfare orientation and operations, organization and com-

I

Objectives: To train officers in the tech-

and the basic principles and techniques of

mand, small arms and support weapons,
communications, combat support, combat
service support, and tactical boat oper-

amphibious warfare.

ations.

and

NV-2202-0052
ANTI-SUBMARINE AIR CONTROL
(OFFICER AND ENLISTED)
ANTISUBMARINE AIR CONTROL, CLASS

2

'C /O
(Antisubmarine Air Control, Class 0)
Course Number: K-00.556, J-221-0321; K00.1013, J-2G-3212, J-221-3212.

Location: Ver,sion 1. Fleet Combat DirecSystems Training Center, Atlantic,
Dam Neck, VA, Fleet Antisubmarine War-

tion

4

Navy
fare School, San Diego, CA Version 2. Air
Technical Training Center, Olynco, GA
Length Verna 1. 3-4 weeks (105-141
Version 2 4-5 weeks (152-164
hours)
hours)

Exhibit° Dates: Version
Version 2; 6/.66- f/72.

1.

2/72-Present

ObjeCtives: To train officers and senior
enlisted personnel to perform as antisubma-

rine air controllers using fixed- and rotarywing techniques and procedures

Instruction; Lectures and practical exercises in antisubmarine air control using
fixed, and rotary-wing technique's and prooccluding search and rescue,
oceanography, submarine :capabilities, coordinated antisubmarine warfare operations,
intelligence procedures, aircraft control,.
attack procedures, communications and
emergency procedures, helicopters and
sonar characteristics, and associated light,
cedures,

phibious staffs

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises on troop organization and operations,

NV-2202-0056

port introduction, fire support ships oper-

Instruction: Lectures in naval gunfire supSUBMARINE OFFICERS INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: A-2E-0029, F-00-012

nuclear-powered submarines

Length: 3 weeks (114-1153 hours).
Exhibi Dates: 2 /66- Present.

Objecti es: To train officers to request
lery and close air support,
and contr
and to perform as gunfire air spotters

Instruction: Ledtures and practical exercises in the procedures for requesting and
controlling artillery and close air support,
and the function of gunfire air spotters, ineluding amphibious operations, use of artillery, air support, and supporting arms co-

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the duties of officers on nuclearpowered submarines, including vital ship
control systems (hydraulics, steering and
diving, tnm and drain, filovering, high- and
low-pressure air, main ballast tanks, electrical distribution, ventilation, and snorkeling),
diving principles, recovery operations, comnavigationalshiphandling,
munications,
principles, submare sensors (including

sonar), sound propagation principles, and
basic electronics procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

ordination; ordnance and weapons systems;
air observation; map reading; shipboard
gunfire control systems, fire procedures,
communications, and aviation ordnance and

NV-2202-0057

effects

0-041-6435.
Location:

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (12/68)

TROOP NAVAL GUNFIRE SPOTTER

Course/Number: G-2E-6435, G-2G- 435,
Amphibious

School,

Little

Creek, VA.
Length: 3 weeks (108-116 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/66- Present.

NV4202.0054

Objectives: To train officers and noncommissioned officers to perform as naval guri

BASIC SIGNALMAN

fire spotters

Course Number: K-201-2115; J-201-615;
K-301-840.

Location: Fleet Training

Center,

San

Diego, CA, Fleet Training Center, NewRI; Fleet Training Center,
Harbor, HI
port,

Pearl

Length: 6 weeks (180 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/63-Present

Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as
watchstanders

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in visual communications procedures,
Including international Morse code, flag
identification and flaghoist signaling, publications, flashing light and semaphore drills
and positions, and message construction and
procedure
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in planning and coordination of naval

gunfire at the spotter level, including administration, gunfire support, communications, fire support ships and ordnance, fire
planning and coordination, conduct of fire,
principles of observation, gunfire teams and
communication nets, characteristics and operation of the radar beacon, and communi4
cations equipment.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

NV-2202.005g
NAVAL GUNFIRE LIAISON OFFICER;
Course Number: G-2G-6434
Location: Amphibious School, Little

Creek, VA.

1.

temitt': 8-9 weeks (271-290 hours).

xhibit Dates: 1/68-Present
Objectives: To train officers to perform as
gunffie liaison officers.

NV-2202-0055
SUPPORTI1:1G.4NMS COOR6INATIOR

(Supporting Arms Coordinator)
Course Number: G-20-6449.
Location: Amphibious School,

Creek, Norfolk, VA.
Length: 6 weeks (218-227 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/69-Present.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Little

Little

Length: 2 weeks (88 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 12/7-2-Present.
Objectives: To train officers as naval gunfire air spotters

NV-2202-0053

Location: Amphibious School, San Diego,
CA

artillery support in amphibious operations
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because' of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

coordination
Credit Recommendation: Credit is -not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

Location: Submarine School, Groton, CT
Length: 5 weeks (134-142 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 8/70-Present
Objectives: To qualify officers who -have
had training in nuclear power as officers on

NAVAL GUNFIRE AIR SPOTTER
Course Number: H-2G-5443.

ordination of gunfire support with air and

coordination of naval gunfire with air and
artillery support, planning naval gunfire
NV-2202-0059
support of amphibious operations, and
SACC operations Includes .map- reatling,.Th NAAl GUNFIRE AIR SPOTTER
and supporting-arms familiarization. plan--vCourse Number: G-2G-6438
rung naval gunfire support of operations
Location: Amphibious School,
ashore, conduct of lire, and supporting-arms
Creek. Norfolk, VA.

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (2/74)

multipurpose systems.

.

Objectives: To qualify officers to perform,

as supporting-arms coordinators on am-

1-283

cises in the duties of gunfire liaison officers,
including troop organization 'and operations, communications,-map reading, conduct of fire, naval gunfire-spotting, supporting arms, gunfire support planning, and co-

ation, ordnance and gunnery, naval gunfire
planning and coordination, air observer procedures, administrative procedures, and
physical training.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).

NV-2202-0060
NAVAeGUNFIRE LIAISON OFFICER

Course limber: H-2G-5441
Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
an Diego, CA
Length: 7 weeks (265-339 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1/66-Present

Objectives: To train officers to be naval
gunfire liaison officers.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in troop organization and operation,
spotting and coordination of naval gunfire
with air and artillery support, planning
naval gunfire support of amphibious operations, communications, map reading, target
intelligence, aerial photograph interpretation, ammunition, and physical training
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (12/68).

NV-2202-0061
SHORE FIRE CONTROL PARTY ENLISTED
(MODIFIED FOR U.S. MARINE CORPS
°

RESERVE)

Course Number: H-041-5442A.

Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (78 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel as

communicators and spotters on shore fire
control parties
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in amphibious operations, administration, military organization, map reading,
naval ordnance and weapons systems, and
communications equipment and procedures
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature pf the course (5/74).

NV-2202-0062
SHORE FIRE CONTROL PARTY ENLISTED

Course Number: H-041-5442.

Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
San,Diego, CA.
Length: 3;4 weeks (132-210 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
naval gunfire techniques.

Inttruction: Lectures and practical exercises in ammunition, naval fires classification, characteristics and employment of
naval gunfire support ships, communication

e

ri
4

o
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1-284

equipment operation and procedures, map

tracting, landing craft communications, and

reading, targets, and battle tactics

navigation.

Credit Recommendation: No credit because of the military nature of the course
(5/74). =limey-specific nature of the course

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-v
ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

(5/74).
;

:

NV-2202-0.t)

,/,

GUNNER'S MATE SPECIALIZED TRAINING
Course Number: A-011-002J.

Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
San Diego, CA.
Lengthl 2 weeks ('75 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train rated gunner's mates
to maintain and repair small arms and other
base defense or craft-mounted weapoins.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in maintenance and repatr of cannons,
mortars, machine guns, grenade launchers,
rockets, mines, and various 'small arms.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74).
NV-2202.0064
NAVAL GUNFIRE SPOTTERS (TROOP
OFFICERS)

Course NumbeH-2,G -5445

Location: AmiNliblous School, Coronado.
San Diego, CA
Length: 3 weeks (115-153 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-Present
,Objettives: To train officers in the tactics,

techniques, employment, and conduct of
naval gunfire during amphibious operations
Instruction: Lectures and practical .exercises in military organization, supporting

services, map reading, fire support, ordnapce and weapons systems, air operations,
communications, and the conduct of naval
gunfire.

Cledit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of ehe military-specific
nature of the course (12/68)

LEADERSHIP SCHOOLS CLASS C-1

Course Number: Not available
Location: Service School Command, San
Diego, CA; Naval Schools Command, Nor-

folk, VA, Naval SChools Command, Great
Lakes, IL
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).

Exhibit Dates: 1/61-12/68
Objectives: To provide enlisted personnel
with leadership training.
Instruction: Lectures in leadership train-

ing, including the Navy's role in world als
-fairs, human relations, petty officer duties
and responsibilities, and command leadership training programs
Credit Recommendation: Credit is infit recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (5/74).

Course Number: H-00.1940, H-000-1940.
Location: Inshore Operations Training

NAVAL GUNFIRE STAFF OFFICER

Course Number: H-2G-5444.

Location: Amphibious School, San Diego,
CA
Length: 2 weeks (75 hours)

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.

Objectives: To train staff officers to develop gunfire plans in support of amphibious operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in amphibious operations and supporting gunfire, ordnance and weapons systems,
communications, map reading, physical
conditioning, field artillery, supporting arms
coordination, and military symbols
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the mihtary-specific
nature of the course (5/74)
,NV-2202-0068

BOAT GROUP OFFICERS

Course Number: H -2E -5313.

Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
San Diego. CA..
`Length: 2 weeks (82 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 1 1/72- Present.

Objectives! To train officers to supervige
boat groups in ship-to-shore amphibious operations.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in landing craft and amphibiohs vehicle operation, control of assault boat wales
in practice movements, beaching and ,re-

Center, Mare Island, CA
Length: 6 weeks (348 hours)
Exhibit Dates:. 1/70-Present
Objectives: To train personnel in combat
sensor warfare. .and in the detection and

evaluation of cl;ndestine insurgent movements.

Instruction: Lectures,'and practical exercises in combat sensor warfare, including
counterinsurgency, military organization in
Vietnam, MACV organization and basic
field organization; survival training, intelli-

gence, operations, small arms and explowes, first aid, ground`Onit tactics, sensor
Warfare, advanced operational and environ-

mental training, and legal and medical as-

pects of drug abuse.
Credit Recommendation:'Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course(6/74).

ENVIRONMENTAL INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: D-2A-0003

Location: Naval Air Basic Training Command, Pensacola, FL
Length: 3 weeks (98-112 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/70-Present
Objectives: To train officers in environmental indoctrination as a prerequisite for
aviation/flight officer training

Instruction: Lectures on int

uctio4 to

aerodynamics, aviation physiolo y, aviation
engineering, survival training, swimming,
mathematics and physics, defensive driving,
and physical fitness
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (5/74)

I.

COMBAT INFORMATION CENTER (CIC)
OFFICER, CLASS 0

Course Number: C-2G-2017

Location: Air Technical Training Center,
Glynco, GA.
Length: 9-13 weeks (353-512 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/65- Present.

Objectives: To 'train officers in all operational phases of combat information centers

NV-2202-0073
DLG 6-16 (MOD) TERRIER WEAPONS,
SYSTEM MISSII C FIRE CONTROL

MFCS> MK 76 MOD 5.
(MOD) Terrier Weapons

SYS 11M (

(DLG-16

System)
Course Number: A-I21.0150

,

Lcication: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present I.
Objectives: To train fire control techni-

clans on the Terrier missile weapons systems.

histruction: Lecture.s and practicalexercises on the Terrier weapons system, in'tluding introduction to the DLG-I6 inte-

grated weapon 'system, target sensors with
Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) interface, specific weapons direction system,
ships weapons systems, weapons system,
alignment, digital systfin maintenance test
program 'a cLaiLalog System maintenance
tests

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of,the military-specific
nature of the course (5/74)

NV-2202-0074

trol, antiair and antisubmarine warfare
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

2G-353, C -2G -2020. -

ommended because of the limited specialized nature of the course (5/76)

ing ,CeTei, San Diego J A, Air Technical

ICE OBSERVER, CLASS C

Course Number: Not available.
LoCation: Technical Training Unit, Lake-hurst, NJ.
Length: 6 weeks (240 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/57-12/68.
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel for
ice reconnaissance duties and operations

Instruction: ,Lectures and practical exercises in ice reconnaissance duties and operations. Tomes include military operations,
ice seamanship, survival, sea ice, land ice,
equipment utilization, and observation tech
piques.

309

'

Length: 4Q weeks (354 hours)

Instruction: Instruction includes management, organization, electronics, electronic
warfare,. and communications, surface, air,
and advanced operations, including air con-

NV-2202-0070
NV-2102-0066

NV-2202.0071
COMBAT SENSOR WARFARE TRAINING

NV-2202.0067

NV-2202-0069.
NV-2202-Q065

Credit Recommendation; Credit is not recommended ,because of-the limited-technical
nature of the course,(12/68)

.

COMBAT INFORMATION CENTER
WATCH OFFICER: CLASS 0

Cie /

Course Number: K-2G-351 K-20.352, K:

tocaa: Fleet Anti-Air Warfare Train-

. Training Center, Glyncor, GA
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 5/7I-Present.

Objectives: T9 train officers and chief

petty officers to perform as CIC watch officers for normal steaming and condition-Ill
watches.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the functions of the CIC watch officer, including foundation skills, preparation
for-assuming the wlich, surface formation
maneuvers, special situations, anti -air warfare, strike force operations, and anti-submarine warfare, exercises, and adminattration.

.

Credit Recounendation: Credit is riot recommended becaussof the mtlitary-spcific
nature of the eiSurse(67-14)

-v.

er

Navy
NV-2202-0075
ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC POWER DRIVE FIR
5'738 CALIBER DUAL PURPOSE
.
SINGLE MOUNT

Course Number: K-041-2050
Location: Fleet Training Center,

San

Diego, CA
Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

operate, maintain, repair, and analyze the
5"/38 caliber train and Mk 6 elevation
power drive

Instruction: Lectures and practical exec
cises in the maintenance and repair of the
electric hydraulic power drive for the.
5"/38 caliber gun mount. Course includes
hydraulic systems, electrical systems, local
and automatic'control, elevation and train
indicator receiver regulator, and the interlocking solenoid system.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of rhocourse (6/74).

Instruction: Lectwes and practical exercises in weapons !}stems, including operating sensors for detectronmdentifiLation, anciv
destruction of enemy submarines
Credit Recommendation!Credit is not recommended 'becau..v.,,a the militiry-specific
nature of the course f7/74)
Zst.. ro
'
NV-2202-0079

Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

personnel to perform data -reduction and
analysis of Talos- guided missile telemetered
flight records

Instruction: Lectures -and practical exercises on Talos telemetering data reduction,
=hiding, fire cohtrol system, telemejonng
system, airborne telemetenng equipment, telemeter ground station and associated evaluation equipment, prefixing procedures,
Taloulata reduction, and flight analysis ,
Ciedit Recommendation: Credit is' norreconrended because-of the limited technical
nature Of the course (7/74)

2F87 P-3 WEAPON S1STE4TRELOW-Ok,TRAINING
Course Number; Not avattaple`

Location:

Fleet

Aviation

Specialized

Operational Training-Group, Rulfit, Mof- .
fett Field, CA
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present,
Objectives: To train enlistgd personnel, to
operate the 2F87 P -3 weapon system. "`
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in 2F87 P-3 weapon system operation,
Including operating 'Sensors required to
detect, identify, localize, and destroy hostile

M-2202;0083
TERRIER TELF.NIETIzRINCYDATA,
REDUCTION
°

submarines
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec4.

BASIC QUARTERMASTER

Location: Guided Missile School, Dam
beck, VA, Schools Command, Mare

nel to perform data reduction and

Course Number: K-772.600

Location: Fleet Training Center, Pearl
Rarbor, HI
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 3/64-12/68.Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to

'stand quartermaster watches.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in chdrts and related publications,
navigational aids, dime and timepieces, logs,
compasses and compass error, weather;
tides and currents; sunrise and- sunset; azi-

muths, taking bearings, symbols, types of
fixes, set and drift, speed and distance, and
plotting problems. .
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course.(7/74)

' NV-2202-0077
A-4 CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS TRAINING

_NV-2202-0080

qnysis

HELICOPTER (HS) ANTISURMAIiINE
WARFARE OPERATOR

,

7

(Helicopter At/anon Antisubmarine -War-

Location: Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Lemoore, CA, 'Air Maintenance

Training Detachment, El Toro, QA; Air
Maintenance Training Detachment, Cecil
Field, FL, Air Maintenance Training Detachment, Cherry Point, NC
Length: 4 weeks (160 hours).
...

Objectives; To train enlisted personnel to
install and disassemble armament carried on
A-4 aircraft.
.
Instruction: -Lett re s and practical exercises in the insta ion and disassembly of
armament carne on A-4 aircraft Course
includes explosives introduction, safety procedures, aircraft bombs, fuzes, and rockets
and launchers.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)
NV-2202-0078
2F69D P-3 WEAPON SYSTEM FOLLOW-ON-

TRANING

Course Number: Not available
Location: Fleet Aviation Specialized

Operational Training Group, Pacific, Moffett Field, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (64 hours).
Exhibit Dates; 4/73-Present
Objectives: TQ train flight crew personnel
in wearons systems,

on Terrier guidNi missile teleme-

tered flight records.
rogp Instruction: Lectures and practical exerVcises on data reduction and analysis of Ter-

rier guided missile telemetered flight rec-

fare Air Sonar Operator,.(AN/AQS-

ords, including introduction to airborne and
grotmd station telertiete'riug systems; Terrier
,guided missile exercise heads, telemeter
ground stations and associated equipment,
and specific Terrier guided missile function-

13))

Course Number; E-210-0032, E'-210-3a
Fleet Airborne Electronics
Location

Training Unit,- Pacific, N3rth Island, CA
Length: 3-4 weeks (90-138,hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel to
be airborne sonar operators.

description, data reduction and flight
analysts
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recal

omniended because of the limited technical
*Instruction: Lectures and practical exernature of the coues-e (7/74).
cises in airborne sonar operation, including
sonar search procedures, aerial plottmg, r
NV-2202-0084
vector beam patterns, sound recognio
group training, and weapons systim t6iner
ASTORISUBROC OPERATOR
Credit Recommendation: No credit
MAINTENANCE
cause of the military nature of the cou
(6/75)

" Course Number: K-0430-947
Location: Nuclear Weapons Training
Center, Pacific, North Island, CA
Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 5/68-Present

o

Course NuMber: Not available.

Exhibit Dates: 3 /68- Present.

Crjurse Number: Not available.

Aland, CA
Length; 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present
Objectives: To train officers and enlisted

ommend'ed because of the military- specific
nature of the course (7/74)

NV-2202-0076

1-285

o Length: 3 weeks (90 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/68-Present

NV-2202-0081
COUNTERINSURGENCY ORIENTA rIDN

Objectives: To train COMSUBPAC personnel in the operation and maintenance of

Course Number; H-00-5219, H-000-5219
Location: Amphibious School, Citonado,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours)

the ASTOR torpedo warhead and

Exhibit Dates: II/72-Present
Objectives: To train enlisted personnel in
the concepts and policies Of counteruKur-

vises, in the operation and maintenance of
the ASTOR torpedo vgarhead and
SUBROC warticad, including nuclear
capons administration, nuclear training,

0

gency

they

SUBROC warhead
Instruction: Lectures and practical 'exert

Instruction: Lectures and practical exer,
cises in the concepts and policies of coun- t'and' vikapons training
Credit Uecommendation: Credit is not recterinsurgency, with a survey of foreign po-,
lineal ideologies that are in conflict wit)/ o.' ommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/74)
democratic philosophies. Course includes a
survey of philosophical, sociological, political, and cultural influences that conflict
NV-2202 -0085
with democratic aims, as well as an Over3'/50 CALIBER RAPID FIRE GUN MOUNT'
view of strategies and tactics used in deMAINTENANCE
fense against insurgent movements in (or-4.
eign countries
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74).

NV-2202-0082
TALOS TELEMETERING DATA REDUCTION

,Course Number: Not available

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA, Naval Schools Comniand, Mare
Island, CA.

,

Course Number: K- 1-2052.
raining Center,
Location: Fleet
Diego, CA
Length:,2weeks (60 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 10/72- Present.

Objectives; To train enlisted personnel to
.operate, maintain, 'adjust, and repair the'
3750-caliber rapid-fire gun and mount
-Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in 3'/50 caliber rapid-fire gun and
mount operation, maintenance, and repair,
including stand, carriage, training gear, de-

1
0,1 1

Pk

San

4:7

A
1-286

,

.
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vating gear, power drives, electrical installations, gun assembly, and loader
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/74).

NV-2202-0086
NAVY NUCLEAR WEAPONS ADVANCED
MAINTENANCE

Course Number: A-644-0015.
Location:
Defense Atomic

Support
Agency, Albuquerque, NM
Lengtn:4 weeks (126 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present.
Objectives: To train enlisted' personnel to
maintain nuclear warheads.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in the depot-level maintenance of nuclear warheads, including theory of nuclear
warhead components, disassembly, inspeciitt, testing, mainte=nance, general handling,
and safety, and preparation and testing of
sealant compgunds.

Credit Recatunendatnn Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (8/74).
NV- 2202.0087
AVIATION INDOCTRINATION, LIMITED

DUTY OFFICER (LDO)

Course Number: None.

.

'

Location: Air Base Training Command,
eensacola, FL
Length: 8 weeks (296 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 1004-Present.
Objectives: To train limited-duty officers
to assume various aviation-related duties.

AMPHIBIOUS JUNIOR. DIVISION OFFICER
INDOCTRINATION

Course Number: G-00-6518 '
LotatiOnt Amphibious School,

Objectives: To provide newly commis-

sioned officers-with knowledge in amphibious warfare.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in concepts of amphibious warfare. opcommunications,
planning,
erations,
ship/shore movement, physical training,
leadership, career counseling; and support
operations
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military-specific
nature of the course (7/74)

ing.

VA.

baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours in naval science (12/68)
1

NV-2202-0088
AVIATION RESERVE OFFICER CANDIDATE

(AVROC)
Cohrse Number: None.
Location: Air Basic Training Command,
Pensacola, FL.
Length: Version 1: 16 weeks (440 hours).
Version 1: 12-16 weeks (404-489 hours).
1: 1/69-Present.
Version 1: 3/66-12/68.

"Exhibit Dates: Version

Little

Greek, Norfolk, VA.
Lengthy3 weeks (102 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/67-Present

N V- 2202 -0091,

vision

Length: Version I t6 weeks (480 hours)
Version 2: 7.-8 weeks (182-240 hours)

8/71-Present.

Exhibit Dates: Version I
Version 1: 3/61-7/71.

Objectives: To . provide women officer ,
candidates with instruction and training in
essential naval subjects which will prepare
them to perform duties as naval officers.

Instruction: Study of the Navy role in

support of national objectives, national security organization, leadership, managepal
and personnel administration, military justions, with special emphasis on landing
" tice, and communication skills development.
force aspects.
Credit Recommendation: Version 1: In the
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recupper-division baccalaureate category, 4 seommended, because of the military-specific
mester hours in naval organization and his -'
nature of the course (7/74).
tory (7/74). Version 2: In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in
NV-2202-0090
naval organization and history (7/74).

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in aviation indoctrination for limitedduty officers. Course includes naval leadership, organization and administration, naval
history and operations, and physical trainCredit Recommendation: In the upper -di

,

Location: Amphibious School, Coronado,
San Diego, CA.
Length: 5-6 weeks (197-237 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/66-12/68.
Objectives: To provide Navy and Marine
Corps officers with knowledge and skills in
naval gunfire planning and employment.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in history of naval gunfire, amphibious
raids, organization of military combat units,
supporting arms, air control, commUnica-

PHIBLANT

PETTY OFFICER LEADLRSHIP

Course Number: G-000 -6583

Location: Amphibious Base, riffle Creek,

Length: 2 weeks (73 hours) t
Exhibit Dates: I0/72-Present.

Objectives: To provide leadership train-

NV-2202-0094
LIMITED DUTY OFFICER (LDO),
INDOCTRINATION

CourseNumber: None
Location: Naval Schools Command, Newport, RI
Length: Version I.-)7 weeks (217 hours).
Version 1. 10 weeks (300 hours). Version 3. 5
weeks (150 hours)
Exhibit Dates: Version I 6, 58 -12/68 Version 1: 4/56-5/58 Version 3 6/54-3/56
Objectives; To 'provide onentation and fa-

miliarization to newly commissioned officers in the broad scope of customs, traditions, and regulations of the Navy.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in naval leadership, administration,
customs, military courtesy, seamanship,

military justice, and naval operations.
Credit Recommendation:Wernon 1: In the
upper-division baccalaureate categor?, 3 semester hours in naval science (12/68) Ver-

sion 1 In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in naval sciaince
Version 3 In- the upper-division.
baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
naval science (12/68).

,(12/68)

ing.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to include basic leadership principles,
instructor training, military law, world affairs, American government, Navy history
and heritage, and career counseling.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the military - specific
nature of the course (7/74)
, NV-2202-0092

NV-2202-0095
NAVAL SCHOOL, OFFICER WOMEN
( RESERVE

.

Course Number: None.

°

Location: Naval Schools Command, New-I
port, RI.
Length: 15-16 weeks (450 -488 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/54-Present.
,Objectives: To provide indoctrination and
training in general subjects for personnel on
duty in reserve forces

Objectives: To train military personnel to
be aviation officers.

ENLISTEDSUBMARINE INDOCTRINATION

Instruction: This course is the same as

Location: Iftmarine School, Groton, CT.

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in basic naval subjects to include ad-

NV-2202-0033, except that reserve personnel complete it in two 6- or 8-week summer
sessions. Topics AnclUde. naval history, on-

Length: 4 wrecks (113 ours).
Exhibit Dates: 7/71-Present.
Objectives: To provide e fisted personnel,
with familiarization and kn ledge of submarines.

ministration,

naval techniquei, regulationscssennal techniques and basic psychology of leadership,
and naval ideals, customs, and traditions.
(Reserve personnel attend two eight -week

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises in purpose, function, and location of

summer sessions.)

emation to naval careers, world affairs,

physics and mathematics; engineenng; aerodynamics; aviation physiology; navigation
and seamanship, physical fitness and swimming, and applied leadership training.
Credit Recommendation: Version I. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 12
semester hours in naval science (i.e., .6 se-

mesterI hours for each summer session)
(2/74). Version 1; In the upper-division bac-

calaureate categ6ry, 6 semester hours in
naval, science (i.e., 3 semester hours for
each summer session) (12/68).

NV-22024)089
NAVAL GI.\(NFIRE §,UPPORT PLANNING

Course lumber. H-2G-5447.

Course Number: A-060-0012.

Installed equipment and systems of a nuclear-powered submarine, including theory
and operatiOn of equipment and systems,
and all aspects-of submarine duty.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not ree
ommended because of the specialized nature
of the course (7/74).

NV-2202-0093
WOMEN OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL

Course Number: A-00-0051.

Location: Women Officer School, Newport, RI.

-communication,

operation,

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester
hours in naval organization and history for
each eight-week summer session (7(74)

NV-2202.0096
CARRIER AVIATION AN SOBMARINE
WARFARE ( AAS
OPF.RATOR PASS

ACOUSTIC
E)

Course Number: E-210-51
Location: Fleet Airborne

Training Unit, San Diego, CA
Length: 4 weeks (120 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 10/72-Present

Electronics

Navy
Objectives: To prepare personnel as antisubmarine warfare acoustic operators

o Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to include sonobouys, radio recepers.
switch functions, safety ,precautions, preflight practices, diesel submarines, and foreign submarine identification and operations

Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (7/74)

/

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises providing basic background in relative
motion cohcept.s, plotting techniques, purpose of the system, elements trf display, and
interpretation of observations
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not recommended because of the limited 'ethnical
nature of the course (6/75)

NV-2202-0103
Rum RI OILICLR CANDIDATE ) ROC it
AND ROC I;
Course Number: A-00-4301, A-00-0045

Location: Educatulti and Training Center,
Newport, RI

NV-2202-0100

NV-2202.0097

Length: 16-21 weeks (512-665 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-Present
Objectives: To provide Teserve officer
candidates with instruction III essential
naval subjects

PLATOON PERSONNI.L.)

SYSTEMS INTERMEDIATE
MAINTENANCE

I

hours in advanced nasal science (7,'74)

MARINE NOP (NUCLEAR WEAPONS
TRAINING FOR NUCLEAR ORDNANCI,

A-7 MeriAl GUN'AND ASSOCIATED

Course Number: C-646-3786

Location: Ai( Maintenance Training De-,
tachmerit, Lemoore, CA, Air Maintenance
Training Detachment. Cecil held. FL
Length: 2 weeks (80 ho-urs)

Exhibit Dates: 7/70-Present
Objectives: To train personnel to maintain

the WIA1 gun.
Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises lo the operation, inspection, disassem-

bly, repair, reassembly, and testing of the
M61A I gun and control system
Credit RecommendatiomCrecht 1s not recommended because of the limited technical
nature of the course (5/74)
e

NV-2202.0098
MINE HUNTING SONAR FAMILIALIIZATION
(RESERVE)
Course Number: A-130-0081

Location: Mine Warfarro-Sch-ool. Charleston, SC.
Length: 2 weeks (80 hours),
Exhibit Dates: 11/71-Present
Objectives:: To provide personnel with the

Course Number: Not available
Location: Nuclear Weapons

Training

Length: 7 weeks (245 hours)
. Exhibit Dates: 1 /73- Present
Objectives: To train selected

personnel (see NV-2202-0102)
attend 8-9 weeks cif trainin&

Marine

Corps officers and noncommissioned officers for assignment to nuclear operations
Instruction: instruction incideles,admimstration. security, reliability, and safety, and

theory of operation.

assembly., test,

prograrp--8-I2 weeks (ROC 1)ts com-

- pleted after graduation from college

Credit Recommendation: In, the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in advanced naval science for completion of ROC II and 3 in advanced naval

and

maintenance of Marine Corps ground-delivered weapons
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

stientei for completion of ROC I (see "In-

ommended because of the military- specific
nature of the course (6/75)

NV-2202-0101

struction" section above) (7/74)

#

NV-2202-0104
GUN MOUNT 5"/54 MK 42 MOD' AND 10.

NAVAL ENLISTEDILLCILN HI IC EDUCA I ION

CLASS CI
Course Number: A -I 13 -0044

PROGRAM (NESEP)

(NESEP Basic)
Course Number: A-00-4402. A-00-4404; A-

Location: Gunner's Mate School. Great
Lakes, IL

00-0109.

,Location: Officer Candi4nte School, Newport, RI.

Length: 19 weeks (570-592 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 2/70-Present

Objectives: TQ train personnel in the operation, adjustment, and maintenance of a
5"/54 gun mount ,
Instruction: Lectures and practical exer-

Length: 10 weeks (260-350 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 4%72-Present

Objectives: To prepare selected enlisted

operate specified sonar sets.
Instruction: Lectures, demonstrations, and
practical experience in doctrine,.basic sonar
principles and procedures for navigatnin
and plotting, and instruction in system capa-

struction in leadership and supervision,
naval operations, and general military sub-

Instruction: Classroom and practical in-

cises in gun loaders, hoists, ammunition carriers, and related equipment
Credit Recommendation: In th e vocational

certificate category, 2 semester hours in
electromechanical hydraulic systems and 2 ,
in electromechanical hydraulics laboratory

jects.

Credit Recommendation: In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in interpersonal relations (6/75 i

(9/77)

NV-2202-0105
NV-2202-0102

ADVANCED JEZEBIA ;VP;
Course Number: E-210-44
Location: Fleet Aviatibn

OITICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL

NV-2202.0099
FIRE CONTROL. SVp*EM (FCS) MK 113

MOD 9 TA itai MOTION ANALYSIS

( TMA
OPERA fOR/FAMILIARIZAT115N

Course Number: A-2F-0036.

Location: Guided Missiles School, Dam
Neck, VA

Course Number: A-00.4401; A-00.0044

CA.
Length: 2 weeks.(70 hours)
Exhibit Dates: 11/72-Present

Length: 16-19 weeks (512-665 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 4/55-Present.

Objectives: To provide officer candidates
with an introduction to essential naval subjects.

motion analysis using a speofit'fire control
system.

ership for newly commissioned officers
,6

I-,

Specialized

Operational Training Group, Moffett Field,'

Location: Education and Training Center,
Newport, RI

Instruction: Classroom and practical instruction in naval orientation and supervision, tactics, seamanship, damage control,
engineering, navigation, and the role of sea
ppwer Primary emph4,sis is plated on lead-

Length: 2 weeks (60 hours).
Exhibit Dates: 8/71-Present.
Objectives: To instruct personnel in target

Students

(ROC II)

during the summer belven,their junior and
senior college years The remainder of the

platoons.

personnel for commissioning

mine-detecting/classifying sonar.
Credit Recommendation: Credit is notrece
ommended because of the limited, special,ized nature of the traming,(8/77)

Instruction: This course provides essentially the same instructioital material as the
Officer Candidate plogl-am for active-duty

Groat), Pacific, North Island, CA

necessary skills and related knowledge to

bilities and limitations of the AN/SQQ-14

1-2[17

Credit Recommendation: In the upper-division baccalaureate tategor,), 6 seknester

.°

Objectives: To train personnel in the operasion of a specific electronic system

Instruction: Lectures and practical exercises to include advanced gram analysis,
tactical aspects of AQA-7 Jezebel, intelligence data, and baste sonar theory
Credit Recommendation: Credit is not rec-

ommended because of the military specific
nature of the course (6/75).
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AVIATION DOATSWAIN'S MATE.

and 3 in air operations management, and
additional credit in hydraulics, fire science,
and aircraft servicing or air operations on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 9 semester hours, arid the
16 semester hours for ABHC (Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling),
fora. minimum total of 25 semester hours,
or the 16 semester hours for ABFC (Chief
Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Fuels), for a
minimum total of 25 semester hours, or the
13 semester hours for AktEC (Chief Avi-

,

ABCS

ABCM
Exhibit Dates: 6 /71- Present.
Occupational Field: 6 (Aviation
Support).
Career Pattern

1E-6). ABEC, Chief Aviation Boatswain's
Mate, Launching and Recovery Equipment
(E-7) ABCS. Senior Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate (E-8). ABCM: Master Chief
,Aviation Boatswainl Mate (E-9)

ation.safety, 3 in maintenance management,

NER-AB-001

Ground

May progress from ABHC, Chief Avi-

ation Boatswain's -Mate. Aircraft Handling
(E -7), ABFC. Chief Aviation Boatswain's
ation Boatswain's Mate, Launching and Re-

covery Equipment (.E-7) ABCS Semi

Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate (E-8)
ABCM: Master Chief Aviation Boatswain's
Mate (E-9)
'Description

ABCS Able to perform the duties required for ABHC" (Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling), ABFC
(Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Fuels),
or ABEC (Chief Aviation Boatswain's
Mate, Launching and Recovery Equipment), monnprs maintenance schedules and

administers safety programs in the,following areas launch, recovery, aviation-fuelsystem, aircraft-handling, crash-rescue and
damage-control equipment, assigns personnel and prepares correspondence, organizes,
schedules, and evaluates training programs,

responsible for availability of spare "parts
and equipment, implements quality control
and surveillance procedures for aviation
fuel, evaluates equImlent overhaul procedures, administers 9og-range maintenance
programs, requisitions, inventories, and digposes of matenals in own operational area,
administers air Terminal operations, including storage.of cargo, handling of passengers

and aircrew, and aircraft services ABCM*
Able to perform the duties required for
ABCS, foimulates guidelines for use in
safety Inspections, plans, organizes, and im-

plements control activities in compliance
with policy statements, orders, and dtrectives, establishes goals and objectives in
area of responsibility; forecasts future requirements for personnel, equipmept and
materials; reviews and interprets maintenance directives; reviews performance of
aircraft-handling, crash-rescue, and damage, control crews with crew members; reviews
programs and insures that all scheduled
maintenance for launch, recovery, aviationfuel system, aircraft-handling, crash-rescue

and damage:control equipment is being or
has been performed; establishes inspection
and operational evaluation procedures to be
used on repaired or newly installed parts;
develops operating budgets and monitors
expenditures; enters changes to ship equipment configuration accounting system and
submits required reports.
Recommendation, ABCS

In the vocational certificate category, if

individual progressed from' ABEC
(Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Launching and Recovery Equipment); use the recommendation in exhibit NER-ABE-001. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
the

degree category 3 semester hours in avi-

Description

Summary. Operates and maintains hy-

draulic and steam catapults, barricades and
arresting gear, operates catapult launch, retract panels, consoles. firing panels, water
brakes, chronographs, blast deflectors and
cooling panels, inspects and proof-loads
cables, fittings, and Wire rope sockets.
ABE3. Inspects and lubricates -launch

ation Boatswain's Mate, Launching and Recovery Equipment), for a minimum total_of
22 semester hours, as 'appropriate In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

Mate, Fuels (E-7), or ABEC, Chief Avi-

recovery equipment, replaces packing air,
seals on catapults and arresting gear, rigs
and installs barricades, perforMs planned

mester hours for field 'experience in management (2/77). N't

maintenance on. arresting gear and arresting

gear engines, operates and maintains jet
blast deflectors; determines safe working
loads for hoisting materials, wire rope,

Recommendation, ABCM
-

In the vocational certificate category, if

individual progressed from ABEC
(Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate, LaunLhing and Recovery Equipment), use the recommendation in exhibit NER-ABE-001 In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 4 semester hours in aviation safety, 3 in maintenance management,
3 in air operations management, and 3 in
introduction to management, and additional
the

manila lines, nylon lines, and webbing, uses
maintenance cards, completes maintenance

ma

records ABE2 Able to perform the duties
required for ABE3. inspects.. tests, andodjusts catapults and related equipment, tests.
adjusts, and calibrates arresting gear and
barricades, supervises personnN on aircraft
launch hookup, inventories equipment and
spare parts, orders spare parts and special

tools. ABEL Able to perform the duties

credit in hydraulics, fire science, and aircraft servicing or air operations on the basis

of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total gf 13 semester hours, add the 16 semestei" hours for ABHC (Chief Aviation

IP.

hibit NERLABH-001, for a miring= total
swain's Mate, Fuels) in exhibit NER-ABF001, for a minimum total of 29 semester
hodrs, or the 13 semester hours for ABEC
(Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Cauncbmg and RecoSery Equipment) in exhibit
NER-ABE-001, for a minimum total of 26
semester hours, as appropriate. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-

mester hours for field experience in man-

sories, prepares data for equipment logs, suschedules,

for 29 semester hours, or the 16 semester

for ABFC (Chief Aviation Boat-

required for ABE2, disassembles, replaces
defective parts, and reassembles catapult
systems, arresting gear engines, and acces-

pervises the use of maintenance publications, prepares preventive maintenance

Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling) in exhours

a

,

maintains

records

placement of spare parts and equipment
Recommendation, ABE3 and ABE2

f

In the vocational certificate category,. 3

agement and 3 in'management problems (2/

\

ester hours in basic hydraulics and.addtal credit on the bas- o institutional
eva nation In the lower- ivisio baccalautegory\ credit in
reate/associate degree
hydraulics on the basis of institutional evaluation (2/77)

77).

s

4.

custody

ABEC. Able to perform the duties required
fqr ABE1, supervises the use, filing, and
maintenance oT publications and records,
screens defective conmonents for repair, inspects and evaluates operation of repaired
equipment, insures quality control, prepares
quarterly schedules Of preventative maintenance, supervises the accounting for tnd re-

I

1GER-ABE-001
AVIATION BOATSWAIkS MATE,

Recommendation, ABEL

LAUNCHING AND RECOVERY
EQUIPMENT

In the vocational certificate category, 3

semester hours in hydrauhcs,!2 in shop
management, and I in record Weeping, and
additional credit in hydraulics on (the basis

ABE1
ABE2
ABE1
ABEC

of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
ertotal of 6 semester hours. In the
1

Exhibit Dates:'6/7 I -Present
Occupational Field: 6 (Aviation Ground,
Support).
Career Pattern

AN: Alknan (E-3). ABE3: Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Launching And Recovery
Equipment, Third Class (E-4). ABE2 Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Launching and Re-

covery Equipment, Second Class (E-5)
ABEL. Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Launching and Recovery Equipment, First Class

o

4.1

0

e catdivision baccalaureate/associate de
egory, 3'semester -hours in hydra les, 2 ig

hop management, 2 in personne simervi!
dditional credit in hydraulics on the b is of instrtutional evaluation,Tor a mini m total of
sion, and 1 in record keeping, an
8 semester hours (2/77)

Ricommendation, ABEC----.

In the-vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
ABEL In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 1 semester hours

NAVY ENLISTED IIATINGS_E-XFIIIiITS
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in hydraulics, 3 for field experiente in management. 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in
,

N.
maintaining
quality controh prepares quartetly maintenanc schedules, responsible for
pplies for organizational
materials and
inspection procedures, to
unit, supers is

NER-ABF7001

as iatron fuel 'systems and related equipment
Reccipmendation, ABF3

performsdaily inspection', on mobile crash
handling s eludes and equipment, installs
aircraft hoisting slings insole mg emergency
crash landings, computes safe v.orkinig load
for hoisting material, rigs deck equipment
orf shore-based arresting gear; otierates aitcraft cranes; elevator controls and related
hangar/cle7r':quipment, ' provides signals
for the launching and recovery of helicopters, performs air tern-pal functions iriCludi

AviAnys BoATswais's MATE, HAM

'In the lower-division baaalaureateassomate degree category, 3 semester hours in

mg storage of carg67handling of Osdngerspircrew.: and aircraft servicc?oni-

shop management, and 11.-in record keeping.

and additional credit in hydraulics on the
basis of institutional evaluation for a minimum total of 13 semester hours (277)

that technical specifications and
standards of workmanship are met, inspects
and evaluates the operation of repaired err
ensure

-

newly insialled parts and components of

fire smence. and

ABF2

77) "

Al W

Recommendation, ABF2

ABFC
es

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Occupational Field: 6 (Aviation Ground
Support)

.

fire science and 2 in aircraft servicing (2,'

aim record keeping, for a total of 13
sett
Rec

chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate (E-9)
bescription.
Summary Oper tes, maintains, and reirs fuelin and bricating oil systems in-

hours

clu

pumprbOms,
service st ions,
pum
piping. valves anks, and protective
es
equipment
associatystems,
open
piping
ed wit the fueling and deluding of aircraft
aboard
ip and ashore, operates motor
driven f sling equipment, maintains fuel
supervises firequality, t ins, directs,

.

cue teams, fol-

istics of aviation fuel fires and the procedurerand equipthent required to fight them;''
performs maintenance record keeping; uses
portable inertnesstealvers, aligns valves in
fuel piping systems for various operations;
fuels and,tdefuels airs
obtains samples of
avraftren uels asid ests for water and solid

I

ABH 1

ABHC"
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present

k ohs the properties and

.

once record cards, operates 'crash fireOght-

nd mobile fueling and lubricating oil
eq
t, rises and nrsitains hand tools
ortable power tools ABF2. Able to
an
pup the duties required for ABF3; replaces components of aviation fuel and luin

bricating oil systems,,conducts tests on fuel
filter elements, o rates solid contamination
orders, and a counts for spare re

\-

ABH3
ABH2

Occupations
Support).
Career attern

6

(Aviation Gr011d

A ' Airman (E -3i. A H3',A, viation Boa tAircraft Haaciling, Mira
Cl.' (E-4) ABH2 A tion Bdatswain's
e, Aircraft Handling. Second Class (E5) 1BHI Aviation Bo. swain's Mate, Aircraft Me:fling, Firs Class (E 6) -ABHC
Chief viation Boatswain's, Mate, Aircraft
-7). ABCS: Senior, Chief AviHandlin
(E -8)- ABCM
'al
ation Boatswain's
Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate

'swa 's Mate,

it

cress in the fueling and
defueling of aircraft ABF/. Able to perform the duties required for ABF2, ane-

intion

parts?"

D

lyzes malfuncrmns of aviation-fuel systems
test equipment, aviation fuel.and lubricating

Directs the movement and
spotting of aircraft ashore and afloat, operates and, maintains ground-handling equipment used for moving and hoisting aircraft,

oil systems, 'and the nitrogen distribution
s tem apd determines corrective action,
and lubricating oil inventory
m

supervis6 securing of aircraft and equipment, performs crash rescue, firefighting,
crash removal,' and damage 'control; per-

s, qfibrates, adjusts, tests, cleans, and
flushes aviation fuel and lubricating oil sys-

forms in connection with jaunching and re-

reco

tems; knows _ihe principles and maintenance

rmirements of centrifugal purifiers; trains
siLrdinates in the operation of fuel systems and test equipment; prepares weekly
maintenance schedules, maintains inventory
and supply records ABFC. Able to perform
the duties of ABF1, supervises inspection,
operation. maintenance. and' repair of aviation fuel systems, monitors=procedures for

damage -to -flight and. hangar decks, spots
aircraft for-catapult launching, tests 'hangar
sprinkler sylsiems, reads- and interprets blue-

prints and drawings, inventories installed
equipment 'and spare parts, orders spare
' tarts and special tools; uses maintenance

publications ABHI Able to perform the

duties required for ABH2, dirFcts a crew
involved in repairing damaged flight and
hangar decks,. directs ti unit of a deck,
water, or land crash fife and rescue group,
keeps logs pertaining to test data and dquip-

ment history, determines type and use of
emergency 9qMpment for removing crashed
or damaged aircraft, prepares weekly
schedules of preventive maintenance, maintains inventories and custody records,

reeves cables on ship's boat and airplahe
crane, interprets aircraft spotting 'and re.spotting' procedures, interprets procedures
and equipment requirements for jet.j.oning
.aireraft and equipment. ABHC' Able to perform thogduttes, required for ABHI, plans

spotting of aircraft op flight and hangar
decks, condutts prelaunch briefings ork.

s

TION BQA TS,Ve VI...S.4,v) A it, AIRCRAI

life saving equipment, knows the- citpracter-

detectors and wa r free detectors, in

ening. fora tonal of 16 semester
'

7).

NER-ABH-021-

lows fuel-handling
ty precautions
44112ki. Operates shipboard firefighting and

'hazards of aviattoli .fuels; makes entries
minproom logs and records, uses mainte.

ter hours (2/77,).

mendition, ABFC
In t e over - division baccaliureateassoee category. 3 semester hours in
Lime
fire scie e, 3 in auclift secewing. 3 in perfor field experience in
sonnel su r \croon,
, and 2
ana
management 2 in s o p cagement

ABFC Chief Aviation ,Boamw n's Mate,
Fuels (E-7) ABCS. Senior Chic
viation
Boatswain's Mate (E-8) ABCM. . ster

pletes matntenance record% ABHE Able to
P9 form the duties rgquired4for ABH3, chr-

;part a a crew involved in repairing

In the lower-division baccalaureate/assocrate degree category. 3 semester hours in

In the lower-division bacc,61aureate/asso!
crate degree category. 3 s'61ester hours in
fire science. 3 in aircraft servicing, 2 in per 2 in shop management, -

Second Class (E1-5). ABF/:'Aviation Boatswain's Mate. 'Fuels, First Class (E-6)

contariundtesi

4

Recommendation, ABFC

AN Airtnan (E-3) ABF3' Aviation BoatMate, Fuels, Third Class (E-4)
ABF2; Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Fuels,
ABF2;

fighting crews and fire

I

77)

Career. Pattern

C.

in aircraft servicing (2/

ABF.3,

SuAAirmary.

covering aircraft ABH3' Carries out cockpit emergency entry procedures, knows
procedures for rescuing 41a/simnel 'from'
crashed aircraft, operates damagecorurol.-equipment. lifesaving apparatus, and fire,
and elevator doors. supervises movement
and spotting of aircraft ashore and afloat,,,,
secures aircraft and equipment, performs
preventive operator maintenance on aircraft.
ground-handling equipment, operates and

7-

p,,I.Ane directors, directs the movement and

spotting of aircraft during launching, landing, and directs the respotting aboard aircraft carriers; prepares quarterly schedules
, of preventive maintenance, supervises inspection procedures for minlity
screens defective components` for feasibilfey
of repair, supefvises storage, inventory, dhd
replacement of spare parts and-equipment,
supervises the use and maintenance of pub licationis and records
Recom mendation, ABI13 and AEibli

In the lower-clis.isiN baccalaureate/asso-,_
ciate.degree.category, '3 semester hours in
fire science and 2 in aircraft servicing or air
operations (2/77).
,
°

Recommendation, ABHI
In the lower-divsion baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in

fire 'science:3 in aircraft ,servicing or air
operations, 2 in personnel supervision. 2 ip
shop management, and 2 in record keeping.
and additional credit in fire science on the
basis of knstitutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 12 semester hours (2/77).
Recommendatiqn, ApHC
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category. 3 semester hours in

fire science, 3 in aircraft servicing or air
operations, 3 in personnel supervision. 3 for,
(field experience in .management, 2 in shop
management, and 2 in rst:ord keeping, and
additional credit in Rre science on the basis

Ilf institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of lb semester hours (2/77)

.
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NER-AC-001
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
(AIR CoNTROLMAN)

AC3
AC2
AC I

0

ACC
ACCS
ACCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.

Occupational Field: 7 (Air Traffic Control).
Career Pattern

AN: Airman (E-3). AC3: Air Controlman
Third Class (E-4). AC2: Air Controlman
Second Class (E-5). ACI: Air Controlman
First Class (E-6). ACC: Chief Air Controlman (E-7). ACCS: Senior Chief Air Controlman (E-8). ACCM. Master Chief Air
Controlman (E-9).
Description

Summary: Performs air traffic control
duties in air control towers, radar air traffic
control facilities, and,air operations Offices;
directs aircraft under, VFR and 1FR condi-

publications, logs, and records. ACCS Able

to perform the duties required for ACC;
serves as Air traffic control facility watch
officer; coordinates ATC facility flight

checks; reviews and verifies facility compliance with standattis for approach zone cri-

teria, obstruction lighting, and field marking;

organizes,

schedules, and

evaluates

training program; establishes required inspection procedures; coordinates mainte-

nance of air traffic control facility equip-

ment; manages, coordinates, and evaluates
safety programs and emergency drills; prepares local directives and instructions; prepares correspondence, interviews, assigns,

randa applicable to air traffic control, de-

ground relative to taxiing, parking, and related airport information, issues instructions
to fire, crash. and rescue equipment for

In the ,vocational certificate category or
in the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in
air traffic control, 6 in air traffic management, and 3 in federal aviation regulations.
for a total of 15 semester hours (2/77)
Recommendation, AC2

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division

baccalaureate/asso-

ity of radar, 1FF, and related equipment,
maintains flight data and status boards;
processes flight plans; 'controls aircraft
using precision approach radar, drafts and
processes air traffic control data by teletype/interphone; operates communications

ciate degree category, 9 semester hours in

equipment and airfield lighting systems; obtains and relays weather information to aircraft and local weather facilities; checks
calibration and adjusts radar indicators,
identifies and monitors electronic aids to air
*navigation; uses standard aeronautical
charts and publications used in air qaviga-

recommendation is the same as that for

quired for AC3; carries out radar control of
aircraft experiencing emergencies in flight,
assigns and evaluates IFF/S1F codes; controls aircraft using air surveillance radar;

directs air traffic under instrument flight
rules; locateS, identifies, and tracks aircraft;
interprets characteristics, purposes, and general

operating procedures of landing ap-

proach systems; applies minimums applicable to 1FR approaches and departures and
special VFR operations; maintains air traffic
operations logs and records; orders charts
and publications. AC1: Able to perform the
duties required for AC2; supervises procedures used by control tower personnel; coordinates functions of radar air traffic Control, applies holding pattern criteria; carries

out training Program for air traffic control
facility perionnel; maintains logspublicadons, files, and records applicable to air
traffic control facilities, inventories, requisitions, and accounts for air traffic control
equipment. ACC' Able to pesform the
duties required fqr AC1; superi,ises radar
air traffic control operations; supervises
ATC facility flight checks; conducts emergency drills for air traffic control personnel;

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester ,hours for field experience in management, 3 in organization and planning,
and 3'm management problems, for a total
of 9 semester hours (2/77)

NER-Ali-001
AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE, SENIOR
,
CHIEF

ADCS
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-12/76.
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation

Mainte-

nance/Weapons).

Aviation Machinist's Mate, Jet Engine Me-

Recomniendation, AC3

tion. AC2: Able to perform the duties re-

tion is the same as that for ACCS. In the

Career Pattern

fic on the airfield and to aircraft on the

identifies airfield markings and lighting systems, effects radar handoff, carries out nonradar control of aircraft experiencing emergencies in flight, interprets effect of weather and topography on the operating capabil-

associate degree category, the recommenda-

nizes runway use and noise abatement programs; submits air traffic control facility reports. ACCM: Able 'to perform the dunes
required for ACCS; prepares and interprets
letters of agreement, directives, and memo-

aircraft, issues instructions to vehicular traf-

emergency landings, crashes, and accidents,

AC2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

yid evaluates personnel; plans and orga-

velops operating budgets and monitors ex-,
penditures; reviews personnel, equipment,
and material requirements Old forecasts
future 'Fells, establishes goals and sets prt°rides, plans, organizes, implements and
controls air traffic control activities

Interprets f*A regulations pertaining to air traffic contiolr directs air traffic under visual flight rules, records instrument flight rules clearances and relays to
tions. AC3.

,

supervises the air traffic control facility
training' program; prepares air traffic control facility reports; interprets and disseminates FAA regulations governing the operations of air traffic control facilities; supervises the. use, filing, and maintenance of

air traffic control, 6 in air traffic management, and 3 in federal aviation regulations,
for a total of 18 semester hours (2/77).
Recommendation, AC1

In the vocational certificate category. the

AC2. In the lower-division baccalafireate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours

in air traffic control, 6 in air traffic management, 3 in federal aviation regulations, 1 in
personnel supervision, and 1 in record keeping, fo'r a total of 20 semester hours (2/77)
Recommendation, ACC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

AC2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours

in air traffic control, 6 in air traffic management, 3 in federal aviation regulations, 2 in
aviation 'safety management, 2 in personnel
supervision, and 2 in record keeping, for a
total of 24 semester hours (2/7.7).
Recommendation, ACCS
In the vocational certificate categor.9, the
recommendation its the same eas that for

AC2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours

in air traffic control, 6 in air traffic management, 3 in fedefal aviation regulations, 3 in
personnel supervision, 3 in aviation safety
manageMent, 2 in ,record keepmg, 2 in aviation facility management, and 2 in technical report writing, for a total of 30 semester
hours: In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours for field experi-

May progress from either ADJC, Chief

chanic, (E-7), or ADRC, Chief Aviation
Mate,' Recipibeating Engine
Mechanic (E-7) AbCS: Senior Chief Avis
anon Machinist's Mate (E-8). AFCM:
Master Chief Aircraft Maintenanceman
Machinist's

(E-9).
Description
Manages,

and

administers

grim pertaining to aircraft power plants,
related equipment, and work centers, interprets maintenance instructions and directives, ensures that established procedures

are followed for conducting ground tests
and inspections to maintain desired quality
level, applies quality control concepts, evaluates repair requirements and requests technical assistance ,frOm contract representatives, as needed, determines capabilities,

limitations, and reliability of aircraft power
plants acid related systems; administers longramie tanned maintenance program, orgaand evaluates training pronize , sc a
grams; prepares
directives and instrucrice
tions;`prepares corresp
Recommendition, ADCS

In the vocational certificate category, use
the recommendatuairce either ADJ2 (Aviation<Machinist's Mate, Jet Engine Mechan-

ic, Second Class) in exhibit NER-ADJ-001
or ADR1 (Aviation Machinist's Mate, Reciprocating Engine Mechanic, First Class)
in exhibit NER-ADR-001, as appropriate.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3.semesder hours in
safety mangement and 3 in principles of administration; add the 30semester hours recommended for either ADJC (Chief Aviation
Machinist's Mate, Jet Engi e Mechanic) in

exhibit NER-ADJ-001\or ADRC (Chief
Aviation Machinist's Mat , Reciprocating
Engine Mechanic) in exhibit NER-ADR001, as appropriate, for a total of 36 semester hours. In the upper - division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours for field ex-

periencin management, 3 in management
problems, 3 in quality control, and 3 in
human relations, for a total of 15 semester
hours (2/77).

c.

NER-AD-003
AVIATION MACHINIST'S MALE, SENIOR'
CHIEF

ADCS (Note: See exhibit NERAD-003 for AD3, AD2,
`AD1, and ADC)'

ence in management (2/77).
Recommendation, ACCM

In the,vocationpl certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

supervises,

powerplant work centers, plans safety pro-

Exhibit Dates! 1/77-Present

t'(.) 1
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Occupational Field:
nance/Weapons).
Career Pattern

5

(Aviation Mainte-

May progress from either ADC, Chief
Aviation

Machinist's

Mate

(E-7),

or

ADRC, Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate,
Reciprocating Engine Mechanic (E-7)
ADCS. Senior Chief Aviation Machinist's
Mate (E-8) AFCM: Master Chief Aircraft
Main tenanceman (E-9)
Description
Manages,

supervises,

and

administers

power plant work centers, plans safety pro-

gram pertaining to aircraft power plants,
related equipment, and work centers, interislets maintenance instructions and directives, ensures that established procedures

are followed for conducting ground tests
and inspections to maintain desired quality
level, applies quality control concepts, evaluates repair requirements and requests tech-

nical assistance from contratLrepresentabyes, as heeded; determines:tapabilities,
limitations and reliability of aircraft power
plants and related systems, administers longrange planned maintenance program, organizes, schedules, and evaluates training programs, prepares local directives'and instructions, prepares correspondence
Recommendation, ADCS

In the vocational certificate category, use

the recommendation for either AD2 (Aviation Machinist's Mate, Second Class) in ex-

hibit NER-AD-003 or ADR1 (Aviation
Machinist's

Mate,

Reciprocating

Engine

Mechanic; First Class) in exhibit NERADR-001, as appropriate. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree cate-

gory, 3 semester hours in safety management and 3 in prmciples of administration;
add the 30 semester hours recommended
for either ADC (Chief Aviation Machinist's
Mate) in exhibit NER-AD-003, or ADRC
(Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate, Reciprocating Engine Mechanic) in exhibit NERADR-001, as appropriate, for a total of 36
semester hours In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours for field
experience in management, 3 in manage-

ment problems, 3 in eivality control, and 3
in human relations, for a total of 15 semester hours (5/79),

related systems inspections AD3. Replaces
gaskets, packings, and seals in fuel and oil
systems, performs fuel and oil pressure adjustmehts; adjusts idle mixture and idle
speed, cleans helicopter transmissions, gearboxes, rotor heads, drive shafts, and related
and installs exterparts, removes,

nalfuel tanks, rem Yes and installs ignitor
plugs, spark plugs, starting ignition units,
and leads of ignition and starting systems;
inspects aircraft fuel systems and fuel samples for contamination; removes, cleans, and
replaces fuel and oil filters; uses technical

publications, serves aircraft on the flight
line, performs operational tuneups of new
or overhauled engines installed in aircraft,
uses and maintains handtools AD2. Able to

perform the duties required for AD

stalls, removes, and operates jet calla)
test units, diagnoses defects in fuel an

oil
systems, rigs and adjusts power controls,
fuel selectors, and shutoff valve controls,
Inspects, removes, and installs helicopter
tail rotor transmissions and rotary-wing
heads aqd components, inspects compressors for proper axial and radial clearances,
preserves and depreserves aircraft power
plants and related systems, performs cylint
der changes and valve clearance adjustments, installs and times magnetos, installs
carburetors, installs and adjusts propeller
controls, inspects, removes. and installs aux-

iliary power plant and components, performs] periodic aircraft inspections, orders
technical publications, directives, and manuals; is a first-line supervisor of a 3- to 7-

person work group ADP Able to perform
the duties required for AD2; troubleshoots
malfunctions in power plant systems, removes and installs bladder and self-sealing
fuel cells; inspects, removes, and installs'
helicopter intermediate gearboxes, tail
rotors, swashplates and pitch link rods; supervises use of ground support equipment

peculiar to power plants and related sys-

tems; orders power plant parts, equipment,
material, and tools.and maintains inventory
records, supervises training of subordinates
maintaining power plants and related systems, supervises aircraft inspections, inspects installation and evaluates operation
.of repaired or newly installed power plants
and power, plant system components, prepares weekly schedules of preventive main-

tenance; maintains shop files of technical
publications,

irectives, and manuals; super-

vises medium ized (10-30 persons) work
centers, ADC: ble to perform the duties
required for A I, supervises use of engine
service,' mains ance, and test equipment;
determines types of information to be recorded in each section of the aircraft log
book and aeronautical equipment service
record, recommends changes to maintenance instructions, analyzes reports of air-

NER-AD-003
AVIATION MACHINIST'S MALT

AD3
AD2
ADJ.
ADC
Mainte-

craft engine malfunctions and discrepancies
and determines corrective action, analyzes
inspection procedures to ensure that techni-

AN Airman (E-3) AD3 Aviation Machinist's Mate, Third Class (E-4), AD2

cal specifications and standards of workmanship are met; supervises scheduling of
work at po'V'er plant work centers, determines feasibility of local repairs to compo-

Exhibit Dates: 1/77-PresentOccupational Field: 5 (Aviation
nance/Weapons).
Career Pattern

Aviation Machinist's Mate, Second Class
AD1. Aviation Machinist's Mate,
First Class (E-6) ADC. Chief Aviation Ma-

`chimes Mate (E-7) ADCS. Senior Chief
Aviation Machinist's Mate (E-8) AFCM
Master Chief Aircraft Mainitnanceman (E9)

v

Description

Summary: Maintains aircraft engines, and

nents of power plants and related systems,
prepares quarterly schedules of preventive
maintenance, orders, inventories, and accounts for quick-engine-change kits and
spare engi es, disposes of engines removed
from serve e, estimates power plant spare
plets:Rqui ment, supplies, and manpower
requirements
Recommendation, AD3

In the vocational certificate category or

related systems, including the induction,
cooling, fuel, oil. ,compression, corfibustiort
turbine, airborne gas-turbine compressors,
and exhaust systems, conducts engine and

6*

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12 semester hours in
aircraft engine maintenance and repair and

in

3

in aviation maintenance technology (5/

79)

Recommendation, AD2

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in aircraft engine maintenance and repair and 6 an aviation maintenance technology In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15

semester hours in aircraft engine maintenance and repair, 6 in aviation maintenance
technology, and 2 in personnel supervision,
for a total of 23 semester hours (5/79)
Recommendation, AD1

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

AD2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate

degree

category,

15

semester

hours in aircraft engine maintenanc' and
repair, 6 in aviation maintenance technology, 3 in personnel supervision, and 2 in
maintenance management, for a total of 26
semester hours (5/79)
RecoMmendation, ADC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

AD3 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate

degree

category,

15

semester

hours in ail-craft engine maintenance 'and
repair, 6 in aviation maintenance, technology, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, and 3 in shdp manage-

ment, for a total of 30 semester hours In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours for field experience in man
agement (5/79).

NER-ADJ-001
AVIATION MACHINIST'S MATE, JET ENGINE
MECHANIC

ADJ3
ADJ2
ADJ 1

ADJC
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-12/76. (Effective 1/77,
ADJ was discontinued and its functions
were consolidated into AD, Aviation Machinist's Mate.)
Occupational Field: 5- (Aviation
nance/Weapons)

Mainte-

Career Pattern

AN: Airman (E-3). ADJ3: Aviation Ma-

chinist's Mate, Jet Engine Mechanic, Third
Class (E-4). ADJ2. Aviation Machinist's
Mate,. Jet Engine Mechanic, Second Class
(E,5) ADJI: Aviation Machinist's Mate,
Jet Engine Mechanic, First Class (E-6)
ADJC: Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate, Jet
Engine Mechanic (E-7) ADCS: Senior''-

Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate (E-8)

AFCM: MaMer Chief Aircraft maintenance`man (E-9)
Description

Summary: Maintains aircraft jet engines
and related systems, including the 4nducbon, cooling, fuel, oil, compression, combustion, turbine, airborne gas-turbine com,pressors, and exhaust systems. ADJ3. Replaces gaskets, packings, and seals an fuel
and oil systems, performs fuel and oil pressure adjustments, cleans helicopter, transmis-

sions, gearboxes, rotor heads, drive shafts,
and related parts; removes, inspects, andin-

stalls external fuel tanks; removes anrinstalls ignitor plugs, starting ignition units
and leads of ignition and starting systems,
inspects aircraft fuel systems and fuel samples for contamination, uses technical publi-

cations. serves aircraft on the flight line,
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uses and maintains handtools ADJ2 Able
to perform the duties required for ADJ3,
installs, removes, and operates Jet calibration test units, diagnoses defects in fuel and
oil systems, rigs and adjusts power controls,

fuel selectors, and shutoff valve controls,
inspects, removes, and installs helicopter

tail rotor transmissions, and rotary wing
heads and components, inspects compressors for proper axial and radial clearances,
'preserves and depreserves aircraft power
plants and related systems, performs periodic aircraft inspections, orders tephnical publications, directives, and manuals, is a first-

line supervisor of a 3- to 7-person work
ADJ1. Able to perform the duties

group

required for ADJ2, troubleshoots malfunctions in power plant systems, removes and
installs bladder and self-sealing fuel cells,
inspects, removes, and installs helitopter intermediatelgearboxes, tail rotors, swashplates and pitch link rods, supervises use of
ground support equipment peculiar to

plants and related systems, orders
power plant parts, equipment, material, and
power

tools and maintains inventory records; supervises training of subordinates maintaining power plants and related systems; super-

vises aircraft inspections, inspects installation and evaluates operation of repaired or
newly

installed

power plants and power

plant system components, prepares weekly
schedules of preventive maintenance, maintains shop files of technical publications.
directives, and manuals, supervises mediumsized (10-30 persons) work centers ADJC
Able to perform the duties 'required for

ADJI: supervises use of engine serviq,
maintenance, and test equipment, determines types of information to be recorded
in each section of the aircraft log book and

aeronautical equipment service record; recommends changes to maintenance instrucanalyzes

tions;

reports

of aircraft engine

,malfunctions and discrepancies and defermines corrective action, analyzes inspection
procedures to ensure that technical specifications and, standards of workmanship are
met,

supervises

scheduling

of work

at

power plant work centers, determines feasibility of local repairs to components of
power plants and related systems, prepares

quarterly schedules of preventive maintenance; orders, inventories. and accounts for
quick-engine-change kits and spare engines,
disposes of engines removed from service,
estimates power plant spare parts, equipment, supplies.
ments.

and

manpower require-

Recommendation, AQJ3

the vocational certificate category Qr
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12 segioler hours in
aircraft engine (turbine) mairallpance and
repair And 3 in aviation mainfeifaRe ten-.
nology (2/77)
in the

Recommendation, ADJ2

-.-

In the vocational certificate caitegory, 15
semester hours in aircraft engine (turbine)
maintenance and repair and 6 in aviation
maintenance technology In the lower-div 1sion baccalaureate/associate degree category. 15 semester hours in aircraft engine (tur-

bine) maintenance and repair, 6 in aviation
maintenance technology, and 2 in personnel
supervision, for a total of 23 semester hours
(2/77)
Recommendation, ADJ1

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the. same as that for
ADJ2 In the lower-division baccalailreate/
,associate degree
hours

category,

15

semester

in aircraft engine (turbine) mainte-

nance and repair, 6 in aviation maintenance

moves and installs bladder and self-sealing
fuel cells, inspects, removes, and installs helicopter transmissions and related components, intermediate gearboxes, tail rotors,
swashplate and pitch link rods, uses engine analyzers to troubleshoot reciprocating engines, uses schematic diagrams and drawings to troubleshoot power plant systems;

technology, 3 in personnel supervision, and
2 in maintenance management, fur a total of
26 semester hours (2/77)
Recommendation, ADJC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

ADJ2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate

degree

category,

15

semester

maintains shop files of technical publications, directives, and manuals; supervises
the training of subordinates involved in
maintaining power plants and related sys-

hours in aircraft 'engine (turbine) maintenance and repair, 6 in aviation maintenance
technology, 3 in personnel supervision. 3 in
maintenance management, and 3 in shop
management, for a total of 30 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours for field expert:

tems, supervises aircraft inspections, supervises ppwer plant and related system com-

ponent build-up, removal, and installation;
Inspects installation and evaluates operation

ence in management (2/77)

of repaired or newly installed power plants
and power plant system components. prepares weekly schedules of preventive maintenance, orders power plant parts. equipment, materials, and tools and maintains in-

NER-ADR-001

ventory records ADRC. Able to' perform
the duties required for ADRI, supervises

AVIA rioN MActilNisrs MAIL,
RECIPROCATING ENGINE. MI (RANI(

balancing of propeller assemblies, supervises
use of engine service, maintenance, and test
equipment, recommends changes in maintenance instructions, maintains work center
registers and prepares related reports. deter-

ADR3
ADR2

ADRI
ADRC
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation
nance/Weapons)
Career Pattern

mines types of information to be recorded
in each section of the aircraft log book and
aeronautical equipment service record, analyzes reports of aircraft engine malfunctions

Mainte-

and discrepancies and determines corrective

action, analyzes inspection procedures to

'AN. Airman (E-3) ADR3 jAviation, Machinist's Mate, Reciprocating Engine' Mechanic, Third Class (E-4) ADR2 Aviation
Machinist's Mate,

Reciprocating

ensure

that

technical

specifications

and-

standards of workmanship are met, supervises scheduling of work at work centers,

Engine

determines feasibility of local

Mechanic, Second Class (E-5) ADRI Aviation Machinist's Mate, Reciprocating
Engine Mechanic, First Class (E-6) ADRC
Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate, Reciprocating Engine Mechanic (E-7) ADCS
Senior Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate (E-

repairs to

components of power plants and related
systems, prepares quarterly schedules of

'

8) AFCM: Master Chief Aircraft Mainienanceman (E-9)
Description'
Summary. Inspects and mdintams aircraft
reciprocating engines and related' systems

preventive maintenance, orders, inventories,
and accounts for quick-engine-change kits
and spare engines, disposes of engines red
moved from service, estimates power plant
spare parts, equipment, supplies, and man-,
power requirements
Recommendation, ADR3

p

In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 10 semester hours in aircraft engine (reciprocating) maintenance
the

ADR3 Performs idle mixture, idle_ speed,
and fuel and oil pressure adjustments, inspects, removes. and Installs spark plugs,

and repair and 2 in aviation maintenance

leads, and coils, replaces gaskets, packings,
and seals in fuel and oil systems; cleans
helicopter transmissions, gearboxes, rotor

technology (2/77)
Recommendation, ADR2

heads, drive shafts, and related parts; removes, inspects. and installs external fuel
tanks, inspects aircraft fuel systems and fuel
samples for contamination, perforifis fuel inz.
tegrity checks op aircraft fuel systems, uses
and maintains handtools, services aircraft on
the flight line, uses technical publications.
ADR2: Able to perform &he duties required

for ADR3; locates and identifies defects in
fuel ''and oil systems, measures and adjusts
engine valve clearance, performs compression tests; performs cylinder changes, installs and -times magnetos, distributors. and
carburetors, rigs and adjusts power controls, fuel selectors, and shutoff valve controls, removes, installs, and adjusts propeller
governor. removes, cleans, and installs propeller assemblies, inspects. removes, and installs helicopter tail rotor transmissions, per-

forms continuity and insulation test on aircraft engine ignition systems, using electrical test equipment, orders technical pubItcations, directives, andmanuals, performs periodic aircraft inspectionti, applies corrosion
privention and preservation materials, preserves and depreserves aircraft power
plants and related systems ADR/ Able to
perform the duties required fur ADR2,
troubleshoots propeller system. inspects and
balances aircraft propeller assemblies, re-

J

In tile vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in aircraft engine (reciprocating) maintenance and repair and 4 in aviIn the
maintenance technology
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 12 semester hours in aircraft engine (reciprocating) maintenance
and repair. 4 in aviation maintenance technology, and 2 in personnel supervision, for
a total of 18 semester hours (2/77)

ation

Recommendation, ADRI

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in aircraft engine (reciprocating) maintenance and repair and in aviIn the
maintenance technology
lowerldivision
baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 15 semester hours in aircraft engine (reciprocating) maintenance
and repair, 6 in aviation maintenance technology., and 34n personnel supervision, an
2 in maintenance management. for a total of
26'semester hours (2//7)
ation

Recommendation, ADRC

In the vocational certificate category. the
recommendation is

the same as that foy.

ADRI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 15 semester
hours in aircraft engine (reciprocating)

maintenance and repair, 6 in aviation maintenance technology, 3 in personnel supervi-
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sion, 3 in maintenance management, and 3

in shop management, for a total of 30 semester hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management (2/77)

directs installation of aircraft
electrical changes. AEC. Able to perform
the duties required for AEI, serves as shop
supervisor, supervising 15-20 persons, plans

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

and implements safety instruction and in-

in

spections,

spection programs; evaluates aircraft electrical systems and equipment test procedures

and recommends improvements; prepares
maintenance duty schedules, prepares periodic or recurring reports; supervises the use
and file maintenance of publications, logs,
and records; interprets technical- publications pertaining to aircraft electrical systems
and test . equipment; prepares quarterly

NERAE-001
AVIATION ELECTRICIAN'S MATE

AE3
AE2

AEI
AEC

schedules of preventive maintenance; supervises quality control program; provides

technichl assistance in aircraft accident investigations. AECS: Able to perform the

AECS,
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present.
Occupational Field:
nance/Weapons)
Career Pattern

5

(Aviation Mainte-

AN: Airman (E-3). AE3: Aviation Electncian's Mate Third Class (E-4). AE2: Aviation Electrician's Mate Second Class (EL-

5) AEI: Aviation Electrician's Mate First

Class (E-6). AEC: Chief Aviation Electrician's Mate (E-7). AECS. Senior Chief Aviation Electrician's Mate (E-8) ,AVCM:
Master Chief Avionics TeChnician (E-9).
Destription,.

Surnnta*: Maintains and-repairs
control, and power systems on. aircraft, including: power generation, conversion, and
distribution systems, aircraft battsries; intenor and exterior lighting; electrical control
of aircraft systems, including hydraulic,
landing gear, flight control, utility, and
power plant and related systems; instrument
systems, including aircraft engine, flight,
and other indicating and warning syMems;

automatic flight control and stabilization
systems; aircr-akcompass systems; attitude
reference systems; and inertial navigation

'systems. NOTE: Duty assignments have
been 0-Level (troubleshooting and replac-.
Mg modular systems on aircraft) or I-Level
(disassembling, repairing, and bench-testing

modules); persons assigned the AE rating
receive equivalent training and 'must pass
the same advancement examination, regardless of whether duty assignments have been
0-Level or I-Level or both. AE3: Assists in
troubleshooting and repairing electrical and
instrument systems on aircraft, follows
standard check-out procedures to locate
and repair electrical' malfunctions; reads

schematics and block diagrams; uses voltohm-milliammeter; completes maintenance
forms and inventories parts and supplies;
performs avionics corrosion control AE2:

Able to perform the duties required for
AE3; performs troubleshooting and repair
tasks not covered in standard service manuals; knows how to use. oscilloscope, signal
frequency
and
generators,
megger,
counters; may have attended short training

programs in troubleshooting and repairing
crew
sader, supervising two or three persons-nn

specialized

equipment;

serves

as

lob; interprets technical directives, maintains

technical library and Inventory and

training records, performs periodic aircraft
inspections AEI: Able to perform the
duties required for AE2, serves as, shift supervisor, supervising 8-9 persons; diagnoses

nonroutine malfunctions and demonstrates
repair techniques; interprets electrical and

electronic scheMatics and drawings and
makes simplified versions; conducts on-theJob training program; inspects and approves
completed
work assignments; prepares

weekly schedules of preventivb maintenance; supervises and directs aircraft in-

AEI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

beginning electrical/electronics laboratory, 12 in aircraft electrical maintenance, 3

in introduction to AC/DC theory, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, and 3 in shop management, and
additional credit in aircraft electrical maintenance on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion, for' a minimum total of 27 semester
hours Advanced standing in an electrical
meter tester, electrical instrument repairman, or aviation electrical mechanic apprentice training program, or in an apprentice training - program for any electrical

trade, on the basis of employer or trade

duties required for AEC, oversees three
shops; serves as liaison with other Navy

association performance examination (2/77)

units; administers quality control programs;
prepares directives, instructions, and correspondence; advises on pegonnel, 'production, material, and training requirements,

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

administers long-range planried maintenance

program and training programs and evalurecommends
ates
their effectiveness;
changes momethods and techniques to promote safety and operational readiness
Recommendation, AE3

In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureateassomate degree category, 3 semester hours in
in the

beginning :electrical/electronics laboratory
and 12 in aircraft electrical maintenance,
and additional credit in aircraft electrical

maintenance on the basis of institutional

evaluation.-Qualified to enter an apprentice
training program in any electrical trade (2/
77).

Recommendation, AE2

In the vocational certificate category or
in the

lower- division baccalaureate /asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
beginning electrical/electronics laboratory,
12 in aircraft electrical maintenance, and 2

in introduction to AC/DC theory, and additional credit in aircraft electrical maintenance an the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 17 semester
hours. Adyanced standing in an electrical
meter tester, electrical instrument repairman, or aviation electrical mechanic apprentice training program, or in an apprentice training program for any electrical

trade, on the basis of employer or trade
association-serf6rmance examination (2/77)
Recommendation, AEI

In the vocational' certificate category, 3
semester hours in beginning electrical/elec%
tromcs laboratory. 12 in aircraft electrical

maintenance, and 3 in introduction to AC/
DC theory, and additional credit in aircraft
electrical maintenance on the basis of institunonal evaluation, for a minimum total of
18 semester hours. fn the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in beginning electrical/electronics laboratory, 12 in aircraft electrical

maintenance, 3 in introduction to AC/DC
theory, 2 in personnel supervision, and 2 in
maintenance manageMent, and qdditional
credit in aircraft electrical mainteiance, on

the basis of institutional evaluition, for a
minimum total of 22 semester hours. Advanced standing in an electrical meter
tester, electrical instrument repairman, or
aviation electrical mechanic apprentice

training program, or in an apprentice training program for any electrical trade, on'the
basis of employer or grade association performance examination (2/77)
R,ecommendation, AEC

V
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Recommendation, AECS

AEI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in beginning electrical/electronics labora-

tory, 12 in aircraft electrical maintenance, 3

in introduction to AC/DC theory, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, 3 in shop management, 3 in safety
management, 3 in management electives,

and 2 in technical writing, and additional
credit in aircraft electrical maintenance on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 35 semester flours In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for a practicum in management and additional credit in human relations and quality control on the `basis of
institutional evaluation Advanced standing
in an electrical meter tester,, electrical instrument repairman, or aviation electrical
mechanic apprentice training program,'or in
an

apprentice training program for any

electrical trade, on the basis of employer or
trade association performance examination
(2/77)

NERAF-001
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCEMAN, MASTER
CHIEF

AFCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation Maintenance /Weapons).

Career Pattern

May progress to AFCM, Master Chief

Aircraft Maintenanceman (E-9), from either

ADCS, Senior Chief Aviation Machinist's
Mate (E-8), or AMCS (Senior Chief Aviation Structural Mechanic) (E-8).
Description

a

Able to perform the duties required for
either ADSC (Senior Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate) or AMCS (Senior Chief Aviation Structural Mechanic); assists in statis-

tical analyses of aircraft accident reports;
formulates guidelines for safety inspections
and instructions; plans, organizes, implements, and controls activities in compliance
with policy statements, operation orders,
and directives; forecAts future requirements, plans and initiates actions to satisfy
requirements, establishes goals and priorreviews and evaluates personnel,
equipment, and material requirements; administers inventory, requisition, receipt; and
transfer procedures for aircraft and components, monitors implementation of preventive maintenance program; serves as liaison
with other Navy units; reviews and evaluities,

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
ates inspection records, quality control reports, and flight records to assure that
proper maintenance procedures are followed, prepares stair studies and sports,
develops operating budgets and monitors
expenditures.
Recommendation
Use
the recommendation

.

for either
ADCS (Senior Chief Aviation. Machinist's
Mate) in exhibit NER- AD -OOl or AMCS
(Senior Chief Aviation .Structural Meehanlc) in exhibit NER-AM-001, as appropriate,
and additional credit as follows In the vocational certificate category, 3 semester

hours in technical writing In the lower-

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in technical writing

and 3 in management electives. In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-

mester hours for a practicum in management, 3 in management problems, and 3 in
human relations, and additional credit in
quality.control on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 12 semester hours (2/77).

NER-AG-4-001
AEROGRAPHER'S MATE

AG3
AG2

AGI
AGC
AGCS
AGCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Occupational Field: 23 (Meteorology)
Career Pattern

AN: Airman (E-3) AG3. Aerographer's

Mate Third

Class (E-4). AG2: Aerographer's Mate Secopd Class (E-5). AGI:
Aerographer's Mate First Class (E-6).

AGC Chief Aerographer's Mate (E-7)
AGCS- Senior Chief Aerographer's Mate

(E-8) AGCM: Master Chief Aerographer's
Mate (E-9).
Description
Summary Observes, collects, records and
an yzes meteorological and oceanographic
d a; makes visual and instrumental observ
ns of weather and sea conditions AG3:
Identifies the types and knows the purposes

,.

of instruments and equipment used by the
wgather service; operates and performs routiiTE checks and operator's preventive maintenance for meteorological and oceanographic equipment and instruments; observes, collects, records, and prepares for
transmission surface meteorological elements; plots synoptic surface charts, surface
charts using aviation observations, constant

pressure charts, data from environmental
warnings and advisories, and skew T, Log
P diagrams;cletermines tracking data from
'meteorological satellite predict messages;

applies grit to ,meteorological satellite pictures, operates radio receivers, facsimile and

teletype equipment, uses publications and

,

L directives related to weather communications AG2: Able to perform the duties required for AG3; checks surface observations for accuracy prior to transmission, applies meteorological fundamentals of prima-

face charts showing frontal systems, isobars,
isallobars, and pressure centers, draws constant-pressure charts showing isohypses,

isotherms. troughs, ridges, and height centers, interprets oceanographic charts, computes astronomical and tidal data, maintains
directives, publications, and climatological
records; orders, inventories, and disposes of
meteorological and oceanographic equipment, instruments, and supplies. AGI- Able

to perform the duties required for AG2,
prepares short-range (up to 24 hours) environmental forecasts, identifies and classifies
weather echoes on radar, computes atmospheric refractive index, analyzes and uses
skew T, Log P diagrams in preparing environmental forecasts; prepares and presents
weather data for local and extended flights;
identifies charts and related products from
digital computers; performs calibrations and
adjustments to meteorological and oceanographic equipment (excluding electronic

components). AGC: Able to perform the
duties required for tAGI, interprets ocean
thermal structure and factors affecting underwater transmission of sound, wind wave,

swell generation, and propagation in preparing

oceanographic

forecasts,

analyzes

and uses constant pressure charts, streamline charts, surfaces charts, satellite data,
and sea condition charts in preparing environmental forecasts; constructs and verifies
prognostic surface and 'constant pressure
charts, prepares environmental warnings
and advisories; assigns tasks to personnel

Recommendation, AGC
In the lower - division baccalaureate /asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in atmospheric env ironment,
3 in meteorology laboratory, 3 in climatology, .2 in oceanography, and 1 in personnel
supervision, for a total of 15.semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 1 semestet hour in atmospheric physics
(2/77)
Recommendation, AGCS r

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in atmospheric environment,
3 in meteorology laboratory, 3 in climatology, 3 in oceanography, and 3 in personnel
supervision, for a total of 18 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate,category, 1 semester hour In atmospheric physics
and 1 in measurements and data systems (2/
77)

Recommendation, AGCM

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in atmospheric environment,
3 in meteorology laboratory, 3 in climatology, 3 in oceanography, 3 in personnel supervision,and 3 in principles of administration, for a total of 21 semester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, I se-

mester hour in atmospheric physics, 2 in
measurement and data systems, 3 in weather
station management,' and 3 in management
problems. for a total of 9 semester hours (2/,,
77).

assigned to weather service units, trains
subordinates in correct operating and main-

NER-AK-001

tenance procedures for assigned equipment

AVIATION STOREKEEPER ri

AGCS: Able to perform the duties required
for AGC; evaluates recent meteorological
and oceanographic developments for integration into local routines, provides climatological, meteorological, and oceanographic data at planning-level meetings, organizes, schedules, and evaluates training pro-,
grams; administers technical publications library; 'prepares directives and instructions
for attaining 'organizational objectives and
improving operations; prepares correspondence; establishes and implements a program
for interviewing, assigning, and evaluating

personnel. AGCM: Able to perform the

duties required for AGCS, prepares statistical analyses of climatological data and provides information concerning its uses, capabilities, and limitations, reviews personnel,
equipment and material requirements and
forecasts future requirements,, establishes
goals and sets priorities; develops operating
budgets and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, AG3

In the lqwer-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in
meteorology and 2 in meteorology laboratory (2/77).
Recommendation, AG2

In the lAer-divisiOn baccalaureate/associate degree categoiy, 3 semester hours in
meteorology, 3 in atmospheric environment,
2 in meteorology laboratory, and 1 ' in

oceanography, for a total of 9 semester
hours (2/77).
Recommendation, AGI
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

weather associated with air masses, frontal
systems, and cyclonic and anti-cyclonic sys-

slate degree category, 3 semester hours In
meteorology, 3 in atmospheric environment,
3 in meteorology laboratory, 2 in climatology, and I in oceanography, for a total of 12
semester hours. In the upper-division bacca-

tems to drawing weather charts, identifies
physical properties of sea water apd major

laureate category, 1 semester hour in atmospheric physics (2/77).

ry, secondary, and tertiary circulations of
the earth's atmosphere and of types of
,

current systems and water masses of the
ocean, constructs radiological fallout plot
from upper wind data, draws synoptic sur-

2-7

AK3
AK2
AK I
AKC
AKCS
AKCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/7 1-Present.
Occupational Field: 16 (Logistics).
Career Pattern

AN. Airmen (E-3) AK3: Aviation Storekeeper Third Class (E-4) AK2: Aviation
Storekeeper Second Class (E-5) AKI Aviation Storekeeper First Class (E-6) 41<C:
Chief Aviation Storekeeper (E-7) AKCS:
Senior Chief Aviation Storekeeper (E-8)
AKCM Master Chief Aviation Storekeeper
(E-9).
Description
Summary. Receives, identifies, stores, and
issues aviation supplies, spare parts, and

equipment, maintains stock control records;

conducts inventories. AK3- Applies automated data procesSing (ADP) supply procedures, operates various office machines; re-

ceives, verifies for quantity and condition,
and acknowledges the receipt of materials,
Issues materials; maintains receipt control
records, prepares and submits requisition,
and transportation documents,
types (at 20 words per minute), routes, and
files correspondence, messages, and forms;
operates material-handling equipinent and
microfiche/mi6rofilm reader equipment.

purchase,

AK2 Able to perform the duties required
for AK3, drafts correspondence and messages, monitors day-to-day status of funds
and prepares rough periodic financial reports, maintains equipage inventories and
records, conducts inventories, carries out
procedures for maintaining, expediting, and

2-8
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processing components awaiting parts, applies procedures fur control and accounting

of classified equipment, maintains files of
publications.

AKI. Able to

perform the

duties required for AK2, reviews computer
output for accuracy of data content, insures
compliance with procedures for. records disposal, establishes and maintains tickler files
and a technical library; accounts for dam,oaged, overage, and short shipments and de-

liveries, develops storage plans, prepares
correspondence and messages. AKC. Able

Itot perform the duties required for AK1,
onitors shipboard uniform automated data
processing ttystem procedures applicable to
supply department functions; plans the

layout of offices, storerooms,

and

issue

rooms to facilitate efficient operations; organizes and administers elements of aviation

supply activities, prepares lists of material
requirements; develops and implements In-

ventory procedures AKCS. Able to perform the duties required for AKC; prepares
operating and safety instructions; applies
procedures cor the establishment, control,
and supervision of supply operations; prepares local directives and instructions, reviews and evaluates personnel; organizes
on-the-job training program. AKCM: Able

tives, 2vm office machines, 2 in office managdment, 2 in personnel supervision, and I
in office procedures, for a total of 13 semester hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours for a practicum in manageRent (2/77).
, Recommendation, AKCM

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

tive, control, material, and fiscal functions
of an aviation supply department, forecasts
future requirements, plans and initiates actions to satisfy requirements; establishes

in record keeping, 3 in management electives, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in office
management, 3 in office trocedures, and 2
in office machines, for a total of 17 semester

hours. In the upper-division baCcalaureate
category, 3 semester bouts for a practicum
in management and 3 in management, problems, and additional credit -sin personnel
management anct in human relations on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 6 semester hours (2/77).
I

AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC,
SENIOR CHIEF

AMCS
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation Maintenance7Weapons)
Career Pattern

May progress from AMHC, Chief Aviation Structural Mechanic, Hydraulics (E-

7), or AMEC, Chief Aviation Structural

In the vocational certificate category or
in, the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

Description
Manages, supervises, and administers air-

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
office machines and I in office procedures

frame work centers of varying sizes, super-

n the vocational certificate Ategory or
the lower-division, baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in
office machines, 2 in record keeping, and I
in office procedures, for a total of 5 semester hours (2/77).
in

Recommendation, AK1

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
record keeping, 2 in office machines, and I
in office procedures, for a total-Orb semester hours (2/77)

Mechanic,

vises aviation structural mechanics in the
inspection, maintenance, and repair of aircraft, airframes, and hydraulic and pneumatic systems, planssafety program pertaining to airframes, related equipment, and assigned work areas, evaluates requirements
and requests technical assistance from contractor ,representatives, as needed, prepares

local directives and instructions; prepares
correspondence, organizes, schedules, and
evaluates- training programs; monitors the
overhaul and rework of airframes, structural components, and related systems; applies
concepts, objectives, and functions of qualmisters ong-range, p anne
maintenance program; applies material control practices and supply management

Recommendation, AKC

In the vocational certificate categgry, 3
semester hours in record keeping, 2 in
office machines, 2 in office management,
and I in office procedures, for a total of 8
semester hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-

ter hours in record keeping, 2 in officetachines, ; in office management, I in (Mice
procedures, and I in personnel supervision,

for a total of 9 semester hours In the
upper-division

baccalaureate

category,

credit for a practicum in management on
the basis of institutional evaluation (2/77)
Recomfitendation, AKCS

In the vocational certifi
recommendation is the

AKC. In the lower-divisi
associate degree category,

in record keeping, 3

egory, the
that for
alaureate/
ter hours
ment elec-

ence in

management,

3

in

management

problems,. 3 in quality control, and 3 m

human relations, for a total of 15 semester
hours (2/77)

NERAME-001
AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC,
SAFETY EQUIPMENT

AME3
AME2
AMEI
AMEC
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present.
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation Maintenance/Weapons)
Career' Pattern
AN: Airman (E-3). AME3 Aviation
Structural Mechanic, Safety Equipment,

NER-AM

RZcommendation, AK3

R commendation, AK2

category, 6 semester hours for field expert-,

associate degree cate4ory, 3 semester hours

Safety Equipment (E-7), or
AMSC, Chief Aviation Structural Mechanic, Structures (E-7) AMCS: Senior Chief
(E-8)
Mechanic
Aviation Structural
AFCM. Master Chief Aircraft Maintenanceman (E-9)

goals and prionties; evaluates supply procedures and personnel, equipment, and material requirements; develops operating-budgets
and monitors expenditures.

Structures) in exhibit NER-AMS-001,
as appropriate, for a total of 36 semester
hours In the upper-division baccalaureate
ic,

AKC. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

to perform the duties required for AKCS;
monitors conformance to safety and maintenance regulations; plans, organizes, .implements, and controls activities in compliance
with policy statements, operation orders,
and directives; supervises the administra-

AMSC (Chief Aviation Structures Mechan-

Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, use

Me recommendation for AMH2 (Aviation
Structural -Mechanic, Hydraulics, Second
Class), in exhibit NER-AMH-00I, or
AMEI (Aviation Structures Mechanic,

Safety Equipment, First Class) in exhibit

NER-AME-001, or A M S T (Alsiation Struc-

tures Mechanic, Structures, First Class) in
exhibit NER-AMS-001, as appropriate In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in safety
management and 3 in principles of administration, add the 30 semester-hours recom-

Third' Class. (E-4). AME2: Aviation Structural Mechanic, Safety Equipment, Second
Class (E-5) AMEI. Aviation Structural
Mechanic, Safety Equipment, First Class
(E-6) AMEC. Chief Aviation Structural
Mechanic, Safety Equipment (E-7). AMCS..
Senior Chief Aviation Structural Mechanic
(E-8) AFCM. Master Chief Aircraft Maintenance (E-9).
Description
Summary. Maintains safety belts, shoulder
harnesses, and integrated flight harnesses,

inertia reels, seat and canopy ejection sys-

tems, gaseous and liquid (*gen systems,
life raft ejection systems, fire-extinguishing
systems (excluding fire detection systems),
emergency egress svems, air-conditioning,
heating, and cockpeikressurization systems,
replenishes liquid
and anti-G systems,
oxygen and gaseous systems, removes, inspects, installs, and rigs egress systems, per-

forms daily preflight, postflight, and other
periodic inspections AME3. Knows operat-

ing principles of aircraft oxygen systems,
services aircraft with liquid and gaseous
oxygen, using oxygen transfer trailers or
direct filling equipment, purges aircraft
oxygen system, removes And installs aircraft

oxygen systems, cockpit canopies, canopy
seals, safety belts,. automatic lap belts,
shoulder harnesses, and inertia reels, adjusts
actuating controls and mechanisms, replaces
P_Jarl ton tnrc nor' rntitrols;__removes

and installs temperature and pressure control units and components of cooling system
equipment; replaces components of fixed
fire-extinguishing systems; bleeds air defrosting, anti-ice, and rain removal systems;
uses schematic diagrams, drawings, and
charts, uses and maintains handtools, uses
technical publications. AME2. Able to per:
form the duties required for AME3, assembles and installs equipment, performs periodic aircraft inspections; assists with inventorying equipment, orders parts, equipment,
material, and tools, knows operaftng principles of air-contlitioning, pressurization, and
utility systems, removes and installs ejection
seats and components, adjusts ejection seats

and canopy components4 performs ground
checks on oxygen systems; is a first-line su-

mended for AMHC (Chief Aviation Struc-

pervisor of 4- to 7-person work group.

exhibit

AMEI. Able to perform the duties required

ation Structures MechAic, Safety Equipment) in exhibit NER-AME-001, or

and portable testers for cabin pressurization,
troubleshoots and repairs malfunctioning

tures

Mechanic,

Hydraulics)

in

NER-AMH-001, or AEC (Chief Avi-

for AME2, operates vapor cycle system

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS

sistanee, prepares reports, monitors inspec-

NER-AMH-001

equipment; trains subordinates on operation,
maintenance, and repair of aircraft environ-

AVIATION STRUCTURAL. MECHANIC.
HYDRAULICS

mental system and egress system, orders
technical publications, directives, and manuals; maintains shop files of technical publications, directives, and manuals; adjusts
cockpit canopy mechanisms and linkages,
tests cockpits and cabinsibr pressure tight-,
neks, leaks, proper pressure,. and tempera-,
ture control; inspects, tests, and adjusts
firing rfiechanisms in ejection seats, lap
belts, canopies, and other cartridge-actuated
emergency escape systems; analyzes airconditioning, pressurization, and utility systems malfunctions, Isolates defective comppncnts, and determines corrective action;
inspects installation and evaluates operation

tion procedures to ensure that technical
specifications and standards of workmanship are met; prepares quarterly preventive

,

AMH I

requirements, diagnoses aircraft irregular
flight characteristics and determines corrective action.
Recommendation, AMH3

center inventory records, estimates spare
parts, supplies. equipment, and manpower

In the vocational certificate categOry or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 10 semester hours in
-hydraulics systems repair and 3 in aviation

draulics, First Class (E-6). AMHC. Chief
Aviation Structural Mechanic, Hydraulics

tenance AMEC' Able to perform the duties
required for AMEI; interprets technical
publications and directives, plans, organizes,
and lays out work centers, maintains work
center registers and prepares local reports,
monitors inspection procedures to ensure
that technical specifications and standards
of workmanship are met, prepares quarterly
schedules of preventive maintenance, maintains work center Inventory records, estimates spare parts, supplies, equipment, and
manpower requirements

(E-7). AMCS: Senior Chief Aviation Structural Mechanic (E-8). AFCM.' Masten-Chief
Aircraft Maintenanceman (E-9)
Description

Summary: Maintains hydraulic systems,
including main and auxiliary power systems
and unit actuating subsystems, landing gear
(excluding wheels and tires), brakes, and related pneumatic systems, inspects, removes,
and replaces components of hydraulic, systems, performs preflight. postflight, and
other periodic aircraft Inspections. AMH3

Removes and installs check valves, relief
valves, sequence valves, restrictors, actuat-

ing cylinders, and emergency air bottles,
uses schematic diagrams, drawings, and
, charts to trace systems, fabricates, fits, and
tests rigid tubing and flexible hose assemblies; identifies types and designations of
fuel, oil, hydraulic fluids, and lubricants
used in aircraft, operates ground support
equipment; uses and maintains handtools;

Recommendation, AME3

In the vocational certificate category or
th the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 10 semester hours in
aircraft safety and warning systems, and 3
in aviation maintenance technology (2/77),

bleeds hydraulic systems; adjusts brakes and
replaces linings and pucks; replaces gaskets,

Recommendation, AME2

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in aircraft safety and warning systems and 4 in aviation maintenance
technology In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12 semester hours in aircraft safety and warning systems, 4 in aviation maintenance technology,
and 2 in personnel supervision, for a total of

packings, and wipers in hydraulic components; recognizes the effects of high noise
levels on the human body AMH2. Able to
perform the duties required for AMH3; is a

18 semester hours (2/77).

regulators, and recoil
struts; checks, tests, adjusts, and repairs hydraulic and pneumatic components, replaces

pneumatic components of flight control sys-

tems; bleeds hydraulic power -system and
subsystem; removes and ihstalls pumps,
motors, pressure

master cylinders, power brake valves, and
emergency

tems, 6 in aviation maintenance technology,
'3 in personnel supervision, and 2 in maintenance management, for a total of 26 semes-.ter hours (2/77).

tems, 6 in aviation maintenance technology,
3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance

management, and 3 in shop management,

for a total of 30 semester hours. In the

upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours .for field experience in management (2/77).

brake

system

components;

troubleshoots malfunctions of landing gear
controls, control valves, shock and recoil
struts, and shimmy dampers, orders aircraft
parts, tbols, equipment. and material; adlusts landing gear contsolst locks, doors, microswitehes, and Mechanical linkages
AMHI: Able to perform the duties required
for AMH2; supervises 10- to 15- person
work groups; trains personnel on aircraft
hydraulic/pneumatic systems, supervises
landing gear drop checks; maintains shop

erhoursinairgrafsafely_and warning sys-

AMEI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15 semester
hours in aircraft safety and warning sys-

files of technical publications. directives,
and manuals; inspects installation and evalu-

i

'

ates operation of newly installed parts and
components; supervises aircraft inspections;
prepares weekly schedules of preventive
maintenance; adjusts nose wheel steering
nephanishisind control and actuating linkages and mechanisms. AMIIC. Able to percone the dunes required for AMHI, analyzes malfunctions of flight control systems
and determines corrective action, determines the need and method for decontamination of a hydraulic system, plans and organizes work centers; provides technical as-

99
1

maintenance technology (2/77)
Recommendation, AMH2

In the vocational certificate'category, 15'6'

semester hours in hydraulics syStems repair
and es in aviation maintenance technology.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 15 semester hours in
hydraulics systems repair, 6 in aviation
maintenance technology, and 2 in personnel
supervision, for a total of 23 semester holm
(2/77)
Recommendation, AMHI
In the vocational certificate categtry. the
recommendation is the same as that for

AMH2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/assouate degree category, 15 semester

hours in hydraulics systems repair. 6 in aviation maintenance technology, 3 in personnel supervision, and 3 in maintenance man-

agement, for a total of 27 semester hours
(2/77).
Recommendation, AMHC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

AMH2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15 semester
hours in hydraulics systems repair, 6 in aviation maintenance technology, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, and 3 in shounanagement, for a total
of 30 semester hours In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in management (2/77).

group; adjusts and replaces hydr§ulic and

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in aircraft safety and warming_systems_and 6 in aviation maintenance
technology. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15 semes-

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

in

first-line supervisor of a 4- to 7-person work

Recommendation, AMEI

Retomme,ndation, )LMEC

maintains work

maintenance

Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present.
Occupational Field: -5 (Aviation Maintenance/Weapohs).
Career Pattern
AN: Airman (E-3). AMH3. Aviation
draulics, Third
Structural Mechanic
Avia ion Structural
Class (E-4) AM
Mechanic,, Hydraulics, Second Class (E-5)
AMHI: Aviation Structural Mechanic, Hy-

of repaired or newly installed parts and

schedules;

AMH3
AMH2

AMHC

components, supervises inspections; prepares weekly schedules of preventive main -'

2-9

NER-AMS-001
AVIATION STRUCTURAL MECHANIC,
STRUCTURES t

AMS3
AMS2
AMS I
AMSC
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present
Occupational

Field:

5

(Aviation Mainte-

nance/Weapons).
Career Pattern

AN: Airman (E-3). AMS3: Aviation
Structural Mechanic, Structures, Third
Class (E-4). AMS2: Aviation Structural Mechanic, Structures, Second Class. (E-5).
AMSI: Aviation Structural Mechanic,
Structured, First Class (E-6) AMSC: Chief
Aviation Structural Mechanic, Structures

(E-7). AMCS: Senior Chief Aviation StrucMaster
tural Mechanic (E-8) AFCM:
Chief Aircraft Maintenanceman (E29).
Description,
Summary:

Maintains aircraft fuselages,

wings, fixed and movable surfaces, airfoils,
empennages, seats (except ejection seats),
wheels, tires, controls, and mechanisms, installs and rigs flight controls, fabricates and
assembles metal parts And makes minor repairs to aircraft skin; installs rivets and

C.

2-10

metal fasteners, paints, performs d e peneeight,
trant i.ispections; performs plaily
postflight, an other periodic airs aft inspections AMS Uses schematic diagrams,
lay* patdrawings, and cha ,
terns and templates for metal work;\ fabricates, fits, and tests rigid tubing and flexible
hose assemblies; uses technical, publics ions,
uses and maintaihs handtools; peribrms
hardness tests; detects corrosion and a ists

in correction and prevention of it; rem ves
corrosion products from aircraft surf ces
and structural members; prepares, pri es,
and paints aircraft surfaces; applies ident fication markings; builds up wheels and tir s.
AMU: Able to perform the duties requir d
for AMS3, assembles and installs equipment; repairs stressed and nonstressed skin;

fabricates metal parts and repairs internal
structural members, performs periodic aircraft inspections; orders aircraft parts,
equipment, matenals, and tools; applies cor-

rosion prevention and preservation materials; treats metals chemically after corrosion
removal; removes and installs special, rivets,
metal fasteners, flight control surfaces, and

detachable aft fuselage section of aircraft;
replaces panels in windshields, canopies,
plastic enclosures, and windows, repairs
minor surface damage to transparent plastics and breaks, cracks. and punctures in
reinforced plastics; repairs leaks in integral
fuel tanks; is a first-line supervisor of a 3- to
7-person work group. AMS1: Able to perform the duties required for AMS2; troubleshoots and corrects matenal failures; removes and installs wing panels and stabilizers; corrects balancing of flight control surfaces;

.
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performs alignment checks of air-

frames and landing gear; analyzes the extent
of corrosion damage; determines repair pro-

cedures for 'aircraft structural damage; supervises aircraft inspections; supervises and
evaluates'hardness tests and dye penetrant
inspections on metals, inspects installation
and evaluates operation of repaired, or
newly installed parts and components;
orders technical publications, directives,
and manuals; maintains shop files of tecMiical publications, directives, and manuals;
trains personnel on aircraft structural sys-

frame structures, and 2 in personnel supervision, for a total of 18 semester hours (2/
77).

or airframe structures. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 15
semester hou'rs in airframe structures repair,
6 in aviation maintenance technology or airframe structures, 3 in personnel supervision,

and 2 in maintenance management, for a
total of 26 semester hours (2/77).
Recommendation, AMSC

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

AMS I. &The lower-division baccalaureate/
associate

degree

category,

15

semester

hours in airframe structures repair, 6 in aviation'maintenance technology or airframe
structures, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
maintenance management, and 3 in shop
management, for a total of 30 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours for field experience in management (2/77)

NER-AN-001
AIRMAN

AN

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation Maintenance/Weapons).
Career Pattern
AN: Airman (E-3). A03: Aviation Ordnanceman Third Class (E-4). A02: Aviation

Ordnanceman Second Class (E-5) 'A01:
Aviation Ordnanceman First Class (E-6).
AOC Chief Aviation Ordnanceman (E-7).
AOCS: Senior Chief Aviation Ordnanceman
(E-8). AOCM: Master Chief Aviation Ordnanceman (E-9).
Description
Summary: Maintains; inspects, and repairs

aircraft armament equipment and aviation
ordnance (weapons) equipment, including
aircraft guns, gun accessories, noncomputing ,gunsights, aerial towed target equipment,- small arms, ammunition, handling
equipment, and ammunition suspension, release, launching, and arming equipment;
stores and loads aviation ammunition, nuclear weapons, aenal mines, torpedos, airlaunched guided missiles; operates smallarms ranges; supervises the operation of
aviation ordnance shops and storage facilities. A03: Prepares gun ammunition for

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.

loading; assembles and disassembles aircraft
ordnance weapons; $erforms weapons maintenance; uses schematics, diagrams, and

Career Pattern
o Airman is a general rate (Naval appren-

charts to trace systems; performs routine
inspection of ordnance equipment, com-

ticeship) for persons at pay grades E-1 (recruit), E-2 (airman apprentice), and E-3

(airman). At pay grade E-4 (petty officer'
third class), the person may enter any one

Recommendation, AMS3

sociated aeronautical equipment, and air-

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in airframe structures repair

A011
AOC
AOCS
-AOCM

,end 6 in aviation maintenance technology

Descriplia

tures (2/77).
-Recommendation, AMS2

A03
A02

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in airframe structures repair

ment, and manpower requirements; implements a program for detecting, treating, and
preventing corrosion of aircraft

In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in
airframe structures repair and 3'in aviation
maintenance technology or airframe struc-

AVIATION ORDNANCEMAN

Recommendation, AMSI

of the following ratings: Aircrew Survival
Equipmentman (PR), Aviation Antisubmatem% is a supervisor of a medium-sized (20.
rine Warfare Technician (AX), Aviation
30 persons) work center. AMSC Able to
Electrician's Mate (AE), Aviation Electronperform the duties required for AMS1;
ics Technician (AT), Aviation Fire Control
plans, organizes, and lays out work centers;
Technician (AQ), Aviation Machinist's
schedules and assigns workloads; maintains
Mate (AD), AVIation Maintenance Admin.
work center registers, inventory records,
istrationman (AZ), Aviation Ordnanceman
and prepares local reports; interprets techni(A0), Aviation Structural Mechanic (AM),
cal publications, directives, and manuals;
Aviation Boatswain's Mate (AB), Aviation
analyzes reports of discrepancies and malSupport Equipment Technician (AS), Air
functions and determines corrective action;,
Controlnian fAC), Trade'man (TD), Avimonitor's inspection procedures to ensure
ation Storekeeper (AK), Photographer's
that technical specificatiots and standards
Mate (PH), Aerographer's Mate (AG), or
of workmanship are met; prepares quarterly
schedules-of-preventive-ntainterimice;-esti ----Anation-Antisubmarine_Warfare Operator
(AW).
mates aircraft spare parts, supplies, equip-

in the

NER -AO -001

Assists in the maintenance of aircraft, as-

craft support equipment, services, cleans,
and handles aircraft, performs other appren-

tice-level duties involved in the operation
of naval aircraft afloat and ashore.

suppOrt equipment; detects, removes, and
controls corrosion onoircraft armament and
aviation ordnance handling equipment
A02: Able to perform ,the duties required
for A03; serves as arming/dearming crew

supervises and coordinates crew
loading of munitions aboard aircraft; maintains shop files, logs, and records; orders
technical publications and manuals; performs periodic aircraft preloading inspections. A01: Able to perform the duties required for A02, supervises the preparation
of `fuel, air, and gel weapons; analyzes test
equipment defects; conducts on-the-job'
leader,

training, performs quality checks and in-

spections on.loaded aircraft; supervises and
directs aircraft inspections; prepares weekly
schedules of preventive maintenance; troubleshoots release and arming systems. AOC:

Able to perform the duties required for
A01; supervises and coordinates receipt,
stowage, movement, preparation, and loading of munitions by squadronCrews, interprea technical publications and instructions,
on the handling of aviation ordnance equip-,
ment and munitions, prepares correspondence and reports; plans, organs es, and su-

pervises aviation ordnance sh ps, storage

Recbmmendation

In the vocational ce#ificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

and 4 in aviation maintenance technology
or airframe structures. In the lower-division

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
(2/77).
fundamentals
aviation/aircraft

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 12
semester hours in airframe structures repair,
4 in aviation maintenance technology Or air-

granted only after pay grade

NOTE: Credit for airman (AN) should be
achieved..

pletes periodic maintenance data forms, performs electromechanical maintenance of air
armament units; issues standards for safety
in ordnance maintenance; operates ground

E-3 has been

facilities, and handling areas; su rvises the
training of special weapons loading teams,
analyzes reports and prepares schedules of
preventive maintenance, accounts for inventory; evaluates assigned personnel. AOCS:
Able to perform the duties required for

AOC, supervises and coordinates all the
munitions-loading crews of an airwing (sev-

1)
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squadrons), prepares local directives
and instructions, prepares correspondence,
interviews, evaluates, and assigns personnel,
organizes and schedules training programs
and evaluates their effectiveness, administers long-range planned maintenance programs, monitors quality control programs,
makes reccimmendations on utilization, capabilities, reliablility, and operations of
era!

airwing ordnance units. AOCM. Able to
perform the duties required for AOCS,
aviation ordnance equipment
safety, requirements and initiates recommenevaluates

.. danons for improvements; plans, organizes,
implements, and controls activities in compliance with .policy statements, operation
orders, and directives, forecasts future requirements, initiates action to satisfy requirements, establishes goals and priorities,
=reviews and evaluates space, personnel,
equipment, and material requirements, provides technical information and advice on
the capabilities, limitations, reliablity, and
use of aviation ordnance, aircraft armament,
and related equipment, evaluates the effectiveness of special weapons team training;
evaluates new armament equipment and
aviation ordnance materials: implements
procedures for emergency storage facilities,

develops operating budgets and monitors
expenditures.
Recommendation, A03

semester hours in applied science, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in mechanical maintenance, and 2 in blueprint reading and schesemester hours. In
matics, for a total of
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in applied physics, 3 in applied mathematics, and
2 in industrial safety, for a total of 8 semester hours (2/77).

In the vocational certificdte category, 3
semester hours in applied science, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in mechanical otainte-.

nance, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in record
keeping, and 3 nt blueprint reading and
schematics, for a total of 18 semester hours

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3semester hours in
applied physics, 3 in applied mathematics, 3

in basic electronics, 3 in record keeping,
and 2 in industrial safety, for a total of 14
semester hours (2/77)
Recommendation, A01

associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in applied physics, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in record, keeping, 3 in industrial safety, 2 in aviation management, 2 in office management, and 2 in
personnel supervision, for a total of 21 sen the upper-division baccamester h
semester hours in nlaureate categor ,
strucno al techniques and materials and 3
for fiel experience in management (2/77)
Recom endation, AOCM
In t e vocational certificate category, 3
semest r hours in applied science, 3 in applied athematics, 3 in mechanical mainte-

of hyettaulic systems, completes mainte-

nance forms and inventories par s and sup-

plies, performs avionics corrosi n control
AQ2. Able to perform the duti s required

for AQ3, performs troublesh
a

3

for a to 4of '21 semester hours In the
baccalaureate/associate
Idwer-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in applied physics, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in
basic electronics, 3 in record keeping, 3 in
industrial safety, 3 in technical writing, 3 in
aviation management, 3 in personnel supernd 2 in office management, for a
vision and
total f 26 semester hours In the upperdiv sion baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in structional techniques and materials, 3 for 'field experience in management,.
and 3 in m agement problems, and additional credit i human relations and persontional
nel managemen on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for enummum total of 9 semesteeltIrs (2/77)

\
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associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in applied physics, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in record keeping, and 3 in industrial safety, for a total of
15 semester hours In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in

instructional techniques and materials (2/
77).

Recommendation, AOC

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

A02. In the lower-division ikaccalaureate/
ester hours

in applied physics, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in record keeping, 3 in industrial safety, 2 in aviation management, 2 in office management, and I in
personnel supervision, fOr a total of 20 semester hours In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in instructional techniques and materials and additional yrecht for field experience in man,
agement on the basis of institutional evalua-

and

manuals, Iniows how to use os lloscope,
signal genervors, and meggers, may have
attended short training programs in troubleshooting and repairing specialized equip -:
ment, serves as- crew leader, supervising.

from two to three persons on a'job; maintains technical -library; interprets technical
directives AQ1. Able to perform the4uties
required for AQ2, serves as shift supervisor,
supervising from' eight to nine persons, diagnoses nonroutine malfunctions and dem-

onstrates repair techniques: conducts onthe-job training programs; inspects and approves completed work assignmentsi pre-^
parei weekly schedules of preventive maintenance AQC: Able, to Rerform the duties
required for AQ1, serves as shop supervisor, supervising 15-20 persons; plans and
implements safety instruction and inspection
duty
prepares maintenance
programs,

schedules, prepares periOdic or recurring
reports, prepares quarterly schedules of preventive maintenance, supervises quality
control programs, provides technical assistance : in aircraft/. `accident investigations

AQCS Able ta perform the diities required
for AQC, oversees three shops; serves aS
,Batson with other Navy units, administers
quality 'control. programs, prepares directives, instaktions, and correspondence, advises on petionner, production, material,
and training requirements; administers long-

range planned maintenance program and
thining programs and evaluates their effectiveness; recommends changes in methods
and techniques to promote safety and oper-

AQ3
AQ2

AQ
AQC

ational readiness.
Recommendation, AQ3

AQCS

In the vocational certificate category or

Exhibit Dates: 6/71- Present
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation
nance/Weapons)..
Cateer Pattern

Control Technician Third

tang

repair tasksoot covered in stand d service

in basic electronics, 3 in record.
keep! , 3 in blueprint reading, and schematics, and 3 in technical report writing,
nance

AN Airman (E-3). AQ3: Avian()

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommeildation is the same as that for
A02. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

Recommendation, AOCS

and repair system malfunctions, -reads schematics and block diagrams, uses volt-ohmmilliammeter, applieS..a working knowledge,

A02. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

AVIATION FIRE CONTROL. TECHNICIAN

`Recommendation, A02

gion (2/77)

related accessonet and equipment; follows
andard check-out procedures to locate

In the vocational certificate categot,, the

recommendation is the same as that for

1

In the vocational certificate category, 3

associate degree category, 33

7
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Class

Ate-

Fire

(E-4)

AQ2: Aviation Fire Control Technician
Second- Class. (E-5). AQ1: Aviation Fire
Control Technician First class (E-6), AQC:
Chief Aviation Fire Control Technician (E7). AQCS: Senior Chief Aviation Fire Control Technician (E-8) A VCM: Master Chief
Avionics Technician (E-9)
Description

Summary: Maintains and repairs aircraft
weapons control systems, including weapons control radar, computers, doppler computing sights, gyroscopes, and related
equip?nent, and air-launched guided missile
equipment. NOTE: Duty assignments are
designated as either 0-Level (troubleshooting and replacing modular systems on aircraft) or I-Level (disassembling, repairing, a
and bench-testing modules), persons as-

signed the AQ rating receive equivalent
training and must pass the same advance-

ment examination, regardless of whether
duty assignments have been 0-Level of !Level or both. AQ3: Assists in troubleshooting and repairing electrical and electronics
. weapons control systems (such ps radar, infrared, optical, laser, and televivon systems,
analog and digital computers, alid gyro stabilizing systems and sensing elements) and

e

in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
beginning electlical/electronics laboratory
and 2 in applied physics, and additional
credit an aircraft electronics andihydraultcs
on the 'basis of institutional evaluation.
Qualified to enter an industrial electronics
technician,
technician,

electronics'
communications
or industrial instrumentation

technician apprentice training program, or

an apprentice. training program for any
electrical trade (2/77).
Recommendation, AQ2

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
beginning, electrical/electronics laboratory,
2 in applied physics, and 3 in introduction
to AC/DC theory, and additional credit in
aircraft electronics and hydraulics on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 8 semester hours Advanced
standing in an industrial electronics techniin

, clan, communications electronics technr,-

clan, or industrial instrumentation fechniclan apprentice training program, or in an
apprentice training program for any electrical trade, on the basis of employer or trade
association performance evaluation ,(2/77)
Recommendation, AQ1

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is

the same as that for

AQ2. Ip the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

.
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in beginning electrical, electronics laboratory, 2 in applied physics, 3 in introduction
to AC/DC theory, 2 in personnel supervision, and 2 in edysttenance management,
and a&lchtional credit i aircraft electron
and Mydraulics on the basis of institu
evaluation, for a minimum total of 2 seme, er hours In an industrial
ctronics
technician apprentice wrung p

(

gram, 4,000

clock hours of expenei
288 contact
hours of related instruction In a communications electronics technician or industrial
instrumentation technician apprentice training program, -2,000 clock hours of experience and 144 contact hours of related instruction (2/77).
Recommendation, AQC
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the ame as ilion for

AQ2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in begriming electrical/electronics laboratory, 2 in applied physics, 3 in introduction
to AC/DC theory, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, and 3
in shop management, and additional credit
In aircraft electronics and hydraulics on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 17 semester hours The recommendation for advanced standing in an
apprentice training program is the same as
that for AQI because additional skills are
,administrative and supervisory in nature (2/
77)

Recommendation, AQCS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
AQC2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hOurs
in beginning electrical/electronics laboratory, 2 in applied physics, 3 in introduction
to AC/DC theory, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, 3 in
shop management, 3 in management electives, 3 in safety management, and 2,, in
technical writing, and additional credit in
aircraft electronics and hydraulics on the

basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-

mum total of 25 semester hours In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for a practicum in management and additional credit in human relations and quality control on the basis of
ifistitutional evaluation The recommendation for advanced standing in an apprentice
training program is the same as that for
AQI because additional skills are administrative and supervisory in nature (2/77)

NER-AS-001
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN

ASI
ASC.
ASCS
ASCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-6/78
,

Occupational
Support)

Field:

6 (Aviation Ground

Career Pattern
May progress from ASE2, Aviation Support Equipment Technician, Electrical,

Second Class (E-5), or ASH2. Aviation
Support Equipment Technician Hydraulics

and Structures, Second Class (E-5), or
ASM2, Aviation Support Equipment Tech-

nician, Mechanical, Second Class (E-5)
AS/ Aviation Support Equipment Technician, First Class (E-6) ASC. Chief Aviation

Support

it NER-ASH-00I, for a minimum total of,

ASCS.

Master Chief Aviation Support Equipment
Technician (E-9)

22 semester hours, or the 21 semester hours
for ASM2 in exhibit NER-ASM-00I, for a
minimum total of 25 semester hours, as appropriate (2/77).

Description

RecommendationliakSC

Equipment Technician (E-7)
Senior Chief Aviation Support
Equipment Technician (E-8)
ASCM.

AS1. Able to perform the duties of ASE2
or ASM2 or ASH2 analyz4s and diagnose's
malfunctions of the following systems hydraulics, pneumatic, electrical power generating, chassis and chassis electrical, internalcombustion engines, air-conditioning, and
gas-turbine compressors, determines corrective action, maintains shop files and technical publications; plans shop-work schedule,
supervises subordinates, performs quality
Control inspections, prepares schedules of,
.-preventive maintenance, requisitions and is
responsible for materials and equipment
ASC. Able to perform the duties required'

for ASI, supervises training of personnel
who operate, maintain, and repair aviation
support equipment, coordinates administration, planning, and worklOad scheduling,
organizes facilities for repair and maintenance of equipment and components, is responsible for ordering, storing, and infentorying materials and supplies for organizational units. ASCS. Able to perform the

duties required for ASC, is responsib'g for
the administrative function of the organizational unit, organizes, schedules, and eyaluates-training, reviews, evaluates, and recommends improvements to maintenance procedures', administers long-range maintenance

program ASCM Able

to

perform the

duties required for ASCS, responsible for
the administration of assigned organizational unit, including planning, organizing and
implementing activities in compliance with
policy statements, reviews personnel, equipment and material requirements, establishes
objectives and sets priorities in area of responsibility, evaluates and monitors mainte-

nance planning and quality control pro-

grams, develops operating budget and monitors expenditures, assists in formulating and
implementing the safety program, provides
technical information and assistance to sub-,
ordinates,.prepares maintenance evaluation,
and staff studies
Recommendation, AS1

In the vocational certificate categgry, use
the 19 semester hours for ASE2 (Aviation
Support Equipment Technician, Electrical,
Second Class) in exhibit NER-ASE-00I, or
the 18 semester hours for A,SH2 (Aviation
Support Equipment Technician, Hydraulics
and Structures, Second Crass) in exhibit
NER-ASH-00I, or the 21 semester hours
for ASM2.. (Aviation Support Equipment
Technician, Mechanical, Second Class) in
exhibit NER-ASM-001, as appropriate, and
additional credit in basic electricity, automotive electricity, electrical control systems, power generator systems, hydrgulics,
hydraulic brakes, dieiel engines, gas welding, electric welding, Inert-gas welding, And
power transmissions, on the basis of inst)tu-,
bona! evaluation. In the lower-division bac-

calaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in personnel supervision, I in
shop management, and I in record, keeping,

and additional credit in basic electricity,
electricity, eleOncal control
systems, power generator s5tstems, hydrau-

-automotive

hydraulic brakes, diesel engines, gas
welding, electric welding, inert -gas welding, and power transmissions on the basis.of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total.
of 4 semester hours, add the 19 semester
hours for ASE2 in exhibit NER-ASE-001,
for a minimum total of 23 semester hours,
or the 18 sernetter hours for ASH2 in exhiblics,

(-) ,
%) A..

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation
the same as that for
ASI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in personnel supervision, 2 in shop manage-

ment, and 2 An record keeping, and addtional credit in basic electricity, automotive
electricity, electrical control systems,. power
generator systems, hydraulics, hydraulic
brakes, diesel engines, gas welding, electric
welding, inert -gas welding, and power
transmissions on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total o
semester hburs, add the 19 semester
urs for
ASE2 (Aviation Support Equipment Tech-mem, Electrical, Second Class) in exhibit
NER-ASE-00I, for a minimum total of 26
semester hoikrs, or the 18 semester hours for.
ASH2 (Aviatlyn Support Equipment Tech-:limn, Hydraulics and Structures, Second
Class)

in

exhibit NER-ASH-00I, for a

minimum total of 25 semester hours, or the
21 semester hours for ASM2 (Aviation Support Equipment Technician, Mechanical,
Second Class) in exhibit NER-ASM-001,
fOr a minimum total of 28 semester hours,
-ias appropriate (2/77)
Recommendation, ASCS

In the vocational certifitate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

In the lower-diviskon baccalaureate/
degree category 3 semester hours
in personnel supervision, 3- in maintenance
twagem,ent, 2 in record keeping, and 2 in
slop management, and additional credit in
basic electricity, automotive electricity,
electrical control systems, power generator
systems, hydraulics, hydraulic Iltakes, diesel
ASI

associate

electric welding,
inert-gas welding, and power transmissions
on thejasis of institutional evaludlion, for a
engines, gas welding,

minimum total of 10 semester hours, add
the 19 semester hours for ASE2 (Aviation
Support Equipment Technician,. Electrical,

Second Class) in exhibit ,NER-ASE-00I,
f6r a minimum total of 29' semester hours,
or the 18 semester hours' for ASH2 (Aviation Supporl, Equipment Technician, Hydraulics and Structures, Second Class' in
exhibit NER-ASH-001, for a minimum
total of 28 semester hours, or the 21 semester. hours for ASM2 (Aviation Support
Equipment Technician, Mechanical, Second
, Class) in exhibit NER-ASM-001, for 4
minimum total of 25 semester hour?, as ap-'
propriate. In the upper-division baccalaureate category) 3 semester hours for field experience in management (2477)
Recommendation. ASCM

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is thb same asA,that for
ASI. iii the lower-diviloon baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance
management, 3 in introduction to Manage-

ment, 2 in record keeping, and 2. in shop
management, and additional credit in basic
electricity, automotive electricity, electrical
control systems, power generator systems,
hydraulics, hydraulic brakes, diesel engines,
gas welding, electric welding, inert-gas

welding, and power transmissions on the

basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-.
mum total of 13 semester hours, ad i the 19
semester hour for ASE2 (Aviation`Gupport
Equipment Technician, Electrical, Second
Class) in exhibit NER-ASE-00I, for a minimum t. : of 32 semester hours, or the 18
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semester hours for ASH2 (Aviation Support
Equipment Iechnician, Hydraulics and
Structures, Second Class) in exhibit NERASH-L001. for a,minimum total of 31 semester hburs, or the 21 semester hours for
Aviation Support Equipment Tech- ,
ASM2;ilAti
meem

echanical. Second Class) in exhibit

-ASM-001, for a minimum total of 34
N
In the
semester hours, as appropriate
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for field experience in managemea and 3 in management problems (2/
77y

honing systems, performs tests, locates mal-

functions, and makes adjustments on gasturbine compressors utilizing gas-turbine
compressor analyzer.
Recommendation, ASE3

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower:division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in
automotive electricity, 4 in basic shop prac-

tices, 3 in basic electricity, and 2 in care
and use of tools, for a total of 13 semester
hours (2/77)
RecomMendation, ASE2

In the vocational certificate category or
in

NER-AS-002
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN
AS I

ASC
ASCS
-Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present. Pending evaluation

bleeds

and

paints support equipment, uses maintenance
publications, completes maintenance rec-

ords, identifies types and designations of
fuels, hydraulic fluids, coolants, and lubri-

cants ASH2 Able to perform the duties
required for ASH3, diagnoses hydraulic test
equipment malfunctions, adjusts valves and
regulators in hydraulic and pneumatic systems, performs equipment modifications in
hydraulic and pneumatic systems, analyzes

hydraulic fluid for contamination; welds
with inert -gas welding equipment.

NER-ASE-002

Recommendation, ASH2

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN, ELEC rRicAl

in

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 6 semester hours in
gas and electric welding. 4 in hydraulics, 4
in basic shop practices, 2 in inert-gas weld-

ing, and 2 in care and use of tools, for a

Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENt
TECHNICIAN, ELECTRICAL

nding evalu-

total of 18 semester hours (2/77)

ation

NER-ASM-001
,

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-6/78
Field: 6 (Aviation Ground

Career Pattern

AN Airman (E-3) ASE3 Aviat on Sup-

port Equipment Technician, E ectncal,
Third Class (E-4). ASE2.1 Aviation upport

Equipment Technician, Electrical, econd
Class (E -5) AS/ Aviation Support Equip-

ment Technician, First Class (E-6) ASCChief Aviation Support Equipment Technician (E-7) ASCS: Semor, Chief Aviation
Support Equipment Technician (E8).

ASCM: Master Chief Aviation Support
Equipment Technician (E-9
Description

Summary.. Services, tests, maintains and
repairs automotive electn I systems in

mobile and self-propelled a 'anon support
co ponents and
electrical

equipment,

wiring in auxiliary electnca power units
used in servicing aircraft, ele trical control

'

components,

ciate degree category, 4 semester hours in
Recommendation, ASH3
automotive electricity, 4 in 'basic shop pracIn the vocay,onal certificate category or
tices, 3 in basic electricity, 3 in power genthe lower- division baccalaureate/associate
erator systems, 3 in electrical control sysdegree category. 6 semester hours in gas
tems, and 2 in care and use of tools, for a ,ancrelectric welding, 4 in hydraulics, 4 in
total of 19 semester hours (2/77)
.basic shop practices, and 2 in care and use
of tools, for a total of 16 semester hours (2/

ASE3
ASE2

NER-ASE-001

Occupational
Support)

baccalaureate/asso-

system

flushes hydraulic systems, performs structural repair, welds with electrical and oxyacetylene equipment, brazes and solders,

77)

ASCM

ASE3
ASE2

the lower-division

imam

systems to gas-turbine compre sor units and
air-conditioning systems, and lectrical and

electronic circuits and compo ents Ili general aircraft servicing equip ent. ASE3.
Uses precision measuring equi ment, electrical test eqUipment and nternal-combustion-engine analyzers, rePa rs motors and
generators, replaces electri I cbmponents
of power-generating units d air-conditioning systems. tests, services, and installs storage batteries, tests, replaces, and adjusts
voltage regulators, repairs, removes, and in-

stalls components of ignition and starting
systems, identifies characteristics of electrical and electronic circuit parts, uses maintenance publications, completes maintenance
recorpls, uses and maintains handtools and
hoistlkg and lifting devices. ASE2, -Able to
perform the duties required for ASE3, tests,
adjusts, and repairs electrical components of
power-generating units, performs electrical

loadbank checks and repairs and adjusts
transformer rectifier units, repairs malfunctioning electrical components of air-condi-

NER-ASH-001

AVIA rioN SUPI'OR I EQUIPMEN
TKIINICIAN, MECHANICAL:*
I

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN, H1 DRAUI ICS AND

AZDO

STRUCTURES

ASM2

,

ASH3
ASH2

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-6/78

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-6/78 (Effective 7/78,
the ASH rating was discontinued and its
duties were incorporated into ASM (Aviation Support Equipment Technician, M5chanicp1.)

Occupational . Field:
Support).
Career Pattern

6

(Aviation Ground

AN. Airman (E-3) A3113 Aviation Sup-

port Equipmep

echnician, Hydraulics and

Structures, Third Class (E-4) ASH2. Aviation' Support Eq ipment Technician, Hydraulics and Stru tures, Second Class (E5) AS/ Aviation Support Equipment Tech- t
nician, First Class (E-6) ASC: Chief Aviation Support Equipment Technician (E-7)
ASCS: Senior Chief Aviation Support
ASCM.
Technician (E-8)
Equipment
Master Chief Aviation Support Equipment
Technician (E-9)
Description

Summary Services, tests, maintains, and
repairs hydraulic and pneumatic sylkems
and structural components of aviation support equipment, maintains hydraulic test
and service equipment, ail compressors,
jacks, work stands, and aCociated equipment, performs body and fender metal
work and painting of aviation support
equipment,

welds,

brpzes,

solders,

cuts,

shapes, and patches metal, adjusts and repairs brake systems. AS113.

Uses mechani-

cal precision measuring equipment. electrical test equipment, hydraulic and pneumatic
test equipment, gauges, meters, and hydraulic test stands, uses and maintains hand
tools, replaces seals. packings, tubing, and
flexible hoses in hydraulic systems, repairs.
removes,, and installs hydraulic and pneki-

Occupational

Field:

6

(Aviation Ground

Support)
Career Pattern

AN Airman (E-3) ASM3 Aviation Support Equipment Technician, Mechanical.
Third Class (E-4) ASM2 Aviation Support
Equipment Technician, Mechanical, Second

Class (E-5) AS /. Aviation Support Equipment Technician, First Class (E-6). ASC.
Chief Aviation Support Equipment:Technician (E-7). ASCS. Senior Chief Aviation
Support, Equipment Technician (E-8).
ASCM.1 Master Chief Aviation Support
ugh
Equipment Technician (E-9)
Description

Summary Services. tests, maintains, and
repairs gasoline and diesel engines in mobile

and self-propelled aviation support equipment and associated automotive systems, in-

cluding fuel systems, automatic and power
iransmissions, differentials, and steering systems;
maintains gas-turbine compressor

units and air-conditioning systems used in
,servicing aircraft ASM3 Uses mechanical
precision measuring equipment, electrical
test

equipment, and

internal-c'ombustion-

engine analyzers, uses and maintains hand
tools, replaces seals, packings, tubing, and
hydraulic systems, removes
flexible hoses
nical and cooling system comelectrome
ponents, services, adjusts, and repairs hydraulic, pneumatic, and mechanical brakes,
performs minor engine' tune-up, welds with
oxyacetylene equipment, uses maintenance
publications, completes maintenance rec-

ords ASM2 Able to perform the duties required for ASM3, uses gas-turbine analyzers, diagnoses malfunctions of internal-combustion

engines, grinds valves and over-

hauls internal-combustion engines, performs

4
at.
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major, engine tune-ups, repairs and adjusts
transmissions and differentials, performs

steering and front-end alignment, adjusts
and maintains air-conditioning systems, inspects compressors and turbines, makes adjustments on gas-turbine compressors
Recommendation, ASM3

In the vocational certificate\category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in
in the

basic shop practices, 3 in diesel engines, 3 in

hydraulic brakes: and 2 in care and use of
tools, for a total of 12 semester hours (2/
77).

Recommendation, ASM2

In the vocational ceiricate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours'in
in

the

diesel engines, 4 in basic shop practices, 3 in

hydraulic brakes, 3 in power transmissions,
3 in gas welding, and 2 in care and use of

tools, for a total of 21 semester hours (2/
77)

NER-ASM-002
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN, MECHANICALO

ASM3
ASM2

'a`

Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present Pending
evaluation.

NER-AT-001

quency counters, and specialized system test

AT3
AT2

credit in avionics technology on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 23 semester hours In a commumeations
electronics technician apprentice training

onstrates repair techniques; inspects and approves completed work assignments, includlag the InStallation of new parts and components; conducts on-the-job training program
and maintains training records; prepares
weekly schedules of preVentive maintenance ATC: Able to perform the duties re-

ogy, 3 in personnel shRervision, 3 in maintenance management, and 3 in shop management, and additional credit in avionics tech-

quired for ATI, serves as shop supervisor,
supervising 15-20 persons; plans and Implements safety instruction and inspection pro-

grams; prepares maintenance duty schedules; prepares periodic' or recurring reports.;
prepares quarterly schedules of preventive
maintenance; supervises quality control programs; provides technical assistance in aircraft accident investigations. ATCS: Able to
perform the duties required for ATC; overNavy units; administers quality control programs; prepares directives, instructions, and
correspondence; advises on personnel, production, material, and training requirements,
administers long-range planned maintenance

ATI
ATC
ATCS
Occupational Field:
nance Weapons)
Career Pattern

5

(Aviation Mainte-

AN: Airman (E-3). AT3. Aviation Electronics Technician Third Class (E-4). AT2.
Aviation Electronics Technician Second
Class (E-5). AT).' Aviation Electronics
Technician First Class (E-6) ATC: Chief
Aviation Electronics Technician (E-7).
ATCS. Senior Chief Aviation Electronics
Technician (E-8). AVCM: Master Chief
Avionics Technician (E-9)
Description

Summary. Maintains and repairs electronic communications systems and in-flight
navigation and detection systems on aircraft. NOTE: Duty assignments aw desig-

nated as either 0-Level (troublefhooting
and replacing modular systems on aircraft)
or I-Level (disassembling, repairing, and
modules), persons assigned

the AT rating receive equivalent training

program, 4,000 clock hours of experience
and 288 contact hours of related instruction

In an industrial electronics technician aptraining .program, 2,000 clock
hours of experience and 144 contact hours
of related instruction (2/77)
prentice

Recommendation, ATC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same .as that for

AT2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in beginning electrical/electronics labora-

tory, I in applied physics, 3 in introduction
to AC/DC theory, 12 in avionics technol-

nology on.the basis of institutional evalua-

tion, for a minimum total of 28 semester
hours The recommendation for advanced
standing in an apprentice training program
is the same as that for ATI because-additional skills are administrative and supervisory in nature (2/77)
Recommendation, ATCS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

AT2. In the lower-ells/pion baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours'

in beginning electrical/electronics laboratory, 1 in applied physics, 3 in introduction

to AC/DC theory, 1.2 in avionics technol-

ogy, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, 3 in shop management,
3 in management electives, 3 in safety management, and 2 in technical writing, and

program and training programs and evalutheir
effectiveness,
recommends
changes in methods and techniques to pro-

additional credit in avionics technology on
the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 36 semester hours. In the

mote safety and operational readiness.
Recommendation, AT3

mester hours foi a practicum in manage- <
ment and additional credit in human rela..
tions and quality control on the basis of
institutional evaluation. The recommenda-

ates

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present

I in applied physics, 3 in introduction
to AC,'DC theory. 12 m asioincs technology, 2 in personnel supervision, and 2 in
maintenance management, and additional

tory,

equipment, completes maintenance forms
and inventories parts and supplies, performs
avionics corrosion control AT2 Able to
perform the duties required for AT3, performs troubleshooting and repair tasks not
covered in standard service manuals, knows
how to use oscilloscope, signal generators,
and megger, may have attended short training programs in troubleshooting and repairing specialized equipment, serves as crew
leader, supervising from two to three pet sons on a job; maintains technical library
and inventory records; inspects, tests, and
maintains aircraft transmission lines and antennas ATP Able to perform the duties required for AT2, serves as shift supervisor,
supervising from eight to nine persons, diagnoses nonroutine malfunctions and dem-

sees three shops; serves as liaison with other

AVIATION ELECTRONICS tECHNICIAN

bench-testing

check-out procedures to locate and repair
malfunctions, reads schematics and block
diagrams, uses volt-ohm-milliammeter, fre-

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-'
ciate degree category,.3 semester hours in
beginning electrical/electronics laboratory,
I in applied physics, and 12 in avionics
technology, and additio'nal credit in avionics technology. on the basis of institutional

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

training program is the same as that for
ATI because additional skills are administrative and supCrvisory In nature (2/77)

evaluation, for a minimum total of 16 semester hours. Qualified to enter an industrial or communications electronics technician
apprentice training program (2/77).

NER7AV-001

Recommendation, AT2

AVI2NICS TECHNICIAN, MASTER.CHIEE

In the vocational certificate categor or
lower-division
accalaureate/a °elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
beginning electrical-electronics laboratory,
in applied physics, 3 in introduction to
AC/DC theory, and 12 in avionics technology, and additional event in avionics technology on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 19 semester
hours Advanced standing in a communicain the

1

a

AVCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71- Present.
Occupational Field; 5 (Aviation
nance/Weapons).
Career Pattern

Mainte-

May progress to AVCM, Master Chief
Avionics Technician (E-9), from AXCS,
Senior Chief Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Tes,hmcian (E-8), AECS, Senior Chief

tions electronics technician apprentice train-

AviaA Electrician's Mate (E-8), ATCS,

nations, regardless of whether duty assign-

ing program on the basis of employer or

Senior Chief Aviation Electronics Techni-

trade association performance examination,

cian (E-8), or AQCS, Senior Chief Avi-

both. AT3: Assists in troubleshooting and
repairing radar systems, radar and tactical

qualified to enter an industrial electronics
technician apprentice training program (2/

ation Fire Control Technician (E-8).

displays', IFF/SIF equipment, radar altimeters, doppler navigation equipment, radio
navigation equipment, analog computing

77).

Recommendation, ATI

Able to perform the duties required for
AXCS (Senior Chief Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician), AECS (Senior
Chief Aviation Electrician's Mate), ATCS
(Senior Chief Aviation Electronics Technician), or AQCS (;emor Chief Aviation Fire
Control Technician), plans, organizes, im-

and must pass the same advancement exami-

ments have been 0-Level or I-Level or

devices, communications systems, CIC >and

electronics countermealtres equipment, infrared devices, recorder systems, -and aircraft digital data systems, follows standard

.

Lion for advanced standing in an apprentice

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

AT2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in beginning electrical /electronics labora-

Description
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plements, and controls activities in compliance with policy statements, operation
orders, and directives, forecasts future requirements, plans and initiates actions to
satisfy requirements, establishes goals and
priorities; reviews and evaluates personnel,
equipment, and material requirements, prepares maintenance plans and staff studies
for management review, exercises techniques of aircraft maintenance and personnel management, develops and implements
preventive maintenance, corrosion control,
and quality assurance programs, develops-

operating budget and monitors expenditures.

Recommendarron

In the vocational cernficate c a tegory., use
the

recommendation

for AEI (Aviation

' Electrician's Mate First

Class) in exhibit

NER-AE-001. or AT2 (Aviation Fire Control Technician Second Class) in exhibit
NER-AT-001. AQ2 (Aviation Fire Control
Technician Second Class) in exhibit NERAQ-00I. or AX1 (Aviation Antisubmarine
Warfare Technician, First Class) in exhibit
NER-AX-001. as appropriate In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, add I semester hot* in
technical writing to the recommendation

for AECS (Senior Chief Aviation Electrician's Mate) in exhibit NER-AE-001 or
ATCS (Senior Chief Aviation Electronics
Technician) in exhibit NER-AT-001 or
AQCS (Senior Chief Aviation Fire Gontrol
Technician) in exhibit NER-AQ-001, or
AXC (Chief Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician) in exhibit NER-AX-001,
as appropriate In the upper-division bacca-

laureate category, 6 semester hours for a
practicum in management, 3 in management

problems, and 3 in human relations, and

additional credit in quality control on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a miftimum total of 12 semester hours (217)

NER-AW-001
AVI A I ISN ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE

Om RA FOR (Acoustic)

AW2
AW I
WC

AWCM
nance/Weapons)
Career Patten;

.

AN Airman (E-3). AW3 Aviation Anti-

submarine' Warfare Technician. Third Class

(E-4) /4 W2. Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician, Second Class (E-5). A W/:
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Techni-

ctn. First Class (E-6). AWC. Chief AviWarfare Technician

(E-7) AWCS. Senior Chief Aviation Anti(E-8)
Warfare Technician
submarine
AWCM. Master Chief Aviation Antisubmatine Warfare Technician (E-9)

Description
Note: The AW rating

is

divided Into

three sections Acoustic. Non-Acoustic. and
Helicopter, the kW (Non-Acoustic) exhibit

NER-AW-002, the AW (Helicopter) exhibit is NER-AW-003 Supimary: Performs
is

general flight crew duties, operates antisubmarine warfare equipment 4W3. Operates
various acoustic sensors in order to discov-

*a,

division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours for field experience in niOnagement, 3
in personnel management. and 3 in manage-

molt problems, for a minimum total of 12
semester hours, if served as an instruclor 3
semester hours for a practicum in teaching,
for a total of 15 semester hours (8/79),

.
NER-AW-002

procedures AWCS Able Jo perform the
duties required for AWC, analyzes and
evaluates operattonal efficiency for each

aircrew, detertbines adequate areas of oper-

ation and training, performs the duties of
squadron operations department manager,
supervises an antisubmarine warfare division, prepares correspondence, organizes
and schedules training programs AWCS1
Able to perform the duties required for
AWCS, perform as antisubmarine warfare
training coordinator, plans. organizes, implements, and controls activities in compliance with policy statements, reviews personnel. equipment, and material requirements; develops operating budgets dnd
monitors expenditures
ti&omitiendation, AW3 (Acoustic)
In. the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
survey of oceanography (8/79) .

;

AVIA (ION ANTISUBMARINE WARE ART
Onl RA I OR (NO \ -ACOUS1 IC)

AW3 .
AW2

b

AW I

AWC

conducts airborne exercises which' include
the use of both acoustic and non-acoustic
equipment, assists in establishing tactical

A WCS

AWCM
Exhibit Dates: 1/75-Present
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation

Mainte-

nance/Weapons)
Career Pattern

AN Airman (E-3) A W3 Aviation Anti-

submarine Warfare 1 echuician, Third Class

(E-4) AW2 Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician, Second Class (E-5) A WI

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician. First Class (E-6) AWC' Chief Aso°anon Antisubmarine Warfare Technician
(E-7) AWCS Senior Chief Aviation Anti-

(E-8)
submarthe Warfare Technician
;41VC.If Master Chief Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician (E-9)
Description

Note. The AW rating

is

divided into

three sections Acoustic, Non-Acoustic, and

Helicopter. the AW (Acoustic) exhibit

is

NER-A W-00I; the AW (11elicopter)' exhib-

Recommendation, AW2 (Acoustic)

it is NER-AW-003 Summary. Performs

In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/as;oelate degree category, 4 semester hours in
survey of oceanography In the upper-division baccalaureate category, ij served as an

general flight crew duties, operates antisub-

Instructor. 3 semester hours for -tea practicum

tsacncum in teaching (8/79)
Mainte-

is the same as that for AWC In the upper

" to perform the duties t`equired for AW I,

serverLes an Instructor. 3 semester hours for

Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present
Occupational Field: 5. (Aviation

Antisubmarine

borne radar, has knowledge of non-acoustic
antisubmarine warfare; analyzes in multitarget situatio& supervetses and instructs
personnel in use of equipment A-WC. Able

for a total of 10 semester hours In the
upper-division baccalaureate categ5ry, If

AWCS

ation

the
AW3 and has a fuller
ocean environment on antisubmariM warfare data A IV/. Able to perform'the duties
required for AW2, may serve as an instructor, performs reconstruction of antisubmarine tactical exercises, navigates using air-

in teaching (8/79).
Recommendation, AWI (Acoustic)
In the lower-division baccalaureate/asso.elate degree category. 5 semester hours in
survey of oceanography, 2 in survey of meteorology, and 3 in personnel supervision,

AW3

'

er and track submarines, identifies and classifies targets, identifies sounds produced by
surface ships, submarines, marine life, and
other natural phenomena, determines acoustic energy propagation characteristics under
various oceanographic conditions AW2
Able to perform the duties required for
AW3, identifies submarine evasion tactics,
classifies targets in more detail than an

Recommendation,-AWC (Acoustic)

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5 semester hours in
oceanography. 3 in meteorology, 3 eft per-

sonnel supervision, and 3 in human relations, for a total of 14 semester hours In
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
if s&akd as an instructor, 3 semester hours
for a practicum in teaching (8/79)
Recommendation, AWCS (Acoustic)

marine warfare equipment AW3 Operates
equipment to detect submarines by electro--

magnetic or infrared means, operates airborne radar to detect, identify. and interpret
targets, 'and to avoid hazardous weather,

advises pilot of expected weather conditions AW2 Able to perform the duties required for AW3, identifies submarine evasion tactics, interprets effects of deception
devices A W/: Able to perform the duties
required for AW2, performs reconstruction
of airborne antisubmarine warfare tactical
exercises; navigates using aarbqrne radar; in-

structs personnel in the tactical use of airborne antisubmarine warfare' equipment;
may serve as an instructor: supervises and
instructs personnel in use of equipment.
AWC: Able to perform the duties required
for
.W1, conducts airborne exercises
which include the use of both acoustic awl r,
non-acoustic equipment, assists in establishing tactical procedures. A WCS-: Able to per-

form the duties required or AWC, analyzes
and evaluates operatninal efficiency for
each aircrew, determines adequate areas of

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree categgy, the recommendation
is the same as tharfor AWC In the upperdivision baccalauteate category, 3 semester
hours for field experience in management, 3
in personnel management, and 3 for man
agement. problems, for a minimum total of 9

operation and training, perforjis the attics .
of squadron operations department manager; supervises an antisubmarine warfare

semester-hours, If served -as an Instructor. 3
_semester hours for a practicum in'teaching,
for a total of 12 semester hours (8179).
Recommendation, AWCM (Acoustic)
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation

rine warfare training coordinator, plans,
ganizes, implemsnts, and controls activate's,.

division,
nizes

and

prepares correspondence, orgaschedules training programs.

AWCM: Able to perform the duties required for AWCS, perform as antisubmain compliance with policy, statements, reviews, personnel, equipment, and material
requirements, develops operating budgets
and monitors expenditures

--

r
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Recommendation,°Aii,3 (Non-Acoustic)

In the lower-division baLLalaureate/asso:Laate degree category. 2 semester hours in
survey of mAvorology (8/79)
Recommendation, AW2 (Non-Acoustic)

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3 semester hours in
survey of; meteorology In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, if served as an
instructor. 3 semester hours for a practicum
in teaching (8/79)
Recommendation, AW1 (Non-Acoustic)

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 4 semester hours in
survey of meteorology, 3 in survey ,of
oceanography, and 3 in personnel supervision, for a total of 10 semester hours In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, if
served as an instructor. 3 semester hours for
a ptacticum in teaching (8/79)
Recommendation, AWC (Non-Acoustic)

In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category 4 semester hours in
survey of meteorology, 4 in survey of

oceanography. 3 in personnel supervision,
and 3 in human relations, for a total of 14
baccasemester hours In the

exhibit is NER-AW-002 Summary

Per-

hours'iir field eiikerience infrarfagement. 3

forms general flight crew duties, operates

in personnel management. and 3 in manage-

antisubmarine_ warfare

A
equipment
Uses both acoustic and non-acoustic devices

ment problems, for a minimum total of 9

to detect and track submarines. serves as
crewman on a helicopter, uses airborne
radar to detect. identify, and intercept targets, and avoid hazardous weather, uses air
borne sonar to detect, classify, and track,

semester hours, if served as an instructor. 3
semester hours for a practicum in teaching.
for a total of 12 semester hours (8/79)
Recommendation, AWCM (Helicopter)
In the lowerdivision baccalaure,ate/assomate degree cAegory, the recommendation

identifies sounds produced by surface ships.
submarines, evasion devices, marine life,

and other natural phenomena AW2. Able
to perform the duties required for AW3,
operates equipment and interprets results.
identifies submarine evasion tactics, inter-

AW2, may serve as an instructor; performs

AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE:
OPERATOR (FIEf:ICOPTER)s

AW3
AW2
AW I
AWC
AWCS

AWCM
Exhibit Dates: 17,75-Present
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation Maintenance /Weapons)
Career Pattern

AN Airfnan (E-3) AW3 Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician, Third Class

(E-4) AW2 Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician. Second Cjas(E-5)..A Wi.
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician. First Class (E-6) AWC Chief Avianon Antisubmarine Warfare Technician WE-7) AWCS: Senior Chief Aviation AntiWarfare Technician
submarine
(E-8)
AWCM Master Chief Aviation Antisubma-

ment problems, for a minimum total of 12
semester hours, if served as an instructor. 3
semester hours for a icraccum in teaching.
for a total of 15 semester hours (8/79).

reconstruction of helicopter tactical exervises and instructs personnel in

use

of

.equiphient. AWC: Able to perform the
duties required for AW1. conducts airborne

exercises which include the use of both

NERAX-001
AVIATION ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
TECHNICIAN

AX3
AX2

in establishing tactical procedures. AWCS
Able to perform the dunes required for
AWC, analyzes and rvaluates operational
efficiency fa each aircrew; determines adequate areas of Operation and training,. performs the duties of squadron operations derine warfare division, prepares correspondence, organizes and schedules training programs. AWCM. Abla.to perform the duties
required for AWCS; performs as antisubmarine warfare training coordinator, plans, or,
games, implements, and controls activates

in compliance with pilicy statements, reviews personnel, equipment, and material
requirements, develops operating budgets
and monitors expenditures
Recommendation, AW3 (Helicopter)
In the lower-division baccalaureate7a8somate degree category. 3 semester hours in
emergency medical techniques, 2 in survey

of meteorology, ando3 in survey of oceanograpjiy,lbr a total of 8 semester hours (8/

AX
AXC
AXCS
Exhibit Dates: I/75-Present.
Occupational Field: 5 -(Aviation Maintenance/Weapons)
Career Pattern

.

Airinan (E-3) AX3. Aviation Anti-

submarine Warfare Technioan, Third Class

(E-4) AX2. Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Technician. Second Class (E-5) AXI
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare T,echm-

cian, First Class (E-0 AXC. Chief Aviation Antistibmarpc Warfare Technician

(E-7) AXCS Senior Chief Aviation Antisubmarine

Warfare

Technician

(E-8)

AYCM Master Chief Avionics Technician
(E-9).

79)."

Description
Summary: InSpects and performs mainte-

Recommendation, AW2 (Helicopter)

nance.and in-flight repair on aviatioit.anti-

In Ate lowerchvision baccalaureate/*somate degree category, 4 semester hours in
emergency medical techniques, 2 in survey
of meteorologyend 4 in survey of oceanography, for.alotal of 10 semester hours,
the upper-division baccalaureate category,
if served as instructor. 3 semester hours for a
practicum in teaching (8/79).
Recommendation, AW1 (Helicopter)

In the lower-division baccalaureate/assoelate degree category, 5 semester hours in
emergency medical techniques, 2 in survey

of m*orology, 5 In survey of ocearilagraphy, and 3 in personnel supervision, for a

total of IS semester hours In the upperdivision baccalaureate category. if served as
an instructor, 3 semester hours for a practi
Cum in teaching (8/79).
Recommendation, Awc (Helicopter)
In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, -5 semester hours in
emergency medical techniques, 2 in survey -

of meteorology, 5 in survey of oceanography, 3 in personnel supervision, anc163 in
human relations, for a total of 18 semester

bolus, In'the' upper-division baccalaureate
category, ((served as an instructor. 3 semes- °
ter hours 't-Or a practicum in teaching (8/

rine Warfare Technician (E-9)

79)

Description

Recommendation, AWCS (Helicopter)

ti"..) r)
4. 6

hours for field experience in management. 3
in personnel management. and 3 in manage-

cises. analyzes multitarget Situations: super-

partment manager, supervises an antisubma-

NER-AW-003

is the same as that for AWC In the upper-

), division baccalaureate category, 6 semester

prets effects of deception *vices- A WI:
Able to perform the duties required for

is the same as that for AWC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours for field experience in manage: ht. 3
semester hours, if served as an instructor, 3°
semester hours for a practicum in teaching,
for a total of 12 Semester hours (8/79)
Recommendation, AWCM (Non-Acoustic)
In the lower-division baLLalaureate/assomate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for AWC. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category. 6 semester
hours for field experience in managenirqt, 3
in personnel management, and 3 in man4ement problems. for a. minimum total of 12
semester tailors. if served as an instructor. 3
semester hours for a practicum in teaning, ti
for a total of 15 semester hours (8/79)

n the lower- division haccalaureate/assodegree Lategor}, the reLongfiendation

same as that or AWC In the upper
dry. ishVbaccalaureate Lategory. 3 semester

is

laureate category, if sehed as an "truclor.
teach3 semester hours for a practicum
ing (8/79).
Recommendation, AWCS (Non-Acqustic)
In the lower - division baCcalaureate/asvomate degree category, the recommendation

ment problems, for a minimum total of 9

ci

NER-AW-00I, the AW (Non-Acoustic)

Helicopter. the AW (AcoustiL) exhibit

acoustic and non-acoustic equipment, assists

in personnel management, and 3 in manage-

o

Aote. The AU rating is divided into
three sections ALoustiL, Non-AZoustiL,and

,

J

submarine warfare sensor equipment and as
sociated integrated systems, Including those

relating to Magnetic Anomaly Detection,
underwater detection, acoustic- analysis,
electronic suphort measures, Coneputer/dhta
processtng, electro-optics, data display, data
link, kand electro/mechanical recorders; operates and maintains associated test equip-

ment AX3 Performs routine maintenance
and replaces defective parts; performs operational ground checks and assists in repair
of avionics equipment; assists in maintaining
technical library and Instrument records.

AX2. Able to perform the duties required
for AX,3, tests and repairs N./ionics equipment, in
printed circuits and modules used in computer and radar devices;
tests and repairs electronic countermeasures

(ECM) equipment, underwater detection
equipment and data link devices, 'performs
collateral duty inspections and minimum
performance checks, debriefs flight crews,
interprets technical, directives, and monitors

avionics corrosion control A. Able to
perform the duttes,required 11* AX2, in-

spects installation and evaluates, performance of repaired or new avionics devices,
analyzes operation of avienics units and Isolates

equipment

malfunctions,

supervises

maintenance actions and performs qualitative tests, maintains training records and su,

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS .
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pervises maintenance of technical library;
prepares weekly schedules of maintenance
and inspects quality of work performed to
determine effectiveness and take corrective

NERAZ-001

tort', requisition. receipt, transfer, and
survey, develops operating budgets and

AVIATION MAINTENANCE

monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, AZ3

action. AXC: Able to perform the duties
required for AX I; prepares `and.completes
penodic reports and evaluates, performance
of personnel; maintains custody of records
and supervises facilities for repair of ecNipmentt prepares maintenance schedules; supervises work center quality assurance programs and provides technical assistance in
aircraft accident investigations. AXCS: Able

to perform the duties required for AXC;
prepares local directives and instructions
for attaining organization objectives and im-

proving operations; prepares correspondence;esta fishes and implements programs

for in

lewing, evaluating and assigning
perso el to assure maximum utilization;
advises supervisory personnel on producnnel, material, and training .protion,
grams; organizes and schedules training
progr. s, evaluates effectiveness and initiprovements; administers long-range
ates
ed maintenance programs and monitors effectiveness of quality assurance pro-

,

grams.
Recommendation, AX3

Recommendation, AX2

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
in

basic electronics, 3 in troubleshooting techniques, 2 in introduction to physics, and 2

in,AC/DC circuit theory, for a total of 10

semester hours. In the upper:division baccalaureate category, if served as an instructor,

3 semester hours for a practicum in teaching (8/79),
Recommendation, AX1

In the vocational certificate category or
in 'the, lower-division
,

,

baccalaureate/asso-

crate degree categOry, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics, 4 in troubleshooting tech-

niques,.2 in introduction to physics, 3 in
AC/DC circuit theory and 3 in, personnel
supervision, for a total Of 15 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate category, if served as an instructor, 3 semester

, hours for a practicum in teaching (8/79).
Recommendation, AXC

In the vocational, certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

AXI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree. category, 3 semester hours

in basic electrbnics, 4 in troubleshooting
techniques, 2 in Introduction to,physics, 3
in AC/DC circuit theory, 3 in personnel
supervision, and 3. in human relations, for a

total of '18 semester hours. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, f served as
semester hours for a practian instructor.
cum in teaching (8/79).
Recommendation, AXCS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
AX1. In 'the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the same as that' for AXC. In the
upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for field experience' in man
agement, 3,in personnermanagement, and 3'

in, management problems, for a minimum
total of 9 semester hours; if served as an
instructor. 3 semester hours for a practicum
in teaching, for a total of 12 semester hours
(8/79).

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation Maintenance/Weapons).
Career Pattern

AN: Airman (E-3). AZ3: Aviation Maintenance Administrationman Third Class (E4). AZ2: Aviation Maintenance Administrationman Second Class (E-5). AZ): Aviation
Maintenance Administrationman First Class

(E-6). AZC: Chief Aviation Maintenance
Administrationman (E-7). AZCS. Senior
Chief Aviation Maintenance Administrationman (E-8) AZCM: Master Chief Aviation Maintenance Administrationman
9)

In the vocational certificate category 'or
in the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electronics, 2 in troubleshooting techniques, and 2 i in oduction to physics, for
r hours (8/79).
a total of 7 se

.e

AZ3
AZ2
AZ1
AZC
AZCS
AZCM

In the vocational certificate category or
the. lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in
office machines, 2 in filing, and 2 in clerical
office procedures, and additional credit in
typelkiting -on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 6 semesin

ter hours (2/77).
Recommendatjoh, AZ2

. In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division

baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in

foffice machines, 2 in filing, 3 in clerical

office procedures, and 3 in record keeping,
and additional credit in typewriting on the
basis-of institutional evaluation, for aminimum total of 10 semester hours (2/77).
Recommendation, AZ1

, In the vocational certificate category or

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in
office machines, 2 in filing, 3 in clerical
office procedures, 3 in record keeping and 3
in office management, and additional credit
in

Description
Summary: Performs or supervises clerical
duties including typewriting, office machine

in typewriting on the basis-of institutional
evaluation, fora total of 13 semester hours

operations, preparation of correspondence
and reports, filing, and records administration for the Navy aviation maintenance program. AZ3: Types correspondenci and re,
ports (a straight-copy typing rate of at least
20 words per minute is, required); uses du-

Recommendation, AZC

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in office machines, 2 in
filing, 3 in clerical office procedures, 3 in
record keeping, 3 in office management,

tains files and a technical library. AZ2 Able

tional credit in typewriting on' the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 15 semester hours. In the lower-division

plicating or photocopy equipment; main-

to perform the duties required for AZ3;

and maintains aircraft
logs and records; prepares and processes
work requests; determines the need for updating aeronautical technical libraries and
distnbutes updates. AZ!: Able to perform
the duties required for AZ2; supervises administrative procedures of the office; analyzes data; prepares data in narrative, tabu-

prepares, verifies,

lar, chart, oMiiphic form. AZC: Able to

perform -the duties required for AZ1; schedules aircraft and equipment for maintenance; coordinates unscheduled maintenance actions; screens and interprets messages and instructions; analyzes reports; determines data requirements for aircraft
maintenance activities. AZCS: Able to per-

-form the' duties' required for AZC; determines personnel and material needs; prepares directives and instructions for improv-

ing operations develops a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnel for maximum utilization; organizes,
schedules, and evaluates training programs;
develops objectives for preventive maintenance and quality assurance programs; cod' ordinates the preparation and dissemination
of safety instructions applicable to aviatiop
maintenance; provides information and
advice on utilization, capabilities, reliability,
and operations. AZCM: Able to perform the
duties required for AZCS; formulates
guidelines for safety and assists in the analysis of aircraft accident ,reportsrforecasts
future requirements; piens and initiates

actioy to satisfy requirements; establishes
goals and priorities; reviews and evaluates
space, personnel, equipment, and material
requirements; recommends, prepares, and
submits aviation maintenance staff studies;
plans, organizes, implements, and controls
activities in compliance with policy statements, operation orders, and directives;
plans and forecasts workload requirements;
administers aircraft and coniponent inven-

(2/77).

and 2 in business communications, and'addi-

baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in office machines, 2 in

filing, 3 in clerical office procedures, 3 in

record keeping, 3 in office management, 2
in business communications, and 1 in personnel supervision, and additional credit in
typewriting on the basis of4institutional

evaluation, for a minimum
. total of 16 semester hours (2/77).
Recommendation, AZCS

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the sante as that for

AZC. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

in office machines, 2 in filing, 3 in clerical
office procedures, 3 in' record Weeping, 3 in
office management, 2 in business communes
cations, and 2 in personnel supervision, and
additional credit in typewriting on the basis

of institutional evaluation, fora minimum
total of 17 semester hours. In the upper
division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours for field experience in management
(2/77).
Recommendation, AZCM

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in office machines, 2 in
filing, 3 in clerical office procedures, 3 in
record keeping, 3 in office management, 2
in business communications, and 3 in techni=

cal writing, and additional credit in typewriting on the basis Of instilutional evalua-'

tion, for a minimum total of 18 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

in office machines, 2 in filing, 3 in clerical
office procedures, 3 in record keeping, 3 in
office management, 2 in business communications, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
management electives,, and 3 in"technical

writing, and additibnal credit in typewriting on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum total of 24 semester .hours.
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the upper-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours for

field experience in management, and 3 in
management problems, and additional credit
in human relations and personnel management on the basis of institutional evaluation,
for a minimum total of 6 semester hours (2/
77).

bearing, and running fix, computes effects
of wind and current, determines the appropriate rigging method to use, plans, organizes, and assigns work for 6-40 persons
and trains and supervises them in all aspects
of seamanship, equipment maintenance, and

spare parts inventory, keeps records and
logs. BMC. Able to perform the dunes.re-

quired for BMI; supervises the hindling

NER-BM-:001
BOATSWAIN'S MATE

BM3
BM2

BMI
BMC
BMCS
BMCM
Exhibit Dates: 6,71-Present:
Occupational Field: I (Getttal Seamanship).
Career Pattern

SN: Seaman (E-3). BM3: Boatswain's
Mate Third Class (E-4) BM2: Boatswain's
Mate Second Class (E-5) BMI: Boatswain's Mate First Class (E-6) BMC Chief
Boatswain's Mate (E-7). BMCS: Senior
Chief Boatswain's Mate (E-8). BMCM:
Master Chief Boatswain's Mate (E-9).
Description

Summary: Knows shipboard operations,
including stevedoring and maintenance; operates and maintains small boats and deck
equipment and machinery; is knowledgeable
of rigging, ship's security, deck seamanship,

and navigation and piloting. BM3: Able to
perform the duties required for SN; prepares metal and wood surfaces for primers
and paints, prepares and applies primers and
paints; ngs cargo handling equipment to replenish ship at sea, handles cargo in port;
knows signals for directing winch and 6rane
operators; cares for and stows natural fiber,
synthetic, and wire rope; makers fenders and
eye splices; handles small boats as coxswain.,

uses navigational aids; understands limitations of small boats in rough weather, low
visibility, and capacity; interprets Nautical
Rules of the Road regarding crossing and

overtaking situattos and- avoiding collisions; reads compasses, steers by compass;
operates and maintains sewing machine for
sewing canvas, stands watch as boatswain'smate-of-the-watch at sea and in port; sends
and receives communications by semaphore
and flashing light, uses, maintains, repairs,
and overhauls blocks, tackles, . and ship-

board egging. BM2: Able to perform the
duties required for BM3; supervises cargo
handling, supervises rigging for fueling at
sea, usin the astern, constant-tension, span-

wire, an close-in methods, maintains and
anchors, chains, cables, connecting link and shackles, determines weather
conditions from visual observations and instruments, rigs for towing and being towed,
inspects and maintains lifeboats, life rafts,
and survival equipment; launches and recovers lifeboats and ship's small craft, maintains hull records; painting records, and in-,
ventories of equipment, toolsgna paint, oboverhau

equipment, took and
paint, prepares hull reports, supervises 6-40

Jams

replacement

and storing of ammunition and .flammables,
supervises ship repair crews and the care,
maintenance, and overhaul of ground tackle
and rigging for mooring; operates and maneuvers service craft and other small craft
in amphibious, docking and undocking, and
rescue operations; uses tide and current
tables and navigational aids; uses the threeminute rule to determine speed-distancetime, has

a working knowledge of the

inland and international Nautical Rules of

the Road. ,BMCS.., Able to *form the
duties required for BMC; calculates the stability of the ship; coordinates shipboard activities during cargo operations and anchor-

ing and mooring while, underWay Ind in
port; supervises persons in all rates in a
division of 20-30 persons; organizes and

duty assignment was boat coxswain. addition-

al credit in small boat handling on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/76).
Recommendation, BMC

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in seamanship,.4 in rigging,
2 in record keeping; 2 n small boat maintenance, 2 in police science (security), and I
in small crane signaling, for a minimum
total of 16 semester hours; if the duty assignment was boat coxswain, additional credit in
small boat handling on the basis of institutional evaluation; af the duty assignment was
boat captain of a harbor service craft, 3 additional semester hours in coastline navigation

and piloting, for a minimum total of 19 semester hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5 semes-

mation directives and instructions for obtaining organizational objectives, prepares

ter hours in seamanship, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 for field experience in manage-

correspondence; establishes and implements

a program tr evaluating and assigning personnel; evaMates the division's effectiveness

and initiates improvements. BMCM: Able
to perform the duties required for BMCS,
establishes objectives and priorities in area
of responsibility; administers departmental
long-range programs, coordinates salvage
and rescue operations, develops operating
budgets and monitors expenditures; plans,
organizes, and implements all deck depart-

mental opeiations aboard ship in accordance with policies and procedures; reviews
recommendations for individual advancement and career developments, reviews personnel, equipment, and material requirements and makes appropriate recommendations.
Recommendation, BM3

In the -vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in seamanship, 3 in rigging,
and I m small crane signaling, for a minimum total of 7 semester hours; if the duty
assignment was boat coxswain, additional
credit in small boat handling on the basis of
institutional evaluation. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree catego-

ry, 3 semester hours in seamanship; if the
duty assignment was boat coxswain, addition-

al credit in small boat handling on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/76)
Reconfmendation, BM2

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in seamanship, 4 in rigging,
2 in record keeping, 2 in small boas maintenance, 2 in police science (security), and I

in small crane signaling, for a minimum
total of 15 semester hours, if the duty assignment was boat coxswain, additional credit in

small boat handling on.the basis of institutional evaluation. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 se-

ment, and 2 in record keeping, for a minimum total, of 13 semester hours; if the duty
assignment was boat coxswain, additional
credit in small boat handling on the basis of

institutional evaluation, tf the duty assignment was boat captain of a harbor service
craft, 3 additional semester hours in coastline navigation and piloting, for a minimum
total of 16 semester hours (12/76).
Recommendation, BMCS

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in seamanship, 4 in 'rigging,
3 in record keeping, 2 in small boat mainte-

nance, 2 in police science (security), and I
in small crane signaling, for a minimum
total of 17 sett ster hours, if the duty assignment was boat ,sswain. additional gredit in

small boat hand mg, on the basis of institutional evaluation if the duty assignment was
boat captain of a harbor service craft, 3.,addtbonal semester hours in coastline,navigation

and piloting, for a minimum total of 20 semester hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5 semes-

ter hours in seamanship, 3 in personnel superyision, 3 for field experience in management, 3 in record keeping, and 3 in manage-

ment electives, for a minimum total of 17
semester hours, if the duty assignment was
' boat coxswain, additional credit in small boat
handling on the basis of institutional evaluation; if the duty assignment was boat captain
of a harbor service craft, 3 additional semester hours in coastline navigation and pilot-

ing, for a minimum total of 20 semester
hours In the upper-division baccalaureate

category, 3 semester hours for a practicum

in management, and additional credit in
human relations on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/76).

mester hours in seamanship, 2 in record

Recommendation, BMCM

keeping, and 2 in personnel supervision, for
a minimum total of 8 semester hours, if the

in the lower-division

duty assignment was boat coxswain, addition-

al credit in small boat handling on the basis
of institutional evaluation (12/76)

tains discipline, serves as master -at -arms and

In the vocational certificate category, 5

repair parties during shipboard emergencies,
determines ship's position by bearing, eross-

small boat handling on the basis of institutional evaluation. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5 semester hours in seamanship, 3 in personnel
supervision, and 2 in record iNping, for a
minimum total of 10 semester hours, if the

schedules training programs, prepares infor-

persons performing work details, deck functions, general upkeep of ship, and maintenance and repair of deck equipment; main-

police petty officer BMI. Able to perform
the duties required for BM2, supervises

total of 16 semester hours, if the duty assignment was boat coxswain. additional credit in

Recommendation; BM1

semester hours in seamanship, 4 in rigging,
2 in record keeping, 2 in small-boat maintenance, 2 in police science (security), and I
in small crane _signaling, for a minimum

In the vocational certificate category or
baccalaureate/asso-

ciato_degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for. BMCS. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, k semester

hours for a practicum in management, 3 in
personnel management, 3 in management
problems, and additional credit in human
relations on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion, for a minimum total of 12 semester
hours (12/76).

NAVY ENLISTED ,RATINGS EXHIBITS
total of 10 semester hours. In the lower-

NER-Br001

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in basic marine engineering (steam generation), 3 in mechanical maintenance-or engine maintenance, 1 in
blueprint reading, and 3 in maintenance
technology, for a total` of 10 semester hours

BOILER TECHNICIAN

,,e

BT3
BT2
BTI
BTC

BTCS
BTCM
Exhibit Dates: 1/77-Present. NOTE: The
Boiler Technician rating has undergone sev-

eral changes. In 6/71, there were two ratings: Boilermaker ( 1 ) and Boilerman
(BT). In 6/72, the titl of Boilerman (BT)
was changed to Boiler echnician (BT). In
1/77, the Boilermaker (BR) rating was discontinued and the duties were incorporated
into the Boiler Technician (BT) rating. This ,

evaluation covers the period from 1/77 -

Present.
Occupational Field: 3 (Marine Engineering).
Career Pattern
FN: Fireman (E-3). BT3; Boiler Techni-

cian, Third Class (E-4) BT2: Boiler Technician, Second Class (E-5) BTI: Boiler
Technician, First Class (E-6) BTC: Chief
Boiler Technician (E-7) BTCS. Senior
Chief Boiler Technician (E-8). BTCM:
Master Chief Boiler Technician (E-9)
Description

.

Summary'. Operates and performs mainte-

nance on marine boilers, pumps, blowers,
and heat exchangers BT3: Performs tests
on boiler water, fuel and lubricating oils;
operates and performs preventive maintenance on boilers and boiler auxiliary equipment; operates distilling plant; tests and
`calibrates gauges; exercises environmental
control procedures to prevent or minimize
air pollution and oil spills, completes maintenance data forms. BT2: Able to perform
the duties required for BT3; recognizes and
corrects boiler operating malfunctions; may
supervise a fireroom watch; completes
maintenance reports; Inventories installed
equipment and orders repair parts and tools;

computes and records daily

fuel

oil and

water receipts and expenditures. BTI: Able
to perform the duties required for BT2; inspects boilers and advises on replacement
and repair actions, installg' boiler furnace
brickwork and insulationOditructs fireroom
personnel in maintenance procedures and
equipment operation; reviews maintenance
data forms; prepares weeklyt.maintenance
schedules. BTC: Able to perform the duties
required for BTI; supervises maintenance
and repair work, prepares reports; conducts
on-the-job training, monitors maintenance
and handling of logs, records, accounts, and
reports, prepares quarterly maintenance

schedules. BTCS Able to perform the

duties required for BTC, establishes and implements a program for interviewing, evalu-

ating, and assigning personnel to assure
maximum utilization; prepares, directives
and instructions for attaining organization
objectives; prepares correspondence; organizes and schedules training programs; ad-

(12/78).
Recommendation, BT2

hours (12/78).
Recommendation, BT1
In the vocational certificate category, the'

recommendation is the same as that for

BT2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in basic marine engineering (steam generation), 4 in mechanical maintenance or
engine maintenance, in blueprint reading,
in record
4 in maintenance technology,
keeping, 2 in personnel supervision, 2 in
maintenance management, and 3 in human
relations, for a total of 21 semester hours
1

1

(12/78).
Recommendation, BTC

recommendation is the same as that for
BT2. In the lower division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester.hours
in basic marine engineering (steam generation), 4 in mechanical maintenance or engine
in blueprint reading, and 4
maintenance,
in maintenance technology, 2 in record
1

keeping, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
maintenance management, and 3 in human
relations, for a total of 24 semester hours
(12/78).
Recommendation, BTCS

In the vocational certificate category, the

BT2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

associate degree category, the recommendation is the same as that foist BTC. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for field experience in management and 3 in management problems
(12/78).
Reconunendation, BTCM

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for
BT2. In the lower - division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the same as that for BTC In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-

mester hours for field experience in man-.

BUILDER

Recommendation, BT3

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in mechanical maintenance
or engine maintenance, 1 in blueprint reading,

3 in maintenance technology, for a

management problems

ing steel; erects form members and strip

forms, installs asphalt and vinyl floor coverings, interior wall coverings, door and

window trim, moldings and glass; mixes,

places, and finishes concrete, constructs masonry, metal, light wood frame, and timber

structures; operates and performs operator
Imaintenance on assigned vehicles and on
diesel and gas driven air compressors and
.portable generators; performs calculations

for simple areas and volumes; identifies and
interprets grade and site stakes. BU2: Able

to perform the duties required for BU3;

works from construction drawings and
specifications, draws simple,shop drawings
and sketches; prepares standard requisitions;
performs shoring of small excavations; performs layout for and directs crews in erectmg and stripping concrete form, establishes
lines and elevations and layout for concrete
masonry unit and brick construction; performs layout plan, and directs crews in the
construction of light wood frame and

erects

pre-engineered

buildings, directs crews in mixing, placing,

finishing, and curing concrete, computes
quantities of materials for various concrete
mixes, mortar, and stucco; applies roofing
materials, operates

and maintains

paint-

spraying and concrete-pumping equipment,
operates and performs operator mainte-

nance on stud guns; computes volume of
irregular' shaped solids BUI: Able to perform The duties required for BU2; prepares
work progress reports, implements training
for team and crew members; performs shor-

of large excavations, buildings and
structures; directs installatiOn of all types of
interior walls, tile, and suspended acoustic
tile systems; directs pile-driving operations
and teams in the construction of wood, masonry, and metal Structures;-chrects crews in
concrete construction, organizes daily work
assignments, prepares equipment, manpower, and material estimates; uses principles of
Critical -Path Method (CPM) scheduling;
performs construction and maintenance inspections; conducts slump tests on concrete
and adjusts mixes. Performs duties of carpenter shop supervisor, shop planner, and
maintenance scheduler. BUC: Able to per-

form duties for BU1, drafts correspondence;
prepares reports; supervises and coordinates
all unit tasks, provides technical advice and

assistance on plans and specifications and
on construction and maintenance

tech-

niques; implements maintenance and cost
control program,- prepares and maintains
progress charts. BUCS: Able to perform
duties 'for BUC; provides information and
advice on operations in.own area of responsibility; prepares local directives and
instructions for attaining organizational objectives and improving operationS; establishes and implements a program' to assure
maximum utilization of personnel; determines requirements for advanced planning;
coordinates equipment assignment; is capable of directing the operation and maintnnance of all utilities and the repair, alteration and maintenance of all facilities under
the cognizance of a public works depart-

(12/78).

duties required for BTCS; reviews personnel, equipment, and material reqUirements,
anil forecastts future requirements; supervises inspections; develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures.

wooden, concrete, and masonry structures,
concrete pavement, and waterfront and underwater structures BU3: Places reinforc-

ing

recommendation is the same as that for

NERLI3U-001

program. BTCM: Able to,4rform the

construction, maintenance, and repair of

timber structures;

In the vocational certificate category, the

ministers a long-range plannedimaintenance

er Third Class (E-4). BU2: Builder Second
Class (E-5). BUI: Builder First Class (E-6).
BUC. Chief Builder (E-7). BUCS: Senior
Chief Builder (E-8). CUCM Master Chief
Constructionman (E-9).
Summary.- Performs tasks ,required for

1

and 3 in

'Career Pattern
C/V: Constructionman (E-3). BU3: Build-

Description

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in mechanical maintenance
or engine maintenance, 1 in blueprint reading, 6 in maintenance technology, and 1 in
record, keeping, for a total of 18 semester
hats. In the loWer-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in basic marine engineering (steam generation), 4 m mechanical maintenance or
engine maintenancev 1 in blueprint reading,
and 4 in maintenance technology, and in
record keeping, for a total of 14 semester

agement
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BUC
BUCS
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
.Occupationa) Field: (Construction).
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ment; directs transportation and equipment
to all activities and supervises
maintenance of all equipment used for that
purpose; establishes maintenance and cost
control program; coordinates the prepara:
tion and submission of (elated reports.

NER-CE-001

services

CONSTRUCTION ELECTRICIAN

CE3"

Recommendation, CE3

CE2 -

In the vocational certificate category, 3

CE1

Recommendation, BU3

semester hours in basic electricity and 3, in

introduction to construction. In the lower-

CEC

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in introduction to construction, 3 in construction techniques, and 2 in

CEGS
Exhibit Dates:,6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 13 (Construction).
Career Pattern
CN: Constructionnian (E-3). CE3. Construction Electrician Third Class (E-4)
CE2: Construction Electrician Second Class

equipment operation and maintenance, for a

total of 8 semester hours. In the lower division baccalaureate/associate degree cat egory, 1 semester hour' in construction materials and 1 in construction techniques

(07).

(E-5), CE/:-Construction Electrician First
Class (E-6). CEC: Chief Construction Elec-

Recommendation, BL.12

trician (E-7j. CECS: Senior Chief Con-

In the vocational certificate category, 6

struction Electrician (E-8). UTCtlf. Master
Chief Utilitiesman (E-9)

semester hours in construction techniques, 3

in introduction to construction, 3 in con-

Description
Summary: Plans, supervises, and performs
tasks required to install, operate, service,

struction materials, 2 in blueprint reading,
and 2 in equipment operation and maintenance, for a total of 16 semester hours.' In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in construction techniques, 2 in general plans and
specifications, and 1 in construction Materials, for a total of 5 semester hours (1/77).

and overhaul electric generating and distribution systems, wire communication systems, and associated equipment. CE3:
Erects and climbs poles; installs storage and
dry cell batteries, installs electrical appliances and equipment; operates vehicles and
performs

Recommendation,,BUl

pre-start

checks

and

operator

maintenance; performs preventive maintenance and minor repairs on electrical power
tools, appliances, and equipment, and on in-

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in construction techniques, 3

tenor wiring systems, power distribution

in introduction to construction,
in construction materials, 3 in estimating and

systems, and, tactical field telephone systems. CE2: Able to perform the dunes required for CE3, draws simple shop drawings and sketches; reads and works from
construction drawings and specifications;
prepares time cards and material requisi-

scheduling, 3 in technical mathematics, 2 in
blueprint reading, and 2 in equipthent oper-

ation and maintenance, for a total of 25
semester hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3 semes-

tions, installs advanced -base type generators
and distribution panels, public address

ter hours in construction techniques, 2 in
general plans and specifications, 2 in fundamentals of supervision,
in construction
Materials, 1 in construction estimating, 1 in
construction management, and 1 in technical mathematics, for a total of 11 semester
hours (1/77). -

equipment, electrical conduits, wiring systems, automatic controls for boilers and for
air- conditioning and refrigeration equip-

1

operates and performs pre-start
checks and operator maintenance on auger
trunks and bucket trucks, maintains and repairs tactical field telephones, appliances,
and equipment, wiring systems, automatic
controls for boilers and for .air- conditioning
and refrigeration systems, distnbution systems, and public address systems. CEI.
ment,

Recommendation, BUC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

BUI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

Able to perform the duties required for

in construction techniques, 3 an fundamentals of supervision, 3 for field experience in
construction management, 3 in general
plans and specifications, 2 in construction
management, 2 in records and cost control,
2 in construction materials,, 1 in construction estimating, and
in technical math-

CE2; prepareg as -Built drawings, prepares
work progress and material usage reports,
conducts personnel readiness program interviews, maintains standard forms used by the
maintenance or utilities division of a public
works activity, implements training for
team or crew members, directs personnel in
the installation and operation of advancedbase type generating equipment, security

1

ematics, fora total of 20 semester hours.
(1/77).

and air field lighting systems, and fire detection and alarm systems; organizes work

Recommendation BUCS

In the vocatiolOertificate category, the
s 'the same as that for
In the lower-division baccalaureate/

assignments; prepares estimates from drawings and specifications; conducts inspections, troubleshoots systems, performs technical maintenance and repair; calibrates
automatic controls, computes load require-

recommendation

0

tenance of all facilities and equipment used
in the public works department; organizes,
schedules, and evaluates training programs

associate degree category, 6 semester hours
for field experience in construction management, 3 in construction techniques, 3 in fundamentals of supervision, 3 in general plans

ments; CEC: Able to perform the duties
required for CE1; prepares letters, instructions, and reports; administers safety program; assigns perionnel; supervises and coordinates all tasks assigned to a unit; pro-

and specifications, 3 -in records and cost
cgntrol, 2 in construction management, 2 in
construction materials, 2 in technical writing, and .1 in technical mathematics, for a
total of 25 semester hours. In the upper-

vides technical advice and assistance; implements cost control program. CECS: Able to

perform the duties required for CEC; prepares local directives and instructions for
attaining organizational objectives; estatA

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours for a practicum in managementond 3
in human relations (1/77).
°

lishes and impfemepts a program to assure
utilization of personnel and
equipment; directs the operation and mainmaximum

t)3

division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in basic electricity.

Advanced standing in a construction electrician apprentice training program on the
basis of employer or trade association performance examination (1/77).
Recommendation, CE2

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in intermediate electricity, 3 in introduction to
construction, and 2 in 'blueprint reading, for
a total of 11 semester hours. In the lowerdiOision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in basic electricity,

2 in blueprint reading, and
in electrical
construction laboratory, for a total of 6Semester hours Advanced standing in a construction electrician apprentice training pro1

gram on the basis of employer or trade
association performance examination (1/77)
Recommendation, CE1

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity, 3 in intermediate electricity, 3 in advanced electncity, 3 in introduction to construction,
and 2 in blueprint reading, for a.total of 14
semester hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree categbry, 3 semes-

ter hours in basic-electricity, 2 in electrical
construction laboratory, 2 in electrical
problems (troubleshooting), 2 in blueprint
reading,
in recbrds administration, and 1
in personnel supervision, for a total of 11
semester hours. Advanced standing in a
construction electrician apprentice training
program on the basis of employer or tradd
association performance examination (1/77)
1

Recommendation, CEC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

CE1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in basic electricity, 2 in electrical construction laboratory, 2 in electrical problems
(troubleshooting), 2 in blueprint reading, 2
in shop management, 2 in personnel supervision, 1 in records administration, and 1 in
safety management, for a total of 15 semester hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in human
relations Advanced standing in a construction electrician apprentice training program
on the basis of employer or trade association performance examination (1/77).
Recommendation, CECS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

CE1. In the lower-diyision baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in basic electricity, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in electrical construction laboratory,
2 in electrical problems (troubleshooting), 2.
in blueprint reading, 2 in shop management,
2 in records administration, and 1 in safety
management, for a total of 17 semester

hours. In the upper-diinsion baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in'human relations and 3 for a practicum in management.
Advinced standing in a construction electrician apprentice training program on the
basis of employer or trade association, per, formance examination (1/77)i
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NER-CM-001
CONSTRUCTION MECHANIC

CM3
CM2
CM1

CMC
CMCS
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Occupational Field: 13 (Construction).
Career Pattern
CN: Constructionman (E-3). CM3: Construction Mechanic Third Class (E-4).
CM2: Construction Mechanic Second Class
(E-5). CM/:" Construction Mechanic First
Class (E-6). CMC: Chief Construction Me-

chanic (E-7). CMCS: Senior Chief Construction Mechanic (E-8). EQCM: Master
Chief Equipmentman (E-9).
Description

Summary: Maintains, repairs, and overhauls automotive, construction, and mateiials-handling equipment; keeps equipment
maintenance records; prepares requisitions
and reports, trains subordinates in maintenance procedures and techniques. CM3:
Works from shop drawings, specifications,
and repair and parts manuals; performs preventive maintenance, operates equipment
during test procedures, repairs braking systems; tests electrical systems and makes
minor repairs., CM2: Able to perform the

,

duties required for CM3; prepares time

sheets, material distribution records, equipment historical files, and parts and material
requisitions; performs engine diagnosis and
corrects problems through subassembly
repair or replacement; repairs and adjusts
steering system; performs minor body repairs and painting; performs gas welding,
cutting, and brazing; operates construction,
automotive, and materiaVirprilent during
ds components.
diagnosis and testing; re
CM/: Able to perform the duties required

for CM2; prepares work progress reports
and provides material usage data; conducts
personnel readiness, capability program interviews; prepares vehicle and equipment
inspection reports; implements training for
crews and teams; overhauls internal combustion engines; diaghoses engine malfunctions; tests, diagnoses, overhauls, and adjusts diesel engine fuel systems; diagnoses
malfunctions and repairs power train units

(except torque convertor power shift and
automatic transmission); troubleshoots hydraulic, air, and vacuum braking systems;
supervises personnel repairing automotive,
constructionp and materials-handling equip-

ment; performs diagnosis and repair of
standard and electronic ignition systems,
using test equipment; organizes work as-

signments for team and crew leaders; prepares equipment, manpower, and material
estimates from drawings and specifications;,
uses prindiples and techniques of Critical'
Path Method (CPM) scheduling; identifies
fossil fuel and combustion polluting components and applies atmospheric pollution

control measures. CMC; Able to perform
the duties required for CM1; drafts letters,
instructions, and notices; prepares- reports;
administers accident prevention program;
coordinates the assignment of tasks 'to department and unit personnel; provides tech = nical advice and assistance; implements

maintenance and cost control program; organizes and controls the use of equipment
and material. CMCS: Able to pefform the
duties required for CMC; Organizes, schedules, and evaluates training progtams; prepares directives and instructions for attains
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ing organizational objectives; prepares correspondence; establishes and implements a
program for interviewing, assigning, and
evaluating personnel; coordinates equipment
assignment among various units, according
;o priorities; directs transportation and
equipment services; establishes maintenance
and cost control program; coordinates and
evaluates labor reporting, material and
equipment usage, and maintenance data and
prepares and submits related reports.

CONSTRUCTIONMAN

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Career Pattern

Constructionman (CN) is a general rate
(Naval apprenticeship) for persons at pay
grades E-1 (recruit), E-2 (constructionman
apprentice), and E-3 (constructionman).4t

pay grade E-4 (petty officer third elk);

the person may enter any one of the following ratings:. Builder (BU), Construction
Electrician (CE), Construction Mechanic

Recommendation, CM3

In the vocational certificate category, 9
semester hours in diesel, truck, or automotive mechanics and 1 in care and use of
tools. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in automotive, diesel, or truck mechanics
and 1 in care and use of tools In an automotive, diesel, or truck mechanics apprentice training program, 1,500 clock hours of
experience and 144 contact hours of related

(CM), Engineering Aid (EA), Equipment
Operator (EO), Steelworker (SW), oftkiitiesman (UT).
Description

Is introduced to all phases of construction work, including construction equipment operation and equipment maintenance,
surveying and drafting, site preparation and

earthwork, concrete and masonry, steel-

instruction (1/77).
Recommendation, CM2
In the vocational certificate category, 15

work, carpentry and painting, utilities, and
tools, understands the mission of the various
operating units of the Naval construction
force; reads simple sketches used in construction, has basic knowledge of map and
compass techniques, knows hand signals for
construction equipment operation; uses and
maintains common measuring, cutting, lineclearing, manual excavating, and portable
power tools; paints with brushes and ro
ers; knows safety requirements regarditIg

semester hours in diesel, truck, or automotive mechanics and 1 in care and use of
tools. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

associate degree category, 6 semester hours
in automotive, diesel, or truck mechanics, 3
in shop practices, and 1 in care and use of
tools, for a total of 10 semester hours. In an
automotive, diesel, or truck mechanic apprentice training program, 3,000 clock
hours of experience and 288 contact hours
----of related instruction (1/77).

construction equipment and tools, fuels,

paints, and electricity, knows first-aid procedures for controlling bleeding, preparing

Recommendation, CM1

In the vocational certificate category, 18
semester hours in diesel, truck, or automotive mechanics and 1 in care and use of

and applying improvised splints,, administer-

tools. In the lower - division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours
in diesel, truck, or automotive mechanics, 3

mediate treatment for shock; can classify

ing artificial respiation, treating heat exhaustion and heat stroke, transporting in-

jured persons; knows symptoms of and im-

in shop practices, 2 in personnel superviin records administration, and 1 in
sion,
1

care and use of tools, for a. total of 16
semester hours. In an automotive, diese- 1, or
truck mechanic apprentice training pro-

gram, 6,000 clock hours of experience and

432 contact hours of related instruction
(1/77)..
Recommendation, CMC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
CM1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 9 semester hours
in diesel, truck, or automotive mechanics, 3
in shop practices, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in records administration, and 1 in

care and use of tools, for a total of 18
semester hours. Journeyman status (defined
as 8,000 clock hours of experience and 576

contact hours of related instruction) as an
automotive, diesel, or truck mechanic
(1/77).
Recommendation, CMCS
In the vocational certificate' category, 18

semester hours in diesel, truck, or automotive mechanics, 3 in leadership, and 1 in

care and use of tools, for a total of 22

1

and administer first-aid treatment of burns,
.
Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, '3
semester hours in introduction to construcin map and compass
tion procedures,
readiqg and interpretation, and 1 in first aid,
for a total of 5 semester hours. In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in map and compass
reading and interpretation and I in first aid
(1/77). NOTE: Credit for Constructiohman
(CN) should be granted only.-after pay grade
1

E-3 has been ttr hieved.

NER-CT-001
CRYPTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN

CT3
CT2
CT1
CTC
CTCS
CTCM
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

semester hours. In the lower-division baccalaideate/associate degree category, 9 semes-

ter hours in diesel, truck, or automotive

mechanics, 3 in shop practic , 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in recor administration,
3 in introduction to man ment, and 1 in

care and use of tools,

a total of 22

semester hours. In the up -division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management and 3 in human
trelations. In an automotive, diesel, or truck
mechanic apprentice training program, the
recommendation is the same as that, for
CMC (1/77),

ti

NER-CU-001
CONSTRUCTIONMAN, MASTER CHIEF

CUCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present.
Occupational Field: 13 (Conitruttion).
Career Pattern .

May progress to CUCM. Master Chief

Constructionman (E-9), from Bugs, Senior
Chief 'Builder (E-8), or EACSvSenior Chief
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Engineering Aid (E. 8), ur SWCS, Senior
Chief Steelworker (E-8)

related computations, prepares related reports DK3. Maintains files of manuals and
documents; types at 20 wpm; types forms

Description

and,

In the upper-division baccalaureate category, I semester hour for a practicum in
management (3/79)
Recommendation, DKCS

tions in the preparation of leave records
DK2 Able to perform the duties required

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for DKC In.the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours for a practicum in management and 3
in personnel management (3/79)

(Senior Chief Steelworker), establishes
goals and sets priorities in area of responsi-

memoranda; identifies appropriate
Navy Codes for charging and crediting disbursements and receipts, applies Navy regulations in computation of pay, deductions,
and reimbursements, applies Navy regula-

bility, uses the Critical Path Method, forecasts future personnel equipment, and material requirements and takes necessary action

for DK3; processes more complex and diffi-

Able to perform the duties required for
BUCS (Senior Chief Builder),. or EACS
(Senior Chief Engineering Aid), or SWCS

cult transactions; may train and supervise
subordinate personnel. DK I: Able to per-

to satisfy them, develops procedures for
work

improvement

and
simplification
through organizational analysis; prepares

form the duties required for DK2, organizes

the flow of work in the disbursing office;

correspondence and reports; serves as a
construction inspector, manages a contracts
inspection

branch,

c. prepares correspondence and messages; pre-

pares budgets, handles cash funds, audits

implements pollution

control program and energy conservation
program; assists in the management and
operations of a public works department;
develops operating budgets and monitors

entries on statements and documents; supervises subordinate personnel. DKC: Able to
perform the duties required for DKI, super-

expenditures
Recommendation
In the vocational certificate category, use

bursement procedures; audits reports, rec-

. the recommendation for BUI (Builder First
Class) in exhibit NER-BU-001 or EA1 (Engineering Aid First Class) in exhibit NEREA-001 or SW I (Steelworker First Class)
in exhibit NER-SW-001, as appropriate. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in principles of administration, 3 in construction
contracts and agreements, and 3 in government budgeting procedures, for a total of 9
semester hours, add the 25 semester hours
for BUCS (Senior Chief Builder) in exhibit

vises a large finance establishment, prepares
and Implements a program for interviewing,
evaluating, and assigning personnel to
obtain maximum utilization; evaluates local
systews of internal control and submits recommendations concerning plans and procedures; prepares directives for the purpose of
attaining organization goals and, objectives,
organizes and schedules training programs
and evaluates results. DKCM. Able to per-

vises the operation of a disbursing office;
Interprets regulations and identifies dis-

form the duties required for DKCS, plans,
organizes, implements, and controls activities, reviews personnel, equipment, and material requirements, and forecasts future requirements; develops operating budgets and
monitors expenditures; directs an inspection
and audit of the financial transactions of a

hours or, the 25 semester hours for EACS
(Senior Chief Engineering Aid) in exhibit,
,NER-EA-001, for a total of 34 semester
hours, or the 21 semester hours for SWCS
(Senior Chief Steelworker) in exhibit NERSW-001, for a total of 30 semester-hoyrs!as
appropriate In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours for a practicum in management, 3 in forecasting, and
3 in management problems, for a total of 9
semester hours; add the 6 semester hours
for BUCS in exhibit NER-BU-00I, for a

disbursing office.
Recommendation, DK3

In the vocational certificate category or
typing, I in office procedures, and I in busi-

ness mathematics, for a total of 3 semester
hours (3/79).
Recommendation, DK2

In the vocational certificate category or

in the

Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present.
Occupational Field: 16 (Logistics)
Career Pattern
S/V: Searrian (E-3) DK3 Disbursing

Clerk, Third Class (E-4) DK2 Disbursing
Clerk, Second Class (E-5) DKI Disbursing
Clerk, First Class (E-6) DKC Chief Disbursing Clerk (E-7) DKCS' Senior Chief
Disbursing Clerk (E-8). DKCM Master
Chief Disbursing Clerk (E-9)
Description

Summary. Maintains military personnel financial records, including payroll, travel

allowances, and reimbursements, performs

lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, I semester hour in
typing, I in office procedures, I in business
mathematics, I in office machines, I in
office management, and I in record keeping, for a total of 6 semester hours (3/79)

SW-00I, for a total of 18 semester hours, as
appropriate (1/77).

DKCM

lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree cateebryi I semester hour in

hours for EACS in exhibit NER-EA-001,
for a total of 15 semester hours, or the 9
semester hours for SWCS in exhibit NER-

DK3
DK2
DK1
DKC
DKCS

the

in

total of 15 semester hours, or the 6 semester

DISBURSING CLERK

In the vocational certificate category or
in

Recommendation, DKC114

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category the recommendation
is the same as that for DKC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category 3 semester
hours for a practicum in management, 3 in
management problems, and 3 in personnel
management, for a total of 9 semester hours
in

(3/79).

-

ords, and vouchers. DKCS: Able to perform the duties required for DKC, super-

NER-BU-00I, for a total of 34 semester

NER-DK-001

pervision, for a total of 13 semester hours

.2

&commendation, DK1

In the vocational certificate category, I
semester hour in typing, I in office procedures, I in business mathematics, 1 in office
machines, I in record keeping; and 2 in

office management, for a total of 7 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
in typing, I in office procedures, I in business mathematics, I in office machines, I in
record keeping, 2 in office management, I
in personnel supervision, and I in human

relations, for a total of 9 semester hours
(3/79).
Recommendation, DKC

In the vocational certificate category, I
semester hour in typing, I in office procedures, I in business mathematics, 1 in office
machines, I in record keeping, and 3 in

office management, for a total of 8 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, I semester hour
in typing, 1 in office procedures, 1 in business mathematics, 1 in office machines, I in
record keeping, 3 in office management, 2
in human relations, and 3 in personnel su.22

NER-DM-001
ILLUSTRATOR DRAFTSMAN

DM3
DM2
DM1

DMC
DMCS

DMCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/17-Present
Occupational Field: 17, (Media).

Career Pattern
SN: Seaman

(E-3)

DM3 Illustrator

Draftsman, Third Class (E-4) DM2: Illustrator Draftsman, Second Class (E-5)
DM1: Illustrator Draftsman, First Class (E6) DMC: Chief Illustrator Draftsman (E-7)
DMCS: Senior Chief Illustrator Draftsman

(E-8) DMCM Master Chief Illustrator
Draftsman (E-9).
Description

Summary: Makes illustrations with pen
and ink, water color, and other art media,
makes orthographic and other mechanical
drawings, operates and maintains graphic
arts reproduction and audio-visual presentation equipment. DM3: Makes illustrations
with pen and ink, water color, pencils, art

markers, and, other art media for posters,
graphs, charts, training aids, books, and

publications., mixes colors; designs and executes freehand drawings in realistic and/or
cartoon style, makes orthographic and
other mechanical drawings; prepares
sketches and drawings a or audio-visual presentations; mounts and retouches photographs, uses and performs operator mainte-

nance on graphic arts reproduction and
audio-visual presentation equipment DM

Able to perform the duties required for
DM3, uses horizontal and vertical copy
camera, sets up and operates office duplicators (offset reproduction); constructs basic
cartoon figures; draws overlays*wlth ace-

inks and cell paints; uses/ elctronic
mixers and pulse generators in sound-slide
presentations, makes technical illustrations
(isometric, phantom, and exploded views).
DM1. Able to perform the duties required
tate

for DM2, schedules and assigns routine
shop work, uses air brush for illustrations
and for retouching photographs, uses and
maintains silk-screen progess equipment;
constructs cartoon figures and backgrounds,
determines and develops motion sequences
for audio-visual presentations DMC. Able
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to perform the duties required for DM1;
organizes a training aids and graphics shop;

assures compliance with copy and reproduction regulations; evaluates visual aids
andInaintains quality control; monitors control of produced classified material. DMCS:

Able to perform die duties required for

DMC; provides. technical advice concerning illustration and drafting equipment; prepares directives and instructions for achieving organization objectives and improving
operations; establishes and implements a
program for interviewing, evaluating, and
assigning personnel; organizes, schedules,
and evaluates training programs; monitors
quality Control assurance requirements; prepares cost estimates for audio-visual presentationsltdetermines audid-visual equipment
requireni ents; DMCM: Able to perform the
duties required for DMCS; plans, organizes,
implements, and controls activities; reviews
personnel, equipment, and material require-

ments, and forecasts future requirements;
develops operating budgets and monitors
expenditures; evaluates and makes recommedations for new audio-visual equipment
and innovations.
Recommendation, DM3

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic drawing, 3 in visual design, 3 in technical drafting, and 3 in basic techniques of
commercial art, for a total of 12 semester
hours (3/79).
Recommendation, DM2

hours in industrial arts education (graphics)
(3/79).
Recommendation, DMCS

In the vocational-certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
-1 m1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in basic drawing, 3 in visual design, 3 in
technical drafting, 3 in basic techniques of
commercial art, 3 in technical nlustrating, 3
in basic photography, Slot- field experience

in graphics, 3 in silk-screen printing, 3 in
advertising illustration or airbrush, and 3 in
audio-visual graphics, 3 in graphic arts man,
agement, and 3 in personnel supervisidn, for

a total of 36 semester hours. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial arts education (graphics),
3 field experience in management and 3 in
management problems, for a total of, 9 semester hours (3/79).
Recommendation, DMCM

recommendation is the same as that for
DM1. In thelower-diJision baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in basic drawing, 3 in visual design, 3 in
technical drafting, 3 in basic techniques of
commercial art, 3 in technical illustrating, 3
in basic photographY03 for field experience

in graphics, 3 in silk-screen printing, 3 in
advertising illustration or airbrush, and 3 in
audio- visual graphics, 3 in graphic arts management, and 2 in personnel supervision, for

a total of 35 semester hours. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester

st.

DTC
DTCS

bTCM
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

I

NEREA-001
ENGINEERING AID

EA3
EA2

EAI

neering Aid Second Class (E-5) EAI: Engineering Aid First CI.Ass (E16), EAC: Chief

(graphics), 6 for field experience in management, and .3 in management problems, for a
total of 12 semester hours (3/79).

Engineering Aid (E-7) EACS SeniorChlef
Engineering Aid (EP-8) CUCM: Master

NERADN-001

ity control. EA3: traces and revises drawings; prepares charts and sketches; places
construction stakes and other references;
uses standard surveying instruments; per-

DENTA LMAN

DN

Chief Constructionman (E-9).
Description
m
Summary: Plans, supervises, and performs
tasks required in construotion surveying,
drafting, planning and estimating, and qual-

forms basic calculations of regular areas,and
volumes; and performs simple tests on soils

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

and concrete materials EA2 Able to. perform the duties required for EA3; draws
mechanical layouts of service and building
utilities and of distribution and collection
systems from existing plans, sketches, or

NERDP-001

specifications; prepares niaterial requisitions;

records survey field notes; inspects the

DATA' PROCESSING TECHNICIAN.

'DP3
DP2

atterberg limits, and aggregate
soundness. EAI: Able to perform the duties
required for EA2; checks layouts and drawings for accuracy 'and confonfiance to
standards; prepares progress. reports; ()nadensity,

DPI
DPC
DPCS
DPCM

placing of concrete, and tests its compressive and flexural strength; computes irregu
lar areas; performs stadia and hydrographic

surveying; tests for soil compaction field

fl)

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in industrial arts
education (graphics) (3/79).
In the vocational certificate category, the

*.

mester hours in industrial arts education

design, 3 in technical drafting, and 3 in

Recommendation, DMC

(`'

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

semester hours in basic drawing, 3 in visual

management, for a total of 31 semester

DT3
DT2
DT I

tion is the same as that for DMCS In the

associate degree category, the recommenda-

In the vocational certificate category, 3
basic techniques' of commercial art, 3 in
technical illustrating, 3 in basic photography, 3 for field experience in graphics, 3 in
silk-screen printing, 3 in advertising illustration or airbrush, and 3 in audio-visual
graphics, for a total of 30 semester hours.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic drawing, 3 in visual design, 3 in technical drafting, and 3 in basic techniques of
commercial art, 3 in technical illustrating, 3
in basic photography, 3 for field experience
in graphics, 3 in silk-screen printing, 3 in
advertising illustration or airbursh, 3 in
audio-visual graphics, and 1 in graphics arts

DENTAL TECHNICIAN

Exhibit Dates: 6/7f;Present.
Occupational Field: 13 (Construction).
Career Pattern
CN: Constructiontpap (E="3) EA3 Engineering Aid Third Class (E-4), EA2: Engi-

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
DM1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

In the vocational certificate category or

Recommendation, DMI

NERDT-001

EAC
EACS

in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree "category, 3 semester hours in

basic drawing, 3 in visual design, 3 in technical drafting, and 3 in basic techniques of
commercial art, 3 in technical illustrating, 3
in basic photography, and 3 for field experience in graphics, for a total of 21 semester
hours (3/79).
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NERDS-001
DATA SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN

DS3

DS2
DS I

DSC
DSCS
DSCM
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

mes work assignments;. prepares equip,
ment, manpower, and material estimates;
performs maintenance and construction inspections; performs the test of Marshall stability; prepares concrete, flexible pavement,
and soil stabilization design mixes; as party
chief, establishes vertical and' horizontal
control and directs topographic, boundary,
and engineering surveys. EAC: Able to per-

form the duties required for EA'l;

super-

vises and coordinates all constructidfl tasks
assigned to a unit; provides technical advice
and assistance on plans and specifications
and on construction and maintenance techniques; implements _a program 'of maintenance and cost control. EACS: Able to perform the duties required forE4C; prepares
local directives and instruction's' for attaining organizational objectivesInd improving,
operations; establish p and implements
maximum use of personprogram to' ass

nel; determines requireniems for advance

OP
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planning. coordinates equipment assignment
among projet.ts;ois capable of directing the
operation and maintenance of all utilities

and the repair, alteration and maintenance
of all facilities under the cognizance of the
public works department, directs transportabon and equipment services to all activities and maintains all equipment used for

FN. Fireman (E-3) EM3. Electrician's
Mate, Third Class (E-4) EM2 Electrician's
Mate. Second Class (E-5). EMI Electrician's Mate. First Class, (E-6) EMC Chief

Electrician's Mate (E-7) EMCS Senior
Chief Electrician's Mate (E-8) EMCM:
Master Chief Electrician's Mate (E-9).

that purpose, establishes a maintenance and
cost control program.
Recommendation, EA3

Description
Summary. Operates and maintains power
and lighting circuits, electrical fixtures, film

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in introduction to construction. 2 in drafting, 2 in surveying, and 2 in
materials testing, for a total of 9 semester
hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 1 semester hour
in construction technology, I in drafting,
and 1 in surveying, for a total of 3 semester
hours'(1/77)

projectors, motors, generators, controllers,
switchboards, voltage and frequency regulators, and other test equipment; tests for
short circuits; rebuilds electrical equipment
EM3. Operates standard test and metering
equipment, including multimeter, voltmeter,

Recommendation, EA2

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in introduction to construction, 3 in construction methods, 4 in matenols testing, 4 in drafting, 3 in surveying, and
3 in technical mathematics, for a total of 20
semester hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semes-

ter hours in surveying, 3 in algebra, 2 in
drafting, and I in construction technology,
for a total of 9 semester hours (1/77)
Recommendation, EA1

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in materials testing, 4 in
drafting, 3 in surveying, 3 in introduction to
construction, 3 in Construction methods, 3
in earthwork computation, and 3in techni. cal mathematics, for a total of 25 semester
hours In thd lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree categdy,03 semester hours

in surveying, 3 in pavement design, 3 in
algebra, 2 in drafting, 2 in personnel sppervision, and I in construction technology,
for a total of 14 semester hours (1/77).
Recommendation, EAC

In the vocational certificatecategory, the
recommendation is the same as that for

'EA1 In the lower-divisCOn baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in construction management, 3 in surveyinge3 in pavement design,
3 in.algebra, 3 in personnel supervision. 3 in

construction technology, and 2.in drafting,
for a total of 20 semester hours (1/77).

.

it econvnendation, EACS

0

Career Pattern

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
EAl. In the lower- diviglon baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
for field experience in construction management, 3 in surveying, 3 in pavement design,
3 in algebra;3 in personnel supervision, 3 in

construction technology, 2 in drafting, and
2

in technical writing, for a total of 25

semester hours. Iri the upper-division bacca-

laureate category. 3 semester hours for a
practicum in management,and 3 in human
relations (1/77)
0

0

NER-EM-1101
ELECTRICIAN'S MALE

'sEM3
EM2

O

EMI
EMC
EM
Exhibit Dates 6/73-Present
) Occupational Field: 3 (Marine ,Engine"ering).
0

ammeter, ohmeter, oscilloscope, stroboscope, voltage tester, wattmeter, and

vacuum tube voltmeter; makes standard
wire splices; detects and locates grounds,
open circuits, and short circuits in lighting
and power circuits; solders electrical connections; examines motors and generators
for conditions and needed maintenance; op-

erates AC and DC generators; replaces
bearings in generators and motors; repairs
portable electrical tools; prepares, activates,
.and services storage batteries, troubleshoots

and repairs small boat electrical systems,
tests and maintains signal lights, search
lights, and beacons, maintains electrical
cooking equipment, computes iesistance,
current, .voltage, phase angle, and impedance; prepares diesel generators for operation; reads and interprets schematic diagrams and electrical blueprints. EM2: Able

to perform the thaws required for EM3;

directives and instructions for attaining organizational objectives, establishes and implements a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnel, administers a
long-range planned maintenance program.
Recommendation, EM3

In the vocational certificate category,-5
semester hours in basic electricity/electrohics, 3 in electrical wiring, and 3 in electrical
motors, and credit in troubleshooting techniques on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion, for a minimum total of

I I 'semester

hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in basic electricity /electronics, 3 in electrical wiring, 3 in electrical motors, and 2 in
electricity /electronics laboratory, and credit
in troubleshooting techniques on the basis

of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of II semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation, EMI

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in basic electricity/electroh3 in electrical wirin
5 in electrical
motors, and 2 in elect
and electronic
circuits, and credit in tro leshooting techniques on the basis of ins itutional evaluation, for a minimum tote- of 15 semester
hours. In the.lower-division baccaluareate/

ics,

associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in basic electricity /electronics, 3 in electrical wiring, 3, in electrical motors, and 2 in
electricity/electronics laboratory, and credit
in troubleshooting techniques and in human
relations on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion, for a minimum total of 11 semester
hours; if assigned to gas turbine propulsion

operates and uses'signal generator, operates
mstrument transformer, conducts bench

systems, credit in gas turbine technology on

tests on motor and generator windings; operates and maintains AC and DC ship propulsion equipment, installs new power and

Recommendation, EMI

lighting circuits, connects.shore power to

semester hours in basic electricity/electron-

main distribution board of ship; inspects and
maintains battery chargers, cathode protec-

tive units, air-conditioning control circuits,
air compressor control circuits, and hoist/
winch systems, completes.planned maintenance reports, inventories installed .equipment and spare part support, may supervise

up to four Third Class Electrician's Mates
EMI: Able to perform the duties required
for EM2; conducts bench tests on electric
governors, checks logic on solid state electro-hydraulic controllers; inspects ship's
service and emergency switchboard equip, ment when power is connected; estimates
extent of casualty damage to equipment, removes, tests, and replaces
components in automatic degaussing control
panels; determines type and value of accept-

able substitute components; checks electrical operating logs and maintenance records;
,prepares wiekly . maintenance schedules;
may supervise up to nine Electrician's

the basis of. institutional evaluation (12/78)
rz.

In the vocational certificate category, 5
3 in electrical wiring: 7 in electrical
motors, 4 in electrical and electronic cir-

ics,

cuits, and 1 in record keeping, and credit in
troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 20 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in basic electricity /electron-

3 in electrical wiring, 3 in electrical
motors, 2 in electricity /electronics laboratory, 3 in humM relations, 2 in personnel
ics,

supervision, 2 in maintenance management,
and
in record keeping, and credit in
1

troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 19 semester hours; if assigned to gas turbine propulsion systems, credit iii gas turbine
technology on the basis of institutional evali
uation In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electrical circuits (12/78).
0

Able to perform the duties
required for EM I, tests, inspects, and directs repairs of power and lighting equipment, static magnetic amplifier equipment,

Recommenda

voltage,and speed regulators, and static inverters; maintains files; directs operation
add cpntrol of electrical distribution and interior communication system and circuits;
plans, organizes, and directs the operation
and maintenance of electrical systems; estimates time, materials, and labor required for
repair of electrical systems and equipment.
EMCS: Able to perform the duties required
for EMe; advises on preparation for administrative, material, and readiness inspections,
the opening and inspection of equipment.
and preparation of work requests; provides
information and advises on utilization, capabilities, reliability, and operations; prepares

associate degree category, 3 semester hours

Mates. EMC:

teln the vocatio

EMC
certificate category, the

recommendation is the samebas that for

EMI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
in basic electricity /electronics, 3 ih electrical wiring, 3 M electrical motors, 2 Ih elec-

tricity/electronics laboratory, 3 in human
relations, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
maintenance managemenoti in.record keeping, and
in report writ g, and credit in
1

troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 22 semester hours; //assigned to gas turbine propulsion' systems, credit in gas turbine
technology on the basis of institutional evaluation. In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in electrical cifcuits (1278).

0

cr

O

p
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Recommendation, EMCS

In the vocational certificate category the
recommendation is the same as that for

Second Class (E-5). ENI: Enpneman, First
Class (E-6). ENC. Chief Engineman (E-7).
ENCS.

Senior Chief Engmeman (E-8).

EMI In the lower-division baccalaureate/

ENCM. Master Chief Engineman (E-9)..

(associate degree category the recommenda-

Description
N.
Summary: Operates, repairs, and performs
maintenance on internal-combustion engines, Main propulsion machinery, refrigera-

tion is the same as that for EMC In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours in electrical circuits; 3 for
field experience in management, and 3 in
Management problems, for a total of 9 se-

NEREM-002

tion, air-conditioning, gas-turbine engines,
and shipboard auxiliary equipment, stands
watch on auxiliary boilers. EN3: Uses firefighting equipment and radiac 'instruments;
performs routine hydraulic maintenance; installs hydraulic seals, packings, and wipers;
uses the following test equipment: strobo-

ELECTRICIAN'S MATE, MASTER CHIEF

scopes,

mester hours (1'2/78).

EMCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/731Present.
Occupational Field: 3 (Marine Engineering)
Career Pattern

May progress to EMCM, Master Chief
Mate (E-9) from EMCS,
Senior Chief Electrician's Mate (E-8), or
ICCT, Senior Chief Interior CommunicaElectrician's

tions Electrician (E-8).
Description

Able to perform the duties required fOr
either EMCS (Senior Chief Electrician's
Mate) or ICCS (Senior Chief Interior Communications Electrician), advises on new
developments and new technical information concerning capabilities, limitations, and
employment of interior communications and
electrical equipment; plans, organizes, and
Implements activities; plans and initiates actions 'to satisfy personnel, equipment, and
material requirements and forecasts future
requirements; schedules major maintenance
and repair, develops procedures and supervises practices and techniques for correction of equipment and system malfunctions;
supervises inspections and surveys of equipment; evaluates defective and worn electri-

micrometers, dial indicators, hydrometers. viscosity gauges, and freon leak
detectors, operates electrical charging and
regulating systems; uses and files blueprints,
microfilm, aperture cards, and ship's draw-

ings for maintaining and servicing equipment and for locating valves, piping systems, and machinery; conducts boiler water
and feed water tests; operates steam-operat-

ed distilling plants, mechanically removes
scale from evaporator tubes; operates and
stands watch on refrigeration and air-cOnditioning systems, operates air compressors;
overhauls manually-operated. valves, tests
electrp-hydraulic steering system, inspects,'
lubricates, and tests galley and laundry
equipment; recognizes symptoms in a diesel
engine and takes appropriate action to

.avoid damage to the engine; completes

maintenance data forms, exercises environ-

4

NEREN-001
ENGINEMAN

EN3
EN2
ENI
ENC
ENCS
ENCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
OccupatiOnal Field: 3 (Marine Engineering)
Career Pattern

FN. Fireman (E-3). EN3. Engineman,
Third Class (E-4).. EN2: Engineman,

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 10 semester hours in
engine maintenance and repair, 3 in maintenance technology, and 1 in blueprint reading, for a total of 14 semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation, EN2
In the vocational certificate category,
12 semester hours in engine maintenance
and repair, 3 in maintenance technology, 1
in blueprint reading, and 1 in record keep-

ing, for a total of ly semester hours. In

the loWer-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 12 semester hours in
engine maintenance and repair, 3 in maintein blueprint reading,
nance technology,
1

in record keeping, for a total of 17

semester hours, if assigned to gas turbine pro-

pulsion systems, credit_ in gas turbine technology on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/78).
Recommendation, EN1
In the vocational certificate

category,

engine maintenance and repair, 6 in maintenance technology, I in blueprint reading, 2

tools;

uses

dial

indicators,

micrometers,

clearances on journals, bearings, liners, and

and maintains auxiliary boilers, determines
engine malfunctions and takes appropriate
corrective action, checks main engine bearmg and thrust clearances; interprets causes

and prevention of damage to shati `and
thrust bearings, disassembles, cleans, inspects, and repairs mechanical and hydraulic governors, overspeed trips, and,, oad
limiting governors; supervises a damage.

control party; maintains engine) room records, reviews completed maintenance data
forms; prepares weekly maintenance sched-.

ules. ENC: Able to perform the duties required for ENI; supervises repair of engunroom equipment and auxiliary equipment, refrigeration, and air-conditioning
equipment; inspects propellert and shafts;
checks main reduction gears; supervises.'an-engineroom watch, prepares reports; estimates time and material requirements; prepares quarterly maintenance schedules; ana-

1

baccalaureate/associate
semester,. hours in

15

in record keeping, 2-in maintenance management, 2 in personnel supervision, and 3
in human relations, for a total of 31 series
ter hours; if assigned to gas turbine propulsion systems, credit in gas turbine technology on the basis of institutional evaluation
(12/78).
Recommendation, ENC

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

EN 1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate

degree category,

15

semester

hours in engine maintenance and repair, 6
in blueprint
in maintenance technology,
1

reading, 2 in record keeping, 3 in maintenance management, 3 in personnel supervision, and 3 in human relations, for a total of
33 semester hours; if assigned to gas turbine
propulsion systems, credit in gas turbine
technology-on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/78).
Recommendation, ENCS
In the vocational certificate category,

the recommendation is the same as that for°

ENI. In the lower-divison baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommendat

that-for--ENE7-in-the-

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

lyzes results df spectrographic, physical,

mester hours for field experience in management and 3 in Anagement problems

and chemical oil analysis. ENCS: Able to
perform thdduties required for ENC; monitors environmental pollution control programs; analyzes daily operating records to

recommendation is the same as that for

determine system irregularities; prepares
directives and instructions for attaining organization objectives; prepares correspondence; establishes and implements a program
for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning ,
personnel to assure maximum utilization, organizes and schedules training programs;

4

ki

1

1

and

removes, inspects, repairs, and reinstalls
liners, pistons, cylinder heads, wrist pins,
piston rings, and bearings; disassembles,
cleans, repairs, assembles, and replaces fuel

pistons. ENI: Able to perform the duties
required for EN2; inspects, repairs, tests,

78)

in

the lower-divison
degree category,

In the vocational certificate category, use
either the 20 semester hours recommended

electrical circuits, 6 for field experience in
management, and 3 in management problems, for a total of 12 semester hours (12/

monitors expenditures
Recommendation, EN3

ing, for a total of 21 semester hours. In

bridge gauges and depth gauges to take

baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in

ment, and material requirements, reviews
requirements for manuals, prints, and publications, develops operating budgets and

EN3, tests and recharges refrigeration and
air-conditioning systems, overhauls pumps;
cleans, inspects, and tests heat exchangers;

ing budgets and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, EMCM

hours recommended for ,EMC in exhibit
NER-EM-00I, or the 28 semester hours
recommended for ICC in exhibit NER-IC001, as appropriate In the upper-division

the duties required for ENCS, develops and
monitors safety programs, forecasts future
requirements; establishes goals, objectives,
and priorities, reviews personnel, equip-

15 semester hours in engine maintenance
and repair, 3 in maintenance technology,
in blueprint reading, and 2 in record keep-

oil injectors, records equipment test results
and training data; orders repair parts and

degree category, use either the 22 semester

nance program ENCM Able to perform

mental control procedures to prevent or
minimize air pollution and oil spills EN2
Able to perform the duties required for

cal equipment items in terms of feasibility
of repair or replacement, develops operat-

for EMI in exhibit NER-EM-001, or the 25
semester hours recommended for ICI in
exhibit NER-IC-001, as appropriate. In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate

administers a long-range planned mainte-

(12/78).
Recommendation, ENCM

In the vocational certificate category; the

EN1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommendation is the same as that for ENC. In the
upper-division baccalaureate/associate de-

gree category, 6 semester hours for field
experience in management and 3 in management problems (12/78).

t
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farmed by unit personnel; provides technical advice on plans and specifications and
on equipment operation, construction, and

NER-E0-001
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

maintenance techniques; implements mainte-

E03,

tt

E02,

nance and cost control programs; prepares
and maintains project progress charts; orga-

EO I

nizes and controls the site deployment of
materials and equipment. EQCS: Able to
perform the duties required for EOC; provides information and advice on the capabilities, utilization, and operations in own

EOC
EOCS

Exhibit Da tes: '6/7 1 -Prese nt.

area of responsibility; prepares correspondence; prepares local directives,and instructions for attaining organizatiohal objectives
and improving operations; establishes and

Occupational Field: 13 tConstruction).
Career Pattern

CN: Constructionman (E-3) E03: Equip-

ment Operator Third Class (E-4). E02:

Implements a program ,for assignidg and
evaluating personnel, coordinates the assigtiment of equipment amdng various proj-

Equipment Operator Second Class (E-5).
EO1: Equipment Operator First Class (E6). EOC; Chief Equipment Operator (E-7).
EOGS: Stnior Chief Equipment Operator
(E-8). EQCM: Master Chief Equipmentman
(E-9).

ects according to priorities; administers con-

struction"force tool inventory and inspection program; prepares and smaintains visual
status boards; directs the repair, alteration,

Description
Summary: Operates automotive, materialhandling, weight-lifting and construction

and maintenance of all facilities under the
cognizance of a public .works department,
establishes a maintenance and cost control
program; 'coordinates and evaluates labor
reporting, material and equipment usage
and Maintenance data and prepares related

equipment involved in earth moving, road
building, quarrying, asphalt batching and
paving, concrete paving, and construction
work. E03: Able to perform the duties of
CN (Constructionman); reads workshop
drawings and sketches; reads grade stake
markings; computes working loads for lines

repo ts; organizes. schedules, and evaluates
train &programs.
Red mendation, E03
I the vocational certificate category, 10

and wire rope; uses slings, spreaders: cargo
nets, and hooks; determines optimum work'.

ing .thsta_nces for construction equipm
with theexception of scrapers; cha
lc astachments and adapts cable/hyd
semblies-on tractors (wheeled an crawler)
d towed
with front and real' niou ed
attachrinents; maintains, di
ups, repairs,
and performs opand mounts tires; opera
erator maintenance on,portaWfto4iry, rock,
drill, self-prdpeRed compaction equipment,

-%

ester hours in construction equipment
eration, 3 in introduction to construction
uipment, and 2 in mechanical mainteance, for a total of 15 semester hours. In
.n baccalaureate/associate
e
semester hours in-conree category,
ruction equipmel operatikrfi and 1 in -me-

Chanical maintenan (107):
f02
Recommendati

In the voca ionaVertificrite category, 20
semester hours in Onsttticon equipment

wheel and crawler tractor% wheel, and
crawler front-end loaders, watehkse and-

operatii3n, 3 in introducti8g' to construction
equipment:, and 3 in mechanical mainterough-terrain forklifts upvto 6,000,potindp-.,
26 semester hours.`In
total
pacity, passenger-carrying ' vehicles an rrts . nance', for
the lower tvisant, Octalaureate/assopiate,
trucks through 5-ton, including truek-trac

a

for with semitrailer. E02: Able to perfoim
the duties required for E03; works from
construction drawings :and specifications;
draws simple shop- drawings and sketches;
maintains records and logs, including time
sheets, prepares, requisitions; changes at-

tachments and adapts cable/hydraulic assemblies on multipurpose excavators and

cranes (crawler), up to and including 3cubic -yard for clamshell, dragline, shovelfront, backhoe, pile' driver, and hooklock;

operates and performs operator maintenance on scrapers, cranes, pile drivers, rock
drills, asphalt pavers, soil stabilization

mixers, and rough-terrain forklifts, up to
and-including those with 18,000-pound capacity; maintains asphalt surfaces. EO1:

Able to perform the duties required for

work
progress, reports, and material usage data,
implements on-the-job training,. directs
crews in excavating, paving, gilding, hauling; and materials-handling operations;
makes work assignments; uses Critical Path
"Method (CPM) schedules; is a quarry oper-

E02; prepares as-built drawings,

ator and construction inspector; operates
and performs operator maintenance on asphalt and concrete batch plants; computes
volume of embankment sections; estimates

ations/constructiOn management and 3 in
human relations (1/77)

,

NER-EQ-001
EQUIPMENTMAN, MASTER CHIEF

EQCM
Exhibit dates: 6/71Present
Occupational Field:13 (CortstruM. ).
Career Pattern

May progress to EQCM, Master Chief
Equipmentman (E-9), from either EOCS,
Senior Chief Equipment Operator (E-8), or
CMCS, Sediior Cliief Construction-Mechanic (E-8).
'op
Description

Able to perform the-autitrrequired for
either EOCS (Senior Chief Equipment Op-

erator) or CMCS (Sp tor Chief Construcis future requiretion Mechanic); for
action to satis-

ments and plans and

fy them; establishes'
plans, organizes, imp

s and priorities;
ents, and controls

work activities in compliance with policy
statements and directives; reviews personnel, equipment, and material requirements;

responsible for the admihistration of a
department or company; develops procedures for work improvement and simplification through organizational analysis; manages a contracts inspection branch; implements pollution control and energy conservation programs; develops operating bud
gets and monitors expenditures; assists in
is

managing a pueW works department.
Recommendationft
In the vocational Certificate category, use
the recommendation for either E01 ( uipment'Operator First Class) in exhibit N

E0-001 or CMCS (Senior"Chief Construction Mechanic) in exhibit NER-CM-001, as
appropriate, In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester

hours in principles of administration, 3 in

4egree catego. ry,,4 %n ester houtra in con-.
Strattion.equmgmg opditiom and 2 in n14chatjiptil maintetuffice (1/771). ,
Recqmatendaticin:Al ed. ) .
Iii: the vocati&-M1 certifiate category, 30

construction contracts and agreements, and
3 in government budgeting procedures, for
a total of 9 semester hours; add either the 20

semester hours in cons ration` quipment.
uction
operation, 3 if int odUct n to c
ainteequipment, and 3 in mechanical
6 senser,,ts.r hours. In
nance, for a total

22 semester hours foro.CMCS in exhibit
NER-CM-001, for a total of 31 semester
hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate

the

lower-division .baccglorureate/assopiate

degree category, 6 semester hoUrs in construction equipTneilt operation, 2 in operations management, 2 in personnel supelkision, and _2 in mechanical maintenance, for
.
a total of 12 semester hours- ,(l/77).
Recommendation, EOC
'
In the vocational certitite category, the

semester hours for EOCS (Senior Chief
Equipment Operator) in.exhibit NER-E0001, for a total of 19 semester hours, or the

category, 3 semester hours in management
problems, 3 in forecasting, and 3 for a prac-

ticum in management, for a total of 9 semester hours; add either the 6 semester
hours for EOCS in exhibit NER-E0-001,
or the 6 semester hours for CMCS in exhibit NER-CM-001, as appropriate, for a total
of 15 semester hours (1/77).

recommendation is the same as that for
E01. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours'

in construction equipment operation, 3 in
operations management, 3 in personnel supervision, and 2 in mechanical maintenance,
for a total of.14 semester hours (1/77).
Recijnmenclittion, EOCS
"Iii the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same "as that for
E01. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

manpZvezmaterial, and equipment needs
from drawings and specifications; carries
out procedures to limit or ,minimize the ad"Verse effects of oil and fuel spillage and of
fuel Combustion on air quality. EOC: Able

associate degree category, ti semester hours

to perform the duties required for E01,

in construction equipment operatiOn, 3 in
operations planning, 3 in operations management, 3 for field experience in management, 3 in personnel supervision, and 2 in
mechanical maintenance, for a total of 20

drafts letters, reports, and instructions, co- .
ordinate's and supervises the work per

semester hours. In the uppei-division bacca-_
laureate category, 3 semester hours iri_oper-

NER-ET-001,
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

.

ET!
ETC
ETCS
ETCM

.

Exhibit Dates; 6/73-6/78.

Occupationil Field: 8 (Weapons Control).
Career Pattern

May progress from ,ETN2, Electronics
Technician, Communications, Second Class

(E-5); dr ETR2, Electronics Technician,
Radar, Second Class (E-5). ETI: Electronics Technician, First Class (E76). ETC:
,

0
1

2-27,
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Chief Electronics Technician (E-7)..ETCS
Senior Chief Electronics Technician (E-8)
ETCM. Master Chief Electronics
(E-9)
`Description

En. Able to perform the duties required

for ETN2 or ETR2, diagnoses,

isolates,

aligns, adjusts and calibrates electronic subsystems, monitors maintenance quality con-

prepares weekly preventive maintenance schedules, maintains inventory of
parts, reviews completed maintenance data
forms, trains in the operation of tests on
trol,

Recommendation, ETN3

Recommendation, ETCS
in

In the vocational certificate category, 2

In the vocational certificate category, or
the lower-division bact.alaureate/asso-

semester hours in applied mathematics, 3 in

basic electronics, 5 in circuit theory.'and 6
in systems maikenance, and credit in troub-

ciate degree categOry, the recommendation

is the same as that for ETC. In the upper-

leshooting techniques on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 16
semester hours In the lower-division bacca-

division bacctklaureate category, 6 semester

hours in circuit analysis. 3 for field Experience in management, and 3 in management
problems, for a total of 12 semester hours

laureate/associate degree category, 2 semes-

ter hours in applied mathematics, 3 in basic
electronics, 5 in circuit theory. in digital
electronics, and 2 in systems maintenance,
and credit in troubleshooting techniques on

(12/7 .8)

1

Recommendation, ETCM

subsystems, uses accounting procedures to

In the vocational certificate category,
in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for ETC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category. 6 semester
hours in circuit analysis, 6 for field experi-

maintain control of inventorres, workflow,

ence in 'management, and

and work accomplished, estimates time- and

problems, for a totial of 15 semester hours
(12/78)

basic electronics, 6 in circuit theory, and 8
in systems maintenance, and credit in troubleshooting techniques on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 49
semester hours In the lower-division bacca-

NER-ET-002

laureate/associate degree category. 2 semes-

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN

electronics, 6 in circuit theory, 2 in digital

Systems and subsystems. ETC. Able to per-

form the duties required for ET1; supervises the repair of electronic systems and

support required for repair of equipment;
provides technical and supervisory liaison
between work centers, implements and administers a maintenance and repair program; prepares quarterly preventive mainte-

nance schedules ETCS: Able to perform
the duties required for ETC, evaluates
operational test results against engineering
design standards; reviews, prepares, and ad
ministers the electronic repair organization
bill, prepares directives and instructions for
attaining organization objectives, prepares

minimum total of 13 semester hours (12/78)
Recommendation, ETN2

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in applied mathematics, 3 in

in management

ter hours in applied mathematics, 3 in basic
electronics, and 3 in systems maintenance.
and credit in troubleshooting techniques on

ET3
ET2
ET I

the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 16 semester hours (12/78)

ETC
ETCS
ETCM

correspondence, establishes and implements

a program for interviewing, evaluating, and
assigning personnel to assure maximum utilization, organizes and schedules training
programs and evaluates their effectiveness;
administers a long-range planned mainte-

the basis of institutional evaluation, for a

NER-ETR-001

Exhibit Dates: 7/78-Present Pending evalu-

El F.0 URONICS TI CHN IC IAN, RADAR

ation.

ETR3
ETR2

nance program. ETCM. Able to perform

the duties required for ETCS, plans, organizes, controls, directs, and evaluates personnel and equipment utilization, forecasts
future requirements and reviews personnel,
equipment. and material requirements, coordinates activities with other departments;
develops operating budgets and monitors
expenditures.
Recommendation, ETI

-

In the vocational certificate category, use
the 19 semester hours for ETN2 (Electronics Technician, Communications, Second
Class) in exhibit NER-ETN-001, or the 19
semester hours for ETR2 (Electronics
Technician, Radar, Second Class) in exhibit
NER-ETR-00I, and 2 additional semester
hours in systems maintenance, for a total of
In the lower-division
21 semester hours
degree

baccalaureate/associate

category,

use the 16 semester hours for ETN2 (ElecCommunications,
Technicians
tronics
Second class) in exhibit NER-ETN-001, or
the 16 -se ester hours for ETR2 (Electronics Technician. Radar, Second Class) in ex-

hibit NER-ETR-001, and additional credit
additional semester hour in
as follows.
systems maintenance, 3 semester hours in
human relations, 2 in personnel management, and 2 in maintenance management,
for a total of 24 semester hours In the
1

upper- division baccalaureate category 6 semesterhours in circuit analysis (12/78)
Recopmendation, ETC

Inlhe vocational certificate category, use

the 21 semester hours for ET1 and I semes-

ter hour in record keeping, for a total of 22
semester hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, use the
24 semester hours for ET1 and additional
credit as follows. 1 additional semester hour
in personnel supervision and I in maintesemester hour in
nance manageiwt,
record keeping, and-km report wtiting, for
a total of 28 semester liters, In the upper.
division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours in circuit analysts (12/78).
1

Exhibit Dates: 6/73-6/78 (Effective 7/78

NE R-ETN-001

the ETR rating was discontinued.)
Occupational Field: 8 (Weapons Control)

ELICTRQN ICS TECHNICIAN,
COMMUNICATIONS

Career Pattern

SN. Seaman (E-3). ETR3 Electronics

ETN3
ETN2

Technician, Radar,
ETR2. Electronics

Exhibit Dates: 6/73-6/78 (Effective 7/78,

Third

Class

Technician,

(E-4).

Radar,

Second Class (E-5) ET1 Electronics Technician, First Class (E-6) ETC. Chief Elec-

the ETN rating was discontinued.)
Occupational Field: 8 (Weapons Control)

tronics Technician (E-7) ETCS Senior

Chief Electronics Technician (E-8) ETCM:
Master Chief Electronics Technician (E-9).

Career Pattern

SN Seaman (E-3). ETN3. Electronics

Technician, Communications, Third Class
(E-4) ETN2. Electronics Technician, Communications, Second Class (E-5) ET1
Electronics Technician, First Class (E-6)
ETC: Cfnec Electronics Technician (E-7)
ETCS. Senior Chief Electronics Technician

Description
Summary. PerfOrms maintenanee on elec-

Technician (E-9).

Reads and interprets...schemancs and block
diagrams; uses test equipment andrhand,
tools; repairs electrical/electronic cables
and connectors; localizes malfunctions and

tronic surface and air tracking. and detection equipment, electronic recognition and
identification equipment: and aids to navigation, possesses' a general working knowledge of electricity and electronics ETR3

(E-8). ETCM. Master Chief Electronics
Description
Summary: Performs maintenance on elec-

tronic equipment and components used for
communications, cryptography, and navigation, possesses a general working knowlETN3.
edge of electricity and electrons
Reads and interprets schematic id block
diagrams; uses test equipment and handtools, repairs electrical/electronic cables
and connectors, localizes malfunction's and

repairs or replaces faulty parts or subas-

Qt.

repairs or replaces. faulty parts or subassemblies; aligns, adjusti, calibrates, and per-

forms preventive maintenance on equipment; inventories tools and portable test
equipment; orders parts and tools; inspects,
cleans, and lubricates equipment; completes

maintenance data forms ETR2 Able to
perform the duties required for ETR3;

radar ,transmitting equipment,
radar receiving equipment. radar adentifica-

semblies, aligns, adjusts, calibrates, and per-

maintains

forms preventive maintenance on equipment, inventories tools and portable test

non equipment, and air navigation equip-

equipment; orders parts and tools, inspects,
cleans, and lubricates equipment, completes

maintenance data forms ETN2: Able to
perform the duties required for ETN3,

maintains electrical/electronic navigational
aids, and communications receiving and
transmitting equipment, localizes malfuncnods to systems, subsystems, circuits, and
parts, inventories installed equipment, completes maintenance reports

0)

localizes malfunctions to systems,
subsystems, circuits, and parts; inventories
Installed equipment, completes maintenance
ment;

reports
Recommendation, ETR3

In the vocations

rtificate category, 2

applied mathematics, 3 in
semester hours
basic electro es, 5 in circuit theory, and ,6
in systems tnamtenance, and credit in

troubleshooting.k.ahniques on the basis of

4
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.

institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 16 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degreo category, 2
semester hours in applied mathematics, 3 in

EWI, tests and evaluates newly installed or
repaired electronic warfare equipment, conducts electronic interference surveys and
recommends corrective action, supervises

applied mathematics, and I in record keeping, and credit in troubleshooting tech-

in

an operational training program for elec-

digital electronics, and 2 in systems mainte-

trum'. warfare personnel, supervises and
trains personnel in maintenance procedures,

associate degree category, 4 semester hours
in systems maintenance, 3 in basic electron-

basic electronics, 5 in circuit theory,

1

nance, and credit in troubleshooting techniques on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 13 semester
hours (12/78). 0
Recommendation, ETR2

' IQ the' vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in apphed mathematics, 3 in

basic electronics, 6 in circuit theory, and 8
in systems maintenance, and credit in
troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 19 semester ours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2
semester hours in applied mathematics, 3 in

basic electronics, 6 in circuit theory, 2 in
digital electronics, and 3 in systems mainte-

nance, and credit in troubleshooting techniques on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 16 semester

coordinates test equipment calibration requirements and procedures, writes messages
and prepares reports; prepares quarterly
'maintenance schedules EWCS. Able to perGqrm the duties required for EWC, administers a long-range planned maintenance pro-

gram; coordinates the collection, preparation, and dissemination of technical information pertaining to test, maintenance, and
repair of electronic warfare systems; prepares directives and instructions for attaining organization objectives and improving
operations; prepares correspondence; estab-

lishes and jmplements a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnejsro assure maximum utilization; organizes
an
schedules training programs. EWCM:

Able to perform the duties required for

niques on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion, for a minimum total of 21 semester
hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/

ics, 5 in circuit theory, 2 in applied mathematics, 2 in digital electronics, 3 in human

relations, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
maintenance management, I In record keeping, and I in report writing, and credit in

troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 27 semester hours In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours in

circuit theory (12/78)
Recommendation, EWCS

In the vocational certificate categoryor
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation
in

is the same as that for EWC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 6 semester

hours in circuit theory, 3 for field experi-

EWCS; plans, orgkrnzes, and implements

ence in management, and 3 in management
(12/78).
'Recommendation, EWCM

NER-EW-001

electronic warfare activities; forecasts
future requirements; develops operating
budgets and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, EW3

ELECTRONICS WARFARE TECHNICIAN

semester hours in systems maintenance, 3 in

hours (12/78),

In the vocational certificate category, 6
basic electronics,5,in circuit theory, and 2

EW3
EW2

in applied mathematics, and credit in
'troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 16 semester hours In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree, category, 2

EWI
EWC
EWCS
EWCM

division baccalaureate category, 6 semester

hours in circuit theory, 6 for field experience in management, and 3 in management

problems, for a total of 15 semester hours
(12/78).

basic4electromcs, 5 in circuit theory, 2 in

Warfire Technician, Third

Class (E-4).Electronics Warfare Technician,
Second Class (E-5). EWI. Electronics War-

EW2:

fare Technician, First Class (E-6). EWC.
Chief Electronics Warfare Technician (E7). EWCS. Senior Chief Electronics Warfare Technician (E-8). EWCM. Master
Chief Electronics Warfare Technician (E9).

.
Description
Summary: Operates, repairs, and performs

maintenance on electronic warfare equipment; analyzes and evaluates received signals. EW3: Operates electronic signal analyzing equipment; operates electronic direction-finding equipment; maintains radio fretransmission

In the vocational certificate category, or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation
is the'same as that for EWC In the upperin

semester hours in systems maintenance, 3 in

Exhibit Dates: 6/71- Present.
Occupational Field: 10 (Sensor Operations)
Career Pattern
S/V Seam
(E-3). EW3: EleCtronics

qusncy

problems, for a total of 12 semester hours

systems;

performs

maintenance on electronic warfare equipment, reads and interprets electronic block
diagrams. EW2. Able to perform the duties
required for EW3, tests analog and digital
circuits, servomechanisms, and digital logic
and interconnecting circuits; operates general-purpose test equipment, including
power meters, oscilloscopes, signal generators, counters, pulse generators, and time/
frequency domain reflectometers, reads and
Interprets electrical/electronic schematics
and blueprints for maintenance and modifications, inventories installed equipment and

spare part support. EWI. Able (o perform
the duties required for EW2, analyzes electronic systems faults and initiates corrective'
action, analyzes test equipment defects and
determines corrective action, trains electronics warfare operators in signal analysis
and equipment operation, prepares weekly
preventive maintenance schedules. EWC.

Able to perform the duties required for

applied` mathematics, and I in digital elec-

tronics, and credit in troubleshooting techniques on the basis of institutional evaluq;
tion, for a minimum total of 13 semester
hours (12/78).
Recommendation, EW2

In the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in systems maintenance, 3 in

basic electronics, 5 in circuit theory, and 2
in applied mathematics, and credit in
troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 18 semester hours In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in systems maintenance, 3 in

basic electronics.-6 in circuit theory, 2 in
applied mathematics, and 2 in digital electronics, and credit in troubleshooting techniques on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 16 semester
hours (12/78)
Recommendation, EW1

In the vocational certificate category, 10.
semester hours in systems maintenance, 3 in

basic electronics, 5 in circuit theory, and .2
in applied mathematics, and credit in
troubleshooting techniques on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 20 semester hours In the lower-division
baccalaureate /associate degree category, 4
semester hours in systems maintenance, 3 in

basic electronics, 5 in circuit theory, 2 in
applied mathematics, 2 in digital electroniCs,
3 in human relations, 2 in personnel supervision, and 2 in maintenance management,'
and credit in troubleshooting techniques on

the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 23 semester hours In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6semester hours in circuit theory (12/78)
Recommendation, EWC

In the vocational certificate category, 10
semester hours in systems maintenance, 3 in

basic electronics, 5 in circuit theory, 2 in

NER-FN-001
FIREMAN

FN
Exhibit Dates: 6/71- Present.
Career Pattern

Fireman is a general rate (Naval appren-

ticeship) for persons at paygrade E-I (recruit), E-2 (fireman apprentices, and E-_-3
(fireman). At paygrade E-4 (petty offiter
third class), the person may enter any one
of the following ratings. Boiler Technician
(BT), Electrician's Mate (EM), Engineman
(EN), Gas Turbine System Technician
(GS), Interior Communications Electrician
(IC), Machinist's Mate (MM), Hull Maintenance Technician (HT), Machinery Repairman (MR), Molder (ML), or Patternmaker
(PM).
Description

Perform all basic fireman apprenticeship
functions in engmeenngareas aboard ship,
involving cleanliness, operation, maintenance, and preservation of main propulsion,
auxiliary steam or diesel machinery, steam
or diesel generators, various pumps, motors,
and -associated equipment, identifies functions of refrigeration equipment, anchor

windlasses, distilling plants, and compressors, uses and maintains handtools, stands
security watches and fib watches; knows
the purpose and limitations of first aid and
the first aid treatment for electrical shock,
simple and compound fractures, heat exhaustion, heat stroke, and burns, mustbe
qualified as a Swimmer Fourth Class, requiring floating for a minimum of five minutes, preparing and using clothing and
buoyant objects for staying afloat, and
swimming through oil, flames, and debris;
knows how to determine the classes of fire
and how to extinguish them, knows how to
couple, uncouple, and Astow fire hoses and

NAVY,. ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
how to use carbon dioxide, dry chemical,
and water-portable lire extinguishers, knows
the function of the typical fire main system,

fixed carbon dioxide system' water washdown system, and magazine sprinkling
system, knows the difference between'
flooding and progressive flooding and the
dangers involved.
Recommendation

' In the vocational certificate category or
thtu lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

in

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
marine engineering and credit in first .aid
and fire science on the basis of institutional
evaluation, if the duty assignment was boat
engineer, 3 semester hours in diesel engine
technology, if qualified as a Swimmer First
semester hour in swimming and
Class,
additional credit in swimming on the basis

exhibit NER-MT-001, as appropriate In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, use the recommendation

for FTGC (Chief Fire Control Technician,

Gun Fire Control) in exhibit NER-FTG001, or FTBC (Chief Fire afro) Technician, Ballistic Missile Fire Control) in exhibit NER-FTB-001, or FTMC (Chief Fire
Control Technician, Surface Missile Fire
Control) in exhibit NER-FTM-001, or
MTC.(Chief Missile Technician) in exhibit
NER-MT-001, as appropriate In the
upper - division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for field experience in management and 3 in management problems
(12/78)..
"Recommendation, FTCM

1

of institutional evaluation (12/78). NOTE.
Credit for Fireman (FN) should be granted
only after paygrade E-3 has been achieved.

in

In the vocational certificate' category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for FTCS In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 6 semester

hours for field experienc, in management,
and43.in management problems (12/78).

FTCS

FTCM

FTB3,
FTB2
FTB I
FTBC

Fire Control (E-7),
FTMC, Chief Fire Control Technician,
Surface Missile Fire Contiol (E-7), or
MTC, Chief Missile Technician (E-7)

Technician,

Gun

FTCS. Senior Chigf Fire Control Technician (E-8) FTCM: Master Chief Fire Controt Technician (E-9).
Description

FTCS Able to perform the duties re-

quired for FTBC (Chief Fire Control Technician, Ballistic Missile Fire Control),
FTGC (Chief Fire Control Technician,

Gun Fire Control), FTMC (Chief Fire

Control Technician, Surface Missile Fire
TechniControl), or Nfttl'gChief
rovides information On
eian), advises a
rehabiltty, utilization, capabilities, and operations of weapons department; prepares
directives and instructions for attaining organization objectives, prepares correspondence, establishes and Implements a program

for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning
personnel to assure maximum utilization; or-

ganizes and schedules training programs;
administers a long-range planned mainte-

nance program FTCM: Able to perform
the duties required for FTCS, provides

technical information and advice concerning .operational employment of weapons
equipment; plans, organizes, implements,
and controls activities, forecasts future requirements ,mst, reviews personnel, equipand material requirements; develops
me
ng bud elOiland monitors expendiope
tures

Recommendation, FTCS

In' the vocational certificate category, use

the recommendation for FTG2 (Fire Control Technician, Gun Fire Control, Second
Class) in exhibit NER-FTG-001, or FTB2
(Fire Control Technician, Ballistic Missile
Fire Control, Second Class) in exhibit

basic electricity/electronics, and 3 in

ap-

plied mathematics (12/78)
Recommendation, FTB2

In the vocational certificate category, t
semester hours in basic electricity/electronics, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in basic
blueprint reading, and 2 In applied physics,

for a total of 14 semester hours In the

lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-.
gree category, 6 semester hours in basic
electricity//electromcs, 3 in applied mathematics, and 3 in basic blueprint reading,
for a total of 12 semester hours (12/78)
Recommendation, FT131

In the vocational certificate category, the

in basic electricity/electronics, 3 in applied,
mathematics, 3.in basic bkprilit reading, 2
in maintenance
in personnel
management, and 3 in human relations, for
a total of 19 semester hours (12/78)
Recommendation, FTBC

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present
Occupational Field: 8 (Weapons Control)
Career Pattern

SN. Seaman (E-3) FTB.I Fire Control
Technician, Ballistic Missile Fire Control,
Thi[d Class (E-4) FTB2. Fire Control
Technician, Ballistic Missile Fire Control,

FTB2. In the lower-division baccureate/

associate degree category, 6 semester hours

in basic electricity/electromcsi 3 in applied
mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint reading, 3
in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance,---j
management, 3 in human relations, and 1 in

record keeping, for a total of 22 semester
hours (12/78).

Second Class (E-5) FTBl: Fire Control
Technicran, Ballistic Missile Fire Control,
First Class (E-6). FTBC. Chief Fire Control Technician, Ballistic Missile Fire- Control (E-7). FTCS Senior Chief Fire Control

Technician. (E-8). FTCM: Master Chief'
Fiie Control Technician (E-9),
Description
Summary: Operates, repairl, and performs

maintenance on ballistic missile fire control
systems, equipment, and associated test
equipment. FTB3: Adjusts, aligns, and calibrates basic electronic circuits-under supervision, performs troubleshooting, calibration, adjustments, and tests on missile fire
control and guidance systems and support
subsystems; Isolates and replaces faulty
parts and components; identifies electrical
components and parts from drawings and
schematic diagrams; identifies basic digital
circuits; orders repair parts, completes
maintenance data forms. FTB2: Able to perform the duties required for FTB3, isolates
and replaces defective circuit components,
performs troubleshooting, calibration, adjustments, and-tests on missile fire, control
guidance systems and support subsystems, operates analog/digital computer,
maintains logs and records, completes maintenance reports, inventories installed equip-

ment F7/. Able to perform the duties
required for PTB2, Inspects mayatenance
and repair work of weapon syst7ms and
auxiliary equipment, reviews completed
maintenance data forms, prepares weekly
maintenance schedules, administers nuclear

Technician, Surface Missile Fire Control,

weapon security procedures. FTEc Able
to perform the duties required for FTB1,

Second Class) in exhibit NER-FTM-001, or
MT2 (Missile Technician, S%ond Class) in

directs maintenance on fire control, guid-

NER-FTB-001, or FTM2 (Fire Control

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours iii

associate degree category, 6 semester hours

FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN, BALLISTIC
MISSILE FIRE. CONTROL.

Occupational Field: 8 (aVeapons Co*ol)

May progress from FTBC, Chief Fire
Control Technician, Ballistic Missile Fire
Control (E-7), FTGC, Chief Fire Control

In the vocational certificate category or
in

FTB2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/

NER-FTB-001

Exhibit Billies: 6/73-Present
Career Pattern

schedules
Recommendation, FTB3

recommendation is the same as that for

NER-FT-001
FIRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN

ance, missile, test, and readiness equipment
and support subsystems, assures compliance
with nuclear weapons safety rules, prepares
reports, prepares quarterly maintenance

serves as shop supervisor, coordinates and

e.)

NER-FTG-001
FJRE CONTROL TECHNICIAN, GUN FIRE
CONTROL

FTG3
FTG2
FTG I
FTGC
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present

Occupational Field: 8 (Weapons Control\
Career Pattern

SN Seaman (E-3) FTG3 Fire Control

Technician, Gun Fire Control, Third Class
(E -4J FTG2. Fire Control Technician, Gun

Fire Control, Second Oats (E-5) FTGI:
Fire Control Technician, Gun Fire Control,

First Class (E-6) FTGC. Chief Fire Control Technician, Gun Fire Coiltrol (E-7)
FTCS: Senior Chief Fire Control Technician (E-8). FTCM: Master Chief Fire Control Technician (E-9)
Description
Summary. Operates, repairs, and performs

maintenance on shipboard gun fire control
systems including submarine weapon control systems and associated test equipment
FTG3 Assists in troubleshooting and re-

pairing electrical and electronic gun fire

control systems, performs preventive maintenance on weap9ns, follows standard

clickout procedures to ,locate and repair
system malfunctions, tests, 'aligns, and adjusts radar - indicating circuits and power
supplies, lises test equipment, including
voltmeters, oscilloscopes, &ad signal gener-
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ators. performs Oper4tvnal tests and operator adjustments on-Weapon equipment, operates radar equipment, fire control systeis,
and weapon direction/designation sysOns
in all modes. fabricates, maintains, and .111stallvelectnealielectromcs cable assemblies,
performs electro-mechanical maintenance
on mechanical and electrical mechanical assembhes, completes maintenance forms, inventories parts and supplies FTG2. Able to

perform the duties required for FTG3, repairs, troubleshoots, and performs preventive maintenance on electrical and electronic gun fire control systems, specialized
equipment: and circuits, reads schematics
and block diagrams, completes maintenance
reports, inventories installed equipment
FTG I. Able to perform the 'duties required
for FTG2, analyzes fire control systems
failures and directs corrective maintenance
action: coprdinates shop activities and
serves as weapon systems test coordinator,
diagnoses non-routine malfunctions and provides the expertise necessary to effect repairs, inspects completed work assignments,
tests, analyzes, Isolates. faults, and adjusts
digital computers; prepares weekly mamte

Occupational Field: 8 (Weapons Control)

Career Pattern

SN Seaman (E-3) FTM3 F$ Control

Technician. Surface Missile Fire Control.
Third Class (E-4) FTM2. Fire Control
Technician, Surface Missile .Fire Control,
Second Class (E-5) FTM1 Fire Control
Technician, Surface Missile Fire Control.
First Class (E-6) FTMC Chief Fire Control Technrcian, StiFface Missile Fire Control (E-7) FTCS Senior Chief Fife Control
Technician (E-98) FTCM' Master Chief
Fire Control Technician (E-9).
Description
,Summary Operates, repairs, and performs

maintenance on surface missile fire control
systems (including *weapon direction sys
ment, missiles, and associated support
in troublespootequipment. FTM3: ssis

mg and repairing electric and electronics
surface missile fire control sydems, performs preventive maintenance on weapons,
follows standard checkout procedures to

generators, performs operational jests and
operator adjustments on weapon equipment,
operates radar equipment, *fire control sys-

In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity/electronics, and 3 in ap-plied mathematics (12/78)
the

Recommendation, FTC2

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electricity/electron-

in applied mathematics. 3 in basic
blueprint reading. and 2 in applied physics,
for a total of 14 semester hours In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6 semester hours in basic
lied mathelectricity/electronics, 3 in
uepr t reading,
ematics, and 3 in basic
for a total of lid semester hours (12/78)
3

Recommendation, FTC1

-

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
FTG2. In the lower-diyision baccalaureate/
associate degree category,6 semester hours
in -basic electricity/electronics, 3 in applied
mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint reading, 2
in personnel supervision, 2 in maintenance
management, and 3 in human relations, for
a total of 19 semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation, FTGC
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation. is the same as that for

FTG2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associd,teedegree category, 6 semester hours

in basic electricity/electronics. 3' in applied
mathematics. 3 in basic blueprint reading, 3
in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance
management, 3 in human relations, and 1 in

record keeping, for a total of 22 semester
hours (12/78)

tems,

and weapons direction/designation

systems in all modes; fabricates, maintains,
and installs electrical/electronics cable assemblies; performs electro-mechanical maintenance on mechanical and electrical mechanical assemblies, completes maintenance
'forms, inventories parts and supplies
FTM2: Able to perform the duties required
for FTM3; repairs., troubleshoots, and performs preventive maintenance on electrical
and electrrAmpisurface missile fire control
systems, specialized equipment, and circuits,
reads schematics and block diagrarns, completes maintenance reports, inventories installed equipment. FTM I. Able to perform
the duties required for FTM2, analyzes fire
control, systems failures and directs corrective maintenance action, coordinates shop
activities and serves as weapon systems test
coord tor, ilia noses non-routine malfuncrov s the expertise necessary
tions an
inspects completed work
to effect re
assignmen ; tests, analyzes, isolates faults,
and adjusts digital computers, prepares
weekly maintenance schedules. FTMC'
Able to perforrn the duties required for
FTM1, plans and implements inspection
programs and safety inspeCtiors; prepares
periodic reports, serves as shop supervisor,
prepares quarterly maintenance schedules
Recommendation, FTN13
in

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 seta-tester hours in

basic electricity /electronics, and 3 in applied mathematics (12/78)
Recommendation, FTN12

In the vocational certificate category. 6
semester hours in basic electricity /electron-

3 in applied mathematics, 3 in basic
blueprint reading, and 2 in applied physics,
. for a total of 14 semester hours In the
lower-division baccalaureat/associate de.
gree -category, 6 semester hours- in basi
electricity/electrohics, 3 in applied mathematics. and 3 in basic blueprint reading,
for a total of 12 semester hours (12/78).
ics,

NER-FTM-001
FIRE CON (ROL TECHNICIAN, SURI ACL
MISSILE FIRE CONTROI

FTg3
FTM2

Recommendation, FTM1

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
FTM2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

FTM I

FTMC
Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

FTM2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours

in basic electricity/electronics, 3 in applied
mathematics. 3 in basic blueprint reading, 3
in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance
management, 3 in human relations, andI in
record keeping, for a.total of ?2 semester
hours (12/-T8)

NER-GM-001
GUNNER'S MAIL

GMCS
GMCM

aligns, and adjusts radar-indicating circuits

implements inspection programs and safety
periodic reports,
prepares
inspections,
serves as shop supervisor, prepares quarter-

in

Recommendation, FTN1C

locate and repair system malfunctions, tests,
and power supplies, uses test equipment, including voltmeters, oscilloscopes, and signal

4,

a total of 19 semester hours f 12/78),

terns and search radar), telemetry equip-

nance schedules FTGC Able to perform
the duties required for FTG1, plans and

ly maintenance schedules.
Recommendation, FTC3

in basic elevtricity/electronics, 3 in applied
mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint reading, 2
in personnel supervision, 2 in mmntenanee
management, and 3 in human relations, for

associate degree category, 6 semester hours

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

NER-6MG-001
GUNNER'S MAIL, GUNS

it

GMG3
GMG2
GMG I
GMGC

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation

NER-GMM-001
GUNNelefta421,...W511 LS

GMM3
GM5,I2

GMM I

GMMC
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

IIER-GMT-001
GuNNreS MATE TECHNICIAN

GMT3
GMT2

GMTI
GMTC
GMTCS

GMTavra
Exhibit Dates: PendMg' evaluation

NER-GS-001
GAS TURBINE SYSTEM TECHNICIAN

GSCS
GSCM
Exhibit Dates: 10/78- Present Pending evaluation

,
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trot equipment; inspects andtests installed
damage, control equipment and systems;
performs brazing, electrical arc welding,
and oxyacetylene welding and cutting; repairs ship plumbing and piping systems;
controls discharging and pumping of waste
in restricted water; completes maintenance
data forms; orders repair parts: and tools.
NM 'Able to perform the duties required
for HT3;.performs gas-free testing of voids
and compartments to assure safe entry; inspects fire main, sprinklers, and ventilationsystems; performs repairs to ship structure

NER-GSE2001
GAS TURBINE SYSTEM TECHNICIAN,
ELECTRICAL

GS3
GS2

° GSI
GSC
Exhibit Dates: 10/78-Present Pending evaluation.

using heavy gauge metal; completes mainte-

nance reports; inventories installed equipment. HTI: Able to perform the duties required for HT2; organizes and supervises
damage contrq) and firefighting panics; prepares training records; reviews completed'
maintenance' data forms; prepares weekly
maintenance schedules HTC: Able to perform the duties required for HTI; plans and
conducts daniage control exercise; maintains shop records and paepares progress
reports, supervises training programs; estimates time, personnel, and material require-

NER-GSM-001
GAS TURBINE SYSTEM TECHNICIAN,
MECHANICAL

GSM3'
GSM2
GSM I

GSMC
Exhibit Dates: 10/78-Present Pe,,nding evaluation:--

management', and 3 in human relations, for
a Total of 29 semester hours (12/78).
Recontmendation, HTCS

In the vocational certificate category or

prepares

is the same a that for'HTC In the upper-

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours for field experience in management
and 3 in management problems (12/78).\
Recommendation, HTCM

In the vocational certificate category or

the lower-diyision baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for HTC. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours for field experience try management,
and 3 in management problems (12/78).
in

NER-IC-1301
INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN.-

.IC3

quarterly

IC2

ICI
ICC

technician shop, HTCS: Able to perform
the duties required for HTC, prepares dir-

NER-HM-001

ectives and instructions for attaining organizational objectives, establishes and implements a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnel to assure maximum utilization; prepares correspondence;
organizes and evaluates training programs;

HOSPITAL CORPSMAN

HM3
HM2
FLM I

administers a long-range planned maintenance program. HTCM: Able to perform
the duties required for HTCS; reviews personnel, equipment, and material require,
ments and forecasts future requirements,
plans, organizes, Implements, and .controls
activities; develops operating budgets and

HMC
HMCS
HMCM
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation

monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, HT3

NER-HN-001 1

In the vocational certificate category or

in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

HOSPITALMAN

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
arc welding, 2 in oxyacetylene welding, 4

HN
Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation

in fire science, 2 in basic plumbing. and 2 in

brazing and soldering, for a total of 12 semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation HT2

NER-HT-001

In the vocational certificate category or

in

HULL MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
arc- welding, 3 in oxyacetylene welding, 6
in fire science, 3 in basic plumbing, 3 in

HT3
HT2

brazing and soldering, and 1 in record keeping, for a total of 19 semester hours (12/78),
Recommendation, HTI
In the vocational certificate category, the

HTI
HTC
HTCS
HTCM

recommendation is the same as that for

baccalaureate /also='
egory, the recommendation

lower- vision
the lowers

elate degree

maintenance
schedules, supervises a hull maintenance
ments;
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IC CS
. Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present

Occupational Field: 3 (Marine Engineering)
Career Pattern

FN. Fireman (E-3). IC3. Interior Com-

munications Electrician, Third Class (E-4).
IC2: Interior Communications Electrician,
Second Class (E-5), ICJ: Interior Communications Electricians, First Class (E-6).

ICC: Chief Interior Ct1Mmunications Elec-

trician (E-7). ICCS: senior Chief Interior

Communications Electrician (E-8). EMCM:
Master Chief Electrician's Mate (E-9)
Description
Summary :: Operates and performs mainte-

nance on voice interior communications

systems, alarm systems, warning systems
ship's control systems. 'plotting systems,

gyrocompass Systems, and entertainment
systems. 1C3: Operates standards test and
metenng equipment, including multimeter,
voltmeter, ammeter. ohmmeter, oscillo-

scope, sighal generator, frequency meter,

vacuum tube voltmeter, and megger; makes

standard wire splices. tests and operates
alarm and indicating systems; troubleshoots
and repairs synchro systems: inspects, tests.
maintains, charges, and replaces batteries,
repairs components of general announcing
systems and sound-powered telephone systems; cleans and inspects plotters and dead reckoning equipment; tests external circuits
of interior communications equipment for
continuity, short circuits, and grounds, and
measures electrical quantities; reads and interprets, schematic diagrams and blueprints
of basic electrical, elec onic, and logic circuits, IC2: Alale to perform the duties 're-

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Occupational Field: 4 (Ship Maintenance).
Career Pattern

H12. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in arc welding, 3 in oxyacetylene weldin)k

FN. Fireman (E-3). HT3: Hull Maintenance Teehnician, Third Class (E-4). H72:

bra,ging and soldering, 1 in record keeping,
2 tit personnel supervision, 2 in maintenance

Hull Maintenance Technician, Second Class
(E.:5). HTI. Hull Maintenance Technician,
First Class (E-6). HTC: Chief Hull Maintenance Technician (E-7) HTCS: Senior
Chief Hull Maintenance Technician

managenient, and3 in human relations, for
a total of 26 semester hours (12/78)
Recommaidation, HTC

plifiers, servo systerris, and tape recorders/
producers; maintains microfiche readers/

semester hours in arc welding, 3 in oxyacetylene welding; 6 in fire science, 3 in basic
plumbing, in brazing and soldering, and 2
in record keeping, for a total of 20 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree-category, 3 semester hours
in arc welding, 3 in oxyacetylene welding,
6 in fire science, 3 in basic plumbing, 3 in
brazing and soldering, 2 in record keeping,
3.in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance

printers, isolates and repairs Malfunctions in
comtpon electronic circuits, inspects and

HTCM: Master Chief Hull Maintenance
Tectinician (E-9).
Description

6 in fire science, 3 in basic plumbing, 3 in-

In the vocational certificate category, 3

'

Summary. performs repairs to the ship's
hull, plumbing, and piping systemg, performs maintenance on firefighting equip-

ment and damage control equipment. HT3.
Operates, stores, and performs maintenance
on firefighting equipment and damage con-

tx,

4

4 el

quired for IC3; troubleshoots and repairs
ship's metering, alarm, and indicating systems; troubleshoots and repairs synchro-arn-

cleans commutators and adjusts brushes on
motors and generators; inventories installed
equipment and spare part support, ma r supervise up to three third class Interior
Communications Electricians. ICI. Able to
perform the duties required for IC2, isolates
troubles to faulty equipment in dead-reckoning

systems,

including

gyrocompass,

2-32
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replaces, and adjusts components On
interior cortImunications and, local
switchboards, deterlimes type atftl salue of
acceptable substitute components, checks
tests,

the

operating logs and maintenance records,
weekly maintenance schedules,
may supervise up to five Interior Communiprepares

cations Electricians /CC. Able to perform
the duties required for ICI, analyzes and

pneumatic calibrators, pressure test cham-

Recommendation, ICC

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in basic elet3ricity/electroti-

8 in troubleshooting techniques, 6 in
electrical/electronic circuits, 4 in electrical/
ics.

mechanical systems. 2 in applied mathematics, and 1 in record keeping, for a total of
26 semester hours In the lower - division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours to basic electronics, 2 in

pneumatic amplifiers, DC
sok/ohm meters, millicolt potentiometer.
and pneiimatic, Muni, water, and oil dead
weight testers, completes correct forms,.
labels, and tags during calibration, dissasbers. portable

sembles, cleans, lubricates, repairs and per-

forms casualty analysis on

bourdon tube

pressure gages, centrifugal tachometers, bel-

of equipment. and preparation of work re-

tal electronics, 3 in human relations, 3 in
maintenance management, 3 in personnel
in record keeping, and I in
supervision,
report writing, for a total of 28 semester
hours; if assigned to gas turbine propulsion

lows gages, torque indicating devices, diaphragm pressure gages, liquid level indicators, dial indicators, and pressure regulators;
carries out hand, Machine, and ultrasonic
cleaning procedures, exercises precautions
and safety procedures to prevent contamination of oxygen and nitrogen test instruments, operates demagnetizers. uses keler
gages. 'micrometers, vernier calipers, and
dial indicators, disassembles, cleans, reas-

quest, provides information and advises" on
utilization, capabilities. reliability, and °per.,
anons, prepares directives and instructions

systems, credit in gas turbine technology on
the basis of institutional evaluation In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

typewriters, and fluid and stencil process

for attaining organizational objectives, establishes and implements a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnel, administers a long-range planned

mester hours in electrical circuits (12/78)

evaluates electrical and electronic tests, adjusts, calibrates, and, repairs Interior cOmmunications equipment, plans. organizes,

and directs work of personnel operating
maintaining -interior communications
systems, estimates time. materials, and labor
required for repair of equipment ICCS
and

Able to perform the duties required, for
ICC, advises on the opening and inspection

maintenance program
Recommendation, IC3

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in basic electricity/electronics, 4 in troubleshooting techniques, 5 in
electrical /electronic circuits, 4 in electrical/
mechanical systems, and 2 in applied mathematics. or a total of 20 semester hours In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 3 semester hours in basic
electronics. 2 in electrical/electronics laboratory. 2 in troubleshooting techniques, 3 in
electrical/electronic circuits, 3 in electrical/
mechanical systems, and 2 in applied math:. ,
ematics, for a total of 15 semester hours
(12/78)
-

electrical/electronics laboratory. 2 in troubleshooting techniques, 3 in electrical/electronic circuits. 3 in electrical/mechanical
systems, 2 in applied mathematics, 2 in,digi-

1

Recommendation, ICCS

In the vocational certificate category. or
In the lower division baccalaureate/asso'elate degree category, the recommendation
is The same as that for ICC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category. 3 semester

hours in electrical circuits. 3 for field experience in management, and 3 in manage-

ment problems, for a total of 9 semester
hours (12/78)

In the .vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in basic electricity/electron-

ics, 6 in troubleshooting techniques, 6 in
electrical/electronic,circuits, 4 in electrical/
mechanical systems, and 2 in applied mathematics, for a total of 23 semester hours In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in basic
electronics, 2 in electrical/electronics laboratory. 2 in troubleshooting techniques, 3 in

electrical/electronic circuits, 3 in electrical/
mechanical systems, 2 in applied mathemat-

ics, and I in digital electronics, for a total
of 16 semester hours, ij assigned to gas turbine propulsion systems. credit in gas turbine
techology on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/78)
Recommendation, ICI

In the vocational certificate category, 5
semester hours in basic electricity/electron8 in troubleshooting techniques, 6 in
electriLakelectronic circuits, 4 in electrical/
mechanical systems, and 2 in applied mathematics fur a total of 25 semester hours In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 3 semester hours in basic
electronics, 2 in electrical/electronics laboratory. 2 in troubleshoojifig techniques, 3 in
electmalielectroniccirLuits. 3 in electrical/

iLs,

mechanical systems, 2 in applied mathematics, 2 in digital electronics, 3 in human relatants. 2 in maintenance management, and 2

in personnel supervision. for a total of 24
semester hours, if assigned to gas turbine propulsion systems, credit in ,gas turbine technology on the basis of institutional evaluaIn the upper-division bact,alaureate
category; 3 semester hours in electrical cirtion

cuits (12/A8)

duplicators. replaces and aligns typeface, in-

stalls various types of tubing, pipe, and fittings, removes burrs from machine threads
using thread taps and dies, thread combs,
gravers, stones, and files; removes broken
screws and studs, using drill and screw ex-

tractor or thread tap. completes maintenance data forms, maintenance requirement
cards, and office machine inspection sheets
1.%12.; Able to perform the duties required
for IM3, calibrates and adjusts positive dis-

placement fluid flowmeter, depth and caisson gages, filled system and liquid-in-glass
thermometers, and chronometric tacho-

NER-IM-001

meters,

operates

resistance

.thermometer

bridge and DC resistance box, performs
preventive maintenance on flit following

INSTRUMENTMAN

IM3
IM2

equipment pressure gage calibration panels,
torque wrench calibrators, dead weight
testers. tachometer calibrators, tittrdgen
pump assemblies, constant temperature
baths, and resistance thermometers, performs contamination flushing and testing of

IMI

IMC

imcs

Recommendation, IC2

adjusts, and repairs addressographs, paper shredders and cutters, manual
sembles,

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present

Occupational Field: 4 (Ship Maintenance)
Career Pattern

SN' Seaman (E-3) IM3. Instrumentman,
Third Class (E-4) IM2: Instrumentman,
Second Class (E-5) IMI Instrumentman,
First Class. (E-6) IMC' Chief Instrumentman (E-7) IMCS Senior Chief Instrumentman (E-8) P/CM Master Chief Optics ran
(E-9).

bleeder and dead -end type of oxygen or
nitrogen bourdon tubes gages. disassembles,
cleans, lubricates, and reassembles chrono-

metric tachometers; repairs and performs
casualty analysis of liquid level indicators,
temperature instruments, and chronometric
tachometers, disassembles, cleans. reassem-

bles, adjusts, and repairs electric typewriters, Operates and maintains jeweler's lathe
and attachments; completes maintenance re-

ports, prepares and maintains shop work
records,

Description

Summary Performs maintenance on mechanical instruments, office machines. and
navy timepieces, and implements mechanical instrument repair and calibration shop
procedures. IM3. Uses schematic diagrams,
prepares sketches of mechanical parts; using

applicable symbols, and dimensional and
material specifications, uses twist drills and
thread taps, operates bench grinders, lathe
(jeweler's lathe) and drill press, manufacture and maintain instrument repair and
calibration tools, deans and refinishes painted' surfaces of instruments, solders metals

Using soldering iron, soldering gun, and
torch. brazes brass and steel, tempers. hardens, and anneals metals, determines nominal 'Value of measuring instrufnents and re1Sted test equipment, calibrates and adjusts
pressure instruments and vacuum-measuring

instruments. centrifugal tachometik, bimetallic thermometers and torque measuring
tools, operates the following equipment
constant temperature bath (with resistanue
manometers,
indicators).
thermometer
'Vacuum chamber and pump. nitrogen boost:
er pump assembly, hydraulic and pneumatic
pressure gage calibration panel, tachometer

calibrator, torque wrench testers, portable

a

343

/A

inventories

Installed

equipment,

orders repair parts and special tools IMI
Able to perform the duties required for
IM2, calibrates resistance thermometer indicators and tfressure working standards with
the dead weight reference standards and ap-

plies appropriate correction factors, determines accuracy limitations of calibration
standards to determine which standard is
best suited to a particular calibration, calibrates and adjusts liquid level indicators.
absolute 'pressure gages. hydraulic, remote
reading, and liquid level systems, thermosystems,
couple and resistance
supers ises iepan. of watches and clocks, disassembles. cleans, reassembles, aditTsts and
repairs adding machines, Lash registers. and

liquid, thermo, and coated paper reproduction equipment, instructs personnel in basic
physics and mathematics pertaining to metrology, and op, the'charactenstics, pressure
limitations, and use of mechanical connectors, tubing, pipe, and hose fitting,, applies

quality control procedures, reviews completed forms, ensures that nav y calibration
procedures are current, prepares preventive
maintenance schedule, plans and supersises

repair work IMC Able to perform the

duties required for IMI, directs operation

NAVY ENLISTE D RATINGS EXHIBITS
minimurri total of 17 semester hours,

and repair of test equipriient in instrument
rem!' work center, supervises operation
and use of office machine test equipment

if

cal mathematics for a total of 20 semester

calibration, and repair of jeweled instruments, and the maintenance, repair, procurement, and utilization of all parts and

hours (12/78).
Recommendation, IMC

new developments lincl_procedures; pertaining to precision measuring instruments, and

IM1. In the loweNlivision baccalaureate/
in basic
in mechanical blueprint reading,
machine tools, 6 in basic instrumentation?, I
in test and measurement standards (instrumentation), 3 in office machine repair. 2 in
shop supervision, 3 in personnel .supervision, and 2 in records administration, for a
1

terly maintenance schedules, supervises
maintenance and repair of office machines
and equipment, navy timepieces, and optical
instruments and equipment, supervises
maintenance, repair, fancl calibration of
measuring jnstruments and test equipment,
cleans,

minimum total of 19 semester hours,

cal mathematics, for a total of 22 semester
hours (12/78).
Recommendation, IMCS

and repairs rotary and electronic calculators, dual spectrum and electrostatic reproduction equipment. /MC& Able to perform
the duties required for IMC; prepares directives and instructions for attaining organizational objectives and improving operations,
prepares correspondence; establishes and
implements a program for interviewing,
evaluating, and assigning personnel to
assure maximum utilization, administers
repair and maintenance records, organizes
and schedules training programs, evaluates
their effectiveness, and initiates improvements, coordinates quality assurance audits,
coordinates and prepares work estimates,
directs quality assurance program, administers a long-range maintenance program.
'Recommendation, IM3

if

NEC was IM-1821. Precision Physical Measuring Specialist. 3 semester hours in techni-

reassembles, adjusts,

IMI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
semester hour
associate degree,category,
in mechianical blueprint reading, 1 in basic '
4 machinestools, 6 in basic instrumentation, I
I

in test and measurement standards (instrumentation), 3 in office machine repair, 2 in
in personnel supervishop supervision,

sion, 2 in records administration, and 3 in
human relations, for a minimum total of 22
semester hours, if NEC was IM-1821, Precision Physical Measuring Specialist 3 semester

hours in technical mathematics, for a total
of 25 semester hours In the upper division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours
for field experience in management (12/78).

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/assosemester -flour in
ciate degree category,
1

INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST

ISC
ISCS
ISCM

cal mathematics, for a total of 14 semester
hours (12/78),
Recommendation, IM2

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in

JouRrigusT

J03
J02

1

in shop supervision, for a
minimum total of 13 semester hours; if
repair, and

1

JO I

NEC was IM-1821. Precision Physall Measuring Specialist, 5, semester hours in technical mathematics, for a total of:16 semester
hours (12/78).
Recommendation, IMI

In the vocational certificate category,

semester hour in mechanical blueprint read
111 basic machine tool operation, 6 in
ing.
basic instrumentation, 1 in test and measurement standards (instrumentation), 3 in office
machine repair, and 2 in shop supervision,
for a minimum total of 14 semester hours, if
. NEC was IM-1821. Precision Physical Measuring Specialist. 3 semester hours in technical mathematics, for a total of 17 semester
hours. In the lower- division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 1 semester hour
in mechanical blueprint reading, I in basic
machine tools. 6 in_basic instrumentation. I
in test and measurement standards (instru- mentanon). 3 in office machine repair, 2 in
in records administrashop supervision,

J0cM
Exhibit Dates: 6/72Present.
Occupational Field: 17 (Media).
Career Pattern

1

1

tion, and 2 m personnel supervision. for a-

SN Seaman (E-3). J03. Journalist, Third
Class (E-4) J02: Journalist, Second Class

(E-5) J01 Journalist, Third Class (E-6).

JOC: Chief Journalist (E-7), JOC.S Senior
Chief Journalist (E-8) JOCM. Master Chief
Journalist (E-9)

.

ops public affairs plans for either a ship or
small shore station, prepares and conducts
audience surveys, trains and supervises per-

sonnel JOC. Able to perform the duties
required for JOT, manages a public affairs
office, plans, establishes, and coordinates
special events, prepares cost estimates for

command public affairs programs, coordinates news coverage of a major event, administers a shore AFRT station JOCS.

Able to perform the duties required for
JOC, plans administrative public affairs procedures, formulates media liaison 'activities,
evaluates performance and utilization of
personnel, organizes, schedules, and evaluates training programs JOCM. Able to perform the duties required for JOCS, prepares
a community relations study, analyzes effec-

ter hours in audio-visual technology, 3 'in
announcing, and 3 in studio techniques, if

in interviewing techniques, and 3 for field
experience in public affairs,,,for a minimum

JOC
JOCS

1

for J02, conducts and arranges news con-

NEC was JO-8148, Photojournalist, an additional 3 semester hours in photography and
3 in layout (3/79).
Recommendation, J02
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
news editing, 3 in news reporting, 3 in writing for mass media, 3 in technical writing, 3

NER-J0-001

mechanical blueprint reading, 1 in basic machine tool operation, 6 in basic instrumentation,
in test and measurement standards
(instrumentation), , 3 in office machine

J01 Able to perform the duties required

In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
news editing, 3 in news reporting, and 3 in
writing for mass media, for a minimum total
of 9 semester hours; if NEC was JO-3221.
Radio-TV Specialist, an additional 3 semes-

IS I

NEC was IM-1821.,Precision Physical Measuring Specialist, 3 semester hours in techni-

writes feature material for radio and television, administers a shipboard AFRT station,

Recommendation, J03

IS3
IS2

tion, and 3 in office machine repair, for a
minimum total of 11 semester hours; if

newspaper, researches and prepares feature
articles for Naval and commercial use;

tiveness of public affairs activities at the
command level; reviews personnel, equipment, and material requirements, develops
and monitors operating budgets

NER-IS-001

mechanical blueprint reading, 1 in basic machine tool operation, 6 in baste instrumenta-

tions, operates audio and videotape equipment, drafts correspondence, edits news
copy and news releases, writes scripts and
prepares visual material for radio and television programs, announces radio programs
and conducts interviews, takes and processes news photographs J02 Able to perform
the duties required for J03, organizes, edits,
and administers a ship or shore station

ferences, prepares slide presentations; devel-

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as ,that for.

in

lays out Nas y publications, including newspapers and information brochures; prepares

art work and layouts for various publica-

associate degree ,categOry, 1 semester hour

design, use, and %upport of office equipment instructs personnel in techniques and
procedures for repair of temperature, fluid,
and flow measuring instruments, watches,
clocks, and office machines, prepares quar-

sentations on Nasal topics, prepares and
,-

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that . for

machines in stock, informs superiors about

disassembles,

lions, prepares official correspondence and
direcoses, assists in speech writing and pre-

NEC Kws IM-1821. Precision Physical Affosuring Specialist. 3 semester hours in techni-

and special tools, manages the maintenance,
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total of 18 semester. hours, if NEC was JO3221. Radio-TV Speckhst. an additional 3
-.semester hours in audio-visual technology, 3
in announcing, 3 in studio techniques, and 6
in radio/television production techniques, if
NEC was JO-8148. Phouijournalist. an additional 6 semester hours in photography and
3 in layout (3/79).
Recommendation, JOI

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
news editing, 3 in news reporting, 3 in writ-

Description

ing for mass media, 3 in audience analysis, 3

Summary. Supervises or participates in
the administration of public affairs actis Ines. J03. Researches ,and writes news releases and feature articles, cos ers news
events, processes news photographs and

in technical writing, 3 in interviewing tech
niques. 3 for field experience in public affairs, I in speeches riting 2 in human relations, and 2 in personnel supervision. for a

writes captions, creates and produces matesjal-for broadcast use, serves on the staff of

NEC was JO-f221. Radio-TV Specialist. an
additional 3 semester hours in audio visual
technology, 3 in announcing, 3 in studio

American Forces Radio/TV (AFRT) sta-

h

344

minimum total of 26 semester, hours, if

Q
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techniques, b in radio/television production
techniques. and 3 in broadcasting news and
public affairs. if NEC was JO-8148. Photojournalist. an additional 6 semester hours in
.
photography and 3 in layout (3/79).

and inventories supplies and equipment, in-

nance schedules. LIC: Able to perform the

terprets policies of the Navy Publication
and Printing Service, performs makeready

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation

is the. same astthat for LIC In the upper-

Recommendation, JOC

operations and operates offset presses 17 by
22 inches and,larger, times and alignslarger
graphic equipment, prepares weekly mainte.

division baccalaureate category. 3 semester
hours in industrial arts education (graphics),
6 for field experience in management, and 3

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
news editing, 3 in news reporting, 3 in writ-

duties required for L11, plans, organizes,
and supervises the operation of a lithogra-

semester hours (3/79)"

ing for mass media. 3 in audience analysis. 3

in technical writing, 3 in interviewing techniques. 3 for field experience in public affairs, 2 in speech writing, 3 in human relations, 3 in personnel supervision, and 3 in
office management, for a minimum total of
32 semester hours, if NEC was JO-3221,
Radio-TV Specialist. an additional 3 semester hours in audio-visual technolOgy, 3 in
announcing,

3

in studio techniques, 6 in

radio/television production techniques, 3 in
broadcasting news and public affairs, 3 in
station management. and 3 for field experience in broadcast journalism, if NEC was
JO-81d8, Photojournahst, an additional 3
semester hours in photography, 3 in
layout, and 3 for field experience in journalism JOCS
Recommendation, JOCS

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. the recommendation

is the same as that for JOC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester

hours for field experience in management
and 3 in management problems (3/79).
Recommendation, JOCM

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. the recommendation

is the same as that for JOC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category. 6 semester

hours for field experience in management
and 3 in management problems (3/79)

NER-L1-001
LITHOGRAPHER

LI3
LI2

LII
LIC
LICS
LIC,M
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 17 (Media)
Career Pattern
SN. Seaman (E-3) L13 Lithographer,
Third Class (E-4) LI2 Lithographer,
Second Class (E-5) LII Lithographer,
First CiSss (E-6). LIC Chief Lithographer
(E-7) LICS: Senior Chief Lithographer
(E-8). LICM: Master Chief Lithographer
(E-9)
Description

Summary. Supervises or performs lithographic. letterpress, platen-raking, photography, and bindery activities L13. Repro-

phic and letterpress shop' performs process
photography operation%; prepares quarterly
maintenance schedules. LICS. Able to per.

form the duties required for LIC, operates
halftone cameras; prepares administrative
and operational reports, requests and justi-

NER-LN-001
LEGALMAN

grams; administers a long-range planned
maintenance program. L1CM. Able to perform the duties required tcre L1CS; esta
lishes goals and priorities; viewf..pers
nel, equipment, and material require nts
and forecasts future requirements; de elops
operating budgets and monitors expenditures
Recommendation, LI3

LN I

LNC
LNCS

LNCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present.
Occupational Field: 15 (Administration).
Career Pattern

SN: Seaman (E-3) YN3: Yeoman third

Class

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3 semester hours in
offset press operation, 3 in platemaking, 2 in
ink. 3 in process camera, 3 in layout, and 3
in copy preparation, for a total of 17 semester hours (3/79).
in

Recommendation, LI2

In the vocational certificate category or

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in
offset press operation, 4 in platemaking, 2 in
In

ink, 4 in process camera, 4 in layout, 4 in
copy preparation, and 3 for field experience

in graphic arts. for a total of 25 semester
hours (3/79).
Recommendation, LII
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for L12.
In the lower-division baccalaureate(associate degree category, 4 semester hours in
offset press operation, 4 in platemaking, 2 in

ink, 4 in process camera, 4 in layout, 4 in
copy preparation. 3 for field experience in
graphic arts, 2 in human relations, and 3 in
print shop management, for a total of 30
semester hours In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in Industrial arts education (graphics) (3/79)
Recommendation, LIC
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for L12
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in
offset press operation, 4 in platemaking, 2 in

ink, 4 in process camera. '4 in layout, 4 in
copy preparation, 3 for field experience in
graphic arts, 3 in human relations, 4 in print
shop management, and 3 in personnel super-

vision, for a total of 35 semester hours In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3

semester hours in industrial arts education
(graphics) (3/79).

graphic equipment. duties include negative
stripping. line camera operation. plateruakmg. prepar4tion of hot and cold composition, and preparation of copy and layouts;
has knowledge of darkroom procedures and
bindery operations, performs these skills at
a journeyman .level of proficiency. L12.
Able to perform the duties required, for
113. estimates lime and materials required

Recommendation, LICS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for L12
In the lower-division baccalaureate/assoelate degree category, the recommendation

is the same as that for LTC In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in industrial arts education (graphics),
3 for field experience in management. and 3

to complete a printing job order, trouble-

in management problems, for a total of 9

shoots equipment. tunes and aligns printing
presses up to 17 by 22 inches. LI1. Able to

semester hours (3/79).
gecommendation, LICM

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for L12

345

1

LN2

fies additional graphics equipment; prepares
correspondence; prepares directives and
instructions for attaining organization objectives; organizes and-schedules training pro-

duces printed matter by-either the letterpress or lithographic method. operates

perform the duties required for L12, prepares printing specifications, :Nimmons

in management problems, for a total of 12

(E-4). LN2. Legalman Second

lass

(E-5) LN1: Legalman First Class E-6)
LNC: Chief Legalman (E-7) LNCS: Senior
Chief Legalman (E-8). LNCM. Master
Chief Legalman (E-9)
Description

Summary

Performs

paralegal

duties

under the supervision of a judge advocate
(legal officer). LN2: Records with stenomask (closed microphone recording device)
or stenotype machine; types at 40 words
per minute; performs primarily military-related paralegal duties such as completing
legal forms, answering inquiries on basic
legal services, and assisting personnel in ob-

taining legal services, schedules and pre-

pares courtroom for trials and legal pro-

performs general legal officeduties under supervision. LNI: Able to perceedings,

form the duties required For LN2; types at
50 words per minute; performs paralegal
duties pertaining to both civil and military
legal matters, including interviewing witnesses, providing security for evidence, providing basic legal information, and counsel-

ing on personal legal matters; cooperates
with civil authorities in legal matters concerning Navy personnel LNC: Able to perform the duties required for LN1; supervises the administrative procedures of a
legal office; interviews and counsels detained personnel and prisoners LNCS: Able

to perform the duties required for LNC;
performs basic legal research using standard

legal references such as state and federal
codes, reporters, citators, legal encyclopedias, and legal digests: organizes and super-,
vises personnel functions in a judge advocate's office, reviews reports and records
for accuracy and legal adequacy LNCM.

Able to perform the duties for LNCS; develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures, preparesr.plartS for manpower,
supplies, and equipment utilization in a legal
office; establishes goals and objectives
within own area of responsibility; plans, organizes, and controls activities in compliance with policy statements, operational
orders, and directives.
Recommendation, LN2

In the vocational certificate category,
semester hour in office procedures, 2 in
typing, 3 in military legal practices and procedures, and 6 in machine shorthand, for a
total' of 12 semester hours In .the lower1

division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 1 semester hour in office procedures,

2 in typing. 3 in social studies, and 3 in
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military legal practices and procedures, for
a total of 9 semester hours (12/76)
Recommendation, LN1

In the vocational certificate category. 3
semester hours in typing, 3 in office procedures. 3 in military legal practices and pro-

brass

Career Pattern

May have progressed from Petty Officer

Second Class (E-5) of any rating MM/1I:
Master-At-Arms, First Class (E-6). MAC:
MACS.
Chief Master;At-Arms (E-7)
Senior Chief Master-At-Arms (E-8)

cedures, and 6 in machine shorthand, for a
total of 15 semester hours In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours u communication
(written), 3 in typing. 3 in office procedures. 3 in military legal practices and procedures, and 6 in social studies, for a total

MACM. Master Chief Master -At -Arms (E-

of 17 semester hours (12/76)
Recommendation, LNC

enforcement of appropriate criminal and
traffic laws, shore patrol, physical security

In the vocational certificate category, the
is the same as that for

recommendation

LNI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 2 semester hours

in communication (written), 3 in typing. 3
in office procedures, 3 in military legal
practices and procedures, 3 in office management, and 6 in social studies, and additional credit for field experience in management on the basis of institutional evaluation.

for a minimum total of 20 semester hours
(12/76)
Recommendation. LNCS

In the vocational certificate category. the
recommendation is the same as that for
toN1 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

in communication (written), 2 in personnel
supervision. 3 in typing, 3 in office procedures. 3 in military legal practices and procedures, 3 in office management, 3 for management electives, and 6 in social studies,
and additional credit for field experience in
management on the basis of institutional

evaluation. for a minimum total of 25 semester hours In the upper-division baccaJaureate category. 2 semester hours in Judi-

cial process and administration, 2 in legal
bibliography. and additional credit in
human relations on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total 6f 4 semester hours (12/76)
Recommendation,

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

9).

cast iron.

molds: makes and installs cores, rebatibits bearings, prepares and evaluates molding sands, arranges molding,sequence; iden-

tifies navy babbits: charges induction fur-

Descriptiori

MA!. MAC. MACS- Conducts and supervises investigatims, interrogations, and apprehensions, duties include crime prevention, preservation of crime scene evidence.
responsibilities, crowd control, custodial operations, and other public safety duties, prepares records and reports. MACM. Able to

perform the duties required

yild bronze fittings. and

steel, and aluminum items, operates muller
and controls sand quality, performs maintenance on assigned equipment. works from
shop drawings ML3 Constructs ,bench and

for MM,

MAC. and MACS, plans, implements. and
controls activities: establishes goals and priorities, reviews personnel, equipment, and
material requirements and forecasts future
requirements: develops operating budgets
and monitors expenditures
Recommendation, MAC]. MAC, MACS

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in criminal investigation, 3
in criminal law (evidence), 3 in criminal
procedure (legal), 3 in report writing, 3 in
correctional procedures, 3 in human relations/applied psychology, 3 in introduction
to physical security/safety, 3 in instructor
(training) techniques. 3 in police equipment/techniques, and 3 in weapons proficiency/self-defense, for a total of 30 semester hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester
hours in criminal investigation, 3 in criminal
law (evidence), 3 in criminal procedure
(legal), 3 in report writing. 3 in correctional
procedures. 3 in human relations/applied
psychology. 3 in introduction to physical
security/safety, and 3 in instructor (training) techniques, fbr a total of 24 semester
hours (3/79)

,Recommendation, MACM

In ,the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for MAC1, MAC,
MACS. In the upper-division baccalaureate

naces,

selects

casting

identifies

alloys,

metals and alloys, selects and applies gas
purging methods, repairs refractory linings,
cleans furnaces and ladles; uses and main-

tang-pyrometers. electric and pneumatic
power tools, and oxyacetylene welding/cutting equipment, makes carbon dioxide process cores; reads and works from shop drawings and sketches, maintains shop files, determines weights of castings, cleans cast-

ings ML2 Able to perform the duties required for ML3. makes molds directly from
castings and analyzes casting quality: allows
for shrinkage effects of cast steel and

monel: identifies and uses bonding materials,. designs

gating

systems,

determines

proper use of refractories; identifies type
and effects of gas absorption, selects meth-

ods of obtaining proper casting solidification, controls the reaction of sodium silicate
binders

with CO2 and

heat,

determines

cause and method of detection of casting
defects related to foundry sand, melting and

pouring practice. and m9ilding technique,
determines and obtains proper molding
pressure for metals cast, identifies abrasive
materials and their uses, orders repair parts
and special tools for equipment maintenance, prepares sketches from mechanical
drawings and existing parts ML /. Able to
perform the duties required for ML2, interprets materials lists and modifications, maintains manuals, estimates time, material, and

cost for foundry work, designs gating systems and special techniques for shrinkage
allowance and finish machining, designs and
makes internal chills, identifies types and
effects of grain formation in cast metal, de-

termines mold buoyancy, melts steel and
monel, distinguishes mechanical properties
of cast metals and alloys, interprets binary
phase diagrams and cooling curs, es,for com-

in communication (written), 2 in personnel
supervision, 3 in typing. 3 in office procedures. 3 in military legal practices and procedures. 3 in office management. 6 in management electives, and 6 in social studies.
and credit for field experience in management on the basis of institutional evaluation.
for a minimum total of 28 semester hours
In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in judicial process and
administration. 2 in legal bibliography, and
3 in management problems, and additional
credit in human relations, in personnel management, and for a practicum in management. on the basis of institutional evalua-

category. 3 semester hours in administrative
procedures and 3 in supervision techniques
(3/79)

monly used casting compositions. interprets
cooling characteristics of metal microstructures, makes special mixture cores, determines gassing and baking times for carbon
dioxide cores: schedules and checks mainte-

NERML-001

duties required for ML 1. designs castings
with inserts and determines pouring rates

tion,

Occupational Field: 4 (Ship Maintenance)

LNI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

for a minimum total of 7 semester

hours (12/76).

NER-MA-001.
MASIT.RA r-ARIf

MA1

MAC
MACS
MACM
Exhibit Dates: 4/73-Present
Occupational Field: lg (Master-At-Arms)

MOLDER

ML3
ML2
ML 1:

MLC
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Career Pattern

nance work. MLC. Able to perform the

and temperatures. trains and supervises personnel in foundry operations, metal identifi-

cation, and pyrometry: prepares quarterly
preventive maintenance schedules.
Recommendation, ML3

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in
foundry or metal casting and I in manufacin

turing processes (12/78)

FN: Fireman (E-3). ML3. 31older. Third
Class (E-4). ML2 Molder. Second Class
(E-5). ML/ Molder. First Class (E-6)
MLC: Chief Molder (E-7) MLCS: Senior
Chief Molder (E-8) MLCM Master Chief
Molder (E-9)

Recommendation, ML2

Description
Summary: Operates foundries aboard ship

Recommend4on, ML1

and

at shore stations; makes melds and

COITS, sets up flasks: pkepares heats; operates melting] furnaces and pours castings of

ferrous and 'nonferrous metals and alloys:

cleans castings, casts a variety of navy

equipment components. including bearings,

In the vocational certificate category or
the ' lower-division baccalaureate/assodate category. 6 semester hours in foundry
or metal casting and 2 in manufacturing
in

processes (12/78).

In the vocational certificate category. 8
semester hours in foundry or metal casting,
and 2 in manufacturing processes In the
baccalaureate /associate
lower-division
degree category, 8 semester hours in foundry or metal casting, 2 in manufacturing
processes, I in materials science. and I in

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
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shop supervision, for a total of 12 semester
hours (12/78)
Recommendation, MLC

In-the vocational certificate category, 8
semester hours in foundry or metal casting,
and 2 in manufacturing processes In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
n degree category, 8 semester hours in found try or metal casting, 2 in manufacturing
in materials science, 2 in perprocesses,
sonnel supervision, 2 in shop supervision, I
in record keeping, and 1 in safety management, for a total of 17 semester hours (12/
1

78)

Recommendation, MLCM
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as, that for

MLCS. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I additional
semester hour in personnel supervision, 2
additional semester hours in record keeping,

and 3 semester hours in human relations,
add either the 17 semester hours for MLC
(Chief Molder) in exhibit NER-ML-001,
for a total of 23 semester hours, or the 16
semester hours for PMC (Chief Patternmaker) in exhibit NER-PM-00I, for a total
of 22 semester hours, as appropriate. In the
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6
semester hours Tor field experience in management, and 3 in management problems
(12/78)

NER-ML-002
MOLDER, SENIOR CHIEF AND MASTER
CHIEF

MLCS

NER-MM-001

MLCM

MACHINIST'S MATE

Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present
Occupational Field: 4 (Ship Maintenance).
Career Pkttern

May progress from either MLC, Chief

Molder (E-7), or PMC, Chief Palternmaker

(E-7): MLCS. Senior Chief Molder (E-8)
MLCM. Master Chief Molder (E-..9)
Description

MLCS. Able to perform the duties required for MLC (Chief Molder) or PMC
(Chief Patternmaker), provides information
and advises on utilization, capabilities, reliability, and operations of foundry, prepares
localdirectiv es and instructions for attaining organization objectives and improving
operations, prepares correspondence, estab-

lishes and implethents a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnel for maximum utilization, serves as ship's
supervisor; supervises operations of foundries and pattern shops, instructs personnel
in physical and mechanical properties of
metals, alloys, and plastics, coordinates construction and use of master patterns, molds,
and castings, organizes and schedules train-

ing programs and evaluates their effectiveness,

initiates improverrients,

administers

long-range planned and preventive mainte-

nance programs MLCM Able to perform
the duties required for MLCS, assists repair
officer in management of repair department,
serves as technical advisor to repair officer,
plans, organizes, implements, and controls

activities in compliance with policy, operation orders, and directives, forecasts future
requirements, plans and initiates actions to
satisfy safety requirements, establishes goals,

objectives, and priorities, reviews personnel, equipment, and material requirements,
develops operating budgets and monitors
expenditures
Recommendation, MLCS

In the vocational certificate category, use
the recommendation for either MLC (Chief

Molder) in exhibit NER-ML-001 or PMC,
(Chief Patternmaker) in exhibit NER-PMIn the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I additional semes001

additer hour in personnel supervision,
tional semester hour in record keeping, and
2 in human relations, add either the 17 se1

mester hours for MLC (Chief Molder) in
exhibit NER-ML-COI, for a total of 21 semester hours, or the 16 semester hours for
PMC (Chief Patternmaker) in exhibit NERM-001, for a total of 20 semester how's, as
ppropriate In the upper-division baccalaute category, 3 semester hours for field
e pertence in management and 3 for mana

meat problems (12/78)

rt),
engineroom watch supervisor (in
completes maintenance reports, invento ies °
Installed equipment, orders repair parts a d

tools MM/- Able to perform the duties re(limed for MM2, performs hydrostatic tests,
of evaporator and heat exchanger tubes and
shells, uses main circulating pump to pump
engine room bilges, identifies factors goy-

erning main propulsion plant efficiency,

causes of poor performance, and appropriate -remedies, tests, dehydrates, and recharges refrigeration and air-conditioning
systems, may serve as engineroom watErh
supervisor (underway); instructs engineroom personnel in casualty control and plant
operation procedures; reviews completed
maintenance data forms; prepa?es weekly
schedules of preventive maintenance; pre-

pares environmental pollution control reports MMC. Able to perform the duties
required for MMI; prepares equipment and
machinery perforance and repair reports;
monitors the qualifications of engineroom
watchstanders; supervises personnel in carrying out casualty control procedures, plans
and schedules workload; prepares quarterly
maintenance schedules; supervises and assists personnel in the repair, overhaul, and

MM3
MM2
MM1
MMC
MMCS
MMCM

procurement of ship propulsion and auxiliary equipment. MMCS: Able to perform
the duties required for MMC, identifies de-

Exhibit Dates: b/71-Present
Occupational Field: 3 (Marine Engineering)
Career Pattern

FN. Fireman (E-3) MM3: Machinist's
Mate Third Class (&-4) MM2 Machinist's
Mate Second Class (E-5) MMI: ivlachm-

ist's Mate First Class (E-6) MMC Chief
Machinist's Mate (E-7) MMCS. Senior
Chief Machinist's Mate (E-8) MMCM:
Master Chief Machinist's Mate (E-9)
Description
Summary. Operates, repairs, and performs
maintenance on ship propulsion machinery,

auxiliary equipment, outside machinery (ineluding steering engine, windlasses, hoisting
machinery, and elevators), food preparation
equipment, laundry equipment, an refriguipment
eration and air-conditioning
MM3. Removes and replaces filters in hydraulic systems, drains and fills hydraulic
systems, uses the following test equipment
freon leak detector, stroboscope, deadweight tester, and 'radiac, lube oil, and feedwater equipment, uses and files blueprints,
microform, aperture cards and ship's drawings, inspects, lubricates, and tests galley
and laundry equipment and deck machinery, performs distillate and brine tests; operates all pumps associated with main engine
operation, carries out prescribed procedures

when malfunctions occur; identifies the
principles of refrigeration cycles, tests for
refrigerant leaks, completes maintenance
data forms; exercises environmental control

. procedures to prevent or minimize air poi-

lution and oil spills MM2. Able to perform
the duties required for MM3, calibrates

pressure and temperature sensing devices,
carries out chemical water treatment procedures, performs maintenance on whistles,
sirens, anchor windlasses, cranes, winches,
steering engines, food preparation and dishwashing machinery, and air and reefer compressors, operates and performs mechanical
maintenance on propulsion system equipment including jacking gears, main engines,
and steam turbine generators, adjusts thermal expansion valves, pressure switches,
thermostats, and regulator valves, removes

moisture from air-conditioning and refrigeration systems by evacuation, may serve as

ficiencies of equipment and machinery; provides information and adviset on utilization,
capabilities, reliability, and, operations; prepares directives and instructions for attaining organization objectives, establishes and
implements a program for interviewing,
evaluating, and assigning personnel to
assure maximum utilization; reviews requirements for watchstanding qualifications;
prepares correspondence, trains and supervises personnel, organizes and schedules
training programs; administers a long-range
planned maintenance program, 'supervises

environmental pollution control programs

MMCM Able to perform the duties required for MMCS, develops and monitors
safety programs, advises personnel about
new technical information, plans, organizes,
implements, and controls activities, reviews
personnel, equipment, and material requirements, and forecasts 'future requirements,
prepares major maintenance and repair
schedules, supervises inspections and survexs of equipment, develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures
RecommendatioN MM3

In the vocational certificate category or
in

the

baccalaureate/asso-

lower - division

ciate degree category, 10 semester hours in
machinery maintenance and repair, 3 in
maintenance technology, and 1 in blueprint

reading, and credit in air-conditioning and

refrigeration on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 14 semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation, MM2

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baCcalaureate/assoelate degree category, 10 semester hours in
machinery maintenance and repair, 3 in
maintenance technology, and I in blueprint
in

reading, r in record keeping, and 3 in airconditioning and refrigeration, for a total of
18 semester holm (12/78)
Recommendation, MM]

In the vocational certificate category, 12
semester hours in machinery maintenance
and repair, 3 in maintenance technology,
in record keeping,
in blueprint reading,
and 3 in air-conditioning and refrigeration,
1

1

for a total of 20 semester hours. In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower division
degree category, 12 semester hours in ma-

,

34.7
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chin y maintenance and repair, 3 in maintenan e technology. and I in blueprint read-

following machine shop equipment: lathes,
milling machines, boring mills, grinders,
power hacksaws, drill presses, and other
machine tools. MR3. Operates and performs
maintenance on all machine shop equipment
that IS required to repair, rebuild, or fabnjcate parts to maintain shipboard equipment
and machinery, constructs geometric forms,

n record keeping, 3 in air-conditioning an refrigeration, 2 in personnel supervision, in maintenance management, and 3
in hums relations, for a total of 27 semester hours 2/78)
Recommend 'on, MMC
reads sketches, diagrams, and blueprints,
In the voc onal certificate category, the
solves basic algebraic and trigonometric
rccommendatio is the same as that for
layout problemsc computes English and
MMI. In the lo rdivision baccalaureate/
metric systems of measurement, operat,es
associate degree ategory, 12 semester
bench or pedestal drills, pedestal grinders,
intenance and repair,
hours in machinery
machine reamers, engine lathes, planers or
3 in maintenance techn ogy,. 1 in blueprint
shapers, milting machines, pantographs, disk
reading, 1 in record keep!
3 in air-condimetal bandsaw, arbor and hydraulic presses,
tioning and refrigeration, 3 i personnel suand oxyacetylene equipment, performs comnagement,
pervision, 3 in maintenance
and 3 in human ii relations, for a t I of 294, putations to make threads, press fits, tapers,
etcs maintenance data
and keyway;
semester hours ( 12/78).
forms MR2.' A le to perform the duties
Recommendation, MCS
_required for g. maintains blutprint files
In the vocational certificate category, the
machine shop equipfa'
ine
recommendation is the same, as that for
sent whic incl. ti.s attachments with speMM1
the lower-division baccalaureate/
orms hardness tests on
al capabilities;
associate degree-category, the recommendam Is; plastics, an casting, able to select
ing,

1

tion is the same as that for MMC. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for field experience in management and 3 in management problems
,

(12/78).
Recoinmendation, MMCM

In the vocational certificate categdry, the
recommendation is

the same as that for

MM1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

Lion is the same as that for MMC. In the

me Is and plastics according to specifica-

nons;:completes maintenance reports, raven -,
tones- installed equipment. orders repair

parts:and tools. MRI: Able to perform the
duties required for MR2; operates equipmenr that analyzes ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, performs heat-treating operations;

repairs fixed machinery and-equipment, performs alignment test on all shop equipment,
reviews completed maintenance data forms,
prepares weekly maintenance schedules

Recommendation, MR1-

In. the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in machine technology, 6 in
principles and operations of machine- tools,

3 in blueprint reading, 3 in machine shop

mathematics, 1 in introduction to the metric
in record
system of measurement, and
keeping, for a total of 20 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in machine technology, 6 in principles and operation or machine tools, 3 in blueprint reads
ing, 3 in machine shop mathematics, in
introduction to the metric system of measurement, 1 in record keeping, 2 in personnel supervision, 2 in maintenance management, and 3 in human relations, for a total
1

1

Of 27 semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation, MRC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

MR1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours
machine. technology, 6 in principles and
operation of machine tools, 3 in blueprint
reading, 3 in machine shop mathematics,
in introduction to the metric system of mea-.
surement, 1 in record keeping, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, and 3 in human relations, for a total
1

of 29 semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation, MRCS
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

MR1 In the lower-diviSion baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

upper-division baccalaureate category,, 6 se-

MRC Able to perform the duties required

mester hours for field experience in management, and 3 in management problems

for MR1; supervises maintenance and repair

tion is the same as that for MRC In the

quirements, maintains work center records;
prepares quarterly maintenance schedules,
directs the replacement, installation, mainte-

mester hours for field experience in management, and 3 in management problems

(12/78)

NER-MN-001
MINEMAN

MN3
MN2
MN1
MNC

MNCS
MNCM
Exhibit' Dates: Pending evaluation.

NOMR-001
MACHINCRY REPAIRMAN

MR3
MR2
MR1

MRC
.MRCS
MRCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 4 (Ship Maintenance)
Career Pattern,
FN. Fireman (E-3). MR3: Machinery Repairman. Third Class (E-4) MR2. Machinery Repairman, Second Class (E-5). MRI:
Machinery Repairman, First Class (E-6)
MRC. Chief Machinery Repairman (E-7)
MRCS. Senior Chief Machinery Repairman
(E-8) MRCM: Master Chief Machinery
Repairman' (E-9).
Description
Summary. Performs maintenance on ship -

board4quipment and machinery using the

activities, estimates time and material re-

,)iance, and repair of complex repair shop
equipment, supervises inventory o* tools,
equipment, and supplies MRCS Able to
perform the duties required for MRC, provides information and advice on utilization,
capabilities, reliability, and operations. prepares directives and instructions for attaining organization objectives, establishes and
implements a program for interviewing,
evaluating, and assigning personnel to
assure maximum utilization; prepares correspondence, organizes.and schedules training
programs; administers a long-range planned
maintenance program. MRCM: Able to perform the duties required for MRCS; develops and maintains safety programs, plans.
organizes, implements, and controls activities; reviews personnel, equipment, and material /requirements, and forecasts future requirements; supervise inspeCtions and surveys of equipment; develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures,
Recommendation, MR3

4

In the vocational certificate category or
in

the lower-division baccalaureate/isso-

elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
machine technology, 3 in principles and operations of machine tools, 2 in machine
shop mathematics, I in blueprint reading,
and 1 in introduction to the metric system
of measurement, for a total of 10 semester
hours (12/78)
Recommendation; MR2

In the vocational certificate category or
in

the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 6 semester hours Irr
machine technology, 4 in principles and operations of machine tools. 3 in blueprint
reading. and 2 in machine shop mathematin record keeping, and 1 in introducics,
tion to the meths, system. of measurement,
1

for a total or 17 semester hours 02/78)

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se(12/78).
Recommendation, MRCM

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation

is

the same as that for

MR1 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recomnvhda-

non is the same as that for MRC. In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-

mester hours for field experience in management,, and 3 in management problems
(12/78)

NER-MS-04
MESS MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

MS3
MS2
MS1
MSC
MSCS

MSCM
Exhibit Dies: 1/75-Present
Occupational Field: 16 (Logistics)
Career Pattern

SN: Seaman (E-3) MS3: Mess Management Specialist, Third Class (E -4) MS2.
Mess Management Specialist, Second Class
(E-5) MS/. Mess Management Specialist,

First Class (E-6). MSC. Chief Mess Management Specialist (E-7) MSC.5. Senior
Chief Mess Management Specialist (E-8)
MSCM: Master Chief Mess Managenient
Specialist (E-9)
Description

Summary. Operates and manages Navy
messes and living quarters established to
subsist and accommodate Na sy personnel,
assists supply officers in ordering, storing,
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.

accounting for and preparing food; maintains

housing

facilities.

MS.I.. 'Measures,

weighs, blends and mixes various foods;
prepares fruits, vegetables, meats, and salads

by roasting, frying, broiling, and boding,

operates specialized food service equipment,

porttons and serves prepared food to consumers, maintains and cleans food service
preparation and service,areas and associated
equipment; knows the causes and transmission methods of food-borne diseases and the

relationship to safe temperatures, storage,
preparation, and serving of food; staffs reception facilities, and provides housekeeping

services in housing facilities. MS2- Able to

perform the duties required for MS3, applies advanced culinary techniques, establishes work schedules and serving line procedures, assists in maintaining cost control
procedures and the ordenng, maintenance,

and rotation of stock MS/. Able to perform the duties required for MS2; supervises a food service facility; assigns duties
and

supervises

preparation

and

serving

methodology; maintains sales analysis rec-,
ords and, ensures that the proper relationships of cost to portion control are maintained, ensures that sanitation measures are
carried out, modifies the menu and preparation methods to meet forecasts MSC Able

to perform the duties required for MSI;

serves as the administrator of a small food
service facility of as an intermediate supervisor in a large facility; plans and conducts
training programs; prepares schedules; estimates, maintains, and interprets financial
records. MSCS: Able to perform the duties

required for MSC, implements policy and

food service internship, 2 In food service

quired for MT2; serves as a nuclear weap

administration, 1 in record keeping, mid 3 in
personnel supervision, for a total of 16 semester hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in sanitation, 2 for a food service Internship, and 2

ons

in personnel management, for a total of 6

semester hours (3/79),
Recommendation, MSC

In the vocatiottal certificate category. 9
semester hours in quantity food preparation,
3 in sanitation, 3 to kitchen operations, 2 in
food service administration, and 2 in record
keeping, for a total of 19 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in quanti-

In the vocational certificate category or
in the

lower - division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in

baccalaureate category, 2 semester hours in
sanitation, 2 for a food service internship, 3
in personnel management, and I in food

blueprint reading, 2 in applied physics, and

1

cost control, for a total of 8 semester hours
(3/79).
Recommendation, MSCS and MSCM

In the vocational certificate category, or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, the recommendation
is the same,as that for MSC In the upper-I.
in the

division baccalaureate category, 2 semester

hours in sanitation, 2 for a food service
Internship, 3 in personnel management, I in
food cost control, and 2 in human relations.
for a total of 10 semester hours (3/79)

MISSILE TECHNICIAN

Able to perform the duties required for

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electricity /electronics,

3 in applied mathematics, 3 in basic

2 in basic hydraulics, for a total of 16 semester hours In the lower-division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 6 semes-

in applied mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint
reading, and 2 in basic hydraulics, for a
total of 14 semester hours (12/78)
Recommendation, MTI

In the vocational certificate category, the
for

recommendation is the same as that

MT2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 6 semester hours

in basic electricity/electronics, 3 in applied
mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint reading, 2
in basic hydraulics, 2 in personnel supervision, 2 in maintenance management, and 3
in human relations, for a total of 21 semester hours (12/78)
Recommendation, MTC

In the vocational certificate category, 6

M3

MSCS; establishes goals, objectives, and

plied mathematics (12/787
Recommendation, MT2

ter hours in basic electricity/electronics, 3

tablishes work priorities: organizes,-sched----NER_NR,1001

semester hours in basic electricity/electrohics, 3 in applied mathematics, ,3 in basic
blueprint reading. 2 in applied physics, 2 in
in record keeping,
basic hydraulics, and

priorities in area of responsibility, reviews
personnel, equipment, and material requirements and determines future requirements
and space utilization; develops interdepartment training programs, develops operating
budgets and monitors expenditures

Exhibit Dates: 6/73-Present
Occupational Field: 9 (Ordnance.Systems)

Recommendation, MS3

Career Pattern

In the vocational certificiate category, 6

schedules; serves as shop supervisor
Recommendation, MT3

basic electricity/electronics, and 3 in ap-

selects, assigns, and evaluates personnel; es:

.semester hours in quantity food preparation,
3 In kitchen operations, and-2 in sanitation,
for a total of II semester hours. In the
baccalaureate/associate
lower-division
degree category, 3 semester hours in quantity fOod,preparation, I in sanitation, and I
for a food service internship, for a total of 5'

MT

1

M

SN. Seaman (E-3). MT3:
cian, Third Class (E-4). MT2.

TechniTech-

nician, Second Class (E-5). MTI Missile
Technician, First Class (E-6). MTC. Chief
Missile Technician (E-7) FTCS. Senior
Chief Fire Technician (E-8) FTCM:

for a total of 17 semester hours. In the

baccalaureate/associate
lower-divivon
degree category. 6 semester hours in basic
electricity/electronics, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint reading, 2 in

basic hydraulics, 3 in personnel supervision,
3 in maintenance management, 3 in human
in record keeping, for a
relations, and
total of 24 semester hours (12/78)
1

4r

Master Chief Fire Technician (E-9)
.

.

on

NER-MU-001

semester hours (3/79).
Recommendation,
Recommendation, MS2

Summary: Operates, tests. and repairs
fleet ballistic missile systems and missile
launcher equipment: performs maintenance

semester hours in quantity food preparation,
3 in sanitation, 3 in kitchen operations. and

(electrical, electronic, pneumatic, and hydraulic) on ballistic missiles and associated
handling and lau ching equipment. MT3.
Aligns and calibra es basic electronic circuits; under supervision, performs trouble-

MU3
MU2

shooting, calibration, adjustments. and tests
on missile launcher, and missile support

MUCS

In the vocational Certificate category, 9

2 in food service administration, for a total
of 17 semester hours In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 6
semester hours in quantity food preparation,

2 in sanitation, 2 for a food service internship, and 2 in food service administration,

for a total of 12 semester hours. In the

upper-division baccalaureate category, 2 se-

mester hours in sanitation and 2 for a food
service internship (3/79)
' Recommendation, MS1

In the vocational certificate category. 9

semester hours in quantity food preparation.
3 in sanitation. 3 in kitchen operations, 2 in
food service administration, and 1 in record
keeping:for a total of 18 semester hours. In
the lower-division baccalaureate /associate
degree category. 6 semester hours In. quanti-

ty food preparation, 2 in sanitation, 2 for a

the

ty food preparation, 2 in sanitation, 2 for a
food Setylce internstnp, 2 in food service
in
administration, 2 in record keeping,
bffice management, 3 in food cost control,
and 3 in personnel supervision, for a total of
21 semester hours In the upper-division

procedure to attain organization objectives;
ules, and evaluates training programs, determines budgets and operating goals. MSCM.

handling supervisor, supervises

maintenance and operation of missile and
missile launching and handling equipment;
reviews completed maintenance forms; prepares weekly maintenance schedules MTC
Able to perform the duties required for
MTI, coordinates and directs maintenance
program; assures compliance th nuclear
weapons safety rules: prepares records and
reports, prepares quarterly maintenance

MUSICIAN

MUI
MUC

MUCM

equipment; uses circuit diagrams and mechanical drawings. identifies basic digital
circuits, operates weapons system equipment, completes maintenance data forms.
M72: Able to perform the duties required
for MT3; inspects and repairs pneumatic

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Occupational Field: 18 (Musician)
Career Pattern
SN: Seaman.(E-3) MU3: Musician, Third

and hydraulic systems; isolates malfunctions

(E-5). Mtn.. Musician. First Class (E-6)

and

replaces defective electronic circuit

components: performs troubleshooting. call-

bration, adjustments, and tests on missile,
launcher and missile support equipment,
maintains logs and records; completes maintenance reports, inventories Installed equip-

ment. MTI. Able to perform the duties re-

A.

349

Class (E-4) MU2. Musician, Second Class
MUC: Chief Musician (E-7) MUCS: Senior
Chief Mbsician (E-8) MUCM: Master
Chief Musician
Description
Summary

Provides music for various
functions And ceremonies as members of

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
Navy unit bands, performs on one or more
designated instruments. NOTE. Musicians
are further identified by the following NEC
(Navy Enlisted Classification) codes.
MU-3801 Flute/Piccolo Instrumentalist.
MU-3802 Oboe Instrumentalist
MU-3803 Clannet Instrumentalist
MU-3804 Bassoon. Instrumentalist
MU-3805 Saxophone Instrumentalist

MU-3806 Trumphet/Cornet Instrumentalist.

MU-3807 French Horn Instrumentalist.
MU-3808 Baritone/Euphonium Instrumentalist.

MU-3809 Trombone Instrumentalist.
MU-3811 Tuba/String Bass Instrumentalist.

MU -3812 Guitar/Bass Drum Instrumentalist.

MU-3813 Percussion Instrumentalist

MU-3814 Piano/Bass Drum Instrumentalist

MU-3825 Vocalist.
MU -3851 Assistant Bandleader.
MU3: Performs as a member of a musical
ensemble, performs first parts of elementary

music with good intonation and characteris-

tic tone (and with good diction, for vocalists); performs from memory all major and
minor scales, is responsive to musical interpretation, including dynamics, tempo, musi-

cal terms, and devices peculiar to dance
music, able to perform elementary melodic
improvisation, including alphabetical chord
symbols notated in standard dance and popular music, able to identify, by sound,

simple chord progessions used in popular
music, able to identify, by sight and sound,
major, minor, diminished, and augmented
tnads in root position and inversions, able
to notate melodic (single part) dictation of
elementary music, able to transcribe, transpose, and copy parts from concert scores,
able to transpoSe elementary music, at sight,

one tone higher or lower than written
MU2. Able to perform the duties required
for MU3; performs first parts of intermediate music, performs intermediate melodic
improvisation following the alphabetic
chord symbols notated in standard dance
and popular music, interprets chord symbols used in modern dance music up to and
including seventh chords, and identifies
these chords with the correct ,symbols; per-

forms, from memory, ten standard dance
tunes and standard advanced solos; notates
melodic (single part) dictation of intermediate music,' identifies, by sound, intermediate

chord progression used in popular music;
arranges popular melodies for a five-piece
combo; rehearses and prepares a small
combo for public appearances.; rehearses
and conducts the National Anthem and one
prepared march "MUI: Able to perform the
duties required for MU2; performs first
parts ytf advanced music at sight; performs
advanced melodic improvisation following
the-alphabetic chord symbols notated in
standard dance and poPular music; analyzes

and identifies all chords from piano "lead
sheets" and "stock" piano parts; performs,
from memory, tighteen standard dance
tunes and advanced solos; harmonizes melo-

dies in four iparts, indicating figured bass
and usingdialonic triads, dominant and diatonic seventh' chords, higher dominant dischords, simple modulation, and secondary
dominants; arranges songs for an instrumental/vocal ensemble; notates melodic, single

part dictation in moderately difficult music;
rehearses and conducts a ceremonial ,band
in a program of marches, popular music,
and ceremonial music; rehearses and prepares for public performance a dance band
of at least eight instruments; assembles and
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music theory (including harinony, ear train-

maneuvers a marching band. MUC. Able to

ing, and sight singing), 2 in jazz theory/

perform the duties required for MUI, performs advanced solos from memory, re-

improvisation, 4-6 in applied performance
(individual instruction), 2 in performing ensembles, I in elementary conducting, I in
marching band, and I in concert band, for a

hearses and conducts ten marches and three

difficult selections or overtures, prepares a
musical program for public performance

total of 15 or 17 semester hours (3/79)
.
Recommendation, 11,1U1

utilizing dance band and/or combo, and

featuring solo or entertainment capabilities
of band members, identifies, by sound, advanced chord progressions used in popular
music; analyzes scores for harmonic content, inodulations and nonharmonic tones,
and melodic and harmonic content of piano
sheet music; corrects mistakes and omissions in printing of alphabetical chord synibols; arranges 32 or more measures, includ-

In the lowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 8 semester hours in
music theory (including harmony, ear train-

eory/
ing, and sight singing),. 2 in jazz
improvisation, 4-6 in applied perforNnce
(individual instruction), 4 in performing ensembles, I in elementary conducting, 2 in
marching band, and I in, concert band, for
total of 22 or 24 semester hours (11/79)..

ing introduction and ending of a song or
melody for a small concert band, and a

Recommendation, MUC

popular song oe folk song for a seventeenpiece dance band; supervises professional
and military instruction, supervises the daily

In the lower-division baccalaureate /also=
mate degree category, 12 semester hours in
music theory (including harmony, ear train-

.operation of a performing unit of a Navy

ing, and sight singing), 2 in jazz theory/

band; evaluates requests for band performance; initiates and coordinates the preparation of posters, pictures, biographies, radio/
TV spots, news releases, programs, and

improvisation, 4-6 in applied performance
(individual instruction), I in applied performance (secondary instrument), -4 in performing ensembles, I in elementary conducting, 3 in marching band, and I in concert band, for a total of 28 or 30 semester
hours In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 2 semester hours in arranging (3/

other promotional matenal required for a
Navy band, supervises reports, records
maintenance, and other personnel administration requirements, supervises the custody, care, and maintenance of music material; prepares requests for procurement and
disposition of music material. MUCS._Able

79)

Recommendation, MUGS

to perform the dunes required for MUC.,
conducts a large concert 'band in performance of advanced literature, prepares a

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 16 semester hours in
music theory (including harmony, ear train-

musical program for radio or television, utilizing dance band and/or combo, and featuring solo or entertainment capabilities of
band personnel, analyzes dominant and dia-

ing, and sight singing), 2 in jazz theory/
improvisation, 4-6 in applied performance
(individual instruction), I in applied performance (secondary instrument), 4 in, per-,
forming ensembles,
in elementary conducting, 3 in marching band, and I in concert band, for a total of 32 or 34 semester
hours In the upper-diva ion baccalaureate
category, 4 semester ho rs in arranging,,2

tonic seventh chords in root position and
inversions, harmonizes melodies in four

1

parts, indicating figured bass, using diatonic

triads with inversions, dominant seventh
chords with inversions, and nonharmonic
tones, organizes and schedules training programs and evaluates their effectiveness,
manages, schedules, and coordinates the re-

in advanced conducting, in band management, and 2 in personnel anagement, for a
total of 10 semester hours (3/79).
Recommendation, MUCM
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 16 semester hours in-a0
music theory (including harmony, ear train-

hearsal and performance of all units of a
Navy band; manages the preparation and
distnbution of posters, pictures, biographies,

radio/TV spots, news releases, programs,
and other promotional material, establishes
and implements an effective community relations program, manages non-musical logis-

tic support for a Navy band; prepares correspondence, establishes and implements a
program for interviewing, evaluating, end
assigning personnel to assure maximum utilization; manages procurement, control,.
maintenance,

and

chiposition

of music,

musical equipment, and supplies. MUCM:
Able to perform the duties required for
MUCS; plans, organizes, implements, and
controls activities; establishes giials, objectives, and priorities; reviews personnel,
equipment, and material requirements, and
forecasts future requirements; evaluates
intsical "background proficiency and poten-

tial of applicants for the. Navy music pro-

ing, and sight singing), 2 in jazz theory/
,

improvisation, 4-6 in applied performance
(Individual instruction), I in applied performance (individual instruction in secondary instrument), 4 in performing ensembles,
I in elementary conducting, 3 in marching
band, I in concert band,
in elementary
1

class mano I

in instrumental techniques,

and 2 in public speaking, for a total of 36 or
38 semester hours.. In the upper-division
baccalahreate category, 6 semester hours in
arranging, 4 in ,,,ailyanced conducting, 3 in
dance band teeNiques, 3 in band management. and 3 in personnel management, for a
total, of 19 semester hours. In the graduate
degree category, 2 semester hours in advanced conducting (3/79).

gram; develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation,sMU3

NERNC-47101

In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4 semester hours in
music theory (including harmony, ear train-

NAVY COUNSELOR

ing, and sight singing), 2 in jazz theory/
improvisation, 2-4 in applied performance
(individual instruction), and 2 in performing
ensembles, for a total of 10 or 12 semester
hours (3/79):
Recommendation, MU2
In the lower-division baccalaureate/alsoelate degree category, 4 semester hours in

350
:

NCI
NCC
NCCS
NCCM
Exhibit Dates: 8/74-Present
Occupational Field: 15 (Administration)
Career Pattern
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occupational choice and career analysis on

May have progressed from Petty Officer

the 'basis of institutional evaluation, if the

Second Class (E-5) of any rating. NCI:
Navy Counselor First Clasi (E-6) NCC:

duty assignment was drugs rind alcohol reha-

bilitation counselor. additional credit in applied psychology, psychological counseling
theory and techniques, behavior crisis intervention, and drugs and alcohol abuse on the
basis of instlintional evaluation (12/76)

Chief Navy Counselor (E-7). NCCS. Senior
Chief Navy Counselor (E-8) NCCM.
Master Chief Navy Counselor (E-9)
Description

Summary: Interviews, advises, and counsels enlisted personnel aboin career development opportunities, Benefits, and regulations; organizes and implements recruiting
anti retention programs. NCI. Prepares recruiting and pre-enhstinent brochures and
kits; writes news releases; writes and de14,ers public relations and recruiting talks, participates in community events, conducts in-

Recommendation, NCCS

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation iw the same as that for
NCI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, semester hour
in applied psychology, 1 in community rela1

tions, 2 in interviewing techniques, 3 In introduction to mass media techniques, 3 in
communication (speech), 3 in, communica-

terviews, counsels, -and advises enlisted personnel, administers, scores, and records re-

tion (written, 3 in career information and
counseling, 3 in human relations, and 3 in

sults of vocational preference and aptitude
tests; applies. mass-media advertising, informs personnel of local agencies capable of
aiding naval personnel and their families.
NCC. Able to perform the duties required

.

management electives, for a minimum total
of 22 semester hours, if the duty assignment
was career counselor, additional credit in applied psychology and in occupational
choice and career analysis on the basis of

for Naonducts radio and television in-

institutional evaluation, if the duty assignment was drugs and alcohol rehabilitation
counselor, additional credit in applied psychology, psychological counseling t eory
and techniques, behavior crisis interve tion,
and drugs and alcohol abuse on the b is of
institutional evaluation In the upper- ivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in problems in htiman relations (12/

terviews, applies Federal Communications
CoMmissiort regulations and Naval policies
concerning broadcasts, trains and supervises
subordinates:may. specialize insareer coun-

sehng, recruiting, or drugs and alcohol rehabilitation counseling. NCCS. Able to per-

_ _.

form the duties required for NCC, may
serve as area supervisor of a large counseling program, drafts correspondence, interviews, evaluates, and assigns personnel;
verifies accuracy of administrative reports,
collects, develops, and disseminates career
program information; develops plans for organizing and implementing surveys, develops Motivation programs; organizes and
schedules training program for subordi-

76).

Recommendation, NCCM

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
NCI. In the lower-division Baccalaureate/
semester hour
associate degree category,
in applied psychology, 1 in community rela1

t
tions, 2 in interviewing techniques, 3 in
communication (sp6ch), 3 in communication (written), 3 in career information and
counseling, 3 In human relations, 3 in introduction to mass media techniques, and 6 in,
management electives, for a minimum total

nates. NCCM: Able to perform ,the duties

required for NCCS; forecasts futuPe personnel requirements; plans and initiates action
to satisfy personnel requirements, provides
information to the command on regulations,
procedures, and practices applicSble to recruiting and retention; develops written materials for counseling program; evaluates ef-

of 25 semester hours; if the duty assignment
was career counselor, additional credit in applied psychology and in occupational

fectiveness of recruiting and retention programs; monitors, analyzes, and makes recommendations concerning personnel utilization; provides technical assistance to subordinate commands, develops operating

choice and career analysis on the basis of
institutional evaluation; if the duty assignment was drugs and alcohol rehabilitation
counselor, additional credit in ,applied psychology, psychological counseling theory
and techniques, behavior crisis intervention,

budget and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation,IWC1

In the vocational certificate category,
in
semester hour in ap lied psychology,
communication
community relat s,
(written), and
mmunicati
(speech): 3 in
3 in human elations, for -a otal of 11 semester hour . In the lowe -division bacca-

and drugs and alcohol abuse on the basis of
institutional evaluation In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in management problems, 3 for a
practicum invocational counseling, and 6 in
problems in human relations, for a total of

1

1

laureate/associate degree category, I semes-

12 semester hours (12/76)

terhour in applied psychology,,) in com-

in introduction to mass
-,munity relations,
media techniques, 2 in interviewing techniques, 3 in communication (speech), 3 in
communication (written), 3 in career Information and counseling, and 3 in human relations, for a:total of 17 semester hours (12/
1

76)

Recommendation, NCC

NER-0M-001-

0M3
0M2

associate degree category, semester hour
community relain applied psychology, 1
tions,
o, 2 in Interviewing tee ques, 3 in in1

Occupational Field: 4 (Ship Maintenance)
Career Pattern

.

compasses,,performs maintenance on image-

intensifying and night vision sights, and on
external Tntings of submarine periscopes; re=
cements lenses using a lens centering instru-

ment,, uses the metric and English systems
of measurement to determine coca] lengths,
dioptric strength, and magnifying power of
a positive and negative lens; uses and maintains hand tools, completes maintenance

AP.

data 'forms. 0M2 Able to perform the
duties required for 0M3, reads blueprints
and sketches, makes mechanical parts for
optical instruments using lathe, milling machine, and drill press, computes calculations
required for determining taper per foot, cutting speeds, and surface speeds, removes
and installs submarine penscopes, repairs
and overhauls ship-mounted binoculars,
submarine periscopes,and tilting-prism gunsight telescopes; completes maintenance reinventories installed equipment;
ports;

orders repair parts and tools OMI: Able to
perform the duties required for 0M2; establishes alignment references, autocollination,
base and line transfer, and azimuth transfer;

performs complete overhaul of MK2I rangefinders; prepares and maintains records,
logs, reports, and work requests; maintains
current

naval

publications

concerning

standard optical equipment; reviews completed maintenance data forms; .prepares
weekly maintenance schedule. OMC Able

to perform the duties required for OM1,
coordinates repair and maintenance programsfor measuring instruments; supervises

equipment inspections, supervises training
of personnel in repair and ,overhaul of optical equipment; plans, schedules, and assigns
repair work; prepares quarterly maintenance schedules; supervises repair of preci-

sion measuring mechanical and optical instruments; applies laboratory calibration
services providing standards for pressure,
temperature, flow, and linear measurements.

OMCS: Able to perform the duties required
for OMC; prepares directives and instruc-

tions for attaining organization objectives
and improving operations; prepares correspondence; establishes and implements a
program for interviewing, evaluating, and

In the vocational certificate category,
semester hour in machine tool operation, 2
in fabrication techniques, 3 in physics

(optics), and 3 in optical laboratory, for a
total of 9 semester hours. In the lowerditsion baccalaureate/associate degree cat egory 1 semester hour in machine tool op-

First Class (E-6). 0.9fC. Chief Opticalman
(E -7) OMCS. Senior Chief Opticalman

physics (optics), and 3 in optical laboratory,
for a total of 9 semester hours (12/78)

Seaman (E-3) 0M3. Opticalman,
0M2. Opticalman,
Class (E-4)
Second Class (E-5) OMI. Opticalman,

tional credit in applied psychology and in

sight telescopes, azimuth and bearing circles, sextants, stadimeters, and magnetic

Third

SN.

duty assignment was career counselor, addl-

telescopes, marine alidades, fixed prism gun-

1

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.

troduction to mass media tee mques, 3 in
communication (speech), 3 in communication (written), 3 in career information and
counseling, and 3 in human relations, for a
minimum total of 19 semester hours, if the

tempers, hardens, and anneals various
metals; joins metals by soft and silver
solder, repairs and overhauls binoculars,

surance audits; prepares work estimates; ad%ministers a long-range planned maintenance
program.
Recommendation,-0M3

OMC
OMCS

NCI In the lower-division baccalaureate/

navigational instruments, binoculars, gum
sights, range finders, submarine and turret
periscopes, night vision sights, and other
optical instruments. 0M3. Operates lathe,
milling machine, bench grinder, and drill
press; uses cutting lubricants on metals,

training programs; coordinates quality as-

OM1

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendatiqn 'is the same as that for

mentman (E-9).
Description
Summary:Performs maintenance on small

assigning personnel to assure maximum utilization; administers repair maintenance records, organizes, schedules, and evaluates

OPTICALMAN

'

8). PICM. Master Chief Precision Instru-

I+
('
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eration, 2 in fabrication technology,

3

in

/
In the vocational certificate category, 3

0S3
0S2

1

mathematics, for a total of 22 semester
hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in machine tool operation, 3 in fabrication
technology, 5 in physic (optics), 5 in optical
laboratory, 1 in blueprint reading, and 2 in

ations Specialist Third Class (Radarman
Third Class) (E4). 0S2 (RD2): Operations

Specialist Second Class (Radarman Second
Class) (E-5). 0S1 (RD1): Operations_54-

'A'S%)
cialist First Class (Radarman First
(E-6). OSC (RDC): Chief Operations SpeOSCS
cialist (Chief Radarman)

Recommendation, OMI

In...tlie vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in machine tool operation, 3

(RDCS): Senior Chief Operations Specialist
(Senior Chief Radarman) (E-8). OSCM
-IRDCM). Master Chief Operations Specialist (Master Chief Radarman) (E-9)

fabrication techniques, 5 in physics
(optics), 6 in optical -laboratory, in blueprint reading, and 2 in optical measurement,
for a minimum total of 20 semester hours; if
in

1

equipment, operates radiotelephones 0S3
(RD3)..Operates a radar/console screen, ob-

serving objects detected by the radar and

ter hours; if NEC was IM-1821, Precision
Physical Measuring Specialist, 3 semester

displayed on the radar screen, identifies the
objects detected, determines their moves
ment, and disseminates this informationto,
users by internal communications systems,
operates radiotelephones, plots and maintains current display of objects detected; determines own ship's position on nautical
charts using ranges, bearing, and s andard
n posinavigational symbols; changes
tions into grid coordinates; kn s.the basic
ttons of the modulafunctions and inte
tor, receiver, anten , control, and indicator
units, reads electronic block diagrams,
solves maneuvering board problems for

hours in technical mathematics, for a total
of 29 semester hours (12/78).
Recommendation, OMC

In the vocational certificate category, the

th'e same as that for

OM1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in machine tool operation; 3 in fabrication
technology, 5 in physics (optics), 6 in optical laboratory, in blueprint reading, 2 in
1

course, speed, closest point of approach,
true wind, and desired wind. 0S2 (RD2):
Able to perform the duties required for

optical measurement, 3 in record ke4Ping, 3
in personnel supervision, and 1 in shop supervision, for a minimum total of 27 semester hours, if NEC was IM-1821, Precision
Physical Measuring Specialist, 3 semester

0S3 (RD3); tests radar and associated electronic equipment, supervises and trains personnel operating radar andassociated electronic equipment, plotting display information, operating radiotelephones and log
keeping; solves course and speed problems,

hours in technical mathematics, for a total
of30 semester hours (12/78)

using polar coordinate graph paper; per-

Recommendation, OMCS

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same .as that for

optical measurement, 3 in record keeping, 3
in. personnel supervision, 1 in shop supervision, arid 2 in human relations, for,a minimum total of 29 semester hours, if NEC was
IM-7,1821, Precision Physical Measuring Specialist. 3 semester hours in technical math-

ematics, for a total of 32 semester hours In
the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3
semester hours for field experience in management (12/78).

No.

views personnel, equipment, and material
requirements; plans, organizes, and implements activities in accordance with policies
and procedures; coordinates repair and

maintenance programs in accordance with
ship's operating schedule, develops budgets
and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, 0S3 (RD3)
In the vocational certificate category, 6

semester hours in radar operationsim,ap.,__

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in radar operations, 3 in applied mathematics, 3 in seamanship,. 3 in
basic electronics, 3 in coastwise naviga

routine preventive maintenance on radar

forms duties of marine coastal radar navigator, using nautical charts, maintains strategic geographic and surface plots; interprets

international and inland Nautical Rules of
the Road. OS/ (RD//: Able to perform the
duties required for 0S2 (RD2); assigns
duties to operations specialist personnel and

supervises their performance, performs as
supervisor of a watch section, directing the
task performance of plotters, radiotelephone
operators, radar operators, and other members of the watch section, prepares weekly
schedules of preventive maintenance. OSC
(RDC). Able to perform the duties required
for OS1 (RD1), supervises the training program for operation specialists, prepares
quarterly preventive maintenance schedules,

supervises the performance of preventive

35;

I.

/

tablishes objectives and sets priorities; re-

and appropriately disseminates it, performs

by observing a ,radar, maintains a radar
navigation plot of own ship's movement,
evaluates information collected by radar

1

ties of personnel, equitiment, and material in
area of responsibility-, interviews, evaluates,
and assigns personnel, establishes work priorities. OSCM (RDCM). Able to perform
the duties required for OSCS (RDCS), performs technical administrative functions; es-

equipment, identifies and maintains a display (plot) of the movement of ships, aircraft, missiles, and natural objects detected

Summdry: Operates radar and associated

cal mathematics, for a total of 23 semester
hours. in the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in machine tool operation, 3 in fabrication
technology, 5 in physics (optics), '6 in optical laboratory, in blueprint reading, 2 in
optical measurement, 3 in record keeping, 2
in personnel supervision, and 1 in shop supervision, for a minimum total of 26 semes-

program; provides superiors with information and advice on utilization and capabili-

plied mathematics, 3 in seamanship, and 2 in
basic electronics, for a total of 14 semester
hours In the lower-division baccalaureate,/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in seamanship and 2 in basic electronics
(12/76).
Recommendation,s0S2 (RD2)

Description

NEC was IM-1821, Precision Physical Measuring Specialist. 3 semester hours in techni-

1

and directives; -organizes, schedules an4
evaluates training program; administerV,,
long-range radar equipment maintenance

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present NOTE Until
6/73, the title of this rating was Radarman
(RD).
Occupational Field: 2 (Ship Operations).
Career Pattern
SN: Seaman (E-3). 0S3 (RD3): Oper-

optical measurement, for a minimum total
of 19 semester hours; if NEC was IM-1821,
Precision Physical Measuring Specialist, 3 semester hours in technical matheratics, for a
total of 22 semester hours.

in machine tool dperation, 3 in fabrication
technology, 5 in physics (optics), 6 in optical laboratory, in blueprint reading, 2 in

(RDCS): Able to perform the duties -required for OSC (RDC), prepares correspondence and other written instructions

OSI
OSC
OSCS
OSCM

NEC was IM-1821, Precision Physical Measuring Specialist 3 semester hours in technical

OM1 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

officer in charge of the Communications Information Center; serves as piloting officer
during radar assisted piloting OSCS

OPERATIONS SPECIALIST

semester hours in machine tool operation, 3
rn fabncation techniques, 5 .in physics
(optics), 5 in optical laboratory, in blueprint reading, and 2 in optical measurement,
for a minimum total of 19 semester hours, if

s ryes as an assistant to the

maintenance;

NER-OS-001

Recommendation, 0M2

recommendation is
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and piloting (radar navigation), and
record keeping, for a total of 19 semest r
hours In the lower-division baccalaureat /
associate degree category, 3 semester ho rs
in seamanship, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in
coastwise navigation and piloting (radar
in record keeping, and in
navigation),
personnel supervision, for a total of 11 se1

1

1

mester hours (12/76).
Recommendation, OSI (RDI)

-

in the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in radar operations, 3 in ap-

plied mathematics, 3 in seamanship, 3 in
basic electronics, 3 in coastwise navigation

and piloting (radar navigation), and 2 in
record keeping, for a minimum total of 20
semester hours, if designated as a qualified
air controller, additional credit in air traffic

control on the basis of institutional evaluation. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in seamanship, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in
coastwise navigation and piloting (radar
navigation), 2 in record keeping, and 2 in
personnel supervision, for a minimum total

of 13 semester hours;, if designated as a
additional credit in
air traffic control on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/76).
qualified air contr011er,

Recommendation, OSC (RDC)

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for OS1
(RD1). In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in seamanship, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in
coastwise navigation and piloting (radar
navigation), 3 in personnel supervision, 3
for field experience in management, and 2
in record keeping, for a minimum total of
17 semester hours, if designated as a qualified air controller, additional credit in air

traffic control on the basis of institutional
evaluation (12/76)

11,
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postal records and reports. PC1. Able to

ReCommendati n, OSCS (RDCS)

In the vocal onal certificate category. the
recommendati n is the same as that for OS1
(11D1). In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 3 semester hours

in seamanship. 3 in basic electronic:. 3 in
coastwise navigation and piloting (radar
'navigation), 3 in personnel supervision. 3
for field experience in management, 3 in
management electives, and 2 in record
keeping. for a minmum total of 20-semester
hours. if designated as a qualified air control-

ler. additional credit in air traffic control on
the basis of institutional evaluation. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3 semester hours for a practicum in manage,ment and additional credit in human relaevaluation
tions on the basis of
(12/76).
Recommendation, OSCM (RDCM)
the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for OS1

perform the duties required for PC2, audits
and reviews inspection reports of Navy
post offices, prepares parent office reports,
able to assume the duties, responsibilities.
and functions of a postal officer when necessary

PCC. Able to perform the duties

required for PC I. supervises postal counter
and sorting acts pities,. ensures compliance
with customs procedures, supervises postal,

office procedures PCCS.*Able to perform
the duties requirkd for PCC. conducts in-

semester hours In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in human relations
and for a practicum in management on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/76)

postal operations, prepares correspondenc

develops evaluation programs dealing with
management efficiency
personnel and
PCCM: Able to perform the duties require
for PcCS; develops and monitors operating
budg2U,_ forecasts future,pnanpo_wer_and ma-

terial requirements, develops basic plans for

Recommendation, PC3

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, if the student is enment. 3 in management problems. and 3 in
rolling in a postal service management propersonnel management. and additional
credit in human relations on the basis-of_gram, 3 semester hours m_ mail processing
and 2 in postal customer services (12/76)
institutional evaluation. for a minimum total
upper-division baccalaureate category. 6 se-

mester hours for a practicum in manage-

in

of 12 semester hours (12/76)

Recommendation, PC2

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division

in

baccalaureate/asso-

NER-OT-001

ciate degree category, 2 semester hours in
record keeping; if the student is enrolling in

OCEAN SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN

a postal service management program, additional credit as follows. 2 semester hour

postal customer services, 3 in postal delivery and collection, and 4 in mail processing,
for a combined total of 11 semester hours
(12/76).

OTC
OTCS
OTCM

PCC. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours
in record keeping, 3*)irt general clerical procedures, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
office management, 3 in communication

(written), 3 for management electives, and
additional credit for field experience in

management on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 17 semester houLs. if the studentyrenrolling in a
postal service management program. addition-

al credit as follows, 3 semester hours in
postal customer services, 3 in postal delivery and collection. 6 in mail processing, and

2 in postal problems analysis, for a combined minimum total of 31 semester hours.
In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in management problems, and additional credit in human relations, in personnel management, and for a
practicum in management on the basis of
institutional evaluation (12/76)

in

the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 2 semester hours in

NER-PH-001

record keeping and 3 in general clerical
procedures, if the student is enrolling in a

PHOTOGRAPHER'S MATE

postal service management program. addition-

al credit as follow's. 3 semester hours in
postal customer services, '3 in postal delivery and collection, and 6 in mail processing,
for a combined total of 17 semester hours

POSTAL CLERK

PC3
PC2

(12/76).
Recommendation, PCC

PC I

In the vocational certificate category. 2
semester hours in record keeping and 3 in
general clerical procedures, if the student is

PCC
PCCS
PCCM

enrolling in a postal service management pro-

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 15 (Administration)
Career Pattern
SN Seaman (E-3) PC3 Postal Clerk
Third Class (E-4) PC2. Postal Clerk
Second Class (E-5). PC1 Postal Clerk First
Class (E-6r PCC. Chief Postal Clerk (E-7)

PCCS Senior Chief Postal Clerk (E-8)
PCCM. Master Chief Postal Clerk (E-9)
Description

.

Summary: Operates Navy post office
PC3 Performs postal counterwork. including selling stamps. processing international
money orders. and collecting and remitting
COD charges, performs general clerical
duties, including mall sorting and distribution, and record maintenance, able to type
20 words per minute. PC2. Able to perform
the duties required for PC3, establishes mail
transportation schedules and routes, supervises and trains personnel in the operation

of a Navy post office, supervises preparae and distribution of local
tion,
,

In the vocational certificate Category, the
recommendation is the -same as that for

In the vocational certificate category or

NER-PC-001

1

Recommendation, PCCM

Recommendation, PC1

Exhibit Dates: Pending evaluation.

.

processing, and 2 in postal problems analy-

sis, for a combined minimum total of 28

tion is the same as that for OSCS In the

OT I

hours in postal customer services, 3 in
postal delivery and collection, 6 in mail

recommendations for the improvement of

associate degree category, the recommenda-

OT3
OT2

ing in a postal service management program,
additional credit as follows 3 semester

spections of Na v,..y post offices and develops

implementing policy statements and directives, establishes goals, objectives, and priorities in own area of responsibility

(RD1) In the lower-divisiod baccalaureate/

in record keeping, 3 in general clerical procedures, 3 in personnel supervision. 3 in
office management. 3 in communication
(written), and additional credit for field experience in management on th; basis of instituuonal evaluation, for a minimum total
of 14 semester hours, if the student is enroll-

-

gram, additional credit as follows 3 semester hours in postal customer services, 3 in

postal delivery and collection, 6 in mall
processing. and 2 in postal problems analysis,

for a combined total of 19 semester

hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

in record keeping, 3 in general clerical procedures, 3 in personnel supervision, and additional credit for field experience in management on the basis of institutional evalua-

tion, for a minimum tota) of g semester
hours, if the student is enrolling in a postal
management program, additional
credit as follows. 3 semester hours in postal
-customer services, 3 in postal delivery and
service

collection, 6 in mail processing, and 2 in
postal problems analysis, for a combined

PH3
PH2
PHI
PHC
PHCS
PHCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Occupational Field: 17 (Media).
Career Pattern

AN Airman (E-3). PH3: Photographer's
Mate Third Class (E-4) P112: Photographer's Mate Second Class (E-5). PH1. Pho-

tographer's Mate First Class (E,-6) PHCChief Photographer's Mate (E-7) PHCS
Senior Chief Photographer's Mate (E78)
PHCM. Master Chief Photogrther's Mate
(E-9)
Description

Summary. Makes pictorial records of historical and newsworthy events, finished
prints, strip photographs. and mosaics,
maintains photographic equipment and accessories. PH3
Operates 16 -mm silent
motion picture cameras, 4" x 5" press cam-

eras, copy cameras, view cameras, VA"
format roll film cameras. 35mm range-

PCC In the lower-division bat.calaureate,'

finder-equipped still cameras, 35-mm singlelelis-reflex cameras, contact printers, blackan -white projection printers,.sensitometers,
de sitometers, color projection printers,
col r analyzers, exposure meters, and automatic processing maLhines, photographs

associate degree category, 2 semester hours

small metal parts, architectural struLtures.

total of 22 semester hours (12/76)
Recommendation, PCCS

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

3.53
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trans), and
persons tormal
interior and exterior scenes; processes
black-and-white transparencies from blackand-white continuous tone onginals, high
contrast transparencies from black-andwhite line originals, black-and-white 'transparencies from multicolored originals, highcontrast black-and-white -transparencies
from color line originals, color trans- parencies maintaining the density and color balance of the original, sheet and roll film to
negatives and affixes identification information, black-and-white negatives from multicolored originals to show complete separation of the colors as tones, black-and-white
contact prints from selected' negatives,
black-and-white projection pnnts from neg-

atives with vanable,contrast paper and the
correct printing filters, and color corrected
pnnts (custom prints) from color negatives;
uses painted light techniques, filters, natural
lighting, light enhancement techniques, photoflash techniques, stop motion techniques,
selective focus techniques, and basic light-ink arrangement, produces pnnts from copy
negatives to show complete separation of
the colors as tones; prepares stock/working
solutions from prepackaged materials; prepares print. rooms for 'printing
white negatives; observes copyright-and-reproduction regulations; performs operator
maintenance on photographic equipment
and

accessones,

performs

weekly

and

monthly maintenance on automatic process-

ing machines. PH2: Able to perform the
duties required for PH3, operates and maintains

portable TV cameras and portable

video tape recorders, photographs the inte-`

nors of large structures, harbor and port
facilities, ships, aircraft, and terrain, proc-

second-generation black-and-white
negatives and large format (16" x 20" minimum) black-and-white, double weight
prints, uses motion picture scene-sequencing
technique, motion picture editing techniques (silGilt. motion picture Alm), broad:,
short-, and side-lighting techniques, subject
posing techniques, and background selection techniques, selects equipment, scale,
esses

and coverage for hand-held aerial photographs; establishes. master filter packs for
pnnting color negatives; orders standard

stock items. PHI: Able to perform the

duties required for PH2; prepares storyboards for use in produding silent motion
pictures, prepares slide presentations with
taped narrative; uses TV spot news motion

picture coverage techniques and motion

picture editing techniques; photographs
cathode ray tube imagery for recording and
Image retrieval/interpretation; evaluates

control charts to determine trends, shifts,
and cycles and monitors process control,
prepares duplicate negatives and positives
from original film for image interpretialtii;
supervises operator maintenance or photographic equipment and accessories; -supervises photographic work center. PHC. Able

to perform the duties required for 'PHI;

provides silent motion picture film for release to television stations for news shows,
plans missions for hart-held aerial photographic cgyerage; supervises maintenance
of photographic, files and records; ensures
that forwarding' and releasing deadline requirements are met; schedules maintenance
of photographic equipment and accessories
and maintains history cards; procures nonstandard stock items. PHCS: Able to perform 'the duties required for P C, ensures
compliance with copyright an reproduction regulations, prepares loca directives
and instructions, prepares corres ndence,
interviews, assigns. and% evaluatel personnel

to assure maximum utilization, organizes,

schedules, and evaluates tr ing programs,
uipment and
photograph'
coordinates prosupply requiremen s
ble to perform the
curement. PHC

determines

duties required. r PHCS; reviews manpower autho zations; reviews personnel,
equipmentand material requirements and

forecasts future needs, establishes goals and
sets prionties; develops operating budgets
and monitors expenditures

NERPI-001
PRECISIOHNIEIFNSTRUMENTMAN, MASTER

PICM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71- Present.
Occupational Field: 4%--(Ship Maintenance)
Carper Pattern

May progress from either IMCS, Senior

Recommendation, PH3

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in ,camera and accessories
operation, 6 in photography techniques, and
6 in photo processing, for a total of. l8

Chief Instrumentman. (E-8) or OMCS,
Senior Chief Opucalman (E-8). PICM
Master Chief Precision Instrumentman (E9).
,

Description

semester hours. In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in basic photography, 2 in camera
techniques, 2 in darkroom techniques, 2 for
an internship in photography/cinema, and I

Able to perform the duties required for
IMCS (Senior Chief Instrumentman) or

mester hours (2/7.7).

accordance with policies and directives;

in color photography, for a total of 10 seRecommendation, PH2

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation

is the same as that for

PH3 In the lower-division baccalaureate/

associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in basic phbtography, 3 in camera techniques, 3 in darkroom techniques, 2 in film
production, 2 for an internship in photographyJcinema, I in portraiture, and I in color

photography, for a total of 15 semester
hours (2/77). -Recommendation, PHI

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the same as that for

OMCS (Senior Chief Opticalman); develops
procedures for conducting safety programs
and monitoring compliance; plans, organizes, implements, and controls activities in
forecasts future requirements; 'establiShes
goals, objectives, and priorities; reviews
personnel, equipment, and Vaatenal requirements, assists in the management,ayecords;
coordinates liaison between fowl- activities

and ship or shipyard; manages repair division, schedules repair work, develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation

In the ..vocational certificate category, use
the recommendation for either IM I (Instrumentman, First Class) in exhibit NER-IM-

001 or OM I. (Opticalman, First Class) in
exhibit NER-OM-001, as appropriate In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, us4'the recommendation
for either IMCS (Senior Chief Instrumentman) in exhibit NER-IM-001 or OMCS

PH3. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
'in basic photography. 3 in camere"techniques, 3 in darkroonf techniques, 3 in film
production, 3 for an internship in photography/smema, I in portraiture. I in color
photography, I in technical photography,

..(Senior Chief Opticalman) to exhibit NER-

an

and 3 in management problenis (12/78)

1 in persOnnel supervision, for a total of
19 semester hours (2/77).

0M-001, as appropriate In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester
hours for field experience in management

Recommendation, PHC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

NERPM-001

management, I in portraiture, and 1 in color

Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present.
Occupational Field:, 4 (Ship Maintenance).
Career Pattern
FN: Fireman (E-3). PM3: Patternmaker,
Third Class (E-4). PM2. Patternmaker,

PH3. In the lower-division baccalaureate/ 7rATTERNMAKER
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
PM3
in basic photography, 3 in camera techPM2
niques, 3 in darkroom techniques, 3 in film
production, 3 for an internship in photograPM 1
phy/cinema, 2 in technical photography, 2
PMC
in personnel supervision, I in maintenance

photogrphy. for a total of 22, semester
hours (2/77).
Recommendation, PHCS
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
PH3. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in basic photography, 3 in camera techniques, 3 in darkroom techniques, 3 in film
production, 3 for an internship in photogra-

phy/cinema, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in
technical photography. 2 in maintenance
management, I in portraiture, and I in color

photography, for a total of 24 semester
hours (2/77).

-

Second Class (E-5). PMI. Patternmaker,

First Class (E-6). PMG Chief Patternmaker
(E-7) MLCS. Senior Chief Molder (E-8)...,
MLCM. Master Chief Molder (E-9).
Description

Summary: Makes wooden, plaster, and
metal patterns, core boxes, and flasks used
by molders In a Navy foundry. PM3: Works
from shop drawings and sketches to fabri-

cate simple templates; lays out and constructs (using shrinkage rule) simple one -

patterns, applies -standard color-code
finishes; positions and mounts patterns on
match boards (flat and irregular parting sur-

Recommendation, PHCM
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

piece

associate degree category, the recommeq_da-

computes board feet of lumber, uses wood
fillers, identifies glues by eharactenstics and

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

uses,

PH3. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

non is the same as that for PHCS. In the

mester hours for field experience in management and 3 in organization and planning
(2/77).

354
'41/44,

faces),

identifies

patternmaking

identifies ferious

and

woods,

non-ferrous

metal by chip and file test; uses and cares
for .pyrometers and hand tools; maintains
shop files PM2.-Able to perform the duties

1,0

9
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required for PM3, prepares sketches from

'Recommendation, PN1C

In the vocational certificate category. the
recommendation is the same as that for
PMI In the lower - division baccalaureate/

and monitors expenditures
Recommendation, PN3

of two cylinders and cylinder having in-

associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in

in blueprint reading and sketching!'.3 in introduction to -construction, 2 in, machine ,
shop, 2 in use and care of tools, 2 in shop
supeNinon, 2 in personnel supervision, I in
record keeping. and in safety, for a total

Recommendation, PN2

and ,constructs
master patterns and -,atterns used for composite casting; constructs molds using, flexible molding compounds, uses principles of
mold construction and foundry methods for
clined

surface,

lays

out

partings, core arrangement, and drawing
patterns frodi molds; designs and constructs
flasks for patterns, lays out and constructs
patterns and coreboxes for flanged fittings,'
spool patterns, elbow patterns, hand*heel,
pulley, shipboard standard billets. pump
castings, impellers, globe valv'es, gate
valves, steam chegts, manifolds, and louvered and jacketed end-bells: identifies

1

of 16 semester hours (12/78)

NERPN-001

PN2
PN I

PNC
PNCS

PNCM

weights, and qu'antities of lumber for patterns,

designs

and

Manufactures

labor-

saving devices, completes maintenance re-

ports. PMI Able to perform the duties required for PM2, constructs patterns for
carbon dioxide molding process, Jays out
and `constructs patterns for conical stave
constructed patterns and for volute pump
castings, constructs patterns requiring intercasting of members, constructs intricate

gypsum cement patterns and core boxes,
lays out and constructs patterns and core
boxes for double action Impellers, and spur,
bevel, and worm gear blanks, manufactures
patterns using plastic materials, constructs
tensile test coupon. patterns with gating
system and risers attached, designs and uses

pattern padding required for control of solidification, determines need for and constructs full core boxes for one -piece cores,
determines requirements for and constructs
proper gating system attached to patterns,
prepares maintenance schedules PMC. Able

to perform the duties required for PM1,
,

X

estimates cost for patternmaking Jobs, prepares and maintains records and reports required for repair department, solves problems of Lasting design, applies principles of
mold construction and foundry methods for
minimizing stresses, strains, and hot spots

by using chdls, risers, and fillets, controls
shrinkage by the use of chills, risers, and
pods, conducts oil- the -lob training, supervises and trains personnel in the design,
construction, layout, and manufacture of
patterns, in identifying metals, and in the
use of immersion and optical pyrometers,
prepares quarterly maintenance schedules

In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
blueprint reading and sketching, 3 in uttroduction to construction, 11, in machine shop,
and I in use and care cif tools, for a total of.
in the

.

Recommeneon, PMI
In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in blueprint reading and
sketching, 3 in introduction to construction,
2 in machine shop, and 2 in use and care of

for a total of I(Ysemester hours In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
tools,

degree category. 1 semester, hours in blue-

print reading and sketching, 3 in introduction to construction, 2 in machine shop. 2 in
use and care of tools, and 1 in shop supervi-

sion. for a total of 11 semester hours (12/
78)

SN: Seaman (EV) PN,I. Personnelman
Third Class (E-4T PN2 Personnelman
Second Class (E-5) PNI PersonmIman

First Class (E-6) PNC. Chief Personnel
man.(E-7) PNCS. Senior Chief Personnelman (E-8) PNCM Master Chief Personnelman (E-9),
Descriptjon
Summary.

F,'Worms enlisted' personnel
administration duties PN3. Performs routine office functions, performs receptionist
duties, prepares and, maintains personnel
records, assists personnel in completing
forms, letters, and requests, operates duplicating equipment, able to type reports and

correspondence at 10 words pen minute,
res
prepaprepares
correspondence PN2 Able to per-

form the duties required for PN3, organizes
monitors maintenance of files, requisi,tions, maintains, issues, and accounts for
,educational manuals and materials, advises
personnel on the availability of training and
educational materials, service school eligt-.
availability of duty assignments, and
emergency relief agencies, able to type- 35

words per minute PNI: Able to perform
the duties required for PN2, preparesAtatisneat summaries and reports. applies meth-

of work simplification, reviews com-

pleted Job orders and work requests, drafts
Instructions and notices, supervises the procurement, custody. and tiandling of publications, conducts briefings and interviews
concerning dependency benefits and pre-re-

tirement matters; able to type at 40 words

Recommendation, PM3 and PM2

8 semester hours (12/78)

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Occupational Field:-I5 (Administration)..,
Career Pattern

ods
ods

per minute, PNC Able to perform, the
required for PN1, supervises and
trains personnel in classification procedures,
duties

reviews applications for special programs
leading to higher education and/or commissioned rank: serves as office manager, inter) press

the. lower- division baccalaureatelassoelate degree category, I semestkr hour in
typing and I in office procedures (12/76).

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category semester hour,. in
typing, Lin filing and records management._
and 3 in offioe procedures, for a Ibtal of 5 ,

in

In the vocational certificatvategory or
in , the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, I semester hour in
filing and records management. 2 in typing.,
3 in orrift procedures, and 3 in coniniartretion (Written), for a total of 9 °semester

-PN3

measurements and computes areas, volumes.

In the vocational certificate category or

semester hours (12/76)
Recommndation, PN1

PERSONNELMAN

lumber structure and cats, bnd effects of
" shrinkage, swelling and warping; ,records

t'

and directives, develops opening budgets

drawings, fabricates layouts
from mechanical drawings, freehand sketches, and castings, constructs layout of deLelopmenls and cuts templates for intersection
mechanical

and analyzes manpower authonu-

tions, supervises the preparation and transmittal of documents, establishes and admin-

hours (12/76).
Recommendation, PNC.
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same cis that for
KV! In the lower-d ion baccalaureate/
associate degree cate ory, 1 sem ter hour
in

filing and records managem

t

nizes and schedules (raining Pkograms, eval-unies effectiveness of programs and initiates

improvements PNCM. Able to perfornt the
duties required for PNC.S, performs organizational analyses, develops research reports,

plans. organizes, implements. and controls
activities in compliancy with overall policy

35o

in

and 3 in .human relations, and additional .
credit' for field ,experience in management
on the basis- of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 15 semester tours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours ['tic* analysis (12/76)
Recommendation, PNCS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that -for
PiN1 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 1 semester hour

and records management, 2 in

in filing

typing,
offic'e

in personnel supervision, 3 in
procedures, 3 in communication
2

(written), 3 in, office management, 3 in
human relations, and Yin management Plecuses, and additional credit for field experience in management on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 20
semester hours In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in Job
analysis, and 3 in test administration, and
(additional credit for a practicum in management on the basis of institutional evaluation,

for a minimum total of 6 semester hours
(12/76).
Recommendation, PNCM
In ,the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
PN1

In the lower-division baccalaureate/

associate degree category, the recommendation is the, same as that for PNCS. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours in job analysis, 3 in test administration, and 3 in management problems, and additional credit for a practicum
in management on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 9 semester hours (12/76)

isters training' programs for perskuelmen,
briefs and advises personnel, performs task
analysis, PNCS Able to perform the duties
required for .PNC; supervises, monitors, and
evaluates local ode-rations, plans staffingsurveys and analyzes survey resultg, Orga-

2

typing, 3 in office procedures, 3 in communication (written), 3 in office management

NER-PR-001
AIRCRIW SURvIN, AL EQUIPMEN rmAN

PR3
PR2
PR 1

PRC
PRCS

W

PRCM
Exhibi* "Ir!zs: 6/71-Present

)
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. Occupational Field:
nance/Weapons).

5

(filiation Mainte-

and transferring equipment are followed,
prepares studies concerning maintenance
and staff problems; plans, organizes, and co-

ordinates functions between work centers
and 'branches in the maintenance depart-

parachutes,
and

crew survival dquipthent; maintains components of oxygen masks; operates, lubncates,
and

adjusts

sewing

machines,

operates

carbon dioxide recharge equipment. PR2.

- Able to perform the duties required for
PR3, is a first-line supervisor of 4-7 persons
working in parachute lofts and. survival
gear work centers, operates oxygen systems

components test stand and liquid oxygen
converter 4t5t stand, operates test equipment for-cartridge actuated devices associated with parachute systems, inspects,
elgans, tests, fits, adjusts, repairs and/or re-

'

places aircrew protective equipment, inspects, rigs, packs, and repairs aircrew inflatable survival equipment, rigs, inspects,
packs, and maintains seatcontained survival
kits, tests oxygen breathing-regulators and
liquid oxygen converters and components.
PR.1 Able to perform the duties required

for PR2, constructs, modifies, and repairs
aircrew survival and associated equipment,
repairs oxygen breathing-regulators, emergency oxygen systems, and liquid oxygen
converters

and

components;

maintains

carbon dioxide recharge equipment, maintains test equipment for cartridge actuated
devices associated with parachute systems,
maintains technical publications and directives;

supervises

inspections;

prepares

weekly schedules of preventive mainte-

inventories, orders, and turns in
equipment, spare parts, and materials, troubnance,

leshoots and repairs sewing machine malfunctions. PRC. Able to perform the duties

required for PRI, monitors compliance
with safety program, interprets maintenance

directives and instructions, ensures maximum utilization of personnel, equipment,
and facilities, estimates material, equipment,

-

and manpower requirements, initiates recommendations concerning work center
repair capabilities and facility requirements,
prepares quarterly schedules of preventive
maintenance, prepares reports concerning
material and equipment PRCS Able to perform the dunes required for PRC, recommends changes to ground and flight safety
iltdgrams, assists in aircraft accident investigations, collects, disseminates, and ensures
compliance with technical information concerning assigned equipment, prepares local
directives and instructions for attaining objectives and improving operations, prepares
correspondence, provides information and
advice regarding operations in area of re-.
sponsibility. implements a program .for interviewing, as,signitrg, and evaluating personnel, organizes, schedules, and evaluates
training programs, administers long-range,
maintenance programs. PRCM. Able to perform the duties required for PRCS, forma-

QMC
'QMCS.
QMCM

Recommendation, PR3

,In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree' category, 9 semester hours in aviation safety equipment maintenance and
repair and 3 in aviation .maintenance technology (2/77).
the

speedy

rivets, performs preflight, postflight, turnarbupd, and conditional inspections of air-

Q141

ports, develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures.

packs and equips life rafts; sews, stitches,
and tacks material, installs, repairs, and regrommets,

QM3
QM2

spection records and quality control re-

flight and protective clothing and equip-

places fasteners,

QUAR1ERM'ASTER

rent, and personnel requirements; establishes objectives and sets priorities in area
of responsibility, reviews and evaluates in-

Summary: Inspects, maintains, and repairs parachutes, survival equipment, and
rigs

NER-QM-001

ment, reviews did fOrecasts material, equip-

Description

ment. PR3: Packs and

in
for field experience in management,
management problems, 3 in organ' non
for a
and planning, and 3 in quality contr
total of 12 semester hours (2/77)

maintenance program, ensures that procedures for requisitioning, receiving, storing,

crew Survival Equrpmentman (E-7). PR CS:
Senior Chief Aircrew Survival Equipmentman (E-8) PRCM: Master Chief Aircrew
Survival Equiptnentman (E-9)

,

36 semester hours. In the upper-division
baccalaureate category, 3 semester h rs

lates guidelines for use in safety inspections;
plans 'and estimates workload commitments.
monitors implementation of preventive

Career Pattern /
AN. Airman (E-3) PR3 Aircrew Survival Equipmentman Third. Class (E-4) PR2;
Aircraft Survival Equipmentman Second
Class (E-5) .PR1: aircrew Survival Equipmentman First alasi (E-6) PRC: Chief Air-

2-45
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Exhibit Dates: 6/7I-Present
Occupational Field: 2 (Ship Operations)
Career Pattern
SN Seaman (E-3). QM3 Quartermaster
Third Class (E-4) QM2: Quartertnas
Second Class (E-5) QMI Quartermaster
First Class (E-6) QMC Chief Quartermaster (E -7). QMCS Senior Chief Quartermas-

Recommendation, PR2

In the vocational certificate categbry, 12
semester hours in aviation safety equipment

repair and maintenance and 6 in aviation
maintenance technology In the lower-divi-

,ter

sion baccalaureate/associate degree category, i2 semester hours in aviation safety
equipment repair and maintenance, 6 in aviation maintenance technology, and in per.
sonnel supervision, for a total of 20 semester hours (2/77)
Recommendation, PRI

,

serves as sfurs.steerman, performs ship

control, navigation, and bridge watch
, duties, serves as petty ()nicer in charge of
small craft QM3. Inventories and procures
nautical charts and publications, uses and
corrects sailing directions, light lists, coast
pilots, and related publications and charts,
uses basic course plotting Instruments, lead
line, depth sounder, and compass, identifies
aids to navigatiqp, handles plain language
radio communications and visual communication, maintains coiripass record book and
weather observation sheet. QM2: Able to
perform the duties required for QM3; uses
U S Coast Guaril publications concerning
Nautical Rules a the Road, maneuvering
board, and relative bearings, selects charts
for voyage- planning; determines danger
angles and danger bearings; determines

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in aviation safety equipment

repair and maintenance and 6 in aviation
maintenance technology. In the lower-division baccalabscate/associate degree categohours in aviation safety
ry, 15 semest
equipment repai and maintenance, 6 in aviation maintenan technology, and 3 in perfor a total of 24 semessonnel supervise
ter hours (2/77).
Recommendation, PRC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

PRI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate

degree

category,

15

semester

hours in aviation safety equipment repair

ship's position by celestial observations, recognizes the significance of dew point, relative humidity, temperature, atillIlbspheric

and maintenance, 6 in aviation maintenance
technology, 3 in personnel supervision, and
3

in shop management, for a total of 27

pressure, wind force and direction, cloud

semester hours. In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours for field
experience in management (2/77)

formation, and sea bate in general weather
forecasting, supervises bridge personnel, inventories installed equipment and spare
parts, orders repair parts and tools. QM1:

Recommendation, PRC§

In the vocational certificate category, the

Able to perform the duties required foi

recommendation is the same as that for

QM2, adjusts compasses and prepares deviation tables, adjusts and aligns sextants and
stadimeters, interprets weather charts, plots
probable path and location of storm centers,
prepares a great circle track, using gnomon-

PRI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate

degree

category,

15

(E-8) QPCM Master Chief Quarter-

master (E-9)'
Description
Summary. Stank watch as assistant to officer of the duck and to the navigator,

semester

hours in aviation safety equipment repair
and ,maintenance, 6 in aviation maintenance
technology, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
shop management, 3 in maintenance management, and 2 in safety management for a

ic and conformal projection charts, maintains the ship's equipment configuration accounting system, prepares weekly schedules

total of.32 semester hours In the upper-

of preventive maintenance and sees that

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester

prepares oceanographic reports such as wave observation
they are implemented,

hours for field experience in management
and 3 in organization and planning (2/77)

log. ship'sog, adjusted track log, and
sounding journal or log, supervises and

Recommendation, PRCM

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
,PRI. In the lower- division baccalaureate/
associat9. degree category, 15 semester
hours in aviation safety equipment repair
and maintenance, 6 in aviation maintenance,
technology, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
shop management, ,3 in maintenance management, and,3 w safety management, and 3
priniapiesof administration, for a total of
.

trains personnel in navigation, watchstanding, and use and care of nacigational charts,
tables, and publications QMC Able to perform the duties required for QMI, prepares"
quarterly _ schedules of preventive maintenance, requisitions equipment, interviews,
selects, and evaluates personnel for the
navigation department, plans emergency
drills for navigation department personnel,

conducts briefings for navigation depart-

356

O
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ment personnel. (2,14(...5 Able tv perform
the duties required fur QMC, prepares local

lestial navigation, 3 in advanced navigation,
and 3 for a praLtiLuni in management, and-

RM2 Able to perform the duties required

directives and instructions for attaining or-

additional credit in human relations on the
basis of institutional evaluation, foba minimum totar of 12 semester hours 112,76)

tube

gankiational objectiLtes and Improving operations, prepares correspondence, establishes
and implements a program for interviewing,
evaluating, and assigning personnel, organizes and schedules training programs. eval-

uates their effectiveness, and initiates improvements, monitors expenditures of funds
allocated to .navigation department, administers
long-range maintenance program

QMCM Able to perform theAluties required for QMGS, plans. organizes. implements, and controls activitip 4n compliance
with policies. procedures, directives, and
orders. fdreCasts; future requirements for
area of responsibility and Plans and initiates
action to satisfy the requirements; establishes objectives and sets priorities for area
of responsibility, reviews personnel. equipment, and material requirements and makes
concerning them; prenarrative reports, develops operatingbudgets and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, QM3

Recommendation, QMCM

'In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

QMI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. the recommenda-

tion is the same as that for QMCS In the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3 se-

mester hours in coastwise navigation and
piloting. 3 in celestial navigation. 3 in advanced navigation, 3 for a ,practicum in
management. 3 in personnel management.
and 3 in management problems, and additional credit in human relations on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 18 semester hours (12/76).

seamanship (12/76)'
Recommendation, QM2

In the vocational certificate category. 3
semester hours in seamanship. 3 in coastwise navigation and piloting, 3 in practical
mathematics. 3 in record keeping. I in apin practical
plied meteorology, and
marine instrumentation, and additional
credit in celestial navigation on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 14 semester hours In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in 5eamanihip, 3 in coast1

wise navigation.and piloting, 3 irf record
keeping. 2 in personnel supervision, and 1
in practical marine instrumentation, andaddinonal credit in celestial navigation on the
basis of institutional evaluation, for a mini-

mum total of 12 smester hours. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours in coastwise navigation and
piloting (12/76),
Recommendation, QMI, QMC

In the vocational certificate category. 3
semester hours in seamanship. ,3 in coast-

wise navigation and piloting, 3 in practical
mathematics, 3 in record keeping. 3.in cein applied meteorology.
lestial navigation.
and I irr practical marine instrtimentation,
for a total of 17 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate de-

NEIL -RD -001

3 in celestial navigation. 3 in record keeping,) 3 in personnel supervision, and I in
prac a marine instrumentation, for a total
of 1 semester hours In the upper-diviSion
ba calaurtate category. 3 semester hours in
coastwise navigation and piloting, 3 in celestial navigation, and 3 in advanced navigation. for a total of 9 semester hours (12/
76)

Recommendation, QMCS

In the vocational certificate category, the
at for
QMI In the lower-division baccalau ate/
recommendation is the same as

associate degree category. 3 semester h urs
n
in seamanship. 3 in coastwise navig

and piloting, 3 in celestial navigation, in
record keeping, 3 in personnel supervision.
3 in management electives, and I in practical marine instrumentation, for a total of 19
semester hours In the upper - division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in

coastwise navigation and piloting. 3 in ce-

transistor

testers, oscil-

messages, complies with
search and rescue and international radio

cations, traces

procedures, identifies capabilities and limitations of various transmission and receiving
systems, identifies composition of a teletype
signal, effects operation of assigned communications facilities under simulated emergen-

cy conditions, performs operational tests
and adjustments on equipment RMI. Able
to perform the duties required for RM2,
identifies the principles of digital logic, interprets schematics and wiring diagram's,
trainS and instructs personnel in communi-

identifies the principles of microwave and

RADARMAN

satellite communications, identifies the principles of modulation. heterodyning. and

,RD3
RD2

multiplexing. RMC Able to perform the

RD1 °
RDC

duties required for RM1, organizes and supervises communication centers, prepares
operational communications reports, maintains accounting procedures for equipment.
inventories, and work flow, organizes-duties

RDCS

RDCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-6/73 NOTE Effective
6/73. the title of this rating -was changed. to
Operations Specialist (OS) For occupational field, career pattern, description, and rec- ,

ommendations, refer to the'exhibit for Operations Specialist. NER-OS-001

NER-RM-001
RADIOMAN

and assigns tacks, Organizes and administers
a maintenance and repair program, prepares

quarterly schedules of preventive maintenance. RMCS. Able to perform the duties
required for MAC, prepares technical and
administrative reports. prepares directives
and instructions for attaining organization
objectives and improving operations, prepares correspondence, establishes and implements a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnel to assure
maximum utilization; organizes and schedtraining programs. evaluates new
equipment; administers a long-range mainteules

RM3
RM2
RM1

nance program. RMCM. Able to perform
the duties required for RMCS; manages a

RMCS

communications center, forecasts future requirements, develops operatihg budgets and
monitors expenditures

RMCM

Recommendation, RIV3

RMC
Exhibit Dates: 6 /71- Present
Occupational Field: 21 (Communications)

In the vocational certificate category. 2

Career Pattern

semester hours in electronic communications systems, 3 in basic electronics, and 6
in operation of communicationssystems. for

SN Seaman (E-3). RM3. Radioman,
Third Class (E-4). RM2. Radioman, Second

division baccalaureate/associate degree cat-

1

gree category. 3 semester hours in seamanship. 3 in coastwise navigation and piloting,

testers and

loscopes. signal generators. mounters, and
distortion analyzers, super% ises handling of
telecommunications record traffic, interprets commercial traffic regulations and
procedures related to Naval telecommuni-

cations operations and procedures; reviews
completed maintenance data forms; maintains records and operating logs, prepares
weekly preventive maintenance schedule;

recommendations

In the vocational certificate category, or
in the lower.division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in

fur ICM3, operates and interprets reading of

Class (E-5) RMI. Radioman, First Class
(E-6) RMC
hid Radioman (E-7).
RMCS.. Senior `Chief Radioman (E-8).
RMCM: Master Chief Radioman (E-9)
Description

a total of II semester hours. In the loweregory. 2 semester hours in electronic communications systems, 3 in basic electronics.
and 4 zn operation of communications sys-

tems, for a total of 9 semester hours (12/
78).

Recommendation. RM2
Summary. Transmits. receives, and procIn the vocational certificate category, 3
I
esses
all forms of telecommumptions
semester hours in electronic communicathrough various transmission media, opertions systems, 3 in basic electronics, and 8
ates, monitors, and controls telecommunicain operation of communications systerhs, for
tions transmission, reception. terminal, and
a total of 14 semester hours In the lowerprocessing equipment
RM3. Identifies
division baccalaureate/associate degree catcommon electrical and electronic terms and
egory, 3 semester hours in electrode comsymbols, operates general purpose electronmunications systems, 3 in basic electronics,
ic test equipment, operates and interprets
readings of radio frequency power meters Alp, and 6 in operation of communications systems, for a total of 12 semester flours (12/
and voltage standing Wave radio meters, de78)
tects intrusion, tjamming. and interference;
operates

broadcast

using

multichannel

system, encodes, decodes, sends, and receives messages, relates, reflection, refraction, and ionosphere conditions to radiowave propagation, cleans, lubricates, and
inspects equipment, prepares maintenance
data forms, uses and maintains handtools

357

Recommendation, RMI

In the vocational certificate category, 4
semester hours in electronic commumRa
tions systems, 3 in basic electronics, and 10
iii operation of communications systems,
and

I

in record keeping, for a total of 18

semester hours In the lowerrdtv ision baLca-

k
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laureate/associate degree category, 4 semes-

3 in applied tailoring techniques (alterations,

Description

ter hours in electronic communications systems, 3 in basic electronics, 8 in operation
of communications systems, 3 in human relations, 2 in maintenance management, 2 in
personnel supervision, and 1 in record keeping, for a total of 23 semester hours (12/78).

Summary. Able to operate barber shop,
tailor shop, ship's store, laundry, dry-clean-

Recommendation, RMC

(SH3) specialize as tailors, barbers, laundrymen/dry cleaners, or store clerks 511T3:
Serv'es as tailor; operates and adjusts sewing

In the vocational certificate category the
recommendation is the same as that for

RMI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 4 semester hours

in electronic communications systems, 3 in
basic electronics, 8 in operation of communications systems, 3 in -human relations, 3,in
maintenance management, 3 in personhel
in
supervision, I in report wnting, and
1

record keeping, for a total of 26 semester
hours (12/78).
Recommendation, RMCS
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation Is the same as that for

RM1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the same as that for RMC. In Vie
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

ing plant, retail store, soda fountain, and
commissary store, able to operate and main-

tain vending machines and cash register;
performs clerical and stock control functions. NOTE Ship's Servicemen Third Class

machines, sews, performs alterations and
minor repair work on garments; presses gar-

ments on mechanical steam and electnc
presses; installs zippers. buttons, and makes

buttonholes; attaches service nbbons and
badges with even stitches; sets up accounts

for retail clothing, receipts, and expenditures, inventones stock, receives tags and
logs items for processing 511113. Serves as
barber; cuts hair; schedules appointments,
maintains' acceptable sanitary and health
standards in barber shop, has knowledge of
basic first aid, maintains shop equipment,

knows medical terminology for hair and
scalp diseases and sources of infection
511L3. Serves as laundryman, operates and

mester hours for field experience in management, and 3 in management problems
(12/78)

adjusts all laundry and dry cleaning equipment, has knowledge of safety precautions,
operating temperatures, and pressures of

Recommendation, RMCM

knowledge of washing colored' clothing,

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
RM1. in the lower-division baccalaureate/

laundry equipment,

removes stains,

has

starching garments, using detergents, soaps.
and bleaches,, uses flatwork ironer and air -

NERSH-001

operated presser; has knowledge °floateraunpollution control, issues and recor
dry markings and proper packing for laundry items, schedules laundry and dry-cleaning operations, processes claims for loss of
or damage to garments, accouht's for receipts aifd expenditures. SHS3: Serves as
store clerk, performs shipboard and shoreside supply functions; conducts inventories,
orders stock, computes standard markups;
uses all memoranda, forms, and vouchers
used by the Navy supply corps SH2. Able
to perform the duties of SH3 (tailor, barber,
laundryman,-or clerk), able to supervise the
laundry, barber shop. or tailor shop; assists
superiors on smaller ships without a supply
corps officer. SHI: Able to perform the
duties required for SH2; able to function as
supply officer on small ships. SHC: Able to
perform The dui es required for SHI, supervises and assigns duties; orders materials,
prepares work requests, and audits maintenance program; serves as a counselor on
reenlistment and advancement opportunities; plans physical layouts for sales and
service activities; investigates and resolves
customer complaints. SHCS: Able to per-

SHIP'S SERVICEMAN

vises entire supply department; serves as li-

associate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the -same as that for RMC. In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 se-

mester hours for field.expenence in management, and 3 in management problems
(12/78)

NERRP+001
RELIGIOUS PROGRAM SPECIALIST

RP3
RP2
RP I

RPC
RPCS
RPCM
Exhibit Dates: 1/79- Present. Pending evaluanon

form the duties required for SHC; super-

SH3 (SHT3, SHB3, SHL3,
SHS3)
SH2
SHI
SHC
SHCS
SHCM

aison with other departments and supply

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 16 (Logistics)
Career Pattern
SN. Seaman (E-3). 5113; Ship's Serviceman Third Class (SHT3. Tailor, 511B3.
Barber, SHL3. Laundryman; 51153. Clerk)
(E-4). 5112. Ship's Serviceman Second
Class (E-5). SM. Ship's Serviceman First

operating budgets and monitors expendi-

-

Class (E-6). SHC. Chief Ship's Serviceman
(E-7). SHCS. Senior Chief Ship's Serviceman (E-8). SHCM. Master Chief Ship's
Serviceman (E-9).
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corps; organizes and schedules training programs, evaluates effectiveness, and initiates
Improvements. SHCM: Able to _perform the
duties required for SHCS; serves as the administrator of an entire supply department;
supervises up to 70 personnel; conducts task
analysis; approves procedural changes and
modifications; reviews personnel evaluations and-performance standards; develops
tures.

Recommendation, SHT3 (Tailor)

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in record keeping:16"in beginning tailoring, 3 in applied tailoring techniques (alterations, repairs, buttonholing,
braiding), and 3 in smallbuSiness management for tailors, for a total Of 11 semester
hours. In the lower-division baccaraureate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

insrecord keeping, 3 in beginning tailoring,

.

150

repairs, buttonholing, braiding), 3 in small
business management for tailors, and 3 in
home economics in tailoring techniques, for
a total of 14 semester hours (1246),
Recommendation, S1;IB3 (Barber)

In the vocational certificate category or
in -the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester, hours in
record keeping, 2 in small business management for barbers, 3<in barber science (equipment and nomenclature), 3 in. barber science

II (sanitation, dermatology, hygiene), and 7
in applied barber shop techniques (haircuts,
trims), for a total of 17 semester hours (12/
76).

Recommendation, SHL3 (Laundryman)

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in record keeping, 2 in treat-

ment of fabrics (stain removing, spotting,
solutions), 3 in laundry equipment operational techniques and repair, 3 in laundry
management. and 3 in dry cleaning and
pressing, for a total of 13 semester hours In
the loiver-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, 2 semester hours in record

keeping and

1

in

environmental control

(water) (12/76).
Recommendation, SHS3 (Clerk)

In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 2 semester hours in
in the

record keeping and 3 in inventory control
(12/76)
Recommendation, SH2
In the vocational certificate category, use

the appropriate recommendation for SH3
(tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk). In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, use the appropriate recommendation for SH3 (tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk), plus up to 2 semester hours
in personnel supervision on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/76).
Recommendation, SH I

In the vocational certificate category, use
the appropriate recommendation for SH3
(tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk). In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, use the appropriate recommendation for SH3 (tailor, barber, laundry-

man, or clerk), plus 3 semester hours in
personnel supervision (12/76).
Recommendation, SHC
In the vocational certificate category, use

the 'appropriate recommendation for SH3
(tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk), plus 1
additional semester hour in record keeping
and 3 in retail sales management. In the
lowel-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, use the appropriate recommendation for SH3 (tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk), plus additional semester1

hour in record keeping, 3 in retail sales
management, 3 in personnel supervision, 3
for field experience in management (12/76).
Recommendation, SHCS

In the vocational certificate category, use

the appropriate recommendation for SH3
(tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk), plus 1
additional semester hour in record keeping
and 3 in retail sales management. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, use the appropriate recommendation for SH3 (tailor, barber, laundry-

man, or clerk, plus Ladditional semester
hour in record keeping, 3 in retail sales
management, 3 in personnel supervision, 3
in management electives, and 3 for .field
experience in management In the upper division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours for a practicum in management, and

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
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additional credit in human relations on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/76)
Recommendation, SHCM
In the vocational certificate category, use

the appropriate recommendation for SH3
(tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk), plus I
additional semester hour in record keeping
and 3 in'Vretail sales management In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, use the appropriate recommendation for SH3 (tailor, barber, laundryman, or clerk), plus I additional semester

hour in record keeping, 6 in retail

sales

management, 3 in personnel supervision, 3
in management electives, and 3 for field
experience in management. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in management problems, 3 for a
practicum in management, and 3 in personnel management. and additional credit in
human relations on the basis of institutional
evaluation, for a minimum total of 9 semester hours (12/76)

NER-SK-001

automated record 'keeping, and additional
credit for field experience in management
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 15 semester hours (12/76)

sources and uses of funds; effects supply
issuance, carries out Navy supply proce-

Recommendation, SKCS

dures, supervises regular and special inventories SKC Able to perform the duties re-

recommendation is the same as that for

quired for SKI, monitors outgoing corre-

spondence. shipboard ADP, and management of fleet-controlled material, supervises
the receipt of material and administrative
storekeeper functions, organizes and supervises Internal procedures for inventory
management; prepares replenishment data
for equipage, repair parts, and consumables
and estimates requirements which would
exist for voyages of various lengths and
under various climatic conditions SKCS:

Able to perform the duties required for

SKC; analyzes supply reports and evaluates
problem areas; supervises on-the-job train-

ing progrdm; utilizes A,DP6in supply oper-

ations; monitors and directs supply functions, including those related to security,
financial control, and, logistics; prepares
local directives and instructions SKIM:
SKCS, plans, organizes, implements, and
controls activities in compliance with
policy steriments, operation orders, and
directives, forecasts' future requirements,
plans and initiates actions to satisfy .requirements, establishes goals and priorities, reviews and evaluates pegonnel, equipment,
and material requirethents, develops operating' budgets and monitors expenditures;

SK3
SK2

SKI
SKC
SKCS

SKCM

plans and develops operational requirements

for service markets; supply ,operations assistance program, sea markets. and storage

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 16 (Logistics).
Career Pattern

(E-3) SK3 'Storekeeper
Third
(E-4) SK2: Storekeeper
Second Class (E-5). SKI- Storekeeper First
Class (E-6), SKC: Chief Storekeeper (E-7)
SKCS: Senior Chief Storekeeper (E-8)
SKCM: Master Chief Storekeeper (E-9).
Seaman
Class

Description

Summary:

Orders, receives, inspects,
stores, preserves, packages, ships. and issues
materials and cargo; prepares and maintains
forms, records. correspondence. reports,
and files. SK3. Knows the basic organization and functions of supply departments, is

familiar with the purpose and use of major
components of automated data processing
(ADP) equipment and knows common

terms used in. ADP; operates office machines, types (at 20 words per minute),
routes, and files forms and messages. main-

tains files, the requisition log, and budget
records, prepares supply-related documents,
identifies. receives, stows, and issues materiag and stock items, prepares items for shipment, prepares shipment dotuments, inven-

tories stocked material and installed equipment operates material-handling equipment
SK2 Able tp perform the duties required

for SKI etablishes and maintains

for non-standard materials, establishes and
maintains a technical library, implements
and supervises targir budgeting procedures,
processes bills for payment, identifies

Able to perform the duties required for

STORLKEEPER

S/V:

.

files,

knows types, uses, and purposes of appropriations and( funds, reconciles financial listings,,prepares budget reports, requisitions
repair parts, supplies, forms, and publications, supervises working parties handling
stores, controls inventory; maintains and interprets reports and records, prepares open
purchase documents, applies regulations to
maintain the security of materials of docu-?
ments SKI Able to perform the dimes required for SK2, applies automated supply
procedures, prepares correspondence and
messages. instructs others in the use of publications'and directives. supervises the maintenance of publications, reviews requisitions

warehouses.
Recommendation, SK3

6

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in office machines. 1 in material handling, and I in general clerical
procedures, for a total of 4 semester hours.
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree Category, 2 semester hours in
office machines and I in general clerical
procedures (12/76)
Recommendation, SK2

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semsster hours in inventory control. 2 in
office 'machines, 2 in record keeping, and 1
in general clerical procedures, for a total-of
8 semester hours In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in inventoryrd. 1. Itrol, 2 in
office machines, 2 in record keeping. I in
general clerical procedures, and I in personnel supervision, for a total of 9 semester
hours (12/76)
Recommendation, SK 1

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in inventory control, 2 in
office machines, 2 in record keeping. and 2
in general clerical procedures, for a total of
2 semester hours In the lower- division bacalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in inventory control, 2 in
office machines, 2 in record keeping, 2 in
general clerical procedures, I in automated
record keeping and I, in personnel supersision, for a total of 11 semester hours (12/
76),

In the vocational certificate category, the
SKI

In the lower-division baccalaureate/

associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in inventory control, 3 in communication
skills (written), 3 in general clerical procedures, 3 in management electives, 2 in office

machines, 2 in personnel supervision. 2 in
record keeping, and I in automated record
keeping, and additional credit for field experience in management on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total
of 19 semester hours In the ,upper-division,
baccalaureate category, credit for a practicum in management and in human relations
on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/
76)

Recommendation, SKCM

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

SKI. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
'assoclate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the same as that for SKCS In the
upper-division baccalaureate caLegety, 3 se' mester hours in supply manage. nt and 3
in management problems, and ?additional
credit for a practicum in managtmen1 and

in human relations on the basis of institutional evaluation (12/76)

NER-SM-001
SIGNALMAN

SM3
SM2
SMI
SMC
SMCS

SMCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/71- Present.
Occupational Field: I (General Seamanship)
Career Pattern
SN- Seaman (E-3) SM3 Signalman
Third Class.(E-4) SM2. Signalman Second

Class (E-5) SMI. Signalman First Class
(E-6). SMC Chief Signalman (E-7). SMCS.
Senior Chief Signalman (E-8). SMCM.
Master Chief Signalman (E-9),
Description

Summary. Sends and receives messages
by flashing light, semaphore, and flaghoist;
stands watch on the signal bridge, performs
lookout duties. encodes and decodes messages, maintains visual signal equipment,
recognizes visual aids to navigation, such as
beacons and buoys, takes bearings, serves as
navigator's assistant SM3 Performs basic
seamanship duties, stands watch as a signal
operator under way and in port, inventories
equipment, performs routine maintenance

on,optical equipment, uses and recognizes
flag, lights, international distress. emergen-

cy. and storm warning signals, transmits
and receives code groups by 'flashing lights

at 8 words per minute (WPM) and sema-

In the vocational certificate category. the
recommendation is the same as that for
SKI In the lower-division baccalaureate,

phore at 10 WPM, selects and displays flags
and pennants, receives, sends, and handles
routine messages according to precedence,
performs duties of a signalman as member

associate degree category. 3 semester hours

,trfi boatvrew, operates infrared and flash-

Recommendation, SKC

inventory control. 3 in coinmunication
skills (written), 2 in office machines, 2 in
record keeping. 2 in general clerical procedures. 2 in personnel supersisiog, and

3. 59

1

in

ing light equipment, performs routine maintenance of visual signaling equipment. SM2.
Able to perform the duties required for
SM3, maintains visual signal log and visual

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
traffic files, locates ships in local formation
diagram, corrects and
publications, completes
planned maintenance reports, orders repair
parts and special tools required for installed
equipment maintenance, constructs and uses
using formation
maintains signal

in the area of security. additional &edit in
law enforcement or police science on the
basis of institutional evaluation In the
lower- division baccalaureate/associate degree category,-3 semester hours in seaman-

ship, 2 in record keeping, and 2 in person-

Mate Techthoin AGMT), Illustrator Drafts -

man (DM), lnstrumentman (IM), Intelligence Specialist (IS), Journalist (JO), Lithographer (L1), Mess Management Specialist
(MS), Mineman (MN), Missile Technician
(MT), Musician (MU), Ocean System Tech-

nician (OT), Operations Specialist (OS),

all visual call signs, international call signs,
and task organization call for ship and commands; encodes and decodes naval or international signals contained in effective visual
communications publications; carries out
disposal and destruction of classified communications materials, ensures that correct
methods of transmissions or transportation

nel supervision for a minimum total of 7
semester hours, if shore duty assignment was
in the area ofseclinty. additional credit in
law enforcement or police science on the
basis of institutional evaluation NOTE Because of the shortage of signalmen, they
frequently are assigned to duty positions
that are normally assigned to persons in a
higher pay grade Therefore, it is recom-

Description

code

mended that the duty assignment be considered when decisions regarding the award of
credit are made (12/76),
Recommendation, SMC

aboard ship that involve line or wire, including knot tying, whipping and seizing,
and rigging used to secure the ship to a
pier, moor, or anchor, is able to identify
functions of navigation and shipboard

of classified information and material are
followed,

transmits

and

receives

groups by flashing light of 8 WPM, plain
language message by flashing light at 10
WPM, and by semaphore at 15 WPM SM):

Able to perform the duties required for
SM2, prepares requests for requisition of
eqmpment, prepares visual equipment communications standing orders for signalmen,
instructs signal personnel in identification of
ships and aircraft, visual" communication
procedures, naval communications rules,
and recognition procedures and codes, prepares weekly schedules of preventive maintenance, maintains inventory files for equipment and consumable goods, administers security classification policies, authenticates
authority of the releaser of visual messages;
transmits and receives code group by flash-

ing light of 10 WPM, plain language messages by flashing lights at 12 WPM, and by
semaphore at 20 WPM SMC: Able to perform the duties required for SM1, prepares
quarterly schedules of preventive maintenance, posts changes to ship equipment configuration accounting system, administers
command security education programs; performs dunes of tactical comminications
watch officer, supervises visual communications activities, supervises signal bridge per-

sorinel, SMCS: Able to, perform the duties
required fo? SMC, interprets-organization
and functions of the communications sec.

non, provides information and advice on
utilization. capability, and reliability of operations.in own area of responsibility, prepares correspondence; prepares local direc-

tives and instruction concerning organization objectives and improving operations,
evaluates and assigns personnel to assure
maximum utilization, observes and evaluates
visual exercises and drills, organizes and im-

plements communications section of operanob orders and plans, organizes, schedules,
_ and evaluates visual communications train-

ing

programs,

long-range

administers

planned maintenance programs in accordance with Navy maintenance and material
management system; administers command

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
SM2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours
in

seamanship,

3

for field experience in

management, 2 in record keeping, and 2 in
personnel supervision, for a minimum total

of 10 semester hours, if shore duty assignment was in the area of security. additional
credit in law enforcement or police science
on the basis of institutionall evaluation (12/
76).

Recommendation, SMCS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
SM2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, 3 semester hours

in seamanship, 3 for field experience in
gement electives, 2
management, 3 in
in record keepin ,e,a 2 in personnel supervision, for a minimum total of 13 semester
hours; if shore duty assignment was. in the

area of security, additional credit in law enforcement or police science on the basis of

institutional evaluation. In the upperdivision baccalaureate

category,

3

semester

hours for a practicum in management, and
additional credit in human relations on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/76)
Recommendation, SMCM '
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

SM2 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the same as that for SMCS Inthe
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for a practicum in management; 3 in management problems, 2 in personnel management, and additional credit in
tunonal
human relations on the basis of i
evaluation, for a minimum total f 8 semester hours (12/76).

the duties required for SMCS; plans, organizes, and implements activities in compliance with policy statements, operation
orders, and directives, forecasts future requirements and plans and imnajes action to
satisfy requirements in area of responsibility; establishes goals, objectives, and priorities in area of responsibility, reviews personnel, equipment, and material requireoperating
monitors expenditures.
Recommendation, SM3ments; develops

budgets

and

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
in

seamanship (12/76)
Recommendation, SM2 and SM1

Opticalman

(OM),

Personnelman

(PN),

Postal Clerk (PC), Quartermaster (QM),
Radioman (RM), Ship's Serviceman (SH),
SignalMan (SM), Sonar Technician (STG
or STS), Storekeeper (SK), Torpedoman's
Mate (TM), or Yeoman (YM)
Performs all basic seamanship functions

equipment, including fixed or portable items

and power or non-powered Items, lowers,
raises, and launches life saving equipment,
handles small boats; navigates by using several different types of compasses, keeps rec-

ords by degrees or points, knows navigational aids, Nauticaf Rules of the Road, and

the buoys of inland waters of the U S ,
knows the nomenclature of decks, superstructures, and parts of the hull, knows the
purpose and limitations of first aid and the
first aid treatments for electrical shock,
simple and compound fractures, heat exhaustion, heat stroke, and burns; must be
qualified as a Swimmer Fourth Class, requiring floating for a Minimum of five minutes, preparing and using clothing and
buoyant objects for staying afloat, and
swimming through oil, flames, and debris,
knows how to determine the classes of fire
and how to extinguish them, knows how to
couple, uncouple, and stow fire hoses and
how to use carbon dioxide, dry. chemical,
and water-portable fire extinguishers; knoWs
the function of the typical fire main system,

fixed carrion dioxide system, water washdown system, and magazine sprinkling
system, knows the .difference between
flooding and.progressive flooding and the
dangers involved.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, or
the lower-division baccalaureate/asso.
elate degree category, 3 semester hours in
in

seamanship, and additional credit in first aid
and fire science on the basis of institutional
evaluation, if the duty assignment was boar
coxswain,

3 additional semester hours in

small boat operation, if qualified as Swpri-,
mer First Class. 1 semester hour in swim
ming and additional credit in swimming on
the basis of institutional evaluation. (12/76).

NOTE.. Credit for Seaman (SN) should be
granted only after pay grade E-3 has been

security program. SMCM: Able to perrm
rt
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achieved.

SEAMAN

SN
Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present.
Career Pattern
Seaman (SN)' is a general rate (Naval apprenticeship) for persons at pay grades E-1
(recruit), E-2 (seaman apprentice), and E-3

(seaman). At pay grade E-4 (petty officer
third class), the person may enter any one
of the following ratings. Boatswain's Mate
(BM), Cryptologic Technician (CT), Data
Processing Technician (DP), Data Systems
Technician (DS), Disbursing Clerk (DK),

Electronics Technician, (ETN or ETR),

In the vocational certificate category,' 3

Electronics Warfare TeChnician (EW), Fire

Semester hours in seamanship and 2 in
record keeping, if shore duty assignment was

Gunner's Mate (GMG or GMM), Gunner's

Control Technician (FIT, FTG, or FIN),

NER-ST 7001
SONAR TECHNICIAN, MASTER CHIEF

STCM
Exhibit Dates; 7/76-Present.
Occupational Field: 10 (Sensor Operations).
Career Pattern

May progress to STCM, Master Chief

Sonar Techician (E-9), from either STGcS,
Senior Chief Sonar Technician, Surface (E8), or STSCS, Senior Chief Sonar Technician, Submarine (E-.8).
Description

Able to perform the duties required for
STGCS (Senior Chief Sonar Technician,

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
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Surface). or STSCS (Senior Chief Sonar
TeamiLian, Submarine), serve* as technical
advisor for operations, maintenance, and
training, reviews personnel, equipment, and
material requirements. and forecasts future
requirements, plans, organizes. implements,
and controls activities, develops operating
budgets and monitors expenditures.
Recommendation

In the vocational certificate category, use
recommendation for STG2 (Sonar
Technician, Surface, Second Class) in exhibit NER-STG-001, or STS2 (Sonar
Technician, Submarine, Second Class) in
exhibit NER-STS-001, as appropriate In
the lower-division baccalaureate/associate
degree category, use the recommendation
the

for STGCS (Senior Chief Sonar Technician, Surface) in exhibit NER-STG-001. or
STSCS (Senior Chief Sonar Technician,
Submarine) in exhibit NER-STS-001, as
appropriate In the upper-division baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours for field
experience in management and 3 in management problems (12/78)

nance program, prepares quarterly maintenance schedules STGCS. Able to perform
the duties required for STGC, organizes
and schedules training programs, prepares
directives and instructions for attaining organizational objectives, establishes and implements a program for interviewing, evaluating, and assigning personnel to assure
maximum utilization, prepares correspondence.

Recommendation, STG3

In the vocational certificate category or
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in
basic electricity /electronics, 3 in applied
mathematics, and 2 in basic blueprint reading, for a total of 8 semester hours (12/78)
in the

Recommendation, STG2

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in basic electricity/electron-

3 in applied mathematics, 3 in 'tam
blueprint reading, and 2 in applied physics, for a total of 14 semester hours. In the

ics,

lower-division
baccalaureate /associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in basic

electricity/electronics, 3 in applied mathematics, *and 3 in basic blueprint reading,
for a total of 12 semester hours (12/78)
Recommendation, STGI

NERSTG-001
SONAR TECHNICIAN, SURFACE

In the vocational certificate category the
recommendation is the same as that for
STG2, In the lower - division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 6 semester hours

STG3
,STG2

STGI
STGC
STGC
Exhibit Dates: 7/76-Present.
Occupational Field: 10 (Sensor Operations),
Career Pattern

SN: Seaman (E-3) STG3 Sonar Technician,

Surface, Third Class (E-4) STG2

Sonar Technician, Surface, Second Class
(E-5) STGI Sonar Technician, Surface,
First Class (E-6) STGC: Chief Sonar Technician, Surface (E-7) STGCS: Senior Chief
Sonar Technicians Surface (E-8) STCM:
Master ChietSonar Technician (E-9).
Deseription
Summary.

Operates, troubleshoots,

re-

pairs, and performs maintenance on shipboard
sonar, oceanographic,
and un-

derwater antisubmarine weapons control
systems STG3: Performs operational tests
and makes external adjustments on equipment; use schematic and wiring/circuitry
operates sonar equipment to
detect submarines and other underwater objects; operates(' a bathythermograph to
obtain water temperature versus depth; pref
diagrams;

cpmputer, inventories took. portable test
equipment, and installed equipment; completes maintenance reports STGI: Able to
perform the duties required for STG2; supervises maintenance and repair of sonar

ics, 3 in bastc blueprint reading, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, 3 in human relations, and 1 in record

keepdtg, for a total of 22 semester hours
(12/78).
/Recommendation, STGCS
In t1 vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same-as that for
STG2. In the lower - division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the same as that for STGC In the
upper-division baccalaureate category. 3 se-

STSI,; supervises training of personnel in
program; prepares quarterly maintenance
schedules. STSCS: Able to perform the
duties required for STSC, organizes and
schedules training programs; prepares directives and instructions for attaining organizational objectives, establishes and implements

a program for interviewing, evaluating, and
assigning personnel to assure maximum uti-

in

In the vocat 'nal certificate category or
the lower, , !mon baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree daft Dry. 3 semester hours in

electricityoiectronics, 3 in applied
mathematics, and 2 in basic blueprint reading, for a total of 8 semester hours (12/78).

basic

Recommendation, STS2

In the vocational certtficate category, 6
semester hours in basic electricity/electronics,

3

in applied mathematics, 3 in basic

blueprint reading',r and 2 in applied physics,

for a total of 14 semester hours. In the

NERSTS-001

ematics, and 3 in basic blueprint reading,
for a total of 12 semester hours (12/78).
.
Recommendation; STSI
In the vocational certificate category the
recommendation is the same as that for
STS2:- In the lower-division baccilaureate/
0

SONAR TECHNICIAN, SI)MARINE

STS3
STS2

associate degree category, 6 semester hours

in basic eledIncity/electronics, 3 in applied
mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint reading, 2
in maintenance management, 2 in personnel
supervision, and 3 in human relations, for a
total of 19 semester hours (12/78).

STSI
STSC
STSCS

,

Laan, Submarine Third Class (E-4) STS2.
Sonar Technician, Submarine, Second Class

5TGC. Able to perform the duties required
for STG I, supervises training of personnel

(E-5) STS1. Sonar Technician, Submarine,
First Class (E-6) STSC Chief Sonar Technician, Sul:panne (E-7) STSCS. Senior
Chief Sonar Technician, Submarine (E-8)

equipment. administers a long-range mainte-

pares weekly maintenance schedules. STSC.
Able to perform the duties required for

lower-division
baccalaureate / associate
degree category, 6 semester hours in basic
electricity/electronics, 3 in applied matk

schedules.

in operation. maintenance, and repair of

electrical/electronic components and parts;
localizes equipment malfunctions to systems, subsystems, circuits, or parts,, installs
minor modifications to electronic sonar
equipment; operates analog/digital sonar
computer; inventories tools, portable test
equipment, and installed equipment; coalpletes- maintenance reports. STSI: Able to
perform the duties required for STS2a, supervises maintenance and repair of sonar
equipment; repairs and calibrates electronic
test equipment; trains and supervises personnel in the operation of equipment, pre-

mester hours for field experience to marl
agement add' 3 in management ,problems
(12/78):-.

sonnel in the operation of equipment, premaintenance

performs preventive ma.ntenanee on sonar
equipment; tests .and repairs. or replaces

lization, prepares correspondence.
Recommendation. STS3

in basic electricity, 3 in applied mathemat-

equipment. repairs and calibrates electronic
test equipment. trains and supervises perweekly

to perform the duties equired for STS3;

associate degree category, 6 semester hours

Exhibit Dates: -7/76-Present.
Occupational Field: 10 (Sensor Operations)
Career Pattern
SN. Seaman (E-3) STS3. Sonar ilzechro-

pares

operates °sonar equipment to
detect submarines and other underwater objects, operates a bathythermograph to
obtain water temperature versus depth; prepares and interprets sonar messages; completes maintenance data forms. STS2: Able
diagrams;

operation, maintenance, and repair of equipment; administers a long-range maintenance

pletes maintenance data ;orals. STG2. Able

performs preventive maintenance on sonar
equtpment, tests and repairs or replaces
electrical/electronic components and parts;
localizes equipment malfunctions to syltems, subsystems, circuits, or parts, installs
minor modifications to electronic sonar
equipment; operates analog/digital sonar

rine sonar and underwater weapons control
systems STS3. Performs operational tests
and makes external adjustments on equipment; uses schematic and wiring/circuitry

in basic electricity /electronics, 3 in applied
mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint reading, 2
in maintenance management, 2 in personnel
supervision, and 3 in human relations, for a
total of 19 semester,hours (12/78).
STGC
In the vocational certificate category, the
recomme dation is the same as that for
STG2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

pates and interprets sonar messages; c-

to perform the duties required for STG3;

Description
Summary Operates. troubleshoots, repairs, and performsc,maintenance on submarine sonar, oceanographic. and auxiliary
sonar equipment, coordinates use of subma-

3G1

Recommendation, STSC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

STS2. In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree dMegor , 6 semester hours
in basic electricity, 3 in
lied mathematics, 3 in basic blueprint rea ing, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in maintenance management, 3 in human relations, and I in record

keeping, for a total of 22 semester hours
(12/78)

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
for SW2, prepares as-built drawings; pre-

Recommendation, STSCS

In the ,vocational certificate category, the

pares work progress reports, provides material usage data, conducts training for teams
and crews, designs and erects simple hoist-

associate degree category, the recommenda-

ing devices, such as "A" frames, ginpoles,
tripods, and derricks, directs the .movement

recommendation is the same as that for
STS2 In the lowedivision baccalaureate/

-

tion is the same as that for STSC In the

of cranes and other hoisting devices in
moving and positioning objects, directs
crews involved in cutting and welding op,

upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 se-

mester hours for field experience in management and 3 in management problems

erations, directs teams or crews engaged in
layout, cutting, bending, and placing rein-

(12/78)

STEELWORKER

SW3
SW2
SW I

Exhibit Dates: 6/71-Present
Occupational Field: 13 (Construction)
Career Pattern
CN Constructionman (E-3,) SW3. Steelworker Third Class (E-4) SW2. Steelwork-

maintains project progress charts, organizes
and controls the site development of materials and equipment SWCS: Able to perform
the duties required for SWC, prepares correspondence and local directives and
instructions for attaining organizational objectives and improving operations; provides

welded joints; identifies compressed gasylinders, splices line and wire rope, computes
safe working load of lines, wire rope, and
block and tackle arrangements, erects
commo types of metal and swinging scaffolds. id ntifies types and shapes of strucd reinforcing steel, identifies types
tural
of pre-engineered buildings and structures.
comphtes areas of polygons, circles,. and
cylinders, computes volume of prisms, pyramids, cones, spheres, and cylinders, fabri-

quired for SW3, draws simple shop draw:
ings and sketches, prepares requisitions;
welds ferrous/nonferrous metals in all posi-

training programs.
Recommendation, SW3

In the vocational certificate category, 9

ing, and scarfing metal, using carbon-arc

al evaluation (1/77)...

1

semester,boufs in welding and additional
credit in welding on the basis of institution

chamfer-type rod and air-arc processes, per-

ing,

.

3 in industrial technology, and 2 in

steel layout and fabrication, and additional
credit in welding on the basis of institution-

al evaluation, for a minimum total of 21
semester hours In the upper division bacca-

laureate category, 3 semester hours for' a
practicum inmanagement, 3 in construction
management, and 3 in human relations, for
a total of 9 semester hours (1/77)

NER-TD-001
TRADEVMAN

TDI

t

40

TDC
TDCS

TDCM
Exhibit Dates; 6/71-Present
Occupational Field; 11 (Weapons System
Support)
Career Pattern
AN: Airman (E-3) TD3. Tradevman
Third Class (E-4). TD2. Tradevman
Second Class (E-5) TDI. Tradevman First
Class (E-6). TDC. Chief Tradevman (E-7).
TDCS. Senior Chief Tradevman (E-8)
TDCM: Master Chief Tradevinan (E-9).
Description
inSummary. Operates, maintains, and
stalls training equipment, supervises maintenance; uses equipment in training programs,
plans and develops training programs and
training aids TD3. Performs maintenance
on electronic, hydraulic, and electrical
training equipment; prepares computers for

operation; records information on training

Recommendation, SW2

forms gas-welding and electric arc welding
to build up and wearface metal parts, determines mechanical advantage of block and
tackle arrangements, determines types and

(low and high velocity) stud guns and on
diesel or gasoline driven air compressors
SW/ Able (o perform the duties required

in welding, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
records adminNration, 3 in technical writ-

TD2

semester hours to welding, I in rigging, and
in steel ayout and fabrication, for a total,
of II semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3

and powder

associate degree category, 7 semester hours

TD3

tions, using gas metal arc and gas tungsten
arc welding procedures, applies methods of
controlling metal, expansion during welding
operations, applies field straightening techniques to damage structural shapes; applies
principles and methods of cutting, chamfer-

studs,

In the vocational 'certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
SW1. In the lower-di.vision baccalaureate/

area of responsibility, implements a program for assigning and evaluation personnel; coordinates' equipment assignment
among various projects; administers construction force tool inventory and inspec-

tablishes a maintenance and cost control
program, coordinates and evalifittes labor
reporting, material and equipment' *Usage,
and maintains data and coordinates the
preparation and submission of related reports, organizes, schedules, and evaluates

metal by using soldering, brazing and riveting SW2. Able to perform the duties re-

pins,

of 16 semester hours (1/77),
Recommendation, SWCS

information and advice on utilization,capa-

fion program; prepares and maintains visual
status boards; is capable of directing the
operation and maintenance of all utilities in
the Public Works Department, directs
transportation and equipment services; es-

cates elementary devgns and shapes in sheet

uses of drive

SW1. In the lower-division baccalaureate/

bilities, reliability, and operations in own

trodes, gas rods, and fluxes for welding,
soldering, and brazing, identifies types of

charges for powder-assisted or powder-actuated tools, performs layout and fabrication of simple steel structures for teams and
crews. rigs wire rope, using poured sockets,
clips, and related attachments; performs operator maintenance on powder-actuated

In the vocational certificate category, the

pontoon systems; assigns daily work to
teams and crews; prepares equipment, man-

and uses network analysis, prepares and

ing steel; works with erection crew as a

Recommendation, SWC

in welding, 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in
industrial technology, 2 in steel layout and
fabrication, and I in technical writing, and
additional credit in welding on the basis of
institutional evaluation, for a minimum total

pares reports, administers accident pfevention program, makes personnel assignments,
provides technical advice on plans and
specifications and on construction and
maintenance techniques, implements maintenance and cost control program, prepares

connector of ragman, performs gas cutting,
gas welding, and electric arc welding in all
positions, identifies types and uses of elec-

personnel supervision, and additional credit
in welding on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 11 semester
hours (1/17)

associate degree category, 7 semester hours

SW1; drafts letters and instructions, pre-

man (E-9)
Description
Summary: Fabricates, assembles, erects_
positions, and joins structural members and
fabricated sections SW1 Reads shop drawings and sketches, uses simple hoisting devices; cuts, forms, places, and ties reinforc-

2 in steel layout and fabrication, and 2 in'

neered buildings,

Able to perform the duties required for

er Second Class (E-5) SW/ Steelworker
First Class (E-6) SWC. Chief Steelworker
(E-7) SWCS Senior Chief Steelworker
(E-8) CUCM Master Chief Construction-

gree category, 7 semester hours in welding,

recommendation is the same as that for

power, and material estimates from ,drawings and specifications; uses printiples, and
techniques of Critical Path Method (CPM)
scheduling; performs duties of shop planner
or maintenance Scheduler, performs construction and maintenance inspections, performs non-destructive metal tests. SWC.

SWC
SWCS

ematics,and 3 in steel layout and fabrication, for a total of 30 semester hours In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate lie-

forcing steel; directs teams and crews in
erecting rigid frame and other pre-engistructures, and airfield
matting; directs teams and crews engaged in
metal work and fabrication, knows the principles and assembly methods of the various

NER-SW-001
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In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in welding, 2 in rigging, and
2 in steel layout and fabrication, for a total
of 19 semester hours In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 5
in steel
semester hours in welding and
layout and fabrication, and additional credit
in Welding on theThasis of institutional evaluation (1/77).
1

Recommendation, SW1

In the vocational certificate category, 15
semester hours in welding, 6 in advanced
welding, 3 in rigging, 3 in technical math-

devices, performs electromechanical maintenance, operates and repairs audio-visual

training equipment and other training devices. TD2: Able to perform the duties required for TD3, analyzes and repairs electronic and hydraulic systems of training devices, _operates and maintains sensor equip-

ment, repairs analog computers; prepares
computer program tapes and interprets
print-outs. organizes and maintains technical
files, troubleshoots and maintains servo -sys-

tems used in training devices, locates and
corrects defects in mechanical computing
elements TDI Able to perform the duties

362
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required for 11)2, analyzes and corrects
computer system malftnictions, supers ises
tests and measurements on training devices,
prepares maintenance troubleshooting programs for ADP,'EDP operations, verifies
computer tapes, prepares drawings from
mechanical, electrical, and electronic schematics inspects maintenance work, prepares
maintenance schedules, orders technical
publications or manuals, orders parts, tools,
equipment and material, maintains and re-

pairs air-conditioning systems TDC Able
to perform the duties required for TD1,
assists in selection and development of
tramm

training devices, supervises training programs, assigns job priorities, analyzes discrepaniftrends, directs and monitors instal-

lation, operation, and maintenance of-assigned equipment, schedules preventive,
maintenance, develops and directs closed:
circuit television programs TDCS. Able to
perform the duties required for TDC, provides utilization information, prepares correspondence and local directives, establishes

a program for interviewing, evaluating, and
assigning personnel; organizes, schedules,
and evaluates training programs, evaluates
requirements and administers a long-range
planned maintenance program
TDC.V1

Able to perform the duties required for
TDCS, plans, organizes. and controls activon*. forecasts future requiretptints and,plans
for personnel, equipment, and materiais,.e'Stablishes goals and priorities, develops operating budgets and monitors expenditures
Recommendation, TD3 and TD2

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours in blueprint reading and
schematics, 3 in basic electricity, 3 in basic
electronics, 3 in technical mathematics, and
6 in applied physics, cw a total of 17 semes-

ter hours In the low r- division baccalaureate /associate degree category, 3 semester
hours,in baste electricity. 3 in basic elec:...tronics, 3 in' basic 'mathematics, and 6 in
applied physics, for a total of 15 semester
hours (2/77)
Recommendation, TD1

In the vocational certificate category, 2
semester hours In blueprial reading and
schematics, 2 in record keening, 3 In basic
electricity, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in technical mathematics. 6 in applt ph tisics, and
additional credit in air cond
g and re,
frigeration on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a minimum total of 19 semester
hours In the lower - division baccalaureate/

associate degree category, 2 semester hours

in record keeping, 2 in personnel supervision. 3 in basic electricity, 3 in basic electronics. 3 in basic mathematics, and 6 in
applied physics, for a total of 19 semester
hours In the upper-division baccalaureate
category, 3 semester hours in audio-visual
education (2/77).
Recommendation, TDC

In the vocational certificate category. the.,
recommendation is the same as that for
TDI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 2 semester hours

in record keeping. 3 in personnel supervision, 3 in basic electricity, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in basic mathematics, and 6 in
applied physics, for a total of 20 semester
In the upper - division baccalaureate
category. 3 semester hours in audio-visual
education and 3 in instructional techniques
hours

and materials (2/77)
Recommendation, TDCS

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that fur
TD1 In the lower- division baccalanreate/
associate degree category, 2 semester hours

In record keeping, 3 in personnel supervi-

and threads galvanize t

sion, 3 for management electives, 3 in basic
electricity, 3 in basic electronics, 3 in basic
mathematics, and 6 in applied physics, for a

soil pipe,

total of 23 semester hours In the upper

color coding used on piping systems and

division baccalaureate category, 3 semester
hours in audio-visual education, 3 in instructional techniques and materials, and 3

compressed gas cylinders, cleans watersides

feel pipe, cast iron
cast iron
water pipe, clay and co mete pipe, cement-

black iron gas pipe,

asbestos pipe,

ind plastic pipe, identifies

and firesides of boilers, handles chemicals
used in treating water and sewage UT2
Able to perform the duties required for
UT3, reads and works from drawings and
specifications, prepares simple shop drawings and Sketches, prepares time cards and
material requisitions, installs water systems,
packaged refrigeration and air-conditioning
systems, and pressure, check, and shut-off
valves, installs laundry equipment, heating
systems, galley equipment, plumbing fixtures, water heaters, and sewage systems,
performs water treatment and purification
tests, maintains and repairs laundry equip-'

for field experience in management, for a
total of 9 semester hours (2/77).
Recommendation, TDCM
In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for

DI In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category, the recommenda-

tion is the same as that for TDCS In the
upper-division baccalaureate category, 3 semester hours in audio-visual education, 3 in
instructional techniques and materials, 3 in
Management problems, and 3 for field experience in management. and additional credit
in human relations, in personnel management, and for a practicum in management
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 12 semester hours (2/77)

ment, tests, adjusts, and recalibrates gauges,
repairs valves UTI. Able to perform the
duties required for UT2, prepares work

progress and material usage reports, conducts personnel readiness interviews, implements training for team/crew members,
constructs septic tanks, cess

pools,

and

leaching fields, installs fire protection systems, advanced base type boilers and pres-

NER-TM-001

sure vessels, stationary refrigeration and airconchtionspg systems, and compressed air
systems, organizes work schedules, prepares
estimates, perform inspections, tests boilers
and pressure vessels; serves as supervisor

TORP1DOMAVS M v rl

TM 3'
-PM2
TM I

for steam, sewage, and water plants UTC
Able to perform the duties required for
UT1, drafts letters and reports, administers

TMC
TMCS
TMCM

safety program, assigns personnel based-on
readiness reports, supervises and coordinates all unit ,friii4provides technical

advice, implements maintenance and cost
control program; organizes and controls the
site deployment of materials and equipment
UTCS- Able to perform the duties raw red
for UTC, provides information and advice
on utilization, capabilities, reliablility, and
operations in area of responsibility, prepares
local directives and instructions for attaining objectives and improving operations,

Exhibit,Dates: Pending evaluation

a

"NERLUT-01
Urn ITIESsIAN

UT3
UT2

prepares correspondence:
.

UT I

14C

UTCS
UTCM
Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 13 (Construction)
Career Pattern

CN. Constructionmah (E-3) UT3. Utilibesman Third Class (E-4) U72. Utilitiesman Second Class (E-5). UTI Utilitiesman
First Class (E-6) UTC Chief Utilitiesman
(E-7) UTCS, Senior Chief Utilitiesman (E8) UTC.V. Master Chief Utilitiesman (E-9)
Description
Summary Plans, supervises, and performs

tasks involved in the installation, maintenance, and repair of plumbing, heating,
steam, compressed-atr, fuel storage, and dis-

tribution systems, water treatment and distribution systems, air - conditioning and refrigeration equipment, and sewage collection and disposal facilities UT3. Installs immersion can heaters and space heaters, fuel
lines, and piping and pressure vessel insulation materials, performs pre-start checks,
and maintains and operates assigned vein-,
des, maintains boilers, water plants, air-con-

ditioning and refrigeration equipment, and
pumps and air compressors, performs minor
repairs on immersion can heaters and space,
heaters, solders/brazes soft and hard drawn
copper tubing and fittings, measures. cuts,

363

establishes

and

implements a program for interviewing
;,*valuating, and assigning personnel fo
maximum utilization, determines requirement for advanced base planning, coordinates equipment assignment, directs operation and maintenance of all utilities, establishes a mainfenance/cost control program
UTCM Able to perform the duties required

for either UTCS or CECS (Senior Chief

Construction

an), plans, organizes,

implements, and co trols work activities in
compliance with
o
statements and
directives, establishes goals and sets priorities, reviews personnel, equipment, and material requirements, develops procedures for
work improvement and simplification
through organizational analysis, serves as a
construction inspector, manages a contract
inspection branch, implements energy con-

servation and pollution control programs,
assists in the management and operation of
a public works department, develops oper-

ating budgets and monitors expenditures,
forecasts future personnel, equipment, and
matwaloreqUirements and takes action necessary to satisfy them: is responsible for the
administration of a department or company
Recommendation, UT3

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in introduction to construction, 3 in utilities maintenance, and 3 in
plumbing, for a total of 9 semester hours In
the

lower - division

baccalaureate /associate

degree category, 3 semester hours in utilities construction and maintenance (1/77)

NAVY ENLISTED RATINGS EXHIBITS
In the vocational certificate cateAry, 3
semester hours in introduction to construction, 3 in utilities maintenance, 3 in plumbing, 3 in utilities installation, and 2 in blueprint reading and sketching, for a total of
14 semester hours In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3
semester hours in utilities construction and
maintenance, 3 in applied science, and 2 itt
general plans and specifications, for a total
of 8 semester hours (1/77).

hours (1/77)

hours (12/76).
Recommendation, YN2

NERYN-001

in

In the vocational certificate category, 6
semester hours in utilities installation, 3 in
introduction to construction, 3 in utilities
maintenance, 3 in plumbing, and 2 for blue-

print reading and sketching, for a total of
17 semester hours. In the lower-division
baccalaureate/associate degree category, 4
semester hours in utilities construction and
maintenance, 3 in applied science, 3 in utilities construction estimating, 3 in water and
sewage treatment systems, 2 in general
plans and specific,ations, and 2 in personnel
supervision, for a total of 17 semester hours
(1/71)
Recommendation, UTC

In the vocational certificate category, the
recommendation is the same as that for
UT1 In the lower-division baccalaureate/
associate degree category. 4 semester hours
in utilities construction and maintenance, 3
in applied science, 3 in utilities construction
estimating, 3 in water and sewage treatment
systems, 3 in personnel supervision. 2 in
general plans and specifications, 2 in Shop
management, and 1 in safety anagement,
1/74
for a total of 21 semester ho
Recommendation, UTCS

In the vocational certificate category, the

recommendation is the dame as that for

UTI In the lower -diva n baccalaureate/
, 4 semester hours
associate degree
in utilities construction and maintenance, 3
in applied science, 3 in utilities construction
estimating, 3 in water and sewage treatment
systems, 3 in personnel supervision, 2 in

introduction to management, 2 in general

plans and specifications, 2 in shop management, and I in safety management, for a

total of 23 semester hours. In the upper'

division baccalaureate category, 3 Semester
hours for a practicum in management and 3
irOuman relations (1/77).
Recommendation, UTCM

In the vocational certificate category, use
the recommendation for either UTI or CEI
(Construction Electrician First Class) in exhibit NER-CE-001, as appropriate In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in principles of administration. 3 in construction
contracts and agreements, and 3 in govern-

ment budgeting, for a total of 9 semester
hours; add either the 23 Semester hours for
UTCS, for a total of 32,Semester hours, or
the 17 semester hours fog cgcs (Senior

Chief Construction Electrician) in exhibit
NER-CE-001, for a total of 26 sethester
hours, as appropriate. In the upper division
baccalaureate category, 6 semester hours
...../"Trni..a.fiNcticum in management, 3 in human.
relations, 3 in management problems, and 3

A

In the vocational certificate category or
the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

YN3
YN2

ciate degree category, 3 semester 'hours in
typing, 2 in filing anikrecords management,
2 in general clerics procedures, and in
office machines, for a total of 8 semester
hours (12/76)

YN I,

Recommendation, YNI

YEOMAN

1

YNC
YNCS
YNCM

Recommendation, UTI

4k

office machines, for a total of 5 semester

in forecasting, for a total of 15 semester

Recommendation, UT2

A2-53

In the vocational certificate category or
in

Exhibit Dates: 6/72-Present
Occupational Field: 15-(Adimnistration).
Career Pattern

machines, and additional credit in typing on

the basis of institutional evaluation, for a

SN Seaman (E-3) YN3: Yeoman Third
Class (E-4) YN2: Yeoman Second Class
(E-5). YNI: Yeoman First Class (E-6).

minimum total of 10 semester hours (12/76)
Recommendation, YNC

YNC:. Chief Yeoman (E-7). YNCS' Senior
Chief Yeoman (E-8). YNCM: Master Chief
Yeoman (E-9)

In the vocational certificate category, 3
semester hours in typing, 3 in general clerical procedures. 3 in communication skills
(written), 2 in filing and records management, I in office machines, and I in office
management. and additional credit in typing
on the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 13 semester hours. In the
lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 3 semester hours in typing, 3
in general clerical procedures, 3 in communication skills (written), 2 in filing and recin personnel superviords management.
sion, I in office machines, and I in office
management. and additional credit for field
experience in management and in typing on

-

Description

Summary: Performs general office der--cal duties, including typewriting, office machine operations, office communications.

and filing and records maintenance YN3
operates duplicating,
files;
adding, calculating, and copying machines,
Maintains

types correspondence, reports, and other
communications

from

(a

rough

straight-copy typing rate of

at

the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate degree category, 3 semester hours in
typing, 2 in filing and records management,
2 in general clerical pocedures, 2 in communication skills (written), and I in office

east 30

words per minute is required) YN2: Able

1

to perform the duties required for YN3,
organizes and monitors filing and records

maintenance, retention, and disposal, maintains officer personnel records; routes correspondence, types records, correspond-

the basis of institutional evaluation, for a
minimum total of 14 semester hours(12/76).

ence, and reports (a straight-copy typing
rate of at least 40 words per minute is required), sends, receives, and accounts for
official and registered mail. YNI Able to

^`
in the vocational certite category, 3

Recommendation, YNCS

semester hours in typing,

general cleri-

perform the duties required for YN2, drafts
correspondence, instructions, and notices (a

cal procedures, 3 in communication skills
(written), 3 in office management, 3 in administration electives. 2 in filing and rec-

words per minute is required); verifies accuracy of job orders and work requests, assists
in the supervision of clerical functions.
YNC: Able to perform the duties required
for YN1, maintains classified materials con-

ords management, and I in office, machines,
and additional credit in typing on the basis
of institutional evaluation, for a minimum
total of 18 semeste, hours In the dowerdivision baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in typing, 3 in gen-

straight-copy typing rate of at least 50

trol system; verifies accuracy of, official

. correspondence and reports, monitors sub-

eral clerical procedures, 3 in communica-

'mission and maintenance of officer fitness
reports, supervises and directs clerical functions. YNCS: Able to perform the duties
required for YNQkinterviews, assigns, supervises, and evaluates office personriel;
recommends office procedures improvements; procures and allocates office materials and equipment, supervises and controls

tion skills (written), 3 in office management,

3 in management electives, 3 in personnel
supervision, 2 in filing and records management, and I in office machines, and additional credit for field experience in management and in typing on the basis of institutional evaluation. for a minimum total of 21
semester hours In the upper-division baccalaureate category, credit in human relations
and for a practicum in management on the
basis of institutional evaluation (12/76)

the security of sensitive records, trains
office personnel, functions as office supervi-

sor. YNCM Able to perform the duties required for YNCS, establishes goals, objectives, and priorities in the administration of
the office function, reviews and makes recommendations concerning office personnel,
equipment, and supply requirements, devel-

Recommendation, YNCM

In the vocational certificate category or
in the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ops operating budget for the office and

ciate degree category, the recommendation
is the same as that for YNCS. In the upperdivision baccalaureate category, 3-semester
hours in management problems, and additiorialcrecht in human relations, in person-

monitors office expenditures.
Recommendation, YN3

In the vocational certificate category or

in

the lower-division baccalaureate/asso-

ciate,degree category, 2 semester hours in
typing, I in filing and records management,
in general clerical procedures. and I in
I

'

nel management, and for a practicum in
management on'the basis of 'institutional
evaluation (12/76)

iU
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DANTES Subject Standardized Tests (DSSTs)
The Defense Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DANTES) provides support to the voluntary
eduCation programs of all military services. DANTES was created in May 1974 after disestablishment of the
United Stkes Armee Forces Institute (USAFI). Policy control of DANTES rests with the Director of Defense
Education in the Office of the Secretary of Defense; DANTES policy is administered by a Department*of
Defense policy council on which all military services are represente8.
DANTES began offering Subject Standardized Tests, when it was established in July 1974. Many of the tests
were identical with those sponsored by the United States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI) prior to its disestablishment. Each test in this series is intended to reflect the knowledge and understanding normally associated with
a term of study in a university, college, or technical school (i.e., postsecondary programs leading to a degree or
certificate). The DSSTs are administered through military education and testing centers worldwide and are
available to active military personnel only. Participation in the program is optional.
The DSSTs are a series of multiple:choice subject-matter examinations in college and technical subjects. DSSTs
are essentially end-of-course achievement tests. Each DSST is based on several textbooks commonly used for a
course of the same or similar title. Examinee scores are reported as percentiles (PR) for early DSST forms designed
as SA or SB, scores are reported as standard scores (SS) (mean 50, standard deviation 10) for recent DSST forms
designated SC and SD. Both score scales are based on test results for large standardization samples of 'students
completing relevant courses.
DANTES regularly contracts with test development organizations to revise and update DSSTs and to produce
additional new tests. Prior to their distribution, the tests are evaluated by panels of subject matter and technical
experts assembled by the ACE Office on Educational Credit and-Credentials (OECC) staff. As a matter of policy,
the recommended amount and type of credit, minimum test score for which credit should be awarded and the length
of initial Commission recommendation are based primarily on the suggestions of each faculty subject matter review
panel. The recommended minimum test score for credit awards is tstablished for each DSST at the level judged by
faculty reviewers to represent the knowledge and understanding that would be clearly deserving of credit at most
institutions offering comparable courses. (No actual data on grades are provided by the DSST test developer, so
these score levels are based on the faculty reviewers' subjective judgments and on their inspeclion of the normative
data provided.)
The ACE credit recommendations for DSSTs, as of the publication dale of the Guide, are indicated below Since
recommendations for many new tests are anticipated and those for others will soon expire, readers are urged to
contact OECC for supplementary recommendations on revised or,riewly developed DSSTs.

TEST

TIT1VE

S B404

Survey of English Literature,
Survey of American Literature I
Survey of American Literature II
Intermediate College Algebra
Intermediate College Algebra
College Algebra
Basic statistics
Basic Statistics
Plane Trigonometry
Plane Trigonometry
Calculus I
Calculus I
Calculus II
Calculus II

SA408
SA409
SA424
SC424
5B425
SB433
SC433
SA435
SC435
SA440
SC440
SA441
SC441

CREDIT
AMOUNT
(SEM.
HRS.)
3B
3B

365'

MINIMUM
SCORE
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR

TAKEN

ON OR
BEFORE
12-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-84

3B
3B
3B

AP5OSS

3B

20PR

3B

20P,R

3.-31-79
12-31-80

3B

54SS

12 -31 -84

3B

20PR

12-31-79
12-31-84
11:31-79
12-31-84
12-31-80
12-31-42

3B

50SS

4B
4B

20PR

4B
4B

20PR

50SS
52SS

.
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3-2
SA445
SC445
SA446
SC446
SB453

Differential Equations
Differential Equations
Linear Algebra
Linear Algebra
Principles of Economics I

SB457
SB458

SA462
SA467
SA468
SA471
SA4
SA481
SA482
SB488

SC488
SA491
SC491

(

SA494
SA497
SB498
SB500
SC500
SA50,5

SC505
SA510
SB512
SC512

° SA514
SA515
SB517
SB518
SA519
e

SC519
SA520
SA525
SC525
SB533
SC533
SB534
SA535 ..

SB543
SC54
SB5

SA546

3B

20PR
.48SS
20PR

3B

20PR

3B

. 3B

20PR
;OPR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR

3B

53SS

3B

20PR

3B

56SS

3B

3B

20PR
20PR

3B

i

3B

..

3B
3B

3B
3B
3B
3B
3B

3B

-20PR

2B

20PR

3B

4130SS

3B

20PR

3B

51SS

3B

3B

20PR
20PR
51SS
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
54SS
20PR
20PR

3B

50SS

3B

20PR
53SS
20PR
20PR
20PR
54SS
20PR
48SS
20PR
20PR

3P
3B

College Ctilistry I

3T
3T

College Chemistry II
College Physics I
College Physics II
Geology I
Geology I
Geology II
nting I
Principles of A
Principles
of
Fi
al Accounting I
-

.

3B

,

3B

-

J

.

3B
3B'
3B

Bum-fess Law I

.

3B
3B

.

2B

__),_SA539Principles ofManagement
_SC539

54SS
20PR
20PR

3B

Principles of Economics II
History of Western Civilization to 1500
History of Western Civilization'since 1500
History of the American Negro
History of Modern East Asia
History of Soubheast Asia
History of Africa
Problems of Contemporary Latin America
Modern European Governments
Modern Asian Governments
Psychology of Adjustment
Psychology .of Adjustment
Educational Psychology
Educational Psychology
General Anthropology
Introduction to Law Enforcement
,
Criminology
Astronomy I
Astronomy I
-General Geophysics
General GeopHysics
Oceadography
Principlesof Physical Science I
Principles of Physical Science I

BUsiness Law Iie.,
Business Law II
Introduction to Data Processing

20PR

3B
3B

,
.32.Principles
of Economics I

S)3454

3B

3B .

Introduction to Management
V
Introduction to Business
° Introduction to Business
Personnel Management
Risk and Insurance

3B
3B

li\.

3B
3B
3B

366

12-31-79
12-31-81
12-31-80
5-31-80
12-31-79
12-31-83
12-31-78
12-31-78
6-30-79
12-31-80
12-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-79
2-28-77
12-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-80
12-31-84
7-31-79
12-31-82
12-31-78
12-31-78
12-31-80
12-31-80
12-3r-83
12-31-80
12-31-83
12-31-80
12-31-80
12-31-82

3,31-79
3.-31-79

12-31-80
12-31-80
12-31-79
12-31-82
12-31-79
12.31-80
7
12-31-84
12-31-80
12-31=86
12-31-79'
2-28-77
7-31-79
12-31-83
11-30-79
12-31-84
3-31-79
12-31-80

.

.
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...

SB547

SA548
SA549
SC549
SA550

SC550
SA560
SA 561

SA562

SA568
SA577
SA578SA579
SC579

SA580
SA583
SA584
SC584
SA585
SA586
SA740

r

Introduction to Real Estate
Money and Banking
Marketing
Basic Marketing
Climatology/Meteorology
Meteo,rology and Climatology

3B
3B

..

3B
3B

3T/3B
4.

3B

Introduction to Education '

3B

History and Philosophy of Education
Principles of Guidance
Introduction to Forestry

3B

Beginning -French I
Beginning, French II
Beginning German I
Beginning German I
Beginning German II
Beginning Spanish I
Beginning Spanish II
Beginning Spanish II
Beginning Italian I
Beginning Italian II

+

38

,-,

3B

++
+

20PR
- 20PR
20PR
50SS
20PR
55SS
20PR
20PR..
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
50SS

4B

++
++

20PR
20PR
20PR

3B

50SS

+
++

20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR
20PR.
20PR
20PR
57SS
20PR
52SS
20PR
57SS
20PR

+

lit

Auto Mechanics I
Auto Mechanics II
SA741
Introduction to Carpentry
SA756
Basic Technical Drawing and Graphics
S13770
Fundamentals of Electricity
SA781
Electrical Measuring Instruments
SA785
Electrical Measuring Instruments
SC785Introduction to Electronics I
SA788
Introduction to Electronics I
SC788
Introduction to Electronics II
SA789
Introduction to Electronics II
SC789
Introduction to Diesel Engines I
SB794
Introduction to Diesel Engines II
SB795
Technical Mathematics I
SA810
Technical Mathematics II
SA811
Technical Writing
SA820
Fundamentals of Radio
SB885
r
1
SA890
Radio Servicing
Television Servicing
SA891
SA936 ' bitioduction to Refrigeration
Introduction to Quality Control
SA960

r

3T
3T
3T
3T
2T
3T
2T
3T
4B

3T
3T
3T
3T

5T/3B
5T/3B
3T/3B
.3T
4T/2B
4T/2B
4T,

k

.

3B

c.

3-3

3-31-79
12-31-78
7-31-79
12-31-83
12-31-80'
12-31-89
3 -31 -79

12-31-79
12-31-78
123-31-79
3-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-81
3-31-79
12 -31 -78

12-31-78
12-31-84
12-31-80
12-31-80
12-31-78
12-31-'78

12-31-78
12-31-79
12-31-78
12-31-80
12-31-86
124031-80

12-31-83
12.-31-80
12-31-82
3-31...79

'20PR

3-31-.79

.20PR
,
20PR

12-31-78
12-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-79
12-31-7
12-31-79
12-31-79
2-28-77

'29-19t4

20PR
20PR

. 20PR
20PR
20PR

NOTES

1. Recommendations fcir formsdesignated "SC" also apply to those desjgnated "S
2. Scores on forms "SA" and "SB" are percentiles (PR); those on forms "SC" an "SD" are standa?d scores (SS)
with mean 50 and standard deviation 10. All scores based on results for large samples of college students completing
courses comparable to the tests.
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3. "+ and "+ + represent, respectively, the amounts of credit normally awarded for one- and two-semester
introductory courses at-the institution.
4. Abbreviations used for credit categories are:
"T": Technical Certificate Level: This category describes tests corresponding to course work normally
found in certificate or diploma (nondegree) programs that are usually a year or less in length and designed to
provide students with occupational skills.
AOC". Baccalaureate/Associate Level. This category describes tests corresponding to course work normally
r-s-of a baccalaureate p ogram and in programs leading to the Associate in, Arts,
Associate in Science, or Associate in Applied Sci nce degrees.
USING THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

The Amercian Council on Education recommends that credit for USAFI/DANTES courses and tests be granted
only after successful completion is'verified from official records.
Official records for service personnel and veterans completing USAFI (United States Armed Forces Institute)
courses and tests prior to its disestablishment on June 30, 1974, cane obtained at no cost from DANTES Contractor

Representative (Transcripts), Educational Testing Service, Box 2879, Princeton, New Jersey 08541. Credit
recommendations for USAFI courses and tests may be obtained froni"OECC.
Official records for mdividuals who completed DANTtS Subject Standardized Tests after 'July 1, 1974, can be
obtained for i nominal fee from DANTES Contractor Represeutative (CLEP), Educational Testing Service,,,tiok.
.
2819, Princeton, New Jersey 08541.
Assistance in interpreting or applyingthese recommendatiOns ,,ts- available from the staff, Office on Education
Creditand Credentials, Suite 20, One Dupont Circle; Washington, D.C. 20036. (Phone: 202-833-4770 )
-
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Appendix A
The Evaluation Systems
During the period, 1945-80, the American Council
on . Educa(ion developed and refined comprehensive
procedures and criteria for the evaluation of military,
learning experiences. This' appendix outlines the his-

services. In addition, technological, advances had necessitated major changes in service training, with a
resulting need for new or revised educational credit

torical development of the Guide; defines which
courses can be found in the Guide; provides background information on Navy general rates and rat-

The 1974 edition was prepared primarily tb4espond
to three emerging considerations. First, because of the
growth in vocational and technical programs apd the
emergence of the concept of postsecondary education,

ings; describes the evaluation systems used to prepare
the recommendations foinilitary formal.courses and
Navy ratings; and Includes definitions and guidelines
pertaining to categories of educational credit, the semester hour standard, categories of apprentice train-,
ing, and clock hours and contact hours.
BACKGROUND

Early editions of the Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed Services were prepared in response to specific needs. Immediately after,
World War II, the consensus in the educational com-

munity was that the practice of granting blanket
credit -to World War I veterans as a reward for length
or service was educationally unsound. Educators concluded that military learning experiences applicable to
civilian curricula should be assessed by civilian education specialists for potential credit. Therefore, in De-

cember 1945, at the request of civilian educational
institutions and the regional accrediting associations,
the American Council on Education established the
Commission on Accreditation of Service EXperiencesrenamed the Commission on Educational
Credit and 'Credentials in 1979to evaluate military
educational programs and to assist institutions in
granting credit for such experiences. Accordingly, Se
first edition of the Guide was published to assist educational Institutions in evaluating service courses completed by returning veterans.

The extension of the World War II G.I. Bill to
include_ veterans of the Korean conflict, and the sub sequent enrollment of many veterans in colleges and
universities, created a need for the second edition,
published in 1954.

a

The 1968 edition was prepared in anticipation, of
the increased enrollment of veterans resulting from
ig he educational assistance provided under the Veterans Readjustment -Benefits Act of 1966, and with thi
expectation that many would apply-, for educational
credit for their learning experiences in the armed

recommendations.

there was a need to evaluate courses for possible
credit in the vocational and technical categories in
addition to the baccalaureate and graduate categories
of previous editions. Second, active-duty service men
and women were enrolling in incteasing*numbers in
civilian educational programs and were seeking credit
for related formal military courses soon after completing their service school training. Third, credit recommendations were needed for the many courses initiated or revised by the military since 1968.
The 1974 edition marked the beginning of a new
approach to reporting evaluations of formal military
training. At, its fah 1973 meeting, the Commission
apprg,ved the concept `of an ongoing Guide 'system.
Elements of 'that system include the publication of
biennial editions of the Guide through computerized
composition, continuous staff review of courses, and
the computerized storage of course information for a
more rapid updating of credit recommendations and
for an improved ability to respond to inquiries related
to course identification and credit recommendations.
Over the years the recommendations contained in
the Guide have assisted education institutions in granting cre,:dit to hundreds of thousands of service mon,
`and women. Surveys conduFted by the Office showes1
that trost of the nation's colleges and universities use
the formal course recommendations in awarding
credit to veterans aid active,duty service personnel.
The recommendations have been widely accepted be-

cause 4litary formal courses share certain key elements with traditional postsecondary programs: they
are formally approved and administered, are designed

for the express purpose of acliieving learning outcomes, are, - conducted by qualified persons with spe-

cific subject-matter expertise, and are structured to

homes.
provide for the evaluation of le
for proUntil 1975, however,, no echanism ems
viding recognition for th learning a service ma r
woman attained through uch learning experiences as
fining, and work expeltiself-instruction, on-,the-job
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'dice. As a first step in providing recognition for such
learning experiences, the Commission in 1975 implemented a program 'for the evaluation of learning represented by demonstrated proficiency in Army enlisted military, occupational specialties (MOS's). The
MOS evaluation procedures were developed, tested,
and refined during -a feasibility study conducted by
the Council and sponsored by the U.S. Department of

.

.

from the Pffice on Educational Credit and Credentials upon written request by education officials.
THE COURSE EVALUATION SYSTEM

In the fall of 1973, the Commission on Educational

the Army. Evaluators made recommendations for

Credit and Credentials of the American Council on ,
Education approved the following procedures and
guidelines fdr the evaluation of military formal,

educational credit and advanced standing in appren-

courses.

tice training programs. Subsequently, the' occupational
assessment program of the Commission was expanded

The Evaluation Process

to include the general rates and ratings of the Navy
Enlisted. Manpower and Personnel Classification
System and Army warrant officer
cer MOS's.
The recommendations for,advanced standing in apprentice training programs are the result of the cooperative efforts of the American Council on ducation
and labor and industry. The recommendations rqlect
the Commission's belief that it is sound educational

practice to give recognition for learning, no matter
how or where that learning has been attained, provided that the learning is at the appropriate leveLis in
I the appropriate area, and is applicable to an individual's postsecondary program of study or apprentice,

ship program.

Courses are evaluated by teams of at least three
subject-matter specialists (college and 'university professors, deans, and other academicians). Through discussion and the application of evaluation procedures
and guidelines, team members 'reach a consensus on
the amount and category of credit'td'be recommended.

Evaluation materials include the course syllabus,
training Aerials, tests, textbooks, technical manuals,
and examinations. Additional information is obtained
from interviews with instructors and program administrators, classroom observations, and examination of
instructional equipment and laboi-atory facilities..

Each team of evaluators has two major tasks fof
each course: the formulation o

'THE COURSES

,

Courses' listed in the Guide are normally service
school courses conducted on ,a formal basis, i.e., apprgvet1 by a central authority within each service and
listed by the' service in its _catalogue. These courses
are conducted for a specified period of time with a
prescribed course of instruction, in a structured learning situation, and .with_qualified instructors.
Most courses are given on a full-time basis (a mini-

mum of thirty contact hours of instruction ea week)
for not less than two weeks' duration; or, if less than
two weeks in length, the course must include a mini- .
mum of sixty contact hours of instruction. (prior to
1973 the mininitim length requirement was three
reeks or 90 hours.) The American Council on Education also evaluates courses conducted for National
Guard and Reserve ,personnel (noj on extended
active-duty status) w hen these courses meet the same
requirements.

11,

Recommendations for formal' courses, offered be;
tween World Wit' II and 1954' are available in the
;1954 edition of the Guide or from the Office on
cational Credit and Credentials upon written request
by ,education officials. Courses ip this Guide-have a
start date no earlier than 1954. In addision, military
Subject Standardized Tests (SSTs) are evaluated by
the American Council on Education, but are not included in the Guide; recommehaations are available

cre,dit recommenda-

tion and the preparation of th course's description.
The credit recommendation consists of the category
of credit, the number, of semester hours recommended, and the appropriate ^Subject'area.UsMi the informatron provided in the military syllabus; evaluators
phrase the course description (which appears in the
Guide exhibits under the headings "Objectives" and
Instruction") in terms meaningful to civilian educators. The course description supplements the credit
recommendations by summarizing the nature of a
given course,
Throughout the evaluation process, eya1Uators exercise professional judgment in applying the evaluative
criteria and procedures,/ This position reflects the
Commission's billet* that-sound educational evaluation
is more dependent on professional judgment and expertise than on rigid application of criteria.
The Commission on Educational Credit and Credentials ,continually reviews its criteria 'and procedures. Evaluators are encouraged to provide feedback.,
and recommendations for consideration by the aimmission.

Selection of Evaluators

Nominitions for course evaluators are requested
from regional accrediting 'associations, profesilon'al
and disciplinary societies, educational associations,
.and postsecondary institutions.

a
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The criteria for the selection of formal course
evaluators are as follows:

1. Area of an evaluator's competence, as evidenced
by formal: training and experiences, will closely
approximaie area of student trainipg to be evalu-

General rates and ratings are organized in career
patterns. A career pattern provides the normal path of
advancement from recruit (paygrade E-1) to master
chief petty officer (paygrade E-9). An example of a
career pattern is shown in Figute 2.

ated.

2. Preference will be given to candidates who are
subject-matter specialists with five or more years
of postsecondary teaching or administrative experience, including curriculum development.

Figure 2: Example of a Navy Enlisted Career Pattern
Pay grade

General rate

Airman (AN)

3. Preference will be given to candidates who are
,generally receptive to the recognition of learning
that occurs in a variety of settings.

Adman Recruit
Airman Apprentice
....
Airman

E- I
E-2
E-3

Air Controlman Third Class (AC3)
Air Controlman Second Class (AC2)....
Air Controlman First Class (AC1)
Chief Air Controlman
Senior Chief Air Controlman (ACCS) .
Master ChiePAir Controlman
(ACCM)

E-4

Rating.

Air Controlman (AC)

THE NAVY ENLISTED RATING STRUCTURE

TheNavy Enlisted Rating Structure is used for
classifying enlisted personnel, identifying personnel

E-5
E-6
E-7
E-8
E-9

qualifications, and reporting personnel requirements
and resources. It also provides the framework for

enlisted career development through paths of advancement from paygrades E-1 (recruit) through E-9
(master chief petty officer) For ACE purposes, there
are two main types of occupational classifications in
the Enlisted Rating Structure:
1.

Genfcal Rates (Apirenticeihips)Identifications

assigned to personnel at paygrades E-rl, E-2,
and E-3. There are six general rates: Airman,
Constructionman, Dentalman, Fireman, Hospital-

man, and Seaman. Each general rate involves

2.

the performance of entry; level tasks and leads to
one or more ratings.
RatingsBroad enlisted occupations that encom-

rfaSS similar duties and functions and that, in
most instances, provide paths. of advancement
and career development for personnel from pay-

grades E-4 (petty officer third class) to E-9
(master chief petty officer). Figure 1 shows the
relationship between petty officer designations
and paygrades. A complete list of ratings and the
occupational fields to which they belong are included as Appendix B. Ratings require performance of routine tasks at the lower paygrades,and
more difficult t'asks at progressively higher paygrades.

To supplement occupational information contained
in the Navy Enlisted Rating Structure and to provide
the necessary requirements for general rates and raiings, the Navy has developed two sets of standards:
naval standards and occupational standards. Naval

tasks that are essential to the overall
standards
effectiveness of enlisted personnel in the performance
of their duties. They include standards pertaining to
military requirements, professional development and-,
naval tradition. Occupational standards identify the
minimum tasks required for proficiency in general
rates and ratings and provide the basis for the deyelopment .of training-and advancement requirements and
of personnel policies4knd procedures. Foi both naval
standards and occupgNnal standards each higher paygrade represents more complex duties, increased
skills, and greater respcinsibility. Proficiency in a

higher paygrade includes the ability, to perform the
tasks, and meet the standards
required for the preced.

sing'pa,ygrades, as well as those required for the higher

paygrade.'The naval standards for all paygrades are
included in Appendix D. A complete set of occupational standards for one rating, Air Controlman, is
incleded in Appeddix C.

In addition to the Enlisted Rating Structure, the
Navy Enlisted Occupational Classification System in-

cludes Iwo. other subsystems: The Navy Enlisted
Classification (NEC) Structure and Special Qualifica-Figure I: Relationships between petty officer designations and paygrcides,

Petty Officer Classifications
Petty Officer Third Class (P03)
Petty Officer Second Class (PO2)
Petty Officer tirst Class fP01)
Chief Petty Officer (CPO)
Senior Chief Petty Officer (SCPO)
Master Chief Petty Officer (MCPO)

Pay grades

E-4
E-5

E-6
E-7
E-8
E-9

tibn§, The NEC Structure supplementsthe Enlisted
Rating Structure by identifying skills requiring more
specific identification than that provided by general
rates and ratings aR'd which are not rating-wide requirements. Special Qualifications identify highly specialized occupational entities which cross several occurational areas and define the requirements of these
areas. .Because, of the specialized nature and limited
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Maxi-

scope of the skills and qualifications required by most

mum
Credit

of the NEC Structure and Special Qualifications,
NECs and Special Qu'alifications have not been evaluated by ACE.

Number of Years in Paygrade
Medals and Awards
Passed-but-not-advanced (PNA) Points

TOTAL

The Navy Enlisted Evaluation and Advancement
System

The Navy, regularly evaluates the occupational pro-

ficiency of its men and women. In fact, the demonstration of occupational proficiency is directly linked
to the advancement system. Only these individuals
who have (1) demonstrated that they can perform the
tasks required for the next higher paygrade, (2) completed the appropriate correspondence and/or residence courses for the; next higher paygrade, (3)
served a minimum length of time in their paygrade
and in the service, and (4) been recommended by
their commanding officer are allowed to take the advancement examination.
The primary evaluation technique is the Navy-wide
written examination for each paygrade of each rating

It is a 150-item multiple choice test that is based on
the occupational standards and tasks for each paygrade of a given rating. It is given more weight than
any other factor in the evaluation process Persons are
not advanced in theft- rating until they have demonstrated that they are proficient, in the next. higher
,,
paygrade of the rating.
Before beijig considered for advanclament, an individual must pass the written examination. Demonstrat-

ing proficiency in the next higher paygrade is a requirement for advancement. In addition, for advancement to petty officer third class (P03) and petty offi-

cer second class (P02)paygrades E-4 and E-5the
applicable military/leadership examination must also
be passed.
,

Examinations for petty officer third class, petty offi-

cer second class, and petty officer first Class (paygrades E-4, E-5, and E-6) are administered semiannually, Those for chief petty officers, senior chief petty
(..officers, and master chief petty officers are adminis-

tered annually. Examinations for paygrade E-3 are
administered by unit commanding officers when the
individual has demonstrated readiness tertake
it. Writ.
ten

examinations are not .used for parade E-2.

Make -up tests are made availatte for Navy men and
women who cannot take the test on the specified date
because of extenuating circumstances.
A final multiple score is computed for each individial -who takes the Navy-wide advancement examina-

tion. The final multiple score is comptised of the
following factors:
Factor

Written Examination Scbre
Performance Exammabon Score
Number of Years in Service e

S

.

20
15
15

200

The last factor included above, PNA points, applies
to those individuals Who passed the previous written
examination and demonstrated they were qualified for'
advancement but were not advanced. This situation
occurs, when there is a scarcity of openings for advancement in a paygrade of a given rating and a

person's final multiple score is not high enough to
compete successfully with others in that paygrade.
It was determined by the ACE staff that the written testing techniques and procedures usedi by the
Army and Navy are very similar. Because_of the
similarities and because the Army testing system had
already been favorably reviewed by measurement specialists retained by ACE, it was not necessary to have

them review the Navy written tests. As with the
Army, subject-matter and apprenticeship specialists

confirmed the content validity of the tests in the
course of conducting evaluations.
Further information about the Navy Enlisted Occupational Classification System and the Na v y Advance-

ment System can be obtained by contacting the
OECC Information Service.
THE NAVY RATING EVALUATION SYSTEM
The Navy rating evaluation system has tbree major
components: the selection of evaluators; the materials
required for evaluation; and the procedures and

guidelines evaluators bse in reaching decisions and
making recommendations.

Selection of Evaluators
'
Nominations for evaluators are requested from ,postsecondary institutions; professional associations; distiplinary societies, labor unions; trade associations; industry associations; educational associations; regional
.accrediting associations; state departments of education; state credentioling, licensing, and certifying

agencies; and the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training of the U.S. Department of Labor.
The criteria for selection of Navy rating evaluators
are as follows:

1. The area of an evaluator's competency, as evidenced by formal oceupatipnal training, knowledge, and experience, will closely approximate
the skills, competencies, and knowledge required
for proficiency in the geheral rate ra mg.

Max,mum
Credit

2. Preference will be given to candidate who are

80
50
20

ing, programs when a general rate or rating

'experienced in administration of apprentice trainrelated to an apprenticeable..trade.

is
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3. Preference will be even to candidates who are
subject-matter specialists with five or more years
of postsecondary teaching or administrative experience, including curricular' development.
4. Preference Will be given to candidates who are
generally receptive to the recognition of learning
that occurs in a variety of settings.
An evaluator candidate is 'interviewed by an OECC

staff member to determine whether the individual
meets theselection criteria.

Evaluations are conducted by teams of at least
three specialists (five when the'general rate or rating
is apprenticeship relatecA The, teams are formed by
OECC staff members, using the following guidelines:

.

1. Subject-matter specialists on an evaluation team
should represent a variety of postsecondary in'stitutional types: 1-year/2-year/4-year: public /private; vocational/technical.
2. In the evaluation of a general rate or rating that
i(related to an apprenticeable trade, two evalua-

tors on the teamone representing labor and
one representing managementshould have experience in the administration of that apprentice
training program.
3. Each team of evaluators should represent a variety of persons from within education, labor, government, industry, and business who have Had
teaching, supervisory, and administrative experiences.

An effort is also made to attain a diverse geographic representation among evaluators. Teams are formed
based on the general rates or ratings to be evaluated.

Becauseskills required for proficiency in a general
rate or rating do not always fall neatly into civilian

.
to,

their advancement examinations; and the advancement
examination. Additional information is obtained by

observing and interviewing Navy men and women
during visits to Navy bases and units.
Evaluation Procedures and Guidelines

Evaluatqrs identify the skills, ,competencies, and
knowledge required of Navy men and women who
are qualified in a given general rate or paygrade of a
rating and relate that demonstrated learning to the
same attributes acquired by students who Have completed a comparable postsecondary course or curriculum and by tradesmen and apprentices who have
completed a related apprentice training program. Because the evaluations are based on a comparison of
learning outcomes, the amount of time a givn Navy
enlisted man or woman may have. spent acquiring
occupational proficiency is not takeri into consideration. The emphasis is ,on translating the learning demonstrated through occuppiotral proficien6y into terms
used in fdrmal postsecondary .civilian education systems to recognize the .same learning This reflects the
belief of the Commissiop ourvAitiFational C!edit and
Credentials that the Valhe of learning is not dependent
on where or how the learning occurs.

Evaluation teams are assigned four tasks in the
igaluatia of each general rate and rating. (1) to identify the learning represented by occupational proficiency by reviewing the pertinent written materials
and by observing Navy men and women performing
their occupations and interviewing them and their
supervisors; (2) to prepare a flescriptidn of the duties,
skills, competencies, and knowledge required for each

educational and. occupational fields and often encom-

general rate and paygrade of a rating, (3) to make

pass two or more fields, most evaluation teams inchide a curriculum generalist. Provision is also made
for an evaluation team, when it finds it cannot thoroughly evaluate a general rate or rating, tb refer it-or
a particular paygrade of it to another team or other

recommendations for each general rate and paygrade
of a ratiut based ondiscussion an consensus, and (4)
to make specific 6omments and suggestions about general rates and ratings (especially in those instances
when neither educational credit nor advanced standing in an apprentice training pro ram is recommend-

specialists for further evaluation.'

e

ed), which are forwarded by OCC to the ChielOf ,
Materials Required for Evaluation

p

In order to make a recommendation, evaldators first_
identify the skills, competencies, and knowledge associated with a given general rate or rating. The materials relevant for each evaluation-are made available to
OECC staff members and evaluators by th,f 4/%.1avy.
that deMaterials incliide the official Navy man

scribe the duties and qualifications fore
rate and rating; the Bibliography for Advanceinent
Study. rate training manuals and other publications
used by Navy enlisted medand women in the day-tot
day perforrnance of their duties and to prepare for

Naval Education and*Training.
TIDE RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to interpret. exhibits correctly, readers
should become thoroughly familiar with the definitions and guidelines utilized by evaluators in formulating the recommendations. The. following paragraphs
Include definitpns and guidelines pertaining to cLtegories of educational. credit, the sergestes,,hour, categories of apprentice training, and clock hours and contailt hours.

I
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Evaluators "'consider the factors of pre- and post-

Categories of Credit

is

course assignments, prior Work-related experience, the

Educational credit is a concept used 'by postsecondary institutions to quantify and record a student's
successful completion of a unit of study. Postsecon,
dary,,education consists of courses and programs of
instruction for persons who are high school graduates

concentrated nature of the learning experience, and
the reinforcement of the course material gained in the
subsequent work setting.
The recommendations for Navy ratings are based
on the skills, competencies, and knowledge learned, as
demonstrated through proficiency in the rating,*rith-

or the equivalent, or who are beyond compulsory
school age. ACE evaluators utilize the following categories of educational credit when formulating credit
recommendations.
Vocational Certificate. ,This category describes
course work of the type normally found in certificate
or diploma (nondegreQ) programs that are usually a

out reference to how much time elapsed during the
learning process. The semester hour is used as a
standard to mress how many semester hours of appropriate course work a student would normally complete to attain the same learning outcomes or attest to
the same level of competency.
Credit recommendations are expressed in semester

year or less in length and ,designed to provide students with occupational skills. This course work can
also be-found in, curricula leading to associate degrees
in applied science. Course, content is specialized and
the accompanying shop, laboratory, or similar practical' components emphasize procedural more than analytical skills
Lower-Division Baccalaureate/Associate Degree. This
category describes course work of the pe normally
of a baccalaureate profo'und in the first two y

credit hours. In determining semester hour recom°
mendations, evaluators will be guided by, but not

gram and in programs leading to the Associate in
Arts, the Associate in Science, or the Associat in
Applied Science degree, the traditional fransfer a °-

side preparation. normally expected to be

mate degrees. The instruction stresses development of
an4lyncar abilities at the introductory level. Verbal,
mathematical, and scientific concepts associated with

restricted to. the following standard definitions:

1. One semester credit hour for the equivalent of
15 hours of classroom contact plus 30 hours of
outside preparation: or

One semester credit hour for the equivalent of
30 hours of laboratory work: plus,necessary out15

hours: or

3. One semester credit hour for the equivalent of
not less than 45 hours of shop instruction (contact hours).

o

an academic discipline are introduced, as are basic

*

principles. Occupationally oriented courses in this cat-

Apprentice Training

*gory are normally designed td prepare a student to

Apprentice training is the composite series of progressively more difficult learning experiences in the
technology and skills of a tradesman. ApOentice
training may be identified in clock hours or yeatC,Of
reasonably contin ous on-the-job training and in coninstruction. On-the-job training
tact hours of rela
and work expeiienc focus on the performance of
basic skills under th direct supervision of a journeyman. Related and su plemental instruction is normally
on-the-job training, and the
closely cortelated
subject matter stresses practical application of technology. An apprenuce is a person who is engaged in

function as a technician in a particular field.
Upper-Division Baccalaureate. This category describes courses of the type found in the last two years
of a baccalaiireate program The courses involve specialization of a theoretical or analytical nature beyond
introdliktory level. Successful perforrdance by students normally requires prior study indite area.
Graduate Degree. This category describes courses
with contenrof the type found in graduate programs.
These courses often require independent study, origi-

nal research. critical analysis, and the scholarly and
professional application of the specialized knowledge
or discipline. Students enrolled in such courses normally have completed a baccalaureate program

.1

learning a trade by working with, and under the
direct supervision of, a qualified journeyman in all
phases of the trade for a specified period of time. A
journeymatt is a tradesman who has satisfactorily com-

pleted an apprenijce training program or achieved
proficiency in a,0,/en industry and :116 works with-

Semester Hours
Credit recommendations for ourses are not derived
by simple arithmetic conve on: Evaluators exercise
professional judgment and consider only those por-

tions of a course that can he equated with civilian
postsecondary curricula. Intensive courses offered by
necessarily require as much outthi military do
regular college courses.
side preparation

I

out direct job supervision.

Clock Hours and Contact Hours
A recommendation for athanced stan g in an apprentice training program is stated in clock hours of
occupational vperience and contact hours of related
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instruction. Clod,. hours are based on hours worked at

stitute, disestablished 1974) which carry academic

a trade, contact hours are based on hours spent in the
presence of a qualified instructor.
The Na v y ratings recommendations are based on
the skills, competencies, and knowledge learned, as
.demonstrated through proficiency in the rating, with-

credit gd which were submitted prior to June 30,
1974, are available at no cost from: DANTES Contractor Representative (transcripts), Box 2879', Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

out reference to how much time elapsed during the
learning process. Clock hours and contact hours are
used to express how much of an apprentice training
program an apprentice would normally complete to
attain the same learning outcomes or attest to the
same level of competency.

Results of Subject Standardized Tests and CLEP
examinations taken wider tile auspices of DANTES
after July 1, 1974, are available at a nominal charge
from.. DANTES Contraclor Representative (CLEP),
Educational Testing Service, P.O Box .2819, Princeton, New J'ersey 08540.

Test reports for GED 'Tests taken after July 1,
1974, can be obtained from DANTES Contractor

1

Other RecoMmendations

Representative (GED), GED Testing Service, American Council on Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. 20036.

The Defense ,Activity for Non-Traditional Education Support (DANTES) Maintains the educational
records of the .service men and women who have
completed SSTs, CLEP examinations, and GED

In

addition, credit recommendations for USAFI

courses and tests and for DANTES Subject Standardized Tests are available from the Office of Education-

Tests.

al Credit and Credentials upon written request by

The results of courses and tests taken under the
auspices of USAFI (United States Armed Forces In-

educatiOn officials.

e
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Navy Enlisted Occupational Fields and Ratings
ings.are grouped into 24 occupational fields. Each field provides opportunities for advanceNay)' enliste
ogression
among closely related ratings. The 24 occupational fields and the ratings W hich each
ment and care
field encompa s.,re as follows:
. .

f

General Seamanship

6

Boatswain's Mate (BM)
Signalman (SM)

Ship Operations

2

Operations Specialist (OS)
Quartermaster (QM)

7

9

aS

Aviatiim Maintenance/Weapons

17

Electronics Warfar; Technician
(EW)
Ocean Systems Technician (OT)
Sonar Technician (ST),
11

12

('R)

13

18

Musician
' Musician (MU)

19

Master-at-Arms
Master at-Arms (MA)

Data Systems
Data Processing Technician (DP)
Data Systems Technician (DS)

20

Construction

21

Builder (BU)
Construction Electrician (CE)
Construction Mechanic (CM)
Engineering Aid (EA)
Equipment Operator (E0).
Steelworker (SW)
Utilitiesman (UT)
14

Media
Illustrator Draftsman (DM)
Journalist (JO)
Lithographer (LI)
Photographer's Mate (PH)

Weapons Systems Support
Tradevman (TD)

Aircrew Survival Equipmentman
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
Technician (AX)
Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE)
A:gation Electronics Technicia3
(AT)
Aviation Fire Control Technician
(AQ)
Aviation Machinist's Mate (AD)
Aviation Maintenance
Admirnstrationman (AZ)
Aviation Ordnanceman (AO)
Aviation Structural Mechanic (AM)

Mess Management Specialist (MS)
Ship's Serviceman (SH)
Storekeeper (SK)

Ordnance Systems

Sensor Operations

Machinery Repairn (MR)
Molder (ML)

Logistics
Aviation Storekeeper (AK)
Disbursing Clerk (DK)

Gunner's Mate (GM)
Mineman (MN)
Missile Technician (MT) .
Torpedoman's Mate (TM)

Hull Maintenance Technician (HT)
Instrumentman (IM)
Opticalman (OM) Patternmaker (PM)

16

Electronics Technician (ET)
Fire Control Technician (FT)

Ship Maintenance

4

Personnelman (PN)
Postal Clerk (PC)
Yeoman (YN)
Religious Program Specialist (RP)

Air Traffic Control
Weapons Control

Administration
Legalman (LN)
Navy Counselor (NC)

Air Controlman (AC)

Marine EngineeringBoiler Technician (BT)
Electncian's Mate (EM)
Engineering (EN)
Gas Turbine System Technician (GS)
Interior Communications Electrician
(IC)
,, Machinist's Mate (MM)

15

Aviatimi Boatswain's Mate (AB)
Aviation Support Equipment
Technician (AS)

8
3

Aviation Ground Support"

Cryptology
Cryptologic Technician (CT)

Communications
Radioman (RM)

22

Intelligence
Intelligence Specialist (IS)

,

23

24

Health Care

Meteorology and Oceanography
-Aerographer's Mate (AG)

Atiation SensorOpeations
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
Operator (AW)

Dental Technician (DT)
Hospital Corpsman (HM)

11.

/
w
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Appendix C
Naval Occupational Standards
4

'`

Occupational Standards define-the 'tasks enliked personnel must perform to be proficient in their ratings.
Knowledge required to perform a. given. task is assutned ,to be inherent in the proper .performance of the task.
Occupational Standards are written as task statements' which are derived by personnel experts from the data
resulting from a thorough analysis of the task and the rating.
The task statements are listed under topic titles. The topic titles provide a method of gro ping similar standards
for vanous ratings. V.xamples of topic titles are administration, publications, and maintenan planning and quality
assurance. An example of a task statement for the air traffic controller second class administration is. "maintain air
traffic operations logs and records."

Task statements are identified by five-digit numbers. The first two digits identify the topic title (38 for
administration, for example). The remaining three digits identify the specific task statement For example, the fivedigit number that identifies the topic title and task statement for the air traffic controller second class mentioned
in the preceding paragraph is 38235.
The occupational standards for the general rating, Air Traffic Controller, follow.
GENERAL INFORMATION
'clearances; and maintain current flight planning infermation
and reference materials.

Career Patten?
ACCM
ACCS
ACC
ACI

Air Traffic Controller Thkd Class (AC3)
46 PUBLICATIONS
46323

Identify general contents and use of the flight information publication (FLIP) system

AC2
AC3

54 LOGISTICS SUPPORT,

Airman Apprenticeship

54537

Normal path of advancement to Warrant Officer and Limited Duty Officer categories is to Aviation Operations Technician (732X) and.LDO Aviation Operations (632X).

63 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
63241

63242

Special Physical Requirements

Vision 20a00 correctable in each eye to 20/20; normal
color perceptiorl; normal hearing; no speech impediment:
meet the physical requirements container:1in Article 15-69,
Manual of the Medical Department, U S. Navy; pass examination for Class II FAA Medical Certificate (Part 67, FAA

Prepare, assemble. and maintain flight packets and brief
pilots on their contents

63243

63244

63245

Regulations).

Identify the purpose and interrelationships of operator
positions and equipment in air traffic control facilities
Interpret Federal air regulations pertaining to air traffic
control, by Naval control tower personnel
Direct air traffic under visual flight rules
Issue instructions to vehicular traffic on the airfield and
instructions to aircraft on the ground relative to taxiing.
parking, and related airport information
Issue oral instructions from the control tower to disptch
fire, crash. and rescue equipment for emergency landings.
crashes, and accidents

63246

Citizenship/Security Requirements
63247

Must be eligible for acCesNto classified information

63248

Record Instrument flight rulk (IFR) clearances and relay
to aircraft
Operate airport traffic control signal light gun
Identify standard Navy airfield markings and lighting systems

Air Traffic Controllers (AC) perform air traffic control duties
in hit- control towers. radar air traffic control facilities, and

63249

air operations offices ashore and afloat, operate radiotelephones, light signals and systems, and direct aircraft under
VFR and IFR conditions; operate surveillance radar. precision radar, and identification equfpnient, (IFF). operate
ground- and t arrier-controlled approach 'sy-stegis, assist
pilots in the preparation and processing of flight plans and

63250

C

63251

63252
63253

377

Identify types. designations. and corpparatA flight characteristics of U S. military aircraft
Carry out non-radar control of aircraft which haveexpenenced an emergency situation in flight
Effect radar handoff
Provide advisory services utilizing air surveillance radar
Interpret effect of weather and topography on the operating capability of radar. IFF and related equipment

11,

1

Ahr

f C-2
63255

Maintain flight data andstatus boards

44 TRAINING

63256

Identify the types and purposes of flight assistance serv-

44346

ices

54

63257

Encode and decode hourly aviation weather

54538

63258

Control aircraft utilizing precisiop approach radar
Report and apply appropriate VFR weather minimums to

63267

*
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air traffic control....
63281

77

SECURITY

77246

LOGISTICS SUPPORT
Requisition, inventory, and account for

traffic control

equipment

63 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
63270

Supervise procedures used by control tower personnel
Coordinate functions of radar air traffic control

63275

Apply holding pattern criteria

63269

Process flight plans

Carry out air traffic control facility training

Carry out requirements for security of air traffic control
communications

86

Chief Air Traffic Controllei (ACC)

COMMUNICATIONS

86267

'prepare notams for release and process incoming notams

86268

Draft and process'air traffic control data by teletype/

38 ADMINISTRATION
38237

interphone

8169

Operate ultra/inter facility communications equipment

86270

(*tam and relay weather information to aircraft and

38238

local weather facilities

38239

ties

87 NAVIGATION AND TACTICAL SUPPORT
87211

Use standard aeronautical charts and publications used in
air navigation

88.ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
OPERATIONS
88231

88232
88233

Interpret and disseminate U S Navy and FAA regulations governing the operations of air traffic control facili

44

Prepare air traffic control facility reports
Supervise the use. filing, and maintaining of publications.
logs. and records,

TRA1 ING

44347
44348

ncy drills for air traffic control personnel
Co s uct e
Supervise the .air traffic control, facility training program

63 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Operate airfield lighting systems
Check calibration and adjust radar indicators for effective
target presentation

63271

Supervise radar air traffic control operations

63284

Supervise ATC facility flight checks

411101A,

Identify and monitor eleCtronic aids to air navigation

Senior Chief Air Traffic Controller (ACCS) .
Air Traffic Controller Second Class (AC2)

20' SAFETY

38 ADMINISTRATION

20259

38235

46

Maintain air till& operations logs and records

PUBLICATIONS

46325

ti

63'254

35 ADMINISTRATION

Use DOD catalog of charts and publications to identify',
and order charts and publications

63 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Apply Federal air regulations and manuals and Navy
directives pertainirig to air traffic control facilities

63261

Assign and 5valuate IFF/S1F codes
Control aircraft utilizing air surveillance radar

63262

Apply procedures for search and rescue Operations

63263

Direct air traffic under Instrument flight rules
Apply procedures for" locating. identifying, and tracking

63260

63264

35476

'5=1'

Carry out radar control of aircraft which have experienced an emergency in flight

63259

35478

Prepare correspondence

Establish and inclement a program for interviewing.
evaluating and assigning personnel to assure maximum
utilization
Plan. organize. and prepare runway use and noise abatement programs
Reliewand submit air traffic control facility reports

35651

44 TRAINING
44375

63268

Direct air traffic control facility base operations function
Apply minimums applielble to LFR approaches and departures and special VFR-operations

ties. reliability, and operations in own area of responsibility
Prepare local directives and instructions for attaining organization objectives and improving operations

35480

63265 :, Interpret characteristics, purposes, and general operating
pepcedures of landing approach systems

Provide information and advise on utilization, capabili-

35479

35650

aircraft",

63266

Manage, coordinate, and evaluate safety programs and.
emergency drills

Organize and schedule training progitims. evaluate effectiveness. and initiate improvements

5G MAINTENANCE, PLANNING AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE
50713

Establish required Aphetion procedurescoordinate and
ensure maintenance of air traffic control facility equipLment

Air Traffic Controller First Class (AC!)
38 ADMINISTRATIOg
.38236
,

63 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
63272

Maintain logs. publications, files, and records applicable
to air traffic control facilities

378

Review and verify facility compliance with air systems
command planning standards for approach zone criteria,
obstruction lighting, and,field marking

APPENDIX C
63273

63274

Coordinate ATC facility flight checks
Serve as air ti.affic control facility watch officer

AIRCRAFT HANDLING AND AVIATION
SUPPORT
63

63285

-Master Chief Air Traffic Controller (ACCM)
35

ADMINISTRATION

35483

Navy Enlisted Classifications

Plan, organize, implement, and contrd activities in comdirectives

35489

Forecast future requirements, and plan and initiate action
to satisfy requirements in own area of responsibility

35490

Establish, goals, objectives and priorities in own area of
responsibility

35492

Review personnel, equipment and material requirements

35870

Administer an air traffic control facility

52 FINANCIAL CONTROL
52298

Prepare and interpret letters of agreement, directives, and
_memoranda applicable to air traffic control

Air Traffic Controller (AC)
Occupational AreaTe;Defense Grouping Code

pliance with policy statements, operation orders, and

4

C-3

Dekdop operating budgets and monitor expenditures4

DG-9720 Communications and Intelligence Specialists

Rating Conversion Code
AC-6999 Air Traffic Controller Basic

AC
OS-0317 NTDS Input/Utilization Display Equipment Operator, OS AC
AC-6901 Facili(iy Rated Approach Controller, AC
'AC-6902 Ca'rrier Air Traffic Control Center Controller, AC
AC-6911 Carrier Air Traffic Control Center Controller Supervisor, AC
AC-6912 Carrier Centrolled Approach Controller, AC

11.

L

37!)
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Appendix D
Naval Standards
Naval standards are tasksskills and knoWledgeother than those defined by occupational standards, that are
essential to the overall effectiveness of epiisted per nel in the performance of their duties. They jertain to
general rates and ratings for paygrades E-2 througliir=9. They include standards pertaining to military requirements, professional development, and Naval tradition.
Naval standards are identified by six-'cligit numbers. The' first three digits, always in the 900'sj identify the
standard topic title. The remaining three digits identify the specific task statement. For example, the number

Quarter and Station Bill" and the specific task is
901501 indicates that the standard topic title is "Watch,
..t
"Procedures for preparation and station Bill."

go/ COMMUNICATIONS

Apprentice (E-.:2)
4

900 Military Requirements

-

901 WATCH, QUARTER AND STATION BILL
901201

Purpose and content of Vatch, quarter and station bill

902 SEAMANSHIP
902201

Terminology commonly used in deck
and boat seaman.
ship,

902202

Procedures for locating an object by relative bearing

902203
902204
902205
N902206

and position angle Measured in degreeS
Difference between true and relative bearings
Nomenclature of deck equipment

Methods of splicing rope'and tying basic knots
'
Types and sizes of line

007201

using

903202

Individual positions and facings used in close -inter drill
with arms
Individual positions and facings without arms

904 UNIFORMS
904201

Qualifications to earn and wear the service stripes

Sleeve insignia and/or collar device identification of

1904202
904203
904204

90405
9042064
904207
904208

905

SMALL ARMS

905203

Fire the service rifle and mstollIn prescribed positions
Perform field stripping, cleaning, and assembling of the
service rifle and pistol
Precautions required to prevent hearing loss when ex-

905204

posed to repeated small arms fire
Safety precautions to be observed in handling fire arms

905201

905202

9'

U S Navy enlisted rates
Grade insignia and corps devices of U.S. Naval officers
Regulations for correct upkeep, wearing. marking, and
exchanging U.S Navy enlisted umformsi
Regulations concerning identification tags and identification cards
Grade-Insignia pf other armed service grades and comparative U.S. Navy grades
Regulations for correct wearing of U.S. Navy, awards
Regulations concerning proper grooming standards

'-

906 WATCHSTANDING
906201

906202
906203
906204
906205

Rblieve an armed watch
Stand a proper military watch
Eleveii general orders of a sentry (watch)
Duties and responsibilities of a lookout
Dunes and responsibilities of a military watch

(A) sound-powered telephones; (B) dial tele-

phones, (C) intercoms
907202
907203
907204
907205

Procedures to break-out, man, test, and secure a shipboard sound-powered headset
Pronunciation of numbers and phonetic alphabet.
Communications security

General administrative and emergency signal flags and
pennants

908 SHIP AND AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
908201
908202 -

908203

903 DRILL
903201

Standard telephone procedures and phraseology when

908204

'
911

Major types of ships and aircraft of the U S Navy
Nomenclature of superstructure, decks, and components
of the hull
Nuinbering system for decks and lettering and numbering system for compartments
General characteristics and mission of IT S ships and
aircraft

Personnel Safety

911 SAFETY
911201

Hazards to personnel whe'n entering or working in unventilated spaces whge CO, extinguishers have been
discharged in such spaces

911202

Hazards to personnel when CO, "snow" is directed

911203

toward the face or exposed skirt
Precautions to be observed when handling and stowing
fire extinguishers

911204'
*.--91-1-205---

911206

Dangers invplved in letting, go of a charged fire hose
Dangers involved in grasping all-purpose nozzle by the
control handle when securing
Reasons for not using water on a Class "C" (electrical)
fire

911207: Dangers involved in the operation of an internal com911208,
911209

911210

bustion engine in an unventilated space
Dangers of energizing and using electrical tqinpment, in
a space filled with explosive vapors

Use. care, and stowage of the following life float equipment: (A) signal mirror, day and night distress signal,
and dye marker, (B) first aid kit. rations and tarpaulit)
Typical hazardous or unacceptable environmental cono
dmons

911211
911212

Safety precautiongwhen embarked in small boats
Safety precautions for recreation and sports

911213

Safety precautions to be observed when in the vicinity
of aircraft

ii
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9

911214
911215

S

ety precautions to 1;e-0:waved arou d living quarters
oral safety precautions involved in orking with or

914206
914207

Methods used to decontamniate personnel
Use of atropine

in

he vicinity of (A) fuels.- paints, a proved' cleaning

914208

Characteristics and effects of the following (A) nerve

agents, and flammables. (B) weapons. ammunitions, and
py'rotechnics, (C) electric and electronic equipment, (D)
tompressed gases. (E) compressed air, (F) liquids.under
pressure. (G) steam. (H) lifelines. ladders. and,scaffold-

mg. (1) heavy weights and moving equipment. (J) per-

sonnel, aloft or over the side.. (K) olds, tanks, and
closed compartments; (LI cutting and welding operations. (M) power tools. (N) high powered transmitters,
(o,)

912 FIRST AID AND PERSONAL HYGIENE
Procedures for -ontrol of arterial and venous bleeding
by compress. fi

912204
912205

.

912208
912209

912211
-

914212

91320.3

913204
911205

91,3206

913207

913208

915201

914202

Basic Navy policy regarding environmental conditions
and pollution control

920 Material Condition

921 DAMAGE CONTROL .
Four classes of fire and how each class is determined

921202

Recommended extinguishing agents for each class of fire

Procedures for transporting an injured person by fire-

921203%

Proper procedures to report a fire or other casualty
Letters and symbols that-.designate the maternal

921205

Symptoms of. and first aid treatment for, simple and

921207
921208

Procedures and required equipment to maintain good

Purpose of watertight integrity and how compartmenta-

lion and material conditions of readiness are used to

4
921206

compound frattures"'and heat exhaustiortand heat stroke
Classification of burns, symptoms of, and first aid treat.
ment for each
Reasons for maintaining sanitary conditions
Proper, body yeanliness and personal Care of the feet,
hair and scalp

ensure watertight integrity
Definition of the fire triangle in terms of fire prevention
and firefighting
Conditions that must exist for spontaneous combustion
Necessity of good housekeeping practices for fire pre,ventAon

921209

Purpose of damage control central

921210

Use of each of the followiniN It pertains lo clamage
control (A) general announcing system, (B) soundpowered teleplIones; iC) messengers

921211

.U,se and coper stowage of the following (A) portable...

oral hygiene

internal combustion engine pump system(s), (13) educa-

Procedures for abdominal/chest thrust to remove foreign body obstruction

tor discharge hose, lt) fire hose, (D) fire hose double
male couplings. (E) fire hose double fertale couplings.
(F) all-purpose nozzle; (G) fog applicator. (H) CO2 fire

Perform prescribed minimum swimming qualifications
Techniques for preparing and using clothing and buoyant objects for staying afloat
Proper use and care of infierently buoyant and CO2
inflatable life-jackets
Techniques of swimming through oil. flames ,:and debris
under simulated conditions

Piepai'ation, and methods for *abandontng ships. best
ways of going over thhesrs.s,ii and type of clothing to be
taken in abandoning s ips in hot or cold climate
Use of distilling equipment for obtaining drinking water
methods of catching and stowing rainwater
Fundamentals of escape. evasion and the baste concepts
of land survival
Use of emergsncy escape breathing device

'Use of protective mask in a charrit2er or environmegt
riot control agent (CS) or densesmolie

Use of currently Issued proteltive and self-aid equipments and methods of adapting regularly isseed clothing
and equipments for proteition against contamination

914203
914204

""''MaIters used to indicate that an area is contaminated
Means by which biological Operation agents enter the

914205

Methods of dissemination of agents (A) aerosols, (B)
sabotage

_

Lions of readiness

energized electrical circuit and slibsequient treatment for
electrical shock

914 NUCLEAR. BIOLOQICAL AND CHEMICAL
(NBC) DEFENSE
914201

General procedures to be followfd prior to. during, and
after attack as set forth in the NBC defense bills

915 ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL

913 SURVIVAL
913201
913202

Duties of member of a monitoring team other than mon-

itor

921201

Procedures for rescuing a person in contact with an

9122IU

Protective measures to be followed in the event of NBC
attack
Duties of member of a decontamination team

splint
Procedures for cardiopulmonarytresuscitation
men's lift and tied -hands crawl
ProCedure for closedichest cardiac massage
Purpose, general rules, and limitations of first aid ,
Symptoms of and immediate treatment for shock

912206
912207

912215'

pressure. and tourniquet

Procedures for preparing and applying an improvised

912203

912214

914210
914211

Procedure for applying a battle dr'essing

912201
912202

912212
912213

agents. (E) screening agents
914209

suspended loads

Safety ,precautions when operating -motor vehicles on
and ofFiluty

911216

agents, (B) blister agents. (C) blood agents, (D) choking3,

extinguishing systems. (I) dry chemical fire extinguisher.

(J) purple K powder (PKP). (0aqueous film forming
921212

921213
92121'4

921215
921216

921217

foam (AFFF) °
Function and proper use of the oxygen bygathing apparatus (013A)'
Three mayor material conditions of readiness
How to obtain permission and procedures requited to be

followed prior to. during and after temporarily breaking
Watertight integrity'
Purpose of the damage control organization
Function of the following- (A) typical fire main system,
(B) fixed CO, system. (C) water washdown system, (D)
magazine sprinkling system, (E) fixed foam system
Components and functions of a typical shipboard fire
station

921218

Procedure and reason for setting material condition

921219

-yoke, zebra, and Circle William, and darken ship
How-to decrease high temperatures of compartments in
the vicinity of a fire /

921220

Purpose of primary and secondary fire arid flooding
boundaries

921221

Basics of shipboard emergency procedures in-port and
underway

922 SURFACE PRESERVATION
92201
922202

Cleaning and stowing of basic painting equipment
ProcedUres for compartment cleaning

D-3
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Military courtesies required in the following situations

952205

923 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

(A) during colors, (B) boarding or leaving a Naval'

General scope and principles of security requicements

923201

vessel, (C) crossing or being in the vicinity of the quarterdeck, (D) When in Naval uniform or civilian tiress the
national ensign passes or national anthem is played, (E)
when passing, meeting, pdressing, introducing, replying

and procedures pertinent to classified Information and
material (A) basics of security; (13) security of classifications, (C) compromise of classified information, (D) security areas, (E) marking ofclassified material

to, walking or riding with any officer of the US--for-*eign armed forces, (F) when addressing and introducing
enlisted personnel of the U0S armed forces; (G) when
ship and boat passing honors are rendered, and when in
the vicithty`Of a g'uii salute

930 Discipline

MILITARY CONDUCT
Authority of, and services rendered by military police
Basic content and responsibilities stated in Afticles I
through VI of the code of conduct for members of the

931201

931202

953 ORGANIZATION
960 Human Goals

932 UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
Purpose of military discipline and punishment
General content of the following articles (A) command-

932202,

Basic Navy policy for equal opportunity and human
rights
Basicl,Navy policy for drug and alcbhol abuse

962201

970 International Agreements
General provisions of Geneva Convention with respect
to treatment and rights of POWs and information that

f70201

every 'POW is required to provide, when questioned

.

General purpose of the status of forces agreement concerning personnel of the armed forces in foreign coun-

972201

tries

mg action of court (Art 37); (N) duties of trial and

45"

defense counsel (Art 38)
.

4

962 DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE -

to be explained (Art 137); (K) who may serve on
courts-martial (Art 25), (L) appointment 'of trial counsel
and defense counsel (Art 27), (M) unlawfully influence

.

a-

961 EQUAL OPPORTUNItY AND HUMAN RIGHTS
961201

ing officer's nonjudicial punishment (Art. 15); (B) compulsory self-incrimination prohibited (Art. 31), (C) complaints of wrongs (Art. 138); (D) courts-martial-classified (types) (Art. 16), (E) cruel and unusual punishment
(Art 55), (F) punitive articles (77-1341 and Navy regulations, chapter 11; (G) apprehension and restraint (Art
7 through 14), (H) persons subject to the code (Art 2);
(1') redress of injuries to property .Art 139), (J) articles

,

.

940 Professional Development

Appredtice (E-3)

941 CAREER INFORMATION

,A14preceding requirements and the following additional

Pu'rpose of eItry series NEC codes

941201°
s

Purpose and function of the chain of command

953201

Armed Forces of the United States
932201

Reasons for and consequences of five, types of dis-

941202

charges
941203

Basic understanding of the enlisted career structure and

$41204

eligibduy fc4 advancement
Purpose and effect of marks received on report of enlistCd performance evaluation

Meaning 'of accrued. earned, emergency, excess, and
advance ligie
Basic undanding of military pay system
Basic up rstanding of educational and training oppor-

941205
94,1206

941207

tunitv;;,
t ontents of the enlisted service record
OppcktuAity for acquiring-a Naval commission

941208

941209

Eligitfility for and cost of government insurance benefits
Reenlistment quality control program
sancentives for makingthe Navy a career
Meaning of sea duty, shore duty and neutral duty

94121.0

941211

941212

941213

950 Navil Tradition
951,.SEA POWER
, 951202,

Basic Naval history and the evolution of today's biavy

'952201
203

952204

910 Personnel Safety

914 NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
(NBC) DEFENSE
Effects of nuclear radiation (alpha and bei/ particles,

914301

gamma rays and neutrons)

Meaning of the following terms as applied to rachologis..,:,
cal defentor\(A) radiac, (B) radiation dose, (C) radiation,

914302

dose sate, (D) safe stay time, (E) material condition
"Circle William"
Difference? between radiation and radiological contami-

914303

nation

,

-

914304

Purpose and use of the casualty dosimeter hn terms of
when used, by whom, and for what purpose',

9414305

Purpose, use of, and how to interpret a self-reading
pocket dosimeter

920 Material Condition

-

k

'

`Basic met ods and procedures, to prepare and paint a

*922301

surface

/./

-

d devices to which paint, or liquid cleaners
Futures
should not be applied

92;302

13Gsic roles and missions of the Na;"y

952 CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES
552202

requirement

922 SURFACE PRESERVATION

951201,,

Perform the hartdsalute
Perform the rifle salute

Procedures for propel' handling of the ensign and jck
When and to whom the individual hind and rifle salutes
are to be rendered

s.

950 Naval.Tradition

953 ORGANIZATION
Purpose andcontent of the ship'&omman d's organiza-

953301

tion and regulations manual
61r,

Standard unit organization and general respolibility of

953302

,

each department

\ 38:?
0
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Petty Officer Third Cfass (E-4)

Methods of organizing appropriate subject ,Lnitter an
instructing a group by the demonstration method. observing the following steps (A) setting objectives; (B)
presenting the subject matter, (C) providing trainee application through practical work and drill, (D)-summa-

942502

.

All preceding requirements and the folloWing additional
requirements:

900 MILITARY REQUIREMENTS
- 903 DRILL
Conduct close-order d

903401

I

906.WATCHSTANDING
General duties of p

.906401

(t,

cer of the watch, section

leader. master -at -arms _police petty officer, and military
police

950 Naval Tradition

;los

952 CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES
Duties and responsibilities of quarterdeck watch officer

952501

953 ORGANIZATION

920 MATERIAL CONDITION
921 DAMAGE CONTROL,

Names, abbreviations and broad_At;ponsibilities Of the

953501

.

Identification of damage control lockers and use of c
Illtents (construction ratings exempt)

921401

rizing key points, (E) testing trainee ighievement
Maintenahce of division training records

942503

bureaus and systems commands of the Navy Department

922 SURFACE PRESERVATION
Appropriate types of cleaning solvents for interior and

922401

exterior use
4.

930 Discipline

931 MILIT

Y CONDUCT

931401 '911ow and when to place personnel on report

940 Professional Development

940 ProfeSsionaFDevelopment

941 CAREER INFORMATION,
Eligibility for and cost of survivor's benefit plan

941601

944 MANAGEMENT

4F3 LEADERSHIP
Fundamentals of leadership (A* guided by reason and
experience based on rules and regulations, (B) recognition of value and worth of the individual, (C) rocogni

943401

Petty Officer First Class (E-6)
All preceding requirements and the following additional
.requirements:

Contents and preparation of enlisted performance es aluanon forms
Relationship between Bureau of Nasal personnel, fleet
commander billet priorities, and detrAling procedures

944601

944602

non of basic equality of man

Meaning and application of the following leadership/

943402

principles. (Ai knowing the job to be done, (B) exhibiting and instilling pride in high.standards of work, (C)
seeking additional responsibility, (D). knowing own men
and recognizing' individual differences; (E) possessing
own sense of responsibility, (F) delegating authority,
(G) keeping men informed; (H) being foresighted, (1)

All preceding requirements and the following additional
requirements:

commanding and leading, (J) promoting morale; (K)

911 SAFETY

when to praise, censure, and war

911701

Chief Petty Officer (E-7)

910 Personnel Safety
Procedures for preliminary investigation of pdrYO7ra

944 MANAGEMENT
944401'

Principles of the maintenance an
system in own area of responsibil

a

injury/death including completion of accident report
aterial management

forms

920 Material Condition

921 DAMAGE CONTROL

Petty Officer Second Class (FS)

921701

.

Function of personnel protective. clothing system as
stated in disaster control (ashore and afloat) altNaysea
Technical Manual

All preceding requirements and the following additional
requirements:

940 Professional Development

900 Military Rgquifements

941 CAREER INFORMATION.

901 WATCH, QUARTER AND STAION BILL

941701

Procedures for preparation and maintenance of the
watch, quarter and station bill

901501

program

942 TRAINING
942701

910 Personnel Safety

914 NUCLEAR, BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
.(NBC) DEFENSE
914501

/

13asic organization tuf teauls to decontaminate radioactive areas and areas contaminated by' chemical or Nological age,

Supervisory responsibilities for the vreer counseling

942702
942703°

s

Methods of developing and administering a written,.test
which includes multiple-choice, trufalse, and completion type questions
Use of graphic or visual training aids

Procedures fore instructing by each of the following
methods (A) lecture, (B) questions and guided instruction; (C) drill and practical writ.e(D) written study
materials, (E) an-the-job training(

940'Professional Development

944 MANAGEMENT

941 CAREER INFORMATION
941501
Purpose and effect of marks received on esaluation

944701

report as applicable to paygrades E-5 through E-9

- 942 TRAINING
J442501

Procedure, fur the indoctrination of personnel reporting
for duty

944702

Procedures f preparation: and submission df budget
requestfor m nagement of.quarterly allotments %alp
area of r
Adminimition of the procurement:care, preservation,
stossag,,Y! nsentoxy anc) disposal of stor6, equipment,
and repair parts iti zi-ea of responsibility
it&

0.
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944703
944704

General, function and use of Navy Enlisted Classificanon (NEC) System
Responsibility for sigpature authority on official docu-

0

944 MANAGEMENT
Regulations and policies for preparing and conducting
administrative, material. and operational readiness in-

944801

spections

ments

Procedurts for conducting formal and informal Investi-

944802

944705.

Preparation of reports

944706

Standards to follow in indoctrinating personnel in com
plenng enbsed performance evaluation forms

944707

gations

Management techniques for the following (A) fiscal
responsibility, (B) production efficiency, (C) personnel

944803

Critique and follow-up procedures used by petty officers to counsel personnel on their performance evalua-

administration
Preparation and presentation of briefings
Pioced,ures for establishing programs of-mdividual a nd
group counseling regarding drug abuse, excessive_,consumption of alcotiol, and personal financial management

944804
944805

tions

950 Naval Tradition

9530ORGANIZATION
953701

General organization and operation of chief petty officer messes

Duties and responsibiling of a division officer
Procedures for the following. (A) Rate/NEC changes in

944806
944807

.4

manpower authorization (01NAV Form 1000/2) and
enlisted distribution and verification report (NAVITE. RS
1080-14). (B) school, quotas, (C) NEC assignment to

Senior Chief Petty Officer (E-8)

personnel

All preceding requirements and the following additional

944808

'requirements:

Coordinating procedures for preparation and implementation of local directives, regulatLons. bills, orders, reports. and training plans

940 ProfessioAal Development
1

942 TRAINING
942801

D-5

Methodology for planning. organizing. directing. and
coordinating programs

Master Chief Petty Officer
dll preceding requirements.

0.

..
his

V
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a

a
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Navy Occupational Title Index
The following columns cross-reference Navy .enlisted occupations to exhibit ID number's. Titles are listed
alphabetically.
NER- AG -OOl
NER- AC -OOl

Aerographer's Mate ....
Air Controlman
Air Traffic Controller
Aircraft Maintenanceman, Master Chief
Aircrew Survival Equipmentman

.....

Aviation Antisubmaiine Warfare Operator.
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare Techruciag r.'
Aviation Boatswain's Mate
Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling .
..
Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Fuels
Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Launching and
Recovery EqUipment.
Awaticin Electrician's Mate . ........
Aviation Electronics Technician
.....,.
Aviation Fire Control Technician
.
.
Aviation Machinist's Mate
.

.

.

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Electrical .
Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Hydraulics-and Structures
Aviation Support Equipment Technician,,
Mechanical

.

Cryptologic Technician ......

1ER-CU-001
NER-CM-001
NER-CT-001

Data Processing Technician .......

NER-DP-001

Data Systems Technician.

NER-DS-001
.
NER-DN-001

Constructionman, Master Chief .
Construction Mechanic

NER-ABE-001
NER-AE-001
NER-ATVOI
NER-4Q-001
NER-AD-001
NER-AD-002
NER=AD-003
NER-ADJ-001

Disbursing Clerk...

NER-AD-002
NER-AZ-001
Aviation Maintenance Administratiotrman.....
NER-A0-001
Aviation Ordnanceman
NER-AK-001
Avianbn Storekeeper ....
NER-AMH-00/
Aviation Structiiral+Mechanic, Hydraulics ..
Aviation Structural Mechanic, Safety Equipmentt. NER-AME-001
NER-AM+-001

NER-CN-001

.

NER-AC-001
NER-AF-001
NER-PR-001
--NER-AN-001
NER-AW-001
NER-AX-001
B -001
NE
NER-AAH-001,
NgR-ABF-001.

Aviation Machinist's Mate Jet Ital gine Mechanic .
Aviation Machinist's Mate, Reciprocating Engine
NER-ADR-001
Mechanic .
.........
Aviation.Machinist's Mate, Senior Chief .... ,..... NER-AD-001

Aviation Structural Mechanic Senior,
Aviation Structural Mechanic. Structures.
Aviation Support Equipment Technician...

Constructionman

Dentalman

.

. NER-DT-001
NER-DK-001.,

Dental Technician

-

NER- EM -OOl

Electrician's Mate ..
Electrician's Mate, Master Chief.

NER-EM-002.

Electronics Technician.....

.

NER -ET -002

Electronics Technician. Communications

NER-ENT ,001

Electronics Technician, Radar

NERTETR-001

Electronics Warfare Technician

NER- EW -OOl

Engineering Aid

NER- EA -OOl

Engineman...

NER- EN-OOl

.

Equipmentman, Master Chief

NER-EQ-001

Equipment Operator

NER- EO -OOl

NER-AMS-001
NER-AS-001
NER-AS-002
Fire Control Technician

NER-FT-00I

.

NER-ASE-001
NER-ASE-002

Fire Control Technician, Ballistic Missile Fire

NER-ASH-001,

Fire Control Technician, Gun Fire Control

NER-ASM-001
NER-ASM-002

Avionics Technician. Master - Chief

NER-Ay-001

Boatswain's Mate.... ... ........
Boiler Technician
Builder
.
.

NER-BM-001
NER-BT-001
NER-BU-001

Fire Control Technician, Surface Missile Fire
Control

Construction Electrician

NER-CE.001

AR-FTM-001

NER-GS-001

.

.

Gas Turbine System Technician, Electrical..

NER7GSE-001

Gas Turbine System Technician, Mechanical

NER-GSMs.001.

Gunner's Mite
"41

NER-FTB-001
.NER-FTG-001

NER- FM -OOl

Fireman .

Gas Turbine System Technician y,,.

.

NERJET-001

.

...........

. . .....
Gunner's Mate, Guns
..........
Gunner's Mate, Missiles .
.

Gunner's Mate, Technician.

385
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NER-GM-001
NER-dMG-001
NER- GMM -OOl

NER-GMT-001

La
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tHospttal Corpsman

NER-HM--601-'
NER-HT-001

,

,

Hull Maintenance Technuaan..

Illustrator Draftsman
Instrumentman

Intelligence Specialist

Interior Communications Electrician

- Journalist

NER-DM-001
NER-IM-001
NER-IS-001
NER-IC-001

,NER-J0-001

PatternMaker

NER-PM-001'

Persorinelman.

NER4N-001

Photographer's Mate

Poltal Clerk
Precision Instrumentmam-Master Chief.

NER-PH-001
NER-PC-001
NER-PI-001

Quartermaster

NER-QM-001

,Radarman

NF.R-OS-004

-Radioman.

NER-RM-001
NERARP-001

Religious Program Specialist
Legal man

NER-LN2041

.

-

Lithographer

s

r

.

Machinery Repairman.,

f

-Machinist's Mate

,*

.4,

,

Maeer-at:Arros
Mess Manag,tmenf,Specialist

MineMan..
Missile Technician

Molder ....
Mcfllier: Senior Chief and Ma4r Chief
Musician

NER-SH-001

--§lifp:s Sr % iceman,

,,N5R-MR-061
NER-MM-061
NER-NIA-001
NER-125001
NER-MN-001'
NER-MT 001
NER-ML-001

.

Signalman

T.IER-SM-001

Sonar Technician. Maste, Chief

.I4ER-ST-001

Sonar Technician. Surarine

NER-STS-001

s

NER-STV01

Sonar Technician: Su ace`

NER-SW-001

Steelworker

IsIER-SK-301.

Storekeeper
s

AR-ML-002
Totpedoman's Mate.... .....

Ntht-TM-001

Tradevman

'NEA-TD-001

.

NER-NC-00i

Navy Counselor

Ocean Systems Technician

Opticalman

41.

NEti-MU-001

.

Operations Specialist

N12-SN-001

Seaman

0.

Utilih6man

NER-UT-001

Yeoman.

NER-YN-001,

1Z1ER-OT-00 I

.

NER-OS-001

N.

NER-OM-001

.
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Keyword-Index
This index is, designed to provide rapid accjs to the courses described in the course exhibit section- Titles of
courses are arranged alphabetically under keywords which have been extracted verbatim from the 'titles, For
example, the keyword bata Processing is followed by all titles containing the words Data Pro' cessing.
To locate a specific course, identify a word or group of words in the title which eems_to be unique or dpscriptive.
For example, the title Data Processing Specia1yt. COBOL can be found under the 'keywords Data Processing or
COBOL. Similarly, The title Russian Technician can be fOuird under: the keyword Riissian.
The ID number for each coure is displayed to the right of the title:r-Refer to that number in-the course exhibit
section for a. full descriptiOn of the coarse.
_

. '

.

'9

,.

tv-

.
,

.
4.

A-3
A
A.3 Bombing Data Computer CP-66A/

ASB-1 Maintenamk

-

AN/ARN-52(V)

Organizational Level Maintenance
NV-1715-0279

NV-1715-0281
A3B ASR -7 Radar Stabilization and
Auxiliary Subsystems Maintenance (Less
CP-209 and AN/APN-122)
NV-1715-0363
A3B, RA3fi, EA3B AN/ALQ-35 DECM
System Maintenance
NV:1715-0525
A-4
A-4 AN/AJB-3/3A Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715.0294
A-4 Armament Systent Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715.0631
A-4 Automatic Flight 'Control System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0015
A-4 Automatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0035
A-4 Conventional Weapons Training
NV-2202-0077,,

A-4 Integrated Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance .
NV-1704.0185

A-4(J52P.6A/8A) Power Plant and
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance

'

i.

NV-1704-0170

A-4 Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN)

NV-1715.0514
°
A-6 AN/APQ92
Search- Radar and
Associated Test Equipment Intermediate

N-V-1715.0733

A4C/E

Maintenance

A-4 /E Bombing * em AN/A.113-3
and Remote Standby Aptitude Indicitor

A-3 Related Avionics System (AT/AQ)'
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715.0279
A-3 S-5 Auto Pilot Maintenance'
NV-1704-0198
Missile Technician Mk 84 Polaris (A-3)
NV-1715.0607
A3B
A3B AN/ASO-1A System Maintenance
(Less Computer CP-66A)

Receiver and Associated4est Set
Intermediate Maintenance

f1V-17150288
A-11 Walleye Weapon Delivery System

NV- 1715 -0263,

A3 Related Avionics System (4T/AQ)

,

.

g NV-1715.0596
A-6 AN/ASN-3I Inertial Navigation
System and Test ColisoleIntermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715.0615

, A 4C/E/F
A4C/E/F AN/APG-53A Rddar

NV-1715.0475

Intermediate Maintenance

A.6 AN/ASQ-57 Communication,
Navigation, Identification (CNI) System,
AN/AIC-,14 Intei&ommunication System
Intermediate Matritenance

NV-1715.0280

A-4E
A-4E Bombing System AN/A113-3A and
. Remote Standby Indicator System
(Organizational)

NV-171.5-0370

A-6 AN/ASQ61A Ballistics Computer
Iiitermediate Maintenance

NV-1704.0098
.
A-4E Communication' Navigation
Identification (CNI)/Weapons Systems.
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715.0068

A-0 AN/A"§Q61A Ballistics Computer
Theory

NV-1715-0452

,

NV-1715-0067

A6,ANASQ-61 Ballistics Computer

A 4E/F/TA4F

Intermediate Maffitenance

A-40F/TA-4F Air-craft Mechanic
Orgamiational Maintenance

NV,-,1715.0068

A6 Associated Radar Test Equipment
lhtermediate Level Maintenance

.

NV-1/04-0023

A -a/UM-4F

.

A-4F/L/TA-4F Communic190.ri
Navigation Identification (CNI)/Weapons
Systems Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0406

'A-6 Avionics Systems Organizational
Level Maintenance
NV-1715.0474

NV-1715-0383

A-6 Ballistics Computer Test Console
Intermediate Maintenance

, A-4M
A-4M Aircraft Mechanics

1,1V-1715-0342

NV-1704-0065

A-6 BNCN andBNCB Test Set,
intermediate Maintenance

A-4M Electrical Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0102

A-5A

A-5k RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Line and
Shop _Maintenance
NV1115,10521

A-6
A-6 AN/APQ-112 Track Rada? and
Associated Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715.0302

A6 AN/APQ-92 Radar kiitenna/

NV-1715.0051

A1,6 bokibardier Navigator Control Box
and Associated Test Set, Intermediate'
Maintenance
. , NV-170.0051
A-6 Card Mbdule Analyzer Test
t- Console, AN/ASM-118, Intermediate
Mainteriarke
NV-1715.0336,
A-6 Data Processlg Unit and Associated
Test Set Intern ediate Maintenance
NV-J115-080
0)
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A6 Electronic Module Test Console
Intpmediat Maintenance

NV-1704-0100

A-6A Environmental, Escape and
Survival SyStems Organizational

NV1715-.0451
,

A6 Maintenance Supervisors
Familiarization

Maintenance

NV-1704-0078

A-6'A 0A-6672/ASA-48 Universal

Test' Set Intermediate Maintenance

Encoder Test 'Console IIntermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-02'97

.

A-6A Power Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Level Maintenance
NV-1704-0164
A6A Programmer, Semi-Automatie Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance -

A6 Right `Hand Unit Alignment Test
Set. and Encoder Tape Dial Tesi Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0335

A6 Search' Radar Module Analyzer Test

NV-1715-0074

Console

A-64 Shoehorn Organizational

NV-1716.0530

o

Malptegance

-

,

NV- 1715 -0177

NV-1715-0429
A.6 Weapons System Specialist
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0272

A6441FN-248
T56A-8/8A Engine and A6441FN -248
Propeller.

A6A Track klatdar and Module Analyzer
Test Console Intermediate MaintenanceNV-1715.0429
A6A Vfeapons,System Specialist
NV-1715-0272
A-6A Weapons System Specialist
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0691

A-6/KA-6D

Maintenance
NV-1704-0029

Intermediate Maintenance

.A -6A AN/APQ-112 Track Radar Test
Console and Detailed Radar Iniermedate

NV-1704-0097

NV-171s.o4a5

A-6A AN/APQ-92 Search Radar and
Module Analyzer Test Bench
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0431

A-6A AN /ASN -31 Inertial Navigation
Organizational Level Maintenance
NV-1715-0476

A6A A N/AVA-I Vertical Display
Indicator Group and Associated Test
Equipment Intermediate Level

A-7 AN /APN -190 Doppler Radar '
Ndvigation System Intermediate .
Maintenance

A-7 AN/APQ-116 Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance

A-7 AN/ASN-90 Inettial Measurement
Set Intermediate Maintenance,
,

Control.-System Intermediate
1
Maintenance
NV-1715-0617
A-7 Armament Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0084

A-7 Automatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance
9

A-6A Armament Systems Organizational

NV-1715.0388

A-7 AN/ASW-26/30 Automatic Flight

Maintenance
NV-1715-0159

NV17;15-0807

A-7 Electrical and instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV- 1704 -0Q79

Maintenance

. NV-1704-0167
*"A -6A Xutomatie,Flight Control System

A-7 M61A1 Gun and Associated Systems
- kntermediate Maintenance
NV-2202-0097'16

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0699

A-6A'Antoinatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0022

A-6A Conventional Weapons
NV-2202-0015
A-6A Electrical Systems Intermediate
Maintenince
NV-1704.0108
A-6A Electricae;l Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-008

A-6A Electrical Systems Organizational

NV-1715-0260

.

A-7E AN/ASM-375 Inertial
Megure'inenrSystem Test Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0146

A-7E AN/ASN-91 Tactical Computer
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0070

A -7E Ahnamentystem Maintenance
NV-1704.0173

A-7E C-8185 Armament Station Control -.
Unit Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0203

A-7E Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0080

A-7E Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0013

A-7E Powerplant and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0140

A-7

NV- 17150408

Maintenance

a

.

NV-17,15-0200

A-6A

A-7E AN/A PQ-I26 Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance

A-6/KA-6D Electrical Power Systems

NV-1704-0029

T56A-8/8A Engine and Aeroproducts
A644IFN-248 Prbpeller Intermediate

,

NV-1715-0458

Test Station Intermediate Maintenance

A-6 Track Radar Module Analyzer Test
Console and Detailed Module Theory
(Intermediate Level Maintenance)

A7E

NV-471,5-0109

NV-1704-0118

A.6 ShirancrShore Inertial Platform

Pneumatic\Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0190
A-7A/B TF30-P-6/40Q. Power Plants and
*
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0135

A-6A Maintenance Supervisors
Familiarization

NV-1715-0071

A6 Pilots Horizontal Ditp lay, Direct
View Radar Indicator and Associated

4

A7A/B Strictures,. Hydraulics and

NV-1704-012'2

Tester Intermediate Maintenance

4

Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0135

0

A-6A'Hydraulics4and Flight Contfols
Organizational Maintenailce

A6 Memory Drum Test Console. AN/
ASM.316 (XN-I) and Card and Mgdule

A.6 Plane Captain

A-7A/B Power Plant and Related

NV-170485

NV-1704-0165

.

System Technician Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0450

Maintenance

A-7 A/B
A-7A/13 .Attitude Heading and Reference
System Interniediate Maintenance
NV-1721-0006

A-7A/B/E AN/ASW-26/30 Automatic

AN/AVM-II (V) Head _Up Display Test
Set Intermediate Maintenance (A-7E),
NV-1704-0229

A/A24Gr3
C-2A Automatic Flight Control tSystem
(AN/ASW-15) And Air Data Computer
(A/A24013) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0461

E-2A Autotatic Flight ControlfSystem
(A N/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
.."(A/A24G-13)
NV-1145-0460

AAA
Light Antiaircraft Artillery, (AAA).Fire
Control Repair
MC-1715-0034

M715-0036
Medium Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA).
Fire Control Repair
MC-1715-0056-

AASW
AASW for Secoinl Tour Pilots, PM/
B(15)*
NV-2202-00326

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

(AASW) for First Tour pilots P3A/B/
(D)
NV-1715.0270

Aviation Antisubmirtne Warfare
(AASW) for First Tour Piloti, P3C

V-I606-0028

Flight Control System Organizational

;Aviatiod Antisubmarine Warfare

Maintenance
NV-1715-0807

A7A/B Fiydr;ulic and Pneumatic
ems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0190
A-7A/B tegrated Avionics Weapons

(AASW) for Naval FrighOfficers P3A/
B(D)
NV-17 j5 -0555

S

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

(AASW) for Naval Flight

P3C

-

3'8 8
4
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Electronics Officers Administrative

System (ADCOC)

NV.1304-0003

MC1704.0006

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare '
(AASW) for Second Toil:. Pdots, P3A/
B(D)

Administration
Administrative Chiefs Personnel
Administration .
MC-1406-000g
Administrative Officers Personnel
Administration

NV-2202-0032

AviatARnAntisubmarine Warfire
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilldts. P-3C
NV2202-0021
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Nonacpustic Operator P3C

MC-1408.0006

'Advanced Supply Administration

NV-1715-0696

MC-1405.0005

Aviation AnosubmnrineWarfare
(AASW)roperator, Class A

Aviation Maintenance Administration.
Class A

NV-1715-0536

NV-1409-0003

Aviation Antisubmprine Warfare
(AASW) Sensor Station Three Operator.

Aviation Maintenance Control
Adrinhistration

'P3C

Basic Legal Administration
MC-1728.0004
Basic Personnel Administration
M 01406-0007
BasicSupply Administration
MC-1405.0004
Basic Supply Administration
(Mechanized)
MC-1405-0005
MC-1405.0008
Communications Technician
Administration Branch Class A
NV-1715-0400

NV-1715-0154

Carrier Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Acoustic Operator (Passive)
NV-2202-0096

Carrier Fixed Wing Antisubmarine
(AASW) Warfare Tactics
NV2202-0001
Intermediate Aviation Antisubmajine
Warfare (AASW) Technician, Class B
NV-1715.0167

Construction Contract Adminitration

so

ABC Warfare Defense Afloat

and Management'

NV-0802/0008

Atomic, Biological and Chemical (ABC)
Defense for Shipboard Instructors

NY-1408-0009

Contract AdministrationAccelerated

.

NV-140g-0009

NV-0802-0001

Cryptologic Technician A

Abuse

(Administration)ClasS A

Drug Abuse Program Officers

NV-1715-0400

N V- 0801 -0006

First Sergeants Perionnel Administration
mc=i4o6-thos
Instructor. Class C-I Administration and

Academic "

Acadenucyistruetor Training
NV-1406-0003

Counseling

Accountable Officer
MC:1405

-am.

Accounting
Automated Supply and Accounting
Systems Afloat (AN/UYK -5(V)) °,
NV-1401-0003
°

MC-1406-0004

s
Advanced Automotive Mechanic!
Maintenance Noncommissioned Officer.
(NCO) Leadership

MC-1703-0012

Advanced Course (Class B)
NV-1205-0002

Advanced Disbursing Man
MC-1408-0007

Advanced Disbursing Man Leadership
MC-1408-10Q07

Advanced Phase, Pilot Trammg
NV-1606-0050
Advanced Submarine Quartermaster
School
.NV-1708-0003
Advanced T Branch Training Orientation
NV-1715-0844
Advanced Welding
NV-1710-0055
Music Advanced, Class C-7
NV-1205-0002
-*Mimic. Class B. Advanced

NV- 1715.0844

Drug and Alcohol Program Advisor

P-3C Sensor Station One and Two
(Acoustic Systems Technician)
Organizational Maintenance,..
NV-17150256

NV-1513.0003

NV-1513-0001

NV-1715-0693

Air Defense Control Officer, Automated

Rpenne/Coastal Advisor Training
NV-0602-0001

Administrationman

Aerial
Aerial Navigation

"Admonstrationman, Class
°

.

'NV-1409-0003

MG-1606-0002

Aerial Observer

AdMinistrative
Adminisfiative Chiefs PersOnnel
Administration
MC-1,406.0008

Administrative Clerk
MC-1403-0002

Tracking (CWAT)

4

Naval Staff Advisor

Admmistotion

,

Terrier Radar Set AN/S1;'G-55B
Cdatinuous Wave Acquisition and

NV-1513-0002

MC-1406-0006

"

Acquisition

Intercultural,RelationsVietnam Advisor
Training
Naval Advisor

MC-1408-0005

-

NV-1606-0001

e-

-

°A)

AviationMaurtenance -

o

MC-1402,0044

Advanced

NV-0799-0605

Woman Marine Officer's Personnel

r.3A/B Se'risor Station One and TWo
-(Acoustic System 'Technician)

Oreational Maintenanes

'

Administration

NV-2202-0096

.

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Orientation (7E)

Intelligence Advisor Vietnam
MC-1405-0005

NV-1715-0676

i

Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Orientation

NV-0326:0002

Warrant Officer Personnel

Calrier Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Acoustic Operator (Passive)

V

NV-14108-0021

ADP, ,

Advisor

Supply Administration

Acoustic Anti-Submarine Operator
Transition

ADCOC,

NV-1408-0021

Medical Administrative Technician
(Dental). Class C

NV-1205-0002

Administration

Acoustic .

°

C

Sergeants Major Personnel
MC:1402-0026

.

NV-1408.0021

Medical Administrative Technician,Class

,klaval School of Music. Class B,
Advanced
NV-1205-0002
Reserve Cryptologic Technician T.
Advanced. Class Fl

4,N

MC-1402-0019

Fiscal Accounting Clerk

NV-1408.0021

NV-1408-0008

it School Administration. Classmc-14456-ocos
Cl, Cou'rse

Electrical Accounting Machines (EAM) '

-

Medical Administrative Technic, Dental

Naval School of Hospital Administration
NV-0799-0001
Personnel Chief's Personnel
Administration

.

Accountable

NV-1715.0721

MC-1402-0014

NV-1717-0008 -

NV1715-0696
'Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Technician. Class A

,

Medical Administrative Technic-

Administrative Officers Personnel
Administration f
MC-1408.0006

MC-1704-0005

'-Photogr'apher's Mate A (Aerial
Cameraman)

y-1709-0001
Tactical Aerjal Observer , f
,

MC-1704-0005

Aerographer's
Aerographer's Mate. Class A
t?

3.89,

O.
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NV-1304.0004
Aerographee N.late, Class 13

Air Control /Antiairc raft Warfare
Electronics Opelattir
MC1704.0002

,N V -1304-0005

:Air ContrOl/Antiair Warfare Electronics

Aerospace
Aerospacd Medical Technician, Class C.
N V-0709,-0003
Aerospace Physiology Tee holt:Ian
N V-0709.0004

AFPA

.

ip

Advanced First Ternt Avionics, Class B

(AFTA)

NVI715.0556
AI-I -1J
Aft- 1.1 Electrical 'Organizational
Maintenance

,

NV-1704-0105
AH-11 PONvr Plant and Related'Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0162
AH-11 Powertram and Rotors
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0153

Aids
Advanced Minor Aids to Navigation,

.

Class C

CO-1715-0046

Aids to Navigation Construction
CO- 1722-0004

Aids to Navigation Mechanician
'CO-1715-0015
AMs to Navigation Officer Advanced
CG-2205-0008

Aids to Navigation Officer Basic
CO-220520009

Aids to Navigation
for Officers)

:hool (Short Course
CO-2205.0003

Automated Aids-to-Natigation
Electronics Maintenance
CO-1715.0041

Basic Minor Aids To Navigation

NV-0802-0009
MC-1704-0002

AK tontrql.Class 0

CG-2205-0009

Officers BasicAids to Navigation. Class
O
CG-2205-0009

AIMS

N-y-080?-0009

Automated System

NV-1704-0220

Douglas Model D-704 and SargentFletcher Model 31.300 Air Refueling
Stores Organizational Maintenance 4
NV-1704.0046
E-2A Automatic Flight Control System

NV-1704-0004

(AN/AS\v-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13)

MC-1704-0001

Air Controlman-Carrier Air Traffic
ContraCenter Utilization-Operator
Air Controlman. Class A
Air Controlman, Class B

NV-1715-0460
N V-1704.0007

Air Controlman (Radar). Clas A
NV- 1704 -0010
Mr Controlman T (Tower). Class A
N V-1704-00623.

Air Controlman W (Early"Warning),
Class A

NV-1704-0002

igit,Atr Intercept Control (Requalification),
Class 0/C
;kit Inteicept Control (Supervisor). Class
C/O

Air La
Intermedia

N V-1606-0006

-NV-1704-0117
capons Guided Missile
Maintenance
NV-1315-0589

NV-1715-0743

.MC-1606-0002
MC-1606-0001

Air Observer,

NV-2202-0053
NV-2202-0059

P-3, Air Conditioning, Piessurization and
Utilities Organizational Maintenance

MC-1704.0005

My-Ocean Environment Course. Class C
NV-I304-0002

NV- 1701.000I

`R-II Centrifugal-110 Ton Air
Conditioning Combined Maintenance

Air Support Colitrot Officer

N V -1701-0004

MC-1715-0078

RA-5C Air Data and Flight Reference
Systems

MC:1715-0031

NV-1715.0454

Air Traffic Management

,RASC Air Data and Flight Reference
NV-0419-0013
N V-2202.0006

1FF Interrogator

Systems OrgInizational Maintenance
NV-1715-6454
RA-5C SemilAutbmatiC Test Equipment

Air Data, Flight Reference, and Flight
Control Intermediate Maintenance

N V-1715-0434

Antisullmarme Air Contra, Glass C/O

NV-1715.0542

Refrigerant II Air Conditioning-

NV-2202-0052

NV-1130-0006

Anti`gubmarine Air Control, Class 0

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

NV-2202.0052

(Operation and Maintenance)

Anti- Submarine Air Control (Officer and

CO-1701-0001

Reserve Mr Intelligence(RAI)
N V- 2202 -0052

Automatic Flight Control System (AN/
ASW/15) And Air Data Computer

NV-1701-0005

(560T27- I) Organizational Maintenance

NV- 1730.0006

NV-1701.0062
Naval Air Weapons Systems Orientation,
Class 0

Naval GunfireAir Spotter

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration, Class

Air Conditioning Refrigerant 11

NV1715.0209
Intelligence Man (Air/Ground)

Litinuin Bromide Air Conditioning

nlisted)

NV-1701-0005-

F/RF-4B Air Data Computer Set
Maintenance

NV -1704 -0115

MC-1606-0003

C-1

Intelligence
NV-2202-0022

-NW 1704.0005

Set Intermediate Maintenance

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration,. Class

NV,:2202-0023

Air Intercept Controller Supervisor

AN/APX-76A

NV-1715.0288

NV-1715-0552

Fleet Officer and Fltiv Enlisted Air

Equipment Maintenance, Class C-I
NV-1715.0813

Ais1/411N-52(V )

NV-1715-0478.
F -4B /J Air Data Computer Set
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1704.0001

Amphiplous Tactical Air Control Party

A-4 Tqctical Air Navigation (TACAN)

Maintenance

Fleet Air Intelligenee Officer

Air Intercept Controller

N V -1715 -0812

110 Ton R11 Centrifugal Air
Conditioning Unit (York)
NV-1701-0004
8th Class Air Observation School

E-2A Automatic Flight Control S'ystein
and Air Data Computer Semi-Automatic
Check-out Equipment Operation and

N V -1704-0()9

Air Intercept Control. Class 0

AIMS Mk XII System Differences

Air

Supervisor

Air Control Electronics Operator,

Air Support Operations Operator

AIMS Mk XII 1FF System Maintenance
(Electronics Technician. Class CI)

=

NV-2202-0024

CVA/CVSeir Launched Weapons

MC-1204.0031

Air Observation

CG-2205.0008

General Ordnance

Air Control Electronic Operator

CG-2205.0002

Officers Basic Airs to Navigation

CVA/CVS Air Launched, Weapons

NV-1704-0011

Air Navigation

Officers Advanced Aids to Navigation

NV-1701-0006

CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons

Operator

CG-1715.0042

Minor Aids to Navigation

c

Centrifugal Air Conditioning Plant
Operation and Maintenatlie
-

NV-I606-0055
Suhmarine,Refrigeratiolt and Air
Conditioning R12
7.

C-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13) Intermediate Maintenance

-

Technician
MC- 1713.0046

TactiCal Air Contra) Party

NV-1715.0461

3'4

NY-1730.0003

Tactical Air Command &that (TACO)

NV-1.715-0741

NV-2202-0006

4

"me
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NV -1704 -0187

Tactical Air Operations Central
Repairman (TAOCR)
MC-1715-0053

Ar4/TYQ-2) Repair
MC-1715-003
.
Tactical Air Operations Central (TAO C)
Weapons Controller/Operator
MC-2204-0013

Tactical Au Operations Central
.

MC-1715-0082

Airborne
. Advancedalfitborne FLINT Evaluator
NV-1715.0215

Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment, Class 0
Air &raft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Maintenance Officer (C-I3
Catapult), Class 0
NV-1704-0200
Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Maintenance Officett(C-7/11
Catapult), Class 0
NV-I 704-0183

Advanced Aircrew Survival
Equipmentman
NV-1704-0208

Aircrew Survival Equipmentman, Class
A
N V.1704 -0234

Aircrew Survival Equipmentman, Class

Aircrew Su vival Equipmentman, Clao

NV-1409-0004

Aviation Boatswain's Mate H (Aircraft
Handling), Class A

Airborne Early Warning/Electronics
Counterdeasur5,,s'Evaluator, Class 0
NV-1715-0599

Airborne Electronic Warfare, Class 0
NV-1715-0002.

Airborne Radar Intercept Operator
NVI1715:0635

Airborne Radio Commitnications
Operator (ARCO)
NV-1715-0481

Airborne Radio Operator/LoadMaster
MC-2204-0019

Airborne Radio Operators .
MC-1715-0032

Airborne Systems
NV-1606-006f
Airborne Tactical Data System
Operations. Class 0
NV-1402-0036

Basic Airborne Radio Communications ,
Operator
NV-1715-0481
E213 Airborne Tactical Data Systems
NV-1704-0226
E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems

(ATDS) Operator Training
NV-1715-0777

.E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
Operator (Naval Flight Officer)

NV-1704-0042

NV-1728-0014,

C -2A Aircraft Familiarization (Pilots)
NV-1704-0121

NV-1715-0767

E-2A Aircraft Familiarization (Pilots)
NV-1704-0054
E-2B Aircra ft Pilot Training

NV-I606-0054
Electronics Technician, Ship's Navigation
and Aircraft Inertial Alignment System
(SNAIAS), Class C Operator
Maintenance
NV-1715-0014
F /RF -4B /f Aircraft Mechanics
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0192
?Marine Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment. Class A
14-1710.0061
Naval Aircraft Maintenance Management
NV-1717-0011

P-3 Aircraft Familiarization, No 2
NV-1704-0039

P-3 Aircraft Familiarization ( Pilots)
NV-1704-0039

RA-5C Aircraft Familiarization
NV-1606-0022

RA-5C Aircraft Familiarization (Pilot/
RAN)
NV:I606-0022

Aircr aft Electrical'

Organizational Maintenance

and Recovery

Equipment (C-13 and C-13 Mod 1
Catapults), Class C
NV- t704-0187

't Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment (C-13 Catapult, Class C

N V- 1 704 -0233

Inaoctrination and Equipments
NV.2202-0039

Air Defense
Air Defense Control Officer, Automated
System

MC-2204-0030

.

Air Defense Control Officer, Automated
System (A DCOC)
MC-1704-0006

Air Defense Officer
MC-2204-0030

Airfield
Marine Corps Short Airfield For Tactical
Suptiort, Class C
,Ny-1710-0014

Airframe
.E.1B Airframe and Hydtanlic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0195

F-14A Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Specialist (Crew Leader) Organizational
Maintenance
Technician (Crew Mem

F-41 Aircraft Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance
,

?qv-1704.0094

MaintenanceNV-1704-0104

OrganizatioRa

ntenance

NV-1704-0216

F-48/1 Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Maintenance
NV-1704-0056
F-413/1 Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV -1704 -0056

Aircraft Maintenance
Aircraft Maintenance Nondestructive
Inspection School, Class C

HI-1-52N,Airframe and Powertrain, Class
C

CG-1704-0005

NV-1704.0156
NV-1704-01,42

N V -1704 -0065

t

VS CRAG Enlisted Aircrewmp /OW

NV-1704-0215

Aircraft Maintenance Officers. Class 0

A-4M Aircraft Mechanics

Aircrewman
E -IB Naval Flight Officer and
Aircrewman /

Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0697

Aircraft

NV-1704-0208

Baiic AircrewlSurvival Equipmentman

F-14A Airframe and Hydrate Sy

NV-2202.0035

SH-2D Light-Airborne Multipurpose
Systems (LAMPS) Amine Equipment

Class B

.

F/RF -4B Aircraft Electrical Systems
4

N V-1704-0208

Aircrew Sur ival Equipmentman School,

F-4B Aircraft Electrical System

N V -2202 -0034

Light Airborne Multipttrpose System
(LAMPS) Tactics

C7

NV-1704-0234

NV-I606-0053

NV-1704.0092

Light Airborne Multi-Purpose Stem
(LAMPS) Sensor Operamil.\,

N V-1704-0234

E-1B Aircraft Pilot Training

NV-1704-0225

'Light Airborne Multipurpose System
(LAMPS) Operator
NV:402-0034

13

NV-1704:0237

Aircrew

A

NV-2202-0036

Aircraft Launch

Maintenance

NV-17(14-0184

NV-1715-0569

Airborne Early Wirning, Class 0

,

N V- 1704 -0023

C-I 30 AircraftMec,hanic OrganizatiOhal

Al

Airborne Communicator

Yzr.

Organizational Maintenance

Aviation Boatswain's Mate E (Aircraft
Launch and Recovery Equipment), Class

Advanced Naval Flight Officer Training,
Airborne Electronic Warfare Phase

.

Aircraft Mechanic
A-4E/F/TA-4F Aircraft Mechanic

NV-1710.0071

Tactical Aii Operations Central (Tt1AOC

Technician

Aircraft _Launch and Recovery
Equipment (C-7/I I Catapult), Class C

Aircraft Maintenance Radiography
School, Class C
NV-1704-0156
HC-131A Aircraft Maintenance Class C
CG-1704.0006
E-117-16E Aircraft Maintenance Class C
CG-1704-0003

t -r

QH-50C Airframe and Related Systems
Intermediate Maihtenance
NV-170:4-0051

QH-50D Auframe and Related System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0052

QH-5013 Airframe, Powerplant and
Related Systems Organilational
Maintenance

KEYWORD INDEX
NV-1704-0052
SH-3 Airframe and Hydraulic./ Systems
Maintenance
NV-1704-0124
UH-1E Airframe and Related Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV.1704-0043
UH-1E Airframe and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0043

UH34D Airframe, Hydraulics an,d Flight
Controls
N V -1704 -0064

Airframes

Carrier Air Traffic Control.Center
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN:44
NV-1715-0234

Carrier Air Traffic-Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-6 and
AN /SPN -12 (N-4), Class C
NV-1715-0715"

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipmen
Class C ,

vlaintenancer (AN/SPN-6),
NV-1715-0293

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
SPN-43, Class C

FA Airframes/Hydraulic Systems

NV-1715-023.6

Organrzanonal Maintenance

, NV-1704-0120
-}1.1-1-2D7SH-2D*A4(frames, Hydraulic,

Flight Controls, and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance'
NV-1704-0058

KC-130F Airframes and Hydraulics '
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0191

Ground Controlled Approach /Radar Air
Traffic Control Center Electronics Miintenance Officers, Class 0
NV1715-0670
Marine Air Traffic Control
Communications Repairman, Class C
NV-1715-0799

Marine Air Traffic Control Maintenance
Supervior Training, Class C

S-2D/E Aikrames and Hydraulics

NV-1715-0742

Systems Maintenance

Marine Air Traffid Control Navigational

NV-1704-0066
SH-3 Airframes and Hydraulic Systems
' Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0047

UH-2C Airframes, Hydraulic, Flight
Controls and.Rotor Systems

Aids Maintenance
NV-1715-0037

Marine Air Traffic Control Navigational
Aids Repairman, Class C
NV-1715.0037

Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0057

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Auxiliary Equipment Maintenance, Class
C

AirOcean Environment

NV-1715-0669'

Air-Ocean Environment Course, Class C
NV-1304-0002

Airspeed

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Equipment Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0039

Marine Air Traffic Control Flinn

P-3 S;nchrophaser/True Airspeed
Computer/Signal Light5, Cony!

Maintenance Management, Class
-1715-0039

'Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0166

NV-17154322

Marine
raffic Control Unit
enance Management, Class 0
NV-1715-0039

Air Traffic Control
Air ContxolmanCarrier Air Traffic
Control Center Utilization Operato
220

Air Traffic Contro
Maintenas

er Equipment
/TRN-28, Class C
NV-1715-0771

Air Traffic Control Electronics
Maintenance Officers, Class 0
NV-1715-0670
Air Traffic Contro
element
' Maintenance Mahagement
NV-1715-0292

Air Traffic Control Officers, Class 0
NV-1704-0003

Carver Air Traffic Control Center
Cdntroller Class C/O

Air Traffic Control Unit Radar
-0:Marine
.
aintenance, Class C
NV-1715.0038

.Marine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar
Repairman, Class C
NV-1715.0038

Alarm
Clutter Suppressor and Automatic Alarm
for the AN/SPS-10
NV-1715-0433

Albanian

C arrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-10,
Class C

NV-1715-0337

Carrier- Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-3SA
and AN/SPN-35, Class C
NV-1115-0713'

,;'Carrier Air Traffi& Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN /SPAT -35,
Class C
NV-1715-0713

DD-0602-0001,DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003

Etagineman, Class C, American
Locomotive (ALCO 251-C) Diesel
Engine
NV-1712-0010

Alcohol
Drug and Alcohol PrOgram Advisor
NV-0799-0005

Navy Alcohol Safety Action Program
(NASAP)
NV-0799-0002
Al

coholism.

Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-41,

Alcoholism Treatment Specialist (ATS)

A
-r

ALCO 251-C

Carrier Air T ilia Control Center
NV-1715-0230

Cable Tester Alfred Model 9500
Intermediate Maintenance

V

NV-1715-0397

Alignment
Alignment Group Mk I Mods 0 and 1,
Class F-1

NV-1715-0891

Electronics Technician, Ship's Navigation
and Aircraft Inertial Alignment System

(SNAIAS)Class C Operator
Maintenance

NV-1715.0014

Allison 501
Ship's Service Gas Turbine Generator
Module (Allison 501) Maintenance, Class
CI
NV-1703-0009

Alternating
Alternating Current Power Systems
NV-1715-0490

Altimeter
AN/APN 120 ElectroniC Altimeter
IniermechAte Maintenance
NV- 1715-0144

AN/APN171 Radar Altimeter System
Class C

CG-1715.0026

AN /APN -171 (V) Radar Altimeter (High
Level) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0359

AN /APN- 171(V) Radar Altimeter (Low
Level) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0493

RA-5C AN/APN-I20 Electronic
' Altimeter In
late Maintenance
NV-1715-0479

F-48 AN /APN -159 Radar Altimeter
' Maintenance

NV-1715-043

AM2310/ASQ
E-2A AN/ASQ-58 IntegratO Electronic
Central TACANRT-541/XSQ and
KY,309/ASQ Power SupplyAM-23,10/
ASQ Inter-Mediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0375

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central UHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/
ASQ Power Supply-AM-2310/A SQ
Intermediate Maintenance
A
NV-1715-0746

Ammunition

--/

Ammunition Handlers
MC-0802-0003

Ammunition Officer
MC-1717-0003

Albanian

NV-1704-0012

Alfred

Ammunition Technician
MC-0802-0004
MC-0802-0006

Ammunition Technician (Advanced)
MC-0802-0005

MC-0802-0006

,

Arhphibian

Amphibian Tractor Crewman Training

LVT3C, LVTP5
Amphibian Vehicl

MC-1710-0005
rewman
MC-1708-0001

°Amphibian Vehicle Officer
MC-2204-0002

Amphibian Vehicle Repairman
NV-0801-0008

302,

A

Ammunition Technician (Basic)

MC-1703-0011

. Armored Amphibian Crewman Training,-

c-

NI'

!

-MC-1710-0004
Assault Amphibian Vehicle Crewman
MC-1708-0001

A6 AN/ASQ-57 CoMmunication,

NV-2202-0046.

Maintenance

4

.

NV-1715.0196
NV-1715.0370

.

NV-2202.0031
Amphibious Reconnaissance
NV-0803.0001

.

:

AN/ALQ-108

,

AN/AJB-3

6

NV-1715.0708

A4C/E Bombing System AN/AJB-3
and Remote Standby Attitude Indicator
NV-1715.0615

0

.AN/ALQ-35
A3B, RA3B, EA3B AN/ALQ-35 DECM
System Maintenance
NV-1715.0525

A-4 AN/AJB-3/3A,Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1402.0034

NV-1715-0294

Amphibious Tactical Air Control Party

AN/ALQ-51X
AN/ALQ-5IA Countermeasures Internal

AN i/AJB-JA

Set Maintenance
NV-1715.0187

A-4E Bombing System AN/AJB-3A and

-Amphibious Transport/Cargo Ship
Embarkation

Remote Standby Indidator System
-.
(Organizational)
NV-17.04-00W

NV-0419-0005

Amphibious Vehicle Company Officer

F-4B 20 kVA and AN/AJB-3A

MC-2204-0041

MC-2204-0025

F4B AN/AJB-3A Loft Bomb Release

Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leader

Computer Set

MC-1710-0010

AN/AJB-7

C-1710-0010
MC-2204-0021

NV-2202.0045

Ass4ult Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leader

AN/AJM-32(V)

MC-1710-0010

4N/AJM-32(V) intermediate
...

Maintenance
NV-1715-0069

AN/AKT-19A
S-2D/E AN /AKT -19A Multi- Channel
Jezebel Relay Intermediate Maintenance -,
NV-1715.0243

AN/3LH-C

Enlisted Basic Amphibious Embarkation
N V -0419 -0003

LCC Amphibious Support Information
System 'Operator

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0073

NV-I402-0034
Naval Amphibious Communications
NV-1404-0006

N/AAS-18

AN/ALM-107

..

RF-4B AN /AAS -18 infrared
.

AN/AAS-21
RA-5C A/%2/AAS-21 Infrared Detecting

NV-1715.0367

'.

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 Countermeasures
Set Special Support Equipment
NV-17I5-0686
RA.5C AN/ALQ-61 Passive Electronics
Countermeasures-Organizational
Maintenance
'...I4V-1715-0366

AN/ALQ-76
AN/ALQ-76 intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0057

Organizational Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0198

NV.1715-0196

NV-1715.0053

AN/ALQ-86

AN/AL -108 Receiver Test Console
AN/ALQ-99 Receivers Intermediate

-

AN/ALQ-86 Mid-Band Tuner
w

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0060

,,,..t..
,

NV-MS.0225

Shop Maintenance

'AN/ALQ-81/100 Countermeasures Set
Maintenance'
w.

AN/ALI-108
Maintenance

,

AN/LQ-81/100

AN/ALQ-99 JaMming Transmitters and
AN /ALM -107 Countermeasures Test
Station Intermediate Maintenance
,

NV-1715-0687

\V/ALQ-76/86
EA-6A AN/ALQ-76/86 ECM Systems

AN/ALHII Recorder/Reproducer

NV-1710.0059

-\

RA-5C AN/ALQ-55 DECM System .

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 Countermeasure Set

Reference System Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0549

Amphibious Warfare-Indoctrination

Embarkation for Amphibious Operations
kV-0419.0004
Engineer Officer (Amphibious Ship)

CH-46A AN/ALQ-52(V) NaPigational
TACAN Maintenance
W-1715.007l

AN/ALQ-61

F-'4J AN/AJB-7 Loft Bomb Computer
System and AN/ASN-70 Vertical Flight

Amphibious Warfare

NV- 1402,0034

AN/ALQ-52(V)

AN/ALQ-55

,

.

NV-1715-0528

NV-1715.0050

Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leaders
(Enlisted)

Battalion Staff Officers (Amphibious
,
Planning)
' NV-2262-0025
Data Base Management-LCC
-Amphibious Support Information System
Language-Operator,

AN/ALQ-5IA Countermeasures Set

Electrical Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715.0161

amphibious VehicleOfficer Orientation

NV-1715-0196

AN/ALQ-108 Countermeasure Set
Intermediate Maintenance .
NV-1715-0285
.
.

AN/AJB-3/3A

Operator
NV-2202-0006

AN/ALQ Countermeasures Set
intermediate Maintenance

Central Gyro Reference System (AN/
AcJA-2), Class C

Amphibious Staff intelligence Officer
1
(ASIO)
NV-1666.0059
A'mphibious Support Information System

I

AN/AJA-2

I

Reconnaissance Mapping System
Intermediate Maintenance

MC-1711.0023

Intermediate Maintenance

Amphibious Junior Drficer Indoctrination

1

Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
-Analog Repair

AN/ALQ-81/103 Countermeasures Set

AN/QIC-I4 fntercommunication System

NV-2202-0090

.

.

NV-1402013

AN/ALQ

,, Navigation, Iclentilication (CNI) System,

Amphibious Junior Division Officer
Indoctrination

'

NV-I402-0.012

System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0370

NV-1606-0064

,..-

Fundamentals.

A-6A AN/ASQ-57 Communication,
Navigation, Identification (CNI) System
and AN/AIC-14 Intercommunications

Amphibious intelligence Stiff Officer

MC-1715.0023

Digital and Analog Computer

AN/AIC-14

NV-2202-0005.

.

'NV-1715.0254

-

Amphibious
Amphibious Command Indoctrination

Amphibious Planning

Fundamentals

Maintenance

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (Amphibian
Velucle)(Basic)
40.
MC-1703-00H -

,

.

Digital, Analog. and Hybrid Computer

Data Terminal Sets Intermediate

MC-1703-0011

,

Analog
Analog Repair

AN/ACQ-2
E-2/ AN/ACQ-2 and AN/ACQ-2A

Tracked Vehicle Repairman Amphibian
,
Tractor

'

NV-17;5-0th

Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0222

LVTA5, LVT1'5

c----.°
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NV-1715-0054

AN/ALQ-88
F4B/J-RF-4B A N/ALQ-88

AN/ALM-109
AN/ALM-109 Test Console and AN/
ALQ-99 Tracking Receivers and Control
Modtilators Intermediate Maintenance

390

Countermeasures Set Intermediate
Maintenance

.,

NV-1715.093

..

,
y.

.1"

;
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,
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AN/ALQ-92
,
AN/ALQN Countertneasufes Set

4

\

4,

-

14-55 Semi-Automatic TeseEquipmenti.
Frograrnmer and System Alialyzer
IntentiedOte Maintenance

4

Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0238

NV-1715-0095

EKA-3B ANIALQ-92 Countermeasures Set Intermediate Maintenance

Analyzers
`Mk V Almosphde Analyzers

NV-1715-0361

NV1715-Q551

AN /ALM -108 Receiver Test Console
AN/ALQ-99 Receivers Intermediate
Maintenance
-NV-1.715-0054

AN/ALM-109 Test Console,and AN/
ALQ-99 Tracking Receivers and Condol
Modulators Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0172

AN/APA-157

NV-1715.0052
and

F -4B AN/APA-157 Radar Set Group
Intermediate Maintenance

,ANIALQ-99 Jamming
AN/ALM-107 Countermeas es Test
Station Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0053

NV-1715.0257

AN/APA419
H-46 AN/APX-6B and AN /A?PA -89
Identification System Intermediate
Maintenance

AN/ALR-45
AN/ArA45tinintermeasures Receiving
Set IntermethateMaintenante

NV-1715-'0034

NV-1715-0933

AN/APD-7

AN/ALR-54

AN/APD-7 Side Looking Radar
Intermediate Maintenance

AN/ALR-54 Countermeasures Receiving
SeL Intermediate-Maintenance

NV-1715-0248

Ny-1715-0775

RA-5C AN/APD-7 Siae Looking Radar
(SLR) Intennechate Maintenance

Analysis
Aviation Maintenance Data Analysis,4
Class C
NV-I402-0018
Data Analysis, Class C
NV 14010018
Data Analysis (Ship's 3-M System) Class

NV-1715.0248

RA-5C Side Looking Radar (SLR) AN/
(4N-1) Shop Maintenance
NV-1715.0248

AN/APG-53A
A-4C/E AN/APG-53A Radar

C

Maintenance

°N V: 1408.0005

,

NV-1715.0280

Data Processing Systems Analysis, Class
C
NV-I402.0001

A-4C/E/F AN/APG-53A Radar
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715,0280

Data Processing Technician, Class C.
Systems Analysis and Design

AN/APM 341 ('V)
AN/APM 341 (V) Doppler Test Set

NV-1402-0001

Fundamental Analysis Techniques (P-3)

Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0275

NV -1715 -0360

r
AN/APN-120 Electronic Altimeter
Intermediate Maintenance

Intermediate Maintenance Level Data
Analysis, Cta§s C

AN/APN-120

NV-1115-00Q;

Managewent Anplysis, Class C

NV-1715.0144

NV-1115-0002

RA-5C AN/APN-120 Electronic
Altimeter Intermediate Maintenance

Management Analysis, Class 0
NV,I115-0002
Sound Analysis, Noise and Vibration
Reductton (Enlisted)
NV:1721.0010
SystemeAnalysis and Design

**NV-1715-0479

AN/APN-1Z2
AN/APN-122 Doppler Navigation
'System Maintenance
NV-1715-0483

MC-1402-0003

AN/APN-122 Maintenance Training

Systems Analysis and Design
(Functional)

NV-1715-0483

S-2D/E AN/APN-122 Doppler Radar
Navigation System Maintenance

mc-l407, -0010

Tactical Data Systems Analysis

NV-1715-9422

N V -1402 -0042

AN/APN-130

Terrain Analysis

AN/APN-130 Radar Navigation Set
Intermediate Maintenance

DD-1601-0004

Analyzer

NV-1715-0553

A-6 Search Radar Module Analyzer Test
Console

SH-3A AN/APN-130 Doppler Radar
Navigation Maintenance

. NV-1715-0530

NV-1715-0496,

Mk 9 Mod 4 Dead Reckoning Analyzer
Indicator (DRAI) and Mk 6 Mod 4B
Dead ReckOmng Tracer (DRT);tlass C
NV-1715.0344

Main tenanee.

'1

NVI7150507

AN/Igi.4.154(v).,
,4AN/APNI54(V4 Radar &aeon

*

1ptermedinte M4intenance
NV-1715-0584,-*.

AN/APN-1$9

.*

0 RF-4e4N/APN-159 Radar Altimeter
AN/AP-A-125A
-;
-, Maintenance
P-3 AN/APA-125A Indicator
NV-1715.0223
Intermediate Maintenance
NV- 1715.0172'9 AN /APN -f71.
P-3 AN/APA-125A Indicator
AN/APNI71 Radar Altimetti- System tgv
Maintenance, NQ. 48
Class C.*

AN/ALQ-49

Atmosphere Analyzer, CAMS (Central
Atmosphere Monitonng System) MR 1

'

.

°

NV-1715-0237
UH-2A
APN-130 Radar Navigation
Equipment
NV-1715.0432

AN/APN-153(V)
AN/APN-153(V)Doppler Radar
Navigation System Intermediate

394

', C9-1715-0026
_
ANYAPS1-121 (V)
Al/A1311171 (V) Radar Altimeter (High
Level) Intermediate Maintenance
.

-

NV-Y715-0359

AN/APN-171(V) Radar Altimeter (Loy,'
Level) Intermediate Maintenance
NV,-,1715-0493

AN/APN-175
AN/APN=175 Doppler Radar.
Navigation
'
C9-1715.0027

AN/APN-180
AN/APN-180 Loran A Navigation
System Class C
CG-1715.0028

AN/APN-182(V)
AN/APN-182(V) Ratrar Navigational Set
Intermediate Maintenance
1

NV-1715-0583'

AN/APN-187
AN /APN -187 DVARS Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0299

AN/APN-190
A-7 AN/APN-190 Doppler Radar
Navigation System Intermediate

.

Maintenance
NV-I115-0200

AN/APN-195
AN/APNI95 Weather Radar Systems
Class C
CG-1715.0025

AN /APN-59

-

KC -130F ANIAPN-59 Radar
Maintenance
NV-1715-0036

AN/APN-59B
KC-130F AWAPN-59B Radar
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-171 -0041

AN/APN-70
P-3 AN/APN-70 Loran System
Intcrmechate Maintenance
NV-1715-0112

AN/APN-70B
AN/APN-70B Loran System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0112

AN/APQ-102
RF-4B AN/APQ-102 Side Looking
Radar Intertnediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0399

AN/APQ-112
A-6A AN/APQ-112 Track Radar Test
Console and Deviled Radar Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0435

A-6 AN/APQ112 Traci Radar and

.

I

.

I

S

.

S.

-

I

S

K-9

KEYWORt INDEX
S.

AN/APS-3813

Associated lest Equipment Intermediate

NV-l7l5.030

AN/APQ-116

-

AN/APQ424A Radar Set Intermediate
-

AN/APQ-126
A-7E iN/APQ-I26

AN/APQ-126 Radar Set

Maintenance

AN/APQ-72

.

J

NV-I

Iiuermed,ate Maintenance.

.NV-17l52i4

AN/APx-R.

.

AN/APQ-92
' A-6A AN/APQ;9'Sarch Radar and
ModuIe'AnaIeiTt Bepch
-

'

a

MttenUnco *ç-

-s'ANAPX.7 '.
-3 AN.PX-7.Rd
. systeTi Interi

NV-17i043I.

A-6 AN/APQ-92 Radar

'

fttennas

-----Rcuavrnd M citedret Sete. -

A 6 AN!APQ 92 Search Radar a5nd
Associated Test ,Equiprnent ntdrmeaite
Maintenance

AN/APX'7
-

i-

AN/499

kF;4B AN/AP-99 Irwhrç1, Loa3p
,Radar Interndiate MainLeiVice

-

gui(s-

Fombined

-

d

_.

-

-

,

,i

-

IntermedistMainnancç

ii

'

J-7L5-)I16

s

Intermediate Maintenaj

AN24RG143

-- iv-i7o5I5

-

'4

AN/APS52OB/E

-

Lniermediate Maintenance

AtAPS

AN!A'S-20_.MaitjtnaI
-

NV.J7s0484

'

A!APS-20E-Radar S4>steth
Maliltenance

-

-

-

Tfahiing
.

-'4

-

NV-1715-0914

-

-.

5__'
-'5-

'8X-

'

--

LJ'.

-icjineitat

NV I71.035I
-

N!ARC 38A Mainfnaftqe Training 'S4
-NVJ7IS-0456
AN/ARC A Single Side Ban.3'
anscewer Interitiediate Mit
5T)(

-

a

Maintenance
-

5

-'

-S

__-_i--'

Maintenance
-

95:-:-

-

.

,.

AN!ARC-38A SSB Transceye,'

--/

ir

,.

-

.

v,

'

'

-#'-

-I

--

_.Co-17'r49.

AN,4Rt 38f

NV 1715 00

Recorder GroupJptmediate

z-

CIas C -s'iation EIectronicsTechnkjari'
jtN/ARC 160'.
CG I7$5-

AN!A.RC,27 UH RadtqSt

-

System Maintenance, No 46
-r
NV-1715-Q12l
,AN/AQA/? ..

I.cY.:;

--

AN/ARC27

5

-

5--

AN/A&C.0CommunationssSttam j

,P3 A/AQA Sonar Data Recordmg

-

-'

-

- ''5--

NC'16O

N/5AQA LV) Sonr co1uter

?V-17I5-O484-

,

-

N/AQA.5

2

VI7I50

Jn8êrmeditte Ma,ntehane-.

NV,-1715-09If'

'
AN./JsQ-A-1
-P 3 AAAQA 1 Sono Inthcator System

SP 2 AN/APS'20B/ Ra1I/kt
Intermediate Maintenaneoure4
-'
,-NV-]7I50674

-'

AN/-RI43 Con untiouss

-.

NV-IIS-0434

-

'

'

'

Set in ermediafe Mainternince

.

si'

4i 3
-,'
- ID_.8

ommSjniins
AN/ARC-142 H
System Jnfrrmediate Maintnacd"'

AN!

-

N/APS 115 SearchRadar Sern

-

,76A -

-

.

-

-

--f-

AN/ARC42L

*UPX)7 ombzpeMaintenahce CIss

'

I

Intcrmedi&teIaintcnanco

-

ANtAPR-3O(V)

''

V-,j7I5-@68

.

-

5-081 I

)SN/OPX

I I.

5-. -

:5AN/AR-1-AN/AR3I

r-7'I5-19I

4ntnanc.

r'v-17if007

-B AN/4RC-105 High Fr4y.
C-nthunication ystem 1and1O2(
ASQ Sound Recorer Maintenanc'

-

V-t2-O8II

AN/AX42

-

.

-'-

'V-17f5-O5At
NV-17I

51

rNv-ffls747.

;
'AN/g105I

'

-

'

-

I

AWRC-J01 Intermedsstetasnten'nCe

-

AN/APX 72 Series JFfl ldnsponder
-c$ystems4 tsance -

-- '
s';1:ø365k1

-

,
_.' -.A/AsRC19

System Intrtnediate Mainreñaii

a( Jnternipdiate

-

--J4V-17I00
-:'. '

--

ntcnanco

---

'AAP)ç_72Radar1dentjf4(jon

_.NV4 O9

Mainnc

--

-

.

1ntermedite

intenar1ctass-2I

ANMPQ-94
F 8 AN/APQ94

A/4QS-13/4

5

AN/MA49

/A'I'X72 4d'\t

NVI7+55l4

.

s

hlentifidatidn Syst,epi Intiiruieiire
-

Intermediate Maintenance

Intermediate Mainte

\._ _.

i-_a

N.2200Q,

'

SH- AN/AQS'-13 Sn(a,intenance"
7j5:08
NV-17I5061

NV.174S-0,

, ,;

5

.

I

.

I

I

-

'AN/APX-64(V)IFFTranspoderSet-:

-

atfa'4.trSonaOper'ator (A/AQS-

. '

13

AM/APX-64(-V) -

-0206

.

s

'Helicopter Aviloui-AntiSubMrarin

1

F8 AN/APQ.83B RadariAtermedsate

'

AN/AQS.13

N:I715.0ilS

AN/APQ-83R-

NV.l7I5-023l

,.

blV)7I5-O23.t
-_

System limrmdiate Maintenance

'

-

SH-3A AN/AQS-10nar' Mantçnance

-

,. P-3 AN/APX- -gadar ldentifiatrbn

F8 AN/A$Q.83A Rada Intermediate
Maintenace

-

NV-l7l50438

AN/APX'6

NV 17150430

AN/APQ-83

Mjtenance

S

-

-.

lntermediate Maintcnahce- .
- NV-17t5-067'1 J

F-tB AN/APQ-72 Ra1ar Set

lnteriediatMaipteniice

Màntenance

E-2A AN/APS96 ScarchRadar

.

NV7I5-009'3

S

'

2'

S

-

.'
ANJAP-96

-.

.
AN/AQS-10
/
SH-3A A'N/AQS.l0onIntcrmcdiate

S-2D/E AN/APS-88/88A Radar Set

'
aintcnance
NV-17I5-0513

Equipment Intermediate

Maintenance

AN/APS-88

Specia4 Supp.ort

5-

ReproduZcr Set }erthcdite-_

NVI7I50287

Radar Set
J,termcd,ate Maintenance
NV.1715-0260

-

AN/AQI4-4 Sound 'Recorder!,

E-IB AN/APS-8-2 Radar System
.
Maintenance

NV-1715-0428

-

S

NV1J5-0l91I

"
AN/AQH-4

.

NV- l'715.0287

I'

Maintenance

intcrmedzaje Maintenance

.
AN/APS-82
At\YAPS-82 Radar Systrp lnterm&J,ate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0428

I

AN/AQH.I Rocordcr/Repnxlucer

NV.1715-0695

-

NV-l7i5-258

-

AN/AQH-1

Maimce. 49

Maintenance

AN/APQ-124A

Maintenance

P-3 AN/APS-8O search Radar System

-

F.8 AN/APQ.124 Radaç Interinediate'

.

Retordcr Group Organiattonal

AN/APS-80

AN/APQ-124

.

NVl715.0774
AN/AQA-7(V)3
S-2G AN/AQ-7(Vi1 Soar Computer

NV.l715M485

-

NV-1715-0408

-.

Maintcnance

-.

Maintenance

7AN/APQ.l 16 Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance

S

'

AN/APS-3811 Maintnancc Training
NV-1715.0485
A-N/APS-38U Radar System

4aintenance

'S

2

5-I

- -

K:10'
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AN/ARC-51
AN/ARC-51. 51A art.31-kg

S-2D/E AN/A

' Communication, Systems Intermediate

TACAN
Maintenance
.
.

1
NV-1/15.0437
0
UH-2A/I3 Tactical'Air Navigation
'
(TACAN1. AN/ARN-52(V)

MaintenanCO.;'

NV21715-0710

AN/ARC-54::
.Avionics Erin
51A

,

C*1:715-0022

AN/ARC-52
AN/ARC-52 Radio Set intermediate
..
Maintenance

79

*,

CG-171'5.0020

AN/ARN-81
AN/ARN-81 Loran In

.

NV-1715-0773

P-3 AN/ARC-52 UHF Communications
Systems Maintenance, No. 21.

NV-1715-0247

AN/A SB-7 Radar Sub-System
intermediate; Mainteence
NV-1715.0235

'AN/ASH-20

Intermediate 'Maintenance

I. NS
NV-1715.0098

...

F-4.1 AN/ARN-86 TACAN
Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-17154409

AN/ARC-80
E -2A AN/ARC-8Q Radio Set
Intermediate Maintenance

AN/ARW-77 AN/ARW-77 Bullpup Guidance Control

NV-1.715-0190

E-2A Radio Set AN/ARC-80
intermediate Maintenance
NV-171'5.000
AN/ARC-94
AN/ARC-94 Class C and 490 T High
Frequency (HF) Communications System'
arid Antenna Coupler

System

NV-1715.0627

AN/ASA-13A

NV-1704-0230

AN/ASM-118
A-6 Card Module Analyzer Test
Console, AN/ASM-118, Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0336

AN/ASM-316 .
A-6 Memory Drum Test Console, AN/
ASM-316 (XN-I) and Card and Module
Tester Intermediate Maintenance'

.

AN /ASA -13A Navigatinal Computer
Group Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0326

NV-1715-0071

AN/ASM-33A
E-2A AN/ASM=33A In-Flight
Performanc
onnor Maintenance

SH-3, 4AN/ASA-13A Navigational
Computer Maintenance

CG-1715-0019

AN/ARC-94 Radio Transceiver
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.0333

AN/ASA-13A Navigation
SysteM Mantenance
H-3

NV,1

AN- ARC-94 SingleSide Band
Transceiver Maintenance

NV-1715-0471

AN/ASM-37
A-7E AN/ASM-375 Inertial
Measurement System Tot Set
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0241

SH-3 AN /ASA -13A Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0241
UH-2A/B AN /ASA -13A Navigational
Computer Qroup Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715.0326

NV-1715-0489

Aviation Electronics Technician Class C
AN/ARC-94
CG-17-15-0019

Avionics Wpment, Class C,

NV-1715.0247

- AN/ARN-86

ARC-

94

5.0019
P-3 AN/A:R.C224 Commuiciea
'System M
nance, No 1
V-1715-0374

AN/ASA-16
AN /ASA -16 Data Display Group
.
Maintenance Training
NV-1715.0488

RT 648/698 (AN/ARC-94/1(12/105/119/
120) HF Transceiver intermediate
.
Maintenance

P-3 AN/ASA-16 Display System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0463

NV.1715-0373

P-3 AN /ASA -16 Indicator Group
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715:0115
.

S-2E AN/ARC-94 HF ReceiverTransmitter System Maintenance
NV-1715-0244.'

AN/ASA-27
E-2A Computer Indicator (AN/ASA27)

.

AN/ARN-2I BAD TACAN'Intepnediate
Maintenance
NV-1715.051i
AN/ARN-52
F-8 AN/ARN-52 TACAN Intermediate
Maintenance

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-171g

.

AN /j SA-47
AN/4.SA-47 Doppler/Airmass
Navigational Computer System
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0204

P-3 AN/3.11N:52 TACAN Maintenance,
No. 30
NV-1715.0262

AN /ARN -52W

A-4 Tactical Air Navigalon (TACAN)
AN/ARN-52(V)
NV-1715-0288

AN/ARN42(V) TACAN Receiver
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0519

Avionics Equipment, Class C, AN/ARN-

NV-1715-0146

-

AN/ASM-398
AN4SM-398 Projected Map Display
Set (PMDS) Intermediate Maintenance
,

NV-1715-0529

AN/ASN-28
E-1$ AN/ASN-28 Central Gyro
Reference System Maintenance
NV-1715.0164

AN/ASN-30
S-2D/E AN/ASN-30 Navigational
Computer Display Unit and AN/ASQ-80
Coordinate Data Set System
Maintenance
NV-1715.0331

AN/ASN-31
A-6A AN/ASN-31 Inertial Navigation
Organizational Level Maintenance
NV-1715.0476
A-6 AN/ASN-31 Inertial Navigation
System and Test Console Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0475

_

NV-1715.0582

- -

4,01/ASH -20 (V) Flight RecorderLocptor Systeni Intermediate
Maintenance

Maintenance

AN/ARC-54 VHF Communication Set

52(V)

AN/ASB-7

C-2A AN/ARN-81 Loran Intermediate

NV-1715-0346

AN/ARN-21.B/D-

(Less Computer-CP-66A)
Nr.1715.0281
)
AN/AsB-1A Radar Sub-System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0226

Waite

Maintenance

AN/ARC-54

-

NV-1402-0044.

AN/ASB-1A
A38 AN/ASB-4A System Maintenance

NV-1715.0161
'
Avionics Equipment, Class C, N/AiN-

Oit, Class C, AN/ARC
.

Maintenance

CG -1,715 -0021

)/Navigational

"-AN/ASN36
E-2A,Inertial Navigation System AN/
ASN-36 Maintenance

XN/ASB-12
A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Line and
Shop Maintenance
NV-1715.0521

A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Verdan and
Digital Test Equipment
NV-1402.0044

RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Bomb Directing Set
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715.0579

RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Verdan and Digital
Test Equipment intermediate

39

NV-1715.0709

A N/ASN-42
P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Intermediate Level Maintenance, No.

16
NV-1715.0327
:P-3 AN /ASN -42 Navigational Computer
Intermediate Maintenance

net

NV-1715.0327

P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Organizational Level Maintenance,

K-11
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NV-1715-0324

"'

NV-1715-0527

AN/ASN-46/56
RF-4B AN/ASN-46/56 Navigational
Computer and Inertial Navigation System
intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0228

AN/ASN46/74
RF-4B AN/ASN-46/74 Navigation
Computer and Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance
'NV-1715-0465

AN/ASN-50
AN/ASN-50 Attitude Heading Reference
System intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0534

' AN/AYN-2, AN/ASN-50 Flight
Director and Gyrocompass Systems Class
C

CG-1715-0014

AN/ASN55
RF-4B AN/ASN-55 Attitude Heading
Reference System Maintenance
N V- 1715 -0468

AN/ASN6613
EKA -3B AN/AS
Computer Set Inte

Annotation System Maintenance

System Special Support Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance

68 Navigational
ediate Maintenance
N V -1715 -0505

AN/ASN-70
F-4J AN/AJB-7 Loft Bomb.Computer
Syltemand AN/ASN-70 Vertical Flight
Refetitnce Systeni Intermediate
Maiiitenance
NV-1715-0549

AN/ASN-90
A-7 AN/ASN-90 Inertial Measurement
Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0388

AN/ASN-90 Inertial Measurement Set
Intermediate Maintenance
N V -1715 -0388

AN/ASN-91
A-7E AN/ASN-91 Tactical Computer
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-171-0070

AN/ASN-99
AN/ASN-99 Projected Map Display. Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0162

E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communication
System Special Support Equipment
°
Intermediate

,

RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 and AN /ASQ -108
Communication Navigation Identification
(CNI) Line Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1715-0357

AN/ASQ-10A
AN/ASQ-10A Magnetic Anomaly
Detecting Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0178

P-3 AN /ASQ -10A Magnetic Anomaly
Detecting Systems Maintenance, No. 42
NV-1715-0178

E-2A Digital Data Communications
System (AN/ASW-14A) Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0382

NV-1715-0347

E -2A illultrPurposkommunicattorit,

AN/ASW-15
Automatic Fligh)QontrolSystem (AN/
ASW-0) And .ffr Data Computer

-System (AN/ASQ-52), Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0379-

(560T27-1) Organizational Maintenance
. NV-1715-0741
C-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A240,13) Intermediate Maintenance

AN/ASQ56A
AN7ASQ56A Integrated Electronics
Central and Relate Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0540

NV-1715-0461

RA-5C AN/ASQ-56A Integrated
Electronics Central and Related Systems
IntermOiate Maintenance
NV-171-0145

E-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13)
N V- 1715 -0460

AN/ASQ-57

AN/A$W-26

A-6A AN/A5Q-57 Communication,
Navigation, rdentification (CNI) System
and AN/AIC-14 Intercbmmunications
System Intermediate Maintenance
. NV-1715.0370
A-6 AN/ASQ-57 Communication,

A-7A03/E AN/ASW-26/30 Automatic
Flight Control System Organizational
miatntenance
"NV-1715-0807

A-7 AN/ASW-26/30 Automatic Flight
Control System Intermediate
Maintenance

Navigation, IdentificatioCNI) System,
AWAIC-14-interciUnmuRication System
-Intirmediate Maintenance

NV.1715-0617

AN/AVA-1

NV-1715.0370

A6A AN/AVA-1. Vertical Display
Indicator Group and Associated Test
Equipment intermediate Level
Maintenance
NV-170-0159

AN/ASQ-58
E-2A AN/ASQ-58%Itegr ated Electronic

Central IFFKY-308/ASQ and Power'
SupplyAM-2310/ASQ Intermediate
Maintenance

AN/AVM-11

N V -1715 -0377

AN/AVM-11 (V) Head Up Display Test
Set Intermediate Maintenance (A-7E)
NV-17040229

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic

Central TACANRT-541/ASQ and
KY-309/ASQ Power SupplyAM-2310/

b

AN/AWG-10

Intermediate Maintenance
NV:1715-0375
E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central UHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/
ASQ Power-Supply:AM-2310/ASQ
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0746
E-2A.Integrated Electronic Central
(AN/ASQ-58) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0376
AS

AN/AWG-10 Receiver, Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715.0350

F-4J AN/AWG-10 and Electronic
Counter Countermeasure Circuitry
Intel-mediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0371

F -4J AN/AWG-10 Antenna Control and
Missile Control.Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0611

AN/ASQ-61

AN/ASQ-10$

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Missile Control
Display and Built-in Test (BIT)
Intermediate Maintenance

A-6 AN /ASQ -61 BallistichConiputer
Intermediate Maintenance
NV4715-0068

NV-1715.0706

AN/ASQ-61A

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Missile Control
System (Enlisted) Familiarization

A-6 AN/ASQ-61A Ballistics Computer
Theory

P NV-1704-0231

NV-1715-0067

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Receiver
I ntermed iateMai ntenance

ANASQ-80

NV-1715-0150

S-2D/E AN/ASN-30 Navigational
Computer Display Unit and AN/ASQ-80
Coordinate Data Set System

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Transmitter and
Ant4nna Positioning Intermediate

Maintenance

Maintenance

NV-1715-0515

AN/ASQ-19
F-4B AN/ASQ-19 TACAN System (RT547 and KY-3I2) Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-004

AN/ASQ-52
E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communications

.

NV-1715-0594

NV-1715-0331

AN/ASQ-17B
AN/ASQ-17B Integrated Electronics
Central Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0240

AN/ASW-14A

AN/AWM-55(V)

AN/ASQ-88
RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 and AN/ASQ-108
Communication Navigation Identification
,(CNI) Line Troubleshooting Maintenance

,

AN/AWM-55(V) Armament Station
Control Unit Test Set Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0174

NV-1715-0357

ittiFB AN/ASQ-88 RT-736 and KY-531
Flight Director
.NV-1715-0562

AN/AXR-13
P-3C AN/AXR-13 Low Light Level
Television Camera Intermediate
Maintenance

AN/ASQ-90
RF-4B AN/ASQ-90 Airborne Data

397

NV-1715-0358
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CPN -4A, Cldss C

System Maintenance

An/AVA-1
RA-5C AN/AYA-1 Signal Data
Converter Group Intermediate
Maintenance

AN/BQS4
AN/WS-4 SOnar Maintenance

NV-1715-0424

AN/AYK-2
SH-3A/D Automatic Navigation System
(AN/AYK-2) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-022

SH-3 AN/AYK-2 Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-015;0227
AN/AYN-1
AN/AYN-1 Navigation Computer
Systems Class C
CG-1715-0924

Class C AN /AYN -1 Maintenance
CG-1715-0024

AN/AYN-2
AN/AYN-2. ANYASN-50 Flight
Director and Gyrocompass Systems Class

NV-1715-0303

AN/BQS-8 (Series) Sonar Maintenance
NV-1715.0124

Sonar Detecting/Ranging Set A/4/BQS
8/10/14/20 Combined Maintenance
" NV-1715-0868
AN/BRA-16
Antenna Group AN/BRA-16 Functional
Checkout and Maintenance

AN/BPS-12, 13. 14 Radar System
Maintenance
NV-1715-0312

Radar AN/BPS-12, 13. 14 Combined
Maintenance
NV-1715-0312

AN/BPS-13
AN/BPS-13 Radar Maintenance
NV-1715-0312

AN/BPS-15
AN/BPS-15 Radar Combined
Maintenance
NV-1715-0491

AN/BQG
Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG-4/4A
(PUFS) Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0261

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG PUFS
Maintenance
.NV-1715-0261

ANJBQG-4/4A
Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG-4/4A
(PUFS) Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0261

AN/BQH-2D/E
Sonar Classification Set AN/BQH-2D/E
Combined Maintenance .
NV-1715-0503

AN/BQH-5(V)2
Data pothering Set AN/BQH-5(V)2
Basic Maintenance
NV-1715-0502.

AN/BRD-6
Radio Direction Finder AN/BRD-6
Combined Maintenance
Radio Direction Finder AN/BRD-6
Operational Maintenance
NV-1715-0903

AN/BRD-7

AN/BQR-15
Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQR-I5 Mod 0
Advanced Maintenance, Class Fl

IN(7L--1715-0445

NV-1715-0449

AN/BRN-3
NN/BRN-3 Computer Advanced
Training
NV-1715-0925

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set
AN/BRN-3, Data Processor Advanced
Training,Class Fl
NV-1715-0915

Sonar AN/BQS-11/12/13 Maintenadce
NV-1715-0865

Sonar Detecting Ranging Set AN/BQS11/12/13 Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0865

Submarine Sonar AN/B9S-11/12/13

NV-1715.0628
Sparrow 111,Missile Test Equipment
Maintenance Training-Depot Test
Equipment of the AN/DPM-7
'NV -0715 =0628

TeSt Equipment Intermediatee
Maintenance
NV1715-0446

AN/FGC-60
Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
FGC-60, AN/FTA-15 Multichannel
Voice Frequency Telegraph Terminal
Equipment

Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
FGC-73 Teletypewriter Routing Set and
AN/UGR-14 Inktronic Page Printer
NV-1715-0019

AN/FLR-11
Cryptologic Technician T. Field
Operations Type Three, Class A3, AN/
FLR-I1/15 Operations
NV-1715-0840

AN/FLR-15
Cryptologic Technician M AN/FL R-15
Maintenance, Class C3

AN/FPN-36

NV-1715.0911

Radio Navigation Set AN/BRN-3/3A
Computer AdvancefTraining

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics M;rettenance (Radar Set AN/
FIN -36), Class C
NV-1715-0217

NV-1715.0925

AN/BRN-3/3A

AN/FPN-38
AN/FPN-38 Timer Synchronizer

Radio Navigation Set AN/BRN-3/3A
Computer

CG-1715-0004

NV-1715-0925

AN/BRQ-1 .
AN/BRD-7, AN/WYQ-I, AN/BRQ-1

AN/FPN-41
AN/FPN-41 Timer
CG -1715 -0005

AN/FPN-46

Basic Operator, Class CI
NV-1715.0445

AN/WYQ-1 and AN/BRQ-I Combined
i,

Maintenance Class C-1

AN/SM-32.Sparrow III Guided Missile

NV-1715-0835

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set
AN/BRN-3 Receiver Advanced'
Training, Class Fl

AN/BST-1
. 'AN/BST-1 SECT Maintenance for
Submarine Teit'der Technician
NV-1715-0900
AN/BST-1 Tender Maintenance
NV-1715-0588

SECT Buoy ANAST-1 Basic

eaintenance, Class Fl

NV-1715-0912

AN/BQS-11

.

AN/FGC-73

AN/BRD-7 Combined Maintenance,
Class CI

NV-1715-0912

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQR-15 Mod.0
Operator and Maintenance

Maintenance

NV-1715-0194

AN /BRD -7, AN/WYQ-1. AN/BRQ-1
Basic Operator, Class CI

NV-1715-0494
13v-1715-0307

AN/DPM-7 Sparrow III Guided Missile
Test Equipment Intermediate

AISI/DSM-32

NV -1715 -0161

AN/BQQ-3A
AN/BQQ-3A Sonar Maintenance

AN/DPM-7

NV-1715-0161

Antenna Multicoupler AN/BRA-16
Combined Maintenance

NV-1715-0903

AN/BPS-12

Ground Controlled Approach
Maintenance (Engineman), Radar Sets
AN/ePN-4A and
Class C
KV-1715-0081

AN/BQS-

C

CG-1715-0014

NV-1715-0079

N V- 1715 -0865

NV-1715-09C0

Submarine Emergency Communications
Transmitter (SECT) Buoy AN/BST-1
Maintenance

AN/FPN-46 Monitor/Timer
CG-1715-0009

AN/FPN-46 Timer
CG-1715-0009

AN/FRT-83
AN/FRT-83, 84 and 85 Radio
Transmitters Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1715-0325

AN/FIA-15
Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
FGC-60; AN/FTA-I5 Multichannel
Voio&Frequency Telegraph Terminal
Equipment
NV-1715-0194

AN/GRC-27A
AN/GRC-27A Maintenance

NV-1715-09C0

AN/CPN-4A

NV-1715-0106 .

AN/GRC-27A Radio Equipment

Ground Controlled ApproachElectronics Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
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Equipri*nt Maintenance AN/SPN-10,

Indicator Group Class C

AN/MPN- 1B
Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Technician, Radar Sel AN/
MPN-IB, Class C
NV-1715-0078

NV-1715-0310

Electronics Technician, Indicator Group
AN/SPA-40, Class C
NV-1715-0013

NV-1715-0080

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics-Technician, AN/MPN-5,
Class C

NV-1715-0080

Ground Controlled Approach
Engineman, Class C, AN/MPN-5
NV-1715-0081

Ground Controlled Approach
Maintenance (Engineman), Radar Sets

AN/CPN-4A and AN/MPN-5, Class C
NV-1715-0081

Announcing
Integrated 'Announcing System AN/
WIC-2 Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0319

Anomaly
AN/ASQ-10A Magnetic Anomaly
Detecting Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0178

AN/ASQ-10 Magnetic Anomaly
Detector Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0178

P-3 AN/ASQ-10A Magnetjc Anomaly
Detecting Systems Maintenance, No. 42
NV-1715-0178

--

AN/SPA-41

Telemeterins Ground Station -AN/SKQ-2
NV-1715-0791

AN/SKR-4
AN(SQS-54B and AN/SKR-4 (LAVA)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0320

Sonar AN/SQR-17 and AN/SKR-4 t
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0862

AN/SLD-1
AN/SLQ-19 and AN/SLQ-26(V) with
AN/SLD-1 Countermeasures Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0842-

AN/SLQ-19 and AN/SLQ-26(V) with
AN/SLD-/ Countermeasures Set
NV-171511842

AN/SLQ-22A(V)2
Electronic Warfare Deception Repeater
Systems Maintenance, AN/SLQ-22A(V)2
NV-1715-0781

,AN/.SLQ-26
AN/SLQ-19 and AN/SLQ-26(V) with
AN/SLD-1 Countermeasures Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0842

AN/SPN-30

AN/SPA-62
AN/SPA-62 Countermeasures Receiving
Group, Class C
NV-1715-0645

AN/SPA-63
AN/SPA-37/37A Radar Sets, AN/SPA-

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPS:37, 37A Radar Sets and AN/SPA-63
Countermeasures Receiving Group

Class C

NV-1715-0298

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/4
SPS:37/A Radar Set and AN/SPA-63
Countermeasures Receiving Group
NV-1715-0298

AN/S PG-4913
Talcs Radar AN/SPG-49B, Class C

Electronics Technician, AN/SPA-34

NV-1715-0713

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-35,
NV-1715-0713

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPN-38 Loran Receiving Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0364

Loran Receiving Sets AN/SPN-38 and
AN/WPN-5 Operation, Maintenance and
Functional Checkout
NV-1715-0131

AN/SP N-40

AN/SPG-50 Maintenance
NV-1715-0306

AN/SPN-40 Radio Navigation Set
(Electronics Technician, Class CI)
NV-1715-0015

Tartar Radar-AN/SPG-51B or Radar
AN/SPG-51C, Class C
NV-1715-0421

AN/SPN-41
Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
EqUipment Maintenance AN/SPN-4I
NV-1715-0230

AN/S pG-51C
Tartar Radar AN/SPG-51B or Radar
AN/,SPG-51C, Class C
NV-1715-0421

Tartar Radar Set AN/SPG-51C and
Director Mk 73 Mod 1
NV-1715.0512

AN/SPG-53 A
AN/SPG-53A Radar Maintenance

AN/SPN-42
All Weather Carrier Landing System
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-42,
Class C

NV-1715-0286

Automatic Carrier Landing System
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-42
(ED, Class C
NV-1715-0286

NV-1715-0283

AN/SPN-43

AN/SPG-53F
Radar Maintenance
NV-1715-0239

Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B
Continuous Wave Acquisition and
Tracking (CWAT)

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
SPN-43, Class C
NV-1715-0236

AN/SPN-44
Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-44
NV-1715-0234

NV-1715-0693

Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B Mod 5

\

NV-1715-0526

Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B Mod 5
(Fleet Input)

AN/SPH-2

,

AN/SP N-38

NV-1715-0282

AN/S PG-50

AN/SP N-6
Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-6 and
AN/SPN-12 (XN-4), Class C
NV-1715-0715

NV-1715-0597

Radii Data Recorder-Reproducer AN/
SPH-2 and Video Recorder-Reproducer

AN/SPA-34

CG-1715-0008

AN /SRN -35
Carrier Air Traffic Control Center,
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-35A
and AN/SPN-35, Class C

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class C,

5
.Electr nics Technician AN/SPA-25
Indica or Group Class C Maintenance
NV-1715-0510
o

AN/SPN-30 Receiver

63 Countermeasures Receiving Group,
and AN/SPS-43/43A Radar Sets
Differences
NV-1715-0790

C-1

AN/SP

CG-1715-0006

NV-1715-0018,

Countermeasures Set AN/SLQ-26, Class
NV-1715-0842

NV-1715-0715

AN/SPN-29 Receiver

Maintenance

AN/SPG-55B

Maintenance

"Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-6 and
AN/SPN-12 (XN-4), Class'C

AN/SPN-29

indicator Group AN/SPA-41

Mk 68 Gun Director and AN/SPG-53F

AN/SLQ-19

AN/SPN-12 (XN -4)

Electronics Technician"; Class C,

AN/SPG-51B

AN/SKQ-2

Class C

NV-1715.0337

AN/SPA-40

AN/MPN-5
Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
MPN-!, Class C

K -13

.15-E-27 Maintenance

NV-1715-0296

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance (AN/SPN-6),
Class C
NV- 1715 -0293

A N/SPQ-5A
Terrier Radar AN/SPQ-5A .
NV-1715-Q291

AN/SPN-10

'
Clutter Suppressor and Automatic 'Alarm
for the AN/SPS-10

AN/SPS-10

AN/SPN-10 'Operator
NV-1715-0482

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
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NV-1715-0524

NV-171-5-04r33

AN/SPS.29
AN/SPS-29 Maintenance and Repair,

AN/SPS-57 Maintenance and Repair,

Class C

Class A

ANZSPS-64(V) -1,2,3,4 Radar
CG-1715.0051
.

AN/SPS-66 Maintenance and Repair,
Class A

NV- 1715.0756

CG-1715.0030

AN/SPS-29E

AN/OS-8

AN/SPS-29E Radar Set Maintenance
(ELectronics Technician, Class CI)
.,,
NV:1715-0749

Electronics Technician, ClassC, AN/
SPS-8 Radar Maintenance
NV-1715-0305

AN/SPS-37

AN/SPS-T3

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPS-37, 37A Radar Sets and AN/SPA-63
Countermeasures Receiving Group.

Maintenance
NV-1715-0199

AN/SPW-2B

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPS-37/A Radar Set and AN/SPA-63
Countermeasures Receiving Group

NV -7715 -0793

Talos Radar AN/SPW-2B, Class C
NV -1715 -0278

- AN PS-39

AN/SQA-13

AN SPS-39A Radar Operation and
Mat enance (AN/SPS-39 Radar '
Maint nance)

NV-1715-0772

AN/SQQ-14

AN/SPS-39 Radar Set

AN/SQQ-I4 Maintenance (Enlisted)

NV-1715-0233

NV-1715.0290

AN/SPS-39A

AN/SQQ-23

AN/SP5-39A Radar Operation and
Maintenance (AN/SPS-39 Radar

Basic

NV-1715-0860

NV-1715-0233

AN/SQQ-23A

AN/SPS-39A Radar Set
NV-1715.0233

AN/SPS-40

Sonar AN/SQS-35(V) Maintenance
NV-1715-0866

Sonar AN/SQS- 35(V) AN/SQ -38
Operator Basic
NV-1715-0858

Sonar AN/SQS- 38 Maintenance (USCG)

AN/SQS-39
Sonar AN/SQS-39 Through 46 and
Aspect Maintenance
NV-1715-0783

'AN/SQS-53
Sonar AN/SQ,S-53 Operator Basic

AN/SQS-54B
AN/SQS-50 4nd- AN/SKR-4 (LAVA)
Maintenana
NV-1715.0320

Sonar AN/SQS-54B Organizational

Organizational Maintenance

Maintenance

Organizational Maintenance
\NV-1715-0862

NV-1715-0557

AN/SPS-40A
Electronics Technician Class C, AN/

NV-1715-0320

Sonar AN/SQS-54B/SKR-4 Maintenance'
NV-1715-0320

Sonar AN/SQR-17 and AN/SKR-4

Electronics Technician AN/SPS-40
Radar Set Maintenance

r

Maintenance
NV-1715-0864

Sonar AN /SQS -23 D-G Series TRAM,
MIP, LORA Maintenance

NV-1715.0809

AN/SPS-40B/C/D

Sonar AN/SQS-23 Operator

Maintenance
NV-1715-0745-

AN/SPS-48
AN/SPS-48 Radar Set
NV-1715.0304

AN/SRC-20, AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class 1)

NV-1715-0088

AN/SRC-20, Operation and
Maintenance, Enlisted
NV -1715 -0089

AN/SRC-20 Radio Transceiver

NV-1715-0864

AN/SPS-40B/C/D'Radar Set Differ9nce

Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0790

NV-1715-0249

AN/SRC-20
NV-1715.0277

(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)

NV-1715-0809

System

Sonar AN/SQS-23 D-G Series (TRAM)

NV-1715-0809
AN/SFS-40B Radar Set Maintenance

ANiSPS-43A
AN/SPS43A/37A Radar Set"

60 Telephone-Telegraph Communication

Maintenance

AN/SQS-23, 23A, 23B, 23C Maintenance
and ASPECT

Maintenance

Maintenance

Sonar AN /SQR7 Organizational

AN/SQS-23

AN/SPS-40B
AN/SPS-40B/C/D Radar Set

AN/SPS-40B/C/D. Radar Set

AN/SRA:60
AN/VCC-2, AN/VRC-46 and AN/SRA-

NV-1715.0i62

SPS-40A Radar Set Maintenance
NV-1715.0006

AN/SPS-52 Radar Set

NV-1715.0858

AN/SQS-35(V)

Sonar AN/SQQ-23A (PAIR)

'AN/SQR-17

NV-1715.0557

0

NV-1715.0858

Sonar AN/SQS- 35(V) AN/SQS-38
Operator Basic

NV-1715.0859

AN/SPS-40 Radar System

AN/SPS-52.

Sonar AN/SQS- 35(IVDS) Operator

NV-1715-0861

Sonar AN/SQQ-23 (PAIR) Operator

Maintenance)

4IV-1715-0405

AN/SQS-35

NV-1715-0404

AN/SQA-13 (V) Independent Variable
Depth Sonar Operation and Maintenance

NV-1715-0233

it

N/SQS-

AWSQS-38

Talos Radar AN/SPW-2B

NV-1715.0298

715-0405

Sonar Detecting -Ranging Set
26CX

4

AN/SPS-T3 Radar Trainer Class C

NV-1715-0298

NV-1715-0405

Sonar AN/SQS- 26CX Maintenance
<

AN/SPS-66

AN/SPS-29C Radar Set Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)

Sonar AN/SQS- 26CX and AN/SQS-53
Maintenance

AN/SPS-64(V)-

AN/SPS-29C

NV-1715-0420

AN/SQS-26CX
CG- 1715 -0054

'CG-1715.0049
Electronics Technician, C,Lass C, AN/
SPS-29 Radar Set
NV-1715-0024-

Sonar AN/SQS- 26 Series Sonar Operator
Basic

AN/SPS-57

NV-1715.0a57
Sonar AN/SQS-23 Series (Sonar)
Operator Basic
NV-1715.0857

AN/SQS-26
AN/SQS-26 AXR & CX Operator

NV-1715-0089

Electronics Technician,'AN/SRC-20,
AM/SRC-21 Radia.Set Maintenance
NV.1715-0088

Electronics Technician, AWURC-9,
AN/SRC-20,AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
with AN/ SRA-33 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance
NV-1715-0088

NV-1715.0420

AN/SQS-26 AXR Electronic

Radio Transceiver AN/SRC-20

Maintenance

Maintenance
NV-1715-0300

NV-1715-0089

Sonar AN/SQS-26 AX(R) and CX

Transceiver AN/SRC-20 Combined

Operations Basic

Maintenance

NV-1715.0420
Sonar AN/SQS-26 BX Maintenance
NV-1715:0863

40

1NV-1715-0089

AN,SRC-21
AN/SRC-20, AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
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Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class I)
NV-1715-0088.
AN /SRC -21 Radio Set
CG-1715.0045

AN/SRC-42(V)
AN/SRC-42(V) Radio Set
CG-1715.0053

A N/SRN-12
Electr2nics Technician, Class C,N/
sRN-42 Omega Receiving Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0201

AN/SRN:14

Antenna Series (CU-1441/BRR

NV-1/15.0132

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitter With
AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-1715.0056
AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitting Set and

AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler Group
CG-1715.0058

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set
and AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance, Class C

-

Electronics Technician, AN/SRN-14,
Omega Receiver Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0590

AN/SRN-15

/

Multicoupler)

AN/SRN-15 TACAN Distance Azimuth
Measuring Equipment (DAME)
Maintenance (Electronicsrechnician,

Coupler, Antenna CU-1441/BRR
Checkout and Maintenance

Class C I)

Electronics Technician, AN/URC-9,
AN/SRC-20,AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
with AN/ SRA-33 Antenna Coupler

NV-171511175

AN/SRN-1-8 Radio Satellite Navigation

NV:1715.0132

Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0Q88

Set Maintenance, Class C-1

NV-1715.0810

AN/SRN-9 Satellite Radio Navigation
Set Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715.-0099

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SRN-9 Radii) Navigation Set
NV-1715-0099,

NV-1715-0611

F-4J AN/AT/G-10 Transmitter and
Antenna Positioning Intermediate
Maintenance

AN/SRN-9A, Radio Navigation Set,
Operation and MNenance
NV-1715-0441

Communication Central, AN/TGO37,
MC-1715.0006

Mobile Communications Central
MC-1715-0006

Satellite Receiver AN/SRN-9A

Light Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Fire

NV-1715-0492

QH-50D Target Control System AN/
SRW-4B Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0417

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SSM-5 Monitor Test Set Maintenance
NV-1715-0008

Antenna
490T-1/1A Antenna Coupler
Intermedke Maintenance
NV-1715-0314

A-6 AN(APQ-92 Rear Antenna/
Receiver and Associated Test Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0514

AN/ARC-94 Class C and 490 T High
Frequency (HF) Communications System
and Antenna Coupler
CG-1715.0019
Antenna Coupler CU-1441 Combined
Maintenance
NV-1715.0132
.

Antenna Group AN/BRA-16 Functional
Checkout and Maintenance
NV-J715-0161

Antenna Multicoupler AN/BRA-16
.- NV-1715-0161

NV-2202.0096

Carrier Fixed Wing Antisubmarine
(AASW) Warfare Tactics
NV-2202.000I
Helicopter Aviation Antisubmarine
Warfare Air Sonar Operator (AN/AQS13)

NV-2202-0080
Helicopter (HS) Antisubmarine Warfare.
Operator
NV-2202-0080

Intermediate Aviation Antisubmarine
Warfare (AASW) Technician, Class B
NV-1715-0167
Nonacoustic Antisubmarine Operator
Transition P3C

NV1715 0679
Rotary Wing Antisubmarine Warfare
Tactics
NV-2202-0008

Antitank
Antitank Assaulim&n
MC-2204.0049

AN/TPQ-10
10 (AFC)
MC-1715-0033

AN/T'PX42A(V) 5
Electronics Maintenance Course

Fire Control Repair

Interrogator Set AN/TPX-42A(V) 5,
MC-1715-0056

Class C

NV-1715-0566

Antisubmarine
Antisubmarine Air Control, Class C/O
Antisubmarine Air Control, Class 0

AN/T'RN-28
Air Traffic Control Center Equipment
- Maintenance AN/TRN-28, Class C
NV-1715-0771

NV-2202-0052

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

(AASW) for First Tour Pilots P3A/B/.
(D)

AN/TTC-28
Telephone System, Transportable AN/
TTC-28

NV-1715-0270

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for First Tour Pilots, P3C
NV-1606-0028

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

(AASW) for Naval Flight Officers P3A/
B(D)
NV-1715-0555

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Naval Flight Officers, P3C
NV-1304-0003

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/
B(D)
NV-2202.0032

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P-3C
NV-2202-0021

Combined Maintenance

NV-1715.0154

Carrier Aviation Antisubmi`rine Warfare
(AASW) Aeolis= Operator (Passive)

Medium Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA)

NV-2202.0052

AN/SSM-5

NV-1715-0154

AviatimiElectronics Technician S
(Antisubmarine), Class A

Control Repair
MC-1715.0034

AN/SRW4B

NV-1715-0696
'
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Technician, Class A

Aviation Fire Control Repair, AN/TPQ-

Antiaircraft

Combined Maintenance

NV-1715.0536

P3C

Technician (AN/TGC-37(v))

Satellite Receiver AN/SRN-9A, BRN-6
Combined Maintenance, Class Fl
NV-1715.0492

,

Nviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Sensor Station Three Operator,

NV-1715-0594

AN/TGC-37
system Maintenance

AN/SRN-9A

(AASW) operator, Gass A

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Antenna Control and
Missile Control, Intermediate Maintenance

AN/SRN-9

NV-1715.0696

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

NV-1715.0056

AN/WSC-3 Satellite Communications
Set and 0E-82B/WSC-1(V) Antenna
Group
NV-1715.0876

AN/SRN-18

(AASW) Nonacoustic Operator P3C

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

40

MC-1715-0016

AN/TYA-11
Communications Central Group AN/
TYA-11 Technician
MC-1715.0030

AN/TYQ-1
Tactical Air Command Central (TACO
AN/TYQ-1) Repair
MC- 1715-0020

AN/TYQ-2
Tactical Air Operations Ce'tral (TAOC
AN/TYQ-2) Repair
MC-1715-0053

TAOC (AN/TYQ-2) Technician
MC-1715.0082

AN/TYQ-3
Tactical Data Communications Central

(TDCC AN/TYQ-3) Technician

KEYWORD INDEX
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MC-1715.0026

AN/UCC-1
AN/UCC-1 Series'Telegraph Terminal
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class

n)

° 'NV-1715.0009

AN/UGA-3A
AN/UGA-3A Maintenance
NY-1715-0107

AN /UGC -20/25

AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance (Electromps Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715.0056

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitting Set and
AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler Group
CG-1715.0058

AN/LAT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set
and AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler ,
Maintenance, Class C

NV-1715.0056

AN/UGC-20/25 Teletypewriter Set
Maintenance

-

NV -171$ -0090

Teletypewriter AN /UGC -20/25

AN/URC.32
Transceiver AN/URC-32 Maintenance
(Enlisted)
NV-1715-0229

Combined Maintenance
NV-1715,009.0

AN/UGC-20A/25A
AN/UGC-20A/25A Teletypewriter Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0090

AN/UGC-5
Teletypewriter System (Afloat)
Maintenance Models TT70A/UG and
AN/UGC-5 TT-252 Typing Perforator
NV-1715-0665

AN/UGR-14
glectronics Technician Class C, AN/
FGC-73 Teletypewriter Routing Set and
AN/UGR-14 Inktronic Page Printer
NV-1715-001,9

AN/ULM-1
RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment,
Programmer, System Analyzer and
Countermeasures Te'st Bench AN/ULMI Intermediate Maintenance
NY-1715.0176

AN/UPN-12

AN/URC-58
Electronics Technician (Class C) AN/
URC-58, AN/VRC-46 Radio Sets

,AN/UYK-7 CMS-2 (Y) Compiler
Language programming
NV-I402-0046

AN/VCC-2.
AtI/VCC-2, AN/VRC-46,and AN/SRA60 Telephone - Telegraph Communication
System
NV-1715-0249

Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
VCC-2 Shipboard System
NV-1715-0016

,

AN/VRC-46
A N/VCC.-2, AN/VRC-46 and AN/SRA60 Telephone-Telegraph Communication
System

Maintenance

NV-1715-0095

AN/URC-77
AN/URC-77 Maintenance and Repair

N V -1715 -0249

Electronics Technician (Class C) AN/
URC-58, AN/VRC-46 Radio Sets
Maintenance

CG-1715-0052

AN/URC-9
Electronics Technician, AN/URC-9,
AN/SRC-20,AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
with AN/ SRA-33 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance
NV-1715-0088

AN/URN-20

NV-1715-0095

AN/WIC-2
Integrated Announcing System 'AN/
WIC-2Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0319

AN/WLR-11A
AN/WLR-11A Maintenance Training,
Class C-1

AN/URN-20 TACAN Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class CI)
NV-1715-0193

Electronics Technician AN/URN-20
Radio Set Class C Maintenance
NV-1715-0193

AN/URT-23

NV-1715-0841

Countermeasures Receiving Set AN/

WLR-11A
NV-1715-0841

AN/WLR -1C
Countermeasures Receiving Set AN/
WLR -IC (IV) Class F-1
'

CG-1715-0058

Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class C1)
NV-1715-0814

'Electronics IsEhnician, Class C, AN/
Receiving Set
UPN-12 Lo
Maintenance, Class F-1

NV:1715-0814

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitter With
AN /URA -38 Antenna Coupler
,Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-1715.0056

l'AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitting Set and
AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler Group

AN/UPN-23

CG-1715-0058

AN/UPN-23 Loran A Receiver, Class A
CG-1715-0055
-4

NV-1715-0087

AN/UYK-7

AN/URT-23 and AN/URA-38

AN/UPN-12 Loran Receiver Set

AN/UPR-2

UYK-5(V) Peripheral Maintenance

Jr

AN/UPR-i Ionospheric Sounder
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
class CI)

NV-1715-0004

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set
and AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance, Class C

NV-1715-0056

AN/URT-23(Y)
AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitter
Maintenance
NV-1715=0531

AN/UPX-17
IFF A NAPX-72.and AN/UPX-17

AN/USQ-20
AN/USQ-20 Basic Programming

Combined Maintenance

NV-1402-0002

NV-1715,-0914

IFF Transponder AN/APX-72 ancIVAN/
UPX-17 Combined Maintenance, Class

AN/USQ-20 Machine Language
Programming

Fl

NV-1402-0019

NV-1715-0914

AN/U.QN4
AN/UQN-4 Echo Sounder Maintenance
NV14715-0425

Maintenance

NV-1715-0125

Sonar Sotincling Set AN/UQN-4
NV-1715-0425

AN/URA-38
AN/URT-23 and AN/URA-38
CG-1715-0058

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitter With

Electronic Surveillance Manueninc
(ESM) AN/WLR-6 Basic Operator
NV-1715-0500

Electronic Surveillance Maintenance

(ESM) AN/WLR-6 Combined
Maintenance
NV-1715-.0501

4

AN/WLR -8(V)2
Electronic Surveillance Maintenace

(ESM) AN/WLR-8(V)2 Combined
Maintenance
N V -1715 -0469

AN/WLR-9A/12
Sonar Receiving Set AN/WLR-9A/12
Combined Maintenance
N V -1715 -0265

AN/WPN
Loran 'C' AN/WPN Refresher
Maintenance Class Fl
NV-1715-0899

AN/WPN-4
AN/WPN-4 Maintenance

AN/UXH-2B
Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
UXH-2B Facsimile Recording Equipment

N V -1715 -0390

AN/WPN,5
Loran Receiving Set AN/WPN-5

Maintenance

N-1715-0012

AN/UQN4 Sonar Sounding $et

NV-1715-0817

ANYOLR-6

Operation and Maintenance _
NV-1715-0131

ANC.JYK-5(V)
AN/UYK-5(V) (3-M System) Operator,
Class C

NV-1402-0028

Automated Supply and Accounting
Systems Afloat (AN/UYK-5(V))
NV-1401-0003

Loran Receiving Sets AN/SPN-3$ and
AN/WPN-5 Operation, MaintLance and
Functional Checkout
NV-1715-0131

AN/WRA-3
AN/WRA-3 Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0251

Data'Systems Technician, Class C, AN/
"
0

402
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Special COrhmunic4itions Equipment AN/
WRA-3 Maintenance
NV-1715.0251

Approach
Ground Controlled Approach Controller.
Class C
NV-1715.0123

AN/WRC:l.

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
CPN-4A, Class C

/4.1WWRC-1 Radio Set Maintenance
(Electronics Techroctap. Class CI)
. NV-1715-0010

NV-1715.0079

Radio Transceiver AN/WRC-1 Fifthly

Ground Controlled Approach
41ectronics Maintenance (Radar Set AN/
FPN-36), Class C

Equiprijent

NV-1715.0531

,AN/WRN-5

NV-1715.0217

AN?WRN-5 Combined Maintenance

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance. Radar Set AN/
MPN-5, Class C

NV-1715-0913

Loran AN/WRN-5 Combined
Maintenance

NV-1715-0080

NV- 1715 -0913

.
Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Technician, AN /MPN -5,

Satellite Navigatton System-AN/WRN-5
NVI715-0913
Satellite Receiver AN/WRN15 Combined
Maintenance, Class C-1

Class C
NV-1715.0080

Ground Controlled Approach '
.Electronics Technician, Radar Set AN/

NV-1715-0913

AN/WRR-2

MPN-113, Class C

Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
WRT-2 and AN/WRR-2
NV-i715-0011
AN/WRT-2
AN/WRT-2 Radio,Transmitter
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)

NV-1715.0078

G25und Controlled Approach
Engineman, Class C, AN/MPN-5
4

NV-1715.0081

NV-1715-0011

Ground ContriAle*Approach
Maintenance (Engineman), Radar Sets
AN/CPN-4A and AN/MPN-5, Class C

Electronics Technician Class C. AN/
WRT-2 and AN/WRR-2
NV-1715.0011

Ground Controlled Approach Operator,

Special Communications Equipment AN/
WRT-4 Maintenance
4

AN/WSC-3
AN/WSC-3 Satellite Communications
Sersand OIE-82B/WSC-1(V) Antenna

NV-17150876

. AN/WSC-5
AN/WSC-5 Tactical Satellite

Ground Controlled Approach/Radar Air
Traffic Control Center Electronics
Maypenance Officers, Class 0 410.
,NV-1715.0670

AQA-4(V)
S-2D/E AQA-4(V) Indicator Group
-System Intermechate Maintenance
NV=1715.0561

AN/BRD-7. AN/WYQ-1, AN./BRQ-1
Basic Operator, Class Cl
NV-1715-0445,,
AN/WYQ-1 and AN/BRQ-1 Conibinect
Maintenance Class C-1
NV-015-0494
'Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM) AN/IX/YQ-1,AN-BRQ-1
Combined Maintenance
,1NV-171543494

DD- 0602.000I
DD- 0602.0002DD- 0602.0003

IN)

,DD-0602.0004
DD-0602.0006
DD-0602.0009

ARC-160 .
ARC-160 Communications System
CG-1715.0029
ARC-97
E-1B ARC-97 Radio Repeater System
Malntenagce
NV-- r715.0195

ARCO
Airborne Radio Communicatlins
Operator (ARCO)

'Armament
715-0707

-s
.
lance
tluVedioAppliaace Mecharts

iA

'NV-0704-0001

Orthopedic
Appliance Technic
.
NV-0704-0001
Orthopedic Appliance Technician, Class.

,

A-4 Arnfament System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715.0631

A-6A Armament Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0167

A-7 Armament Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0084

C

N V- 0704 -0001

NV-1704-0221

F-4B/J Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Maintenance
NV-1715-0632

F-4B/J Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-170-0632
F-8 Armament System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0181

RA-W Arma
Maintenance,

t Intermediate
NV-1704-0166

Strike Armament ldermechate
Maintenance Repair
NV-1715-0571

Armed
Armed Forces Staff College
DD-0326.0001

Armorer
MC-1601-0006
MC-2204-0020

Infantry Weapons Armorer (Basic)
MC-2204.0052

Armoiers
Infantry Weapons Armorers (Advanced)
MC-2204-0044

Arms
Small Arms Instructor
Supporting Arms Coordination

NV.1715-0481

APA,,56
APA-56 Indicator Assembly

NV-1715.0140
F-14 Armament Systems Maintenance
Technician (Crew Member)
Organizational Maintenance

CG-1408-0001

Arabic
'''Arabic

Communications SysterniMaintenance
NV-1715.0877
tactical Satellite Communicationit
quipment Maintenance ANTWSC,75(V)
:NV-1715-0877

AN/W*Q-1

.

NV-1715-0174

Aviation Fire Control Technician
F(Armament Control), Class A

NV-1715.0122

NV-1715-0250

xi.

NV-1704-0203

AN/AWM-55(V) Armament Station.
Control Unit Test Set Intermediate
Maintenance

Infantry Weapons Armorer

Class C

NV-1715.0250
Maintenance

.NV-1704-0173
A-7E C -8185 Armament Station Control
Unit Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.6)81

AN/WRT-4

Transmitter AN/WRT-4 Combined,

NV-1715-0081

Ground Controlled Approach
Maintenance (Engineman), Class C

K-17

A-7E Armament System Maintenance
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NV-2202.0055

Supporting Arms Coordinator
NV-2202.0055

Arresting
Catapult and Arresting Gear, Class C
NV-1710.0009

Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids (C-13 Catapult and Mk-7
Arresting ,Gear), Class C
NV-1710-0006.

Catapult, Arresting Gear,-an
Landing Aids (C-7/C-11 Catapults and
Mk -7 Arresting Gear), Class C
NV-1710-0005

Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
°Lailding Aids CVA (C-13 Catapults),
Class C
NV-1710-0006

Catapult, Arresting Gear, and-Visual
"landing Aids CVA (C-7/11 Catapults),

Class t
NV-1710-0005

Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
.Landing Aids (CVS) (11 -8 Catapults and
Mk-5 Arresting Gear)
NV-1710-0029

CVS Catapult, Arresting Gear, and
Visual Landing Aids, Class C.

K-18
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Artillery Electronic Equipinent Repair
,,,MC.1715-0063

Artillery Electronic 8444:plea

Asroc Missile Assembly and Maintenance
NV-1715-0630
Gunner's Mate Class C ASROC
Launching Group
NV-I-715-0626

Repairm.vi
MC-1715-0003

Assault
Assault Amphibian Vehicle Crewman

Artillery Officer Orientation

MC-1708-0001

VC,2204-0045

Assault Boat Engineer
NV-1712-0009
NV-1712-0016

MC -1601 -0005

MC-1710-0611
MO-2204-0022

Artillery Weapons Repairman
(Advanced)
MC-1710-0027

Artillery Weapons Repairman (Basic)
MC-1710-0011

Field Artillery Batteryman
'MC-2204.0010

Field Artillery Fire Controlman
MC-2204-0033

Field Artillery gperations Man
MC- 2204 -0017

Light Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Fire
Control Repair
MC-1715-0034
MC-1715.0036

Medium Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA),
Fire Control Repair
MC-1715-0056

,

Tracked Vehicle Repairman SelfPropelled Artillery
MC-1703.0006
Tracked Vehicle Repairman (SelfPropelled Artillery), Basic
MC-1703-0006
NASA -16

.

w

NV-1708-0001

Assaultman

NV-1711-0363

Ashore

Assembler
IBM System 360 OS Assembler
Language
MC-1402-0031

Programming

MC-I102-0040

AN/SOS-23, 23A, 23B, 23C, Maintenance

and ASPECT
NV -1715 -0277

'Sonar AN/S-QS-39 Thropgh 46 and
Aspect Maintenance
NV-1715-0783

Asphalt
EO"& Asphalt
NV-1710-0062

ASR
kodel 28 ASR Teletype Mairitenance
NV-17f5-0662

ASROC
ASROC Launching Group Mk 16

NV-1715-0496

.

Mk V Atmosphere Analyzers
NV-1715-0551

NV-0802-0001
MC-2284-0036

'Assembly
Asroc Missile Assembly and Maintenance
NV-1715-0630

Programming, Digital Co4puter43y642A&B/USQ-20 (Machine Language
and CS-I Assembly Language)
NV-I402-0033

Assistance
Defense Security Assistance Management

-DD-0327-0001 :,

ASTOR
Maintenance

NV-2202-0084

ASW
ASW TacticsFirst Tout. VP Pilot
NV-2202-0043

ASW TacticsVS Pilot/Naval FlighT
OfficeiNV-2202-0042

P-3 Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)

NV-1606-0020,
NV-1715-0801

Analyzer, CAMS (Central
Atmosphere Monitoring System) Mk I

Atomic Weapons' Employment

NV-1405-0611

ASPECT

Atmosphere

Assembler:Language Programming Phase
MC-1402-0008

Prospective ASW Flight Instructor (S-2
Type Aircraft)

Terrier ASMD-70 55B Radar Updatp

\NV-1715-0777

E-2B ATDS Operator (Naval Flight
Officer)

Atomic, Biological and Chemical (ABC)
Defense for Shipboard Instructors

NV-0801-0005

ASMD-70

(AIDS) Operator Training

System 360 Operating System

Systerris Organizational Maintenance
7 NV-1715-0268

Supply Ashore Refresher

E-213 Airborne Tactical Data Systems

Atomic

NV-0801-0005

Nuclear, BiologiCal and-Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense Ashore

NV-1715-,0279

ATDS

Marine Assembler Languagt

-

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
.Defense Ashore

NV-1715-0279,
A-3- Relate Avionics.System (AT/AQ)

NV-1704-0225
MC-2204-0049

ASTOR/SUBROC Operator

A3B ASB-7 Radar Stabilization and
Auxiliary Subsystems Maintenance (Less
CP-209 and AN/APN-I22)

A-3 Related Avionics System (AT/AQ)
Orgarnzat nal Level Maintenance

Antitank Assaultman

P-3 ASA-I6 System Maintenance, N9 50
NV-1715-0477

CG-1405-0001

AT/AQ

River Assault Craft Training

Overseas

ASB-7.

Communications, Class Al

NV-1708.0006

MC-2204-0032

Artillery Weapons Repairman

Aviation Electronics Technician (AT)
.

Organizational Maintenance

Assault Boat Coxswain

Artillery Scout Observer

AT'

NV-1715-07,70

NV-1710-0007

Artillery

VP CRAG Enlisted Aircrewman ASW
Indoctrination and-Equipments .
NV-2202-0044

VP CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments and `Tactics

NV-2202-6040

VP CRAG Tactical Coordinator ASW
Indoctrination, Equipments and Tactics
NV-2202.0041

VS CRAG Enlisted Aircrewman ASW
Indoctrination and Equipments
NV-2202-0039

VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments, and TacticsS-2D Aircraft
NV-2202.0043

VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments, and TacticsS-2B. Aircraft
NV-2202-0042

404

Attitude
A-4C/E Bombing System AN/AJB-3
and Remote Standby Attitude Indicator
NV-1715-0615
A-7A/B Attitude Heading and Reference
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1721-0006

AN/ASN-50 AtUtudeHeading Reference
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0534
EA-6B COurse Attitude Data Transmitter
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-01-92

RF-4B AN/ASN-55 Attitude Heading
Reference SysteM:Maintenance
NV-1715-0468
T-1073A -Course Attitude Data
Transmitter Intermediate Maintenance

(EA-6B)
.

NV-1715-0192

Aural Comprehension
Defense Language Institute Auraldimprehension Courses

-r.

QD-0602-0003

Auto
Air-5 Auto 011ot Maintenance
NV-1704-0198

S-2D/EMH-67 Auto Pilot System
Maintenance, No. 7'
NV-1715-0472

AUTODIN'
AUTODIN /DSTE /DSSCS /Mode V
Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1715-0284

Automated
Air Control Electronics Operator,
Automated Syltem
MC-1704-0001

Air Defense Cont r61 Officer, Automated'
System (A ) ,G2C)

Aad'
MC-4,7040006
Autornvgdhidsjo Navigation
Maintenance'
CG- 2205.0001

,
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0

Automated P?opulsion System Opetitor,
Class C
NY-1710-0056

Automated Supply and Accounting.
Systems Afloat (AN/UY1K-5(V))
NV-1401=0003
A-6A. Automatic Flight Control System'
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0699

A-7A/B/E AN /ASW -26/30 Automatic
Flight Control System Organizational
Maintenance
NV,171570807

A-7-AN/AgW-26/30 Automatic Flight
Control System Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0617

A-7 Automatic Flight Control System
OrgAnic.ational Maintenance
NV-17 f5-0807

Automatic Combustion Control
Maintenance
NV-1710-0011

Automatic ElectricStrowger Switching

**1

Telephone Systems Maintenance, Class
CI
NV-1715-0735
Automatic Telephones, Class C
NV-1715-0546

Dynalec Automatic Telephone System
Maintenance, Class CI

)

'

NV-1404-0007

F-8 Automatic Flight Control System
Intermediate Maintenance-

NV-1715-0696

-Aviation Boatswain's Mate E (Aricraft
Launch and Recovery Equipment), Class
A
.,NV-1104-0042

.e NV-1-715-0464
UH:2C Automatic Stabilization
Equipment Intermediate lviaiAnance .
IW-1715-0610
UH-2C, HH-2C, HH -2D Automatic
Stabilization Equipmint 'Intermediate
P
Maintenance

H-53 Altematic Flight Controls Systems

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0738

H-53 Automatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance,
NV-1704-0133

HH-2D/SH-2D Automatic Stabilization
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0205

KC-130-F S-5 Automatic Pilot and
Related Instruments Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-171,5-0736

P-3 PB2ON Automatic Flight Control
System Maintenance, No. 13
NV-1715-0600

SH-3A Aut;orlic Stabilization
dintenance

NV-1715-0616
SH-3 Automatic Stabilization Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0621

SH-3 Automatic Stabilization Equipment
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0096

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Bailey Meter)
NV-1710-0074

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (General 'Regulator)
NV-1710-0072

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Hagan)
NV-1710-0073

Stonnberg Carlson Automatic Telephone
XY Switching System Maintenance,
Class Cl

.- Class A
NV-1728-0005,

A;?atio'rt Boatswain's Mate G Gasoline
Schdol, Class A ,
.z

NV-1415-0610

UH-2C, HH-2C, HH-2D Automatic
Stabilization Equipment Organizational
Maintenance

%

...,'
=

a

NV-1728-0014

Aviation43oatswam's Mate U (Utility),

Maintenance Noncommissioned Officer
..\.;,
(NCO) Leadership
- MC-1703.4012
Automotive Maintenance Officer
MC-1703-00111f
Automotive Mechanic
-MC-1703-0009
Automotive Mechanics
MC-1703-0009*
Autditionve Ofganizational Maintenance
MC-1703-0008

Automotive Organizational Mechanics
.

NV-1722-0001

Aviation Boatswain's Malt H (Aircraft
*
Handling), Class A
NV-1728-0014
. ,
Aviation Boatswain's Mate H (Handling),

NV-1715.06$3 : j Class A
-

.
Automotive
Advanced Automotive Mechanic/

MG-1703-0008

Automotive Preventive Maintenance

Systems Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0615

47Aviatiog Boatswain's Mate E
(Equipments), Clasg. A
NV-1704-0042
AviMion Boatswain's Mate F ,(Fuels).,

UH-2A/ B.AutomatiKtabilizON
Equipment OrganizaedW'Maintenana

NV-1715-0737

F/RF-4B/J Automatic Flight Control

Equipment

A

P3C

Nrv-1715.0464

Automatic

o

(AASW) Sensor Sqtion Three Operator,

NV- 171`5.0661

'2 s

UH-2A/B Automatic Stabilization
Equipment InteDnediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0464
UN-2A/B Autarnatic4thbOization
4 Equipment Malt nncel

MC-1703-0007

Basic Automotive Mechanic
MC-170
CM"C" Automotive Electrical
Maintenance
NV-1703

Autopilot
P-3 PB-20N Autopilot System
Intermediate Maintenance

1)

NV-tin-0462
Auxiliary

Class -A

NV-1728-0013
Aviation CorrOsion -eontrof by
Correspondence
CG-1704-0016
Aviation Crash Crewman Class C
NV-1728-b006
Aviation Electriman*Conversion
NV-1704-0068,
NV-1704-0070
'Aviation Electrician Mate, First Class, by
-,'
Correspondence
CG-1714-0004
Aviation - Electrician Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence
CO-1714-0003
Aviation Electrician's Mate, Class A
NV1704-0068
-Aviation Electrician's Mate, Class B
NV-1715-0134
Aviation Electrician's Mate, Class B
(Advanced) _
NV-1715-0134
Aviation' Electriman's,Mate, Class B
(Intermediate)
NV-1'7'15-0135

Auxiliary Equipment Package&

Aviation Electrician's Mate, First Class,
by Correspondence

NV71'7316-0002

Aviation
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for First Tout Pilots, P30'

CO-1714-01004

, Aviation Electrician's Mate I
(Instrument), Class A

NV-1608-0028
°
Aviatitm Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Naval Flight Officers P3A/
.'
B(D)
NV-17154553'
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Naval Flight Offices: P3C
NV:1304.0003
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P3A7':'

NV-1704-0068

Electrician's Mate M
(Electrician), Class A
NV-1704-0070

Aviation Electrician's Mate, Second , ,
Class, by Correspondence
CG-1714-0003

Aviation Electronics Technician/
Aviation Fire Contol Technician,
Advanced Class
NV-1715-01'37

B(D)

NV-2202-00S2

' Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P-3C
NV-2202-0021

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Nonacoustic Operator P3C
NV-1715-0696

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) operator, Class A
NV-1715-0536

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare

'

'Aviation Electr ics Technician, Class B
NV-015-0137
Avihtion Electronics Technician Glass C
AN/ARC-94
CG-17f5-0019
Aviation Electronics' Technician, First
Class, by Correspondence
CG-1715-0032
Aviation Electronics Technician, Second
Class, by Correspondence
CG-1715-0031

.
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'Aviation Fire Control Repair
MC-1715.0033

Aviation Fite Control Repair, AN/TPQ10 (AFC)
MC-1715-0033

Aviation Fire Control Technician 13
(Bomb Director), Class A
NV-1715-0141

Aviation Fire Control Technician (B)

(Hydraulics), Class B

Administration
NV-1717-0008
Aviation Maintenance Data Analysis,
Class C
NV-1402-0018

Aviation Management
NV-1717-0001

A
NV-1704-0157

Aviation Fire Control Technician, Class

go-

A
NV -1715 -0537

'

Aviation Fire Control Technician
F(Armament Control), Class A

II

NV-I606-0058
Aviation Fleet Preparatory Course I and
II, Class P
NV-1606-00V
Aviation Fuel Systems,Class C
NV-1304-0186

Aviation Indoctrination, Limited Duty
Officer (LDO)
NV-2202-0087

Aviation Limited Duty Officer (LDO)

Aviation Supply Enlisted Course
'
MC-I405-0001
Aviation Supply Officer

NV-17-04-0177

NV-0709-0003

MC-1405-0018.

. Aviation Ordnanceman, Class A
NV-1715.0648
Aviation Ordnanceman, Class B
NV-1717-0010

Aviation Ordnanceman (Turret), Class A
NV-1714-0007

Correspondence

Aviation Ordnance Officers, Class 0
'NV-1715-0744

Aviation Ordnance Officers
(Management), Class 0 (A0M(0)).
NV-I405-0010
Aviation Radar Repair

Aviation Radar kepair (A)

CG-1704-0007
CG -1704 -0001

Aviation Machinist's Mate, First Class,
by Correspondence

.

MC-1715.005A

Basic Naval Aviation Officer

MC-1715.0054

Carrier Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Acoustic Operator (Passive),

CG-17044)018

NV-1606-0044

MC-1715-0052

Aviation Radar Technician
MC-1715-0058

Aviation Radio Repair
MC-1715-0011
MC-1715-004'1

Aviation Radio Technician
MC-1715-0047

Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate

(AVROC)
NV-2202-0088

Aviation Squadron Electronic Warfare
(EW) Officer (EWO), Class A2

.

NV-1715-0831

Aviation Storekeeper, CI ss A
NV-1405-0004

A:Tation Storekeeper,

B

NV-1704-0239

Aviation Structural Mechanic E (Safety
.
'
NV-1704-0130

Equipment), Class -A

Maintenance

NV-1704-008

E-2B/C-2A Aviation Ele9tncian

Aviation Maintenance Administration,

Aviation Structural MechanicFirst

Class 'A

Class, by Correspondence

Aviation Maintenance Control

NV-1715-0629

E-2A Aviation Electncian.Organizational

Aviation Structural Mechanic E (Safety
Equipment), Class B

NV-1409-0003

NV-2202;0096

Class A Aviton &icier! Missileman

NV-1704-0158
Aviation Mach nest's Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence
CG-1704-0007

Aviation Maintenance
Adnunistrationman, Class A

CG-1704-0019
Correspondence

Aviation Radar Repairman (B)

NV-1704-0149

NV-1409-00'03

NV-1704-0111

Aviation Survivalman, First Class, by

MC-1715-0052

Aviation Structural Mechanic, Class B

Aviation Machinist's Mate R
(Reciprocating), Class B

NV-1715-0700

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Class A (Electrical Specialty)

Aviation Survivalman, Second Class, by

NV-1408-0019

Aviation Machinist's Mate
R(Reciprocating), Class A

Intermediate Maintenance

Aviation Radar Repair (D)

CG-1704-0008

Aviation%Machinist's Mate H
(Helicopter), Class A
NV-1704-0238
`Aviation Mac'hinist's Mate J (Jet Engine),
Class A
NV-1704-0148
Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Jet Engine),
Class B
NV-1704-0159
Aviation Mac )iinist's Mate J (Turbo-Jet),
(Class A)
NV-1704-0148

Aviation Sup port Equipment NC-2A
Mobile Electric PoWer Plant

Aviation Radar Repair (C)

Aviation Machinist's Mate Class A
CG-1704-0001

Intermediate Maintenance

Correspondence

AViation Radar Repair (B)- (

Aviation Machirusti Mate
ri

NV-1715-0541

Aviation Support Equipment NC-10B
Mobile Electric Power Plant Systems

MC1715-0055

CG-1704-0008

Aviation Machinist Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence

Maintenance

NV-1715-0698

NV -1714 -0006

MC-1715,0055

NV-I606-0044
Aviation Machinist Mate, First Class, by

-Aviation Support Equipment Mobile
Electric Power Plant Intermediate

Aviatuin Ordnanceman (Utility), Class A

Indoctrination

'

NV-0709.0003

Aviation Officer Candidate .

NV -1704 -0199

-

(Structures), Class C7

NV-2202-0033
*V- 1715 -0138

NV-1704-0177

Aviation Structural Mechanic S

NV-1704-0157

Aviation Medicin. Technician, Clask C

Conversion (Class C)

Aviation /feet Prepaatory Course I and

NV-1704-0132

Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structides, Class B

Aviation Medicihe Technic

NV-1715-0140

*Aviation Fire Control Technician (F)

CG1704-0013
Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structures), Class A

Aviation Mechanical Fundimcutills, Class'
,13

.

Class, by Correspondence

Aviation Mechanical Fundamentals, Class

Conversion (Class C)
NV-1715-0139

NV-1704-0087

Aviation Structural Mechanic, Second

NV-1704-0116

Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0224
Flight Preparation, Naval Aviation Cadet
and Aviation Officer Candidate
NV-1606-0046

Helicopter Aviation Antisubmarine
Warfare Air Sonar Operator (AN/AQS13)

NV-2202-0080
Intermediate Aviation Antisubmarine 44.
Warfare (AASW) Technician, Class B
NV-1715-0107
Intermediate Aviation Fire Control
Technician, Class B
NV-1715-0646
Joint Aviation Supply and Maintenance
Material Management
NV-1405-0009
Marine Aviation Operations Clerical,
Class C

NV-1409-0008
CG-1704-0015

Aviation Structural Mechanic H
(Hydraulics), Class A
NV-1704-01A
Aviation Structural Mechanic H

X06

Marine Aviation Supply, Class C
NV-1405-0008

Manne AViation Supply (Manual), Class
C

NV-1409-0005

"

(
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bow

o

Marine Aviatio'n Supply (Mechanized),
Class C
.
NV-1405-0007
Naval Aviation Maintenance /Material
Management, Class B
NV-17151-0003

NV-1704-0113
.

Aviation Support Equipment Technician
Hydraulics and Structures; Class A
NV -1704 -0138

Aviation Support Equipment Techmetan
Mechanical. Class A
NV -1704 -0145

Naval Aviation-Observer (Controller),
Class 0
. ,NV-1704.0197
Prq-flight, Nav/ al Aviation Cadets and
Aviation Officer CAdidatex
NV-I606-0046
Warrant Officer (WO) Aviation
Indoctrination
NV-2202-00I 6

Aviation Eleetrdnics
Aviation Electronics Fundamentals, Class

Aviation Support Equipment Weapohs
Loaders Hydraulic Systems IntermediateLevel Maintenance
NV-1704-0110

Aviator
Advanced Navigation Training
(Postgraduate Coast Guard Aviator)
NV-I606.0033
Advanced Navigation Training
(Postgraduate Naval Aviator)
NV -1606 -0032

A

NV-1715.0380

Aviation Electronics Intelligence, Class

Navigation Flight Training, Naval
Aviator and Naval Flight Officer
NV-1606-0045

0/C
NV-1715-0504

Aviation Electronics Officers, Class 0
NV-1715-0522

Aviation Electronics Operator
MC- 1715.0049

Aviation Electronics Technician (AT)
Communications, Class A

7,

CG-I405.0001

Aviation Electronics Technician/
Aviation Fire.Control Technician,

Avionic
SH-2D Light Airborne Multipurpose
Systems (LAMP) Avionic Equipment
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0697
Aviortics"
A-3 Related Avionis4 System (AT/AQ)

Organizationall.edfl Maintenance

Advanced Clas's B

A-3 Related Avionics System (AT/AQ)
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715.0137

Aviation Electronics Technician, Class A
-1"

CG-1715.0001
CG-1715-0012
NV-1715.0289

Aviation 'Electronics Technician, Class B
NV-1115.0137
Aviation Electronics Technician N
(Navigation), Class A
NV-1715.0097
Aviation Electronics Technician R
(Radar), Class A

NV -1715 -0279

A-6 Avionics Systems brganizational
Level Maintenance
NV-1715-0474

A-7A/B Integrated Avionics Weapons
System Technician Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715.0450

Advanced First Term AvionicspClass B
(AFTA)
NV-1715-0556

Avionics Advanced, Class B

NV -1715 -0295

Aviation Electronics Technician S
(Antisubmarine), Class A
NV -1715 -0154

Aviation Support

NV-1715.0137
Avionics, Class 13
-

NV-1715.0137

Avionics Equipment, Class C, AN /ARC51A

NV-1703-0006

CG-1715-0022

Aviation Support Equipment GTCP-100
and Enclosures Intermediate Maintenance

Avionics Equipment, Class C, AN/ARC94

NV-1704-0109

Aviation Support Equipment GTCP -100
Engine Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0541

Aviation Support Equipment NC -10B
Mobile Electric Power Plant Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0698
Aviation Support Equipment NC-2A
Mobile Electric Power Plant
Intermediate Maintenance .
NV-1715-0700
Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Class A (Hydraulic Specialty)
NV-1704-0112

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Class A (Mechanical Speciality)

Specialist
NV- 171.5 -0266-

Integrated Avionics Weapons System
Technician
NV-1715-0267

Intermediate Avionics, Class B
NV -1715 -0102

P-3C Integrated Avionics System
Technician
NV-1115-0329

RA-5C Avionics Officers/Supervisors
Familiarization
NV-1704-0038

S-2D/E Avionics Systems Organizational
Maintenance
-NV-1715-0641

S-3A Copilot Avionics
NV-I606-0057

Avionicsman
HC.130 Avionicsman by Correspondence
CG-1715-0040
HA -1 -3F Avionicsman by Correspondence
CG-1715-0039

AVQ-2
P-3 Power Generating System and AVQ2 Searchlight Intermediate Maintenance

,

CG-1715-0019 440

NV-17I5.0659

AVROC
Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate
(A VROC)
NV-2202-0088

AWTT
Torpedoes Mk 46 Mod 1, Mk 44 Mod I,
and AWTT Mk 32 Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0785

Azimuth
AN/SRN-I5 TACAN Distance Azimuth
Measuring Equipment (DAME)
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV -1715 -0175

Bailey Meter
Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Bailey Meter)
NV-1710.0074

.

Baker
Advanced Baker

MC-1729-0012

Baker
MC-1729-0001

Avionics Equipment, Class C, AN/ARN-

Basic Baker

52(V)

Basic Specialist Training Baker

NV-1704-0109

Aviation Support Equipment Mobile
Electric Power Nam Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0035

Integrated Avionics Weapons System

NV -1715 -0137

Avionics Advanced, Class C7

-

Aviation Support Equipment Gasoline
Engine Intermediate Maintenance

Technician

NV-1715-0279

.

CG-1715.0021

Avionics Equipment, Class C, AN/ARN79

'
CG-1715.0020
Avionics Fundamentals, Class A
NV-1715.0049
NV-1715-0380

E.

Avionics Intermediate, Class B
sire-

NV-1715-0102

Avionics Officers, Class 0
NV-1715.0170

Avionics Repairman, Class'C
NV-1704-0228

Avionics Technician (AV), Class A

MC-1729-0001
MC-1729-0001

Bakery .
Bakery Management
MC-1729-0011

Bakery Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Leadership
MC-1729-0006

Ballistic
Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) Navigation
Officer
NV-1715-0456
OA- 3734/ASM -77 Ballistic Computer
Test Console Intermediate Maintenance
NV -1715 -0548

NV-1715-0380

Avionics Technician, Class A
NV-1715-0380

rntegrated Avionics Radar System

K-21

Ballistics
A6 AN/ASQ-61A Ballistics Computer
Intermediate Maintenance

K-22
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NV-1715-0068

A-6 A/ASQ-61A Ballistics Computer
Theory,

Boatswain's

Battalion
Battalion jtaff Officers (Amp hibious

Aviation Boatswain's Mate F (Fuels),

Planning)

Class A

Field Artillery Batteryman

A-6 Ballistics Computer Test Console
:Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0342

.

NV-1205-0003
NV-1205-0001

NV-1722-0001

MC-2204-0010

Aviation Boatswain's Mate H (Aircraft
Handling), Class A

Special Anti-Air Warfare (AAW)
'Batteryman

NV-1728-0014
' Aviation Boatswain's Mate H (Handling),
Class A
NV-1728-0044

MC-1715-0069

Beacon
AN/APN-154(V) R;'ciar Beacon
Intermediate Maintenance

Aviation Boatswain's Mate U (Utility),

NV-1715.0584

Band Instrumentalist (Army)

Class A

Biological

NV-1728-0013
Basic Boatswain's Mate (General)
NV-1722-0005
Boatswain's Mate. Class A

'Atomic, biological and Chemical (ABC)
defense for Shipboard Instructors

Bandsman
Bandsman Basic (Army)

NV-0802-0001

NV-1205-0001

Barber
Ship Serviceman/Class C/Shipboard
Barber
NV-1726-6001

Basal

Aviation Boatswain's Mate G Gasoline
School, Class A

Batteryman

NV- 1715.0068

Band
Band Group Leader (Army)

NV-1728-0005

NV-2202-0025

NV-1715-0067,

A-6 N/ASQ-61 Ballistics Computer
Intermediate Maintenance

-

Nuclear, Biological apd Chemical (NBC).
Defense Ashore

CG-1708-0001

Boatswain's Mate Flist CIS.sby

NV- 080L.0005

Correspondmice

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defense for Petty Officers

CG-1708-0004

Boatswain's Mate School

NV-0801-0004.

Electrocardiography and Basal
Metabolism Technic
riv-0109-0010
Electrocardiography and Basal
Metabolism Technician, Class C
NV-0709-0010

CG1708-0001
Boatswain's Mate Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1708-0003
Boatswain's-Mate Third Class by
Correspondence

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defense (Shipboard)
NV-0801-000i
Nuclear. Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense
MC-0801.0001

CG- 1708.0002

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense Ashore

Basic
Bandsman Basic (Army)
NV-1205.0001

NV-0801-0005

MC-2204-0042

Nuclear, Biological. and Cheihical (NBC)
Weapons Employment

Basic Course

Boatswain's Mate Training
NV-1722-0002

Boiler
Boiler Technician, Class Al (1200 PSI)
NV-1710-0001

MC-2204-0036

Basic Course (Class A)
NV-1205-0001

Basic Course. Postgraduate

Boiler Technician, Class Al (600 PSI)
NV-1710-0001
Pressure Fired Boiler, Class C

BIT
AN/AWG-10 Missile Control
display and Built-In Test (BIT)
E.-4.1

MC-1408-0009

Basic Electronics

NV-1710-0003

Intermediate Maintenance
CG-1715-0043

Basic Military Training
''G-2205-0011
MC-2204-0038
NV-2202-0014

Basic Military Training (Women)
MC-2204-0046

Basic Phase, Pilot Timing
NV-1606-0049

Basic Shore Party Man
MC-2204-0029

Basic Supply Stock Control

Utilitiesman, Shore Based Boiler
Controls, Class C

146/-1715-0706

BITCS

NV-1710-0027

Reserve Basic Intelligence Training
Subtects fBITCS)

Boilerman
1200; PSI BT Maintenance (Boilerman)
NV-1710-0032
Boilerman, Class B
NV-1710-0033
Boilerman Enlisted Maintenance

NV.;1606;9056

Blasting
EO"C" Blasting and Quarry Operations
NV-1710-0064

NV-1710-00021c

Blood
Blood Bank and Clinical Laboratory
Technic
t-

MC-1405-0012

Boilermen
Boilermen, Class A

NV-0702-0003

WV-17104101

womb

BNCN

Basic Travel Clerk
MC-1403-0005
Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (1954-1956)
DD-0602-0001
Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (After 1956)
DD-0602-0002
Music, Class A, Basic ,
NV-1205-0001
Naval School of Music, Class 4, Basic
NV-1205-0001
NESEP Basic.
`.
.
NV-2202-0101

A-6 BNCN and BNCB Test Set,
Intermediate Maintenance

Basic-Intermediate
Defense Language Institute Extended or
Basic-Intermediate Courses
DD-0602-000

NV-1715-0141 '

F4B AN/AJB-3A Loft Bomb Release
Computer Set

Assault Boat Coxswain
NV-1708-0006

NV7)715-0050
F-43 AN/A.111-7 Loft Bom6 'Computer

NV-1712-0009
NV-1712-0016

System and AN/ASN-70 Vertical High

Assault Boat Engineer

Boat Group Officers
NV-2202-0066

Depot Level Boat Repairman
(Engineman)

Reference System intermediate
Maintenance
N -1715-0549
enting Set
RA-5C AN /ASH -12 Bomb
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1712-0013

V-17,15.0579

NV-1722-0009

RA-5C Semi- Automatic T t Equipment
Bomb Director
,NV-1715-0547

SAl.Boat Crew Training

Woman Officer Basic
MC-2204-0035

Aviation Fire Cont I Technician B
(Bomb Director), Class A

NV-1715-0051

sr

Boat

Special Et asic Course

MC-2204-0042

-

Boating
Boating Safety by Correspondence

Bombardier

CG-0802-0001

A-6 Bbmbardier Navigator Control Box

.CG-0802-0004

and Associated Test Set. Intermediate
Maintenance

National Boating Safet'y

JO'

408

.

'

.04

4,

4.

.
Bombardiet Naviilrof

NV-1715-0163

DR-0602-0006

W.77- Bullpup GuidadcC.I:Cntrol

/

NV-1715-0819

ryptolegic Technician.M, Bullseye
id- band Mainte0ance

Fleet Satellite COmmunicano s Fleet
Broadcast Control Subsystem
Maintenance ( Electronics Techni n,
Class Cl)
.
NV-1715-08)4

oy AN/BST-1 Basic
Maint ance, Class Flt

Submarine Emergency Communications
Transmitter (SECT) Buoy AN/BST-1

DD-0505.0301

'13U A"
Bu lders, Class A (BUPA ")

-

Burmese

Concrete

-

*

DD-0602-0002
P15:0602.0003

NV-1710-0040

4,BU 'C" Heavy ConstructionNA.(0710-0034

BU"C" Masonry

C-121
C-121 Electrical Systems

NV.1210-0031V.
HU"C"

o

NV-1736-0001

,..MA'Nenance

Bugle

f'11

uipment
C")

NV-1704-0179

Nuts C-121 Simulator and Advance*

.

,NV-1104-0143

C-2A Hydraulics/Airfranict ,System
,,
Organizational Maintenance
00
NV-1704-0143'
C-2A Power Plant and Related Systems
Organizational Mamtenance
1,
00

-,, NV-1606-0035

MC-105.00Q2

43

NV-1710-0042

Aircraft Launch acid ecovery
Equipment (C-13 a C-13 Mod I
atafults), Class

er, Class B

=,Biiiilder.,Class J(BU"J")

i

Builder/Co crete, Class C
struction Techrdman,

Class C
NV-1710-0034

Builder/Na.sonry, Class C

Builderalillworker, Class C
NV.1736-000I
and Equipment

=mance (BU "C")
NV-1002.0001

Xircipft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Mainteuanc4-0fficer (C-7/11
Catapult),'Class 0
NV-104.01/
/-)
C-8185
A-7E C-8185 Armament Station Control
Unit Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0203

Cable
Cable Tester Alfred Model 9500
Intermediate Maintenance
CE"C" C'able.Splicinf

BU"J"
NV-1710.0042

Bulganan

0

Corphunications Cable Splicing
NV-1714-0015

Calculator
'Calculator Repair'Class C

Aircraft Launch. and Recovery
--Nquipment Maintenance "Meer (C-13

NV-1706-0001

histrumentman (Calculator Repair), Class
C

Catapult), Classp

NV-17A6.000I
NV-1704-0200

Catgpult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids (C-13 Catapult and Mk-7
Arresting Gear), Class C
NV-1710-0006

Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids CVA (C13 Catapults),

C-130
C-130 Aircraft Mechanic Organizational
Maintenance

Builder, Class J (BU"J")
0.

eableSplicer NV-1714-0015

NIV171()?9006

NV-1710-0063

Bulgarian

NV,11714-0015

Construction
(Class C)

Construttion ElettncianPower and

Class t

Builders
la Builders, Class A (BU"A")

,L

Equipment (C-7/11 Catapult). Cioss C

NV-1704-0187

P

NV-1710-0038,

\liuild1OTool

%

Aircra Launch and ecovery
Equipment 1C-13 6ti.pult, Class C

NV-1710L0140-

XypIder/Heavy

'

*.'

C-7/11
Aircraft Launch and Recovery

NV-1704-0187
NV-1710-0042

,,

NV-1704-0127

r

P .ts C-121 Sirpul or and Basic Flight

er

a

Maintenance

N V- 1715.0397
Niv 1606-00 3A

Drum and Bugle Corps

1

C-2A ifydrauhcs/Airframes Syst

flight

NV-1002-0001

.

NV-1730-0005

6
c

NV-1704-0178

C-121 Electronic Systems

BudderTool and

NY-1715-0150

C-2A Environmental Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV; f710-0071

.4q.V-17150900
Burmese

,

BU"

Organizational Maintenance

. Maintenance

NV -1'110 -0063

BU"

NV- 1715 -0.161

. C-2A Electrical and Instruments

NV-1701t0003

NV-1715-0900

L

LAN/ASW-15)and'Air Data Compute(
(A/A24&13.) Intermediate'Manitenante,

E-2B and C-2A Environmental Systems
Organizational Maintenance '

Buoy
SE

pecialist (Broadcaster)

=

NV,I715-0247
C-2A Automatic
Automatic Flight Control Systerrif,

'Ny-17i50830

Broadcaster

.

,*0

t

,

L

DD-0505-0001
.

NV-1704-Aptt.

.

C-2A AN /ARN -81 LorattOntermitchate

A-4C/E Bombing System AN/AJB-3
NV-1715-0657'
and Remote Standby Attitudes Inilicator - i Etallseye. ,-, ,
4:'_
NV-1715-0615
QuIlseye Narrowband Mamtehance.
A-4E Bombing System AN/AJB-3A and
l' Technician,
Remote Standby Inchcatof System'
'
NV-1715-6819
(Organizational)
Bullseye System Basic Maintenance
NV-1704-0098
NV-1715-0818
BRN-6
Bullseye Wideband Maintenance
Satellite Receiver AN/SRN-9A, BRN-6
Techniciin, class 3 1'
ot
Combined Maintenance, Class Fl
NV-171533830
NV-1715,0492
Cryptologic Technician M, Basic
Bullseye Maintenance
Broadcgst
.
NV-1715-0818
Broadcast Officer
'
Ccyptologic Technician M,' Bullseye
DD0505.0002
Narrowband Maintenance
Broadcast Specialist
.
.

,

,

;

,

0

=fr
'
C-2A
C-2A Aircraft FamilianiatiOn-(PiPA

DD-0602-0002

pl):0602-000

AN!
Syfe

t

cos :rim, 2

DD 0602.0()0 1"

".413 NV1606.0036,
Bothbing
:
A.3 Bombing Data Covputer rp66A4

ASB -1 Maintenance

KEY-WORD INDEX'

I
.t'

;

N.V.171500-54f

.

.-

a

NV-1704-0237

C-131A
C-131A Propeller Maintenance, Class C

.

Calibration

Navkt Nuclear Weapons Electronics,
Calibration, And Maintenance(EQ
(Gunner's Mate Technician
NV-1715-0171

SINS Mk 2 Mod 6 Calibration
-NV-1715-0202

CiMera
Camera Repair, Class C
,

NV- 1715 -03S4

P-3C AN/AXR-13 1...19w Light Level
Television Camera rntermechate
Maintenance
.
NV-1715-035$

RA-5C Panoramic Camera Shop'
4

409

*

rr

.
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Maintenance
NV-1715-0143

NV-1710-0029

NV-1715-0230

RA-5C Still Picture Camera Shop
Maintenance
NV-1715-0439
NV-1715-0752

RF-4B Camera Control Sysqm
Organizational Maintenance

CVA Catapult Electrician, Class C
NV-1710-0010

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-44
NV-1715-0234

RF-4B Camera°Control System
Intermediate Maintenance

I

Mk-5 Arresting Gear)

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-41

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-6 and
AN/SPN-12 (XN-4), Class C

CVA Catapult Steam and Drain Systefn,
Class C
NV/-1710-0008

CVS Catapult, Arretting Gear, and
Visual Landing Aids,'Class C.

NV-1710-0007

NV-1715-0715

NV-1715-0750

Cameraman'
Motion Picture Cameraman

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance (AN/SPN-6),
Class C

NV-1709-0001

Carnet- Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
SPN-43, Class C
NV-1715-0236

Photographer's Mate G (Cameraman)
NV-1709-0001°

Carrier Aviition Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Acoustic Operator (Passive)

MC-2204-0050

Carrier Fixed Wing Antisubmarine
(AASW) Warfare Tactics

Candidate

NV-2202.0096

Officer Candidate
Officer Candidate School
MC-2204-0050

Officer Candidate School (Seamanship,
Orientation, Operatictis & Military
Indoctnnation)
03.2202-0001
Warrant Officer Candidate
MC-2204-0009

cCI-611
CCL-611 and Motorola Triton VHF-FM
Transceivers

NV-1715-0293

NV-1709-0009

Photographer's Mate A (Aerial
Cameraman)

"

NV-2202-0001

Carrier Gasoline and Inert Gas Systems,
Class C
NV-1405-0018

CG-1715-0057

CDFO-5000
CDFO-5000, Class C
CG -1715 -0048

CE"A"
Construction Electncian, Class A
(CE"A")
NV-1714-0008

CE"C"
CE"C" Cable Splicing
NV-1714-0015

CE"J"
construction Electncian, Class J (CE"J")
NV-1714-0010

Cartographic

Celestial

Advanced Photogrammetnc
Cartographic Techniques

Celestial Navigation by Correspondence
CG-1304-0004

DD-1601-0005

Warrant Officer Candidate Screening
MC-2204-0009

Woman Officer Candidate

Basic Photogrammetnc Cartographic
Techniques

MC-2204-0024

DD-1601-0001

Central
Atmosphere Analyzer, CAMS (Central
Atmosphere MOnitonng System) Mk 1

Cartographic Drafting

Card
A-6 Card Module Analyzer Test
Console, AN/ASM-118, Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0496

DD-1713-0002

Central Computer Complex Combined
Maintenance /id Software

DD-1601-0011

High Frequency Communication Central
ator

Cartography

NV-1402-0047

Basic Cartography

NV-1715-0336

Cardiopulmonary
Cardiopulmonary Technic

Cascadex
Cascadex 100 Pound Washer/Extractor
NV-0709-0006

Maintenance, Class C*

Cardiopulmonary Technician, Class C

NV-1702-0001

NV-0709-0006

Catapult
Aircraft Launch and ecovery
Equipment (C-7/11 Ca putt), Class C

Career
Instructor, Class C (Career Information
and Counseling)

NV-171d-0071

NV-1406-0004

Perionitelman, Class C (Career
Information and Counseling)

Aircraft Launch and ecovery
. Equipment Mainten/nce Officer (C-13
Catapult), Class 0

NV-1406-0004

NV-1704-0200

Aircraft-lunch and Recovery

Carrier
All Weather Carrier Landing System
Eqwpment Maintenance, AN/SPN-42,
Class C
NV:1715-0286

Automatic Carrier Landing System
Equipment MaintenanEe AN /SPIV -42
(ET), Class C

.

NV-1715-0286

Carrier Air' Traffic Control Center
Controller Class C/O
NV-1704-0012

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-10,

ClastC
NV-1715-0337

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-35A.
and AN/SPN-35, Class C
NV-1715-0713

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-35,
Class C

NV1715-0713

.

Equipment Maintenance Officer (C-7/1.1
Catapult), Class 0
NV-1704-0183
Catapult and Arresting Gear, Class C
NV-1710-0009
Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids (C-13 Catapult and Mk-7
Arresting Gear), Class C
NV-1710-0006
Catapult, Arresting Geary, and Visual
Landing Aids (C-7/C-11'Catapults and
Mk-7 Arresting Gear), Class C
NV-1710-0005
`Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids CVA (C-13 Catapults),
Class C
NV-1710-0006
Catapult, Arresting Gear, and Visual
Landing Aids CVA (C-7/11 Catapults),
Class C
$

NV-1710-0005

Catapult, Arresting'Gear and Visual
Landing Aids (CVS) (H-8 Catapults and

410 t

MC-1715-0083
s tral Technician
MC-1715-0085
Mobile Dial Central Technician
MC-1715-0085

. Mobile Data

SSN Central Computer Complex System
Level Maintenance and Software _
NV-1402-0047

Tactical Air Operations Central
Technician
MC-1715-0082

Centrifugal
--110-Ton-R11-Centrifugal-Air
' Conditioning Unit (11,,t4)
NV-1701,0004
Centrifugal AiT:Contlitioning Plant
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1701-0(306

R-11 Centrifugal 110 Ton Air
Conditioning Combined Maintenance
NV-1701-0004

CH-46A
CH-46A AN/ALQ-52(V) Navigational
TACAN Maintenance
MC-1711-0071 .
CH-46A Electrical and Instrument
Systems
NV-1704-0077

cH-46A Rotors and Related Systems
Maintenance
NV-1704-0060

CH-53
CH-53 Communication, Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance
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NV-1715-0101

CH-53 T-84-GE-413 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance /Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0032

CHAFFROC
CHAFFROC MK 28 Mod 1 Launcher
Systems Maintenance
NV-1715-0148

e'

Shipboard Decoy System (CHAFFROC)
Launcher Operation and Maintenance
Mk 28 Mod 1-5
NV-1715-0684

Controllers and Circuit Breakers
Combined Maintehance

MC-1405-0011

Controllers Cirbult.Breskers, Class Fl

NV -1715 -0898

Chiefs
Leadership ak Management (for Junior
and Senior Petty Officers, and Reserve
Petty Officers and Chiefs)
CG-1717-0003

Chinese
DD-0602-0011

DD-0600001
DD-0602-0002

NV-1408-0020

ChineseFukienese

Chaplain School Basic

DD-0602-0002

NV-1513-0004

ChineseMandarin

Charting

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD10602-0003

Mapping, Charting, andkr.wodesy Officer
fr

'DD-1601.10007

Checkout
Anterina Group AN/BRA-16 Functional
Checkout and Maintenance
NV-1715-0161

E-2A Computer Detector SemiAutomatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) (OA- 3731/ASM -76) Operation
and Maintenance
NV-1711-0349

E-2A Computer Indicator (CI) SemiAutomatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0318

E-2A Inertial Navigation System Semi%
Automatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) and Encoder Test Console
Operation and Maintenance

MC-2204-0036

.NV-0801-0005

Nuclear. Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defenie for Petty Officers
NV-0801-0004

Nuclear,. Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defense (Shipboard)
.NV-0801-0001

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense
MC-0801-0001

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
p
Warfare Defense Ashore
NV-0801-0005

Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NEC)
Weapons Employment
MC-2204-0036

Chemicals
Hazardous Chemicals Training
CG-0802-0006

Chemistry
Clinical Chemistry Technic
NV-0702-0006

Clinical Chemistry Technician, Class C

Solid State Circuit Troubleshooting
Techniques
NV-1715-0149

Circuitry
F-4.1 AN/AWG-10 and Electronic
Counter Countermeasure Circuitry
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0371

Circuits
Advanced Undersea Weapons Circuits
NV-1715-0717

DD-0602-P006
DD-0602-0007
DD-0602-0009

Basic Undersea Weapons Circuits
NV1715-0716
KC-130F Electrical Systems and Circuits
Maintenance
,NV-1704-0071

Civil

ChineseCantonese

Civil Engineer Corps Officer Basic

(Chinese Cantonese
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

ChineseFukienese
ChirreseFukienese
DD -0602 -0002

ChineseMandarin

Contract Administration Specialty
NV-1408-0013

Civil Engineer Corps Officer Basic
Naval Construction Battalion Operations
Specialty

/

NV-1408-0015

Civil Engineer Corps Officer Basic

ChineseMandann
DD-0602-0001,
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0005

Public Works Management Specialty
NV-1408-0014

Clarinet
Clarinet Pilgrim
CG-1715-0018

-'DD- 0602 -0006

DD-0602-0007
DD-0602-0009

NV-1715-0348

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defense Ashore

(Electronic Circuit Applications)

DD-0602-0002

E-2A Semi-Automatic Check-Out
Equipment (SACE) (0A-3738/A9A-48)
Programmer Maintenance

NV-0802-000I
Nuclear and Chemical Weapcins
Employment

NV-1402-0020

Electronics Technician, Class AA-2

DD -0602 -0005

ChineseToishan

NV-1715-0323

Chemical
Atomic, Biological and Chemical (ABC) ,
Defense for Shipboard Instructors

NV-1715-0898

DD963 Basic Circuit Concepts for Gas
Turbine Controls, Class Cl

NV-1715-0723

Bask ChineseRefresher
ChineseCantonese

Chaplain
Chaplain School Advanced

NV -0702' -0006

Chief
supply Chief Leadership

Class A
Class A Marine Science Technician
CG-1304-0001

ChineseToishan

Classification

ChineseToishan
DD-0602-0002

Interviewing and Classification
NV-1406-0018

CI
mputer Indictor (CI) SemiE-2A
Automat Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) peration and Maintenance
NV-1715-0318

CIC
Bask Cla'C)fechniques for Enlisted
Personnel
NV-2202-0038

Combat Information Center (CIC)
Office?, Class 0
NV-2202-0069

Combat Informatiori Center (CIC) Watch
Offictlz Class 0
NV-2202-0074.

Inactive Duty Reserve Combat
Information Center (CIC) ClassBasic,
Supervisory and Officer Team Training
NV-1715-0509

Personnelman, Class C-1, Interviewing
and Classification
NV-I406-0018
Self-Noise Determination and
.Classification
NV-1601-0012

Clerical
Marine Aviation Operations Clerical,
Class C
NV-1409-0008
NeuropOchlatric Clerical Technic
NV-1403-0001

Clerk
Administrative Clerk
Mt-1403-0002
Advanced Disbursing Clerk
MC-1408-0002

Basic Legal Clerk and Reporter
MC-1407-0001

Circuit.
Circuit Bre-akers and Controllers
NV-1715-0898
Closed Circuit Television Maintenance,
Class CI
NV-1715-0407
Closed Circuit Television Systems by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0064

411

Basic Travel Clerk
MC-1403-0005

Disbursing Clerk, Class C (Financial
Returns
NV-1408-0001

Disbursing Clerk, Class C (Travel
Payments)
NV-1408-0002
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Disbursing Clerk Course
MC-1408-000P
Disbursing Clerk Financial Returns Class
C

NV-1408-0001

Disbursing Cletk (Pay Records
Maintenance) Class C
NV-1401-0001

Fiscal Accounting Clerk
MC-1402-0026

Legal Clerk and Court Reporting
NV-1407-0002

Legal Clerk/Court Reporter
MC-1407-0001

Personnel Clerk
MC-1405-0003

Postal Clerk, Class A

4

NV-1404-0001

Unit Diary Clerk
MC-I403-0001

Clinical
NV-0702-0003

Clinical Chemistry Technic
NV-0702-0006

Clinical Chemistry Technician, Class C
NV-0702-0006

Clinical Laboratory Assistant Technic
NV-0702-0008

Clinical Labdiratory Technician, Class C
NV-0702-0003

Clinical Nuclear Medicine Technician
NV-0705-1)002

Clinical Nuclear Medicine Technique
NV-0705-0002

Clock
Watch and Clock ,Repaii, Class C
Close
Close Combat Instructor
MC-0803-0001

Closed
Closed and Semiclosed Scuba
NV-4¢Q¢0012
Closed Circuit Television Maintenance,
Class CI
NV-1715-0407
.

CG-1715-0064

Closed Circuit TV Maintenance, Class
CI
NV-1715-0189.

.,

Commissioned Officers' acs Closed
Mess Management

IV:1729:0008

Legal Services Reporter Si'CvM:,.,(Closed

Microphone)
MC-1728-000,5

Clubs
Managemen,t of Marine Corps Clubs

Clutter

---

NV-0902-0001

Clutter Suppressor and Automatic Alarm,
for the AN/SPS-100k
.MO-1715-0433

CM"A"
Construction Mechanic, Class Al
(CM"A")
NV-1110-0035

CM "C"
CM"C" Automotive Electrical
Maintenance

NV-1703-0003

IBM System 360 (OS) COBOL
Programming

cm$199
Construction Mechanic, Class

(CM".1")
NV-1710-0065

CMS-2
AN/UYK-7 CMS-2 (Y) Compiler
Language Programming
NV-1402-0046

CMS-2 Compiler Language
Programming
NV4402-0017
CMS-2 Programming (CP-642 A&B/
USQ-20)

Mc f402-00p
MC-1402-0013
MC-1402-0036

System 360 Operating SystemCOBOL
, Programming Phase
MC-1402-0007

UNIVAC 1218/418/490-CP-789/UYK5(V) System Programming Course
(COBOL. Language), Class C
NV-1402-0030

Coding
IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced Coding
MC -1402 -0037

NV-1402-0009

CM
,
A-4E Communication Navigation
Identification (CND/Weapons Systems
Organizational Maintenance

A-4F/L/TA-4F Communication
Navigation Identification (CNI)/Weapons
Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-17)5-0383
A-6A AN/ASQ-57 Communication,
Navigation, Identification (CNI) System
and AN/AIC-14 Intercommunications
System Intermediate Maintenance
j NV-1715-0370
A-6 AN/ASQ-57 Communication,
Navigation, Identification (CNI) System,
AN/AIC-14 Intercommunication System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0370

CH-53 Communication, Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-172170005

,

(Entry-level)

NV-1715-0452

Blood Bank and Clinical Laboratory
Technic

Closed Circuit Television Systems by
CorrespondeRce

NV-1703-0001

CM"C" Auto Trans

NV-1715.0101

F-4B Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance':
NV-1704-0076
F-4.1 Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1704-0074
F-4.1 Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0612
F-8 Communication Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0688

RA-5C Communicat6 Navigation
Identification (CNI) and DECM
° Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0075

RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 and'A11 /ASQ-108
Communication Navigation Identification
(CNI) Line Troubleshooting Maintenance
L'I4V-1715-0357

Cold
Cold Weather Field Indoctrination
MC-0803-0003

Cold Weather Field Indoctrination
Training for FMF Cadets and Reservists
MC-0803-0003

F/RF-4B 379-GE-8/8A Cold Section .r
Repair
NV-1704-0201

Collection
Cryptologic Technician Collection
Branch
NV-1715-0836

Combat
Close Combat Instructor
MC-0803-0001

Combat Engineer (Advanced)
MC-1710-0019

Combat Engineer Basic
MC-1710-0020

Combat Engineer Basic Specialist
MC-1710-0020

Combat Engineer Officer
MC-1601-0004

Combat Information Center (CIC)
Officer, Class 0
NV-2202-0069

Combat Information Center (CIC) Watch
Officer, Class 0
NV-2202-0074

Combat Sensor Warfare Training
NV-2202-0071

DLG 6-16 Combat
NV-1715-0764

Inactive Duty Reserve Combat
Information Center (CIC) ClassBasic,
Supervisory and Officer Team Training
NV-1715-0509

Infantry Replacement and Individual
Combat Training
MC-2204-0008

Marine Enlisted Baiic Combat
Intelligence
NV-I606-0005
Combustion
Automatic Combustion Control
Maintenance

,Coastal

NV-1710-0011

Coastal Patrol Craft Training
NV-1722-0003

Command
Afnphibioiis Command Indoctrination

COBOL

NV-2202-0005

'IBM System 360.Computer Sy
Programming (COBOL Language Class

c

College of Naval Command and Staff
NV-1511-0003

Command and Control
NV-1402-0007

IBM System 360 (DOS) COBOL
Programming
MC-I402-0011

IBM System 360 OS COBOL Language

412

DD-1402-0001
Command and Staff Course
NV-1511-0003

Command Intelligence Officer (CIO)
NV-1606-0024
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NV-1404-0003

Marine Corps Command and Staff
College

NV-1404-0003

MC-1408-0008

Comnihnication Officers Orientation

School of. Naval Command and Staff

AN/ASQ-52 Data Communication
Systrni Special Support Equipment
Intermediate
E -2

SSBN Command Weapons System

OrientationPolaris
NV-1715-0573

NV-1715-0382

SWS (Strategic Weapons System)
Command Polaris

CommIssaxyman
Cornnussaryman, Class A

NV-1704-0076

F-4B Communication Navigation
Identification (CWI) Organizational
Maintenance

CG-1729-0001
NV-1729-0004
Corn missaryman- Steward, Class A
NV-1729-0004

NV-1715-0255

NV-1729-0003

Commissaryman-Steward.Management
Principles, Class C
.

AN/ARC-94 Class C and 490 T High
Frequency (HF) Communications System
and Antenna Coupler
CG-1715-0019'
AN/WSC-3 Satellite Communications
Set and 0E-82B/WSC-1(V) Antenna
Group

NV-1715-0877

NV-1704-0074

NV-1729-0004

NV-1715-0612

CG-2202-0002

F-8 Communication Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Common
Common User Digital Informational
Exchatge System (CUDIXS)
Maintenance

ARC-160 Communications System
CG-1715-0029
Aviation Electronics Technician (AT)
Communications, Class A
CG-1405-0001

Basic Airborne Radio Communications
Operator

NV -1715 -0688

High Frequency Communication Central
Operatbr

NV-1715-0872
Common Users Digital' Information
Exchange System (CUDIXS) Operators
NV-1715-0879

MC-1715-0083

Mobile Communication Central
Technician
MC-1715-0006

Communication

Operational Communication Chief

A-4E Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI)/Wepons Systems
Organizational Maintenance

MC-1717-0001

P-3 AN/ARC-51A Communication
Systems Maintenance, No 22

NV-1715-0452

NV-1715-0710

A-4F/L/TA-4 F Communication
Navigation Identification (CNI)/Weapons
Systems Organizational Maintenance

P-3C Communication/Navigation
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0533

NV-1715-0383

P-3 Communication/Navigation
Organizational Maintenance

A-6A AN/ASQ-57 Communication,
Navigation, Identification (CNI) System
and AN/AIC-14 Intercommunications
System Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0481

Communications Central Groin) AN/
TYA-11 Technician
MC-1715-0030

te

Communications Officer Ashore
NV1715-0113
Communications Officer (Short Course)
. NV-1404-0005
Communications Quality Monitoring
System Operator
NV-1715-0690

Communications Receiver Site Systems
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0356

Communications Systems, Class 'C'
CG-1715-p1047

NV-1715=0739

Communications Systems Techniciani
Class C

RA-5d Communication Navigation

Identification (CNI) and DECM ,

NV-1715-0370

Organizational Maintenance

A-6 AN/ASQ-57 Communication,
Navigation,' Identification (CNI) System,
AN/AIC14 Intercommunication System
Intermediate Maintenance

-

NV-1704-0075

RF-4B ANGASQ-88 and AN/ASQ-1,08
Commlinication Navigation Identification
(CNI) Line Troubleshooting Maintenance-

NV-1715-0370

AN /ARC -51, 51A and SIAN
Communication Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0710
AN/ARC-54 VHF Communication Set
Intermediate Maintenance

-

SUbmarine Communication Application
and Theory Module 1
NV-1715
Submarine Communication Applicut

NV-1715-0105

Communications Technician
Administration Branch Class A
NV-1715-0400
Communications Technician (M), Class A
NV-1715-0544
Communications Technician "0" Branch,
HFDF Communications Technical
Control
NV-1715-0800 no

Co munications Technician T and R
paratory7 Class A

. and Theory Module 2-

NV-1715-0098
MC-1405-0019

NV-1715-0929

CH-53 COmmunication, Navigation and
Identification(CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Submarine Communication Application
and Theory Module 4
Nit 1715-0930
Submarine Communication Application
and Theory Module 5

NY-1715-0101

Communication Center Chief
MC-1408-0004
MC -1409 -0004

Communication Central. AN/TOC-37,
system Maintenance

Communications Transmitter Site,
Systems Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1715-0387

Communications Yeoman, Class A
.

NV-1715-0850

Submarine Communication Application

and Theory Module 6 '

Class CI
NV:1715-0932

Communications

MC-1715-0006

Communication Officer

'

NV-144594007

Cryptologic Technician Communications
Rating, Class A

Cryptologic Technician 0, High
Frequency Direction Finding (HF.DF),
Communications Technical Control,

NV-1715-0931

Communication Center Man

NV- 1404 -0004

°

NV-1715-0928

Submarine Communication Application
and Theory Module 3, Class A-1

Basic Communication Officer

.

NV-1715-0059

AN/ARC-160 Communications System

AN/WSC-5 Tactical Satellite
Communications System Maintenance

F-4.1 Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Organizational
Maintenance

Commission
Direct Commission Clasg

.

NV-1715-0876

F-4J Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintglance

Commissaryman-Steward, Class C

Communication Officer Afloat

NV-1715-0058

AN/ARC-143 Communications System
Intermediate Maintenance
CG-1715-0029

E-4B Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance

NV-1715-0573

MC-1405-0007

AN/ARC-142 H.F. Communications
System Intermediate Maintenance

MC-1405-0019

NV-1511-0003

-

Operator (ARCO)
NV-1715-0481

Communication Officer Fleet

Advanced Communications Officer
MC-17154039
Airborne Radio Communications

413

NV-1715-0800

Cryptologic Technician 0, Tactical
Communications Systems Operations and
Management, Class C3
NV-1715-0849
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Intenor Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class C7

E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communications
Systcm Special Support Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance
5)

Intenor Communications (IC) Package
Course for SSN/SSBN

E-2A Digital Data Communications
System (AN/ASW-14A) Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0886

Manne Air Traffic Control
Communications Repairman, Class C

NV-1715-0347

E-2A Multi-Purpose Communications
System (AN/ASQ-52) Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1404-0006

'

NV-1715-0311

Naval Flight Officer P3C
Communications Operator
Naval Modular Automated
Communications System (NAVMACS)
A Maintenance

NV-1715-0851

Electronics Technician, Class AA-3
(Communications)

P-3A/B Communications Navigation
(COMM/NAV) Organizational
Maintenance

Electronics Technician, Class A
(Communications)
NV-1715-0730

NV-1715-0096

Electronics Technician, Class A
(Communications, Radar and Sonar
Specialties)

P-3 AN/ARC-52 UHF Communications
Systems Maintenance, No. 21
NV-1715-0346
P-3 AN/ARC-94 Communications
System Maintenany, No. 19
NV-1715.0374
Radio Communications System
Maintenance for DD963 Class Ships,
Class C-1
NV-1715-0870
Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Communications Technical Control,
Class Fl
NV-1715-0848
Reserve Naval Secunty 'Group:7
Communications Technical Control
NV-1715-0848
Special Communications Equipment AN/
WRA-3 Maintenance

NV-1715-0727

Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
SEIN (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctrination, Communications)
NV-1715-0659

Electronics Technician, Class C
Shipboard Equipment Indoctrination
(Communications)
NV-1715-0639

Electronics Technician Communications
Basic, Class Al
NV-1715-0851

Electronics Technician Communications:
Class A
CG-1715:6011

Electronics Technician Communications
Equipment Fundamentals, Class Al

NV-1715-0251

NV-1715-0852

Special Communications equipment AN/
WRT-4 Maintenance

Electronics Technician
CommunicationsNuclear Field, Class
.Al

NV- 1715.0250

Submarine Communications Equipment

NV-1715-0853

NV-1715-0885

F-14A Communications, Navigation/
Displays, Electronic Warfare
Organizational Maintenance Technician

Submarine Communications Equipment
Combined Miintenance
NV-1715-0885

NV-1704-0217

Submarine Emergency Communications
Transmitter (SECT) Buoy AN/BST-1
Maintenance
NV-1715-0900
Submarine Interior Communications (IC)

First Tour Pilot P-3C Communications
Operator
NV-1704-0213

Fleet Satellite Communications Fleet
BroadcastControl Subsystem
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)

Systems
NV- 1715.0642

'Tactical Data communications Central
Repairman ,

NV-1715-0874

High Frequency Direction Finding
(HFDF) Communications Technical
Control

MC-1715-0077

Tactical Data Communications Central
(TDCC AN/TYQ-3) Technician

NV-1715-0800

MC-1715.0026

Interior Communications Electricians,
Class A (A-1)
.

Tactical Data Communications Central
Technician
MC-1715-0026

Tactical Satellite Communications
Equipment Maintenance AN/WSC-5(V)
NV-1715.0877

NV-1715-0173

'

NV-1402-6017

Component
Electrical Component Maintenance,
(UNREP)
Microminiature Component Repair
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0157

Miniature Component Repair
NV-1715-0156

NV-1715-0875

=#NV-1715-0724

c4V- 1715 -0755

NV-1402-0046

CMS-2 Compiler Language
Programming

NV-1715-6025
NV-1704-0219

Interior Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class B

DD-1601-0009

Compiler
ANAWK-7 CMS-2 (Y) Compiler
Language Programming

MC-1715-0081

Naval Amphibious Communications

Electronics Technician A,
Communications

NV-1715-0729

DD-1713-0001
.

Photogrammetnc Compilation

NV-1715-0799

Mobile Data Communications Terminal
Technician

NV-1715-0379'
EA -6B Communications, Navigation and
,Radar System Organizational
Maintenance

interior Communications (IC), Class A,
Part II (Interior Communications
Equipment)

Map Compilation

NV-1715-0755

NV-1715-0527

4.

Compilation

Communicator

UNREP Electrical Component
Maintenance United Controls
NV- 1715 -0025

Compressed
Compressed Gases, Class C
NV-1601-6010

Compressed Gases, Class C, High
Pressure Oxygen-Nitrogen Plant
NV-1601-6010

Compressed Gases Cryogenerator
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1601-0001

Computation
Data Computation aid Transmission
Loops Fire Control System (FC$) Mk
80, Class Cl
NV-1715-0895

Computer
A-3 Bombing Data Computer CP-66A/
ASB-1 Maintenance
NV-1715-0263

A-6 AN4SQ61A Ballistics Computer
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0068

A-6 AN/ASQ-61A Ballistics Computer
Theory
NV-1715-0067
A-6 AN/ASQ-61 Ballistics Computer
Intermediate Mainterlance
NV-1715-0068

A-6 Ballistics Computer Test Console
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0342

A-7E AN/ASN-91 Tactical Computer
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-6070

AN/AQA-7 (V) Sonar Computer Recorder Group Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-074
AN/ASA-13A Navigational Computer
Group Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0326

AN/ASA-47 Doppler/Airmass
Navigational Computer System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0582

AN/AYN-1 Navigation Computer
Systems Class C
CG-1715-6024

AN/BRN-3 Computer Advanced
Training

Airborne Communicator

NV-171-5-0925

NV-1409.0004

414

Autc-

Flight control System'(AN/
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ASW-I5) And Air Data Computer
(560T27-1) Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715.0741
Basic Computer Theory
NV-1402-0038
Basic Digital Computer Theo'ry
NV:1715.0904
C-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0461
Central Computer Complex Combined
Mainilinance and Software
NV-1402-0047
Central Navigation Computer (Input/
Output)
NV-1402-0Q26

Central Navigation Computer (Processor .

14

NV-1402.0025

Central Navigation Computer (Processor

NV-1715.0318

Radio Navigation Set AN/BRN-3/3A
Computer Advanced Training

NV-1715-0505

NV-1715-0925

F4B AN/AJB-3A Loft Bomb Release
Computer Set

RF-4B AN/ASN-46/56 Navigational
Computer and Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.0050

F-4B/J Air Data Computer Set
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0228

RF-4B AN/ASN-46/74 Navigation
Computer and Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.0552

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 88 Mod 1
Digital Control Computer

NV-1715-0465

NV-1715-0353

S-2D/E AN/ASN-30 Navigational
Computer Display Unit and AN/ASQ-80
Coordinate Data Set System

F/RF-4B Air Data Computer Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0209

IBM System 360 Computer Syste
Programming (COBOL Language),
C

Maintenance.
NV-1715-0331

SH-3A AN/AS/V-13A Navigational
Computer Maintenance
NV-1715-0333'
SSBN Navigation Data Assimilation
.Computer Mk 2 Mod 4, Stabilization
Data Computer Mk 2 Mod 1

NV-1402-0007

Introduction to Computer Technology

Computer Detector (CP-413/ASA-27)
Intermediate Maintenance

Mardan Computer Theory and
Maintenance II

DD-1402-0002

Mardan Computer Theory and
Maintenance I.
NV-1715-0447

NV-1715.0242
NV-1715-0427

SSN Central Computer Complex System
Level Maintenance and Software

NV-1715.0448

NV-1715.0111

Computer MK IA ,Maintenance
NV-1715-0086
Computer Orientation for Intermediate
Executives
DD-1402-0003
Computer Programming Orientation
NV-1402-0014
Computer Theory, Basic
NV-1402-0038
CP- 967/UYK Computer Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1402-0016
Data Systems Technician, Class A(Phase

Mardan/Verdan Computer Theory

A-2)Part II, CP-642A/642B/USQ-

0A-373 I/ASM-76 Computer 'Detector
Test Console Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1402-0047

NV-1715.0657

Tactical General Purpose Computer
Technician

Mk 152 Computer and Peripheral
Equipment/Common Core

(

NV-1715-0586

Digital, Analog, and Hybrid Computer
Fundamentals
NV-1402-0013

Digital and Analog Computer
Fundamentals

Mk 152 Computer Common Core

NV-1715-0634

NV-1715-0136

ralos Computer Mk 111 Mod 1, Class C

Mk 68 Director and Computer Mk 47
Mods 8 and 11 Difference Maintenance
NVI715-0271
Naval Data Automated Computer
(NAVDAC) Advanced Training

NV-1715-0419

Tartar Computer Mk 118
NV-1715-0343

Tartar CompuN,Mk 118 Mod 0
NV-1715-0343

NV-1715-0926

Tartar Mk 152 Computer Complex
NV-1715-0792

Terrier Computer Mark 119 Mod 5

NV-1715-0460

E-2A Automatic Flight Control System
and Air Data Computer Semi-Automatic
Check-out Equipment Operation and
Maintenance
NV-1715-0478

E-2A Computer Detector (CP-413/ASA27) and Computer Detector Test fousole
(QA-3731/ASM-76) Intermediate)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0340

E-2A Computer Detector SemiAutomatkc Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) (0A-3731/ASM- 6) Operation
and Maintenance
NV-1715-0349

N/ASA-27)

Intermediate Mamie
NV-1715-0046

E-2A Computer Indicator (CI) Semi-

NV-1715-0334

0A-3734/ASM-77 Ballistic Computer
Test. Console Intermediate Maintenance

Terrier Computer Mark 119 Mod 5
(Fleet Inputs)

NV-1715-0548

NV-1715-0334

P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Intermediate Level Maintenance, No.

Terrier Computer Mk 100 Mod 2
NV-1715-0398

Terrier Computer Mk 119 Mods 3 and 4

16

NV-1715.0327

NV-1402-0012

E-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13)

NV-1715-0334

P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Intermediate Maintenance

Terrier Mark 152 Computer Complex
NV-1715.0391

NV-1715-0327

UH-2A/B AN/ASA-13A Navigational
Computer Group Intermediate
Maintenance

P-3 AN/ASN-42Navigational Computer
Set Organizational Level Maintenance,
No. 15
NV-1715-0324

P-3C CP-901/ASQ-114 Computer
Organizational Maintengnce
NV-1402-0040
P-3 Synchrophaser/True Airspeed
Computer/Signal Lightsl:Control
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0322

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Maintenance, Class Fl
NV-1715-0893

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Theory, Class Cl
NV-1715.0894

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Peripheral Equipment, Class CI
NV-1715-0897

415

MC-1402-0045

Talos Computer Mk III Mod I

NV-1715-0798

NV-1715-0044

,E-2A Computer Ind' ator

NV-1402-0033

EKA-3B AN/ASN-66B Navigational
Computer Set Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1402-0024
Computer Basics C lass C Electronics
NV-1402-0011,
NV-1402-0012
NV-1402-0013

20(V) Digital Data Computer
Maintenance

Programming, Digital Computer CP642A&B/USQ-20 (Machine Language
and CS-1 Assembly Language)

Automatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) Operation and Maintenance

NV-1715-0326

'

Verdan Computer Theory and
Maintenance I
NV-1715-0923

Verdan Computer Theory and
Maintenance II
NV-1715-0924

Computing
Geodetic Computing
1.?D-1601-0006

CONALOG
CONALOG Maintenance Norden
(Enlisted)
NV-1715-0252

CO ALOG (Norden) Refresher
tenanc> and Troubleshooting
NV-1715-0253
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CONALOG II

Basic Naval Tactical Data System

Group Ratings, Class C
NV-1408-0012

CONALOG II Maintenance (SPERRY)
NV-1715-0636

Continuous Wave Illuminator (CWI)
Common Core

Concrete
BU"C" Concrete

NV-1715.0163

NV-1710-0040

Conditioning
Air Conditioning Refrigerant 11
NV -1730-0006

Refrigerant 11 Air Conditioning
NV-1730-0006

Refrige4ation and Air Conditioning
(Operation and Maintenance)

Terrier radar Set AN /SPG -55B
Continuous Wave Acquisition and

Tracking (CWAT)
-

Contract

NV-1715.0693

.

Civil Engineer Corp Officer Basic
Contraci Administration Specialty
NV-1408-0013

CG-1701-0001

Construction Colitract Administration

Console
DD963 Centralized Damage Control
Console Operator, Class CI
NV-1601-0015

DD963 Centralized Damage Control
System Console Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1601-0016

and Management
NV-1408-0009

Contract AdministrationAccelerated
NV-1408.0009
Program Management for Contract'

Administration
DD-1408-0004

Navigation Operational Checkout

Console (NOCC) Mk I Mod I Advanced
Maintenance
NV-1715-0128

Aids to Navigation Construction
CG-1722.0004

Basic Construction Man
MC-1710-0018

BU"C" Heavy Construction
NV-1710-0034

Builder/Heavy Construction Technician,
Class C

NV-1710-0034

Civil Engineer Corps Officer Basic
Naval Construction Battalion Operations
Specialty
NV-1408-0015

Construction Contract Administration
and Management

N. 7
NV-1408-0009

Construction Drafting
DD-1713-0003

Construction Electrician Cable Splicer
(Class C)

NV-1714-0015

Construction Electrician, Class A

(CE"A")
NV-1714-0008
Construction Electrician, Class B
NV-1714-0010
Construction Electrician, Class J (CE"J'')
NV-1714-0010

A-7E C-8185 Armament Station Control
Unit Intermediate Maintenance

Air Control, Class 0
NV-1704-0011

Air Defense Control Officer, Automated
System

MC-2204-0030

Air Support Control Officer
MC-1715-0078

AN/AWM-55(V) Armament Station
Control Unit Test Set Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0174

Command and Control
DD-1402.0001

Control Panel Mk 309 Mod 0 Operation
and Maintenance
NV-1715.0381

F-4B Airborne Missile Control System
AERO 1-A Organizational Maintenance
NV-1,715-0362

F-4B/J Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Maintenance NV -1715 -0632

F-4B/J Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0632

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Missile Control
Display and Built -In Test (BIT)

Construction ElectricianPower and

Intermediate Maintenance

Communications Cable Splicing .
NV-1714-0015
Construction Foreman

F-4J AN/AW0-10 Missile Control

MC-1710-0003

Construction Mechanic/Automatic
Trangmissions, Class C

NV-1703.0003

Construction Mdchanic/Automotive
Electrical Maintenance, Class C
NV-1703-0001
Construction Mechanic, Class Al

(CM"A")
NV-1710-0035

Construction Mechanic, Class B
NV-1710-0065
Construction Mechanic, Class J (CM"J")
NV-171070065

Construction Surveying
DD-1601-0008
Planning and Estimating Construction

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Controller Class C/O
NV-1704-0012

Ground Controlled Approach Controller,
Class C
NV-1715-0123

Naval Aviation Observer (Controller),
Class 0
NV-1704-0197

Controllers
Circuit Breakers and Controllers
NV-1715-0898

Controllers and Circuit Breakers
Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0898

Controllers Circuit Breakers, Class Fl
NV-1715-0898

Controlman
Air Controlman, Class A
NV-1704-0004

Control
NV,1704-0203

Construction

(NTDS) Air Intercept Controller
NV-1715-0674

Continuous

NV-1715-0706

System (Enlisted) Familiarization
NV-1704-0231

Air COntrolman, Class B

Nv-1704-0007
Air Controlman (Radar), Class A
NV-1704-0010

Air Controlman T (Tower), Class A
NV-1704-0008

Air Controlman W (Early Warning),
Class A
NV-1704-Q009

Damage Controlman
CG-1710-0001

Damage Controlman First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1710-0003

Damage Controlman Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1710-0004

Controlmen
Damage Controlmen Class A HT-A
Phase 1.

NV-ens-a:In
Controls
Controls and Indicators, Fire Control
System (FCS) Mk 80, Class Fl
NV-1715-0892

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Bailey Meter)
NV-1710-0074

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (General Regulator)
NV-1710-0072

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Hagan)
NV-1710-0073

Conventional
A-4 Conventional Weapons Training
N V- 2202 -0077

H-53 Automatic Flight Control System

A-6A Conventional Weapons

Organizational Maintenance

NV-2202-0015

NV-1704-0133

QH-50C Target Control System AN/
SRW-4B Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0418
Submarine Satellite Information
°Exchange System (SSIXS) Operational

Control Center Maintenance
NV-1715-0871
NV-1715.0878

Controller

Conversion
3306/3309 FTB Conversion Training
NV-1715-0887

Converter
60/400 Hz Power Converter
Maintenance, ClassIcl
NV-1715-0301

RA-5C Signal Data Converter Group
Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance

Air Intercept Controller

NV-1715-0032

NV-1704-0002

. .Air Intercept Controller Supervisor
NV-1704-0005

415

Cook
Advanced Cook

a
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MC-1729-0003
,

Basic S

alist Training Cook

MC-1729.0017
Cook, Basic Specialist Training
MC-1729-0017
.

'Coordination .

0

1

.4.

Rescue Coordination Center for
Reservists ''.
CG-0802-0005
.
.

Copilot

Correspondence

Correspondence

CG-1708.0004
Boatswain's Mate Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1708.0003

Ice Observer by Correspondence
CG-13040006
Industrial Hydraulics by Correspondence

Boatswain's Mate Third Class by
Correspondence
CG-1708.0002

Celestial Navigation by Correspondence
CG-1304.0004

-

Cloied Circuit Television Systems by

S-3A Copilot Avionics
NV-1606-0057

Corpsman

Correspondence
CG-1715-0064

'Damage Controlman First Class by

Advanced Hospital Corpsman
NV-0709-0008
Basic Hospital Corpsman, Class A
CG-0703-0001

Hospital Corpsman, Advanced
NV-0709-0008
Hospital Corpsman (HM)
CG-0709-0001

Correlator
RF-4B PhotOgraphic Ftlm CorrelatorProcessor Set ES-55A Intermediate

CorressAence
CO-1710-0003

Damage Controlman Secpnd Class by
Correspondence
CG-1710-0004

ElectriCian Mate First Class by
Correspendence
CG-1714-0011

Electncian Mate Second Class by
Correspondence (
CG-1714-0010

Electrician's Mate First Class by

Maintenance

NV-1715-0751

Correspondence
CO-1714-0011

Correspondence
Aviation Corrosion Control by
Correspondence

CG-1704-0016

Electrician's Male Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1714-0010

Aviation Electrician Mate, First Class, by

Electrician's Mate Third Class by

Correspondence

Correspondence
CG-1714-0005

,CG -1714 -0004

Aviation Electrician Mate, Second Class,

Electronics Technician First Class by

by CorrespondenCe

Correspondence
CG-1714-0003

CG-1715-0038

Aviation Electrician's Mate, First Class,

Electras Technician Second Class by

by Correspondence

Correspondence

cb1714-0004

CO-1715-0037

Aviation )electrician's Mate, Second

Electronic Technician First Class by

Class, by Correspondence

Correspondence
CO-1715.0038

CG-1714-0003

Aviation Electronics Technician, First
Class, by Correspondence
CG-1715-0032
Aviation Electrorucs TechniCian, Second
Class, by Correspondence.

Electronic Technician Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0037

Fire Control Technician First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715.0036

CG-1715-0031

Aviation Machinist Mate, First Class, by

Fire Control TEchnician Second Class

Correspondence

by Co.rrespondence

CO-1704-0008

Aviation Machinist Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence
CG-1704-0007

Aviation Machinist's Mate, FirseClass,
by Correspondence
CG-1704-0008

Aviation-Machinist's Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence
CG-1704-0007

Aviation Structural Mechanic, First
Class, by Correspondence
CG-1704-0015

Aviation Structural Mechanic, Second
Class, by Correspondence
CG-1704-0013

Aviation Survivalman, First Class, by
Correspondence
-

CG-1704-0019

CG-1715.0035
Fireman by Correspondence
CG-1722-0001

Flight Mechanic HH-52A by
Correspondence

;

CO-1715.0061

Gas Ttirbine by Correspondence
CG-1731-0002

Gunner's Mate First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1714.0012
Gunner's Mate Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1714-0009.
HC-130 Avtonicsman by Correspondence
CG-1715-0040

Aviation Survivalman, Second Class, by

HC-130 Flight Engineer by

Correspondence

Correspondence

CG-1704-0018
Boa ting Safety by Correspondence
CG-0802-0001
Boatswain's Mate First Class by

CG-1704-0010

Fundamentals of Electronics by
Correspondence

CG-1704.0011

CG-,I704-0014

Junior Officer Electronic Indoctrination
by Correspondence
CO-1715-0062

Machinery Technician First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1723-0001

Machinery Technician Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1723-0002

Machinery Technician Third Class by
Correspondence
CG-1723-0003

Marine Science Technician by
Correspondence
CG-1304-0003

Meteorology by Correspondence
CG-1304-0008

National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces)
DD -1511 -0001

Navigation Rules by Correspondence
CG-1708.0005
Oceanography by Correspondence
GG-1304-0005

Piloting by Correspondence
CG-1708-0006
Quartermaster First Class by
Correspondence
CO-1304-0007
o
Quartermaster Second Class by
Correspondence
CO-1722-0002
Quartermaster Third Class by
Correspondence
CG-1722-0003
,'Radar Theory and Maintenance by
_Correspondence
CG-1715-0065
Radioman Second Class by
-Correspondence'
CG-I404-0002
Shore Structure Maintenance by
Correspondence
CG-1710.0005
Sonar Technician First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715.0034
Sonar Technician Second Class by", Correspondence
CG-1715-0033
Telephone Technician Second Class by
Correspondence
C9-1715:0063

Corrosion
Aviation Corrosion Control by
Correspondence

CO -1704 -0016

Counseling
Instructor, Class C-1 Administration and
Counseling
NV-1408-0008

Instructor, Class C (Career Information
and Counseling)
NV:1406-0004
Personnelman, Class C (Career

CG-1704-0009

Information and Counseling)
NV-1406-0004

HH-3F Avionicsman by Correspondence
CG-1715.0039

HH-3F Flight Mechanic by

4.

Counselor
Navy Drug Abuse Counselor
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Operations Officer Electronic Counter Countermeasures (ECCM)
MC-1715-0067

*Technician Electronic CounterCountermeasures

.

MC-1715-0001

Counterinsurgency
Counterinsurgency Orientation
NV-2202-0081

Counterinsukency Pre-Deployment
NV-1728-0003

Co unterinsurgency/Self-Protection
SERE
NV-1511-0001

Counterinsurgency Training
NV-1728-0001
.

Countermeasure
AN/ALQ-108 Countermeasure Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0285

F-4J AN/AWG-10 and Electronic
Counter Countermeasure Circuitry
' Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0371

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 Countermeasure Set
Shop Maintenance
NV-1715-0367

Countermeasures
Airborne Early Warninglectronics
Countermeasures EvaluatOr, Class 0
7,

Countermeasures Set AN/SLQ-26, Class" (Phase A-2)Part III, CP-642A
C-1

Counter-Countermeasures

NV-1715-08*S
NV-1715-0842

_ EKA-3B AN/ALQ-92 Countermeasures
Set Intermediate Maintenance
V-1715-0361

Electronrcs Technician Class C, R1524(
R Countermeasures Receiver
Mai

NV-1715-002%

Ele tronic Warfare Technician, Class A
(A ), Electron' b COuntermeasures
Sy tems Maintenance
NV-1715-0781

F B/J-RF-4B AN/ALQ-88
C untermeasures Set Intermediate
M ntenance

NV-1715-0187

AN/ALQ-51A Countermeasures Set'
NV-1715-0528

AN/ALQ-81/100 Countermeasures Set
Maintenance
NV- 1715.0196

AN/ALQ-92 Countermeasures Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0055

AN/ALQ-99 Jamming Transmitters and
AN/ALM-107 Countermeasures Test
Station Intermediate Maintenance
NV -1715 -0053

AN/ALQ Countermeasures Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0196

AN/ALR-45 Countermeasures Receiving
Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0933

AN/ALR-54 Countermeasures Receiving
Set intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0775

AN/SLQ-19 and AN/SLQ-26(V) with
AN/SLD-laCountermeasures Set
Maintenance
NV- 1715.0842

AN/SPA-37/37A Radar Sets, AN/SPA63 Countermeasures Rece+g Group,
and AN/SPS-43/43A Radar Sets
Differences
NV- 1715.0790

AN/SPA-62 Countermeasures Receiving
Group, Class C
NV-1715-0645

Countermeasures Receiving Set AN/
WLR-11A
NV- 1715.0841

Countermeasures Receiving Set AN/
WLR-1C (IV) Class F-1
NV-1715-0817

Data Systems Technician, Class A(A-2),
Part II CP-642B
V-1715-0044

CP-66A
A3B AV/ASI31A System' M intenance
(Less Computer CP:66A)
NV-1715-0281

A-3 Bombing Data Computer CP-66A/
ASB-1Maintenance
NY-1715-0263

CP-901/ASQ-134
.P-3C CP-901/ASQ-114aColnputer
Organizational Maintenance
NV -1402-0040

NV-1715-0393

N/ALQ-61 Countermeasures
Set Special Support Equipment
RA-5C

NV-1715-0686

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 Passive Electrgnics
Countermeasures Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0366

RIA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment,

Progra mer, System Analyzer and
Counte easures Test Bench AN/ULM1 Interco late Maintenance
NV-1715-0176

Coupler
Jenna Coupler CU-1441 Combined
I4latntenance

N V- 1715 -0599

AN/ALQ-51A Countermeasures Internal'
. Set Maintenance

CP-642B

NV-1715-0132

N/URT-23 Radio Transmitting Set and
N/URA-38 Antenna Coupler Group
CG-1715-0058
Coupler, Antenna CU-1441./BRR
.
,
Checkout and Maintenance .
NV-1715-0132
Electronics Technician, AN/URC-9,
Al'4/SRC-20,AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
with AN/ SRA-33 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance
NV -171 -0088

Course.
EA-6B Course Attitude Data Tra smitter
intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0192

T-1073A/A Course Attitude Dafa
Transmitter Intermediate Maintenance

CP-967).(th'Et Computer Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
N V- 1402 -0016

Craft
Landing Craft Beach and Surf Salvage
NV-1708-0002

River Assault Craft Training
NV-1708-0001

River Patrol' &aft Training
NV-1722-0010

Crash
Miami Crash Crewman Class C
NV1728-0006

Crew
Swift Boat Crew Training

6

N V- 1722 -0009

WeaPons 'System% Technician (Crew

Member) Organitational Maintenance
NV-1715-0411

Weapon System Specialist (Crew Leader)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0410

Crushing
EO"C" Crushing and SCreerung
.Operations
NV-1710-0043

Cryogenerator
Compressed Gases Cryogenerator
411'
Maintenance, Class C
,

NV-1601-0001

Cryogenics
Cryogenics, Class C

(EA -6B)

'

CP-967/U

NV-1601-0010

NV- 1715 -0192

Court

Cryptanalysfs

Legal Clerk and Court Reporting
NV-1407-0002

Reserve Cryptologic Technician, Basic
Cryptanalysis
NV-1715-0824

NV-1708:0006

Intermediate Cryptanalysis

Coxswain

Reserve Cryptologic Technician

Assault Boat Coxswain

NV-1715-0820

CP-413/ASA27
Colnputer Detectot (CP-413/ASA-27)
Intermediate Maintenance
,

NV-1715-0111

E-2A Computer Detector (CP-413/ASA27) and Computer Detector Test Console
(OA- 3731/ASM -76) Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0340

,CP-642A
Data Systems Technician, Class A(Phase

A-2)Part II, CP-642A/642B/USQ20(V) Digital Data Computer(
Maintenance
NV-1715-0044

Data Systems Technicians, Class A,

418'

Reserve NavarSecurity Group-13.1
Intermediate Cryptanalysis
NV-1715-0820

Cryptographer
Cryptographer
MC-1409-0003

.

Cryptographic
Cryptographic Equipment Maintenance
Preparatory
MC -17t5 -0065

Cryptofogic
Cryptologic Technician A
(Administration) Class A
NV- 1715 -0400

Cryptologic Technician Collection

a

NV-1710-0010
CVA Catapult Steam and Drain System,
Class C

Language Courses

Brands
NV-1715-0836

Cryptologic 'I7eC1bitician Communication
Rating, Class A
NV-1

Cryptologic Technician Main

QD0602:0011
Reserve Cryptologic Technician. Basic
Cryptanalysis

ance
V-1715.0829

Cryptologic Techritiatn. AN/FLR-15
Maintenance, Class C3
NcL1715-0835
Cryptologic Technician M, Basic

Bullseye Maintenance
NV-1715-0818

Cryptologic Technician M, Bullseye
Narrowband Maintenan ce
NV-1715.0819

Cryptologic Technician M, Bullye
Wideband Maintenance
NV-1715-0830
Cryptologic Technician M, Class A3
NV-1715-0829

Cryptologic Technician M, Flexscop
Maintenance, Class C3
NV-1715-0828

Cryptologic Technician 0, Class A3
NV-1715-0850

CryptOlogic Technician 0, High
Frequency Direction Finding (HFDF),
Communications Technical Control,
Class Cl
NV-1715-0800

Cryptologic Technician 0, Tactical
CommUnications Systems Operations and
Management, Class C3
NV-1715-0849

Cryptologic Technician R, Class A3
NV-1715-0836

Cryptologic Technician R High
Frequency Direction Finder (HFDF)
Operator
NV-171-0833
Cryptologic Technician T, Class A3
Preparatory
NV-1715-0837

Cryptologic Technician Technical Basic
Preparatory, Class
NV-1715-0837

Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations, Type One
NV-1715-0838

Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations Type Three
NV-1715-0840

Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations, Type Two
NV-1715-0839

Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Operations Type One, Class A3,"Siecial
Non -Morse
NV-1715-0838

Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Ope?ations Type Three, Class A3, AN/
FLR-11/I5 Operations
N V -1715 -0840

Cryptologic Technician, T, Field
Operations Type Two, Class A3,
International Commercial Radio (ICR)
Non-Morse .
N y-1715-0839

Cryptologic Technician T, Flexscop
Operator
NV-1715-0843

Cryptologic Technician T, Flexscop
Programmer, Class C3
NV-1715-0846

National Cryptologic School Resident

NV-1710-0008

CV.A101C Storage and Retrieval Officer

NV-1715-0824

5-0850

NV-1402-0043
Nuclear WeapOlis Technical (CVA)
NV-0802-0006

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Communications Technical Control,
Class Fl
NV-1715-0848.

CVA/CVS
CVA/CKS Air Launched Weapons

Reserve Cryptologic Technician Direct
Support

NV-0802-0009

NV-171 5-0834

CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons` .
General Ordnance

Reserve Cryptologic Tehrucian
Intermediate Cryptanalysis

NV-2202-0024
NV-1715-08,20

CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons
Supervisor
N40802-0009
s
CVS,
CVS Catapult, Arresting Gear, and
Visual Landing AidsClass C.

Reserve Cryptologic TeChnician Naval
Security Group Orientation
NV-1715-0823

Reserve CryptologieTechnician
Processing and Reporting, Phase I
NV- 1715 -0821

NV-1710-0007

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Processing and Reporting, Phase II

CVS/MAUW

CVS/MAUW Shop Nuclear Weapons
Technical

NV-1711-0822

-Reserve Cryptologic Tethnician 'Signal
Analysis, Class Fl

NV-0802-0005

CWAT
- Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B
Continuous Wave Acquisition and

NV-1715-0845

Reserve,Cryptologic Technician
Simulated Operational Training Phase 1

` Tracking (CWAT)

N V- 1715 -0825

NV-1715-0693 '

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Simulated OperatiOnal Training Phase II

tytotechnologist

NV-1715-0826

_Cytotechnologtst

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Simulated Operational Training Phase III .

,

NV-1715-08271

:

0" Czech

-.

.

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

o

NV- 1715 -0844

CD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

CU-1441
Antenna Coupler CU-1441 Combined
Maintenance

D-704
Douglas Model D-704 and Sargent-

,NV-1715.--0132-

Fletcher Model 31- 300 -Air Refueling
Stores Organizational Maintenance

Antenna Series (CU-1441/BRR
Multicoupler)

'NV -1700046

NV-1 715-0132

Coupler, Antenna CU-1441/BR/R
Checkout and Maintenance
NV-1715-0132

NV-0702-0009

.

Czech

Reserve Cryptologic Tichnician T,
Advanced, Class Fl

.
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Damage

'
Damage.,c.ontrol Assistant
NV-172/3-0011

*

Damage Controlman

CU-1441/11112R

CG-1710-0001

Antenna Series (CU-1441/BRR
Multicoupler)
NV- 1715 -0132

Coupler, Antenna CU- 1441 /BRR
Checkout and Maintenance
NV-1715;0132

CUDIXS
Common User Digital Informatiqn
Exchange System (CUDIXS)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0872

Common Users Digital informatioil
Exchange System (CUDIXS) Operators
NV-1715.0879

Culture .

-

`Tissue Culture Technicq
NV-0702.0001

Tissue Culture Technician, Class C ,
NV-0702-0001f.

CVA
Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids CVA (C-13 Catapults),
Class C
NV-1710-0006 '

CVA dtapu'lt Electrician, Class C

4;1 9

Damage Codtrolman Class C
n
CG-1710-0002
.
-Damage Controlman -Firs[ Class by
.
Correspondence
CG-1710-00034
Dafnaie Controlman Second Class by
Correspondence
0G-171
Damage Controlman Welding, ClassT4\
CG-1710-0002'
Damage Controlman Class A HT-A

Phase I
NV41728-0012

Damage Control Welding, Class C
CG-1710-0002
N-7
DD963 Centralized Damage Control
Console Operator, Class Cl
NV-1601-0015

DD963 Cenfraliied Damage Control
System Console Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1601-0016

' Officer Damlge Control
NV-1710-0058

DAME
AN/SRN-15 TACAN Distance Azimuth -
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Measuring Equipment (DAME)
Maintenarke (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Data Utilization Basic

NV-1715.0175

'*E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communications

NV-1402-0005

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisor (USER) Class 0/C

DD.0602-0001

System-Special Support Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0527

E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communication
System Spicial Slipport Equipment
Intermediali

Naval ;Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Tracker /Supervisor

int h
nish

NV-1402-0032

I

DD- 0602 -0002

Data
A-3 Bombing Data Computer CP-66A/

NV-1715-0673
Naval Tactical Data System Operations,
Class 0

NV-171'5-0382

ASB-1 Maintenance

E-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13)

NV-1715-0263

Airborne Tactical Data SystemOperations, Class 0
NV-1402-0036

NV-1402-0037,

Naval Tactical Data Systems Data
Transmission Group Maintenance

NV-1715-0460

AN/ASA-16 Data Display Group
Maintenance Training
NV-1715-0488

Automatic Flight Control System (AN/
ASW-15) And Air Data Computer

E -2A Automatic Flight Control System.
and Air Data Computer Semi-Automatic
Check-out Equipment Operation and

Naval Tactical Data-Systems (NTDS)
pata Collection and Display (Basic

Maintenance

Enlisted)

NV-1715-0273

,

NV-1715-0478

NV-1402-0003

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Data Utilization

,E-2A Dig.i:intlat a Communications
System (AWASW-14A) Intermediate

(560T27-1) Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0741

Maintenantf

Aviation Maintenance Data Analysis,

NV-1402-0006

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisor

NV-1715-0347

Class C

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
(ATDS) Operator Training
NV-1715-0i77
EA-6B Course Attitude Data Transmitter
intermediate Maintenance

NV- 1402 -0018

Basic Naval Tactical Data System

(NTDS) Air Intercept Controller
NV-1715-0674

C-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-I3) Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1402-0006

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Intermediate Programmer Course (CS-1)
NV-1402-0004

NTDS Data Utilization

NV-1715-0192

Electronics Technician Class C, Data
Transmission Group, Transmission
Equipment Maintenance

NV-1715-0461

Data Analysis, Class d

NV-I402-0018
Data Analysis (Ship's 3-M System) Class

C
NV-1408-0005

Data Base ManagementLCC
'Amphibious Support Information System
LanguageOperator

NV-1402-0005

P-3 AN/AQA-5 Sonar Data Recording

NV-17.15-0026

System Maintenance, No. 46
NV-1715-0121

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class Cp.
Radar Data Recorder-Reproducer AN/
SPH-2 and Video Recorder-Reproducer
15E-27 Maintenance

F-3CDigital Data Handling
Orgailjalional Maintenance
NV-17154330
Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set

AN/BRN-3, Data Processor Advivd

NV-1715-0296

Training, Class Fl

F-4B/7 Air Data Computer Set
Intermediate Maintenance

,NV-1402-0034
Data Computation and Transmission

NV-1715.-0915

F-47 Data Link System Intermediate

Programmir, Naval Tactical Data
System (Ni 1 si Operational (Officer and

Maintenance

Enlisted)

NV-1715-0552

=

Loops FireControl System (FCS) Mk
80, Class Cl

NV-1402-0031

NV-1715-0499
NV-1715-0895

Data Gathering Set AN/BQH-5(V)2
Basic Maintenance

'

NV-1715-0673

Data Teyminal Sets Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0254

IBM'System 360 (OS) Data Control

RA-5C Air Data and Flight Reference

Techniques

Systems

NV-1715-0454

MC-1402-0042

NV-1715-0502

IBM Syste

MC-1715-0019.

IBM System 3 OS System Control and
Data Manage ent

Data Handlirig Repair

RA-5C Air Data and Flight Reference
Systrs Organizational Maintenance

60 (OS) Data Management
MC-1402-0039

Data Systems Te =Ian Class C Data
Display Group I intenance

NV-1715-0454

RA-5C AN/AYA-1 Signal Data
Converter Group Intermediate

MC-1402-0038 t

NV-1715-0108
Data Systems Technician, Class C, Data
Transmission Group,,DatA Terminal
NV-1715-0091

Intermediate Maintenance Level Data
Analylis, Class C

Maintenance
NV-1715-0424

NV-1115-0001

IOIC Intelligence Data System (Storage
and Retrieval) Maintenance
.
NV-1715-0030
Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS)
Technician

Data Systems TechnicianQata
Conversion Group Equipment
Maintenance, Class C

NV-1715-003.
Data Systems Technician (Shipboard ....j.:2!
Tactical Data Systems Officer and Senior
Technician Maintenance) Class C
NV-1402-0041
Data Systems Technician (Shipboard
Tactical Data Systems Senior
Technician) Class C
NV-1402-0041
DV963 Naval Tactical Data System,

MC-1715-0043

Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS)
Weapons Controller/Opeyktor
4r- MC-1715-0021

Mobile Data CommunicationiTerminal
Technician
,MC-1715-0081

Naval`Data AutomatedComputer
(NAVDAC) Advanced Training

(NTDS) Data Utilization

NV-1715-0926

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Basic Programmer (Operational)

NV-1402-0023

DD963 Naval Tactical Data Systems

(NTDS) Data Input

NV-1402-0002

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Data InputBasic

NV-1402-0010

E-2A AN/ACQ-2 and AN/ACQ-2A

,

4

RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment
Air Data, Flight Reference, anchFlight
Control Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0542

RA-5C Signal Data Converter Group
Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0032

RF-4B AN/ASQ-90 Airborne Data
Annotation stem Maintenance
NV-1715-0240
Shipbo rd Tactical Data Systems
Maintenance
NV-1402-0041

SSBN Navigation Data Assimilation
Computer Mk 2 Mod 4, Stabilization
Data Computer Mk 2 Mod 1
NV-1715-0242
NV-1715-0427

T-1073A/A Course Attitude Data
Transmitter, ,Intermediate Maintenance
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Data Systems Technician, Class C, ANY
*JYK-5(V) Peripheral Maintenance

(EA-6B)
NV-1715-0192

NV-1715-0087

Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
Data Handling Repair

Data Systems Technician Class C Data
Display Group Maintenance

MC-1715-0019

NV-1715-0108

Tactical Data Communitions Central

Data Systems Technician, Class C, Data .
Transmission Group, Data Terminal

Repairman
MC-1715-0077

NV-1715.0091

Tactical Data Communications Central
(TDCC AN/TYQ -3) Technician

Data Systems Technician, Class C, Mk
11, Mod 2/4 systems Group Maintenance

MC-1715-0026

NV-1715-0048

Tactical Data Communications Central
Technician
MC-1715-0026

Tactical Data Systems Maintenance
0 Officer /Program Officer

,

Data Systems Technician, Class C,
Peripherial Group RD- 281(V)/UYK
Recorder Reproducer Magnetic Disk File
Equipment Maintenance

NV-2202-0082

Terrier Telemetenng Data Reduction
,

Data Systems Technician, Class C,
Weapon Direction System Mk XI Mod
0/1 Maintenance Training

A-6 Data Processing Unit and Associated
Test Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0650

Automatic Data ProcessimP(ADP)
Orientation
"'MC-1402.0014
Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Orientation (7E)

Data Systems Technician-=Data
Conversion Group Equipment
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715.0083

Data Systems TechnicianPeripheral
Equipment Maintenance, Class C

MC-1402-0020

Data Processing Installation Management
Seminar
MC-1402-0020

Data Processing Installation Managers
Seminar
MC-1402-0020

Data Processing Systems Analysis, Class
C

NV-1402-0001

Data Processing Technician, Class A
NV-1402-0022

Data Processing Technician, Class C,
Systems 'Analysis and Design
NV-1402-6001

Fleet Data Processing Officers Training
NV-1402-0008

IOIC Electronic Data Processing
Maintenance
NV-1715-0581

Data Systems
- Advanced Data Systems Officer

.6

Data Systems Technician School, Class

A (Phase A-2)Part I, CP-789
NV-1715-0043

Data Systems Technicians, Class A,

(Phase A-2)Part III, CP-642A
NV-1715-0045

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
NV-1704.0226

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
(ATDS) Operator Training
NV-1715.0777

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
Operator (Naval Flight Officer)
NV-1704-0225

Marine Tactical Data Systems (MTDS)
Fundamentals
MC-1715-001:7

Naval Tactical Data Systems Data
Transmission Group Maintenance
NV-1715-0273

Naval Tactical Data Systems
Maintenance
NV- V/15-0274

Tactical Data Systems Analysis

MC-1402-0017

Tactical Data Systems Digital Repair

Data Systems Officer
MC-1402-0025

Data Systems Officers
MC-1402-0025

Data Systems Technician, Class A(A-2),
Part II CP-642B
___Nit,1715,0044

Data Systems Technician, Class A (DS

"A")
NV-1715-0753

Data Systems Technician, Class A, Phase
A-1

NV-1715-0753

Data Systems Technician, Class A(Phase

A-2)--Part II,VP-642A/642B/US920(V) Digital Data Computer
Maintenance

NV-1715-004

at

NV-1715-0110

MC-1402-0021

Data Systems (Enlieted)

NV- 1402-00IQ

Radio Comniunications System
Maintenance for DD963 Class Ships,
Crass C -I

NV-1715-0870

SSM Degaussing System for DD963
Class Destroyer, Class CI
NV-1601-0017

Deception
Electronic Warfare Deception Repeater
Systems Maintenance, AN/SLQ-22A(V)2
NV-1715-0781

Electronic Warfare Deception Repeater
Systems Maintenance, AN/SLQ-22B(V)1
NV-1715-0781

Electrpnic Warfare Technician, Class,A
(A-3), Deception Repeater Systems
,
Maintenance
NV-1715-0781

NV-1715-0047

Data Systems Technician RD-294/UYK
Magnetic Tape Unit Maintenance, Cigs

MC-1402-0044

Data Processing Installation Management

NV-1402-0023

DD963 Naval Tactical Data Systems
(NTDS) Data Input

NV-1715-0385

NV-2202-0083

Data Processing

NV -1715 -0869

DD963 Naval Tactical Data Syptem
(NTDS) Data Utilization

NV-1715-0656

NV-1402.0041

Tabs Telemetenng Data Reduction

NV-1715-0869

DD-963 Facilities Control Quality
Monitoring Processing Unit Operators

NV-1402-0042
MC-1715-0035

DATC
D,ATC Machinist's Mate Maintenance
NV-1732.0005

DD963

Basic-Cjrcuit Concepts for-Gas-Turbine Controls, Class Cl

Decision
Defense Economics and Decision Making'
Off -Campus Graduate Seminar
NV-1511-0006
Defense Economics and Decision Making
Self-Administered Seminar (Naval War
College)
NV-1511-0008
Naval War College Correspondence
Course in Defense Economics and
Decision Making
NV-1511.0005

Deck
Prospective Officer of the Deck
NV-1722-0008

DECM
A3B, RA3B, EA3B AN7ALQ-35 DECM
System Maintenance
NV-1715.0525
RA-5C AN/ALQ-55 DECM System
NV-1715-0687

RA-5C Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) and DECM
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0075a

Decoder
RT-541/ASQ Receiver/Transmitter and
K1'-309/ASQ Pulse Decoder and RT547/ASQ-19 Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-312/ASQ-19 Pulse Decoder
Intermediate Maintenance
.NV-1715-0797
Decoy
Shipboard Decoy System (CHAFFROC)

launcher Operation and Maintenance

NV-1715-0684

NV-1402-0020

DD963 Centralized Damage Control
Console Operator, Class Cl
NV-1601.0015

.DD963 Centralized Damage Control
System Console Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-I601-0016
DD-963 Facilities Control Quality
Monitoring and Message Processing
(FCQM) Operators, Class F-1
a.

42L

-

"r" Mk 28 Mod 1-5

Deep Sea
Deep Sea Divers
NV-1606-0014
Deep Sea ,Helium-Oxygen Diving
Officers
0
NV-I606-0009
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technic
NV-160640014

Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician
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NV-0701-0004

Defense for Petty Officers

NV-1606-0014

°

General Dental technician Advanced,

NV-0801-0004

Defense

NV-0701.0005

General Dental Technician. School, Class

NV-0801-0005

B

Degaussing

NV-0701-00fg

SSM Degaussing System fiir DD963
Class Destroyer, Class CI ,
NV-461-0017
Delivery
Weapons Delivery System (Officers)

NV-1715-0570
Basic Point Defense Surface Missile
System
NV-1715-0778
Defense Economics and Decision Making
Off-Camptit Graduate Seminar
NV-1511-0006
Defense Economics and Decision Making
If- Administered Seminar (Naval War
liege)
Ny-I511-0008
Defense Equal Opportunity Management
Institut;

Medical Administrative Technic, Dental
NV-1408-0021

NV-1408-0021

Depot

Demolition
Basic Underwater Demolition/Seal Team
Training

Depot Leve1Boat Repairman
(Engineman)
b
NV-1712-0013

NV-1606-0007

Depth

Basic Underwater Demolition/Seal
Training

Electronic Hovering and Depth Control
Combined Maintenance

NV- 1606.0007

NV-1715-0934

Underwater Demolition Training

Dermatology
Dermatology Technic

NV-1606-0007

DD -1512 -0001

Underwater Demolition Training

NV-0709-0013

(Enlisted) ."

Dermatology Technician, Class C

giV-1606-0007

N V -0709 -0013

Underwater Demolition Training
(Officer)

Design

Data Processing Technician, Class C,
Systems Analysis and Design

NV-1606-0007

Dental
Basic Dental Repair Technician
NV-1715.0680
Class A General Dental Technician
School

DD-0602-0001

NV-1402-0001

Designation
Target Designation System Mk 5
Maintenance

NV-0701-0006

Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (After 1956)
DD-0602-0002
Defense Language Institute Courses-7
East Coast Branch
,
DD-0602-0009
Defense Language Institute Extertded or
Basic-Intermediate Courses

NV-1715-0264

Class B General Dental Technician

Target Designation System Mk 5
Shipboard Maintenance

NV-0701-0009

Class B General Dental Technician'
School

NV-1715-0315

Destroyer
4). Destroyer Officer

NV:0701-0005

Dental Officer Indoctrination

NY-1722-0006

NV-0701-0002

SSM Degaussing System for DD963
Class Destroyer, Clan§ CI

Dental Prosthetic Technician School,
-Class C

I:ID-0602.0005

Defense Language Institute Intermediate

NV-1601-0017

NV-0701-0007

Courts

DD-0602-0004
Defense Language Institute Special

. Cours

/

DD-0602-0008
Defer& Language Institute Support
Command Courses
DD-0602-0010
Defense Management. Systems
NV-I408-0003
Defense Race Relations Institute
DD-1512-0001
Defense'Securih Assistance Management

Detecting
RA-5C AN/AAS-21 Infrared Detecting
Set Intermediate Maintenance

Dental Repair Technician, Basic

DD-0602-0006

Defense Language Institute Short Basic
Courses .

NV-1715-0680

'

Dental Technician, Advanced General,
Class B

>NV-1715-0222

Sonar Detecting Ranging Set AN/BQS11/12/13 Combined Maintenance

NV-0701-0009

Dental Technician, Advanced Progthetic,
Class B
NV-0701.0003

NV-1715-0865

Sonar Detecting/Ranging Set AN/BQS8/10/14720 Combined Maintenance

.;

Dental Technician A School
.111.

NV-1715-0868

CG-0701:0001

Sonar Detectilig-Ranging SeaAN/SQS-

fiintal Technician, Basic, Class A

26CX

NV-0701-0006

NV-1715-0405

Dental Technician, General, Advanced,
Class P

Detection
E213, Detection System Organizational
Maintenance
'NV-1715-0769
Detector
Computer Detector (CP-413/ASA-27)
1ntermediate-Maintenance_
e-

NV-0701-0005

Dental Technician, General,-Class A

Core,

DD-0327-0001

Inter-American Defense College
DD-1511-0005
Naval War College Correspondence
Course In Defense Economics and
Decision Making
NV-1511-0005

NBC Defense for Petty Officers

Dental Technician, Maxillofacial
Prosthetic
.r

NV-0701-0001-

N V -0801 -0005

- Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)

NV-1715-0111 -

Dental Technician, Maxillofacial

Prosthetic, Classe

E-2A Computer Detector (CP-413/ASA.27) and Computer Detector TeA Console
(0A-373 I/ASM-76) Intermediate
Maintenance

.

NV-0701-0001

DenUtl Technici&n, Prosthetic,Advancect,
Class B

,

NV-1715-0340
OA- 3731 /ASM -76 Computer Detector

NV-0701-0003

Dental Technician, Prosthetic, Class C
NV-0701-0007

NV-1728-0009

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defense Ashore

/'

NV-0701-0006

DD-1408-0001

Defense Security Assistance Management
Overseas

'

Medical Administrative Technician
(Dental), Class C

NV-2202-0047

Defense Intelligence Course
DD-1511-0004
Defense Language Institute Advanced
Courses
DD-0602.0007
Defense Language Institute Aural
Comprehension Courses
DD-060-0003
Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (1954-1956)

.

Class B

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense Ashore

ABC Warfare Defense Afloat
NV-080270008'
Atomic, Biological and Chemical (ABC)
Defense for Shipboard Instructor
NV0802-0001
Basic Point Defense Officer

j.

Test Console Igtermediatellaintenance

NV-1715-0680

Dental Technician Research Assistant,
Class C

.

422
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NV-1715-0798

Dental Technician Repair, Class C

Veterinination
Self-Noise Determination and
Classification

11.
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NV-1601-0012

Dial
MobiloaDial Central Technician
MC-1715-0085

Frequency Direction Finclinr(HFDF),

Differences
AIMS Mk XII System Differences

Communications Technical Control,
Class Cl
1
"".'".1,1V-1715-0800
High Frequency Direction Finding
(1-(FDF) Corrimutucations Technical
Control

Equipment Maintenance, Class C-I
NV-1715-0813

Digital

Diary
Unit Diary Clerk
MC-I403.0001

Diesel
American Locomotive (ALCO 251C)
Diesel Engine, Class Cl
NV-1712.0010

Detroit Diesel V7I Series Engine
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1712-0019
Diesel Engine and Electrical Operation

and Maintenance (Caterpillar Models D397-399, D-333, D-343, D-353-, D-379)
CG-1712-0002
Diesel Engine Technician, Class Cl
NV-1712-0020
Engineman, Class C, Xmerican

Locomotive (ALCO 251-C) Diesel
Engine
IkV-1712-0010
Engineman Fairbanks-Morsel8D 8 1/8
DR Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0014
Engmemen, Class C, General Motors 12567E Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0006
Enginemen, Class C, General Motors 16278A Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0005
Enginemen, Class C, General Motors S268A Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0007
Enginemen!biesel Engine, Class C
NV-1712-0017
Fairbanks Morse 38F5 1/4 Diesel Engine

0-

A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-I2 Verdan and
Digital Test Equipment
NV-I402
Basic Digital Computer Theory
Basic Digital Fundamentals, Class F I

Maintenance

NV-17)2-0006
GM16-278A Diesel Engine, Class Cl
NV-1712-0005
GM 268A Diesel Engine, Class Cl
NV-1712-0007
Mine Warfare Packard Diesel Engineman
(Class C)
NV-1712-0012
Mine Warfare Waukesha Diesel
Engmemaq, Class C
NY1712-0004
SSN/SSBN Diesel Engine (FairbanksMorse) Maintenance
NV-1712-0002
Wauki;sha Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0001

DIFAR
DIFAR Training for Aspustic Operators
P3A/B(D) and P3C
NV-1715-0704

Jezebel Gram Analysis for AW's P3A/B
(DIFAR Retrofit) e

If

NV-1715-0704

NV-1715-0271

Mk 68 Gun Director and AN/SPG33F
Radar Maintenance

Data Systems Technician, Class X(Phase

NV-1715-0239

Disaster
Disaster Recovery Training I and II

Maintenance

NV-0801=0003

NV-1715-0044

Staff Disaster Preparedness Officer

DigitattAnalog, and Hybrid Computer

N V -0801 -0002

Fundamentals

NV-1402-0013

Disbursing
Advanced Disbursing Clerk

Digitarand Analog Computer

MC-1408-0002

Fundamentals

NV-1402-0012

Advanced Disbursing Man

NV-I402-0011

Advanced Disbursing Man Leadershi

jsIV-1715-0904

Basic Disbur.sing Clerk

MC-1408-0007"

Digital Fundamentals

MC-14418-001

Digital Fundamentals, Basic

MC-1403-0003

Digital Principles and Techniques
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1402.0q27

Disbursing Clerk, Class C (FinanCial
Returns

Digital Repair

-Payments).

Disbursing Clerk Financial Returns Class
C

NV-1408-0001

NV-1715-0353

Disbursing Clerk (Pay Records
Maintenance) Class C

Fundamentals of Digital Logic
MC-1402-0001
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment,

NV-1401-0001'

Disbursing Clerks, Class A

(MTRE) Mk 3 Programmer/Timer
Digital:Millimeter Advanced Training,

NV-I40.1-0002

Disbursing -Officer

Class Cl

P-3C Digital Data Handling

NV-1408-0002
MC-1408-'000

NV-1715-0347

Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0330
Programming, Digital Computer CP642A&B/USQ-20 (Machine Language
and,CS-1 Assembly Language)
NV-1402-0033

\

Disbursing Clerk Course

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 88 Mod 1
Digital Control Computer

NV-1715-0884

NV-1408-0001

Disbursing Clerk, Class C (Travel

MC-1715,0018

MC-1408-0013

4

Disbursing Officer Leadership

.

NV-1729,-0001

Disease
Disease Vector and Pest Control
Technology
NV-0101-0001

AN/ASB-12 Verdan and Digital
Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1402.0044
Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
Digital Repair
lMC-1715.0018
actical Data Systems Digital Repair

AN/SPS-40B/C/D Radar Set Difference
,

NV-1715-0745

E-28 OA- 8206/ASA -27A Difference
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0508

Terri Weapons Systems with Digital
Fire Control Systems (MFq Mk 76.6(
AFCS)
, NV-1715-0658

Direction
Cryptologic Technician 0, High

423

MC-1408-0013

Food Services and Disbursing

DiSk
-Data Systems TechniCiare Class C,

Periphenal Group RD- 281(V)/UYK
Recorder Reproducer MagneticDisk File
Equipment Maintenance
NV-1715-0656
Disk Operating System Fkogramming
MC-1402-0004

MC-1715-0035

Difference
Maintenance

Mk 68 Director and Computer Mk 47 .
Mods 8 and II Difference Maintenance

NV -1715 -0879

Maintenance

Cl *

NV-1715-0903

Director

Exchange System - (CUDIXS) Operators

Cl

GM-12. 567E/645E Diesel Engine, Class

Operational Maintenance

NV;1715-0872
Common Users Digital *formation

A-2)---Part II, CP-642A/642B/USQ'20(V) Digital Data Computer

NX-1715-0903

Radio Direction Finder AN/BRD-6

NV -1715-

Common User Digital Information
Exchange System (CUDIXS)

E-2A Digital Data Communications.
System (AN/ASW-14A) Intemiediate

NV-12-0014

Combined Maintenance
tt

NV -1715-

FM,38D8 1/8 DR Diesel Engine, Class

NV -1712 -0003

NV-,17 I 5-0800

Radio Direction Finder AN/BRD-6

It1M,,System U0 Disk Operating System
(DOS) Operations
MC-1402-0018

Pisplay
AN/ASA-I6 Data Display Group
Maintenance Training
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NV-1715-0488

AN/ASM-398 Projected Map Display
Set (PMDS) Intermediate Maintenance

Medical Department Diving Officers

NV-1715-0162

AN/AV.M-11"(V) Head Up Display Test
Set Intermediate Maintenance (A-7E)
NV1704-0229
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Measurement, Display
and Simulation Groups Advanced
Training
NV-1715-0908

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Mods 4 and 5
Measurement, Display and Simulation
Groups Advanced Training, Class Fl
0

NV1.5 -0908
Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTD
Data Collection and Display (Basic
Enlisted)
NV-1402-0003

P-3 AN/ASA-16 Display System
Intermediate Maintenance

psi

DLG

MC-2204-0001

NV-1606-0015

Drill Instructor
MC-2204-0001

System
NV--2202-0073

DLG6 -16 Combat System

,

NV -1715 -0764

DLG 6-16 (MOD) Terrier Weapons
System Missile Fire Control System
(MFCS) Mk 76 Mod 5
NV-2202.0073

DLG-28
Temer Weapon System DLG-28 (Class

-

System Level Maintenance)
NV-1715-0804

Documentary
Still Documentary Photography Cl

Distilling
Submanne Low Pressure and Vapor
Compression Distilling Units, Enlisted
NV-1710-0025

Distribution
Electncal Distribution and Control

Navigation System Intermediate
Maintenance

TT181/UG Series
NV-1715-0664

Teletypewnter Reperforator TT253/UG.
Senes and Transmitter Distributor TT187/UG Series Teletype machines-

NV-1715-0360

AN/APN-122 Doppler Navigation
System Maintenance
NV-1715-0483

AN/APN-153(V) Doppler Radar
Navigation System Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0507

PN-175 Doppler Radar,

+/ Navigation

Mk 9 Mod°4 Dead Reckoning Analyzer
Indicator (DRAI) and Mk 6 Mod 4B
Dead Reckoning Tracer (DRT), Class C
NV-1715-0344

Drug

.

Drug Abuse Education Specialist
NV-0799-0004

Drug Abuse Program Officers
NV-0801-0006

Drug and Alcohol Program Advisor
NV-0799-0005

Navy Drug Abuse Counselor
NV-0801-0007

Drum
Drum and Bugle Corps
MC-1205-0002

DS "A"
Data Systems Technician, Class A (DS
NV -1715 -0753.

DSOT
Tartar DSOT Analysis Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
6

AN/ASA-47 Doppler/Amass
Navigational Computer Systeni
Intermediate Maintenance
,istates,

Maintenance
NV-1715-0299

Dynalec
Dynalec Automatic Telephone System
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-I404-0007

NV-1715-0582

S-2D/E AN7APN-122 Doppler Radar
Navigation System Maintenance

E -1B

E-1B Aircraft Pilot Training

NV-1715:0422

-SH-3A AN/APN-130 Doppler Radar
Navigation Maintenance

NV-1606-0053

E-1B Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0237

System Maintenance
NV-1715-0759

DOS

NV-1606-0008

Diver Second Class
NV-1606-0010

MC-1402-0018

IBM System 360 (DOS) COBOL
Programming
MC-1402-0011

EOD DiVer Candidates
NV-1606-0010

Master.Diver Qualification
NV-1606-0016

Scuba Diver

Douglas
Douglas Model D-704 and SargentFletcher Model 31 -300 Air Refueling
Stores Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0046

NV-1§06-001 1

Underwater Photographer/Scuba Diver
NV-1606-0013

Divers
Deep Sea Divers

Drafting
Cartographic Drafting
DD-1713-0002

Construction Drafting'
D13:1713-0003

NV-1606-0014

Diving
,._Deep Sea Helium-Oxygen Diving

Draftsman
Illustrator Draftsman, ,Class A
NY-1713-0002

Officers.
NV-160 .470009

Medical Deep, Sea Diving Technic
NV-1606-0014

Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician
NV-1606-0014

NV-1704-0195

E-1B AN/APS-82 Radar System.

IBM System 360 Disk Operating System
(DOS) Operations

Diver
Diver First Class

NY-1715-0072

DVARS
AN/APN-187 DVARS Intermediate

CG -1715 -0027

NV-1715-0664

Disturbed
Disturbed Line of Sight Gunfire Control

NV-1704-0044

DRT

NV -1715 -0200

NV-1714-0005

Distributor
Teletypewnter Reperforator TT253/UG
Senes and Teletypewnter Distnbutor

Drone
Target Prone, Class C

NV-1709-0010

Doppler
A-7 AN/APN-190 Doppler Radar

AN/APM 341 (V) Doppler Test Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-0802-0007

Drill Instructor

DLG-16 (MOD) Terrier Weapons

NV-1715-0463

Disposal
Nuclear Weapons Disposal

Drill Instructor

Ship Salvage Diving Officers

NV-1715.0529

AN/ASN-99 Projected Map.Display Set
Intermediate Maintenance

Drill

NV-1606.0317

DRAI
Mk 9 Mod 4 Dead Reckoning-Analyzer
. Indicator (DRAI) and Mk 6 Mod 4B
Dead keckoninirTsic' er (DRT), Class C
NV-1715-0344

Maintenance

63,

NV-1715-0287

E-1B AN/ASN-28 Central Gyro
Reference System Maintenance
NV-17I5-0164
E-1B ARC-97 Radio Repeater System
Maintenance
NV-1715-0195

E-1B Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
,
NV-1714-0013

E-1B Electronic Systems Organizational.
Maintenance
NV-1715-0498

E-1B Integrated ElectricarSystem
`,Organizational Mamtenance
NV-1715-0498 .
EIB MH-67 Automatic Flight Control
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0034

E-1B Naval Flight Officer and
Aircrewman
NV-1704-0233

E-IB power Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance

c,
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E-2A Flight Technician Organizational
Levet Maintenance, No. 4

NV-1704-0227

E-2A
E-2A Aircraft Famillanzation (Pilots)

NV-1704-0036

E-2A Hydraulics/Airframes System
Maintenance

NV-1704-0054

E-2A AN/ACQ-2 and AN/ACQ-2A
Data Terminal Sets Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1704-0155

E-2A Hydraulici/Airframes SystemS
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0254

NV-1704-0155

E-2A AN/APS-96 Search Radar
Intermediate Maintenance

E-2A Inertial Navigation System AN/
ASN-36 Maintenance

NV-1715-0672

E-2A Inertial Navigation System SemiAutomatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) and Encoder Test Console
Operation and Maintenance

NV-1715-0190

E-2A AN/ASM-33A In-Flight
Performance Monitor Maintenance

NV-1715-0323

NV-1715-0471

E-2A Integrated Electronic Central
(AN/ASQ-58) Intermediate Maintenance

E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communications
System Special Sup pit Equipment
Intermediate Mainten ce

NV-1715-0376
E-2A Multi-Purpose Communications
System (AN/ASQ-52) Intertnetliate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0379
E-2A Power Plant and Related Systems
Maintenance No. 8
NV-1704-0152
E2A Power Plant and Related Systems
Orgaizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0527

E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communication
System Special Support Equipment
Intermediate.
Ny4715-0382
E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central IFF KY- 308 /ASQ and Power

SupplyAM-2310/ASQ Intermediate
Maintenance'

NV-1704-0151

NV-1715-0377

E-2A Radio Set AN/ARC-80
Intermediate Maintenance

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic

Central TACANRT-541/ASQ and
KY-309/ASQ Power SupplyAM-2310/

NV-1715-0190
. E-2A Semi-Automatic Check -Out
. 'Equipment (SACE) (OA- 3738/ASA -48)
Programmer Maintenance
NV-1715-0348

ASQ.Intermechate Maintenance
NV-1715-0375

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central UHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/
AS9Tower Supply 7AM-2310/ASQ
Intermediate Maintenance
NV4715-0746
E-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air,Data Computer
(A/A24G-13)

NV-1715-0459

E-2A Weapon System Special, No. 5
NV-1715-0459

E-2B
E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
NV-1704-0226

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
',(ATDS) Operator Training

E-2A Automatic Flight Control System,
and Air Data Computer Semi-Automatic,
Check-out §quipment Operation and
Maintenance

NV-1715-0777

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
Operator (Naval Flight Officer)

NV-1715-0478

NV-1704-0225

E-2A Aviation Electrician Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0081

E-2A Computer Detector (CP-413/16A27) and Computer Detector Test Console'
(0A-3731/ASM-76) Intermediate
'Maintenance
NV4 715-0340

E-2B/C-2A Aviation Electrician
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0224

NV-1715-0349

E-2A Computer Indicator (AN/ASA-27)
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0046
.

(SAE) Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0318

E-2A Digital Data Communications
System (AN/ASW-14A) Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0347

E-2kElectrical and Instruments
Maintenance

E-2B Aircraft-Pilot Training
NV-1606-0054
E-2B and C-2A Environmental Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1701-0003
E-2B ATDS Operator (Naval Flight
Officer)
NV-1704-0225

2A Computer Detector Semiutomatic Check-Out Equipment
SALE) (0A-3731/ASM-76) Operation
and Maintenance

k

System Maintenance
NV-1715-0525

EA-6A
EA-6A AN/ALQ-76/86)CM Systems
Organizational Maintehance
NV-1715-0198

EA -6B

EA-6B Communications, Navigation and
Radar System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0311

EA-6B Course Attitude Data Transmitter
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-019)

EA-6B Hydraulics and Flight Control
Organizational Maintenance
'NV-1704-0223
EA-6B J-52-P-408 Power Plants and
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0222

T-1073A/A Course Attitude Data
Transmitter Intermediate Maintenance
(EA-6B)
NV-1715-0192

EA"A"
Engineering Aid, Class Al (EA"A")
NV-1101-0003

EA"C"
EA"C" Planning and Estimating
NV-1408-0012

EA"J"
EA"J"

E-2A Weapon System Specialist'

NV-1715-0460

E-2A Computer Indicatctr (CI) SemiAutomatic Check-OtirEquipment

.

NV-1715-0709

E-2A AN/ARC-80 Radio Set
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1704-0232

EA3B
A3B, RA3B, EA3B AN/ALQ-35 DECM

NV-1704093

E-2B Detection System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0769
E-2B Electronic" Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0776
E-2B Naval Flight Officer NV-1704-0226
E-2B OA- 8206 /ASA -27A Difference
Organizitional Maintenance
NV4715.0508
E-2B Weapon Sysi'emSpecialist
Organizational Mainten'ance
NV-1715-0757
E-2B Weapon System Trainer (WST)

NV-1713-0001

EAM
,Electrical Accounting Machines (EAM)
MC-1402-0019

Ear
-Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Technician,
Class C
NV-0709-0009

Early Warning
Airborne Early Warning, Class 0
NV-2202-0036
'-

Airborne Early Warning/Electronics
Countermeasures Evaluator, Class 0

NV-1715-0599

East
Defense Language Institute Courses
East Coast Branch
DD-0602-6009

EC-130Q
EC-130Q Electrical Systems and Circuits
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1714-0001

ECCM
Operations Officer Electronic CounterCountermeasures (ECCM)
MC-1715-0067

Echelon
ONTOS (M50)(Fourth and Fifth
Echelon) Maintenance
MC-1703-0004

Echo
AN/UQN-4 Echo Sounder Maintenance
NV-1715-0425

ECM
EA-6A AN/ALQ-76/86 ECM Systems' v
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0198 -

4
s
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Economics
,
Defense Economics and Decision Making
Off-Campus Graduate Seminar
NV-1511-0006

Defense Economics and Decision Making
If-Administered Seminar (Naval War
,
liege)

A-4M Electrical Systems Organizational
'Maintenance
NV-1704-0102

te.

A-6A Electrical Systems Intermedttion%
Maintenance

NV-1511-0005

Editor
Newspaper Editor

NV-1704-0108
NV-1704-0088

A-6A Electrical Systems Organizational
Maintenance

NV- 1715 -0142

F-4B Electrical Systems Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1704-0100

A-6/KA-6D Electrical Power Systems
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1704-0092

F-4B/J Advanced Electrical
Organizational Maintenance

NV-170470097
O

DD-0504-0003

Education
Drug Abuse Education Specialist
NV-0799-0004'

Troop Information and Education
Enlisted
DD-0504-0005

Troop Information and Education Officer
DD-0504-0006

E, E & H
E, E & H, Class`P
NV4715.0565

Egress
F-4B/J Egrets and Environmental
Control Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0106

F-4B/J Egress and Environmental
Control Systems Organizational

A-7E Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0153

NV-1704-0080

'

A-7 Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0106

EKA-3B
EKA-3B AN/ALQ-92 Countermeasures
Set Interniediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0361

EKA-3B AN/ASN-66B Navigational
Computer Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0505

Electric
Automatic ElectricStrowger Switching
Telephone Systems Maintenance, Class
Cl
NV-1715-0735

Aviation Support Equipment Mobile
Electric Power Plant Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0541

Aviation Support Equipmetif NC-10B
Mobile Electric Power Plant Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0698

Aviation Support Equipment NC-2A
Mobile El tric Power Plant
Intermedi e Maintenance
NV-1715-0700

raulic Power Drive for 5"/
1 Purpose Single Mount

Electric Motor Rewind, Class C
NV-17144/016

General Electric LM100andSolar T1000 Emergency Gas TurbiSolar Main
Propulsion Operation and Maintenance
CG- 1710.0007

Electrical
6L16 Oxygen Generator Electrical
Technician
NV-1715-0918
A-4 Iniegrated Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance
*
NV-1704-0185

F-4J Aircraft Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0094

F-4J Electrical Systems Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1704-0079

Advanced Electrical/Electronics
CG-1715-0064.

NV-1704-0094

A1-1-1J Electrical Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0105

F-8 Electrical, Instruments and
Stabilization Systems Organizational
Maintenance

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Class A (Electncal Specialty)

F/RF-4B Aircraft Electrical Systems

NV-1715-0183

NV-1704-0111

Maintenance

NV-1704-0178

Gyrocompass TechnicianElectrical,

C-121 Electrical Systems

NV-1704-0104

C-2A Electrical and Instruments
Organizational Maintenance

Class C
NV-1715.0587

NV-1715-0150

Gyrocompass Technician Electncal,
Class Cl

CH-46A Electncal and Instrument

Maintenance

Electric H
38 Caliber

NV-1715-0151

F-4B Aikraft Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704402
F-4 Basic Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance

A-6A Electrical Systems Maintenance

NV-1511.0008

aval War College Correspondence
Course in Defense Economics add
Decision Making

NV-1704-0218

F-4B 20 KVA and AN/AJB-3A
Electrical Organizational Maintenance

Systems

NV- 1715 -0587

NV-1704-0077

1-1-46 Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1714-0011
H-53 Electrical and Instruments
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0236
1-1-53 Electncal and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0235

CM"C" Automotive Electrical
Maintenance
NV-1703-0001

Construction Mechanic/Automotive
Electrical Maintenance, Class C
NV-1703-0001

Diesel Engine and Electrical Operation
and Maintenance (Caterpillar Models D397-399, D-333, D-343, D-353, D-379)

KA-3A/KA-3B Electrical and
Instruments Organizational Maintenance
NV1714-0014
KC-130F Electncal Systems and Circuits

CG -1712 -0002

E-IB Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
iNV-1714-0013

Maintenance

E-IB Integrated Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0071

KC-130F Electrical Systems
OrganiZational Maintenance

NV-1715-0498

E-2A Electrical and Instruments
Maintenance

NV-1704-0071

OV-10A Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0093

EC-130Q Electrical Systems and Circuits
Organizational Maintenance

NV- 1704 -Q095

Oxygen Generator Electncal Model
6L16 (Enlisted)

NV-1714-0001

Electrical Account

achines (EAM)

NV -1715 -0560

P-3C Integrated Electncal Systems
Organizational Maintenance

MC-1402-0019

El

ompcineht Maintenance

NREP)

NV-1704-0089

P-3 Electncal System Maintenance, No.

NV-1715-0025

Electrical Distribution and Control

12

NV-1714-0005

Electrical/Electronics Fundameinals,

Clap P
NV-1715-0352

Electrical Equipment Repairman
SIC -1714 -0002

Electrical Gyrocompass Operation
Maintenance Technician, Class C .

.

.

NV-1715-0587

F-14A Electrical Systems Technician
(Crew Member) Organiiational
Maintenance

426
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NV-1704-0073
e#

P-3 Electrical System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0073

P:3 Electrical Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV1704-0072
P-3 Integrated Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0101

RA-5C Eleculcal and Indicating Systems
(Intermediate Maintenance)

0%
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NV-1704-0099

RA-5C Electrical and Indicating Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0069

RA-5C Flight Control and Electrical
Systems Electronics Intermediate
Maintenance

Correspondence
CG-1714.0010

Electrician's Mate First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1714-0011

Electrician's Mate Second Class by
Correspondence
CO-1714-0010

NV-1715-0601

S-2D/E Electrical and Instruments
Maintenance, No. 6

Electrician's Mate Third Class by
Correspondence
CO-1714.0005

NV-1704-0086

NV- 1704 -0114

Interior-Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class B

NV -1714 -0009

Basic Electricity and Electronics, Class P
NV- 1714.0009

Basic Electricity and Electronics for
Torpedo man's Mate

UH-IN Electrical Systems Organizational
Maintenance

Intenor:Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class C7

UH-2A/B Electrical System Maintenance

Journeyman Electrician
MC-1714-0O n=

NV-1704-0091

UH-2C Electrical System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0090

Electrisian's
Avian(); Electrician's Mate, Class A
NV-1704-0068

Aviation Electrician Mate, Class B
NV -1715 -0134

.

'NV-1715-0025

Aviation Electrician Conversion

Aviation Electrician's Mate, Class B
(Advanced)
- NV-1715.0134
Aviation Electrician's Mate, Class B
(Intermediate)

Aviation Electrician Mate, First Clats, by
Correspondence

Aviation Electrician's Mate, First Class,
by Correspondence

Electrician
Advanced Electrician
MC-1715.0044

NV-1715.0135

CO-1714-0004

CG-1714-0004

Aviation Electrician Mate, Second Class,
6y Correspondence

Aviation Electrician's Mate I
(Instrument), Class A

Aviation Electrician's Mate, First Clas.4,
by Correspondence

Aviation Electrician's Mate M
(Electrician), Class A

NV-1704-0070

Aviation Electrician's Mate, Second
Class, by Correspondence
--CG-1714-0003
Basic Electrician

4

MC-1714-0003

Electrician's Mate, Second
Class, by Correspondence
CO-17140003
Electricians
A-1.7iaiiiin

MC-1714-0006

,Electrician's Mate Class A

NV -1714-0010

,4, lectricianPower and

Communi6-0Ens Cable Splicing
NV-1714-0015

E-2A Aviation Electrician Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0081

E-2.B/C2A Aviation Electrician
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0224
MC-1714-0003

Electncian Mate First Class br,
Correspondence
CG-1714-0011

Electncian Mate Second Class by

Electroencephalography Technic
NV-0709-0011

Class C
NV-0709-0011

Electrolytic Oxygen Generator 7L16
NV-I601.0002
Electrolytic Oxygen Generator Operators
NV-I601-0008

Electronic
585/594 FBM Electronic Surveillance
Measures (ESM) Technician
NV-1715.0882

Airborne Electronic Warfare, Class 0

NV-1715-0451

NV-1715-0002
NV -1715 -0104

Air Control Electronic Operator
MC-2204.0031

Electrician's Mate Enlisted Maintenance
NV -1714 -0002

Electrician's Mate First Class by
Correspondence
CO-1714-0011

Electrician's Mate Maintenance, Class P
NV-1714-000Y
Electrician's Mate School

AN/APN-I20 Electronic Altimeter
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0144

AN/SQS-26 AXR Electronic
Maintenance,
NV-1715.0300

CG-1714-0001

Aviation Squadron Electronic Warfare
(EW) Officer (EWO), Class A2

NV -1714 -0012

C -121 Electronic Systems

NV-1715-0831

Electrician's Mates, Class A

Electrician's Mates, Class A, Part II
Power and Lighting Equipment
NV-1714-0012

Electrician's Mate Second Class by
Correspondence
CO-1714.0010

Electrician

NV-0709-0010

Electroencephalography

NV-1715-01011'

CVA Catapult Electrician, Class C
NV-1710-9010

NV-0709-0010

Electrocardiography Technique

NV-1714-0012

NV-1714-0016

Constructs

NV-0709-0010

Electrocardiography Technician, Class C

Electrician's Mate, Class C7

Construction Electrician,-Class B

Construction Electrician, Class J (CE"J")

NV-0709-0010

Electrocardiography and Basal
Metabolism Technician, Class G

A-6 Electronic Module Test Console
4z.
Intermediate Maintenance

Electrician's Mate, Class B

NV-1714-0015

NV-1714-0008

Electrocardiography and Basal
Metabolism Technic

CO-1714-0001

Electrician's Mate, Class Al

Construction Electrician Cable Splicer °
Construction Electritian, Class A
(CE"A")

NV-1715-0316

Electrocardiography

Electrolytic

NV -1704 -0070

CG-1714-0004

Aviation Electrician's .Mate M
(Electrician), Class A

Submarine Radioman Electricity and
Electronic,

Electroencephalography Technician,

NV-1704-0068

CG -1714 -0003

Electncity,'Electromcs and Hydraulics,
Class P
NV-1715-0565

NV -1715 -0755

NV-1704-0207

Basic Electncity Phase of Class A
Electronics Technician School
NV-1714-0009

NV-1715.0755

NV -1704-0083

o

Basic Electricity and Electronics, Class
AP (Modules 0-25)

NV-1715-0532
NV -1715 -0755

SH-3A Electrical Systems Maintenance

(Class C),

NV-1715.0729

Electricity

IC Electrician, Class B

SH-3A/D Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance

UNREP Electrical Component
Maintenance United Controls

Interior Communications Electricians,
Class A (A-I)

Electrician's Mate Third Class by
Correspondence
CO-1714-0005

NV-1704-0179

.DD-063 Class Electronic Warfare Suite
NV-1715-0817
E-113 Electronic Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0498
E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic

Central IFFKY-308/ASQ and Power
SupplyAM-2310/ASQ Intermediate
Maintenance

IC Electricians, Class A
NV-1715-0729

1r) 7

NV:1715-0377
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E-2A AN/ASQ58 Integrated Electronic
Central TACANRT-541/ASQ and
KY-309/ASQ Power SupplyAM-2310/,
ASQ Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0375

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central UHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/
ASQ Power Supply-AM-2310/ASQ
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0746

E-2A Integrated Electkinic Central
(AN/ASQ-58) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0376

E-2B Electronic Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0776

F-14A Communications, Navigation/
Displays, Electronic Warfare
Organizational Maintenance Technician
NV-1704-0217

F-4J AN/AWG-10 and Electronic
Counter Countermeasure Circuitry
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0371

IOIC Electronic Data Processing
Maintenance

,

NV-1715-0934

Electronic Hovering and Missile
Compensation
NV-1715-0934

Electronics Technician, Class AA-2
(Electronic Circuit Applications)
NV-1715-0723

Electronic Surveillance Maintenace
(ESM) AN/WLR-8(V)2 Combined
Maintenance
NV-1715-0469

Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM) AN/WLR-6 Basic Operator
NV-1715-0500

NV-1715-0815

Operations Officer Electronic CounterCountermeasures (ECCM)
MC-1715-0067

QH-50D Weapons System Electronic
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0633

RA-5C AN/APN-120 Electronic
Altimeter Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0246

RA-5C Electronic Reconnaissance
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0224

Equipment

Electronic Surveillance Measures (ESM)
Technician SSN 637 Class, Class C-1
NV-1715-0883
Electronic Surveillance Measures (ESMI
Technician SSN 688 Class, Class Cl
NV-1715-0889
Electronic Technician Virst Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0038
Electronic Technician Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0037
ElectronicVeletype Repair
MC-1715-0064
Electronic Test Equipment Basic
Operator, Class Fl
'
NV-1715-0896
Electronic Test Equipment Operation
NV-1715-0896
Electrqnic Test,Equipment Operation/
Operatfonal Use
NV-1715-0005
Electronic Warfare Electronic Support
Measures System Maintenance, Class A
NV-1715-0780
Electronic Warfare Technician; Class A
(A-2), Electronic Support Measures
System Maintenance
NV-1715-0780
Electronic Warfare Technician, Class C,

NV-1715-0103

Technician Electronic CounterCountermeasures
MC-1715-0001

Electronics
Air Control/Antiaircraft Warfare
Electronics Operator
MC-1704-0002

Air Control/Annan- Warfare Electronics
Operator
MC-1704-0002

Air Control Electronics Operator,
Automated System
MC-1704-0001

Air Traffic Control Electronics
Maintenance Officers, Class 0

Basic Electronics (MA-40)
NV-1715-0001

Basic Electronics Orientation

Electricity, Electronics and Hydraulics,
Class P
NV-1715-0565

Electronics Fundamentals
CG-1715-0043

Electronics Maintenance Course
Interrogator Set AN/TPX-42A(V) 5,
Class C
NV-1715-0566

Electronics Officers Administrative
NV-1715-0721

Electronics Officers,(Maintenance)
NV-1715-0766

Electronics Specialized Training
NV-1715.0169
Electronics Technical Officer, Class 0
NV-1715-0345

Electronics Technician, AN/SRC-20,
AM /SRC -21 Radio Set Maintenance
NV-1715-008

Electronics Technician, AN/URC-9,
AN/SRC-20,AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
with AN/ SRA-33 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance
NV-1715-0088

Electronics Technician First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0038

Electronics Technician Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0037

Fundamentals of Electronics by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0061

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
CPN-4A, Class C

NV-1715-0670

AN/ASQ-17B Integrated Electronics
Central Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0515

AN(ASQ-56A Integrated Electronics
Central'and Related Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0540

NV-1715-0079

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance (Radar Set AN/
FPN-36), CIss C
NV-1715-0217

Ground Controlled Approach/Radar Air
Traffic Control Center Electronics
Maintenance Officers, Class 0

AN/SRC-20 AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
Maintenance (Electronics TeChnician,
Class 1)
NV-1715-0088

Automated Aids-to-Navigation
Electronics Maintenance
CG-1715-0041

NV-1715-0670

Navy Nuclear Weapons Electronics,
Calibration, and Maintenance (EC)
(Gunner's Mate Technician)
-NV-1715-0171

Photographic Electronics Systems, Class
cC

Aviation Electronics Fundamentals, Class
A

NV-1715-0354

Polaris Electronics, Class A
NV-1715.0380

Aviation Electronics Intelligence, Class

Radar Data Recorder-Reproducer AN/
SPH-2 and Video Recorder-Reproducer

0/C

15-E-27 Maintenance

Aviation. Electronics Officers, Class 0
NV-1715-0296

CG-1715-0043
MC-1715-0004

NV-1715-0479

RA-5C Electronic Reconnaissance Line
Maintenance

Maintenance

NV-1715-0494

1,

Miniature/Microminiature Electronic
Repair (214)

Solid State Theory for Electronic

NV-1715-0501

NV-1715.0532

Basic Electronics

NV-1715-0480

Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM) AN/WLR-6 Combined
`Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM),AN/WYQ-1, kk-BRQ-1
Combined Maintenance

CG-1715-0031

Basic Electricity and Electronics for
Torpedoman's Mate

Class F-1
4 NV-1715-0815

Mc-1715-0004

CG-1715-0032

CG-1715-0062

Miniature Electronic Repair Program,

'

Aviation Electronics Technician, Second
Class, by Correspondence.

NV- 1715 -0581

Junior Officer Electronic Indoctrination
by Correspondence

Electronic Fundamentals

Electronic Hov*ring and Depth Control
Combined Maintenance

Aviation Electronics Technician, First
Class, by Correspondence

NV-1715-0504
NV-1715-0522

NV-1715-0705

Prospective Electronics Material
Officer Pacific Fleet, Class C2
NV-1715-0816

QH-50C Weapons System Intermediate
Electronics Maintenance
4'
.
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NV-1715-0568

A-5C AN/ALQ-61 Passive Electronics
Countermeasures Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0366

Rie-sc AN/ASQ-56A Integrated
Electronics Central and Related Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0145

RA-5C Flight Control and Electrical
Systems Electronics Intermediate
Maintenance

AN/WRT-2 Radio Transmitter
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-1715-0011

Aviation Electronics Technician (AT)
C9pimumcations, Class A
CG-1405-0001

Aviation Electronics Technician/
Aviation Fire Control Technician,
Advanced Class B
NV-1715-0137

Aviation Electronics Technician, Class A
CG-1715-0001
CG-1715.0012
NV-1715-0289

NV-1715-0601

RA-5C Flight Control System
Electronics (Intermediate Maintenance)
NV-1715-0732

RA-5C Photographic Electronics
Fundamentals
NV-1715-0152

Aviation Electronics Technician, Class B
NV-1715-0137

Aviation Electronics Technician Class C
AN/ARC-94
CG-1715.0019

RA-5C Photo Systems Electronics
NV-171S-0543

Sonar Electronics Intermediate (SEI)
NV-1715-0867
Sonar Technician Class A-1 (Basic
Electronics)
NV-1715-0580
Sonar Technician Class A-2 (Intermediate
Electronics)
NV-1715-0578
Submarine Radiom/an Electricity and
Electronics
NV-1715-0316

Electronics Technician
AIMS Mk XII IFF System Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class CI)
NV.1715-0812

AN/SPN-40 Radio Navigation Set
(Electronics Technician, Clas...s Cf)
NV-1715-0015

AN/SPS-29C Radar Set Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1715-0756

AN/SPS-40B Radar Set Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1715-0809

AN/SPS-43A/37A Radar Set
Maillienance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-1715-0790

AN/SRN-9 Satellite Radio Navigation
Set Maintenance (electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-1715-009
AN/UCC-I Series, Telegraph Terminal
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-1715-0009

AN/UPN-12 Loran Receiver Set
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0814

AN/UPR-2 Ionospheric Sounder Set
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-.1715-0004

AN/URN-20 TACAN Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl) ,
,

NV -1715 -0193

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitter With
AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-17 i 5-0056

AN/WRC-I Radio Set Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1715-0010

Aviation Electronics Technician N
(Navigation), Class A
NV-1715-0097

Aviation Electronics Technician R
(Radar), Class A
NV-1715.0295

Basic Electricity Phase of Class A
Electronics Technician School
NV-1714-0009

CP-967/UYK Computer Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)

Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
SEIN (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctrination, Communications)
NV-1715-0639

Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
SEIR (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctrillation, Radar)
NV-1715-0638

Electronics Technician, Class A (Radar)
NV-1715-0731

Electronics Technician, Class B
NV-1715-0754

Electronics Technician, Class CI
NV-1715-0745

Electronics Technician, Class C7
NV- 1715 -0754

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
FOC-60; AN/FTA -]5 Multichannel
Voice Frequency Telegraph Terminal
Equipment
NV-1715-0194

Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
FGC-73 Teletypewriter Routing Set and
AN/UGIt-I4 Inktronic Page Printer
NV-1715-0019

Electwnics Technician, Class CAN/
SPN-18 Loran Receiving Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0364

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPS-29 Radar Set
NV-1715-0024

NV-1402-0016

Digital Principles and Techniques
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1402-0027

Electronics-Technician A,
Communications .
NV-1715-0851

Electronics Technician AN/SPA-25
Indicator Group Class C Maintenance
NV-1715-0510

Electronics 4 echnician, AN/SPA-34
Indicator Group, Class C
NV-1715-0310

Electronics Technician AN SPS-40
Radar Set Maintenance
NV-1715-0557

Electronics Technician, AN/SRN-14,
Omega Receiver Maintenance, Class C

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPS-37, 37A Radar Sets and AN/SPA-63
Countermeasures Receiving Group
NV-1715-0298

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPS-37/A Radar Set and AN/SPA-63
Countermeasures Receiving Group
NV-1715-0298

Electronics Technician. Class C, AN/
SPS-40A Radar Set Maintenance
NV-1715-0006

Electronics Technician, Class C,
SPS8 Radar Maintenance
NV-1715-0305

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SRN-12 Omega Receiving Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0201

NV-1715-0590

Electronics Technician AN/URN-20
Radio Set Class C Maintenance
NV-1715-0193

Electronics Technician, A School
CG-1715-0010

Electronics Technician, Class A
CG-1715.0010
Electronics Technician, Class AA-1
(Electronic Fundamentals)

Electronfes Technician, Class C, AN/
SRN-9 Radio Navigation Set
NV-1715-0099

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SSM-5 Monitor Test Set MaintenanCe
a

Maintenance, Class F-1
NV-1715-0814

NV-1715-0722

Electronics Technician, Class AA-2
(Electronic Circuit Applications)
NV-1715.0723

Electronics Technician, Class AA-3
(Communications)
NV-1715-0724

Electronics Technician, Class AA-3
(Radar)
NV-1715-0725

Electronics Technician, Class A
(Communications)
NV-1715-0730

Electronics Technician, Class A
(CommunicationiTRadar and Sonar
Specialties)
NV-1715-0727

429

NV-1715-0008

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
UPN-12 Loran Receiving Set
Electronics Technician (Class C) AN/
URC-58, AN/VRC-46 Radio Sets
Maintenance
,
NV-1715-0095

Electronics Technician,Vass C, AN/
UXH-2B Facsimile Recdrding,Equipment
Maintenance
NV-1715-0012

Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
VCC-2 Shipboard System
NV-1715-0016

Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
WRT-2 and AN/WRR-2
NV-1715-0011

Electronics Technician Class C,Data
Transmission Grow, Transmission
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Equipment Maintenance

NV-1715.0852

NV-1715.0026
Electronics Technician, Class C.

Electronics Technician

Electronics Material Officer

Al.

NV-1715.0007
Electronics Technician, Class C, FBM
Tender Navigation Maintenance

Electronics Technician (ET) Senior

CommunicationsNuclear Field, Class
NV-1715.0853

Conversion

NV-1715-0182

NV-1715.0554

Electronics Technician, Indicator Group
AN/SPA-40, Class C.,

Transmitter (AN/FRT-39; AN/URT-19,
AN/URA -30)

NV-1715-0013
Electronics Technician Radar Basic
NV-1715.0854
Electronics Technician Radar, Class A I
NV-1715-0854
Electronics Technician Radar Equipment
Fundamentals, Class Al
NV-1715.0855

Indicator Group AN/SPA-41
Maintenance
°
NV-1715.0018
Electronics Technician, Class C,
Microwave Fundamentals
NV-1715-0186
Electronics Technician Class C, R1524(P)/WRR Countermeasures Receiver
Maintenance
NV-1715.0028 Electronics Technician, Class C
Shipboard Equipment Indoctrination
(Communications)
NV-1715-0639
Electronics Technician, Class C,
Shipboard Equipment Indoctrination
(Radar)
NV-1715.0638
Electronics Technician. Class C, Solid
State Fundamentals
NV-1715-0103
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN.
CNC Technician Maintenance
NV-1315.0085
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN

Electronics Technician RadarNuclear
Field, Class Al
.

NV -1715 -0856

Electronics Technician, Ship's Navigation
and Aircraft Inertial Alignment System
(SNAIAS), Class C Operator
Maintenance

NV-1715.0014
Fleet Satellite Communications Fleet
-Broadcast Control Subsystem
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0874

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Technician, AN/MPN-5,
Class C

NV-1715-0080

Ground Gontrolled Approach
Electronics Technician, Radar Set AN/
MPN-1B,'Class

NAVDAC FBM Tender Navigation

NV-1715-0078
Radar Repeater Systems Maintenance

Maintenance

(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)

NV-1715.0168
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Navigation Aids, FBM Tender
Navigation Maintenance
NV-1715-0064
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Navigation Aids Technician Maintenance
NV-1715-0063
Electromes Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation, FBM Tender
Navigation Maintenance
NV-1715-0065
'Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation System Mk 2
Mod 0-6 Technician
NV-1715-0066
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 2/3 Technician
NV-1715.0130
Electrionics Technician, Class C,
TACAN Maintenance
NV-1715-0197
Electronics Technician: Class C,
_

Wibaad Synthesized Independent
SiNband Receiver
Ny-1715-0523
Electronics Technician Communications
Basic, Class Al
NV-171510851

Electronics Technician Communications,
Class A
CG-I.715-0011

Electronics Technician Communications
Equipment Fundamentals, Class Al

NV-1715-0022

Electromq Warfare Technician, Class A
(A-1), Fundamentals
NV-1715-0779

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A

Electronics Technician Class C, High
Power Independent Single Sideband

NV-1715-0027
Electronics Technician, Class C,

Electronic Warfare Officers and
Supervisors Course

NV-1715-0029

Electronic Warfare

(A-1),,Thindamentals/Basic"Operator
NV-1715-0779
Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A
(A-2), Electronic &Ippon Measures
SysiOrn Maintenance
NV-1715-0780
Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A
(A-3), Deception Repeater Systems
Maintenance
NV-1715-0781

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A
(A-3), Electronic Countermeasures
Systems Maintenance
NV-1715-0781

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A
(A-4), Tactical Operations
NV-1715-0782

Electronic Warfare.Technician, Class C,
Radar Data Recordeegeproducer AN/
SPH-2 and Video Recorder-Reproducer
15 -E -27 Maintenance*

NV-1704-0217'

Officer Electronic Warfare'
MC-1715-0002

Officer Electronic Warfare Operations
NV-1715-0023

Tactical Electronie Warfare
NV-1715-0Z68

Elevator

NV-1715-0002

Aviation Squadron Electronic Warfare
(EW) Officer (EWO), Class A2
NV-1715.0831

Basic Elecironic Warfare (EW)
Equipment Operator

NV-1715-0392

ELINT
637 Class ESM ELINT 'Technician
NV-1715-0888

Advanced Airborne ELINT Ey,aluator
NV-1715-,0215

ELINT Evaluatir Operator/Officer

NV-1715-0817

Electronic W fare Deception Repeater
Systems Mainilhance, AN/SLQ-22A(V)2
. NV-1715.0781

Electronic Warfare Deception Repeater
Systems Maintenance, AN/SLQ-22B(V)1
NV-1715-0781

Electronic Warfare Electronic Support
Measures System Maintenance, Class A
NV-1715-0780

Electronic Warfare for Nonacoustic
Operator, P3A/B(D)
NV-171'5-0020

Electronic Warfare Fundamentals and
Preventive Maintenance Technology
NV-1715-0779
Electronic Warfare Fundamentals/
Technology, Class Al
NV-1715-0779
Electronic Warfare Intelligence Operator
.NV-1715-0021

430

ef

NV-1715-0003
ESM ELINT Technician SPSN 637 Class,
Class C-1

NV-1715-0017

DD-063 Class Electronic Warfare Suite

° -

Read Only Memory (ROM) Encoder
Elevator Control Maintenance, Class Cl

Adyanced Naval Filet Officer Trainfrig,
Airborne Electronic Warfare Phase
NV-1715.0569
Ai rborne Electronic Warfare, Class 0

NV-1715=0206

-

F-14A Communicatinns, Navigation/
Displays, Electronic Warfare
Organizational. Maintenanw Tchnician

NV-1715-0888

Embarkation .
Amphibious Transport/Cargo Ship
Embarkation
NV-0419-0005

Embarkation for Amphibious Operations
NV-0419-0004

Enlisted Basic Amphibious Embarkatibn
NV-0419-0003

enlisted Embarkation(Basic)

°

NV-0410003
Officers Embarkation (Bisic)
NV-0419-0001

Staff Embarkation
NV-0419-0002

Emergency

v.
Emergency Medical Technician
Cb-0709-0002

General Electric LM160 and Solar T
1000 Emergency.Gas Turbine Solar Main
Propulsion Orkeration and Mbintenance
CG-1710-0007

et

-
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Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

Encoder 4

NV -1704 -0119

A-6A 0A-6672/ASA-48 Universal
'Encoder Test Console Intermediate
Maintenance

J60-P-3A/6 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance /Complete Engine Repair
J79-GE-8/10 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance
J85-GE-4 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair.
NV-1704-0026
KC-130F T-56-A-16 Engine .Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

E-2A Inertial Navigation System Semi-

Automancheck-Out Equipment
(SACE) and Encoder Test Console
Operation and Maintenance

NV-1704-0014
KC-130F T -56 A -7 Turboprop Engine

NV-1715-0323

Read Only Memory (ROM) Encoder
Elevator Control Maintenance, Class Cl

and Related Systems Maintenance
KC-130F T-56-A-7 Turboprop Engine
and Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance

Enforcement
Maritime Law Enforcement
CQ-1728-0003

NV-1704-0125

Engine
American Locomotive (ALCO 251C)
Diesel Engine, Class CI

OV-101 T76-G-10/12 Engine
Intermediate/Complete Engine Repair
Maintenance

NV-1712-0010

NV-1704-0137

Aviation Support Equipment GTCP-100
Engine Intermediate Maintenance

P-3 T56-A.10/14 Engine and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance

NV.1704-0109
CH-53 T-64-GE-413 Engine Intermediate

C

4d

NV-1704-0032

NV.1704-0019

Pratt and Whitney FT4A Gas Turbine
Engine Operation and Maintenance

NV-,1712-0020

Engineman, Class C, American
Locomotive (ALCO 251-C) Diesel
Engine

CG-1710-0006

SSN/SSBN Diesel Engine (FairbanksMorse) Maintenance

I4V-1712-0010

NV-1712-0002

Engineman Fairbanks;Morse 38D 8 1/8
DR Diesel Engine

T-53-L-13 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0150
T56-A-8/iA Engine and A6441FN-248
Propeller

NV-1712-0014

Enginemen, Class C, General Motors 12. 567E Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0006
' Enginemen, Class C, General Motors 16278A Diesel Engine '
*

NV-1704-0029

T56-A-8/8A Engine and Aeroproducts
A6441FN -248 Propeller Intermediate
Maintenance

NV- 1712 -0005

Engiiiemen, Class C, General Motors 86
268A Diesel Engine
Co

NV-1704-0029

T58-GE-10 reigine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

NV-1712-0007

Enginemen, Dee) Engine, Class C

NV-1704-0027

NV-1712-0017

T58-GE-8B Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

F-4 J57-P-16/20 Intermediate
MainttnanceComplete Engine Repair

NV-1704-0021

TA-GE-8B EngineMamtenance Class C

NV-1704-0163

Fairbanks Morse'38F5 1/4 Diesel Engine

CO-1704-0004

T58-GE-8F Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

NV-1712-0003

FM38D8 1/8 DR Diesel Engine, Class

NV-1704-0020

,CI

, NV-1712-0014

4
a

.

GM-12.567E/645E'Diesel Engine, Class
'
Cl
a
NV-1712-6006
GM-16-278A Diesel Engine, Class CI

o.

NV-1712-0005

GM 268A Dyzel Engine, Class Cl
NV-1712-0007
1C1-53, T- 64-GE -6/6A Intermediate

*ntenance/Comprete Engine Repair
,

I

NV-1704-0049

J52-P408 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0024
.
J52-P6A/13A Engine Intermediate

°

MC-1710-0001

Basic Engineer Equipment Operator
MC-1710-0002

Civil Engineer-Corps Officer"Basic
Contract Administration Specialty

Civil Engineer Corps Officer Basic
Naval Construction Battalion Operations
Specialty'
'4

NV-1408-0015

Civil Engineer Corps Officer BasiC
Public Works Management Specialty
NV-1408.0014

Combat Engineer (Advanced)
MC-1710-0019

MC-1710-0020

Combat Engineer Basic Specialist

Combat Engineer Officer
MC-1601-0004

Engineer Equipment Chief

Systems %Mainte nance

Didel Engine Technician, Class Cl

Basic Engineer Equipment Mechanic

MC-1710-0020

P-3 T56-A-14 Engine and Related

NV-1712-0019

:

NV-1704-0019

NV-1704-0017

Detroit Diesel V71 Series Erigine
Maintenance, Class CI

V.1712-0009
NV-1712.0016

Combat Engineer Basic

Related
P-3 T56-A-10W Engine
Systems Maintenance, No. 56

Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

Assault Boat Enginee

NV-1408-0013

NV-1704:0125

NV-1715-0392

.

Engineer

NV-1704-0055

NV-1715-0335

o

NV-1712:0001

NV-1704.0037

NV-1715-0109

A.6 Right Hand Unit Alignment Test
Set, and Encoder Tape Dial Test Set'
Intermediate Maintenance

°

UH -IE T53-1-.11 Engine Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0018
Waukesha Diesel Engine

TF30-P-6 Intermediate Maintenance/
Complete Engine Repair

MC-1710-0016

Engineer Equipment Foreman
MC-1710-0026
I
MC-1710-0001

Engineer Equipment Mechanic

Engineer Equipment Mechanic (Ba'sic)
MC-171070001

Engineer Equipment Mechanic Foreman
MC-1710-0024

Engineer Equipment Mechanics
MC-1710.-0001

Engineer Equipment Officers
MC-1601-0001

Engineer Equipment Operators
MC-1710-0002

Engineer Officer
NV -1712 -0008

Engineer Officer (Amphibious Ship)
'

MC-1601-0002

HC-130 Flight Engineer by
Correspondence
CG- 1704 -0009

Journeyman,Engineer Equipment
Mechanic
MC-1710-0025

P-3 Flight Engineer System, No. 6
NV-1704-0048

Prospective Engineer Officers
.NV-1717.0006

NV-1704-0033

TF30-P-8/408 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0016

TF30-P-8Intermediate Maintenance/
Complete Engine Repair

Engineering
1200 PSI Prospective Engineering
Officer
NV-1710-0022

Basic Propulsion Engineering, Class A
NV-1715-0714

NV-1704-0016

TF41-A-2 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
'NV-1704-0123
UH-1E T53-L-11 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complee Engine Repair
NV-1704-0025

A "I

NV- 1710 -0059

Engineer Officer's Orientation

Engineering Aid, Class Al (EA"A")
NV-1601-0003

Engineering Aid, Class C, Planning and
Estimating
NV-1408-0012

#EngineeringAids, Class B

.

6`,
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NV1703-0002

SysteMaintenance, Class CI
NV-1601-0014

Engipeering Control and Surveillance
System Operator;Class CI

NV-1712-0008

CG-1731-0001

NV-2202-0029
Enlisted Submarine Indoctrination
NV-2202-0092

NV-1304-0001

Methods Engineering

Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operators
(Television Afloat)
DD-0504-0010

NV-1408-0018

NV-1710-0013

Environment

System Engineering

Air-Ocean Environment Course. Class C
NV1304.0002
Marine Environment and Systems
Officer, Class C
.

MC- 1402 -0002

Engineers
P.3 Flight Engineers Operational
Maintenance, No 5

CG-1304-0010

NV-1704-0067

Marine Environment and Systems Petty

Engineman

0 is

Basic Engineman, Class CI
NV-1712-0015

Depot Level Boat Repairman
(Engineman)

Maintenance
NV-1704-0085

C-2A Environmental Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-t730-0005
E-2A Environmental Systems
Organizational M_ aintenance

Engineman, Class A
CG-1712-0001

Engineman, Class Al

NV-012-0011
Engineman, Class C, American

Locomotive (ALCO 251-C) Diesel

NV-1.701-0003

.

E-2B and C-2A Environmental Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1701-0003
Environmental Indoctrination

Engine
NV-1712-0010
Engineman Class C, ConCrollable Pitch ,
Propeller
NV-1704-0174
Engineman Fairbanks-Morse 38D 8 1/8 ,

NV-2202-0068

Environmental Sanitation Technic
NV-0707-0001

DR Diesel Engine

F-14A Environmental and Escape
Systems Technician (Crew Member),.
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0210
F-14A Environmental/Escape System
Specialist (Crew Leader) Organizational

NV-1712-0014

Ground Controlled Approach
Engineman, Class C, AN/MPN-5
NV-1715-0081

Ground Controlled Approach
Maintenance (Engineman), Class C
NV-1715-0081

Ground Controlled Approadi
Maintenance (Engineman), Radar Sets

AN/CPN-4A and AN/MPN-5, Class C
4

NV-1715-0081
Mine 4/arfare Engineman Basic
NV-1703-0005
`Mine Warfare Packprd Diesel Engineman
(Class C)
NV-1712-0012
Mine Warfare Waukesha Diesel
Engineman, Class C
NV-1712-0004

Enginemen
Enginemen Class C Basic Enginemen
NV-1712-0015
Enginemen, Class C, LST 1179 Class

Contaillaide Pitch Propeller and
Propulsion Control System
NV-1710-0023
Enginemen, Diesel Engine, Class C
NV-1712-0017

4'.

EOD Diver Candidates
NV-1606-0010
Surface Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) Advapced Refresher
NV-0802-0003 1

EO"J"
Equipment Operator, Class .1 (E0"J")
NV-1710-0018

Equal
Defense Equal Opportunity Management
Institute

Equipment
AIMS Mk XII System DifferenCes

A-6A EnZironmental, Escape and
Survival Systems Organizational

NV-1703-0005

NV-1601-0004

DD-1512-0001

Environmen

NV-1712-0013

Development

(Class C)
CG- 1304 -0011

Eriginedan Basic

EO"C" WaterWell Drilling and

EOD

Entertainment

Prospective Engineering Officer
Orientation

NV-1710-0064

EO"C" Crushing and Screening
Operations
NV1710-0043
NV-1710-0037

Basic Enlisted Submarine

Management Engineering

EO"C" Blasting and Quarry Operations

EO"C" Gradework

Enlisted

Introduction to Ocean Engineering

NV-1406-0012

EO"C" Asphalt
NV-1710-0062

General Motors Engines (16-278A)
NV-1703-0004
Outboard Engines Operation and,
Maintenance.

Engineering Officer

NV-1710-0012

EO"C"

Engines

NV-1601-0013

Engineering Watch Officer

NV-1710-0018

Enginemen, Gas Turbine Engines, Class

NV-1713-0001

Engineering Control and Surveillance

Maintenance

1

NV-1704-0209
F-4B/J Egress and Environmental
Control Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0106
F-4B/J Egress and Environmental
Control Systems Organizational
Maintenance

14*.

NV-1704-0106

Marine EnvirontAntal Protection
CG-1304-0012

RA-5C Survival and Environmental
Systems

Ny-1704-0040
RA-5C Survival and Environmental
Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0040

EO"A"
EO"A"
"t'NV-1710-0017

Eb"B"

Equipment Maintenance, Class C-1
NV-1715.0813

Auxiliary Equipment Package
NV-1730-0002

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Class A (Electrical Specialty) NV-1704-0111

Aviation Support Equipment Technician, Class A (Hydraulic Specialty)
NV-1704-0112

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
/
Class A (Mechanical Speciality)
NV-1704-0113

Aviation Support Equipment Technician
Hydraulics and Structures, Class A
NV-1704-0138

Aviation Support Equipment Technician
Mechanical, Class A
NV-1704-0145

Aviation Support Equipment Weapons
Loaders Hydraulic Systems Intermediate-4.,
Level Maintenance
NV-1704-0110'

Bilic Electronic Warfare (EW)
Equipment Operator
Nlt-1715-0017
Basic Engineer Equipment Mechinic
MC-1710-0001

Basic Engineer Equipment Operator
MC-1710-0002

BuilderTool and Equipment
Maintenance (BU "C")
NV-1002-0001

Cryptographic Equipment Maintenance
Preparatory
MC-1715-0065
Data Systems Technician---:Data

Conversion Group Equipment
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0083

Data Systems TechnicianPeripheral
Equipment Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0047
Electrical Equipment Repairman

MC-1714-00024

Equipment Operator, C1as.i,f3 (EO "B ")
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Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
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NV-1715-0494
Electronic Surveillance Measures -(ESM)
'
Technician SSN 637 Class, Class C-1

Photographic Equipment Maintenance

SEIN (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctrination, Communications)

NV-1715-0160

Photographic Equipment Repair, Class

NV-1715-0639

SIV-1715-0883

NV-1715-0160

Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
SEIR (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctrination, Radar)

Electronic Surveillance Measures (ESM)
Technician SSN 688 Class, Class Cl
NV-1715-088?
EStf ELINT Technician SSN 637 Class,

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Penpheral Equipment, Class Cl
NV-17,15-0897

NV- 1715.0638

Reproduction Equipment Repair

Electronics Technician, Class
Shipboarli Equipment Indoctrination
(Communications)

Class C-1

DD- 1706.0002

W-17150888

Sound Equipment Repair

Estimating

MC- 1715 -0014MC -1715 -0042

NV-1715-0639

Elec nics Technician, Class C,
Ship
d Equipment Indoctrination
(Radar)

EA"C"-Planning and Estimating

Terminal Equipment Repair

NV-1408-0012

Engiverink%Aid,pass C, Miming and

MC-17)5-0015

Terminal Equipment Theory.

NV-1715.0638

Estimating.-

MC-1715-0007

Eisctronics Technician Communications
Equipment Fundamentals, Class Al

NV-1408-0012

Weapons Locatieln Equipment Repair

Planning and Estimating Construction
Group Ratings, Class C

MC-1715-0050

NV-1715-0852

Electronics Technician Radar Equipment
Fundlimentals, Class Al

NV-1408-0012

Equipmentman
Advanced Aircrew Survival

ET

Equipmentman '

NV-1715-0855

Engineer Equipment Chief

'

Electronics Tec
. Conversion

NV-1704-0208

Aircrevi Survival Equipmentman, Class

MC-1710-0016

NV-171'5-0554

Engineer Equipment Foreman
MC-1710-0026

Airrew Survival Equipmentman, Class
Al

MC-1710-0001

Engineer Equipment Mechanic ,(Basic)
C7

Engineer Equitluent
1601-0001;

,

&tors
KC-4710-0002

Equipment Operator, Class J (E0"4,1')
"NV-17t
"'
Equipment flpperators/Aspfialt-Pavin
and Plant ialeration,-Class C

NV-1710-0017

NV-1710-0043

Equipment Operators Gradework, Class
NV-1710-0037

Hydraulic Systems and Equipment
Operation and Maintenance&
CG-1704-0020

Journeyman Engineer Equipment
Mechanic
MC-1710-0025

Marine Air Traffic Control' Unit
Auxiliary Equipment Maintenance, Class
C

,,NV-1715-0669

Meteorological EquipmentMaintenance,
Class C
NV-1721-0009

Xicrowave Equipment Operator
(MEOC)
MC-1715.0024

Ordnance Handling Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1710-0026

Oxygen Equipment (Class C)
NV-1601-0007
.

.

Evasion, Escape

r

NV-1704-0085

Sur.* I Training
0802 -0002

a

F-14A Envir
Systems Technician° (

Member)

OrganizationarMain nance
NV,1704-0210
Ei
Survival, Evasion, Resistance to 41'
Interrogation and Escape (SERE)
MC-0802-0002

ESM

585/594 FBM Blestfic Surveillance
Measures (ESM) Tec nician
NV-1715-0882
, 637 Class ESM ELINT Technician
NV-1715-0888
Electronic Surveillance Maintenace
(ESM) AN/WLR-8(V.)2 Combined
Maintenance
NV-,1715-0469

Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM) AN/WLR-6 Basic Operator
NV-1715-0500

Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM) AN/WLR-6 Combined
Maintenance
4

NV-1715-0501

Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM) AN/WYQ-I, AN-BRQ-1
Combined Maintenance

Survival, Evasion, Resistance to '
Interrogation and Escape (SERE)
MC-0802.0002

Su vi'val Sy 'terns Organizational

Miatenakoe
9k4

MC-0802-0002

'

NV-1715-0751

Escape
A-§A'Enyoorinitural, g.scape and

NV-1710-0062

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Evaluator /Supervisor
NV-1402-0006
Evasion
Evasion, Escape and Survival Training

Air ur.Survival Equipmentman School,
ass B
NV-1704-0208
'Basic Aircrev4Survival EtiuipMentman
q, NV-1704-0234

ES-55A
v,
RF-4B PhotographigNm CorreiatorPiocessiir Set ES-55-Aintermediate
Yaintenance

EquipmenWperator, Class°B00"B")
NV-011)0LS,

Equipment Operators/Crushing and
Screening Plant Operations, Class C

NV-1402.0032

NV-1704-0208

C-1710-0001

rators/Blasting
Equipment Operators
/Blasting and
Quarry Operdtions, Class C
NV-1710-0064
Equipment Operators, Class A

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Evalirator/Siipervii.or (USER) Class O/C

Aircrew Survival Equipmentman, Class

Engineer Equipment Mechanic Fore;
MC-_ rd 11
,
t-1
°
Engineer Equipment Mechan
,1

NV-1715-0003

Evaluator

NV-1704-0234

MC-1710-000

Engineer Equip

Evaluation
ELINT Evaluation Operator/Officer

NV-1704-0234

Engineer Equipment Mechanic

n (ET) Senior

EW
Aviation Squadron Electronic Warfare
(EW) Officer (EWO), Class A2
NV-1715-0831

Basic Electronic Warfare (EW)
Equipment Operator
NV- 1715.0017

EWO
Aviation Squadron Electronic Warfare
(EW) Officei (EWO), Class A2
NV-1715-08P
Exchange
Navy Exchange Management
NV-1408-0023

Explosive
Explosive Ordnance-Disposal Navy Basic
NV-2202-0020

'Explosive 'Ordnance DisposalReserve
Officer Training
istV-2202-0019
Surface Explosive OrdnancZ Disposal
Basic

.

.

NV-2202-0017

Surface Ex-plosive Ordnatce Disposal
(EOD) Advanced Refresher
NV-0802-0001.
UDT-SEAL Explo'siVe Ordnance
.
Disposal Indoctrination
NV-2202-0018

Extended
Defense Language Institute Extended or
Ba?ic-Intermediate Courses
DD-0602-0005

Eye
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat' echnician,
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Troubleshooting Maintenance

Class C

NV-1704-0076

NV-0709.0009

FHA
Prospective Phase II CV (Jet) (FHA)
Tactical Flight Instructor

F-4B Communication Navigation
Identification (CWI) Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1704-0221

F-14 Weapons System Technician
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0214

F-14A
F-14A' Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Specialist (Crew Leader) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0215

F-14A Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Tebtinician (Crew Member)
Organizational Maintenance
NV1704-0216
F-14A Communications, Navigation/
Displays, Electronic Warfare
Organizational Maintenance Technician
NV-1704-0217

F-14A Electrical Systems Technician
(Crew Member) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0218

F-I4A Environmental and Escape
Systems Technician,(Crew Member)
Organizational MainAtrance.
NV-1704-0210

F-14A Environmental/Escape System
`Specialist (Crew Leader) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0209

F-14A Organizational Maintenance
Supervisor's Familiarization

F-4B Electrical SystensiiOrganizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0092

F-4B Shoehorn Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0457

F-4B /J

NV-1704-0212

F-4
F-4 Basic Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0142

F-4B
,
F-4B 20 KVA and AN/AJB-3A
Electrical OrganizatiOnal Maintenance
NV-1715-0151

F-413 Airborne Missile Control System
AERO 1-A Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0362
F-4B Aircraft Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-009,2

F4B AN/AJB-3A Loft Bomb Release
Computer Set
NV-1715-0050

F4B AN/APA-157 Radar Set Group
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0257

F-4B AN/APQ-72 Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1.715-0430

F-4B AN/ASQ-19 TACAN System (RT547 and KY-312) Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0394-

F413 Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0350

F-4J Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1704-0074

F-4J Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0612

' .F4B/J Advanced* Electrical
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0153

F-4B /J Air Data Computer Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1713-0552

F-4B /J Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Maintenance

F-4J Data Link System Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0499

F-4J Electrical Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0094

F-4J RT-793/ASQ UHF Transceiver
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1704-0056
F-4B /J Airframe and Hydraulic Systems _
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0056
F-4B /J Armament, Missile and Weapons-*
Control System Maintenance
NV-1715-0632
F-4B /J Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Organizational
Maintenance
NV1715-0632
F-4B /J Egress and Environmental
Control Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0106
F-4B/J Egress and Environmental
Control-Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0106

NV-1715-0395
F-4J Weapon System Specialist
Organizational Maintenmice
NV-1715-0308
F-8
F8 Airframes/Hydraulic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0120
F-8 AN/APQ-124 Radar Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0428

F4B/J KY-532A/ASQ IFF Transponder

F-8 AN/APQ-83B Radar Intermediate
Maintenance

Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0701

F-4J Shoehorn Organizational
Maintenance

F8 AN/APQ-83ARadar Intermediate
Maintenance

I,

NV-1715-0206

NV-1715-0214

NV-1715-0309

NV-1704-0211

F-14A Power Plant and Related System
Organizational Maintenance Technician
(Crew Member)

NV-1704-0231
F-4.1 AN/ANc7G-10 Receiver

NV-1715 -0255

NV-1606-0041

F-14
F-I4 Armiment Systems Maintenance
Technician1Crew Member)
Organizational Maintenance

F-4J AN/AWG-I0 Missile Control
System (Enlisted) Familiarization ".

F-4B /J Maintenance Supervisor
Familiarization

F-8 AN/APQ-94 Radar Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0365

NV-1704-0126

F-4B /J Power Generating System
Intermediate maintenance
NV-1704-0189

F4B/JAZF-4B AN/ALQ-88
Countermeasures Set Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0393

F-4J

.s--

F-4J Aircraft Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0094 s.

F-4J ANkAJB-7 Loft Bomb Computer
System 4nd AN/ASN-70 Vertical Flight
Reference System Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0549

F-4J AN/ARN-86 TACAN Intermediate
'Maintenance
NV-1715-0409

F-4J AN/AWG-10 and Electronic
Counter Countermeasure Circuitry
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0371

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Antenna Control and
Missile Control Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0611

F-4J AN/AWG-10.Missile Control
Display and BuilOn'Test (BIT)
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0706

434

F-8 AN /APR -30(V) Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0116
F-8 AN/ARN-52 TACAN Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0204
.
F-8 Armament System Organizational
...Maintenance
NV-1715-0181'
F-8 Automatic Flight Control System
.Intermediate Maimenance
.

NV-1715-0737

F-8 Communication Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0688
F-8 Electrical, Instruments and
Stabilization Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0183
F-8 .157-P-16/20 Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0163
F-8 J57-P-16/20 Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0163
F-8 Power ants and Related Systems
NV-1704-0180'
A

Facilitator ,..-Intercultural RelationsFacilitator

.

s
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NV-1715-0840

Training

Facilities

Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations, Type Two

46'

DD-963 Facilities Control Quality
Monitoring and Message Processing
(FCQM) Operators, class F-1
NV-1715-0869

DD-963 Facilities-Control Quality
Monitoring Processing Unit Operators '
NV-1715-0869

Facsimile
Electronics TrChnician, Class C, AN/
UXH-2B Facsimile Recording Equipment
Maintenance
NV-1715-0012

Fairbanks-Mor
Engineman Fairbaskorse 38D 8 1/8
DR Diesel Engine/
NV-1712-0014 4.
Fairbanks Morse 8F5 1/4 Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0003

SSN/SSBN Diesel Engine (Fairbanks Mdrse) Maintenance

NV-1715-0839

Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Operations Type One, Class A3, Special
Non-Morse

NV-1715-0840

Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Opetations Type Two, Class A3,
International Commercial Radio (ICR)
Non-Morse
MC-2204-0010
MC-2204-0033

Field Artillery Operations Man
NV-0709-0015

CG-1715-0056

FBM
585/594 FBM Electronic Surveillance
Measures (ESM) Teclmician
NV-1715-0882

Electronics Technician, Class C, FBM
Tender Navigation Maintenance
NV-17150182
Electitemcs Technician, Class C, SSBN
NAVDAC FBM TendeONlavigation
Maihtenance
' NV-1715-0168
Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) Navigation
Officer
NV-1715-0456

MC-1409-0002

Field Wireman (FWMC)
MC-1714-0007

File
Advanced Mark*IV File Management
System

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Navigation Aids, FBM tender
Navigation Maintenance
NV-1715-0064

ElectronicsTechnicin, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation, FBM Tender

Fin Stabilizer System (Sperry and
Ledgewood Controls) Maintenance, Class

Cl
NV-1722-0004

Financial
Disbursing Clerk, Class C (Financial
Returns

Disbursing Clerk Financial Returns Class
C

NV-1408-0001

Industry Financial Management
DD-1408-0003
Personal Financial Records Clerk
MC-1403-0003

Navigation Maintenance
NV-1715-0065

FCS
Advanced Fire Control System (FCS)
Mk 106 Mod 5
NV-1715-0384

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9 Target Motion Analysis (TMA)
Operator/Familiarization
NV-2202-0099

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9 (Torpedoes and Target Motion
Analysis)
.

Finnish
Finnish
DD-0602-0002

Fire
3150 Caliber Rapid Fire Twin Mount
Gun Maintenance (Mk 35)
.

Fire Control System (FCS) Technician
Mk 80
NV-1715-0211

Field
Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations, Type One
NV-1715-0838

Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations Type Three

NV-1715-0655

5154 Mount Rapid Fire Mk 42 Mod 7
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0668

5/54 Rapid Fire Mint Fuzesetter, Train
and Elevation (Servo Amplifier System)
NV-1715-0667

NV-1715-0412

NV-1715-0141

NV-1715-0139

Aviation Fire Control Technician, Class
A
,
NV-1715-0537

Aviation Fire Control Technician
F(Armament Control), Class A
NV-1715-0140

Aviation Fire Control Technician (F)
Conversion (Class C)
NV-1715-0138

Controls and Indicators, Fire'Control
System (FCS) Mk 80, Class Fl
NV-1715-0892

Data Computation and Transmiiiinn
Loops Fire Control System (FCS) Mk
80, Class Cl
NV-1715-0895

System Missile Fire Control System
(MFCS) Mk 76 Mod 5
NV-2202-0073

Fire Control(FT) Technician, Class C
CG-1715-0016

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9 Target Motion Analysis (TMA)
Operator/Familiarization
NV-2202-00Q9

MC-140.2-0027

Fin

NV-1408-0001

FBM Tender

,

Aviation Fire Control Technician (1)
Conversion (Class C)

' DLG 6-16 (MOD) Terner Weapons

Field Radio Operator

Fathometers

a

NV-0704015

Field Music
MC-1205-0001

Fathometers

MC-1715-0033

Aviation Fire Control Technician B
(Bomb Director), Class A

MC-2204-0017

Field Medical Service Officer
*

NV-0802-0010

10 (AFC)

Field Artillery Fire Conti° !man

Field Medical Service Technician

Fallout Shelter Analysis

MC-1715.0033

Aviation Fire Control Repair, AN/TPQ-

NV-1715-0839

Field Artillery Batteryman

NV-1712-0002

Fallouf

Aviation Fire Control Repair

NV-1715-0838

Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Operations Type Three, Clads A3, AN/
FLR-11/15 Operations

K-49

Fire Fighter Instructor Course
NV-1728-0004

Mk 35 Power Drive Maintenance for 3'/
50 Caliber Rapid Fire Gun Mourn
NV-1715-0147

Fire Control
Advanced Fire Control System (FCS)
Mk 106 Mod 5
NV-1715-0384

435

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9 (Torpedoes and Target Motion
Analysis)
NV-1715-0412

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 88 Mod,1
Digital Control Computer
NV-1715-0353

Fire Control System (FCS) Technician
Mk 8,0

NV-1715-0211

Fire Control System Technician Mk 80
Replacement
NV-1715-0211

Fiie Control Sys)em Technician Mk 88
Conversion (Mod 0 to Mod 1)
NV-1715.0203

Fire Control System Technician Mk 88 Mod 1 Tender Maintenance
NV-1715-0205

Fire Control Technician Class A, Phase
2SS

NV-1715-0808

Fire Control Technician, Class A (Phases
I and II)
NV-1715-0155

ire Control Technician, Class B
NV-1715-0185

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37
NV-1715-0355

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37 and
Target Designation System (TDS) Mk 5
NV-1715-0221

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 56
NV-1715.0218

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun*
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68

I

K-50

r
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NV-1715:0219

Fire Control Technician Glass C. Gun
Fire Control System Mk 56 and Target
Designation System Mk 5

NV-1715-0890

Mk 113 Mod 7 Fire Control System
(FCS) Maintenance
NV-1715-0760

NV-1715-0216

Fire Control Technician Class C, Target
Designation System Mk 6

Mk 56 Gun Fire Control System (GFCS)
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0218

NV-1715-0213

Fire Control Technician Class C, Target
Designation System (TDS) Mk 5
NV-1715-0212

Fire Control Technician First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715-0036

Fire Control Technician Mk 88
Replacement

Mk 84 Fire Control System Technician
NV- 1715 -0535

Mk 88 Mod I Fire Control Technician
Conversion (Mk 80 & 84 to Mk 88)
NV-1715-0585

Shore Fire Control Party
NV-2202-0037

Shore Fire Control Party Enlisted
NV-2202-0062

NV-1715-0341

Fire Control TEchnician Secorid Class
by Correspondence
CG-1715,0035

Guided Missile FireeControl Repair
MC-1715-0037
MC-1715-0079

Gun Fire Control Radar Mk 25 Mod 3
Maintenance

Sho.re Fire Control Party Enlisted
(Modified for U.S. Ma9ne Corps
.eserve)

NV-2202-006I

Tartar DSOT Analysis Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
NV-1715-0072

Tartar Fire Control and Missile Officer
NV-1715-0703

NV-17t5-0127

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) (Less
Radar) Operation and Maintenance
NV-170-0210
Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37
Maintenance (Less Mk 25 Mod 3 Radar)
NV-1715-0210

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS), Mk
37, Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipment (RSPE)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0728

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk
37/ TDS Mk 5 Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1.715-0221

Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
NV-1715-0681

Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control Syslem (MFCS) Mk 74 Mods 6
and 7
NV-1715-0805

Terrier Fire Control and Missile Officer
NV-1715-0328

Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Contra! System (MFCS) Mk 73
NV-171.0442
Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 76
NV-1715-0443

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 56
Maintenance
NV-1715-0207

Terrier Weapons Systems with Digital
Fire Control Systems (MFCS Mk 76-6/

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) MI(63
dtto
Maintenance

AFCS). '

NV-2202-00/8
Gun Fire Cqutrell.System (GFCS) Mk68
Maintenance
NV-1715-0220

Underwater Fire Control Group Mk 111.
Maintenance

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68
Mod 4 Maintenance
NV-1715-0208

Gun Fire Control Systems MK-52 and

14V-1715-0658

NV-1715-0119

Underwater Fire Control System (FCS)
Technician (Torpedoes) Mk 113 Mod 7
NV-1715-0760

Underwater Fire Control Systems
Technician (Mk 113 Mod 9)
NV-1715-0313

MK-56
CG-1715-0016

Intermediate Aviation Fire Control
Technician, Class B

Underwater Fire Control Systems
Technician (Target Motion Analysis
Subsystem)

NV-1715-0646

Launcher Technician MK 88 Fire
Control Conversion
NV-1715-0623

Light Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Fire
Control Repair
MC-1715-0034
MC-1715-0036

Mark 105 Underwater Fire Control
System (U,WFCS) Mod 28
NV-1715-0675

Medium Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA)
Fire Control Repair
M-1715-0056
Mk 101 Mods 17 Through 20 Fire
Control System (FCS) Maintenance,
Class Cl
N. NV-1711-0803
Mk 112 Mod 2 Fire Control S3TiTtS

NV-1715-0313

Fireman
Fireman by Correspondence
CG-1722-0001

First Te

Fiscal
Fiscal Accounting Clerk
MC-1402-0026

Fixed
Carrier Fixed Wing Antisubmarine
(AASW) Warfare Tactics
NV-2202-0001

Fixed Wing Flight Mechanics
NV-1606-0062

Fleet
Fleet Air Intelligence Officer
NV-2202-0023

Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) Navigation
Officer
NV-1715-0456

Fleet Bata Processing Officers Training
NV-1402-0008

Fleet Officer and Fleet Enlisted Air
Intelligence
NV-2202-0022

Fleet Replacement Radar Navigator
NV-1606-0036

Fleet Satellite Communications Fleet

,

Broadcast Control Suiestem
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
NV-1715-0874

Fleet Work Study
NV-1406-0012

Flexscop
Cryptologic Technician M, FlIecop
Maintenance, Class C3
NV-1715-0828

Cryptologic Technician T, Flexscop /
Operator
NV-171.0843
Cryptologic Technician T, Flexscop
Programmer, Class C3
NV-1715-0846

Flexscop Operator, Class C3
NV-1715-0843

Flight

Advanced Naval Flight Officer Training,
Airborne Electronic Warfare Phase
NV-1715-0569

Advanced Navigation Training (Student
Naval Flight Officer)
NV-1606-0031

AN/ASH-20 (V) Flight RecorderLocator System Intermediate
Maintenance
'NV-1704-0230

,ittN/AYN-2, AN/ASN-50 Flight
Director and Gyrocompass Systems'Class
C

CG-1715-0014

Basic Prop Flight Initructor`
NV-1606-0018

EIB MH-67 Automatic Flight Control
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0034

Advanced Est Term Avionics, Class B
(AFTA)
NV-1715-0556

FirstTour
Aviation Antisubmarine WarfarR

(AASW) for First Tour Pilots P3A/B/
(D)
NV-1715-0270

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfar4
(AASW) for First Tour Pilots, P3C
NV-1606-0028

First Tour Pilot P-3C Communications
Operator
am

0

NV-1704-0213

(FCS) Maintenance, Class Cl

E-IB Naval Flight Officer and
Aircrewnian
NV-1704-0233

E-2A Flight Technician Organizational
Level Maintenance, No. 4
NV-1704-0036

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
Operator (Naval°Fligbt Officer)
NV-1704-0225

E-2B ATDS Operator (Naval Flight
Officer)
NV-1704-0225

E-2B Naval Flight Officer

KEYWORD INDEX
NV-1764-0226

EA-6BRYdraulics and Flight Cons!
Organizational Maintenance
NV- 1704 -0223

F-4J AN/AJB-7 Loft Bomb Computer
System and ANTASN-70 Vertical Flight
Reference System Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0549

-NV-1704-0133

OV-10A Flight Control and Hydraulic
Systems Organizational Maintenance'

NV-1606-0039

Prospective VA (Prop) Tactical Flight
Instructor

NV-1704-0103

P-3 Hydraulics, Flight Control Systems
and Structures.Organization'al
Maintenance

NV -1606 -0040

RA-5C Air Data and Flight Reference

Flight Instructor Indoctrination Group
NV-1606-0042

NV-1704-0161

NV-1715-0454

NV-1606-0062

P-3 PB2ON Automatic Flight Control
System Maintenance, No. 13
tIV-1715-0600

RA-5C Air Data and Flight Referenbe
Systems Organizational Maintenance

RA-5t Flight Control and Electrical
Systems Electronics Intermediate.

'NV-17-15-0454

Flight Instructor Training
NV-1606-0019

Flight Mechanic HH-52A by
Correipondence
CG-1704-0010

,Flight Preparation, Naval Aviation Cadet
and Aviation Officer Candidate
NV-1606-0046

Flight Preparation,0fficer
NV-1606-0047

Flight Systems
NV-1606-0047

HC-130 Flight Engineer by
Correspondence
CG-1704-0009

RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 RT-736 and KY-531
Flight Director

Maintenance

NV-1115-0562
Rotary Wing F11-glAtkechenics a
NV-1606-0063

NV-1715-0601

RA-5C FligtrControl Intermediate
Maintenance

UH-2C Airframes, Hydraulic, Flight
Controls and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV- 4715.0453-

RA-5C Flight Control System
Electronics (Intermediate Maintenance)

NV-1704-0057

NV-1715-0732

UH34D Airframe, Hydraulics and Flig t
0
Controls'

RA-5C Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0064

NV-1715-0455

Flight Control
A-4 Automatic Flighttontrol System

RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment
Air Data, Flight Reference, and Flight
Control Intermediate Maintenance

Intermediate Maintenance

HH-3F Flight Mechanic by
Correspondence

NV-1704-0015
CG-1704-0011

Naval Flight Officer P3C
Communicationspperator

NV-1715-0542

A-4 Automatic Flight Control System
Organliational Maintenance
-

ght Controls
Hydraulics and Flight Coprols
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0035
NV-1704-0219

Naval Flight Officer Training (Flight,
Academic, Flight Support)

A-6A Automatic Flight Control System
Intermediate Maintenance

Navigation Flight Training, Naval
Aviator and Naval Flight Officer

A-6A Automatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance

Navigation Flight Training, Pilot and
vigator)
Naval Aviation Officer

NV-1715-0738

A-7A/B/E AN/ASW-26/30 Automatic
Flight Control System Organizational

NV-1704-0058

Maintenance

P3 Structures, Hydraulic .Power, and
Flight Controls Orgamational
,Mainterance

NV-1715-08W

V-1606-0045

A-9 AN/ASW-26/30 Automatic Flight
ontrol System Intermediate

P3C TailticaeCoordinator Positional
Training for Naval Flight Officers
NV-1606-0043

Mai

NV-1704-0206

nan

Food
Advanced Food Service

NV-1715-0617

P-3 Flight Engineers Operational
Maintenance, No. 5 .

utomatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance
A-7

NV-1704-0067
NV-1704-0048

P-3 Hydraulics and Flight Controls
System Maintenailce,No. 10
, NV-1704-0050

Pilots C-121 Simulator and-Advanced
Flight
NV-1606-0034#

Automatic Flight Control System (AN/
ASW-15) And Air Data Computer
(560T27-1) Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0741

C-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-.15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0461

Pilots C-121 Simulatdr and Basic Flight
NV-1606-0031-N

Prospective Advanced Navigation Flight
Instructor
NV-1606-0038

Prospective ASW Flight Instructor (S-2
Type Airdraft)
20

Proipective ME (Prop)-Flight hist ctor
(TS-2A Type Aircraft)
NV-1666-0020

Prospective Phase I CV (Jet) (TF/AF91) TaSeal Flight Instructor'
NV-1606-0037

Prospective Phase II CV (Jet) (Fl lk)
Tactical Flight Instructor
NV-1606-0041

Prospective Prop Flight Instructor
NV-1606-0020

EIB MH-67 Automatic Flight Control
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0034

E-2A Automatic Flight Control System
(AN/ASW-15) and Air Data Computer
(A/A24G-13)
NV-1715-0460

E-2A Automatic Flight Control System
and Air Data Computer Semi -Automats
Check-out Equipment Operation and
Maintenance
NV-1715-0478

F-8 Automatic Flight Control System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0737

F/RF-4B/J Automatic Flight Control
Systems Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0613

437

,

MC-1729-0010

Basic Food Service

NV-1715-0807

P-3 Flight Engineer System. No. 6

'NV-1704k-0129

HH-2D/SH-2D Airframes, Hydraulic,
Flight Controls, and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0022

NV-1606-0045

NV-1

.

H-53 Automatic Flight Controls Systems
Intermediate. Maintenance

NV-1715-0699

NV-1606-0044

to

H-53 Automatic Flight Control System
Organizational Maintenance

Prospective TA-4J Flight liwructor .
W-1606,0021
Prospective TF/TAF -9J Flight
Instructor

Systems

Fixed Wing flight Mechanics

K-51

MC-1729-0009

Food Service
.

.Food Service Man

ment

MC-1729-0013'
729-0008

Food Service Noncommissioned (Mc&
(NCO) Leadership
MC-1729-0005

Food Service Officer
MC-1729-0015

Food Services anti Disbursing
NV-1729-0001
co*
Fpod Service Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) ea- dership

MC-1729-0004

Foreman
Construction Foreman
MC-1710-0003

neer EquipmenT Foreman
MC-1710-0026

Engineer Equipment Mechanic Foreman
MC-171Q-0024

Metalsmith Foreman
MC-1723-0003

Formal
Formal School Instructor (IAC)

et

Jr

4.
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FORTRAN

,

NV-1710-0066

NV-3715-0644

.

IBM System 360 OS FORTRAN IV
.
Language (Entry-level)
IBM System 360 OS FORTRAN
Programming
MC-1402-0034

Pratt and Whitney FT4A Gas Turbine
Engine Oration and Maintenance

FTB
3306/3309 FTB Conversion Training
NV-1715-0887

MC-1402-0043

Fuel
Aviapon Fuel Systems, Class C
NV-1704-0f86
NV-1704-0199

Freight
Fuel a-as Welders

Basic Freight Operation
MC-0419.000f
Freight Transportation and Traffic
Management
NV-0419-0008

NV-1710-0052

UH2-A/B Power Plant, Transmission,
Fuel, Rotor and Related Systems
Maintenance
NV-1704-0061

French
French
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602 -0003
DD 0602;0004
DD-0ta02-0006
DD-0602-0009.

Frequency
Crypt° logic Technician 0, Iligh
Frequency Direction Finding (HFDF),

UH-2C Power Plants, Fuel,
Tjansmissions and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV0704-0176
Fuels
IF
Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Fuels),
' Class A
- NV-1728-0005
FundamentalFundamental Analysis Techniques (P-3)
NV-1715-0275

Communications Technical Control,

CG-1710-0006

Shirt-Service Gas Turbme-Ornerator
Module (Allison 501) Maintenance, Class
C1

NV-1703-0009

Gases
Compressed Gases, Class C
NV-1601-b0I0
Compressed Gases, Class C, High.
Pressure Oxygen-Nitrogen Plant
NV-1601-0010

Compressed Gases Cryogenerator
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1601-0001

Gasoline
Aviation Boatswain's Mate G Gasoline
School, Class A
NV-1722-0001

Aviation Support Equipment Gasoline
Engine Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1703-0006

Carrier Gasoline and Inert Gas Systems,
Class C

Fundamentals

"Class.CI

NV-1715-0800

Cryptologic Technician R High
Frequency Direction Finder (HFDF)
Operator

-

F/RF-4B

1 :

NV-1715-0800

F/RF-4B Aircraft Electrical Systeins
Maintenance

CG-1715-0043

NV-1715.0779

Electronic Warfare Fundamentals/
Technology, Class Al

NV-1715-0209

F/RF-4B .179-GE-8/,8A Cold Section
Repair
NV-1704-0201

F/RF-4B J79- GE -8/8A Hot Section and
Related Systenis Intermediate
Mainteriance
NV-1704-0202

F/RF-4B Power Generating System
Maintenance
NV-1715-0682

F/RF-4B Structures and Hydraulics
Maintenance
NV-1704-0122

F/RF-4B/J

\F/RF-4B/J Hydraulic Organizational
Maintenance
NV-P704-0030

F/RE-4B/J Power Plant and Related
Systems Mainienailce

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A
(A-1), Fundamentals
NV-1715-0779

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A ,
(A-1), Fundamentals/Basic Operator
NV-1715-0779

Radar Fundamentals
CG-1715-0044.

Fuzesetter
5`/54 Rapid Fire Mount Fuzesetter, Train
and Elevation (Servo Amplifier System)
NV-1715-0667

'F/RF-8
.F/RF.g Shoehorn Organizational

NV-1703-0004

General Service Indoctrination School
CG-2205-0005

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (General Regulator)
NV-1710-0072

Generating
1200 PSI Stearil Generating Plant
Operator
NV-1710-0075

F/RF-4-13 Power Generating System
Maintenance
NV-1715-0682

Steam Generating Plant Inspector
NV-1732-0001

FWMC

If

Field Wireman (FWMC)

Generator

MC-1714.000ri
7

Gas
Carrier Gasoline and Inert Gas Systems,
Class C
NV-1405-0018

DD963 Basic Circuit Concepts for Gas
Turbine Controls, Class Cl
NV-1402-000
Engineinen, Class C, Marine Gas Tnrbat
Basic

gnginemen, Gas Turbine Engines, Class
C

NV-1703.0002

Fuel Gas Welders
NV-1710-0052

Gas 'turbine by Correspondence
CG-1731-0002

General Electric LM100 and War
1000 Emergency Gas Turbine Solar Main
Propulsion Operation and Maintenance
CG-1710-0007

NV-1704-0182

a

NV-1710-0070

NV-1710-0066

F /RF -4B /J Aircraft Mechanics
Organizational Maintenance
- NV-1704-0192
F /RF -4B /J Automatic Flight Control
Systems Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0613

NV-1722-0001

___GeneraL
General Motors Engines (16-278A)
General Pump Maintenance

NY-1715-0779

N V- 1704 -0104

F/RF-4B Air Data Computer Set
Maintenance

Gasoline Handling

Electronic_WarfareFundamentalsancl_
Prvientive Maintenance Technology

NV-1715-0831

High Frequency Direction Finding
(HFDF) Communications Technical
Control

NV-1405-0018

Electronics Fundamentals

NV-1715-0833

High Frequency Direction Finder
Operator, Class C3

,

Marine Gas Turbine Basic, Class Cl

Maintenance

:

LM2500 Gas Turbine Mbdule
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV470315008

438

6L16 Oxygen Generator Technician
NV-1601-0009
Electrolytic Oxygen Generator 7L16
NV-1601-0002

Electrolytic Oxygen Generator Operators
NV-1601-0008

Generator Regulators, Class F-1
NV-1715-0901

Oxygen Generator Electrical Model
6L16 (Enlisted)
a,
NV-1715-0560

Oxygen Generator (Mechanical)
NV-1601-0005

Oxygen Generator Mechanical Model
6L16 (Enlisted)
NV-1601-0006

Ship's Service Gas Turbine Generator
Module (Allison 501) Maintenance, Class
C1

NV-1703-0009

Geodesy
Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy Officer
DD-I601.0007

Geodetic
Advanced Geodetic Surveying

KEYWORD INDEX'
DI -1601-0003

°NV-1715.0123

DD-1601-0006

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
CPN-4A, Class

Geodetic Cnputing
Geodetic Surveying

0

DD-1601-0002

NV-1715.0079

DD -0602 -0001

Ground.ContsolledAppr-oaoh
Electronics Maintenance (Radar Set AN/
FPN-36), Class C

.§erman
German
DD-0602.0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004

DD-0602-0005 4
DD-0602-0006
DD-06Q2-0009

GFCS
-Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control Systeni (GFCS) Mk/37
NV11..15.0355

Fire Control Technician Class C, 'Ong,
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37 and
Target Designation System (TDS) Mk 5
NV-1715-0221

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFcS) Mk 56
NV-1715-0218

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68
NV-1715-0219

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) (Less
Radar) Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0210

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37
Maintenance (Less Mk 25 Mod 3 Padar)
NV-1715-0210

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS), Mk
37, Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipment (RSPE)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0728

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk
37/TDS Mk 5 Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0221

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 56
Maintenance
NV-1715-0207

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 63
Maintenance
NV-2202-0028

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk68
Maintenance
NV-1715-0220

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68
Mod 4 Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0208

Mk 56 Gun Fire Control System (GFCS)
Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1715-0218

NV-1715-0217

'Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
MPN-5, Class C

C

Jezebel Gram Analysis for AW's P3A/B
(INFAR Retrofit)
NV-1715-0704

t Greek

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Technician, Radar Set AN/
MPN-IB, Class C
NV-1715-0078

Ground Controlled Approach
Engineman, Class C,AN/MPN-5

DD-0602.0001

DD0602.0002
DD- 0602 -0004

NV-1715-0446

Guided MissileFire Control Repair
MC-1715-0037
MC-1715-0079

Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment
(CVA/CVS) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0619

Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike; and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment,
Intermediate Maintenance (Shore)
NV-1715-0702

Talos Guided Missile and Guided Missile
Test Set Maintenance

NV-1715-0081

Ground Controlled Approach
Maintenance (Engineman), Radar Sets
AN/CPN-4A and AN/MPN-5, Class C
NV-1715-0081

Ground Controlled Approach Operator,
Class C

NV-1715-0622

Terner/Tartar Guided Missile and
Guided Missile Test Set Maintenance
NV-1715-0467

Gun
3150 Caliber Rapid Fire. Gun Mount
Matqlenance

NV-1715-0122

Ground Controlled Approach/Radar Air
Traffic Control Center Electronics
Maintenance Officers, Class 0,
NV-1715-0670

Ground Radar Repair

NV-2202-0085

3/50 Caliber Rapid Fire Twin Mount
Gun Maintenance (Mk 35)
NV"-li15.0655
5 " /54-Rapid Fire Gun and Mount Mk 42
Mods 7 and 8, Class Cl

MC-1715-0062

NV-1715-0520

MC-1715-0051

A-7 M61A1 Gun and Associated Systems
Intermediate Maintenance

Ground *adar Technician

NV-2202-0097

Ground Radio Repair

A-1715-0009
Ground Radio Technician

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37
NV-1715.0355

MC-1715.0045

Special Ground Radio Repair
MC-1715-0068

Telemetenng Ground Station AN/SKQ-2

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control Systenr(GFCS) Mk 37 and
Target Designation System (TDS) Mk 5

NV-1715-0791

Group VIII
Group VI

-6/E-7 Management
NV-I408.0006
Group VIII E8/E9 Advanced
Management
NV-1408-0006

GTCP100
NV-1704.0109

Aviation Support Equipment GTCP-100
Engine Intermediate-Maintenance
NV-1704.0109

Guard
Marine Security Guard
MC-1728.0001

Guidance
AN/ARW-77 Bullpup Guidance Control
,
NV-17150627
Guidance System, Mk 3 Mod 0,
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715.0245

Ground
Ground Controlled Approach Controller,'
Class C .

Hi5.0628
AN/DSM-32 Sparrow III Guided Missile
Test Equipnient Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0081

Ground Controlled Approach
Maintenance (Engineman), Class C

System

Greek

Maintenance

NV-1715-0620

NV-1715-0080

NV-1710-0037

Gram

NV-1715-0589

AN/DPM-7 Sparrow III Guided Missile
o
Test Equipment Intermediate

Gunner'?Mate Class C Guided Missile
Launching System

GroUnd Controlled Approach
Electronics Technician, AN/MPN-5,
Class C

NV-1710-0037

Equipment Operators Gradework, Class

Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0080

Aviation Support Equipment GTCP-100
and Enclosures Intermedi'ate Maintenance

Gradework
EO"C" Gradework

K -53

Guided Missile
Air Launched Weapons Gincled Missile
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NV-1715-0221

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 56
NV-1715-0218

Fire 4ontrol Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68
NV-1715.0219

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System Mk 56 and Target
Designation System Mk 5
NV-1715-0216

Gun Fire Control Radar Mk 25 Mod 3

Maintenance

NV-1715-0127

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) (Less'
Radar) Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715.0210

Gun Fire
Mainten

ontrol System (GFCS) Mk 37
a (Less Mk 25 Mod 3 Radar)
NV-1715-0210

Gun Fire'Control System (GFCS), Mk
37, Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipmene(RSPE)
Maintenance
NV-1715.0728

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk
37/TDS Mk 5 Maintenance, Class Cl
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NV-1715-0652
Gunner's Mate Class A, Phase I (A1)
NV-1715-0652
Gunner's Mate Class A, Phase II'(A -2)
NV-1715-065
Gunner's Mate, Class B
NV-1715-0802
Gunner's Mate, Class C

NV-1715.0221

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 56
Maintenance
NV-1715.0207
Gun Firo-Gentrol-System-.{GFC-S}MIt68Maintenance
NV-1715-0220
Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68

CG-1714-0006

Mod 4 Maintenance

Gunner's Mate Class C ASROC
Launching Group

NV-1715-0208

pun Fire Control Systems MK-52 and
MK-56

NV-1715.066

CG-1715-0016

Gun Maintenance 5754 Caliber Rapid

Fire Mk 42
NV-1715-0179

Gun Mount 5 " /54'Mk 42 Mod 9 and 10,
Class CI
NV-2202-0104

Gun Mount 5 "/54 Mk 42 Mods 7 and 8

/

Gunner's Mate Class C Guided Missile
Launching System
NV-1715-0620
Gunner's Mate Class C Rocket Launcher
Mk 108
NV-1715.0618
Gunner's Mate First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1714-0012

NV-1715-0520

Mk 35 Power Drive Maintenance for 3'/
50 Caliber Rapid Fire Gun Mount
NV-1715.0147i
Mk 56 Gun Fire Control System (GFCS)
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0218

Mk 68 Gun Director and AN/SPG-53F
Radar Maintenance

Gunner's Mate Second Class tty
Correspondence
CG-1714-0009
Guimer's Mate Specialized Training
NV-2202-0063
Navy Nuclear Weapons Electronics,

Calibration, aid Maintenance (EC)

(Gunner's M e Technician)

NV-1715.0239

Mk 9 and Mk 10 5738 Caliber Twin Gun
Miiunt Power Drive MaintenanCe
NV-1715-0654

,

Tabs Gunner's (Missile) Handling
NV-1715-0602

Terner/Tartar Gunner's Mate
NV-1715.0603

Gunboat
Patrol Gunboat /PG /Engineenng
Systems Operator and Maintenance

Gunnery
Gunnery Officers (Relative Rate)
NV-1715.0624

NV-1712-0018

Gunfire
Disturbed Line of Sight Gunfire Control

Gunnery OfficersWeapons Department
Officers
SIV-1715.0625

System Maintenance
NV-1715.0759

Naval Gunfire Air Spotter
- NV-2202-0053
NV-2202-0059

Naval Gunfire Liaison Officer
NV-2202.0058
NV-2202-0060

Naval Gunfire Officer "
MC-2204-0039

Naval Gunfire Spotters (Troop Officers)
NV-2202.0064

Gyro
Central Gyro Reference System (AN/
AJA-2), Class C
NV-1715-0708
Reference System Maintenance
NV-1715.0164

Gyrocompass
AN/AYN-2, AN/ASN-50 Flight
Director and Gyrocompass Systems Class

NV-2202.0067

Troop Nivil Gunfire Spotter
NV-2202-0057

Gunner
Redeye Gunner/Operator
MC-2204-0012

Redeye,GunnerPlatoon Training
MC-2204-0012

Redeye GunnerPlatoon Training
(Abbreviated Course)
MC-2204-0011

Electrical Gyrocompass Operation
Maintenance Technician, Class C
NV-1715-0587

Gyrocompass TechnicianElectrical,

'Basic Gunner's Mate, Clss A

NV-1715.0762

Sperry Mk XIX Mod III Gyrocompass

CG-1714.0007

Submarine Gyrocompass Mk 19 Mod 3

NV-1715-0062
NV-1715-0062

Gunner's Mate Advanced ADT
CG-1714-0007

Gunner's Mate, Class A

H-46
-46 AN/APX-6B and AN/APA-89

Identification System Intermediate
CG-1714-00_02.--/}1

Gunner's Mate, Class Al

H-53
H-53 Automatic Fight Controls Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0738

H-53 Automatic Flight Control System
OrganizatiOnal Maintenance
NV-1704-0133

H-53 Electrical and Instruments
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0236
H-53 Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV- 1704.0235

H53 Helicopter Maintenance
NV-1704-0147

H-53 Hydraulic Systems Organizational
Maintenance._
NV -1704 -0063

fi-53 Power Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0168
H-53 Rotor and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV- 1704.0062

H-53, T64-Gt-6/6A Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV -1704 -0049

Hagan
Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Hagan)
NV- 1710.0073

Hazardous
Hazardous Chemicals Training
CG-0802-0006

Transportation and Storage of Hazardous
Material
NV-04 19-0007

HC-130
HC-130 Avionicsman by.CorrespondeNe

CG-17150
HC-130 Flight Engineer by
Correspondence
CG- 1704.0009

NV-1715.0587
Gyrocompass Technician Electrical,
Class Cl
NV-17154/587
Gyrocompass Technician Mechanical,
Class CI
NV-1721.0008
MK 27 Gyrocompass Maintenance, Class

CG-1714-0002

Guimer's Mate Advanced

NV-170443194

H-46 Rotors and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance Course
°
NV-1704-0154
H-46 Stabilization Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0136

Class C

C

Gunner's-

Maintenance

C

CG-1715.0014

Naval Gunfire Support Planning
Nr-2202-0089

NV-17 14-0011

H-46 Hydraulic System Organizational

E-1B AN/ASN-28 Ceara] Gyro

Naval Gunfire Staff Officer

6

NV-1715.0171

NV-1715.0034
H-46 Electncal and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Maintenance

HC-131A
HC-131A Aircraft Maintenance Class C
CG -1704 -0006

Heading
A7A/B Attitude Heading and Reference
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1721-0006

AN/ASN-50 Attitude Heading Reference
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0534

Head Up.
AN/AVM-11 (V) Head, Up Display Test
Set Int$rmediate Maintenance (A-7E)
NV-1704.0229

Heat
Heat Treatment of Metals, Class C
NV-1724-0001

KEYWORD INDEX
Heavy

NV-0703-0005

NV-1704-0141

.

UH-2C, HH-2C, HH-2D Automatic
Stabilization Equipment Organizational
Maintenance

BU"C" Heavy Construction
NV-1710-0034

Helicopter

CG-0709-0001

Naval School of Hospital Administration
NV-0799-0001

Hot

HH-2D/SH-2D
HH-2D/SH-2D Airframes, Hydraulic,
Flight Controls, and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0238

Basic Helicopter, Class C
NV-1704-0059

F/RF-4B J79-GE-8/8A Hot Section and
Related Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0202

NV-1704-0058

U-53 Helicopter Maintenance

HH-3F

NV-1704-0147

HH-3F Avionicsman by Correspondence

Helicopter Aviation Antisubmarine
Warfare Air Sonar Operator (AN/AQSNV-2202-0080

Helicopter (HS) Antisubmarine Warfare
Operator

Hovering
Electronic HoveringInd Depth Control

CG-1715.0039

Combined Maintenance

cG-1704-0011

'NV-1715-093
Electronic Hovering and Missile
Compensation

HH-3F Flight Mechanic by
Correspondence

13)

NV- 1715.09'34

HH-52A
Flight Mechanic 1-1H-V: by
Correspondence

N V- 2202 -0080

Senior Officer Helicopter Training

CG-1704-0010

NV-1704-0196

HH-52A Airframe and Powertrain, Class
C

Helium
Deep Sea Helium-Oxygen Diving
Officers

CG-1704.0005

High,

NV-1606-0009

Cryptologic Technician 0, High
Frequency Direction Finding (HFDF),
Communications Technical Control,
Class Cl

HF
RT 648/698 (AN/ARC-94/102./105/119/
120) HF Transceiver Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0800

NV-1715-0373

Cryptologic Technician R High
Frequency Direction Finder (HFDF)
Operator

RT-648/ARC-94 and RT-698/ARC-102
HF Transceiver Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0833

NV-1715-0369

High Frequency Communication Central
Operator

S-2E AN/ARC-94 HF ReceiverTransmitter System Maintenance

MC-1715.0083

NV-1715-02,44

High Frequency Direction Finder
Operator, Class C3

HFDF
Communications Technicihn "0" Branch,
HFDF Communications Technical
Control

NV-1715-0833

High Frequency Direction Finding
(HFDF) Communications Technical
Control

NV-1715-0800

Cryptologic Technician 0, high
Frequency Direction Finding (HFDF),
Communications Technical Control,
Class Cl

HT-A
Damage Controlmen Class A HT-A
Phase I
NV -1728 -0012

HU16E
HU-16E Aircraft Maintenance CI

C
CG-1 04 -0003

Hull
Pressure Hull Welders
NV-1710-0049

Shmfitters Hull Maintenance Technician,
Class A, Phase 2
NV-1723-0005

Human
Human Resource Management Instructor
NV-1512-0006

Human Resource Management Specialist
NV-1512-0005

Intercultural RelationsHuman
Resources Development

NV-1512-0004
Hungarian
Hungarian
DD-Q602-0001

DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003

NV-1715-0800

High Impact Personnel Overseas Duty
Training
NV-1512-0002

NV-1715-0800

High Intensity Language Training
(Vietnamese)

Cryptologic Technician R High
Frequency Direction Finder (HFDF)
Operator

MC-0602-0001

High Pressure Pipe Welders

NV-1715-0833

NV-1710-0051

High Frequency Direction Finding
(HFDF) Communications Tychmcal
Coptrol

RF-4B AN/ARC-105 High Frequency
Communication System and RO-254/
ASQ Sound Recorder Maintenance

NV-1715-0800

NV-1715-0368

HH-2C

Horizontal

UH-2C, HH-2C and HH-2D Power
Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance

A-6 Pilots Horizontal Display, Direct
View Radar Indicator and Associated
Test Set Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1704.0141

NV-1715.0297

UH-2C, HH-2C, HH-2D Automatic
Stabilizanon Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance

Advanced Hospital Corpsman
NV-0709-0008

NV-1711.0610

Advanced Hospital Corps Technician,
Class B
NV-0709-0008

Basic Hospital Corpsman, Class A

NV-1715-0683

CG-0703-0001

HH-2D

Basic Hospital Corps School, Class A

HH-2D/SH-2D Automatic StabiliAtion
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance

NV-0703-0005

Hospital Corpsman, Advanced
NV-0709-0008

NV-1704-0205
a

Hybrid
Digital, Analog, and Hybrid Computer
Fundamentals
NV-1402-0013

Hydraulic
A-7E Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0013

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Class A (Hydraulic Specialty)
NV-1704-0112

Aviation Support Equipment Weapons
Loaders Hydraulic Systems Intermediate
Level Maintenance
NV-1704-0110

E-18 Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Organizational 1WIfflifenance

Hospital

UH-201-1H-2C, HH-2D Automatic
Stabilization Equipment Organizational
Mainienance

UH-2C, HH-2C and HH-2D Power
Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Hospital Cozsrhan (HM)

NV-1715-0683

Aviation Machinist's Mate H
(Helicopter), Class A
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Hospital Corpsman, Basic
NV-0703-0005

Hospital Corpsman, Class A
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NV-1704.0195

Electric Hydraulic Power Drive for 5"/
38 Caliber Dual Purpose Single Mount
NV-2202-0075

F-14A Airframe andHydraulic Systems
Specialist (Crew Leader) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0215

F-14A Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Technician (Crew Member)
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0216
F-4B/J Airframe and Hydraulic Systems
Maintenance

K-56
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NV-1704-0056

F-4B/J Airframe and Hydraulic Systems'
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0056

F/RF-4B/J Hydraulic Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0030

11-46 Hydraulic System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0194

H-53 Hydraulic Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0063

HH-2D/SH-2D Airframes, Hydraulic,
Flight Controls, and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0058

Hydraulic Systems and Equipment
Operation and Maintenance
CG-1704-0020

OV-10A Flight Control and Hydraulic
Systems Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0206

RA-5C Structures and Hydraulic Sub-

EA-6B Hydraulics and Flight Control
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0041

SH-3 Airframe and Hydraulic SystemsMaintenance
NV-1704-0124

SH-3 Airframes and Hydraulic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0047

UH-2C Airframes, Hydraulic, Flight
Controls and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0057

,1 UNREP Hydraulic and Mechanical
Component Maintenance (Sending Units)
NV-1710-0016

Hydraulics
A-6A Hydraulics and Flight Controls
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0129

A-6 Hydraulics, Flight Control and
Structures Organizational Level
Maintenance

Maintenance
NV-1704.0122

Ihdustrial Hydraulics by Correspondence
CG-1704.0014
KC -130F Airframes and Hydraulics
Organizational' Maintenance
NV-1704-0191

P-3 Hydraulics and Flight Controls.'
System Maintenance, No. 10
NV- 1704.0050

P-3 Hydraulics, Flight Control Systems
and Structures Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704.0161

S-2D/E Airframes and Hydraulics
Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0066

UH34D Airframe, Hydraulics and Flight
Controls

IBM
IBM System 360 Computer System
Programming (COBOL Language), Class

C
NV-1402-0007

IBM System 360 Disk Operating System
(DOS) Operations
MC-1402.0018

IBM System 360 (DOS) COBOL
Programming
MC-1402.0011

IBM System 360 Operating System (OS)
Operations
MC-1402.0023

IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced Coding
MG-1402-0037

IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced
Programming Techniques)
101C-1402-0024

IBM System 360 OS Assembler
Language
MC-1402.0031

IBM System 360 OS COBOL Language
(Entry-level)
MC-1402.0029

NV-1704-0129

A7A/B Structures. Hydraulics and
Pneumatic Systems Maintenance

IBM System 360 (OS) COBOL
Programming
MC-1402.0013
MC-1402-0036

NV-1704-0190

Aviation Structural Mechanic H
(Hydraulics), Class A
NV-1704-0128

Aviation Structural Mechanic H
(Hydraulics), Class B

IBM System 360 (OS) Data Control
Techniques
MC-1402.0042

IBM System 360 (OS) Data Management
MC- 1402.0039

NV-1704-0087

Aviation Support Equipment Techlucian
Hydraulics and Structures, Class A

IBM System 360 OS FORTRAN IV
Language (Entry-level)
MC-1402-0043

NV-1704-0138

C-2A Hydraulics/Airframes System
Maintenance

IBM System 360 OS FORTRAN
Programming
MC-1402.0034

NV -1704 -0143

C-2A Hydraulics/Airframes System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0143

E-2A Hydraulics/Airframes System
Maintenance

IBM System 360 OS PL/1 Programming
MC-1402.0035

IBM System 360 OS Programming
MC-I402-0030
IBM System 360 OS Sstem Control
MC-1402.13033

NV-1704-0155

42A Hydraulics/Airframes Systems

MC-1402-0041

IBM System 360 OS Systems
Programming
MC-1402-0032

NV-1715.0565

F/RF-4B Structures and Hydraulics

NV-1704-13064

RA-5C Structures and Hydraulic Sub Systems Organizational Maintenance

IBM System 360 (OS) Systems
Programmer

NV-1704-0223

Electricity, Electronics and Hydraulics,
Class P

Systems
NV-1704-0041

MC-1402.0038

NV-1704.0155

NV-1704-0103

P-3 Structures, Hydraulic Power and
Flight Controls Organizational
Maintenance

DIta Management

Organizational Maintenance

IBM System 360 OS System Control and

442

IC
IC Electrician, Class B
NV-1715-0755

IC Electricians, Class A
NV-1715.0729
Intericir Communications (IC), Class A,
Part II (Interior Communications
Equipment)
NV-1715.0173
Interior Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class B
NV-1715-0755

Interior Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class C7
NV-1715-0755

Interior Communications (IC) Package
Course for SSN/SSBN
NV-17I5-0886
Submarine Interior Communications (IC)
Systems
NV-1/15.0642
Ice
Ice Observer by Correspondence
CG-1304-0006

Ice Observer, Class C
NV-2202-0070

ICR
Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Operations Type Two. Class A3,
International Commercial Radio (ICR)
Non-Morse
NV-1715.0839

Identification
A-4E Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI)/Weapons Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0452

CH-53 Communication, Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0101

Class C Field Oil Identification
Laboratory
CG-1601-0001

F4/3 Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1704-0076

F-4B Communication Navigation
Identification (CWI) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715.0255

F-4J Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1704-0074

F-43 Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Organizational
Maintenance
111

NV-1715-0612

F-8 Communication Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0688

H-46 AN/APX-6B and AN/APA-89
Identification System Intermediate
Maintenance

0
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NV-1715-0034

P-3 AN/APX-6 Radar Identification
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0118

RA-5C Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) and DECM
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0075

RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 and AN/ASQ-108
Communication Navigation Identification
(CNI) Line Troubleshooting Maintenance

AIMS Mk XII IFF System Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1715-0812

AN/APX-64(V) IFF Transponder Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0563

AN/APX-72 Series IFF Transponder
System Maintenance
NV-1715-0811

AN/APX-76A Air/Air IFF Interrogator
Set' Intermediate Maintenance
%NV-1715-0434

F-4B/J KY-532A/ASQ IFF Transponder
Intermediate Maintenance NV- 1715 -0309

IFF AN/APX-72 and AN/UPX-17
Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0914

IFF Transponder AN/APX-72 and AN/
UPX-17 Combined Maintenance, Class

Fl
NV-1715-0914

KY-532A/KY-533A IFF Transponder
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0184

Mk XII IFF Systems, Class C
NV-1715-0033

P-3 Radar and IFF Systems
Organizational Maintenance

A6A AN/AVA-1 Vertical bisplay
Indicator Group and Associated Test
Equipment Intermediate Level

Indonesian Malay

Maintenance

Industrial

NV-1715-0046

Electronics Technician AN/SPA-25
Indicator Croup Class C Maintenance
NV-1715-0510

NV-1715-0018

NV-1715-0013

NV-1713-0002

Independent
AN/SQA-13 (V) Independent VariableDepth Sonar Operation and Maintenahce
NV-1715-0772
NV-0709-0008

NV-1715-0146

P-3 AN/AQA-1 Sono Indicator System
Intermediate Maintenance

RA-5C Electrical and Indicating Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0069

Indicator
A-4E Bombing System AN/AJB-3A and
Remote Standby Indicator System

NV-1715-0115

S-2D/E AQA-4(V) Indicator Group
NV-1715-0561

Controls and Indicators, Fi Control
Fl
System (FCS) Mk 80, C
NV-1715-0892

CG-2205-0005

CG-1715-0062

NV-2202-0094

Loran Officers Indoctrination
CG-1715-0023

Marine Safety Ba'sic Indoctnnation
CG-0802-0002

Officer Candidate School (Seamanship,
Orientation, Operations & Military
Indoctrination)
CG-2202.0001

.

NV-1715-0066
'

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance
t

MC-2204-0043

Women Officers Indoctrination

NV-1715-0426

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) klaintenance (Enlisted)
NV-1715-0426

RF-4B AWASN,46/56 Navigational
Computer and Inertial Navigation System
.
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0228

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 6 Control Theory
NV-1715-0232

SSBN Ships Inertial Navigation System
(SINS) Mk 2 Mod 4 Technician
NV-1715-0440

SSN Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial
Navigation System (SINS) Maintenance
NV -1715 -0426

Infantry
Infantry Replacement and Individual
.
Combat Training
MC-2204-0008

Infantry Weapons Armorer
MC-1601-0006
MC-2204-0020

Sea Duty Indoctrination
Special Indoctrination

NV-1715-0065

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation System Mk 2
Mod 0.6 Technician

P-3 AN/ASA-16 Indicator Group
Organizational Maintenance

Infantry Weapons Armorer (Basic)
MC-2204-0052

Infantry Weapons Armorers (Advanced)
MC-2204-0044

MC-1408-0012

Infantry Weapons

Indonesian

Infantry Weapons Armorer (Basic)

Indonesian
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004

.t.

r
4.

,

NV-1715-0120

Indicating
NV-1704-0099

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation, FBM Tender
Navigation Maintenance

NV-1715-0172

MC-2204-0014

RA-5C Electrical and Indicating Systems
(Intermediate Maintenance)

NV-1715-0177

NV-1715-0172

Independent Duty Technician

NV-1715-0475

A-7E AN/ASM-375 triertial,.
Measurement Systerii Test Set
Intermediate Maintenance

P-3 AN/APA-125A Indicator
Maintenance, No 48

NV-1709-0017

Illustrator Draftsman, Class A

'

A-6 Ship and Shore Inertial Platform
Test Station Intermediate Maintenance

P-3 AN/APA-125A Indicator
Intermediate Maintenance

Limited Duty Officer (LDO)
Indoctrillation

Illustrator

A-6 AN/ASN-31 Inertial Navigation
System and Test Console Intermediate
Maintenance

Electronics Technician, Indicator Group
AN/SPA-40, Class C

NV-0202-0001

Illustrative Photography Cl

DD-1408-0003

Inertial

Electronics Technician, Class C,
Indicator Group AN/SPA-41
Maintenance

Junior Officer Electronic Indoctrination
by Correspondence

Illustrative

.1,

Industry Financial Management

NV-1715-0310

NV-0202-0001

Medical Illustration Technician, Class C

Industry

Electronics Technician, AN/SPA-34
Indicator Group, Class C

General Ser,vice Indoctrination School

Medical Illustration Technic

CG-1704-0014
.
Industrial Security Specialist
DD-178-0001
National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces)
DD-I511-0001

E-2A Computer Indicator (AN/ASA-27)
Intermediate Maintenance

Indoctrination

Illustration

DD:1511-0003

Industrial Hydraulics by Correspondence

NV-1715-0276

NV-1715-0163

' DD-0602-0002

Industrial College of the Armed Foices
,
(Resident Program)

NV-1715-0707

Indicators
'

o

Bright Radar Indicator Tower
Equipment Maintenance, Class C

System Intermediate Maintenance-

Continuous Wave Illuminator (CWI)
Common Core

IndonesianMalay

NV-1715-0159
APA-56, Indicator Assembly

NV-1715-0114

Illuminator

DD-0602-0002

NV-1704-0098

NV-1715-0357

IFF

IndonesianMalay

(Organizational)

MC-2204-0052

In-Flight
E-2A AN/ASM-33A In-Flight

0

4'
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Performance Monitor Maintenance
NV-1715-0471

Information
Advanced Information Specialist

DD- 50.),r002
Amphibious Support Information
Operator
NV-I402-0034
Combat Information Center (CIC)
Officer, Class 0
NV-22020069
Combat Information Center (CIC) Watch
Officer, Class 0

NV.I715-0222
RF-4B AN /AAS -18 Infrared

Counseling

Reconnaissance Mapping System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0225

Instructor, Class C (Career Information
and Counseling)
NV-I406.0004
Instructor Orientation

Inktronic
Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
FGC-73 Teletypewriter Routing Set and
AN/UGR-14 Inktronic Page Printer
NV- 1715.0019

NV -1402 -0026

'

Navar Tactical Data System (NTDS)

go

Data InputBasic.
NV-1715-0673

NV-1715-0872

Insp4tion

Inspector

Amphibious Support Information System

Information Center (CIC) ClassBasic,

Tactical 9ght Instructor

MC-I402-0020
Data Processing Installation Managers
Seminar
MC-I402-0020

DD-0504-0004

Information' Officer
DD-0504-0009
NV-0504-0001

Installations

Information Officer Basic

Submarine Sntellite Information
Exchange SyS em (SSIXS) for Shipboard
Installations Ma tenance
NV-1715-0873

DD-0504-0009

Information Officer (Reserve,
Component)
DD-0504-0011

Programmed Instruct'

/./

Instructio

LCC Amphibious Support Information

Progr mmers (Class C)
NV-I406-0005

Instructor
for Training
NV-I406-0003
Basic Prop-Fligh Instructor
NV-I606-0018
Close Combat Ins Actor
Academic Instr

NV-I402-0034

Public Information Enlisted
DD-0504-0008

Public Information Officer
DD-0504-0007
Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operators
(Television Afloat)
DD-0504-0010

MC-0803-0001

Drill Instructor

Jr

FIFFrigictor Course

NV-1728-0004

Firefighting Instructor
NV -1728 -0004

Flight Instructor Indoctrination Group
NV -1606 -0042

Flight Instructor Trailing

NV-I606-0040
CG-I408-0001
CG-2205-0007

Technical InstructorBasic
MC-I406-0011

Tradevman 1 (Instructor) Class A
NV-I406-0002
Water Safety/Survival Instructor
MC-0803-0002

Women Physical Training Instructor
MC- I 406-00(q

Instructors
Atomic, Biological and Chemical (ABC)
Defense for Shipboard Instructors
NV-0802-0001

Television Instructors
NV-I406-0007

NV -1606 -0019

Instrument
A-7E Electrical and Instrument Systems
Orgadizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0080
A-7 Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0079
Aviation Electrician's Mate 1
(Instrument), Class A
NV-1704-0068

Formal School Instructor (1AC)

CH-46A Electricaland Instrument

MC-I406-0012
Human Resource Management Instrubfor
NV-I512-0006
Instructor Basic
NV-I406-0008

Systems

Instructor, Class I, Course 'Alfa'
NV-1406-0008

RA-5C AWAAS-2 I Infrared Detecting
SC Intermediate Maintenance

4

MC- 1406 -0001

,

NV -1606 -0021

Prospective TF/TAF-9J Flight
Instructor
NV-I6060039.
Prospective VA (Prop) Tactical Flight
Instructor

MC-2204-000I

Enlisted Instructor Orientation

teUite-4n formati

Infrared

NV-I406-0006

Instruction

`System Operator

Exchange System (SSIXS) for Shipboard
Installations Maintenance
NV-1715-0873
Submanne Satellite Information
.
Exchange System (SSIXS) Operational
Control Center Maintenance
NV-1715.0871
NV-1715-0878
Troop Information and Education
Enlisted
DD-0504-0005
Troop Information and Education Officer
DD-0504-0006

Techniques
NV-1406-0006

Programme d hi uction Writer

DD-0504-0001

NV-I606-0041

Prospective TA-4J Flight Instructor

Small Arms Instructor

Instruction

Information Security Management
DD-1728.0002
Information Specialist
DD-0504-0004
Information Specialist (Broadcaster)
DD-0505.0001
Information Specialist (Journalist)

MC- 1406-0002

Seminar

Installation

Supervisory and Officer Team Training
NV-1715-0509
Information Enlisted

'Physical Training Instructor (Women)

D to Processing Installation Management
MC-I402-0020
Da\a Processing Installation Management

NV -1728 -0007

NV-I402-0034
inactive Duty Reserve Combat

MC-0802-0001

Prospective Advanced Navigation Flight
Instructor
NV-I606-0038
Prospective Phase 1 CV (Jet) (TF/AF9J) Tactical Flight Instructor
NV-I606-0037
Prospective Phase II CV(Jet) (FI IA)

Safety Inspector Class C

LanguageOperator,

MC-I406-0010

Physical Training Instructor
MC-0802-0001

NV:1704-0156

Data Base Management CC

NV-I406-0001

Officer Instructor Orientation

Physical Training Instructor (Men)

Aircraft Maintenance Nondestructive
Inspection School, Cla$ C

NV -1715 -0879

Alt

Instructor Tiaining School Class C

Output)

Common Users Digital Information
Exchange System (CUD1 S) OperatOtis

u

CG-I406-0002

Inkructor Training, Class C
CG-I406-00 01
NV-1406-0001

entral Navigation Computer (Input/

Maintenanc

iv

MC-I406-0003

Instructor Training

Input.

NV-2202-0074

Common U r Digital Information
Exchange system (CUDIXS)

NV -1408 -0008

Instructor, Class C-I Administratiotiond

414

NV-1704-0077

E-IB Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV -1714 -0013

H-46 Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1714-0011

rs
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NV-J715-0319
Integrated AvionicS Radar System
Technician

H-53 Electrical and Instrument Systems
Organizational Maintenance
' NV-1704-0235
Instrument Repair Officer

NV-1715-0035

Integrated Av'iorucs Weapons System
Specialist
NV-1715-0266
Integrated Avionics Weapons System
Technician \

MC-1721-0003

Optical Instrument Repairman
MC-1721-0001

02tical Instrument Repairman
(Advanced)

Air Intercept Control, Class 0
NV-1704-0001

Air Intercept Controller
NV-1704-0002.

Air Intercept Controller Supervisor
aNV-1704-6005 .
MI- Intercept Control (Reqiialification),

Class 0/C
NV-1704-0115

NV-1715-0267

MC-1721-0004

Marine Corps Integrated Maintenance
Management (Officer)

Optical Instrument Repairman (basic)
MC-1721-0002

Air Intercept Control (Supervisor), Class

c/o

MC-1402-9028

Optical Survey Instrument Repair

P-3C Integrated Avionics System
Technician

DD -1721 -0001

RADIAC Instrument Maintenance
'NV-1715-0545
Test Instrument Repairman
MC-1715-0027

NV-1704-0089

P-3 Integrated Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance

)

NV-1205-0001

NV-1704-0101

Initrwnentman

Amphibious Intelligence Staff Officer

C

NV-1606-0004

NV-1706-0001

Amphibious Staff Intelligence Officer
(ASIO)
NV-1606-0109
Aviation Electronics Intelligence, Class

Instrumentmen
Instrumentmen, Class A
NV-1721-0004

Instrumentmen Watch Repair

Instruments
NV-1715-0150

F-8 Electrical, Instruments and
Stabilization Systems Organizational
Maintenance

NV-2202.0023
icer and Fleet Enlisted Air
Fleet
Intelli nee

H-53 Electrical and Instruments
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0236
KA- 3A/KA -3B Electrical and

J

NV-1606-0001

Intelligence/Electronic Warfare Officer
NV-1715-0332

Intelligence Man (Air/Ground)

Insulation
Shipboard Thermal Insulation (Lagging)
NV-1710-0039

Integrated
A-4 Integrated Electrical Systems

NV-1715-0498

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central UHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/
ASQ Power Supply-AM-2310/ASQ
Intermediate Maintenance
NV- 1715 -Q746

Integrated Announcing System AN/
WIC -2 Combined Maintenance

NV-2202-0022

Intelligence Advisor Vietnam

Instruments Organizational Maintenance
NV-1714-0014
S-2D/E Electrical and Instruments
Maintenance, No. 6
NV-1704-0086

E-IB Integrated Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance

Training
NV-1512-0003

Intercultural RelationsHuman
Resources Development

Intercultural RelationsOverseas Duty
Training
NV-1512-0002

Intercultural RelationsRace Relations
Specialist Training
NV-1512-0001

Training
NV-1513-0003

Interior

Interior Communications (IC), Class A,
Part II (Interior Communications
Equipment)
NV-1715-0173

NV-1715-0021

Fleet Air Intelligence Officer

NV-1715-0183

NV-,1715-0540

NV-1715-0504

Command Intelligence Officer (CIO)
NV-1606-0024
Defense Intelligence Course
DD-1511-0004
Electronic Warfare Intelligence Operator

C-2A Electrical and Instruments
Organizational Maihtenance

Intercultural RelationsFacilitator

Intercultural RelationsVietnam Advisor

0/C

NV-1721-0005

Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0185
A-7A/B Integrated Avionics Weapons
System Technician Organizational
Maintenande,
NV-1715-0450
AN/ASQ-17B Integrated Electronics
Central Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0515
AN/ASQ-56A Integrated Electronics
Central and Related Systems
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0674

Interiultural

NV-1512-0004

Intelligence

Instrumentman (Calculator Repair), Class

NV-1704-0117

Basic Naval Tactical Data System
(NTDS) Air Intercept Controller

NV-1715-0329

P-3C Integrated Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Instrumentalist
Band Instrumentalist (Army)

Intercept

.

NV-1606-0006
Intelligence Officer, Vietnam
NV-I606-0003
IOIC Intelligence Data System (Storage
and Retrieval) Maintenance
NV-1715-0030
Marine Enlisted Basic Combat
Intelligence
NV-1606-0005
National Senior Intelligence
DD-1606-0001

Naval Field Intelligence Officer, Vietnam
NV- I606.0003

Postgraduate Intelligence Course
'DD-1511-0004
Radar (Target) Intelligence
NV-1709-0315

Reserve Air Intelligence (RAI)

Interior Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class B
NV-1715-0755

Interior Communications (IC)
Electrician, Class C7
NV-1715-0755
IntedorCommunications (IC) Package
Course for SSN/SSBN
NV-1715-0886
Submarine Interior CommunicationsVC)
Systems
NV-1715-0642

Intermediate
Avionics Intermediate, Class B
NV-1715-0102

Defense'Language Institute Intermediate
Courses
DD-0602-0006
Intermediate Avionics, Class B
NV-1715-0102

Intermediate Maintenance Level Data
Analysis, Class C

NV-N-0001

Intermediate Welding
NV-1710-0054

Music Intermediate, Class C
NV-1205-0003
Music Intermediate, Class C-1
NV-J 205-0003

NV-1606-0355

Reserve Basic Intelligence Training
Subjects (BITCS)
NV-1606-0056

Intelligenceman
Photographic Intelligenceman (PT)
NV-1606-0030

Reserve.Cryptologic Technician
Intermediate Cryptanalysis
NV-1715-0820
Reserve Naval Security Group-13.1
Intermediate Cryptanalysis
NV-1715-0820

International

Inter-American
Inter-American Defense College
DD-1511-0005

445

Crypiologic Technician T, Field
Operations Type Two, Class A3,
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International Commercial Radicr(IC
Non-Morse
NV-17 5-0839

IOIC Photo Interpretation Officer
NV- 1709 -0006

IOIC Photo Interpretation Operator
NV-1709-0007
Mem Cal Photographic Interpretation
NV-1709-0014
Photographic Interpretation/Radar
Target Analysis
NV-1606-0030
Strategic Photographic Interpretation
NV-1709-0012
deal Photographic Interpretation
'NV-1709-0011

Intetrogation
-Interrogation of Prisoners of War
MC-1728-0002

Interrogator
AN/APX-76A Air/Air IFF Interro tor
Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0434
Electronics Maintenance Course

Interrogator Set AN/TPX-42A(V) 5,
Class C

NV-1715-0566

Interviewing
Interviewing and Classification
NV-1406-0018
Personnelman, Class C-1, Interviewing
and Classification
NV-1406-00I8

IOIC
CV A IOIC Storage and Retrieval Officer
NV-1402-0043

IOIC Electronic Data Processing
Maintenance
NV-1715-0581

IOIC Intelligence Data System (Storage
and Retrieval) Maintenance
NV- 1715.0030

NV-1402.0029

IOIC Photographic Processing/
Maintenance
NV-1709-0008

IOIC Photographic Processing Officer
NV-1709-0013

IOIC Photo Interpretation Officer
NV-1709-0006

IOIC Photo Interpretation Operator
NV-1709-0007

IOIC Storage and Retrieval OpFator/
Officer Course
NV-1402-0035

191C Supervisor

NV-I606-0002
IOIC Systems Maintenance
NV-1715-0084

DD

NV-1606-0041

TA -4J Advanced Jet

ItalianSicilian

Isotope

Jezebel

NV-b715-0704

S-2D/E AN/AKT-19A Multi-Channel
Jezebel Relay Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0243

J52- P -6A/8A
A-4(152-P-6A/8A) Power Plant and
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0170

J52-P6A/8A Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0119

J57-P-16/20
F-8 J57-P-16/20 Intermediate
'Maintenance
NV-1704-0163
F-8 157-P-16/20 Intermediate
Majntenance/Compiete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0163

J60-P-3A/6
J60-P-3A/6 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0037

J79-GE-8/10
179-GE-8/10 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1704.0055
179-GE-8/10 Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0055

J79-GE-8/8A
F/RF-4B J79-GE-8/8A Cold Section
NV-1704-0201

F/RF-4B J79=GE-8/8A Hot Section and
Related Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0202

J85-GE-4
.185-GE-4 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0026

Jamming
AN/ALQ-99 Jamming Transmitters and
AN/ALM-107 Countermeasures test
Station Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0053

W*Jawanese
Japanese

DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0005

2-0105

(DIFAR Retrofit)

J52- P6 /6A /8A Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704.0181

Joint
Joint Aviation Supply and Maintenance
Material Management
NV-1405.0009

Journalism
.

Electronic Journalism
DD-0505-0003
Recruiters Journalism, Class C-1
NV-0504-0002

Journalist
Basic Military Journalist
DD-0504-0061

Information Specialist (Journalist)
DD-0564-0001
----616.16.

Journalists
Journalists, Class A
NV-0504-0003

Journalists, Class B
NV-0504-0064.

Journeyman
Journeyman Electrician
MC-1714-0001

Journeyman Engineer Equipment
Mechanic
MC.0710-0025

Journeyman Plumbing and Water Supply
Man
MC-1710-0012

Journeyman Refrigeration Mechanic
MC-1730-0004

Loran-C Journeyman
CG-1715.0059

Plumbing and Water Supply Journeyman
MC-1710-0012

Judge

.

Judge Advocate General's Corps
IndOctrinatiori
NV-2202-0051

Jumpmaster
Jumpmaster Naval Parachutist, Class Cl
NV-2202-0026
Naval Jumpmaster Class C
NV-2202-0026

Junior
Amphibious Junior Division Officer
Indoctrination
NV-2202-0090

Amphibious Junior Officer Indoctrination

Jet

N V- 2202 -0046

Junior Course

Class A

MC-1408.0010
MC-2204.0021

NV-1704-0148

Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Jet Engine),

Juniof Officer Electronic Indoctrination

Class B

by Correspondence
NV-1704-0159

Aviaiion Machinist's Mate J (Turbo-Jet),
DD-0602-0001

NV

Jezebel Gram Analysis for AW's P3A/B

J52-P6/6A/8A

Italian
Italian

Advanced Jezebel <V P)

J52 -P408 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0024

Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Jet Engine),

Radioactive Isotope Technic
A. NV-0705-0002
Radioactive Isotope Technician, Class C
NV-0705.0002

NV-1606-0025

DD-0602-0002

J52-P408

AN/UPR-2 Ionospheric Sounder Set
Maintebance (Electronics Technician.
Class Cl)

,

2-0002

ItalianSicilian

Ionospheric '

NV-1715-0004

NV-1606-0023

Prospective Phase II CV (!et) (FI1A)
Tactical Flight Instructor

Sicilian

Repair

IOIC Maintenance Officer

Basic Jet Navigation, Class 0

DD -0607 -0009

Italian

Interpretation

NV-1704-0148

DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0004

(Class A)

CG-1715.0062

Junior OfficerLeadership and
Man:
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CG-1717-0003

Junior School
NC-2204-0021

Leadership and Management (for Junior
an&Senior Petty Officers, and Reserve
Petty Officers and Chiefs)
.

CG-1717-0003

Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Leadership (Junior)
MC-2204-0016

Platoon Leaders Clps (Junior)
MC-220444/37

Platoon Leaders (Combined Junior/
Senior)
MC-2204-0050

Women Officer Training (Junior)
MC-2204-0005

Justice
Military Justice (Lawyer)
NV-1728-0016

Military Justice Non - Lawyer'
NV-1728-0015

Military Justice (Officers)
NV-1728-0017

KA-3A
KA-3A/KA-3B Electrical and

'

Instruments Organizational Maintenance
NV-1714-0014

KC-130P
KC-130F Airframes and Hydraulics
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0191

KU-T3OF AINTIATifst3Ofilrailair:-27
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0041

KC-130F AN/APN-59 Radar
Maintenance
NV-1715-0036

.KC-130F Electrical Systems and Circuits
Maintenance
NV-1704-0071

Supply -AM- 2310 /ASQ Intermediate

SH-2D Light Airborne Multipurpose
Systems (LAMPS) Avionic Equipment

Maintenance

Organizational Maintenance

Central IFFKY-308/ASQ and Power

Landing
KY-309
All Weather Carrier Landing Systefn
E-2A AN-7/SQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central TACANRT-54-1-/ASQ-and------- - - - - -- equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-42,
Class C
KY-309/ASQ Power SupplyAM-2310/

NV-1704-0193

KC-130-F S-5.Automatic Pilot and
Related Instracients Intermediate
Maintenance

INW-1704-6014

547 and KY-312) Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0394
ITT-541/ASQ Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-309/ASQ Pulse Decoder and T-

NV- &,704-0125

NV-1715-0609

Rim Landing Party Indoctrination
NV-2202-0049

Language
Defense Language Institute Advanced'
°

Courses

547/ASQ-19 Receiver/Transmitter nd
KY-312/ASQ-19 Pulse Decoder

DD-0602-0007
Defense Language Institute Aural

Intermediate Maintenance

Comprehension Courses

NV-171 -0797

KY-531
RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 RT-736 and KY-531
Flight Director
NV-1715-056;
RT-736 and KY-531 TACAN (Tactical

---Air-Navigation)-Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0796

KY-532A/ASQ
F-4B/1 KY-532A/ASQ IFETransponder
intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0309

KY-532A/KY-533A

DD-0602-0003
Defense Language Institute BasicCourses (1954-1956)
DD-0602-0001
Defense Language Institute Basic
Courses (After 1956)
DD,0602-0002

Defense Language Institute Courses
East Coast Branch
DD-0602-0009
Defense Language Institute Extended or
Basic-Intermediate Courses
DD-0602-0005
Defense Language Institute Intermediate
Courses

NV-1715-0184

Laboratory
Blood Bank and Clinical Laboratory
Technic %
NV-0702-0003

Class C Field Oil Identification
Laboratory
CG-I601.0001

Clinical Laboratory Assistant Technic
NV-0702-0008

DD-0602-0006
Defense Language Institute Short Basic
Courses

DD-0602-0004
Defense Language Institute Special
Courses

DD-0602-0008
Defense Language Institute Support
Command Courses
DD-0602-0010
High Intensity Language Training
(Vietnamese)
MC-0602-0001

Clinical Laboratory Technician, Class C
NV-0702-0003

Medical Laboratory-Technician
Advanced

KC-130F T-56-A-7 Turboprop Engine
and Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0125

a

Class C

KY-312
F-4B AN/ASQ-19 TACAN System (RT-

KC-130F T-56-A-7 Turboprop Engine
and Related Systems Maintenance

'ENV- 1708 -0002

Optical Landing Systems Maintenance,

NV-1715-0797

NV-1715-0736

KC-190F T 6-A-16 En me Intermediate
Maintena ce/Complete gine Repair

INIViC1715-0286

Landing Craft Beach and Surf Salvage

Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1704-0071

Maintenance

Automatic Carrier Landing System
Equipment Maintenance AN/SPN-42
(ET), Class C

KY-309/ASQ Pulse Decoder and RT547/ASQ-19 Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-312/ASQ-19 Pulse Decoder

Intermediate Maintenance

KC-130F Propeller'Intermediate

NV-1715-0286

ASQ Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0375
RT-541/ASQ Receiver/Transmitter and

KY- 532A/KY-533A IFF Transponder

KC-130F Electrical Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0697

NV-1715-0377

NV-0702-0003-

Optician Laboratory Technician, Class C
NV-0706-0002

Optician Technic Laboratory

National Cryptologic School Resident
Language Courses
DD-0602-0011

Launch
Aircraft Launch and Recovery
EquipMent (C-13 and C-13 Mod 1
Catapults), Class C

NV-0706-0002

Keying
Teletype Maintenance.Class C, Low
Level Keying Teletype Maintenance
NV-1715-0663

Photographic Laboratory TechniCian CI
NV-1709-0018

'

LAMPS
Light Airborne Multipurpose System
(LAMPS) Operator

Korean
Korean

NV-2202-0034

N----\ED-0602-0001
DD- 0602 -0002
DD- 0602 -0003

DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0005
DU-0602-0006

KY-308/ASQ

NV-1704-0187

Aircraft Launch and Recovery's
Equipment (C-13 Catapult, Class C

Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System
(LAMPS) Sensor Operator
NV-1715-0767
NV-2202-0034

Light Airborne Multipurpose System
(LAMPS) Tactics
NV-2202-0035

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic

447

NV- 1704 -0187-

Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment (C-7/11 Catapult), Class C
NV-1710-0971

Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment, Class 0
NV-1704-0184

Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Maintenance Officer (C-13
Catapult), Class 0
NV-1704-0200

I.
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Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Maintenance Officer (C-7/11
Catapult), Class 0

MC-1710.0010
MC-1710.0609

NV-1704-0183

Leadership
Advanced Automotive Mechanic/

Aviation Boatswain's Mate E (Aircraft
Launch and Recovery Equipment), Class

Maintenance Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership

A

NV-1704-0042

Advanced Disbursing Man Leadership
MC-1408.0007
Bakery Noncommissicined Officer (NCO)
Leaderihip
MC-1729.0006
Chief Petty Officer Leadership, Class C
NV-2202-0050
Disbursing Officer Leadership

NV-1710-0061

Launcher
CHAFFROC MK 28 Mod 1 Launcher
Systems Maintenance
NV-1715-0148

Gunner's Mate Class C Rocket Launcher

MC-1408-0013

Mk 108

Food Service Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership

NV-1715-0618

Launcher Mic 21 Mod 2 Advanced
Training, Class Fl

MC-1727:45
Food Service Staff Noncommissioned
. Officer (NCO) Leadership`-

NV-1715.0917

Launcher Technician

MC- 1729.0004

NV-1715-0763

Ground Supply Officer Leadership

Launcher Technician MK 88 Fire
Control Coriversion

MC-1401.0002

Junior Officer Leadership and
Management

NV:1715.0623

Launcher Technician (Tender)

CG-1717.0003

NV-1710-0030

Leadership and Management (for Junior
and Senior Petty Officers, and Reserve
'Petty Officers and Chiefs)

Missile Launcher Mk 17 ModI
Advanced Training, Class CI
NV-1715.0910

CG-1717.001n

Missile Launcher Mk 21 Mod 2 Theory
NV-1715-0575

NV-1717-0013

Shipboard Decoy System (CHAFFROC)
Launcher Operation and Maintenance
Mk 28 Mod 1-5

Leadership and Management for Petty
Officers (LMT)
NV-1717-0013

NV-1715-0684

Leadership Schools Class C-1

Terner Missile Launcher System Repair

NV-2202-0065

MC-1715.0080

Motor Transport Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership

Terrier Missile Launcher System
Repairman

MC-1703-0016

MC-1715-0080

Mountain Leadership Training, Summer
MCJA04-0007
Winter
Mountain Leadership Trains

Launching
ASROC Launching Group Mk 16
NV-1715-0770

MC-2204-0006
Noncommissio
fficer (NCO)
Leadership (Junior)
MC-2204.0016
Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)
Leadership (Senior)
MC-2204-0015

Gunner's Mate Class C ASROC
Launching Group
NV-1715-0626

G'unner's Mate Class C Guided 4ssile
Launching System
NV-1715-0620

LAVA SQS-54
, LAVA SQS-54 Maintenance

PHIBLANT Petty Officer Leadership
.

NV-1715.0320

NV-2202-0091

. Reserve Officer, Chief Leadership and
Management
CG-1717.0004
Reserve Petty Officer Leadership and

Law
Maritime Law Enforcement
CG, 1728 -0003

Managemento*:

er

CG-1717-0002

Military 3IIgtice (Lawyer)
NV-1728-0016

LDO
Aviation Indoctrination, Limited Duty
Officer (LDO)
NV-2202-0087

Aviation Limited Duty Officer (LDO)
Indoctrination
NV-1606-0044

Limited Duty Officer (LDO)
Indoctrination
NV-2202.0094

Leaders
Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leaders
(Enlisted)

MC-1405-0013

Woman Marne Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership
MC-2204-0018

Legal
Advanced Legal Services
MC-1728-0003

Basic Legal Administration
MC-1728-0004

Basic Legal Clerk and Reporter
MC-1407-0001

Legal Clerk and Court Reporting
NV-1407-0002

Legal Clerk/Court Reporter
MC-1407-0001

Legal Services Man
MC-1728-0004

Legal Services Man/Reporter, Phase 1
and Phase II
MC-1728-0004

Legal Services Man/Reporter, Phase.111
MC-1728-0005

Legal Services Reporter SPCM (Closed
Microphone)
MC-1728-0005

Liaison
Naval Gunfire Liaison Officer
NV-2202-0058
NV-2202-0060

Leadership and Management for Officers
(LMT)

and _Operation

Law3

MC:1405-0002

Warehousing Staff Noncommissioned.
Officer (NCO) 'Leadership

MC-1703-0012

Marine Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment, Class A

Nit

(NCO) Leadership

Tank Unit Leaders (Enlisted)

No.

Senior Petty Officer Leadership and
Management
CG-1717.0001

Special Meis Leadership Training
MC-1729-0019

Light
Light Airborne Multipurpose System
(LAMPS) Operator
NV-2202

NV-1715-0767
NV-2202-0034
Light AirbOrne -Multipurpose System

(LAMPS) Tactics
NV-2202-0035

Light Antiaircraft Artillery (AAA) Fire
Control Repair
MC-1715-0034

P-3C AN/AXR-I3 Low Light Level
Television Camera Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-17154)358

SH-2D Light Airborne Multipurpose
Systems (LAMPS) Avionic Equipment
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0697

Limited
Aviation Indoctrination, Limited Duty
Officer (LDO)
NV-2202.0087

Aviation Limited Duty Officer (LDO)
Indoctrination
NV-1606-0044

Limited Duty Officer (LDO)
Indoctrination
NV-2202-Q094

Special Mess Training Leadership
MC-1729.0016

Supply Chief Leadership
MC-1405.0011

Supply Noncommissioned Officer ( CO)
Leadership

mc-144-

Line
A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Line and
Shop Maintenance
NV-1715.0521

Disturbed Line of Sight Gunfire Control
System Maintenance,
-

WarehousingNCO Leadership
MC-1405-0002

Warehousing Noncommissioned Officer

'4 8

34

Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System
(LAMPS) Sensor Operator

NV- 1715.0759

Line Officer Supply (LOS)
NV-1405-0006

ti
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Lithium
Lithium

r,omide Air Conchtionnig
NV-1701-0002

Lithographic
Lithographic Photography

NV-1402-0019

NV-1715-0913

Loran 'C' Advanced Maintenance
NV-1715-0899

DD-1719-0003

Lithographic Stripping and Platemaking
DD-1719.0001

Lithuanian

Loran 'C' AN/WPN Refresher'
Maintenance.Class Fl
NV-1715-0899

Loran Maintenance (enlisted)

Machine Tod Operations
NV-1723-0001

Machine Tool Operator
NV-1723-0001

Programming, Digital Computer CP642A&B/USQ-40 (Machine Language
and CS-1 Assembly Language)
NV-I402-0033

NV-1715-0338

Lithuanian
DD-0602-0002

LM2500
LM2500 Gas Turbine Module
Maintenanc2i,e9a.ss Cl
NV-1703-0008

LMT
Leadership and Management for Officers
(LMT)

NV-1717-0013

Leadership and Management for Petty
Officers (LMT)
NV-1717-0013

Machinegunner

Loran Officers Indoctrination
CO-1715-0023

NV-1715-0131

Loran Receiving Sets AN/SPN-38 and
AN/WPN-5 Operafkin, Maintenance and
Functional Checkout
NV-1715-0131

NV-1703-0230

.11eOmotive
American Locomotive (ALCO 25IC)
Diesel Engine, Class Cl
NV-1712-0010

Engineman, Class C, American
Locomotive (ALCO 251-C) Diesel
Engine
NV-1712-0010

Logic
Fundamentals of Digital Logic
MO-1402-0001

Logistics
Missile Technician Poseidon Logistics
NV-1715-0470

LORA
Sonar AN/SQS-23 D-G Series TRAM,
MIP, LORA Maintenance
NV-1715-0864

Loran
AN/APN-180 Loran A Navigation
System Class C
CG-1715-0028

AN/APN-70B Loran System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0112

AN/ARN-81 Loran Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0247

AN/UPN-12 Loran Receiver Set
Mainjenance (Electronics Technician,
'Class CI)

NV-1715-0814

AN/UPN-23 Loran A Receiver, Class A
Maintenance
NV-1715-0247

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SPN-38 Loran Receiving Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0364

Electronics Technician, Class C. AN/
UPN-12 Loran Receiving Set
Maintenance, Class F-I

NV-1715-0112

CG-1723-0004
Machinery Repairmen, Class A
NV-1723-0002

Machinery Regimen, Class B
Machinery Techmciail First Class by
Correspondence
G-172\3-0001

Loran-A

Machinery Technician Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1723-0002

Loran-A'Apprentice, Class A
CG-1715-0060

Loran-C

Submarine (SSN/SSBN) Auxiliary
Machinery Operation and Maintenance
NV-1730-0004

Loran-C Journeyman
CG-1715-0059

LOS

,

Line Officer Supply (LOS)

NV-1405-0006

1ST 1179
Enginemen, Class C, LST 1179 Class
Controllable Pitch Propeller and
Propulsion Control System
NV-1710-0023

LST 1179/1182 Class Controllable Pitch
Propeller and Propulsion control System,

Machinist

Aviation Machinist Mate, First Class, by
Correspondence
CG-17040008
te, Second Class,
Aviation Ma
by Correspon
CG-1704-0007

Aviation Machinist s Mate, First Class,
by Correspondence
CG -1704-

Aviation Machinist's Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence.

Class C I

CG-1704-0007
NV-1710-0023

1ST 1182

Repair Shop Machinist
'

LST 1182 PropulsiOn Technician, Class
Cl

NV-1703-0007

LVT3C
Amphibian Tractor Crewman Training
LVT3C, LVTP5
LVTA5
Armored Amphibian Crewman Training,
LVTA5, LVTP5
MC-1710-0004

LVTP5
Amphibian Tractor Crewman Training
LVT3C, LVTP5
MC-1710-0005

Armored Amphibian Crewman Training,
LVTA5, LVTP5
MC-1710-0004

M61A1
A-7 M61A I Gun and Associated Systems
Intermediate Maintenance

MC-1723-0006

Weapons Repair Shop Machinist
MC-1723-0004

Machinist's Mat,
Aviation Machinist's Mate
CG-1704-000I

Aviation Machinist's Mate Class A
CG-1704-0001

MC-1710-0005

Aviation Machinist's Mate, First Class,
by Correspondence
CG -1704 -0008

Aviation Machinist's Mate H
(Helicopter), Class A
NV-1704-0238

Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Jet Engine),
Class A
NV-1704-0148

Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Jet Engine),
Class B
NV-1704-0159

Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Turbo-Jet),
(Class A)
NV-1704-0148

NV-2202-0097

Aviation Machinist's Mate
R(Reciprocating), Class A

NV-1715-0001

Aviation Machinist's Mate R

MA-40
Basic Electronics (MA-40)

f4V-1704-0149

(Reciprocating), Classl

Machine
Advanced Office Machine Repair, Class

NV-1715-0814

C

CG-11-15-0007

AN/USQ-20 Machine Language

Enlist Al, Class C

Class A Machinery Technician

Polaris Loran 'C' Advanced Training

CG-1715'-0055

C-2A AN/ARN-8I Loran Intermediate

Machinery

NV-1723-0011

P-3 AN/APN-70 Loran System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0899

AN/ASH-20 (V) Flight RecorderLocator System Intermediate
Maintenance

Machmegunner
MC-2204-0048

Loran Receiving Set AN/WPN-5
Operation and Maintenance

Locator

Lord

Programming

Loran AN/WRN-5 Combined
Maintenance

NV-1706-0003

449

NV-1704-0158

Aviation Machinist's Mate, Second Class,
by Correspondence
CG-1704-0007

--
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DATC Machinist's Mate Maintenance
NV-1732-0005
Machinist's Mate Enlisted Maintenance
,.
NV-1710-0060

Cryptologic TEchn'
.

Maintenance
NV-1715-0829

F-14A Organ' tional Mailtenance
Superviso
amiliarization

Machinist's Mates

NV-1704-0211

Machinist's Mates, Class A
NV-I303-0001

AN/ASQ-10A Magnetic Anomaly

IOIC Maintenance Officer

Detecting Systems Intermediate
Maintenance

IOIC Systemsly1aituenance

NV-1402-0029

11V-1715-0178

AN/ASQ-10 Magnetic Anomaly
Detector Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0178
Data Systems Technician, Class C,

Penpherial Group RD-281(V)/UYK
Recorder Reproducer Magnetic Disk File
Equipment Maintenance
NV-1715-0656

' Oita Systems VchnicianRD-294/UYK

C

Magnetic Tape Unit Maintenance, Class

NV-1/15-0084
Maintenance Analysis Test Set (MATS)
Mk 352, Class Fl
NV-1715-0902

Marine Corps Integrated Maintenan
Management (Officer)
MC -402 -0028

Motor Transport Maintenance
Management
MC-0419-0002

Naval Aircraft Maintenance Management
NV-1717-0011

NV-1715-9110

P-3 AN7ASQ-10A Magnetic Anomaly
Detecting Systems Maintenance, No. 42
NV-1715-0178
RD-358 Magnetic Tape Subsystem
Accelerated
MC-1715-0084

Maintenance
A-6A Maintenance Supervisors
Familiarization
NV-1704-0078
A-6 Maintenance Supervisors
Familiarization
4 ,
NV-1704-0165

AIMS MkXII IFF System Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
l's1 V:1715-0812

AN/AJM-32(V) Intermediate

Outboard Engines Operation and
Maintenance
CG-1731-0001

Outboard Motors, Motor Maintenana

NV -1715 -0069

AN/ALQ-76 Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0057

RA-5C Maintenance Supervisors
Familiarization

NV-1717-0005

Management
MC-1744 -0022

Tracked Vehicle Maintenance Officer
MC-1703-0013

Trpcked Vehicle Maintenance Officer/
,Staff Noncommissioned Officer
Management
MC-1710-0022

IndonesianMalay
DD-0602-0002

Malay
DD-0602-0002

Management
Air Traffic Control Equipment

System Maintenance

Maintenance Management
NV-1715-0811

NV-1715-0449
4110

NV-1405-0010

NV-1715-0390

Civil Engineg Corps Officer Basic

NV-

17-0008

Maintenance

t

NV-1405-0009

Junior Officer Leadership and
Management
CG-1717-0003

Leadership and Management (for Junior
and Senior Petty Officers, and Reserve
Petty Officers and Chiefs)
CG-1717-0003

PublicWorks Management Specialty

Leadership and Management for Officers

NV-1408-0014
Commissaryman-Steward Management
Principles, Class C
NV-1729-0002
Commissioned Officers' Mess Closed
Mess Management
NV-1729-0008

(LMT)

Construction Contract Administration
and Management
NV-1408-0009

NV- 1730 -0001

NV- 0419 -00J4

MC-1729.0011

NV-1402.0015

Basic Refrigeration Theory and

Introduction t&Traffic and Terminal

NV-0419-0006

NV-1715-0107

Aviation Maintenance Contro
Administration

MC-1402-0038

Industry Financial Management
DD-1408-0003
Information Security Management
DB-1728-0002
Intermediate Transportation Management
NV-0419-0010

Joint Aviation Supply and Maintenance
Material Management

Aviation Ordnance Officers
(Management), Class 0 (AOM(0))

AN/WPN-4 Maintenance

MC-1703-0007

MC-1402-0039

IBM System 360 OS Sysfein Control and
Data Management

NV-1717-0001

Basic Programming Orientation for
Middle Management

Automotive Preventive Maintenance

NV-1408-0006
Human Resource Management Instructor
NV-1512-0006
Human Resource Management Specialist
NV-1512-0005
IBM System 360 (OS) Data Management

Management

AN/UGA-3A Maintenance

MC-1703-0008

Management

NV-0419.0013

Bakery Management

MC,1703-0014

NV-1408-0006

Group VIII E8/E9 Advanced

Introduction to Transportation

AN/SQQ-14 Maintenance (Enlisted)
NV-1711-0290

Automotive Organizational Maintenance

Group VIII E-6/E-7 Management

Aviation Management

NV-1715-0306

Automotive Maintenance Officer ,

Management

Management

Air Traffic Management

Class CI

AN/SPG-50 Maintenance

Freight Transportation and Traffic

NV-1715-0292

NV-1715-0077

AN/BRD-7 Combined Maintenance,

. DP-0327-0001
Food Service Management
MC-1729-0008

.

Tracked Vehicle Maintenance

AN/APX-72 Series IFF Transponder

AN/ARC-101 Intermediate Maintenance

Overseas

NV-0419-0008
CG-1731-0001

AN/APX-72 Maintenance, Class C-1
NV-1715-0811

NV-1402-0034
Data Processing Installation Management
MC-1402-0020
Data Processing Installation Management
Seminar
MC-1402-0020
Defense Equal Opportunity Management'
Institute
DD-1512-0001
Defense Management Systems
NV-1408-0003
Defense Security AssistanCe Management
Core
DD-1408:0001
Defense Secunty Assistance Management

and Overhaul, Class C

Malay

Maintenance

Data Base ManagementLCC
Amphibious Suppon Information System

LanguageOperator

F-4B/J Maintenance Supervisor
Familianzation
NV-1704:0126.

Magnetic

Communications Systems Opetations and
Management, Class C3
NV-1715-0849

Cryptologic Technician 0, Tactical

NV-1717-0013
Leadership and Management for Petty

Officers (LMT)
NV-1717-0013
Management Analysis, Class C
NV-1115-0002
Management Analysis, Class 0
NV-1115-0002
Management and Supervision\of Naval
Personnel
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Marine Safety Basic Indoctrination'

Map Compilation

Management of Marine Corps Clubs

Marine Science Technician

Mapping

NV -0902 -000.1

NV-1729-0009
Management of Officers and, Petty
Officers' Messes
NV-1729-0009
Marine"Air Traffic Control Unit .
Maintenance Management, Class C
NV-1715-0166
Marine Corps Integrated Mainteriance
Management (Officer)
MC- 1402 -0028

.

NV-0419-0012

National Security Management.
(Correspondence Course of the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces)
DD-I511-0001
Naval Aircraft Maintenance Management
NV-1717-0011

Naval Aviation Maintenance /Material
"Management, Class B
NV-1717-0003

Navy Advanced Management
NV-0326-0001

Navy Exchange Management
NV-1408-0023

Navy Schools Management
NV -0326-0002

Operating Room Technic and
Management
NV-0703-0002

Personal Property Traffic Management.
NV-0419-0011/

Personnelman, Class C, Naval
Management Analysis
NV-1408-0016

Program Management
DD-1408-0002

Program Managethent for Contract
Administration
DD-1408-0004

Program Management for Functional
Managers
DD-1408-0004

Recreation Management

DD-1601-0007

Mardan

CG-1717-0002

Senior Petty Officer j.eadership and
Management
CG-1/717-0001

Station Managemekt Systems
Ny-1408-0004
Supervision and Management, Class C
NV-1406-0011

Transportation Management
NV-0419-0008

Transportation Management( Advanced
NV-0419-0009

Warehouse Operations Management
NV-1717-0007

Map

AN/i.SM-398 Projected Map Display
Set (PMDS) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0529

AN/ASN-99 Projected Map Display Set
Intermediate Maintenance

CO-1304-0003

Mardan Computer Theory and
Maintenance I

Marine Terminal Management
NV-0419-0012

NV-1715-0447

Marine Warrant Officer, Basic
Mt-2204-0004
Merphant Marine Safety

Mardan Computer Theory and
Maintenance II
NV-1715-0448

CG-0802-0002

Mardan/Verdan Computer Theory

Mark 10/IFF

NV-1715-0657

Class C Mark 10/IFF Maintenance and
Repair

Marine
Class A Marine Science Technician

CG-04-5-4450

CG -1304 -0001

Mark IV

Erfginemen, Class C, Mantle Gas Turbine

Advanced Mark IV

Basic

MC-1402-0027

NV-1710-0066
Management of Marine Corps Clu,bs
NV-0902-0001

sAydsvternanced Mark IV File Management

MC-1402-0027

Marine Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Class A

Masonry
BU"C" Masonry

NV-1710-0061

NV-1710-0038

Marine Air Traffic Control Navigational
Aids Maintenance

Master

NV-1715-0037

"

Material

'NV-1715-0037

EleCtromes Technician, Class C,
Electronics Material Officer

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Equipment Maintenance, Class C

NV- 1715 -0(S7

NV-1715-0039

Prospective Electronics Material

Manne Air Traffic Control Unit
Maintenance Management, Class C

OfficerPacific Fleet, Class C2
NV-1715-0816

NV-1715-0039

MATS

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Maintenance Management, Class 0

Maintenance Analysis Test Set (MATS)
Mk 352, Class Fl
NV-015-0902

NV-1715-0039

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar
Maintenance, Class C

Maxillofacial

4V-1715-0038

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar
Repairman, Class C

^`'

NV-1715-0038

Marine Assembler Language
Programmmg
MC-1402-0040

Marine Aviation Operations Clerical;
Class C
NV-1409-0008

Marine Aviation Supply, Class C
NV-1405-0008

Marine Aviation Supply (Manual), Class

C

Master Diver Qualification
NV-1606-0016

Marine Air Traffic Control Navigational
Aids Repair ant, Class C

NV-0902-0002

Reserke Officer, Chief Leadership and
Management
qc-1717-0004
Reserve Petty Officer Leadership and
Management

4G-1304-0001
Marine Science Technician by
Correspondence

Mapping. Charting, and Geodesy Officer

Management of Navy OPEN messes

Marine Terminal Management

CG-0802-0002

DD-1713-0001

NV-1406-0012

--

,---11V-1704-0131

NV-1715-0162

NV-1408-0007

Management Engineering

-

NV-14090005
Marine Aviation Supply (Mechanized),
Class C
NV-1405-0007

Marine Enlisted Basic Combat
Intelligence
NV-1606-0005'
Marine Environmental Protection

Dental Technician, Maxillofacial
Prosthetic
'

NV-0701-0001

Measurement
A-7 AN/ASN-90 Inertial Measurement°
Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0388

AN/ASN-90 Inertial Measurement Set
Intermediate. Maintenance
NV-17I5-0388

Missile Test and Readindi Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Measurement, Display
and Simulation Groups Advanced'
Training
NV-1715-0908

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment

(MTR')'Mk 3 Mods 4 and 5
Measurement, Display and Simulation
Groups Advanced Training, Class Fl
NV-1715-0908

CG-1304-0012

Marine Environment and Systems
Officer, Class C
CG- 1304 -0010-

Marine Environment and Systems Petty
Officer (Class C)
CG-1304-0011

Marine Gas Turbine Basic, Class Cl

Mechanic
Advanced Automotive Mechanic/
Maintenance Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) adership
MC-1703-0012

Aviation Structural Mechanic, Second
Class, by Correspondence/
CG-1704-0013

NV-1710-0066

Marine Mechanical School, Class P

NV-070 -0001,

Dental Technician, Maxillofacial
Prosthetic, Class C

Constiuction Mechanic, Class Al

w
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(cr&A")

Submarine Medical Officer (Candidates)
NV4705-0001

NV-1710-0035

Mechanical %

Metalsmith
Metalsmith Foreman
MC- 1771.0003

Medicine

Aviation Mechanical Fundamentals, Class

Shmfittersi Class A (Metalsmith)

Aviation Medicine Technic

A

NV 41 23 -0006

NV-0709-0003

NV-1704.0157

Aviation Mechnical Fundamentals. Class
P

NV-0709.0003

Clinical Nuclear Medicine Technique

NV- 1704 -0131

d

Metalworkers

Nuclear Medicine Technic
NV-0765-0004

Aerospace Medical Technician: Class C
NV-0709-0003
Emerges(4 Medical Technician
CG-0709-0002

Field Medical Service Officer
NV-0709-0015

Field Medical Service Technician
NV-0709-0015

Medical Administrative Technic
NV-1408-0021

Medical Administrative Technic. Dental
NV-1408-0021

.Medical Administrative Technician, Class
C

Class C

NV-0705-0004
Nuclear Submarine Medicine Technic
NV-0709-0001
Nuclear Submarine Medicine Technician,
Class Cs'
NV-0709-0001

114teorological/OceanograPhic
Equipment Maintenance. Class C
NV-1715-0564
Meteorological Satellite, Class C
NV-1304-0006

Preventive Medicine Technic

NV-0707-0001

Submarine Medicine Technic

NV-1606-0014

Medical Deep Sea Diving Technician
NV-1.1. 1114
Medical Department Diving Offic.

NV -1.1. 117
Medical Illustration Technic
NV-02024001
Medical Illustration Technician. Class C
NV-0202-0001

Medical Laboratory Technician
Advanced
NV-0702-0003

Medical Officer Indoctrination
NV-2202-0004

Medical Photography Technic
NV-1709-0016

Medical Photography Technician, Class
C

NV-1709-0016

Medical Services Technic
NV-0709-0008
Medical Services Technician, Class C
NV -0709-0008

Medical Technologist Technician, Class
C
NV-0702-0002

Medical Technology
NV-0702-0002
Medical Technology Technician. Class C

IS1Val21-0009

Meteorology

NV-0707-0001

Meteorology by Correspondence 1
CG-13
-

NV-0709-0001
Subrnanne Medicine Technician, Class C
NV-0709.0001

Memory

Methods
Methods Engineering
NV-1408.0018

Metrical
Metrical Photikraphic Interpretation
NV-1709.0014

A-6 Memory DrumTest Console. AN% .
ASM-316 (XN-1) and Card and Module
Tester Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0071

Read Only Memory (ROM) Encoder
Elevator Control Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0392

MEOC
-Microwave Equipment Operator
(MEOC)
MC-1715-0024

N V -1408 -0021

Medical Administrative Technician
(Dental). Class C
'
NV-I408-0021
Medical Deep Sea Diving Technic

Meteorological Equipment Maintenance,

Nuclear Medicine Technician

P-3 Second Mechanics Systems

Medical

MC-1723-0002

Meteorological

Preventive' Medicine TechniciamiClass C
N V -1704 -0053

Metalworkers

NV-0705-0002

A

NV-1704-0113
Gyrocompass Technician Mechanical,
Class Cl
NV-1721-0008
Marine Mechanical Fundamentals
MC-1704-0003
Marine Mechanical School, Class P
-

Mechanics

MC-1723.0005

NV-0705-0002

Aviation Support Equipment Technician,
Class A (Mechanical Speciality)

Component.Mamtenance (Sending Units)
.NV-1710-0016

BasiC Metalworker

Clinical Nuclear Medicine Technician

NV 1704 -0157

UNREP Hydraulic and Mechanical

Metalworker

Aviation Medicine Technician, Class C

Mess
Advanced Special Mess Training
MC-1729-0007
Commissioned Officers' Mess Closed
Mess Management
NV-1729-0008
Special Mess Leadership Training
MC-1729-0019
'
Special MessTraining
Me-1729.0018
Special Mess-Training Leadership
MC-1729.0016

Message
DD-963 Facilities Control Quality
Monitoring and Message Processing
(FCQM) Operators, Class F-I
NV-1715-0869

Messes

MFCS
DLG 6-16 (MOD) Terrier Weapons
System MissileTire Control System ,
(MFCS) Mk 76 Mod 5
NV-2202.0073

Tartar DSOT Analysis Missile Fire
COntrol System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
NV-1715-0072
Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
.NV-1715-0681
Tartar Wea. us System Missile Fire
(MFCS) Mk 74 Mods 6
Control Syst
and 7

.
NV-1715-0805

Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 73
NV-1715-0442

Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 711r,
NV-1715-0443

MH-67
E1B MH-67 Automatic Flight Control
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1704-0034

S-2D/E MH-67 Auto Pilot System
Maintenance, No 7
.
NV-1715-0472

Microminiature
Microminiature Component Repair

Management of officers and Petty.
Officers' Messes
NV-1729.0009

Metabolism
Electrocardiography and Basal
Metabolism Technic
NV-0709.0010
Electrocardiography and Basal
Metabolism Technician, Class C
NV-0709-0010

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0157

Microwave
Electronics Technician, Class C,
Microwave Fundamentals
NV-1715-0186
Microwave Equipment Operator

'(MEOC)
MC-1715.0024

Mid-Band
AN/ALQ-86 Mid-Band Tuner

Metals
Heat Treatment of Metals, Class C

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0060

NV-1724-0001

Nondestruttive Testing of Metals

Military

-r
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NV-1715-0456

NV-1728-0015

MC-1715-0080

Guided Missile Fire Control Repair

Military Justice (Officers)

Terrier Missile Launcher System

MC-1715-0079

NV-1728-0017

Repairman

Missile Launcher Mk 17 Mod I
Advanced Training, Class Cl

Millworker
13U,"C" Millworker

Missile Launcher Mk 21 Mod 2 Theory

Mine

and Operation

-Mine Detection Sonar Technical
Maintenance
e*.

NV-1715.0575
Missile Technician, Class B
NV-1715-0712

NV-1715-0740
Mine Human Sonar Familiarization
(Reserve)
NV-2202-0098

Mine Warfare Engineman Basic
NV-1703-0005

Mine Warfare Packard Diesel Engineman
(Class C)
NV-1712-0012

Mine Warfare Waukesha Diesel
Engineman, Class
NV-1712-0004

Miniature
Miniatuie Component Repair
NV-1215-0156

Miniature Electronic Repair Program,

Class VI
NV-1715-0815

Miniature/Microminiature Electronic
Repair (2M)
NV-1715-0815

Minor
Advanced Minor Aids to Navigation,
Class C
CG-1715-0046

Basic Minor Aids To Navigation
CG-1715-0042

MIA"
Sonar AN/SQS23 D-G Series TRAM,

MC-1715-0080
Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 73
NV-1715-0442
Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 76
NV-1715-0443
aintenance
ssile

NV-1715-0910

NV-1736-0001

2

NV-1715-0574
Missile Technician Mk 84 Polaris (A.3)
NV-1715-0607
Missile Technician Polaris
NV-1715-0574
Missile Technician Polaris, 598/608 Class
NV-1715-0574
Missile Technician Polaris Conversion

MC-1715-0075

Missileman
Class A AviationGuided Missileman
NV-1715-0629

Class A Guided Missileman
NV-1715-0647

Class B Guided Missileman
NV-1715-0712

NiV-1715.0880

Mk 1

Missile Technician Poseidon Logistics
NV-1715-0470
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Measurement, Display
and Simulation Groups Advanced

Alignment Group Mk I Mods 0 and 1,
Class F-I
NV-1715-0891

Navigation Operational Checkout
Console (NOCC) Mk 1 Mod l'Advanced

Training

Maintenance

NV-1715-0908
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk' 3 Mods 4 and 5
Measurement, Display and Simulation
Groups Advanced Training, Class Fl
NV-1715-0908
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment

NV-1715-0128
,
Radar Signal Processing Equipment
(RSPE) Maintenance Mk 1 and Mods

NV-1715-(j03

Mk 10
Mk 9 and Mk 10 5'/38 Caliber Twin Gun
Mount Power Drive Maintenance
NV-1715-0654'

(MTRE) Mk 3 Programmer/Timer
Digital Multimeter Advanced Training,

Mk 100

Class Cl
NV-1715-0884

Terrier Computer Mk 100 Mod 2

MTC1 plans Missile Technician

NV-1715-0398

Mainterfance, Class C

aintenance

NV-1715-0864

NV-1115-0574
Polaris A3 Missile Advanced Training

Asroc Missile Assembly and Maintenance
NV-1715-0630
Basic Point Defense Surface Missile

NV-1715-0909
Poseidon Missile Technician
NV-1715-0604
Poseidon Missile Technician Conversion
(A-2/A-3- to C-3)

Missile

P

Terrier Fire Contr.& and Missile Officer
NV-17154328
Terrier Missile Launcher System Repair

Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) Navigation
Officer

Military Justice Non-Lawyer

MIP, LORA

NV-1715-0805

NV-1704-0231

NV-1728.0016

.

and 7

System (Enlisted) Familiarization

DD-0504-0001

Military Justice (Lawyer)

System

NV-1715-0778

DLG 6-16.(MOD) Terrier Weapons
System Missile Fire Control System
(MFCS) Mk 76 Mod 5
NV-2202-0073

Electronic Hovering and Missile
Compensation
NV-1715-0934

/F-4B Airborne Missile Control System
AERO 1-A Organizational Maintenance
Sw-1715-0362

F-4B/1 Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Maintenance
NV-1715-0632

F-4B/J Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Organizational
Maintenance
N 1715-0632

'F-4J AN/AWG-10 Antenna Co trot and
Missile Control Intermediate Ma 6tenance
NV-1715.0611

F-4J AN/AW6-10 Missile Control
Display and BuiJt -In Test (BIT)
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0106

F-4J AN/AWG-10 Missile Control

Mk 101
Mk 101 Mods 17 Through 20 Fire
Control System (FCS) Maintenance,
Class CI

NV -173

Mk 106
Advanced Fire Control System (FCS)
Mk 106 Mod 5

N V- 1715 -0576

NV-1715-0384

Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike, and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment,
Intermediate Maintenance (Shore)

Mk 108
Gunner's Mate Class C Rocket Launcher
Mk 108
NV-1715-0618

NV-1715-0702

SUBROC Missile Mk 28 Mod 0 Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance

Mk IL

NV-1715-0795

Data System Technician, Class C, Mk
11, Mod 2/4 Systems Group Maintenance

SUBROC Missile Mk 28 Mod 1
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0794
Surface Missile Systems, Officer

NV-1715-0048

Mk 111
Talos Computer Mk III Modl

N-1715-0758
Talos Gunner's (Missile) Handling

NV-1715-0634

talos Computer Mk 111 Mod 1, Class C

NV-1715-0602

INV-1715-0419

Tartar DSOT Analysis Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod,Osi.,
NV-015-0072
Tartar tire Control and Missile Officer

Underwater Fire Control Croup Mk I 1 I
Maintenance
t.

NV-1715.0703
Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
NV-1715-0681*
Tartar' Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mods 6

NV-1715-0119

Mk 112
Mk 112 Mod 2 Fire Control System
(FCS) Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1715.0890

Mk 113

45

Fire Control System(FCS) Mk 113 Mod
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- 9 Target Motion Analysis (TMA)
Operator/Familiarization

Maintenance I

NV-2202.0099

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9 (Torpedoes and Target Motion

SINS Mk 2 Mod 6 Calibration

Analysis)

SINS Mk 2 Mad 6 Selectric Typewriter,
Advanced Maintenance

NV-1715-0412

Mk 113 Mod 7 Fire Control System
(FCS) Maintenance
NV-1715-0760

Underwater Fire Control System (FCS)
Technician (Torpedoes) Mk 113 Mod 7
NV-1715-0760

Mk 114

SSN Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial
Navigation System (SINS) Maintenance

`NV-1715-0919
NV-1715.0920

NV-1715-0426

Terrier Weapon Direction System Mk 3
(DE Mk 9)

NV-1715-0202

NV-1715-0649

Mk 309
Control Panel Mk 309 Mod 0 Operation
and Maintenance

NV-1715-0916

SSBN Navigation Data Assimilation
Computer Mk 2 Mod 4, Stabilization
Data Com*puter Mk 3 Mod 1

NV-1715-0381

Mk 32
Torpedoes Mk 46 Mod 1, Mk 44 Mod 1,

NV-1715.0427

Talbs Weapon Direction System Mk 6
(WDE Mk 2) Class C

and AWTT Mk 32 Organizational
Maintenance_

itelay-T-racismitier--5.44-60-Med-0

MaintenanceUFCG Mk 114 Mods 9-12
NV:1715.0389

Underwater Fire Control Group Mk 114
sc
Maintenance

Missile Launcher Mk 21 Mod 2 Theory
and Operation

NV-1715-0343

Mk 25
Gun Fire Control Radar Mk 25 Mod 3

Gun Maintenance (Mk 35)
NV-1715=0655

Mk 35 Power Drive Maintenance for 3'/
50 Caliber Rapid Fire Gun Mount

NV-1715-0575

Tartar Computer Mk 118 Mod 0
NV-1715.0343

NV-1715-0147

Mk 352
4 Maintenance Analysis Test Set (MATS)
Mk 352, Class Fl

Maintenance
NV-1715-0127

Mk 14
_Torpedoes -Mk 14 Mod 5 and Mk 16 Mod
8 Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1601.0011

NV-1715-0902

Radar Mk 25 Mod 3 Maintenance

Mk 37
Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37

NV-1715-0129

MK p
MK 27 Gyrocopipass Maintenance, Class

Mk 148
Polaris Target Card Computer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Maintenance. Class Fl
NV-1715-0893

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Theory. Class CI
NV-1715.0894

Mk 152
Mk 152 Complier and Peripheral
Equipment/Common Core
NV-1715-0586

Mk 152 Computer Common Core
NV-1715-0136

Tartar Mk 152 Computer Complex
NV-1715-0792

Mk 16
ASROC Launching Group'Mk 16
NV-1715-0770

Mk 17
Missile LalinCher Mk 1J.tfod 1
Advanced Training lass CI
NV-1715-0510

MK lA
. Computer MK IA Maintenance
NV-1715-0086

Mk 2
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 2/3 Technician
NV-1715-0130

Mk 2 Mod 1 Sips Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance
NV-1402-0039

f

Mk 35
3'/50 Caliber Rapid Fire Twin Mount

NV-1715-0917

NV-1715-0133

Mk 118
Tartar Computer Mk 118

NV-1715-0785

Mk 21
Launcher Mk 21 Mod 2 Advanced
Training. Class Fl

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance I
NV-1715-0921

Ships inertial Navigation System (SINS)
.Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance II
NV-1715-0922

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 6 Selectric Typewriter. Class
Fl
NV-1715-0916

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mods 1 and 4 Theory and

NV-1715-0355

C

NV-17161762

Mk 28
Shipboard Decoy System (CHAFFROC)
Launcher Operation and MainfOnance
Mk 28 plod 1-5
NV-1715-0684
SUBROC Missile Mk 28 Mod 0 Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0795

SUBROC Missile Mk 28 Mod 1
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0794

Mk 3
Guidance System, Mk 3 Mod 0,
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715.0245

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment "
(MTRE) Mk 3 Measurement, Display
and Simulation Groups Advanced
Training
NV-1715-0908

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Mods 4 and 5
Measurement, Display and Simulation
Groups Advanced Training, Class Fl
NV-1715.0908

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Programmer/Timer
Digital Multimeter Advanced Training,
Class Cl

°

Fire Control Technician.Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37 and
Target Designation System (TDS) Mk 5
NV-1715-0221

Gyn Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37
Maintenance (LeSs Mk 25 'Mod 3Radar)
NV-1715-0210

Gun Fire Control System '(GFCS), Mk
37, Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipment (RSPE)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0728

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk
37/TDS Mk 5 Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0221

Torpedo-Mk 37 Mods 0, 1, 2, and 3
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0787

Torpedo Mk 37 Mods 0, 2, and 3
Intermediate 'Maintenance
NV-1715-0789

Torpedo Mk 37 Mods 0. 2, and 3 Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0788

Mk 4'
Tartar Weapon Direction Systems
(WDS) Mk 4 Mod 0, Class C
NV-1715-0437

Tartar Weapon Direction System (WDS)
Mk 4, Class C
NV -1715 -0436

NV-1715-9884

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance
--

NV-1715.0426

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance (Enlisted)
NV-1715-0426

_Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigatititc.
System (SINS) Operations (Enlisted)
NV-1715.0339

SSBN Navigation Data Assimilition
Computer Mk 2 Mod 4. Stabilization
Data Computer Mk 3 Mod 1
NV-1715.0427

4 ,D4

Mk 42
5'/54 Gun Mount Mk 42 Mod 7/9
Differences
NV- 1715-0180

5'/54 Mount Rapid Fire Mk 42 Mod 7
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0668

Gun'Maintenance 5'/54 Caliber Rapid
Fire Mk 42
NV-1715-0179

Gun Mount 5"/54 Mk 42 Mod 9 and 10,
Class- C 1

NV-2202-0104'
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NV-1715.0473

NV-1715.0259

Mk 44
Torpedoes Mk 46 Mod I, Mk 44 Mod 1,
and AWTT Mk 32 Organizational
Maintenance

Mk 80

Mk 60
Relay Transmitter Mk 60 Mod 0
Maintenance-UFCG Mk 114 Mods 9-12

Mk 63
Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 63
Maintenance

ToePedo Mk 45 Mods 1 and 2 Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV4715-0786

N V- 2202.0028

Mk 68

Mk 46

Fire Controll Technician Class C, Gun
Aire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68

Torpedoes Mk 46 Mod 1, Mk 44 Mod 1,
and AWTT Mk 32 Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1715.0219

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS), Mk
,37 Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipment (RSPE)
Maintenance

NV-1715.0785

Mk 47
Mk 68 Director and Computer Mk 47
Mods 8 and 11 Difference Maintenance

NV-1715.0728

NV-1715-0271

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 68
Mod 4 Maintenance

Mk 474
Tirtar Radar Test Set Mk 474 Mod 2

NV-1715-0208

NV-1715.0396

Mk 68 Director and Computer Mk'47
Mods 8 and 11 Difference Maintenance

Mk 5
Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37 and
'Target Designation System (TDS) Mk 5
NV-1715-0221

NV-1715.0239

Mk-7
Catapult, Arresting Gear, and Visual
Landing Aids (C-7-/C-11 Catapults and
Mk-7 Arresting Gear), Class C

NV-1715-0216

Fire Control Technician Class C, Target
Designation System (TDS) Mk 5

NV-1710-0005

Terrier 1,/eapon Diretion System Mk 7

NV-1715.0212

(WDE Mk 8Y

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk
37/TDS Mk 5 Maintenance, Class CI

NV-1715-0473

Weapons Direction System (WDS) Mk 7,
Mod 3 (6-Year Obligor)

NV-1715-0221

Target Designation System Mk5
Maintenance

NV-1715-0414

Weapons Direction System (WDS) Mk 7
Mod 3 (Career)

NV-1715-0264

Target Designation System Mk 5
Shipboard Maintenance

NV-1715.0413

Mk 73
Tartar Radar Set AN/SPG-51crand

NV-1715-0315

MK-52
Gun Fire Control Systems MK-52 and

Director Mk 73 Mod 1
NV-1715-0512

MK -56

CG-1715-0016

Mk 56

°

Terrier WeaponsSystem Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 73
NV-1715-0442

Fire Control Technician Class c, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 56
NV-1715.0218

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS), Mk
37, Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipment (RSPE)
Maintenance
NV11715.0728

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 56
Maintenance
NV*1715-0207

Gun Fire Control Systems MK-52 and
MK-56
CG-17,r5-0016

Mk 56 Gun Fire C6ntrol System (GFCS)
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV.1715-0218

Mk 6
Fire Contrgl Technician Class C, Target
Designation System Mk 6
NV-1715=0213

Mk 9 Mod 4 Dead Reckoniq Analyzer
Indicator (DRAI) and Mk 6 Mod 413"
Dead Reckoning Tracer (DRT), Class C
NV-1715-0344

talos Weapon Direction System Mk 6
(WDE Mk 2) Class C

le

Data Computation and Transmission
Loops Fire Control System (FCS) Mk
80, Class Cl
NV-1715.0895

Fire ContiOI System (FCS) Technician
Mk 80
NV-1715.0211

Fire Control Systerti Technician Mk 80
Replacement
NV-1715.0211

Mk 80 Weapons Officer
NV-1715-0606,

Mk 84
Missile Technician Mk 84 Polaris (A-3)
NV-1715-0607

Mk 84 Fire Control System Technician
NV-1715.0535

SSBN Mk 84 Polaris Weapons Officer
NV-1715-0577

NV- 1715 -0271-

Mk 68 Gun Director and AN/SPG-53F
Rear Maintenance

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System Mk 56 and Target
Designation System Mk 5

.

NV-1715-0892

NV-1715.0389

NV-1715.0785
Mk .4.5

Controls and Indicators, Fire Control
System (FCS) Mk 80, Class Fl

Mk 74,
Tartar DSOT Analysis Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS)-Mk 74 Mod 0
NV-1715.0072

Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0.
NV-1715.0681

Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mods 6
and 7
NV-1715-0805

Mk 76
Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 76
NV-1715-0443

Terrier Weapons Systems with Digital
Fire Control Systems (MFCS Mk 76.6/
AFCS)

Mk 88
Fire COntrol System (FQ) filk 88 Mod 1
Digital ControlComputaf
/ NV-1715.0353

Fire Control System Technician'Mk 88
Conversion (Mod 0 to Mod 1)
NV-1715-0203

Fire Control System Technician Mk 88
Mod 1 Tender Maintenance
NV-1715.0205

Fire Control Technician Mk 88
Replacement
. .
-

NV-1715.0341

Launcher Technician MK 88 Fire
Contra,Conversion
NV-1715.0623

Mk 88 Mod 1 Fire Control Technician
Conversion (Mk 80 & 84 to Mk 88)
NV-1715.0585

Mk 9
Mk 9 and Mk 10 5'/38 Caliber Twin Gun
Mount Power Drive Maintenance
NV-1715-0654

Mk 9 Mod 4 Dead Reckoning Analyzer
Indicator (DRAI) and Mk 6 Mod 4B
Dead Reckoning Tracer (DRT), Class C
NV-1715-0344

Terrier Weapon Direction System Mk 3
(DE Mk 9)
NV-1715.0649

Mk NC-2
Mk NC-2 Plotter Mod 0 MaintenanCe,
Cliss C
NV-1715-0082

Mk NC-2 Plotter Mod 2/2A
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0076

Mk NC-2 Plotter Mod IA (Sperry)
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0075

Mk V
Mk V Atmosphere Analyzers
NV-1715-0551

NV-1715.0658

Mk XI

Mk 77
Talos Weapons System Mk 77 Mod 2
(Class C)
NV-1.715-044

Mk 8

Terrier Weapon Direction System Mk 7
(WDE Mk 8)

455

Data Systems Technician, Class C,
Weapon Direction System Mk XI Mod
0/1 Maintenance Training
NV-1715.0385

Mk XII
AIMS Mk XII IFF System Maintenance
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(Electronics Technician, Class CI)

NV-4404-0002

NV-1715-0812

Mortarman

AIMS Mk XII System Differences
Equipment Maintenance, Clas; C-1

Mortarman
MC-2204-0047

NV-1-715-0813

Motion

Mk XII IFF Systems, Class C

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9 Target,Metion Analysis (TMA)
Operator/Familiarization

NV-1715-0033

Mobile
Aviation Support Equipment Mobile
Electric Power Plant Intermediate

NV-2202-0099

Motion Picture Cameraman

Maintenance

NV-1709-0009

NV-1715-0541

Motion Picture Projectlim System
Maintenance, Class C

oGiation Support Equipment NC-10B
Mobile Electric Power Plant Systems
Intermediate Maintenance'

N17-1715-0650

'Motion Picture School, Class C

NV-1715-0698

NV-1709-0009

Aviation Support Equipment NC-2A
Mobile Electric Power Plant
Intermediate Maintenance

Motor
Advanced Motor Transport
MC-1703-0002

NV-1715-0700

Electric Motor Rewind, Class C

Mobile Communication Central
Technician

NV-1714-0016

Motor Transport Chief

MC-1715-0006

MC-1703-0003

Mobile Communications Central
Technician (AN/TGC-37(v))
MC-1715-0006

Mobile Data Central Technician
MC-1715-0085

MC-0419-0004

Motor Vansport Officer Orientation

MC-1715-0085

MC-0419-0004

Motor Transport St alT Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO)-L-efdership

N V- 2202 -0048

MC-1703-0016

Motor Vehicle Operator
MC-2101-0001

Outboard Motors, Motor Maintenance
and Overhaul, Class C

Naval Modular Automated
Communications System (NAVMACS)
A Maintenance .

CCI-611 and Motorola Triton VHF-FM
Transceivers

Module
A-6A Track Radar and Module Analyzer
Test Console Intermediate Maintenance

CG-1715-0057

Mount

NV-1715-0429

A-6 Track Radar Module Analyzer Test
Console-and Detailed Module Theory
(Intermediate Level Maintenance)

3'/50 Caliber Rapid Fire Twin Moufit
Gtm Maintenance (Mk 35)
NV -i715 -0655

NV-1715-0429

Mountain

LM2500 Gas Turbine Module, Maintenance, Class Cl

Mountain Leadership Training, Summer
MC-2204-0007

NV-1703-0008

Mountain Leadership Training, Winter

Molders

MC-2204-0006

Molders, Class B

Mountain Operations (Military Skiing)
MC-0803-0004

,

Mountain Operations (Rock Climbing)

Monitor

MC-0803-0005

AN/FPN-46 Monitor/Timer
CG-1715-0009

E-2A AN/ASM-33A
Performance Monitor Maintenance
-

NV-1715-0471

Monitoring
Atmosphere Analyzer, CAMS (Central
Atmosphere Monitoring System) Mk 1
NV-1715-0496

Morse
Intermediate Morse Code Operator, Class
C

NV-1404-0002

International Morse Code Operator

NV-1715-0132

Multilith
Multilith 1250 Repaii
DD-1706-0001

Multimeter
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Programmer/Timer
Digital Multimeter Advanced Training,
Class Cl

Multipurpose

,

,

Light Airborne Multipurpose System.
(LAMPS) Operator

CG-1731-0001

Motorola

NV- 1715.0875

N V- 1723 -0012

NV-1715-0161

NV-1715-0884
MC-2101-0001

Modular.

NV-1723-0003

NV- 1715.0194

Multicoupler

Motor Vehicle Operators

NV-1715-0662

'

FGC-60; AN/FTA-15 Multichannel
Voice Frequency Telegraph Terminal
Equipment

Antenna Series (CU-1441/BRR
Multicoupler)

MC-1715.0081

Model 28
Model 28 ASR Teletype Maintenance

Multichannel
Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/

Motor Transport Officer
MC-0419-0003

Mobile Riverine Force Staff Officer
Training

NV-1715-0908

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Mods 4 and 5
Measurement, Display and Simulation
Groups Advanced Trauung, Class Fl
NV1715-0908
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Programmer/Timer
Digital Multimeter Advanced Training,
Class Cl
NV-1715-0884

Antenna Multicoupler AN/BRA-16
Combined Maintenance

Mot6r Transport Officer Leadership

Mobile Dial Central Technician

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Measurement, Display
and Simulation Gioups Advanced
Training

Motor Transport Maintenance
Management
4

MC-0419-0002

Mobile Data Communications Terminal
Technician

MTRE

MTC1
MTC1 Polaris Missile Technician
Maintenance, Class C
NV- 1715.0574

NV-2202-0034

Light Airborne Multipurpos System
(LAMPS) Sensor Operator
NV-2202-0034
'

Light Airborne Multipurpose System
(LAMPS) Tactics

NV-2202-0035

Music
Field Music
MC-1205-0001

Music Advanced, Class C-7
NV-1205-0002

Music, Class A, Basic
NV-I205-0001

Music, Class B, Advanced
NV-1205-0002

Music, Class C, Refresher
NV-1205-0003

Music Intermediate, Class C
NV-1205-0003
Music Intermediate, Class C-1
NV-1205-0003
'Class
Naval School of Music,
A, Basic

MTDS

NV-1205-0001

Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS)
TechniCiati

Naval School of Music, Class B,
Advanced
NV-1205-0002

MC-1715-0043

Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS)
Weapons Controller/Operator
MC-1715-0021

Marine Tactical Data Systems (MTDS)
Fundamentals
MC1715-0017

456

Naval School of Music, Class C,
Refresher
NV1205-0003

Narrowband
Bullseye Narrowband Maintenance
Technician

Navigation, Identification (CNI) System
and AN/AIC-14 Intercommunications
System Intermediate Maintenance

NV1715-0819
Cry ptologic Technician M, Bullseye
Narrowband Maintenance
NV-1715-0819

NV-0799-0002

National Boating Safety

DD-0602-0011

Navigation System Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0200

DD-1511-0001

NV-1402-0026

CG-1715,0046

Central Navigation Computer (Processor

Advanced Navigation Training
(Postgraduate Coast Guard Aviator)
NV-I606-0033
Advanced Navigation Training
(Postgraduate Naval Aviator)

Naval
College of Naval Command and Staff

I)
.

II)

NV-1606-0031

NV-1402-0024
CH-53 Communication, Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance

MC-1606-0002

E-2A Inertial Navigation System AN/

Advanced Navigation Training (Student
Naval Flight Officer)

College of Naval Warfare
NV-1511-0042
.
Defense Economics and Decision Making
Self-Administered Seminar (Naval War
College)
....
NV-1511-0008

NV-1715-0101

Aerial Navig ation

ASN-36 Maintenance

Aids to Navigation Construction

Naval Gunfire Officer

Aids to Nagation

MC-2204-0039

Naval Preparatory School

NV-1715-0709

CG-1722-0004
Mechanician
CG-1715-0015

E-2A Inertial Navigation System SemiAutomatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) and Encoder Test Console
Operation and Maintenance

to Navigation Officer Advanced
CG-2205-0008
(Aids
Aids to Navigation Officer Basic

NV2202-0007
Naval War College Correspondence ,
Course in Defense Economics and
Decision Making
NV-I511-0005
.
NaVal War College Correspondence
Course in-Strategy and Policy -

NV-1715-0323
EA-6B Communications, Navigation and
Radar System Organizational

CG-2205-0009

Aids to Navigation School (Short Course

Maintenance

for Offices)

NV-1.715-0111

CG-2205-0003

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SRN)) Radio Navigation Set

Air Navigation
<I.

Naval Warfare Course

MC-1606-0002

NV-1715-0099

AN/APN-122 Doppler Navigation

i

Electronics TechnicianrClass C, FBM
Tender Navigation Maintenapce

System Maintenance
-

NV-1715-0483

NV-1715-0182

AN/APN-130 Radar Navigation Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-015-0553
AN4APN- 153(V) Doppler Radar
Navigation System Intermediate ;
..
Maintenance -

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN

NAV.DAC FBM Tender Navigation I

Mairitetrce
NV-1715-0168
Electronics Technician, Clasa C, SSBN

Navigation Aids, FBM Tender
Navigation Maintenance

NV-1715-0507

NAVDAC
Naval Data Automated Computer_'

(NAVDAC) Advanced Training

.

AN /APN -175 Doppler Radar,
i.
Navigation

NV-1715-09i6

SSBN NAVDAC Mk 2 Mod 4, SDC Mk
2 Mod I

,

.

A-4E Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI)/Weapons Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715.0452

A-4F/L/TA-4F Communication
Navigation Identification (CNI)/Weapons
Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0383

A-4 Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN)
AN/ARN-52(V)
NV-1715-0288

A-6A AN/ASN-3I Inertial Navigation
Organizational Level Maintenance
NV-1715-0476
A-6A AN/ASQ-57 Comniunication,

CG-1715-0027

/

Navigation Aids Technician Maintenance
NV-1715.0063
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation, FBM Tender
Navigation Maintenance

System Class ?

CG-1715-0028

AN/ARN-21D TACAN Navigation Set
.

Maintenance

NV-1715-0065
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation System Mk 2
Mod 0-6 Technician
NV-1715-0066
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)

NV-1715.0487

AN/AYN-1 Navigation Computer
Systems Class C
CG-1715.0024

AN/SPN-40 Radio Navigation Set
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1715.0015
"AN /SRN -18 Radio Satelhte Navigation
Set Maintenance, Class C-I
NV-1715.0810

Mk 2 Mod 2/3 Technician

zr

NV-1715-0441

45'

NV-1715-0130
ician, Ship's Navigation
and Aircraft Inertial Alignment System
(SNAIAS), Class C Operator
Maintenance
Electronic?: Tec

AN/SRN-9A, Radio Navigation Set,
Operation and Maintenance
AN/SRN-9 Satellite Radio Navigation

..%.

NV-1715-0064
Electronics Technician, Class C,.SSBN

AN/APN-I80 Loran A Navigation

NV-1715-0242

NV -1402 -0025

.

Central Navigation Computer (PrOcessor

NV-1606-0032

NV-1511-0003

CG-1715-0042

CG- 1304.0004-

Class C

DD-1511-0002
Reserve Components National Security
Seminar
DD-1511-0006

.

Central Navigation Computer (Input/
Output)

Advanced Minor Aids to Navigation,

National War College

r

'

Basic Navigation Watchstander
NV-1715-0125
Celestial Nat/ligation by Correspondence

A-7 AN/APN-190 Doppler Radar

National Security Management
(Correspondence Course of the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces)

NV-I511-00p2
School of Naval Command and Staff
NV-1511-0003
School of Naval Warfare
NV-1511-0002
Strategy and Policy Self-Administered
4
Seminar (Naval War College)
NV-1511-0009

NV-1606-0023

Basic Minor Aids To Navigation

NV-1715-0370

Language Courses

NV-1715-0097

.

Basic Jet Navigation, Class 0

Intermediate Maintenance

National Cryptologic School Resident

NV-1511-0004

CG - 1 715-0041

Aviation Electronics Technician N
(Navigatiqn),Class A

AN/AIC-141tercommunication System

CG-0802-0004

Navigation

NV-1715-0099

Automated Aids-to-Navigation
ElectronicsMaintenance

System and Tes(Console Intermediate
Maintenance
NV,1715-0475
A-6 AN/ASQ-57 Communication,
Navigation, Identification (CNI) System,

National

(Electronics Technician,

Class

A-6 AN/ASN-31 Inertial Navigation

Navy Alcohol Safety Action Program
(NASAP)

...,

CSets/vsi

NV-1715.0370

NASAP
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F-14A Communications, Navigation/
Displays, Elgctronic Warfare
Organizational Maintenance Technician

NV-1715-0911

Prospective Advanced Navigation Flight
Instructor

NV-1704-0217

F-4B Communication Navigation

NV- 1606.0038

RA-5C Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) and DECM
Organizational Maintenance

Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV- 1704-0076

F-4B Communication Navigation
Identification (CWI) Organizational

NV-1704-0075

Radio Navigation Set AN/BRN-3/3A
Computer Advanced Training

Maintenance

SSBN Navigation Officer
NV-1606.0026
SSBN Ships Inertial Navigation System
(SINS) Mk 2 Mod 4 Technician
NV-1715-0440
SSN Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial
Navigation.System (SINS) Maintenance
NV-1715.0426
UH-2A AN /APN -130 Radar Navigation
Equipment

NV-1715-0925

F-4J Communication Navigation

RF-4B AN/ASN-46/56 Navigational
Computer and Inertial Navigation System

Identification (CNI) Line

Intermediate Maidtenance

NV-1715.0255

Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1704-0074
F-4J Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0612
F-8 Communication Navigation and
Identification (CNI) Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0688
Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM)' Navigation

NV-1715-0761
NV-1715-0228

RF-4B AN/ASN-46/74 Navigation
Computer and'Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0465

RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 and AN/ASQ-108
Communication Navigation Identification
(CNI) Line Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1715-0357

RF-4B Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance

Officer

NV-1715-0465

NV-1715.0456

Minor Aids to Navigation

RF-4B Inertial Navigation System
.Organizational Maintenance

CG-2205.0002

Mk 2 Mod 1 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance
NV-1402-0039
Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial NavigationSystem (SINS) Mantenance
NV-1715-0426

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance (Enlisted)
NV-1715-0426

Mk 3 M 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS)
NS) Operations (Enlisted)

NV-1715-0614

RT-736 and KY-531 TACAN (Tactical
Air Navigation) Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0796

S-2D/E AN/APN-122 Doppler Radar
Navigation System Maintenance
NY-1715-0422
Satellite Navigation System AN/WRN-5
NV-1715-0913

SH13A AN/APN-130 Doppler Radar
Navigation Maintenance

NV-1715-0339

Na f igation Flight Training Naval

4-

Av for apd Naval Flight Officer

NV-1715-0237

SH-3A AN/ASA-13A Navigation
System Mantenance

NV-1606-0945

Navigation Flight Training, Pilot and
Naval Aviation Officer (Navigator)
NV-I606-0045
Navigation Operational Checkout
Conscile (NO5C) Mk 1 Mod 1 Advanced

NV-1715-0241

SH-3A/D Automatic Navigation System
(AN/AYK-2) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0227

SH-3 AN/ASA-13A Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance

Maintenance

NV-17150241

'NV-1715-0128
Navigation Rules by)Correspondence
CG-1708.0005

SH-3 AN/AYK-2 Navigation System

Navigation Set Operation and
Maintenance

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance I

NV-1715-0913
Navigation Technician SSN 668 Class
NV-1715-0881

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0227

NV-1715-0921

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance II

Officers Advanced Aids to Navigation
CG-2205.0008

Officers Basic Aids to Navigation

NV-1715-0922

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 6 Control Theory

CG-2205-0009

'Officers Basic Aids to Navigation, Class

0

CG-2205-0009

P-3A/B Communications Navigation

(COMM/NAV) Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1715-0096

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set
AN/BRN-3, Data Processor Advanced
Training, Class Fl
NV-1715-0915

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set

AN/BRN3 Receiver Advanced
Training, Class Fl

NV-1715-0432

UH-2A/B Tactical Air Navigation
(TACAN) AN/ARN-52(V)

NV-1715-0232

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SIN
Mk 2. Mod 6 Selectric Typewriter, Class

Fl
NV-1715.0916

Shipi Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
. Mk 2 Mods 1 and 4 Theory and
Maintenance I
NV-1715-0919
NV-1715-0920

SSBN Navigation Data Assimilation
Computer Mk 2 Mod 4, Stabilization
Data Coniputer Mk 2 Mtlid 1

Navigational
AN/APN-182(V) Radar Navigational Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0583

AN/ASA-13A Na4anonal Computer
Group Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0326

AN/ASA-47 Doppler/Airmass
Navigational Computer System
Intermediate M'aintenance
NV-1715-0582

CH-46A AN/ALQ-52(V) Navigational
TACAN Maintenance
MC-1715-0071

EKA-3B AN/ASN.66B Navigational
Computer Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0505

Marine Air Traffic Control Navigational
Aids Maintenance
NV-1715-0037

Marine Air Traffic Control Navigational
Aids Repairman, Class C
NV-1715-0037

Navigational Technician Watchstander
(Enlisted)
s.

NV-1715-0625

P-IAN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Intermediate Level Maintenance, No.
16

NV-1715-0327

P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0327

P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational.Computer
Set Organizational Level Maintenance,
No. 15

,

NV-1715-0324

S-2D/E AN/ARN-52(V) Navigational
TACAN Maintenance
NV-1715-0637.

S-2D/E AN/ASN-30 Navigational
Computer Display Unit.and AN/ASQ-80
Coordinate Data Set System
Maintenance.
'NV-1715-0331

SH-3A AN/ASA-13A Navigational
Computer Maintenance
NV-1715-0333

UH-2A/B AN /ASA -13A Navigational
Computer Group Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0326

Navigator
A-6 Bombardier Navigator Control Box
and Associated Test Set, Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715.0051

Bombardier Navigator

NV- 1715 -0242

NV-1606-0036
Fleet Replacement Radar Navigator

NV-1715-0427

NV-1606-0036

458
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Navigation Flight Training, Pilot and
Naval Aviation Officer (Navigator)

Waiehousing NCO Leadership
Warehousing Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership

NAVMACS
Nayal Modular Automated
CoMmunications System (NAVMACS)
A Maintenance
NV-1715-0875

NV-0326-0001

Officer (NCO) Leadership

Leadership

MC-1405-0013

NV-2202.0101

NESEP Basic

NV-1403-0001

Nondestructive .

Neuropsychiatry Technic
NV-0703-0003

NV-0801-0001

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense)
MC-0801-0001

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense Ashore
NV-0801-0005

Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC)
Weapons Employment
MC-2204-0036

NC-10B
Aviation Support Equipment NC-10B
Mobile EfectrielPower Plant Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
4V-1715-0698.

NC-2A
Aviation Support Equipment NC-2A
Mobile Electric Power Plant
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0700
.

Advanced Automotive Mechanic/
Maintenance Nonco missi ed Offic
(NCO) Leadership
1vtC-170-0012

Bakery Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Leadership
MC-1729-0006 46'
Food Service Noncommissioned Officer
.
(NCO) Leadership

MC-1729-0004

Motor Transport Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NC0):Leadership
MC-1703-0016

Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Leadership (Jimior)
MC-2204-0016

Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)
Leadership (Senior)
MC-2204-0015

Staff Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)
Resident Course

MC-I408.0014
Supply Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Leadership
MC-1405.0006

Topography and Printing Staff
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)

Food Service Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership
MC-1729-0004

Neuropsychiatry

Defense (Shipboard)

Food Service Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership

MC-2204-0018

Noncommissioned Officer

Neuropsychiatric Clerical Technic

Nuclear, Biological and'Chemical (NBC)

MC-1729-0005

Woman Marine Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership

NV-2202-0101

Neuropsychiatric

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defense for Petty Officers

NCO

MC-1405.0002
Warehousing Staff Noncommissioned

Officer (NCO) Leadership

Naval Enlisted Scientific Education
Program (NESEP)

NV -1728 -0009

I

MC-1405-0006

Warehousing Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership

NESEP

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)

NV-0801-0004

MC-1408-0014

Supply Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)

MC-2204-0018

ADC Defenk for Petty Officers

NV-0801-0005

Resident Course

MC-1405-0002
Warehousing Staff Noncommissioned

Woman Marine Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership

Navy Advanced Management

Defense Ashore

Staff Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)

MC-1405-0013

Navy

NV-0326-0002

MC-2204-0015

MC-1405-0002

NV-1606-0045

Navy Schools Management

Noncommission Officers (NCO)
Leadership (Senior)

Neuropsychiatry Technician, Class C

Aircraft Maintenance Nondestructive
Inspection School, Class C
NV-1704-0156

NV-0703.0003

Nondestructive Testing of Metals

Newspaper

NV-1724-0002

Newm6aper Editor
DD-0504-0003

Non-Lawyer
Military Justice Non-Lawyer

NOCC
Navigation Operational Checkout
Console (NOCC) Mk 1 Mod 1 Advanced
Maintenance
NV-1715-0128

Noise
Noise and Vibration Measurement '
NV-1721.0003
Noise Measurement and Reduction
NV-1721.0002
Sound Analysis, Noise and Vibration
Reduction (Enlisted)
NV-1721.0010

Nonacoustic

NV-1728-0015

Non-Morse
Cryptologic Technician T, Field
One, Class A3, Special
Operations
Non-Morse
NV-1715-0838

Non-Photographic
Special Photographic Course fotNonPhotographic Personnel, Class C
NV-1709-0005

NOP
Marine NOP (Nuclear Weapons Training
for Nuclear Ordnance Platoon Personnel)
NV-2202-0100

Aviation Antisubmanne Warfare
(AILSW) Nonacoustic Operator P3C
NV-1715.0696

Electronic Warfare for Nonacoustic
Operator, P3A/B(D)

Norden
CONALOG Maintenance Norden
(Enlisted)
NV-1715.0252

NV-1715-0020
Nonacoustic Antisubmarine Operator

CONALOG (Norden) Refresher
Maintenance and Troubleshooting

Transition P3C

NV-1715-0253
NV-1715-0679

Nonacoustic Operator Transition
NV-1715.0679

RADAR/MAD for Nonacoustic
Operator P3A/B (D)
NV-1715-0678

Noncommissioned
Advanced Automotive Mechanic/
Maintenance Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership
MC-1703=0012

Bakery Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Leadership
MC-1729-0006

Food Service Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership
MC-1729-0005

Motor Transport Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership
MC-1703.0016

Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
Leadership (Junior)

.

MC-2204-0016

Norwegian
Norwegian
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002

Nose
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Technician,
Class C

NV-0709-0009

NP-II
Advanced Naval Parachutist, NP-II Class
C

NV-0803.0002
S

Basic Naval Tactical Data System

(NTDS) Air Intercept Controller
NV-1715-9674
DD963 Naval Tactical Data System

(NTDS) Data Utilization
NV-1402.0023
DD963 Naval Tactical Data Systems

(NTDS) Data Input
NV-1402.0010

*."114.e.
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Naval Tactical Data Sysfin (NTD4)

Warfare Defense

OB/GYN Nurse Practitioner

Basic Programmer (Operaiional)
NV-1402-0002

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)

Data InputBasic

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense Ashore
NV-0801-0005

NV-1715-0673

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Data UtilizationBasic
NV-1402-0005

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisor (USER) Class 0/C
NV-1402-0032

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Tracker/Supervisor
NV-1715-0673

Natal Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Data Collection and Display (Basic
Enlisted)
NV-1402-0003

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Data Utilization

Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC)
Weapons Employment
.
MC-2204-0036

Nuclear MediCine Technic
NV-0705-0004

Nuclear Medicine Techlician
NV-0705-0004
Nuclear Power Plant Copponents
Welder, Class C
NV-1710-0069
,Nuclear Submarine Medicine Technic
NV-0709-0001

Nuclear Submarine Medicine Technician,
Class C

NV-1402-0004

NTDS Data Utilization
NV-1402.0005

NV-1402-0031

Nuclear
Advanced Nuclear Power
5

8th Class Air Observation School
MC-1606.0003

Air Observation
MC-1606-0001

Observer
Aerial Observer
Air Observer

4e,

MC1704:0003

Artillery Scout Observer
MC-2204-0032

NV-0802-0007

Ice Observer, Class C

Nuclear Weapons Disposal Advanced
Refresher
NV-0802-0002

NV-2202-0070

Naval Aviation Observer (Controller),
Class 0

Nuclear Weapons Employment

N V -1704 -0197

MC-2204-0036

Tactical Aerial Observer

Nuclear Weapons Technical (CVA)

Welding for Nuclear Power Plant
Operators, Course V
NV-I/V-1046

MC-1704-0005

Occupational
Occupational Therapy Technic
NV-0704-0003

Occupational Therapy Technician, Class

Nurse
Nurse Corps Indoctrination

NV-0704-0003

OB/GYN Nurse Clinician

Physical and Occupational Therapy
Technic

NV-0703-0031

OB/GYN Nurse Practitioner
-1732-0002

Clinical Nuclear Medicine Technician
NV-0705-0002

Clinical Nuclear Medicir

Technique
NV-0705.0002
CVS/MAUW Shop Nuclear Weapons
Technical
NV-0802-0005
Electronics Technician

CommunicationsNuclear Field, Class
Al
NV-1715-0853

Electronics Technician RadarNuclear
Field, Class Al
NV-1715-0856

it arine NOP (Nuclear Weapons Training
for Nuclear Ordnance Platoon Personnel)
NV-2202-0100

Navy Nuclear. Weapons Advanced
Maintenance
NV-2202-0086

Navy Nuclear Weapons Electronics,
Calibration, and Maintenance (EC)
(Gunner's Mate Technician)
NV-1715-0171

Nuclear and Chemical Weapons
Employment
MC-2204-0036

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Defense Ashore
NV-0801-0005

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
.........../-94,1004or Petty Officers
NV -080l -0004

',Nuclear, Biological and chemical (NBC)
Defense (Shipboard)
.NV-0801-0001
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)

MC-1704-0005

Ice Observer by Correspondence

NV-2202-0003

Basic Nuclear Power

41'

NV-1715-0414

Observation

NV-0709-0001

NV-0802-0006

Programming, Naval Tactical Data
System (NTDS) Operational (Officer and
Enlisted)

Weapons Direction System (WDS) Mk 7
Mod 3 (6-Year Obilior)

CG-1304-0006

NV-1402-0006

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Intermediate Programmer Course (CS-1)

Obligor

Nuclear Weapons Disposal

NV-1402-0006

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisor

.NV-0703-0001

MC-0801-0001

NV-0703-000l

N V- 0704 -0002

Physical and Occupational Therapy
Technician, Class C

0A-1768A/ASA-13

-0704-0002

P-3 PT-396/AS and 0A-1768A/ASA-13
Plotter Group Intermediate Maintenance

Physical and Occupationa herapy
Technician,, Phases I and II
NV-0704-0002

NV-1715-0117

OA-3731
0A-3731/ASM-76 Computer Detector
Test Console Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0798

Ocean
Air-Ocean Environment Course, Class C
NV-13C4+0002

Introduction to Ocean Engineering
NV-1304-0001

0A-3731/ASM-76
E-2A Computer Detector SemiAutomatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) (0A-3731/ASM-76) Operation
and Maintenance
NV-1715-0349

OA- 3734/ASM -77
OA- 3734/ASM -77 Ballistic Computer
Test Console Intermediate Maintenance
N V- 1715 -0548

Oceanographic
Oceanographic Technician
CG-1304-0002

Oceanography
Oceanography by Correspondence
CG-1304-0005

OCR
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Operations

0A-3738/ASA-48

MC-1402-0012

E-2A Semi-Automatic Check-Out
Equipment (SACE) (0A-3738/ASA-48)
Programmer Maintenance
NV-1715-0348
OA-6672
A-6A OA- 6672/ASA -48 Universal
Encoder rest Console Intermediate
Maintenance.
NV-1715-0109

0A-8206/ASA-27A
E-2B OA- 8206 /ASA -27A Difference
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0508

OB/GYN

Programming for Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) System
MC-1402-0016

Ocular
Ocular Technician
NV-0706-0003

0E-82B/IVSC-1(V)
AN/WSC-3 Satellite Communications
Set and 0E-82B/WSC-1(V) Antenna
Group
NV1715-0876
Office
Advanced Office Machine Repair, Class
C

OB/GYN Nurse Clinician

NV-1706-0003
-NV-0703-0001

or

4.60

Typing and General Office Procedures
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MC-1402.0006

(Women)
MC-1409-0001

Operations
Advanced Operations Techniques

Officer
Advanced Automotive Mechanic/
Maintenance Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership
MC-1703-0012

Officer Candidate
CG-2205-0004
MC-2204°-0050

NV-2202.0024
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Navy Basic
NV-2202-0020

Explosive Ordnance DisposalReserve
w.
Officer Training

NV-1715-0840

NV-2202-0019

Marine NOP (Nuclear Weapons Training
for Nuclear Ordnance Platoon Personnel)
NV-2202-0100
Ordnance Chief

NV-1715.0838

NV-1715.0832
e

NV-1722-0008

Reserve Officer Candidate (ROC II-and
ROC I)
NV-2202-0103

Women Officer Candidate School
NV-2202-0093

Operations Type Three, Class A3, AN/
FLR-11/15 Operations

Offset Duplicating Equipment Operator

IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced
Operations Techniques
MC-1402.0022
Operations
NV-1715.0832

DD-1719-0004

Officer Diect Support Operations, Class

Offset Printing
DD-1719-0002

C4

NV-1715.0832

Oil
Class C Field 011 Identification
Laboratory
CG-1601.0001

Omega
Electronics Technician, AN/SRN-14,
Omega Receiver Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0590

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SRN-12 Omega Receiving Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-020)

ONTOS
ONTOS (M50)(Fourth and Fifth
Echelon) Maintenance
MC-1703-0004

ONTOS Vehicle Repairman
MC-1703-0005

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (ONTOS),
Basic
MC- 1703.0005

Operating
Disk Operating System Programming
MC-1402-0004

IBM System 360 Disk Operating System
(DOS) Operations
IBM System 360 Operating System (OS)
Operations
MC-1402.0023
Operating Room Technic
NV-0703-0004
Operating Room Technic and
Management
NV-0703-0002
Operating Room Technician, Class C
NV-0703-0004
Operating System Programming
MC-1402-0004

System 360 Operating SystemCOBOL
Phase

MC-1402.0007

System 360 Operating SystemCore .
Phase

MC-1402.0005

System 360 Operating System

MC-1405-0009
Ordnance Equipment, Class C

NV-1715.0840

Naval Security Group Direct Support

Offset,

Operations Phase

General Ordnance

Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations Type Three

Non-Morse

Progra

CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons

NV-1715.0838

C4"
icer

NV-1405.0010

MC-1715.0031

Cryptologic Technician Technical Field
Operations, Type One

Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Operations Type One, Class A3rSpecial

ospective

NV-1715-0744

Aviation Ordnance Officers,
(Management), Class 0 (AOM(0))

Air Support Operations Operator

Officer Direct Support Operations, Class

NV-2202-0102

Aviation Ordnance Officers, Class 0

i

MC-1402.0022

MC- 2204 -0050

*Officer Candidate School

Ordnance

Operations Officer Electronic CounterCountermeasures (ECCM)
MC-1715-0067

Operations Specialist, Class Al
NV-1606-0060
Reserve Training Officer Direct Support
Operations, Class Fl
NV-1715.0834
Special Operations Technic
IVV-070910005

CG-1715-0013
4'

Ordnance Handling Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1710-0026

'Ordnance Officer
MC-1408.0003

Ordnance Officer/Chiefs
MC-1408-0003
P-3 Ordnance Systems Organizational
Maintenance
RV-1704-0160
Surface Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Basic
NV-2202-0017
Surface Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) Advanced Refresher
NV-0802-0003

UDT-SEAL Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Indoctrination
NV-2202-0018

Special Operations Technician
NV-0709-0005

-Tactical Air Operations Central
Technician
MC-1715.0082

Ordnanceman
Aviation Ordnanceman, Class A
NV-1715-0648

Aviation Ordnanceman, Class B
NV-1717 -0610

Optical
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Operations
Md-1402.0012

Aviation Ordnanceman (Turret), Class A
NV-1714-0007

Aviation Ordnanceman (Utility), Class A
NV-1714-0006

Optical instrument Repairman'
MC-1721.0001

Optical Instrument Repairman
(Advanced)
MC-1721-0004

Orientation
Officer Candidate School (Seamanship,
Orientation, Operations & Military
Indoctrination)
CG-2202.0001

Optical Instrument Repairman (Bqsic)
MC-1721.0002
Optical Landing Systems Maintenance,
Class C

NV1715-0609
Optical Survey Instrument Repair

Reserve Cryptologic Technician Naval
Security Group Orientation
NV-1715-0823

Orthopedic
Orthopedic Appliance Mechanics

DD -1721 -0001

Programming for Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) System
MC-I402-0016

NV-0704-0001

Orthopedic Appliance Technic
NV-0704-0001

Orthopedic AtItance Technician, Class
C

Opticalmeri

NV-0704-0001

Opticalmen, Class A
NV-1721-0007

Optician
Oftician (General) Technician, Class C
NV-0706-0001

Optician Laboratory Technician, Class C
NV-0706-0002
Optician Technician, Class C
NV-0706-0002
Optician Technic Laboratory
NV-0706-0002

461

OS
IBM System 360 Operating System (OS)
Operations
MC-1402.0023
IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced Coding
MC-1402.0037
IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced
Operations Techniques
MC-1402.0022
IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced
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Programming Techniques)

.

MC-1402-0024

IBM System 360 OS Assembler
Language

Oxygen Generator Electrical Model
6L16 (Enlisted)
NV-1715.0560
Oxygen Generator (Mechanical)

MC-I402-0031

IBM System 360 OS COBOL Language
(Entry-level)

NV-1601-0005

Oxygen Generator Mechanical Model
6L16 (Enlisted)

MC-1402.0029

IBM System 360 (OS) COBOL
' Programming
MC-1402-0013
MC-1402.0036
IBM System 360 (OS) Data Management
MC-1402.0039

IBM System 360 OS FORTRAN IV
Language (Entry-level)

NV-1601-

P-3
2F69D P-3 Weapon System Follow-onTraining
MIAlk.

al;)1V-2202-0078

2F87 P-3 Weapon System Follow-onTraining
NV-2202-0079

V0.1402-0043
IBM System 360 OS FORTRAN
Prigramming

° Fundamental Analysis Techniques (P-3)
NV-1715.0275
P-1 Air Conditioning, Pressurization and
Utilities Organizational Maintenance

MC-1402.0034

IBM System 360 OS PL/1 Programming

NV-1701-0001

P-3 Aircraft Familiarization, No 2

MC-1402-0035

IBM System 360 OS Programming'

NV-1704-0039

P-3 Aircraft Familiarization (Pilots)

MC-1402-0030

IBM SystIn 360 OS System Control
MC-1402-0033,
IBM System 360 OS System Control and
Data Management
MC-I402-0038
IBM System 360 (OS) Systems
Programmer
MC-I402.0041
IBM System 360 OS Systems
Programming

NV-1704-0039

P-3 AN/APA-125A Indicator
Intermediate Maintenance
P-3 AN/APA-125A Indicator
Maintenance, No 48
P-3 AN/APN-70 Loran System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0112

NV-0709-0009

P-3 AN/APX-6 Radar Identification
System Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.0695
NV-1715.0118

Outboard

P-3 AN/APX-7 Radar Recognition
System Intermediate Maintenance

Outboard Engines Operatioq and
Maintenance.
CG-1731-0001

Outboard Motors, Motor Maintenance
and Overhaul, Class C
CG1731.0001
OV-10A
OV-10A Electrical Sy ems
Organizational Mai enance
NV-1704-0095

OV-10A Flight Control and Hydraulic
Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0103

OV-10A T76-G-10/12 Engine
Intermediate/Complete Engine Repair
Maintenance
NV-1.704-0137

Overseas
High Impact Personnel Over

uty

Training

NV-1715.0511

P-3 AN/AQA-1 Sono Indicator System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0120

P-3 AN/AQA-5 Sonar Data Recording
System Maintenance, No. 46
NV-1715.0121

P-3 AN/ARC-51A Communication
Systems Maintenance, No. 22

NV-1/5.0710
P-3 AN/ARC-52 UHF CdInmunications
Systems MaintenanCe, No21

Training,
Intercultural Relations OveiS

Oxygen
6L16,0Xygen-Generator Electrical
Technician
NV-1715-0918

6LI6 Oxygen Generator Technician
NWI601.0009
Electrolytic Oxygen Generator 7L16
NV-1601-0002

P-3 AN/ARC-94 Communications
System Maintena ce, No. 19
NV-1715.0374

P-3 AN/AFFN-5 TACAN Maintenance,
.No. 30
P-3 AN/ASA-16 Display System
Jntermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0463

P-3 AN/ASA-16 Indicator Group
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0115

P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Intermediate Level Maintenance, No.

12

NV-1704-0073

P-3 Electrical System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0073

P-3 Electrical Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0072

P-3 Flight Engineers Operational
Maintenance. No. 5
NV-1704-0067

P-3 Flight Engineer System, No 6
P-3 Hydraulics and Flight Controls
System Maintenance, No. 10
P-3 Hydraulics, Flight Control Systems
and Structurei Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704.0161

P-3 Integrated Electrical System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0101

P-3 Ordnance Systems Organizational
Maintenance
Q NV-1704-0160
P-3 PB2ON Automatic Flight Control
System Maintenance, No. 13
NV-1715.0600
P-3 PB-20N Autopilot System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0462

P-3 Power Generating System an AVQ2 Searchlight Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0659

P-3 PT-396/AS and 0A-1768A/ASA-13
Plotter Group Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0117

P-3 Radar and IF Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-171'5.0114

P-3 Second Mechanics Systems
NV-1704-0053

P-3 Structures, Hydraulic Power and
Flight Controls Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0206

Synchrophaser/True Airspeed
Computer/Signal Lights Control
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0322

P-3 T56-A-10/14 Engine and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0019

16

P-3 T56-A10 W Engine and Related
Systems Maintenance, No. 56

NV-1715.0327
P-3 Ats1/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Intermediate Maintenance

P-3 T56-A-14 Engine and Related
Systems Maintenance

NV-1715-0327

NV-1601-0008

P-3 AN/ASN-42 Navigational Computer
Set Organizational Level Maintenance,

NV-1601-0007

NV-1715-0739

P-3 Electrical System Maintenance, No.

P.

ytic Oxygen Generator Operators
Oxygen Equipment (Class C)

NV-1715.0477
Communication /Navigation
Organizational Maintenance

NV-171°5-0346

NV-1715-0262
0002
ty

NV-1715.0268

P-3 ASA-16 System Maintenance, No. 50

NV-1704-0050

NV-1715.0172

MC-1402.0032

Otolaryngology Technician

NV-1715.0178

P-3 Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)
Systems Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0048

NV-1715.0172

P-3 AN/APS-80 Search Radar System
Maintenance, 49

Otolaryngology

NV-1715-0324

P-3 AN/A§Q-10A Magnetic Anomaly
Detecting Systems Maintenance, No 42

No. 15

4 C2

NV-1704-0017

NV-1704-0019

P3A/B
DIFAR Training for Acoustic Opjrators
P3A/B(D) and P3C
,

I
NV-1715-0256

NV-1715-0704

NV-1715-0704

NV-1722-0010

NV-1723-00b4

NV-1715.0640

P-3A/B Sensor Station One and Two
(Acoustic System Technician)
Organizational Maintenance
NV-17fc-0506

P3C Tactical Coordinator Positional
Training for Naval Flight Officers
NV-1606.0043

Packard

P3A/B(D)
AASW for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/ or,

Mine Warfare Packard Diesel Engineman
(Class C)

B(D)

NV-1712-0012

NV-2202.0032

Sonar AN/SQQ-23A (PAIR)
Organizational Maintenance

(AASW) for Naval Flight Officers P3A/
B(D)

NV-1715-0859

NV-1715.0555

Sonar AN/SQQ-23 (PAIR) Operator

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/
B(D)

Basic

NV-1715-0860

NV-2202-0032

Panel

Electronic Warfare for Nonacoustic
Operator, P3A/B(D)

Control Panel Mk 309 Mod 0 Operation,,,,
.
and Maintenance
NV-1715-0381

NV-1715.0020

RADAR/MAD for Nonacoustic
Operator P3A/B (D)

NV-1715-0665

Peripheral
Data Systems Technician, Class C, AN/
UYK-5(V) Peripheral Maintenance
NV-1715.0087
NV-1715-0047
Mk 152 Computer and -Peripheral
Equipment/Common Core

NV-1704-0234

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Peripheral Equipment, Class Cl

NV-1715,-0586

NV-17'15-0897

NV-1704-0234

Parachute Rigger School, Class B

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Nonacoustic Operator P3C

Persian

NV-1717.0012

Persian

Parachute Rigger (Survival), Class A

NV-1715-0696

DD-6602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602.0004

NV-1733-0001

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Sensor Station Three Operator,
P3C

Parachutist
Advanced Nav,a1 Parachutist, Class Cl
NV-0803-0002

NV-1715-0696

Advanced Naval Parachutist, NP-II Class

First Tour Pilot P-3C Communications
Operator

Personal
Personal Financial Records Clerk
MC-1403-0003

C

NV-0803-0002

NV-1704-0213

Personal Property Traffic Management

Basic Naval Parachutist, Class Cl

Naval Flight Officer P3C
Communications Operator

NV-0419-0011

NV-2202.0030

Basic Naval Parachutist Course, NP-1
Class C

NV1704-0219
Nonacou'stic Antisubmarine Operator
Transition P3C
NV-1715-0679

NV-2202-0030

Jumpmaster Naval Parachutist, Class Cl
NV-2202-0026

P-3C AN/AXR-13 Low Light Level
Television Camera Intermediate

Naval Parachutist, Advanced, Class C

Maintenance

Naval Parachutist, Basic, Class C

NV-0803-0002

NV-1715-0358

NV-2202-0030

P-3C Communication/Navigation
't
Organizational Maintenance

Party
MC-2204-0029

P-3C CP-901/ASQ-114 Computer
Organizational Maintenance

Shore Party Basic Specialist

Passive
Carrier Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Acoustic Operator (Passive)

P-3C Digital Data Handling
Organizational Maintenance
NV-4715-0330

NV.2202-0096
RA-5C AN /ALQ -61 Passive Electronics
Countermeasures Organizational
Maintenance-NV-1715-0366

P-3C Integrated Avionics System
Technician
NV-1715-0329

P-3C Integrated Electrical Systems-13iganizational Maintenance--

Patrol

NV-1704-0089
.

Administr ve Chiefs Personnel
Administratio
MC-1406.0008
Administrative Officers Personnel
Administration
MC-1408.0006
,
Basic PersonneNAcjw.!..rnstration
MC-1406-0007

First Sergeants Personnel Administration

Personnel Chiefs Personnel
Administration
MC-1406-0008

Personnel Clerk
MC-1405.6003

Personnel Men School, Class C-1,
ssification
e
E
NV-1406-0015

Sergeants Major Personnel
Administration
MC-1406-0004

Coastal Patrol Craft Training
NV-1722-0063

Patrol Gunboat/PG/Engineering

463

High Impact Personnel Overseas Duty
Training
NV-1512-0002

MC-1710.0017

NV-1402-0040

Personnel

MC-1406.0005

Basic Shore Party Man

NV-1715-0533

-

Teletypewriter System (Meat)
Maintenance Models TT70A/UG and
AN/UGC-5 TT-252 Typing Perforator

NV-1715-0143

Parachute Rigger (Maintenance), Cla'ss,A

NV-2202-0021

P-3C Sensor Station One and Two
(Acoustic Systems Technician)
Organizational Maintenance

Perforator

Equipment Maintenance, Class C

Parachute Rigger, Class A

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P-3C

PB2ON
P3 PB2ON Automatic Flight Control
System Maintenance, No 13
NV-17
P-3 PB-20N Autopilot System.
ntennechate_Mainjenance
NV-1715-0462

Maintenance

Parachute

NV-1606-0028

Disbursin Clerk (Pay Records
Maintenan e) Class C
NV-1401-0001

R -5C Panoramic Camera Shop

P3C
Aviation Antisubmanne Warfare
(AASW) for First Tour Pilots, P3C

Pay

Data Systems TechnicianPeripheral

Fi 11161111c

NV-1715-0678

Patternmaker
Patternmaker, Class A

P-3C Sensor Station Three (Radar/
Display Technician) Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1715-0096

_

River Patrol Craft Training

NV-1715.0640

P-3A/B Communications Navigation
(COMM/NAV) Organizational
Maintenance

Systems Operator and Maintenance
NV-1712.0018

P-3C Sensoi Station Three (Radar/
Displays) Integrated System
Organizational Maintenance

Jezebel Gram Analysis for AW's P3A/B
(DIFAR Retrofit)
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WarransOfficer Personnel
Administration
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NV-1709-0013

mC-1406-0006

Woman Marine Officers Personnel
Administration
MC-1408-0005

Physiology

Metrical Photographic Interpretation

Aerospace Physiology Technician

NV- 1709-0014

NV-0709-0004

Photographic Electronics Systems, Class

Pilgrim

C

Personnelman,,

Clarinet Pilgrim

NV-1715-0354

Personnelman, Class A
.

NV-1409-0001

Personnelman, Class C-1, Interviewing
and Classification
NV-I406-0018 '
Personnelman, Class C (Career
Information and Counseling)
NV-I406-0004
Personnelman, Class C, Naval
Management Analysis
NV-I408-0016

Pest

CG-1715-0018

Photographic Equipment Maintenance .

Pilot

NV-1715-0160

A-3 S-5 Auto Pilot Maintenance

Photographic Equipment Repair, Class C

NV-1704-0198

NV-1715-0160

Advanced Phase, Pilot Training

Photographic Intel!' enceman (PT)

NV.11606-0650

NV-1606.0030

ASW TacticsFirst Tour VP Pilot

Photographic Interpre ation/Radar
Target Analysis

NV-2202-0043

ASW TacticsVS Pilot/Naval Flight

NV-1606-0030

Officer

Photographic Laboratory Technician CI

NV-2202-0042

N,V-1709-0018

Basic Phase, Pilbt Training

Photographic Officers (Class 0)

sease Vector an
Technology
NV-0101-0001

Pharmacy
Pharmacy Technic
NV-0799-0003

Pharmacy Technician, Class C
NV- 0799 -0003

PHIBLANT

NV -1709;0004
Photographic Recodnaissance ....,

Class 0 .

NV- 2202 -0091

Photo

RA-5C Photographic.Electronics
.., Fundamentals'
RF-4B Photographic Film

4

relator-

Procossos Set ES-55A Intern late,
Mailitenahce
'
V1715.0751

101C4Photo Interpretation Officer
NV-1709-0006

IOIC Photo Interpretation Operator

Special Photographic Cure for NonPhotographic Personnel, Class C
NV- 1704.0005

NV-1709-0007

RA-5C Photo Reconnaissance Line
Maintenance

Strategic Photographic Inleiiretation.
.

NV-1709.0012

Tactical Photographic Interpretation
RA-5C Photo Reconnaissance System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0748

RA-5C Photo Systems Electronics
NV-17I5-054.3

First Tour Pilot P-3C Communications
Operator .

NVrI 709-0004

NV-1715.0152

PHIBLANT Petty Officer...leadership

NV-1606-0049
raining
NV-1606-0053
E.-2B Aircraft Pilot Training
NV-I606-0054

NV-11°9-43°°2113
Aircraft Pilot
Photographic ReconnaistanCe
(Class 0)

NV-1709-0011

Photography
Illustrative Photography Cl
NV-1709-0017

Lithbgraphic Photography

Photogrammetric

NV-1704-0213

KC-130-F S-5 Automatic Pilot and ,
Relateit Instruments Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0736

Navigation Flight Training, Pilot and
Naval Aviation Officer (Navigator)
NV-1606-0045

Primary Phase, Basic Pilot Training
NV-1606-0048

RA-5C Aircraft Familiarization (Pilot/
RAN)
NV-I606-0022

S-2D/E MH-67 Auto Pilot System
Maintenance, No. 7
N-1715.0472
VP CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments and Tactics

DD-1719.0003

Advanced Photoghtmmetric
Cartographic Techni es
D111601.0005
Basic Photogrammetric Cartographic

Medical Photography Technic

o

NV -1709 -0016

Medical Photography Technician, Class
C

Tech niques

NV-2202-0040

VP Pilot P3A/B
NV-2202.0043

VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments, and TacticsS-2D Aircraft

NV -1709 -0016

DD-1601-0001

Photogrammetric Compilation
DD-I601.0009

Photographer
Underwater Photographer/Scuba Diver
NV-I606-0013

Photographer's
Advanced Photographer's Mate School

Still Documentary Photography CI
NV-1709.0010

NV-2202-0042

Photojournalism
Intermediate Photojournalism

Piloting

DD-1709-0001

NV-1709-0001

Photographer's Mate G (Cameraman)
NV-1709-0001

Photographer's Mate School, Class A
NV-1709-0001

Photographer's Mate School, Class A,
Basic

Physical and Occupational Therapy
Technic
Physical and Occupational Therapy
Technician, Class C
NV-0704-0002

Physical and Occupational Therapy
Technician, Phases 1 and II
NV-0704-0002

Physical Therapy Technic
NV-0704-0002

NV-4.709-0001

NV-1709-0003

Photographic

Physical Training Instructor
MC-0802-0001

Physical Training Instructor (Men)
MC-0802-0001

IOIC Photographic Processing/
Maintenance
NV-1709-0008

IOIC Photographic Processing Officer

Pilots
A-6 Pilots Horizontal Diiplay, Direct
View Radar Indicator and AssoCiated
Test Set Intermediate Maintenance

Physical Training Instrictor (Women)
MC-1406-0002

Women Physical Training Instructor
MC-I406-0002

4C

S

NV-1715-0297

AASW for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/
B(D)
NV-2202-0032

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for First Tour Pilots P3A/B/
(D)

Physical Therapy Technician, Class C
NV-0704-0002

Photographer's Mate,School (Class B)

1

CG-1708-0006

NV-0704-0002
NV-1709-0003

Piloting by Correspondence

Physical

(Class B)

Photographer's Mate A (Aerial
Cameraman)

NV-2202-0043

VS CRAG Pilot ASW laloctrination,
EquiprItents, and TacticsS-2E Aircraft

NV- 1715-0270

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/
B(D)

NV-2202-00IT:
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P-3C

,

-NV-2202-0021

C-2A Aircraft Familiarization (Pilots)
NV-1704-0121

8
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MC-2204.0037

E-2A Aircraft Familiarization (Pilots)
NV-1704-0054

P-3 Aircraft Familiarization (Pilots)
I;IV-1704-0039
Pilots C-121 S/mu Igor ancrAdvanced
Flight
NV-1604-0034

Pilots C-121 Simulator and Basic Flight
NV-1606-0035

Platoon Leaders Class (Senior)
MC-2204-0040

Platoon Leaders (COmbined Junior/
Senior)

High Pressure Pipe Welders
NV-1710-0051

Welders
Iders
NV-1710-0050

Pipefitters
Shiptitters, Class A (Pipefiners)
NV-1710-0041

PL/1
IBM System 360 OS PL/1 Programming
MC-I402.0035

Plane

NV-1715.0911

Polaris Target-Card Co rimer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Ma(ntena e, Class Fl
NV-1715-0893

MC-2294.0050

Plotter

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Theory, Class Cl

Mk NC-2 Plotter Mod 272A
Maintenance, Class C

Polaris Target Card Computer Sys m
Peripheral Equipment, Class Cl
NV-171'5-0897

SSBN Command Weapons System

NV-1715-0076

Mk NC-2 Plotter Mod IA (Sperry)
Maintenance, Class C

Orientationt'olaris
Ny-1715-0 73
SSBN,Mk 84 Polaris Weapons Officer
NV-1715-057

NV-1715.0075

P-3 PT-396/AS and 0A-1768A/ASA-13
Plotter Group Intermediate Maintenance

SWS (Strategic Weapons System)
Command Polaris .
NV-171,6-0573

NV-1715-0117

Plumbing
Basic Plumbing and Water Supply Man

SWS (Strategic Weapons System)
.
Weapons Officer Polaris
I4V-1715-0606

MC-1710-0013

A-6 Plane Captain
o

\NV-1704-0118

RA-5C Plane Captains Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1717-0002

SP-2E Systems. Familiarization, Plane
Captains
NV-1704-0107
SP-2H Systems Familiarization, Plane
Captains
NV-1704-0082

Planning

Journeyman Plumbing and Water Supply
Man
MC -17 ?0 -0012

NV-2202-0031

Battalion Staff Officers (Amphibious
Planning)
NV-2202.0025
EA"C" Planning and Estimating
'NV-1408-0012
Engineering Aid, Class C, Planning and
Estimating
NV-1408.0012
Planningsand Estimating Construction
Group Ratings, Class C
NV-1468.0612
Shore Facilities Planning
NV-I408-0017

Plant
1200 PSI Steani Generating Plant
Operator
NV-1/10-0075
Centrifugal Air Conditioning Plant .
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1701-0006

Steam Generating Plant Inspector
NV-1732-0001

Steam Plant Automatic Control;
Maintenance (Bailey Meter)
NV-1710-0074

Steam Plant Automatic ContIols
Maintenance (General Regulator)
.NV-1710-0022

Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Hagan)
NV-1710-0073

Plate

MC-1710-0012

Plumbing and Water Supply Man

NV-1710-0044

Platemaking
Lithographic Stripping and Platemaking

4

AN/ASM-398 Projected Map Display
Set (PMDS) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0529

Platoon Leaders Class (Junior)

,,NV-1511-0004

Strategy and Policy Off -Campus
Graduate Seminar 0
NV-1511-0007

Strategy and Policy Self-Administered
Seminar (Naval War College)
NV-1511-0009

Polish
Polish
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602:0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0006

A7A/B Hydraulic and PneuAatic
Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0190

A7A/B Structures, Hydraulics and
Pneumatic Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0190

A-7E Hydraulic and Pneumatic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0013

Port
Port Security/Law Enforcement Enlisted
CG-1728-0002

Port Security/Law Enforcement Officer
CG-1728-0001%..

Port Security School

Point

CG-1728.00*

Basic Point Defense Officr
NV-1715.0570
Basic Point Defense Surface Missile
System
NV-1715.0778

-Portuguese
Portuguese
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003

Polaris
Missile Technician, Class C (I), Polaris
NV-1715.0574
Missile Technician Mk 84 Polaris (A-3)
NV-1715.0607,
Missile Technician Polaris .
NV-1715:0574
Missile Technician Polarist598/608 Class
NV-1715-0574

Missile Technician Polaris Conversion
7

Dp-0602-0004
D130-0602-0009

Poseidon
Missile Techniciti Poseidon Logistics
NV-1715-0470

Poseidon Missile Technician
NV-1715.0604

Poseidon Missile Technician Conversion
(A-2/A-3 to C-3)

N

MTC1 Polaris Missile Tec
. Maintenance, Class C

ian

NV-1715-0574

'Polaris A3 Missile Advanced Training

Postal Clerk, Class Al
NV-1404-0001

PostgraduaIe

NV-1715.0705

Advanced NavigatiokTraining
a (Postgraduate Coast Guard Aviator)

NV-1715-0899

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set
AN/BRN-1, Data Processor Advanced
Training, diass Fl
NV-1715.0915

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set
AN/BRN-3 Receiver Advanced

465

NV-1715-0576

Postal

NV-1715-0909

Polaris Electronics, Class A

DD-1719-0001

Platoon

Naval War College Correspondence
Course in Strategy and Policy

MC-1710-0013

PMDS

Polaris Loran 'C' Advanced Training

Plate Welders, Class C,

Policy

Plumbing and Water Supply Journeyman

Pneumatic

Amphibious Planning

.

NV-1715-0894

Mk NC-2 Plotter MMI 0 Maintenance,
-Class C
NV-1715.0082

Pipe,

Training, Class Fl

NV-1606-0033

Advanced Navigation Training
(Postgraduate Naval Aviator)
NV-1606-.)032
ato

Basic Course, Postgraduate

MC-1408-0009

Postgraduate Intelligence Course
DD-1511.0604
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Power
60/400 Hz Power Converter

Welding for Nuclear PoWer Plant
Operators, Course V

NV-1715.0O27

F-14A Power Plant and Related System
Organizational Maintenance Technician
(Crew Member)

Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1715-0301

A-4(.152-P6A/8A) Power Plant and
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1710-0046

Powerplant
A-7E Powerplant and Related Systems

NV-1704.0212

F-4B/J Power Generating System
Intermediate Maintenance

Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0140

NV-1704-0189

NV-1704-0170

QH-50D Airframe, Powerplant and
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance

F-8 Power Plants and Related Systems

A-6A Power Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Level Maintenance

NV-1704-0180

F/RF-4B/J / J79 -GE -8/10 Power Plant'

NV-1704-0164

NV-1704-0052

Organizational Maintenance

A-6/KA-6D Electrical Power Systems
Intermediate Maintenance

Powertrain
AH-1J Powertrain and Rotors

NV-1704-0188

F/RF-4B/J Power Plant and Related

NV-1704-0097

A-7A/B Power Plant and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance

Organizational Maintenance

Systems Maintenance

NV-1704-0153

NV-1704-0182

HH-52A Airframe and Powertrain, Class

F/RF4B Power Generating System

NV-1704-0135

-C

A-7A/B.TF30-P-6/404 Power Plants and
Related Systems Organizational

Maintenance

Maintenance

H53 Power Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance

CO-1704-0005

NV-1715-0682

NV-1704-0135

Advanced Nuclear Power

UH-1N Powertrain and Rotors
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0175

NV.1704-0168

Pre-flight

Mk 35 Power Drive Maintenance for 3'/
50 Cikliber Rapid Fire Gun Mount

NV-1732-0003

AH-1.1 Power Plant and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Pre - flight, Naval Aviation Cadets and
Aviation Officer Candidates
NV1606-0046
Preflight, Officer

Mk 9 and Mk 10 5738 Caliber Twin Gun
NV-1715-0147

NV- I 704-0162

Alternating Current Power Systems

Mount Power Drive Maintenance
NV-17154654
NCear Power Plant Components
Welder. Class C

NV-1715-0490

Aviation Support Equipment Mobile
Electric Power Plant Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1606-0047

Preparation
Flight Preparation. Officer
NV-1606-0047

NV-1710-0069

Aviation Support Equipment NC -10B
Mobile Electric Power Plant Systems
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0698
Aviation Support EquipmentNC-2A
Mobile Electric Power Plant
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0700
Basic Nuclear Power
NV-1732-0002
C-2A Power Plant and Related Systems
Oiganizationaflvlaintenance
NV-1704-0127

NV:1606-00584

2sIV.-1704-0045

RA-5C Power Plants and RElated
Systems Organizational Maintenance

NV-1606-0051

NV-1704-0045

Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0171

SH-3A/G P2wer Plants and Related
Systems Organizational Level

NV-1715-0837

Cryptologic Technician Technical Basic
Preparatory, Class A

NV-1704-0146

NV-1704-7

NV-2202-0007

Staff Disaster Preparedness Officer
NV-0801-0002

Pressure
Pressure Fired Boiler, Class C

NV-1704-0139

SH/HH-2D Power Plant and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance

E-2A Power Plant and Related Systems
Maintenance NC1 8
NV-1704-0152

'

6

T2C Power Plants and Related Systerhs
Maintenance
NV-1704-0169

NV-1704-0151 .
EA -6B J- 52 -P-408 Power Plants and
Ikelated Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0222

NV-1710-0003

Pressure Hull Welders

NV-1'704-0172

UH-1N Power Package Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704-0204

Ut12-A/Et Poweiklant. Transmission,
.Fuel, Rotor and Related Systems
Maintenance
y ,

NV-1710-0049

Submanne Low Pressure and Vapor
Compression'astilling Units, Enlisted

NV-1710-0025

P-3 Air Conditioning, Pressurization and
Utilities Organizational Maintenance
NV-1701-0001

Preventive
Preventive Medicine Technic
NV-0707-0001

Preventive Medicine Technician, Class C

UH-2C. HH-2C and HH-2D Power
Plantsand Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance

NV-0707-0001

NV-1704-0141

Radarman, Class A, Basic Preventive
Maintenance and Operators

UH -2C Power Plants. Fuel
Transmissions and Related Systems

.

Pressurization

NV-1704-0061

NV-1714-0012

Electronics Technician Class C, High
rower Independent Single Sideband
Transmitter (AN/FRT -39; ANAJRT-19;#
AN/LIRA-30}

Preparedness

SH -3E$/H Power Plants and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance
Course

ASQ 'Power Supply -AM- 2310 /ASQ'
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0746

Electrician's Mates, Class A,Part fl
Power and Lighting Equipment

NV-1715-0837

Naval Preparatory School

NV-1704-0134
NV-1704-0144

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central UHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/

NV-2202-0075

Communications Technician T and R
Basic Preparatory, Class A
NV-I404-0004
Cryptologic Technician T, Class A3
Preparatory

S-2DE Power Plant and Related

SH-3A Power Plants and Related
Systems Maintenance

Electric Hydraulic Power Drive for 5"/
38 Caliber Dual Purpose Single Mount

Aviation Fleet Preparatory Course I and
II, Class P

Systems

Maintenance

-

II

RA-5C Power Plants and Related

Construction ElectricianPower and

p

Aviation Fleet Preparatory Course I and

NV-1715-0659

Communications Cable Splicing
NV-1714-0015
E-1B Power Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Mainrenance

E2A Power Plant and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Preparatory

P-3 Power Generating Sy'stem and AVQ2 Searchlight Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0541

NV-1715-0401
4,1

OrganizationalNaintenance

. NV-1704176

Primary

.

Primary Phase. Bask Pilot Traiping
NV-1606-0048
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Printing.
Offset Printing
DD-1719-0002

Topography and Printing Staff
Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
DD-1601.0019

Prisoners
Interrogation of Prisoners of War
NIC-1728.0002

Processing
DD-963 Facilities Control Quality
Monitoring and Message Processing
(FCQM) Operators. Class F-1

Programmers
Instructional Programmers (Class C)
NV-1406-0005

Programming
Advanced Programming Techniques
MC-1402-0024

DD-963 Facilities Control Quality
Monnonng Processing Unit Operators..

-- AN/USQ-20 Basic Programming

NV-1715-0869

AN/USQ-20 Machine Language

NV-1709-0008

IOIC Photographic Processing Officer
NV-1709-0013

Processing and Reporting
NV-1715-6821
N V -1715 -0822

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Processing and Reporting, Phase I
NV-1715-0821*
Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Processing and Reporting, Phase II
N V -1715 -0822

NV-1402-0002

Recruit Procurement. Class C
blf
NV-1406-0010

Motion Picture Projection System

NV-1402-0019

Maintenance, Class C

AN/UYK-7 CMS-2 (Y) Compiler

NV-1715-0660

Language Programming

Prop

NV-1402-0046
Basic Programming Concepts, Class C
NV-1402-0021

Basic Prop Flight Instructor
NV-1606-0018

Prospective ME (Prop) Flight Instructor
(TS-2A Type ircraft)

Basic Programming Orientation for
Middle Management
NV-1402-0015

NV-1606-0020
Prospective P op Flight Instructor
NV-1606-0020

NV-1402-0017

Prospective VA (Prop) Tactical Flight
Instructor

CMS-2 Compiler Language
Programming

CMS-2 Programming (CP-642 A&B/

NV-1606-0040

,

Program
Program Management
DD-1408-0002

Program Management for Contract
Administration
DD-1408-0004
Program Management for FUnctional
Managers

DD-1408-0004

Programmed
Programmed Instruction Techniques

NV-1406-0006

NV-1715-0074

E-2A Semi-Automatic Check-Out
Equipment (SACE) (0A-3738/ASA-48)
Programmer Maintenance
NV1715-0348
IBM System 360 (OS) Systems
Programmer
MC-1402-0041

'MC-1402-0004
IBM' System 360 Computer System
Programming (COBOL Language). Class

ControllablePitch Propeller. Class C,.

Class Cl
NV-1715-0884

Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Basic Programmer (Operational)
NV-1402:C002

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Intermediate Programmer Course (CSN),
NV-1492-00N
as, RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment.
Programmer and System Analyzer
Intermediate Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0238

CG-1704-0012'

NV-1704-0174
Engineman Class-C. Controllable Pitch

NV-I402-0007 '
IBM System 360 (DOS) COBOI4
Programming
MC-1402-0011

IBM System 36d (OS) Advanced
Programming Techniques)
MC- 1402-0024

IBM System 360 (OS) COBOL
Programming
MC-1402-0013
MC-1402-0036

IBM System 360 OS FORTRAN
Programming
MC-1402-0034

IBM System 360 OS PL/1 Programming
MC-I402-0035
,
IBM System 360 0$ Programming
MC-1402-0030
IBM System 360 OS Systems
Programming
MC- 1402-0032

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment

(MTRE) Mk 3 Programmer/Timer
Digital MultimeterAdvanced Training.

CG-1704-0002

C-1,31A Propeller Maintenance, Class C

Programmer
A6A Programmer. Semi-Automatic Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance

43D50 Propeller Maintenance Class C

n

NV-T402-0014

Disk Operating System Programming

NV-1406-0006

Programmed Instruction Writer

Propeller

?IV -1402.0009

Computer Programming Orient

Marine Assembler Language
Programming
MC-1402-0040
Operating System Programming
MC-1402-0004
Programming, Digital Computer CP642A&B/USQ-20 (Machine Language
and CS-1- Assembly Language)
NV-1402-0033
Programming for Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) Sy %tem
MC-1402-0016

Programming, Naval Tactical Data '
System (NTDS) Operational,(0fficer and

46

-

Projection

Programming

USQ-20)

Procurement

'

NV-1402-0031
System 360 Operating System -1401
Programming
MC-1402.0009
System 360 Operating System
Assembler Language Programming Phase
MC-1402-0008
System 360 Operating SystemCOBOL
Programming Phase
MC-1402.0007
Systems Programming
MC-1402-0015
UNIVAC 1218/ 18/490-CP-789/UYK5(V) System Pro amming Course
(COBOL Langua e , Class C
NV-1402-0030

NV-1715.0176
Stbrage and Retrieval DP Operator and
Programmer
Ny-1402.0035

N V -1715 -0869

IOIC PhotOgraphic Processing/
Maintenance

Enlisted)

RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment,
Programmer, System Analyzer and
Countermeasures Test Bench AN/ULM1 Intermediate Maintenance

a

Propeller
NV-1704-6174
Enginemen, Class C, LST 1179 Class
Contiollable Pitch Propeller and
PrclImilsion Control System
NV-1710-0023
KC-130F Propeller Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1704-0193
LST 1179/1182 Class Controllable Pitch
-' Propeller and Propulsion Control System.
Class CI
NV-1710-0023
T56-A-8/8A Engine and A6441FN-248
Propeller
NV-1704-0029
T56-A-8/8A Engine and Aeroproaducts
A6441FN -248 Propeller Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0029

Property
Personal Property Traffic Management

NV-041MM IN,
Propulsion
1200 PSI Main Propulsion Assistant
NV-1710-0019
Automated Propulsion System Operator,
Class C
NV-1710-0056
Basic Propulsion Engineering, Class A
NV-1715-0714
Enginemen, Class C. LST 1179 Class
Controllable Pitcb Propeller and

Propulsion Control System
NV-1710-0023

a
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General Electric LMICO and Solar T1000 Emergency Gas Tu'rbine Solar Main
Propulsion Operation and Maintenance

NV-17.03-0007

DD-0504.0007

1200 PSI Prospective Engineering
Officer

.
NV-1710-0022

Prospective Advanced Navigation Flight
instructor
NV-M6-0038
.
Prospective ASW Plight Instructor (S-2

Type Antraft)

Quartermaster First Class by
Correspondence

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG-4/4A
(PUFS) Combined Maintenance

CG-1304-0007

NV-1715.0261

Quartermaster Second Class by
Correspondence
CG-1722.0002
Quartermaster Third Class by
Correspondence

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQGOFS
NV-1715-0261

Pulse
RT-541/ASQ Rece)ver/Transnutter and
KY-309/ASQ Pulse Decoder and RT547/ASQ-19 Receiver/Transmitter and

NV-1715-0816

NV-1710-0013

Prospective Engineer Officers
NV-1717-0006

Prospective ME (Prop) Flight Instructor
(TS-2A Type Aircraft)
NV-1606-0020

Prospective Pase I CV (Jet) (TF/AF9j) Tactical Frght Instructor
NV-1606-0037

Prospective PhaseIrCV (Jet) (FHA)
Tactical Flight Instructor
NV-1606-0041

Prospective Prop Flight Instructor
NV-1606-0020

Prospec,tive TA-4.1 Flight Instructor
NV-16060021

Prospective TF/TAF9J Flight
Instructor

NV-1710-0070

Purchase
NV-I405 -0005

QH-50C
QH-50C Airframe and Related Systems
Intermediate Maintenance

("Prosthetic
Dental Prosthetic TeChnicsan School.
Class C
NV-0701-0007

Dental Technician:Advanced Prosthetic,
Class B

NV-0701-0001

Dental Technician. Maxillofacial
Prosthetic, Class C
NV-0701-0001

Dental. Technician. Prosthetic,, Advanced.
Class 8
NV-0701-0003

NV-1715-0418

/ QM-50C Weapons System intermediate
Electronics Maintenance'
NV-1715-0568

QH-50D
NV-1704-0052

QH-50D Airframe. Powerplant and
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance

N V -0701 -0007

P-3 PT-396/AS and 041768A/ASA-14
'Plotter Group Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0117

NV-1715-0592

QH-50D Target Control System AN/
SRW-4B Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0417

QH-50D Weapons System Electronic
Intermediate Maintenance

4

t

Quality

NV-1715-0454

RA:5C Air Data and Flight Reference
Systems Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0454

RA-5C AN/AAS-21 Infrared Detecting
Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0222

RA-5C AN/ALQ-55 DECM System

,

RA-5C AN/ALQ;61 Countermeasure Set
'Shop Maintenance
iNV-1715-0367

Communications Quality Monitonng
System Operator
NV-1715-0690

45D-963 FactlitiesControl (:)uality
Monitonng and Message Processing
(FCQM) Operators. Class F-1
NV1715-0869
DD-963 Facilities Control Quality
Monitonng Processing-Unit Operators
NV-1715-0869

Quarry
°

NV-1710-0964

Equipment Operators/Blasting and
Quarry Operations, Class C
NV-1710-0064

4

NV-1606-0022

'NV-1715-0687 -.

NV-1715-0633

Advanced Submarine Quartermaster

RA-5C Aircraft Familianzation (Pilot/
RAN)
Systems

QH-50D Operational Telemetry
Maintenance

Quartermaster

NV-1402-0044

RA-5C Aircraft Familiarization

RA-5C Air Data.and Flight Reference

NV-1704-0052

0E0" e' Blasting and Quarry Operations

NV-1715-0521*

A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB12 Verdan and
Digital Test Equipment
NV-1606-0O22

QH-50D Airframe and Rerated System
Intermediate Maintenance

Dental Technician. PrOsthenc, Class C

PT396/AS

tsiV-1715,-0525

QH-50C Target Control System AN/
SRW-413 intermediate Maintenance

NV-0701-4303

Dental Technician. Maxillofacial
Prosthetic

RA3B
A3B, RA3B, EA3B AN/ALQ-35 DECM
System Maintenance

RA-5C
A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Line and
Shop Maintenance

NV-1704-0051

NV-16016-0040

Electronics Technician Class C, R1524(P)/WRR Countermeasures Receiver
Maintenance
NV-1715,9028

Navy Purchase

NV-1606-0039

Prospective VA (Prop) Tactical Flight
Instructor

R-1524(P)/WRR

Pump
General Pump Maintenance

Prospective Officer of the beckNV-1722-0008

NV-1701 -0004

NV-1715-0797

OfficerPacific Fleet. Class C2
Prospective Engineering Officer
Orientation

CG-1722-0003
.R-11
R-11 Centnfugal 110 Ton Air
Conditioning Combined Maintenance

KY-312/ASQ-19 Pulse Decoder
;intermediate Maintenance

,

NV-16060020
Prospective Electronics Matenal

'Basic Quartermaster. Enlisted
NV-1708.0004
Basic Submarine Quartermaster, Class A
NV-1722.0007

PUFS

Maintenance

Prospective

NV-1708-0005
NV-2202-0076

NV-1408-0014

Propulsion Shaft Components
NV-1710-0057

Basic Quartermaster

Pudic Information Enlisted
DD0504.0098
Public Information Officer

NV-1710-0O23

LST 1182 Propulsion Technician, Class
Cl

NV-1708-0003

Civil Engineer Corps Officer Basic-- Public Works Management Specialty

CG-1710-0007

LST 1179/1182 Class Controllable Pitch.,
Propeller and Propulsion Control System,
Class CI

School

Public

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 Countermkasures
Set Special Support Equipment
NV-1715.0686
RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 Passive Electronics
Countermeasures Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0366

RA-5C ANIAPD -7 Side Looking Radar
(SLR) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715;0248
RA-5C AN /APN -120 Electr is
Altimeter Intermediate Maint nance
,
-17154419
-RA -SC AN/ASB-12 Bomb Directing Set
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0579
RA-5C AN /ASB -12 Verdan and Digital
Teit Equipment Intermediate

o
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NV-1715-0406

Bomb Director

Maintenance

RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment,
Programmer and System Analyzer
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0424

AA-5C Armament Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0166

RA-5C Avionics Officers/Supervisors
Familiarization
NV-1704-0038

RA-5C Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) and DECM.
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0075

RA-5C Electrical and Indicating Systems
(Intermediate Mtlintenance)
NV-1704-0099

RA-5C Electrical and Indicating Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0069

RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment,
Programmer, System Analyzer and
Countermeasures Test Bench AN/ULM°
1 Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0246

RA-5C Electronic ReconnaissanCe
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0224

RA-5C Flight Control and Electrical
Systems Electronics Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0453

RA-5C Flight Control System
Electronics (Intermediate Maintenance)
NV-1715-0732

RA-5Cflight Control System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0455

RA -5C Maintenance Supervisors
Familiarization <
NV-1717-0005
RA-5C Panoramic Camer'a Shop
Maintenance
NV-1715-0143

rRA-5C Photographic Electronics
Fundamentals
NV-1715*-012

RA-5G Photo Reconnaissance Line,
Maintenance
NV-1715-0748

RA-5C Photo Reconnaissance System
Organizational-Maintenance
'NV.4715-0746
RA-5C Photo Systems Electronics
NV-1715-0543

o

RA-5C Plane Captains Organizational
MaintenanCe
NV-1717-d00.
RA-5C Power Plants and Related
..
Systems
NV-1704-0045

RA-,5C Power Plants and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance
.

.

NV-1704-0045

0RA-5C Seim-Automatic Test Equipment
Air Data, Flight Reference. kid Flight
Control Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0542

RA-5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment

NV-1715-0530

NV-1715-0176

A-6 Track Radar Module Analyzer Test
Console and Detailed Module Theory
(Intermediate Level Maintenance)

NV- 1715 -0269

NV-1715-0429

RA-5C Side Looking Radar (SLR) AN/
APD-7 (XN-1) Shop Maintenance

A-7 AN/APN-190 Doppler Radar
Navigation System Intermediate

NV-1715-0248

Maintenance

RA-5C Signal Data Converter Group
Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0200
A -7 ANZAPQ-116 Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0032

NV- 1715.0408

RA-5C Still Picture Cam<lra Shop
Maintenance

A-7E AN/APQ-126 RadAtet

NV-1715-0260

RA-5C Structures and Hydraulic SubSystems

Airborne RadSr Intercept Operator
NV- 1715 -0635

,NV-1704-0041

Airattrolman (Radar), Class A

RA-5C Structures andHydraulic SubSystems Organizational Maintenance

NV-1704-0010

N/APD-7 Side Looking Radar
IntermedialeStaintenance

'NV-1704-0041

RA-5C Survival and Environmental

Ny-1715-0248

Systems

., AN/A N-130 Radar Navigation Set

NV-1704-0040

RA-5C Survival and Environmental
Systems Organizational Maintenance

Intermediate Maintenance

.

NV-1715-0553

AN/APN-153(V) Doppler Radar
Navigation System intermediate
Maintenance
-

NV- 1704-0040

01/

Race

Defense Race Relations Institute

NV-1715-0507

DD-1512-0001

AN/APN-154(V) Radar Beacon Intermediate Maintenance

Intercultural RelationsRace Relations
Specialist Training

NV41715-0584

NV-1512-0001

AN/APN-171'lliclar Altimeter System

Radar
A3B ASB-7 Radar Stabilization and
Auxiliary Subsystems Maintenance (Less
CP-209 and AN /APN -122)

Class C

'

NV-1715-0363
4
NV-1715-0280.

A-4C/E/F AN/APG-53A Radar
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0280

A-6A AN/APQ-112 Track Radar Test
nsole and Detailed Radar Intermediate
,
ntenance
N\ 1715 -0435

A-6A AN/APQ-92 Search Radar and
Module Analyzer Test Bench
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0431

A-6 AN7APQ-11/ Track Radar and
Associated Test Equipment Intermediate'
Maintenance

CG-1715-0026

°

A-4C/E AN/APG-53A.Radar
Maintenance

AN/APN-171 (V) Radar Altimeter (High
Level) ItItermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0359

AN/APN-171(V) Radar Altimeter (Low
Level) IntermIthate Maintenance
NV-1715-0493

AN/APN-175 Doppler Radar.
Navigation
.
CG-171-0027
AN/APN-182(V) Radar Navigadonal Set
Intermediate ;Maintenance
NV-1715-0583

AN/APN-195 WeatherRadar Syaims
Class C
CG-1715-1;025

AN/APQ-124A Radar Set Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715'-0428

AN/APQ-126 Radar Set Special Support
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0302

A.* AN/APQ-92 Radar Antenna/
litewer and Associated Test Set
tcermediate Maintenance
p
.

e

Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0439

NV-1715-0601

RA-5C Flight Control Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0297

A-6 Search Radar Module Analyzer Test.
Console

RA-5C Shoehorn Organizational
Maintenance

R4-5C Electronic Reconnaissance Line
Maintenance

NV-1715-0429

A-6 Pilots Horizontal Display, Direct
View Radar Indicator and Associated
Test Set Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.0238

NV-1715-0145

RA-5C AN/AYA-1 Signal DataConverter Group Intermediate
Maintenance

. A-6A Track Radar and Module Analyzer
Test Console Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.0547

NV-I402-0044

RA-5C AN/ASQ-56A Integrated
Electronics Central and Related Systems
Intermediate Maintenance

K-83

NV-1715-0513

AN/APS-115 Search Radar System
Intermediate Mliftenance

,.

NV-1715-0516
NV-1715.01114

A-6 AN/APQ-92 Search Radar and
Associated Test EqdrPment Intermediate
Maintenance'
NV-1715-0596

A-6 Associated Radar Test Equipment
Intermediate Level Maintenance

4 69

AN/APS-20E Radar.System
Maintenance
-

d

NV-I915-0484

AN/APS-38B Radar System
Maintenance
Ny-1715-0485
AN/APS-82 Radar System INtermediate

4,10'
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4

NV-1715-0287

Aviation Radar Repairman (B)

.

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0257

MC-1715.0052

AN/APX-72 Radar Indentification
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0591
AN/ASB-1 A Radar Sub-System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0226
AN/ASB-7 Radar Sub-System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0235
AN/BPS-12, 13, 14 Radar System

Maintenance

Aviation Radar Technician
MC-1715-0058

Basic Radar
t

MC-1715-0061

Bright Radar Indicator Tower
Equipment Mainten.r.-4, Class C

F-4B AN/APQ-72 Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance
Ny-1715.0430
F-8 AN/APQ-124 Radar Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0276

Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
Equipment Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
.
SPN-43, CMss C
NV-1715-0236

NV-1715-0312

NV-17*,0428
F8 AN/APQ-83A Radar Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0206

F-8 AN/APQ-83B Radar Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0214

E-1B AN/APS-82 Radar System

AN/BPS-13 Radar Maintenance
NV -1715 -0312

Maintenance

t

F-8 AN/APQ-94 Radar Intermediate

.

NV-1715-0287

AN/BPS-15 Radar Combined

Maintenance
NV-1715-0365

E-2A AN/APS-96 Search Radar

Maintenance
NV-1715.6491

Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0672

AN/SPA-37/37A Radar Sets, AN/SPA63 Countermeasures Receiving Group,

and AN/SPS-43/43A Radar Sets
.
Differences

EA-6B Communications, Navigation and
Radar System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0311

NV-1715-0790

Electronics Technician AN/SPS-40

AN/SPG-53A Radar Maintenance
NV-1715-0283

AN/SPS-29C Radar Set Maintenance
(Electronics Technician. Class Cl)
N.V4715-0756
AN/SPS-29E Radar Set MaintaNnce
(ELectronics Technician. Class C1)
NV-1715 -0749

AN/SPS-39A Radar Operation and
Maintenance (AN/SPS-39 Radar
Maintenance)
NV-1715-0233

N

AN/SPS-39A Radar Set

6 Radar Set Maintenance

F-8 AN/APR-30(V) Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance

(Radar)

Electronics
(Commune

NV-1715-0725
echnicia9. Class A
lions. Radar and Sonar

NV-1715-0727
Electronics Technician, Class A. Phase
SEIR (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctnnation. Radar)

Ground Controlled Approach o
Electronics Maintenance. Radar Set AN/
CPN-4A, Class C
NV-1715-0079

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance (Radar Set AN/
FPN -36), Class C

NV-1715-0217

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Maintenance, Radar Set AN/
MPN-5, Class C
NV-171'5-0080

Ground Controlled Approach
Electronics Technician. Radar Set AN/
MPN-113. Class C

NV-1715-0078

Ground Controlled Approach'

AN/SPS-40B/C/ D Radar Set Difference

(Radar)
Electronics Technician. Class
N -1715-0731
Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/

Maintenance

SPS-29 Radar Set

AN/CPN-4A and AN/MPN-5. Class C

NV-1715-0233

a

NV-1715-0116
Fleet Replacement Radar Navigator
NV-1606-0036

NV-1715.0557

Electronics Technician. Class AA-3

NV-1715-0233

AN/SPS-39 Radar Set

47

F-4B-AN/APA-157 Radar Set Group.

Maintenance (Engineman). Radar Sias

NV-1715-0024

NV-1715-0745

NV-1715-0081

Electronics Technician. Class C. AN/
SPS-37, 37A Radar Sets and AN/SPA-63

Ground Radar Repair

Countermeasures Receiving Group
NV-1715-0298

Ground Radar Technician

Electronics Technician. Class C. AN/

Gun Fire Control Radar Mk 25 Mod 3

SPS-37/A Radar Set and .AN /SPA -63
Countermeasures Receiving Group
NV-1715-0298

Maintenance

AN/SPS-43A/37A Radar Set

Electronics Technician Class C. AN/

Maintenance SElectronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0790
AN/SPS-48 Radar Set
NV-1715-0304

SPS-40A Radar Set Maintenance
NV-1715-0006

Radar) Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0210,
Fire Control System.(GFCS) Mk 37
Mail tenance (Less Mk 25 Mod 3 Radar)
'
NV-1715-0210

AN/SPS-22 Radar Sit

Electronics Technician. Class C.
Shipboard Equipment Indoctnnation
(Radar)

AN/SPS-40B/C/D Radar

Set

Maintenance
NV-1715-0809

AN/SPS-40B Radar Set Maintenance
(Electronics Technician. Class Cl-)
NV-1715-0809
AN/SPP-46 Radar System
NV-1715-0557

NV-1715-0524

AN/SPS-64(V) -1.2.3,4 Radar
CG-1715-0051

AN/SPS-T3 Radar Trainer Class C

Electronics Technician, Class C. AN/
SPS-8 Radar Maintenance
NV-1715-0105

NV-1715-0638

Electronics Technician Radar Bawl-NV-1715-0854

Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0199

Aviation Electronics TeClinictan R
(Radar). Class A

NV-1715-0854

Electronics Technician Radar Equipment
Fundamentals. Class Al
NV-1715-0855

Aviation Radar Repair
MC -1 154655

Aviation Radar Repair (A)

,

MC-1715-0055

Aviation Radar Repair (B)

;

lviation Radar kiht
Aviation Radar Repair (D)

Electronics Technician Radar. Class Al

MC-1715-0052
MC-1715-0059

Electronics Technician RadarNuclear
Field. Class Al
NV-1715-0856

-Electronic Warfare Technician, Class C.
Radar Data Recorder - Reproducer AN/
SPH-2 and Video Recorder-Reproducer,
5-E-27 Maintenance

MC-1715-0062
MC-1715-0051

NV-1715-0127

un Fire Control System (GFCS) (LTs

Gun Fire Control System (GFCS). Mk
37. Mk 68. Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipment (RSP,E)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0728

Integraled Avionics Radar System
Technician
NV-1715-0035
KC-130F AN /APN -59B Radar
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0041

KC-130F AN/APN-59 Radar
Maintenance
NV-1715-0036

Manse Air.Traffic Control Unit Radar
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1745-0'038

lvIrine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar
Repairman. Class C
NV-1715-0038

NV-1715-0296

ri

4 '70
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Talcs Radar rAN/SPW-2B

Mk 68 Gun Director and AN/SPG-53F
Radar Maintenance
NV-1715-0239

P-3 AN/APS-80 Search Radar System
Maintenance, 49
NV-1715-0695

C
Talcs Radar AN/SPW-2B,
"
NV-1715-0278
Tartar Radar AN/SPG-51B or Radar
AN/SPG-51C. Class C

NV-1715-0421

P-3 AN/APX-6 Radar Identification
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0118

Tartar Radar Set AN/SPG-51C and
Director Mk 73 Mod 1
NV-1715-0512

P-3 AN/APX-7 Radar Recognition
System Intermediate Maintenance

N..,NV-1715,0396

Terrier AN/SPG-55B ASMD 70 Radar
Update

P-3C Sensor Station Three (Radar/
Displays) Integrated System
Organizational Maintenance

Terrier ASMD-70 55B Radar Update
NV -1715 -0801

P-3C SensorStation Three (Radar/
Display Technician) Organizational

NV-1715-0088

AN/SRC-20 Radio Transceiver
NV-1715-0089

All/SRC-21 Radio Set

'

CG-1715-0045

AN/SRC-42(V) Radio Set
CG-1715-0053

NV-1715-0291

NV-1715-0640

P-3 Radar and,IFF Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B
Continuous Wave Acquisition and
Tracking (CWAT)
NV-1715-0693

NV-1715-0114

Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B Mod 5

RA-5C AN/APD-7 Side Looking Radar
(SLR) Intermediate Maintenance

AN/SRN-18 Radio Satellite Navigation
Set Pamtenance, Class-C-1
NV-1715-0810

Terrier Radar AN/SPQ-5A

Maintenance

AN/SRN-9A, Radio Navigation Set,
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0441

,AN/SRN-9 Satellite Radio Navigation
Set Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0099

NV-1715-0526

NV -1715 -0248

RA-SC Side Looking Radar (SLR) AN/
APD-7 (XN-I) Shop Maintenance

Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B Mod 5
(Fleet Input)
NV-1715-0597

NV-1715-0248

Radar AN/BPS-12. 13. 14 Combined
Maintenance
NV-1715-0312
Radar Fundamentals
CG -1 715-0044

UH-2A AN/APN-I30 Radar' Navigation
Equipment
NV-1715-0432

RADAR/MAD
RADAR/MAD for Nonacoustic
Operator P3A/B (D)

MC-1715-0063

Radar Mk 25 Mod 3 Maintenance
NV-1715-0129

Radar Repeater Systems Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)
NV-1715-0029

Radar Signal Processing Equipment
(RSPE) Maintenance
NV-1715-0402

Radar Signal Processing,quipment
(RSPE) Maintenance Mk1 and Mods
NV-1715-0403

Radar (Target) Intelligence
NV-1709-0015

NV-1715-0678

Radarman
Class A Radarman School (Operational
Course)
NV-1715-0643

Radarman, Class A
CG-1715-0017
NV-1715-O643

Radarman. Class A. Basic Preventive
Maintenance and Operators
NV-1715-0401

Radarman. Class B
NV-1715-0593

Radarman. Class B, Maintenanqe Phase

,

CO-1715-0065

RF-4B AN/APN-I59 Radar Altimeter
Maintenance
NV-1715-0223
RF-4B AN /A PQ -102 Side Looking
Radar Intermediate Maintenance
NV:1715-0399
RF-413"AN/APQ-99 Forward Looking

Radar Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0415

S-2D/E AN/APN-122 Doppler Radar
Navigation System Maintenance
NV-1715-0422

S-2D/E AN/APS-88/88A Radar Set
Maintenance
NV-1715-0438

SH-3A AN/APN-130 Doppler Radar
Navigation Maintenance
1

NV-1715-0015

AN/SRC-20, AN/SRC-21 Radio Sets
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class I)

NV-1715-0801

NV-1715-0640

I

AN/SPN-40 Radio Navigation Set
(Electronics Technician, Class Cl)

Tartar Radar Test Set Mk 474 Mod 2

NV-1715-0511

Rada'r Theory and Maintenance by
Correspondence

NV-1715-0106

y-1715-0793

NV-1715-0237

SP-2 AN/APS-2011/E Radar Set
Intermediate Maintenance Course
NV-1715-0671

Submanne Radar Maintenance (Enlisted)
NV -17r5 -0061

Talon Radar AN/SPG-49B. Class C,
NV-1715-0282

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitter With
AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0056

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitting Set and
AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler Group
CG- 1715.0058

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitter
Maintenance
NV-1715-053I

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitting Set
and AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance, Class C
NV- 1715.0056

AN/WRC-/ Radio Set Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class CI)
NV-1715-0010

AN/WRT-2 Radio Transmitter
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class C1)
NV-1715-0011

Aviation Radio Repair
MC-1715-0011
MC-1715-004I

NNU2.15-0593

Radarmak Class B. Operational Phase
NV-1715-0593

RADIAC
RADIAC Instrument Maintenance
NV-1715-0545

Radio
Airborne Radio communications
Operator (ARCO)
NV-1715-0481

c.

Airborne Radio Operator/Loadmaster
*MC-2204-0019

Aviation Radio Technician
MC-1715-0047

Basic Airborne Radio Communications
Operator
NV- 1715.0481

Basic Radio
MC-1715-0066

Cryptologic Technician T, Field
Operations Type Two. Class A3.
International Commercial Radio (ICR)
Non-Morse

Airborne Radio Operators

NV-1715-0839

4.,

MC-1715-0032
AN/ARC-27 UHF Radio Set
Intetmediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0351

AN/ARC-52 Radio Set Intermediate'
Maintenance
NV-1715-0773

RC-94Rarlio Transceiver
A
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0100
,
Al

AN/FRT-83, 84 and 85 Radio
Transmitters Maintenance. Class CI

NV-1715-0325

AN/GRC-27A Radio Equipment

Ed B Alk-97 Radio Repeater System
Maintenance
NV-1715-0195

E-2A AN/ARC-80 Radio Set
Intermediate Maintenance
.

NV-1715-0190

E-2A Radio &t AN/ARC-80
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0190

Electronics Technician. AN/SRC-20.
AM/SRC-21 Radio Set Maintenance
NV-1715-0088

Electronics Tech clan. AN/URC-9,
AN/SRC-20,AN RC-2I Radio Sets
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with AN/SRA-33 Antenna Coupler
Maintenance.

NV-1715.0193

Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
SRN-9 Radio Navigation Set
NV-1715-0099

Electronics Vchnician (elass C) AN/
URC-58, AN/VRC-46 Radio Sets
Maintenance
NV-1715-0095

Field Radio
MC-1409-0002

Ground Radi
MC-1715-0009

Ground Radio Technician

6

MC-1715-0045

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set
AN/BRN-3, Data Processor Advanced
_Training, Class Fl

CG-2205.0006

Radiographic
N V.0802.0004

Radiography
Aircraft Maintenance Radiography
School, Class C
NV-1704-0156

NV-1715-0372

DD-0505-0001

C G.- 1404-0001

Radii:I-nal Class A,
CG-1404-0001
NV-1715-0595

Radioman, Class B
NV-1715-0317

Radioman. Class C7
NV-1715-0317

RachOman Second Class by
Correspondence

Radio Communications Systems
Maintenance for DD963 Class Ships.
Class C1
NV-1715-087d
Radio Direction Flatter AN/BRD-6
Combined' Maintenance
NV-1715-0903

Radio Direction Finder AN/BRD-6
Operational Maintenance
NV-1715-0903

Radio Equipment Submarine
Maintenance
NV-1715-0885

Radio Fandamentals
MC-1715-0010

Radio Navigation Set AN/BRN3/3A
Computer Advanced Training

Submanne Radioman Electricity and
Electronics

Radiomen
Class B. Radiomen

Radio Relay Repair
MC-1715-0008

Radio Technician
MC- 1715.0029

Radio Telegraph Operator
MC-1715-0070

Radio Transceiver AN/SRC-20
MaintenanceNV-1715-0089

Radio Transceiver AN/WRC-I Family
Equipment
NV-1715-0531

Radio Transmitting Se,t AN/URT-23 (V)
Maintenance (Enlisted)
NV-1715-0378

Special Ground Radio Repair
MC-1715-0068

Radioactive
Radioactive Isotope Technic
N V -0705-0002

Radi6active Isotope Technician. Class C
NV-0705-0002

OG-1715-0006

CG-1715-0008

AN/UPN-12 Loran Receiver Set
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0814

Communications Receiver Site Systems
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0356

Electronics Technician, AN/SRN-14,
Omega Receiver Maintenance. Class C
NV-1715-0590

Electronics Technician Class C, R1524(P)/WRR Countermeasures Receiver
Maintenance
Electronics Technician. Class C.
Wideband Synthesized Independent
Sideband Receiver
NV-17I5-0523
F-4J AN/AWG-I0 Receiver
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0317

Radiosonde
Radiosonde Set Operator. Class C
NV-1606-0052

NV-1715-0350

Polaris/Poseidon Radio Navigation Set
AN/BRN-3 Receiver-Advanced
iTraining. Class Fl
NV-1715-0911

Rawin-Radiosonde Set Operator. Class C
NV-1606-0027

Rapid
3/50 Caliber Rapid Fire Gun Mount
Maintenance
NV-2202-0085

5"/54 Rapid Fire Gun and Mount Mk 42
Mods 7 and 8, Class Cl
NV-1715,0520

Gun Maintenance 5754 Caliber Rapid
Fire Mk 42
NV;1715-0179

Rawin
MC-1715.-0025

NV-1715-0519

NV-1715-0028

CG-1404.0002

NV-1715-0925

Radio Operator

-

NV-1715-0350

AN/SPN-30 Receiver

NV-1715-0316
MC-1717-0002

.

AN/AWG-10 Receiver, Intermediate
Maintenance

NV- 1720.0001

Submarine Tender Radiological Controls
(Enlisted)
'NV-0705-0005
Radioman
Radioman

Radio Chief
4

Intermediate Matteenance

AN/SPN-29 Receiv4

Radio and Television Production
Specialist

AN/ARN-52(i) TACAN Receiver

Radiological
Submarine Tender Radiological Controls

NV-1715-0911

Radio Aids Unit (Device 1-D-5), Class C

AN/ARC-131 Receiver Transmitter
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0188

Radiographic Safety Officer

NV-1715-0915

Polaris /Poseidon Rich° Navigation Set
AN/BRN-3 Receiver Advanced
Training, Class Fl

NV-1715-0054

Radiobeacon Operation

NV-1715.0088

Electronics Technician AN/URN-20'
Radio Set Class C Maintenance

Maintenance

Radiobeacon

Rawin - Radiosonde Set Operator. Class C
NV-1606-0027
Rawin Set Operator, Class C
NV-1606-6029

RD-281(V)/UYK
Data Systems Technician. Class C.
Penphenal Group RD- 281(V)/UYK
Recorder Reproducer Magnetic Disk File
Equipment Maintenance
NV-1715;0656

RD-294/UYK
Data Systems Technician RD-294/UYK
Magnetic Tape Unit Maintenance. Class
C

NV-1715-0110

RD-358
RD-358 Migne.ttc TapeSubsystem
Accelerated
,
MC-1715-0084

Receiver
AN/ALM-I08 Rewer Test Console
AN/ALQ-99 Receiers Intermediate-

RT-541/ASQ Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-309/ASQ Pulse Decoder and RT547/ASQ-I9 Receiver/Transmitter and
KX--312/ASQ-19 Pulse Decoder
Interrnediate Maintenance
0

NV-1715-0797

S-2E AN/ARC-94 HF ReceiverTransmitter System Maintenance
NV-1715-0244

Satellite Receiver AN/WRN-5 Combined
Maintenance, Class C-1 ,
NV-1715-0913

Receivers
AN/ALM-109 Test Console and AN/
ALQ-99 Tracking Receivers and Control
Modulators Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0052

tteceiving
AN/ALR-45 Countermeasures 'Receiving
.Set Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0933

AN/ALR54 countermeasures Redeiving
Set- Intermediate Maintenance
N19-1715-0775

Countermeasures Receiving Set AN/
WLR-IIA
NV-1715-0841

Countermeasures Receiving Set AN/
WLR-IC (IV) Class F-1
NV-1715-0817

Electromcs Technician. Class C. AN/
SPN-38 Loran Receiving Set
Maintenance'

NV-1715.0364,,

Electronics Technician. Class C. AN/,,
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NV-1715-0201

Electromcs Technician. Class C. AN/
UPN-12 Loran Receiving Set
Maintenance. Class F-1

NV-1715.0814

Loran Receiving Set AN/WPN-5
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0131

Loran Receiving Sets AN/SPN-38 and
AN/WPN-5 Operation. Maintenance and
Functional Checkout'
NV:1715-0431

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG-4/4A
(PUFS) Combined Maintenance'
NV-1715-0261
Sonar Receiving Set AN/13Q9 PUFS
Maidtenance
NV-1715-0261

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQR-15 Mod 0
Advanced Maintenance, Class Fl
NV-1715-0912

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQR-15 Mod 0
Operator and Maintenunce
NV-1715-0912

Ass

NV-1715-0774

11.7- 1715-0265

Reproducer Set Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0093

AN/ASH-20 (V) Flight. Recorder_Locator System Intermediate
Maintenance
N V- 1704-0230

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class C.
Radar Data Recorder-Reproduces AN/
SPH-2 and Video Recorder-Reproducer
15-E-27 Maintenance

NV-1715.0296

RF-4B AN/ARC-105 High Frequency
Communication System and RO.254/
ASQ Sound Recorder Maintenance
NV-1715.0368

Recording
Electronics Technician, Class C, AN/
UXH-2B Facsimile ReCording Equipment
Maintenance
NV-1715-0012

P.3 AN/AQA-5 Sonar Data Recording
System Maintenance, No 46

Disbursing Clerk (Pay Records

Aviation Machinist's Mate R
(Reciprocating), Class B
NV-1704-0158

4

Nik 9 Mod 4 Dead Reckoning Analyzer
Indicator (DRAT) and Mk 6 Mod 4B
Dead Reckoning Tracer (DRT). Class C

Recognition

'

NV-1715-0344

Maintenance) Class C

System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0511

Reconmaicsance
Amphibious Reconnaissance
NV-0803-0001
Photographic Reconnaissance (Class 0)
NV-1709-0004
Photographic Reconnaiskance Officers:
'Class Q
NV-1709-0004
RA-5C Electrdnic Reconnaissance Line
Maintenance
NV-1715-6246
RA-5C Electronic Rectinnaissance
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0224
RA-5C Photo Reconnaissance Line
Maintenarkce

NV-1715-074g
RA-5C Photo Reconnaissance 'System
Organizational Maintenahce
NV-1715-0748

RF-4B AN/AAS-18 Ihfrarect
Reconnaissance Mapping System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0225

Recordskeeper
Ship's Servicemen Recordskeeper
NV-1405-0001

Recovery
. Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipmint (C-13 and C-13Niod 1

Catapults), Class C

Aircraft Launch and Recoyery
Equipnient (C-13 Catapult, Class C
NV-1704-0187

Aircraft Launch and Recovezy
Equipment (C-7/11 Catapult), Class C
NV-1710-0071

Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment, Class 0
.NV-1704-0184

Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Maintenance Officer (C-13
Catapult), Class 0
NV-1704-0200

Aircraft Launch and Recovery
Equipment Maintenance Officer (g-7/11
Catapult). Class 0
NV-1704-0183

Aviation Boatswaing Mate E (Aircraft
Launch and Recovery Equipment), Class
NV-1704.0042
NV:0801-0003

Marine Aircraft Launchland Recovery
Equipment. Class A
NV-1710-0061

NV-0504-02
Redeye
Redeye Gunner/Operator
MC-2204-0012

Redeye GunnerPlatoon Training,
MC-2204-0012
Redeye

GlinerPlatoon Training

(Abbreviated Course)
MC-2204-0011

Reference
A-7A/B Attitude Heading and Reference
System Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1721-0006

Central Gyro Reference System (AN/
AJA-2). Class C
NV-1715-0708

Refrigerant
NV-1730-0006

Refrigerant 11 Air Conditioning
NV- 1730 -0006

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration. Class
NV-1701-0005'
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration. Class
C-1

NV-1701-0005

Basic Refrigeration Mechanic
MC-1730-0002

Basic Refrigeration Theory and
Maintenance
NV- 1730 -0001

Journeyman Refrigeration Mechanic
MC-1730-0004

Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
(Operation and Maintenance)
CG-1701-0001

Refrigeration Mechanic
MC-1730-0002

Refrigeration Specialist
MC-1730-0001

Submarine Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning R-12
NV -1730 -0003

Regulators
Generator`Regulators. Class F-1
NV-1115-0901

Radio Relay Repair
MC-1715-0008

Relay4Transmitier Mk 60 Mod%)

ManlenanceUF,CG Mk%114 Mods 9-12
NV-1715-0389

Relay Transmitter

.e

Relay Transmitter Mk 60 Mod 0
MaintenanceUFCG Mk 114 Mods 9-12

Recreation

NV-1715.0389

NV-0902-0002

Remote

-

Ref Mit Procurement, Class C,
NV-4.406-0010

AN/AQA-7 (V) SonaeComputerRecorder Group Intermediate

4`

Recruiters Journalism, Class C-1

Disaster Recovery Training I and II

Recruit
NV-1715-0073

MC-1406-0009

Recruiters

Relay

A

AN/ALH-6 Recorder/Reproducer
Intermediate Maintenance

VC-1406.0009
Recruiter

Refrigeration

Recreation Management

Revirder

Marine Corps Recruiter

NV-1401-0001

NV-1704-0187

P-3 AN/APX-7 Radar Recognition

Recruiter

Air Conditioning Refrigerant 11

Records
NV-1704-0149

MC-2204-0046

NV-1715.0191

AN/AQH4 Sound Recorder/

-Reciprocating

Reikoning

Recruit Training (Women)

Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0121

Aviation Machinist's Mate
R(Reciprocating), Class A

N V- 2202 -0014

AN/AQH-1 Recorder/Reproducer

Sonar Receiving Set AN/WLR-9A/12
Combined Maintenance

CG-2205.0011
MC-2204-0038

Maintenance

SRN-I2 Omega Receiving Set

A-4C/E Bombing System AN/AJB-3
and Remote Standby Attitude Indicator
NV-1715.0615

Recruit Training
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A4g Bombing System AN/Ain-3A and
Remote Standby Indicator System
(Organizational)
NV-1704-0098

Remote Control System Repairman

Class C
NV-0701-0004

Reserve
Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate
(AV ROC)

MC-1715-0072

Remote Sensor Systemlor Phxsical
Security, Class CI

as

NV-2202.0088

Information (Aker (Reseiwe
Component)

NV-1721-0001

Repair
Repair Shop Machinist
MC-1723-0006

Repeater
&IR ARC-97 Radio Repeater System
Mainterpnce
NV -1715 -0195

Electronic Warfare Deception Repeater
Systems Maintenance: AN/SLQ-22A(V2
NV-1715.0781

lectronic Warfare Deception Repeater
Systems Asaintenance, AN/SLQ-22B(V)1
NV-1715-0781

4.

Electronic Warfare Technician: Class A
(A:3). Deception Repeater Systems
.
Maintenance
NV -1715 -0781

Radar Repeater Systems Maintenance
(Electronics Technician, Class C11
NV-1715-0O29

Reperforator
Teletype Reperforator TT-253/UGC
Combined Maintenance
NV-17.15-0664

Teletypewriter Reperforator TT-253lUG
NV-1715-0664

Teletypewriter ReperforatAr TT-253/UG
Series and Teletypewriter* Distributor
TI-187/UG Series
NV -1715 -0664

Telety pewriter Reperforator TT-253/UG
Serif and Transmitter Distributor TT187/UG Series Teletype machines
NV- 1715 -0661

Reporter
Basic Legal Clerk and Reporter
MC-1407-0001

Legal Clerk/Court Reporter
MC-1407-0001

Legal Services Reporter SPCM (Closed
Microphone)
MC -1728 -0005

Reporting
Processing and Reporting
NV-1715-0821
NV-1715-0822

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Processing and Reporting. Phase 1
NV-1715-0821

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Processing and Reporting. Phase 11
NV-171 5-0822
Reproduction
Reproduction Equipment Repair
DD-1706-0002
.
Rescue

ResCue Coordination Center for
Reservists
---CG-0802-0005

Search and Rescue

DD-0504-0011

Leadership and Management (for Junior
and Senior Petty Officers. and Reserve
, Petty Officers and Chiefs)
CG-1717-0003

Reserve Air Intelligence (RAI)
NV-1606.0055

Reserve Basic Intelligence Training
Subjects (BITCS)
NV-1606-0056
Reserve Components NatiOnal Security
Seminar
D15-1511-0006

Reserve Cryptologic Technician, Basic
Cryptanalysis
NV -1715 -0824

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Communications Technical Contro
Class Fl
NV -1715 -0848

Reserve Cryptologic Technician Direct
Support
NV-1715-0834

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Intermediate Cryptanalysir
NV-1715.0820

Reserve Cryptologic.Technician Naval
Security Group ORentation
NV-1715-0823

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Processing and Reporting, Phase 1
NV-1715:0821

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
PrOcessing and Reporting, Phase II
NV-1715.0822

Reserve Cryptologic Technician Signal
Analysis, Class ki
NV-17/5-0845
Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Simulated Operational Training Phase I
NV-1715-0825
Reserve Cryptologit Technician
Simulated Operational Training Phase if
1V-1715-0826
Reserve Cryptologic Techniffian
Simulated Operational Training Phase lid
NV- RI 5-0827

Reierve Cryptologic Technician T.
Advanced. Class Fl
NV=1715-0844

Reserve Naval Security Group-1
NV-1715-0823

Reserve Naval Security Group-10-T
NV-1715-0844

Reserve Naval Security Group13
NV-1 7 I 5-0824

Reserve Naval Security Group -13 I
Intermediate Cryptanalysis
'

NV-1715-0820.

Reserve Naval Security Group-3
NV-1715-0821

Reserve Naval Security Group-4
NV-1715-0822

CG-0802-0003

Search and Rescue CIaSs C
CG-0802-0003

Research
Dental Technician Research Assistant,

Reserve Naval Security Group-5 Signal
Analysis
NV1715-0845
Reserve Naval,Security Group-7
Communications Technical Control

'NV 715-0848
Reserve Naval Sectirity Grou Simulated
Operational Training Phase
V-1715-0825

roue Simulated
Reserve Naval
Operations Trau ng Phase 11
NV-1715-0826

Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated
Operations Training Phase III
NV-1715-0827

Reserve Officer Candidate (ROC II and
ROC I)
NV-2202.0103

Reserve Officer, Chief Leadership and
Management
CG-1717-0004

Reserve Petty Officer Leadership and --Management
CG-1717-0002

Reserve Training Officer Direct Support
Operations. Class Fl
NV-1715-0834

Shore Fire Control Party Enlisted
(Modified for U S Marine Corps
Reserve)
NV-2202-0061

Reservists
Cold Weather Field Indoctrination
Training for FMF Cadets and Reservists
MC-0803-0003

RCC Reservists
CG-0802-0005

Rescue Coordination Center for
Reservists
CG-0802-0005

Retrieval
CVA 101C Storage and Retrieval Office'r
NV-1402-0043

Retrofit
Sonar AN/SQS-26AX Retrofit
Maintenance
NV -1715 -0806

RF-4B
F-4B/J-RF-4B AN/A LQ-88
Countermeasures Set Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0393
RF-4B AN/AAS-18 Infrared
Reconnaissalke Mapping System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV -1715 -0225

RF-4B AN/APN-I59 Radar Altimeter
Maintenance
NV -1715 -0223

RF-4B AN /APQ -102 Side Looking
Radar Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0399

RF-4B AN/A PQ-99 orward Looking
Radar Intermediate Mintenance
NV-1715-0415

AN/ARC-105 High Frequency
Communication System and RO-254/
ASQ Sound Recorder Maintenance

it 4

NV -1715 -0368

RF-4B AN/ASN-46/56 Navigational
Computer and Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenarice
NV -1715 -0228

RF-4B AN/ASN-46/74 Navigation
Computer and Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0465
RF-4B AN/ALN-55 Attitude Heading
ReferenCe System Maintenance
NV-1715-0468

KEYWORD INDEX
RF-4B AN/ASQ,88 and AN/ASQ-Ib8
Communication Navigation Identification
iCNI) Line Troubleshooting,Maintenance

Maintenance

ROM

RF-4B AN/ASQ-90 Airborne Data
Annotation System Maintenance
NV-1715-0240"
RF-4B Camera Control System
Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715-0392

Romanian
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602.0002
DD-0602.0003
DD-0602.0004
DD-0602.0006

NV-1715-0752

NV-1715-0750

Rotary Wing Flight Mechanics
NV-1606-0063

NV-1715-0614

Rotor
H-53 Rotor and Related Systems
11,

NV-1704-0062

NV-1715-0765

MC-2204-0051

UiI2-A/B Power Plant, Transmission,
Fuel, Rotor and Related Systems

NV-1704-0058

Rigger
Parachute Rigger. Class A

Maintenance
NV-1704-0061

NV-1704-0214

Parachute Rigger (Maintenance). Class A
NV-1704-0244

Parachute Rigger School. Class B
NV-1717-0012

Rigging
Standard Tensioned Rei;l4fAshment
Alongside Methods - (STREAM) Rigging
and Passing
NV-1710-0015

UNREP Rigging Procedures
NV-1710-0015

Right
A-6 Right Hand Unit Alignment Test
Set. and Encoder TapeDial Test Set
Inter
ate Maintenance
NV-1715.0335

River
River Assault Craft Training
NV-1708-0001

River Patrol Craft Training

UH-2C Airframes, Hydraulic, Flight
Controls and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0057

Rotors
AH-1J Powertrain and Rotors
Organizational Maintena ce
NV-1704-0153

CH-46A Rotors and Rela d Systems
Maintenance
NV-1704-0060
H-46 Rotors and Related ystems

Organizational Maintenanc Course
V-1704-0154

UH-1N Powertram and Rotor!
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0175

NV-1215,0403

ROC
Reserve Officer Candidate (ROC II and
ROC I)
NV.2202-0103

Rock
Mountain Operations (Rock Climbing)
MC-0803.0005

RT -648 /ARC -94 and RT-698/ARC-102
HF Transceiver Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0369

RT-736
RF-4B AIsitASQ-88 RT-736.and KY-531
Flight Director
NV-1715-0562
.
RT-736 and KY-531 TACAN (Tactical
Air Navigation) Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715.0796

RT-793/ASQ
F-4J RT-793/ASQ UHF Transceiver
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0701

Russian
Basic RussianRefresher
DD-0602.0011
Russian

,

D1?-0602-0001

NV-0602-0001

.NV-1715/0368

RT-698/ARC-102

DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0005
DD-0602-0006
DD-0602.0007

Gun Fire Control System (GVCS), Mk
37, Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Processing Equipment (RSPE)
Maintenance
NV-1715.0728
Radar Signal Processing Equipment
tO(RSPE) Maintenance

RF-4B AN/ARC-105 High Frequency
Communication System an RO-254/
ASQ Sound Recoyder Maintenance

RT -648 /ARC -94 and RT-698/ARC-102
.
HFLTransceiver InterMediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0369

RSPE

NV-174-0010
RiVerine
Mobile Riverine Force Staff Officer
Training
NV-2202-00q
Riverme/Coastal Advisor Training

RO-254/ASQ

O

120) HF Transceiver Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0373

RT-648/ARCZ94----

OrganiAonal Maintenance
HH-2D/SH-2D Airframes, Hydraulic,
Flight Controls, and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance

Rifleman

RT 648/698
RT 648/698 (AN/ARC-94/102/105/119/

NV-2202-0008

RF-4B Inertial Navigation System
Organizational Maintenance

Rifleman

E-2A AN /ASQ -58 Integrated Electronic
Central UHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/
ASQ Power Supply-AM-2310/ASQ
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0746

Rotary Wing Antisubmarine Warfare
Tactics

NV-1715-b465

Maintenance

RT-559/ASQ

Rotary

RF-4B Inertial Navigation System
Intermediate Maintenance

RF-4B Shorn Organizational

RT-541/ASQ Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-309/ASQ Pulse Decoder and RT547/ASQ-19 Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-312/ASQ-19 Pulse Decoder "
Intermediate Maintenance
\NV-1715-0797'

Romanian

RF-4B Camera Control System
Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0751

NV-1715-0394

Read Only Memory (ROM) Encoder
Elevator Control Maintenance, Class Cl

NV-1715-0562

,

F-4B AN/ASQ-19 TACAN System (RT547 and KY-312) Intermediate

NV-1715.0618

Flight Director

RF-4B Photogiaphic Film CorrelatorProces*ar-Set ES-55A Intermediate
Maintenance

RT,(547

Mk 108

RF-4B AN /ASQ -88 RT-736 and KY-531

4

NV-1715-0375

oeket
Gunner's Mate Class C Rocket Launcher

NV-1715-0357

.K-89

NV-1715-0402

Radai Signal Processing Equipment
(RSPE) Maintenance Mk 1 and Mods
RT-541
RT-M1/ASQ Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-309/ASQ Pulse Decoder and RT547/ASQ-19 Receiver/Transmitter and
KY-312/ASQ-19 Pulse Decoder
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0797

RT-541/ASQ
E-2A 4N/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
Central TACANRT-541/ASQ and
KY309/ASQ:power SupplyAM-2310/
ASQ Inteimediais Maintenance

4 75

D1341602-0009

Russian Refresher
DD-0602-0008

Russian Stendtype
DD-0602-0003
Scientific Russian

.

DD-0602.0008
S-2
Prospective ASW Flight Instructor (S-2

Type Aircraft)
NV-1606-0O26

S-2D
VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,'

Equipments, and TacticsS2D Aircraft
NV-2202.0043

S-2D/E
S-2D/E Airframes and Hydraulics
_Systems Maintenance

KEYWORD INDEX

°K-90

Equipment), Class A

NV-1704-0066

NV-1704-0130

S-2D/E AN/AKT-19A Multi-Channel
Jezebel Relay Intermediate Maintenance

Aviation StnicturallMechanic E (Safety
Equipment), Class B

NV-1715-0243

S-2D/E AN/APN-122 Doppler Radar
Navigation System Maintenance

Submarine Satellite Information
Exchange System (SSIXS) Operational
Control Center Maintenance
NV-1715-0871
NV-1715-0878

NV-1704-0116

.

)}Dating Safety by Correspondence
CG-0802-0001

NV-1715-0422

Tactical Satellite Communications
Equipment Maintenance AN/WSC-5(V)
NV-1715-0877

Marine Safety Basic Indoctrination

S-2D/E AN /APS- 88/88A Radar Set
Maintenance

CG-0802-0002

Merchant Marine Safety

NV-1715-0438

CG-0802-0002

S-2D/E AN/ASK-30 Navigatiofial
Computer Display Unit and AN/ASQ-80
Coordinate Data Set System

Merchant Marine afety Intlectrination
School,

Enginemen, Class C, Solar T-10205-IIA
. Saturn Engine
NV-1710-0067

Solar T-10205-11A Saturn Engine, Class

CG-0419-0001

Maintenance

Saturn

C1

Natipill Boating

NV-171-0331
S-2D/E AQA-4(V) Indicator Group
System Intermediate Maintenance

NV- 1710-0067

CG-0802-0004

Navy Alcohol Sa ety Action Program
(NASAP)

NV-1715-0561

S-2D/E Avionics Systems Organizational
Maintenance

SCATMOD I

NV-0799-0002

Radiographic Safety Officer

NV-1715-0641

S -2D/E Electncal and Instruments
Maintenance, No. 6

NV-1728-0007

SCATMOD 4

MC.0803-0002

S-2D/E Power Plant and Aelated

NV-1715-0929

NO715-0930
SCATMOD 5
NV-1715-0931

Salvage
landing Craft BeaCh and Aid Salvage

'NV-1715-0472

NV-1715-0928'.
SCATMOD 3

Water Safety/Survival Instructor

NV-1704-0086

NV-1715-0927

SCATMOD 2

NV-0802-0004

Safety Inspector Class C

- ,4-213/E MH-67 Auto Pilot System
Maintenance, No 7

SCATMOD

SCATMOD 6
NV-1715-0932

NV-1708-0002

Systems Maintenance

Ship Salvage Diving

NV-1704-0171

S-2E
10.40
S-2E AN/ARC-94 HF Receiver-

icers
NV-1606-0015

'Golf

Sanitation
,

Transmitter System Maintenance
NV-1715-0244

VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctnnation,
Equipments,,and TacticsS-2E Aircraft
NV-2202-0042

S-2G
S-2G AN/AQA-7(V)3 Sonar Computer
°
Recorder Group Organizational
?Maintenance

NV-1715-0258

VS AW Sensor Operator S2G
NV-1715-0517

S-3A
S-3A Copilot Aeionics
NV-1606-0057

S-5
S-5 Auto Pilot Maintenance
NV-1704-0198

KC-130-F S-5 Automatic Pilot and
Related Instruments Intermediate
Maintenance

NV -0326.0002

Environmental Sanitation Technic
NV-0707-0001

Sargent-Fletcher

.

ManneScience Technician
CG-1304-0001

NV-1704-0046

Satellite

SACE
E-2A Computer Detector SemiAutomatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) (0A3731/ASM-76) Operation

.,.

and Maintenance

';NV-1715-0810

AN/SRN-9 Satellite Radio Navigation
Set Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class Cl)
.

NV-1715-0099

AN/WSC-.3 Satellite Communications
Set and' 0E-82B/WSC-I(V) Antenna
Group

E-2A Computer Indicator (CI) Semi Automatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0318

E-2A Inertial Navigation System SemiAutomatic Check -Out Equipment
(SACE) and Encoder Test Console
Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715-0323

E-2'A Semi-Automatic Check-Out
Equipment (SACE) (OA- 3738/ASA -48)
Programmer Maidtenance
NV-1715-0348

Safety
Aviation Structural Mechanic E (Safety

CG-1304-0003

Scientific
Naval Enlisted Scientific Education
Program (NESEP)
NV-2202:0101

NV-1715-0877

Fleet Satellite Communications Fleet
Broadcast Contrril Subsystem
Maintenance (Electronics Technictri,
Class CI)
--

/

NV-1715-0874

NV-1304-0006
Satellite Na vigation Sistem AN/WRN-5
NV-1715-0913

Satellite Receiver AN/SRN-9A, BRN-6
Combined Maintenancq, Class Fl
NV-1715-0492

Satellite Receiver AN/SRN-9A
Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0492

Satellite Receiver AN/WRN-5 Combined
Maintenance, Class C-1
NV-1715-0913

Submarine Satellite Information
Exchange System (SSIXS) for Shipboard
Installations Maintenance
NV-1715-0873

..

Scientific Russian
ScientifiC Russian'

DD-0602-0008

Scout
Artillery Scout Observer

NV-1715-0876

Meteorological Satellite, Class C
NV-1715-0349

Manne Science Technician by
Correspondence
,

AN/SRN-18 Radio Satellite Navigation
Set Maintenance, Class C-1

,

Science
Class A Manne Science Technician
CG-1304-0001

Douglas Model D-704 and Sargent- .
Fletcher Model 31-300 Air Refueling
Stores Organizational Maintenance

AN/WSC-5 Tactical Satellite
Communications System Mainteilance

NV-1715-0736

School
School Administration, Class Cl, Course

MC- 2204.0032

-Screening
EO"C" Crushing an Screening
Operations
NV-1710-0043

Equipment Operators/Crushing and
Sqreening Plant Operations, Class C
NV-1710-0043

Scuba
Closed and Senuclosed Scuba
NV-1606-0012
wScubi Diver
NV-1606-0011

Sea
Sea Duty Indoctrination
MC- 2204.0014

Sea School
MC- 2204.0014

Seamanship
Officer Candidate Sch 1 ( Seamanship,
Orientation, Operations & Military
Indoctrination)
CG-2202-0001

Search

,

A -6A AN/APQ-92 Search Ratlar and

KEYWORD INDEX
Mole Analyzer Test Bench
Inter ediate Maintenance

I
NV- 1715.0431-

A-6 AN/APQ-92 Search Radar and
Associated Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0596

A-6 Search Radar Module Analyzer Test

*Console
NV.1715-0530

N/APS-115 Search Radar System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV.I715-0516

E-2A ANOPS-96 Search Radar
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0672

P-3 AN/APS-80 Search Radar System
Maintenance, 49

NV-1721-0001

Reserve Components National Security
Seminar
DD-1511-0006

Reserve Cryptologic Technician Naval
Security Group Orientation

2 Sear Alight Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0659

Second Tour
AASW for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/
B(D)
NV-2202-0032

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/
B(D)

SECT
AN/BST-1 SECT Maintenance for
Submarine Tender Technician
NV-1715.0900

SECT Buoy AN/BST-1 Basic
Maintenance, Class Fl
NV:I715.0900
Submarine Emergency Communications
Transmitter (SECT) Buoy AN/BST-1
Maintenance
NV-1715-0900

Security
Defense Security Assistante Management

Cok
DD-1408-0001

Defense Security Assistance Management
Overseas
DD-0327-0001

Industrial Security Specialist
DD-1728-0001

Information Security Management
DD-1728-0002

Marine Security,Gurd
MC-1728-0001

National Security Management
(Correspondence Cetirse of the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces)
DD-154 1-0001

relaval Internal Security Force Training
NV-1728-0002

Naval Security Gran Direst Support
GOV ions
NV-1715-0832

NV-1715.0844

Port Security/Law Enforcement Officer
CO-1728-0001

NV-1511.0008

Reserve Naval Security Group-13

Strategy and Policy Off-Campus
Graduate Seminar

NV-1715-0824

NV-1511-0007

Strategy and Policy Self-Administered
Seminar (Naval War College)

NV-1715-0820
NV-1715-0821

Reserve Naval Security Group -4,
% NV-1715.0822
itelesye,Nayallecurity_Croup-5 Signal
Analysis

NV-1511.0009

Senior
Leadership and Management (for Junior
and Senior Petty Officers, and Reserve
Petti-Offic-ers and Chiefs)

NV-1715.0845

National Senior Intelligence
DD-1606-0001,
Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)
Leadership (Senior)

ReServe Naval Security Group-7
Communications Technical Control
NV-1715.0848

Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated
Operational Training Phase I

MC-2204.0015

Platoon Leaders Class (Senior)

NV-1715-0825

MC-2204-0040

Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated
Operations.Traming Phase II

Senior Course
MC-1408.0008
MC-1408-0011

NV-1715.0826

Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated
Operations Training Phase III

Senior Enlisted Supply
MC-1405-0014

NV-1715.0827

Senior Officer Helicopter Training

.SEI

NV-17046

Sonar Electronics Intermediate (SEI) A

Semi, Officers Onentation

NV-171-5.0867

NV-1704.M96

SEIN

Senior Petty 0 ice:

Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
SEIN (Shipboard Equipment

CO-1717.0001

Senior School

NV-1715.0639

M-1408.0008
Women Officers Training (Senior)

SEIR
Electronics Technician, Class A,Yhase
SEIR (Shipboard Equipment
-Indoctrination, Radar)
NV-1715-0638

MC-2204-0003

Sensor
-Combat Sensor Warfare Training
NV-2202-0071

Self-Noise

Light Airborne Mttlti7130pose System
(LAMPS) Sensor Operatoi
NV-1715-0767

Self-Noise Determination and
Classification
's NV-1601-0012

NV-2202-0034

P-3/e/B Sensor Statibn One and Two
(Acoustic System Technician)
Orggmzational Maintenance

Self-Propelled
Self-Propelled Vehicle Repairman
MC-1703.0006

Tracked Vehicle Repairman SelfPropelled Artillery
MC-1703-0006

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (SelfPropel lid Artillery), Basic
MC-1703.0006

Semi-Automatic
RA -5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment
Air Data, Flight Reference, and Flight
Control Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0542

RA-5C-Semi-Automatic Test Equipment
NV-1715-0547
RA- 5C ,Semi- Automatic Test Equipment,

Programmer and System Analyzer

477

ea erff--Lsmm

Management

ndwnnation, Commumcations)

Port Security/Law-Enforcement-Enlist ecl---Bomb-Director
CO-1728-0002

Defene Economics and Decision Making
Off-Campus Graduate Seminar
NV-15H 0006
Defense Ecifinomics and Decision Making
Self-Administered Seminar (Maya! War
College)

NV-1715 0823

NV-2202.0032

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
'(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P-3C
NV-2202.0021 '

NV-1715-0176

Seminar

Reserve Naval Security Group-1
__NV-1715-0823'
Reserve Naval Security Group-10-T

Reserve Naval Security Group-3

CG.0802 -0003

RA -5C Semi-Automatic Test Equipment,
Programmer, System Analyzer and g
Countermeasures Test Bench AN/ULM1 Intermediate Maintenance

Remote Sensor System for Physical
Security, ClassC1

CO.0802-0003

Searchlight
P-3 Power Generating System and AVQ.

NV-1715-0238

CO. 1728-0004

NV-1715-0695

Search and Rescue Class C

.

Intermediate Maintenance

Port Security School

Reserve Naval Security Group-13.1
Intermediate Cryptanalysis

Search and_liescu)11

K-91

.

NV-1715-0506
13;3C Sensor Station One and TA()
(Acoustic Systems Technician)
'
Organizational Maintenance,
NV-1715-0256
P-3C Sensor Station Three (Radar/' ;'s
Displays) Integrated System
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0640
P-3C Sensor Station Three (Radar/
Display Technician) Organizational
Maintenance

1D/A111_

Remote Sensor System for Physical
Security, Class CI

NV-1721-0001

KEYWORD INDEX

K-92

VS AW Sensor Operator S2G
NV-1715-0517

Serbo-Croatian
Serbo-Croatian
DD-0602-0001
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602.0006

Sergeants
First Sergeants Personnel Administration

SH-3A/G

li

NV-1710-0039

SH-3D/H
SH-3D/H Power Plants and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance
-Course
NV-1704-0139

Propulsion Shaft Components
MC-1406-0004

NV-1710-0057

Sheetmetal
SW"C" Sheetmetal

SH-2D Light Airborne Multipurpose
Systems (LAMPS) Aviomc Equipment
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0697

SH-3
SH-3 Airframe and Hydraulic Systems

Ma,knce

NV-1704-0124

SH-3 Airframes and Hydraulic Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0047

SH-30AN/AQS-13 Sonar Maintenance
NV-1715-0386
NV-1715-0677

SH-3 AN/ASA-13A Navigation System
"Intermediate Maintenance
NV -1715 -0241

SH-3 AN/AY/C-2 Navigation System.
Interme ?hate Vaintenance
NV-1715-0227

SH-3 Automatic Stabilization Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance
2 -NV-1715-0621
-SH-3-Automatic_Stabilizalicin Equipment
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0096

'

SH-3A
SH-3A AN/APN-130 gippier Radar
Navigation Maintenancrt
NV-1715-0237

SH-3A AN/AQS-1Dar Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0231

NV-1723-0007

SH/HH-2D
SH/HH-2D Power Plant and Related
Systems Organizational Maintenance

NV-1715-0231

NV-1715-0616

SH-3A,ReGer Plants and Relat41
-Systems Maintenance
_

NV-1704-0134
NV-1704-0144

' SWAM

14N-3A/D AN/AQS-13A Sonar
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715=0747

NV-1715-0315

Shipfitters
$1npfiners, Class A (Metalsmith)
NV-1723-0006
Shipfitters, Class A (Pipefitters)
NV-1710-0041

Shipfitters Hull Maintenance Technician,
Class A, Phase 2

Shiploading
Shiploading and Stowage
NV-1708-0007

NV-1606-0015

Ship Serviceman/Class C/SAmboard
Barber

NV-1715-0014

Mk 2 Mod 1 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance

NV-1726.0001

Shipboard
Data Systems Technician (Shipboard
Tactical Data Systems Officecwand Senior
I
Technician Maintenance) Class C
NV-1402.0041

Data Systems Teehniciad (Shipboard
Tactical Data Systems Senior
Technician) Class C
NV-1402-0041

Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
SEIN (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctrination, Communications)
NV- 1715 -0639

Electronics Technician, Class A, Phase
SEIR (Shipboard Equipment
Indoctrination, RadarA
NV-1715-0638

Electronics Technician Class C, AN/
VCC-2 Shipboard System
.

tIV-1715-0016

Electronics Technician, Class C
Shipboard Equipment Indoctrination
(Communications)

NV-1402-0039

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SJNS) Maintenance
NV-1715-0426

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
Sy;tem (SINS) Maintenance (Enlisted)
NV-1715-0426

Radio Communications System
Maintenance for DD963 Class Ships,
Class C-1

NV-17(5-0870
Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance I
NV-1715-0921

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance II
NV-1715-0922

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
'Mk 2 Mod 6 Selectric Typewriter, Class

NV-1715-0638

Nuclear, Biological and Cheniical (NBC)

Defense (Shipboard)
NV-0801-0001

Shipboard Decoy System (CHAFFROC)
Launcher Operationand Maintenance
Mk 28 Mod
1-5
.01.

- NV-1715-0684

Shipboard Informition, Training and
4ntertainment (SITE) System Opeiators
(Television Afloat)

SH-3A/D Automatic Navigation System
DD-0504-0010
Maintenance hinediate
/AYK-2)rrtt.54y2v__Ths.i
"pboard_Tactical Data Systems
Maintenance
SH-3A/D Electrical Systems
NV-1402-0041
Organizational MaintenanCe
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"

Fl
NV-1715-0916 Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mods 1 and 4 Theory and "
Maintenance I
NV-1715-0919
NV-1715-0920

NV-1715-0639

Electronics Technician, Class C,
Shipboard Equipment.Indoctrination
(Radar)

SH-3A Electrical Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0083

,-

Ships
NV-1-704-0172
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
r
Ship
Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
A-6 Ship and Shore knertial Platform
Mk 2 Mod 2/3 Technician
Test Station Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0130
NV-1715-0177
Electronics Technician, Ship's Navigation
Ship LandingParty Indoctrination
and Aircraft Inertial Alignment System
NV-2202-0049
;(SNAIAS), Class C Operator
Ship Salvage Diving Officers
Maintenance

SH-3A AN /AQS -'W Sonar Maintenance

SH3A AN/ASA-13A Navigational
Computer Maintenance
NV-105-0333
SH-3A Automatic Stabilization
Equipment Maintenance

-

Target Designation System Mk 5
Shipboard Maintenance

NV-1723-0005

MC-0804-0001

SH-2D

NV-1715-0873

NV-1704-0146

Shaft

Services
Marne Corps Special Services Training

Submarine Satellite Information
Einange System (SSIXS) for ShipbOard
ihstallations Maintenance

SH-3A/G Power Plants and Related
Systems Organizational Level
Maintenance

MC-1406A2405

Sergeants Major Personnel
Administration

- Shipboard Thermal Insulation (Lagging)

NV-1704.-0114

Ship's Service Gas Turbine generator

0

4

-

odule (Allison 501) Maintenance: Class
1

NV-1703-0009

Ship's Servicemen Recordgkeeper
NV-1405-0001

SSBN Ships Inertial Navigation System
(SINS) Mk 2 Mod 4 Technician
NV-1715-0440

SSN Mk 3 Mod 6 Shipsfinertial Navigation System (SINS) Maintenance
NV-17403426
.

Shoehorn

A-6A Shoehorn Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0458

F-4B Shoehorn Organizational

`1
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Intermediate Maintenance (Shore)

Maintenance

NV-1715-0702

NV-1715-0457

F-4J Shoehorn Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0395

F/RF-8 Shoehorn Organiza onal
Maintenance
NV- 15-0644
RA-5C Shoehorn Organizational
Maintenance

RF-4B Shoehorn Or
Maintenance

NV-1715-0269
nzational
NV-1715-0765

Shop

A -5! RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Line and
Shop Maintenance
NV-1715-0521

RA-5C AN/ALQ-61 Countermeasure Set
Shop Maintenance
NV-1715-037
RA-5C Still Picture Camera Shop

Maggionce
NV-1715-0439

Shop Stores Procedures, Class C
NV-1405.0003

Shore
Basic Shore Party Man
MC-2204-0029

Signal
Gun Fire Control System (GFCS), Mk
37, Mk 68, Mk 56 Radar Signal
Prgcessing Equipment (RSPE)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0728

RA-5C AN/AYA-1 Signal Data
Converter Group Intermediate
Maintenance
- NV-1715-0424
RA-5C Signal Data Converter Group
Test Equilerott Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715-0032

Radar Signal Processing Equipment
(RSPE) MaintenanCe
NV-1715-0402

Radar Signal Processing Equipment
(RSPE) Maintenance Mk 1 and Mods
NV-1715-0403

Reserve Cryptologic Technician Signal
Analysis, Class Fl
NV1715-0845
Reserve Naval Secunty Group-5 Signal
Analysis

.

NV-1408-0017

Shore Fire Control Party
NV-2202-0037

Shore Fire Control arty Enlisted

.

Shore Fire Control Party Enlisted
(Modified for U S Manne Corps
Reserve)

Shore Party Basic Specialist

Shore Structure Maintenance by
Correspondence

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Simulated Operational Training Phase II
Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Simulated Operational Training Phase III
NV-1715-0827

Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated
Operational Training Phase I
NV-1715-0825

Reserve Nm;a1 Security Group Simulated
Operations Training Phase II

NV- 1710 -0027

Short

Defense Language Institute Short Basic
Courses
DD-0602-0004
Manne Corps Short Airfield For Tattical
Support, Class C

9

NV-1710-0014

Shrike
Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment
(CVA/CVS) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0619

Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shnke, and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment,
Intermedfate Maintenance (Short)

wSideband

'

NV-1715-0702

Electronics Teoiyucian, Class ci
Wideband Synthesized-Independent
Sideband Receiver
NV-1715-0523

Sidewinder
Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment
(CVA/CVS) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0619
Sparrow III, Side %tinder, Shrike, and
/

NV-1715-0826

Reserve Naval Security Group Simulated
Operations Training Phase III
. NV-1715-0827

Simulation
Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Measurement, Display
and Simulation Groups Advanced
Training
NV-1715-0908

Missile Test andleadiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mkt3:Morts-4 and 5
Measurement; Display and Simulation
Groups Advanced Training, Crass Fl.
NV-1715-0908

Simulator
Pilots C -121 Simulator and Advanced

Filet

Walleye Guided Missile Test Eqi ipment,

NV-1402-0039

Mk 3 Mod 6 ShisInertial Navigation
System (SINS)Wintenance
NV-1715-0426

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance (Enlisted)
NV -1715 -0426

Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Operations (Enlisted)
NV-1715-0339

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance I
NV-1715-0921

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 3 Theory and Maintenance II
NV-1715-0922

NV-1715-0232

NV-1715-0825

CG-171

Utilitiesman, Shore Based Boller"
Controls, Class C
'

NV-1715-0130

Mk 2 Mod 1 Ships Inertial Navigation
System (SINS) Maintenance

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 6 Selectric Typewnter, Class
Fl

Reserve Cryptologic Technician
Simulated Operational Training Phase I

MC-171

Electronics Technieian, Class C SSBN
Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 MOd.2/3 Technician

NV-2202-0054

NV-1715-0826
NV-2202-0061

SINS

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 6 Control Theory

Simulated

NV-2202-0062

NV-1715-0027

NV-1715-0845

Signalman
Basic iglialman

Shore Facility Planning

*':".
Power Independent Single Sideband
Transmitter (AN/FRT-39; AN/URT-19;
AN/URA-30)

NV-1606-0034

Pilots Ci1/1 Simulator and Basic Flight
NV-1606-0035

Single
AN/ARC-38A Single Side Band
Transceiver Intermediate Maintenanci
NV -1715-

AN /ARC -94 Single Side Band
Transceiver Maintenance

NV-1715-29

Electronics Technician Class C, High -
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NV-1715-0916
Ships I rntrtiirl Navigation System (SINS)

Mk 2 Mods't and 4 Theory and
Maintenance I
NV-1715-0919
NV-1715-0920

SINS Mk 2 Mod 6 Calibration
NV-47.1140202

SINS Mk 2 Mod 6 Selectric Typewnter
Advanced Maintenance
NV-1715-0916

SSBN Ships Inertial Navigation System
(SINS) Mk 2 Mod 4 Technician
NV-1715-0440

SSN Pik 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial
Navigation System (SINS) aintenance
-1715-0426

Site
Communications Receiver Site Systems
Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1715-0356

Communications Trinsmitter Site
Sygtems Maintepance, Class C1'
NV-1715-0387

Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operators
(Television Afloat)
DD -0504 -0010

Skiing
Mountain'Ouerations (Military Skiing)
MC-6803-0004 "'
-Slovenian
Slovenian
DD-0602-0002

SLR
RA-5C A.N/APD-7 Side Looking Wadar
(SLR) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0248

A RA-5C Side Looking Radar (SLR) AN/
AP13-T1(XN-1) Shop Maintenance
'NV-1715-0248

1
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Small
Small Arms Instructor
CG-2205-0007'

NV-2102-0080
Mine Detection. Sonar Technical
. Maintenance

Sniper
NV-2202.0002

r

Soft Ware
Central Computer Complex Combined
Maintenance and Software
NV-I402-0047
SSN Central Computer Complex System
,
Level Maintenance and Software
NV-I402-0047

Solar

Mine Hunting Soilar Familiarization
(Reserve)

NV-1710-0067

General Electric LM 100 and Solar T:
1000 Emergency Gas Turbine Solar Main
Propulsion- Operation and Maintenance
CG-1710-0607

Solar T-10205-11A Saturn Engine, Class
CI

NV-1710-0067

Solid State
ElectronicsTechnician, Class C, SOW
State Fundamentals
NV-1715.0103

Solid State Circuit Troubleshooting
Techniques
NV-1715-0149

Solid State Theory

P-3 AN/AQA-5 Sonar Data Recording
System Maintenance, No 46
NV-1715-0121

S-2G AN/AQA-7(V)3 Sonar Computer
Recorder Group Organizational
Maintenance

SH-3A AW,AQS-10 Sonar Intermediate
Maintenance

NV-1715.023I
SH-3A AN/AQS-10 Sonar Maintenance
NV-1715-0231

SH-3A/D AN/AQS-13A Sonar

Sold State Theory for Electronic
ETufpment

NV-1715-0747

SH-3 AN/AQS-I3 Sonar Maintenance

NV-1715-0320

Sonar AN/SQS-54B/SKR-4 Maintenance
NV-1715-0320

Sonar Classification Set AN/BQH-2D/E
Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0503
Sonar Detecting Ranging Set A N/13DS11/12/13 Combined Maintenance
NV-1716-0865
g5nar Detecting/Ranging Set A N/BQS8/10/14/20 Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0868
Sonar Detecting-Ranging Set A N/SQS-

. 26CX
Sonar-Electronics InterMelliate (SEI)
NV-1715.0867

NV-1715.0386
NV-1715-0677
Sonar AN/BQS-11%12/13 Maintenance
NV-1715-0865

Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG-4/4A
(PUFS) Combined-Maintenance
NV1715-026I
Sonar Receiving Set AN/BQG PUFS

Sonar AN/SQQ-23A (PAIR)

Maintenance

,

Organizational Maintenance

.

NV-1715-0859

Sonar AN/SQQ-23 (PAIRS Operator
Ny-1715-0860
Sonar AN /SQR -17 and AN/SKR-4
Organizational Maintenance

NV1715!0103

NV-1715.0862

§knar AN/SQR-17,Orgnizational

Sonar

Maintenance

NV-1715-0405

Intermediate Maintenance

Basic

NV-1715-0103

Advanced Sonar, 587

NV-1715.0861

Sonar AN/SQS-4B Organizational

NV-2202-0098'

NV-1715-0258

Enginemen, Class C, Solar T-10205-I IA
Saturn Engine

Advanced Sonar, 557

NV-1715.0783
Sonar AN/SQS-53 ,0perator Basic

NV-1715-0740

Navy Sniper Training

o

0

Sonar AN/SQS-39 Through 46 and
Aspect Maintenance

NV-1715.0261
Sonar Receiving Set AN /BQR -15 Mod 0
Advanced Maintenance, bass F I
NV-1715-0912
-Sonar Receiving Set AN /BQR -15 Mod 0
Operator and Maintenance
NV-1715.0912

Sonar Receiving Set AN/WLR -9A/12
Combined Maintenance
NV-1715-0265

Maintenance

NV-1715-06
,F."

NV-1715-0692
Advanced Sonar Course 566
NV11715-0714

Advanced Sonar Maintenance, 561
NV-1715.0685

AN/AQA-7 (V) Sonar ComputerRecorder Group Intermediate
Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0774

AN/BQQ-3A Sonar Maintenance
NV-1715-0307

AN/BQS-4 Sonar Maintenance

NV-1715-0862

Sonar AN/SQS-23 D-G Series (TRAM)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0864

SonarAN /SQS -23 D-G Series TRAM,
MIP, LORA Maintenance
NV-1715-0864,
Sonar AN/SQS-23 Operator
NV-1715-0857
Sonar AN/SQS-23 Series (Sona)
Operator Basic

,

'

NV-1715.0857

Sonar AN/SQS-26 AX(R) and CX
Operanons_Basic
NV -1715 -0420

NV-I-715-0303

AN/BQS-8B, 10A, 14A Sonar System

Sonar AN/SQS-26AX Retrofit

Maintenance

Maintenafice
NV-1715-0806

NV-1715-0868

A N/6QS-8 (Series) Sbnar Maintenance

Sonar AN/SQS-26 BX Maintenhnce
NV-1715-0863

NV-1715-0124

AN/SQA-13 (V) Iridependent Variable
Depth Sonar Operation and Maintenance

Sonar AN/SQS-26CX and AN/SQS-53
Maintenance
NV-1715.0405

NV-1715-0772

AN/UQN-4 Sonar Sounding Set

Sonar AN/SQS-26CX Maintenance
NV-1715-0405

Maintenance
N V.1715 -0425

Basic Surface Sonar Technician, Class A
Core Phase
NV -1715 -0423

Electronics Technician, Class A
(Communications, Radar and Sonar
Specialties),
NV-1715-0727
General Submarine Sonar Maintenance

NV4715-0126
Helicopter Aviation Antisubmarine

Warfare Air Sonar Operator (AN/AQS-

Sonar AN/SQS-26 Series Sonar Operator

Basic.,
NV-1715-0420

Sonar AN/SQS-35(I VDS) Operator
NM-1715.0858

Sonar AN /SQS -35(V) AN/SQS-38
Operator Basic

N V- 1715.0858
Sonar AN/SQS,35(V) Maintenance
NV-17I5-0866
Sonar AN/SQS-38 M';intenance (USCG)
NV-1715-0404

4 So

Sonar Sounding Set AN/UQN-4
NV-1715.0425
Sonar Technician Class A-I (Basic
*Electronics)
NV-1715.0580
Sonar Technician Class A-I (Surface)
NV-1715-0423

Sonar Technician Class A-2 (Intermediate
Elect fonscs)

NV-1715.0578

Sonar Technician, Class B
NV-1715.0158
Sonar Technician First Class by
Correspondence
CG-1715.0034
Sonar Technician Second Class by
Correspondence
C0-1715-0033
ar Watch Supervisor and Advanced
S

ftchstander Training
NV-2202-00I2'
Submarine Sonar AN/BQS-11/12/13
System Maintenance
NV-1715-0865
Submarine Sonar Subjective Analysis
(SSSA)
'
NV-1715-0689
Submarine Sonar Technician A-I
NV-1715;0040
.,
Surface Song Technician, Class A
NV-1715-0423

Sonarman
Advanced Sonarman
NV-1715-0158

BasicSonarman
NV-1715-0042

Class B'Sonarman.
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NV-1715-0685
NV-1715-0042

Sono
P-3 AN/AQA-1 Sono Indicator System
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0120
b
&fund
AN/AQH-4 Sound Recorder/

Maintdnance
NV-1715-0093

RF-48 AN/ARC-105 High Frequency
Communication System and RO-254/
ASQ Sound Recorder Maintenance
NV-1715-0368

Sound Analysis, Noise and Vibration
Reduction (Enlisted)
NV-1721-0010

Sound Equipment Repair
MC-1715-0014

MC-17154042

Sounder
AN/IJPR2 Ionospheric Sounder'Set
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715-0004,

DD-0602-0008
.1. Marine Corps Special Services Training.
MC-0804-0001
Special Mess Leadership Training
MC-1729-0019
Special Operations Technic -

Mk 2 Mod 2/3 Technician
NV-1715-9130
SSBN Command Weapons System

OnentationPolaris
NV-1715.6573
SS141 Mk 84, Polaris Weapons Officer
NV-1715-0577

Special Operations Technician
NV-0709-0005
Special Photographic Course for NonPhotographic Personnel, Class C
NV-1709-0005
Special Technology (Enlisted)

SSBN NAVDAC Mk 2.Mod 4, SDC-Mk
2 Mod 1

NV-1715-0321

NV-1715-0905

Intermediate Maintenance Course
NV-1745-0671

SP-2E
SP12E Systems Famthanzation, Plane
a
Captains
NV-1704-0,187

NV- 1606.0026

Special Technology III

SSBN Ships Inertial Navigation System
(SINS) Mk 2 Mod 4 Technician
NY-1/15-0440

NV-1715-0907

SSN/CVA Special Technology
(Enlisted)

SSIXS

NV-1715-0414

Submarine Satellite Information.
Exchange System (SSIXS) for Shipboard
InstallationsMaintenance

Specialist
Alcoholism Treatment Specialist (ATS)

SP -2I-I
SP-2H Systems-Famthanzation, Plane
.CaptainA
i"
NV-17Q4-0082

Maintenarice (SPERRY)
NV -1715 -0636

Fin Stabilizer System (Sperry and
Ledgdwood Controls) Maintenance, Class

NV-1722-0004
Mk NC-2 Plotter Mod IA (Sperry)

NV- 1715-087 I

NV-1715-0878

`SSM
SSM Degaussing System for DD963
Class Destroyer. Class CI
NV-16011017

Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0075

SSN

Sperry Mk XIX Mod III Gyrocompass

4

Spanish

NV-1715-0873
.
SUbmarme Satellite Informatioh
Exchange System (SSIXS) Operational
Control Center Maintenance

SPERRY

C I-

NV-1715-0062

Spotter

Spanish
DD- 0602 -0001

Db-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602-0004
DD-0602-0006
DD-0602-0009

Naval Gunfire Air Spotter
NV-2202-0053
NV-2202-0059

Troop Naval Gunfire Spotter
NV - 2202 -0057

Spotters
,Naval Gunfire Spotters (Troop Officers)

Sparrow

NV-2202-0064

AN/DPM-7 Sparrow III Guided Missile
Test Equipment Intermediate

SSB

4

AN/ARC-38A SSB Transceiver

Mathtenance

NV-1715-0628

AN/DSM-32 Sparrow III Quieted Missile
Test Equipment Intermethite
Maintenance
NV-1715-0446

Sparrow III Missile Test Equipment
Maintenance Training-Depot Test
Equipment of the AN/DPM-7
NV-1715-0628

Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment
(CVA/CVS) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0619

Maintenance
NV-1715-0486

NV -1715 -0085

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN

NAVDAC FBM Tender Navigation
Maintenance
NV-1715-0168

Electronics Technician. Class C, SSBN
Navigation Aids, FBM Tender
Navigation Maintenance
NV-1715-0064

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
Navigation Aids Technician Maintenance
NV-1715-0063

Electronics Technician, Class 0, SSBN

Ships Lurtial Navigation, FBM Tender

SPCM
Legal Services Reporter SPCM (Closed
Microphone)
MC-1728.0005

SSN 637
Electronic Surveillance Measures (ESM)
Technician SSN 637 Class; Class C-1
NV:1715-0883

ESM FLINT Technician SSN 637 Class,
Class C-I
NV-1715-0888

SSN 668
Navigation Technician SSN 668 Class
NV-1715-0881

Sparrow III
Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike, and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equip,,nent,
intermediate Maintenance (Shore)
NV-1715-0702

.

SSN Central Computer Complex System
Level Maintenance and Software
NV-I402-0047
SSN Mk 3 Mod 6 Ships Inertial
N4vigation System (SINS) Maintenance
NV-1715-0426

SSBN
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
CNC Technician Maintenance

NaJigatiBn Maintenance
NV-1715-0065

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN

481

11,

SSBN Navigation Officer

NV -1715 -0906

CONAVG II

.

NV-1715-0242

,NV-1715-0427

Special Technology II

NV-0801-0008

AN/APS-20B/E Radar Set

-4

SSBN Navigation Data Assimilation .
Computer Mk 2 Mod'4, Stabilization
Data Computer Mk 2 Mod,'
NV-17t5-0242

Special Technology I

SP2

0

NV-1715.0066
Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN
' Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)

Courses

NY -0709 -0005

Reproduiei Set Intermediate

,

Ships Inertial Navigation System Mk 2
Mod 0-6 Technician

Special
Defense Language Institute Special

Sonarman, Class A

K -95

SSN 688
Electronic Surveillance. Measures (ESM),
Technician SSN 688 Class, Class Cl
NV-1715-0889

SSIS/CVA
SSN/CVA Special Technology
(Enlisted)
NV-1715-0416

SSN/SSBN
Interior Communications (IC) Package
Course for SSN /SSBN
NV-1715-0886
SSN/SSBN Diesel Engine (FairbanksMorse) Maintenance
NV-1712-0002
Submarine (SSN/SSBN) Auxiliary
Machinery Operation and Maintenance
NV-1730-0004

,
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SSSA
Submarine Sonar Subjective Analysis
(SSSA)

NV:I715-0689

Basic Supply Stock Contra

ANWSC-3 Stand-Alone Maintenance

Storage

Standard

Station Management Systems
NV1408.0004

Steam

-equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0464
',
UH-2A/B Autorriatic Stabilization

Equipment Maintene
NV-1715-0464
U1-1-2A/B Automatic-Stabihz'ition

Equipment OrganizationalMaintenance

NV-17*100075

CVA Catapult Steam and Drain System,
Class C
4

NV- 4402.0035

,,

NV -171

, Steam Plant Automatic Controls
Maintenance (Hagan)
NV-1710-0073

Steelworker
Steelworker, C1ass,J.(SW-.14

-

NV-1723.0008

Steelworker, Maintenance Welding
Techniquis, Class C
NV-1710-0068

Steilworker/Sheetmetal, Class C
NV- 1723.0007

Steelworker/Welding Certification, Class
C

- NV-1710-0053

Steelworkers,
Stenography

Steward
Class P Steward's Apprentice,

Staff

NV,-1729-0007.

Armed Forces Staff College
,

Commissaryman-Steward, Class A

DD-0326-0001

NV-40729-0004

Maine Corps Commana and Staff

Commissaryman-Steward, Clasi C
NV-0'29;0503
Commissaryman-Steward Management
Pnnciples, Class C

College

M6;14084)008
Mobile Riverine Force Staff Officer
Trainin
NV-2202-0048'
Naval G nfire Staff. Officer
NV-2202'-0067
Naval Staff Advisor
NV-1513-0001
'Staff Noncommissioned Officers (NCO)
. Resident Courle

1/,

Stainless Steel Welding (Requalification)

NV-,1729-0002

Steward
MC -1729 -0014
.

Steward Apprentice, Class P
NV-1729.0007

Stewards
Advanced Stewards

MC.-1408-0014

Stainless

.

6.

.

.
Storekeeper
Aviation Storekeeper. Cass A
NV:1405-00N
Aviation Stoyekeeper,Class.B
NY1408-0019
Storekeeper, CInss A
CG,-1409-0002

Storekeeper, CPAs C (Uniforriep
iwatomatedsPi-ocedures for Tenders and
Repair Ships)
NV-1402-0045

Storekeeper School, Class A
NV-1409-0006

-Storekeeper Supply Afloat (Dependent
Duty) Class C
e
NV-1405-0002

Stqrekeeper Supply -Aflo'at (Independent
Dirty), Class C
NV-1405-0017

Storekeepers
Storekeepers (Independent Duty), Class.
C
NV-140550017

Storekeepers (Repair Parts); Class C
NV-1405-0013

Supply Storekeepers (Repair Parts), Class
NV-1405-0013

Stores
Shop Stores Procedures, Class C

Stenography, Class C
NV-I407-0003

0

Matarial

.

C-1,

Steelworkers, Class A

'Cl
' NV-1722-0004

Transcidnation and Storage ofHazardour,
NV-0419.0007

NV"-'1,710°0008

NV-1723.0009

Fin Stabilizer System (Sperry and.
1,-edgewood Controls) Maintenance,'Class

NV-1402-0035:

Storage add Retrieval DP4Dperator and
Prografnmer

Steam Components (Enlisted)
,NV1710-0024
enerating Plant Inspector
; Stea
NV-1732.000(
Steam Plane Automatic Controls'
Maintenance (Bailey Meter)
NV-17104074
.
Steam Plaat Automatic Controls
Maintenance (General Regulator)

NV -1715 -0683

Stabilizer

IOIC Storage and Retneval-Operator/
Officer Course

.

NV-1715-0464

UH-2C Automatic Stabilization
Equipment "Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0610
1.41-2C, HIC-2C,A1.1-2D Automatic
Stabilization Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0610
11H-2C, HH-2C. HH-2D Automatic'
Stabilization Equipment Organizational
Maiinenance

fit

.

Operator

NV-1'715-0621

SSBN 'NkvigationData AsImulation
.Computer Mkr,2- Mod,4, Stabilization 1 '
.Data.Coihputer Mk 3 Mod;1
NV-1715.0427
UFTZA/B'Automatic Stabilization

-

1200 PSI Steam Generating Plant
*

SH-3 Automatic StabilizatiOrrAquirTment
intermediate Maintenance,.

NV-1.704-0096

NV=1715-0030.

NV-1'710-0015

NV- 1715 -0616

SH;3 Automatic StabilizationEqumment
Organizational Malignance

NV-1402-0043

IOIC Intelligence Data System (Storage
and Retneval) Maintenance

Station

NV -1704 -0205
-

CVA IOIC Storage and Retrieval Officer

Standard Tensioned Replenishment
Alongside Methods (STREAM) Rigging
and Passing

H-46 Stabilization Systems Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1704-0136
HH-.2D/SH-2D Automatic Stabilization
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance

,

-MC-1.405-0012

NV-1715-0876

NV-1715-0183

1r

NV-1709-0010

"Stock

Stand-Alone

F.8 Electrical, Instruments and
Stabilization Systems Organizational
Maintenance
.

..

NV-1715.0439

Still Documentary Photography Cl

NV-1710-0048

NV-1715-0363

.

v

Stainless Steel Welding RequalificatiOn
Phase III (Enlisted)

.A3B AS137 Radtr Stabilization and
Auxiliary Subsystems Maintenance (Less
CP209 and AN /APN -122)

-

RA-5C Still Picture Camera Shop
Maintenance

NV-1710-0045

Stabilization

SH-3A 'Automatic Stibilization
Equipment Maintenance

Still

Stainless Steel Welding Requalificatjon
Phase I (Enlisted)

MC- 1729.0002 "*

Stewards
NV-1729-0008

NV-1405-0003

Stowage
Shiploading and Stowage
NU-17'08-0007

Strategic
Strategic Photographic Interpretation
NV-1709-0012

Strategy
Naval War College Correspondence
Course in Strategy and Policy
NV-1511-0004
Strategy. and Policy Off -Campus
Graduate Seminar
'-NV-1511-0007
Strategy and Policy Self-Administered
Seminar (Naval War College)
NV-I511-0009

STREAM

Standard Tensioned Replenishment
Alongside Methods (STREAM) Rigging
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and Passing

NV-1710.0015

Strike
strike Armament Intermediate
Mainten;nce Repair
NV-1715.0571

Stripping
Lithographic Stripping and Platemaking
DD-1719-0001

Stromberg Carlson
Stromberg Carlson Automatic Telephone
XY.Switching System Maintenance,
Class Cl
NV-1715.0661

Strowger
Automatic Electric Strowger Switching
Telephone Systems Maintenance, Class

-Cl

NV-1408-0022

NV-1704-0122

Submarine Officers Advanced

P-3 Hydraulics, Flight Control Systems
and Structures Organizational
Maintenance

NV-2202-0013

Submarine Officers Indoctrination
NV.2202-0056

NV-1704-0161

Submarine Radar Maintenance (Enlisted)

P3 Structures,,Hydraulic`Power and
Flight Controls Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1715-0061

Submarine Radioman Electricity and
Electronics

NV-1704-0206

NV-1715-0316

Submarine

Submarine Refrigeration and.Air
Conditioning R-12

Advanced Submarine Quartermaster
School _

_

NV-1730-0003

NV-170820003

Submarine Satellite Information
Exchange System (SSIXS) for Shipboard
Installations Kagitenhrice

o

Al/BST-1 SECT Maintenance for
Submarine Tend Technician "NV-11-715.6100'

NV-1715-0813

Basic Enlisted Submarine.

Submarine Satellite Information
Exchange,Sy,steM(SSIXS) Operational
,Control Center Maintenance

,_;,,NV-2202:0029
NV-17,1543735

!lame Submarine officer
,

Structural'
Aviation Structural Mechanic; Class B
NV:17044)239

4

Aviation Structural Mechanic E (Safety_
Equipment), Class A
NV -1704 -0130

Avia;1oriStructural Mechanic E (Safety
Equipment), Class B
NV-1704-0116

Aviation Stnictural Mechanic, Fiist
Class, by Correspondence
-.CO-1704:0015
Aviation Structural Mechanic H
(Hydraulics). Class A
NV-1704-0128

Ayiation Structural Mechanic H
(Hydraulics): Class B
NV- 1704 -0087-

Aviation Structural Mechanic. Second
Class, by Correspondence
CG-1704-0013

Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structures), Class A
NV-1704-0132

Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structures. Class B
NV-1704-0177

Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structures), Class C7
NV-1704-017.7

Structure

Submarine Officer Basic

Maintenance'

,

-.4

Shore Structure Maintenahce by
Correspondence
G..1710-0005

Structures
A-6 Hydraulics, Flight Control and
Structures Organizational Level
Maintenance
NV-1704-0129

A7A/B Structures, Hydraulics and
Pneumatic Systems Maintenance
NV-1704-0190

Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structures). Class A

-

NV-1704-0132

Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structures, Class B
NV-1704-0177

Aviation Structural Mechanic S
(Structures), Class C7
NV-1704-0177

Aviation Support Equipment Technician
Hydraulics ayds Structures. Class A
NV-1704-0138

F/RF-4B Structures and Hydraulics

NV:.1408-0022

Basic Submarine Quartermaster, Class A
,

.

NV-1,7;22-0007

4

NV -101 -0871
NV-1715-0878

:c

Submarine &Aar ANIBQS-11/12/131
'
System Maintenance
'NV-1715.0865
Submarine Stinar Subjective Analysis
(SSSA)

EnliSted Submarine Indo'cirmation
i4 V- 2202.0092

Gerierak'Subilarine Sonar'Maintsnnce

NV-171i.0126

Nuclear Submarine Medicine Technic .
NV-070.0001
Nuclear Submanne Medicine Technician,
Class C

NV-1715-0689

Submarine Sonar Technician A-1
NV-1715-0040
Submaanne (SSN /SSBN) Auxiliary

NV-0709-0001
,

Radio Equipment Submarine
Maintenance

Machinery Operation Ind Maintenance
NV-1730-0004

Submarine Tender Radiological Controls

NV-1715-0885

Submarine Tender Radiological Controls
(Enlisted)

NV-1715.0927 '
Subm arine Communication Application- .
and Thedry Module 2

NV-0705-0005

Torpedotnan's Mate. Class A, Submarine
NV-1715.0720
TorpedomanA Mate, Class A. Sbbmarine
and Surface Prerequisite
NV-1715.0784

NV-1715-0928

Submarine Communication Application
and Theory Module 3, Class A-I
NV-I.715-0929

SUBROC

Submarine Communication Application
and Theory Module 4

SUBROC Missile Mk 28 Mod 0 Test
Equitilitent Intermediate Maintenance

NV-17.14-0930

NV-1715-0795

Submarine Communication Application
and Theory Module 5
-NV-1715-093/
§ubmanne Communicaubn Application
.ana Theory Module 6
NV-1715.0932
Submarine Communications Eqtlipment
I NV1715-0885'
Submarine Commurucabons Equipment qr
Combined Maintenance
°
NV-1715.0885
Submarine Emergency Communications
Transmitter (SECT) Buoy AN/BST-1
Maintenance
,
NV-1715.0900
Submarine Gyrocompass Mk 19 Mod 3
NV-1715.0062
Submarine Interior Communications (IC)
Systems
NV-1715-0442
Submarine Low Pressure amp Vapor
Compression Distilling Units, Enlisted
NV-1710-002A,
'
Submarine Medical Officer (Candidates)
NV-0705-0001

Submarine Medicine Teeh'nic

.

NV-0709-0001

Submarine Medibine Technician, Class C
NV-0709-0001

SUBROC lviosile Mk 28 Mod 1

fintei'mediate Maintenance

a

r

NV-1715.0794

.

Subsistence
subsistence Specialist
CO-1'729.0002

Subsistence Supply Man
MC-1401-0001

Summer
Mountain Leadership Training, Slimmer
MC-2204.0007

Supervision
Management and Supervision ofoNaval
Personnel
.
4

NV-1408-0007

'Supervision:and Management,-Class C
NV-1406-0011
o

Supervisor
1QIC Supervisor.
NV-1606-0002

;.

Supply
Advanced Sqpply Administration

*

MC-1405-0005

Automated $upply and Accounting'
Systems Afloat (AN/UYK -5(V))
NV-I401-0003.

Aviation Supply Enlisted Course

/

4 83

NV-1720-0001

4.

Submarine Communication Application
6.
and Theory Module 1 -

,
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,

MC-I405.0001

Aviation Supply Officer
MC-1405.0018

Basic Qualification Course-of the Supply
Corps
NV-1405.0014
NV-1405-0015
NV-1405-0016

Basic Supply Administration'
.MC-1405-0004.
Basic Supply Administration
%."

(Mechanized)

E-2A AN/ASQ-52 Data Communications

Technician SSN 637 Class, Class C-I

System Special Support Equipment
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0527
Electronic Warfare Electronic Support
.Measures System Maintenance. Class A
1'4V1715.0780
Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A
(A-2), Electronict Support Measures
System Maintenande
kW-1715.0780

NV -1715 -0883

Electronic Surveillance Measures (ESM)
Technician SSN 688 Class, Class Cl
NV-1715-0889

Engineering Control and Surveillance
Sys fm Maintenance, Class CI ,
NV-1601.0014
Engineering Control and Surveillance
System Operatot, Class CI
NV -1601 -0013

Naval Guntre Support Planning
MC-1.405-0005,

MC-I405.0008
Basic Supply Fundamentals (Manual)

NV-2202.0089

Optical Survey Instrument Repair

Naval Security Group Direct Support

DD-1721-0001

Operations

MC-1405.00,04

Basic Supply Stock Contrpl

Survey

NV171-3-0832 _

MC- 140510012

C4,

NV-1715-0832

MC-1401.0002

Joint Aviation Supply and Maintenance
Material Management

DD-1601-0008

Reserve Cryptologic Technician Direct

Geodetic Surveying

Support

DD -1601 -0002

NV-1715.0834

NV-1405-0009

Line (Aker Supply (LQS) NV-I405-0006
Manne Aviation Supply, Class C
NV -1405 -0008

Manne Aviation Supply (Manual), Class.
C

NV-1409-0005

Manne Aviation Supply (Mechanized),

Survival

Reserve Training Officer Direct Support
-Operations, Class Fl

A -6A Environmental, Escape and
Survival Systems Organizational
Maintenance

NV-1715-0834

SupPortihig

NV-1704-0085

Supporting Arms Coordination

Advanced Aircrew Survival

NV-2202-0055

Equipmentman

Supporting Arms Coordinator

NV-1704:0208

NV-2202-0055

Aircrew Surviyal Equipmentman, Class
A

Surface

Class C

NV-1405-0007

Senior Enlisted Supply
MC-1405-0014

Special Supply Onentation
MC-1405-0010

Storekeeper Supply Afloat (Dependent
Duty) Class C,
NV-1405-0002

Storekeeper Supply Afloat (Independent
Duty), Class C
NV-1405-0017
Subsistence Supply Man
md- 1 ao 1 -coo 1

Supply Adnumstration
MC- 1405 -0005

Supply Ashore Refresher
NV-1405.0011

NV-1704.0234

Basic Point Defense Surface Missile

Aircrew Survival Equipmentman, Class

System

NV-1715-0778
Basic Surface Sonar Technician, Class A
. Core Phase
NV-1715.0413
Some Technician Class A-1 (Surface)
NV-1715-0423
Surface Explosive Ordnance Disposal
,

NV-1408.0011
Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Submarine
and Surface Prerequisite
NV-1715-0784
Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Surface

NV1405-0013

Unit Supply Officer
MC-1405-00I7

Surveillance

NV.1704-0208
Basic Aircrew Survival Equipmentman
NV-1704-0234

Evasion, Escape and Survival Training
MC-0802.0002

Parachute Rigger (Survival), Class A
NV-1733.O001

RK:5C Survival and Environmental

NV -1715 -0513

.Aviation Support Equipment GTCP-100'
and Enclosures Intermediate Maintenance
.
NV-1704-0109
Aviation Support EqUipment GTCP-100
Engine intermedia e Maintenance
NV-1704.0109

Aviation Support 'quipment Mobile
Electric Power P nt Intermediate

1NY-1704-0040

RA-5C Survival and Environniental
Systems Organizatiobal Maintenance
NV-1704-0040
Survival, Evasion, Resistance to
Interrogation and Escape(SERE)
'MC0802-0002

Survivalman

585/594 FBM Electronic SUrveillance
Measures (ESM) Technician
i

Aviation Survivalman, First Class, by
Correspondence

. (ESM) ANTLR-8(V)2 Combined
Maintenance
.
NV1715:0469
Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESN!) AN/WLR -6 Basic Opera-tor ,
NV-1715.0500
Electronic Surveillanc'e Maintenance.

NV-1715-0541
Defense Language Institute Support
Command Courses
DD-0602.0010

'CG-1704-0019

Aviation Survivalman, Second Class; by
Corresmidence
CG-1704 .0018

Swahilt
,Swahili
DD-0602-0002

S3V"C"
SW"C" Maintenance Welding

(ESM) AN/WLR-6 Combines

NV-1710-0068

- .-

Maintenance-

Maintenance

.

Electronic Surveillance Maintenace

'

Streetnietal

NV-1713.0501

NV-1723-0007

Electronic Surveillance Maintenance
(ESM) AN/VVYQ-1, AN-BRQ-1

r-----9 mbined Maintenance

.

-

Systems

NV.1715-0882

AN/API-126 Radar Set Special Support
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance

NV -1704 -0208

Class B.

°

.

'

Aircrew Survival Equipmentman School,

NV -1715 -0719

C-1

NV-1704-0234

Aircrew Survival Equipmentman, Class
C7

Surface Missile Systems, Officer
NV-1715.0758
Surface Sonar Technician, Class A
NV-1715.04;3
Surface ,Warfare Office!! School
NV-2202.0027

MC-I405.0011
Supply Nonconimissioned Officer (NCO)

MC-I405-0006
Supply Storekeepers (Repair Parts), Class

-

NV-2202-001,7

Supply Chief Leadership

Leadership

A NI;

Basic

Surface Warrant Officer Indoctrination

t

Advanced Geodetic Surveying
DD-I601.0003
Construction Surveying

Officer Direct Support Operations, Class

Ground,Sypply Officer Leadership

. Support

Surveying

S

.

J

NV1715.0494
Eleaionic Surveillance Measures (ESM)
.

4Q

"C" Welding Certification
NV-1710-0053 ,

Swedish

Sv-!

,

e.
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MC-I402-0039

I:)D-0602-0001

IBM system 360 OS FORTRAN IV

DD-0602-0002

. Systems Malnteriance. No. 56
NV-1704-0017

Language (Entry - level)

Swift
Swift Boat Crew Training

MC-1402-0043

IBM System-360 OS FORTRAN
Programming

NV-1722-0009

Swchboard

T56-A-10W
P-3 T56-A-10W Engine and Related'

ft'

,T56-A-14'
P-3 T56-A-14 Engine and Related

MC-1402.0034

Telephone Switchboard Repair

Systems Maintenance

IBM System 360 OS PL/1 Progrniming

MC-1715-0073

.

Switching
Automatic ElectricStrowger Switching
Telephone Systems'Maintenance, Class

MC-1402-0035

IBM System 360 OS Programming
MC-1402.0030
IBM System 360 OS System Control

NV-1704-0019

T-56-A-16
' KC-130F T-56-A-16 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Ebgine Repair
NV-1704-0014

MC-1402-0033

CI
NV-1715-0735

IBM System 360 05 System Control and
Data Management

Stromberg Caislson Automatic Telephone
XY Switching System Maintenance,
4
Class CI

KC-130F T-56-A-7 Turboprop: Engine
and Related Systems Maintenance
NV- 004-0125
KC-130F Y-56-A-7 Turboprop Engine
and Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance

MC-1402-0038

6

IBM System 360 (OS) Systems- Programmer

NV-1715-0661

MC-1402-0041

SW" J,+

IBM System 360 OS Systems
Programming
MC-I402-0032
System 360 Operating System-1401
Programming .

Steelworker, Class J ( W"J")
NV-1723-0008

SWS
SWS (Strategic Weapons System)
o
Command Polaris

T56-A-8/8A Engine and A6441FN=248
Propeller

MC-1402-0009

NV-1715-0573
SWS (Strategic Weapons System)

is:IV-1704-0029

System 360 Operating System

T56-A-8/8A Engine and Aeroproducts
A6441FN -248 Piopeller Intermediate
Maintenance

Assembler LanguSge P- rogramming Phase
MC-1402-0008
System 360 Oper&*ting SystemCOBOL
Programming Phase
MC-1402-0007

' Weapons Officer Polaris
/:iV-1715-0606

Synchronizer
AN/FPN-38 Timer Synchronizer
CG-1715,5004

NV-1704-0029

T58-GE-10
T58-GEI0 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

System 360 Operating SystemCore

Synchraphaser

Phase

NV-,I704-0027

MC-1402-0005

P-3 Synchrophaser/'True Airspeed
Computer/Signal Lights Control
Intermediate Maintenance

T58-GE-8B
T58GE-8B Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

System 360 Operating System
Operations Phase

-

MC-1402-0006

NV-1715-0322

Systems

System
System Engineering

C

T58-GE-8F
118-GE-8F Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

NV-1402-0001

§ystern$360
IBM System 360 Computer System
Programtning (COBOL Language), Class

Data Processing Technician, Class C.
Systems Analysis, and Design

NV:1704-0020
T-.64-GE-413
CH-53 T-64-GE-413 Engine IMermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

NV.-1402-0001

C

Systems Analysis and Design
MC-1402:0003
Systems Analysis and Design.
(Functional) ,
MC-1402.0010
Systems --ogramming
MC:1402-0015

NV-1402-0037

IBM System 360 Disk Operating System
":-(DOS)00perat ions
MC-1402-01418
IBM System 360 (DOS) COBOL
Programming
MC-1402-0011

NV-1704-0021

T58-GE-8B Englne-Maintenarice Class C
CG-1704-0004

Data Processing Systems Analysis. Class
MC-1402-0002

NV-1704-0032

T-64-GE-6/6A
H-53, T-64-GE-6/6A Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0049

T-1073A/A

IBM System 360 Operating System (OS)
Operations

T-1073A/A Course Attitude Data
Transrintter Interindiate Maintenance

MC-1402-0023

I BM System 360 (OS) Advanced Coding

T76-G-10/12
OV-10A T.76-G-10/12 Engine
Intermediate/Complete Engine Repair
Maintenance

(EA-6B)
NV-1715-0192

MC-1402-0037

IBM System 360 (OS) Advanced
Operations Techniques

NV -1704 -0137

T2C
T2C Power Plants and

MC-140.2-0022

elat'ed Systems

TA-4J
Prospective TA-4J Flight Instructor

Maintenances

IBM System 360 (05) Advanced
'Programming Techniques)

NV-1704-0169

NV-1606-0021

TA-41 Advinced Jet

T53-L-11
,UH-IE T53-L-11 Engine interinethate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

MC-1402-0024

System 360 OS Askmbler
413aYgu age

NV-1606=0025

TACAN
A-4 Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN)

NV -1704 -0025

'MC- 1462 -0031 1

UH-1E T53-L-11 Engine Organizational
Maintenance

IBM System 360 OS cOBO Language
(Entry-level)

AN/ARN-52<V).
.

NV- 1704 -0Q18

MC -1402-0029

ti

NV-1794-0125

T56-A-8/8A

f.

Maintenance

T-53-L-13

IBM System ko pscopoL

T-53-L-13 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair

Programming
MC-1402.0013

NV-1,704-0150,

MC-14020036
IBM System 360,(OS) Data Control
a
'TechniquA

P-3 T56-A719/14 Engine and Related
Systems grganizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0019.
.

1

485
.

"

NV-1715-0518

AN/ARN-21D TACAN Navigation Set
(Maintenance
NV-1715-0487

T56-A-10/14

MC-1402-0042
IBM System 361X(OS) Data Management

NV-1715-0288.

AN/ARN-21B/D TACAN Intermediate

AN/ARN-21D TACAN Receiver
Maintenance
NV-1715-0487

e
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41/4N/ARN-52(V) TACAN Receiver
Intermediate Maintenrce
NV-1715.0519 .

AN/1SRN-15 TACAN Distanpe Azimuth"
Meahunng Equipment (DAME) .

211V-1715-01751

E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems
(A'TDS) Operator Training
.
NV-1715-0777
E:213 Airborne Tactic4 Data Systems

MC-1715-0071

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 integrated Electronic
CentraPTACAN7Rr-541/ASQ and

Operator (Naval Flight Officer)
NV-1704-0225

KY-30§/ASQ Power SupplYAM-2310/.

Electronic Warfare Technician, Class A .
(A-4), Tactical OperatiOns

ASQ Interrilediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0375
Electronics Technician, Class C,

NV-1715-0782
Marine Corps Short Airfield For Tactical
Support, ClassC`
NV-1710-0014'
Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS)
-Technician

TACAN Maintenance
NV-1715-0197

F-4B AN/ASQ-19 TACAN System (RT547 and KY-312) Intermediate '
MK,Ltenance

MC-1715-0043

NV-1715-0394
Maintenance

NV-1715-0409

F-8 AN/ARN-52 TACAN Intermediate
Maintenance

.

MC-1715-0020

Tactical Air Command Central (TACC)
Technician
mc,-1715r0046

Tactical Air Control'Paity

Tactical Air Operations Central4
Repairman (TAOCR)
, MC-1715-0053

Tactical Air Operations Central-(TAOC)
Analog Repair
MC-1115-0021

Tactical Air Operations Central'(TA0C
AN/TYQ-2) Repair
MC-1715-0053

Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
Digital Repair
MC-1715-0018.

Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
Weapons Controller/Operator
MC-2204-0013

Naval Tactical Data Systein (NTDS)
Data Input Basic .

Tattle@ Data communications Central

NV-1402-0005

NV-1715-0262'

Naval Tactical D ata System (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisor (USER) Class 9/c

-531 TACAN (Tactical
Air Navigation) Intermediate
RT-736 and

NV-1402-0032

'

Naval Tactical Elata System (NTDS)
Tracker/Supervisor.

NV-1715:0796

i-2D/E AN/ARN-52(V) Navigational

MC-1715-0082

RepairMan
MC-1715-0077

Tactical Data Communications Central

(TDCC AN/TYQ-3) Technician
MC41715-0026

Tactical Data temmunications Central
Technician
MC-1715-0026

Tactical Data System Handling Repair
MC-1715-0022

NV-1715-0673

,TACAN Maintenance

Naval Tactical'Data System ()Orations,

NV-1715-0637

.

NV-2202-0006

Tactical Air Operations Central
Technician

Naval Tactical Data Systm (NTDS)
Data UtilizationBasic

P-3 AN/ARN-52 TACAN Maintenance

Tactical Dita Systems Analysis
NV-1402-0042

Class 0

TACAN Maintenance, Clap Cl
NV-1715-0197

UH -2A /B Tactical Air Navigation

(TACAN) AN/ARN-52(V)
NV-1715-0761

TACC
Tactical'Air command Centrsal (TACC
AN/TYQ-1) Repair
M.C-1715-0020

NV-1402.0037
Naval Tactical Data Systems Data
Transmission Group Maintenance
NV-1715-0273
Naval Tactical Data Systems
Maintenance
NV41715-0274

Tactical Data Systems Digital Repair

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)

Tactical General Purpose Computer
Technician

Data Collection and Display (Basic

Tactical Air Conimand antral (TACC)

Officer/Program Officer
NV-1402-0041

Tactical Electronic Warfare
NV-1715-0768

.4

- NV-1402-0003
Naval Tactical Data Systeths (NTDS)
Data Utilization

MC-1715-0046
-

Airborne Tactical Data System
Operations, Class 0
NV-1402-0036
AmphibioUs Tactical Air Control Party

NV-1402-0006

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisor
NV-1402-0006

NV-2202-0006

Naval Tactical Data Systems (NTDS)
Intermediate Programmer Course (CS-1)

AN/WSC-5 Tactical Satellite
Communications System Maintenance
NV-1715-0877

NV-1402-0004

P3A/B VP Readiness Tactical
Coordinator .

Basic aval Tactical Data System
(NTDS) Air Intercept Controller

P3C Tactical Coordinator Positional
Training for Naval Flight Officers

C ryptologic Techni cian 0, Tactical

NV-1709-0011

'Tactical Satellite Communications
Equipment Maintenance AN/WSC-5(V)
NV-1715-0877

VP CRG Tactical CoordinatOr ASW
IndocVination, Equipments and Tactics
NV-2202-0041

Talcs
Talcs Computer Mk 1 1 1 Mod I
NV-1715-0534,

Talcs Computer Mk 1 1 1 Mod 1,'ClasiZ
NV-1715-0419

Talcs Guided Missile and Guided Missile
Test.Set Maintenance

NV-1606-O043

Programming, Naval Tactical Data
Systdm (NTDS) Operational (Officer and
Enlisted)

,

°

4B6

NV-Y715-0622

Talcs Gunner's (Missile) Handling
.4 ,st. NV- 1715.0602
Talos'Officers

NV-1402-0031

RT-736 and KY -531 TACAN (Tactical
e: Air Navigation) Intermediate
. Maintenance

MC-1402-0045

Tactical Photographic Interpretation

NV-2202-0041

NV-1715-0674

.

MC-1715-0015
Tactical.Data Systems Maintenance

Enlisted)

Technician

Communications Systems Operations and
Management, Class C3
NV-1715-0849
Data Systems Technician (Shipboard
Tactical Data Systems Officer and Senior
Technician Maintenance) Class C
NV-1402-0041
Data Systems Technician (Shipboard

AN/TYQ-1) Repair.'

Bas1 Programmer (Operational)
NV-1402-0002

NV-1715-0673

NV:1715-0204

Tactical

NV-1402-0041

Naval Tactical Data Systen(NTDS)

F-4J AN/ARN-86 TACAN Intermediate

Maintenance

NV-1402-0O23

NV -J 7Q4-0226

CH-46A AN/ALQ-52(V) Navigational
TACAN Maintenance

,

Tactical Ali- Command Central (TACC

NV-1402-0010
E-2B Airborne Tactical Data Systems

( Electronics TeChnician, Class 01)
NV-1715-0193

No )30

(NTDS) Data Utilization
Db963'Naval Tactical Data Systems
(NTDS) Data InpUt

AN/URN-20 TACAN Maffitenance

S

Shipboard Tactical.Data Systems
Maintenance

o

Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)

NV -1715 -0796

Tactical Data,Systems Senior
Technician) Clitss C
NV.4402-0041
DD963 Naval Tactical Data System

NV-1715-0608

_Talcs Radar AN/SPG-49B,'Class C
.

Talcs Radai'AN/SPW.,2B

r

NV- 1715.0282

r\

1
0
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Fire Control Technician Class C. Target
Disignation System Mk 6

NV-I115-0793

Talos Radar AN/SPW2B, Class C
NV1715-0278
Talos Telemetenng Data Reduction
NV2202-0082
Talos Weapon Direction System Mk 6
(WDE Mk,2) Class C
NV-1715.0259

TalOs Weapons/Fire Control/Missile
Battery

NV-1715-0213

Fire Control Technician Class C, Target
Designation System (TDS) Mk 5
NV-1715-0212
Q

.

NV-1715-0608

Talos Weapons System Mk 77 Mod 2 (Class C)
NV:1715.0444

NV-1715-0894

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Penpheral Equipment, Class CI

Basic Tank Crewman
MC-1710-0006

NV-1715-0897

Tank/Amphibian Vehicle Officer
(Reserve)

QH-50C Target Control System AN/
SRW-4B Intermediate Maintenance

MC-22044:02.6

NV:1715.0418

Tank/Amphibious Vehicle Officer
Tank Officers Orientation

QH-50D Target Control System AN/'
SRW-4B Intermediate Maintenance

MC2204J027
Tank Unit Leaders (Enlisted)

'Radar (Target) Intelligence

MC-2204-0028

NV-1709-0015

ME-1710-0009

Tal/get Designation System Mk
Maintenance

, MC-1703.0001
Tracked Vehicle Repairman, Tank

NV-1715-0264

Target Designation System Mk 5
Shipboard Maintenance

MC-1703-0001

Tracked Vehicle Repairman, Tank, Basic

NW-1715-0315

.MC-1703-0001

Analog Repair

Mc-1715.0O23

Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC
AN/TYQ,2) Repair
MC-1215.-0053

Tactical Air Operations Central.(TAOC)
Data Handling Repair
MC1115.0019
Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC)
Digital Repair
MC-1715-0018

Tactical An' Operations
Weapons Controller/Operator

(TAOC)

MC-2204-0013

TAOC (AN/TYQ-2) Technician
MC-1715-0082

Tape
Data Systems Technician RD-294/UYK
Magnetic Tape Unit Maintenance, Class
C

irNV-1715.0110
RD-358-Magnetic Tape Subsystem
Accelerated

.'

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9TargetMotion Analysis (TMA)
Operator/Familiarization
NV-2202-0099

Fire Control System (FCS) Mk 113 Mod
9 (Torpedoes and Target Motion
Analysis).
NV-1715-0412

Fire C ontrol Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control' System (GFCS) Mk 37 and
Target Designation System (TDS) Mk 5

Underwater Fire Control Systems
Technician (Target Motion Analysis
Subsystem)
NV-1715.0313

Tdrtar

NV-1715-0216

NV-1715-0800

Cryptolbgic Technician.a High
Frequency.Directlon Finding (HFDF),
.

Communications Technical Control,
Clas; CI
N.V-1715-0800

Electronics Technical Officer, Class 0
NV-1715.0345

High Frequency Direction Finding
(HFDF) Communications Technical
Control
NV-1715-0800

Technical Instructor-Basic
MC-1406-0011

Technician
Technician Theory .
Technology
Special Technology I
NV-1715-0905

Special Technology II
NV-1715.0906

Special Technology III

Tartar Computer Mk 118

NV-1715.0907
NV-1715.0343

Tartar! Computer Mk 118 Mod 0
NV-1715:0343
Tartar DSOT Analysis Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
NV-1713-0072

Tartar Fire Control and Missile Officer
NV-1715.0703

Tartar Mk 152 Computer Complex
NV-1715%0792

Tartar Radar AN/SPG-5131 or Radar
AN/SPG-51-C, Mass C
NV-1715.0421

Tartar RaciarSet AN/SPG-51C and
Director Mk 73 Mod 1
NV-1715.0512

Tartar Radar Test Sel Mk 474 Mod 2
NV-1715.0396

Tartar Weapon Direction Systems
(WDS).-Mk 4 Mod 0, Class C
NV-1715-0437

Tartar Weapon Direction System (WDS)
.Mk 4, Class C
'NV-1715-0436

Tartar Weapons Control System
NV:1715-0466
Tartar Weapons Officer

Telegraph
AN/UCC-1 Series Telegraph Terminal
*Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
'Class CI)
NV-1715-0009

'AN/VCC-2, ANNRC-46 and AN/SRA60 Telephone-Telegraph Comibunicanon
System

'NV-1715.0249

Radio Telegraph Operator
MC-1715-0070

Telemetering
Talos Telemetenng DatbReduction

NV-2202-0082

Telemetering Ground Station AN/SKQ-2
NV-1715-0791

Terrier Telemetenng Data Reduction
A

Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System ,(MFCS) Mk 74,Mod 0
NV-1715.0681

'Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mods 6
and 7

NV-2202-0083

Telemetry
QH-50D Operational Telemetry
Maintenance
NV-1715.0592

Telephone
AN/VCC-2, AN/VRC -46 and AN/SRA60 Telephone-Telegraph Communication
Sysiein
NV-1715-0249

NV -1115 -0572

NV-1715-0221

Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System Mk 56 and Target
Designation Systeni Mk 5

Control

MC-1715.0005
NV-1704-0044

MC-1715-0084

Target

NV -1715 -0212

Technical
Communications,Technician "0" Branch,
HFDF Communications Technical

Target Drone, Class C.

It

NV-1715-0221

Fire Control Technician Class C, Target
Designation System (TDS) Mk 5

NV-1715.0417

Tank Vehicle Repairman

TAOC
' Tactical Air Operations Central (TAOC) .

MG-1715-0026

,TDS
Fire Control Technician Class C, Gun
Fire Control System (GFCS) Mk 37 and
Target ,Designation System (TDS) Mk 5

NV-1715-0893

Polaris Target Card Computer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Theory, Class CI

.

Tank

Photographic Interpretation/Radar
Target Analysis
Ny-1606.0030
Polaris Target Card Computer System
Mk 148 Mod 0 Maintenance, Class Fl

TDCC
Tactical Data Communications Central
(TIACC AN/TYQ3) Technician

Automatic Electric Strowger Switching
Telephone Systems Maintenance, Class
CI
NV-1715-0735

Dynalec Automatic Telephone System
Maintenance, Class, CI
NV-1404-0007

NV1715.0805

4,

ter
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Stromberg Carlson Aytomatie Telephone
XY Switching System Maintenance,
Class Cl
NV-1715-0661.
Telephone Repair

I87/UG Series teletype machines
NV-1715-0664

Teletypewriter System (Afloat)
Maintenance Models TT70A/UG and
AN/UCtC-.5 TT-252 Typing Perforator

Mg-1714-0004
JAC-1715-0038
Telephone Switchboard Repair
MC-1715.0073

I

Teletypewriter TT-299 B/UG
Watchstanders 1Zefr8her Maintenance
NV-1706-0002
TT\99B/UG Teletypewriter Set
Maintenance (Enlisted)

MC-1715-0016

NV-1715.-0734

Telephone Technician.

'

Terrain

NV-1715-0665

Telephone System, Transertable<AN/
-TTO-28

Television

MC-1715-0012

Closed Circuit Television Maintenance,
Class CI
NV-1715.0407
Closed Circuit Television
by
Correspondence

Telephone'lechnician A Schdol
CG-1715.0002

Telephonelechrtician, Class A
CG-1715-0002
Telephone Techmoean. Class B
CG-1715-0003
Telephone Technician School
,
CG-1715.0002
Telephone Technician Second Class by'
Correspondence
CG-17150063
Telephone-Teletype Repair
MC-1715.0013
Telephone Teletype Repair (Special)
MC1715:0028

CG-1715-0064

P-3c.AN/AXR-I3 Low Light Level
Television Camera Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715.0358
Radio and Television Production
Specialist
DD-0505.0001

DD-0504-001p

Automatic Telephones, Class C
NV-1715-0546

Television Instructo%
NV-1406-0007

Teletype

Tenney

Electrons: Teletype Repair

NV -1715 -0588

Electronics Technician, Class C, FBM
Tender Navigation Maintenance

Model 28 ASR Teletype Maintenance
NV-1715-0662

Telephone-Teletype Repair

NV-1715-0168

Fire Control System Technician Mk 88
Mod I Tender Maintenance

NV-1715.0090

Electronics Technician Class C. AN/
FGC-73 Teletypewriter Routing Set and
AN/UGR-14 Inktronic Page Printer

NVII715-0666

E-2A AN/ACQ2 arid AN/ACQ-2A

Combined 'Maintenance
N y-1715-0090

Data Terminal Sets Intermediate
Maintenance

MC-1715-0076

Introduction ro Traffic and Terminal

NV-2202-0083

Terrier Weapon Direction System Mk 3

(DE Mk 9).
Terrier Weapon Direction System Mk 7

(WDE Mk 8)
NV-1715-Q473

\

NV-1715-0664

Marine Terminal Management
NV-0419-0012
-

Mobile Data Communications Terminal
Technician
MC-1715.0081

Terminal Equipment Repair

9

Tdtr Weapons System Missile Fire
o tol System (MFC$) Mk 73
NV-1715-0442

errier Weapons System Missile Fire'

Control Syem (MFCS) Mk 16
NV- 0419/0014

writer Reperforator TT-253/UG
Series nd Teletypewriter Distributor
I87 UG Series

Teletypewriter Reperforator TT-253/UG
Series and Transmitter Distributor TT-

`-

Management

NV-1715.0664

Weapons
NV-1715-0605

'

NV-1715-0254

Teletypewriter. Reperforator TT-253/UG

A

NV-1715-0603

NV-1715-0009 ,----Terrier

Teletypewriter_Repair

NV-1715-0526

NV-171$.0649

Teletypewriter AN/UGC-20/25

.

Tracking (CWAT)

Terrier Telemetering Data Reduction

AN/UCC-I Series Telegraph Terminal
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)

Maintenance, No.-20

:

Terrier Radar Set AN /SPG -55D
Cohtinuous Wave Acquisition and

1V V-1715-04th

NV-1402-0045

P-3TT-264/AG Teletypewriter Group

TTle

MC-1715-0080

Terrier Missile Launcher System

\<\.Terminal

NV-1715.0019

Telety

NV-1715-0391

Terner/Tartar Gunner's Mate

Storekeeper, Class C,(Umform
Automated Proctdures for Tenders and
Repair Ships)

Maintenance

NV-1715-0328

a

Terrier Mark 152 Computer Complex

NV-1715-0597.

Tenders

AN/UGC-20A/25A Teletypewriter Set

,NV-1715-0398
Terrier Computer Mk, 119 Mods 3 and 4
NV-1715.0334
Terrier Fire Control and Missile Officer

Terrig./Tartar Guided Missile and
Gilley Missile Tess Set Maintenance

NV-0705-0005

NV-1'715-0090

NV-1715.0334

.

NV-1720-0001

Maintenance

NV-1715-0334

Te ier Computer Mark P19 Mod 5
(Fleet Inputs)

Terrier Radar SetA'N/SPG-55B Mod 5
(Fleet Input)

Submarine Tender Radiological Controls
(Enlisted)

AN/UGC-20/25 Teletypewriter Set

NV-171.5-0801

Terrier Computer Mark 119 Mod 5

NV-1715-0693

NV -1715 -0205

MC -1715 -0076

NV-1715-9801

Terrier ASMD-70 55B Radar Update

Terrier Radar Set AN/SPG-55B Mod 5

Launcher Technician (Tender)
NV-1710:0030
Submarine Tender Radiological Controls

Teletypewriter

NV-2202-0073

Terrier AN/SPG-5511 ASMD 70 Radar
Update'
°

NV-1715-0291

Mainteriance

Teletype' Repair

N V- 2202 -0073

DLG 6-16 (MOD) Terrier Weapons
System Missile Fire Control System
(MFCS) Mk 76 Mod 5

MC-1715-0080

NAyiDAC FBM Tender Naviga.tion

MC-1404-0001

System

Tomei Radar AN/SPQ-5A

Electronics Technician, Class C, SSBN

MC-1715:0013

DLG-I6 (MOD) Terrier. Weapons

Repairman

NV-1715-01.82

Telephone Teletype Repair (Special)
MCI715-0028
Teletype Maintenance. Class C, Low
Level Keying Teletype Maintenance
NV-1715-0663
Teletype Operator

DD-1601-0004

Terrier

Terrier Missile Launcher System Repair

SAN /BST -1 Tender Maintenance
MC-1715-0064

Terrain Analysis

Terrier Computer Mk 100 Mod 2

Shipboard Information, Training and
Entertainment (SITE) System Operators
(Television Afloat)

Telephones

MC:1715.0015 e
urinal Equipment Theory
MC-1715.0007

'NV-1715-0443
Terrier Weapons Systems with Digital
Fire Control Systems (MFCS Mk 76.6/
AFCS)
NV-1715-0658

Terrier Weapon System DLG-28 (Class
System Level Maintenance)

.
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NV-1715.0323

Maintenance Analysis Test Set (MATS)
Mk 352, ClAs Fl

NV-1715.0542

NV-1715-0902

vRA-5C Semi-Automatic test Equipment
4
Bomb Director

. Missile Test and Readiness Equipment

NV-)715'-0429

(MTRE) Mk,3 Measurement, Display
and Simulation Groups Advanced
Training

NV-1715.0547

RA-5C Senn-Automatic Test Equipment,
Programmer and System Analyzer
Intermediate Maintenance

NV.-1715-0908

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment
(MTRE) Mk 3 Mods 4 and,5
Measurement, Display and Simulation
Groups Advanced Training, Class Fl

NV-1715.0238

,Sparrow III Missile TeSt Equipment'''.
Maintenance Timing-Depot Test
Equipment of the AN/DPM-76

NV-1715.0908

NV-1715-0628

Missile Test and Readiness Equipment

NV-1715-0342

Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike and
Wallqe Guided Missile Test Equipment
(CVA/CVS) Intermediate Maintenance

(MIRE) Mk 3 Programmer/Timer
Digital Multimeter Advanced Training,

A-6 Card Module Analyzer Test
Consqle. AN/A SM-118, int/mediate
Maintenance

Class CI

NV-1715-0336

'

NV-1715-0619

NV-1715.0884

Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike, and
Walle9e,Guided Missile Test Equipment,
Intermediate Maintenance (Shore)

0A-3731/ASM-76 Computer Detector
-Test Console Intermediate Maintenance

A4 Data Processing Unit and.Associated
--V'
Test Setlrittrmediate Maintenance
NV-1715-06;0
A-6 electronic Module Test Console.
Intermediate Maintenance

14V-1715-0798

0A-3734/ASM-77 Ballistic Computer
Test Console Interniediate Maintenance

NV-17,15-0702

SUBROC Missile Mk 28 Mod 0 Test
Equipment Interinechate Maintenance

NV-1715-0548

NV-1715.9451
.

NV-1715.0297

A-6 Right Hand Unit Alignment Test
Set, and Encoder Tape Dial Test Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-171-0335
A-6 Search Radar Module Analyzer Test
Console
NV-1715.0530,

A- 6-Ship and Shore Inertial Platform
'Veit Station Intermediate Maintenance
',NV-1715-0177
A-6"track Radar M9dule Analyzer Test
. Console and Detailed Module Theory
(Intermediate Level Maintenance)
NV-1715.0429
A-7E AN/ASM-375 Inertial
Meaiurement System Te;t Set
Intermediate. Maintenance
NV-1715.0146
AN/ALM-108 Receiver Test Console
AN/ALQ.99 Receivers Intermediate
Maintenance,
NV-1715-0054

AN/ALM:109 Test Console and AN
ALQ-99 Tracking Receivers and Control
Modulators Intermediate Maintenarfce .NV-1715-0052
AN/ALQ-99 lamming Transmitters and
AN/ALM-107 Counterme'asures Test
Station Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0953

AN/APM 341 (V) Doppler Test Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0360

AN/AVM-11 (V) Head Up Display Test
' Set Intermediate Maintenance-(A-7E)
h1V-1704-Q229

AN/AWM-55(V) Armament Station
Control Unit Test Set Intermediate

NV-1'402.0044

RA-5C Semi-Autometic Test Equipment
Air Data, Flight Reference, and Flight
Control Intermediate Maintenance

NV-1715.0008

A.6,BallisticrComPuter Test Console
Interniediate Maintenance

.

NV-1715-0005

RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Verdan and Digital
Tess 'Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance

Electronics Technician, Class C,'AN/
SSM-5 Monitor Test Set Maintenance

A-6A 0A-6672/ASA-48 Universal
I
Encoder Test Console Intermediate
Maintenance
NVN715-0109
A-6A Track Radar and Module Analyzer`
Test Console Intermediate Maintenance

,

Electronic Test Equipment Operation/
Operational Use

E-2A InertiatNavigatiOn System semiAutomatic Check-Out Equipment
(SACE) and Encoder Test Console
Operation and Maintenance

NV-1715-9475

Talos Guided Missile and Guided Missil
.
Test Sei Maintenancel

NV-1715.0795
Torpedo Mk 37 Mods 'O, ,!, anil 3 Test
Equiptnent Intermediate MainterMice
NV-1715.0788
TOrpedo Mk,45 Mods 1 and 2 Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0786

NV-1715':0622

Terrier/Tartar Guided Missile and
Guided Missile Test Set Maintenance
NV-1715-0467

Test Instrument Repairman
MC-1715-0027.

Testing

Test Equipment

Nondestructive Testing of Metals

A-5A RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Verdan and
Digital Test Equipthent

NV-1724-0002

Test Set

NV -1402-0044

A6A AN/AVA-1 Vertical Display
Indicator Group and Associated Test
Equipment Intermediate Level

A-6 BNCN and BNCB Test Set,
Intermediate Maintenance

'

NV-1715-0051

A-6 Bombardier Navigator Control Box
and Associated Test Sei, Intermediate
Maintenance

Maintenance
NV-1715.0159

A-6 AN/APQ-112 Track Radar and
Associated Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance

l

NV-1715.0896

NV-1715.0174

A -6A AN/APQ-112 Track Radar Test
Console and Detailed Radar Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715:0435
A-6A AN /APQ -92 Search Radar and
Module Analyzer Test Bench
Intermediate MAintenance
NV-1/15-0411
A -6 AN/ASN-31 Inertial Navigation
System "i'lr1 Test Console.Intennedate
Maintenance

A6 Pilots Horizontal Display, Direct
View Radar Indicator and Associated
Test Set Intermediate Maintenance

Electronic Test Equipment Operation

Maintenance

NV-1715-0804

.

NV71715-0051
.

NV-1715.0302

A-6 AN/APQ-92 Search Radar and
Associated Test Equipment Intermediate
Maintenance
A6ASProgrammer, Semi-Automatic-Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance/
NV-1715-0074
A-6 Associated Radal. Test Equipment
Intermediate Level Maintenance
NV-1715-0406
.
AN/DPM-7 Sparrow III Giniled Missile
Test Equipment Intermediate
MaiGenance
NV-1715.0628
arrow III Guided Missile
AN/DS
Test Eq ipment Intermediate ,
Maintenance
NV-1715,-0446

'Electronic Test Equipment Basic
.
Operator, Class Fl
NV-1715:0896

TF30-P-6
TF30-P-6 Intermediate Maintenance/
Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704:0033

-

TF30-P-62408

A-7A/,13 TF30-P-6/408 Power Plants and
Related Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1704.0135

TF30-P-8
TF3Q -P -8/408 Engine Intermediate

Maktenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-00116

TF30-P-8 Intermediate Maintenance/
Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0016

TF30-P:8/408
TF30-P-8/408 Engine Intermediakte
Maintenance/Complew Engine Repair
NY-1704-0016

TF41-A-2
C
.
TF41.A-2 Engine Intermediate

1.
V

489

t
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Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704-0123

TMA

TF/AF-9J

.

Tool
Builder Tool and Equipment

Thai
DD-0602-00.02

Theory
ry
NV-1402-0038

Computer Theory; Basic
NX-1402-0038

Mardan computer Theory and
.
'glatntehance I
.
NV -1715 -0447
Mardan Computer Theory 'and
Maintenance II
.
NV-1715-0448
Radar Theory and Maintenance by
Correspondence
'CG-1715-0065

Techniciari Theory
MC-1715-0005

NV-1721-0001

TrAcked Vehicle Maintenance Officer/
Staff Noncommissioned Officer

NV:1i23.0001

Management

MC-1703.05111

.G1

MC-1710-0022

NV-07,04-0002

.1

Physrcal Therapy Technic

NV-0784-6002
Physical Therapy Technician, Class C
NV-0704;0002

Thermal
Shipboard Viermal Insulation (Lagging)
,

-Thioat

4

NV -1710 -0039

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Technician,
Class C

-NV-0709-0009

Timer
AN/FPN-38 Timer Synchronizer
CG-1715-0004

'

DD-1601.0012

Topography
Topography and Printing Staff
No4commissioned.Officer (NCO)
DO-1601-6010

Torpedo
NV-1715.0787

Torpepo Mk 37 Mods 0, 2, and 3
Intermediate Maintenance
Torpedo Mk 37 Mods 0, 2, and 3 Test
Equipment Interhiechate Maintenance
NV-1715.0788

Torpedo Mk 45 Mods I and 2 Test
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0786

AN/FPN-46 Timer
CG-1715-0009

Tissue Bank Technic
NV-0702-0005
Tissue Bank Technician, Class C

Tissue Culture Technic

NV-0702-0001

Tissue Ctiture Technician, Class C
NV-0702-000I

MC-1703-0011

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (ONTOS),
.

MC-1703-0005

Tracked Vehicle jtepairman SelfPropelled Artillery
MC-1703.0006

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (SelfPropelled Artillery), Basic
MC-1703-0006

Tracked Vehicle Repairman, Tank

-

MC-1703-0001

Fire Control System^(FCS1 Mk 113 Mod
9 (Torpedoes and Target Motion
Analysis)
NV-1715.0412

Torpedoe's Mk 14 Mod 5 and Mk 16 Mod
8 Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1601.0011

Torpedo6 Mk 46 Mod 1, Mk 44 Mod 1,
and AWTT Mk 32 Organizational

Tracked Vehicle Repairman, Tank, Basic
MC-1703;0001

Tracker

-

'Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Tracker/Supervisor
NV-1715-0613

Tractor
Amphibian 1
LVT3C, LV1

tor Crewman Training

.

NV-1715.0785

'Underw er Fire Control System (FCS)
Technician (Torpedoes) Mk 113 Mod 7
NV-1715-0760

Torpedoman's

.
MC-1710-0005

Tracked Vehicle Repairman Amphibian

Tractor
MC1703-0011

Tradevman
a

NV-1715.0532

Torpedoman't Mate

.

Class A4Tradevman School

Bisic Electricity and Electronics for
Torpedoman's Mate

-

Torptdoman's Mate, Class A
NV-1715-0718
NV.I715-0719
NV-1715-0720
Torpedoman's Mate, Class A,
Intermediate Maintenance Prerequisite
NV-1715.0718
Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Submarine

Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Submarine
and Surface Prerequisite
NV-1715.0784
Torpedoman's Mate, Class A, Surface
NV-1715-0719

TOW

NV1715-0497

Tradevman,.Class A

,

NV-1715-0497

Tradevman I (Instructor) Clas
N -1406-0002
Tradevman R (Repairman) Csss A
NV-1715-0495

Tradevman School, Class A
NV-1715-0497
Tradevman School, Class B
NV -1715 -0598

Traffic
Air Controlman Carrier Air Traffic
Control Center Utilization Operator
NV-1704-0220

Air Traffic Control
Equipment
Maintenance AN/TRN28, Class C
NV-1715-0771

-Air Traffic Control Electronics

TOW Missile Maintenance
MC-1715.0075

N V -0702 -0005
.

MC-1703-0011

Torpedoes

NV.:1 715-0720

Cp1715-0005

Tracked Vehicle Repairman Advanced
MC1710-0007
Trkked Vehicle Repairman Amphibian
Tractor

Basic,

NV-1715.0789

Maintegance

-

MC- 1703 -0010

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (Amphibian
Vehicle)(Bhsic)

Torpedo Mk 37 Mods 0, I, 2, ancr3
Orginizatidnal Maintenance

AN/FPN-41. Timer

',

Tracked Vehicle Repairman

Basic Topographic Officers

.

Occupational Therapy Techruc
NV-0704-0003
Occupational Therapy Technician, Class
C
*
NV-0704-0001
Physical ana Occupational Therapy
Technic
NV-0704-0002
Physical and Occupational Therapy
'Technician, Class C
NV-0704-0002
Physical and Occupational Therapy
Technician, Phases I and II

Tissue

Tracked Vehicle Maintenance Officer

Topographic

.DD-9602:0003
DD-0602-0004

.

MC -1710 -0022

NV-1002-0001

Machine Tool Operator

Thai

Therapy

Management

Machine Tool Operations

NV-1606-0039

.

Advanced Tracked Vehicle Repairman
MCI710-00Q7
Tracked -Vehicle Maintenance

Maintenance (BU "C")

Pidspective TFITAF -9J Flight
Instructor

Baste Computer

NV-13.15-0276

Tiqcked

NV-2202-0099

NV-1606-0037

.

9 Target Mown Analysis TMA)
Operator/Familiarization

Prospective Phase 1 CV (Jet) (TF(AF9J) Tactical Flight Instructor

TF/TAF-9J

Equipment Maintenance, Class C

Fire Control System4FCS) Mk 113 Mod

to

Tower

Maintenance Officers, Class 0
NV-1715-0670

Air Traffic Control Officers, Class 0

Air Controlman T (Tower), Class A

NV-1704-0003

NV-1704-0008

Air Traffic Management

`Bright Radar Indicator Tower
1

490

. .

NV0419-0013
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Carrier Air Traffic Control Center
_Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-35A
and_AN/SPN-35. Class C
NV-1715-0713

a

Carrier Air Traffic Cdritr91 Center
Equipment Maintenance, 101/SPN-35,
Cliss C

Management,

NV-1715-0900

T.1073A /A Course Attitude Data
Transmitter Intermediate Maintenance
(EA-6B)

NV-1715.-0373

NV21715-0192

RT-648 /ARC -94 and RT698/ARC-102
HF Traostelver Intermediate

NV-0419-0014,

Transmitter AN/WRT-4 Combined
Maintenance

Maintenance

Marine Air Traffic Control
tIV1715.0799
Marine Air Traffic,Control Mainterlance
-

Supervisor Training,-Class C
NV-1715-0742

Marine Air Traffic Control Navig;tional
AidsMaintenance

N1715.0017
Manny Air Trafit.Corttrql Navigational

Trangnission

Manna Air Traffic Control Und
Auxiliary Equipment Maintenance, Class
C

NV-1715-0669

-

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit

'
Equipment Maintenance, Class-C
NV-1715-0039

..

Maintenance Management, Class C
NV-175 -0039

NV -1715 -0053 -

Tirismitting
RAdio Transmitting Set,AN/URT-21_(Y)
Maintenance (Enlisted)

Data Computation and Transmission
a.
Loops Fire Control System (FCS) Mk
80, Class CI
NV-1715-0843
.

AN/APX-64(V) IFF Transponder Set

Eledir flies technician Class C. Data

Systein Maintenance

n Group, Transmron
Trans
4
Equipment Maintenanq-e

F-4B/1 KY-532A/ASQ IFF Transponder

NV:1715-0026
UH2-AilfPower Plant. Trabsnussion,

I ntermediatd Maintenance
,
.

Maintenance Management...Class'W
NV-1715-0039

,
I,.

Maintenance, Class Cr

'Personal Propeity Traffic Madagement

".

NV-0419-0011
y
.
. Train
6 5'/54 Rapid Fire MOunt Fuzesetter, Tram"

and Elevation,(8ervo Amplifier System) f,
-NV-1715-0667

'TRAM
Sonar AN /SQS -23 D -G Senes (TRAM)
Maintenance
NV-1715-0864

Sonar,AN/S0S-23.D-G Sends TRAM,
MIP,.LORA Maintenance
NV-1715-Off64

Transceiver
AN/ARC-38A Single Side Band
Transceiver Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0094

AN'/ARC -38A SSB Transceiver
Maintenance
NV-1715-0486

AN/ARC-94 Radio Transceiver
Intermediate Maintenance

NV1715-0100
AN/ARC-94 Sthgle Sidej3and
Transceiver Maintenance

-

NV-1715-0309

r

Fl

'NV-17150914.
KY-532A/KY-533A IFI7Transponder
,Intermediate Maintenance

`

NV-1715.0184

-NV-1703.0003
,

Transmissions and Related Sy.Slems
Organizational Maintenance

Repairman, Class.C.

'

Transport
Advanced Motor Transport
MC: 1703-0002

-

Amphibious Transport/Cargo Ship
Embarkation

NV-1704-0176

Trinsmater

NV-0419-0005

AN/ARC-131 Receiver Transmitter
Interiaediate Mamtedlince

Motor Transport Chief

-

MC-1793.0P03

NV-1715.0188

Motor Transport Maintenance

AN/URT-23 Radio Transmitter With
-AN/URA-38 Antenna Coupler

Management

Motor Transport Officer
MC-0419-0003

Motor Transport Officer Leadership

AN/URT-23(V) Radio Transmitter
Maintenance
.

MC-0419-0004

MotaT ransport Officer Orientation

NV:1715-0531

MC-0419 111.
Motor Transport Staff Noncdmmissione
Officer (NCO) Leadership

AN/WRT-2 Radio Transmitter
Maintenance (Electronics Technician,
Class CI)
.NV-1715-0011
Communications Transmitter Site
Systems Maintenance, Class CI
.
NV:1715-0387
EA-613 Course Attitude Data Transmitter
Intermediate Maintenance

MC-1703-0016

Trimsportation
Freight Transportation and Traffic.4.
Management

NV-0419-00k
Intermediate .Transportation.Management
NV-0419-0010

MV-1715-0192

Introduction to Transportation

ElectrOnics Technician Class C, High
Power Independent Single Sideband

Transmitter (AN/FRT-39; AN/URT-I9,

MC-0419-6062

.6

Maintenance (Electtbrucs Technician,
Class CI)
NV-1715.0056

a

-

1FF Transponder AN/4.PX-72 and AN/
PPX-17 Combined Maintenance: Class

'

ConstrucfvfNechanic/Automatic
TranstnissTrfis, Clads -C,

NV-1715-0363

NV-1715-0811

Transmissions

UH-2C Power Plants, Fuel,

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar

7

AN/APX-72'Senes IFF Transponder

AV-170441061

.

.

'

NV 1715 -0038

Intermediate Maintenance

,

-

.

NV-1215-0378

Transponder

-

s

Fuel, Rotor and Related Systems
.
.
Maintenance')
,

gV-1715-0,k6
'
Manna Air Traffic Control Unit

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar

StationAnter-mediate Maintenance

.

-

NV-1715-0250

AN/AL0-99 Jamming Transmitters and
AIWALM-107 Cqiintermeasures Test

AdvancedTransistor Theory '
NV1715.0165

NV-1715-60i7

-

Transmitters

,...

-Transistor

Aids Repairman, Class C

Manne Air Traffic Control Unit

,

I 715-069
Transceiver AN /SRC -20 Combined
'Maintenance
NV-1715-0084
'Transceiver AN /URC -32 Maintenance
(Enlisted)
,
NV -17150Z29

Commumcations-Repairman, Class C

°

Transmitter (SECT) Buoy AN/BST-1
Maintenarice.

120) HF Transceiver Intermediate
Maintenance

Management

*

NV;1715-0389
Submarine Emergency Communications

RT 648/698 (AWARC-94/f02/105/119i

NV-1715-0670

-

Relay Transmitter Mk 60 Mod 0
MaintenanceUFCG Mk 1.140Mods 9-12

NV-1715.053I

Introduction to Tr flit and Terminal

'7:

NV-1715-0594

Equipment

NV- 0419-0008

Ground Controlled Approach' /Radar Air
Traffic Control Center Electronics
Mamtenance Officers, Class 0

.

Maintenance

NV-015-0089'Nadi° TransceiVe? AN/WRC-I Family

Freight Transportation and Traffic

A

NV1715-0027 .
F41 AN/AWC110 Transmitter and
Antenna-Positaining Iniermechite

NV-1715-0701
kadiO Transceiver sIsN/SRC-20
Maintenance

NV-1715-0713

-

AN/URA36)

NV-1715.0484
AN/SRC-20 Radio Transceiver
NV1715-00S9
F-4J RT- 793 /ASQ UHF Transceiver
Intermediate Mamtenance

Management
,

NV-0419-0006

-
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Transportation and Storage of Hazardous
Material
NV-0419-0007

Transportation Manigement
NV-0419-0008

Transportation Management Advanced
.

TT-299 B/UG

Typewriter

Teletypewriter TT-299 B/UG
Watchstanders Refresher

.

NV-1706-0002

TT-299B/UG teletypewriter Set
, Maintenance (Enlisted)*

NV-0419-0009

,

'Travel

Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS)
Mk 2 Mod 6 Selectric Typewriter, Class

NV-17 I5-0734

Fl
NV-1715.0916

SINS Mk)2 Mod 6 Selectnc Typewriter
Advanced Maintenance
NV-1715-0916

TT70A/Up

Basic Travel Clerk
MC-1403-6005

Disbursing Clerk, Class C (Travel
Payments)

,

Teletypewriter System (Afloat)
Maintenance Models TT70A/UG and
AN/UGC-5 TT-252 Typing Perforator

Typing
Typing. aid General Office Procedures
(Women)
MC-1409.0001

NV-1715.0665
NV-1408.0002

Treatment
Alcoholism Treatment Specialist (ATS)

UDT.SEAL

Tuner

NV-0801.0008

Triton
CCI.611 and Motorola Triton VHS; -I}1
Transceivers
C9-1715.0057
Troop
Naval Gunfire Spotters (Troop Officers)
NV-2202-0064

Troop Naval Gunfire Spotter
NV-2202-0057

Troubleshooting
CONALOG (Norden) Refresher
Maintenance and Troubleshooting
NV-1715.0253

F-4B Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1704-0076

F-4J Communication Navigation
Identification (CNI) Line
Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1704-0074

RF-4B AN/ASQ-88 and AN/ASQ-108
Communication Navigation Identification
(CNI) Line Troubleshooting Maintenance
NV-1715-0357

Solid State Circuit Troubleshooting
Techniques
fiV-1715.0149

UDT-SEAL Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Insioctrination

AN/ALQ-86 M'rd -Band Tuner
Intermediate Maintenance

Turbine Controls, Class Cl
NV-1402.0020

Enginemen, Class C, Marina Gas Turbine
Basic

NV-1710-006
Enginemen,'Gas Turbine Engines, Clas.
C

-

NV-1703.0002

Gas Turbine.by Corrispondence
CG-1731.0002

General Electric LM100 and Solar T1000 Emergency Gas Turbine Solar Main
Propulsion Operation and Maintenance
CG-1710-0007

LM2500 Gas Turbine Module
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1703.0008

Marine Gas Turbine Basic, Class Cl
NV-1710-00664

Pfau and Whitney FT4A Gas Turbine
Engine Operation and Mainteliance
CC-1710-0006

Ship's Service Gas Turbine Generator o
Module (Allison 501) Maintenance, Class
Cl
NVI1703-0009

Turbo-Jet

TS2A
Prospective ME (Prop) Flight Instructor
(TS-2A Type 'Aircraft)'

Aviation Machinist's Mate J (Turbo-Jet),
(Class A)
NV-1704-0148

NV-1606-002D

Turboprop

TT187/UG
Teletypewriter Reperforator TT-253/UG
Series and Transmitter Distributor TT187/UG Series Teletype machines

KC-130F T-56-A-7 Turboprop Engine
and Related Systems Maintenance

NV-1715.0664

KC-130F T-56-A-7 Turboprop Eggini
and Related Systems Organizational

TT-252
Teletypewriter System (Afloat)
Maintenance Models TT70A/UG anct
AN/UGC-5 TT-252 Typing Peirforator
Ny-1715.0665

.

NV-1704.0125

Maintenance
NV-1704-0125

Turkish
Turkish
DD-0602-0001
DO. 0602-0002
DD-0602.0093
DD-0602.0004
DD-0602-0009

TT-253/UG
Teletypeviliner Reperforator TT-253/UG
NV-1715.0664

Teletypewriter Reperforator TT-253/UG
Series and Teletypewriter Distributor

Tr187/U0 Series

Turret
NV-1715.0664

Teletypewriter ReperforafOr TT-253/UG
Series and Transmitter Distributor TT187/UGSenes Teletype machines

Alhation Ordnanceman (Turret), Class A
NV-1714-0007

Turret Repairman
MC-1710-0008
MC-1710-0028

NV-1715-0664

TT-253/UGC
Teletype Reperforator TT-253/UGC
Combined Maintenance
NV-1715.0664

NV-2202-0018

NV=1715-0060

Turbine
DD963 Basic Circuit Concept for`Gas 4

TV
Closed Circuit TV Maintenance, Class
C1

NV-1715.0189

4 (14

UH-1E
UH-IE Airframe and Related Systems
Intermedrate Maintenance
NV-1704-0043

UH-1E Airframe and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0043

UH-lee53-L-11 Engine Intermediate
Maintenance/Complete Engine Repair
NV-1704.0025
UH-1E T53-L-11 Engine Org'anizationak
Maintenance
NV-1704-0018

UH1N
UH-1N Electrical Systems Organizational
Maintenance
NV-f704-0207
UH-1N Power Package Organizadonal
Maintenance
NV-1704-02b4

UH-1N Powertrain and Rotors
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0175

UH-2A
UH-2A AN/APN-130 Radar Navigation
Equipment
NV-1715.0432

UH-2A/B
UH-2A/13-AN/ASN-13A Navigational
Computer.Group Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0326
UH-2A/B Automatic Stabilization
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0464

UH-2A/B Automatic Stabilization
Equipment Maintenance
NV- 1715 -0464,

UH-2A/B AutOmatic Stabilization
Equipment Organizational Maintenance ,
NV-1715-0464
UH-2k/B Electrical System Maintenance
NV-1704.0091
UH2-A/B Power Plant, Transmission,
Fuel, Rotor and Related Systems
Maintenance
NV-1704:5061

UH-2A/B Tactical Air Navigation
(TACAN) AN/ARN-52(V)
NV-1715-0761

UH-2C
UH-2C Airframes, Hydraulic, Flight
Controls and Rotor Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0057

UH-2C Automatic Stabilization
Equipment Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0610
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UH-2C Elancal System Organizational

Underwater Photographer/Scuba Diver
NV-1606-0013

Maintenance
NV-1704-0090
UH-2C, 1-JH-2C and HH-2D Power

Plants and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0141

UH-2C, HH-2C, HH-2D Automatic
-Stabilization Equipment, Intermediate
Maintenance
NV-1715-0610

UH-2C, HH-2C, HH-2D Automatic
Stabilization Equipment Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0683

UH-2C Power Plants, Fuel,
Transmissions and Related Systems
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704.0176

UH34D
UH34D Airframe, Hydraulics and Flight
Controls
NV- 1704 -0064-

UHF

It

AN/ARC-27 UHF Radio Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0351

E-2A AN/ASQ-58 Integrated Electronic
CentrakUHF-RT-542/ASQ and RT-559/
ASQ Power Supply-AM-2310/ASQ
Intermediate Maintenance
t

NV-1715-0746

F-4J RT-793/ASQ UHF Transceiver
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0701

P-3 AN/ARC-52 UHF Communications
Systems Maintenance, No 21

Uniform
Storekeeper, Class C (Uniforhi
Automated Procedures foi- Tenders and
Repair Ships)
NV-1402.0045

Unit

,

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Equipment Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0039

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Maintenance Management, Class C
NV-1715.0039

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit
Maintenance Management, Class 0
NV-1715-0039

Marine Air Traffic Control Unit Radar
Maintenance, Class C
NV-1715-0038

ManneAir Traffic Control Unit Radar
Repairman, Class C
NV-1715.0038
Radio -Aids Unit (Device 1-D-5), Class C
NV-1715-0372
Unit Supply Officer
MC-1405.0017

UNIVAC

tz,

UNIVAC 1218/A,18/490-CP-789/UYK5(V) System Programming Course

(COBOL Lareage), Class C
NV-1402-0030

UNREP
Electrical Component Maintenance
( UNREP)

DD-0602-0002

UNREP Hydraulic and Mechanical
Component Maintenance. (Sending Units)

NV-1715-0025

Underwater
Basic Underwater Demolition/Seal Team
Training
NV-1606-0007

Basic Underwater Demolition/Seal
Training
NV-1606-0007

Mark 105 Underwater Fire Control
System (UWFCS) Mod 28
NV-1715-0675

Underwater Demolition Training

NV-1710-0016

UNREP Rigging Procedures

Underwater Demolition Training
(Enlisted)
NV- 1606 -0007

Underwater DemolitioA Traimng
(Officer)
NV-1606-0007

Underwater Fire Control Group Mk 111
Maintenance
NV-1715-0119

Underwater Fire Control Group Mk 114
NV-1715-0133

Underwater Fire Control System (FCS)
Technician (Torpedoes) Mk 113 Mod 7
NV-1715-0760

Underater Fire Control Systems
Technician (Mk 113 Mod 9)

Subsystem)
NV-1715.0313

Utility
Aviation Boatswain's Mate U (Utility),
Class A
NV-1728-0013

Aviation Ordnanceman (Utility), Class A
NV-1714.0006

Utilization
Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Data UtilizationBasic
NV-1402.0005

','NTDS Data Utilization
NV-1402.0005

UT"J"
Utilitiesman, Class J (UT".11)
NV-1710-0036

UWFCS
Mark 105 Underwater Fire Control
NV-1715.0675

V71 Series
Detroit. Diesel V71 Series Engine
Maintenance, Class CI
NV-1712-0019
VapOr
Submarine Low Pressure and Vapor
Compression Distilling Units, Enlisted
NV-1710-0025

Variable
AN /SQA -l3 (V) Independent Variable
Depth Sonar Operation and Maintenance
NV-1715.0772

Vehicle
Advanced Tracked Vehicle Repairman
MC-1710-0007

Amphibian Vehicle Crewman

Urologic
Urologic Technic

MC-1708-0001

NV-0702-0004

Urologic Technician), Class C
NV-0702-0004

Urological

Amphibian Vehicle Officer
MC-2204-0002
.
Amphibian Vehicle Repairman
MC-1703-0011

Amphibiops Vehicle Company Officer

Urological Technic
0

.NV-0702-0004

Urological Technician
NV-0702.0004

Urological Technician, Class C
NV-0702-0004

USER
Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS)
Evaluator/Supervisor (USER) Class O/C
NV-1402.00'32

MC-2204.0041

Amphibious Vehicle Officer Orientation
MC-2204-0025

Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leader
.MC-1710-0010
Amphittious Vehicle Unit Leaders
(Enlisted)
MC-1710-0010

Assault Amphibian Vehicle Crewman
MC-1708-0001

Assault Amphibious Vehicle Unit Leader

UT"A"

MC-1710-0010

Utilitiesman, Class Al (UT"A")
NV-1732-0006

Motor Vehicle Operator
MC-2101-0001

Utilities
P-3 Air Conditioning, Pressurization and
Utilities Organizational Maintenance.

Motor Vehicle Operators
MC-2101-0001

NV-1701.0001

ONTOS Vehicle Repairman

MC-1710-0014

Self-Propelled Vehicle Repairman

MC-1701-0001

Tank/Amphibian Vehicle Officer
Reserve)

Utilities Chief

NV- 1715 -0313

Underwater Fire Control Systems
Technician (Target Motion Analysis

NV-1710-0036
Utilitiesman, Class J (UT" J ")
NV-1710-0036
Utilitiesman, Shore Basfd Boller
Controls, Class C
NV-1710-0027

NV-1710.0015

NV-1606-0007

Maintenance

NV-1715-0025

-

UNREP Electrical Component
Maintenance United Controls

Ukrainian

NV-1732-0006

Utilinesman, Class B

System (UWFCS) Mod 2.8

NV-1715-0346

Ukrainian

Utilitiesman
Utilitiesman, Class Al (Ur.'A")

Utilities Officer
Utilities Officers
MC-1710-0015

MC-1703-0005

MC-1703.0006

MC-2204-0026

%,1
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aitk /Amphibious Vehicle Officer

NV-1721-0010

MC-2204-0028

Tank Vehicle Repairman
MC -1703 -0001

Tracked Vehicle Maintenance
Management
MC-1710-0022

Tracked Vehicle Maintenance Offi
MC-17

-0013

Tracked Vehicle Maintenance Officer
Staff Noncommissioned Officer
Management
MCf1710.0022
.
MC-1703-0010

Tracked Vehicle Repairman

Tracked Vehicle Repairman Advanced
MC- 1710.0007

Tracked Vehicle Repairman Amphibian
Tractor

Video
.
Electrobic Warfare Technician, Class C,

Radar DIta Recorder-Reproducer AN/
SPH-2 and Video Recorder-Reproducer

MC-1703.0011

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (ONTOS),
Basic

MC-1703-0005

.

Tracked Vehicle Repairman SelfPropelled Artillery
MC -1703 -0006

Tracked Vehicle Repairman (SelfPropelled Artillery), Basic
MC-1703-00(16

Tracked Vehicle Repairman, Tank
MC-1703-0001

Tracked Vehicle Repairman, Tank, Basic

NV-1715.0517
NV-1715-0296

Vietnam
Intelligence Advisor Vietnam
NV-I606-0001
Intelligence Officerc'Vietnam
NV-I606-0003

Intercultural RelationsVietnam Advisor
Training
NV-1513.0003
NV-1606-0003

Vietnam Orientation
NV-2202-0010
NV-2202-0011

Vietnamese
Aural Comprehension Vietnamese
Hanoi Dialect
DD-0602:0014

Basic Vietnamese
DD-06024)011

Basic VietnameseSaigon Dialect
DD-06_02-0010

High Intensity Language-Training
(Vietnamese)
MC-0602-0001

Short Basic VietnameseSaigon Dialect
ThEk0.102-0010
Vietnamese
DD-0602-0005
DD-0602-0006

VietnameseHanoi Dialect
DD-0602-0002
DD-0602-0003
DD-0602.0009

NV-I402-0044

RA-5C AN/ASB-12 Verdan and Digital
Nest Equipment Intermediate

VietnameseSaigon Dialect
'DD-0602.0002
DD-0602-0004
DD- 0602.0009

Maintenance
NV-1402-0044

Verdan Computer Theory and
Maintenance I
NV-1715-0923

Verdan Computer Theory and
Maintenance II
NV-1715-0924

Verdan Theory and Maintenance, Class
Fl
NV-1715-0924

Verdan Theory and Maintenance I, Class
Fl
NV-1715-0923

Vertical
A6A.AN/AVA-1 Vertical Display
Indicator Group and Associated Test
Equipment Intermediate Level
Maintenance
NV-1715-0159

VHF
AN/ARC-54 VHF Communication Set
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0098

VHF-FM
CCI-611 and Motorola Triton VHF-FM
Transceivers
CG-1715.0057

Vibration
Noise and Vibration Measurement
NV-1721-0003

Sound Analysis, Noise and Vibration
Reduction (Enlisted)

VS CRAG
VS CRAG Enlisted Aircrewman ASW
Indoctrination aud Equipments

NV-2202-0039

VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments, and TacticsS-2D Aircraft
NV-2202-b043

VS CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments, and TacticsS-2E Aircraft

Naval Field Intelligence Officer, Vietnam

MC-1703-0001

Verdan
A-5A RA-5C AN /ASB -12 Verdan and
Digital Test Equipment

NU-2202-0041

VS AW
VS AW Sensor Operator S2G

45-E-27 Maintenance

MC-1703-0011

Tracked Veticle Repairman (Amphibian
Vehicle)(Basic)

VP CRAG Tactical Coordinator ASW'
Indoctrination, Equipments and Tactics

Visual
Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids (C-I3 Catapult and Mk-7
Arresting Gear), Class C
NV- 1710.0006

Catapult, Arresting Gear, and Visual
Landing Aids (C-7/C-11 Catapults and
Mk-7 Arresting Gear), Class C

NV-2202-0042

Walleye
A-4 Walleye Weapon Delivery System
NV-1715-0733

SparroW III, Sidewindet,lhrike and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment
(CVA/CVS) Intermediate Maintenance
NV-175-0619
Sparrow III, Sidewinder, Shrike, and
Walleye Guided Missile Test Equipment,
Intermediate Maintenance (Shore)
Ny-1715-0702

War
Defense Economics and Decision Making
Self-Administered Seminar (Naval War
College)
NV-1511-0008

National War College
DD-I511-0002
Naval War College Correspondence
Course in Defense Economics and
Decision Making
NV-151I-0005

Naval War College Correspondence
Course in Strategy and Policy
Ny-1511-0004
Strategy and Policy Self-Administered
Seminar (Naval War College)
NV-1511.0009

Warehouse
Warehouse Operations Management
NV-1717-0007

Warehousing
Advanced Warehousing
MC-1405-0013

Officers Warehousing

MC-1405.004

NV-171

Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visu
Landing Aids CVA (C-13 Catapults

Warehousing NCO Leadership

Class C

Warehousing Noncommissioned Officer
(NCO) Leadership

NV-1710-0006

Catapult, Arresting Gear, and Vistial
Landing Aids CVA (C-7/11 Catapults),
Class C

MC-1405-0002

MC-1405-0002

Warehousing Staff Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership

NV-1710-0005

Catapult, Arresting Gear and Visual
Landing Aids (CVS) (H-8 Catapults and
Mk-5 Arresting Gear)
NV-1710-0029

CVS Catapult, Arresting Gear, and
Visual Landing Aids, Class C.
NV-1710-0007

VP CRAG
VP CRAG Enlisted Aircrewman ASW
Indoctrination and Equipments
NV-2202-0044

VP CRAG Pilot ASW Indoctrination,
Equipments and Tactics
NV-2202-0040

4

M C-1405-0013

Warfare
ABC Warfare Defense Afloat
NV-0802-0008

Amphibious Warfare Indoctrination
NV-2202-0045

liviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for First Tour Pilots, P3C
NV-1606:008
Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for NavIl Flight Officers P3A/
B(D)
NV-1715-0555

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) for Second Tour Pilots, P3A/
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Sonar Watch Supervisor and Advanced
Watchstander Training

B(D)
NV-2202-0032

NV-2202-0012

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Nonacoustic Operator P3C

Watch and Clock Repair, Class C
NV-1721-0005

NV-1715-0696

AviationsAntisubmanne Warfare
(AASW)--stieratOr, Class A

.Watchstander
Basic Navigation Watchstander
NV-1715.0125
Navigational Technician Watchstander
(Enlisted)
NV-1715.0125
Sonar Watch Supervisor and Advanced
Watchstander Training
NV-2202.0012

NV-1715-0536

Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Sensor Station Three Operator,
P3C

NV-1715-0696

Aviation AntisiMmanne Warfare
(AASW) Technician, Class A
NV-1715-0154

Carrier Aviation Antisubmarine Warfare
(AASW) Acoustic Operator (Passr*,
NV-1511-0002
Combat Sensors'Warfare Training. _

Watchstanders Refresher Maintenance
NV-1706-0002

Water
Basic Plumbing and-Water Supply Man
MC-1710-0013'

EO"C" Water Well Drilling and

Aviation Antisubmarine

Development

"' Warfare Air Sonar Operator (AN/AQS-

NV-I601-0004
Equipment Operators, Water Well
Drilling and Development, Class C

13)

MC-1710.0012
MC-1710-0013

Water Safety/Survival Instructor
MC-0803.0002

Mine"Warfare Waukesha Diesel
Engineman, Class C
NV-1712-0004
Waukesha Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0001

WDE
Talos Weapon Direction System Mk 6
(WDE Mk 2) Class C
NV -1715 -0259

Terner Weapon Direction System Mk 7

(WDE Mk 8)
NV-1715.0473

Surface Warrant Officer Indoctrination
NV-1408.0011

WDS

MC-2204-0009

a

Tartar Weapon Direction Systems

Warrant Officer Candidate

(WDS) Mk 4 Mod 0, Class C,
NV-1715-0437

Warrant Officer Candidate Screening

Tartar Weapon Direction System (WDS)
Mk 4, Class C
NV-1715-0436

NV-1408-0011

Weapons Direction System (WDS) Mk 7
Mod 3 (6-Year Obligor)
NV-1715-0414

MC-1406-0006

.

Weapons Direction System (WDS) Mk 7
Mod 3 (Career)
NV-1715-0413

NV-2202-0016

_Weapon-

Washer
Cascadex 100 Pound Washer/Extractor
Maintenance, Class C
NV1702-0001

Watch

Combat Information Center (CIC) Watch
icer, Class 0

2F69D P-3 NVehVon System Follow-onNV-2202-0078
2F87 P-3 Weapon System Follow-on-

Training
NV-220230079

A-4 Walleye Weapon Delivery System

NV-1710-0012

NV-1715-0733
Data Systems Technician, Class C,

InstrumentmenWatch Repair
NV-1721-0005

NV-1715-0410.

Weapons
A-4 Conventional Weapons Training
NV-2202.0077
NV-2202-0015
A-6A Weapons System Specialist
NV-1715-0272
A-6A Weapons System Specialist
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1,715.0691

A-6 Weapons System Specialist
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715.0272

A-7A/B Integrated Avionics Weapons,
System Technician Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0450
Advanced Undersea Weapons Circuits
NV-1715-0717
Air Launched 'Weapons Guided Missile
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0589
Artillery We'apons Repairman
MC-1601.0005
MC-1710-0011
MC-2204-0022

Artillery Weapons Repairman
(Advanced)
4
MC-1710-0027

Artillery Weapons Repairman (Basic)
MC-1710-0011
Atomic Weapons Employment
MC-2204-0036

Training

NV-2202-0074

Engineering Watch Officer

Maintenance

A-6A Conventional Weapons

Waukesha

MC-2204-0004

NV-1715-0649,

(WDE Mk 8)

Plumbing and Water Supply Man

Marine Warrant Officer, Basic

Warrant Officer (WO) Aviation
Indoctrination

ta

Terrier Weapon Direction System Mk 7
NV-1715-0473

MC-1710.0012

Warrant

Warrant Officer Personnel
Administration

NV-1715-0436

Terrier Weapon Direction System Mk 3
(DE Mk 9)

Terrier Weapon System DLG-28 (Class
System Level Maintenance)
NV-1715-0804
Weapon System Specialist (Crew Leader)

Plumbing and Water Supply Journeyman

NV-0801-0005

Warrant Officer Indoctrination

NV-1715-0437

Tartar Weapon Direction System (WDS)
Mk 4, Class C

Journeyman PIrribing and Water Supply

School of Naval Warfare

MC-2204-0009

Tartar Weapon Direction Systems
(WDS) Mk 4 Mod 0, Class C

NV-1601-0004

" Man

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC)
Warfare Defense Ashore
NV-I511-0002
Surface Warfare Officer School
NV-2202-0027

NV-1715-0259

Teletypewriter TT-299 B/UG

NV-2202-0071

NV-2202.0080
Helicopter (HS) Antisubmarine Warfare
Operator
NV-2202.0080
Mine Warfare Engineman Basic
NV-1703-0005
Mine Warfare Packard Diesel Engineman
(Class C)
NV-1712-0012
Mine Warfare Waukesha Diesel
Engineman, Class C
NV-1712-0004
Naval Warfare Course
NV-1511-0002

(WDE Mk 2) Class C

Watchstanders

NV-2202,0096

College of Naval Warfare

,

NV-1715-0385
E-2A Weapon System Specialist
NV-1715.0459
E-2A Weapon System Special, No. 5
NV-1715.0459
E-2B Weapon System Specialist
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0757
E-2B Weapon System Trainer (WST)
NV-1704.0232
F-4J Weapon System Specialist
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0308
Talqs Weapon Direction System Mk 6

Weapon Direction System Mk XI Mod
0/1 Maintenance Training

495

Aviation Support Equipment Weapons
Loaders Hydraulic Systems Intermediate
Level Maintenance
NV-1704-0.110

Basic Undersea Weapons Circuits
NV-1715.0716

CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons
NV-0802-0009

CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons

,7
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4- General Ordnance
l'IV2202:0024
CVA/CVS Air Launched Weapons.
Supervisor
A

NV-0802-0009

^

CVS /MAIJW Shop Nuclear Weapons
Technical

SWS (Strategic Weapons System)
Weapons Officer Polaris
NV-1715.0606

Talos Weapons/Fire Control/Missile
Battery

DLG -16 (MOD) Terrier Weapons:

' NV-1715-0608
Talos Weapons System Mk 77 Mod 2
(Class C)
' NV-1715-0444

System

Tartar Weapons Officer

NV-0802-0005
-

I.

NV-2202-0073

DLG 6-16 (MOD) Terrier Weapons
System Missile Fire COntrol System
(MFCS) Mk 76 Mod 5

NV-1715.0572

Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mod 0
NV-1715.0681

NV-2202-0073

F-14 Weapons System Technician
Organizational Maintenance
NV-1704-0214

Gunnery OfficersWeapons Department

Tartar Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 74 Mods 6
and 7

NV-1715.0625

Infantry Weapons Armorer

.

MO22040020
Infantry Weapons Armorer (Basic)
MC-22040052
. Infantry Weapons Armorers (Advanced)
MC-2204-0044

-Integrated Avionics Weapons System

1

ff'

-,.

Integrated Avionics Weapons System
Technician.
NV-1715-0267

Marine NOP (Nuclear Weapons Training
for Nuclear Ordnance Platoon Personnel)

Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Contr61 System (MFCS) Mk 76
NV-1715-0443

Terrier Weapons Systems with Digital

Fire Conttg6fstems (MFCS Mk 76-6,
AFCS)

NV-2202-0100

Weapons Delivery System (Officers)
NV-2202-0047

Weapons Direction System (WDS) Mk 7
Mod 3 (6-Year Obligor)
NV-1715.0414

Weapons Direction System (WDS) Mk 7
Mod 3'(Career)

Mk 80 Weapons Officer

NV-1715-0413

.NV-1715.0606
Naval Air Weapons Systems Orientation,
Clas4 0

Weapons Employment
MC-2204-0036

Weapons Location Equipment Repair

NV-1715-0743

Navy Nuclear Weapons Advanced

MC-1715.0050

Weapons Repair Officer

Maintenance

MC -1710 -0023
N V- 2202 -0086

Navy Nuclear Weapons Electronics,
Calibration, and Maintenance (EC)
(Gunners Mate Technician)
NV-1715.0171

Nuclear and Chemical Weapons,
Employment

MC-22040036
Nuclear. Biological, and Chemical (NBC)
Weapons Employment
MC-2204-0036

Nuclear Weapons Disposal
NV-0802.0007

Nuclear Weapons Disposal Advanced
Refresher
NV-0802-0002
Nuclear Weapons Employment
MC-2204-0036

Nuclear Weapons Technical (CVA)
NV-0802-0006

QH-50C Weapons System Intermediate
st
Electronics Maintenance
NV-1715-0568

QH-50D Weapons System Electronic
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715-0633
SSBN Command Weapons System

OrientationPolaris

Weapons Repair 'Shop Machinist
MC-1723.0004
Weapons Systems Technician (Crew
Member) fitsgaruzational Maintenance
NV-1715-0411

Weapons Technician
MC-1716-0029

Weapons Control
F-4B/J Armament. Missile and Weapons
Control System Maintenance

SWS (Strategic Weapons System)
Command Polar*
NV-1715-0573

/ CG -13

.

%Nuclear Power Plant Components
Welder, Class C
NV-1710-0069

Welders
FuFI Gas Welders
NV- 17W-0052

NV-1710-0051

NV-1710-0052

Plate Welders, Class C
NV-1710-0044

Pressure Hull Welders
NV-1710-0049

Welders
MC-1710-0021

Welding
Advanced Welding
NV-1710-0055

Damage Controlnran Welding, Class C
CO. 1710-0002

Damage Control Welding, Class C
CG- 1710.0002

Intermediate Welding
NV-1710-0f64
Maintenance of Welding Qualifications
NV-1710-0047

Stainless Steel Welding (Requalification)
NV-171,0-0047

Stainless Steel Welding Requaldication
Phase I (Enlisted)
NV-1710-0045

Stainless Steel Welding Requalification
Phase III (Enlisted)
NV-1710-0048

Steelworker, Maintenance Welding
Techniques, Class C
NV-1710-0068

SW"C" Maintenance Welding
NV-1710-0068

SW"C Welding Certification
NV-1710.0053

Welding Course I

NV-1715-0632

F-4B/J Armament, Missile and Weapons
Control System Organizational
Maintenance
NV-1715-0632

Tartar Weapons Control Systerh
NV-1715-0466

Weapon Controller
Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS)
Weapons Cobtroller/Operator
MC-1715.0021

Tactical Air Operations CentraL(TAOC)
Weapons Controller/Operator
MC-2204-0013

Weapons Controller/Operator
MC-2204-0013

Weather
N V -1715 -0573

Welder

Pipe Welders

NV-1715.0658

NV-1715.0266

MC-0803-0003

Weather Briefer

NV-1715-0605

NV-1715.0442

Specialist

MC-0803-0003

Cold Weather Field Indoctrination
Training for FMF Cadets and Reservists

High-Pressure Pipe Welders

Terrier Weapons System Missile Fire
Control System (MFCS) Mk 73

MC-1601-0006

CO-1715-0025

.,Cold Weather Field Indoctrination

NV-1715.0805

Terrier Weapons

Officers

t

ANTAPN-195 Weather Radar Systems
Class C

.

All Weather Carrier Landing System
Equipment Maintenance, AN/SPN-42,
Class C
NV-1715-0286

4 0

NV-1710-0054

Welding Course II
NV-1710-0655

Welding for Nuclear Power Plant
Operators, Course V
NV-1710-0046

Well
EO"C" Water Well Drilling and
Development
NV-1601-0004

Equipment Operators, Water Well
Drilling and Development, Class C
NV-1601.0004

Wideband
Bullseye Wideband Maintenance
Technician, Class 3
Ny-1715-0830
Cryptologic Technician M, Bullseye
Wideband Maintenance
NV-1715-0830

Electronics Technician, Class C,

ti
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Wrdeband Synthesized Independent
Sideband Receiver
NV-1715.0523

Winter
MOuntain Leadership Training, Winter
MC-2204-0006

Wire
Wire Chief

Yeoman School, Class 13`,.
NV-1407.0001

MC-1714.0007

Woman
Woman Marine Noncommissioned
Officer (NCO) Leadership
W-2204-0018
Woman Marine Officer's Personnel
Administration
MC-1408-0005

Woman Officer Basic
MC-22040035

Woman Officer Candidate
MC-2204-0024

Women
Basic Military Training (Women)

CG -1704 -0002

NV-1701.0004

R-11 Centnfugal 110 Ton Air
Conditioning Combined Maintenance
NV-1701.0004

490T-1/1A
490T-1/1A Antenna Coupler
Intermediate Maintenance
NV-1715.0314

Naval School, Officer Women (Reserve)
NV-2202-0095

Physical :Training Instructor (Women)
MC-1406-0002

Recruit Training (Women)
MC-2204-0046

Typing and General Office Procedures
(Women)
MC-1409-0001

Women Officer Candidate School
NV-2202-0093

Women Officers Indoctrination
MC-1408.0012

Women Officers Training (Senior)
.

1200 PSI BT Maintenance (Boilerman)
NV-1710-0032
1200 PSI BT Orientation/Operation

MC-2204-0003

'Women Officer Training (Junior)
MC-22040005
Women Physical Training Instructor
MC-1406.0002

Work
Fleet Work Study
NV-1406-0012

Work Study Anal)*
NV-1406-0012

Writer
Programmed Instruction Writer
NV-1406-0006

WST

NV-2202-0075

Mk 9 and Mk'10 5'138 Caliber Twin Gun
Moutit Power Drive Maintenance

NV-1710-0019

1200 PSI Prospective Engineering
Officer
NV-1710-0022
1200 PSI Steam Generating Plant
Operator
NV-1710.0075
Boiler Technician, Class Al (1200 PSI)

.

12-567E/645E

X-Ray Tel&
NV-0705-0003-

X-Ray Technician
NV-0705-0003

X-Ray Technician, Class C
NV-0705-0003

X-Ray Technique

C1

NV-1712-0006

1401 Programming
System 3600perating System-1401
Programming
MC-1402-0009

16-278A
Enginemen, Class C, General Motors 16278A Diesel Engine
NV-1712-0005
General Motors Engines (16 -278A)
NV-1703-0004
GM-16-278A Diesel Engine, Class Cl
NV-1712-0005

1-D-5
Riadio Aids Unit (Device 1-D-5,, Class C

Electrical Organizational Maintenance
Ny-1715.0151

268A
Engmemen, Class C, General Motors 8268A Diesel Engine
NV-1712.0007

NV-1712.0007

2F69D P-3 Weapon System Follow-onTraining
NV-2202-0078

2F87*

2F87 P-3 Weapon System Follow-onTraining
NV-2202.0079

NV-1407-0001

3'/50 Caliber

3306/3309 FTB Conversion Training
NV- 1715.0887

Maintenance

NV-1409-0002

3'/50 Caliber Rapid Fire Twin Mount
Gun Maintenance (Mk 35)

,

CG-I409.0001

NV-1715-0520

5'/54 Rapid Fire Mount Fuzesetter, Train
and Elevation (Servo Amplifier-System)
Gun Mount 5"/54 Mk 42 Mod 9 and.10,
Class Cl
NV-2202.0104

Gun Mount 5"/54 Mk 42 Mods 7 and 8
NV-1715.0520

5'/54 Caliber
Gun Maintenance 5'/54 Caliber Rapid
Fire Mk 42..
NV-1715-0179

5'/54 Gun
5/54 Gun#Mount Mk 42 Mod 7/9
Differences
NV-1715-0180

560T27-1
Automatic Flight Control System (AN/,
ASW-15) And Air Data Computer
(560T27-1) Organizational Maintenance
NV-1715-0741

585/594
585/594 FBM Electronic Surveillance
Measures (ESM) Technician
NV-1715-0882

600 BT
600 BT Maintenance
NV-1710-0031

600 PSI

.

.

600 PSI MM Maintenance
NV-1732-0005
NV-1710-0001

60/400 Hz
60/400 Hz Power Converter
Maintenance, Class Cl
NV-1715-0301

637
637 Class ESM ELINT Technician
NV-1715-0888
ESM ELINT Technicin SSN 637 Class,
Class C-1
NV-1715-0888

3'/50 caliber Rapid Fire Gun Mount

NV-1409-0007

Yeoman, Class A

NV-1715-0668

5"/54 Rapid Fire Gun and Mount Mk 42
Mods 7 and 8, Class CI

&pier Technician, Class Al (600 PSI)

2F69D

NV-0705-0003

Communications Yeoman, Class A.

5'/54 Mount Rapid Fire Mk 42 Mod 7
Operation and Maintenance

NV- 1715.0372

20 KVA
F-4B 20 KVA and AN/AJB-3A

3306/3309

Yeoman
Class B Yeoman School

NV- 1715.0654

5V5.4

NV-1715-0667

GM-12-567E/645E Didel Engine, Class

GM 268A Diesel Engine, Class Cl

X-Ray

38 Caliber Dual Purpose Single Mount

1200 PSI Enlisted Maintenance
NV-1710.0020
1200 PSI Main Propulsion Assis ?ant

E-2B Weapon System Trainer (WST)
NV-1704-0232

5"/38 Caliber
.lectricllydraulic Power Drive for 5"/

NV- 1710.0021

NV-1710-0001

MC-2204-0046

Yeoman School, Class A

43D50
43D50 Propeller Maintenance Class C"

1200 PSI

1Vireman
P Field Wireman (FWMC)

,

NV-1712.0003

110 Ton
110 Ton R11 Centrifugal Air
Conditioning Unit (York)

MC-1714.0605

.

38F5
Fairbanks Morse 38F5 1/4 Diesel Engine ,

NV-2202.0085

NV-1715.0655

6L16
6L16 Oxygen Generator Electrical
Technician
NV-1715-0918

6L16 Oxygen Generator Technician
NV-1601-0009

-
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Oxygen Generator Electrical Model
6L16 (Enlisted)
NV-1715-0560
Oxygen Generator Mechanical Model
61/416 ( Enlisted)

NV-I601-0006

.4
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Course Number Index
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The following columns cross-reference military course numbers to ID numbers for the courses listed in the course
exhibit section. Readers who desire to trace courses for which they only have military course numbersas references
may find the applicable courses by referring to the cross-reference list.
Each ID number begins with prefix initials which identify a specific branch of the Armed Services. The following
prefixes are used:

AF-Air Force

AR-Arity
CG-Coast Guard
ADD- Department of Defense

MC-Marine Corps
NV -Navy

t
o

A-000-0053

NV-0799-0004
NV-0799.0005
NV-1406-0010
...NV-1406-0010
NV-1715-0705
..... .. .
. .NV-2202-0102
NV-2202-0103
. NV-2202-0051
NV-1408-0011
NV-2202-0093
..
... NV-2202-0003
.... NV-2202-0101.
NV-1512-0002
....... ..... NV-1512-0004
. NV-1512-0001
. NV-1722-0006

..

A4000 -0055
A-000-026 .

,

..

A-000-027 ..

.

..

.

.

.

A-000-037
A-00-0044
A- 00- 0045.., ....
..
A-00-0046
A-00-0047
A-00-0051 . ...
A-00-0053
.

.

.

.

.

.

A-00-0109 ...

.

A-00-0115

A-00-0116 ..... ...
A-00-0117

.

q

A-00-107.. .
A-00-4301 ......
A-00-4401
A-0014402 ....
A-00-4-404 ...
A-00-4602

... ....NV-2202-0103
..NV-2202-0102 .

..

.. ...... .... ....NV-2202-0101
NV-2202-0101
NV-2202-0003

.

............. NV-1513-0001

A-01 1-0012 .. ...
A-01 1-0013 .
A-01 1-0014 .

NV-1513-0001
NV-2202.0011

A -011- 0021..
A-01 2-0011

A-012-0012 .... .............. .. ..
A-012 -0013
A-012 -0025
A-012 -0028 .
A-012 -0029
A-012 -0030
A-01 2-0036

..

.

...

.

..

.

.

NV-2202-0063
NV-1406-0008
NV-1406-0008
NV-1406-0008
NV-1406-0007
NV-1408-0007
NV-1408-0007
NV-1408-0007
NV-1406-0006

, ..NV- 1715 -0652
... ..
..... . ..... .... ....NV-1715-0653
A- 041 -0011
........ ......... ...NV-1715-0565
A-041-0012
A- 041 -0014 ....... i ,.......... ...-Ny-1715-0802
A-041-0010

.

.

.... :NV-2202-0029

A-060-0011

A-060-0012 NV- 2202.0092
A-100-0010
A.100 -0012
A-100-0014
A-100-0016
A-100-0017
A-100-0019
A-100-0021,
A-100-0022
A-100-0023

A-100-0030
A-100-0031
A-100-0032

. ' ..

NV-1714-0009
NV.1715-0722
NV-1715-W23
NV-1715-0754
NV-1715-0754
NV-1402-0027
NV-1402-0027

NV-171-0008
NV-1715.0801
NV-1715-0008
NV-1715-0169
NV-1402,-0038

. NV-1715-0815
..,. NV-1715-0927
NV-1715-0928
NV-1715-0904
.. ....
A-100-0045 .
NV-1715-0905
....
A-100-0046 ...
NV-1715-0906
.. .... ..
A-100-0047 ..
NV-1715.0907
A.100-0048 .
NV-1715-0929
A-100-0050
.
NV-1715-0930
..
.... ..:.-..
A-100-0051 .
..NV1715-0931
....
A-100-0052 .. ,...
NV-1715-0932
A-100-0053
... .., NV-1714-0009
A-100-010 . ..... ..
... NV4714-0009
.
..
A-100-011 .,..
..NV-1715-0723
A-100-014 ...... .. ...
..... NV-1715-0723
A-100-015 .
VNV-1715-0088
A-101-0015
.NV-1715-0088
A-101-0016 ..
. ........... NV-1715-0009
A-101-0022
A-101-0029 ... ... ... _A.:: .....NV- 1715.0010
NV-1715-0011
A-101-0031 .
NV-1715-0011
.
A-1Q1-0032
NV-1715-0011
A-101-0033

A-100-0034 .. ...,
A-100-0035 ..
A- 100. 0036..,

A-101.015
A- 101.016.
A-101.017
A-101-022
A- 101.023. ..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A-101-0036 -

A-101-0038 ......
A-101.0040
A-101-0047
A-101-0048 ..... ...a ..,
A-101.0049
A-101-0050 .. .............

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A- 102.0082....'
A-102.0083 ...... ..
A.... ..

.NV-1715-0012
NV-1715.0095
.NV-1715-0027

...NV-1715-0810
...
............NV-1715-0364

.. ..... ....... NV-1715-0835

.

... .....
A- 102 - 0086....,...
A-102-0087

A-102-0085

.NV -1745 -0194

.

.

.

A-102.0088

.NV-1715-0004
......... NV-1715-0019
.NV-1715-0056

^

A-102.0093 ........ .. ...

.

...

NV-4,115-0015
NV-1715-0201
NV-1715-0099
NV- 1715-0590
NV-1715-0779

NV-1715-0780
.... ..... ..NV-1715-0781
NV-1715-0782
A- 102 -0096
NV-1715-0028
A-102-0098
NV-1715-0724
A- 101-010............
NV-4715-0296
A-107443101
A-102.0094
A-102-0095 .

....NV-1715-0012
NV-1715-0056
NV-1715t0325

A-101-0051
A-101-0052
,r. ...NV- 1715-0316
A-101-0053
NV-1715-0284
A.101-0056
NV-1715-0885
A-101-0061
NV4715-0885
A -101 -0062.
NV-1715-0249
A-101-0063
NV,,-1715-0387
pi-101-0069
NV-J/15.0356
A-101-0070
! NV:1,715.0871
A-101-0081
1 NV-1715-0872
A-101-0082
4... NV-1715-0873
A-101.0083
' ...NV- 1715-0874
A-101-0085
1.s
NV:1715.0874
A-101-0086
NV-1715.01375
A-101-0089
NV-1715-0870
A-101+0096
NV-1715-0089
A-101-0103
NV-1715.016A1
A-101-0104
NV-1715-0251
A-101-0105
NV-1715-0250
A-101-0106 ..... ......... .,,
NV-1715-013.2
A- 901.0107 .,.A
NV-1715.0551
.,.:*
A-101-0109
NV-1715.0088
A.
A-101-011

.

.

.

.

.

A-101-0035 .

.

.NV-1715-0026
.... ...
A-101.042 .. ..
.. .NV-1715-0724
.:.
A-102-0010
NV-1715-0639
A- 102 - 0012,...
NV-1715-0193
A-102.0034 ..... .... ..
NV-1715-0814
....
A-102-0040 ... ...
NV-1715-0197
.... ..
A-102.0044 ....',
NV-1715-0197
...
A-102.0045
NV-1715-0812
..
A-102-0062 . .. ... ...
.. .. . _NV-1715-0811
A-102.0063 ...
. NV-1715-0813
... ...
A-102-0064 ....
NV-1715-0201
A-102.0077 ..... .....
NV-1715-0828
A-102.0079 ... .. . ..
NV-1715-0015
A-102-0080
...
.. NV-1715-0099
A-102-0081
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

NV-1715-0088
... .NV-1715-0009
NV-1715-0009

... ..

.

.

}

.

.

..... .NV-1715-0088

.... . NV-1715-0088

A-101-039 .,....

.

.

..

.

..

,

A-102-0108
A-102-0109
A-102-011

.

NV -J715 -0028

NV-1715-0829
NV-1715-0724
NV-1715-0639
A- 102 -012.
A-102-0124\ .......... ............ NV-1715-0175
NV-1715-0877
,.
A-102-0126 s,
NV-1715-0494
A-102-0128)
° NV-1715-0639
A-102,01Y
NV-1715-0841
A-102-0150 ..... ...... ....... ..,
NV-1715-0818
.
A-102-0151
NV-1715-0819.
A-102-0152
NV-1715-0830
A-102-0153
NV-1715-0779
' A-102-0154
;..NV- 1715.090,3
A-102-0159
NV-1715-0914
i4 A-102-0161
NV-1715-0492
A-102.0168
NV-1715-0842
A-102-0192
NV-1715.0491
A-102.0199
NV-1715-0817
A-102-0203
NV-1715-0779
A-102-0209
NV-1715.0876

'

A -101 -0138

499

'

p

COURSE NUMBER INDEX

N-2

' NV-1715-0779

A-102-0214 ....
A-102.0217
A-102-0219
A-IO2-0221 .
A-102-0226 ...
A.-102-0227

.

. ..NV-1715-0449
NV-1715-0781

.

.

.

'g.-177155:2M
NV-1715.0851
','NV-171'5.0852
. NV-1715-0914
. NV-1715-0781
NV-1715-0193
. ..NV-1715-0193
.. NV-1715.0725
NV-1715-0725
.NV-1715-0638
.. .NV-1715-0310
.
NV-1715-0310
. .NV-17 15-0024

.

A-102-0228'.
A-102_4229
A-102-0236 .!
A-102-034
A-102-035
A-104-0010
A.-104-0011
A-104-0012
A-104-0016
A-104-0018
A-104-0031

,

.

.
.

..

.

...

\

".

.....

*.

.

NV-1715-557

A-104-0041 . .
A-104-0048 ...
A-164-0049 .
A-104-0050 . .
.4
A-104-0051
A-104-0085 .
,
A-104-0086 .
A-104-0091 .
A-104-0092 . .
A-104-010
A-104-0103 ..
A-104-011 ...
A-104-0112 4.
A-104-0113
.
A-104-0119 .
A-104-012
A-104-0124 . ' .
A-104-0127
A-104-0129 ...
A-104t013
A-104-0130 ....
A-104-0131
A-104-0132 ...
A-104-0133
A-104-0135

.
.

.

.

.

.

.NV-1715-0282
..NV-1715-0526
..NV-1715-0526
NV-1715-0725
NV-1715-0233
NV-1715-0725
NV-1715-0396
NV-1715-0396
.NV-1715-0512
NV-1715-0638
NV-1715-0018
.NV-1715;0421
.NV-1715-0029
.NV-1715-0638
NV-1715-0029

......

.
.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

A-104-015 .
A-104-0150
A-104-0151

NV-1715-0809
.NV-1715-0693

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.
.

A-104-01 64 ......
A-104-01 65 .
A.-104-0172

..
.

.

.

.

.NV-171-0510
.NV-1715-0597
NV-1715-0597
NV-1715-0790
NV-1715-0510
NV-1715-0756
NV-1715-0749
NV-1715-0745
NV-1715-0312
NV-17, 5-0856

NV-IPU-0854

A-104-0173
A-104-0174

4.co 141141195-0855
NVI1715-0013
NV-1715-0013
NV-1 7'15-0645
NV-1715-0233

A-104-019

1

A-104-020

A-113-0010
A-113-0012
A-113-0014
A-113-0015
A-113-0016 .
A-113.001.7
A-113-0019

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....
.

.

.

A-113*-0021

A-113-0023 .
A-113-0024
A-113.0025
A-113-0026
.
A-113-0028
A-113-0029
A-113-0036
,.
.A-113-0037 ...
.

.....

. ..

A-113-00p .
A-111;0044
A-113-0045
A-113-0047
A-113.0057
A,113-0059
A-113-0060
A-113-0068
A-113-0070

. NV-1715-0433

.

,

.

A-104-014.
A-104-0143
A-104-0144
A-104-0149

NV-1715-0557
.NV-1715-0199
.NV-1715-0199
. ..NV-1715-0006
NV-1715-0298
NV-1715-0793

.

.

.

.

.

NV-1715-0155
NV-1715-0155
NV-1715-0218
NV-1715-0185
NV-1715-0219
NV-1715-0760
NV-1715-0155
NV-.1715-0155
NV-1715-0355
,NV-1715-0221
NV-1715-0218
NV-1715-0808
NV-1715-0180
NV-1715-0520
NV-1715-0221
NV-1715-0384
NV-1715-0760
NV-2202-0104
NV-1715-0760
NV-1715-0313
NV-1715-0803
NV-1715-0890
NV-1715-0412
NV-1715-0136

NV4715-0163

A-113-00,72
A-113-0073
A-113-024-.
A-113-036 .

.

kV-1715-0239
NV-171,5-0271k

NV-1715-0221
. NV-1715-0221

........

A-121-0010
A-121-0013
A-121-0015 .
A-121-0016
A-121-0023
A-121-0024
A-121-0029

4.. ....NV-1715-0770
NV4715-0211
NV-1715-0535
. NV-1715-0574
NV-1715-0681
. .N -1 15-0681
..NV-1715-0436
NV-1715,0437
..... . NV-1715-0436
NV-1715-0437
. ....NV-1715-0413
NV-1715-0414

.

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

A-121-0030

.

.

.

A-121-0032 .

.

A-121-0036 .

NV-1-715-0259.
NV-1715-0212

.

A-121-0096
A-121-0097 .
.
A-121-0098 .....

.NV-17150072
....NV-1715-0072
...NV-1715-0804

.

.

A- T21-0113

.

...NV-1715-079,1

.

A-121-0122
A-121-0136
At'121-0137

A-121-0138.'

......... ......NV-1715-0778
..... NV-1715-0341
NV-1715-0585
NV-1715-0604
.
.
NV-1715-0576
.
.
....NV-1715-0470
. .
. ..... ..NV-1715-0705
..... .
NV-1715-0794
.
NV-1715-0795
.
...NV-2202-0073
........ ..... .NV-1'715-0607
.
.
NV-1715-0203
. . ....NV-1,715-0658
.NV-1715-0805
NV-1715-0805
b .NV-1715-0764
. .NV-1715-0205
NV-1715-0211
.....
....NV-1715-0341
NV-1715-0574

A-121-0139
A-121-0140
A-121-0142
A-121-0144
A-121-0145 ..
A-121-0150
A-121-017
A-121-0178
A-121-0180 .
A-121-0182
A-121-0183
A-121-0189 :
A-121-0190
A-121-0244
A-121-0245 . .
A-121-0249
A-121-0261
A-121-0262 .... .......
A-121-0263 .
A-121-0271
A-121-0272 .
'
A-121-0275
A-121-0276
A-121-0277 .
.

.

.

A-130-0046 .
'A-130-0047 :

.....

.

.... !

A-130-13048

A-130-0049
A-130-0056
A-130-0057
A-130-0058
A-130-0060 .
A-130-0065

.,
..
.

.

.

,

NV-1715-003

.

NV-1715-0389
.NV-1715-0865
..NV-1715-0866
NV-1715-0404
......
NV-1715-0425
.
.NV-2202-0098
..... ...NV-1715-0857
.NV-1715-0858
.NV-1715-0420

.

.

A:130.0071
A-130-0074
A-130-0981 ,
A-130-0084
A-130-0085 .
A-130-0086
A-130-0096

.

.

,

A430-0097 .
A-130-0099
A-130-0102
A-130-0103
A-130-0109
A-130-0110
A-130-0125 ..
A-139-0144

.

.
.

.

.

.

......
.

A-130-0160 .
A430-0161.
A-130-0176

.

...NV-1715-0860
NV-1715-0381
... NV-1715-0405 .
NV-1715-0861
..NV-1715-0320
.....NV-1715-0862
..... ..NV-1715-0912
.
.NV-1715-0900
NV-1715-0265
NV-1715-0503
,NV-1715-0502

.

A-140-0010 ..

. NV-1715-0171

.....

.

... NV-1715-0753
NV-1715-0043
NV-1715-0044
NV-1715-0045
NV-1715-0634
. NV-1715-0343
.
NV-1715-0334
.NV-1715-0334

A-150-0025
A:150.0026

.

,

A-121-0279 .....
A-121-0280
A-02 3
A-121-0285:
A-121-0288
A-121
A-121 61

NV-1715-0880
NV-1715-0212
NV-1715-0705
:.NV-1715-0720
,. .NV-1715-0719
NV-1715-0718
NV-1715-0716

A- 1-142
-123-0127 .....
A-123-0128
A-123-0129
A-123-0130
A-123-0131
A-123-0132
A-123-0133
A-123-0134
A-123-0137
A-123-0143 .......
A-123-0145.
A-123-0148'...
A-123-6157 .......
A-123-119

A-130-0014 ..
A-130-0020 .
A-130-0026
A-130-0027
A-I 30-0029
A-130-0036
A-130-0037
A-130-0038
A-130-0039
A-130-0043
A-130-0044

.NV-1715-0909
..... NV-1715-0884
,
NV.1715-0908
. .NV-1715-0910
4a
.NV-1715-09/7
....NV-1715-0894
NV-1715-0893
NV-1715-0897
. .
NV-1715-0892
........ . ..NV-1715-0895
NV-1715-0891
NV-1715-0902
NV-1715-0353
.NV-17.15-0887

A-12 095

A-150-0027
A-150-0028
A-150-0031 .
A-150-0032 ..

A-150-0042'
A-159-0051
A-150-0057
A-150-0059
A-150-0066

A-1°50-0680

.....

500

........

... : ....

.

.NV-1715-00.87
NV-1715-0047
NV-1715-0083
NV-1715-0385
NV-1715-0044
NV-1715-0656
...... ..NV-1402-0041
'
NV-1715-0110
NV-1715-0792
...... NV-1715-0792
.

NV4715-0048

A-1600023
A-160-0052
A-160,-0053

4163-0026

. NV-1715-0290
.NV-1715-0689
..NV-1715-0261
NV-1715-0126
NV-1715-0040
NV-1715-0868
NV-1715-0423
NV-1715-0423
NV-1715-0867
NV-1715-0783
NV-1715-0806

....

A-150-060 ....

NV-1601-0011
NV-1715-0789

..NV-1715-0787
.NV-1715-0785
............... .NV-1715-0784
NV-2202-0009
.
NV-1715-0716

.

A-150-0081 .. .................. NV-I402-00I6
A-150-0083
.NV-1715-0586
NV-1715-0586
A-150-0084
A-150-0085
.....
..... NV-1715-0391
A-0144
NV-1402-0047
A-150....... ......... ......... NV-1715,0091
A-150-018' .....
NV-015-0108

4 .NV-1715-0717

,.. NV-1715-086

.

.

A-I50-0067
A-150-0069
A-150-0073
A-150-0079

A-160-0064
A-160-0065
A-160-0066
A-160-0076

.
.

NV-1715-0863
NV-1715-0405
.NV-1715-0405
NV-1715-0864
NV-1715-0119
NV-1715-0133

A-193-0028
A-193-0032
A-193-0035
A-193-0036

.

.

.NV-1715-0662
NK-1715-0663
....NV-1715-0(03
NV-1715-0090.-

.NV-1715-0090
NY-1715-0090

NV1715-0664
NV-1715-0066
NV-1715-0085
NV-1715-0426
NV-1402-0039
NV-1715-0065
NV-1715-0064
.
NV-1715-0182
NV-J715-0168
NV-1715-0913
NV-1715-0881
NV-1715-0440
NV-1715-0130
..... NV-1715-0242
NV-1715-0427

A-193-0017 :
A-193-0038
...... .
A-193-0039
A-193-0054
A-193-0103
A-193-014
A-193-015
A-193-016
.....
A-193-017
A-193-0247
NV,,r 1402:0025
A-193-0248 ......
....... .....NV-1402-0024
A-193-0 97*lt,
.
11 V1 4 0 2 - 0 0 2 6
A-193M5
......... NV-1715.0014
A-193.0;58
.
NV-171
A-193-6259
NV-171
28

COURSE NUMBER INDEX
A-193--02 60 ..

.

A-2G-0019, .

.. , ..NV-1715-0915.

..

.

A-193-0 2 61 .. .....

NV-1715-0232

A-193-0262

........

A.-193-02 66 .

A-193.0271
A-193.-0282 ..

...

A-3A-13023

.. ....NV-1715-0916
NV-1715.0925
NV-1715.0926
...
NV-1715.0447

...*

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. A,201-0019
A-201.0020
A- 201.0021.

..

A-20I -0022
.....
... . ..
,A- 201.013
A-201-014
A-202.0013
A-202-0014
.
A- 202. 0020....

A-431-0021
A-431-0023 .
A-431-0024

o

A-202.0021 ....
A- 202.014

.4

.,.

NV-1721-0010

A010-0014
A-221-4011
A- 221 -012.

NV-1Q6-0060
NV-115-0593

.

.

A-230-0015
A-230-0016 :..
A-230-01 1 ..,
A- 231 -0012.

.

..

.... ... ..... . NV- 1715 -0840

A-231-0025 . ...
A-231-0041 .... . .
A- 231" -0044. ....
A-231.0045 ..
...
A-231-0046
'A- 231 -0047.

..
.. ..

. A-232-0049 ......

.

..

.

.

.

NV-1715-0843
.... ...NV-1715-0844
... .. ,. NV-1715-0836
NV-1715-0837

. :
.

,..
..

..

NV-1715-0 838
.NV- 1715 -0839'

.

....

N V -1715 -0845

.NV-1715-0821
NV-1715-0825
'`): A- 232.005,1....,
NV-1715-0827
A-232-0052 . ..... ..........
A-232-0054 .. ..... .... ...... NV-1715-0822
.. ..... .. ......NV-1715-0824
A-232-0055
.. ... .... ..... NV-1715-0820
A-232-0056
NV-1715-0826
.
A-232:0057
-.NV-1715-0445
A-233-0029
NV-1 15A-233-0040 . ...... ... ......... .
NV-1715-0501
A-233-0041
NV-1715-0500
A!233 1 a 2
.....,NV-1715-0883
A-233 ' 4..
A-232-0050 %

-

.

A-23 -0045
A-233-0046 .
A-233-0047

-NV,1715-0888
NV-1715-0889
NV-1715-0882

..',..

NV -1606 -0030

A-242-0010

A-2E-0028
A-2E-0029
A-2E-0030 .

.

A-2F-0010
A-2F-0013
A-2F-00,14
A-2F-0022
A-2F-0023...
A-2F-0034

NV-1408-0022
NV -2202 -0056 .

..... ........ "

NV-2202-0013

.
.1

A-2F-0035.. .......... .. ..... ". ....

A-2F-0036
...

NV-1715-0703
NV-1715-0608
NV-1715-0328
..NV-1715-0606
NV-1715-0573
NV-1715-0577
NV-1715-0570
NV -2202--0099

A2F-0037
tA2F-0039

NV.171 -0572
NV-1715-0605

A2G-0011.

NV-1606-0026

,

5

.

.

.

.

7

.

NV-1408NV-1408

.,,

,

.v
.

I.
.

A-4C-0010
A-4C-0016
A-4E-0022
A-4E-0024
A-4E-0025
A-4E-0045
A-4E-0047

.

.NV 715-0007

A-5F0014 .

"

A-500-0013
A=500.0014
A-500-0015 ..
A-500-0017
A-500-0026
A-500-0031 ...... ....
A -500 -011..
A-500-012
A-500-029

44406-0018

A- 501 -0010.
A-501-0011

NV-1406-0010
NV-1406-0010

A-510-0012
A-510-0015
'A- 512 -010

A-531-001,6

A-531.01J t
A-531-014,
A-532-0012

NV21409-0001
NV-1409-0001
NV-1408-0095
NV-1409-0001

NY-1715-0850
.

..

.

. ..

......

.

.

..

.. ....NV-1409-0007

.

s.

, . NV-1728.0016

... NV-1728-0015
sv

.. _NV-1513-0004,
.NV-1408-0020
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407-2.....

CG- 1714-0012

.

152-2 .
137-4..

CG-I304-0007

..:.

r...

.

........

.

,

411-205. ...
411-81C30.

413-1

.

..DD-1601-0006

CG-1704-0014
..DD-1713-0003
...DD-1713-0001
DD-17l3-0003

.

.. ..... .. .CG-1708-0006

416-3..
<

CG-1714-00d3
CG-1715-0031

442.1.

..CG-1704-0007

4434

/.

215-5..

/... ..... .

439-1

.

....

.

DD-1601-0010
CG- 1704-0016

..

CG-1704-0010

CG-I 704-0013

'444-1..

_CG-1704-0018

CG- I 715-0039

CG-1704-0011
.

CG-1715-0040

445-1..

CG-1704-0009

.CG-1708-0003

446-1

.CG-1704-0017

CG-1710-0004

/

...CG-1714-00l0

219-8

...CG -0802-0001

.
.

203-4..

..f.

. DD-1601-0011
. DD-1713-0002
DD-1713-000I
DD-1601-0009
DD-1601-0001
. .DD-160I-0005
...DD-1601-0009

....DD-1601-0002
...DD-1601-0006
...DD- I 601-0008
. DD-1601-0008

.

201-3

209-7.

..

413-210
413-81B20 .

... ..CG-17 15-0034

208-2

.

412-82E20 .

143-1

207-6.. ......

. CG-I304-0005

.

.

441171-451.

205-7 .

..

... CG-1315-0064
411-200
411-201 ....
411-202.
411-203
411-204

CG-1710-0003

:CG-1723-0001

.... ...

45

450-

.. .....

CG-1722-0001
NV-I 205-0001
NV-1205-0003

CG-1715-0037

453:1.

227-6

CG-1715-0035

463-4 ........ .. ....... .., .. ...... ..... ...CG-I304-0004

229-3

CG-1714-0009

469-1

CG-1708-0005

232-2

CG-1723-0002

472-1

CG17150061
-

221-5'

.

7

234-1 .

CG-1710-0006-- 245-4

MK-6

CG-1 723-0003

....

..CG-1715-0038

.CG-1714.0005

...

...

332-1..

412-110... ....
412-82B20.. ..
412-82D20 ...

.

NV-1710-0047
NV-1710-0047
NV-1723-0001

.

t

319-7.. ...... .........

CG-1708-0004

CG- I 715-0036
..

....... ... CG-1708-0002

309-9

..

127-5

129-4

DD-0504-0002

28-R-F1

4411:110021....... .

.

,

DD-0505-0001

CG-1704-0019

'_ CG-1714-0011

.

MK-4

1'-00-1101
P-00-1201

.CG-1704-0015

..

109-5

CG -1710-0007

NAV 12

......

108-3

MK-3

NAVII

.CG-1714-0004

,

119r4 ...

..... ..DD-0504-0004
or DD-0505-0001
,

337.7

SAM--C-11

.

28-R-703.2.. .. .. .....

405.3

SAM-0

107-5

,

NV-1729-0009
NV-0902-0001
NV-0902-0002

,...

.. DD-0504-0004

28-R-703.1

........ - ..... NV-1406-0012

S-8e-0010
S-8E-0013
S-8E-0015

CG-1701-0001
CG-1731-0001
CG- f 712-0002

NAV(9)-

NV-1715-0001

R-100-6209

MK-22
MK-23
MK-24

NAV05
NAV06

NV-1606-0031
NV-1606-0038

105-6

_

L-160-0012 .
L-160-011

'

CG-1715-0032

.

.

_1

..CG-1704-0008

.

..

Q-2D-0023 ...
Q-2D-0064

103-3

.

.

NV-1606-0018
NV-1606-0020
NV-1406-0003

Q-2A-0061
Q-2A-0065

. 1,NY-1715-0905
;NV-1715-0906
..NV-1715-0907
... NV-1715-0904
CG-1715-0048

...
L-121-0030
L-121-0048 ...... .
L-121-0049. . ...
L-121-0051
..
L-121-0053 .
.
L-121-0056 .,.

Q-2A-0060...

101-3.

LOR-13

L-I01-0013
L-101-0015
L-I01-0031
L-101-0039
L-101-028...
L-101-029...
L-102-0020.
L-104-0010.

NV-1408-0003
NV-0326-0001

.NV-1402-0046

.

L-000-0033...
L-000-0034...
L-000-0035.
L-000-0058.

P-00-3306
P-0013307.

N-9

CG-1304-0003

237-5

CG-1722-0002

241-6

CG- 1404-0002

'.......

CG- I715 0033

3
24-1
is.

0
C0:1715-061

71

28-A5522

DD-0505-0002

28-E-I

DD-0504-0004
DD-0504-0005
DD-0504-0008

'28-E-2
28-G-5505

28-0-528-0-6
28-R-701.1

t.
's

DD-0504-0009

DD-0504-0007
DD-0504-0006
DD-0504-0001
DD-0504-0004

.507'

473-1

..

r

.

... ..... ... CG-1731-0002

CG-1715-0065
CG-1304-0008

476-1

CG -1304-0006

479-3

CG- 1710-0005

491-101
491-81Q20

.DD-1601-0004
DD-1601-0004

4M-701
4M-703
4M-710
4M-7915

DD-1601-0007
DD-1601-0012
DD-160140003
DD-1601.,1007

4M-F2

DD-1601-0007

DD-0504-0009
50BA7921-1 (USAF) ........ . ...DD-0504-0009
50BA7921- 1 .

50ZX5144-8
c

MC-1402-0031

tt
N-INF04 COURSE NUMBER INDEX

...,

NV-1715-0694

5AAA79170 (USAF) .............DD-0504-000)
DD-1601-0&2
5ABD22230..
DD-1601-0006
5ABD22231...

NV-1715.0042

5ALA79131

561.

.NV-1715-0685

5AZA79150..

562

MC-0803-0002

50ZD5724
50ZX5141-1
50ZX5144-14
50ZX5144-15
50ZX5144-16.
50ZX5144-17
50ZX5144-19
50ZX5144-2.
50ZX5144-3
50ZX5144-4

5220.2 ......
5220 7... ...

.

.

,.....

..

...DD-17260001

.

....

557...

566

.

'

567.

.

570-71Q20

57()-71R10 (USA).
57B-71R20
570-ASIJ8

.

570-F1 .

570-F2..
570-F3..
570 (USMC) .. : .... .......

5AAA79170

. DD-1728-0002

.

..

NV-1715-0711

.NV-1715-0692

DD-0504-0001
PD-0505-0001
DD-0505-0001
DD-0505-0001
4. DD-1709-0001
DD-0504-0002
DD-0504-0003
DD-0505-0003
.. DD-0505-0001

DD-0504-0002

DD-0505-0001
DD-0505-0001

5ALA-79131 (USAF)....
,

DD-0504-0003
DD-1601-0007
.MC-1402-0029
MC-1402-0037
.MC-1402-0038
MC-1402-0039
.MC-1402-0040

MC-1402-0041
.MC-1402-0030
.MC-1402-0031
............ .MC-1402-0032

50ZX5144-5...........
50ZX5144-6 ... ........
50ZX5144-7
50ZX5144-8

.

MC-1402-0034
MC-1402-0035
.MC-1402-0036

DD-1721-0001

670-41B20

670-601

OD-1721-0001

690-41K20
690-620

DD-1706-0002
DD-1706-0002
..DD-1706-0001'

690-621 .......

740-83F20

.DD-1719-0003
DD-1719-0001
DD-1719-0002
DD-1719-0004
DD-1601-0013
DD-1719-0001
DD-1719-0003
DD-1719-0002

7G-0011 (USN)

DD-0505-0002

740-301
740-302
740-303
,- 740-304
740-306

740-83D20

7G-46A

DD-0504-0009

7G-5505 .

DD-0504-0009
DD-0505-0002
DD-0505-0002

7G-5522
7G-5522 (USA).. ........ ...

7G-F3 (RC)

347.)D-0504-0011

ft
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REQUEST FOR COURSE RECOMMENDATION

The applicant for credit must fill out one form for each service school course completed. The institutional official is responsible for verifying from official military records that the student completed the
entire course, and for submitting the form to the Office on Educational Credit, American Council on
Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036, ATTN: Military Evaluations. Please Print.
1. Exact course title (do not abbreviate)

2. Service branch offering the course:

O Air Force
O 'Army

0 Department of Defense
0 Marine Corps.

O Coast Guard

0 Navy

From

To

3. Name of service school attended!)

r

4. Location (installItion, state).
5. Length of course (in vveeks):

6. Dates of attendance.

day/month/year

day/month/year

7. Official military course number:
+OW

8. MOS/AFSC/NEC:
9. Course was designed for

o Warra'nt Officers
o Officer Candidates0 Commissioned Officers

0 Enlisted Personnel
0 Aviation Cadets
(Noncommissioned Officers

10 Rank or rating upon completion of the course
K

J I. Please give some Indication of subjects studied
in course:

1,0

URI- 01 ( 011 1-61 0111( 141

SIGS A IL RE OF ST1.. DENT

IiAME OF CO1 I E(,E OFF IC IA1

NAME OF SR. DENT

STATUS

RESHMAN'. SOPHOMORE. ETC.)

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS-:LSPACEOEC STAFF USE

TIT1E
INSTITUTION

STREET

CITY

STAFF

AREA CODE

NE MHER

ZIP ( ODF

S

509

EX I

r

P'

REQUEST FOR NAVY GENERAL RATE/RATING EXHIBITS
Officials should use this form only for requesting exhibits that contain the phrase, "Pendinievaluation; As general
rates and ratings are evaluated, they will be listed in the OEC Newsletter. When you want to obtain the recommendation
for a newly-evaluated general rate or rating, identify the exhibit you are requesting by using the complete OEC I.D.
number (e.g., NER-BT-001), and the title of the general rate or rating. Include the applicant's name if you would like the '
name mentioned in the OEC reply. Please check the form for accuracy before forwarding it to OEC. Submit the form to
the Office on Educational Credit, American Council on Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC 20036, attention
Occupational Assessment Programs.
General Rate or Rating Title
Please print; do not abbreviate.

OEC I.R, Number

Name of
Applicant

.

.

.

,
p

r

.

.

.

.

.

,

.,

Signature of Official

Name of Official
,i

.

Title

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE -OEC STAFF USE

Institution or Organization

1

4
Street

.1.

City

Zip Code

State

Area Code

t

Number

Please retain file.copies of any recommendations received from the OEC Information Service.
.

510'

Ext.

s

AMERICAN COUNCI.L ON EDUCATION
,

J. W. Peltason, President

The American Council on EdUcatian, founded in 1918 and coinposed or institutions of higher education and national and regional education associations, is the nation's major coordinating body for postsecondary education.,Through voluntary and cooperative action, the Council
provides comprehensive leadership for improving educational standards,
policies, and procedures.,

The Office on Educational Credit and Credentials is the Council's
division concerned with credit and credentialing policies and practices in
postsecondary education. The role of the office and its policy-making
and advisory arm, the Commission on Educational Credit and Credentials, is to give attention to educational credit and credentialing policies
for postsecondary education; to foster high standards and sound practices
for the evaluation and recognition of extra-institutional learning; to foster
And operate programs to establish and publish credit equivalencies for
extra-institutional learning, and to advise postsecondary education institutions on how these credit equivalencies can be used in placing Students in
academic programs and in credentialing educational accomplishment; to
assist postsecondary edtication institutions in providing people with due
recognition for competency, knowledge, and skills, wherever and however obtained; anti to provide people with an alternative means of demon§trating high-school-graduation competencies. OECC makes credit
recommendations for testing programs such as the College -Level Exami. nation Program (CLEP) and administers the General Educational Development (GED) Testing Program. OECC also makes, credit recommendations for formal courses offered by the military and other noncollegiate
sponsors such as business, industry, government agencies, voluntary and
professional associations, and labor unions; for Army military occupational specialties (MOS's) and Navy ratings; and for home study courses
accredited by the. National Home Study Council.

f

511,

.

'

